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Niteries,Pix,
As Pennant Fever Grips Pittsburgh

<1

During Week Single Pic Sat Night

By LENNY LITMAN
Exhib-distrib foes of the time*
honored—or at least generally ac¬
Pittsburgh. Sept. 6.
By GEORGE ROSEN
Beatnik
Tag^Bad
B.O.
Wives
Defend
Tooters
cepted
— double-feature policy
The mad frenzy that has gripped
. New faces (male ones) will. be
might take note of a practice in¬
The Greeh wich Village,
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
this city since the Pittsburgh Pi¬
all over the television map this sea¬
stituted
some time ago with ap¬
N.
Y.,
espresso
houses
are
anx¬
Spouses
of
some
70.
tooters
rates were established aS firm fa¬
son. Perhaps in a determined biff
parent success by Century Thea¬
ious to kick the beatnik tag.
have banded together to' form
vorites to win the pennant has
to conceal the fact that the ’60-’61
tres in "selected” houses on Long
They’ve herded Into the Coffee
Musicians’
Wives
Inc.,
which,
affected every phase of the city’s
shbws_ will look and sound just like
Island. In. these situations, circuit
House Trade Assn:, a: new.
economy with special emphasis on
all of last season’s ^ entries, the-{ besides a social and charitable
occasionally strips a double fea¬
group Which seeks to lift the
goal, is putting on its scrappin’
those in or within the fringe of
quest for "this year’s Robert
ture program, scheduled for a
level, of .the turf and shake, all
cap.
show business.
Stack” and "the new: Robert Hor¬
week’s
play, doWn to the top fea¬
elements
;
and
assorted
cats
Organization
will
fight
pub¬
The Pirates- appearances at
ton” will reach a new high in three-,
ture only for the Saturday eve¬
who have bum-rapped the area.
lic notions about professional
Forbes Field has not seriously af¬
network exposure.
ning
performance.
David
Cordon,
operator
of.
musicians,
specifically
narcot¬
fected : anybody. ; But the Civic
At least 25 new faces—all with
Unusual aspect of the case i>
Phase 2, is the group’s prexy.
ics use and the like, its pro¬
Light Opera, in making ;its annual
that, gleam of stardom—will be
that along with all other theatres
claimed.
Org’s dedicating itself to fur¬
report, said that its small loss
teeing off in the next few Weeks in
who raise their prices on week¬
thering the artistic, aspects of
might not have happened if so
tv’s most competitive bid for new
ends, these theatres thus get high¬
its bailiwick.
many people weren’t-going to the
personalities. Iff. many instances
er admission prices for whart is
ball games.
they’ll come two to a show va for¬
actually
a smaller show. It’s re¬
John Bertera. owner of the Holi¬
mula sparked , by the success of
ported that the public, adequately
day -House, said that where they
the James Garner-Jack. Kelly alter¬
informed
through newspaper ads,
played didn't matter. He added
nation in "Maverick”), thus dou¬
accepts the practice with pleasure.
that night tv ball games murdered,
bling the show’s chances of click¬
Its
greatest
virtue, as far as the
him and; even the radio broadcasts
ing. It only takes one to hit it—*
exhib is concerned, Is that it-allows
hurt. It is a familiar sight here to
and the program’s a shoo-in.
for
more
shows
of an evening and
see ringsiders listening to the
The medium has long since es¬
consequently a larger turnover in
games with small transistor radios
tablished that the "made by tele¬
customers.
RKO
Theatres has also
While the show is going on. At the
vision” personality (as opposed , to
experimented with the practice on
Horizon Room, Monique Van Voothe "borrowed from ’ films” star),
a limited scale during the sumreri, had to stop her show to ask a
pulls off the Nielsen, and the
Searching, far and wide for spe¬
(Continued on page €2)
customer to cut the volume down
(Continued on page 38)
cials, Revlon has come up with
on his table radio.'
: London, Sept, 6.
Bobby Darin, the singer. Since the
Only "Psycho” was able to Com¬
It’s a slim hope, but . American
bankroll^ has signed him to an
pete against last Weekend’s two , Broadcasting Co. is clinging, to it
exclusive longterffi tv pact, Darin
night tv games.. While the Penn - —namely,, that : Bing Crosby will
will , become the cosmetic com¬
(Continued on page. 20)
pany’s principal tv spokesman.
do that scheduled taping in Ire¬
Darin is slated for one to two
land for a St. Patrick’s Day pro¬
specs per annum on what ts be¬
gram.-For next seasoh, not this.
lieved
to be a three-year pact.
ABC had the expedition all lined
Boston, Sept. 6.
First of the stanzas is going to
up over here, having arranged with
"Ballots Up,” Mass. Gov. Foster
NEO-TV
with- Bob
on tap
Associated Television to grab a
.....
.. Hope
. - ^
- as Furcolo’s. play recently tried out
his Imhal
....
giest star. Deal was,at the cherry County playhouse.
mobile unit for, the job. Then - the
»“*?•»» GAC, Darin’s agency,
a Trayerse city. Micli., took a drubPittsburgh , Pirates, in which Crosr
Another project in the blueprint j hing last week in a syndicated colby has a substantial holding, made
The Presidential election cam¬ like getting into the World Series
Metro sales veepee Bob Mochrie, stage with Revlon is a ope^hot j. umn_hy Washington correspondent
paign has reached the groove in a and Crosby reckoned he ought to talking about the "hard ticket” tieup with John Aaron and Jesse ; ROScoe Drummond. The piece apstrictly partisan manner. In an al¬ stay home and nurse the whole vogue, thinks this is good /solid Zousmer former co-producers of j peared iast Friday (2) in the Bos— - was published
.
bum called "The Republican Rec¬ thing through. ABC and ATV had merchandising "p r o v i d 1 n g, of "Person to Person.” Subject to ton Globe.
<It
discussions by A&Z with the Duke in New York by the Herald
ord?”, Vice-President Richard 3VL made plans to start recording in course, itrs not a, phoney.”
Nixon is taken over the coals in a Ireland, but the date- cuts clean
Mochrie is just back from Phila¬ & Duchess of Windsor, Revlon Tribune.—Ed. >
song-spoof that will tickle the Ken¬ across the W-orld Series. ,
delphia where "Ben-Hur* just would like to do a special built
Correspondent - turned - critic
around the lives of the royal pair.
nedy contingent..
broke while Crosby Was {passed the $1,008,000 gross mark Aaron and Zousmer did the Wind¬ Drummond wrote the column in
In addition to the satirical sgi^gs, in News
i
"and it’s good for six months more.
the form of an open letter to the
London
last
week,
en
route
with
the veep’s voice, culled frbW|f tap- |
; despite it haying opened last sors on one of their "Person to Governor, and the Globe printed
logs of some of his speeches are his wife to Rome and the Olympic i Thanksgiving at the Boyd. Al Person” programs for CBS-TV.
it under an explanatory paragraph
Though the groaner was
used as a lead-in. to : the spoofing. Games;
reading, "A special. Globe corre¬
only Ioann’ aroun’, buying a few ; Boyd, as peppery a showman as
TJie blendingi at tiffies* is devastat¬
lever
despite
his
80
years
(I’m
spondent
in Traverse City reported
suits; and eyeing Buckingham ’ guessing) went along with us, cut
ingthat the audience enjoyed Gov.
Palace
an’
all
that,
he
was
pinned
The album is cloaked in anonym¬
i
the
30-year-old
theatre
from
1,900
Furcolo’s
play. Following, is an
ity. It’s being released; under the down by the national newspaper to .1,500 seats, gave it. a facelift,
open letter from a Washington
Current Personalities label and dis¬ boys and given generous coverage, recarpeted,, repainted, repolished
i correspondent who didn’t.”
tributed by L P. Sales Corp:, a N.Y.
the restrooms, and the answer is
Oscar HammersteinSid knew his j Drummond rated “Ballots Up”
outfit handling independently
this volume of boxoffice gross.”.
days were .numbered virtually from ‘ as "perhaps up to the level of what
made jazz and folk disks. A spokes¬
Mochrie saw 90 minutes of "King; the Initial abdominal operation a a junior class in highschool might
man for L.P. claims that the disk
of Kings,” which Metro has ac¬ year ago and when shortly before put on in an unguarded moment.”
was made by a Chicago political
quired from Sam Bronston for dis¬ the end he called his family to- He added, “It is cliche-ridden and
group whose leader is an antitribution, and thinks this is "an gether, the librettist calmly told very unfunny. I found if so cyniWashington, Sept. 6. ! honest hardtlcket picture.” He thenff “We’
Nixon Republican. The leader, he
had much joy and cal as to be totally amoral.”
says, prefers to remain anonymous, . It will be the Echo, heard (and ; feels the same way about "Mutiny fuii, and love together.” He also
The writer also predicted. "I
so do the singers,, who call them¬ seenV around the world:
on the Bounty” and "The Winning urged Dorothy, his wife, to "go 1 suspect that I am the only WashU.S, Information Agency, is ship¬ of the West,” Sol C. Sitfgel’s Cine¬ back Into interior decorating to , ington correspondent who will ever
selves; the Grand Old Partygoers,
and so does the writer of the spe¬ ping a one-reel film bn the launch¬ rama spectacle (“first Cinerama keep yourself occupied.”
jsee ‘Ballots Up’ and that the New
cial spoof material which includes ing of America’s Echo I satellite to | feature with a storyline”), two < The Doylestowff, Pa., f arm fn 1 York critics will be waiting In vain
such songs as “Save The Golf Ball 200 USIA posts in 80 countries, more reserved-seat pix!
Bucks County, friends deduce, will; for its. appearance.”
for: the Hall of Fame,’’“Bring Back for use in theatres or on television. “I haven’t seen ‘Spartacus’ but probably be sold; It was essentially } Mrs. Sidney Gordon, who operMy Checkers To Me/’ "Experience
Produced by USIA’s motion pic-^ that smells the iffccoy; but some of a creative retreat for the play-lates the Falmouth Playhouse, at
Counts A Lot” and "The Million ture service here, the film' has been those other ,‘hardtickets’ are pho¬ Wright, but probably the .10 East \ Coonamessctt, Mass;, has said that
Dollar Cabinet.”
narrated in 30 languages. It will neys arid it’s not going to fool any¬ 63d St. town house in Manhattan [ she plans to produce "Ballots Up”
The report from L.P/s sales de¬ be taken into remote areas and body. What value it has for ex¬ will be retained. Mrs. Hammer-t on Broadway. She .also reported
partment Is that 40,000 copies Were small villages by USIA’s mobile ploitation is conjectural. But if stein meantime is now In Montego i that Metro and other companies
shipped in the first three weeks of film -units after it is. shown in. you got quality there’s nothing like Bay for a rest "to get away from it [ are interested in the film rights is
Its release.
Gros.
major cities.
it,” observes Mochrie,
all for a while.”
I the script.

Than St. Pat Spec

Think Crix Are Tough?
D.C. Columnist Tops ’Em
With Furcolo Play Pan

Is

Nixon Should Ask For
Equal Disk Tine As
Indie LP Blasts Him

Hammerstein’s Family
Counsel Before the End

‘Echo I’ One-Reeler
To Circle the Globe
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Olympic Games Top Even a Holy Year
As Romans Eye $6,400,000 Revenues

No. 2 'Open End' H wood News-Front
Winds Up a Wide-Open Rhubarb
►

By COL: BARNEY OLDFIELD 4-—--:-—-Rome, Sept. 6J|
that^/'£o'?|n
The Rome that
turned “pro” ;ln
Its handling of prisoners and pil¬
grimages more than 25 centuries
ago never managed .to change Its
ways much to comply with the
amateur <it says here) spirit which
is the essence of the Olympic
Games. The smell of the potential
$6,400,000 gate at ticket windows
alone,for the 16 days of competi¬
tion, was infinitely better than ajny
like period in a Holy Year, and
the Games began with a $4,500,000
advance sale by the time the Olym¬
pic flame was lit by the last of; a
string of athletic hotfoots stretch¬
ing to Mount Olympus in Greece.
Incomers, who bought the ad¬
vance tickets, also had to buy the
full run in their hotels, and demi
(half) pension at that (two out jof
three meals) for the period of the
games and at tilted daily prices.
Rome seemingly was motivated, as
Helsinki and Melbourne were, to¬
ward creating a good impression :pf
their countrymen and countries.
To Rome, the Olympics came off
as an assembly of some new “live
ones.” Even the policemen, twoto-five deep on a corner and with
Rome one-way-streeted to lead
even its cabdrivers around in full
circles never touching the ad¬
dress they set* out for, were like
Keystone Kops of old who directed
lii all directions and were really
not so much interested in getting
traffic and people to where lit
wanted to go as off their corner.
The Italian Olympic Committee
(Continued on page 61)

Soph’s Round-the-World
Bookings Thro Early ’62;
‘Old Pros’ & Young Talent
Sophie Tucker, at 73, with .57
years of show business behind heir,
Isn't as concerned about her open¬
ing at the International Casino on
Broadway this fall—the first time
away from the Latin Quarter—as
about her bookings in 1961 and
1962 which, via the Far East, will
bring her to Las Vegas in Febru¬
ary. 1962.
Starting with four weeks at tjie
Talk of the Town. London, for
Bernard Delfont <the old Hippo¬
drome), plus tw’o tv commercials,
•he is slated for -Brighton, Black¬
pool and Manchester, thence |to
Israel for the. opening of the sec¬
ond Sophie Tucker Youth Centre
at the Beeri Kibbutr near the GaZa
Strip, thence bookings in Lebanon,
South Africa i eight weeks between
Capetown and Johannesburg) arid
six weeks in Aussie, thence to the
Orient < vacation and dates), Hawaii
(more bookings) and back in the
U.S. early in '62.
A footnote to racial. sensitivities
globally (“the U.S. has-mo copy(Continued on page 15)

Fashion ’Oscar’ for Dinah

Uwd 4 IfaffrTf S«ieS
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
Stan Laurel'and ..Mrs, Lucille
Hardy, widow of Laurel’s many-;,
years partner, have set up Laurel
& Hardy Feature Productions Inc.,
projecting an animated tv series
based on former comedy team.
Outfit is now seeking bids from
animation
companies:
Attorney
Ben Shipman also is in corporation,
and Mitchell Getz, who agented the
comics for two decades, is handling
series' sale.
SWING and SWAY
with

Federation of Music Ckbs
Raps Blitzstein, Composer
Of Saeco-Vanzetti Opera

SAMMY KAYE
, Currentiv
ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW YORK CITY
Broadcasting C.B.S.
Exclusively DECCA RECORDS
Personal Mgtl: David Krengel
1619 Broadway, New York 19

Louisville, Sept. 6.
Directors of the Federation of
Music Clubs, in convention in
Louisville last week, urged the
Metropolitan Opera Co. to cancel
its projected performance of an
opera based on the Sacco-Vanzetti
case. One of the beefs registered
was that the commissioned com¬
poser,
Marc
Blitzstein,
is
of
proven subversive character.
A
second objection, which the fed-,
eration directors voiced.^ against
Blitzstein,. was that “exploiting the
criminals through the medium of
Greensboro; N.C., Sept; 6.
opera is hot in good taste and will
The mighty radio station. built
provoke
undeserving
emotional
by Hitler in Europe for use in
display.
Editorials in local press pointed jgaining control of the world will
used instead to spread the word
out that if the Federation.had been be
1
in existence at Weimar just 110 1of God.
The husband of a former Carthr
years ago this week, the world
might never have witnessed a per- ;age girl has been a prime mover
formance of “Lohengrin.” Reason :in the unprecedented project and
was that Richard Wagner consid¬ will be the leader in putting it
ered subversive character at that into effect.
time <1850) and was unable to at¬
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Freed, forr/
tend the premiere of “Lohengrin, ]merly of Greensboro, and thei^!
which was produced under the jfour children are on the high seas, i
direction of Franz Liszt. He had ;aboard the new SS Atlantic head?'
joined the revolutionary movement •ing
;
for Europe.
of 1848-1849 in Saxony, and had
The dramatic story has .been de¬
avoided arrest only by scramming ,
nied to leading U. S. publications
from his country. His opera was ,
until the project gets well under
performed nonetheless.
wray. But no seal has been placed
A. J. Fletcher, ah attorney and <on tlie lips of a proud father and
business man from Raleigh, N. C.r father-in-laW. Mrs. Freed is the.
: who has spent $139,000 of his own ;former Betty Jane. Seawell, daugh¬
money to encourage/ opera in iter of Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Seawell
' America, was given a standing ova- ,of. Carthage, and “Chub” Seawell,
ftion by the meeting.
His pet Carthage attorney and religious
! project Is to bring opera in Eng- i leader who revealed the story.
| lish to American towns.
h
Dr. Freed, who recently received
I
Fletcher started his Grass Roots ! ;his Ph.D. at Columbia U. is asso¬
j Opera Foundation in 1948. In sue- (ciated with Trans-World Radio
■ ceeding years. Grass Roots has ■I; nc., . International non-denomina! numbered in its talent roster tional, Protestant organization: He
'artists from over the country, and is proceeding to Monaco to put in
t coast-to-ebast tours. At the end of
(Continued on page .34)
the 1959-60 season, Fletcher’s com¬

Hitler s Former
Hate Station Now
Beasts Gospel

Dallas, Sept. 6.
Dinah Shore will receive a 1960
Nieman-Marcus Fashion Award at
the 23d Annual Nieman-Marcus
Fashion Exposition in the Sheraton-Dallas Hotel here Sept. ,12^13.
She will be here to receive the
silver and ebony fashion. “Oscar;’
for “her great contribution on tel¬
evision to the field of fashion.”
Also 'receiving
1060 Fashion
Awards will be Claude Staron,
Edward Burke Smith, Sylvia Ped¬
lar and Roger Jean-Pierre.. The
Dallas Museum for. Contemporary
Arts Is beneficiary of. the I960
Fashion. Exposition proceeds.

New Theatre Competition: i
Saloons Showing Features
(‘Picnic,’ et aL), 16m Style

By THOMAS M. PRYOR
Hollywood, Sept; 6.
David Susskind’s No. 2 “Open
End” tower-of-Babel session Sun¬
day night (4) on KTTV, with six
Hollywood fourthestaters,. found
the moderator pressed to. defend
his less than overwhelming admira¬
tion for film colony. N. Y. Herald
Tribune’s Joe Hymns, led the at¬
tack which didn’t seeni to bother
Susskind too miuch, an obvious
effort. to temper the indignation
that flared about town jeven befor
the first program on Aug. 28 (see
TV Review Page) Was; off the air.
(Item: Mike Connolly reported that
Tony Curtis threatened to punch
Susskind in the nose. Flofabel
Muir corrected to say on the chi
Take your Choice.)
Point made was .that Susskind
was: a cbme-Iately to Hollywood
and what right had he to be criti¬
cal since his great dramatic con^
tribution to television consisted, in
the main, of presenting adaptations
of old motion pictures;
While
Susskind
gave
some
grounds he certainly did hot back
down all the way; He expressed
great admiration, for the technical
proficiency Which is so evident in
Hollywood pictures—a concession
which might be regarded as a lefthanded compliment, if not a case
of adding a certai amount, of in¬
sult to injury.
He did not give in on hisTight to.
be critical of Hollywood; on; the
grounds that it too often does not
rise creatively to the heights its
people are capable of attaining.
With a second chance—th is talk¬
athon went two-and-a-half hours,
or an hour shorter! than the pre(Continued on page 38)

Minneapolis, Sept. 6. .
Local exhibitors are unhappy
here because the city and the booth
operators’ union haven’t done ainyr
tiling to halt the showing of 16m
features: in a number, of local |
saloons as patronage boosters.
In most instances the bartenders
operate the; projection machines in
addition to serving drinks.. In some
instances accommodating customers
are' pressed into service, rendering
the service gratis, or the owner
may take a hand. In no »case is. a
union operator being employed!
Morning Tribune’s Will Jones
brought the development to light
in his column; He described it as |
akin to something theatremen .have
liked to speculate and dream
about, blit which it took saloon¬
keepers to bring into being—“comr
fortahle lounges with films for
entertainment and the customers
quietly. being served booze and
snacks, with supper to precede or
Honolulu, Sept. 6.
follow the movie;”
Plans for a $12,000,000 resort der
. After visiting; several of the . Velopraent and tourist center on
saloons, Jones reported in his. Oahu (Honolulu) island’s north
column! that while the bars, of shore
have
gone
before city
course, don’t get the latest re¬ planners. Spokesman for Bishop;
leases, they have come up with Estate, which owns vast acreages,
some that haven’t been seen yet. said a group of top bracket de¬
on television. He mentioned one velopers and local corporations arm
bar that has shown such “items” as Involved in the . complex develop¬
“Picnic” and “The Snows of Kili¬ ment, Which will ha\e several ho¬
manjaro” on recent Sunday nights. tels, motels, a golf ;, course and
“I Wandered into Johnnies’ River other recreational facilities.
Garden Tuesday night and sat
A .proposed 65-acre private park1
watching ‘Slightly Scarlet,’ a 1956 will be Hawaii’s “answer” to Freething. I'd never seen before with domland and. Disneyland. Robert
Charlton Heston. Arlene Dahl, Burns, a former Disneyland cohr
Rhonda Fleming and John Payne,’’ sultant, outlined plans forthe park
wrote Jones; describing one nf his that include such features: as a
movie saloon visits. '-The 16m pro¬ Japanese Kabuki theatr , a puppet
jector had been placed on an in¬ theatre,
! "volcano,” an Under¬
verted beer case at the rear end of water attraction With sharks, octopl
pany had given 903 performances
the bar, and the picture was shown and tropical fish, and a witch doc¬
. of 33 different operas in 30 states.
on a large screen hung above the tor’s hut.
Some of the artists who first perfront door. A bartender operated
r formed with Grass Roots are now
Other
attractions
include
a
■ on the talent roster of the Chicago ' v (From Variety, Sept. 4, 1935) v' the machine;
Samoan hunter’s hut fr ir. Which
"If the crowd’s good, we run a Visitors can shoot at huge , “bats”
• Lyric. Opera, and the New York
i City Center.
(Continued on page! 62)
(Continued on page 60)
Variety lead story: “9 Broad¬
way Films grossed $380,000—Best
Weekend in Six Years. Rainy and
Chilly Labor Day make. Broadway
look like New Year’s Eve. Legit
Aispl SRO. Niteries likewise did
bo ffq biz.

As Hawaii’s ‘Answer’ To

I
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Will Rogers’ $4,000,000 estate in
its entirety, to his widow.
Income tax increases causing
Hollywood stars to “unload their
yachts.’’
Sid. Silverman's review of “Top
Hat” led off: ‘.'The theatres will
hold their own World Series* with
this one. It cari’t miss, and the rea¬
sons are three; Fred Astaire, Irv¬
ing Berlin’s sbngs, and sufficient
comedy between numbers to hold
the film together.” /
Average low price of film scripts
was $500, and the highest for 1935
was $12,000. This was in. contrast
to the peak $100,000. paid for
Leslie Howard's -‘Petrified Fbrest”
click, but that was the exception to
the rule.
Irene Castle came out- of 17-year
retirement for
role in Para¬
mount’s . “Collegiate;’’,, playing the
role of the operator of a dancing
school in a college tojvn.
The William Desmond Taylor
mystery bobbed up again via a
I $500,000 libel suit by Mrs: Char¬
lotte Shelby, mother of Mary Miles
Minter.
D. W. Griffith went to London
for a talker version of - Broken
(Continued on page 20)
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Pichire Stocb Up 10.8% in Aug,
1 Jill LEWIS Wall Si Ponders Pars Future
,
Second Most Favored by Street
P(X B.fl, ELIX Fiscal Policies in Wake of Its
Onward & Upward Stock Zoom
AlP’s Global Ali

Motion picture . stocks on the 4
New York Stock Exchange were
incredibly traded during August.
The valuations went up and Up, for
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
a total increase of 10.8%. in price,
American-Internatioiial Pictures
and measured only second to the
gold, industry in advancement. . Is going global, on its high-budget
■‘Ali Baba and the. Seven Wonders
Geld was slightly ahead, at.11%.
Mining, .tobacco* communicia- of the World,” to be filmed in
Technicolor
and Super-Technirama
tions. foods, motors, utilities, oils,
kirlines, chemicals, etc., were, sub¬ 70.:: Hugo Fregoriese: will: direct;
Pic
will
be
shot at Shpchiki The¬
stantially behind the film industry.
Films, made the major gai in atre, Tokyo; Independence: Festi¬
val,
New.
Delhi;
Tivoli Gardens;.
June, /ith a com posit rise of j
16.2%. This was. followed1 by a Copenhagen; Festival, Rio de Ja¬
neiro;.
and
Folies
Bergere, Paris.
pfofit-taking drop, of 1.49c- in July. |
And thenfollowed the astonishing j Production is skedded to. start
Jan.
3.
plus Qf .10.8% in August.
j
Radio broadcasting was up 4.5% j
and Tadio-teleyisiph manufacturing
dropped 0:5%,
Fact that films; copped a com-,
manding position went hand in
hand with what: appears to be a
new attitude on the part of Wall
Street analysis, in the past recent
period they , have; been touting the
Metro’s “Ben-JHuf” passed an¬
pictur
companies with gusto,
mostly all oii the acknowledgement other: milestone when the boxoffice
gross
at N. Y.’s Loew’s State passed
that 20th Fox, Metro* Paramount, the $2,000,000
mark last week.
Warners, et al:, are loaded with
Through
Wednesday (3D. the pic¬
unneeded assets . that can be ven¬
ture grossed exactly $2,007,039 in
tured into capital gains gold.
Major considerations, also, are 513 . paid : performances since it
the possibilities involved in licens¬ opened on Nov.. 18.. 1959. The .take.
ing of post-1948 theatrical produce represents 881,988 paid admis¬
sions, according ti /Metro.'
tions to. television interests.
Paramount was tire big Winner, ! /.In;-70 hardticket engagements; lii
the
U.S.;. and Canada, the picture
having jumped to a new high of r.
has rolled lip a boxbffice gross of
fractionally over $67 per share! $19,000,000.
(see separate; storyK. United Artists !
also went to a new high, of;
$32; 121*2,. with continuing upbeat j
earnings as a consideration. .
I

By GENE ARNEEL
The evidence is. in. Jerry Lewis’.
“Bellboy” is established as . a suc¬
cess?—and thus .the string of his
winning pictures continues without
interruption,
Independent producer Hall Bart¬
lett in New York last week com¬
mented that Lewis is the only star
Whose pictures all . turn out in the
black; There’s no business rela¬
tionship between, the filmmaker
and the comedian; Barlett simply
made the statement as a non-par¬
tisan assessing the values of nu¬
merous star names.
It was subsequently ascertained
from: other sources that ’’Bell¬
boy,” on the' basis of its. Para¬
mount playoff so far, likely will
wind up with about $3,500,000 In
domestic rentals. This means beauebup profit for Lewis and^Par.
It was further stated that all
pictures with Lewis, either as a.
single or with erstwhile teammate
Dean Martin, have averaged oyer
$3,000,000 in United States-Canadian rentals/ All have made moneys
That Lewis has a ready audience
Is obvious. But. how come? The
professsiohal notices anent his
pictures are short of unanimously
good. He has fans, to be sure, but
then there are dissenters. No
star is everybody's darling, but
Lewis is consistently, standout with
his boxoffice track record;
Importantly-placed officials; in
New York believe that Lewis has
the. market cornered—-the market
for zany comedy. Although he has.
been / tending toward ‘’sophistica¬
tion” a/" la Chaplin, for the most
part his funny stuff is slapstick
and he has no competition.
Observers say this reflects not
only the situation with Lewis, but
with, the entire film production in(Continued pn page 15)

‘Ben-Hur in N.Y.
Over $2,000,000

Klinger Gets Strauss Post
As 20thYN.Y. Story Ed

Henry Klinger, formerly 20thFox’s associate eastern story edi¬
tor, has been named New York
story editor to succeed Ted Strauss,
who has transferred to. the coast:
as studio story editor;
Klinger has been at 20th since
1936 in a number, of story posts.
Before joining the company he was
prexy of the Booklovers Guild, as¬
sociate editor of Chatterbox and
freelance
story consultant for/
Not all New York film Importers
are happy oyer possible; long-range RKQ Pictures and Cosmopolitan
Magazine.
consequences of the suit .initiated
last week by Films-Arouiid-TheAl FIpersheimeiKs mimeograph
Wbrld against the U.S. Customs in See ‘Navarone* Shooting
machine is working overtime as
Washington, D.C\ The ■- suit, filed
To
Wind
in
Few
Weieks
the
Theatre Owners, of America
by attorney Ephraii
London,
public relations director Is busily
London, SCpt, 6.
seeks, to recover the company’s
engaged
in recording the multitude
print of the’ French import, “Les
At long, last end is in . sight for
jeux De L’Amour.” (“Games of Carl Foreman's “The Guns of Na- of events scheduled for the ex¬
hibitor
organization's
13th annual
Love”), and obtain a. ruling on the
First thesp to finish convention and trade show In Los
Constitutionality of the statute varone.”
work,
on
the
film
is
Anthony
Qui
*
Angeles*
Sept
13
to
16.
under which U.S, Customs inspec¬
The session, to be held at the
tors have authority to approve pic¬ who flew last, weekend to/N.Y. to
tures: coming, into the U.S. from start rehearsals with Sir Laurence Ambassador: Hotel, is reported to
have drawn an advance registration
Abroad:
Olivier for Anouilh’s "Becket.* of more than 500, said to be an
One prominent Indie distrib said
In New York last week that of all Irene Papas leaves in a few days all-time record high.
The convention spotlight will be
for
work on a Greek film, while
the
“censorship”
restrictions
which films have to put . up with Gia Scala and Tames Darren have on:exhtfoitioh’s own efforts to ease
the
product shortage. At the open¬
lit the U.S.,. the JCustbms inspec¬ both nearly finished their stints.
ing luncheon on Tuesday (13), S. H.
tion is by far “the least onerous.”
Gregory Peck;. David; Niven and Fabian, TOA treasurer and chair¬
He also pointed out that one of.
the. favorite arguments employed Anthony Qitayle still have a few: man of the American Congress of
by the Importers against domestic more weeks'/ Work on “Navarone,”, Exhibitors, Will report on ACE’s
censors is fact that; all imported which is being directed by J. Lee production program. Oii Wednes(Contlnued on page 20)
films have been “cleared” of ob¬ Thompson for Columbia release, j
scenity charges, by Customs au¬
thorities; Should power of Customs
be knocked down in this area,
distrib feels there might be in¬
creased pressure in domestic areas
for lbcal censor boards;
(As a> matter of fact,. the brief,
filed with the U.S. Supreme Court
by the Independent Film Import¬
By VINCENT CANBY
particularly in terms of import li¬
ers & Distributors of America, on
behalf of Times Film in latter’s
"Giye . us another year and We censes and remittances.. However,/
said
Nicholson, the company hasn’t
suit against the City of. Chicago, may be ready, to talk about it then”
lists as orie of the two main, issues, is the way American International yet felt any particular pinch along
in that case whether or not foreign Pictures prexy James. H. Nicholson these lines, principally because it
pix, imported, into the U.S. and replied when asked whether com¬ hasn’t had more product than it
subjected to “inspection for ob¬ pany, which is . beginning to enter could get licenses for in specific
scenity under the Federal Cus¬ the big time in terms of foreign as markets;
Company, however, is; now going
toms Law,” may be constitutionally well as domestic business, is think¬
subjected to additional regula¬ ing of joining, the Motion Picture In.for bigger budget, pix Which
tion by City of Chicago’s, licens¬ Assn, of America and its. sister org, will require a wide; foreign playoff.
ing ordinance,)
the Mbtion. Picture Export Assn. . Gone are. the days when company
Distrib feels that 99% of the
Nicholson,, in New York last designed its, product for domestic
time he and: his fraternity have week tb : supervise editing and market alone.
Very few legitimate gripes against dubbing of "Journey to the Lost
Nicholson, who just recently re?
actions taken by the. Customs offi¬ Country,” a German acquisition, turned to the States from an
cers. He thinks, that while there reported that, last year company’s around-the-world business-pleasure,
may have been times (including foreign biz accounted for alinost junket, reported that his trip had
the current “Jeux" case in Wash¬ 30% of total gross and this year been an eye-opener;, in a couple of
ington) where..: the Customs Taw will increase to close to 50%; Of respects. “It sounds corny;” he said,
hag been “unconstitutionally ap- special interest to ALP would be "bid all that businers about Ameri¬
(Continued on; page 15)
thi services offered by MPEA* can films being good ambassadors

inst Customs

j

Shortage, Feevee

h

Par's Hot Paco
Paramount’s" domestic bill¬
ings for. the past summer, be¬
ginning June 15, have been
running from $1,500,000 to
close to $2,000,000 weekly.
This represents, the biggest
summer the company has had
since the company was di¬
vorced from Par Theatres on
Jan. 1. .1950, except for the
time when “10 Command¬
ments” hit wide-circulation re. lease.
Month of August, this year,
was particularly strong. This
; was due in large part to the
extraordinary income from
“Psycho,”
“Bellboy,”
“Rat
Race” (in subsequent playoffs)
and “Tarzan the Magnificent”
have contributed to the jack^JotinYhatbrdeE;^-^—^—-—

Techni to Handle
All duPont Film?
/; Flurry of activity in the stock
of Technicolor last week was_ at¬
tributed in Wall Street circles to
reports that du Pont, which plans
to enter the film manufacturing
field, intends to name Techni as
the exclusive processor of all its
footage.
A spokesman for Techni dis¬
counted the rumor, and was more
inclined to place the reason for
the upbeat on the company’s
financial recovery, the acceptance
of Technirama, the increase in
the number of pictures, a rise in
the company’s processing of ama¬
teur color film, and the possi¬
bility that several new products
are closer to fruition.
On the same day—Friday (2)—
that Wall St. buzzed with news
about Techni, the company re¬
vealed that Dr,. Herbert F. Kalmus had retired from active serv¬
ice as a consultant and a direc(Conttnued on page 20)

One of the hottest subjects of
discussion in Wall Street this week
centered on Paramount Pictures.
The key question narrows down to,
"Where does this company go from
here?” And, more specifically,
will there be more stock buyings
by the company, or, perhaps, will
there be increased dividends for
stockholders?
Par started out on its post¬
divorcement way in 1950 with an
annual divvy of $2 per share for
the then outstanding 3,300,000
shares. The same divvy rate con¬
tinues* but 10 years ago the stock
was traded at just above $20 per
share, and last week it hit over
$67.
Too. and this Is a significant fac¬
tor, the outstanding shares have
been reduced, via open market pur¬
chases, to a little more than 1,600,000 shares. The money for this
capitalization shrinkage program,
came mostly via a $25,000,000 loan
from the Prudential Insurance CTo.
-Of this borrowing only about $5,000,000 has yet to be repaid.
Current earnings—that is, sec¬
ond half earnings—are going
strong and Par is nicely fixed with
cash on hand.
One of two approaches are ex¬
pected—if not a little of both. Par
could buy in more stock or could
enhance the melon for present-day
stockholders. There’s enough rev¬
enue in the till, and potential other
cash, to make either one or a com¬
bination of the two a possibility.
The steamroller advance of the
trading value of Par stock in down¬
town Manhattan began in early
summer with an analysis from
Jesup & Lamont. This outfit did
an astute sizeup on the fiscal slate
of Par after what’s understood to
be a two-month study. Other Wall(Continued on page 20)

Conn. Exhibs Bid
FCC Kill Hartford
Pay-TV Project

v
Washington, Sept. S.
A group of Connecticut motion
picture theatre exhibitors plus two
anti-tollvision organizations have
For the first time United Artists
will cut in field exploitation men joined in a letter to the Federal
to share In $60,000%,orth of prizes Communications Commission urg¬
with regular sales personnel in the ing rejection of the Hartford paycompany’s upcoming 22-week Max tv experiment over .WHCT-TV by
Youngstein sales drive. Heretofore,
the loot has. been confined to the Hartford Phonevlsion Co.
Marcus Cohn, Washington attor¬
sales force.
Prizes will be awarded to field ney representing the exhibitors in¬
volved;
contended they are defi¬
men and regional field supervisors
in the 33 competing branches in nitely “parties in interest” and in¬
sisted
FCC
should recognize them
the U. S. and Canada on the basis
of exploitation campaigns devel¬ as. such because the WHCT-TV
presentation
to the FCC states that
oped for the drive.
the “principal portion of the pro¬
grams (for fees) will be current
releases of feature length motion
pictures.”
What’s more, said Cohn, twothirds of the exhibit field with FCC
on proposed tollvision program¬
ming over WHCT-TV was consumed
with a discussion of new motion pic¬
is true.. People In India who’ve tures, with no mention of films
never heard of Philadelphia or prepared especially for tv or subse¬
New Orleans will always know the quent feature film projections.
nanie of Hollywood." Exec reflect¬
“A resident of Connecticut,” the
ed a moment and added with some letter said, “would obviously not
candor, “We really should pay watch two motion picture films at
more attention to the effect our one time... a person who pays to
films will have overseas, and I see a film on WHCT-TV cannot, as
realize that AIP released ‘Machine the same time, be a patron of any
Gun Kelly’.”
motion picture theatre.”
Despite: the latter, he said, aver¬
And if pay-tv got the film first,
age, educated cineihagoers in the the letter said, the available audi¬
Far. East and Europe actually feel ence for a theatre playing it later
safer taking their children to see, would be hard hit.
an American pic than the sexy
Cohn represents the Joint Com¬
stuff Coming out of Europe and the mittee Against Till TV; Connecti¬
violent ones coming out of Asia. cut Committee'Against Pay TV;
Considering the effect American and these Connecticut exhibitors;
films have overseas, he said he Sta'nley Warner, Loew’s Inc.. Concan’t understand why the U. S. | necticut Theatres, Outdoor Theagovernment doesn’t do more to i tre Corp. and Manchester Drive¬
-In Theatre Corp.
(Continued on page 20)

UA lets in Exploiteers
On Sales Drive Prize Loot

‘Runaways,’9Anybody?Roman Candle
sts,London9s»Gorilla Crisis

PfauEfr
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Teitei’s Israeli Swap

‘Psycho,’ ‘Oceans’ Close Behind;
Aug. B.O. Great Via Blockbusters

Chicago, Sept. 6.. /.
Chi showman Charles Teitel; ex¬
panding his distribution activities,
has set a swap deal with Israeli
Zev Karkomi of Haifa.
Latters Mediterranean Films
will furnish Israeli pix in exchange
for indie Yank: product which Tei¬
tel has promised tu line up for ex-,
port. Chicagoan reports that, be¬
sides present sources, Karkomi
is dickering to rep several new
production companies scheduled to
start up soon in the young state.

Jack L. Warner, on a Gotham stopoff las£ week, from Cap d’Anti¬
bes back to Burbank, bullishton the picture busi
, especially WB’i
“next yearls earnings”. . . Vet showman. Arthur L.' Mayer off ; today
(Wed.) for Tokyo and Hong Kong, mostly pleasure but also scouting
pix and tv commercials
j. Vet film exploiter Arnold Yah Leer a
third-time grandpop; his wifh is a 1920 “Ziegfeld Follies” girl, freWest.
By MIKE WEAR
i
is a girl. The Vain Leers, Sr; and Jr., are now stationed in Boston,
Variety's
regular weekly
William Goetz winged in ' from London, can be spotted at tho
boxoffice reports are summa¬
Columbia homeoffice talking about “Cry for Happy,” which Ke just,
completed, and "Sorig Without End”
“Cruel City,” paperback novel
1. “Ben-Hur” (M-G).
rized each month, retrospec¬
published by Belmont Productions, is authored by Joe Mackey of the
2. “Psycho” (Par).
tively. Based on an averagei of
Warner homeoffice publicity staff . . . The Leo Jaffes (he the Columbia
3. “Ocean’s 11” (WB).
24 key situations, the source
1st v.p.-treasurer) pass along word that their daughter, Marcia Ann,
4. “From Terrace” (20th).
data constitute an adequate
and stockbroker Eugene Margoluis, of Abraham
Co., are to be
5. “Elmer Gantry” (UA).
sampling of current releases
married in December . . . How do you keep scote pri the characters in
6. “Strartgers" (Col).
but are not, of course, fylly
Paramount’s “Savage Innocents?” Fictionalized names include Imik,
“definitiveAn index of rela¬
7. “Apartment” (UA).
Asiak, Imind, Powtee, Itti, Anarvik/Hiko, Iulik and Kidok. If you think
tive grossing strength in %he
8. “Can-Can” (20th).
this strange nomenclature, you’re , just not an Eskimo.
__ U. S. - Canada
market, this
#. “Bells Ringing” (M-G).
‘■The Three Faces of the Film Art, Dream ard Cult,” new book by
monthly reprise does not pre¬
16. “Portrait in Black” (U).
Washington, Sept. 6.
f
tend to express total rentals.
11. “Pollyaana” <BV>.
Extensive selling of shares in critic Parker Tyler, will. be issued by Thomsis Yoseloff on Sept; 26. It’s
[said to examine the “forces of art and the,place of the motion picture
12. "Lost World” (20th).
National
Theatres
&
Television
f in the total network of our present cultural values” .
Alan Martin,
The fall season began last month
stock featured latest Securities & , of Cinema Corp. of America, the company which holds the rights to
for many first-run exhibitors de¬
spite the fact that generally Sep¬
Exchange Commission report on | Cecil B. DeMille’s 1927 silent film, “Kings of Kings,” is off to Europe,
tember is accepted as the riionth
insiders’ stock transactions for j to make distribution arrangements [for. the oldie, A. new picture with
[the same title is currently being:made in Spain by Samuel Broaston
that launches the fall boxoffice
the period July 11 to Aug: 10!
[for Metro release . . . Robert llOMen to the Coast to confer with United
season. The great biz enjoyed in
B. Gerald Cantor sold 8,059 /Artists v.p. Robert F. Bulmofe on plans for Rossen’s production Of "The
August stems from so many block¬
buster pix being launched during
shares, leaving him with sin even Hustler,” based on the novel by Walter Travis .. .. William Shelton,
the month. Although business con¬
100,000. Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co. Cinemiracle sales, chief, has set “Windjammed’ dates in Glenside, Pa.
! and. Lancaster, Pa., continuing the company’s policy of introducing the
ditions in key cities, covered by
“The Crowning Experience.” fea- , unloaded its entire 8,600-share i hard ticket run to surbUrban areas;
Variety were spotty at best (in
some communities, the decline in ture film produced by Moral Re- 1 holding, while Cantor & Son dis¬ . Market letter by the Wall Street firm of Bache 1 Co. sees. United
trade by numerous biz establish¬ Anhament and based on the life j posed of 2,400, bolding onto 2,600 Artists “poised to go into new high, ground” despite the fact that the .
ments as easily noticeable), but of the late Negro educator, Mary | shares. Eugene V. Klein sold 7,500 company’s stock is “a comparatively unspectacular, market performer.”
spending for-cinema entertainment McLeod Bethune, will have its; shares ; and kept 52,323: Jack M. According to Bache, the earnings, for the current fiscal year should
continued at high level for a sum¬ world premiere engagement at the | Ostrow got rid of 2,200, leaving easily exceed last year's $2.47,. possibly goipg as high as $2.75. “We
Warner theatre in New York. Pic, j
continue to like the company, which is. incidentally, one of our Id
mer month.
him with 5,303; and Lawrence A. favorites for income and grovrtfc,” says Bache. The. Wall St. outfit’s
The high grosses, helpejd by which stars Muriel Smith, has been Peters sold his last 209 share?:
booked
for four weeks at the Stan¬
enthusiasm is based on the list of potential blockbusters coming from
lipped scales, which continued to
In other major show business UA
Stanley Kubrick, who directed “Spartacus,” arrived from the
be racked up by “Ben-Hur” (M-G) ley Warner showcase on Broadway.
Although 20th-Fox was at one transactions (all in common stock Coast for bally work on the Universal hardticketer . , Tom Wood*
enabled this opus to retain its grip
off to Paris to serve as unit publicist on “TimeHer Hands.” the.
on first place last month, making it time reportedly close to signing a unless otherwise stated):
. Preston R. Tieeh,
the ‘ sixth consecutive month to distribution deal for the film, ne¬
Allied Artists
Albert Zug- Anatole. Litvak production for United Artist*
wind as b.o. champion. However, it gotiations broke down and Warner smith continued amassing shares, newly-elected president of Loew’s Hoto’.W utc.. and Ernest EmerUng,
date
was
set
directly
by
MRA
ex¬
Loew’s
Theatre
pub-ad
chief,
back
at
the
N.Y.
office
after meetings
buying. 5:600. to; make a < grand to¬
was closely pursued by “Psycho”
<Par). which trailed in second ecs and Stanley Warner. No fu¬ tal of 166:300. He also picked up with the management and sales staff of the Americana Hotel,. Miami
ture
dates
have
yet
been
set.
Pic
Beach
John
R.
Clark.
Technicolor
prexy.
to
London
to onceover
place by a matter of about $340,000
100 shares of 5\*zfo preferred to
will be following 20th’s “High boost his holdings, to 600.
the company’s operations there . ... Walter Ross, senior editor of Coro¬
in total gioss.
Time’*
into
the
Warner.
net;
is
leaving
for
Copenhagen
this
week
to
write
a
series
on
the Danish
“Ocean’s 11” (WB), which fin¬
Cinerama Inc—Nicolas Reisini,
Film, which Was completed a through Robin International Inc., film industry as well, as other articles dealing -with. Denmark.
, .
ished first in weekly totals several
year
ago,
already
has
had
a
num¬
...
Stanley
Kramer’s
“Inherit
the
Wind”
has
been
booked
for
day-andtimes, captured third money it was
bought 3,850, giving him 11,150
date showings at the Astor and Trans-Lux 85th St, . . Gary Cooper
actually more than $648,000 behind ber of preview showings in this beneficially owned.
“Ben-Hur,” but coming up fast country as well as Europe and
Columbia. Pictures Corp.—Ficd in Gotham for a quickie stay before leaving for an extended visit to
Both “Oceans” and “Pbycho” have Asia, but the New York stand will Corp. sold .100 shares, leaving it Paris . . Edward Emanuri, Variety Clubs International chief barker,
will receive an American Legion'award at a dinner in Philadelphia on
displayed great staying power, be its first commercial engage¬ with 117.762. .
l Decca Records—Milton R/ Rack- Sept. 19.
winning numerous holdover en¬ ment.
Ted Mann, once president of North Central Allied, has enrolled nin*
Meanwhile; a number of show 1 mil as a co-trustee [bought 200
gagements of three weeks or
biz personalities attended a special , shares of capital stock, giving the of his Minnesota theatres in Theatre Owners of America . . Deal has
longer.
been set for the showing of Cinerama in Columbus. O. at .the RKO
From the Terrace”
<20th), MRA conference at Mackinac Is- [ trusteeship 11,800 shares.
viewed as a potentially big grosser land, Mich., this past weekend to [ ... Microwave Associates—Vessari- Grand Theatre. Engagement starts Nov. 3 with “This Is Cinerama.”
in July, finished a strong fourth, help plan for the October launch- os Chigas sold 1,000 shares; hold¬ It’ll be the only theatre in central Ohio showing the three-strip medium
. Lawrence H. Ltpsktn. former pub-ad chief of Columbia Pictures
only a steD behind “Ocean's.;” Pic¬ ing of the film. Included in the ; ing onto 14.000. George S. Karioture was third and fourth virtually group were Joel McCrea, who. nar¬ tis sold 800, keeping 1,950, and. International, has joined the Roy Bernard Co. as exoloitation director
.
/..'ton
Martini signed for a role in “The Hoodlum Priest” ,
Arnold
rates
the
prolog
to
the
film,
his
all month. “Elmer Gantry” (UA)
Richard M. Walker got rid of 100, Picker, United Artists foreign distribution Chief, returned from Hong
measured up to its first few test wife Frances Dee, Beulah Bondi, leaving him with 37,760.
Kong
.
.
.
Clifford
Odets
had
his
press
agent
issue
a
statement
denying
Frank
Ross,
Lew
Ayres,
Jack
Lord,
,
dates and wround un fifth.
Paramount
Pictures — Frank
Strangers When We Meet”; fCol) Tex Williams, Spring Byington, I Freeman sold 2,500, holding onto items that he has been contributing script changes on “The Misfits ”
Arthur Miller’s first screenplay .:. J«dm Wayne, will make a 14-city
m
1
took sixth position with better than and others.
2,700.; Louis A. Novins discarded personal appearance tour in behalf, iff the roadshow engagements of
$600,000 gross. “The Apartment”
1,000, keeping 791.
“The Alamo/’ The world premiere is set for San Antonio on Oct. 24.
(UA), which was second in July,
Trails «Lux Corp.^—Jacob. Starr A three-day celebration is pilanned for the Texas opening. It opens at;:
finished last month, attesting to its
bought 800, boosting his total to the Rivoli Theatre in N. Y. on Oct. 26.
,
great staying power.
55,900;
Walter Reade Jr. is fixing up some shappy new offices for himself in
“Can-Can” (20th), long high on
Universal. Pictures — Preston the DeMille Theatre Building. PurpOse is not to discommode staff at
the list and fourth in July, slipped
Davis bought 200, making bis total Continental Distributing’s office at 1776 Broadway when he comes up
(Continued on page 16)
309.
'
to town from Oakhurst. N. J.
. Harold Rasen, who has been ConWarner Bros.—Benjamin Kal- tiiiental Distributing’s head booker for almost two years, has been h
Oklahoma City* Sept. 6.
menson exercised his option.: and named sales rep for the N. Y. metropeditah area. Donald SchwartzRakes
Funeral services were held here bought his. first 20,000 shares. Wil¬ over the booking job . . . Tony RandaU hosted the “Windjammer”
last week for.. Henry S. Griffing, ! liam T:. Orr bought 5,000, giving premiere at the Villa Theatre, Salt Lake City, Thursday (1) night . . ..
president of Video Independent ’ him a total of 20,800, and Jack L. Ed Sullivan, 20th-Fox publcity director, is on the Coast/for a week of
Theatres, and his wife and two Warner exercised his option with studio conferences . . .Sidney Ginsberg, who started out 18 years ago,
a 30.000-share purchase for a total as an assistant theatre manager for Trans:Lux. has been named
children.
assistant veepee in charge of production for Trans-Lux Television.
Griffing, his wife, 25-year-old of 255,055.
Dayton. Sept. 6.
Succeeding Ginsberg as assistant to prexy Dick Brandt is Bud Levy.
son, and 20-year-old daughter were
"What to do about “Wahoo” is killed when his private single¬
Robert Ryan, who has been appearing In the Stratford (Conn.)
bothering Montgomery County law engine plane Crashed} near Johns¬
Shakespeare Festival, has been signed by 20th to appear in^ “Royal
enforcement officials. “Wahoo” is town, Pa., on a flight froth" TeterCanadian Mounted” ... Julie Newmar of “MarriagefGo-Round* is in*
town . . Joseph Papp’s critically acclaimed Shakespcare-in-The-Park
a game played by patrons of local bioro Airport in New Jersey on
drive-in theatres who offer prizes Aug. 18 with Griffing at the con¬
series of free legit shows will get the receipts from the U. 5: premiere
of Continental Distributing’s “The Entertainer” at the Sutton Sept. 25
to winners. The game is a relative trols. The crash wiped out the
Detroit, Sept. 6.
of bingo.
:
family. Griffing is survived by t\vo.
Detroit exhibs, dfstribs and mo¬ . . At 26th-Fox they refer to a thorough square as a “ham-on-white.
Col Pictures veep Lep Jaffe’a daughter,; Marcia Ann, engaged to
County Prosecutor Mathias H. brothers and three sisters.
tion picture projectionist union are Eugene Margoluis; December wedding planned._
Heck early in the season requested
The wreckage of the plane with
that “Wahoo” be banned at area the four bodies was found last teaming for the first Motion Pic¬
drive-ins, but Sheriff /Bernard L. Tuesday (30) after an extensive ture Industry Exhibit at the Michi¬
Europe to U. S.
L. A. to n. Y.
Keitner suggested no/legal action search by the Civil Air Patrol. gan State Fair. Exhibit, boused, in
Frederich Ashton
Rosemary Clooney
be taken against the/game unless Griffing’s failure to file a. flight
an
ultra-modern
geodesic
dome,
Gary Cooper
Cecil Beaton
all lotteries were binned. Keiter report hampered the search. The
Ray Dantpn
said a 10-day probe revealed that bodies were burned beyond Recog¬ will consist of trailers of current
Svetlana Beriosoya
Bruce Eells
some drive-in theatres do- not nition. Identification was made and coming attractions, equipment
Oscar A. Doob
Taina Elg
charge^ admission for those who through the number of the wrecked of various kinds, newsreels; car¬
Margot
Fonteyn
Jerry Franken
only wamt to play “Wahoo.”
plane.
toons, refreshments and free thea¬
William /Goetz
John Gavin
> According to Heck, operation of
Griffing was also active in tele-. tre tickets.
Milt Grossman
"Wahoo” is a violation of the gam¬ vision. He gained widespread at¬
Fred Grossman
In addition, the Fox and Madi¬
Ross Hunter
bling statute and a penalty of not tention when he introduced a pav- son theatres are conducting/ con¬
Radie. Harris;.
Dean Jones
Donald Harron
less than $50 nor more than $500 tv; system in Bartlesville, Okla. At tests to select girls who most re¬
Stanley Kubrick
Michael Somes
and imprisonment of not less than the time of his death, he was in semble. Marilyn Monroe, star of
Peter G. Levathes
Russell Thai .
ten days nor more than six months the midst of plans for installation “Let’s Make Love,” now at the
Henry H. Marti
Jess Wolf
may be imposed.
of Telemeter through the. antenna Fox, and Shirley MacLaine, now at
David Miller
In Cincinnati, a jury was held systems operated by Video.
the Madison in “Can-Can.” The
Yves Montand
recently concerning an issue simi¬
U. S. to Europe
“stand-ins” will act as hostesses at
Julie Newmar
lar to this one. Assistant County
the exhibit, along with ladies of
Peter Binder
Max Shiilman
Prosecutor said that Dayton offi¬
the Greater Detroit Motion Picture
Annelire Born
David. Susskind
cials were going to confer with Cin¬
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
Council.
John R. Clark
Loretta Yocng
cinnati authorities to see if there
Deal in which Burl Ives and
Mannie Greenfield
should be futlier action in Dayton Kaufman-Lubin Productions were
N. Y. to L, A.
Eunice Healey
on banning the games.
to have coproduced . “The Pied
Edward Mabley
Art Alisi
In the Cincinnati case, the jury Piper of ?” has been called off
Perry Como
Alan Martin
deadlocked on the issue, but! Jacob¬ and
property shelved
indefi¬
Peter Dawson
Warner board at a meeting last
Jack Mills
son said he did not know how much nitely. Ives was to have starred, week declared the regular dividend
Jack Douglas
Martin Poll
of an issue — if any.— was, raised |co directed and coproduced through of 30c per. share on the commor
Charles Joffe
Walter Ross
about admitting without i; charge his Dunbar Productions.
stock.. .
Mitchell Kowal
Mo Rothman
those who only wanted to play the
Ives exited project because of . It’s payable Nov, 4 to .stock¬
Robert Rossen
Albrecht Schoenh ;:ls
game.
reported “artistic conflict”
holders of record bn Oct. 14.
Jack L, Warner
Tom Wood*

Aug. Golden Dozen

Some
NT&T Shares; Other SEC
Insider’ Transactions

B’way Warner Set

Air Crash Ki)ls*3 Griffwgs;
Exlab pioneered Pay-TV

Dayton DJL’s Dilemma:

Dedicated‘Wahowsts’

Detroit Indostryites Team
For State Fair Pic Exhibit

WB’s Quarterly Kriy
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LOEWS: HOTELS OR HARDTOPS?
UflOU
Situation involving so-called “sneak” previews Is getting more
and more coy, in New York anyway.
■ Ads in New York dailies couple of weeks ago 'announcing a
"sneak” at the Paramount Theatre that evening told the public it
could, come, at any time before ft P.M. and see the regular program
in addition to what ads called a “simply MMarvelous MMotiori
picture.” It didn’t take Dorothy Kilgallen to figure but that that
blind item meant 20th-Fox’s “Let’s Make: Love.” Result was a
healthy and enthusiastic crash at the theatre. _
Other majors also are going in for the coy approach. If they don’t,
hint at the title in the ads,, they see: that various key columnists
get the word for immediate release.
Not that there’s anything wrong in the practice; since, these
'•sneaks” are principally for reviewers and to spread word-of:raouth.
‘In every case, the picture is finished; wrapped up, done, for. better
or worse. Why, then not just announce the. name and be done with
it? Says one company exec: “Maybe we get a more hep crbwd arid
very fact, that patron has to do some digging to find put what the
pic.is, gives him a feeling of being on. ‘inside/ IPs all showman¬
ship.”
.'

Israel’s Friedman, Eichmann Capturer, Warns PixTV: ‘Keep Me Out/ or Face Copyright Suit
The. U.S. attorney for Tuvia
Friedman has placed the film com¬
panies* and television networks on
notice that they would be violating
copyright regulations if they de¬
picted his. client or alluded to his
contributions in any documentary
Or fictionalized treatment of the
Adolph Eichmann case. Friedman,
a fbrmer inmate of a concentration
camp, is ,now head of the historical'
Documentation Centre of Nazi. War
Criminals in Israel and is credited,
with playirig a leading role in pro¬
viding the documentation which led
to Israel’s capture Of Eichmann in
Argentina.
. Basis for the warning by Samuel
D. Reidel, the attorney, is the
forthcoming publication of Fried-:
man’s official story by Doubleday.:
According to Reidel. the pub¬
lisher “has a substantial investment
in this project” and is interested
in protecting Friedman’s rights
and. any and all media affecting
its sales. Citing, numerous news
reports, Reidel maintained that It
would be almost impossible to pre¬
sent the story of Eichmann’s cap¬
ture without including Friedman’s
contribution. He said a picture deal
is in the works and that Friedman
earned the right “to channel the.
ig.hts to his story, through such
media .and via the type of motion
(Continued on p~age 15)

Pilgrimage
Dallas,: Sept. 6.
Frank X: Tolbert; columnist
for the Dallas Morning News,
discovered that the citizens of
Ben Hur, Limestone County,
had not read the book, “BenHur," or seen the film. The en¬
tire population of Beri. Hur
will come to Dallas in a cara¬
van Sept. 17 for the afternoon
showing of “Ben-Hur” (M-G)
as guests of Interstate at the
invitation of James CL Cherry,
Dallas manager for the circuit,
at thejTower Theatre.
The town, was nained in 1892
by an admirer, of Gen. Lew
Wallace, who wrote the novel.
Metro, chagrined that they did
not discover the town iri: time
for. the December opening of
the film here, is trying to. lb-,
cate one ..of the chariots used
In the.. film to donate to the
towft. The chariot would be
mounted in cement as a per¬
manent tourist attraction;

Japanese 'Shame

Dbtribs May Be Starry-Eyed, But ^
lUESIIOlil Not Banks: UA s Ex-Banker Golden;
SSL
Primer on film lending Practices

By HY BOLLINGER
Now that Laurence Tisch and his
brother, Preston R. (Bob), have as¬
sumed control of Loew’s Theatres
in title as well as in. fact, Industry
Way-Ahead Trailers
observers are curious as to which
Long range theatre adver¬
direction the new management will
tising and cross-plug trailers
lead the company. The big ques¬
have
been arranged for Unition is whether the real, estate arid
versal’s “Spartacus.” Not only
hotel business will take, precedence
are theatres Which have booked
over the theatre business.
the hardticket film running
The Tisches, who control the
trailers as much as six months
cornpany via a 25% stock owner¬
iri advance of opening, but
ship of the outstanding shares,
cross-plugs are being employed
have veered so far in the direction
by affiliated theatres.
of real estate arid hotels.. Although
Walter Reade Theatres In New
Laurence up. to now held the
Jersey, for example, have been
nominal title of chairman of the
executive, committee and Preston ' using some 30 trailers since
June in addition to the one at
was listed only as a director, there
the DeMille Theatre on Broad¬
was nb doubt in anybody’s mind
way where the. pie world
that they have been calling the
preenas on Oct. 6.
_
turns at Loew’s since last . May;
Laurence’s election last week as
chairinari of the board and chief
executive officer and : the riaming
of Preston as. president of Loew’s
Hotels Inc., a recently organized
wholly-owned subsidiary, and chair?
mart of the executive committee,
puts the young hotel-oriented
freres squarely into the open in
relation to thepolicy-making func¬
Hollywood, Sept. ft.
tions. With Leopold Friedman as
IATSE Is pondering a flock of
chairman of the board; from which tentative proposals for its new
post he has resigned to serve as contract demands to be made to
a director, consultant and advisor, major film companies, among them
and Eugene . Picker as president, the Intriguing, possibility of a
the previous activities of the Tisch straight eight-hour working day
brothers had a sort of behind-thescenes aura. Picker continues in. and a 8 p.m. curfew, previously
the presidential post, but is. no unheard-of among th Hollywood
longer chief exec officer. His du¬ crafts.
Wage boosts of riiore than 10%
ties are expected to be confined
mainly to. the supemsiOn of the across-the-board, residuals double
those given other unions for posttheatre circuit.
. Since the Tisches . entered the ’48 films shown on television, re¬
Loew’s Theatres fold, the company quirement of Stateside standbys
has . diversified boldly into the for overseas: film crews and. in¬
hotel field. Plans have been com¬ creased health-welfare benefits are
pleted, for the coristructiqri of. two other proposals under considera¬
hotels in N.Y. At. the same time, tion, IA’s general proposals com¬
the company has acquired property mittee, which is working put a
on 8th Ave. there for the construc¬ formula to be presented to the
tion of a motel. It also plans to majors, held its first meeting late
erect; a motel on the site of the old last week and expects to continue
Loew’s Columbia Theatre iri Wash¬ through September on a final
ington* D.C.
One of the NY. ■analysis of union problems. Com¬
hotels is on the site of the old' mittee is composed of nine men,
Loew’s Lexington Theatre.. In ad¬ repping. 22 locals.
dition, the Lpew’s 72d St.. will be
The 8 p.m. quitting time Is the
razed shortly to make way for a result of growing complaints
luxury apartment house.
among rank-and-file members that
Loew’s; theatre-building, activ¬ [they would prefer more regular
ities have come to a halt since the i working skeds. Members reportTisqhes entered the picture. Pre-.jJedly would like a steady .eight. vioiisly the cornpany had. built!• hour, day, rather than make overdrive-ins in NeW Jersey and Texasj; time for night shooting they would
and two hardtops in Florida. In- j
itially, theatres were to be included prefer being home for dinner and
as part of N.Y. eastside hotel and with their families 'by an hour
apartment house pro j ects,. but thes . they always could count on.
Theory is advanced that assur¬
were abandoned. However, Loew’s
spokesmen have stated on a num¬ ances of. a smooth-flowing 40-hour
[
week
/would not increase producber of occasions that the company j
hopes to acquire property on NY/s■■;• tion Costs. It was pointed out at
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued, on page 15)
*i

IA Mulls 6 PJH.
H’wood Curfew

“Street of Shame; . Japanese
production banned in Chicago for
throe years, .last, week was final¬
ly okayed for showing there arid
immediately was booked into the
Carnegie. Theatre. Censor Unit of
the Chicago Police Dept; on. two:
occasions, in past said tb
film
was “immoral and obscene” and
in Violation of a City ordinance.
' “Street” concerns prostitution
in Japan which, until recently,
was permitted.
Hollywood, Sept. ft.
E. ; R: . Hartigan, Ghi’s. assistant
John Cassavetes, whose $40;000 corporation counsel, took a look
experimental film/ “Shadows,” ria£: at the picture following the cen¬
been taken over by: British Lion sor's rejection of it, arid said he
for release in the United Kingdom, found nothing “legally censorMinneapolis, Sept. 6.
will make two pictures directly for able.”
*:
Flaying film companies for the present prints shortages which
English firm, both to be'filmed in
Edward Harrison, distributor of
are depriving smalltown and small, exhibitors of boxoffice hits
Mexico Under his Gena Produc? “Street,” had an . ally in MitsUo
while they’re stilt hot, president Frank Mantzke in the current
tions banner.
Tanaka*. Consul General of Japan
North Central Allied bulletin declares “the time has come, when
exhibitors must have a say about pictures which now are being
Actor-director stated films will in New York. Tanaka* in an appeal
include “Evil,” a social comedy, to Chi city officials, said ha was . released.
As an exairiple of what the smalltown exhibitor, and lesser
and “A .Piece of Paradise,” , a love at a loss to Understand the ban
theatres are “up against” currently, Mantzke -cites the case of
story, each to run around $500,000: because the feature was regarded,
“Psycho” (Par)./
j
He’s also prepping “Too Late in Japan as “a very ..moral film
then current
“/Psycho’ now is playing to. a. very good business in the big cities,
Blues” as another Gena entry. which exposed
evil/’
where they are having holdovers in the big theatres,” he says in
Production on the two for B.L isn’t
Tanaka further stated that.
the bulletin. “The: small towns .have, to wait because Paramount
expected to start until next year,
since neither has been scripted,
“Street” was Japan’s official entry
doesn’t have prints.
“Here is a black-and-white picture for which they could make
Cassavetes leaves here Sept. 15 in a Venice Film Festival and! in
for N. Y., arid thence to Loridon; in Japan, was Influential in swaying
up at least 100 more prints for ‘peanuts’ and take advantage of the
early October for British preem public opinion. in favor of the leg¬
publicity the picture is now receiving. It then could be booked
of “Shadows,” which has already islation that Outlawed prostitu¬
liitp the . smaller towns and earn thousands of more dollars and
won considerable ' acclaim both at tion.
help tq keep the srrtalltown. exhibitor alive.
“No, Paramount won’t do that. Can the revenue derived from
private showings in London and at
Venice Film; Festival, where it was
the comparatively few who are lured from their communities
shown- out of competition. . While
to the big cities possibly compensate the film company for the
in London, he will finalize the BL
losses resulting from the local theatres’ lessened, prestige and the
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
deal, which was. initiated during
positive manner in which such sales policies date a picture and
David Brown, who swung front
his recent stay In British capital.
render it passe in the Imirids of local theatregoers?”
In addition to the BL deal for 20thrFox exec story chief to pro¬
North Central Allied thus far this year hasn’t held Its annual
United Kingdom distribution, Cas¬ ducer two weeks ago, will do “The
convention—hitherto held in April—but Mantzke promises one for
savetes also has closed with Eu¬ Chinese Room/’ best-seller by
1960M-within the next 60 days “.during which many important
rope Films for Sweden release of Vivian Connell, for his initiator.
matters pertaining to .our business wrill happen.” The reason ad¬
“Shadows.” He said he's ha(f sev¬
Jack Cummings originally was
vanced for the delay is so many members’ ^financial straits—they
eral offers for American showing to have made film under .his iridie
can’t even, stand the comparatively small expense involved by a
but hasn’t closed yet with anyone. . banner for 20th release.
convention trip to Minrieapolis.'*

'Shadows Click
Cues 2-Pic Deal
For Cassavetes

'Print Shortage, Not Product’

'Chinese* Brown’s First

■ Th# role of the banks which
finance independent productions is
generally misunderstood' In many
Industry circles. Arid the theory
that bankers act as censors in rela¬
tion to approving scripts and stare
is. completely erroneous.
The authority for these state¬
ments Is Herbert L. Golden, United
Artists v.p. and former v.p. In
charge of amusement loans for
Bankers Trust Co. Golden, the UA
officer who serves as liaison with
the banka, said the bankers may
“out of ordinary interest” inquiry
about the property and who’s in it,
but he emphasized that it is defi¬
nitely not the basic consideration
in granting a loan for a film
project. As a matter of fact.
Golden added, the bankers take
special care to avoid any sem¬
blance of censorship or control.
“I can’t recall a single Instance
where a bank refused a loan be¬
cause it did not approve of tha
cast,” he said.
The primary consideration of tha
banks* according to Golden, is tha
balance sheet and the corporate
structure of the distributor. Un¬
der present money lending proce¬
dures, he said, it is almost impos¬
sible for an indie filmmaker to ob¬
tain a loan for a production with¬
out a guarantee from a financially
able distributor.
So far as the indie producer ie
concerned, Golden noted, it Is the
distribution company that serves
as his actual bankrolled And It is
the distributor, he pointed out, whn
exercises control over the prop¬
erty, the selection of the stars,
and other facets of the production.
As outlined by Golden, hereTs tha
way bank financing is obtained for
(Continued on page 16)

Plan More Stock '
For Electrovision;
Years Loss 79G
Hollywood, .Sept. 6.
Electrovision Corp., in a pro¬
gram of theatre buying and diversi¬
fication into other fields of opera¬
tion, is asking stockholders to in¬
crease the authorized number of
no-par-value common shares front
3.000,000 to 5,000.000. Shareholders
will vote on board of. directors*
motion at annual meeting Sept. 29.
Purpose of the planned increase
in number of shares, according to
Robert L. Lippert. board chairman
and secretary-treasurer, in a notice
to stockholders accoinpanying an¬
nual report, is “to take advantage
of future acquisition possibilities.
The company is presently investi¬
gating several acquisitions' which
involve the issuance of additional
shares.”
. Net income for circuit’s first full
year of operation, ended May 31,
1960, from theatre operations, con¬
fection sales and concessions, and
services rendered, totalled $3,162,487, according to prexy Edwin F.
Zabel in annual report. Net loss
for year, however, was $79,031.
This, Zabel pointed out, resulted
primarily from large non-recurring
expenses arising from final com¬
pletion of reorganization activities
together with theatre losses in
January and February caused by
severe flu epidemics in California.
Stated Zabel: “It now appears
that the initial period of reorgani¬
zation has been successfully com¬
pleted and theatre operations for
the new fiscal year should be on a
profitable basis.”
Comparable figures for the prior
year aren’t available, it was de¬
clared. as company was in tha
middle of its reorganization pro¬
gram in 1959 and reported only
three months of operation in that
year.
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FILM REVIEWS
t

Under Ten Flags
(U.S.-ITALIAN)
*
Strong screen translation of
World War. II sea experiences
•f Nazi raiding vessel com¬
mander Bernhard Rogge, bol¬
stered by first-rate acting but
hampered by unnecessary sub¬
plots. Domestic b.o. response
depends largely on extent of
favorable word-of-mouth.
i Hollywood, Aug. 29.

Liam Redmond, with solid assist^
ance from Gregoire Aslan and dec¬
orative aid from Eleonora Rossi
Drago.
Tube;

' Wednesday, September 7, i960

Feature Reviews From Venice Fest

I Aim at the Stars
Generally exciting but Occa¬
sionally evasive account of the
life and times of scientist
Wernher von "Braun.
B.o.
prospects depend on extent of
public curiosity about. contrO-:
versy surrounding the man.

Paramount j release of Dino De Lauicntiis production
St-<rs \?an
Heflin.
Hollywood, Sept. 1,
Charles Laughton; features M>lene De- i
Columbia Pictures release of .Charles
mongeot. John E'icson, Cecil Parker. 1]
Folco Lul’i. Alex Nicol, Liam Redmond. 4, H. Schneer production. Stars Curt Jur‘
gens,
Victoria
Shaw,. Herbert Lom. Gia
Eleonora Rossi Drago. Gregoire Aslan. r
Directed by Duilio Coletti.. L Screenplay. [! Scala. James Daly; with Adrian Hoven.
Vittoriano Petrilli, -Coletti, Cinch Mohr, j| Gerard Heinz. Karel Stepanek. Peter
based on. original diaries bv Bernhard ;■i Capell, Hayden Rorke. Austin Willis, Alan
Koge; camera. Aldo Tonti; editor. Jerry ■! Gifford. Helmo Kindermana, Lea Seidl,
Directed by -J. Lee
Webb: art director. Mf-rioi; GarbuElia: j! John Crawfords
music, Nino Rota: sound. Piero Cavazzuti; jJ Thompson. Screenplay. Jay Dratler. from
assistant directors. Mario Maffei. Davide ■• story by George Froeschel,- U. Wolter,
Carbonari. Reviewed at Paramount, Aug. . H. W. John: camera; Wilkie Cooper; editO, ’60. Running time, 92 MINS.
• tor. Frederick WUson: art director. Hans
Commander Reger
... !Van Heflin 1i Berthel: music, Laurie Johnson; sound.
Admiral Russell
Charles Laughton.;. Walter Ruhland: assistant directors, Karl
Zizi . ... V>Iene:Demongeot Eisner. Hans Sommer. Reviewed. at Col, '60. Running time.
Krueger .,
. John Kricson lumbia. Sept.
*
Col. Howar
_
. Cecil Parker 10* MINS.
Paco .
.!,Folco I.ulli
Knoche
•i Alex Nirol
The timely and provocative story
Windsor .
.. Liam Redmond
. Eleonora 'Rossi Drago , of Wernher von Braun is tackled

level, often badly served by indif¬
ferent, only at times : pungent,
material by a crew of scripters
which includes novelist Alberto
Moravi 1 Sergio Fantoni, Tomas
Cinedis release of Filmsonor-Montsouris Milian,. Claudo Gora, arid • Anna¬
production. With Maurice Baquet, Andre maria Ferrero come off best In the
Gille. ‘ Pascal J^amorisse. Written and. di-.
race,
though
Claudia
reeled by Albert Lamorisse. Camera thesping
(Eastmancolor), .Maurice
FelloUs,
Guy, Cardinaie registers in many scenes
Tabary; editor, Pierre; GiUette. At Venice
on looks and performance arid def¬
:Film Fest. Running time, S5 MINS.
]Pascal ..... _.... .Pascal Laniorisse initely headed up. Betsy, Blair per¬
iGrandfather '...
... Andre GUle forms creditably but appears mis¬
..Aide. ...
.Maurice Baquet cast, and Gerard Blain arid.Aritonella Lualdi rarely have a chance to
Albert Lamorisse has made two shine through an opaque script.
]half hour shorts, “White Mane”
Superior elements in the pic. are
and
“The
Red
Balloon,”
which
got
<
certairi sequences in which MasellL
]festival kudbs in the past and
greatly aided by lenser ..Gianni di.
'emerged boxoffice firaw’s despite Venanzo’s expert lighting effort,
.1their length. His first feature is unerringly depicts the uneventful
,somewhat tenuous blit with enough
and drab provincial life, and its
‘
Iof the whimsy, assiduous workman¬ backdrops,' and a jarring sequence
ship] and fringe, poetics of! his first in which actor Milian takes his
1films to make this stay the route
temporary amour. Miss Cardinaie,;
jand emerge a probable; arty house for a violent thrill ride in his Fer¬
ientry abroad. It has enough en¬ rari. Added nod to Giovanni Fusco
itertainment .angles for. possible for his/musical scoring! AIL other
4depth spotting.
,
j credits in this. production are top
In his previous pix, young boys drawer.
’ HatiTc.

Le Voyage En Ballon
(Voyage in a Balloon)
(FRENCH-RYALlSCOPE-^
COLOR
Venice, Aug. 30.

ElCoeheeiio
(The Little Motor Bike)
(SPANISH)
Venice, Sept. 6:
Pbrtabclla Films release: and produc¬
tion. With Jose Isbert. .Pedro Porcel, J.
Lopez. Vazquez. Luisa . Ponte, Lepe. Directed by. Marco Ferreri. . Screenplav,■
Rafael-' Azcona, Ferreri; camera, ^uan
Julio-Baena; editor; Pedro Del Rey. At
Venice Film".Fest. Running-time^.SI MINS.
Ansclmo >......... /.Jose.. Isbert.
Carlps' ............. v....Pedro Poi’cel
Alvarito ............... Lopez Vazque*
.Matilde
Lqisa Ponte
Luces . rv......... Lepe

Dealing with a theme, complica¬
tions arid people iwhich could bo!
morbid; sentimental or distasteful,
this successfully ernerges a mor¬
dant, ironic comedy with deft
human and social .insight and w ith
all theeariharks] of ; possible art
spotting. It could also make gen¬
eral booking abroad if Well hanW
died and well dubbed.
An old man has a friend who is
tastefully in Charles H. Schneer’s
crippled and goes about in a little
When It sticks to its central is-1{production of “I Aim At The
motor bike specially made for him.
tue—the tactical military duel be-1•Stars.” Although the film has a
He becomes friendly with some
tween a foxy but humanitarian tendency to aim too much at the
people who use siiriilar bikes and.
Nazi commander (Van Heflin) and!! stars and too Superficially into the jfinally fled the world of cruel and
decides he is handicapped without
a determined Churchillian admiral11 man, it sheds some Worthwhile \unthinking adults via a white
one and demands one from his son,
(Charles Laughton)—“Under Ten'■ light on a new variation of an age- ]horse disappearing into the sea or
Krzyzaey
a tightfisted lawyer. The family
Flags” Is a Grade A war film, a'1 old philosophical puzzler—is genius jbeihg carried away by a balloon. In (Knights of the Teutonic Order) refuses arid he finally poisons,
\
gripping, intriguing. glimpse into \( exempt from, the ethical and moral I this,
them all to buy arid keep his bike.
a youth takes a trip around
(POLISH)
]
one of World War II's mbst fasein-!\ codes that govern man’s behavior? France
in a balloon with his eccen¬
Director Marco Ferreri. displays
Venice,- Sept. .6.
ating sea stories. But the] Dino De [{ It is the sort of topic certain to \tric grandfather, finally to have it . Film Polskl release of t Studio produc-. a firm feeling for satire and there
Laurentiis production is! tarnished spur debate and controversy (as, ]run a Way with him -but in his tion. Features . TJrszuIa Modrzynsfca. is never any self-pity or bad taste
Staniszewsha; Andrzei Szalawski.
by a tendency to stray jnff oh ir-1I indeed, it has already within the I escaping
<
when the vballoon takes Graiyna
Henryk BorowskL Aleksander Foglel. evident in handling .the crippled,
<
relevant and undernourished char-1[industry), an argument factor that !<fiit
Mieczyslaw Kalenik, Emil- Karewicz. people. Arid the . conflict between,
alone over the sea. '
Kosudarstd. Directed by Alekacter tangents and incidental sex-ii will-be an important boxoffice sti- I Lamorisse constructed, a special Tadeusz
sonder Ford. Screenplay. . Ford,. Jerzy the old man's desire for liberty and
ploitation stuff that might better'‘ mulus, and is likely to mean the dif- jnon-vibrating camera setup to Stawintlci, from, nover by Henryk Sien- ..friendship and . the grasping, uncamera, (Eastmancolbr-Dysliscope). seeing family is locked out with
.
have been left on the cutting room j{ ference between profit and loss for allow
for some stunning helicopter kefic;
Jahoda: music. Kazimierz
,shots around Paris and France. He Mieczislaw
floor »as* indeed, most of] it seems ( Columbia.
Serbcki; .editor, Miroslawa .Garlicka. ’ Afi;; humci*,. tiniirig and perception.
to have $een. judging by!the film’s!j Terse comments and perceptive 1seems to be enamored of old un¬ Venice Film Fest. Running .time, 111
Jose Isbert: is a natural comic
MINS
'herky-jerky pace*.
■ observations abound in Jay Drat- 1changing things and the grand¬ Jagienka ... Urszula Modrzyhska figure as the old mumbling grum¬
Fortunately, the basic;: story is let’s screenplay from, a story by ifather appears anachronistic as he Danusia .......... 'Grazyna Staniszawska bling good hearted little man wh
Jurand
:
....
...
Andrtei
Szalawski
dominant and. embellishejd by some ,.George Froeschel, U. Welter and ibuilds a Jules Vernetype balloon Zygrfyd de Lowe.:... Henryk - Borowski only wants to be with the people;
Aleksander Fogiel who have accepted him! On-theacting of the first magnitude, ought ]IH. W. John, -but several of the |today for his trip, during which his Macko
spot lensing helps and technical
to appeal to American [cinematic;! most vital junctures in von Braun’s |grandson stows .'.away.
Gigantic production effort of • credits and thesping fit the spirited
The balloon intrudes, on a stag
appetites as good war films in-1: complicated life are sloughed pv;er
]
covers a -forest fire, scales this Polish color epic is unfortu¬ aspect of the pic.. Some of the sud¬
variably do. So, although ithe Para- jI unsatisfactorily. The film gets off! [hunt,,
]
Blanc, delves, into Paris for nately not equaled by like enter-: den moves of the. old man. like
mount release, being of largely j: to. an explosive start, laboring lit- [Mount
foreign vintage, is no [boxoffice] tie with unnecessary exposition. <some new, beautiful aspects of this tainmerit values; despite some, ex- , poisoning the family, may jolt, but
shoo-in, it has the dramatic quality j{sweeping the spectator right into. !]much filmed capital city, and, in citing battle arid duel sequences '; are worked well into the fabric of
lanages
to
include which constitute its high points!.. this; off beater,
to spur enthusiasm among those!j the jheat of Nazi. V-2 base Peene- .general,.
Mosk.'
who take it in—and can do rca-jj munde, where the hero (Curt Jur- jenough, surprises to keep this from The remainder is generally tedious ;
gens) comes into focus as a non- jbeing repititious; It might seem and talky pastiche telling of the !
sonably well if its supporters are I political
Mikkai
instrument bullied into
talkative enough.
: the Nazi cause by dint of his in- [ 1preciotis'in this jet age but has the rivalry between Poles and the Teu- !
(Secret Meeting)
The screenplay by yittoriano jI valuable scientific genius. These ] .=repose, in\ entiveness and hard tonic Knights in 14th and 15th Cen(JAPANESE-SCOPE)
make this, an unusual film tury Poland.
|
Petrilli, Duilio Coletti and Ulrich |! scenes are the most arresting in j Work
.with to
Venice. Sept. 6:
word-of-mouth a probable
Mohr is based on the diaries and j the picture.
It culminates in the victory of • . Nikkatsu produolioh and ■ release with
.
autobiographical tome bv [Bernhard J! But from the point at which von ‘added plus factor.
the home forces after a spectacu¬ Yoko Katsutajii. Seiji Miyi-aguchi. Vuko
.Chikakab
Hosokawa.
by Kb NaRogge. Film deals chiefly; with the;| Braun surrenders to U.S. authori-l. Color is excellent.. and lensing lar battle. Its. expert chances are.' kasira. . Screenplay, 'Directed
Akira . Yoshimui-at.:
exploits of the Nazi mascjucrraid- ties, an evasiveness is detectable. !adroit while it keeps the film pro¬ ail in the general market Vi'.; camera. Yoshihiro ' Yamazakia: . editor;
Masonai-1
Tsujii.
At
Vence
Film
Fest.
Ing surface vessel, “Atlantis,” cap¬ The reason for his choice of the gressive without any resort to back dubbed form. However, heavy trim- - Running time, 74 MINS.
tained by the surprisingly decent U.S. over the USSR (certainly an . ground projection. Comic relief ming is needed to slash the three- Kikuko .. --'. ..Yoko Katsuragt
Yuichiro.
- Seiji Miyaguchl
and scrupulous Rogge, portrayed enterprising one) is never fully is
, added by an aid following the ' hour” stretch "to-': ioi-e reasonable1 Sayo
......
Y-uko Chiyo
by Heflin. As the British admiralty, clear, nor is America’s hasty ac- 'balloon in an old car that, can take footage.
Chikako ...,,...-Noriko ■ Hosokawa
headed by Laughton, desperately cgptance of Nazi scientists explored 1off by itself when necessary.
Director Alegsander Ford obvi¬
Actors are acceptable but it is
strives to pinpoint its position* the sufficiently. U.S, resentment of
Japanese film is ramiriiscent of
ously has taken Olivier arid EisenAtlantis proceeds to play cat and' opposition to Von Braun is em-{. the f lensing conception and ex¬ stein as his examples in shaping the/ niany Yank drarnas in .Which:
mouse with British shipping, pos-ji bodied in one man (James Daly), a ecution that make the film,
this orie, yet the pic has neither adulterous couples end up with
l
..MonkTIng as a friendly freighter under character of questionable motiva¬
the grandeur of latter’s “Aiexan- . each other’s undoing: This is slick¬
any one of a number ofl “person¬ tion. Daly plays an army major
der Nievski” nor the warm vi- ly made and pally put together,
I Bellini
alities” it easily adopts via a cbm-{{ embittered over the V-2 death, of.
brance of former’s “Henry V.”
but is not original enough for any¬
plete array of flags, costumes and;j his wife and child in London. Just
(The Dauphins)
Plus elements are often the. thing but driaier chances abroad;
quick-change artistry until the j.• why an American would bring his
(ITALIAN)
A woman
iarried to an older
splendid color lensing by Mieczyenemy ship is caught ’unawares wife and child_jq evacuated. Lon¬
Venice, Sept. 6.
professor has an affair with on«
within range of its hidden artillery. don at the apex of y-2 attacks is a { - Lux Filim release of * Lux-Vides pro- slaw Jahoda, especially in exteriors- of his students. At one of their
ductiou. Stars. Clauqia Cardinaie, Gerard and battle scenes. Costumes arid :
The story is distinguished by the jarring inconsistencyt-oL the plot, !Blain, Annamaria Ferrero, Betsjr Blair.
in a park one night* they
character of Captain Rogee, a man The character, a'key one, emerges Sergio ' Fantoni, Tomas MUian, with some interiors are too garish. Thes^ ; trysts
Gora, Antonella Lualdi. .Directed pic aspects fit the needs of such/ w itness a murder. When, he decide*
“full of ideas like figuring a clean more of a symbolic device than a !Claudio
by Francesco Maselii. Screenplay. MaseUi,
war,” Eventually the schizophrenic man as he leads a personal crusade De.Concini, Aggeo Savoli, Alberto Mora-, a. pic, with competent acting in all j to go the police, she pushes him
Camera, Gianni di .Verianzo: music. sectors of a large and varied/cast. under a train in desperation berv
ship he commands is destroyed by against von Braun, whose attempts via.
Giovanni Fusco;- editor, . Ruggero MasScript, rarely wavers from a ! cause of her fear of scaridal. Act¬
the successful efforts of British to shake the U.S. out of its post¬ troianni. At Film Festival; Venice. Run¬
propagandistic position in which j ing is good arid direction gives thi
intelligence to unscramble a vital war space lethargy make up the ; ning time. 110 MINS.
credits are
Claudia Cardihale Poles are painted white and (Ger-i pace. The technical
bulk of the latter half of the film. Fedora
Nazi code.
Gerard Blain
fine. This als has a nice jazz ni
is, of course, a pro-von Braun ;Ansclmo
Chere’ ........... . ..,. .... Betsy' Blair manic) Teutonic Knights and their.]
•The abrupt departure from Nazi, There
Mosk,
point, -of-view, but it is subtly un- Marina....... Annamaria Ferrero. religious fervor hued blacker than i sic backgrounding,
stereotype here is liable to disturb
Mario ......i..Sergio Fantoiii
(Continued on page 16)
Alberto ......v. :. . .
v.. Tomas. MUian .black. Pic looks a likely top gros- |
sbme filmgoers who will stand for
Ridolfi ...
...... Claudio Gora ser in Poland arid perhops some I La Laaga NnDe llel *43
nA association between Nazism and
Elsa. ............ .-Antonella Lualdi other Eastern countries. Hawk.
(That Long Night in 1943)
dteceirt?y, but the authentic nature |
(ITALIAN)
and objective tone of jthe film;
Elegantly produced, by - Franco
Venice, Aug. 30.
ought to curb any such:1 partisan |
Cri.staldi, this in-competition pic
Alaztosan •Teleiem
Euro International, release of an. Ajaco*
outrage. Far more disturbing, is the
Euro production. . Star* Belinda Lee,
looks a good' boxoffice entry for
(A Certain Major)
Gabriele Ferzetti, Enrico' Maria Saleino.
picture’s patchwork quality when
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
the home (Itald) market, where
(HUNGARIAN) ,
Gino Cervl: featuresAndrea Cecchi,
it deals with secondary characters.
Twentieth-Fox
cast
Marilyn combo of names, exploitable story
Venice, Aug. 30.
Nerio Bernard!, Raffaella FeUoni, Isa..
Even the important’ element of Monroe to star in “Goodbye . elements, and a distant affinity1 llungaro Film release of Hunqia pro¬ Querio. Alice Clements; Loris Bazxocchi,
Carlo di Maggib. Silla Bettini, Directed
time is jumbled once or twice. Di¬ Charlie,” to be produced and. di¬ with “La Dolce Vita” ill help it duction. With Miklos Gabor. Adam Szlr- by
Vancini.'.Screenplav, .Vanto>, Tivadar Gray. Gyort.v Palos. Eva. cinl.Flbreatano
rector Duilio Coletti appears to rected by George Cukor from on its way. Export chances appear Ruttkay.
Pier Paolo Pasolini. Ennio De ConDirected by Mihaly Semes.
have had his troubles coordinating L A. L. Diamond script, after she more limited,: though the EUFopean Screenplay, Laszlo Boka; camera. Ferenc . einl from story by Giorgio Bassani; cam¬
era.
Carlo
di
At Venice Film
Misfits”
, . market, offers spotty possibilities. Szecsenyi; editor. Eva Tormiaasy. At Fest.. Running Palma”
the project with De Laurentiis—- completes /‘The
time,-.110 MINS;
Venice Film Fest. - Running lima 1M!
deciding wbat to leave in], what to Mirisch Co." inked three-pix deal
Anna . . /V....!.,.Belinda Lea
Story deals with the empty lives MINS.
Batilarl. . ..........Enrico Maria Salerno
take out and, with editor Jerry with Ingrid Thulin, Swedish star in lived by some rich young provin¬ Major ..
.Miklos Gabor Franco
. ... .. ..... . .Galjriele Ferzetti
Adam Sortes Aretust
Webb, where to sp’ice in what was Ingmar Bergman’s “Wild Straw- cial bluebioods,. the “Dauphins” Sergt.
•.,.......
........... Gino Cervl
....
.TiyadSr Uray. /
left of the original footage! Aldo hemes, “The Magician” arid “Brink of the title, and of the attempts of Adjutant
General
_..........'.Gy^gy Gray
Tonti’s camera work is competent, of Life” .., James Poe set to script an outsider, Claudio Cardinaie, to Bella
E^ltuttkajf
Well-made straightforward vehi¬
“The
Devil
in
Buck’s
County”
for
Mario Garbuglia’s art direction au¬
crash into the group of friends in
cle w'hich brings to life once more
This concerns a career military : some of the more, dramatic mo¬
thentic and seaworthy. Nino Rota’s James Woolf’s Warner Bros, re¬ an Italian small town where every¬
is adequate and dubbing is lease ., . Talma Elg disclosed she’ll one knows everyone else: Several man in the Hurigarian army before ments in recent Italiari history and
noticeable when 1 incorpo- star in “Le Baccante,” Italian-made plot skeins, are intertwined, replete the. last World War under the dic¬ the moriths tow ards the erid of the
film in w;hich Akim Tamiroff is
with secret and wide-open love af¬ tator Horthy. / It shows his closed last World War when Italians
featured.
mind in. the midst of corruption cruelly -fought. Italians behind the
in gives a solid account of
Robert Parrish bought film rights fairs, adulterous and otherwise,
f in the central role—a . sin- to Samuel Selvon novel, “The with nary a good sentiment show¬ and his final demise when the lines of battle. Major impact, howv
slaughter
mutinying ; ever, is on the local ticketbuyer
soft-spoken, sensitive por- Lonely Londoners” for his 1961 ing on the: winning side * this German’s
The comic overtones of slate .. . . Claude Dauphin into sharp accusal of hinterland mores. Magyars during the later days of who is able to catch nuances and
ton’s staunch performance Metro’s “Four Horsemen of the It’s a slick third effort by young that W’ar. ] But the pic is somewhat the import of dialog, scenes, arid
fiis-character that much more Apocalypse” . . ; Hal. Wallis inked director Francesco. Maselii, show¬ one-sided and ends on a. propa¬ action. Expert values. appear to
.ting—a sort of merger of Leticia Roman, Italian actress who ing his increased maturity but at gandist note for the. Russian cause. indicate specialized slotting only.
This Vehicle thus looms of little
aracteristics of Captain Bligh film-debuts in. his “G.I. Blues,” to the same time a loss of feeling for
Florestano Vancirii has directed
hurchill. John. Ericson and five-year pact ... George Shibata, his material, which as a! result export value. It has some irisight his first feature in creditable fash-;
Mylene Demongeot are stuck with who appeared in AA’s “Hell to projects coldly and . matter-of- into blind army ways, arid denotes ion, with a good feeling for period
unenviable roles, and can do little Eternity.” closed deal with Toho factly events and feelings which a telling flair for subtle human re-, atmosphere. He has had his actors
to make them three-dimensional. Studios, Tokyo; to produce his orig¬ should hit oiit with a strong emo¬ lations. It is \vell . mounted and. underplay most scenes to good ef¬
Distinguished support is fashioned inal screenplay, “The Twain,” in tional impact.
acted but seems mainly a bet for fect. Yet this same, understatement
Mosk.
i
(Coritinued on page 15)
by Cecil Parker, Alex Nicol, and which lie’ll also star.
Acting is on a similar competent Hungary^
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VENICE FEST LIKE THE REST
. By ROBERT F. HAWKINSVenice, Sept. 8«
“The Apartment" (UA) received
rousing welcome from local audh
ences which crowded as never be¬
fore into the Venice Fest Palace
and the open-air arena right be¬
hind it- Day-after reviews were
also very favorable to the single
Yank entry in local competition*
Top personal honors went to
Shirley MacLaine who received an
ovation of sorts from a delighted
audience, thus repeating a recep¬
tion accorded in early part of fest
to another visiting Yank thesp, Cyd
Charisse, likewise mobbed after
the local unveiling of her dance
film. “Mademoiselle," directed by
Terence Yqring. Miss MacLaine
left in mid-fest for Zurich, then
heads for Rome, Her p.a. stints
plus; innumerable interviews have
netted plenty of international press
coverage, all highly favorable to
the star, reminding fest vets of the
big projection enjoyed by Kim
Novak after her visit to Cannes
some years back.

reception from both publtoygiid
crix.

a

Appreciated pub-ad effort sees
such pic. companies as. Titarius,
Vides, Euro International, Globe,
Zebra; plus Unitalia, all of .Rome*
offering one Excelsior beach cabin
each to anyone having time off in
between multiple daily screenings.
*
. Technicolor’s 10,000-pound (sterl¬
ing. that is) mobile printing unit,
set tip on one side of the fest pal¬
ace, has been the object of much
producer attention here, under
guidance of Technicolor exec
George Gunh and a staff brought
down from Britain for the occa¬
sion and. demonstration. Self-con¬
tained unit is fully equipped with
Tedhhi’s patented gear (re., 16,000
color filters . for print correction
purposes, etc.) and is primarily in-^
tended for operation in areas
where . no Techrii labs exist, l.e.,
France, Spain, Germany. Yet first
trip for the . unit,, which will be
followed by several replicas; looks
to. be Japan, perhaps for work on
Steve Parker’s “My Geisha," star¬
ring Shiriey ; MacLai
Norman
Krasna incidentally huddled here
with Miss MacLaine on script for
her husband’s pic.

Lopert’s Moon’ Deal; Fryd Fears .
&ido( Spectacle Cycle; 1961 Inti 1
Fest Agenda; Other Venice Angles

By HAROLD MYERS
Venice, Sept. 8.
Tha 21st Venice Film Festival
'
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
conies to an end tomorrow night
Venice, Sept. 8.
(Wed.) and that marks the close Widmark Launches
of the. European festival season for
Ilya Lopert has purchased U. S.,
New Film in Vienna Canadian, British and Common¬
1960. It has been a disappointing
year, and this event on the Lido
Vienna, Sept. 6.
wealth release rights to the French
has done little to raise the batting
Richard Widmark has moved in¬ Venice entry, “Voyage in a Bal¬
averages.
to the Rdsenhuegel Wien Film Stu¬ loon,” directed by Albert Lamo.That the: fire and sparkle had dios and ^started shooting as an risse, plans to cut some five min¬
gone out of the Venice festival was indie for. Universal (Heath Produc¬ utes or so from the color item
clearly evident in the opening tion). It will be titled, “The which evoked many favorable com¬
week, arid international tradeSters Secret Ways.” Story Is based on a ments following its local unveiling
who are consistent supporters of novel by Alistair MacLean. Wid¬ .. . . Julian Berman, Continental
the main European events are: mark, who is to star, has engaged Manager for Disney Enterprises,
agreed, that this is attributable to the German actress Sonja Ziemann here for last days of fest and
screening of “Pollyanna” (7) , . .
an excess of festivals, which has for the femme lead.
This black-white film for wide¬ Irvin Shapiro’s French purchase,
put a. strain on suitable product as
screen is being directed by Phil “Les Jaeux de. L'Amour" (Tha
well ason personalities.
There is general agreement, too, Karlson. Widmark inked experi¬ Games of Love), has been invited
that an excess of festival pix of enced members of the Josephstadt- to both the San Francisco and
indifferent quality, must hurt the and Voiks-Theatre in Vienna and London Film Festivals this fall.
industry. Each pic exposed at the Walter Rilla (England) and Charles Pic, however, has had customs
fest. is seen by some 600 journal¬ Regriier. After two weeks In the trouble in the U. S. and poses an
ists,
and a run of bad reviews can Wienfilni studios, the crew will go interesting situation: will FrisGeorge Hamilton is another
only be; harmful to the boxoffice,; on location in various parts of coans be allowed to see a pio
Yank star to take advantage of lo¬
which, at least so far, has been
And
many of the Venice: entries Austria.
cal press contacts. Via the 500-odd
deemed taboo for New Yorkers?
have been heavily panned by the
assembled scribes. Metro backed
Shapiro
has been in Paris viewing
visiting
critics.
him in his local debut . > . Proxy
product for his Films-Around-theIn the opening week; there were
of Rome’s Cinecitta Studios and
World,
may
hit Rome next on
only
a
couple
of
worthwhile
erientire staff feted Metro toppers,
similar mission.
pave Lewis and Lee Kamem at an
Incident at evening screening in¬ tries-^one . being United Artists’
■
‘
The
Apartment"
and
the
other
Excelsior. Hotel, luncheon in mid- volved a Rome critic who was; not.
Joseph Fryd. who set up deals
fest, attended by Italian, govcrn- allowed to enter fest.hall In. b.^ach the French made ..“Le Voyage : eri
for Yank release of. “Morgan ths
ment reps as well as Venice director clothes. . He said he was going to Ballon.” Filnis entered by Yugo¬
Pirate" and “The Tartars," has
Emilio Lonero . . Good pic qual¬ special advance screening of Jap¬ slavia. Germany; Russia and Czech¬
announced he will market two up¬
ity noted in local screening of “Ben- anese film to show the next day, oslovakia wpre well below expect¬
coming Adelphia Productions,
Hur," unveiled: here for first time but this is forbidden by regula¬ ed minimum standards. The sec-,
“Ivan
the Conqueror” and “Ths
orid
week,
however,
got
off
to
a
ever In its 35m print .version. Audi¬ tions. Matter is now up before
Great Knight” on world markets.
ence applauded several sequences, critics association.
Same scribe better start with Japan’s “No
‘‘We
are
perplexed,” says Fryd
Greater
Love,"
which
was
seen
as
Venice, Sept. 6.
of the Metro classic. Second show¬ same day had announced in Rome
Although pn the surface peace concerning the current rash of
ing had to be skedded due to t.re- paper that fest ■ topper Emilio the opening: attraction during the.
spectacles
being made here and
recent
Japanese
film
week
in
New
feigns again between the Motion
mendous request Which went far Lonero would be. replaced after
Export Assn, and the Venice fest everywhere, “and we must soou
beyond the Venice Fest Theatre’s end bf event by another critic, York. ,
find
a
new'
genre of picture/ Ths
When
it
meets:
in
Vienna
next
authorities, the last has not been
1,250 seat capacity;
Viero Gadda Conti . . ...Lido Casino
western has died, now the spec-,
employees had their annual strike month, the International Federa¬ heard of the hassle over the meth- tacle may die the same deaih."
tion
of
Film
Producers
Assris.
will
j od of selection of festival entries
MPEA representation .was of. the during festival run, thus forcing again review the festival situation • arid the initial rejection of “Polly- Already producers are seeking
“token” kind, consisting of pres¬ the many, habitues of the roulette to see what can be done to control j anna,” the official Yank choice. It “new” directions to spectacles,
ence, for part of fest, of MPEA’s emporium to stage private ses¬ and restrict the; number. The is¬ i is now certain there will be a post- Fryd notes, with Greek following
Frahk Gervasi and Heriry Borgese, sions during the o&e-day close¬ sue was brought to the fore at j mortem on. the matter when the Roman, and in turn is being sur¬
as well , as a press luncheon at down.
Berlin recently, when Arthur . Wat¬ j International Federation of Film passed by the Slavic-located item.
Lido’s Quattro Fontane Hotel for
kins, the new Federation preky, I Producers Assns. meets in Vienna Pirates are another “new” direc¬
Met singer Anna Moffo, here for1
the selection of ' event’s many
tion. Fryd feels that only the best
made an appeal. for self denial to .next month.
scribes. No; stand, no MPEA .post¬ a tv .appearance on which .she sang the exiting festival authorities*: j The initiative, in raising the mat- will survive, the so-so items to bs
ers, no press material, but.some ad¬ a Gershwin potpourri, has- plans in That appeal does not; appear to . ter at the Vienna meet will be tak¬ weeded out soon by the- public.
vertising '(for
Apartment*’ and all fields of entertainment picture. have met with much response, as
en by. the MPEA on the grounds Each valid pic in this epic-spec¬
“Pollyanna”/: in local trades . . . Now recording a series of albums
(Continued on page 16)
that the Venice decision was con¬ tacle class must have one newr gim¬
Gervasi also wined and dined by for RCA: Victor In Rome (Irving
trary to. Federation rules, even mick or idea, Fryd suggests, to
liis. many friends; many of whom Berlin songs, Gershwin, Dyke El¬
though it was in accordance with impress a growingly blase public.
learned here: of his hew appoint¬ lington), she may dp others for
the local regulations. The MPEA In all cases, it's axiomatic that tho
ment as yeepee of Fairbanks-Morse, EMI-Caitiden at .Scala in Septem¬
Will argue that where local and U. S. market must be taken irrto
With lIQ in Rome; Press neverthe¬ ber; then she goes to. Frisco for
Federation rules are in conflict, consideration when planning such
less; was: amply regaled with infor¬ opera season in. which she’ll star in
the Federation regulations, which a pic. In some cases where this
mation regarding U.S. pix in and first, revival in .50 years of Bellini’s
govern the conduct of all festivals, has not happened, the Yank dis¬
out of the running; thanks to Metro “Sonnambula” ,. . Miss Moffo also
tributor has had a flop on his
must be overriding authority.
press office and the UA stand. The does. a< pip for DinofDeLaurentiis,
The MPEA is not only sore at hands, and has stopped co-financ¬
DEAR-UA people saved their big “I Love, You, Love,” with direction
ing such Italian pix in fear of
Members of the Motion Picture the rejection of “Pollyanna," but
supply of records of ^Apartment” ;by Allessaiidro Biasetti; and hiay
(Continued on page 18)
soundtrack for second fest week eventually do| . th<? proposed Tos- t Export Assn, have agreed to a also resents the way in which the
distrib, will tote Up ' handouts, of canini. bibpic. rif all Rights can De plan to set one. overall budget for Venice . (arid Cannes) authorities
negotiate
directly
with
all
the
Hol¬
MPE
A.
film
festival
participation,;
disks and free Cinzanos at fests cleared.- Some more tv appearances
end ... . “The Great Dictator" was are also, in the offing, in. addition, Plan* under discussion for. some lywood majors to see what product
time,
expected to be finalized can be picked up for the festival.
cut for (applauded) local showing of course* to the Met.
and adopted when . prexy Eric That, sort of “wheeling and deal¬
and will probably be sliced some
Johnston
returns from his cur¬ ing” only helps to limit the choice
Venice fest attendance Is up this
(200-odd feetin upcoming Italian
subsequently available to the
release: Trimmed are part of the year, thanks, also to 'good weather rent trip through Africa.
Purpose
of the plan to provide MPEA when the time comes to
spaghetti sequence and the one which, permitted open-air arena
concerning Napoleon’s Wife. '
(2,000 seats) to screen every night, 'continuity" to MPEA’s 'festival make its choice, MPEA feels.
So strongly did the MPEA feel,
London, Sept. 8.
as well as to lotver number of efforts and to lessen the wrang¬
'*
*
ling which inevitably surrounds that had there not been the lastThe Rank Organization plan,
. DEAR Film topper Robert Hag- . gratis tabs distributed this year allocation of. funds for individual riiinute compromise. whereby “Pol¬ made known last week when re¬
giag will co-produce “Lolita," set I to Venice City officials/ always «i fests. Under new setup, John¬ lyanna’’ was finally accepted as an sults of trading for the year ended
for a November start ... . Vic Da* 1 big draw on tickets. At $1.50 per ston wrill have a single budget out-of-competition entry for the last June 25 were released, to is¬
at top rates/ this year seeks: to
mbiite here with his parents , • • top last year’s daily b.o. average from which he will be able to ap¬ closing night gala, the Assn. wrould sue one non-voting “A” ordinary
Curd Jurgens will direct his next
portion,how much money wilt be have, officially, boycotted the fes¬ share for every 10 ordinaries or
pic in Ceylon ... . . Interesting tech¬ of $1,500 .. . . Venice ticket office! spent at each fest. This will al¬ tival.
“A” ordinaries held has inspired
nical problems must be solved sez it has more than enough tick¬ low for more long-range planning
While selection tactics are the much discussion in financial cir¬
daily by fest officials due to variety ets Yor one and all in film biz with re U. Si fest efforts and guaran¬ Immediate issue, the MPEA is also cles. The principle of such issues
of film stock used in fest projec¬ leff,t.re*50n for seeing pix gratis, tee participation even when for¬ concerned at the impression that is currently in dispute, with in¬
tions, and due to fact that many but it cannot take care of all of eign managers are beset by riiay be created by the fact that six surance companies and other big
screenings are staggered at 15- them in the main theatre, which “economy Waves;’’ which wash out of the 14 official in-competi¬ investors objecting strongly to non¬
minute intervals, ic passing .from seats only 1,250, Yet naturally all over . MPE A p.r. efforts with tion entries are of Italian and voting shares.
Latterly, there has been evidence
Outside Arena to inside fest palace: Jant to see pix in that main area, tidal regularity.
Frerich origin. Nor does the Assn,
to - inside small, seater Volpi room, hence the many beefs . . . inci¬
.Overall budget, figure is Under¬ feel it is proper for the host coun¬ of such objection In a refusal to
where.:overflow scribes are housed dentally airconditioning was ibis stood .. to be between $30,000 try to pick four of its "own films underwrite a rights issue by a ma, . . Seems that.Iron. Curtain coun¬ year a must as never before, mak¬ and $40*000 for a year’s activi¬ and keep all other participating 'jor dairy .combine and w hen Thorn
try stock is mosri susceptible to ing.. all local showings pleasant ties. These fUnds. are. provided nations, excepting France, down Electrical Industries proposed a
General -feeling
vibration and distortion 'after the bases from the Lido’s unusually by MPEA member companies via to a single film. The issue is ag¬ similar move.
seems to be that although nothing
repeated run-throughs, Vrhile west¬ tornd arid humid clime*
special “assessments," that is,: gravated by the fact that the open¬ should
*
*
*'
done legally about Ihe
ern raw material holds up better.
payments over and above their ing night gala entry, though' out existing be
status of non-voting shares,
Melina Mercouri and Jules Das- membership; dues. Actual cost of of competition, was also of Frerich
Most delicate: Russian color films.
there ought to be a ban dn ne\
for .screening pf “Never on an MPEA .function, at, say the origin.
*- • .. Soviet actor-director Sergei. s‘n
issues of “A” stock.
Bondarchouk, who recently visited Sunday (UA) which got Greek Cannes fest, is covered by inem¬
The preponderance of Italian and
Despite this, an okay for thq
the U,S, taking 16jrn film of fest actress, a Cannes .award /this spring ber company francs already in French entries, it is argued, could
Rank issue when the resolution
cbmplete with much zoom lensing,
• * A1.e.c Guinness another first-: France.
Ditto with lira at the easily create the false inmpression is put at the annual meeting on
fn between stints on jury, on which time visitor here, for “Tunes of Venice meet. The overall budget in the ouside world that Italy and
6 is a foregone conclusion.
he also served here last year. Rus¬ Glory ’ and in between sessions of plain won’t alter this practice, France between them were respon¬ Oct.
majority of the voting shares
so delegation is headed by Ireiie Ko¬ his . London : play , . Betsy Blair which is just a. matter of book- sible for one-half of global film The
is held by trustees under charitable1
koreva, and includes Mrs. Bondar¬ here for showing of her “The Dau- keeping at the New York head¬ production; It is. also recalled that trusts
which w’ere created by Lord
chouk, actress Irene Skobtseya, di¬
Irving-; Lefner quarters. Main point in the new the same two: countries had a big Rank with the object of insuring
rector ,V. Vengherov, and several «*o -jto locate print of procedure is to give Johnston the slice at Cannes, considerably larg-! that the control of the Organiza¬
others.
All * for Soviet pic. Studs Loriigan,” which he wanted authority to: allocate fest funds as er than Hollywood. Britain, and tion remains in “appropriate Brit¬
“Leningrad Skies," which got cool1
(Continued on page 541
'he sees fit,.
other major film-making nations, ! ish hands."

Venice Brushoff
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Hmt THE AMES BROTHERS sing
“WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS"

I

Music by Jfrwny McHugh* Lyrics by Buddy Ksy
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PICTURE CROSSES

LA. Climbs; 'Heir Topper, Hot 27G, ‘Ocean’Whopping$30,000,
Rtf; Tsycho’ Powerful
28G, 3d; ‘Love’ 8G, 2d
'Bells Ringing $24,000, 'Sky’ Stout
20G, 'Ghosts 18G, 'Love Big 17G
Los Angeles, Sept. 6Holiday weekend with flock Of
strong openers is giving L. A. firstruns the expected boost this ses¬
sion, but perfect outdoors weather
Estimated Total Gross
w ill cut down the
potential
This Week
$3,015,900
severely. "From Hell To Eternity”
(Based on 20 cities and 243
leads the parade of newcomers,
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-;
with a boffo $27,000 at two thleaeluding N. YJ
tres.
I’
But the real strength is coming
Last Year .. .$2,545,600
from multiple day-datings. “Bells
(Bpsed on 20 cities and 220
Are Ringing," on first general re¬
theatres.)
lease, should hit a loud $24,000 in
four situations. “Crowded Sky"
looms stout $20,000, playing three
houses.
“Thirteen Ghosts” Is shaping to
gel torrid $18,000 or near in two
spots. “Subterraneans” looms big
$9,000 at the Beverly.
Among regular holdovers, “Let’s
Make Love” continues sprightly
Kansas City, Bept. .6.
with a lusty $17,000 for second
Several .good newcomers for
Chinese frame. “Psycho” looks like
torrid $14,000 for fourth roundjin holiday week are impressive, but
two sites. “Elmer Gantry” also is the real strength still is in the
Newcomers
Include
good for third session in two spots. holdovers.
“Angel Wore Red,” fair at Mid¬
Estimates for This Week
land. and “Let’s Make Love,” nifty'
Pantages. Lbs > Angeles (RKOat Uptown. Another newie, “13
F\VC» <2.815; 2.0i9; 90-S2)—“Hell
Ghosts,” Is lively day-dating five
to Eternity” (AA) and “Seven
theatres. “Hell to Eternity” is.
Guns to Mesa" <AA> /reissue),
nice in second week at Paramount;
Boffo $27,000. Last week. Pantages,
“From Terrace”:’in third week.in
“Bells Are Ringing” (M-G) (9th
the Plaza, still is brisk. “Psycho”
wk), $6,700. Los Angeles with
at Missouri looms fancy in fifth
Hawaii, “Story of Ruth” (20th),
roundr Weather is some of thb
“When Comedy Was King” (20th)
hottest of summer. ;
(2d wk>. $7,600.
Estimates fbr This Week
Hillstreet, Hawaii (MetropolitanBrobkside (NT) (800; $1.50-$2)—
G&S) <2,752; 1,106; 90-$1.50)—“13
Ghosts”
<Col)
and
“Electronic “Can-Can” (20th) (12th wk). Steady
Monster” (Indie). Torrid $18,000 $3,000! Last week, same.
Capri (Durwood) <1,260; $1,90or near. Last week. Hillstreet with
Vogue. Loyola, “Pollyanna” (BV) $2.50)—“Ben-Hur” <M-G) (32d wk).
(1st general release), “Half Pint” Handsome $12,000, Last week,
ditto.
(Indie), $15,900.
Fairway (NT) (700; $l)—“Carry
Downtown paramount, Wiltern,
Pijr • ABPT-SW-Prin) <3,300; 2,344; On Nurse” (Gov) (9th wk). Okay
756; S0-$1.50) — “Crowded Sky” $2,000. Last week, same.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25V
(WB) and “Man Upstairs” 'Indie).
Stout $20,000. Last week. "Ocean’s —“Cranes Are Flying” (WB). Medi¬
um
$2,000; may hold. Last week,
11” i\VB) <3d wk), “Platinum High
School” i M-G i <3d wk) (Down par, “Expresso Bongo” (Cont) (3d wk),
:
$1,500.
Wiltern). “Thunder in Sun” (Par)
|
Midland (Loew) (3.300: 75-$l)—
(reissue) <Pix>. $20,700.
Beverly (Elect) (1,150; 90-$1.50) ; “Angel Wore Red” <M-G) and
—“Subterraneans” <M-G). Big $9.- j “Cage of Evil” <UA). Fair $7,500:
Last week,
“Rosemary”
000. Last week, “From Terrace” j holds.
} < Films Around World) and
<2Pth) -7th wk-5 days), $4,300.
In
Tankers”
(20th),
State. Four Star, Vogue, Baldwin “Trapped
(UATC-FWC-Eleet) (2,404; 868;. $5,000.
Missouri
(RKO)
(2.389;
$1-$1.25)
(Continued on page ^8)
—“Psycho” (Par) (5th wk). Fancy
$10,000; may stay. Last week,
11 000
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-$l)—
“Hell to Eternity” (AA) (2d wk).
Pleasing $6,500. Last week $9:000.
Plaza,
Granada
(NT)
(1,900;
1 2.171-$1.25) —“From Terrace”
j (20th) (2d wk Plaza, 1st Granda).
Toronto, Sept. 6.; : Bright $12,000. Last week, Plaza
With extra matinee on Labor : only, $11,000.
Day but with the Canadian Na¬ i
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
tional Exhibition hurting some jof
(Continued on. page 18)
the majors, biz is generally good.
Newcomers include “Let’s Make
Love.” wow at Imperial and “Col¬
lege Confidential,” okay at the Uptow n.
“Murder, Inc,” a nine-house
combo of downtown and FP-Taylor
deluxe nabes shapes very big.
“Bells Are Ringing” is loud in sec¬
ond stanza, ditto “Elmer Gantry”
Washington, Sept. 6..
in third frame. “Psycho” in fourth
Mainstem is bearing up in finestanza and “From the Terrace” Jn
|
fettle
during
the-current holiday
sixth are showing no change from
! round despite dearth of new en¬
previous w eek’s big biz.
tries.
Only
initialer,
“All the Fine
Estimates for This Week
j Young Cannibals,” at the Paiace
Beach, Century, College, Down¬
i looks good.
town, Glendale, Midtown, OakSeveral recent entries are fig¬
wood, Prince of Wales, Runnyured for hot holdover laps. Still
mede < FP-Taylor) (1,288; 1.338;
topping the city Is “Let's Make
1.499; 1.059; 9.995; 1,089; 1.1$8:
Love” at Capitol which looms a
1.200; 1.385; 50-90 (—“Murder, Inc.”
sock In second stanza. “Psychu” is
(20th).
Very big $40,000. Last
gaining new legs with a great take
week. “Dinosaurus” (U), $30,000.
in $ixth session at. the Towne.
Carlton (Rank) <2.318; $1-$1.50) “Elmer Gantry” and “It Started in
—“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (3d wk).
Naples” are also rated hotsy, for¬
Nice $10,000. Last week, $14,000.
mer in third round and “Naples”
Eglinton <FPr <1,080; $1-$1.40)—
in second.
“Serious Charge” (Indie).
Light
Estimates for This Week
$4,000.
Last week, “Rosemary”
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW)
(Films Around World) <6th wk),
(1,490; 1,000; 90-$1.49)—“Ocean’s
$3,500: '
Holllywood (FP) 11,080; $1-$1.25) 11” (WB) )4th wk). Hefty $13,500.
—“Psycho” (Pan <4th wk). Sock
Apex (K-B) (490; 60-$l)—“Tiger
$17,000. Last week, ditto.
Bay” (Cont) and “Night My Num¬
Hyland (Rank) (1,057; $1-$1.50> ber Came Up” (Cont) (reissues).
—“From Terrace” <20th) <6th wk). Okay $4,000. Last week, “Opera¬
Terrific $11,000. Last week, same. tion Amsterdam” (WB) (3d wk),
Imperial <FP) (3.343; $1-$1.25)^- $3,900.
“Let’s Make Love” (20th). Wham
Capitol (Loew) (3,426: *i-$i'.49)
$18,000. Last week, “It Started iin —“Let’s Make Love” +20'th) <2d
Naples” i Par). 110,000.
wk). Boff $20,000. Last week,
Loew’s (Loew) +2,745; $1-$1.25) $24,000.
(Continued on page 18)
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; $1-$1.49)

Key City Grosses

‘Lore’ Hot $9,1
K.C; ‘Ghosts’ 26G

love’ Lusty $18,000 In
Toronto; ‘College’ Okay
8G, ‘Murder’ Loud 4QG

$ ,

.
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Pittsburgh, Sept. 6.
All the first-run deluxers had a
big. Labor Day ' weekend, with
grosses running highest in the two
largest houses. The Stanley had
the only new entry,: "Ocean’s 11,”
which is boffo. “Psycho” in third
at Penn also is smash.
“From, the Terrace” In _ fourth
at Fulton looms big. “Let’s Make
Love” shapes okay in second at
Harris and “Ben-Hur” remains
tremendous in 33d. round at War¬
ner.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,365; $1-$1.50)—
"From Terrace” (20th) (4th wk).
Excellent $7,000. Last week, $8,000:
Harris. (Associated) (2,100; $1$1.50)—“Let’s Make LoVe” (20th)
<2d wk)'. Good $8,000, Last week,
$9,000.
Penn (UAT.C) (3.300; $1-$1.50)—
“Psycho” (Par) (3d wk). Smash
$28,000. Last week, $29,500. .
Squirrel Hill (SW). (834* $1.25)—
“Captain’4 Table” (20th) (2d wk).
Stylish $3,800. Last week, $3,100.
Stanley (SW) (3,700; $1-$1.50)—.
“Ocean’s. 11” (WB). Terrific $30,000 and maybe more.. Last week,
“It Started in/ Naples” (Par) (2d
wk), $9,500.
Warner <SW) (1,513; $1.50-$2.75)
—“Ben-Hur”'
(M-G) /<33d
wk).
Great $19,000. Last Week, $17,500:

'Psycho’Huge 17G,
..Louisville, Sept. 6.
•‘Psycho” at the Kentucky is the
mighty pace-setter this, round.
With six shows a day, and special
midnight show Saturday, this one
looks Tike a record-breaker.. H.o.s
at the. other first-runs are doing
nicelyL “Ben-Hur” in 16th session
at the Brown.. is tapering to an
okay total. “Ocean’s 11” at the
Mary Anderson.. still is strpiig:
“Lost World” at Rialto and “Elmer
Gantry” at United Artists; are hefty
in second rounds.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue). <1,200;
$L25-$2.50)—“Ben-Hur” (15th wk).
Oke $5,500 a'fte* :14th weeks $8,500,
.Kentucky (Switow)
(900; 75-.
$1.25)—“Psycho” (Par). Teed off
to mighty $17,000 or near, and pos¬
sible new house record. Last week,
“Bellboy” (Par) (2d wk), $6,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (900;
75-$l)—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (5th
wk). Strong $5,500, topping fourth
week’s $5,000. .
. Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
75-$l)—“Lost World” (20th). (2d
wk). Virile $8,000 after first week’s
$12,000.
United Artists (UA) (3,000; 73$1.25)-T-“Elnier Gantry” (UA) (2d
wk).' Robust $8,500, Opening; week
was $14,000,

Minneapolis, Sept 0.
Labor Day. holiday had show*
houses competing with tha Stat#
Fair, always tough opposition, and;
lake resorts which drew plenty bs«
Estimated Total /Gross
cause. of : summer’s worst torrid
this Week ....
. . $669,900
spelL However, biz has been SO
,
(Based oh 27 theatres )
good that holdovers are' able it
Last Year ...: ..., $538i500
continue to hang
as only two
{Based on 19 theatres)
newcomers came. in. Both; fresh
entries, “House of Usher” and
“College Confidential,” got off to
brisk starts.
It’s the 28th arid second w^eeks,
respectively, for. the hard-ticket
“Ben-Hur” and “This Is Cinerama,”
latter on return date. “The Apart¬
ment” and “Pollyanna” are . in
their ninth stanzas. For blockbuster
“Ocean’s 11, ‘^Portrait in Black”
Boston, Sept. 6.
Despite long weekends exodiis arid “Soris and Lovers,” it s the
from Hub and plethora of hold-, third week iand,for “From the Terr
overs, deluxers are holding up sur¬ race.” the second.
prisingly well, currently.
Coolish
Estimates for This Week
.weather helped as did three new
: Academy (Mann) <947; $1:75entries. “Hiroshima Mon Amour"
$2.65) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) »28th
at New Fenway is heading for
house record!
“All Fine Young wk). Still big $13,000. Last Week,
Cannibals” is only okay at 0r- ] $14,000.
Century. (Cinerama, Tnc.) <1,150;
pheum.
Bardot’s “Come Dance '
With Me” is torrid at the Beacon $1.75-$2.65)—“This Is Cinerama’’
(reissue)
<2d
wk).
Hill. “Started in Naples” shapes (Cinerama)
socko in second round at Gary. Smash $17,500. Last week, $24,000.
Gopher. (Berger) (1,000; $l)r-»
“Strangers When We Meet”
looms sbekeroo in third at Astor. “College Confidential” ^U), .Sex
“School for Scoundrels” Is. slick at angles emphasized; in selling. Good
Exeter in third. “Ocean’s 11” cbn- $5,000. Last W'eek, “One Foot in
tinues
-y big at Memorial in Hell” (20th), $3,500;
fourth.
“From Terrace” shapes
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $l-$i.25)—
nice in eighth at the Capri.
“Portrait in Black” <U) f.3d wk).
/ “Psycho” is still avow in 11th at Hefty $6,000.
Last week, $6,200.
the Paramount: “Carry On Nurse”
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
is holding bright , in 15th week , at $1-$1.50)—“Ocean’s . 11” <WB) <3d
Kenmore.
wk). Smash $14,000.
Last week,
Estimates for This Week
$18,000.
. Astor IB&Q)
(1.270; $1.75)—
RKO Pan (RKO) 1,800; $1-$1.25)
“Strangers When We Meet” (Col) —“House of Usher” (AD. Coming
(3d wk). Nice $11,000. Last week, through, neatly at advanced admis¬
$13,000.
sion. Boff $13,000 or near!
Last
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1.50)—
week, “Lost World” <20th) <3d wk),
“Come Dance With Me” (Union),
$4,500.
Big $9,000. Last week, “Members
St. Louis Park (Field) (1.000; $1Only” (Indiei and “Mating Time”
$1:25)—“Pollyanna” <BV) (9th wk).
(Indie) (5th wk». $5,000.
Varies
little from week to week*
Boston (Cinerama, Inc.) (1.354:
$1.20-$2.65)—This Is Cinerama ’ j Big $6,000. Last w;eek,: $5,000.
(Cinerama) <20th wk).
The 19th | . State (Par) <2.200; $I-$1.25)—
week ended last Monday .was’ oke •‘From Terrace" .(20th) <2d \vk).
; Still another w inner. Socko $12,000.
$7,000. Last w'eek, same..
Capri (Sack) (900; $1-$1.50W f or ,clbse. Last week,. $15;000.
“From Terrace” <20th) (8th wk). V Suburban World <Mann) <800;.
$L25)—“Sons and Lovers” (20th)
Fine $6,000. Last week, $6,800.
Exeter (Indie) 11,376; 75-$ 1.25.)— (3d wk). Nifty $4;000. Last week,
“School for Scoundrels” (Cont) (4th $4500.
; Uptown (Field) M.000; $D—
(Continued on page 18)

Hub; 'Love’ NG 8G

“Strangers When W’e Meet” (Col)

12d, run). Day-dating with a. num¬
ber of other nabes for three days.

10VE’ LOFTY $18,000, , Okay $2,000. Last \\ eek. . "South
V Pacific” <20th) (2d run), $4,500 at
ST. L.; ‘PSYCHO’ 24G, 2D
01 9.^-'

fox.

'Cannibals' Good $13,000, D.C.
—“Elmer Gantry” . (UA) (3d wk).
Solid $14,000. Last week, $16,000.
Mae Arthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)w
“I’m All Right, Jack” (BL) (8th
Wk). Nice $4i800. Last w^eek,' same.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$l,49)—
“It Started in Naples” (Par) (2d
wk). Tall $11,000 after $14,700
opener.
Palace (Loew) <2,390; 90-$l.25)—
“All Fine Young Cannibals” (M^G).
Good $13,000. Last week; “From
Terrace” (20th) (5th wk)r $12,500.
Playhouse (T-L) (458::$l-$i;80)—
“Come Dance With Me” (Union)
(4th wk). Fair $2,900. Last week,
$3,200.
Plaza (T-L) (276: $1.25-$1.80)—
“For. Members Only” (Union) (8th
wk). . Okay $2,600. Last week,.
$3,100.
Town (King) (800; $1-$L49)—
“Psycho” (Par) <6th wk). Great
$15,000. Last Week, $14,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25-$2)
—“Strangers When We Meet” (Col)'
(10th wk): Steady $5,000. Last
week, $5,100.Uptown (SW) (1.300; $l;49-$2.75)
—“Can-Can” <20th) (15th wk). Nice
$6,500. Last week, $5,300.
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1.49-$2.75)
—“Bqn-Hur” (M-G) <25th wk). Boff
$18,000. Last week, same.

lo ’

1; World. (Mann) <40: 85-$1.45)—
St, Louis, Sept, 6.
Biggest thing in towri currently I “Apartment” .+UA) <9th wk). In
Tall $6,800.
Last
Is “Let’s Make Love,” with a ' third month.
smash session at Ambassador for week, $7:000..
first week. Looks certain to hold.
Remainder of! city’s houses are on
holdover or longrun. “Ocean's 11"
looms wow in fifth stanza at Es¬
quire while -‘Hell To Eternity”
shapes big in second round at the

Balto Off;‘Love’$8,000;
‘Ocean’ Fair 7G in 3d,
‘Strangers’Good 8G, 2d

“Psycho” iis heading, for another
smash total at the St. Louis.
Balti
, Sept! 6.
“Strangers W’hen We Meet” looks
Holiday ; exodus
and
Oriolesocko in third at State: “School Yankee basebedi .. excitement took
For Scoundrels” is big on opener / the edge off of . weekend cinema
at Apollo Art,.
! traffic. “Lets Make . Love” opened
Estimates for This Week
i;below' expectations at the New.
Ambassador (Arthur) <2,970; 60- , “Pay or Die” is dying in first at
90)—“Let’s Make Love” (20 th). /Century and “Subterraneans” is
Great $18,000, Last w eek. “From fair in first at the Five West:
Terrace” (20th) (6th. wk). $10,000.
Holdovers did nicely under cir¬
Apollo, Art (Grace) (700;. 90- cumstances. “BenHur” is holding
$1.25) — “School for Scoundrels” strongly in 23d frame at the; Tow;
(Cont). Big $3,500. Last week, “It Started in Naples”: is fancy in
“Dreams” (Indie) (3d wk), $1,000. second at the Charles: “Psycho”
Esquire
(Schuchart
Levin) ! looms good in seventh week at the
(1,800; 90-$1.25) — “Ocean’s 11” fAurora.
“Strangers When. We
(WB) (5th w:k). WW $12,500. Last Meet” is okay in second at the
w^eek, $12,000.
Hipp. “Ocean’s 11” looks fair in
Fox. (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90)-- third at the Stanton: “Come Dance
“Hell to Eternity” (AA) and “Ray- With M.e” is AVarm in third at th«
mie” (AA) (2d Wk). Big $14,000. Cinema..
Last week. $12,000. •.
Estimates for This Week
Loew’s Mid-City (Loew) (1.160;
Aurora (RappapOrl) <367; 50-<
$1.50-$2.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) ■ $L50)—“Psycho” (Par) »7th wk).
(15th wk). Great $13,200. Last Good $7,000 after $8,000 in sixth
week, $13,000;
frariie.
State (LoewO <3.600; 60-90 W |
Century (Fruchti
) <3,200; 50“Strangers When We Meet” (Col) , $1:25)—“Pay or Die” < AA). Thi
(3d w'k). Sock $13,000. Last week, $4,000. Last week, “Time Machine”
$15,000.
. (M-G), $5,500. '
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 60-90)— <
Charles (Fruchtman) <500; 50"From Terrace” <20th) (mo,). Big $1.25)—“Staiied in /Naples’’’ 'Par)
$5,000.. Last week.
“Caii-Can” (2d wk). Fancy $5,000 after $6,000
(20th) (5th wk\ $4,000.
record opener.
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90)
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 60^
-^“Psycho” (2d wk): Smash $24,- $1.50)—“Come Dance With Me”
000. Last Week; $23,000.
(Kings) (3d wk). Oke $2,800 after
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60- $3,000 In second.
90)—“Carry on Nurse” (Gov) (15th
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90wk).
Hep $1,200.
Last week, $1.50) —; “Subterraneans” <M-G).
1 000
(Continued oh page 18)
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Xofe’ Sockeroo $12,000,

Chicago, Sept. 0.
Holiday exodus . isn’t helping
Estimates Are Net
first-runs this term, but the mar¬
quees are -potent enough to merit
Film gross estimates as re* , •
nice returns collectively anyway.
ported herewith froin the yariTop newcomer is Oriental’s “Sep*:
ous; key .cities, are net; j.e.,
tember Storm,” with player per¬
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
sonals at kickoff boosting to trim
playing percentage, hence, the .
$29,00.0.
estimated figures arei net in*
First holdover lap of ‘‘Strangers
come.
. When We Meet” Is rated snappy at
The parenthetic admission
. the United Artists, “Elmer Gantry”
prices, however, as indicated,
looks lofty in third Woods, round
include U. S. amusement tax. ..
while “Ocean’s 11” continues to
pace holdovers with
potent
fourth Chicago stanza..
Roosevelt’s ‘‘All the Young Men"
Is bringing fancy third frame coin.
-‘Sons and Lovers” continues mod¬
est at the Cinestage in fourth,
^ “jungle Cat” is. great in tliird
Loop session; “39 Steps” should;
tally , a fine second Surf week;
Omaha, Sept 6.
“Started in Naples” looks rousing
Opening of school, is offsetting
In Esquire fifth,: with “Poffyanna”
the
long
holiday
weekend so that
rated , husky in ditto State-Lake
frame. World’s “Ikiru” looks good biz at downtown first-runs is offish
this
week.
However.
“Strangers
In fourth stanza.
When We Met” , opened riicely at
On the hard-ticket scene, “Can- the Orpheiirii. Second week of
Can” shapes good in 20th Palace “Time Machine” is; good at the
canto while / “Beii-Hur’’ continues State while third stanza of “Ocean’s
torrid with a mighty 37th round 11”- is fairly okay at the Omaha.
registered at the Todd.
Hard-ticket “Ben-Hur’- stays hefty
Estimates for This Week
in Round No.. 29 at. the Cooper,
Carnegie (Telem’t) (495:$1.50V—•
Estimates for This Week
•'Street of Shame”' (Indie), Hep
Cooper (Cooper) (603; $155$4:500:
Last week, “Corisins”.
$2 20) — “Ben-Hur’* (M-G) (29th
(FAW) (4th wk), $3;20Q.
wk). Lusty $7-000. Last. week, $7,Chicago (B&K) (3,900: 90-$1.80) 200.
—“Ocean’s 11” tWBi (4tli wk). Po¬
Omaha (Tristrites) (2,066; $1tent $35,000. Last week,. ..‘.41.000. $1.25)—“Ocean’s
11’ (WB) (3d wk).
Cinestage (Todd) (1,039: 90-$i.80) Okay $5,500. Last week, $8,500.
—“Sons arid Lovers” (20th) (4th
Orpheum
(Tristates)
(2,877; $iwk). NSH $6,000.
Last, week, $1.25)
“Strangers When . We.
$7,000.
Meet” (Col). Looms fine $8,500 or
v Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; better. List week, “Portrait in
$I.25-$1.80)—“Started in Naples” Black” (U), $7,500 at 75-$l scale.
(Par) . (5th wk). Nice 311,000 or
State (Cooper) (743- $1)—“Time
close. Last week, $13,000.
Machine” (M-G) (2d wkl. Good $4,Loop (TelernT) (606; 9p-$180)— 000. or near. Last week, $7,400.
“Jungle Cat” (BV) (3d wk). Rugged
$10,000. Last week. $12,500,
‘ |
Monroe <Jovari) (1,000,'; 65-90)—
“Date With Death” (Indie) arid
“Hideous Sun. Demon” (Indie).
Fair $4,300. Last week. “Head of
Tyrant” (U) and “Chartroose Ca¬
boose” (U), $4:500.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$l:80)
Cincinnati, Sept 6.
—“September Storm” (20th) Fine
Cincy first-runs are racking up
$29,000: Last week, “From Ter¬ wholesome grosses in offsetting
race” (20th 1 (7th Wk). $20,000.
bolstered fadeorit of. summer op¬
Palace (Indie) <1.434; $1.50-$3.50) position from parks; pools, picnics,
—“Can-Can”
(20th) (20th wk). baseball and horse racing. Second
Good $19,000. Last week, $18,500. weefc bulwarks topped by ‘/Ocean’s
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.80) 11,”. shaping fine at the flagship
—“All Young Men” (Col) (3d wk).. Albee, include . “Bellboy,” looking
Fast $19,000.. Last week, $21,000. swell at the Palace; “House of
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90* Usher” shaping great at Twin
$1.80)—“Pollyanna^ (BY> (5th wk), Drive-In, and “Elmer. Gantry,” rat¬
Socko $20,000. Last week, $22,500, ing oke at Keith ?s.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1,80)
“Psycho” remains smash in sixth
—“39 Steps” (20th) (2d wk). Nice round: at the Grand: “Ben-Hur” in
$4,200. Last week, $5,000. .
25th week and “Can-Can” in Tlth
Todd (Todd) (1.089; Sl.75-S3.50) week continue solidly.
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (37th. wk).;
Estimates for. This Week
Brilliant
$30,500.
Last week,
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.501—
$30,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- “Ocean’s 11” (WB) (2d wk). Big
?■'
$1.80) — “Strangers When We $14,000 after $17,500 preem,
Capitol . (SW-Cinerama) (1,400;
Meet,” $29,000.
($1.25-$2.75)
—
“Beri-Hur”
(M-G)
Woods (Essaniessl. (1.200; 90$1.80)—‘Elmer Gantry” (UA) (3d: (25th. wk); Sturdy: $15,500. Last
Wk). Smash $24,000. Last week,' week, ditto.
Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1)—
$28,000.
World (Teitel) (606: 90-SI 50) “Carry on Nurse” (Gov) (4th wk)..
—-“Ikiru” (Indie) (4th wk). Brisk Strong $2,000: Last week, $3,000.
; Grand (RKO) (i;400; $l-$1.50)—
$3,800: Last week. $4,000,
“Psycho” (Par) (6th wk). Great
$13,000. Last. week, $14,000.
Guild (Vance) (300; $1)—“The
TiOve’ Luscious 814,000,
■ Swan”
(M-G). Mild $1,500. Last
Prov. ; '‘Machine’ 7G, 2d week, “Come Dance With Me” (Un¬
ion) (2d wk), $2,000 in 9 days.
Providence. Sept. 6.
“Let’s Make Love”, is giving Ma-! Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; $1)—
Jestic; a hefty lead b'-er opposish “Your Past Is Showing” (Indie) (2d
Great. $2,500.
First was
.which is generally mild. Elmwood wk).
tops here for several years.
is still holding its own; with “Ben- $2,800,
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—
Hur:” Lpew’s State is just, marking “Elmer
Gantry” (UA) (2d wk).
time . with" “Time Machine.” as. is. Okay $6,500; Last'week, $8;000.
Strand, with : second frame of. . Palace (RKO) (2.600; $1-$1.25)—
“StrangersWhen We Meet.” RKO; “Bellboy” (Par) (2d wk).. Swell
Albee’s five-day-shot with “Snow $11,500. Opened to $14,000.
Queen” reissue, is a dud.
Twin Drive-In (Shor) (1,200 cars
Estimates for This Week
each side; 90c)—West side: “House
Albee ..(RKO) (2,200; 65-90)— of Usher” (Indie) and “12 Hours to
•‘Snow Queen” (U> (reissue) anij Kill” (Indie) (2d wk). Big $12,“Chartroos Caboose” (U>.
Poor 000. Last week, $18,000 for one$3,000 in five day.... Last week, side high in recent, years. East
“From Terrace” (20thV and ‘‘High side: “Portrait in Black” (U), “Raw
Powered Rifle” (20th) (3d wk). Wind in Edert” (U) arid “Land of
Meek $4.500.:
Unknown” (U). Four days. Fair
Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $1.50- | $4,000.:, Last week, ‘‘Hell to Eter¬
$2.50)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G»
(11th nity” (AA) and “Lone Texan”
wk). Nice $9,000. La^t week, okay (AA), $10,500.
$8,000.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1.50Majestic (SW; (2,200;, .7541)— $2.50)—“Can Can” (11th wk).
(Continued on page 18)
I Pleasing $9,000. Sams last week.

‘Usher’
Cincy; Tsycho’ Mikity
13G, 6th; ‘Ocean’s’ 14(1

Denver, Sept. 6.
Two new entries plus a full slate
of topnotch holdovers will .equal
another fine, week of trade at first*
runs currently. “Let’s Make Love”
shapes very big at the Centre while
the other newte, “All the Young
Men,” looms okay at the Denver.
Both “PsychOi’’ in third at Or¬
pheum, arid "Ocean’s 11,” In fourth
at Paramount,, continue great.
“Ben-Hur” still is sturdy ^ in 21st
stanza at Denham.
\ Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (900; $1.50*$2i50)
-“Can-Can” (20th) (21st wk). Oke
$4,000. Last week, $4,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,270; $i-$1.45)—
“Let’s Make Love” (20th). Trim
$12 000. Last week, “From Terrace”
(20th) (3d wk), $10,000.
Denham (Indie) (800; $1.25-$2.50)
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (21st wk).
Sturdy $14,000; Last week, $14,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,432; $1-$1.25)—
“All Young Men” (Col) and
“Enemy General” (Col); Okay $10,000. : Last week, “Murder; Inc.”
(20th) and “I Was A Male War
Bride” ,(20th) (reissue), $9;000.
J
Esquire (Fox) (600; $l)^-“Carry
On Nurse” (Gov) (16th wk). Fine
$4,000. Last week, $3,500/
Orpheum (RKO) (2,690; $1.25$1.45) — “Psycho” (Par) (3d wk).
Powerful $17,000. Last week, $21,-

PICTURE GROSSES

II

Holiday Hypos N.Y.:'Naples’ffighty ^
$67,000; ‘Song’-Stage Great 170G, 4,

With a damp, cool. Sunday (4) $170,000 after $175,000, not q'.’ita
and threat of rain Labor Day up to forecast, for third frame.
(Mon:), Broadway first-run bus!-! Goes a fifth and likely longer.
ness currently is heading for -a
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
socko: . session. Showing is being -“Can-Can” (20th) (27th wk). The
made despite only one important 26th week ended last night (Tues.)
newcomer to help the over-all total. climbed to big $28,500 after $26,000
Some exhibitors rated the long for 25th round.
‘The Alamo”
holiday stanza one of the best in (UA) is due In on two-a-day start¬
recent
Labor Day Weekends. ing Oct. 26.
Despite the Pennsylvania Tailroad
State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$3.50)
strike; the usual influx of visitors -“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (42d wk). Tlrs
seemed up to par, with busses and. session winding today (Wed.) is
autos bringing, in thousands.
heading for a wham $57,600 after
“It Started in Naples” is sparing $55,000 for 41st week. Stays on,
to a wow $45,000 or close in first naturally.
stanza at tjbe Victoria, remarkably
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2)
fine for this comparatively small- —“It Started in Naples’’ ’ (Par).
seater house. It Is heading for a Initial round ending tomorrow
new record of $22,000 at the arty (Thurs.) looks to reach mighty
Murray Hill; where day-dating.
j
$45,000. Holds, natch! In ahead,
Biggest coin total is being i “Sons and Lovers” (20th) (4th wkamassed by “Song Without End” 10 days), only $14,000.
plus stageshow. with a' great $170,Warner (SW) (1,416; 90-$2) —
000 probable for the current (4tli) “Time .Machine” (M-G) (4th wk).
week at the Music Hall. Biggest Third stanza ended yesterday
straightfilirier, outside hard-ticket- (Tues.) was big $23,000 or closu
ers, is “Ocean’s 11,” which looms after $22,000 for second.
ooo:
smash $55,000 for fourth session,
FIRST-RUN ARTIES
Paramount (Indie) (2,100; 90- at the Capitol.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)—
$1.25)—r“Ocearis 11" (WB) (4th wk).
“All the Young Men” is heading
Great $13,000 or over. Last week, for a great $35,000 In record round “Psycho” iPar) (12th wk). This
franfe winding up today (Wed.) is
$i5,boo.
at the Forum. “The Apartriienl” is heading for robust $10,000 after
Towne (Indie) (600; $1-$1.45)—
to a boff $27,000 or close $8,400 for 11th Week. Stays on,
“Strangers Wheri We Meet” (Col) pushing
in 12th frame at the Astor. It was I
(4th wk).: Good $3,000. Last week, sock $15,000 . in same week at the not being hurt now by day-dating
with countless nabes. Holds for
$4,000.
Plaza!
13th week.
“Psycho” also is climbing • and: Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
likely will land a big $26,000 in its —^“Hiroshima Mon Amour” (Ze¬
12th session, day-dating the De(17lh wk). The 16th round
Mille and ^rty Baronet. “Portrait nith)
finished Sunday (4) was big $10,in Black” is edging up to solid 000 after $9,500 for 15th week.
$24,000 or close in sixth Palace
Beckman (R&B) (590; $1.20-$1.75>
frame.
“From the Terrace” is heading —“Sons and Lovers” (20th) (6th
wk).
Fifth session completed Mon¬
for a. nice. $26,000 in eighth (6
Philadelphia, Sept. 6. . days), and final week at Paramount day (5) was socko $10,500 after
$9,000
for fourth.
Cool, threatening weather proved, “Let’s Make Love” replaces to¬
a bonanza for holiday weekend morrow, day-dating with TransFifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250;
cinema biz here. There are few Lux 52d Street. “Time Machine” $1.25-$1,80) — “Green Carnation”
neWcomers, bulk of strength com¬ looks fast $23,000 in third Warner (Indie) (m.o.) (2d wk'. First week
ing from. longruns and holdovers.: round.
for this pic, formerly known as
However,. “It Started, in Naples”
“Strangers When We. Meet” Is “Trials of Oscar Wilde.” ended
shapes sm?sh in opener at Gold* climbing
Sunday (4) was good $4,000.
to
a
lusty
$20,000
in
10th
man, “Hellto Eternity,” which was session at the Criterion. “End of; Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25terrific on opener at the Fox, still Innocence” was very good $9,500 $1.80)—“Jungle Cat” (BV) (4th
is big in second.
wk). Third round ended yesterday
j
“Psycho” still Is great in. 11th on opener at the arty Paris.
(Tues.) was big $11,000 after $13,“Ben-Hur”. looks to soar to ;a! 000 for second.
session at Arcadia; Despite com*
petition from suburban first-runs mighty $57,600 in present (42d)
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
and New Jersey drive-ins and round , at the State, aided by the (520; $1.25-$2)—“Man in Cocked
hardtop/the film has set a new holiday weekend crowds. “Can- Hat” (Show) (13th wk). The 12th
earned rental record for this 536- Can” is iri a: similar category, with stanza ended Monday (5) was. big
seaiter. At end of the 11th stanza, a big $28,500 likely for 26th ses¬ $6,200 after $6,000 for 11th week.
Arcadia will have turned over to sion at tbO Rivoli, ahead , of 25th
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75>—
Paramount $120,000, . which tops Week“I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) (20th
the previous. high rental at this
Estimates for This Week
| wk). The 19th session' finished
theatre. /
Astor (City Inv) (1,094; 75-$2.50) Sunday (4) was smash $12,000
.. Due to,. complicated . clearance; ^-“Apartment” (tlA) (13th wk). after $10,000 for 18th week.
setup in the Delaware Valley area,; The 12th round 'ended last night
Murray Hill (R&B) (565; 95-$l.80)'
Arcadia finds itself in competition (Tries.) was big $27,000 or close j
(Continued on page 18)
with a score of other houses. De¬ after $21,000 for 11th.
I
spite this, owner Mert! Shapiro
Capitol (Loew) (4A20; $l-$2.50)
plans to hold the Hitchcock opiis —“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (5th wk). ‘Psycho’ Wow $30,000,
four or. five more weeks.
Fourth week ended last night
Seattle; ‘Love’ 10G
Estimates for This Week
(Tues.) was great $55,000 after
Arcadia (S&S) (536;. 99-$1.80)— $60,000 for third. Makes It the
Seattle, Sept. 6.
“Psycho” (Par) (Cl lth wk). Great biggest pic here under current pol¬
Lusty biz continues here with
$11,000. Last week, ditto.
icy arid present decreased seating copier weather- and the Labor Day
Boyd (SW) (1,502;. $1.40-$2.75)— capacity. '
holiday. But there are some soft
'“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (41st wk). Smash
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; 90-92.40) spots. “Let’s Make Love" is ob¬
$23,500. L&st week, $23,000.
—“Strangers When We Meet” viously not up to hopes at Fifth
Fox (Milgram) (2,000; 99-$1.80)— (Col) (11th wk). The 10th session Avenue. But “Psycho” is mighty
"Hell to Eternity” (AA) (2d wk). erided last nighfr (Tues.) was lusty in second round at Paramount.
Big $16,000. Last week, $25,000.
$20,000 or near after $17,000 for “Ocean’s 11” shapes big in third
Goldman (Goldman; (1.200;- 99- ninth week.
I stanza at Music Hall.
$L80)^-“Started in Naples” (Par).
Estimates for This Week
DeMIlle (Reade) (1,658; 90-$2>—
Smash $17,000. Last week, “Por¬ “Psycho” (Par) (12th wk). This
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) <739; $1trait in Black” (U) (2d.Wk), $9,000. frame ending today (Wed) is likely $1.50) — “Ben-Hur" (M-G). (31st
Midtown (Goldman) (1.000; $2- to push to big Slfi.OOO after $14,000 . wk). Solid $13,000. Last week,
$2.75) — ‘‘Can-Can” (20th) (19th for 11th week. “Spartacus” (U) $11,800.
wk).. Stylish $9,000. Last week, opens Oct.. 6.
Coliseum (Fox-Eyergreen) (1,870;
$8,500. Palace (RKO) (1.642: 90-$2.50)— ; $1-$1.50)—“All Young Men” (Col)
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 94- ‘‘Portrait jri Black” (U) (7th wk). and “Enemy General” (Col). Hep
$1,80)—“From Terrace” (20th) (4th Sixth., round completed last night $8,000. Last week, “Started in
.Wk), : Trim- $9,500. Last week, (Tues.) was big $24,000 or near af¬ Naples" (Par) and “Wake of
$10,000.
ter $22,000 for fifth week. “Sun- Stranger” (Par), $7,500:
Fifth Avenue (Fox - Evergreen)
Stanley (SW) (2,250; 99-$1.80)— rise at Cairipobello” (WB) is due in
(2,500; $1-$1.50) — “Let’s Make
“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (5th wk). Socko Seot. 26 on h&rdticket basis.
$18,500. Last week, $19,000.
Fdrum (Moss). (813: 90-$2)—“All Love” (20th) and “Young Jesse
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$!.80)— the Young Men’* (Col) (2d wk). James” (20tli >. NSH at $10,000 or
“Elnier Gantry” (UA) (6th wk). First holdowr stanza finishing to¬ near. Last week, “Strangers When
Loud $12,000. Last week, $11,500. morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit great We Meet” (Col), and “Three Mur¬
Studio (Goldberg). (483; 99-$1.80) $35,000 after $40,600, new record ! deresses” (20th) (2d wk). $6,200.
—“Ritual of Love” (Indie) . and for opener. Stays.
I Music Box iHamrick) (850; $1“Love. Specialist”. (Indie). Great
Paramount (AB-PT) (3.665; $l-$2) I $1.50)—“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (7th
$8,000-or near. Last week, “Love —“From Terrace” (20th) (8th-final ] wk). Okay $5,000. Last week,
Island” (Indie) “Hideout in Sun” wk). Current week ending today $4,600.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; $1(Indie) (2d wk), $4,000.
(Wed.) is heading for nice $26,000
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$l,80)— in 6 days after $23,000 for seventh $1.50)—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (3d wk).
“Pollyanna” (BV) (9th wk). Neat Week, oyer hopes. “Let’s Make Big $9,500. Last week, $10,800.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; $1$5,800. Last week, $6,000.
Love”. (20 th) opens tomorrow
.. Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-SI.80> — (Thurs:); day-dating with Trans- $1.50)—“College Confidential” (U)
and “Four Fast Guns” (U). Mild
“Lost World’’ (20th) (7th wk). Okay. Lux 52d Street.
$4,000: Last week, sariie.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ $6,000! Last week, stageshow.
Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) (3,World (R & B-Pathe) (410; 99- fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “Song
$1.80) —- “Come Dance With Me” Without End” (Col) with stageshow 000; $1-$1.50)—“Psycho” (Par). (2d
(Union) (4th wk). Oke $2,200. Last, (4th wk). Current stanza winding wk). Giant $30,000. Last week,
week, $2,600.
today (Wed.) looks to hit sock $28,500.
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ASSOCIATED BRITISH CINEMAS LIMITED
AJU PHtU»

30-31 GOLDEN SQUARE,
LONDON. W.I
MANAGING DIRECTOR'S Or MCI

4th August, I960.
Mri Joseph Ey Leyine,
EmbassyPictures Corporation,
Time and Life Building,-.
Rockefeller Center,
New York 20,
New York,
Dear Joe,
^ ABC is taking, the very exceptional course
of publishing an open letter in celebration of
a very newsworthy occasion.
’•HERCULES ENCHAINED" is registering
fabulous business at every ABC pre-release
theatre-where, it .is playing.
In sunshine and
in rain the story is the same; .packed houses.,
huge queues, and smashed box-office records.
If ever, a producer deserved |such a triumph^.
it is you. ’ Your masterly and courageous
showmanship has teen an example to the entire
motion picture industry - and a shot in. the arm
to us. all.
■*■■■
In wishing -you all good luck'and. success
in the future, I sincerely hope that my Company
will he privileged to enjoy a continuance of
pur association..
.Congratulations on a wonderful joh of
presentation.
Yours sincerely.

D.J. G00BLATTE

'VARIETY'S' LONDQMOFFICE
45 St. iimn't Strict;. flecidUlt

INTERNATIONAL

P^rmeSt

Norman Rydge Plans to
Streainfine His Greater
Union Theatres’ Chain

U

Only 14 Openings in First 2 Months
Of Paris Legit Season; 29 Last Yr.

Sydney, Aug, 30;
Paris, Sept. 6.
Norman B. Rydge, chairman of
Wiesbaden, Aug. 30. >
The new legit season will have
the
Greater
Union
Theatres' loop
Although it’s a general miscon¬
14 openings this month and Octo¬
here, pointed out in his annual re¬
ception, that soldiers! don’t like to'
ber as opposed to the 29 in the
port to stockholders that GU would
gee war films, the .most popular
Tokyo, Aug. 30.
London,. Sept. 6.
same period last year. Last season
kind of films oh. the military thea¬ . “Ben-Hur” has its first showing keep pace with, the modern trend
“Ben-Hur”
(M-G)
continues
to
had
its hits but there were too
ip
cinema
fare
by
rebuilding
and
tre circuit overseas, were war pro¬ in Ireland, next Thursday (8) ith
many floppos which were -yanked
ductions , last, year, followed by a gala preem at the .Ambassador in facelifting circuit key houses add l.ride hard and fast in Nippon.
__
|
Having
broken
b.o.
records
In
early
as opposed to previous tacpresenting
the
best
product
.availwesterns as thie favorites for. GIs in Lublin. Its first showing outside
Europe, The .Headquarters of the London was last Thursday (1' when able. Rydge said every film show- ! Tokyo and Osaka, this blockbuster j tics of letting them run for a while,
ing
.over
tlie
loop
w;ould
be
backed
i
is
getting
big
advance
sales
for
i
because
of low overhead, in hopes
Army and Air. Force Motion Pic¬ it opened at Associated; British’s
ture Service in Europe, revealed Bristol Road cinema at Binning-!. with showmanship so as to win j Nagoya and Sapporo. Nagoya wick-; of catching on via word-to-mouth.
the
patrons
back
to
the
film.iets
opened,
Aug.
I.
Three
weeks)
Though
theatre directors still
that American servicemen and...hai . It. was an ;,,all seats sold”
theatres,
j later, 18=900 tickets has been sold complain of declining biz, high
their families overseas bought j affair,. attended by, local big shots,
However,
Rydge
did
not
paint
a
;
for
the
film
which.
bDWs in that. taxes and a lack of stimulating new
jnore tickets f254,000) to see WarThe provincial presentation will
playwrights, this season may still
tiers’ ‘‘Rio Bravo” than any other |.he similar; to. London,;nine shows, rosy picture . for Greater Union city next month.
have over 150 openings in more
film playing the' GI houses last j.a; week, with all seats bookable in r stockholders, giving. them instead
than 50 theatres, with, many of the
year. ;
j advance, , and special showings for i cold; hard, facts; The chief exec¬
better
known playwrights repped.
utive
w;erit
on
to
say
that
tele
had
The following films, in order-of ; students* On Sept.. 19, ‘‘Ben-Hur’’.
Even if riiany theatres shuttered
attendance, also sold more- .than j \vill open in Scotland, at the Regal : closed a lot of cinemas here,, and
earlier
last season for the summer
more,
will
shutter
until
stability
is
200,000 tickets each: .‘.'.Cat on a Hot j in Glasgow:.
1
months, as a form of protest, there
reached,
Tin ROof” ./MrG'i third Was “Vik-;
Th¬
does
not
seem to be any tax relief
“The
exhibition
field
is
facing
ings” iUAh- fourth, “Ten -Com¬
coming their way.
many changes of pattern, because
mandments” (Pari; fifth. “Around
Besides
some reprises of last
of
the
production,
of
fewer
but
World in.. .80 Days” tUA.h sixth.
season, many foreign plays will be
more important films by overseas
“Inspector General” fU>, and
ZuricK, Aug. 30.
done,
and
especially some of the
producers,”
he
said;
'
'
.
seventh “Naked and Dead” (RKOl
Oskar Waelterlin, top exec of j late East German writer Bertolt
Rydge has always favored, the in¬
United Artists’ “Big Country” was
the
No.
1
Swiss
legiter,
SchauspielI
Brecht’s
.plays
because of the hit
timate
type
;
cinema
in
preference
eighth and “Pork.'Chop Hill” tUA),
to tlie big capacity house, with its haus Zurich, since. 1938, w ill leave 1 by his Berliner Ensemble in Brecht
inth. “Some Like It Hot” ' (UA>
plays
at
the
Theatre
of Nations
high!
operational
overhead.
Subur¬
his
post
after
.the;
current
(23d)
sea¬
Was TOth, Tying for the 11th and ,.
.
ban “fringe” . cinemas shuttered son next spring to take over as this year. Brecht’s “The Vision of
12th Spots were Paramount films I
*
Pans, sept, 6.
starring Jerry Lewis to each of j Second Unit w ork on Metro’s am- but GU have all been: big capacity artistic; general manager of Stadt- Simone Machard” will be at the
Which 205.000 ducats Were sold, | bitioiis new version of “The Four houses, GU this year has complete¬ theatre Basle, his home town. He Theatre De France. The Theatre
“Rockaby Baby” and “Geisha Boy.” i Horsemen- and the Apocalypse” ly remodelled the. former Majes- will be succeeded by Kurt Hirsch- National Populaire will do “Arturo
A couple of sleepers that .’."the. [-gave localites a . treat when ' the tic, Melbourne (retitled the Chel- j'fel.d, .presently veepee of the Zu- Ui” while “The Good Woman of
military hadn’t anticipated as big Place De La Concorde was. turned, seal-and the LyriCi Sydney, now j rich, iegiter. Waelterlin is credited . Setchuan” is due at the Recamier.
draws did exceptional business.. into a scene during the last World , the. Forum* Both, houses are play-i with gaining top status for the! All are state-subsidized houses,
both “Imitation of Life” (U> and War, With marching German sol- ing; the hard-ticket “Porgy and ' Schauspielhaus during ■ the last! Last year's hits coming back for
- World War when, it emerged the possible season runs or. until newr
“God’s Little Acr ” tUA) pulling diers and a band blaring^ the. Ger-. Bess” (Col) ,to solid biz.
I lone German-lingo stage in Europe entries are prepared will be two
In 190.000 patrons,
. man anthem; Story now takes place j . Many Companies Under GU
Companies
under
the
GU
tent—
[after
the closing of all German and ! Jean Anouilh plays. “The JFishting
Because of the shortage of new during the Occupation of France.!
in which J, Arthur Rank is a part- Austrian theatres, because of the Cock”
and
“Becket.” Marcel
films,, th
military circuit . $ed. in the.last World War.
ner.
include
British
Empire!
Films.
!
war.
At
that time, the Zurich house ; Achard’s “Patate.” the Suzanne
quite a few re-runs to fill the time;
Vincente Minnelli will direct, this
And, according to an official.of the big budget pic which will be made Rank Film Distributors. Ciriesound j became a haven for some outstand- f Flon comedy, “Sweet Madcaps”;
Army and Air Force Service in ,in widescreen and color. It is al-i Productions. Automatic Film LaboT ing German-language thesps w-ho • the musical “Bilitis,” “Balise” and
Europe; some of these, re-runs did ready ..being referred to as the ratories. National Theatre. Supplies, j had fled from Nazi persecutions. | a farce, “The King’s Mare.”
For his last Zurich season, Wael-j These will be followed at thejust as well the second lime around equivalent of the Italoj'made Metro | and 16 Millimeter Australia. Apart
as the first, time. He cited Uni- “Ben-Hur,” Not ' certain exactly j from key. spots coast to coast, GU. teriin has lined up a fine program.; Theatre De Paris by a revival of
Tee-off
w ill be Sept. 8 with a new’j “Tovaritch.” “Caine Mutiny "Courtalso
.
pperaites
a
:
powerful
nabe
versal’s “World in His Arms” and whether it will be made in France j
production of “Macbeth,” followed Martial,” “Chateau In Sweden” (of
“Bend of the River.”, Columbia’s but there is; room here: despite ? chain.
Greater
Union,
via
J:
Arthur
j
Sept.
10
.by “Kolportage,” a coim- \ Francoise Sagan), “Trap For a Man
“Caine Mutiny'*, “Gunfighters” burgeoning. French and Common
(20th i‘and “Monkey Business” and Mart production here. French Rank; decided sortie time ago to edy by German expressionist au-( Alone,” Fernand Raynaud's oneswing
into
tv
set
production
with
;
thor,
Georjg
Kaiser. Next will be • man show, “The Balcony”; “Good
“Tall Men” also 20th-Fox, and would; w elcome it. especially the
Columbians ^‘Born . Yesterday” as technician and acting syndicates., the Bush Simpson outfit to coni-! thfc preem of a new adaptation by s Weekend Mr, Bennet” and a repete
with
other
local
set
manufacMax
Christian.
Feiler of a 16th! vival of “Dial M for Murder.”
doing standout business on. lerun:.
Robert Ardrey' scripts this up' 4=—dated'version, of the Metro 1921 furers. However; the venture had : Century comedy, “Mandragola,” by ; Other revivals are Jean Cocteau’s
not
proved
profitable
and
a
deci-j
Macehiavelli,
Sept.
15.
1 “Eagle Has Three Heads.” with
film. Originally adapted by June j
Mathis from the Blasc.o.-lbanez book, sion had been reached to discon- j Other items on the. 1960-61 slate ; Edwige Feuillere. as well as Somertinue
production
here
of
the
B-S
■
include
a
Williani
.
Saroyan
play,!
set Maugham’s “Constance.”
this is the vehicle which made a
Ttetfin V taaooH
horo “Pari-!
LiLy Dafon,”
tagged .here
“Pari¬
14 V«n.i.nir,»o
Novcomers
-• star, of Rudolph . Valentino, arid a receivers,
sian
Comedy”;
a
British
meller,
.
GU
product
comes
mainly,
from
The 14 newcomers are Andre
_ I,
_ . . . . __ . , .. noted, director of Rex Ingram. New
Tn Mnrp Prnn in MPYirA version will--lone'down* the hielo- Columbia. Universal arid J. Arthur “Not in Book,” by Arthur Watkyn; Roussin’s “Les Glorieuses.” sup¬
1U lTftUI-C I lOU. jn lUCAlLU dramatic sentimental aspects Of Rank, although the loop has tieups first stage production of a tele- ported by another one acter, “The
with other, majors covering certain play by Friedrich Duerrenmatt. Wornan Who Speaks the Truth” at
. -Mexico City;. Aug, 30,;; the stofv.
“Evening Hour in Late Autumn”; the Madelaine. Then there
Carlos Tinoco,. general secretary
Glenn Ford essavs the Valentino situations;
arid an early Bert Btecht opus, “In George Soria’s adaptation of a Rusof ,the Technicians . .and ;. Manual role of an Argentinian wliO comes
Thicket of Big Cities.”.
1 so play, “Little Datcha,” of TchapWorkersSection of the Union. Of to France and falls inr love with a
A total of 18 new productions is i rine. at the Daunou; Paul Arnold’s
Fdp1 Production Workers. 'STPCV] married woman and stays. On d.urafter a quickie visit to Hollywood fog the ivar and Occupation. The.
planned at Schauspielhaus, to be ! “Blood Line” at the Alliance Fran-t
last week, said he. had found good, ,yortian and hCr husband Join thri
Seen Ncnrcr Actuality bQlstered during season’s second ' caise; “Raisin in the Sun.” at the
response to^his plan , to build up /underground.: as . does the lover:
half by a number of yet-to-be-de-| Comedie-Caumartin; Pierre Ortermined Intimate or experimental ! doni’s “Anna of Eboli” at the
London, Sept. 6.
"f
ol .ha-your Horsemenjj
dashing
across
the
sky.
will.
Proposals for Britain’s, first plays at smallseater Theatre am • Charles De Rochefort; Alexandre
clannihg the trip ever since the t
... *_■ ■
Hechtplatz, the same as last season.: Breffort’s “Impasse of Faithful¬
drive-iri
are.
skedded
to
be
dis^
first of the year, but union diffieul-.1.^
L
ness at the Ambassadeurs; Joseph
cussed next Monday (li2> by the
ties interfered. As it ik. the quick' ?f ^
Breitbach’s “A Jubilaire” at the
trip is but a preirmiriary ; to fur- - *i? p^ns "lt^ Fi encri exteriors. A\a., planning committee, of the .Esher,
(Continued on page 16)
,ther talks with producers who come ; Gardner^^ vvill v^pbabl^ play Jhe 1 Surrey,.. local, authority. Scheme,
down, in coniieetion with .the /third. ^Grn^n' Originally done by Alice being mulled by Associated British
Cinemas Ltd., is that the ozoner be
celcbratipn of the World Review len-'built at Saridoyvn Park race course.
of Film Festivals.
. i
““
r~~'
Sydney, Aug. 30.
and .be 1,000-car capacity.
Main lure. Tinoco offered is the
Harry Belafonte pulled a plush
So far the \vhole. venture has
elimination of middle meri;in araudience
of
12,000
to the Sydney
reached
the
point
of
preliminary
• ranging production details for
American units; He said that the
hegotiations. with the directors of Stadium Aug. 23 for. Lee Gordon at
unions and. the Film Bureau .are
the race course, who have given $4 top. When Bob Hope played this
Munich, Aug. 30.
ready to give full, cooperation to
Venice, Sept, 6,
an approving nod. Nothing further; spot some years ago he said the
Curt Jurgens, German star who
Hollywood producers, and that con¬
Prelim talks to prep tlie ground can be done till planning approval Stadiuhi was “Texas with a tin
tracting of personnel, technical and for the upcoming, negotiations on is forthcoming.
roof.” and Hope’s crack has stuck. rose to international fame after
artistic, should be direct with the the Anglo-Italian , filni agreement ! ABC’* . plans In such circum¬
Belafonte scored a terrific hit the last World WTar through his
unions. This; is the way things are were, held here yesterday (Mon.) stances, are .necessarily not hard, with the patrons, working over two . German films,, swears that he’ll
handled for Mexican., productions: between reps of. the British and but the general idea is" that the hours with songs, plus a spot of j never make another German pic
Former experiences of Holly- Italian film industries. The fpr- ozoner should be open ail year comedy and a Jot of kidding of the • now that the German Producers
-. wood, units south .of the . border mal negotiations likely will begin round, biit only at night so that the Outfront mob. Belafonte concluded! Assn, has clamped a $25,000 lid on
have left a. bad taste in, collecliye fo Rome in Octbbc.r.
salaries. The way to beat the $25,nags can run as now at Sahdown. his Aussie run Aug. .27.
moiiths. Is'qt only have they met
Existing, agreement, Which haid
000 top scale, he said, is to “ape
VP. 'vUh an iiirpassc. in Stti&bo™ .a.thiec:year;:Span.'gav,e BrUain 21
my American friends” and become
amtnde pf: £e4.enjl officiajs. insist.
exemptions.; plus additiona producer, which is what he’s do¬
ing.on the eliminat.Qii ot thesi.ght- a, v^OT-der-i-.rietpKiiatv■'s&tat.
ing.
est slur on Mexico.
Mexicans This bonus dause has almost
Jurgens, here for the - world
from, scripts, ;but ofi.cn producers
preem of his newest film, "Dr.
have: been taken for.
Wernher
Von Braun—I Aim at the
sleigh ride by slick,:shu!ing quick1 films in the past
Stars,” said that he’s just formed
"buck artists who pnomsel to 'ear. though.its.operation has.Ied
German Producer Using Many Nationalities In
his
own
production company,
smooth the vvay for them. Only-it
called CineStar. Also that the first
*Ori Friday/ Thriller Without Love
has turned om not.such a.bargai.
S., isarLum estneted
film he’s making, of which he is
•ith. production estimates invari- market, there as no limit on. the
credited both as co-producer and
ably revised upwards after (he in- riumber of Jtglo, -films that could
Berli Aug. 30. i.Trier Czech (now' living in Rome), star, will be an adventure story to
termediarv had collected his fat. P*?-v .Ihg United Kingdom, but;
fee arid kickbacks from industry Italian- producers insisted on; the , What German producer .Dr. | ^ac^av Vich, " cameraman. Lat-. be filmed in Ceylon.
iter's crew consists of foreigners1 Called “Aranda.” the film, made
sources.
reciprocity clause as. a means of
. . To date around ,90. foreign films , getting a greater, share of available A exander Giuete , -of ■ Coro a*.j (Italians) too. Pic is described as in conjunction with Berlin proFilm calls a • 10-nation filni,.
. - . “a . thriller without any love se- ‘ .ducer Kurt Ulrich, w ill be released
.have been spot i ■'Mexico.' the 1 playing time,.
j hy Gloria in Germany, Eagle Lion
bulk of therii Hollywood pietdres. I Though; in reality the present rently is in the making, at local •: quehce.”
This in. the past Tw o decades; Biit; arraiigernerit gives Britain virtu- CCC studios. It’s titled “On a Fri- i Film’s shooting period will be rin England and Neurol in France,
Tinocq hopes; that the production ! ally all the. licenses required, it is day At Half Past Twelve,” an : around seven weeks. Exteriors will It will be filmed in both French
tempo can build. uo to at least: Id likely that the; British riegotiatbrs adaptation of the bestseller, “The:be shot in southern France, and English versions.
to 12 pictures an Hally; instead of .will seek substantial alterations, to World In My Pocket,” by James Marseille and Nice. Constantin is j .Second CineStar production is
the three to five.
.of the the agreement. A. particular tar- Hadley Chase. Cast includes Rod relea$ing. the production in this j “The Cage,” with Marpessa Dawn
past few' years,
;
| get will be to ease the financial Steiger and Peter Van Eyck, both I country, while British Lion has; playing opposite Jurgens. CineStar
Interest in w;ooirig Hollywood { burden imposed by the existing Americans; French Jean Servais, ‘ tlie rights for the United Kingdom, j has some financial backing from
south of the border is selfish. As • pact.. Each British film exported Scotchman lan Bannen, Austrian ! It’s understood that British Lion i Swiss. bankers, Jurgens said, and
Teodulo Bustos, secretary of labor | to Italy has to pay a dubbing tax Nadja Tiller*
.
,
also has coin in'the film. Latter isihe expects that the payoff will be
of the technician’s section said, of over $3,000; as well as having to
Canadian Alvi
Rakoff? is dir being shot here in English and j considerably more beneficial than
Mexican, production is, lipping meet suhstantia 1 \ exploitation retting while an Englishman, later will be dubbed into German, if he starred in any German films
(Continued on page; 16)
Frank Harvey; is seripter. A for- Italian arid French.
jfor that top $25,000 salary.
charge’s.

‘Hut’ Rides Hard in Japan

‘Ben-Hur’ Dublin Preem

Zurich’s Legit

m

Met Film Union Chief
Finds H’wood Receptive

Britain's First Ozoner

ITALO-ANGLO PIC PACT

Belafonte Draws12,000
At First Aussie Show Curt Jurgens Won’t Make
Any More German Films
For $25,000 Top Salary

Wednesday, September 7, I960
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Century-Fox

announces

TODD-AO
PRODUCTION OF

Ql

ATPA

WILL BE AVAILABLE

SELECTED
ENGAGEMENTS

IN JUNE

FROM

20th
-OF
COURSE!

Elizabeth Taylor I Stephen Boyd I Peter Finch
AS CLEOPATRA
PRODUCED -BY

AS MARK ANTONY
DIRECTED BY

as julius Caesar
SCREENPLAY BY

Walter Wanger*Rouben Mamoulian ‘Lawrence Durrell

Wednesday, .September 7, 1960

PICTURES

J<AKIETY

IS

NSS-COL TRAILER-BLAZING
Week Ended Tties. (6)

i960
High

Low

IV. Y. Stock Exchange
* Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
in 100s
High
Low Close
3434
34%
36%
ARC Vending 86
AmBr-Par Th 145
381%
401/
,38%
2834
632
3134
Ariipex.
28%
3934
391/2
CBS
90 - 41%
213
2234
154
Col Pix
223 4
3234
Decca
96
3174
31%
30
. 30%
Disney .... . .. 58
3174
I2434
124%
Eastman Kdk?l56
126%
71/
. 7%
67
EMI
. 629.
.15
Glen Alden . .,414 ■
14^4
16%
17
17 .
16%
Loew’s Thea. 70
36V
361/
3834
MCA Inc. .
40
373'
Metro GM.. 316
391,4
3874
36
NAFI Corp.. 380
3834
36%
67'
7
6%
Nat. Thea/.*. 156
62
63
Paramount .. t302
6754
.241/"'
24
Philco
219
2534
243/
243
255 .
t73
Polaroid
60%
62%
60%
RCA ... ... 410
»3
i
974
81
Republic
10%
15
".5.
1434
Rep., pfd. ..
15
24%
241/
Stanley War. , 51
25%
29
2934
30
Storer.
" a
20th-Fox
3934
4134
407*
255
32%
,31,%
3134
United Artists 173
4334
4334
Univ. Pix
1
4334
501
48%
Warner. Bros* 64
4874
12934
122%
122V
Zenith
367

Net
Change
forwk.
— %
■■■— %
—274
— %
+ %
—-27/
— .%.
-—..74
+ %

The controversy, between Colum¬
bia and National Screen Service
over the issuance of the former’s
trailers has entered the no-holdsbarred stage.
As NSS. summoned the trade
press to its N. Y. homepffice
screening room to view trailers of
Col films made without the use
of scene footage, Col forwarded a
statement by Tim Ferguson, presi¬
.+ %
dent of the Texas Drive-In Thea¬
—1%
tres Assm, denouncing : the . NSS
+ 74
service..
— 34
— %
Col announced a short while ago
that its trailers,... posters and ac¬
■+• *4
%
cessories will no longer be. issued
—4%
through National Screen and that
■—%
Cot starting Sept. 1, would create
•— %
and distribute its own trailers to
+: %
exhibitors. However,, since NSS has
contracts^mostly on a weekly serv¬
— %.
ice plan basis-^to serve about 70%
+ %
of the nation’s theatres with the
■r- %
trailers of all companies excepting
T-l
Warner Bros, (which has made its
own for. years), NSS decided to
—27i.
proceed with the manufacture and
distribution of its; own Col trailers
American Stock Exchange
to fulfill contract’ commitments.
The
trailers were made without
534
-^34
634
414 Allied Artists 202
.534
634
Col’s authorization And without, the
.—2
141
1334
1134 10
Ail’d Art., pfd^ t9
1274
film
company
providing any scene
• ■574.
5r*
77'
3% Buckeye; Corp, 504
6
•— 74
footage from the pictures.
10%
11%
9)4
11%
8
Cap. City Bdc. 237
+1%.
434
534. 334 Cinerama Inc. .647
574,.
554
+ :%
Herman Robbins, NSS board
11%..
1074
1434 10% Desiln Prods. 25
1073
— 7'4
chairman, said that exhibitors un¬
67
.534
634
.—A4
7%
4% Filmways
41
der: the. NSS contract could, buy
1
1
. 23#
1
Guild Films.. 24
V
+-74
Col-made trailers if they, wanted
4
3%
4
874
334 Natl Telefilm 29
to, but that it would represent an
934
73 4
9%;
+ %
97'
-674 Technicolor
998
extra cost to. the theatre, NSS has
—2%
1334
1034
14%
8% Teleprompfer 440ii%
notified its clients that it cannot
2/ ■ ■
27
27s
— •3*:
414
2
Tele Indus.
10
and will not permit any deduction
13
13
1274
1374
8% Trans-Lux
1
to be made from itsr weekly serv¬
ice charge by exhibitors who volOver-the-Counler Securities
untairly elect to use the Col trail¬
, Ask
Bid
ers purchased through the film
234
274
America Corp. .
+• %..
compan3r. It is acknowledged. by
934
10
Creative Television
NSS that it’s conceivable that when
. 445 .
465
Gen>Aniline /& FA .............
+j.
contracts, are renewed with indi¬
134
2
King Bros. ..
V4
vidual,
exhibitors, the Col trailers
. 2%
3%
+ %;
could be excluded as are the WB
2%
i%
Medallion Pictures .
uhes...
MCtnipoliiari Broadcasting.
19%
. 18%
— is
NSS. has completed’trailers for.
15%
Movielab
1472
nine films, seven new releases and
7%
874
MPO Videotronics
+• V
two reissues. *. representing Col’s
2%
Scranton Corp.-.
374
%
Schedule for September arid Octo-.
1
1%
Sterling Television
.74
ber. Various techniques are ern77%
U. A. Theatres
ployed to get around the use of
actual/footage
from, the pictures.
♦ Week Ended Fri. (2V.
Live action with a personality-^
t Ex-dividerid.
Vincent' Price. for example—is em¬
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch. Pierce. Fenner Sc Smith, Inc.)
ployed to plug a forthcoming pic¬
ture. In addition, cartoons, anima¬
tion, trick stuff, stock footage and
art in' different combinations are
use to convey the pictures’ appeal.
There is a disclaimer at the end
■ - ■ ■■
-• rifiTiHnm»«i from page. 6
saying that scene footage has not
'La Lnnga IVoite Del ’43 from old newsreel footage and been used: Robbins said1 there was
keys a certain lack of drama which films from 1919 to 1929, this adroit¬ no legal reason for the. disclaimer,
results in long stretches of tedium ly Vsums up. these - hectic years: of except that it took care of com¬
where crisper handling would have change, abandon and sudden sober¬ plaints 11 it might arise charging
the. trailer footage was not
won a wider audience. For a pro¬ ing.. Not; preachy, this is an obr that
duction treating such heartfelt jectiye. as far as possible, compila¬ seen in the picture.
informative, com¬
Col has. been cagey in acknowl¬
problems, the pic rarely grips nor tion withedging Whether or not it. has any
is the illicit. love affair moving oi* mentary, plus good; editing.
The ifiis.t World. War is summed legal recourse. A Col Spokesman
believable.
- Basic plot line has a ivoman up and: then the modes and hap¬ admitted, however, that one of its
betray her paralyzed husband for penings of the world are shown producers had raised the question
her younger ex-fiance. On one of with the return to a Paris in the of possible actioh if the NSS
her nightly absences, .she’s caught gaudy time of change, flappers. trailers did not follow the con¬
lip in a Fascist roundup and, while Charleston, art fads; etc. The per¬ tractual billing requirements. An¬
she and the lover escape the lat¬ sonalities of the day, the heroes, other Col problem is the selling
ter’s father is brutally; executed Lindberg’s trip and many other, approach that the NSS trailers
with other innocent citizens. Pic events build this into an engross¬ might follow. The NSS concept, it’s
here becomes an anti-Fascist ing lobksee at the times. Though conceded, might be different than
pamphlet, gist of which is that this has seldoriv seen sequences, it the one decided on by Col. The
guilty onetime Fascist terrorists; is not unique enough "for anything film company is not tipping its
are still present'in Italian society. but: specialized supporting- fare.
move until it has a chance to ob¬
Acting is competent in, all sectors,
Editing is good. Besides a look serve one of the NSS trailers. The
special. nod perhaps being due for at Paris, it . delves into the world Col spokesman noted that theatres
Enrico Maria Salerno’s perform¬ happenings during that gawdy frequently change the selling con¬
ance as the semi-paralyzed hus¬ period. It shows, again that , old cept but, he pointed, out. “they’re
band who watches the doings, film adroitly packaged with a good our custorhers, NSS is not/’
through the years from a window compact outline and commentary
The Texas Drive^In Theatres
position.. Lensing by Carlo dl can be entertainment as well as Assn, blast was . serviced through
Palma Is especially good in cap¬ educational fodder. It also illus¬ Col’s publicity department. The
turing foggy-grey wartime years in. trates that there is still, gold in statement by prexy Tim Ferguson
the Po Valley where action takes, those, old film cans if intelligently said the Assn, had been receiving
place. Other technical credits , are mined.
Mosk.
letters frorri its members complain¬
tops.
Hawk. .
ing about NSS Service and the
company’s demands for increased
|
jack
Cummings
takes
oyer
“Star
Les Annee§ Folles
payments, for trailer service. He
jin the West*’ from .20th-Fpx for charged that NSS was demanding
(The Mad Years)
(FRENCH-DOCUMENTARY).
[ possibly his next release for com¬ as much as 15% hikes and exhibi¬
Venice, Aug. 30,
pany . . . Walt Disney cast Annette tor protests were met with a “take, Pathe production and release. Compiled
by. and . commentary, with editing by Funieello and Tommy Kirk, pre¬ it-or-leave-it attitude/’ He conteded
Mirca Alexandresco, Henri Torrent. Com¬
viously
teamed .
“Shaggy Dog,'’ that the NSS policy has resulted
mentary spoken toy Serge Reggiani.
At
Venice Film Fest. Running time, 90 MINS. to. costar with Janet Munro in his in the discontinuance of trailers
theatrical feature* “The: Horse^ (except Warners) by theatres; And
A pic montage, sagely chosen masters’1*;
(Continued, on page 16)
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r Facing Ban in Mexico
As Natl Sensitivity Heightens
BELLFORT TOPS NSS
SALES IN EXEC REVAMP
Joseph Bellfort, who joined Na¬
tion Screen Service; as homeoffice
sales exec slightly less than a year
ago, after 20 years with RKO, has
been named general sales manager
of the service organization. He
was RKO’s Continental manager,
headquartering In Paris.
-Bellfort’l appointment Is part of
a realignment in the Wake of Bur¬
ton E: Robbins’ election as NSS
president, which post had been
held by his father, Herman Rob¬
bins/who is continuing as board
chairman.
In another major change, Nor¬
man Robbins, Burton's brother,
who has been with company 20
years, has beCri named general
operations manager.

Chase Withost
issssi Continued, from pace 3 ssss
picture which, in his opinion, will
best serve the cause to Which he is
dedicated ././’

In letters to producers who have
announced.plans to film or televise
the Eichmann story, Reidel indicat¬
ed that there is no objection to tell-,
ing the Eichmann story if they ad¬
here to the Nazi war criminal’s role
as an executioner and portray the
crimes and murders he committed.
However, he warned that if any at¬
tempt is made to tell of the chase
and hunt for Eichmann, It must of
‘necessity encroach on Friedman’s
rights by telling the Tuvia Fried¬
man story/’:
Reidel has so far issued warn¬
ings to producer Samuel Bischoff,
who has announced plans to make
‘The Supreirie Executioner’’ for Al¬
lied Artists, arid to Talent Associ¬
ates and CJBS-TV, which have been
weighing the subject for an "Arm¬
strong' Circle Theatre’’ segment.

Mexico City, Sept. 6,
While no official statement has
been released, the grapevine has it
that John Wayne’s “Alamo” has
been banned by the Film Bureau
because it still has scenes consid¬
ered “insulting” to Mexico.
Following such bans as “They
Came to Cordura” and ’‘Ten Days
to Tulara” (the latter, starring
Sterling Hayden, George Raft, Re¬
becca Iturbide and Felix Gon¬
zalez,. with direction by Georgs
Sherman, made In Mexico late in
1957 in Acapulco, failed Tcrreceive
an exhibition permit last week,
with Jorge Ferretis, Film Bureau
head, saying that a number of
scenes “ridicule some aspects of
Mexican life”), and the famed Yul
Brynner-Film Bureau tiff over
shooting script of “The Magnificent
Seven,” Ferretis said he is “tired”
of “bad intentions” of American
producers in not following instruc¬
tions of the Bureau relative to
script changes.
It is time that Hollywood learned
that Mexico is “stubbornly deter¬
mined” in its stand that the coun¬
try and its citizens are portrayed
accurately, and not in any defama¬
tory manner, no matter how slight*
Ferretis said.

Soph’s Booking
Continued from page 2

right on racial bias”) is the tabu
on Maria, Miss Tucker’s longtime
personal maid and housekeeper,
because of the South African
apartheid principle. Her other
maid, Misa (Japanese), has been
okayed. Her bookings always call
for four fares (Ted Shapiro and
the two femme aides) but on this
trip Miss Tucker will also have heir
oldest brother along.
Comedienne is working on a
sequel to “The Last of the Red Hot
Mamas” which Doubleday first
published in 1945 and which she
has since continued to publish (by
buying back the plates) as a com¬
modity for her charity work. In¬
come from the books and her Mer¬
cury albums go to the various
Sophie Tucker Playgrounds and
Youth Centres. She states some
$3,500,000 has been collected by
her through mail order and, more
Continued -from, page 3
effectively, by her sitting in the
dustry as well. “Our American lobbies of the niteries. etc., for
film comedy has gotten on a lofty j donations from exiting patrons for
plane, often subtle and delicate; autographed copies of books and
and even with soirie kind of social! for LPs. The sequel autobiog may
message/’ said one eastern v.p.
| be titled “Some of These Days.”
Lewis, as the elown, has the field 1 Incidentally, Miss Tucker is con¬
to. himself. Theatrical productions - stantly amazed at the naievete of
no longer have Red: Skelton, Ab- j some of the junior members of the
bott & Costello, the Marx Broth¬ press with their “stock questions
ers, the Ritz Brothers, Laurel & j and stork interviews.” She says,
Hardy and others of the past who ; “Whenever that occurs I tell them
worked the same side of the cine-\ frankly that, after all, I have
knocked around in this business for
iiiatic street.
Twentieth-Fox has tried to come ; 57 years, so I’m not a come-lately,
up with a couple of new daffiness: and I try to tell them about the
boys in Tomriiy Noonan and Pete tradition of show business; how it
Marshall. Their first film, “The, is a serious business, plenty of
Rookie,” proved only minor league,'j work, plenty of rehearsal and
and no one laughed their way to j preparation as to material and
the bank,
| wardrobe and exploitation.”
And while Noonan and Marshall! “Some of the get the message
have yet to make the grade, Lewis j fast,” she continues, “such as the
continues his close association ► other day when I told an inter¬
•with' the big payoff. His next from : viewer that any old pro knows the
Par is “Cinder. Fella” and the film ? score. George Burns knows it by
company is sufficiently high "on its adding a Bobby Darin to his show.
releasirig prospects as to pencil it; I know it because I’m adding
in for marketing at Christmas. { Tommy Leoneiti tq the Interna¬
This is a highpoint on any distrib’s! tional Casino when we open in
October here in New York,” so
calendar.
that the appeal is to the new gen¬
eration and the old.”

Slapstick Single

Loew’s: Hotels?
Continued from page 5

Not All Importers

east side for a new theatre, but no
official announcements, have been
forthcorhing on this plan.
The Tisches took a commanding
position in Loew’s Theatres short¬
ly after the company’s final separa¬
tion from Loew’s Inc., now MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Inc. Laurence be¬
came a member of the board and
quickly moved to the post of
chairman of; the executive commit¬
tee. He played the key role in
forcing Picker to reduce his (Pick¬
er’s) stock option from 50,000 to
35,000 shares.

plied,” it’s another matter to prove
the statute unconstitutional in It¬
self. He reminds that this is a
federal statute, whereas all the
previous censor battles have been
against state or city ordinances.
An ardent anti-censor man him¬
self, distrib feels that the Cus¬
toms law is “the last place to
make a fight,” and that the indus¬
try’s battle should concentrate on
getting rid of the “patently «nconstitutional” local censor laws.

Continued from page 3
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Johnston on Ghana;
Women Biggest Pic-Goers,
‘Ben-Hur’ i
Film Attendance Up,
So U ‘Laces’ ‘Midnight’ .SSS Continued ' from page 4
to
eighth
as
its
draw
dwindled
on
Goft Censor-Minded
Campaign With Fashions

I Aim Sit tfco S«ars
pealing in the key role. Equally
Having hit pay dirt on three oc-'j s6me of the. extended-runs. “Bells
Washington, Sept. 6: ...
du stated, wvtr ear,-led a the S°od, though, are Lautaro Muriia casions Villi oietures aimed at • Are RinSing” (M-G>, which fin-. While film attendance In Ghana
fll$o feU off to J is: constantly increasing and thr
as the w ell-meaning but callous se¬ Cctsions ^.ith pjeUiies aimed at,^
v,iuir by mailer's scenario.
•
.‘ ,
.business outlook, is healthy, situa?
C'iniaK:‘ic;/ily. it is an ^xi- tinp, ducer; Guillermo Battaglia,as her women, Lnuersal is continuing its. . ^
.
,
tfon is clouded by a censorship
t:'Lilly eori'-tuiftcd picture,
I0-• noble old father, the kind of man pitch to the femme trade. Philip ! 1 .T*' -.... .
■who. thinks the double standardin Black ’ (U. " inner j funded government, Eric Johnston
ittlov J. Let* -Thompson h :s
Gerard. Eastern pub-ad ; director. •
of -fifth, place in July, managed to j prexy of the, Mbtion. Picture Ex«-• lift t! i: v :.iiv.\.nd pace. inakiibi . was decreed by God. and Berta Or- cites a Sind linger, survey .
back ■
.,
.
tT
■ j wind ‘■■up- 10th in August. “Prillv-Zpott Assn.,', says'in the .second of
t: itai of tire m;in nxi.ct UnSt- te.eo-a as the latter's wife, a cold
c-iis
paniculaj ly
sm le
dandy and bitter woman for whom life tip-the company s policy.^Le^notes.' ann,v <BV!. which-*took seventh j h.is series of reports sent back
is
just.
one
long
preparation
for
for example, that a Smcllinger’
j.-.t.nclr.ng j c-ti ij/its v. inch stipp
^ in Juty, captured 11th pOsi- i here in, tlie course of his current
study covering the first six month. t{on while ‘Lost World” 120th ) / safari, through darkest Africa. - ....
j .rural b:idgo between sc;.:u n' t/. . the grave.
Frederick Wii.'-cn’s ecu!tug '•licees/-:
While somewhat literary in tf-! of •'19.fi() shows; . that .seven out of rounded
ut the Top 12 grpsseis
Johnston .says he. .discussed the
lull. ( nlininalts. Fan:' ei's tnisk. feci. picture is completely cine¬ the first, 10 pictmes on the . st fo^AugtisK “Worlds was ninth i
censor situation with Ghana's min- .
>riized hv more julv
btc-ini ■'Siike ( c= n c e p 1i o n
is.ter.of information, Kweku Boat¬
ma*, ic in form, beautifully, edited seen list \v ie
'ihc.iipsnn's aycre->;\
exeemio . and photographed, and.. after the ";,!rn •?“ ™™^58'i \yomca to :
,pjrf,,vjvi(.h v,:. llth. ing. “He feels,” according to.re¬
Add.lior.ai y Lcqiiui arc* WiiRie introductory scenes, swift in pace;
*“ 'f :
.
A.,
in July; *:l'ni, AIL Right.. Jack” port.“that motion pictures should
Upi i'»-i «• sinsitive camera work, Niissoil, Martin Rodriguez and
ly be shown for a purpose. That
rt: of iiv.fv'-n
-angled ap- (Col.) and -■■’Hercules ’Unchained'iians Be-niuis nccundo ; it dirty
Beatriz Guido did the screen adap¬ proach. U has; prepared a special • \YB) wi re
erAip pix .. Piirpose,- as lie puts: it, is. to ad- .
Ltm i.r.d I auric Join sen's sianii- tation from Miss Guido's novel, six-minute; .fa'^ion color, shoit for ‘■Jack” aim was,a runnewup ilni vfRce.the interests of the people
"• ting niU^ic.
English
subtitles .are perfectly “Midnight,'Jlaum* -starring Dot \ in July. “Hercules” finished , 12tb
the^ state.
■ •
Juigei.s plays the .zero with adequat .Ani-it.
Day . and- Hex Mari if;onvto provide lv. 0 (!ifr«-ent weeks last mowl, bat ■'
reror(?. ,?,t,te1nd»nf
quiet.
rcsu<::-he
inles>-ity—i-a
: t he basis, f or a . special promot ion did not itate Mvtfiiient nunibt-r 'of -■J?.-'-?®.I'e
°f
smooth. 1‘tlievable t naament. Vi’
''Featuring Irene,' ;live Holly.wood ens.-iK< ment5 -n tVs-,nins of biafter ,ril’-v. ,and
l,p:. ',t "ar,,!? 1,1
Joria Siia-.v agreeably suj.plu •; his-j
.t*vsee:t;he,atia,ebce respons
j fashian • -designer, the short is’ bey •Sties after .that to classify i« Hr
iove inttrc.-t. .The inajo: romance j
- - - ratings.
.to.our films .In Ghana. I am-more
j ing made, available to theatres as Vaitety week!v;
ci t.he p.cLine. however. t.;ke« place!
1 an advance trailer to be Used w eeks ’
Severai
new pictuv , \yhicli convinced, than ever that -the best
; Conti tied Xrbm pnge'I5 ■
between c<nc of von Brauns chief
days of the American, motion pic-t
,. ,
in aovance of .the.- playing Of-, the show good to big promise -Were
«.ides !Herbert Lorn* and , e
ture industry, are aif ahead, of. it.’*
riLMV Gia Scala» who is ad a»Iv lhls Ia^ °f toners, he .added, \\a j picture. The-short, featuring Miss launched.1 .date'-in.’ August^’*;Sohg
Next week; East Africa.:
r. spy for tiie Allies. It is a rather huitiRS grosses.
s Day modeling clothes from, the pic- without End'* (C-oD hints real
lii//y relationship, but both skill“Because of the extended runs ture is being made available to potehtial. predicated . on its great
luliy execute their role.
Daly brought about mostly bv the Shorti!t f*0 . cost. It will. be in-, shewing in the first three weeks at
givts an earnest portiexal. making , , ‘ „5r<ll,.oeTl'iv.ic
adcntm.n to tlie,regular trailers and the vast N.Y. Music Hall. In ‘fact
the mo-'t ci a one-note character. de'° of PKtlUC- \ ^he TtXtiS txhibi- teaser tr-ailers. The--same short, '
the first-week; mark was fripped by
V -ppoi't
t-i
liiformly high- l°l* leader continued, “theatres all a 16m versio
being , given to’ only- one other picture for a non; Conti
from pager 5 ;
calibre.
Tube,i;
over the country are playing less
less, department
for- fashion holiday
ssion;
individual, pictures
.
today’s
,
"All; the Young Men” (C(>1)' wfts'
pictures per year than ever, be- 'hous'
The distribution’ :comRoss Hunter, the' producer of big. to socko on.' its. first few': play.- market.fcH'cv’ He maintained that NSS is
pan\v, after approving the pack-,
End of fnR»(*<k:u«ck
“Midnight
Lace.’'
_
has.:.been
carrydates.
Also'
hew..
.;
Started
'
CARGEXTINE)
. ; making fewer shipments and h::n- *;ig the-ball for high fashions and Xaples” i'Par'1 sh wed enough in.: age of an' indie producer; apKtr.**‘,l,v Inloi nit.r:'n; *l ie!t*-:.se t.f 'M.ty- 1 tiling fewer trailers, “but are being
:plie.
a bank § >v a loan.
ron Futures presentation ar.cl Ai^tnni'.e paief more p r trailer than -ever be¬ lush- surroundings .in.-.motion, pic- the final; week, of August to ,cbp The bank demands ;*.-l.* a repaymeiit-.
S. rt.n t- Hin jjrociutl.oii
SU.i > Klsa lCmiiii:
times on the theory that-when the. eighth -place.-. “Time Machine”
suaraiitce- from tiie. distributor and
Jt-atiues l-.iui.' io Murua.' GniJIt-i mo ll.jj't- fore inasmuch they, ordinarily
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goes
to
the
theatre,
‘.M-.G1
did
.
..
.well
in
the
sa
T. ;r.tia. Jc-iftM.a r««n. Pen • '(>ite.et.^.. n.jr- not ciiaigc on a per trailer basis,
2) the picture as collaterai:
away from her eyeV
stanza -'that if wound, up ninth on
r. iii Mu);va. Aidant;:t» Kt>. l.iii c.at-el.
but demand and receive a .weekly wants to
According to the UA.official, 0i
I>,»es ted by
I.eopolUa Time XiisM-n
clay oral) surroundings.
the week.
St ret !>pla\. i:«;:tr-/ Gi-.tip. Ni.'-en. U: t:Jtv charge lor this service.” lie com¬
second
stipulation
is
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Men-arti. based ta itmt-I iiv plained :m.t many limes, a theatre
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. , ‘Hell To etcriii
. .... . .. fA.W,.
.
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5’!;1Vr
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arts Iheatrt N.
Aup. t». ’C't. Ui.r.niii-^ without receiving a single trailer
big to.great gr >es in several key proteclioiT.
He pointed out. that,
tune, 76 MINS.
citids where tested. It was partici
c,nee.: the systent of :making, tiie
from NSS since' it might have
lai.y
sinr.^h
o:
-opengi*,j'niliy..
distribui
'responsible
for tiie'played 'VB p:x exclusively for a
“Scbool For S'oundreK” 'ContL
particular week,
was introduced, it hasn't .been
Here is a fa^c.natir.g fij,m worRiy
als
ne\y. teed, off with big
naiii
festival
cUicctt.;
inet
. for a bank to force!
Ferguson charged NSS with, de¬
smash biz in smaller theatres.
of the best playing time which dis¬
...e picture. “
las
week and agreed on.
fying Col's “courageous move” by!
criminating art house exhibs
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Oisfribs Starry

lea Fes!

to . be uneven.
ion company's ■positiqn....is alway
■'Sons and L ve.i's'’ V 20t h.V
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to that of 'the .bnnkj
since
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•ether fresh entrant,'was only pa°. .
able in-some keys, but big. in Alim restitution oi tiie .loan bn the m
rt.ur.ity'"da-t . if ‘the picture doesn’t:
rieapolis and’ -sturdy in N.Y- “Cai i
On Nurs
Gov
which has been, pay off. at tiie boxoffic
Thus the
on the -"monthly list for some.time..' distribution firm.; arid Wtthehfink,
continued to come 'throiigh- with ..is in a. position to foreclose a pic-'
..'•ah;
daydates but just mi^edA-:iure;'if';it-'-s^''.desires.'
being
runner-lip in August. . Golden .indicated, however, that
“Rosemary'’ - Films-Ar.ound-World)' in the case of most prodiicers tiie'
hung up.sorne smart; biz as it won film company rarely iW ids.to foreadditional
ngagemeiits '
siiVall closurO proceedings because ' it is
houses.
a complicated .legal process. \ln
■■
.'•
:'
- _-; the majority of instance..,; lie said,.
the. producer waiv.Cs. his riglits and.
the, distributor takes over th pic¬
ture:
,
.
..
In . many , cases, tiie bank’s maContinued from page 5
— . turity date comes before the pic-,
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liac be.en fully played off..
lie loan due date comes
theire's a chance to sell
television. The coi
rom additional phay-.
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,.. ....
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overtime except for the/money it gave to the bank. If
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.
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future contracts so it is
Presentday procedures for film
Row of star talent to the Lido with
''"“a
ever, is a good deal more than just 'not they '>’ho get
business.”
bank . loans are substantially :dif*>
such names as Shirley McLaine,
another she-had-to-go-and-do0t
Cyd Charisse. Betsy Blair, - Zizi :do n°t den> that the, 40-hour week ferent from the method employed
item. Tale is told against the back¬
! limitation reflects the feelings of
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and
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S Continued'.from page 13 ;
side the. theatre which .are de- |
Film editors, for example,, have the film itself;. The system was
"With cinematic economy, direc¬
4h-{_ ivoa_ ...iiv, unamri'wr 1 signed to protect tiie vistingceleb--1 been averaging 54 hours, per Week, exceedingly successful - from 1940
tor Nilsson manages lo suggest;:a badly this >.ear "jth unemploy-. rities. from t^e oeneral. rsublrc and sound technicians an average to 1948 when almost avery picture
£°n nd\7a: Sit .aPl\otai 1 of 48. hours,
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/
■
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..
tails seldom seen outside of
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- employment
1 absence of festival fever.
|. -Underlying thought among many
enough
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novel. This is all the more amazing
. The social side of the Test, has jrA members is that by firmly setfor union members,” Bustos said.
since the film seldom leaves its
al$o
been
surprisingly , quiet. l^.bg their work days at eight hours
Producers who come to Mexic.6
central character, the little girl
may emerge at year’s endi
Though there: has been the usual they
who is so protected that the nuiie for the forthcoming film festival,
quota .of daytime receptions, the with a greater number of days,
on
holiday,
or
to
initiate
produc¬
Continued from page 13 ;
statues on her father’s estate are
traditional after-the-screening. mid¬ worked, although with rip more
tion
plans,
will
now-,
be
bombarded
wrapped up in bedsheets when the
with insistent bids that they turn night parties are almost a thing aggregate earnings. In brief, they Heberto; Loys Masson’s “Chfistlchildren are around.
j their activity into a year, round of the past. Indeed, in the first. 12 would .prefer working more, regu¬ bal De Lugo” at: the. Vieux CplomBy means of quick, brilliantly affair.
days, apart from the usual: opening lar eight-hour stretches. than few¬ bier; Achard’s “LTdiote”/ at tho
drawn scenes such as one in the
er -with
overtime-rate
Ip-hour Antoine; Jacques Audiberti's “The
General practice now is to make gala, the only two supper, parties
Argentine senate, where a debate
days.
Lodger” at the. Geuvre; Philippe
a number of films in the January- were hosted by United Artist^, ipne
on freedom of the press is going
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that
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pact ! Heriat's ‘.‘Family Joys” at the. Com-,
after
“The
Apartment”'
and
the
June period—5 were made this year
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—and then there is a cessation of other folipwing the screening of proposals in close-to-final form ejie. Des Champs Elyseps; “Ohrisine’s mother argues religion with
activity for balance of the year. “Tunes of Glory.” Incidentally, should be available by Oct. 1, at tian; Stuff,’’ pf Feiecien Marceau;
a taxi cab driver, film evokes a
Union and industry execs point out Alec Guinness, , who. came iii for. which time they'll be submitted: at the Renaissance, and Alexandre
complete milieu which, in turn, that even in the rainy season Mexi¬ the showing of the latter pic, had to the boards and biz reps of the Riveniale’s “Mobile” at the Fon¬
makes the- central situation totally can skies are generally blue. most barely 12 hours on the. Lido, as lie. various locals. Processing through taine.
believable and spiritually shatter¬ of the day, with rains Only coming arrived ori Sunday afternoon (4) :the International should, if all.
Most of the above shows are
ing.
/
in the late afternoon or evening. and took the night flight out early goes feii sked, be complete by Oct cpiiiedies. And. it looks to be . busy
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1 deadline.
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...
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vit is very apparent that they!
:XSS ;’ Ferguson stated, “are do“
ilf" everything possible to slop Co-'
lumbia's move and to 'discourage
any oCuer film company from tak-..
ing a like step, as this would most ’
certain’y destroy their very.Jncrf
live income on trailers.”
The Texas .exhibitor urged the
Although film won a best-actress ..AsstTrs- tmunbers to use Col's new
award lor star Elsa Daniel, at last service and to be thankful for the
ytaCs Cannes, film test. “Innb-;• “forward step.” He .said, the other :
etnee” is really a director's pip- [film companies, would be watching.;
complex proouctipn : -fhe rv<u\ts of this drastic action” ,
i !rtU» n;?,JL’i
m' f' ■!!
bnd he expressed- the- hope that all!
»3-=m' , CPC1S0K
y ,h?t ."’M"f the otiui- distiibs would follow suit.
,mnuates a whole time and piace. i
s
.- .,
I'or this reason, voung Ar^onUne '■
Gtli.er exhibitor groups, however,;
director Leopoldo Torre Xils«>n i accepted the Mtuafion much more *
would seern to be a talent who will calmly.. The Allied Theatre Owners
shortly
aliead
and
Frer
f

It's an ironic fact that while
ma • of th -official festival, cntries are being widelv criticized,
the out-of-competition pix .in the
informaiion. section =are command^
ing considerable praise1 for “Shadowe.” the shoestring production
made In 'John, Cassavetes,'and it is
bemg heavily tipped to win the
international critics, pi i?.e. There
also- sulistahtial interest
’ ^
Great dictator.*’ w hich was
^lunVn.ior the first■ lime in'
I^iy.
Tiie presehtation of , t il O:
Italiarr
.rsion of: • Bon-Hm„
lratlcd a capacity taiidio ce,
rave reviews bv most L-f
.
:
JJ1fcuospective;
>Mons. at
9 o0 £ach mbrni g na\e also-been.

IflTSE Mulls

Mexican Union

Paris Legit

j;

international
film
telefilm

and documentary
market
a remarkable success of the

Milan Trade Fair
Results of the "First Spring Cinemeeting "t
411 films shown, among which 20$ tulllength and 205 long and short documen¬
tary films - 28 Countries participating Qualified business operators from 5 Con¬
tinents r Very active business deals - In¬
ternational exchange and co-production
agreements.
Film producers and dealers in the film - branch are cor¬
dially invited to the "2nd Cinemeeting'1 organized by the
International Milan Trade Fair'from

October 10 th to 20 th, 1960
Address any request to:

MIFED - Fiera di Milano
largo Odmodossola 1 - Milano (Italy)
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BROADWAY

Cannibals” (M-G) (3d wk). Fairish
$8,000. Last week, $9,500.

(Continued ffoiii page 11)
Orpheum, El Key 'Metrojpolitah-^“It Started in Naples” (Par). FWC) (2,21.3; 861: 90.^1,50)—“ElFirst round ending tomorrow . mer Gantry” (UA).. (3d wk) and Ssis Continued from page 7 assa
i.Thurs.) looks like' boff $22,000^ j "Mari of West” (UA) (reissue) (Ornew house record heie.. In: ahead, ;. pheum), “Ice Palace” (.WB) (El being burned again. “This isn’t a
Marshall, plan,” Fryd concludes,.
“From Terrace” v20tli)) (7th wk>,: Rev) (2d wk). Good $10,600.
| $7,0Q0:
! Downtown, Iris 'B&B-FWC) (1,.- “and Americans’ ffari’t and won’t
Paris (Pathe Cinema) .(568: 90- ‘ 757; 825; 90-$L5Q>—“Psycho”: (Par) pour money into Italian films un$1.80)—"find of Innocence” (Union) |;(4th wk'. Hotsv $14,000 or near, ! less their requirements are rel|
San Francisco, Sept. 6.
12d Wk). First session finished Sun¬ i Last week, with Fox AVilshire, I spepted: There must be a give• First-run trade is solid here
! arid-take
arrangement,
or thif
day <4.) was very good $9,500.
j $25,800.
currently, with■'“Psycho” showing, j
Detroit, Sept. 6.
! profitable vei will run out.”
Plaza (Lopert) '525: $:1.50-$2)—. r Fox AVilshire (FWC) (1:990: 90Only two newcomers currently niore legs than any. picture iLn S£n
:
$1:50)—‘‘Ocean's
I
I”
,'WB)
(ih.o.)
“Apartment”
iUA)
T3th\yk).
The
as downtown houses stand pat with Fjrancisco this year. It is Wow in
Tilth round ended, last night (Tues:V ' and “Rat Race” (Par) (repeat).. Soft | Fest directors of. Vehicle, Berlin,
strong product for long Labor Day fourth round at Golden Gate.
' Cannes,: Locarno, and San Sebas¬
“Let's Make Love” is rated pleas- 'v‘)'s Si'^at $15,000- or near after ! $6,000.
weekend. “Angel Wore Red" D
| Fine Arts ‘FAVC) ‘631; ,96-$l,50) tian. gathered here for session to
ing in second frame at the Fox.
| $11,000. for 11th week,.
okay at the Adams. “House of
' discuss various. Coriimon problems,
!
—“Jungle
Cat”
<BV)
t.4th
wk).
A top newxomer is "It Started in. I . 68th St.:Playhouse (Leo iBreeheir)
Usher” looms fair at Broadway;i w;ilh special - attention being de¬
Naples,” big at Paramount: Equal-,‘SHO; $L25-$2).—“Oscar . Wilde” Rich $5.00Q. Last week, $4,800,
voted fq the calendar of fest event*
Capltol.
AVarner
Beverly
i
SAV)
'1.330;
$2Iy smash is “Hell ,Tb Eternity “ j (Films-Aiound-World) il2th wk).
Holdovers are again being lead great at United Artists. “Ocean's The llth s.tanza; finished Sunday $2.40) — “Strangers
AVhen
AVe for 1961, and. to the relat ions with
by “Psycho” in a sensational sixth 11” still is socko in fifth week at . (4) was good $4*700 after $4,900 Meet” 'Col) '7th wk). Busy $6,800. the press,. Thoiigh all dates must
still be approved, Cannes should be
Last week. $6,000.
week at the Palms. “Ocean's 11” the St. Francis.
! for 10thweek-.
Music Hall <Ros) (720; $1.85- the. traditiqnai first runner next
shapes smash in third round at the
Estimates
for
This
Week
j
Sutton
(R&B)
<561;
95-$l
,80)—
$2.251—“I'm All Right. Jack” (Col) year, f6 be held in the. first half of
Michigan. “Ben-Hur stays hotsv in
Golden Gate <RKQ) .2,859; SI.50) i
U*r' Scoundrels” (Cont) '.7th wki. Potent $6,200. Last, week, ..May,.'while-E’e.rlin would run frorii
the 29th week at the United Artists.
-^“Psvcho”
(Par)
‘4
thwk).
Wow
j
(9«T
wW.
The
.eighth
week.ended
: June 23 to.July 4, and.San Sebastian
$6,400.
“From the Terrace” is off in fourth
$*7,000., Last week, $26,000.
! Suggjy <4» was big $9,300 after : Crest (Elect) '750; $1.25:$2)— unspooling either from July 8 to
at the Mercury.
Fox
.FWC)
(4,651;
S1.25-$1.50)—
i
S8*50°
f?r
seventh.
“Carry Ori. Nurse” (Gov) (26th wk); 17; or-else. in September, a major
Estimates for This Week
switch.,
Locarno has tentatively
“Let’s Make Love” (20th) and t Trans-Lux 52dSt.(T-L) (540:$1- Sock $4,200. Last week, S4,O0O.
Fox (Fox-Mich) '5.000: $1.25- “Five Bold Women” <20th) (2d wk). [ $1.50'-^‘Savage Eye” (T-L) (13th
Carthay iFAVC) (1.138: $1.75- set July 12-23 or July 19-30. No
4l.49>—“Let’s Make Love” <20th) Pleasing $11,500. Last week, $18.- i wk-11 days): Being held over four ,.$3.50) — “Can-Can” >20tli) (26th Venice dates are. set as yet.
and “High Powered Rifle” '20th) 500.
i days past regular . 13th week in wk). Fair $10,000.
AVith regard to press relations,
Last week,
•2d wk). Fine $11,000. Last week,
Fest toppers have decided that
Warfield ‘(Loew) (2.656: $1.25-| or^er to open “Let s Make Love” ditto.
$13,000.
$1.50)—"Time Machine” 'M-G) i3d I ,?cth1 on Friday’i?). Looks mild
AVarner Hollywood (Cinerama some way . must be found to pro¬
Michigan (United Detroit) '4.000; w-’k). Okav $8,000 or near. Last | $8-000 or less in final 11 days. Inc.) 11.389: $1.20-$2.65)—“Search ject.. fest pix in advance to britic*
Hit $5,000 for 12th full week.
f>1.25-$1.49) — “Ocean's 11” <WB> Week, $8,500.
for Paradise” 'Cinerama):. Started* of dailies with early deadlines,
Paramount (Par) (2.646: $1.25World (Perfecto) <390; 90-$1.80) 31st week Sunday (4) after big move which in the past has been
»3d wk). Great $27,000. Last week,
strongly opposed by the Inter¬
$1.50)—“It
Started
In
Naples”.■—“.Nature’s
Paradise”
(Indie)
«6th
$20,000
last w-eek.
$29,000.
Producers
Federation
Egyptian (UATO (1 392: $1.25- national
Palms <UD\ '2.961; $1.25-51.49)— 'Par) and “Cover Girl Killer” wk). This round winding tomorrow
'though; Venice got a special and
•
Par).
Big
$16,000
Or
over.
Last
'Thurs.)
looks
to
climb
tb
big.
$3,50)
—“Ben-Hur”
(M-G).
(41st
“Psycho” (Par) '6th wki. Sensation¬
al $29,000. Last week, $31,000.
j week, “Battle In Outer Space” i $9 400 after $9,000 for., fifth week; wk). Great $33,500. Last week, presumably temporary dispensa|..tipn this year):
'Col> and “12 To The Moon” (Col), I Trans-Lux 85th Street iT-L) $32,500.
Madison (UD) • 1.408; S1.50-$3)—1 $15 500
•
Further meet held here early i|i
: (550; $1-25-82)—“Portrait in.Black.”
“Can-Can” <20th) 'I4th wk). Good
; fest treated the problems of the
St. Francis (Par) (1.400- $1-$L50» [<U) ,7th 'vkv- Sixth week ended
$10,000. Last week. same.
j European Parliamentary Group for
BOSTON
4- “Qcean’s 11” (WB) (5th Wk). ,
mics.rwas mild $^600
Cinematography. Main issues disBroadway-Capitol 'UD) <3 500: Great- $11,000. Last week, $13,000. • alter1.?4 ^0 forfifth session. “Car(Continued fr hi page 10)
! cussed at tlie International con¬
$1.25-$1.49) — “House of Usher”; ! Orpheum (Cinerama. Inc.) (1.456: ! °u??1 '20th) reissue) opens -next
wlii. Third week ended Fridav (2),
clave were those regarding ln.ter(AI) and “Little Shop of Horror” $1.75-$2.65) — “This Is Cinerama” ji'Fri
slick $6,500. Last week, $8.0Q0.
! hal procedure of the Group in its.
(Indie). Fair $10,000: Last week. '(jinerama) (reissue) (10th wk). PoGary
(Sack)
(.1.277;
$1.50)—
“Last Days Pompeii” ‘UA' and tent $18,500. Last Week. $15,500.
“Started in Naples” 'Par) (2d wk). various facets; increased distribu¬
LOS
ANGJELES
tion, in member countries, of doer..
“Five Bold Women” 'UA) $12,000 ! j; United Artists. (No, Coast) (1.151:
Smash $11,000. Last: week, $16,000.
(Continued from page 10)
Adams (Balaban) 11.700; $1.25- $1.25-$ 1.50) — “Hell To Eternity”
. Kenmore (Indie); ‘700: S1.25t Urn enta ries and newsreels, felt
$1.50)—“Angel Wore Red” (\1-G). ■'AAV and “Hot Shots” (AA). G eat .810: 1.800: 90-$l,50)—“Bells Are $.1:50)—“Carry On Nurse” (Quv) valid aids, to international cultural
Oke $12,500. Last week. “Time Ma¬
.000 or clase. Last. week. “E?- Ringing” (M-G) (1st general. re- • 15th wk). Holding hotsv $6 000. understanding. . and therefore of
chine” <M-G> and “Amazing Trans¬ mer Gantiw” (UA) (4th wk), $7,509. -lease) and “Time Machine” (M-G) with patrons returning to see it maximum: public interest: yariousv
aspects of the ECM film picture.
parent Man” iAI' '2d wk). $8,000.)
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-;'m.o.).. Loud $24.000.. Last week, again. Last week. $6.100:
—-•
United Artists 'UA> (1.607: S1.25- si.50)—“I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) 1 State, “Blackboard Jungl ” JM-G),
Metropolitan. 'NET' ‘4:357: 70- I
$3)—“Ben Hur” «M-G> <29th wk). 15th wk). Okay $3,000. Last week. '“Treasure Pancho Villa” (Fay) <re- $1:10)—“Let’S Make Love” (20th) I
“Vento. del ,Sud” ‘South AVind)
Wham $22,000. Last week. $21,000. $3,900.
issues) $1,500. Four. Star. “She (2d wk).'. Slim $8,000. . Last week, ’ produced by Vides, w?as shifted in
* the. fbst program
1 allow, some
Music Hall 'Cinerama. Inc.) <1.- 1 |; Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364: i AValks By Night”' Fay) (2d wk), $1.- $i 1:000.
Memorial (RKQ) (3.000: 60-Si?10) cuts to. be made in it, ostensibly
208; $1.55-$2.65» — “Windjammer” $1.50)—“Private Property’ <Indie» !800. Baldwin with ‘ Orpheuni, El
(NT) 124th wk). Socko S19.000. Last and “School For Love” '.Indie) (2d Rev. “Elmer Gantry” 'UA).<2d wk), —“Ocean's 11” 1 AVBr and “Young'. for political reasons (as was. case
\yk). Good $2,200. Last week.; “Pay or Die” ,' AA) •Baldwin), Jesse Jaiiies” <-201 h) (4th wk). Stout • with “Thb Great Dictator”). Pic
week, $21,200.
is first made bv Dino Provenzale,
! “Man of AVes.t” (UA), (reissue) $20,000. Last week. $23,000.
Trans-Lux Krim 'Trans-Lux) ri.- $2,500,
New
Fenway
'Indie'
(1,350; , and it stars Claudia Cardihale,
Coronet (United California) d.-i'Orpheum), . “Ice Palace” (AVB)
000; $1.49-81.65) — “Come Dance
$.1.25-SI. 50', — “Hiroshimi. Mori j who thus has. three pix in arid out
With Me” 'Union) <2d wk». Great 250; $1.80-53.50) — "Ben-Hur” i‘m.o.) (El Reyk $19,000.
•M-G) '37th wk). Great $23,500. | Hollywood iFAVC) (756: 90-$1.50> Amour” (Zenith); Smash $11,600 j of the running here: the above*
$8,000. Last week. SI0.000.
:—"From Terrace” (20th)' (m.o.1. and nevv house record hypoed bv ! mentioned, . plus “Rocco arid his
Mercury <UM» <1.470: $l-$l-49» Last week, $22,000.
fine.; reviews.
Moves theatre to : Brothers” . and ”1 Delfini” , Busy
—“From Terrace” >20th> '4th wki. ! Alexandria (United California) i Strong $6,000. Last week, 1‘Apartfirst-run status.
! star;, a yidcs pactee, is currently
Boff $14,000. Last week. S15 000. d.610; . S2.20-S2.75) — “Can - Can”rnent” <UA). (4th wk),. $6,800:; Orphetim
<
Loew)
(2.900: 90-$l:50) shooting Tifanusitem called. “The
<20th) f 15th wkk Okay S12.000J Chinese (FWC). (1,408: $2-S2;40)
Last week, $11,000.
‘
i—“Let’s Make Love” . «20th) (2d —“All Fine . Young Cannibals.” i Girl'with - the" Suitcase,” directed
. and “Day They Robbed by Alberto Lattuada,. blit came up
{ Presidio 'Hardy - Parsons) i774; wk). Lusty; $17,000. Last week, and
BALTIMORE
Bank of England” (M-Q). Okay for. “her” festival, escorted by two
S1.25-S1.50)—“Oscar AA’ilde” *FAAV) $22.4,00.
(Continued fr--n y e 10)
$11,000 but hot: up to hopes.
press agents.
<3d wk). Good $4:200. Last week.
Loyola <:F\YC) (1,298: 90r$1.50)—
Paramount 'NET'
(2.357; 70-

Lopert’s ‘Balloon1

‘Angel’ Okay $12,500 In ‘Hell’ Wham $21,000,
Frisco; ‘Naples’ 166
Del.; ‘Psycho’ Wham 29G
In 6th; ‘Terrace’ 14G

Fair $3,000. La-t week. “Rosemarv” ‘Films Around AVorld' '6th
vk «. $2,500.
Hippodrome (Rapnaport) >2 300:
5:-SI .25’—“Strangers When Moot'
• Col) (2d wik». Good S8.0G0 or cl se
after $13.d00 in first.
Little (Rappaporti (300: 50-S1.50)
—“I’m All Richt. Jack * (Coir 9th
wk). Upped 1o. trim S2.700 alter
$2,500 in eighth.
:
Mayfair 'Fruchtmr.n) (750: Sl.49$2 501 — “Can-Can” 20th) < 15th
wk). Good $4,000 after $4,500 in
previous week.
New (Fruchtman)
f 1.600:
50$1.25)—“Let's Make Love " <20lli).
Not up to hopes but payable -at
$8,000. Last week. “From Terrace”
<29th) ‘4th wk'. S5.500.
Playhouse 'Sckvaberl (460: 90$1.50) — “School for Scoundrels''
(Cont) '2d wk'. Holding at nice
$3 000 after same in speond.
Stanton 'Fruchtman' <2.800; 50$1.25)—“Ocean's 11” - WB' -3d wk'
Down to fair S7.009 alter S10.000 in
second.
Town ! Rappaport' 'Ll 25: S1.49$2.50)—“Ben-Hur" -M-G' (23d wk».
Steady $9,500 after $10,000 in 22d
week.

SL4.0C0.
"Pollyanna"’ 'BV) and “Uaif. Pint”
$1.10)^-r-“Psycho” «llth wk'. AVow
{ Crest (A-R) (320; $1.50>—“Sons 'Indie) (2d,wk); Hefty $7,000,
Grand Prix for 1961 of the Cath$10,000. Last. week. $12,000.
and Lovers" «20th) '3d wk». Big)
Hollywood Paramount (Elect) . Pilgrim (AT.O 1.1.900: 60-$I.10)— • olic Film. Office: 'OClC) to be
S3.800. Last week, $4,000.
< 1.4^8; 90-$2)—“All Fine Young •‘Time Machine” <M-G) and “Tar- I awarded here. It is being selected
among “The Last Angry
azn's Lost Safari” -Indie) '2d wk;). i'froi
Flashy $9,000. Last week. $12;006: ; Man”; (U.S.A.), ‘The. Angry Sij.lence”
and “Corisjpiracy of Hearts’*:
Saxon 'Sack) 11.000: $1.50-S3>—
“Ben-Hur” (M-G'. '42d wk). Bang- 'Britai ), arid “II Suffit D’Aimerand “Dialogue des Carmelites’*
up $17,000. Last week, .nme.
Documenfo Films,
Trans-Lux 'T-L) < 730: 75-S 1.25)— I ' France)
i
“Naked Holiday” < Indie) arid “Love j Rome,, has announced “The Cru¬
in the City” ' Ind:er. Hotsy .$7,000: saders,” while Jolly: Film will re¬
1
lease
upcoming: production’ by
Last; week, $4,600.
i
, Donati-Carpcntier' of “Joseph and
There’s, a long, list of runner-up
The long Labor Day holiday j
I his Brethren.” >
weekend is booming biz this round ! pix. which includes. “Pollyanna"
ill over the country. It’s one of 1 B\’V long high on the weekly, list¬
Iritraiiiural Italian hassle con-,
(Continued from, page TO),
the biggest such holiday sessions ing^;. ’•Come . Dance . AA’ith Me”
cei ning presence of Italian, direc-.
just' getting., started; (750: 98-$l.25)—Currently second- tors at the Venice event still raged
in a number of. years, according to: (Union),
'Conti, runs.
Last week, "Savage. Eye” into; secprid week of fest. Near
Variety correspondents in repre- j “School for Scoundrels”
.tentative.key cities. Cool weather) in like category: "Jim All Right. (T-L'i fair $1,500.
closiiig, it appea 'S unlikely that
-Uptown <NT) '2.043: $1-$1.25)— any of the four Italo filmmaikera
was a plus factor, big showing' Jac.k” (Col) and “Carry On,.Nurse”
•
“Let’s Make Love” '20th). Nifty will come up to send off . their lat*
being made in many keys des ite j 'Gov).
Several hew pix are just, being S9.000: stays on; Last week.: “DaVid
few new pix launched.
I
est pix, though it’s felt that LUchi- ;
; “Ben-Hur” (M-G) is back in top launched: “All Fine Young. Can¬ arid Bathsheba” '20th)
no Visconti niay come up anyway
spot after being shoved aside re- nibals” 'M-G' ranges from, good in $7,000, including Grarida.
for showing of his “Rocco arid hi
AVashington
to
great
'
Boston,
Isis,
Vista
'NT)
(l.360:
700:
90);
tently by some new blockbusters: ;
Brothers” (Titanus). if anybne. Ti*
VPsyeho” (Par)., second for a n-U'm-;! with only fairish, takings in. L.. A. Crest, Riverside drive-iris (Com¬ tanus is planning a big sendoff. for
“Crowded
Sky”
(AVfi)
is
rated,
stout
monwealth)
*900
cars
each.
90c:);
ber of weeks, again is taking second
this one, and is .said to be exerting
.
Boulevard Drive-in (iridic) (750 pressure ’on the director to come
position and again displaying re- ; on. L, A. preei .
“Jungle Cat" (BV), fairly new*, cars, 90)—“13 Ghosts” (ColV and
markable stamina.
!
to the affair. Fest has kept offi¬
j “Ocean’s 11” ‘AVB), in first spot; is robust in Chi: big in .N., Y: and “Electronic Monster” (Col). Fancy cially mui
on . the whole affair,
"September Storm” $26,000. Last week, same hook-up;
last week, is winding un a strong : solid in L. .
let Rome’s ANIC.A.qfTice intercede
except also.iriciuding Kansas Drive- to try to,straighten out the matter,
tliird currently. “It Started * ’• 120th) shapes fine in Chi.
“House. Oif,. Usher” <AI) looms in ..'Finkelsteon) <750 cars, 90c)—
Naples” 1 Par), a newcomer, is j
\yhich is: known to . have political
•Cont-nu.d
10)
showing enough to capture fourth f very promising Abased oh a .hotsv "Thunder in Carolina” ' Howco) undertones.
date
'
Minneapolis, big takings and “Teen-Age: Thunder” 1 liowco)
—“Bells Arc Ringing" iV-G) ;2d money, with indications, of being •
wk'. Hefty $12,500.
Lart week. heard from additionally:
!■ in Cincy and passable trade; in De¬ '.reissue), $28,006/
Vic .Damone said here his next.,
“Angel AVore Red” .;iM-GV
$15,500.
“Let’s Make Love” (20th), an-: troit:
pic will see him play a marine un¬
Tivoli 'FP' ».i:ir>; .S1.50-.S2.50'—■ bthcr newie, is winding up fifth | another newie,; is okay in Detroit
der direction of Phil Karlsort . .
*‘Can-Cr.n” >20tli
23d wk*. Hold¬ though a bit disappointing in some j and fair in K.C...
Jaime Prades back to Madrid and
"Apartment'’’'.(UA)' still is big. in
ing at sturdy S7.000. Lest week, Opening sessions. “From Terrace,” ;
"King Of Kings” after .local 0.0,
(Continued from page 11)
$7,500.
also from 20th-Fox, is finishing: N. Y. and lofty in Minneapolis;
. . “II Bell ’Antonio*” the Locarno
“Let's
Make
Love7”
'20th).
Liveli¬
Towne- (Taylor) -C93: SI-SI 50)— siixlh. It was fourth last round., } “College .Cbnfidehtiar- (U); shapes
Festival
winner, will officially rep
est in town for beefy S14.600; Last
^’’School For Scoundrels"
Cont)
“Strangers
AVhen
AVe Meet,” [ fine in. Minneapolis arid okay iri week, ‘"Ocean’s IT” 'AVB) (3d .wk). Italy at the Ediriburgh Festival
‘3d wk)! Fine Se.OOO. Last week, {{Col), fifth last session, is winding 1 Toronto.;
.
. Harry Salzman .here . .; Dinq.
Nice
$6,500.
"Bellboy” (Par) .looms swell ..in
$6,500.
pi seventh place. “Hell to EterState ...'Loew) ‘3.200; -75-$l)— DcLaurenliis preemed his “Under
university -FP' *1.363; S1.50- {iity” 'AA), just getting started, is Cincy. “Lost AVorld” (20th),-virile “Tirrie Machine” 'M-G.) and. “Day. Ten Flags” (Par) on board the
$2.75>—"Ben-Hur"
M-G*
38th (apturing eighth snot. “Can-Can” in Louisville, looks oke in Pbilly, They : Robbed Baiik of England” Italian, clipper ship, the Amerigo'
“Sons and Lovers” (20th) is fine
wk*. Steady $11,000. Last week |)20th) will be ninth.
‘Mr'G) i?d wk). Fair $7,000, way Vespucci, to good press coverage
“Por$12,000.
* ‘ ' “All the Aroung Men” (Col) is in N. Y.; and big in Frisco.
below nifty $12,000 in first round. throughout Italy: Pic repped Italy
Uptown <Locw) *2,745: S1-S1.25) finishing 10th. “Elmer Gantry” frait in Black” .(U), hep in .Minher
Strand (National Realty) (2*200;. at the recent Berlin Festival. The.
“College Coniicier-'-..” 'U>. Okay1 (UA), ninth last session, will, be apolis, still is. .very big in N. Y.
65-90'—“Strangers AVhen AVe Meet” Vespucci is the ship which carried
1 Complete Boxoffice. Reports on
$8,000.
T.ast wee .. “Apartment” J 111 tli while “Time Machine” (M-G)
(Col) (2d wk). Mild $6,500. Last the, Olympic Flanie to Italy.1 from
, Pages lO-llL
(UAj 110th wk), $9,500.
' {rounds out the Top 12.
Greece.
week, $7,000.

National Boxoffice Survey

Holiday Helps Trade; ‘Ben-Hur’ 1st, ‘Psycho’ 2d,
‘Ocean’ 3d, ‘Naples’ 4th, ‘Make Love’ 5th
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My deepest appreciation to Lewis Milestone, who
1
r. ... .
» v^T- 7*.v,W,i produced and flirecten; to Harry orownanuwwiw*
V?l' '?■:% Merer, who wrote the script;to our marvelous
.::•'fr;SsS cast, to tne wonderful Warner Brothers orgamza^3'1 tion;to our producer’s representative, Seymour
* x3>-l Poe,toRogers&Cowan,andtoeveryoneelsewho
§'>* helped make “Ocean’s 11” a box-office tidal wave!
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PICTURES

[Even A1P PixGetti

25 Years Ago This Week

Upped Scales in Mpb.
Price-Tilting Trend

; Continued from pit* S ;

Pitt. B.0. Simp
BBSS Continued from page 1

sssss

AFM Loses in Bid
To Crimp WB Sale

was breaking house records With
Blossoms" but cancelled cut. Dolly & Sully revived straight vaude¬
the picture all the other downtown
Minneapolis, Sept.. 6.
Baas, German actress, had been ville, at Loew’s Metropolitan,
^‘Regular” admission prices at films were soft, especially the Har¬
signed for the femme lead.
Brooklyn.
local film, theatres are becoming ris which opened with “Let’s Make
Having completed “Rose-Marie"
Rudy Vallee goi^f12,500 at RKO the exception instead of the rule. Love” Against the tv blockbuster.
at Metro. Nelson Eddy resumed his
Palace, Cleveland, the highest Upping of scales has been wide¬ Henry Burger, advertising head of
concert tour.
spread and now that the boxofflee
American Federation of Musi¬
Electrical Research Productions priced stage shoyy in years in that is booming nearly every .picture the Stanley Warner chain here, re¬
ported that the riabes took a ter¬ cians lost Its bid to block the sale
Inc. (ERPI) battling RCA for the city.
coming to ,town commands.a raised rible beating on the nights of the
of Warner Bros.’ post-’48 pix to
: Billy Rose’s upcoming “Jumbo," price.
sound film business.
two telecasts: ]'
tv. AFM unsuccessfully sought a
Samuel J. Briskin reported leav¬ with Jock Whitney bankrolling, due
The “regular” after 5 p.m. adult
ing Columbia pictures after 14 at the Hippodrome in ■ October, admission , is supposed to be $1
Bill Mpclair, manager of the temporary injunction in N.Y, Fed¬
eral District Court, holding that
years. «He has since returned as ; budgeted at $250,000.
Penn
and
.sitting
ciomfortably
with
downtown arid. 85c uptown.
studio head).
j Under the Government’s CivilCurrently, for example, even “Psycho” and a backlog of good it was entitled to .tv royalty rights.
Picture theatres in a jurisdic¬ ;iah Conservation Camps' financing, such far - from - blockbusters as, pictures, said that if there is any
The decision, which has wide
tional fight between I.A.T.S.E. and j around $20,000,000 in Federal re¬ “House of Usher” (AIP) ■ “Portrait harm being done, it is the siphon¬ ramifications for all post-?48 pix
the N.Y. J^ate-Chartered Union, lief coin was allocated for more in Black” tU) are getting $1.25. ing off of the entertainment dollar sold to tv, was rendered by Judge
Allied Operators, which Local 306 legit shows and vaude units to play It was the same for “The Lost into the ball games at Forbes Field. William B. Herlands. Herlands
of the International Alliance of strictly to CCC (free shows) cir¬ World*’ (20th);, “Hannibal” (WB), He said a family can only spend so said that if the court allowed the
Theatrical Stage Employees casti¬ cuits.
“Time Machine” (M-G) arid “Her¬ much money for entertainment and AFM to pursue its Course it would
gated as a ‘company union."
: Epes W. Sargent’s summation on cules Unchained” t WB), which when they go to the game they be “infringing on the representa¬
The 40c stop mark in the new the Coney Island season was “rec¬ are nothing remoteiy resembling have to pass Up the movies.
tion rights of the Music Guild of
Federal 10% tax was keeping gen¬ ord-crowds and light coin.”
. Ketchum, McLeod & Grove, ad America.” MGA is the bargaining
world heaters. .
eral admissions, down to that
agent
since 1958 for iriusicians em¬
Agency,
created
the
slogan.
“Beat
The
current
Iirieup
also
reveals
A survey by Variety was cap¬
figure, as a means tp duck the tap.
“Ocean’s 11” (WB). $1,50; ‘‘The ’Em, Buc's,” for its client. Iron City ployed by Warner Bros,
Three Rio de Janeiro casinos tioned: “Times Square Today a Me¬ Apartment” (WB)‘, $1.45 (instead Beer, which sponsors the Pirates
WB
has been holding up the
ropped American floorshows— dium of Cheap Rackets That of $1.25); “From the Terrace” on television and radio with Atlan¬ closing of its $11*000,090 deal \vith
Drives Legit Biz Away.” Accent
“too expensive.”
(20th),.
$1.25;
“Psycho”
(Par),
tic.
Gasoline
and
the
Ford
Dealers.
Creative
Telefilms & Artists, pend¬
Paramount trailerized Clarence particularly was on the dancehall $1.25, and uptown “Pollyanna” In establishing the slogan which !
disposition of the suit. Cre¬
E. Mulford’s “Hopalong Cassidy." shills, the keister-and-tripod pitch- (BV),; $1.25, and. “Sons arid; Lov¬ has become the symbol of t; •' city’s ing
ative
Telefilms
Is 'the Louis Criesstarring William Boyd, Jimmy Elli¬ ]men, sidewalk bookies, cheap gam¬ ers” < 20th), $1.25: Then there are pennant fever, the agency commis¬ ler-Eliot Hyman outfit which ac¬
son, Paula Stone and George blers, scores of bootblacks clutter- the hard ticket “Ben Hur” (M-G) sioned lyricist Sy Bloom and ar¬ quired the 122 WB cinematics.
ing
up
sidewalks*
etc.
Hayes < Harry Sherman’s produc¬
and “This is Cinerama** (Cine^ ranger Joe Negri to do a: song with
Judge Herlands opined that the
Benjamin J. Piazza's annual rama) at $2:65 top. .'
tion). Paramcnut trade ad on the
that title.
AFM claim doesn’t have “a leg to
feature film called " ‘Hopalong Cas¬ memorial ad In Obits appeared, “In
The boys came , up with a real stand on,’? He went on to refer; to
sidy” the No. 2 western. Mulford’s [commemoration of my beloved
catchy tune, using the “Camptown. the old AFM contract with WB,
famous novels have sold over 300,- friend and theatrical mentor, Paul
Races’’ music, and it is probably the contract which expired in '58.
copies and have been read Armstrong, who passed a way. Aug.
the. most widely played record in He commented on a “thereafter"
by 20,000,000. A great audience 30, 1915." (Winchell. says that this
the city’s. history with every play, clause in the contract, refering to
ad was often mentioned by Damon !
awaits these pictures."
Continued Irom page I
Ad agencies having a pushover Runyon and inspired the present- help the industry, not through Sub¬ on commercial time. The kids all; musical rights in pix. He said a
field day with the Hollywood day Runyon Memorial Cancer sidies, but by taking a more active over the city have picked it up literal interpretation of the clause
studios signing beaucoup top stars Fund). (Playwright Armstrong was role in facilitatirig film trade, along and a lot of local bands are playing was “unfeasible.”
-for ouffo radio network plugs in vet casting director Piazza's men¬ lines recently advocated by MPAA “Camptown Races” and just calling
it “Beat ’Em, Buts.”
behalf of their pictures. The tor.)
prexy Eric Johnston.
Band a Minx? _
j
studios were even willing to pay
In
the
course
of
the
trip,
Nichol¬
the time and telephone charges.
Beriny Benack and his dixieland
son checked progress of various
Accent was on variety names like
ssis.continued from page ; S
band,
who
now
call
themselves
the
AIP projects now at work in Rome
Jack Oakie, Gladys Swarthout, Joe
(“Goliath and the Dragon”); Lon¬ Iron City six, recorded, the song.: &-Broad commission bouses fol¬
Penner, Bing Crosby, Burns & Al¬
and
were
playing
at
all
the
Pirate
don t“Konga-’) and-• Copenhagen
lowed suit.
Centtnued from page X
len, Mary Boland. Lyda Roberti.
games both home and abroad until
They underlined for the benefit
Most played on WEAF, WJZ and ; day 04) Williaip Zeckendorf, (“Reptilicus”). Latter is-being pro¬ outfielder Roberto Clemente and
WABC: “Little Gypsy Tea Room,"; speaking as a member of the board duced independently by. Sidney pitcher Vernon Law. said the band of their own personnel, arid sub¬
Pink,
but
will
be.
released
by
.
AIP.
sequently
their accounts, the. capi¬
“Couldn’t Believe My Eyes,” “Love 1 of the America Corp., parent com¬
was a jinx. This made the front
Me Forever,” “Paris In Spring,*’] pany of the Patbe Laboratories, “Talk about, runaway production.” page of the Pittsburgh Post- tal gains potential iri .the assets
inventory
(like the post-1948 fea¬
said
exec;
“the
situation,
in
.
Rome
“In The Mood For Love.”
\
Gazette Sun-Telegraph.
will outline that company’s produc¬
tures) arid “hidden assets,” mean¬
West 52d. between 5th and 6th tion program via its newly-forriied has gotten to the point where it
Ketchum, McLeod & Grove, ing properties carried on the books
may
be
about
to
run
away
back
to.
Ave. had become “the Montemartel subsidiary, Alpha Distributing Co.
early in the campaign,, decided that at substantially less than market
®f New York.” housing between! A few days prior to'the convention the States, if riot Yugoslavia."
there would never be complete value.' Further, there’s the pros¬
Irifationary Caves
20 and 30 niteries, restaurants, \
a
TOA
liason
committee
will
meet
. As an example of the high rising public acceptance of their client's pect of pay-television where Par |
cocktail bars and open-front glori-j
slogan
because it was a brewery so on the ground floor with its Inter¬
the
Screen
Producers
Guild
to
costs
.in
Rome,
he
cited
case
of
fied speaks.
The real money¬
turned the whole campaign national Telemeter. Still further,
makers were Jack & Charlie's “21,” continue talks on what can be done some caves which used to rent for they
over to the Chamber of Commerce theatrical production and distribu¬
to
bring
about
a
greater
flow
of
location
use
at
about
$100
a
week.
and Leon & Eddie’s at 33 West;
Cost is now $100. a day. In addition, and roaring monster rally started tion, said the savvy brokers, are
52d, but Louis Prima’s New Or- j products
riot to ^be overlooked.
The' subject of tollvision will the Olympics have put a premium out to invade every part of the city . All iii all, it added up to a nice
leans Quintet was also doing big
also get a thorough onceover. on technical .. men available. In and suburban area.
business at the Famous Door.
investment item.
But What will
Jaglp^ -^Robbins' merged Olman “Pay-TV, Beating the Menace” will London. AfP also has had a jairiup • Getting rich on the deal are. the Par’s board of directors, includ¬
Music into Robbins Music Corp. j be the subject on Thursday < 15). on its “Konga,” whose original six- poster houses. Triangle Poster Co. ing president Barney Bala ban and;
Music
Publishers
Protective] morning's session and will be the week shooting sked has stretched has turned over 90% of its plant y.p.-finance man Paul Raibourn,
to making bumper cards arid signs decide upon oh the heels of the
Assn. igm. John G. Paine asked the] time the entire pay-tv program and out to six months.
'‘responsible heads” of the pub-; problem is laid before the conven¬ ..Problem there was caused by of all sizes bearing the slogan/ It Stock . Exchange ra.ve notices?
lishing houses to a powwow to tion. Speakers and panelists will fact that the. one camera equipped is riot taking any new business and Fact of the matter is that as- of
curb payola by music publishers;; discuss the danger to theatres of for making traveling that shots the only old accounts they are this past week the board hasn’t de¬
M. Witmark & Sons marked its pay-tv, the legal aspects of the was also being used by companies servicing are irt the carnival, fair cided. Company’s board members
fight, against pay-tv* and the falla¬ shooting “Mysterious Island” and and circus business.
50th anniversary.
still aren’t mentally used to the
Paul Whiteman Orchestra at Ben cies in the pay-tv proponents’ “Gorga.” AIP, was able to finish
When and if the* World Series idea of the stock selling at the
Marden’s Riviera, Fort Lee, N. J., claims. They’ll also pitch for ex¬ principal photography on “Konga’- comes, here, there will be no night current high level and they’ve got
displacing an indifferent” Earl hibitor support for the. current but got stymied with its special ef¬ dubs in the downtown area. On to become acclimated before taking
fects 6tuff.
Biggest headache, the outskirts of the city, the big any new kind of action.
Carroll’s Revue.”
anti-pay-tv petition campaign.
Lou Holtz’ Belle Baker and Block I TOA,. of course, is not neglecting, Nicholson said, was over rental of rooms are the Holiday House, the
business-building and other as¬ a gorilla costume—?Tm serious.” Ankara, the Twin Coaches and . the
pects of theatre operations. A de¬ According; to exec* there are only Town House. The Fallen Angel is
parture from the usual convention about three . “decent” gorilla cos¬ about four miles from downtown.
routine is the scheduling of the tumes available in Hollywood.
The other jazz rooms, the Bali
business-building, as the opening Company iriade a deal to rent one: Kea and the Chateau, are all with¬
forum instead of the previous key¬ of the three (without a guy inside) in a $2 cab ride. The Riverboat
for $750 a week on a six-week con¬
note addresses.
r«r a theatre elreult. eaulttrag *S mera than .
that eventually extended to Room in the Penn Sheraton and
M thaah-aaand rsfifty aanurflna. The an we
No theatre convention in Holly¬ tract
six
months: Because costume was the King’s Garden in the Hilton
weat eiatt aew be emaleyed ia aa execetive ca¬
wood would be complete without wanted
pacity aari experienced in beth in doer and
back in Hollywood, enusing will be places of merry-making
representation from the film col¬
driee-ia theatre eperatiea. with a praeea ret¬
NKW YORK CITY
took on aspects of a Along with special dances And af¬
ard ia every phase tf eperatien—iactudinp
ony. TOA has snared Walter negotiations
fairs all the hotels in the city are
major
international
crisis.
Mlateaance — pelicy — advert is I n| — (after reMirisch, David Lipton, Ross Huhlatlans—perseaael—aad ceaecuiens. He must
Residenc e of trie Star?.
There are problems in Japan planning.
fee wiltinp te travel. Salary and ather inter, O.tto Preininger, Jerry Lewis, also,
Agents say there Is no unusual
Nicholson reported. Company
eeatlvee epen. Realist cantldentlal. Send
Very large Rooms
Jerry Wald, John Gavin. Joan wanted
eeewme te:
shoot Jules Verne’s “In demand for acts, George! Claire,
Crawford, Dina Merrill, Maureen the Yearto2889”
Melvin R. Wintmaa
Walri*in Closets
however, said he has never had so
there*:but
because
O’Hara and Doris Day. Latter will
fieiersl Drive-la Cerperatled
Seryirig Pantries
of shortage»of studio space* can’t many strangers call up to ask for
480 Beyiitca Street
receive TOA’s star of the year get
Bestea IS. MaeeaebiuetU
availability for at least a year. band Availabilities iri the early part
.Air-conditioning A TV
award.
As a. result, film may. be made in of October. Pittsburgh’s many ho¬
Daily rates from
Hollywood, where Nicholson al¬ tels and motels will be able to
ready has made plans to “personal¬ house the visitors and there prob¬
110 for one, $ 15 for two
ly produce” another Jules Verne ably will be many plcaes of amuse¬
. Parlor, suites from $20
story, “Master of the World.” In ment available.
: Re-idence rates quoted
fact; with exception of “All Baba
123 West 57th Street,
and the Seven Wonders of. the.
Mew York Iff, H: Y> Circle 6-1300
World,” which is set to go in
Techriirama 70 on locations in
or. colf your local
Japan, India, France.and Denmark, SSS ContiBMd from pace 3 ss
"Ask Mr. foster Travel
• (Style 2151 WerlHaer Unit Pipe Organ. 4 Manual w/alt component
all of AlP’s upcoming product in
(Service." Coast to.Coast.
parts
next six months will be Holly¬ tor. Dr. Kalmus, the founded
• Theatre Seats (1000’s)
wood-based.
And guiding hand of Techni for
• Closed Circuit TV—R.C.A. (w/Extra TV tubes)
There’s ah ironical aspect to the 45 years, continued to serve as
• Carpeting (1000’s off yards)
shortage of studio space in Japan, consultant And director since his
• Air Conditioning System
Nicholson pointed out. Japanese retirement as president and gen¬
• Stage Sqaipmcat
producer- distribs, faced with eral manager last Jan. 1. His re¬
• Protection Room
j!
mounting competition from tv, pin¬ tirement from all executive posL
• 1000’s off Original Shoot Meslc Scores
ball
parlors, installment buying, tions with Technicolor Inc. arid
• Maef mere Theatrical type items . . . too nemerovs te mention
etc., and consequent falling theatre Technicolor Corp* was effective
-iitio cut iisic iiti—
attendance,
are turning to double Aug. 31. John R. Clark Jr., has
On the Premises
feature programs. Thus, where been prexy and general manager
6th and HILL STS., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
since
Jan.
1.
comparable situation led to fewer
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 14—10 A. M.
(“but better”) pix in U. S., Japa¬ I The vacancy on the board cre¬
THE STORY OF FRANZ LISZT at«ra«
nese industry has actually stepped ated by Kalmus’ resignation was
For Further Information, Contact.
DtRK BOGARDE
up film production.
filled
with
the
election
of
Thomas
HARRY ENGELSON. Auctioneer
Exec returned to his Hollywood J. Welsh, executive v.p. and «
ON TOt SKAT STARE “IBTWAL5S»4MZ WRtUre Mvd* Los Angeles 5, Collff. Dunkirk 2-7284= h-g. Thursday (1),
[director of Eversharp tac.

000,000

’Runaways

. WaU St. Folders

T0A Spotlight

GENERAL MANAGER
WANTED

.

PUBLIC AUCTION

Horn Salisbury
An Excelfeii iAtel
inNKNakalUi

-:

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Downtown L. A.

Tttkni to Handle

New Tort Theatre
*so»^
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JOSEPH FRYD
takes pleasure in annnoundng
TWO superspectacles in Eastmancolor
produced by

ADELPHIA COMPAGNIA CINEMATOGRAFICA
Rome, Largo Ponchielli, 6.—tel. 848877

IVAN THE CONQUEROR
Directed by PRlMO ZEGLIO
Organization: EMIMMO SALVI
Producer of: "DAVID AND GOLIATH"
"GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS"
CinemaScope — ' Eastmancolor

STARTING NOVEMBER, I960

THE GREAT KNIGHT
from the famed epic by Ariosto,
"L'Orlando Furioso"
CinemaScope ^ Eastmancolor

Distributed in Italy by Cino del Duca

WORIOWOE SALES:

JOSEPH FRYD - ROME

- Cables: ABei Rome

RADIO-TELEVISION

'AHIETY

NBC’s
Whopping $1,163,900,000 TV Revenue Vic MizzyOwnasSpecial
Cleffer
For ’59 Represents 13% Increase;
Profits Estimated at $222,309,000
Vic Mizzy has an NBC-TV con¬
tract to write theme music for a
number, of network tv stanzas. Deal
will Eventually work out to several
musipal jobs fbr the web, but the
composer of “My Dreams are Get¬
tings Better All the. Time” and “The
Jones Roy”'-is. working presently
on. scoring episodes of the Friday
slimmer series, “Moment of Fear.”
Mizzy has already completed
themes and orchestrations for- the
upcoming “The Shirley. Temple
Show” and some, for “Klondike,”

Wednesday,September 7, 1960

TV Network Premieres
(SEPT. 10-17)
SATURDAY, SEPT. 10

Tall Man (film). Western^ NBC, 8:30-0 p.m. R. J. Reynolds via
Esty and Beechnut-Life Saver via Young & Rubicam.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 13
Thriller (film), Mystery, NBC, 9-10 p.m. Participating clients..
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14
Washington, Sept. 61
The Aquanauts (film), Adventure, CBS,; 7:30-8:30. pmi. Partici¬
Total television revenue boomed
pating clients.
to $1,163,900,000 during 1959^a
13^ jump over 1958 when the'in¬
SATURDAY, SEPT. 17
Three of the principal per¬
dustry soared over the billion dol¬
Checkmate (film), Adventure,' CBS, 8:30-9:30 p.ni. Lever via J.
formers in CBS-TV's “Brighter
Walter Thompson, Kimberly-Clark via Foote, Cone & Beldirig and
lar barrier for the first time, i
Day” soaper are going into
Brown & Williamson via Ted Bates.
The figure, contained in. Fed¬
Broadway shows this fall. Joe
eral Communications Commission's
Sirola cast for “The Unsinkr
final tv financial report for the
able Molly Brown, ’ Marian
calendar year, comprises the sale
Winters into “Sweet and Low,”
Miss America Pageant (live/, CBS.10 p.m.-midnight. Fhilcb via
of time, talent and program mate¬
arid Gloria Hove will under¬
BBDO, Toni yia North Advertisihg and Oldsmoibile via D. P.
rial to advertisers.
j
study in “Face of a Hero.”
Brother.
The report listed the industry's
What did they dp about,
(Lists of network premieres include only programs new. to tele¬
profits
before Federal incline (s
those Wednesday mati
vision and the. few instances of programs chdngin networks for
tax> at $222,300.000—an increia^e
the days before tape?
the
’60-’61- season.)
of over 29rr over 1958. Expenses _
of the industry increased only “
London, Sept. 6.
j
9.7ri to $941,600,000 during the 1
The. British commercial tv webs
year.
are now finalizing changes in pro¬
The three tv networks, including I
gram presentation to accord with
their 17 o&o stations, amassed a
the Independent Television Author¬
total of $776.100.000—an increase
ity's ruling, made, last May, that the
of 11.5rr ever the previous year.
optimum amount, of advertising
Broadcast expenses for the wiebs
now carried, in one clock hour
rose llr-n to $488,200,000 while
1 must be cut back. At present, peak¬
profits jumped 14.2^ to $87,900.- |
:t NBCtTV news department fell
time viewing purveys" eight min¬
000. The wehs accounted for 49.5ro' |
heir to a handsome chunk of politi¬
utes of commercials per hour, but
of the total industry revenues. |
|
as from next month this will be
cal progr a rii sponsorship this weelt
Revenues from the sale of net- j
reduced by half a minute and, .on
as Lorigines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
Hollywood. Sept. 6:.
work time to advertisers was li e-!!
RCA declared a quarterly divi¬ 'bought a series of eight one-hour
Christmas Eve, by a .further 30-sec¬
Reps of the three networks and onds. ' .
ported at $445,800,000 compared
j dend of 25 cents on the company's programs called “The Campaign &
common stock. It’s payable Oct. The Carididates.” Network plsiris to
with $424,500 000 in 1958. Sale,of sseveral local channels met last
!
The webs have already .decided t
time to national and regional -ad- vweek and agreed on a plan de¬
24 to holders bf record on Sept. 16, slot the programs. Saturdays at
to head off the L.A. Bar ; that one-hour plays shall.carry one 1960.
vei tisers accounted for $424,200.- ;signed
s
9:30 p.m., from Sept. 17 to Nov. 5,
:
break
for cornmercials instead of
Assn.’s proposed ban on attorneys
000—a rise of 22:9' e over 1958.:: /
Dividend of 87^ cents on each inclusive.
| the . hitherto two. Break will last
appearing on television,
Local time sales brought in $200.- a
share of first preferred stock is
’
three
minutes
10
seconds
and
cpme
Four of the programs will fea¬
600,000 last year—up 10.6rV. Total j■
also being paid by RCA on .Jan. 3,
Specific wording of the rules1
time sales for the Industry amount- ! rregulating such stints will be held . after a first act of at least 25 min¬ 1961 to holders as of Dec. 2, I960. ture Chet Huntley and- David
utes;
Brinkley,
with Louis Hazam set to
ed to $1,070,600—an overall 12.6rc u
up until after a further meeting,
produce. Other four programs, nar¬
Increase.
!;
a
according to Edgar A. Jones, UCLA I Under the Television Act, tv
rated
by
Frank McGee, will be.
companies
are.
allowed
to
carry
a
The 93 pre-freeze VHF stations 1;
law professor and a “judge” on two
produced by Chet. Hagan.
daily maximum load of advertising r
garnered $291,200,000 in total rev- /
tv court shows.
averaging
out
at
sjx
minutes
an
enues compared with $263,600,000
McGee ivill, host . the opening
:'Tn developing them, he said, the j hour. New regulation doesn’t af¬
in 1958.. Expenses rose from $187,stanza, Sept. 17,. and the closing
800,000 in 1958 to $196,100,000 last rules—Which: each producer using fect this principle, but merely
'stanza, Nov. 5l Iri these cases the
■
l
awvers
as
actors
will
be
expected
safeguards against whai’s regarded
rear, while profits increased!; to l;
• programs will be. tape-film-live
to sign — have been coordinated i in sorrie quarters as an “overload$95,100,000 from $75,800,000 the t(
} summaries of the campaigns up to
year before. Altogether the pre- through tlie special committee set i ing” in peak hours.
i those dates.
up to investigate the matter bv the '
:.'. - •
■ ", V.. '■
.-freeze outlets garnered 25rr of ”
| Deal, believed, worth, about■•.$.49.0,California State Bar Assn,
total industry revenues.
1i c
j 000 in time and talent charges, to
weeks ago.
The 411
post-freeze
stations v<
I NBC-TV. was. closed via Lorigines*
Jones said, he believes the guide.
pulled in $296,600,000 during 1959 i
lagericVi Victor. A. Bennett Co.
Washington. Sept: 6. j. .Longiries buy is a double .coup
—representing 25.5fr of the total v
Which relates problem of lawyers-'
The Senate Subcommittee set up for Huritley-Bririkley. It’s believed,
for the industry. Of these stations. a
as-actors to pertinent canons gov¬
to investigate political broadcasts the promise .of their participation
Washington. Sept. 6.
334 were VHF. The VIIF outlets e
erning the legal profession, will
Democratic P a r t y fundraisers ; this Fall has the authority to: furic-i- in half of the eight programs was,
reported a revenue total of $268.- ;j b
be accepted by the State; Bar Assn.,
600.000—20.1'r jump over the 1 tl
the only agency which can disci¬ have currently ..set $6s0d0.000 as'the •• tion—but not the cash.
proportionately, half the induceprevious fyear. Profits for the p
pline California lawyers and what figure the Kennedy-Johnson cam¬ | Congress adjourned without ap- , nierit f6iv the watch lanufacturer
VFlFers totalled $39,800,000 com- tl
the American Bar Assn,' iwhich: paign requires .for what is called J. proving the $150,000 the : three- to buy the Saturday night series.
pared with $21,300,000 in 1958. j lj
. 1i member subcommittee headed by
like the. L.A, County Bar Assn., ”T ’ri’-'-T'.”
Other half of the H-B drawing
That means. Democrats explain, fj Sen. Ralph Yarborough iDrTex.)
Revenues for the 77 UHF stations 11jean orilv advise > wijl he similarly
power w:as theijr ability,, it now ap¬
the money heeded
finance; wanted to finance extensive nation¬
were reported at $23.000.000—com- !j Si
satisfied.
pears,
to get Messrs'. Kennedy and
paied with $26,100,000 in 1938. ;
wide monitoring of political pro¬ Johnson, for the Derhs; and .Messrsf.
' Affected are two network shows ‘Travel and television/’
Overall, the UHF stations v ent into _
grams.
—“Dav in Court ’ and “The Ver¬
Nixon
and
Lodge, for the GOP, to
the red $500.000.. whereas during ,
The subcommittee, as A result, each volunteer to appear iri a .spon¬
dict is Yours”—-and a number, ot'.
1958 their toss total was $2,200,000: "
has mere $35,000, which the Sen¬

Bless That Tape!

SPECIALS

In Cutback on Ads

Networks Map
Strategy in Ban
| Of TV Lawyers’

Coin for NBC-TV Campaign Series
RCA’s Dividend

Congress Quits

1

Demos Need $6,000,000
For Travel & Television’

35 U*s Show n Profit

syndicated shows, including "Di-.
voree Court.” all bf which are pro¬

Of the 496 stations reporting '
duced in California.
data for full-year operation1. 370—
Proposal of the L.A. Bar to ban
or 74 6rr—showed a profit and
such appearances by lawyers has
326—or 25 4rV—were losers. The si
been
under debate since February.
VHF stations as a group divided b
: when the local organization advised
lip into 78.5'r in the„bhck and ’"
members
not to appear. Essential21.5' r in the red. This compares n
with 70.6''r of the VIIFers.report-1.1lv, those favoring the ban claim.tv

Ing profits in 1958 w ith the /remaining 29.4rb reporting losses. Only: 35
of the 69 UHF stations r^poried
profits last year. In 1953. 27
UHFers were profitable.
Of the total broadcasting revenues.
$890.400.000—or 77r£—
came from sale of time and $273,500.000 from talent and program
material.

Met’sW,®
6-Mo. Earnings
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
earned $747,924 for the 26 weeks
ended July 3, on a total gross of
$19,177,895. Figures w ere contained
in a report to stockholder., in
which Metropolitan prexy John
Kluge stated that “the second
quarter of 1950. for the first time,
gave some indication of the greatly
increased earning power of ybur
company as-now constituted.”
No comparative figures for 1939
were given “because of the broad
changes in the company's opera¬
tions and the major additions to
fts properties early this year.” But
the report contained a copy; of
Kluge’s remarks before a meeting
of security analysts in San Fran¬
cisco Aug. 2. and these remarks
indicated that comparative firsthalf figures for 1959 were earnings
of $1,004,000 (there were no takes
during 1959 on Met earnings, but
there were in 1960) and a gross of
$8,075,000.

' *appearances by attorneys amounts
j tto self-advertising and those oppos[ing
it assert the profession is
i
j shown
more favorably when por¬
5
trayed
by practitioners.
t
a
“

Japan Tints Up

Monitor Fund

a
sored program. NBC w;6n t cqnfirrii
ate gave it previously. According at this point; but it is reliably re¬
ported that the network has guar¬
antees. or, at least, near-guarantees
from the four major party candi¬
002
dates, that they will submit to
separate taped interviews. The in¬
terviews are each: expected to bt;
40 minutes, long and they will con¬
stitute the body of . the-four 60minqte H-B programs.
.Seeming fact that NBC could get
the. Presidential arid : Yicepresidential; aspirants to agree to sporicians to check
how radio-tv sorship of them, as interviewees,
handles politicians ran into . con¬ "is considered by the. observers who
siderable Republican opposition. know about, the H-B-NBC rnaneuver
Two Democratic Senators also as the neatest trick of the tv season
openly opposed the appropriation. ,—Jack Paar notwithstanding.'.
Sen. Frank Lausche . (D-Ohio)
said the. Federal Comriiunicatipns
Commission should handle such, an
investigation, rather, than a Con¬
gressional subcommittee which the
majority party in Congress could
at all times control^ The Democrats
might be in the drivers seat now*,
warned Democrat Lriusche, but the
GOP riiay be at the time of the
NBC News veepee Bill McAnnext election;
Sen. Allen J. Ellender (D-La.). i drew is going to| set up a news
desk
at the United Nations to
thought $150,000 was too much'
money to turn over to the Yar¬ bolster the web’s commentators
there:
Network has been using ono
borough group.
additional eoihmentator, as it is,
to support NBC's UN regular,
Paiuline Frederick, and shortly , it’s
going to add two editors;
, Philadelphia, Sept. 6.
One of the. editors w ill, “leg it”
WCAU-TV, in cooperation with around the UN’s N.Y. headquarters
several civic groups, is televisirig to pick up any fast-breaking spot
a one-hour special next Tuesday ■news, thereby leaving Miss Fred¬
<13) to remind voters, to register. erick and her. commentary, cohort
Show', “Make Your Mark,” stars ; free to do. on-camera work. Other
Jonathan Winters, Raymond Burr ! editor will act as Jiasion with the
.< on tape), the Mariners, the Rifts network news department's home
Puppets and local performers Dick office to find out how much is
Lee; Susan Barrett and Bill Hart. needed and when it’s needed.
Cooperating with the station are
NBC figures that in the next sev¬
the Philadelphia Nonpartisan Reg¬ eral months news from the' UN'
ister & Vote Comiriittee, League of will take on increased importance^.
Women’s Voters, Labor’s League Ther “news desk” arid the Addi¬
for Political Educati
Junior tional commentator will be put in
Chamber . of Commerce and the use as often they are needed, acAmerican Heritage Fdundation.
1 cording to the web.

Tokyo, Sept. 6.
to Yarborough, the salaries of its
Three key stations are about to !
j two will eat up $5,978 of that over
kickoff regular color tv broadcast-!
the four months, leaving only $29,ing in Japan about Sept. 10 after a
for all other purposes, include
year of experimentation.
ing the pay of stenographers. - The
The three are the seriii-Governsubcommittee liad w;ariled to spend
mental Japan Broadcasting Corp. .
$72,000 on monitoring, alone: A
• N1IK), and the commercial Nip¬
A budget of $27,800 for travel had
pon Television Network. 'NT.V) and
been proposed, too, among other
Radio Tokyo <JOKR-TVk
large items Yarborough felt rieces-r
Final approval for the broadcast¬
sary to do the job.
ing is being awaited .‘from the
Such a large outlay for politi¬
Postal Services Ministry^

TV Profits: Market-by-Market
Washington; Sept. 6.
New* York is again at the. top of the tv markets on revenue and
Income for 1959. Seven stations garnered $69,534,724 in total rev¬
enues with income. Or profits, standing at: $29,323,128 after $40.211,000 in expenses. Of the revenue total, sil,070;000 was account¬
ed for by the networks, $53,851,982 from sale of time to national
and regional advertisers and $10.57d;115 to local advertisers..
Los Angeles w as number tw o with $45,610,926 In total revenues :
from seven stations. Expenses for the L. A. outlets totalled $35,997,499, leaving a profit of $9,613,427. Of . the time sales, $5,301,919 were by the networks, $28,544,778 to national and regional;
advertisers and $16,991,897 to local advertisers.
Other markets in order of total revenues were:
Chicago. $38,853,073 in revenue and $13,393,188 in profits or i
come; Philadelphia, $22,463,765 in revenue and $7,170,814 in in¬
come; Boston, $19,531,021 in revenue and $8,601,598 In income;
Detroit, $17,448,502 in revenue arid $7,673,996 in income; Sail
Francisco-Oakland, $16,652,358. in leveriue. and $6,092,079 in in¬
come; Cleveland, $15,597,292 in revenue and $7,046:308 in income;
Pittsburgh, $15,356,170 in revenue and $5,356,746 in income; St.
Louis. $11,292,045 in revenue and $2.511 847 in income; Washing¬
ton, $11,178,905 in revenue and $2,288,644 in income; Minneapolis-.
St. Paul, $10,814,919 in revenue and $2,506;020 in income; Ci
cinnati. $9,693,834 in revenue and $3,671,082 in incoi ; ^Buffalo,
$9.489.944Jn revenue and $3,954,398 in income; Baltimore, $9,501,287 in revenue and $2,730,068 in income; Dallas-Fort Worth,
$9,154,910 iff revenue arid $2,280,059 in income. IndianapolisBloomington, $8,607,389 in revenue and $1,678,219 In income; Mi¬
ami, $8,545,648 in revenue and $2,455,894 in income; Milwaukee1,
$8,404,758 in revenue and $2,401,148 '
Income; Kansas City>
$8,208,491 in revenue and $2,801,087 in income; Hartford-New
Haven-New' Britain-Waterbury, $7,918,570 in revenue and $2,153,401 in income; and Houston-Galveston, $7,880,601 in income and
$2,454,743 in income.

WCAU-m Vote Special

Pats Pals: Where Are They Now?
The announcement last week that Fred Wile wa». moving Into
Advertising Council pastures as head of the West Coast, opera*
turn has cued a lot of wonder in the Madison Aye -network mart®
as to what has happened to the “Pat Weaver gang” which waa
operating at NBC in what many still characterize as “the golden
era' of- tv.”
Weaver himself is now president: of McCann-Erickson Inter¬
national,' a job which keeps; him: practically in . cohstant orbit..
As for the others:
Dick Pinkham is now v.p. In charge of television and radio
at Ted Bates agency;
Mort Werner is senior v.p. in charge of television and radio
at Young & Rubicam; . . .
'
Mike, Dann is v.p.. tv programming at CBS-New York;
Tom McAvity is v.p. of television-radio, McCann-Erickson;
Joe Culligan Is; a senior Veepee at McCann-Erickson;
. Jerry Chester is v!p. in charge of daytime programming at
. ABC-TV;
Wile has checked out of the John Guedel packaging opera¬
tion for the Advertising: Council post
;. .

NBC ‘Monitors' a
Dick Jennings Trails a Hood and Comes Up With
Spine Exciting Radio Coverage

Scott, Sugg on NBC Board

.Trio of gunmen who last, week
tired to .pull off a B-pix style day¬
Two hew names have been added
light! raid on the New York for¬
eign-money firm of Lionel Perera, to the NBC. board of directors!.
Marifra & Brookes (which resulted They are Walter D. Scott, who Is
in a wild, shooting fray that saw executive v.p. .of NBC-TV, and P.
the death of one robber, and A. (Buddy) Sugg, executive v.p. of
wounding of two policemen) would the ! NBC wried & operated sta¬
have been wise to .pick a mark tions and the- spot sales .division;
somewhere other than Rockefeller .. Election was. confirmed at the
Centre:.
board’s Friday (2) meeting.
‘ Whole bit happened virtually
tinder the.news nose of NBC “Mon¬
itor's” ~ assistant.: managing editor
Dick Jennings-—:all of which was
too bad for one of the hoods who
managed to escape the flying lead
of N.Y.’s brave and fine.
Jennings, exiting a. nabe res¬
taurant after a luncheon 'criimb,
heard cries' of “holdup!” then
spotted a mari ru ing southfrom
the scene. Jle decided to" follow,
lie. .trailed the/ man while he cut
a . corner and discarded a black
When is an ‘‘outside” news, pack-!
leather jacket in a city wastebasket
and. hopped
cab. . Jennings age not an outside program at.
hopped, another cab and: followed. CBS-TV .;
ThA fugitive, grabbed the cab
The subject: came tip last week
near Shubert Aliev .west of Broad¬
way and headed west, turning into when WCBS-TV, flagship Station
Ninth Ave., couple of blocks away. in New York, telecast “Anatomy
Jennings.’ cab trailed unnoticed i of a Crisis,” a news special on the
.. arid finally cairrg across a .traffic
cop. at 42d .arid Ninth, about, three : Congo sit uation, produced by sister
blocks south, and twb; west of the ‘.station WBBM-TV in Chicago,
outset of the foiir-wheel. trail,
S .Did' ‘.the - **C.rais-” ••b.6bking;;cbntraJennings quickly explained the. i. vene .established network'policy,on.
situation to "the officer, Who : “outside” .news packages, or seryj umped: in. \vhi 1 e Jennirigs’ cab fol¬ rice,?; Npbridy ..was .saving. Operatlowed the fugitive’s vehicle to the . ing policy at WCBS-TV is this; all.
Lincoln Tunnel entrance (tunnel news telecast by the. station is pre¬
goes. under the Hudson River, to pared by CBS .News, and all the
station’s hews broadcasts, whether
New Jersey).
., As the cabs, pulled up to the regular .news or specials^ af.e. “un¬
tunnel entrance,, cop leaped out der the supervision of CBS News,”
and . made: like “Dragnet.” Thrust- as the air-credit line goes,
ing his service pistol in the Win¬ . In the recent past, CBS-TV
dow .of fugitive’s car, he said, turned -down sonie fancy Shulton
“Make brie, move and I’ll blow business when it refused to carry
your brains out.” He slapped the “The Race for Space" on grounds
it was an: outside package in the
(Contiriiied on page 42)
news field and network policy
called for CBS News-only program?
; ming on the web! : On the New
York local:.level; WCBS-TV turned
down “CBS Views the Press” in a
policy conflict—since the station
would be carrying the show exclu¬
sively, it wanted! some say ’ con¬
tent, but the show was being pro¬
duced for it by CBS News.
Then last: weeki along comes
Washington, Sept; 6.
Three key Eisenhower appoint¬ WBBM-TV, which unlike WCBSments Were left unconfirmed as
(Continued on page 38)
the special August session of Con¬
gress Vailed it quits.
Federal
Trade
(Commission
Chairman Earl \V. Kintner, whose
term expires this month, Was. given
a brief hearing by the Senate Com¬
merce Committee, last Spring, but
Tyrone Guthrie’s production of
action was never forthcoming.
“HMS Pinafor
from the Gilbert;
■ Acting Assistant Attorney Gen¬ & Sullivan repertoire, was taped
eral Robert C. Bicks, head of. the in Canada late last month by CBC
antitrust division, similarly was and Contemporary Productions of
given the. cold shoulder, by the;'Sen¬ Canada. Producers are- trying, to
ate Judiciary Committee.
line up a riel work exposure, in the
. Federal Communications ..Com¬ U. S, for sometime next, f all!:
missioner. Charles Edward King,
According to a spokesman for
named to the vacancy left by. for¬ Guthrie, CBC,is trying to make it
mer Chairman John C. Doerfer a simulcast:;(Canada.arid U/S ) for.
was nominated twicer-just before sonaetime in late,October, after the
the regular session of Congress ad¬ production concludes a five-week
journed in July and at the begin- engageirierit at the Phoenix Thea¬
(Continued on page 34)
tre in N. Y. "

CBS News Poser:

Congress Stalls
On Kintner, King

GUTHRIE’S ‘PINAFORE’
TAPED AS SPECIAL

By ART WOODSTONB

Choosing Newsmen as Panel For
Keiuiedy-Nixon TV Spectaculars
A Ticklish Issue; Set Up Formats

Young St Rubicam brought many
of- its clients into ABC-TV’a “Op¬ -—■
■ •-=-►
►
By LES CARPENTER
eration Daybreak”- programs two
Washington, Sept. 8.
years ago, and now is on the verge
^
Now
that the dates have been
of bringing the same clientele into
a network tv program consisting
Young & Rubicam’s tv topper picked for the Kennedy-Nixon spec¬
entirely of major post-1948 feature Mort Werner has been named a taculars on all radio and television
networks simultaneously, a major
senior veepee.
films.
Werner joined the agency In unresolved detail is how newsmen
Y&R is. known to be dickering
with both 20th-Fox and Columbia 1959 from Kaiser Industries where will be chosen to ask the questions
(via latter’s Screen Gems sub¬ he was a veep In charge of the on two of the shows.
There’s at least a shade of politi¬
sidiary) for. some where between 20 firm’s tv programming and adver¬
and, 30 full-length films. Agency tising and took part in developing cal prejudice in every newspaper¬
has a long list of big clients, which of the Kaiser tv and radio stations man who pounds a typewriter, as
Honolulu,
well as in each radio or tv com¬
Y&R would then like to bring in in Before
joining Kaiser, he was mentator. The question of how to
as participants in a one-nigh t-a- a veepee at.
NBC in charge of na¬ “balance” a panel of newsmen so
weekfeature film program.
tional programming.
that neither Nixon nor Kennedy
NBC-TV appears to have the In- ;
has an advantage is a current high
side ’ track. Web could probably
level problem.
.clear away its existing program- !
ming on Saturday nights, after
. The Sept. 26 (Monday) and Oct.
21 (Friday) programs will bo
9:30! to make room for the big“Great Debates.” The Oct. 8 (Sat?
time pix. program could run 90
urday) and Oct. 21 (Friday) pro¬
minutes to two-hours. With room
grams will be Q-A sessions, with
made for anywhere from nine to;
topranking newsmen doing the
12 one-minute commercials weekly.
quizzing. Everything is now firmed
ABC offered Special discounts
up except for the Oct. 8 date which
to attract the several Y&R clients
remains tentative for the time be¬
into ,.its . daytime programming
ing.
schedule two seasons .ago, arid it
is felt that NBC; in order to pick
Both Nixon and Kennedy are,
up commercial business in the lean
Revlon has put in an order with if anything, overly cautious about
late Saturday hours, might do the NBC-TV for a new two-hour pro¬ every detail of their joint-appear¬
same! If Saturday falls through as i duction, of ‘‘Peter Pan” with Mary ances. Each recognizes th^t tho
a possibility; NBC plight be able to
! four appearances could be the sinclear 90 rriinutes on some other Martin. BuLJRevlon is only buying j gle most important factor jof the
night.
j half sponsorship of the tint special, entire campaign period in the outIt has been discussed, by a num-j with the purchase contingent on ‘ come of the election. Television,
ber of people, and the consensus !' the network selling the other half. j in other words, may well hold th®
is Y&R would probably pay in ex-.,
] political balance of power in 1960.
cess of $70,000 for just one fun of Revlon is reportedly paying $300,- ; There will be a time limit on
each post-’48feature it chqoses. 000 for the. half sponsorship.
i both questions and answers, al-.
This would leave the Col and 20th
Thus far, however, there have ‘ though the exact time ceiling hasn’t
studios free to distribute the films; been no takers for the alternate ; yet been fixed. Questions will be
bankrolling.. Revlon it’s under¬ j alternated between the two eandistood,. has given the web until I dates, to guarantee that etch is
Sept. 18 to make a s<ne, otherwise ■ asked an identical number. Neither
La Roche, Too
has notified the network it will can employ a familiar Senatorial
C, .. La Roche, like Young
cancel out. Miss Martin is willing technique and filibuster,
& Rubicam, is interested in
to go along on a full-sponsorship j Both Kennedy and Nixon fussed
features too, at least one fea¬
basis.
: with the thorny problem of chosing
ture, that is.
Show is scheduled for taping a panel and tossed the issue to
■ Com pa ny,. w h ich h as Norelco
over a three-week period in Novem¬ ; their press secretaries to resolve.
as an account, seeks to buy
ber, with a late December (around Pierre Salinger (the Kennedy press
“Bell, Book & Candle,” a
holiday timet showcasing. It will , man* and Herbert G. Klein (NixColumbia feature made two
not interfere with Miss Martin’s ' on’s) have already discussed th®
years ago,, for use as a. tvcontinuance in ‘The Sound of situation without doing anything
special.
Music” Broadway musical. She’s final. The webs want to be in on
under contract to stay with the the ultimate decision because they
have some ideas on the makeup
late oh to local stations and there¬ legitcr until October, ‘61.
of the panel, too. The nets would
by make still more money opt of j.
like broadcasting represented, but,
them!! A nut of $70.000-^qr even..
more than that, want to be certain,
$80,000 a week—is far and away.;
that the reporters selected know
lower than most, clients can expect
how to handle themselves on tv.
to pay for tv-made product of
s i m il iar blockbuster ^potential,
The opening “Great Debate” for¬
especially when the tv product-has
mat program on Sept. 26, in the
&
to be, niade to fit 90 minutes or
! 9:30-10:30 p.m. (EDT) time slot
two hours of airtime. Such items
London. Sept. 6. ! (all four-will be one-hour shows),
often run over $200,000. in produc¬
The BBC has given the okay for ! will originate from Chicago and
tion, costs.
Cecil McGivern. its deputy director j deal with domestic issues. The
Theory of using motion pictures of television, to appear on a com¬ i second “Great Debate” on Oct. 21,
per se is seen. as a twist on the i mercial channel. McGivern will
(Continued on page 34)
Common, trend of construct ing tv I conduct an inquiry into British
: specials from the plots of famous [ television for Granada TV. Skedded
motion pictures. Why, it is asked,! for November airing and largely
pay for an adaptation of a strong j slanted to schools it is designed as
original when the original, can be j serious talk on how to run a tv
bought for less money?
> service.
20tli . Fox last week, released.; McGivern has been told that he
several pictures for market-by-! can mention the BBC as much as
market syndicatidri to National; he likes during the 25-minute pro¬
Telefilm Associates, but the major! gram. Says Sidney Bernstein, boss
London. Sept, 6.
studio has hundreds rilore films in • of the Granada web; “We wanted
A 55-minute tribute to Oscar
its postr’48 catalog still in its! an expert and McGivern has heen
vaults; From this latter group would running tv programs longer than Hammerstein 2d is being- mshcoine the Y&R buys. Col has not anyone else. We felt that in such prepped for airing nationally oa
sold; any post-’48s yet, but has been an inquiry he’d be entirely' in¬ the commercial tv network Sept.
21. Originating company will be
(Continued on page 42)
dependent.”
Associated-RedifT-usion Ltd!, which
covers the London region week¬
days.
Pla>ers already lined up include
Edmund Hockridge, Dennis LotiS,
Ina Wiata. Helena Scott, Shirley
Eaton and Nicolette Roeg. It’s
Dii Pont has reversed its okay of Talent Assoc.’s dramatizati
planned to incorporate excerpts
of baseball’s ‘'Black Sox Scandals” as the opener for this season’
from
seven or eight celebrated
CBS-TV “Show of the Month.”
shows that carried Hammerstein
No reason for axiiigr could be uncovered yesterday (61 at the
lyrics,
from “Sunny” to “The King
agency BBDO or from network executives, but a BBDO spokesman
and I,” possibly via film clips in
said he coundn’t Understand how the project had received a gosome
instances.
A-R will transmit
ahead from Du Pont in the first place.
the program from its hefty Studio
. Talent Assoc.’s David Susskind said TA was unable to get a
5
at
Wembey.
release from the one living player of six involved in the scandal.
At the. time of Hammerstein’s
Presented on Sept. 30. the hour and a half vidtaped drama of
death, A-R was pondering the no¬
the Chicago White Sox planers alleged sellout to gamblers during
tion of pushing out a spectacular
the 1919 World Series would have been aired virtually on the. eve
to mark the fifth anniversary of
of this fall’s baseball classic. Arid Du Pont; known to have
the start of commercial tv in Bri¬
thumbed-down several scripts of a less explosive, potential in the
tain, which falls on Sept. 22. But
past, would hardly be picked :by industryites as the firm to knock
the tribute was quickly skedded
the. great. American pastime under any circumstances.
instead.
Alex Segal was slated to direct the Eliot Asinof script.

Y&RUpsMort Werner I

Revlon Goes With
‘Pan,’But Only If
Other Half Sold

BBC Gives Nod to Exec
As a Granada TV Entry
He Can Work in Plugs

British TV Tribute
To Hammerstein

Du Pont Nixes ‘Black Sox’ Spec
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W«dnc«day, September 7, I960

who?
what?
where?
when?
why?
and how!

Wednesdays Septemjber 7* I960
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PfcttlETY

should buy 20-second announcements and IDs

on the five CBS Owned television stations

during the prime evening horns

because you’ll reach 31% more homes than with the
same schedule on the second (Network B) stations...
34% more than on the third (Network C) stations.

No question about it. Call CBS Television Spot Sales.
Latest (June) ARB, Sunday through Saturday; 7:30-11 pm
b»ew York, Philadelphia and Los Angeles, 6:30-10 pm in Chicago and
St. Louis; average of homes delivered by the CBS Owned stations
versus the other network-programmed stations in the. same five markets.
SOURCE:

in

stations :

WCBS-TV New York, KNXT Los Angeles, WBBM-TV Chicago*
WCAU-TV Philadelphia and KMOX-TVSt. Louis. Operated by
CBS Television Stations, A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

Wednesdays September 7s 1960
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Pfiiiiffi - ARB SYNDICATION CHART
Variety’s weekly tabulation, based on ratings furnished by American ResearchBureau, highlights the tap ten network shows on a local-level and offers a rating study
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular yuirket. This week
ten different markets are covered. ’ ' ,
..
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as. the
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting con*
petilive programming in the particular slot,-etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an

LOS ANGELES
RK.

exact picture of the tatirig performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches ..of the industry, ranging from, media
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a ininimun of .247 markets. The. re¬
sults of that tabulation:will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per¬
formance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variety -ARB charts are
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S.

STATIONSt KNXT. KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJi KTCV; KCQP.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM*—DAY—TIME
,
j STA.

RTG

RK.

PROGRAM—4) A Y—TIME

IAMS
DISTRIB.
DIS1

STA.

. :NTA
1. Play Of The Week 'Thiirs. 8:00-10:00) KCOP.. ..NTA.

1. Perry Mason 'Sat. 7:30-8:30).J-CNXT

AV.
RTG.
14:1

2. Wagon Train Wed. 7:30-8:30)-....KRCA
3. Red Skelton 'Tues. 9:30-10:00).
4.
4.
5.
6.
7.
.

....KNXT

Have Gun, Will Travel -Sat. 9:30-10). KNXT
What's My Line 'Sun. 10:30-11:00).. .KNXT
Summer On Ice ‘Thurs. 9:30-10:30).. KRCA
Danny Thomas iMon. 9:00-9:30)......KNXT
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).KNXT
77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 9:00-10:00)..-KABC

8

Lock-Up 'Sat! 7:00)..
Rescue 8 iTues. 7:00) ...... . . ..,.
Sea Hunt ‘Fri. 10:30)..,.,......
Huckleberry Hound ....
..:.
(Tues. 7:00; Sun. 5:30)....
5. Hiram Holiday ! Sun 6:00) .. . . ..
5. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 7:00).

.
,
.
.

•CNP
^. Screen Gems

9.3
9.3

6. The Vikings (Sun. 6:30).. .....
7. Death Valley Days 'Thurs. 7:00).

Ziv-UA
. .IL'S, Borax

9.0:
8:e

7. Manhunt (Mon, 7:00) . .. T:.....;
7. Not For Hire r\Ved. 10:00)......

.Screen Gems 8,6
8.6
...CNP .

2.
2.
3.
4.

3. Gunsmoke *Sat. 10:00-10:30)...KNXT

DETROIT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
18.

77 Sunset Strip *Fri. 9:00-10:00)Real McCoys 'Thurs: 8:30-9:00)....
Gunsmoke <Sat. 10:00-10:30).
Red Skelton -Tues. 9:30-10:001.Untouchables Thurs. 9:30-10:30)...
Summer On Ice <Thurs. 9:30-10:30).
Perry Como W'ed. 9:00-10:00).
Wagon Train cWed^r 7:30-8:30).
The Rifleman *Tues. 9:00-9:30).
Danny Thomas 'Mon. 9:00-9:30)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

, WJBK..
Sea Hunt *Sat. 10:30) __
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00).. .CKLW..
Shotgun Slade (Thurs. 10:30)... . .WWJ , .
Not For Hire (Sun. 10:30)... . .WWJ ..
Divorce Court 'Tues- 7:00).. ,. - ; . ... W’JBK .,

Ziv=UA
Screen Gems
MCA
CNP
KTTV Prog.
Sales
6. U.S. Marshal 'Tues. 10:30)......... . WWJ
.. NTA
7* This Is Alice .Thurs, 6:30)......... .,CKLW,. , ; NTA
8. Bozo The Clown (Sat; 9:00.) ....... . WWJ ....,. Jayark
9. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00)
wxYz.i :. U.S. Borax
. WWJ:.. , CBS
9. The Honeymooners (Sat.. 6:30) ..

2L6 Donna Reed ;.....___ KABC
Real McCoys ............ KABC
Zane Grey Theatre... .\ . KNXT
Summer On Ice..
KRCA
36.0 Silent Service .., . v... . KCOP
29.7 Huckleberry Hound ....... KTTV
25:6 Person. To Person., .. .. •KNXT29.5 Rescue 8.... KRCA
GE College Bowl...,..... KNXT
27.6 Meet The Press.. ..... KRCA
21,6 1 7 0‘Clock Report....
) CBS News-D. Edwards KNXT
23:9 20th Century.
KNXT
22,1 (7 O-Cldck Report.,
1 CBS News-D. Edwards KNXT
20.0 ; Quick Draw McGraw... KTTV
15.7 i U.S. Steel Hour.:
KNXT

.
...
.
.
.

269
18.1
17.8
16.3

59.3
48.5
39.0
34:8

14,1
12.8
10.7

39,8
27.fr
38.8

10.6
9.7
97

58.6
29,0
54.2

L Mike Hammer (Sat. 9:30)
. KCMO.. .. MCA
2. Phil Silvers Show 'Wed. 9;00>...... .KMBC.. .. CBS
3. Whirlybirds 'Sun. 10:00).
KCMO
CBS
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Vikings (Thurs. 9:30)... KMBC.. .. Ziv-UA
Sea Hunt (Thiirs. 6:30 > .. . WDAF.. .. Ziv-UA
Tombstone Territory (Thurs. 9:30): WDAF.. ,. ZK-UA
Huckleberry Hound 'Thurs. 6:00)... . .KMBC.. ...Screen Gems

8. Shotgun Slade (Wed. 10:00) ...... . KCMO,. ... MCA
9. Death Valley Days 'Fri. 10:00)...,. . KCMO.. .. U.S. Borax
WDAF,, . i- KTTV Prog,
10. Divorce Court ‘Sat. 10:15)
Sides

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
1.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5;
6.
7.
8.
t 9.

Red Skelton 'Tues. 9:30-10:00). ... . .
Perry Mason Sat. 7:30=8:30)
Summer On Ice Thins. 9:30-10:301 D2nny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)
Have Gun, Will Travelt'Sat. 9:30-10).
Father Knows Best 'Mon. 8:30-9:00
Gunsmoke 'Sat. 10:00-10:30' .
Ann Sothern 'Mon. 9:30-10:00).
Ed Sullivan -Sun. 8 00-9:00) .
Wagon Train W'ed. 7:30-8:30)

This Man Dawson 'Tues. 9:00)_
Sea Hunt (Wed. 8:30)
Four Just Men 'Sat. 7:00)
Huckleberry Hound 'Wed. 7:00)..,
Whirlybirds (Tues. 8:00) .. . . .. .
Silent Service (Thurs. 10:30).....
Interpol Calling (Tues. 8:00)
Death Valley Days (Thins, 7:30) ..
Tombstone Territory (Thurs: 7:00).
Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs. 5:30).

33.2
199
18.9
18.5
17.9
1.7.6
16.6
13.6
13.2
13.1

DAYTON

32.8
30.8
20.2
20.2
18.5
17.9
17 2
16.3
15.6
13.6

63:5
57.0
37.4
54.9
49.1
16.9
45.6
46.8 •
52.9'
60:4 !

2. Gunsmoke *Sat. 10:00-10:30).-...WHIO.
3. Summer On Ice <Thurs. 9:30-10:30).. .'WLWD
4. I’ve Got A Secret - Wed. 9:30-10:00).. . WHIG
WLWD

6. Real McCoys »Thurs. 8:30-9:00).-WLWD

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pony Express 'Sat: 10:30)... . . .Manhunt (Tues. 7:00*
... .....
Huckleberry. Hound (Thiirs. 5-00):.'.
Mike Hammer (Wed. 8:30)..-. Lock-Up 'Fri. 10:30)

.WHIO.:. .CNP
. WUVD.. ..Screen Gems
. WLWD .. .-.Screen Gems
WHIO. .. . MCA
WHIO ... Ziv-UA

23.2
22.9
21.9
20.5
19:9

63.1
75.9
52.9
34!8
51.3

6.
i 7.
8.
9.

Tombstone Territory (Thurs. 7:00V
Walter Winchell File (Thurs, 10:30)
Rescue 8 (Thurs. 6:00) .
Popeye 'Tues.-Fri. 5:00) .......... .

WLWD .. .. Ziv-UA
17.6
WLWD.. : .MCA
17,2
-WLWD.. ..Screen Gems 15:6
15.2
. AVHlO ., UAA

62.6
54.8
48.0
57.2

7. Father Knows Best ?Mon. 8:30-9:00). WHIO
The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)..WLWD
8. Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30).WLWD
9. U.S. Steel Hour 'W’ed. 10:00-11:00)... WHIO

10. Sea Hunt 'Tues. 10:30)

WLWD

Ziv-UA

13.6

35.5

42.2
41 2
38.8
36.8
35.4
35:1
33 3
31.2
31.0
30.31

Huckleberry Hound <Mon. 6:00) ... :,. WJIM...... Screen Gems 25:9
25.2
Johnny Midnight ‘Sat. 1Q:30)..... .AVJ1M;..,. MCA
Rescue 8 (Thurs. 10:30). ........ . . : WILX . . . Screen Geiris 23.8
WJIM... . Screen Gems 22.8
Manhunt <Fri. 9:30). .

84.4
59.8
61.3
50.5

19.7
5. Coronado 9 (Tiies. 7:30)..:::..... ...WJIM.. ...MCA
18.4
ITC
6. Four Just Men (Mon. 7:00)... .... ., WJIM.
.,
.Screen
Gems
15.6
WJIM...
7. Quick Draw McGraw (Fri; 6:00).

50.3
63.1
79.2

15.0
14.3
13.3

46.9
76.1
30,3

1.
2.
3.
4.

8. Sea Hunt 'Sat. 7:00) _ _... ...WILX . .. Ziv-UA
9. . Sky King ‘Thurs. 6:00).....: .. . WJIM.. ., CBS
10. U.S. Marshall (Wed. 8:30). :.....,. . . . WJIM.. . ...NTA

9.0
110
90
93
19.9

9.4
11.3
14.4
188
63
14,7
22 8
SI
6.9
16:6
5.0

..KMBC
. KCMO
WDAF
.. WDAF
WDAF
KCMO
. KMBC

63
238
159
6.6
17.6
5.7
18.5

WDAF
WDAF
. WDAF
WDAF
KCMO

96
27.8
16.6
12.6
12.3

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960,

George Burns
......
WOOD
The Price Is Right.
WOOD
The Rebel
WOOD'
Cheyenne
WKZO
Interpol Calling ..
WKZO
Sid Caesar
WKZO
Whirlybirds,
WOOD
WOOD
Donna Reed ,..
Michigan Outdoors ...
WOOD
Rocky & His Friends...WKZO

16.9
22.5
16 3
15.9
17:2
10:3
18.5
16 6
13.9
13.6

SURVEY DATES: JUNE '1-7; I960.

Man From Interpol- . WLWD
This Man Dawson.
WHIO
Popeye ....... ...... WHIO
Major League Baseball. . WLWD
Major League Baseball; .WLWD.
Film Short ...... . WLWD
Not For Hire. ....... . WHIO
Sid Caesar ..
. WHIO
Laurel arid Hardy..... WHIO
Quick Draw-McGra\v . ,; .WLWD
Rocky and His Friends.. . WLWD
Woody Woodpecker
WLWD
My Friend Flicka,-.. WLWD
Huckleberry Hound
.WLWD
Rocky and His Friends. . . WLWD
Roy Rogers
. WLWD
Rin Tin Tin.:......... WLWD
i Garry Moore
WHIG

STATIONS:;WJrM. WMSB, WILX,

LANSING, MICH.

15.2
238
15.9
31:5
7.6
11.3
17,2
11 9
6.0
7.6

SURVEY DATES: JUNE I -7, i960.

82.6 Take A Good Look ...;
35:6 U.S. Steel Hour.......
55.0^ News; Weather
9:30 Theatre .
. . ..
42.7 Tombstone!1 Territory
70.2 Pony Express
40.6 The Vikings
55.2 i News; Sports: News-.
) Huntley-Brinkley
34:5 , News; Weather
( Jack. Paar Sh0wT........
42.0 ' Sacco-Vanzetti
1 .
36.6. Million Dollar Movie..

STATIONS: WLWD, WHIO.

1. Red Skelton 'Tues. 9:30-10:00).WHIG

. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)
.Red Skelton Tues. 9:30-10:00)..,.
. Have Gun. Will Travel (Sat 9:30-10)
. Ann Sothern Show (Mon. 9:30-10)..
. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00)
. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30). Garry Moore (Tues. 10:00-11:00)L Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).....
i. Tightrope <Tues. 9:00-9:30).
i. What's My Line 'Sun, 10:30-11:00)..

Jubilee, U.S.A.
_ WXYZ
Michigan Outdoors i.. : WWJ'
Sid Caesar
. WJBK
WJBK
What’s Mv Line.
WXYZ
Brave Stallioh
Sugarfoot
_ WXYZ
Garry Moore
WJBK
(News; Sports; News-.
) Huntley-Bririkley
WWJ
. . WJBk
Roy Rbgers :
Major League Baseball. WJBK
Early Show
AVJBK

STATIONS: WKZO, WOOD.
WKZO... , Zjv-UA
WKZO,.. . Ziv-UA
WKZO.. .ITC
. WOOD., . Screen Gems
.WOOD.. .CBS
. WOOD.
CNP
-WKZO... . iTC.
- WKZO -., . ILS. Borax
Ziv-UA
WKZO .
WOOD.. ; . Screen Gems

AV.
RTG.

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960,

STATIONS: WDAF, KCMO. KMBC*

Wagon Train 'Wed. 6:30-7:30)..
Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30) ........
Red Skelton 'Tues. 8:30-9:00)..
Garry Moore 'Tues. 9:00-10:00)Peter Gunn 'Mon. 8:00-8:30'
....
Have Gun, Will Travel 'Sat. 8:30-9).
What's My Line (Si*n. 9:30-10:00)...
Price Is Right ''Wed. 7:30-8:00).
Cheyenne < Mon. 6:30-7:30)
......
Hawaiian Eye 'Wed. 8:00-8:30)....,.

5. Wyatt Earp 'Tues. 8:30-9:00).

AV. ]
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW.

KANSAS CITY
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

ZiV-UA
11:9
.Screen Gems 11.9
11.6
Ziv-UA
Screen Gems 9.6

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

10.3
6.6
14.9
29.2
20.5
9:9
8.6
11.6
10.0
86
7.9
63
7.0
21.8
172
4.6
53
23.5

SURVEY DATES: JUNE (-7. i960.

Introduction Shakespeare .WMSBMan From Interpol .. -. WILX
Sid. Caesar ... .WJIM:
f Cavalcade of Sports .
\ jackpot Bowling . . WILX
Laramie ......
WMSB
Milby Conversations
WMSB
Better Marketing .
. . WMSB
Michigan Conservation . WMSB
Phil Silvers ...
WJIM
| Introduction: Shakespeare WMSB
J.Price Is Right ........ , WMSB

.7
48
8:2
5.1
11.3
20
.7
.7
106
0.1
20.1
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Certainly one of the trends fearing its head for the ’61V62 ty
season is the. desire to build. tv; film' stanzas around a specific lo¬
cale. Over a dozen pilot scripts and presentations were made to
the- three networks in the last couple of weeks plugging, in their
titles, everyplace from Macao to Monte Carlo.
This fresh bent augurs a lot of location shooting by next spring,
assuming it continues. It seems to be a partial outgrowth, of ABC- TV’s success with “Hawaiian; Eye” and the fact that the same: net¬
work was so amenable to scheduling this coming season a weekly
hour stanza called “Hong. Kong,”
Here is ari Incomplete rundown of. ideas and stories offered to
the webs: for exposure the season after the one upcoming:
“Vera Cruz,” an action half-hour by MCA; “Macao,”. an action
half-hour by Screen Gems: (with David Janssen offered up; as the
lead); “Macao Pete,” an actioner half-hour out of Roland Reed
Productions; “Crusoe’s island,” a Roncoim half-hour action stanza;
“Tangier,” a half-hour actioner by Screen Gems; “Las Vegas,” an
actioner by Warners; another “Las Vegas,” a half-hoiir action pro¬
gram by Goodson-Todman; “San Francisco,” a contemporary ac¬
tioner in one-hour form by 20th-Fox; “Monte Carlb,” ATV (Brit¬
ish) half-hour adventure; “Man From Washington,” an NTA
half-hour detective stanza;- “Hong Kong Express/'
half-hour
actioner from Jaguar Productions, Alan Ladd’s firm. There are
also two half-hour pilots, on tap from California National Pro¬
ductions, to be made in Japan, and while there are no formal
titles as yet, bets are. on that at least , one of them will be called
*Totyo” or “Tokyo Run” or some such thing.

Paul Harrisons Share & Share
Alike Prod. Venture for Writers
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
The Company of * Writers has
been formed by Paul Harrison as
.a new concept in television mo¬
tion pictures-and Broadway stage
production. It will favor both the
writer and Ultimately the finished
product, According to Harrison,
exec producer of the new venture,
designed. as a cooperative enter¬
prise wherein writers will have
the freedom to create and share
ownership in a production corapany.
Partnered with Harrison are five
seasoned film writers, who have
many years of credits among them
in all three fields of writing. These
who. will share In company’s profits
Include Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts,
Working as a team; Richard Muriy, director as well as writer;
am O’Brien* and Marion Har¬
grove.
New organization Was formed
for two distinct purposes: first, to
give writers an opportunity to own
their own product; second, assure
them artistic control of their prop¬
erties. . Actual , blueprints of com¬
pany, already in operation via an
unusual deal with Screen Gems,
call for all1 writers to collab in
planning the others- projects, so
collective thinking would mark
completion , of every script Such
collaboration, it’s felt, will assure
greater quality.
“This greater quality should re¬
move one of the main objections
Of advertising agencies since the
content of a series would be con¬
stantly maintained at a continuing
high level because each secies will
be under the personal script super¬
vision of the individual writer, who
wrote it,” Harrison stated. “The
format also calls for writers to
work, if need be, with ad agencies
in the planning of tv series and
their contents,”
In its deal with Screen Gems,
(Continued on page 34)

e

'Best of the Post’
Into 94 Markets
Independent Television Corp.’s
“Best of. the Post” has been sold
in 94 markets, with banks and pub^lie utilities prominent asbuyers
of the show.
First Wisconsin National Bank
has bought the skein for Milwau¬
kee; West Pennsylvania Bank,
Pittsburgh; Walker Bank, Salt
Lake City.
Peoples Gas Light And Coke Co.
will sponsor the series on WGNTV, Chicago; Shamrock Oil and
Gas Co. has scheduled, it for 11
markets in the Southwest includ¬
ing Amarillo, . Albuquerque, and
Colorado Springs-Pueblo. Central
Power and Light Co. has the series
In Corpus Christi.

CBS Films’Speedup On
CBS Films has taken a Cue from
the Olympic. speed demons, in
supplying Olympic program cover¬
age to the foreign markets of Ar¬
gentina, 'Australia and Brazil.
. in N.Y., special laboratory crews
Working around the clock rushed
the film through processing. Motoricycle relay teams Were set up to
meet the special flights at airports:
A corps of typists clicked away to
provide foreign stations with an
“as telecast” script, which could
be immediately translated on ar¬
rival in the non-English speaking
countries.
Ralph Baruch, CBS Films' direc¬
tor of international sales, negoti¬
ated the o verseas deab.

Studebaker Lark
120-Market Buy
Compact car competitibn has
prompted an unusual video buy
for Studebaker-Packard Corp. in
the Interests of promoting the
firm’s small-wheeler Lark.
Through D’ArCy agency, car
firm has bought Filmway’s new
half-hour, series, “Wilbur and Mr.
Ed,” family situation comedy
starring a couple.And their talking
horse. Show stars Alan Ybung and
Connie Hines and will be directed
by Arthur Lubin who did the
“Francis and the Talking Mule”
feature pix for Universal. Exec
producer is Filmway’s Coast pro¬
duction chief A1 Simon. Series is
MCA repped and- the joint package
of Filmways, Lubin and George
Burns (with the film ind broadcast
comedian acting as script supervisor).
Full production starts this fall
with Studebaker planning to place
the show in more than 120 markets
through Studebaker-Lark dealers,
which means the agency will un¬
doubtedly be shooting for local
rather than national rate via place¬
ment by dealers (a common spot
buying practice with the car compa¬
nies).

More Par Pre-’48 Sales
MCA TV has inked another four
stations . for Paramount pre-’48
library, bringing the sales roster
to about 86 markets.
Thee recent; deals were with
WMBD, Peoria; KGLO and KEYC,
Mason City, la; arid. WJXT* Jack! sonviile.

PfinlEfr
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More and More Restrictions Face
ES. Telepix Distribs in Peddling
More and riaore symptoms that
the tide is. turning for. the better
in syndication is piling up. The
overall situation is not as bullish
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
as years past at this stage, but the
Foreign market for American
Dubbing Dilemma
more successful houses are report¬
distributors
is becoming more and
ing that the “digestive period”
“The Play of The Week”
more a tangle of restrictions rang¬
seems to be over.
National Telefilm Associates
ing
from
import
duties to quotas to
What is referred to as the
dramatic showcase, has some
blocked currencies.
“digestive period” is this: Stations
peculiar problems for the
Restrictions
of
one sort or an¬
throughout the country had built
overseas market.
other are part of foreign trade.
up large inventories of film prop¬
One is dubbing. Who, for
But
latest
limitations
point up a
erties, ranging from half-hours to
example, would be the dubbed
growing problem for American ex¬
features, In the midst of this in¬
voice for Judith Anderson in
porters.
What’s
been
happening
ventory pile-up, networks bit into
“Medea?” The critically-ac¬
is this: as tv grows In area after
local option time more and more.
claimed series does not play
area, native tv industries also grow
Result was that new product going
like the usual vidfilm fare.
and there’s a demand for native
into the market couldn’t find a
Actors of no small stature
programming, as opposed to U.S.
place.
fare. Demand may come from gov¬
would
be
required
for
local
But the logjam Is loosening up
ernmental circles, native entre¬
dubbing needs.
today. Key to getting through is
preneurs, local talent and tech¬
Show has been sold in four
good, commercial product. Region¬
nicians unions, or a combination
additional U S: markets, bring¬
al and local advertisers continue
of some or all of these groups.
ing the roster of sales to 58
to hold down local time slots. A
Most American exporters sub¬
stations.
good, commercial series will find
scribe to the “free market” con¬
New deals include WHEN,
a deal, and with regionals and lo¬
cept,
the sense of which is, let
Syracuse;
WTOL,
Toledo;
cal advertisers holding the time
there be operi competition of pro¬
WTVR, Richmond, Va.; arid
position, the series can be placed.
gramming
from all sources and if
WRC-TV,
Philadelphia.
It may be true that the overall
American programming is the most
dollar yolume in syndication is less
popular.
It
should not be penalized
than the lush days. But SG, for ex¬
because of its foreign origin.
ample, expects a. better year this
Countering that argument are
year than’last arid the year is run¬
the national interests, of the re¬
ning ahead of projections; The
spective foreign countries, cultural
projections in SG’s case covers
as
well as economic. Televisionfirst?run half-hours, reruns and
In Canada, Australia, Mexico, Ar¬
features, the entire catalog.
gentina,
Japan—the list could go
The bet by many syndic execs
on and on—should be the show¬
is that next season and subsequent
case of national talent and inter¬
years will find networks returning
ests rather than a beltline for U.S.
some local option time periods.
shows, runs the rebuttal.
.Climate in the trade, as evidenced
Compilation of major restric¬
by the forecast, is much better
Filmways, which has been pri¬ tions in top markets reflects some
currently. Important factor of to¬
of
the heat being on American ex¬
marily
a
tv
commercial
production
day. and the: future is to stay
abreast competitively in product. firm, Is moving into full-swing pro¬ porters: Some of the restrictions
are
comparatively new; others of
gram
production
through
the
Coast
Otherwise, it’s curtains.
longstanding. Here s the rundown:
subsidiary headed by A1 Simon.
England: Quota restriction of
Firm is producing situation
comedy “Wilbur and Mr. Ed” for 14% on commercial programming
Studebakef's exclusive syndication outlets; 10% on BBC. Spelled out
(see separate story), and a pilot, for the restriction limits the percent of
(American) programming
a half-hour action series, “Desert foreign
to 14% of the total programming
Patrol” for NBC’s film subsidiary, structure of commercial telecast¬
Californla. National Productions.
ers.
Also in the works is a foreign
Canada: Starting April 1, 1961,
production, a combo pilot-feature Canadian broadcasters will be obli¬
film, “Adventures of Pandora,” gated to program at least 45% of
with E. jack Newman doing the their total programming schedule
scripting. “Pandora” will be re¬ with shows of Canadian or Com¬
leased
overseas theatrically and monwealth origin. Canadian quota
Chicago, Sept. 9.
in the U.S. as an hour series will be boosted to 55%, starting
UPA’s “Mr. Magoo” will not rep-* pitched
possibility.
April, *62.
resent Kelloggs’ after all in the
Filmways prexy Martin RensahAustralia: Postmaster General
sponsor’s spot lineup this fall, but
off
says
he’s
also
near
a
syndica¬
has
issued a directive asking sta¬
for a twist this time It’s the show tion deal on the company’s initial
that defected from the sponsor, program production, “21 Beacon tions to program their schedule
with
Australian originated pro¬
rather than vice versa. Cereal com¬
Street,” which had a brief web grams, some 40% of the total
pany is now searching for a third preem
and summer rerun during schedule should be of Australian
show, to go with “Huckleberry
origination. Directive is viewed as
last year.
Hound” and “Quick Draw Mc- theWell
along in planning are two tantamount to an. eventual order,
Graw,” In itsc150-market spread.
other half-hour series projects,
(Continued on page 34)
It has been learned that the fall¬ “Mister Aladin” and “Experiment,”
ing out between “Magoo” and Kel¬ with formats as yet under wraps.
loggs’ resulted from'too much in¬
Same time. New York Bronx
trusion by the ad agency, Leo Bur¬ studios of the company are con¬
nett, into the creative aspects of tinuing with tele commercial pro¬
the show. Unresolved differences duction While Elia Kazan’s new
with the agency simply led to feature film, “Splendor in the
UPA’s decision to put the series Grass” has moved out after filming
into syndication itself.
of interiors;
Burnett notified its 150 stations
by wire last week that “Magoo”
“Case of the Dangerous Robin”
has been dropped and that another
and second year production of
program would be picked to substi¬
“Lock Up” have racked up a roster
tute. The wire courteously request¬
of new sales:
ed that the stations give prime con¬
Ziv’s “Lock Up” now is reported
sideration to the 30-minute “Mar
Richard B. Morros, producer who to have been sold In 184 markets.
goo” series when It goes into syn¬ started syndication’s current hot New clients inked to alternate with
dication.
/ fad for newsreel shorties via his
American Tobacco on the show in¬
“Almanac” series (distributed by clude: Phillip’s Petroleum, WNBQ,
Official Films), has another five- Chicago; Kroger Co., WTHI, Terre
minute Series in the works—this Haute, Indiana, and WDAF, Kan¬
sas City; Rose Talbert Paint Co.,
Practice of rerunning series is one for kids on freshfiim.
finding acceptance in more foreign . Series, which has a pilot pre¬ WIS, Columbia S.C.
pared
in
color
on
a‘
duck
farm,
is
Additional sponsor and station
areas. Initially, most overseas tv
stations shun the practice so pre¬ called; “Let’s Talk About,” and sales include Dumas Milner Pon¬
valent: in the U.S. But when the concerns any number of: topics of j tiac KTHV, Little Rock; Bank of
number of outlets increase and the interest to young audiences (other Commerce, KID, Idaho Falls;
need for programming grows, examples: tugboats, volunteer fire WGAN, Portland, Me.; KROC.
Rochester; and KCRA, Sacramento.
many overseas markets turn to departments etc ).
Morros figures on school dis¬
“Robin,” now in 142 markets,
reruns to fill the gap.
Australia Is a case in point. For tribution of the films and a book was. picked up by Brown & Wil¬
years Australian telecasters said arid disk series tie-in besides reg¬ liamson for WBZ, Boston; KDKA,
Pittsburgh;
WBAI,
Baltimore;
no to reruns. But now. it’s an acv ular tv syndication. ,
Morros says liis “Almanae” se¬ KYW, Cleveland; and WDAF, Kan¬
cepted practice. The 39, plus 13
fbririula, for half-hour series is pre- ries (which now has imitators crop¬ sas City. Gay Johnson’s Wyoming
avlent. in Japan; Latin America ping out like , pizza parlors) took a Automotive Service picked up the
and other commercial markets as year and a half to peddle, rial series on KFBC, Cheyenne, and
Hackett, then prexy of Official, was Capitol Chevrolet, WCOV, Mont¬
well/
approached after 50 others and gomery, Ala.
went for the idea immediately.
Recent station sales on “Robin"
The .quickies, says Morros, include WTVY, Dothan, Ala.;
Mora TV film News
grossed $250,000 In the first six WSPA, Ashville; KFYR, Bismark;
on Page 40
sales weeks. They’re now in more KUMV, Williston, and WBRZ,
than 70 markets.
Baton Rouge.

'Robin’s 142 Cities;
184 for 'Lock Up

IFT’S TALK ABOUT
AS MORROS QUICKIES

Reruns Gain Favor O’seas
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, the YEAR 2000 What will the fantastic world of tomorrow be

like? Artistic, industrial and scientific leaders tell you: William
T. Snaith of Raymond Loewy Associates; Dr. Austin Smith,
Pharmaceutical Mfr. Association. Their predictions: hospitals
that operate on a do-it-yourself basis, banks that supply parts
for the human body, drugs that cure all infections; carpets and
wallpaper used for central heating, weather control, cordless
toaster and lamps and many more.
DOROTHY KrLGALLEN INTRODUCES YOU TO PEOPLE YOU’D
like to know The world’s most famous newspaperwoman

brings you the intimate stories of how Rosalind Russell con¬
quered a personal fear, how Pope John XXIII shows his sense
of humor, and fascinating moments in the lives of Joan Craw¬
ford, James A. Farley, Fannie Hurst, Marlene Dietrich, Tony
Curtis, Ingrid Bergman, The Duchess of Windsor, actor Mar¬
lon Brando, The Queen Mother, Audrey Hepburn, Marilyn
Monroe, Hedy Lamarr, Patrice Munsel.

This is Dimension: a program service of
entertaining, provocative one to threeminute vignettes in talk and sound that
add new depth of listener interest to the
strongest local programs in all rain...
those of the CBS Owned Radio Stations.
Dimension starts this month on mg C O
stations. These seven stations already
command more attentive listening than
all other stations in their markets. Now

this is my profession Leaders in important fields tell
what they think about their life’s work. Vincent Price: why he
considers acting a highly educational vocation. Anthropologist
Margaret Mead: how primitive people help us understand our¬
selves better. Others: Melvin Belli, lawyer; Irwin Allen, motion
picture man; Claude Philippe, hotelier; Frank Gibney, journal¬
ist; Richard Joseph, travel editor; Ilka Chase, Tony Randall,
William Zeckendorf, Tex McCrary, Mischa Elman.
the wonderful world oftheteens Famous people rem¬
inisce: Betsy von Furstenburg feared at 16 that she would never
get off the 57th Street bus line; Minnie Guggenheimer thinks
teenagers today are more serious than she was; also*Air Force
Capt. Paul Briand, writer; Suzanne Szasz, photographer; Mark
Damon, Roberta Peters, Maria Schell, Roy Cohn, George Q.
Lewis, Tony; Galento, Mark Goodson.
hometown Childhood recollections, Hildegarde’s father’s
drugstore in New Holstein, Wis.; “Pappy” Boyington’s first
plane ride over St. Mary’s, Idaho; and other hometown stories
from Zsa Zsa Gabor, Margaret Mead, Dick Joseph, Dirk Bo¬
garde, author John Donovan, Peter Glenville, Josh White.
the wisest or most influential person Important

guests describe one person who has influenced them: Theodore
Bikel remembers an elderly scholar; Roberta Peters, her Italian
singing teacher. Also Mark Damon, Ilka Chase, Mischa Elman,
Maria Schell, Dick Joseph* Claude Philippe, William Zecken¬
dorf, Roy Cohn, Dr. Maxwell, Mel Heimer.
DENNETT CERF TELLS HIS FAVORITE STORIES Author, editor,
publisher, lecturer and TV personality Bennett Cerf, who has
had 7 books on the best seller lists, now brings to radio the
warmth that made him America’s number one lecturer. A new
Dimension in radio humor.
THE AMERICAN landscape Burgess Meredith and Kevin Mc¬

Carthy narrate this colorful series of American sound portraits
using the full range of radio techniques-sound, music, gopd
writing-to take you to the skating pond, the country drug store.
Coney Island* a diner at midnight and many more uniquely
American scenes.
this is our heritage Hear noted radio actor. Bill Upton,

interpret the Writings of the men and women 'who created our
American heritage: Tom Paine, Woodrow Wilson, Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, Daniel Webster and others.
American portrait Raymond Massey narrates a moment
of greatness from American History, takes you to an actual
scene in the lives of the Wright Brothers, Paul Revere, Sam
Houston, Alexander Hamilton and others.

DIMENSION

A program service of the
CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS

KCBS, San Francisco; KNX, Los Angeles; WCAV, Philadelphia;
KMOX, St Lonis;WEEI, Boston; WCBS, New York; WBBM, Chicago

so
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

GUNSMOKE
. CHARGE ACCOUNT
LAND OF PROMISE
With Melvin Douglas, Tarriers, With Jan Murray, Morgan Schmit- With James Arness, Dennis Wea¬
ver, Miibiirn
Stone, Amanda
ter,
Milton
De
Lugg
Orch,
Bill
Konnie
Gilbert,
Joe
Glazer,
Blake, Michael Road, Tom Reese,
Wendell, Maureen Arthur, others
Tommy Makem, Dick Welssmah
Producer:
Ed
Pierce
Jay
Hector,
George
Selk, Howard
Producer,: Joel O’Brien (for AFL30 Mins.. Mon-Fri., 2 p.m.
Culver, Clem Fuller
CIO)
PARTICIPATING
Producer:
Norman
Macdonnell
Director: Bill Buckley
: NBC-TV, from N Y.
Directors:; Andy McLaglen,. Jesse
Writer: Sheldon Stark
i
Both Jan Murray and the giveHibbs, others
SO Mins;, Sun., (4) 3:30 p.m.
ABC-TV (film)
away shows seenvto be out of prac- ! Writer: John Meston
Arthur Kennedy and . Ralph Bellamy are fronting in ‘’Not . Without
There is a whole generation in 9 Me since the great purge of last 30 Mins., Sat., 10 p;m.
Honor,” oh Oct. 21, first of the NBC-TV “American Heritage” pro¬
America—postwar kiddies of the Sear when in a burst of high dud- uGGETT & MYERS* REMING- grams . ... Gypsy Rose Lee, Shelley Berman and .Liberate will be th
. J *.
_
eeon the networks swept this cate-I
JON RAND
Sept. 12 “Celebrity Talent Scouts” oil CBS-TV .
. Al Freedman*
t D-F-S; Y&R )
former “T\yenty-Ohe” producer, is the father of Tani Josette, .born
Long a toprated western, CBSlast month in Mexico City . . . Ronald Dawson’s script, “Witness for
labor movement began with Ji tmy il^vititdden^Slrrd “so^are^okaw
Jioffa.
’ Land of Promise,
the -.
.
. . „ TV's “GunsiiSoke” returned to the Death,” as the Oct - 16 entry on CBS Radio's "Siispehse” series, while
AFrho's first pmpaSk fiUri ^an * ™™' ^membcred as being
V3) foi' Its sixth sea-,
AFL-CIUs hist propaganda nn 0ne 0f the more entertaining masvipwpr* ta*te* aDoarCntlv still his story, “The Bomb/’ was produced last week on. CBC in . Canada
effort, is a noteworthy step toward ters of th-e donation , domain
Vevyer, tastes ftitirs
apparently
_ is ,
«nd sjm.|
this ! '
NBC veepee Max Buck hopping to Sari Francisco next month on
litting the kids know 'while re- fcaek in business at the same
same s
stand 'Lalv-hmir Aim ■■■■series Dresumably l.^eb business, with time- out to address the S. F. Merchandising Exminding the older folk; that Amer- ^nd with a show which ]ooks U]
looks like it “fhaVe little diffteiatv in
• Af?r -?**' «««>erton joining The Franklin Naioan workers had some heroes be- would he difficult to fix. Murray
a community relations executive
fore the hoods, and some mighty is still the glib and articulate eiu- 12) the ne\y WABC-TV 6:15 p in. strip
>,rvioTi„0 .
hard times before things got so cee who loads the sh w along en- . performance
for juves, “.Tile Tommy Seven Show”.
W. Walter; Watts was named
(. In the traditional format was the
good
tertaining paths.
.
1 In
a new director of RCA at a meeting last week of the corporate board
Mon.)1 season’s' initiator in which ^
the;town*
The film rather lightly traces the ' The bulk of the p-reem 'Mon.) seasons imtiaU.■
of directors; Watts is president of RCA Sales Corp. .
WNBC Radio
,
„
labor movement from the post was concerned w it h introductions ..marshal saveda\o
program chief Steve White back at his desk after a week at the Long
*e
Island shore . . . Al Landsburg, WNBC Radio, director, back, from
Civil War days when American in¬ and getting set. It developed a; only to- discover -lafor
Couple of kinks such as a pair 0f \*['bank robber wanted for jnprder.
dustry was on the rise, and joining
four weeks upstate . . . Fred Robbins’ interviewees, this week on WABC
over-zealous and possibly hammy ; James Arness, perusual, '\aseffx
a union was considered a criminal
Radio “Assignment Hollywood” are Paul Newman, Tuesday Weld,
housewives, who sort of took Mur-;cient and laconic/as the ;marshal
Laurence Harvey, Vivien Leigh and Otto Preminger . . ^ Diana Barth,
conspiracy by the courts, up to the
fay by surprise. It was a little dif- Good support was
rouded J
hours, wages and benefits of mod¬
lately returned from Hollywood, set to do an Ivory Snow voicerdver
ficult to get. them quiet at the/Michael Road as .foe. wqunded thief,
ern times. For the p.e-film 19th
. , . Lynn Dollar is the new girl spieler for Bigelow Carpet . . . Herald;
onset, hut once he . did. the pro- j Milburn Stone.
the Doq^ $nd
century segment, old prints depict¬
gram showed its possibilities. Mo-{Dennis Weaver as Arness
.aide* Tribune. Radio Network president. Martin Stone is shifting operational
ing factory conditions, etc., are used
headquarters to WFYI/ Gardeii City. Long Island . . . Virgi ia Graham
dus operand! calls for the selection de-camp. ’
OHO. ;
along with a downbeat Melvin
to Pittsburgh on Sept. 17 for third year as hostess on the Variety Club,
of a packet in which 16 letters are
—r——
Douglas commentary, which recalls
telethon: there
Walter Slezak, host of the NBC Cheyy mystery
Murray mixes these j TALES qF WELLS: FARGO
the#times of the 11-cent hourly contained.
skein on Sundays, was allowed by web and sponsor to forego, the job"
In a cylinder and calls them out. *(Day of judgment)
wage, the 11-hour working day,
on
the
last
three
programs
of the 18-week summer series.; so that thi
7he contestant has a square divided with Dale Robertson. JohnDehner,
an<Fthe six-day working week.
week he can fly to Rdme to make “Come Septeniber,” with Rock. Hud¬
into 16 parts and when the letters j john Lupton, Doris Dowling
son and Gina Lollobrigida
. . WPIX has bought the ..Crosby-Brown
Coming up to 1911, the formal are called off the contestant puts ,producer: Earl Lyon
series "Danger Zone'’.
. Allen Swift, emcee of “Popeye” show on
ewitcheseto archive film with actual them into a block In a manner fig- .Director Louis King
WPIX, will guestar on WMGM's “Bea Kalmus Sliow” tomorrow' (Thurs.)
footage ion the Triangle Shirting ured to make the most three and!
*Iat“r
. ..
Vocalist Karen Chandler set for “Jack -Paar Show” /tomorrow
Prior to that Wnter* Barney Slater
factory fire that killed more than four-letter words.
30 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
(Thurs.) . . . Sheila Copelan, who toured the strawhat circuit in “Two 156 young women workers after the contestants are shown a series ; .
* ^ tow Arm rn
for the Seesaw,” back to do a series of filmed commercials . . . Foi nier
the union had lost a fight for bet¬ Of items which they buy. Their
WWVA, Wheeling, W. V., newsman Richard Reeves to writing staff of
ter conditions at the plant, includ¬ earnings are based on the. number [
* A ’ (SSC&B)
ing fire escapes. Douglas pointed pf words they devise which permits j Nd doubt about u; .‘wpils Fargo- WCBS Radio news department..... Aaron J. (Al) Alexander, pubrelaout that- public indignation at the them t° purchase the Uerns.
ihas legs. It opened its-fifth.season. tions chief of Lawrence Productions, ankles soon, to teach English at
time brought relatively sweeping ; Murray is a capable spieler and a
t
TV With ' Penn State, University Park, Pa.’..National; Education; Television's
pc chief Chic Cherkezian back this week from five-week vacation, and
reforms. It, of course, was not that
tour of Coast affiliated stations. During trip also helped arrange fall
easy. But the film strictly soft ped¬
meeting pf 50 ETV station managers set for Palo Alto in October.dles the riots and wars between Outing,
the
Ted (American Forum of the Air) Granik’s son, William Robert
labor and management.
Never up speed
Jose.
Granik, married Brenda Joyce Siegal in Worcesterv Mass., Sept. 3.
once Is a scah.or Pinkerton in view, sequent shows.
/speech, long on courage1 and fair,
Commercial gabber Rex Marshall i Kitzbuhel, Austri . participating
r»or a strike nor a bombing—nor
Aiimt
» n»v
: ever so fair in his dealings even in an international golf tourney as a member of the Greenwich (Conn;)
any of the'Violent abuses by either
A DAT
^
;with badmen: Robertson, as the
Country;
Club contingent
.
Arthur Godfrey celebrated his 57th
side that evolved from one of the With Jack Bailey, Jeanne Cagney, ^eiis Fargo 'agent, nearly■■ was done
most bitter and sustained struggles
others; announcer. Gene Baker iri fcy his faiiness. ih theopenihg birthday and went on hiatus from his CBS Radio stint last-week *31)
...
CBS
News
veep
John
Day
has.
a piece in the1 current New Leader
in tlfe country's history. This was j Producer: Elbert Wralker
“Day of Judgment” episode. But
on “Do the Pollsters Control Your Vote?”
. Phil Sykes, former
one time when a ty half-hour had { Writer: Bill Lutz
in true oater vidfilm.. style, some
engineer
at
WBBM.
Chicago,
now'
a
CBS News producer, assigned to
every right to exploit violence, yet /30 Mins.. Mon.-Frl., 12:30 p.m.
stock Shooting saved. him for next
the National Auto Sliow and Election Night: coverage . . Paul Creston
stayed completely away from it. j {PARTICIPATING
week’s episode.
and. George Kleinsinger. among composers, \vriling new scores for '‘The
Time limit alone prohibited any [jABC-TV, from H’wood (tape)
Scripted by Barney Slater, openJim. Campbell into ‘-My True Story” NBC-TV
profound exploration of so com- ji a month ago, ABC-TV ajid NBC- ! er^had' the *0^^tohes' of"a' psvcha- Twentieth Century” .
seg
playing role of detective..
plex a subject, but it s a pretty ,rrv were warring over possession j logical thriller set in the corral,
neat trick to do any kind of a union ;jof “Queen for a Day,” The battle |j0hn Dehner, ’ as the mysterious
history without once mentioning j was not over a fair - damsel; ! S|ranger hent on revenge, lent a
Eugene Debs.f All in all, this half- { aesthetics had nothing to do with : tone 0f suspense add foreboding to
CBS’ Jim Aubrey and his contingent of stripers stopped off . for a
hour produced by the CIO-AFL ;iit. ABC wanted to win it while 1 the proceedings. But the lines writprobably had more tabods than a i;NBC wanted to keep it another five : ten for baddie John Lupton and few. hours of hurriedly called meetings before jetting to; Hawaii for
four
days of meetings with affiliates advisory board . . . This week’*
Procter & Gamble soap opera.
! years, because it seems to have^’!th'«- gyrations he' had to. perform
Show winds with the Roosevelt /commercial appeal.. Comme:rcijal1 for
“
* ■
' —‘ the
-it-- happiness boys—Spike; Jones and Roncon’s “Happy” staff. The ratings
the plot
came strictly
from
reforms of the thirties . 'Wagner j.appeal, in this instance, might be stock pile. Verna. McDdugal, as the did it . . . Bruce Eells, prexy of Teivision Artists: and Producers Corp ,
Act, etc.), labor's contribution to ||defined as a sufficiency of hduse- baddie's doll, played it straight. .It flew east to wrap up his first syndication deal. He 11 continue on to
; Marvin Young*
the WTW II effort, the working ji wives who like living vicariously, wasn’t her fault that her part was London before returning to his Hollywood base
who heads up his own agency and teaches, tv writing on the side,
man’s respectable and affluent po- j
Maudlin, fatuous and even un- unconvincing.
jogged
through
six
states
to
sample
reaction
of
the
peepul to whaf.
sition in current society and final- ( just is this midday romp w ith misDirection by Louis King was.
ly, a talk by CIO-AFL prexy iery. It was that way on NBC-TV tight, helping the quick movement cbmes out of their tv sets. He was Surprised to. learn that they liko
George Meany. Rather than gloat (and when seen Monday <5) on of the story, "Fargo” remains a pro lots of action and violence and don’t care1 too much about gabjbj
©n the union movement’s accom- ; ABC-TV, which won the battle, pulp western and it will continue.; shows. Young, incidentally/ is prepping a special for Veterans. Day.
plishments, the prexy takes foe ! nothing had changed but the net- to come this-a-away until viewers (Nov. 11) as a salute by and to' the'entertainers in the last war. He wai
time to chide the country on its , Work.
I give up- the oaters and go that-a- a colonel In Special Services and cleared talent for all services ...
slums and blighted sections where
Emcee Jack Bailey grinned and iaway, or perhaps yippee for a new The stars who yell loudest about over-exposure are those who havo
there isn't to this day even the
been passed over by next sason's’clients . . . Phil Rapp is getting active
(Continued on page 34)
’hero and other horses.
Horq,
protection of a minimum wage
again on his comedy series, “I Married a Dog.” ; :
(migrant fruit pickers, etc ).
Score by musical director Logan
English is unique and effective
with a raft of fine folk singers—
Jerry Dunphy leaving; \VBBM:TV to take $25,006 per. year ne\ysthe Tarriers quartet. Miss Ronnie
caster post at KNXT, Los Angeles
Don Kane, who’s been a freejGilbert, Joe Glazer, Tommy Malance producer-director ever since leaving WGN-TV, bff to Eurqpe for
kem and Dick. Weissman.
But
and - divorce, scoops. a six-week vacation ... Ditto Rachel Stevenson, program director of
marriage
Open End
again—taboo, taboo—not a single
kiddie shows at .WTTW, who'll be there.for a month .. . . WAIT doing
Six prominent members-of! Hol¬ Monroe.,
lyric from the numberless catalog
An opening debate on. relatiph- two originations for the Mutual ne.tvy’ork, with which It’s recently
©f union rousers and parodies that lywood's news corps joined David
become
affiliated. Shows are nightly commentaries by Frank Edwards,
ship between press and star: was
have added so much color to the Susskind Sunday night on KTTV,
who is space and science editor of MBS . . . *Irv Kupcinet back from
history of the movemnt. Singers Hollywood, on what emerged iron! sparked by New' York Timesmari his vacation, and WBBM-TV’s “At Random” is live and lively again
Schumach's observation that peodid assemble for a finale of “This
. ... Floyd Kalber, news chief of KMTV, Omaha, joins WNBQ-WMBQ
Land Belongs ' To You & Me,” cally as one of less newsw-orthy ! pie are thin-skinned in Holly wood, as an on-the-air newscaster Oct. .1 . . . \orm Syse*. news writer for
which the producers probably fig¬ “Open End” opinioii-a-thons. If it j accustomed . to enormous amount WBBM, off on a six-week leave of. absence to accompany, his wife,
was
Susskind’s
intenlion
to
depict
|
of
adulation,
less
able
take
entiured was enough of a shocker for
Glenha (Sun-Times drama critic), on a junket to Germany . . WTTW
the tycoons of industry—and labor, "Hollywood's, Fourth\ Estate” as cism thau those elsewhere,
is one of five educational outlets designated id record for the airborne
too.
Bill.
one of less eloquent,! less a war ,' .Lpri'don timesman Ruddy, In a educational tv web .
. Paul Smith upped to personnel managerial;
more egotistical press bodies, he ‘ discussion of Sinatra, and his feL Leo Burnett agency.
came frighteningly dose to: sue- !
Put
ihat^hq'd^ been ineeeding in this listless, repetitive, formed unequivocally that Sinatra
disorganized, seemingly intermin- hates the British; press, that Sinat¬
1 |j able. three-and-a-balf hour session, ra thought he was a stinker, and
Anglia TV acquires Constance Cox’s play “A Picture Of Dorian Gray’’
'i Perhaps by way of apology for that he 1 Ruddy) had been refused - i . Jint Ciithbert, for five years inforniation officei' of Independent
Washington, Sept. 6.
{(verbal chaos, absence of philosoph- an interview, permission to visit Television Authority, joins Associated Television as public relations
as a result of something he’d manager. Oct. 1 is succeeded at IT A by Michael Hallett . . . Jacqui
Sen. Kenneth Keating <R-N.Y.) |jical accomplishment, the modera-j set
..
has praised the NBC-TV 'series, || tor concluded by asking his guests j Written.
Chan, who recently left the London cast of “The World Of Suzie Wong,’*
“Our American Heritage” and its | to return for a Part Two wing-ding, j
Exchange of opinions on . Holly- debs in a BBC-TV play, “Without The Grail,” Tuesday (13) i
. Eight
sponsor, the Equitable Life As-it next week, same time, same sta- : w'pod blacklist and Unfriendly 10 of the first 10 plays in ABC-TV’s “Armchair Theatre” fall schedule are
eurance Society, for contributing tion. Sole comfoxting thought to was dominated by Miss Muir, who originals written for the series .. , , Alexander Callum appointed
to the cause of quality television.”! be derived from prospect of a sec- { felt “there is a blacklist against assistant sales manager for BBC’s T levision Pi'omotions . ,
H, M,
In a Senate*" speech, the Senator! ond such gathering is that: frustra- j conservatives” (.dubbed “whitelist’’ Tennent Globe Productions pacts Ronald Harwood to write two plays
. Another “Rank Radio” company—Rank Radio.
eaid: “This series should rate high! tions of first will serve as a valu- :; by Susskind), arid insisted she had a year for ATV /.
on the viewing list of all Ameri¬ able guide toward improvement. detected Communist .messages: in (Southampton),, and its the 30th such—formed in anticipation of an
cans who take pride in our great (Taped on the Coast, show will be certain Hollywood pictures, titles eventual green light for commercial steam . . . R. H. Waits appointed
,
heritage and the men who made it? seen later bn WNTA-TV, in N. YJ of which she refused: to divulge. chief accountant and company secretary, of Border Television
great, and who are concerned about
Participating with Susskind W’ere Miss Muir’s. observations .spurred Comedian Ron Moody gets his own BBC-TV series starting Friday '9)
the lack of knowledge, and under-; Joe Hyams, Mike Connolly, Jonah several of others to present exam¬ , . . FI H. G. Taylor quits as'general manager of Independent Television
standing of our traditions among1 Ruddy, Florabel Muir, Murray ples of how, if one wishes,, one can News Sept; 30, is.succeeded by William Hodgson, assistant manager of
many Americans today.”
jiSchumach and Sidney Skolsky! read a Communist message Info the Press Association.
In a time of fear that crime, sex! Chief topics of discussion were something. essentially harmless, ub
and violence are perverting the!. blacklist, Marilyn Monroe, press terly npn-Communist 'lPw average
medium, he added, “it is a pleasure! agents, Monroe, Hollywood parties, wage in Haiti,.referred to in "Let’s
WEEI will carry' the 14-game season of New England’s only pro
to cite a contrast to this trend and Frank Sinatra and clan, Monroe, Make Love”). Miss Muir main¬
to praise a sponsor who is meeting ; Hollywood's moral climate, the tained, "I've seen a number of football team, tlie Patriots, in the Boston area, WPAW, Providence,
(Continued on page 42)
(Continued on page 38)
the demand for quality television.”! i power of the press, Monroe, star
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ABB FEATURE CHART
weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished .by American Research
■Bureau, covers one market. Each;week the 10 top rated features for the: one. market
will be listed:
Factors which -wouldassist distributors, agencies, stations and advertiser sin
determining the; effectiveness of a feature showin a specific market have been
included ih this Variety: chart. Listed below ti such. pertinent information regarding
features as: their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low. ratings for the measured
Variety's

PHILADELPHIA.
TOP ten; feature films
1. •‘TENTH AVENUE ANGEL”—
Margaret. O’Brien,
George Murphy;
MGM; 1948; MGM-TV
2. ‘-THE LUSTY MEN”—
Susan Hayward, Robert
Mitchum, Arthur Kennedy;
RiKO; 1952; Show Corp. of America!

feature period and share of-audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any. children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the seme theatrical.throughout the week a total rating for the
total nufnber of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be
ascertained.

STATIONS: WRCV, WFIL, WCAU.

X
RUN
Repeat

TIME SLOT
HollywoodsBest
Sun. April 10
1:00-2:30 p.m,
WFIL-TV

AVERAGE
rating
Migh
12.6:
11.9

Bin Tin,Tin..
.WFIL
Popeye .... . WFIL

108

40.3

My Friend Flicka..

. WFIL

14.3

10.8

9.9

40.3

Rocky 4c His Friends. .WFIL
Popeye ......_....I..... . WFIL

. ... 188
.26.8

9.9

111

88.

24.2

News; Weather. . .WCAU ..... ...132
World’s Best Movier—
“My Reputation” (Repeat).. WFIL
7.5

11.9

Early Show
Wed. April 6
5:30-7:00’ p.m.
WCAU-TV

11.0

11.3

Early Show
Tues. April's
5:30-7:00 p.m..
WCAU-TV

10.1

Movie 3
Sat. April 9
a.m,
WRCV-TV

Early Show
Mon. April 11
: 5:30-7:00 p:ih.
WCAU-TV

-1 “KANSAS errV CONFIDENTIAL"— . Repeat
John Payne,
Coleen Gray;
United Artists; 1953; UAA

AVERAGE
STATION
RTO
AV.
TOP COMPETITION
SHARE
16.3
Eternal Light.. .WRCV __ ... 28
1.3
Sen. Douglas 4c Friedman- . WCAU
NBC Opera--- . WRCV
7.3
35.7

11.5..

Repeat

LOW
11.3

SURVEY DATES:r APRIL 5-11, I960.

_ ...128
. ...24.5

4. “BEHIND THE RISING SUN"—
Robert Ryan,
Margo;
RKO; 1943; C&C Films

Repeat

5. “NOTORIOUS’—
Cary Grant, Ingrid
Bergman; Claude Rains;
RKO; 1946; NTA

Repeat

1. “THE KILLING"—
Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray;
United Artists;: 1956;

Repeat

Eariy Show
Fri. April 8
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCAU-TV

8.8

9.8

78

30.4

Rin Tin Tin .. • WFIL . ...10.3
Popeye
WFIL ..... ...20.5

7. “THE GREEN SCARF”—
Michael Redgrave,
Ann Todd;
Warner Bros.; 1955; UAA

Repeat;

Hollywoods Best
Sat. April 9
12:30-2:00 a m.
WFIL-TV

8.5

6.6

7.9

12.1

Detective’s Diary-.... i... .WRCV . ...
What in the World__.. .WCAU. ...
Mr. Wizard ....;. .WRCV . ...
News—R. Trout...... .WCAU. ...
Pro-Football .. ...
.WCAU

,;f... “RELENTLESS"—
Robert Young,
Marguerite Chapman
Columbia; 1948; Screen Geins>

Repeat

Early Show.,
Thurs. April 7
5:30-7:00 pfm.,
WCAU-TV

88

8.6

7.3

378

Rocky 4c His Friends. . WFIL
Popeye
WFIL

9. “MY REPUTATION"-^
Barbara Stanwyck,
George Brent;
Warner Bros.; 1946; UAA

Repeat

World’s Best Movies
Sat. April 9
11:15-1:00 a m.
WFIL-TV

7.5

86

68

225

Movie 3—
“Notorious” (Repeat). .WRCV . ... 9.7

1st Run

World's Best Movies
Mon. April ll
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WFIL-TV

7.1

7.8

6.6

17.3

Jack Paar Show:_ _

11:00-1:00

A

11. “ROAD TO GLORY”—
Fredric March,
Lionel Barrymore;
?0th Century Fox; 1936; NTA

DETROIT
1. “PURSUED”—
Teresa Wright,
Robert Mitchum;
...
Warner Bros.; 1947; Jkyark

STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW.
1st Run Bill Kennedy Showtime
Sun/April IQ.
1:00-3:30 p.m.
CKLW-TV

10.1

11.8

88

56,7

.WRCV

2.0
28
1.3
1.3
4.3

. ...19.2
. ...278

68

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 5-11, 1968,

World Adventure. .WXYZ
Youth Bureau... .WXYZ
NBC Opera... . WWJ
Sports Spectacular.. .WJBK

7.9

68

3.4
3.1

2. “SO PROUDLY WE HAIL’’—
Claudette Colbert/
Paulette. Goddard; Paramount; 1943; MCA

Repeat

Nightwatch Theatre
Sat: April 9.
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WJBK-TV

8.8

17.9

68

368

Weather; Movie...... .WWJ _..... . 20.5
Saturday Night Movie—
“You Were Never Lovelier”
(Repeat)
.... .WWJ
68

l. ‘‘TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME”-^
Gene Kelly,
Esther Williams;
MGM; ,1949; MGM-TV

1st Run .

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. April'ill
3:30-6:00 p.m.
CKLW-TV

88

11.3

28

37.1

Sports Spectacular....
Masters Golf Tournament....
Matties Funday Funnies..
Lone Ranger

4. “MAISIE WAS A LADY"
Ahn Southern,
Lew Ayres;
MGM; 1938; MGM-TV

Repeat

Alilllori Dollar Moyle
Tues. April 5
7:30-9.00 p.m.
CKLW-TV

8.4

8.6

78

148

Bronco : .. .WXYZ ..... .. .218
Ford Startlme... -WWJ . ...208

f. “YOU WERE NEVER LOVELIER”—
Fred. Astaire,
Rita Hayward;
Columbia; 1942; Screen Gems

Repeat ^Saturday Night Movie
Sat. April 9
11:30-1:00 a.m'
WWJ-TV

6.8

7.9:

88

36.4

Nightwatch. Theatre—
“So Proudly We Hail”
(Repeari

6. ‘‘THE IMMORTAL SERGEANT"—;

Repeat

Early Show
Thurs., April 7
5:00-6:30 p.m,
WJBK-TV

5.9

6.6

5.3

19?

Looney Tunes.;.. CKLW ..... ...11.4
Popeye ..... .CKLW. ...18.2

Repeat

Starlight Theatre
Fri. April 8
ll:30rl :30 a.m/
CKLW-TV

88

7:3

28

328

.Jack Paar Show.... . WWJ

Run

Nightwatch Theatre
Fri. April 8
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WJBK-TV

5,5

9:3

”4.0. •

23.4

Weather; Sport3... . WWJ. ...18.5
88
Jack Paar ..Show—... .WWJ

1st Run

Million Dollar; Movie
Mon, April 11
7:30-9:00 p;m.
CKLW-TV

5:5

6.0

5.3

10.3

Cheyenne ... WXYZ. ...26.5
Father Knows Best... .WJBK ..... .. .278

5.4

6.6

4.0

ioj

G’E. Theatre......:. .W’JBK
Alfred Hitchcock. .WJBK
Loretta Young... .WWJ
What’s My Line..... .WJBK

1

Henry. Fonda., Thomas
Mitchell; Maureen O’Hara; ,
20th Century Fox; 1943; NTA

T. “BEACHHEAD"—
Tony Curtis,
Frank Lovejoy;
United Artists; 1954; UAA

8.

“WELL’S FARGO”—
Joel McCrea, Frances
pee. Bob Burns;
Paramount;"1937; MCA

8. “BROTHER RAT*’—
Wayne Morris,
. Eddie Albert;
Wairner Bros.; 1938; UAA

8. “THE PHILADELPHIA STORY”—
Gary Grant,
Katharine Hepburn;
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV

1st

1st Run Command Performance
Sun. April 10
9:00-11:00 p.ni. •
CKLW-TV

:

48
. WJBK
.WJBK . ..* 78
. WXYZ
.11.3
WXYZ__ ...118

. W'JBK

7.3

88

. ...19.2 ‘
. ,..23.2
. ...178
. ...17.2
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From the Roaring Ws to the Soaring Ws, millions of people* have been invit¬
ing Storer Stations back. Such loyalty didn’t come on a silver platter. It had
to he earned, Over the years.
^
wJ'm]' -g

Sk

To succeed in broadcasting, we knew that we had to do
two things: First, get invited into as many homes as possi*
ble. Second, keep getting invited back.

Only through awareness of what its particular community needs and what
most folks want, can a station operate in the best interest of all.
Storer Stations work hard at it. That is why all of them have large, loyal audi¬
ences who respond to advertising messages. Why not check into it—today.
•(.Covering over 40,000,000 daily)

Broadcasting Company
33 years of community service
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES: 625 Madison Ave , N.Y 22, PLaza 1-3040 / 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1. FRankiin 2-6498

54
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WNTA-TV ‘Daywatch’ Gets FTC’s
Blessing; Tlay of Week’ 80% SRO
“Daywatch," series of sight and
sound shorties aimed for store and
home viewing, returns to jlVNTATV, Newark-N. Y. indie, next sea¬
son.
“Daywatch” will be telecast
Monday through Friday fFom 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. According to.station
execs, the “Daywatch” operation
recently received a clearance from
the Federal Trade Commission.
FTC is said to have taken the posi¬
tion that “Daywatch” does not in¬
fringe on any provisions of the
Robinson-Patman Act dealing with
iossible favored promotional eforts of advertisers.
Station is reported to have ar¬
gued successfully that tv Installa¬
tions in stores for viewing by shop¬
pers is a means of increased cir¬
culation. FTC clearance is seen by
station exec as opening the gates
for many possible bluechip ac¬
counts which may have shied away
from using the all day show for
fear of suits.
In other programming areas,
“The Play of The Week,y next sea¬
son will be a participation ! buy ve¬
hicle. Station execs report that
the dramatic showcase at this stage
Is about 80% sold out Multiplerun series had been solely spon¬
sored by Standard Oil (N.j; J.) last
season.
Ventriloquist Jimmy. Nelson,
starting Sept. 19, will open a riew
kiddie show, “Studio 9912,” to be
stripped Monday - through £ Friday;
from 5:30 to 6 p.m. Format kids
sn imaginary production unit, with
Nelson and his puppets taking
various technical and industry'
roles. Puppet producer’s name in
the show is David Summkind.
David Susskind’s “Open End’’
will open the season on Sept. 25
with another round-table discus¬
sion on the tv medium. Participat¬
ing will be Ernie Kovacs, Hugh
O’Brian. Rod Serling. Sheldon
Leonard. John Frankenheiiner, Hal
Humphrey and Cecil Smith, the
latter two newspapermen.! FollowIng “Open End” shows will be

J

"The Movie Makers” and “Psychi-|
atry—Hollywood Style.”
j
Among other new programming i
innovations on the station which j
seeks to supply alternate program- j
ming for the N. Y. Metropolitan i
market is a 10-minute news show
preceding “The Play of .The
Week.” Show', titled “Dialing the I
News,” will feature a. newsman
“dialing" some of the principal
newsmakers of the day.
Station also has lined up a se¬
ries of Saturday. 90-minute semi-,
nars with academic institutions for
morning presentations. Seminars,
ranging from the new nations of
Africa to the legit stage, will fea¬
ture profs and practitioners in the
specific subject and a group of stu¬
dents. Already lined up are Farleigh Dickinson College and Amer¬
ican Academy of Dramatic Artists.

Paal Harrison
Continued from page 27

company’s first commission, org Is
to supply the Columbia Pictures
tv arm writh five completed pilot
scripts, for which a five-figure pay¬
ment has already been, made in
advance, according to Harrison.
Thfee of the scripts are to be de¬
livered by Sept. .19, remaining two
60 days thereafter. Four of the
pilots are’ half-hour shows, the
fifth one-hour. Stipulated in; deal
is the clause that C.O.W. is not
required to divulge either the title
or subject matter of any of the.
five until they are delivered, ail
unusual clause, at best, which Har¬
rison attributes to the confidence
SG has in org’s writers.
While main goal is to concen¬
trate on tv. this will be followed
by. entry into feature films and
Broadway theatre. Two of the
planned Broadway prays have been
completed and a third is in first
draft, Harrison said.. Harrison,
exec producer - coordinator of

C.O.W, formerly'was a Broadway
director and also a writer and di¬
rector for NBC in N.Y. On Coast,
he was with GBS-TV as a produicer-;director-w’riter, and directed
the 90-minur.e Judy Garland spec
as well as many Ann Sotherri
shows, and produced four of “The
Untouchable” series. Prior to
launching C.O.W,, he was' an exec
producer at Screen Gems in charge
of developing new properties.

Tbe commercial is the payoff

bread
butler
Lobster Thermidor and. Baked Alaska
are fun to eat sometimes... but you
wouldn’t want to live on them. The
thing that puts roses in the cheeks of
the TV sponsor is that all-important
three minutes of tape or film that
carries the:product sell....Here at
Ayer we know that the sponsor's.,
bread and butter is our bread and
butter. We! try to make every com-,
mercial so flavorful, so packed with
Imagination and persuasion* that
the most jaded audience palate will
respond. N. W. AYER A SOM, INC.

j Hiller’s Hate Station
Continued from page 3

operation the. 500,(n>0-watt radio
station built there 20 years ago by
Hitler in a mountain fastness over¬
looking the Riviera arid Mediter¬
Continued from page 23
—
ranean Sea;
nirig of August session. However, | It is Europe’* most powerful
the Senate Commerce Conimittee radio station. From it will go
never held a hearing. King’s term forth In 27 languages, beamed to
runs only through June 30. 1961. [all countries in the Eastern hem¬
Recess appointments will %arry isphere, the word of God in ser¬
the appointees to January at.least. mon, song and story.
Said “Chub” Sea Well, himself
If the Democrats win in November,
a Well-known evangelical speaker,
however, the way would be . open “Paul’s greatest concern Is to see
for Kennedy Administration choices that people all through Europe,
to take the seats—w'hich accounted including those behind the Iron
for the Senate’s stalling bn Kintner Curtain, have their spiritual needs
and King. Bicks would almost cer¬ met through this means,” And he
tainly go also, since new Adminis¬ added inimitably, “Until you hear
trations traditionally pick their ’The Rock of Ages’ broadcast In
own men to fill the higher echelon Russian, you ain’t heard nothin’
of the Justice Dept.
.yet;”'
If victorious. Democratic nom¬
More than 100 staffers; Includ¬
inee John F. Kennedy also can ing many accomplished linguists,
pick bis own chairmen of the two will assist In the programs to be
Commissions—-the. choice Of chair¬ aired from Monaco. Billy Graham,
manships always being that of the classmate of Dr. Freed at Whea¬
President.
ton College, has promised to speak
over the station on his visit to
Europe within a few months. The.
project is supported by inde¬
pendent . churches end religious
groups.
Continued from page 21
The Freeds, married in 1945,
from 10 to 11 p.m. (EDt) will lived for several years in Greens¬
come from New York and concern boro, where Paul Freed had hir
foreign affairs.
headquarters as superintendent
None of the programs will be for the Youth for Christ move¬
sponsored; and none will have a ment. Their home is now in Chat¬
studio audience. The army of re¬ ham, N. J., to which they plan to
porters covering the Presidential return this fall for the sake of
candidates will be kept out of the the children’s schooling. Dr.
studio. Monitors will be made avail-- Freed—whois now teaching, them
able to them.
their lessons. Including FrenchPress agents everywhere, natur¬ will then return to Monaco.
ally, are trying to muscle in on any
available angle. A Washington firm
Kansas City — Tom Gonterman
quickly noted that'the preem show
Is timed for Chicago While the Na¬ has been appointed general man¬
ager
of Station KBKC, suburban
tional Stationery and Office Equip¬
ment Assn. 'one of those whodat? Mission, Kans., day timer.

Kintner, King

Kennedy-Nixon Pan»l

\

7
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groups) is having its national con¬
vention there. Telegrams were dis¬
patched to Kennedy arid Nixon in¬
viting them to debate before the
Assn.’s convention. The invitations
were declined.

Foreign Restrictions
Continued from page 27

for stations there are licensed by
the Postmaster GeneralJapan: Ceiling $500 per halfhour show and each network is
limited to 10 half-hour U.S.showt
weekly,
Italy: Funds blocked to all . in¬
tents and .purposes. Regulation
finds American exporters obligated
to... sink 80% of their receipts '
Italian film industry.
France: Reportedly, very diffi-.
cult to get funds out of that coun¬
try.
...
Brazil: Reported new regulation
limiting, the amount of dubbed U.S.
vidfilms ill prime time to 20% of
the station!* schedule. .
In addition, there are taxes to
contend with, 29% of the receipts
to the U.S. goes for taxes in Puerto
Rico; 19% in Argentina.
In short, foreign biz. Is a rough
and tumble road; The dollars are
there for most areas. But so are
the restrictions and the headaches.

TV Reviews
Continued from page I* ——j

glided with elephantine grace
through, “interviews” with four la¬
dies. One was to become that day's
television version of royalty. It
was ignoble. Choice, as. always (by
! the traditions and confines of the
format) was to be made by the
audience at the Moulin Rouge
Where the program is produced.
Of the four sad ladies, the one who
affected this band of freeloaders
most deeply would be the winner
arid new queen. There: was the
little immigrant, who having spent
every last cent on transportation
[ from Germany, was now expecting
to bring . into her: impoverished
'world a child. There was also the.
lady. looking no wealthier than
her Germanic friend, who had five
or six kids at home, one of them a
retarded child, as Bailey judicious¬
ly noted; Neither , of them, Won’.
The winner was a lady who sought
to send her mother on vacation.
Art.
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It must be confusing to the AMtv combos that are, members of
both the Television Bureau of Ad¬
vertising and the Radio Advertis¬
ing bureau.. TvB recently issued a
study knocking radi , which did
nothing more than bestir a return
salvo from RAB. Latter:last week
press - previewed its retaliation,
which, with slide presentation,
starts; making the agency rounds
this, week,
RAB puts the issue right in the
title, “Radio’s Adult Audience
Penetration Compared With TV,”
and goes ahead to argue that dur¬
ing the principal shopping hours,
daytime till 6 p.i .. . radio’s adult
audienCe exceeds tv’s. Study also
reports that radio's audience in
“Buy-Time” is larger now than it
was in ’58 during a similar study.
Some of the audience disparities
turned tip in the 27-market study
are. tremendous. For., -instance/
.adults reached during the 8-9 a.rii.
slot; radio, 8,811,330 against tv’s
917,000; 4-5 p.m.; radio, 7,691,100
to tv?s 4,575,180..
Briefs: Robert H. Bternacki, for¬
merly a sales exec for Radio-TV
Representatives, becomes an ac¬
count egec for AM Radio Sales ; , .
WITN, Washington, N. C., recently
hosted New York timebuyers on a
four-day market tour through East¬
ern North Carol irta. Abou t a dozen

top tv agencies had reps aboard
... Health-foodist Carlton Fred-,
ericks show Will be repped by G. -F.
Productions, New York. AMer is
now syndicated on 25 stations by
WOR, New York . , TvAR says
new mothers watch more tv than
other women in the most-recent
addition to the rep firm’s Audience
Dimensions. study '(they probe the
Westinghouse station markets for
results);

SALTER’S STATE TAX
RAP ON‘STOP MUSIC’
N. Y; Supreme Court recently
ruled against Harry Salter in a tax
case. Negative ruling held the mu¬
sical director of “Stop the Music”
liable for a state business tax
amounting to 4% of the income
from his unincorporated. business
enterprises.
Ordinarily, a person rendering
professional services is exempt
from this tax, when 80% of his
income comes from his profession,.
Howeverj the, court found.that un¬
der the arrangements . Salter has:
in connection with “Music,’* he
was: actually . in
Joint venture
with Mark Goodson, Howard Conr
nell arid Louis G, Cowan Inc. Sal¬
ter got 20% of the 'profits, had the
right to general supervision and
could vote in settling disputes. He
therefore didn’t qualify, according
to the New York Supreme Court,
as an employee but rather as a
participant in a biz enterprise.

RADIO-TELEVISION
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It’s Cott to Be Good
Johnny Cott,. . son of vet
broadcaster Ted Cott, had his
moment of triumph, In the
midst of an overall attack on
the tv medium. The attaek was
carried in the- “News From
Columbia College,” issued to
ail entering freshmen:
Cott, a freshman, himself,
found that WNTA-TV’s “Open
End” was one of the few pro¬
grams singled out for praise i
the list of “do’s” and “don’t’s”
given to entering students. Ted
Cott is programming topper of
WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y. indie.
Paragraph dealing with tv
set ownership in college rooms
read: “Definitely a bad. The
sedative and time wasting na¬
ture of this medium which has
shown great promise but little
fulfillment. for more than a
decade is well known to you.
Ferris Booth Hall has a tv
viewing room; in which you
may see the : World Series,
election news, ‘Open End’ and
the like.”

Mennen’s Sports Boy
Menhen Co. has picked up 65week sponsorship of Phil Rizzuto’s
five-minute “Sports Time” strip
on CBS Radi . effective this Mon¬
day »5).
Company will use the show as a
peg for an extensive ad campaign
featuring Rizzuto ^fpr its men’s
toiletries line.

Some Big Creative Wigs in JWT
Departure in Client Defections
-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts
By BILL GREELEY
J. (for James) Waiter Thompson
agency, long known as a sanc¬
tuary'for Madison Ave.’s weary
job itinerates, is suffering its first
case, of: security shakes in rememberance.
Since the early thirties, Thomp¬
son has not only been a place to
fade away in relative peace; but
also the nation?s number, one
agency in total billings.
This year, however, has seen
the defection, of two major ac¬
counts totalling sortie' $20,000,000
in billings (Shell to Ogilvy, Ben¬
son & ; Mather and Boyle-Midway
with re-assignment nor yet an¬
nounced). The gouge was offset
somewhat by acquisition of RCA
from Kenyon. & Eckhardt. But
it’s now understood that the elec¬
tronics firm, along with the trimup in broadcast, divisions recently,
has slashed the ad budget from
$12,000,000 to $6,000,000 or less.
Shakedown in coin, has left a j
couple of sizable account groups I

with little more to do than con¬
template the final solution.
Same time, no less than half a
dozen top creative execs have
fled, all within the last three
months. Joe Stone, who created
the Ford jingles based on popu¬
lar tunes, is now on the Buick ac¬
count at McCann-Erickson. Dick
Neff, top copywriter and author
of an off-beat trade-mag coluumn, is now a veepee at Comp¬
ton. Ed Graham Sr., veteran cre¬
ative man (whose son Originated
the Piel Bros, blurbs when both
were at Young & Rubicam), lias
left to head up General Out¬
door’s creative department. Fin¬
lay Hunt, number two creative
man on the Ford account <under
Harry Trelevane) has shifted to
a Car account elsewhere. Two
other creative w. k.’s. Win Taylor
and Murray Goodwin, have ankled, the latter for LaRoche
agency.
Besides the exit of a startling
number of creative wigs and the
loss of two important accounts
the naming of a new leader (Nor¬
man Strauss taking over for Stan(Continued on page 42)

The Sun Also
Rises in Tulsa
•‘Please stop saying ‘A-a-a-ah-h-h-h!* when
you drink your Cain’s coffee. You’re teaching
grandpa bad habits.”
So wrote a little girl to KOTV’slocal Hdios,
whose enthusiastic coffee breaking on “SunrUp”
prompted the bit of sponsor identification quoted
above.
' KOTV’s sun chariot roils across the Tulsa sky
every morning from 7 to 8. For half that time a
long-established early morning network program
tries to make a race of it on another channel—
but our program out-rates it two- or three-tCK
one. We think we know why^
There’s the program’s spontaneity. (If somegobfs, corrections are made on camera. It’s
not unusual for a cameramap to shout, “What,
do we do next?” The audience usually sees the
behind-the-scenes answer.)
But the most significant reason for the pro¬
gram’s success is its happy bleiid of/oca/service
and entertainment. It is indigenous. Without the
unlimited budget of its network, competitor,
without the pick of the nation’s brain power or
talent—although visiting national personalities
frequently put in an appearance^-“Sun-Up” is
nevertheless fresh and informative. It does nbt
offer the academic charm of national weather
reports—it tells how to dress the kids /Arw morn¬
ing. It presents conversation-making neighbors,
not headline-making global celebrities. And,
while it is important to keep tip with world
affairs—as “Sun-Up”, does through newscasts—
what the viewer really sees is a reflection of life
in his own community.
“Sun-Up” interprets Cbrinthian?s basic pro¬
gramming philosophy. Through the unequalled
CBS eye, we bring our viewers entertainment and
information frohi the outstanding network. In
addition, regional needs and tastes are met bycre^
SLiWtJocql programming. This, we believe, builds
audience loyalty, wins viewer respect, and helps
make friendly prospects for our advertisers.

■V o'

■K-mF

/ft KOTV
W Tulsa (H-R)

/ts KHOU-TV ,

Houston (H-R)

KXTV

®

Sacramento (H-R)

WANE-TV
FORTWAYNEf//-/?!

/R WISH-TV
Indianapolis (H-R)

WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (H-R)

Responsibility in Broadcasting

WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)
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The score for Almanac ., . 90 stations, The
total for Greatest Headlines ... over 50
stations and still coming! Convincing
proof of the tremendous appeal of this
short-segment concept for audience, station
and sponsor alike! The reason, of course,
is its flexibility. A five-minute show
slips easily into any time slot. It
multiplies exposure and frequency. It allows
advertisers to stretch advertising dollars
over prime TV times. And the subject matter
has high inherent interest and prestige.

AND N0W...AN0THER

mumi 7
INNOVATION

■- , R

Great, dramatic high points
in the history of sports...

^ ; JP brought to the TV Screen

.JP

through newsreel clips.

Exciting, fast-moving vehicle
for a commercial message...
tremendous selling appeal for
the sponsor who must limit his
commercials to seconds but wants an
important setting. Goes anywhere,,.
for any advertiser! Arrange for
a screening—get your order in early,
Sportfolio’s success is assured!
Official Films, Inc.
25 West 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.
PLaza 7-0100
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Taeger Technique

'Open End' A Wide-Open Rhubarb
Em—————Continued from pec* 2 —a

vious week—the fourthestaters fell
down again on the job by failing
to give appropriate due to the
artistic accomplishments achieved
(often very impressive) even in
Hollywood’s poorest years.
Susskind never pursued serious¬
ly this plane either. The N. Y.
Times man Murray Schumach
again gave the impression of be-:
tng the most objective, if not the
most informed of the reportorlal
phalanx. He observed that Carl
Sandburg (now working with.
George Stevens on “Greatest Story
Ever Told”) Was the “most inter¬
esting person in Hollywood.” Schu-<
mach set the stage for what might;
have become a stimulating discus¬
sion of the art of motion pictures)
in commenting upon Fred Zinnemann’s completed, but not yet re¬
leased. “The Sundowners.”
But
this line was not pressed, nor did!
Susskind attempt to follow through
when Hyams made favorable com-:
ments about Stanley Kramer’s
forthcoming “Inherit the Wind.”
Susskind, however, jabbed with a
crack that Jerry Wald’s “Return to
Peyton Place” had the ring of an
“erotic” sequel and that “Portrait
in Black” was a “lurid” romanced
Susskind made his remarks stand
out better than the reporters. In¬
deed, there was a surprising hesir
tancy and lack of articulatlbn about
the definition of “lurid” when it
came Miss Muir’s turn to juggle
the adjective.
Sidney Skolsky jarred Hyams
momentarily by suggesting that the
Trib man’s national mag article,
“Should Movie Stars Marry?”
wrasn’t the highest type of journal¬
ism. (Skolsky took a jab at Wald’s
masterminding of the Academy
Awards show two years ago. AU
agreed the event is big news but
hasn’t been projected too effective¬
ly on tv.)
Influence of the old scandal sheet,
Confidential, on mag editors was
kicked around by Hyams, who con¬
cluded that editors had “again re¬
gained judgment” 'and “sanityj?\
Concensus was that the real culprit
was the public that bought such
stories. Apparently there is a com¬

Ralph Taeger, newcomer
lead of NBC-TWa “Klondike”
series, In this election year has
borrowed an old politico tech¬
nique to push his show.
Teager Walked the Times
Square area yesterday (Tues.)
introducing himself around
and offering a handshake. His
prepared spiel went this way:
“My name is Ralph Taeger.
I’m hot running for political
office, but I am running for tv
stardom. I’d like to have your
support.” Cards went with the
handshake, giving the title and
time of the show.

TV’s New Faces In Old Forms

Conttauee i rom par* i
mercial excuse for editors)who con¬
Trendex plums. The impact of a (network is now tripling ’em) In
veniently overlook their respon¬
Robert Stack in the “Untouch¬ “Guestward Ho!”; Roger Perry, as
sibility to endeavor at least tQ ele¬
ables” or a Raymond Burr In Pat O’Brien’s law partner in “Harvate and not pander to men’s baser
“Perry Mason” is far more meanr rigan & Son”; Rod Taylor and
inclinations.
ingful than a Robert Taylor in Lloyd Bouchner as the “Hong
Question of propriety of junkets
“The Detectives.” A Robert Hor¬ Kong” aspirants for stardom; Wil¬
as possibly influencing news judg¬
ton in “Wagon Train” or a Robert liam Reynolds and James Philment brought assertions by Schu¬
Fuller
in “Laramie” invites a brook in ‘The Islanders”; Rex Rea¬
mach and Miss Muir (long-time
much larger tv audience than a son in “Roaring Twenties”; Wayne
N. Y. Daily News correspondent)
Henry
Fonda
in “The Deputy.”! Rogers and Robert Bray as cothat their papers, barred them.
That many of the new hopefuls will riders on ^Stagecoach West” and
Others, including Jonah Buddy
be
doing
and
saying
approximately Troy Donahue and Lee Patterson
(British correspondent), disclaimed
the same thing—and perhaps in as the fearsome twosome of “Surfthat junketing resulted in flavoring
the same way—is beside the point. side Six.”
their reporting.
The “new faces” are equally
If a personality clicks, he can eveni
Typical of the unsatisfactory na¬
carry a mediocre entry Into the- abundant at CBS-TV, where the
ture of this exploration of what Smmim Continued from pace 22 SAmmm- winning column.
thrusts for stardom will revolve
Susskind’s sextet thinks about Hol¬
In at least one Instance, hopes around Marty Milner and George
lywood was the panelists’ enuncia¬ TV maintains its own news Staff
Maharis in “Route 66”; Anthony
tion of their “philosophies,’* to (plus picking up and servicing CBS are high that a new female star George and Doug McClure in
News).
WBBM-TV
decided,
after
will
emerge this season. Specifi¬
quote the moderator, as to their
its “Crisis” footage in, to cally, NBC-TV and MGM-TV are “Checkmate”; Marshall Thompson
work. Ruddy said, “Primarily hard getting
syndicate the show ih order to shouting it up for Lori Martin, in the “Angel” comedy series;
news’* for the Daily Mail, but write
off some of the costs. who becomes the tv counterpart of Charles Quinliven as “Mr. Garadded that his other British out¬ WCBS-TV
lund,” and Keith Larsen. and
was one of the first
lets enjoyed serving the “life and buyers and aired the show, last | Elizabeth Taylor in the “National Jeremy Slate very much In the
Velvet” series. But mostly ’60-’61 hero swim in “Aquanauts ”
loves of Elizabeth Taylor.” Schu¬ Thursday (1).
>
translates
itself
Into
the
battle
of
mach said he covered Hollywood
Did WCBS-TV contravene long¬ ! the boys.
just as “any other” Times corre¬
spondent would report news from standing policy in the sense that . The Sarnoff-Kintner triumphant
any of the paper’s other bureaus. “Crisis” did not come out of CBS “youth must be served” credo In
Maybe so* but at the same the area of news (as evidenced by
Connolly, after some searching, News?
time WBBM-TV is part of the fam¬
settled for what he said was Wil¬ ily, ah arm of the CBS Television ; the Brinkley-Huntley victory) spills 5SSSS ContlBued from page 3# 5S5SI
liam Randolph Hearst's advice to Stations Division, as is WCBS-TV over into NBC’s new entertain¬ pictures in which rich men were
Louella Parsons, “Get it first, but (whereas CBS-TV . Network and ment sgements, with the “big talk
get it right” Hyams said he re¬ CBS News are separate divisions). I up” now revolving around Ralph hums and lice.”
During a discussion of A» B arid
garded Hollywood as a “big. fun Though obviously a matter of cor¬ Taeger (“as lanky as a Peck with
place” and shaped his stories to ap-. porate-family loyalty, the “Crisis” a Bogart voice’’) and James Co- C Hollywood party lists, Hyams
peal to the Trib’s “sophisticated booking provokes the question of bum (“a new kind of cheerful vil¬ put in, “If yoii know the names of
Westport commuters.” Miss Muir what happens when some other lain; nobody wants to see him get
said she played her news on the non-CBS News source offers some killed”), both . fronting the new everyone there without .being In¬
troduced to thqpa, you’re at an ‘A#
basis of names that would haVe programming
that
WCBS-TV “Klondike" series. NBC Is waging party.”
that Clu Culager will come off .a
the most interest to New Yorkers would want
star
as
Billy
the
Kid
in
“Tail
Man”;
Passage of stars produced com¬
and cited the Lana Turner-Fred
Almost overlooked In the situa¬
May engagement as an example. tion was the fact that from the ditto Don Collier in “The Out¬ ment from Schumach that, “If you
laws”
(“he*s
rugged
and
steelylook
more than 18. you’re going
Skolsky, who byllned a N. Y. WCBS-TV . standpoint,
“Crisis”
Daily News column (he now reps was the first in-depth coverage eyed; you gotta believe in him”); to have a great deal of difficulty
becoming
a star.’’
or
Skip
Horaeier
(he
goes
way
the N. Y. Post) long before most available to it on the Congo situa¬
of his colleagues came on the Hol¬ tion. CBS News: has, of course, back as a kid star In legit but this
Apparent lack of sufficient prep¬
lywood . scene, said he never been providing spot coverage but is his first tv series) in “Dan aration and discipline resulted in
thought'“such a thing as philoso¬ has not yet scheduled a special on Raven.” .
an extraordinary show of rudeness,
phy” entered into: his work. That the situation. So that “Crisis,” out¬
ABC-TV, which has probably had with as many as five vdices fre¬
was about the most refreshing of side package though it may be, more success than its competitors quently heard at once—so that
the evening wherein the newsmen gave WCBS-TV a chance to jump: In incepting the new type tv star, nothing was heard. It’s to be ex¬
again displayed rudeness by talk¬ on a hot story. Unless fast-break¬ is loaded with '60-’61 candidates, pected that Stisridnd will mairitaiii
ing over each other (although not ing news developments ^change the as witness Dewey Martin in the better control of his . panel next
as frequently as the week before) picture, first CBS-TV network spe- Walt Disney series; James Holden week, will instill questions of
and, worst sin of all, too often left | dal on the Congo won’t come un¬ as Gardner McKay’s new sidekick greater import and relevance as
their thoughts orbiting in outer- til October, on one of the early in “Adventure lit Paradise”; Mark well as slightly less patronizing
“Eyewitness to History” shows.
space.
Miller, Flip Mark and Earl Hodgins tone.
Tube. •

CBS News

TVFollowi|i
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Rainier’s Monte Carlo TV Festival
Looks Like Fizzle ; Little Response
London, Sept. 6. I
Though reportedlv 57 nations,
* t j- - »
•
C_
in
Including Britain, have bepi invited to take part in the first international tv festival to bie held
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results of the Geneva confab are
known it’s impossible to see how
much support will be forthcoming
frora the U K. or>
aU meto.
ber countries:
--——r

KTITs $835,750
Fall Sited Bally
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
One of . the most extensive and
expensive promotion-advertising. publicity campaigns in local tv
history, estimated by the station at
$835,750, gets underway, this week
as KTTV launches ballyhoo of its
new fall program sked.
Station will utilize tv, radio,
newspapers, trade mags, Sunday
supplements, bench ads, billboards
at the station, contests and huge
signs pulled by boats along the
beaches, and expects to obtain at
least 301,000,000 advertising im¬
pressions—43 impressions for each
of 7,000,000 travelers in. this, area.:.
Newspaper ads are skedded al¬
most daily between Sept. 7 and
Oct. 11 in Southland publications,.
A 204-spot radio campaign on sta¬
tion KBIG, KGBS and KWIZ will
be launched Sept. 19. A total of
1,200 bench signs will be used,
commencing Sept. 15.
Station has acquired for its fall
schedule 10 new syndicated prop¬
erties, seven mating their tv
preem, and has developed two ad¬
ditional new shows of its own ac¬
cord. A total of 750 half-hours is
involved.

On ‘Superman’ Renms
In two months of selling. Fla¬
mingo Films reports a gross of
more than $700,000 for the kid
rerun series “Superman,” which
has become available for general
syndication with , expiration of
Kellogg’s exclusive^ rights.
Sales markets include New York,
Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Miami/
Fargo, South Bend, Milwaukee and
Albuquerque. Show has been
scheduled twice a week on WPIX,
New York indie, with Silvercup
[bread bankrolling. Silvercup also
will sponsor the show in Chicago
and Detroit.
On video for eight years, “Super¬
man” was first seen on the ABCTV network under Kellogg spon¬
sorship.

Hollywood, Sept 6.
Insight Inc. has completed some¬
thing of a coup by securing tv
rights to the filmed account of the
USS Triton’s recent 40,000-mile
underwater circle- of the .:world.
Footage will comprise one of the*
segments to be aired in Insight’s
“Expedition!” teleseries, starting
Sept: 2Q in ABC-TV’s 7 p.ni. slot,
with Ralston-Purina sponsoring.
. Film was shot by National Geo¬
graphic Society’s. Criidr. Joe Rob¬
erts, USNR, and Navy cameramen.
It features periscope photography
of the desolate St. Peter & Paul
Rocks in the Atlantic, Cape Horn,
the Philippines, primitive sailing
Vessels and closeup shots, of
startled fishermen iri outrigger
canoes. Also show is the work of
the ' 175-man crew, ; Navy and
civilian scientists and Capt. Edward
Beach. USN, who closely followed
First stations to sign for United Magellan’s historic ' 440-year-oldArtists Associated’s new package of route.
“Boxoffice 26” include KTVK,
Phoenix, and KLRJ, Las Vegas.
Package of UA pix include
Lotsa Cheesecake
“Barefoot Contessa,” Ava Gardner
and Humphrey Bogart; “King and
Ziv-UA says “Lock Up” sells
Four Queens,’1 Clark Gable and
cheesecake. From the dis¬
Eleanor Parker; and “Baby Face
tribution. company’s
flacks
Nelson,” Mickey Rooney. All are
comes this success story in
post-’48’s. 1
-New Orleans, where' McKen¬
Other UAA sales include pix
zie’s Pastry Shoppes, sponsor
packages to WNBC-TV, N-Y.;
the half-hour film series on
Warner Bros, features to WTVT,
WWLrTV during prime, time;;
Tampa, Fla.; WMAL-TV, Washing¬
After two one-minute blurbs
ton; KXGO-TV. Fargo, N.D ; RKO
(pitching a cheesecake special)
features to WHNB-TV, Hartford,
during a recerit “Lock-Up”
Conn.
episode, (1), the . head of the
bakeries’ ad agency person¬
ally had to join .the expedition
vto but out an entire super¬
London, Sept. 6.
market aisle of 2,500 boxes of
A new year in school broadcast¬
graham crackers; (2) an. ac¬
ing starts here Monday week (19).
count man “urgently cor¬
BBC-TV transmissions, which will
nered” the sour cream market,
be doubled, will inaugurate an arts
“buying up” the output of
series and a new major skein in
seven dairies; (3) nine' “graythe. scientific field, while one. of
flannel porters” lugged the
the innovations to be made, by : cra'ckers and cream to McKen¬
commercial tv will be the inclu¬
zie’s bakery, while (4) bakers
sion by Associated-Rediffsiou Ltd.
worked six hours of overtime
of French in the curriculum. It’S
to make more than “8,000
the first time a modem language
the “emergency.”
has been taught by tv.
|
extra” cheesecakes to meet

UAA S INITIAL SALES
0N‘B0X0FFICE2f

BBt-TV’s Schoolcasts

. And Then There ffere Five
Hollywood, Sept. #.
Writers Guild of America West’s disciplinary committee chair¬
man Barry Trivers has sent all members of the union a four-page
letter notifying them In much detail what his group has been
doing as regards so-called “scabbing” during the long strike last
winter and spiring of WGA against producers of theatrical and
tv films.
As far as. Tri vers’ report is concerned it: seems to deal entirely
with telepix and states that “but of 100. accusations presented to .
the committee . •. . 90 checked out false and unfounded. Of the
remaining 10, five proved to have a satisfactory explanation for an
apparent breach of vthics. The final five . . . the committee is
working on.
“A trial of one member already has been held, and the accused
was found guilty of the charge of violating the Guild’s strike regu¬
lations. The trial committee’s findings and recommendations have
been approved by the council. The constitution provides, the mem¬
ber with the right to appeal, which appeal can be carried to the
membership at its next annual meeting/'

GASSMAN IN OWN
DISTRIB-PROD. SETUP
Nat Gassman, once exec yeepee
of Medallion distribbery, has
formed a new distnbution-produc-.
tion house, B.C.G. Films Inc., with
some Wall St. backing. Investment
broker. Charles Carson, retired in¬
dustrialist Ed Brown and some un¬
named backers are in the venture
with him.
Gassman already has a dozen
feature films-under contract. This
first group are initially for thea¬
trical release, but within the next
several weeks (Gassman is winging
to Europe and then visiting a cou¬
ple of Hollywood indie producers
to line up post-’48 product): he ex¬
pects to have an initial tv group of
30 features.
Among the films B.C.G. has al¬
ready lined up are the Frenchmade “Forbidden Games” in both
dubbed arid original versions;
“Colditz Story.” an English-made
pic with John Mills and Erie Port-;
man; and several films, virgin both
theatrically and. for tv, including
“Life, Right and Center” with Alis¬
tair Sim,
■*

New Prod. Outfit
Former syndie and web film exec
David Savage, who is now: yeepee
in charge of radio and* tele for
Lynn Baker ad agency, -ill head
up a Lynn Baker affiliated firm,.
Studio Programs, Inc., a production
branch for live, film arid taped
video programming.
Savage will continue as broadcast
head of the agency, while taking
over as prexy and partner with R.
Lynn Baker in Studio Programs,
He says SP “will concentrate on
programs for network or national
client sale and also on the develop¬
ment of possibilities fbr syndica¬
tion. In all cases, Studio Programs
will finance its own developmental
activities which will include options
ori properties and talent arid the
writing of scripts/. It will also con¬
sider financing or co-financing all
iridividual projects,, although it
will not establish the usual rotat¬
ing production fund patterns/’
In .a few. weeks, he says, the new
firm will begin sales n a series
of sports spectaculars as W'ell as
a half-hour film series with a name
star (a musical situation comedy.)
Also planned is a kid show pack¬
age featuring pets.
Will King, formerly with Wm.
Esty agency, will assist Savage in
sales and production. At Esty, he
worked in radio arid tv and also as
an account exec.
In tv, Baker agency handles
Quaker Oats Puss N? Boots cat
food arid institutional advertising,
Playtex-Nurser and Woolworth
Corp:
Before joining Baker about-three
months ago. Savage Was exec vee^
pee of 1 Bernard Schubert syndie
shop. He was at one time director
of film procurement for CBS-TV
and the o&o’s; a film buyer arid
programmer for the NBC film di¬
vision.

AussieYU.S. Rep

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS. INC./

Hears! Telenews Buys
Hearst’s Telenews service has
signed another 15 stations the past
two months.
Countdown includes KOVR; Sacramento-Stockton; KCPX,
Salt
Lake City; WFAA, Dallas; KLFY,
Lafayette: and markets in Brazil.
“This Week in Sports,” the Telenews quarter-hour weekly 6ports
review?:, was sold in seven, markets.
Deals - include KFBC, Cheyenne;
KTRK, Houston; anil ZBM, Ber¬
muda/ “The Weekly NeWs Review*
was bought by KFBC, Cheyenne.
and^TVO^Ottumwa, la.

Modern Filin Corp., topped by
George Barnett, has. been appoint¬
ed programming representative in
the U.S. for the Melbourne and.
Queensland stations of Australia’s
Herald-Sun Television, Ltd,
Barnett will act as contact be¬
tween the Australian network and
its suppliers in the American tv
industry.

WtBSm

POST
Buyers who know the
best are snapping itup...

Pacific Gas & Elec¬
tric Co. (through Batten. Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series
for Sam Francisco; Bak¬
ersfield, Chico-Redding,
SanLuis Obispo, SaiinasMbnterey, Eureka and
Fresno... astute station
groups like Triangle
bought for all of their
markets including Phila¬
delphia, New HavenHa rtf or d, AltoonaJohnstown, etc., and

Ctosley Broadcast¬
ing for Cincinnati, Co¬
lumbus and Atlanta ..,
and the list of available
markets shrinks every
day!
Wire today to secure the
‘'best?series-BESTOF
THE POST-for your
market!
INDEPENDENT
Q ’O T E L E V I S I O N
CORPORATION
481 iadfcon Avonw • N.Y. 22 • A 5-2100
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There's no biz
like competitive
show biz:
ABC FIRST in rating, share of audience for last throe Nielsen Reports,

(weeks ending Aug. 14, 21, 28) covering 24 Markets where all three net¬
works have equal facilities.--and offer viewers a clear, 3-way choice. (On
the last two of these reppjrts ABC led 4 nights opt of 7.)
ABC FIRST in rating, share of audience for first three 50-Market expanded

Nielsen Reports (weeks ending July 3,10, 24.*) Here again, all three net¬
works compete on equal facility basis.
THE FRONT-RUNNING COMPETITIVE SHOW BIZ PROGRAMMING responsible for this

track record will be further strengthened come Fall by the entry of the
islanders (Sun. 9:30-10:30 PM)...hong kong (Wed. 7:30-8:30 PM)...the law
& mr. 30NES (Fri. 10:30-11 PM)...the roaring 20’s (Sat. 7:30-8:30 PM)...oddson favorites all. flgC TELEVISION

"SOURCEl NIELSEN 24 & 50 MARKET REPORTS 8 TO 10:30 P,M„ MON.-SUN; (WEEK ENDING JULY 17 OMITTED BECAUSE OF CONVENTION TAKEOVER)
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gampt with Bfth Reynolds,. Bob Powell and Ty Tyson handlingthe
mikes and Chrysler Corp. and Plymouth-DeSoto-Valiant Division

TV-Radio Production ™
Centres
. —__ Continued from page 30 —
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ley Reser In the w'ake of the iShell
disaster) has done hothirig to east
the current uncertainty. .
Adsville: ' Evarigelist-healeir Rev.
Oral Roberts, who rallies, the faith*
ful via multi-inillion dollar spo|
buying of radio and television, has
?inf lfi at npwr miarters Son Wairenton St
Georee W “Woody” ■- • . Hank Stohl of WTAE leaves next week for a repeat shot on “The none of the ritirig jitters that beset
Madison Ave.
Computers at tht
Sloan Jr.. former faculty tnember B. U, school of p,r. arid communh
feS^'DlS
_ a:A_p aa WTTr. rpir
j pav nsivflpil wprD-TV nrn^ram director
shipped to Kor^.s where he will work fit AFKN-.TV in oeoul * • ..Dick Tulsa, Okla:, headquarters tabu¬
late
the
mailed-in
monies from
convalescing^?^ home follo'X operYu^.^sTJr
V-iU n«t be «en h«e thi,- yea-, .The WS -JUjU. WTAE had
decided to put on a local show in that time slot instead > . . Ben Park, each market against station rate
sorin, 10th straight year of “Starring the Editors’’ on WBZ-TV . . .
ha^a'ridi; serie!*lei
who produced and directed “Lab 30” for WBC, has a radio series set cards, and. let the size, of audienen
Herb Fontaine, WJDA news director, handled press for the 93d Marsh¬
for KDK.A on the opinions Europeans have of the American scene. It be determined by Heaven. Big¬
field Fair.
will be called “Close-Up—1960” and will be aired on that station’s ness begets branches: David Ogilyy, prexy of Ogilvy, Benson &
“Program PM.”
Mather and a longtime holdout for
the single-office agency (to pro¬
Friday
Quote from Paul Speeele’s News-Call Bulletin column last
tect the creative, function), has
(2 •: “A meeting takes place here next week which will be watched j
Huigh Larepman. KRLD’s “Midnight ’til Pawn” deejay, vacationing added Toronto arid San Francisco
with consuming interest by the radio and tv fraternity. A w'ell-knowri j European cities, He 11 tape segments in the laiger cities, fiying them outlets since acquiring the giaiit
Shell Oil biz, this year.. .Word is
hole, man and a «v star, tilus assorted individuals, wit. be formulating; {**^
" that the agencies for the Republi¬
plans for a fifth national radio network, witlv headquarters on the dnd $2 000.000 Art Linkletter Home Owners’ Mart
. WFAA
cans arid Democrats,. Campaign
West Coast”. . . KGO-TV’s broadening “Shell News” coverage, using added Waiter Evans, newscaster, and Pat McFather. salesman, to the Assoc.’s and. Guild, Basconi &
more ABC reporters and hiring John Stolaroff and Jim Lederer for j staff . . . Alice. Lon, here for a week, to open her new dress shop, guest Bopfigli, respectively, are trying to
local films . . . Reva Saper commuting to Hollywood as production as-1 interviewed oriBob Brocl’s “TV Xtra” KRLD show .
KFJZ-TV, cancel some of their orders for
sistant for NBC’s “Celebrity Golf” series .
. Dave Corbin departed j FortWorth. now owned by the Bing Crosby-Kenyon Brown corpora- paid network time wrhat with thji
KCBS for a p.r. firm—first task is to line up personalities for Lu Hur- , tion had a gept j ball letter change to KTVT, a designation of “Tele^ free; exposure for presidential can-.
ley’s new tri-weekly KNBC interview show
. . KHIP-FM will cover j vision for Texas/’ other changes will include greater emphasis on ; didates via the “debates”
Monterey Jazz Fest live . ; . KQED latched onto BBC’s Marshal Mont- , newscasts .
Tom Matts, KVIL publicity director, also partnering
Egghead Softener
gomery series . . . Eric Fleming, Sheb Wooley, Raymond Burr arid Jim with jim Begg in a flack agency
KRLDVTV won two first place
Television Information Office,:
Arness due in Frisco this, coming weekend for Pacific Festival’s kick-;wards at -the Texas; Associated Press Broadcasters Assn, meeting,
promotion wing Of National Assn,
off parade . . . Lenn Curley to KGO-AM for “Opera Curtain Time” Awards were for spot niew'S coverage and feature film division.
of
Broadcasters; established . to
. , . KGO-TV’s Pat McCormick pinch-hit for Dick Clark on “American.
polish up tv*s tarnished image, next
Bandstand” last Friday (2h
.
month launches an. “egghead” cauir
|V pfiJT AUFT PHIA
Big 10-day Minnesota State Fair received a record-breaking amount paign with ads in the thinking
of live tv and radio coverage. WCCO-TV iCBS affiliate) had a small-: nien-s mags..
Boh Menefee, ex-WIP deejay takes over WCAU morning show, for- fSized studio setup and televised many- of its local daily, shows directly
Scheduled for Harpers. Atlan¬
merlv manned by Ed, Harvey, who has moved- on to afternoon spot.. v from the exposition: Others broadcasting some programs throughout tic and Saturday Review, via
■ McCanh-Ericks.on, are TIO ad pages
Pat Stanton, o*ner ot WVTMJ, off to Ireland to tape int^lews
touting the tipcoming tv debates
government officials . . . International TiUck bankrolling Spoits with Broadcasting Corp... headed by theatre circuit owner Eddie Rubenv .between
presidential candidates
Bill Campbell” across-the-board on WCAU. Over 100 dealers, their
ne\v building to provide larger quarters for its WLOL-.4M and Nixon and Kennedy. It’s believed
fraus and friends met sports director Campbell at station shindig to !
here. Corporation also owns and operates a - number, of. other radio to be the-first pitch by the indus¬
launch 13-week broadcasts . . . WFIL-TV and WCAU-TV televised [ and tv stations iri the area . . Jim Brown, th “Rip Masters” of ABC- try slanted: at intellectual Americafuneral services for John; Cardinal O’Hara, Archbishop of Philadelphia j T’s ‘-Riii'Tin Tin.’Vflew. iri from Hollywood to appear in a local cerebral iwhere video’s articulate detrac¬
(5? . . . Tommy Roberts handling “Race of the Week” series for NBC- |palsybenefiL. .". Actor Nat Pendleton w-as here accompanying his wife tors.reside' and may develop irito
TV' from Monmouth Park . . . Jack Pyle, WRCV d. j.. and 700 of .his [ who'was a contestant in the national water ski tournament . . .. Johnny a series.
“Pyle-Drivers” to attend ;gol£ party (IP at Galen Hall. Wernersville, Morris, KSTP-TV announcer, a father for the fifth time-!—it’s a gii-1.
Changes: Donald L. Wert, for¬
Pa. .
. Don Winther, commercial director of the WFIL stations has..'.
WCCO Radio personality Bob DeHaven appeared in a Cast Iron merly with Ted Bates, joins La,in-.
switched to WBZ-TV in Boston . . Dick Clark to do “American Baridr j Association, commercial produced by Twin Cities’ Reid H. Ray
, bert & Feasley as marketing asstand” from “Frontierland.” Pennsville. N. J. (12) for a teenage w:est-! WCCO Radio’s sports expert.Dick Enroth taking over ;a nuipber of the : sistant on Fizzies Instant Sparkling
ern. The “studio audience” will dance in the streets. Cowboys and ; station’s newscasts. dropped by ace Cedric Adams who is taking Ijfe Drink Tablet account.
bucking broncos will be featured and Larry Verne will sing his “Gen- easier,
Veepee stripes for Richard H.
Hurley arid Harold V. Rover at
eral Custer.”
I
Compton;
Robert M! Rehbpck, head of his
* ’
iijniAtrU/A
• •
WJZ-TV Is presenting series of public service programs featuring
ow n program production firm, joins
The American Bar Assn.’s “Gavel Award” has been presented to local items: First Was a report on progress of coming Charles and Civic /Wesley
Assoc.’s
as . production.
Joseph W. Goodfellow', NBC v.p. and general manager of WRC-AM- ! Centers and secoiid, beamed Saturday, documentary pn wfid. potiies ! supervisor ’
the radio-tele de' partment.
FM-TV here, in recognition of the o&p’s successful “Juvenile Court"
!
New Biz: Remington Rand. Sysseries, produced by Louj Brott . .
Peter V. O’Reilly appointed local^^ edited bv the! staff 4
Baltimore Urbah Renewal arid Housing Agency
j terns, division of Sperry Rand
sales manager of WTOP-fTV . . . Joseph F. McCaffrey launched a. new'; js doing’ series on, WCAO . . . Weeb Ewbank, Baltimore Colts, coach, ‘ Coi: „ to Guild, Baiscom & Bonfigli.
five times weekly “Political Previews.” sponsored by a local savingsWill be heard'Fridays on WBAL for duration of season. Joe Croghan
institution, over WMAL Monday (5>. For a gimmick, the audience-• will.-interviewV
Ed Baekey, “Pop-Pop.” of WJZ-TV, has left there
gets to “vote”: i e., predict the election outcome
. . WWD.C, which for VVABC-TV in New* York where he’ll, be doing: a children’s series;
searches the Washington’ telephone book for unusual combination of He jol
Keith Heffner who was “Mr. Toby” on WJZ-TV and is now
names for its promotion1 spots * like Fine and Dandy, .Day and Knight,
Johnny Jellybean" at WABC-TV
. . Visitors to tow n were Raymond
Grinn and Barrett, etc.): turned up a Kennedy and Nixon. last'wreek Burr who addressed arinual conventiori of Nu Beta Epsilon, national !
Continued. from page 23 "isSsa
. . . Tom Nugent, head” football coach of Maryland U., will narrate ‘ law fraternity; and Mike: Wallace; on last lap of his coast-to-cpast trip,
’ cuffs on the m . identified as
film highlights of yesterday’s game on a WTOP-TV series opening «
';''' ' '
i
~
■-:
[ Charles: Tritschief ; 22, of Hoboken,,.
Sept. 11.
Ibodv'
body,. is not eXDected
expected to make a N.J:, a burglar w ith a police recdeal for network time until after i-ord.:
;
the first of the year. From January !
On the way back., Jennings and
July, ine
tlie agency wouirisiin
would still have
Shirley Eder has sold her “That’s Show Business” taped interview :== ^"tinned from page ,23 ;-- to duly,
nave ..patrolman
Joseph
Vacchiano
time t0
to sP°nsor
sponsor 26
26 films,
films, and,
and, ! picked: up the i.eather jacket dis-.
show to a syndicate and is off for the Coast Sept. 20 to interview Lana 1 dickering hot and fast with NBC tlITJe
moreover,
enable NBC
Turner, Ginger Rogers, and others . . . WJR new;snian Jim Vinall will
nh,„
moreover it
it would
w ould ^enable
NBC to
to . carded in. the Wastebasket. In the
on:
its schedulue of
of Saturdav
Saturday pocket was a fully-loaded .45
sail with the SS Hope from San Francisco Sept. 22 on its. voyage of
^
vcarry 0
rVrS^^.schedulue
goodwill to Indonesia. He'll broadcast 27 reports, via trans-oceanic
"hose
clients. 1 c d ^ night public affairs programs safelv . automatic.
circuits, during the trip . . . WWJ personalities Ed Allen, Faye Eliza-• Beechnut..(a recent addition to the through the November elections j . While Jennings w;as getting himbeih and Sonny Eliot will broadcast from the Michigan State Fair... 'NBC sked), Bristbl-Myers, Consufficiently beyond.so mat the • self a good first-hand report for
NBC-TV's
“Today”
WXYZ-TV has formed an “Advisory Committee on Commerelal Pro-tinentai: Foods, General Foods, ^Cin°on anTlvsesd
P°St" t “Monitor.”
' Crews w'ere interviewing a cabbie :
ductions to assist agencies in the creation ot tv commercials. StationTnfpr.
cuo 1
u w uesnes.
will furnish seven experts in various phases of production free of i Gooayeari n
e
r
_
.Beyond January, NBC could whose heap was riddled with bulcharge to ad agencies, “whether thev use WXYZ-TV'time, or not,” says ' national,. Johnson.. &
Johnson, make room some other night of . lets w hile the cops tracked another 3
W’XYZ prexy John F. Rival . . . WJR will broadcast Big Ten football- Simoniz, Time and. Cluett, Pea- the. week for the Saturday .pub- ' one of the; hdldiip trio. It made ■
affairs .programs. That way Y&R an exciting (and, according id.;.
could step in without ariy conflicts Viewers* hilarious) segment for. the
I'riext day’s show*,
• with public interest adherents,
'
' '■■"'»
" n!
Revlon W’as recently looking, in a i_ "
separate deal, for post-’48 features
to use on network tv. For the tlnie
125 West .43rd. St.. •
being, the Revlon search has been
ladjacent to Town Hall).
suspended, it is reported. How¬
WALK TO WORK!
ever, the possibility has been men¬
I’/* Room Unfurnished
•Air-Conditioned Apts.
1'
tioned of Revlon, not
Y&R ac-.
Elevator Building .:
count, moving into i Saturday
e.
a:
hegy
NBC feature film lineup With the j 60 E. 42 St., Nj Y. C.
MU 71)4
multifold Y&R accounts.
WNEB Worcester
Win Baker, WMBD-TV, Peoria, Ill. program]
Secretary of Labor Mitchell spoke at a huge back-torschobl dinner at
manager named asst, program mgr. WBZ-TV
. .“Secret Life of the Hilton which was the culmination of a big promotion by KDKA.
Adolph Hitler- hour film documentary repeating, on WBZ-TV Tues- Donald McGannon, president of WBC introduced. Mitchell and Ed
day <6- . . . WEEI debuts*new program, “Listen:” Monday (12) sked- Schaughency, vet radio and tv personality here, was toastmaster. Entire
ded for Mondays through ! Fridays, 3 to-6 p.m., with Paul Benzaquin, proce?dings^s broadcast by tlie station dive W ^p-pi . .. Perry
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Stick-Up

/\ DETROIT .

I

NOW ... FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP

I

AWARD THEATRE

APTS. FOR RENT

Starring Top Names In Intriguing Half-Hour Dramas

For Further Details Contact

SCREEN&GEMS, INC.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22
CHICAGO
HOUSTON

PL 1-4432
HOLLYWOOD

Rehearse in a Times Sq. Ballroom
af very reasoirable rotes. Stage available.
Large cast facilities.
BELVEDERE REHEARSAL STUDIO
BelVedero Hotel. 319 W. 48th St., New York
Cl. 6-9100

.

Radio and. Television Station Representatives

LL-PERNA, I
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • BOSTON^
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THE ’60-’61 SOUND OF STEREO
Col Pays a Lot (or ‘Camelot’ LP In
Hot Disker Race for Top Cast Albums

With Coast Labels; Scales Top AFM
Hollywood, Sept. 6. *
After extensive negotiations with
various recording companies,, the
Musicians Guild of America has
signed four-year phonograph rec¬
ording agreements with Essex
Productions (company headed by
Frank Sinatra), Verve Records,
Contemporary Records and Disney
Records.
Pact calls for a new wage rate*,
which was effective Thursday (D?
of $67.50 for three-hour sessions.
This represents a $16 increase over
present American Federation of
Musicians rates
($51,50).
The
second year the MGA scale in?
creases to. $70* and on the third
to $72.50, and finally to $75. The
AFM scale for a comparable period
is $56.
The new contract also calls for.
immediate wage increases Of 10%
in all categories, (arrangers,
chestrators, copyists, librarians),
with an .additional .5% raise each
year of the contract.:
Pact marks the first time in any
phonograph agreement whereby
doubling pay is provided for foot¬
ers who play more than one in¬
strument. First double calls for
25%. ejttfa, second double .15%,
third 10%, etc. Leaders and con¬
tactors receive double the sidemen rates. Overtime. „ after the
basic three hour sessions, are
computed at double the pro-rate
hourly rates.
Another first is that the contract
provides for' premium : rates . at
time-and-a-half for recording done
between 1 a.m. and 8 a.m., and
double time for working, on Satur¬
day after 6 p.m. and on Sundays
and legal holidays.
Contract contains provisions for
reuse, payments for
recording
musicians,
arrangers,
copyists, 1
whenever phono sound tracks are
redubbed for use in another me¬
dium.
Agreement also provides: “the
employer and the Guild agree
within 60 days from date hereof to
appoint a committee consisting of
two representatives from the Guild
and a same number from manage¬
ment to use their best efforts to:
evolve and equitable plan for pay¬
ment of royalties, and health and
Welfare'benefits to musicians.” ..
. Negotiations with Tops Records,
Cadet, and other labels, will get
underway in the near: future. It’s
expected that MGA will use this
agreement as its. bargaining: point
with the other labels:

As ASCAP Palefaces
“Mr. Custer,” the current histo¬
rical .saga breaking for a hit, has
turned out to be an embarassing
success for the trio of Coast writers
responsible for the hum her. The
cleffing trio wrote the song under
assumed names for a Broadcast
Music Inc. firm, Bamboo Music,
but BMI later discovered that they
were members of the American
Society of Composers, Authors . A
Publishers. Hence BMI is refusing
to clear the performance rights
as is ASCAP since the publisher
is BMI.
“Mr. Custer” is credited to Cal
Rogers, Mark Fredericks and A1
Duval, BMI homs-de-clef for Joe
Van Winkle, Fred Darian and A1
DeLory who are. ASCAP members
under the latter square handles.
A BMI employee on; the Coast
recognized the writers as ASCAPers When they came up to ink the
BMI contracts. As ASCAP mehir
bers, they ire required to license
ail their works through the Society,

Marek Back to U.SL
George R. Marek, RCA Victor
disk v.p. and general manager, is
due back at the New York homeoffice this week after a couple of
weeks*. visit, to Europe.
He supervised the cutting of
“The Flying Dutchman” opera in
London and also conferred with
Victor affiliates on the Continent

”

ASCAFs Coast Meet
ASCAP has set its fall member¬
ship meeting on the Coast for Sept.
28 at the Beverly Hills Hotel in
Los Angeles.
The meeting for the N.Y. mem-;
bership will follow in October.

Portland, Ore., Sbpt. 6. .
The no-show by blues singer and
bandleader Ray Charles at the
Palais Royal Ballroom here Satur¬
day, night (3) touched off a major
riot here in which 17 persons, in¬
cluding four juveniles, were ar¬
rested- It tobk over 100 policemen
and firemen to stop the riots at
the ballroom where the customers
ransacked the cashier’s cage in
order to get refunds.
Charles failed to turn up because
poor weather blocked the takeoff
of his plane from Seattle. The inci¬
dent is the second major fracas
associated with a pop musical
event this summer. The first was
the street melee in Newport,
R.I., during the period of the Jazz
Festival over the. July 4 weekend.

‘Beat ’Em Bucs’ Marathon
Pittsburgh, Sept. 6.
It just had to happen. Joe Jan¬
sen, the morning man at WPIC in
Sharon, a city about 60. itiiles from
here, started, ai marathon on Satur¬
day (3) with the continuous playing
of “Beat, ’em, Bucs,” the fight song
of the league leading Pittsburgh
Pirates. Jansen had a tape made
from the commercial by Iron City
beer. Who originated the song, and
kept right on playing it, stopping
only for the commercials.
General Manager Fred Tascone
was routed out of bed by his pro¬
gram director and. then phoned
Jansen at the station. and demand¬
ed he stop the nonsense or he’d be
fired. Jansen refused and then
locked the door to both tne trans¬
mitter and studio and. then threatehed to play the tune until the
Pirates won the pennant. Tascone
was helpless and finally had to call
in. the fire department.
. The big fire trucks and police
cars came to the station around
12:30 and notified Jansen that, they
Were ready with tear gas, to force
him out of 'his bunker.
Tascone
then promised him he would not
be fired but the real clincher came
when he was offered two tickets to
the game on Saturday and two for
Sunday. He opened the doors and
turned the station over to his relief
and triumphantly rode out of town
with his wife on the way to the
ball game.

The new national round of
“audio fairs,” which kicks off today
(Wed.) with the High Fidelity
Music Show at the N.Y. Trade
B’ld’g, is expected to give another
strong spur to the switchover of
the disk package market to stereo:
As in the past couple of years, the
audiophiles trade has been accent¬
ing the double-barrelled stereo
setups and has helped to stimulate
widespread consumer interest in
this type of musical reproduction.
Indie disk labels, such as Com¬
mand Records and Audio Fidelity,
which have made, a heavy dent in
the market via the pure “sound”
angle, will be on hand at the N.Y.
show demonstrating their wares.
As one of the show’s gimmicks to
highlight the recent advances
made In equipment quality, the
Fine Arts Quartet will give a sidebyrside comparison of stereo sound
on tape with a quality of a live
performance. Concertapes, Acou¬
stic Research and Dynaco are
sponsoring; the demonstration.
The trend to smaller equipment,
as a result of the introduction of
transistors will also be spotlighted
at the fair. One outfit. American
Concertone, Is introducing a fourpound, transistorized, battery-oper¬
ated tape recorder/ Another fea¬
ture of tlie show will be the model
rooms for integrating the hi-fi
equipment into classy decor. That’s
for the femme trade.
Another hi-fi development to be
accented will be the electrostatic
speakers, a new- type of sound
radiator alleged to be far superior
to the. conventional speakers used
up to now. Coming back from the
crvstal set era. one outfit.. Ross
Inc.,
Is
pushing
headsets for
private listening to stereophonic
sound.

In Hassle Over

Another copyright renewal case
Involving the respective-rights of
widows and children in the renew¬
al assignments was filed In N.Y.
Federal Court last week. Marlong
Music sued Remick Music, one of
the
Music Publishing
Holding
Corp. firms, a part of the renewal
rights in the standard, “Breezing
Along Wifh The Breeze,” written
by the late Seymour Simons with
Richard A. Whiting and Haven
Gillespie.
Marlong claims that the three
children of Simons, who died: in
1949, assigned: their share of the
renewal rights to its firm. Simons*
widow assigned the renewal to
Remick. Marlong argues that the
widow and children are co-owners
and claims that the widow is en¬
titled to one-third and the children
two-thirds. -Remicks contends that
the children have no rights to re¬
newals.
*
.Case covers a dispute similar to
the one involved in the fight Over
the renewal rights to the late B. G.
(Buddy) DeSylVa’s Songs, In that
case. DeSylva’s illegitimate child,
Stephen Balentine, was. granted
part of the renewal rights along
Jack L.. Levy has been set as
with DeSylva’s widow,
general manager for Ardmore and
Beechwood Music, publishing subsids of Capitol Records. Levy has
been firms’ Coast professional man¬
ager,. Appointment was made by
. Joe Csida, Cap’s V.p; of eastern
Columbia Records Is launching a
operations, . who has .served is act-. new line to be known as “The
ing general manager of Ardmqre- Legacy” series. It’ll contain deluxe
Beechwood since the resignation packages similar to label’s previous
of Joe Zerga last March.
‘•The Union” and . “The Confeder¬
In his niew capacity. Levy Will, acy’’ albums and .will bd in the
retain the title: and functions of cultural and historical vein.
Coast professional manager for the .. Preein package in., the new
two publishing firms. Kelly Cama- “Legacy” series will be “The Revo¬
rata, east coast professional man¬ lution,” a story of the American
ager, will now report to Levy. The War 'of Independence In sound,
. music firms’ N; Y. offices have now words and pictures. The set will be
been shifted to Cap’s h:q. on priced at $10 monaural and $11 in
Broadway.
the stereo version.

JACK LEVY TO MANAGE
CAP’S PUBLISHING COS.

M ROWS‘LEGACY’LPS
FOR HISTORICAL BUFFS

EERRANTE
and TEICHER
Riding High. With
“Theme: From the Apartment*
...A United Artists Record

RCA Mexicans's
25 Anni’s 25 LPs
Mexico City, Sept. 6.
As part of celebration of its 25th
anniversary in Mexico, RCA Victor
Mexicans. will launch 25 longplay
abums here in October. Disks W'ill
feature most popular interpreta¬
tions of singers it has had under
contract during the past quarter of
a century.
Other, promotions include a Gold
Album with three longplays fea¬
turing outstanding public successes
of the past 25 years. And there will
also be an issue of; 20 waxings of
popular Mexican and foreign art¬
ists, interpreting, popular and clas¬
sical music.

WB Shells Out $4,000
To Hold Release Date
On ‘Sundowners’ Music
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
Vic Blau, Coast chief of Warner
Bros.-ovyned
Music
Publishing
Holding Co., confirmed one of
them, M- Witmark, underwrote
$4,000 worth of wires to all broad¬
cast stations and disk labels in the
country, reiterating release date
for airing wax of theme music for
the. upcoming WB theatrical release, “The Sundowners,” is
Sept. 9.
Wires were sent under name of
ASCAP; Blau said because he got
Word that “Liberty had or would
break the release date.”
Liberty Records’ prexy Si Waron- j
ker stated “Had Ave known of
restriction Ave Avould have abided.
We always; do.” Waronker added]
that Liberty really has not released
its Felix Slatkin instrumental cut
of “Sundowners,” but does admit
“some Samples had been sent out”;
that some might even have been
played by radio stations here.
Waronker insists he had no knowl¬
edge of any firm release date
stipulation by Witmark.
Blau said that MGM Records last
year broke disk release date on
its cut of theme from another WB
pic, “A Summer Place”; that when
he objected waxery pulled back its
wax and notified him, in what he \
felt Avas pique, and it Avbuldn’t
market the cut* that when Colum¬
bia's Percy Faith version started
to sell strongly, MGM reversed
decision and sent out its cut.
The Liberty version of “Sun¬
downers,” incidentally. Is backed
with theme of another WB film,
“Dark At Top Of Stairs/* on Afhich,
Blau states, same Sept. 9 release
obtai

The record company race for
original Broadway cast album
rights is putting show’s producers,
publishers and authors in the cat¬
bird seat. Not only are the diskeries beginning to go into the finan¬
cial backing area, as Capitol with
its $220,000 investment in Mere¬
dith Willson’s “The Unslnkablu
Molly Brown/' but they’re begin¬
ning to extend themselves on roy¬
alty offerings and share of sales.
The hot competition for the al¬
bum rights to an incoming tuner
was spotlighted anew by “Came¬
lot,” musical now being readied by
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
Loewe. Although show has been
financed by the Columbia Broad¬
casting System, parent company of
Columbia Records, to the tune of
$480,000, it didn’t automatically
become a Col disk property. This,
also in the face of the fact that
Col had the previous LernerLoewe smash “My Fair Lady.”
“Camelot,” qp until last week,
was wide open to all disk comers
with Col and RCA Victor being the
chief contenders.
Although the
contracts have not yet been signed,
itrs understood that an agreement
has been reached between attor¬
neys for Lerner & Loewe, who are
also producing the musical Avith
Moss Hart, and Columbia Records
assuring Col of the grooving
right?. But Victor was in there
pitching all the Avay making offers
that Col Avas forced to match.
It’s understood that Col will pay
a mechanical royalty fee of 28c a
copy and that it also has upped its
percentage payoff to the produc¬
ers. The show’s producers Usual¬
ly get 10% of the selling price
which is about 50c a copy. With
“My Fair Lady” almost reaching
the 2,000,000 sales mark, that adds
up to a lot of coin.
Also, on “Lady” the mechanical
royalty fee was 24c a copy so the
additional 4c for “Camelot” Avill
add up, too, if it repeats the sales
success of the former. The me¬
chanical royalties are split 50-50
between the score’s publisher,
Chappell, and the writers.
In addition to the royalty payoff,
diskeries also ate using promo¬
tional outlays as a lure to nab orig¬
inal cast album rights. It’s under¬
stood that last year, Victor budget¬
ed its advertising and promotion
Continued on page 47)

AFM Pours Water On
Gasoline Dram Combo;
Yanked From Coast Spot
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
Is a gasoline drum considered a
musical instrument or isn’t it—
that’s the question. Well whether
it is, or isn’t, the American Federa¬
tion of Musicians last week yanked
seven Trinidadians away from their
gas tanks prior to their performing
in “Calypso of Trinidad” a passage
of the new “Highlights of Harlem”
revue at the Moulin Rouge.
The Federation claims that the
septet of British subjects Avere
pulled out of show because they
didn’t have proper working visas
from the U.S.- Immigration Dept.
And would, have allowed them to
engage in the show if they had
okay working clearances.
Actually, though, the Trinidadi-,
ans are not union members and
the AFM has a clause that rules no
union member will perform on
the same stage as a non-union mu¬
sician. Rouge's union house band
is Brian Farnon oreh.
„ ’
Contrary to the AFM’s reasoning,
Ted Gluzinski, producer-manager of
the “banned” group said, “that’s
not true.”
“The boys all have
clearances from the Immigration
authorities.
If they didn’t they
wouldn’t be in the country now.”
As to Avhy they were yanked
from show? Gluzinski said, “The
AFM pulled them from the show
because they classified the gas
drums as musical instrument?.
And on this basis, since the boys
are non-union members, A\*ere sup¬
posedly keeping union musicians
out of work.”
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Jocks,

B7 MIKE GROSS
Morris*) has a good jazz feel and
Dick Haynies gives it a vocal sound
that will pick up deejay action.
Nino Tempo. (United Artists):
“LIPSTICK ON YOUR LIPS”
(Mansion*) plays with enough teen
angles to get it some movement
on the spinning parade. “WHAT
IS LOVE TO A TEENAGER”
iTriot) should round up Juve at¬
tention.
The Excels (Gone): “MY FOOL¬
ISH HEART” iBoume*) beats with
the rocking ballad touch that usu¬
ally brings oldies such as this back
to the spinning front. “JUST YOU
AND I TOGETHER” (Bluebell*)
has the speed and the vocal ex¬
citement to pull in Juke action.

Kitty Kallen (Columbia): “BE
TRUE TO ME” (Peert) is the Eng¬
lish version of the Spanish click,
“Sabor a Mi,” and the thrush
makes it important ballad fare £or
the spinners who care about their
programming. “COME LIVE WITH
ME” (Carbaugh*) is a moderate
ballad effort that benefits from jvo¬
calist’s warm reading.
j:
Harvie June Van (RCA Victor):
“JOHNNY DARLING” (Backwoods* > is a soft ballad out ofjthe
country school that could break
nicely in pop areas.
“LITTLE
WOODEN MAN” (Warden*) hAs a
bright novelty flavor and catchy
beat to attract interest.
Gene Vincent (Capitol): “PIS-

Best Bets
JOHNNY HORTON _..NORTH TO ALASKA
(Columbia)... . ..The Mansion You Stole
Johnny Horton's “North To Alaska” (Robbins*) is d solid saga
song with a beat that will I give him a clicko slice similar, to his
“Battle of New Orleans." "The Mansion You Stole" (Americant)
is a plaintive country ballad that will do'well, in some areas.
+ (j

*

+

CANDY ANDERSON.
... - CALL ME LUCKY
(Guaranteed) ...... .il'H Always Be In Love With You
Candy Anderson’s "Call Me Lucky” (Pambitl-Miglo*J swings
with a vocal drive that’s surefire for a big play on all levels• Til
Always Be In Love With' You" (Shapiro-Bernstein*) puts the
vocalist in a. 7nore sedate j viood and she makes the side worth
replays.

ROY ORBISON....... BLUE ANGEL
(Monument) ..4..
Today’s Teardrops
Roy Orbison’s "Blue Angiel" (Acuff-Rosefh follows the hit pattern
established by his “Only The Lonely’’ and will go as far oh the
ixtyoff spinning circuit. “Today’s Teardrops’’ (Sea-Larkf) swings
in a coin-catching fashion for a strong juke take.
+i

*

JIMMY JONES
... ;EE-I EE-I OH!
(Cub) .. - -. • * ..-itchin9
Jimmy Jones’ "Ee-l Ee l Oh!" (Sheldon*) dresses up old MacDonald and his farm for young folks tastes with a beat nd a
vocal that will carry it right to the top. "Itchin’ ’’ (Sheldonfl will
scratch up strong spins because of Jimmy Jones’ exciting vocal ivay.
*

THE CHANTONES ... .TANGEROCK
(Top Rank).i".Don't Open That Door
The Chantones’ "Tangerock" (Pincus & Sons1) . has an offbeat
vocal sound and a vigorous rocking beat to push it to the top of
the spinning heap. "Don't Open That Door" < Shapiro-Bernstein* )
strings with a lively roll that’s pegged for juve approval-

Oct. 8th—ABC-TV Network

A LAWRENCE WELK
“SPECIAL”
“Great Dance. Bands on Parade"
A, Tribute to America’s Great Bands
From 1930-50!
~
worked over in: a pleasing vocal
manner.
Deuces Wild (Sheen): “JUST
THE BOY NEXT DOOR” (Cock: taiitj i$ a so-so ballad effort, that
won’t go far. “BY GOLLY GEE”
(Cocktailf) stirs up litjtle action in
its rocking ballad maimer.

The Blabbermouths’ Gives
Lip to Disk Jockeys, But
With No Stuff for Harris
By LES BROWN
Chicago, Sept: 6;
The disk Jockey, who has taken
his lumps from many. quarters and
still endures, now is getting rapped
by one of his ow
“The Blabber¬
mouths” (Citadel; $2.95). But, It’s
more like a friendly hit on the
arm than a paste in the teeth.
Dan Sorkiri (WCFL.'Chicago) has
authored a humorous, tract that
takes an oblique look, from the in¬
side. at. a professional breed which
earns its living from sheer gab. It
seems to amaze-him not only that

Henry Maniclnl: "The Blues 8c
The Beat” (RCA Victor). This is a
solid display of big band music
conducted by orie of the Coast’s
most successful background writers.
He’s blended swing and contem¬
porary, idioms in a varied group of
originals and oldies for a con¬
sistently list enable Instrumental
package. Included ate tunes like
"Misty." “Mood Indigo” and ‘‘Big
Noise From Winnetka.”
Felicia Sanders: "Songs of Kurt
Weill” (Time). Kurt Weill’s lasting
value as a composer was recently
spotlighted by the poo disclick,
“Mack The Knife,” which he wrote
for -‘The Threepenny Opera” in
1933. He was a musical craftsman
with a wide range and some of his
works have been expertly put; to¬
gether in an enchanting package by
Felicia Sanders. She’s a distinctive
songstress who flows into Weill’s
musical mood. Whether it be in the
jazz or soft ballad idiom, with com¬
plete ease. She’s able to capture
the waltzing lilt of “Foolish Heart”
and the melancholy cynicism of
“Mon Ami, My Friend*” with an
understanding and a sharp phras¬
ing quality. Her moods are excel¬
lently supported by the Irving
Joseph arrangements; Since the
Words are particularly, important
to. Miss Sanders' work, she has
such Weill collaborators as Max¬
well Anderson, Ogden Nash, Alan
Jay Lerrier and Ira Gershwin to
help her along.
Carol Lawrence: “Tonight at
8:30” (.Chancellori. Carol Lawr¬
ence, a lead legit singer in the longrun “West Side Story” and the
shortlived “Saratoga.” has a feel
for a showtune. In this package she
displays an intimacy and warmth
with a fresh and appealing sound.
With the help of Peter Matz, ar¬
ranger and conductor, she builds up;
lots, of listening pleasure with
“Sleepin* Bee,” “Isn’t It A Pity,”
‘Warm
All
Over,”
“Tonight,”
“Anyplace I Hang My Heart Is
Home” and “This Is All Very New
To Me.”
Tony Bennett: "Alone Together”
(Columbia). Although the overall
mood in this new Tony Bennett,
package is. quiet and intimate, the
singer still manages to convey vocal;
excitement; His vocal punch is sub¬
dued but it's still quite effective.
With Frank DeVol’s assist on the
ai ranging-conducting chores, Ben¬
nett works over a nifty repertoire
that includes “Poor Butterfly.”
“Gone With The Wind,” . “It’s
Magic”, "and others of similar
potency.
Nelson Riddle Orch: “The Un¬
touchables” (Capitol). Importance
of a tv tie! to a disk was spotlighted
with tlie breakthrough of “Peter
Giinn.” Others haven't, been so
successful but now that “The Un¬
touchables”
mu§ic
hasr finally
reached the groove, another tv
show has a chance of becoming a
potent, disk seller. Aside from the
name value of the show. Nelson
Kiddle has contributed an. exciting
store that typifies the age of .hoods
and honky tonks. For the “Untouch¬
ables” fans who can’t wait for that
weekly runoff, this package should,
keep.’em happy in-betweern
Edmundo. Ros Orch: “Dancing
With Ros”1 (London), Edmundo Ros
is a London-based maestro with a
Latino flair. He peppers his rhythm
with a spirited flavor that the hipsvingers can turn to with a terpiiig
tiU. In this set he makes the chile
run with, cha cha cha, samba,rumba and paso doble exhibitions
that are lively and colorful!

he and his fellows are getting paid
for their vocal masonry but that
they: also
become
celebrities
through it .and, moreover! . get
courted by the payola-pushers. A
Mitch Miller & The Gang's “The Zazu Zazu Tree" (Geo. Paxton
short chapter is devoted to the lat¬
takes a kiddie refrain and works it into a socko spinner via its
ter, but the book, is too playfully
bounce and enthusiasm. “Sing-Song-Girl" <Shapiro-Bernstein*) has
rambunctious Mo impart any -valu¬
a happy martial air tkaPs swung along with a snappy gait.
able information and so will be of
no help to the Oreri Harris com; mittee,
Sorkin and his collaborator, Joe
The Wayfarers Trio (Mercury): |
TOL PACKIN' MAMA” i E. II. Mor¬ '
Price
(who
once
worked: in
ris*) could shoot up another spin¬ j “RUi\ COME SEE” (WestwallVariety’s Chicago office, and who
ning storm because of Gene Vin¬ MRC:)
a hot
irituat that i gets “as told to” credit in the
cent’s sure vocal aim. * ANNAbook), spoof the standard deejay
ANNABELLE”
(Central-)
runs should win over lots of pop play {
vices: of, freelpadihg. rehearsing ad
with a hot rocking beat that will because of its overall exuberance, j
libs’.’hin'ti.ng for gifts, making like
stir up teener emotions.
: “LITTLE BILLY' BLUE SHOES” a Weatherman, and. playing fhe.celLew Douglas Orch (Carlton): ‘ (Studios*-in-.Lo*> is a charming |! ebrity bit to. the hilt: BUt the basic
“THEME FROM THE ANGEL little folk item that deser
pro-, host is in treating, “blabbermouthsWORE RED” (Robbins*) produces
^ramming space.
Ij.manship” as -a.fi art. 'One. of. the.
enough colorful musical patterns
i better chapters' satiries the nine
Jimmy Wakely (Shasta): “QUAIL
to give this pic theme a good spin¬ ;
j types of .disk jockey; another gives
ning potential. “FROM THE TER¬ j HUNT” (Mono*)- could become.the the arty folk music craze its corner
RACE LOVE THEME" (Miller*) is teenage Casanova’s dating song be-i iippance:
another pic theme that benefits
Nonsense, low comedy and trav¬
cause of its beat, which Wakely
from Lew Douglas’ vivid musical
develops with the aid of a quartet, esty in. equal measure, “The Blab¬
ideas.
bermouths’
adds up to agreeable
and its jumpy jargon.
“HIGH
Three Scrooges (Epic): “YOU
| SCHOOL ROMANCE” (Riverside*) light reading for tradesters and
ARE MY GIRL” (Lou-Vjn-i will
laymen
alike;
Incidentally; there’s
• has a slow country ballad flavor
shake up the jukes with its breezy
an amusing two-page foreword by
, built along familiar juve ideas.
vocal attack. “SINKIN’ THE ROB¬
Shelley Berman.
Ahmad Jamal (Argo); “POOR
ERT E. LEE” (Lou-Vin-) is a rock¬ !
ing instrumental with a lot of . BUTTERFLY”' (Harms*) flies, out
I
of
the album “Jamal At The
fervor.
;i
! Pershing” with a pianistic potency
Fran Jeffries tWarwick*: “NO
| that will score effectively in hip
MOON AT-ALL” (Jefferson*) gives
i juke areas. “BILLY BOY” (Jamal
Fran Jeffries a chance td shine as
; Enterprisesf) gets a neat swinging
an interesting jazz stylist who’s
arrangement that the adult crowd
sure to build a deejay following.
Ralph Bellamy narrating a 15-year history of the United Nations
will appreciate.
“I’M
GONNA
LAUGH
YOU
for a Decca documentary package . . Madison Records makes its bow
Beverly Brooks (Dora): “MY in the LP field with an album bv the Viscounts.
RIGHT OUT OF MY LIFE” (Jef¬
ferson*) puts the thrush in a wist¬ PUPPY WENT TO THE MOON
High Fidelity Records , kicks off a month-long fail sales iilan Sept 1
SONG”- whereby distributors will be offered a discount on seven new album
ful mood and she makes every TODAY” - “CUCKOO
“P O PCATAPE T L” - “SANTA releases, plus HiFFs entire catalog. Label prexy Richard Vaughn is
phrase count.
1
Don Ralke Orch (Warner Bros.): CLAUS IS ON HIS WAY” are the offering distribs two free LP’s with every 10 purchased.
“FOUR PACES EAST” GVitmark*) four tunes written by Sylvio Flory
Columbia Records has scheduled 34 albums for September release,
puls an Oriental motif in a swing¬ for this extended play disk. The covering master-works, pop, jazz and “Adventures In Sound” . . . Laur¬
ing groove for lively results. tunes have a vintage Shubert pper- ence Harvey has recorded an album of Walter Benton’s “This Is My
“WALKIN’
AND
A-ROCKIN’ ” etta air about them but they dp Beloved” poems for: Atlantic Records , . . Don Rohanan» Liberty Rec¬
(Witmark*) slips around with a serve as a good showcase fer Bev¬ ords national sales manager, in Cincinnati this week promoting label’s
zingy rhythm that works into juke¬ erly Breaks’ thrashing.
10 LP fall program , . . Shep Fields Orch will cut an album: for Dot
box fun.
Tommy Cooper (Phil Tone): Records in L. A. this week
. Epic Records hitting the September
Dick Haymes (Warwick): “BLUE “SWEET
WORDS
OF
LOVE’’ market with 19 new albums ; . . Geoffrey. Holder’s new Mercury album,:
CHAMPAGNE” (Allied*) bubbles (Gretai) has a rhythmic. Hawaiian ‘•Geoffrey .Holder Sings,” will be released concurrently with his fivein an ingratiating big jband way flair that comes off moderately week stand at New. York’s Village Gate which begins tomorrow
that will make a refreshing spin¬ welt. “NO ARMS WILL EVER (Thurs.I
, . The National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences
ning choice in todav’s pop market. HOLD YOU” (Gilt) is the ballad (NARAS) will present an exhibition of jazz album covers at the Mon¬
“PLAYBOY’S THEME” (E. H. click of several seasons ego thats terey J4iz Festival (Sept. 23-25).
*

*

*

MITCH MILLER & THE GANG. .. .THE ZAZU ZASU TREE
(Columbia) .i.- Sing-Song-Girl

Longplay Shorts

:

“At Home With Jimmie Rodgers
—An Evening Of Folk Songs”
(Roulette). Jimmie Rodgers is a
POP-folk singer. He has a way of
taking a- fave folk Item arid turn'r
Irig it into a clidko spinner, as wit¬
ness his current “The Wreck, of
the John B.”. His style is simple
and direct with an appeal that
reaches .. beyond teeridge; levels.
He’s assisted in this folk display by
Joe Reisman’s orch and. chorus,
Charles K. L. Davis: “Adventures
lit Paradise". (Everest). The ro¬
mantic: flavor of the Pacific islands
gets, .a schmaltzy workover via
Charles K, p. Davis’ tenor piping.
The Hawaiiin-borri singer has a
passion for the material arid he re¬
lays it iri substantial vocal terms.
With Hal Mooney's orch; assisting;
Davis.gets plenty of mileage from
“Sleepy Lagoon,” “The Moon of,
Manakooi-a,” “Ebb . Tide,” “Red
Sails ini The. Sunset” and the like..
George Greeley: "Popular Piano
Concertos of tlie World’s Great
Love Themes.” (Warner Bros.).
George Greeley, Warner Bros,
house pianist, is surrounded by ail
imposing title and a flock of lovebound melodies. Supported by the
WB. orch conducted. by Ted Dale,
Greeley fingeirs ..his Way through
“Our, Love,” “Secret Love,” “My
Love.” “Moon: Lbve,” “Be My
Love” and some others of : the. same
ilk.. it’s mood music that you can
do practically anything by.
Lou Stein: "Saloon Favorites”
(Mercury): Lou Stein hits' the; .upright mth a downright passiori.
His honky-toriking keyboard man¬
ner gets, full play here as he
pounds out a number of nostalgic
nifties. His. versions!, of “Twelfth
Street Rag,” “Doodle Doo. Doo.”
“Who’s Sorry Now” and “Ain’t
Misbehavin’ ” will appeal to furir
loving listeners.
Milt Rogers Orch: .“The Ultimate
In Percussion” (Dot). The sound
of percussion has infiltrated the
disk alburn market and Milt Rogers
isn’t one to ignore, a trend. For
this package, he’s packed, his orch
with drutris;. bongos, conga drui r
scratcher, castanets, rhythm logs;
boo*bams, breastplate gong, auto
horn, tuned cow bells, glass chimes,
large temple bell, etc., that keeps
the sound going at a hot pace.
His repertoire includes such strong
items as “How High. The Moon.’’.
“Chicago.” “In A Little Spanish
Town” and “On A Slow Boat To
China" presented in a way that’s
sure to attract the growing, percuss
sion-conscious public.
pros':

100 BANDS LINED UP
FOR AFM BAND CONTEST
Nearly 100 new dance bands
fr. ni ail parts of the U.S. and
Canada have been lined up to par¬
ticipate in. the "Best Ne
Dairies
Bi.nd Contest” being sponsored by
tlie American Federation of Musi¬
cians. It’s ..the second competition
of this sort being conducted under
the AFM. wing With regional play¬
offs to be had in 10 different areas!
. New Yoik leads in the number
of entries -with;16 bands signed, up
while Los Angeles- has 14. Last
year, the Claude Gordon band of
L.A. Copprid first prize which,
means. a nationwide tour, of ball- ;
rooms, a disk contract and, about
$20,000 in new instruriients.

ASCAP Wins Another
Background Music Suit
Hollywood. Sept. 6.
An FM music license given by
; ASCAP to a radio station does not
extend to its customers* according
to a Federal. Court decision her®
last week involving KBMS in Glendaie and its parent company.
Planned Music Iric., a background
music outfiL Latter sought to
escape liability on the ground, that
it held a license from ASCAP for.
KBMS after two ASCAP publish¬
ers. Buxton Hill and Harms*, sued
for. infringement of .their; copy¬
rights at a Los Angeles eatery, the
Forum Cafeteria. '
The. judge ruled that the cafe¬
teria involved, separate perform¬
ances for profit arid awarded $509
damages against both, defendants.
Planned Music and Foriim Cafe¬
teria, arid counsel fees of $1,000!

MUSIC
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RECORD TIP S.
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales}
,,

This ueekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratip of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and music
programming by the major independent radio stations
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No. whs.
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usa

TITli; ARTIST

TW*
Wk.

lost Ne.Wkft.
Wk. On Chart

u

39

3

I'M FALLING TOO
Sheerer Davis .

lAta

T1TIE, ARTIST

1

1

8

If S NOW OR NEVER
Ihr is Presley

2

2

8

WALK. DONT RUN
Ventures '... ......... ;.. ... .Dolton

35

46

4

PINEAPPLE PRINCESS
Annette....

THE TWIST
Clntbby Checker .. .. Parkway

34

14

5

HOT ROD UNCOLN
Johnny Road.....

3

3

7

Victor

This
wk.

Lost Ng.WIu.
Wk. On Chart

47

81

2

YOU'RE LOOKING GOOD
Dee Clark ...
. .Yee Jay

6S

57

7

OVER THE RAINBOW
Baysiders .. . Everest

49

—

i

MY LOVE FOR YOU
■ —-— limthTi

93

2

ROCKING GOOSE
Joknay A Hormones..... .Warwick

1

KOMMOTfON
Duane Eddy-......... Jami

1

1 WALK THE UNE
Jdye P. Morgan. ... MGM

.... . Victor
Vista
Republic

4

5

7

VOLARE
lobby RydeU .......... .. .Cameo

37

44

4

1 LOVE YOU THE SAME OLD WAY
Pool Anka . ... . ........ .ABC-P.r

70

5

6

7

DREAMIN*
Johnny Burnette ......

38

33

6

USA
Jeanne Black .....

71

i
7
8
9
10
Vi

4
7
9
17'
13
18

10
M
8
7
5
4

12

15

5

13

II

13

14

10

15

24

14

8

14
4
14

... Liberty

ITSY BiTSY BIKINI
Bryan Hyland

K«pp

UNGER POPPIhT TIME
Hank BdBard

King

41

THEME FROM THE APARTMENT
hfiwM/I^cktr ..UA

42

YOGI
Ivy 3 .u...

43

24
25

19
49
28

9
2
6

26

16

II

27

31

28

UiAGE OF A GMt
Safaris ........... .. .. i . .. JEWo

75

74

7

THAT* WHEN 1 CRIED

3

WE GO TOGETHER
Jan A Dean........

74

78

3

DEUA GONE
Par loan* ...

3

CANDY SWEET
Pat Boone ...

77

80 M

78

—

1

SO SAD
Everly Bros. ..

13

. .Triple X
.Cub

....Dora

44

HONEST 1 DO
Innocents .............. . . Indigo

79

—

1

THREE NIGHTS A WEEK
Fats Domino ..
..... . Imperial

47

46

8

HOTROD LINCOLN
Charlie Ryan ....

80

82

10

NO
Dodie Stevens...Dot

1

IF 1 CAN’T HAVE YOU
Etta ft Ha yey.... Chess

I’M SORRY
Brenda Lee

Era

........ ..

Decca

CHAIN GANG
Sam Cooke:.. .

.. . Victor

only the Lonely
.Roy Orbisoa

Monument

48

38

14

49

86

2

.....
. .Capitol

,..4 Star

MULE SKINNER BLUES
Fendermen .............. . .. Soma

81

MALAGUENA
Connie Francis ......

82

54

II

83

94

2

RUN. SAMSON. RUN
Nei Seduha

.,.. . MGM

Cadence

ABC-Par

so

43

7

TATA
Clyde McPhatter. ...... ..Mercury

51

30

18

EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL
Connie Francis
MGM

84

97

2

KING OF LOVE
Fabian .. —.... Chancellor

KIDOfd
Brook Benton

52

42

9

LOOK FOR A STAR
Billy Vaughn -- ......... •. Dot

85

—

f

I'M NOT AFRAID
Ricky Nclsan.. Imperial

YOU MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME
NeBSedaka...... ........ Victor

53

45

11

DON'T COME KNOCKIN'
Fata Domino

86

n

6

GEE BUT I'M LONESOME
Ren Hnlden. .. Donna

PLEASE HELP ME. I'M FALUN'
Hank Lodtlin
Victor

54

LET'S HAVE A PARTY
Wanda Jackson ......... . Capitol

87

89

4.

FAR FAR AWAY
Don Gibson.

75

3

VAQUERO
Firebalb .. . Top Rank
THIS BITTER EARTH
Dinah Washington.. Mercury
CLAP YOUR HANDS
Bean Marks_a..... Shad
TROUBLE IN PARADISE
Crests .. ... Coed
LOOK FOR A STAR
Garry Milb..
. Imperial
A TEENAGER FEELS IT TOO
Denny Reed....... Trey
BONGO BONGO BONGO
Preston Epps .. . Original
WAKE ME, SHAKE ME
Coasters .. ... Atco
A MESS OF BLUES
Elvis Presley. .. .Victor
SHORTNIN' BREAD
Paul Chapli .
.... Harper
IS THERE ANY CHANCE
Marty Robbins .. Columbi
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
Chiffons. Big Deal
KOOKS LITTLE PARADISE
Ja Ann Camphtll.. ABC Par

MR. CUSTER
Larry Verne
ALLMYLOVE
JackieWisou
A MILLION TO ONE
Jimmy Charles..
OVER THE RAINBOW
Dimensions

vMercury

68

4

Imperial

55

37

16

ALLEY OOP
Hollywood Argyles ...... .... Lute

88

56

73

7

RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET
Platters .... Mercury

89

62

M

57

61

4

BRIGADE OF BROKEN HEARTS
Paul Evans ..... f..... Guaranteed

90

41

17

1

LUCILLE
Everly Bros.

91

60

IJ

92

65

3

93

95

2

94

87

13

95

67

12

Era
Brunswick
Promo
58
Mohawk

........ i... Cadence
MY SHOES KEEP WALKING BACK
Guy Mitchell ........... . Columbia
THE LOVING TOUCH
Mark Dinning ..,...... ...... MGM
Little bitty pretty one
Frankie Lyman............ Roulette

63

4

7

WRECK OF JOHN B.
Jimmie Rodgers ..

60

66

3

32

4

THE SAME ONE
Brook Beulou ..

61

76

5

29

14

it

62

77

V

OLD OAKEN BUCKET
Tommy Sands

Capitol

96

64

7

30

35

6

IT ONLY HAPPENED YESTERDAY
Jack Scott
fop Rank.

63

84

2

DIAMONDS ft PEARLS
Paradens .. ..

—

1

25

8

A WOMAN. A FRIEND, A LOVER
Jackie WBson
Brunswick

64

98

2

MOVE TWO MOUNTAINS
Marv Johnson

98

70

11

32

29

12

LOOK FOR A STAR
Garry Miles ...

65

too

2

99

■T—

1

66

55

14

.. . .... Milestone
.... ........... UA
NICE
EASY
Frank Sinatra . . . .... . . . . . Capitol
THAT'S ALL YOU GOTTA DO
Brenda lee ... .. . .... Decca

97

31

12

OUESnON
Lloyd Price ..

WB

IN THE STILL OF THE NIGHT
Dion A Belmonts;.
...
.Laurie

59

23

Ota BOY
Joonie Sommers

5

58

WALKIN' TO NEW ORLEANS
Fats Domino
1 mperia |

33

1 SHOT MR. LEE

50

MISSION BELL
Donnie Brooks ....

5

23

10

Coral

MY LOVE
No* King Cafe......

27

2

59

ANY MORE
Teresa Brewer

6

19

52

74

4.

COOL WATER
Jack Scott. Top Rank

. . . Arvee

47

6

22

53

94

NG ROY PETE
Olympics .....

45

2p

15

21

73

10

Liberty

NEVER ON SUNDAY
Don Costa .............. --- U A

18

12

48

•—

DEVIL OR ANGEL
•obbyVee.

Columbi

44

< HELLO YOUNG LOVERS
.. ABC-Par
Panl Aufcu

21

34

72

•:4

LAta

MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN
Ccimie Francis........... . M6M

5

5

56

v... Shell

22

26

40

IN MY CORNER OF THE WORLD
Anita Bryant
Carlton

17

20

39

. .Capitol

TITLE, ARTIST

FEEL SQ FllfE
johnny Preston

.•> Roulette
. Mercury
Mercuty

.... Liberty

TELL LAURA 1 LOVE HER
Ray Pefersoa ..
.,V; Victor

100

1

Victor

.. Victor
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NORTH TO ALASKA

The Title Song from
the 20th Century-Fox:
Motion Picture:
North to Alaska"
c/w

The Mansion You Stole
3- 41782 (Single-33)
4- 41782 (Single-45)
ON COLUMBIA®RECORD$
THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE

JOHNNY HORTON

PfotiEfr
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British Disk Bestsellers

Inside Stuff-Music
George Frazier, onetiine entertainment editor of Life, latterly free¬
lancing, and particularly w.k. in the music business as an expert on
this particular segment of show biz. did a discerning piece, ‘‘The Art
of Wearing Clothes/’ in the current Esquire. Mag’s publisher Arnold
Gingrich states it took Frazier two years to research and Write this
summation on the la'tterday Brummels.
Particularly unique is that among the Frazier-Esquire selections are
two Negro jazz musiciass. Miles Davis and Roy Haynes. The sartorial
bibliography on the former reads. “The 34-year-old genius of “pro¬
gressive jazz’ trumpet is an individualist who favors skin-tight trouser.
Italian-cut jackets. His seersucker coats, which have side vents, are
custom made. His tailor: Emsley. (New York); which charges $185 a
suit.”
in re Roy Haynes: “The 35-year-old jazz percussionist belongs on any
best-dressed list if only because of his taste in selecting clothes that
flatter his short stature (five feet, three arid a half inches). His suits
are custom made (around $125 each) by the Ahdover shop in Cam¬
bridge, Mass/’
■
_^
Not a Negro, but also in the jazz .field, on the list Is Turkish-born
Ahmet. M. Ertegun; “a jazz authority , and president of prospering
Atlantic. Records.” Frorri. show biz and the arts ate included Fred
Astaire, adman Bush Barnum, newspaper publisher David Tennant
Bryan, writer J. Bryan III, agent Dick Dursb, adman M. Dorland Doyle,
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., writer Finis Farr, Clark Gable, Cary Grant. |
adman Cheser J. LaRoche, columnist, John McClain, editor Iva,
Patcevitch, Walter Pidgeon, adman j. Blan Van Urk.

(Columbia)
Don’t Tease ... >..... Richard
(Columbia)
They’e Young... . ...... /.Eddy
(London)
Mess of Blues.;.
.Presley
(RCA)
(RCA)
Will Be Loved .. .Everly Bros.
(London)
She Should Come .... .Newlcy
t Decca>
Shakin* Over
Kidd
(HMV),
Somebody’s Fool..rFr
.(MGM)',
Tie Me Kangaroo.; i. . Harris
(Columbia)
Love Violin..;. v,....... .Dodd
(Decca)

j KELLEM TO COORDINATE
S1NOESFORCAPD1STRIB
Manny Kellem has been set as

Artists on the Hanover-Sighature label are getting maximum sales
Impact from exposure on tv. Label’s current top selling album is Bill
Dana’s “My Name-^Jose Jimenez.’’ Dana developed the . Jimenez char¬
acter on'Steve Allen’s now defunct tv show and is now doing the Jim¬
enez routine bn CBS-TY’.« “Spike Jones Show.” of which he is also pro¬
ducer. Other Hanover-Sign ature artists on tv are Tom Poston (“To
Tell the Truth,” Jackie Cooper (“Hennessey”), musical director Milton
Delugg (“The Rennie Show”), Jack Kane (“Canadian Hit Parade”),
pat Harrington (“Danny Thomas Show’’ / Sam Levenson (“Celebrity
Talent Scouts”), and Barbara McNair (“The Schaefer Revue”).

national singles coordinator for
Capitol Records Distributing Cofp.:
It’s a newly created post. In taking
the new post, Kellem resigns as an
artists & repertoire single record
' producer for Capitol.
Mike Maitland, CRDC prez, In¬
dicated that Kellem will coordinate
his activities with Joe Csida, Cap

veepee for eastern operations who
last week assumed control of all
single record a&r operations for
Capitol. According to Maitland,
Continued from, Date 43
j Kellem will begin organizing a naexpenditure for Frank Loesser’s cast album. It’s been done in the :• tional promotion and coordination
“GreenwHlow” at $100,000.
It past with some properties by i.staff to work exclusively on Cap’s
turned out to be a losing gamble; Rodgers
& Hammerstein
and single records.
though, bseause the show failed to Lqesser.
Kellem joined CRDC In 1953 as
Kit.
In the case of Lerner & -Loewe’s
promotion man in the Philadelphia
In some other instances the disk- “Camelot,” however, the property
•branch. In ’58, lie became a N.Y.
eries have allowed the producers will be a Col production, it was
based member of Cap’s a&r staff.
and/or writers to form their own found inadvisable for tax purposes
disk company and act as a sales at this time for Lerner & Loewe
distribution, arm for the original to form their own record company
Reactivate Petkere Music
to hold the rights to “Camelot.”
Bernice Petkere Music, Hollyr
The showv scheduled to open
Broadway near, the end of the year, : wood pubbery, .has the femme
stars Julie Andrews and Richard " songsmith arid her conductor-husBurton.
ji band, Fred Berrens, reactivating it
A.B.C. MUSIC COUP.
following illness.

Col Pays a Lot For ‘Camelot’

NOTICE OF SALE
BOGAT MUSIC COUP.
BOURNE. INC.

NOTICE IS HEREBY :6IVEN that e'uriuant
t* tn srdtf at. tha. Appalate DiViaion sf. tha
Suprta* CaWt, Firat JtHlisi«l Departaient, all
■ it tli« iaaved and autatendlat shares at alack
•f A.B.C. Muila Carparati
Bout
uoit
Coryarmtlan and Baurne, Ine..
Ill he a«|d
In aaparata Parceli. ar. at a) unit, at publie
auatlaa ’ la ttj*. Surr*«at**i Cawrt, New Yarh
Caunty. Raam 51#. Hall af. Retard*.. Cham-,
ban Mid Lafayetta Street*. New Yerk. N. Y.,
an Octaber 14. IWO. at 2:30 •'clack In the
A eepy al tha Tama af Sale together wltk
financial atatameMta and ather Informatioa
eaneernlBf tfia Cawpanlof may be. preeuyd
from tha anderalpned Executor* at tha addreu lad luted beletv.
Tba Caurt hma fliod
astragal* upiet
prlea far all af tha Parceli at S2J 00.000....

MARY ELIZABETH XEEDICK
MARY M. BOURNE
JOBEXH TRACHTMAN
a HON. JOSEPH A. COX
Burnaata’a Court
Hail «T BecarUa
li Chamber* Street
Xa* York T. N. T,

GARNER VS. COLUMBIA
IN NEW COURT ROUND

“NO”
#16103
LATEST RELEASE
JOANN
CAMPBELL
$lini

A ROOKIE
LITTLE PARADISE
#10134

L

New Study Urges End of ‘Reversion System* To
Encourage Siugle Ownership
f

Washington, Sept. 6.
together. “For example,” she saya,
copyright could
still b*
A U.S. . Copyright Office .‘%tdy “the
calls on Congress to take & hard divided, into terms, with provision
for extension by anyone with a
look at the present system of copy¬
legal or equitable interest in a
right renewal. Only through a copyright; the action of one per¬
strenuous objective approach to son should be sufficient to extend
the knotty problem can the com¬ the term for the benefit of every¬
one who has any interest in tha
plexities surrounding the renewal
copyright without any change in
method be cleared up,, according to (cr loss of) ownership.”
the study.
Among copyright attorneys and
Study, by Barbara A. Ringer, as¬ other experts commenting on tha
sistant chief of the Copyright study, Melville B. Nimmer, L.A.
Office’s examining division, is the lawyer, plugs for a.single un¬
24th of the series dealing with divided term of copyright protec¬
the archaic 1909 Copyright Act tion (e.g., life of the author plus
and ways it might be streamlined. 15 years). At the same time, Nim¬
Miss Ringer believes, that the mer argues for retention of tha
renewal problem will be among reversion system but with modi¬
the; most difficult Congress will fications to make it more mean¬
Have to tackle in the revision ef¬ ingful.
fort. In fact. Miss Ringer declares
John R. Peterson puts forth a
that the task of making the re¬ number of methods of providing
newal provision, clear and con¬ for longer periods of protection,
sistent is so enormously difficult arguing that there is general
that the idea of simply repealing
agreement that the present 56-year
it is tempting. Most of the diffi¬ maximum is too short.
culties center around the Act’s
Attorney Samuel W. Tannenprovision for reversion of the
copyright back to the author or baum suggests that the U.S. adopt
a
single copyright term modelled
his survivors after the first 28year. terra. (The system calls for after the Universal Copyright Con¬
vention
with some limitations to
an i itial 28-year term with an¬
protect the author and his family.
other 28-year renewal, span.!
The
single
term, he says, would
. Although this system is designed
to safeguard the interests of the avoid the troublesome problems
arising
out
of
the reversion provi¬
author or his kin. Miss Ringer is
of the view that it has been a sion.
Harry R. Olsson Jr., NBC at“remarkably inefficient and bur¬
densome method of accomplishing
(Continued on page 48)
tiiis result.”

She cites, among other things,
vast uncertainties over ownership
Stemming from the reversion pro¬
viso and the practice of “split re¬
newals” (whereby co-owners of a
copyright assign rights to different
users) as factors tending to reduce
the value of a copyright.
Drop Reversion System
Miss Ringer states that there is
[
Miss Petkere, Whose “Lullabye no reason why renewals could not
: of the Leaves” is an ASCAP stahd- be retained as a means of adjust¬
! ard, recently recovered from a ing the copyright term while
[heart attack.
dropping the reversion system al¬

The legal marathon between
Erroll Garner and Columbia Rec¬
ords continued In. the Appellate
Division of the N.Y. Supreme
Court yesterday (Tues.). Itwas the
fourth court meeting between the
two adversaries.
At
yesterday’s
court
meet,
Columbi
Records was slated to
argue for a reversal of the lower
court’s decision for an injunction :
on the release of a Garner LP,
“The One, The Only Erroll Gar¬
ner.” The pianist claims that the
LP was released without his au¬
thorization as specified In his con¬
tract.
If the injunction is lifted, the
$40,000 bond that Garner was re-,
quired to . post will be applied
against damages on the loss Col
claims because of the Initial inj: junction.
Meantime, there are two other
suits in the hopper. Col is suing
Garner for $600,000 for breach of
contract on failure to record and
Garner Is suing Col for $100,000
for not releasing singles by him.

\2)crfi Wot I England Doesn’t Like

DODIE
STEVENS

Streamlining Copyright Renewals

London, Sept. 6.

Apache ....! /i.. . . . -Shadows

London, Aug. 30: .
Release by Headline Records in
the U.S,: of the first longplay al¬
bum of music by Joe Loss and his
breh. “Royal Society,” has. caused
a minor storm here. Not via the
actual disk, bjgt because of the
description of Loss as “England’s
Royal Maestro” and the use of pic¬
tures of the Royal Family on the
sleeve, unknown to Loss.
Fact is, that although Loss has
played at Buckingham Palace and
accordingly has at least that much
linkup with the Royal family*
using such instances as publicity
fodder comes under the heading of
“just isn’t done.”'

CATO IN COL ART SLOT
Robert Cato has been, upped to
the post of creative director of art
and.- design at Columbia Records.
Since February of this year, Cato
had beOh director of the art and
design department
Before joining Col, Cato had
been assistant art director of sev¬
eral fashion mags.

Roulette’s Sales Execs
Solly Solomon and Marty Heifer
have been named eastern and midwestern sales managers, respec¬
tively. at Roulette Records. Solo¬
mon until recently was Roulette's
promotion representative In Pitts¬
burgh. Heifer was Roulette’s pro¬
motion rep in Cleveland.
The promotions are designed to
strengthen diskery’s ties with in¬
dividual distributor, one-stop deal¬
ers and rack jobbers.

HINA STS UTFST ALBUM DN COIPIX
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Lloyd; performing Downstairs . • .
—Presents/' at Town Hall, Sept. 17 College tiomecomliig Sept. 24 .
mi
¥f 1
a
features Maynard Ferguson, the Rhythm and blues cleffer John D; Pianist Jim Stasck current at
Remond’s French. Cafe , . . Glnnjr
Carmen McCrae Trio, and Gene Loudermllk signed with the AcuffHayes Trio playing for dancing! at
vll I law UpilvUl
Quill’s quintet. MiltGray is pro- Rose cleffery.
Pappy’s Plantation: Lounge, Peru¬
_._;_- ■ •
ducer and Sid Mark emcees. Quill’s
■ ""
vian Gonzolo Barr and his Latin*
,,F first LP, “Broadway Sleeping
Kama* Citv
American trio playing at Bill; CartIj
Iter all .
. Same waxworks has Beauties” is being waxed here on
..
New York
lsew
iurK :
finally cleared up copyright snags Bernie Lowe’s Cameo Label .
.
Homecoming concert or Count ledge’s El; Morocco in Peachtree
Shad Records has taken; over na-! on Eivis presiey’s RCA recording Duke Ellington slated, for the Red Basie Orch in the Music Hall last Manor Hotel. ; The - Diplomats,
tionai distribution for the Sheryl; of “ifs Now or Never”
. Blues Mill Inn, $ept. 9-1.1; Ahmad Jamal, Tuesday (30) drew more than 2,- singing and musical fivesome, in re^
label . . . Max Frolic in his 14th singers being paged for Jazzshows Oct; 13-18; Maynard Ferguson, 000, contrast to the former line-up turn engagement at Steak ’u*
year as director of the!; Western are Lightnin’ Hopkins and Roose- Sept. 20-25; Dizzy Gillespie, Sept, of name soloists ... .
Somethin' Trumpet . . . Thrush Connie Berry
Washington Fair. Lakeview, Wash. Velt Sykes, while Memphis Slim 30-Oct. 2; Red Nichols, Oct. 4-9; Smith & Redheads due at EddyS* in. Office Lounge, a new spot on
.. Pianist Ezio Creatore! goes into returns next April.
Ramsey Lewis Trio, Oct. li-16; Sept. 18 to begin their fourth en- Peachtree Street . > . Ralph Mayes
Chcers. Steak House Sept. 12 . . .! Hollywood Bowl’s Carmen Dra- Dave Brubeck, Oct, 21-23. ; . . gagemerit in the club. They follow & His Peachtree Strutters and;
Singer Don Rondo and [comedian gon now domiciled here, aims to Irving Granz bringing “Jazz a :1a Guy Marks and Jo Ann Val. Marks Wade Creager combo, alternating
Gene Flaylos headline at jthe Steak make his mark as a classics-con- Carte.” starring Ella Fitzgerald, heads, for Vegas and the Desert at the Bayou Lounge.
Pit, Paramus. N.J.. Sept- 14 . . . ductor ... U. S. disk singer. Jimmy Unto the Academy of Musics, Sept Inn, opening -Sept. 20 on. a date
Bandleader Lionel Hampton signed Jones starts his four-week tour at 24 . .. Les McCann plays the Show- set by MCA. Miss Val goes to WinDraeU singer Regina Ben Amittay East Ham Granada Oct: 8 .
, boat, Oct. 3-8 ... “Concert Stereo,” nipeg, Vopening at Chan’s Restauto a personal management pact . . . J Colin Davis, principal conductor, of featuring the Ray Conniff orch, tant Sept. 19 for. 2 weeks, set by
Sunny Gale. Warwick thrush. Sadler’s Wells, does a concert -with into; tite Academy of Music, Oct, 30. ABC, Marvin Rainwater at the
Continued from page 47 - ^=3
guests on Joe Franklin’s ABC-TV the Minneapolis Symphony Dec..
. . .' ■ ■ •——
Chestnut .Inn. Aug. 31-Sept, 3, to
stands behind the present
show Friday 19-» . . . Charles ,de- 30 . . . Pye Records signs Cockney
.
be followed Sept. 7-10 by Justin tor
Forest takes over the keyboard at comedian Alfie Bass to a pact,
Chicago
Ttibb.
system of copyright renewal, in "its
Gatsbv’s tomorrow iThurs.) . . . launches him with a couple of oldIra Suilivan and Roland Kirk.
essential form. He'describes it as
Tenor Enzio Stuarti will nowr be time ditties .. . John Barry, leader are at the Sutherland Hotel.
a “compromise between the needs
Iiandled by Durgom-Katzion a non- of the John Barry Seven, signs an Gateway Singers, inked for twoAllonia
exc lusive basis.
exclusive three-year contract with week stahd at the. .Embers; Ft.
Don Evans’Duo booked into. Up- of creators and the needs of the
Ed Richards nowr .managing Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. Wayne, Sept. 27 . .. Hal Munro stairs at The Party with. Wayjrian pubHc” which' has served a usesinger Betty Wells. . .Eydie Gorme
. . Len Murisie and L. S. Johnson, orch . tapped for the Io\va State‘ Brown Trio, featuring vocalist Ike,i ful .function over the years. Its
and Steve Lawrence will sing the made directors of the, Bosworth&;
—^^_____ defects, he says, should be cured
title song on the soundtrack of the Co. Ltd. pubbery after 15 years’
[father than the system Itself
new Bob Hope-Lucille Ball pic. service.:. Liberty Records presirhrTllli
III
API |
j abolished. Commenting on, the!
‘ The Facts of Life.” -Tune was dent Alvin S. Bennett and internai-v
n r I ill I
fl| K||IM
K|»\l
\K| I |,|fV.
penned by Johnny Mercer ... Top tional sales topper Richard Anno• ■■■■wwlll
IpfcW'i
.
j large number of copyrights which
Rank is kicking off a monthly disk tico in this week following. Eu*
(
A
Xntlhnnlnt
"Kev
Outlets)
(A National Survey of Key Outlets)
; expire, Olsson suggests this , is due
jockey newsletter.
ropean tour.
! to a lack of awareness on the part
This L astNo.wks
Gene Krupa’s Quartet set for
-——
; of the holders that the -time, irks
wk. wk. on chart
Curo’s, Milwaukee, for Lone week
Hollvwood
; run out rather than a lack of inbeginning Sept. 20 . . Cannonball« „ t
“
terest. To help remedy . this, he
1
2
4
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Adderly plavs at Monterev. Calif., . M°r^ Stevens has quit, arrangI proposes that the Copyright- Offic
.
_String Along (T 1407>_..
Jazz Festival Sept. 24 : and then mg for Sammy Davis^^Jr and is
i provide with registration cer¬
goes to the Lighthouse Cafe. Heav- ”ovv
now
same
PGA ^ictor s
2
1
2
BOB NEWHART (\V’B)
tificates strong advice that,
en Beach. Calif., the following day Sam. Cooke . . . Neal H^ftr
H^fti has
_
Button Down Mind ( W 1379)
“tickler” system be set up to re. . . Columbia disker Jerry Vale at moved .here on ^a permanent .basis:
3
6
8
SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
; mind the holder of the expiration
the Las Vegas Supper! Club, Sy• • Aiex North working, on two
date;
._
. Edge of Shelley Berman (MGV-15013)
,
o>set, L. I., the weekend of Sept, symphonic ..suites based on his 'film4
3 ;
■
FRANK SINATRA i Capitol)
John Selliilman, attorney for the
14 . . : The Buddy Bair hnd Ramon scores from “Viva Zapata” and.
and
Nice ’n’ Easy-( W ..1417; ’
__
-American Guild of Authors &
A’Salesman.” ...
Argueso bands take over at Rose- “Death of
of. A’Salesman;”
.. . . John
John
Composers, opines that if the pres¬
4
20
ELVlSPRESLEVTvi'ctOr)
Barber has been named head of
land Dance City Sept. 6.
ent dual term, of copyright. is re_
Elvis Is Back tLPM 2231)
Norman Houle's Bee Records
3 tained; the period
much too
Songstress Joan Dixon up for a 6
"
21
KINGSTON TRIO7 (Capitol)
short.
The terms, he said, should
Sold Out (T-1352>
London i!
I role in tile forthcoming Broadway.
;’bt> lengthened to be consistent
¥*w.ir tj_
♦
L „ ,
rn_ ! musical, “Love And Death.” . . ■
7
7
21
SOUND OF MUSIC i Columbia)
[with present-day longer life Original Cast (KOL 5450)
_
j pectancies.
•
^JhS .UchWM "aL^nL^lSd0^vrr^
8
10
12
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
Sfos b^dE1Creioin&S ^SLL": Lng Servfce
.
W^'lck disker j
Paul Anka Sings His; Big 15 ( ABC-323)
diskery3 Sept W '
!la„ RaS fob »**•
by CMumbia Pic9
9
21
CAN-CAN (Capitol*. .
takes charge of -repertoire selec-;tures for * ,cl'm pact_
. Soundtrack fLOC 1032)_;_
CLIMBING TO THE TOP
tion and exploitation at Pye Inter¬
10
15
4
BRENDA'LEE TDeccat
national Records . . 1 Replacing!
San Francisco
Brenda Lee iDL 4039'
Mtetaet Bnrlo. who- 4»It bte a&rt Gerry' sfi.llipu.-s October big- : .11
21
3
JOHNNFMAfHi'STColMmbia)
T„nl Hatch,;. dlsk
pr^ band gig at the Blackbawk-s been.
Johnnyrs Mood (CL 1528;.
ducer, t
is Tony
. Now
issue' Ray
Rav Peter¬
Ppfpr cancelled • • • Teddy Wilson opened
12
2.7
T BILLY VAliGHN f Dot t
Decca decides to issue
t‘stei Ka^r
^ at the Blackhaw^k Tuesday (6) . .
Look for a Star i DL-p 3322)
son’s “Tell Laurat iI up\e
Love ner
Her” ataf- Turk Murphy took over the old
13
17
21
PLATTERS .iMercury)
Sail ’N and will open it late this
Encores
of Golden Hits (MG 20472)
meinth as Earthquake McGoon's ..
14
14
21
SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
Hi-Lo’s follow Nat King Cole.into,
,
_
;
Inside
Shelley
Berman (MGVj 15003)
leilll ¥ ti/ppi/ | the Fairmont for a single week.
|HII •
W ECI\ ! starting Sept. 15. Carmen Cavalla
15
12
21
BILL\~VAUGHN (Dot)
—~ ! ro opens there Sept. 22 and. Ella
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP 3276).
=' ■'
1
l#
Fitzgerald Oct, 13 . . . Kiki Paige
16
13
18
BEN-HURT (MGM)
* h mm mm
and the Cooper Trio are included
.
_Soundtrack (1 E i)
,
. . __
I II I#r iin the new Barry Ashton show'! 17
.8
21
TERRY SNYDER (Command)
Ill W I" ''"wP
Opening at; Bimbo Giuntoli’s. 365 ;
.
Persuasive
Percussion
(RS
800-50)
Vlll k
I ■
. Club Thursday (8> .. ..Mike duPont N
18.
18
4
RAY CONNIFF (Columbia):
[and Jerry LeGrand have renamed;
Young at Heart. (CL 1489)
wkM
II Il|
j the old Fack’s. II Neve and will re- ;
19
16
14
MiTCHMILLERTlColumbia)
■HI 11 mm I _ II HI
open the place late this month with :
Sentimental Sing with Mitch (CL 1457)
|f
Im
-Duke Ellington’s band . . Byron;
Berry has joined the Kid Orp band v
20
20
19
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
las
at On-the-Levee on trumpet ,
’
. Soundtrack. (LOC 1032)
y
June Ericson returned to the Pur-!
21
11
21
HENRY MANCiNI (Victor).
From Paramount Picluro
■ ■ it
'Pie Onion show.
j
Mr. Lucky (LPxM 2198)
22
36
2
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
j
Philadelphia
j ,_V__Sing_a SpirituaiWith Me (TAP 1434)
I. Sunny brook Ballroom relights i, 23
26
3
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
I Sept. 10. with the Jimmy Dorsey j
Bobby Darin at the Copa (LP 122).
R«cord*d by
[ orch, conducted by'Lee Castle, fol- [
24
24
16
DAVET^RDNERTvIctdr)
LENNON SISTERS
low'ed on succeeding Sat; bights
Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM 2083)
Do*
by the Glenn. Miller Orch,. under
25
19
7
BILL DANA (Signature)
Ray McKinley, Sept. 17; the Arlen
My Name Jose Jiminez (SM 1013)
KENNY RANKIN
Saylor Sunnybrook Orch, Sept. 24,
D«cca
26
22
27
CONNIE-FRANCIS^rGM)
and. Les. Elgart, Oct. 1
; .Book¬
Italian Favorites <E 3791)
ings for Sciolla’s. include The Plat¬
ROBERT HOLLIDAY
27
31
11
RAY CHARLES TAtlantic)
ters, Sept. 12-17; Ai Martino,.-Sept. 1
E* »r«tf
In Person (8039 ) \
24-29, Della Reese, Oct: 10-15, Paul
FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION
Anka Nov. 28-Dec. 3 ... . First con¬
28
33
10
EVERLY BROTHERS (Cadenco)
cert of new season, “WHAT-FM
Fabulous Style of Everly ;Br<». (3003)
29
—
14
WOODY WOODBURY (Stereoddities)
Laughing Room (MW 2) .
_
30
40
4
DAVE GARDNER (Victor)
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239)
ELLA FITZGERALD (Verve)
Ella in Berlin (MGV 4041)
32
1
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)
More Gunfighter Ballads (CL 1481)
33
23
19
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Belafonte at Carnegie Hall (LOC 6006)
Sept. 17—CARRANOP CLUB, Perrysburg, Ohi
J
34 Back Again M Y~FAIR l7ADY_(Columbia)
Sept. 19 (Week)—THEATR 1CAL LOUNGE, Cleveland
}
.... Original Cast
_
MUSIC PUBLISHERS
35
34
21 ' JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Sept. 26 (Two Weeks) EMBERS, New York City
}
Faithfully (CL 1351)
HOLDING CORPORATION
Oct. 10 (Week) CHATEAU LOUNGE, Pittsburgh
*
36
—
8 -EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)
It’s Everly Time (W 1381)
MARIO LANZA (Victor)
VERVE RECORDS
WORLD’S LEADER IN AUTHENTIC
Desert {Song (LM 2440):
FOLK MUSIC
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY
F01.KWAYS RECORDS
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
NfW HIGH FIDELITY RELEASES.
Mr. Personality Top 15 (ABC 324)
EVERY. MONTH. .
Wr|t« for 4 eo triplet* eat aloe of 409 .
'RddUlrlfil tV Dl
39
—
1
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Loneplay Becord . Albutna In .; JETHN4C,
JOE
JOl GLASER, PrfS.
A MSB I CAM;
INTBBXATIONAL,
March Along With Mitch (CL 1475)_.
•419 Sunsat
J A ZZ.
SCIENCK,. INSTBUCTLON AL,
Wabash Ava.
407 Lincoln Rd.
745 Filth Av».
202 N. W*b«»
40
—
1
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
. CHIDREN. LITEBATUB*.
H'woed 44, Cali
lease. IIII;
Miami Baach; Fla.
iw York 22, H.Y.
Chlc*Bo,
FOLKWAYS RECORDS. & SERVICE C.ORF
Show
Time
(CL
1470!
OLympla
2-9940
itral «-«
4-9451
JEffarson 0-0303 .
PLaza 9-4400
CIntral
117 Watt 4Ctli Sk, N. Y. C. M, N. V.
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APARTMENT
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I WALK
THE LINE

IT STARTED
IN NAPLES

ROY ELDRIDGEi
QUARTET
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VAUDEVILLE

Top Talent, Lavish Production Agan
ades mN.¥.rreem
^
Mark Ice Capades
niN.Y. Preeml ciean sass’

Unit Reviews

UUVU 111 AfrAa * 1VV111 we’]i do it for you. That’s the gist
__
. .
, ...
,
of a citv liquor commission w&rriJohn K. Harris for many years Hammerstem and a frappe version V ,
nn«ratnr« in th*
has been bringing in the most Lav¬
ish spectacles in the show business
spectrum. Producers in the ice
field for varied reasons have al¬
*,.•
ways felt that they had to outshine production. Yet it’s carried off }°°
Chairman Gordon May told opany other branch of the entertain¬ .well, especially with a set of
ment field in lavishness, movement strong skaters to give movement erators /‘we re not^Ut .on a moral
crusade and I dont think you
and novelty. It’s been successful plus the monumental decor.
In keeping the blades displays in ' However, the greatest dazzler is "" Hcal,La°ywh°‘ u3 Xnstv. to
a primary orbit of boxoffice, and in the individual work of Ronnie
this was evident in the shows bow i Rnhprt^nn who is Derhaos the some -.is- not offensive to o.tners..
Wed. (31» at Madison Sq. Garden, j flashiest skater on professional ice.
if
N.Y.. for a three-week run..
I His spins are unequalled and he tiveaclion themsehes.boardinGlobetrotting showmen, familar f has reached the point with his four tends to draft specific rules for
with Paul Dcrval’s technique with ■years with the show in which he strippers, smut, etc^. ..
Henry Taylor, AGVA Top, told
the famed Fo'ies Bergere. observe •gets applause at the introduction.
that Harris differs from the Paris, jit’s a feat that has been equalled the board he didn’t consider any
entrepreneur in that he (Harris) ! bv few bladesters since ; Sonja of the present floor shows or
has lavish costumes plus talent. • Henie Robertson is at his peak exotics In violation of the law.
The French idea is to put accent on s during his spins, but he has a lot ‘T’ye seen shows on Broadway that
lavish production and cheat on acts. j of other tricks that delight this are much more salacious," he said,
Not $o with Harris; he has laid i huge house and he rouses to verit on the line for the top exhibition bal cheers.
Also in the top genre Is Cathy
flatabllle
Valwlllllw yOwli
John II. Harris production tinth •Machado, who gives her gliding a
from
n ■
Ronnie Robertson, Cathy Machado, ! lot of smoothness and imagination. __
•
She’s
also
good
at
spins
and
her
Continue* fr.m
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Bobby Specht, Lynn “Patsy" Fin¬
negan, Barbara Wagner Sc Robert straight passages have a lightness ties of acts come, rehearse; eat.
Paul, Romayne & Steele, Sandy that puts her in the applause win- -work and.are off to The next hotel.
Resort ops feel that the strolling
Culbertson. Alan KonradEric ■ ning class.
There are, In addition, several player's provide, no permanent in¬
Waite, Three Bfuises, John Labrec- ’
Alan Konrad itn- terest in the hotel/ and frequently
que Sc Noble Rochester, Bernie & newcomers,
meet the standards of inMaggie Harris, Wayne Sisters (2), ■presses as a fine potential skater. jj0
Old Smoothies (2>, Jean Al$op, Ice His straight passages come off withj dividual guests. They also figure
a. seasonal staff .'will'help the
Cadets, Ice Ca’pets, Jeri liflayhall an effortless grace, but he shows
to a greater extent, socially
Orch: choreoarpohy, Ron Fletcher, j! too much restraint when doing
artistically
Dench Sc Stewart, Chandra Kaly, ! spins, leaps and a few other tricks. - well
5**“ f-'iSrSg&L
Lucretia Reyes Urtula, Tommy Ma¬ ■ Sandy Culbertson, a looker, also inThf
ha« enm*. ahout frankhoney; sets, George Jenkins; cos- j. dicates promise and shows up well
tumes, Billy Livingston, Henry
Weiss, Opened at Madison Square , Sf preSies bit stilf withiut the bade poor season Of course, most
Garden, Aug. 31, ’60; $6 top.
! authority that provides the neces- of the slump is due to the rather
sary weight on the ice.
F°°* summer in , New \ork.' It s
and comedy turns on Ice. The |i Team strength Is contained In been so bad, that reportedly sevHarris-Derval analogy continues in the glace terping of Barbara Wag- er* mountain bookers have difflthat both, because of the great ifer & Robert Paul, recent converts culty m making, collections from
accent on sartorial and production from the amateur realm. They innkeepers for.shows that have alvalues, bankroll their *own ateliers are still to get the feel of profes- ready played there. Since the bookand scenic design studios.
ice, but they seem to know4 er ;is regarded as a producer who
With “Ice Capades" achieving its sional
their way around the figures and makes a profit on the entire show
21st edition. Hams has apparently with more time in the pro sphere and not a commission; he is directfelt the need of a certain'amount jhey should come off.
ly; responsible for the performer’s
of maturity.
With the natural
Also impressive is the skating of salary and must pay off within a
splendor of the show, he foresaw Lynn
"Patsy" Finnegan, both as few days of . the date whether he
the value of some weightier subject the lead
in “Wizard of Oz” and on collects or not.
matter. The lavishness ihad to
The stock company and .social
achieve more purposes than spec¬ her own. Quietly, Bobby Specht is
a
bulwark
of skating strength in staffs were the policy in most of
tacle.
He therefore expanded the the show. .He continues to have the Catskill iniis years ago, but
gave way to travelling players
budget and provided some more flesh and color.
Among the assemblage of veteran mainly because the more creative
elevated themes, such as a retinue
of various operas, the depiction turns are Eric Waite, who con- writers and directors preferred
of “Scheherazade," “The! Wizard tributes comedy in a pair of nura- working in radio. Some, such as
(Continued on page 52)
' Dore Schary who was on the staff
of. Oz,” a “Salute to Rodgers &
■
.
'
, "
at Grossinger’s, Ferndale, N: Y.,
.went 'on .to films.
■ .■ »-m- *»rv ru
At the same time, the mountain
I I I I j I
I ft & |
hotels are getting formidable com*
|j I ll I
■ D m.1
Petition, from beajch, golf and swim
D4 I mi ■
■ I m
clubs which have; become impor■ 1 ■ ■ I. ■ >1 V i m
tant name buyers. The operations
I
■ I j I J 1/1 |
in the Lido Beach, Li I-, area are
D» D .using top names. One elub, the
kjc
Malibu Beach Club, has put in a
and his
$7,500 bid to Bob Hope for one
show. Most Catskill hotels cannot
ll/TIHll 111*1*11
afford anywhere near that sum for
If l/lllll VI Vllt
attractions, and thus are studying
W
the social staff and stock company
format. •"
\fni!nhlf*
However, this time, the “toomNow Available
vu
lers” (that?s tire guy who would
yock It up on the porch and fall
FOR tlMITED ENGAGEMENTS
_.
: into the pool with ail his clothes
on) will give way to more scholarly
DATES ancf Further■ Information CONTACT
I practitioners. The hewer breed,
JERRY LEVY
1 they figure,, will be able to lectiire
SHEP HELDS
directional enterprises
1 on current events, sing a ballad,
DIRECTIONAL
ENTERPRISES
SHAMROCK HILTON HOTEL
200
W. 57 ,st
St.,i $2?
N«w York
Houston, Texas :
200 wv.?7
York
1 be able to Weld shows out of the
Circle 4-1431
MOhawk 4-9307
circle
*-M3i
| talents from the guest list and put
on plays, as well as whip up revues.

_

1

Canadiana
(CANADIAN NATIONAL
EXHIBITION)
Toronto, Sept. 5.
Jack Arthur production starring
Phil Silvers (1st week), Victor
Borge (2d week); with Jon Vickers,
Hanneford , Family (6), Princess
Tajana, Walter Dare Wahl & Oldr
field. The Hi-Lites (3), Barbara
Franklin, Rosemary Bailey /'Bill.
Walker, Canade.ites
(48), Boy
Dancers
(12), Mixed Choral
Group (22); Don Hudson, , Lew
Casey, associate producers; staged
by Alan Lund; sets and costumes,
Stuart
Mackay;
choreography,
Midge Arthur, Alan <& Blanche
Lund; musical direction, Howard
Cable;
lighting; William Dale;
opened at CNE. Grandstand, To¬
ronto, Aug: 26; *60;. $3.75 top.

Jack Arthur has assembled and
directed what is his most success¬
ful stage spectacle to date. It la
140 minutes of eye- and ear-filling
entertainment presented, on a
mobile stage for the 22,000-seat
grandstand show.
Show ranges from Phil Silvers,
in his “Sergeant Biiko" comedy
sketches to Jon Vickers and the
big production numbers which, biclude the fast-stepping precision
work of The Canadettes and their,
alternating Strauss, ballets.
With the Toronto critics making
snide remarks at the lack of
comedy of the Phil Silvers head¬
lining group, comic changed his
entire act on the second night.
Judging from his Saturday (27)
audience . reception. Silvers de¬
lighted the cash Customers with
liis patter, poker games and facer
slapping of “singing" Maurice
(Doberman)
Gosfield,
Silvers’
troupe also spotlights Herbie Faye,
Joey Ross and Bill Sands in stand¬
out solo turns. Silvers exited Frlday 12).
In a 45-minute act, 30 of which
was chatter, Victor Borge . pleased
with his glib jokes even though
some of these were aged. He also
did his punctuation reading! His
only serious bit was Greig’s Piano
concerto, played with Howard
Cable’s 60-man orch. Borge made

SHEP FIELDS

RAJAH RABOID

>
■

his entrance driving tractor and
exited on bicycle. Borge followed
Silver as headliner.
For the family-trade is the full
voice of Jon Vickers for his
“Vestl La . Giubba” aria, his
“Wunderbar" and “So in Love." a
duet with the blonde Barbara
Franklin; . In his “You Will Re¬
member Viehna" production num*
ber, Vickers, the; Metopera tenor,
blended art and entertainment,
and was over big.
The Arthur trademark on visuality in mass, effects are the fullstage . spectacles in the “Picnic
Scene" and the . “Big Top," latter
complete with walk-around of the
gorgeously costumed ' girls, th»
clowns, horses, elephant herds
and leopards. For daring trapeze
work is Princess Tajana, who
makes an entrance with eight warbenneted Indian maids on eight
white horses.
For first time, CNE is using folk
groups in national costumes for
his “Picnic Scene," these includ¬
ing spirited choral, and dance
group ensembles that, In swift suc¬
cession, uses 18 Israelies, 24 Ital¬
ians, 22 Serbians and the Ihternational
Bailet
composed
of
Ukraine end Polish .dancers. and
singers; this an obvious audience
bid for the city’s Immigration
potential.
The “Big Top” spectacle is also
highlighted by the clever precision
routines of Midge Arthur’s, line of
48 girls in zebra costumes, her hlkick finale and. the alternate:
choreography of Alan and Blanche
Lund in their corps de ballet work
of “You Will Remember Vienna,"
plus their appearance in blue eve¬
ning gpwns. and silver tiaras for.
their ostrich feather 'convolutions
in Waltz time.
Also outstanding are the har¬
mony trio of The Hi-Lites for their
opening of “Put on a Happy Face"
and then into a pop medley, the
only one. ini the >how; and “Can¬
ada^ the Place for Me,’’: a bouncy
number written by Wayne A
Shuster:
... A hod is also due the Hanneford
Family, three men and three
wqinem for daredevil riding; the
. (Continued on page 54)
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1 COULD RUN IN BOSTON
A YEARBOOKED SOLID THRU DEC. 22
Thanks—For AH AGVA Votes

Mtippling Rhythm Orch.=

ll

ACCLAIMED BY PRESS AND PUBLIC ALIKE AS THE GREATEST TRAPEZE ARTIST OF THE AGES

PRINCESS TAJANA
THE INDIAN GODDESS OF FLIGHT
GRACE

li

. . the brightest star of the show
was Princess Tajana on a swinging
trapeze."
:

TORONTO GLOBE

•

PERFECTION

•

BEAUTY

Currently Appearing in

JACK ARTHUR'S
CANADIANA '60
CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION — TORONTO

. • the hit of the show was Princess
Tajana, an aerlalist who is beauti¬
ful and very, very graceful.11
TORONTO TELEGRAM

Just Completed!
Agency:

AL DOBRITCH
10 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20. N. Y.
COIembut 5-4482

ED SULLIVAN SHOW
AND

BELLEVUE CASINO, Montreal
A NEW NOVELTY SENSATION FOR YOUR CLUB OR HOTEL

Personal Manager:

TOM HANNEFORD
Hoaneford Coart
Osprey, FleHda

I
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M Silvers Blasts Into Critics,
Toronto Following ONE Date

[Renos Dimmit Points Up Casinos OK
4-nay AgiDtic «y Rm Bat Ciremas Lack Emergency Power

Atlantic City, Sept. 6.
More than any Other year in the.
Toronto, Sept. 8. f1
Lashing out. at Toronto critics as '
long history of the annual Miss
"boys straight from journalism I
America Pageant- talent will be
school out to make a fast head¬
stressed tomorrow night (Wed.) as
line,"Phil Silvers bowed out Fri¬
prelimihary judging of the 54 girls
day night (2) as star of the Cariadian National Exhibition grand¬
here to compete for the title “Miss
stand show after his scheduled tun.
America, 1961” gets underway in
Silvers, who had a 16-minute
Los Angeles* Sept. 6.
the main auditorium of theresqrt’s
stint in the show with his ‘‘Serg¬
California Corporations Division big convention haH.
eant Bilko” squad, complained ’
about the Circulation competition 1has approved a plan by producer
The finale of the season, it is
of the 'Toronto, afternoon news- :Sandy Howard and six others, in¬ expected to draw more than 65,000
papers. He said that "Toronto is a (cluding Broadway flack Bill Doll'
during its four-day run, with the
nick town that doesn’t deserve to
artists
manager
George final two hours Saturday night
have the Canadian National Exhibi- 'and
“Bullets” Dufgom, to float a public (10). being aired nationally over.
tion.”
He agreed; that his tv act . wasn’t .stock issue to finance an amuse¬ CBS-TV. An approximate gross of
suitable for the 22.000-seat grand- ;ment park near Fontana, some 25
nearly $400,000 is expected during
stand, but ‘‘it was-the: act that the '
the four nights; With a sold-out
ONE management wanted me to do to 30 miles, east Of L.A.
Park, td . be tabbed. “Land of house* despite television, assured
and wasn’t as bad as the self-styled
press , critics made die out.; They. . Colossus," Will be situated on 123 the final night. Convention hall is
don’t know anything about show acres. Howard is prexy of recent¬
set up to seat approximately 18,000.
business; they just, want a head- '
ly-formed Colossus Inc.*, and other
Take of the new “Miss America”
line."
.Judging from/audience applause promoters include Wally Rose, should be near $106,000 during the
and laughter, producer Jack Arthur Rudi Feld, Sol Gorse and Cy Tan¬ year of touring, nationally and in¬
said, the public liked the show. ner.
ternationally. during the year of
Meantime* attendance dropped 18,. Group will get promotional her reign. She is also assured of
500 on the week.
shares on a one-for-bhe basis for $10,000 in a scholarship award to
each share sold to. the public for continue her education after her
$2, up to 250,000 shares, but only tepure.
after'shareholders have subscribed
Bert Parks will again emcee the
$450,000 in cash, held in. impound Show; with Linda Lee Mead, reignby CCD*
I ing queen t“Miss Mississippi” last
Sale of shares is limited to state ! year), on hand to crown the new
Ottawa, Sept: 5.
A Central Canada Exhibition : of Californi , and company’s per¬ j “Miss America.” Doug Edwards
mit
to advertise is still pending, al¬ 1 and Marilyn Van Derbur, the la.tpress officer’s erroneous statement
won Dorothy Lamour frontpage though permit to .issue shares has;; ter. the 1958 “Miss America,” also
been
approved.
• will do tv chores.
spreads in the. Citizen, this capi¬
tal’s largest daily, and iji: Ee Dfbit,
Its Erench-langu age daily.
It wak reported that Miss Larnbur, starring in CCE grandstand
show* had been too ill to entertain,
an audience of shutins, crippled
and handicapped children. When
It turned out she had showed, al¬
though herself, suffering a severe
ear infection, both papers gave
the correction p, 1 treatment
One of Miss Lamour’s. sons,
Bidgeiy Howard, 14, wais paralyzed
some years, ago, and because of
what he and she. went through she
considered the gratis performance
"an absolute must,” she said.

Cal. Okays 500G
Stock Issue Tor
New Fob Pork

DOT LAMOUR NOT - ILL,’
BIG PRESS FOR HER P.A/S

By ART LONG
Reno, Sept. 6.
Reno's recent power failure—a
24-hour blackout resulting from a
major forest fire in the High Sierra
—pointed up two well-known (lo¬
cally) observations: the city's ca¬
sinos can bperate indefinitely on
their owii emergency power facili¬
ties, but the local movie houses
without commercial power are a
bust.
Also putting the theatres’ lack
of emergency power in the public
eye. was the cancellation of the
planned world premiere of “Let’s
Make Love.” Some 200 scribes
from the collective press and the
trades came in to cover the Mari¬
lyn Monroe-Yves Montand pic.
With the. preem slated for the
Crest Theatre at 7:30, the power
went out in midafternoon. A press
party at the Riverside Hotel, how¬
ever, was only dimmed (pun not
intended) to slight degree by the
hotel’s emergency power. And the
fact Miss Monroe failed to show.
(It was reported she was under a
hair-dryer at her hotel When the
fire burned through two major
lines in the Donner Lake area and
deprived Reno and Lake Tahoe of
power.)..
In the case of the casinos, the
story ’didn’t read the same as for
the theatres. .
The instant the' power, failed,
emergency units in all the major

casinos and theatre-restauranta
took over for uninterrupted action.
Granted, some of the candlepoiver
is lost in the transition, but there
was no delay in actum, and gam¬
blers showed no reluctance to woo
Lady Luck in semi-darkness. How¬
ever, some of the dealers coming
off the night admitted to “6quint
eye” pains.
None of the major clubs at Reno
or Tahoe cancelled shows because
of the blackout. Jack Benny went
.on at Tahoe Harrah’s on his debut
night to a sellout house (750-plus),
served by the club’s own gener¬
ators. Nevada Lodge and Cal-Neva
Lodge at the other end of the lake
operated without incident.
At the Mapes in Reno, Lili St.
Cyr bathed to subdued lighting in
the top-floor Sky Room, but head¬
liner Gary Crosby missed a couple
shows for lack of electricity in the
sound system. In the casino on the
street floor, however, the roulette
ball continued to-spin, the clank
of the slot machines was evident,
and the dealers did nothing more
out of the norm than take a closer
peak at the hole card.
The lobby, of the Mapes resem¬
bled a film studio—with klieg
lights from “The Misfits” (the cast
and crew headquarter at the hotel)
brought in to augment the hotel's
standby system, which serves the
casino and lobby only. Miss Mon¬
roe’s eighth-floor apartment (the
only one lighted) was also serv¬
iced by a “Misfits” generator.

behius+bqx office=RAY CHARLES!
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Jane RussellY B.A. Date
Jane Bussell is the latest, act to
be signed for a tour of South
America. She’s slated to open in
Buenos Aires Nov. 14 for two
weeks. She’ll do dates in Brazil and
other countries as well.
William Morris Agency booked.

promotions
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8tfc Consecutive Week
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Sw’Ucvty

billy GRAY'S
BANDBOX
Hollywood, Calif.

CAL CLAUDE
Mattw cf lhe Art of Balaneing

Working

THREE RIVERS INN
Syracuse, N. V.

Sept. 2 rtin Sept. 17
Open Starting Oct. 13th:
Contact: CAL CLAUDE
S Vali Conrt
Cambridge, Mali;.

OLASON'S

FUN-MASTER

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for dll Theatricals
“We Sorvlce the. Stars"

■Ig Temporary Specie! on All
35 .Gag Flits for $15; Plus $1.00 Postage
Foreign: $1.St t«., 35 for $40
d 3 Parody Books* Par Bk. .... $10 o
o 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. ... $25 o
O Minstrel Budget v
-*. $25 o
How to Master, the Ceremonies
= 03.gar Cogy
No C.O.O's, .. "Always Open"

BILLY GLASON
1M W. S4th St., N.Y.C., It C0 5-13U
CWE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEQY)
<Lat • Real Professional Train..Yeui.

Personal Management
JEFF D. BROWN

Booking Direction
SHAW ARTISTS CORP.
565 5th AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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Vaude, Cafe Dates

Hildegarde To Reopes
Alpine Village, Cleve.,
In Spot’s Name Fling

Top Talent in Ice Capades’
i Continued from page 50.;

, bers, One of which is cowgirl garb, ;a night club ” In another instance;
and Jhe oth
in a satire on the ]Detroy - alleges,, a union represen¬
Cleveland, Sept. 6;
1 vernal, dancing, Both spots crime itative in Oregon asked an em¬
Hildegarde is reopehihg the j
Diahann Carroll will play a; re¬ at the World Ice Skating Festival
! off- well.
, jployer at the Muliriomah County
peat stand at the Persian Room of in London Dec. 28. He follows that downtown Alpine Village Thursday j|
The Three Bruises sirhilarly get /iFair, Gresham, Ore.; to dismis*
with a four-week stand at Harrah-s, 18> for 10-day engagement and a},
the Plaza starting Feb. 8
j massive mitts, with their standard/ .!him. The eriiployer refused. H®
Reno, starting jam 23
. . Blue
Gardner Sisters integrated i'nto Angel opened a new calypso layout, rerouted salary of $3,500. That’s 'I ,act of depicting. scrubwomen, aria;:says while he has suffered dam¬
the Jerry Colonna act at the Tropi- “Calypso Voodoo” . .. Dick. Hayroes 1 the highest fee that Herman Pirch- . other bits reminiscent of the work :;ages to the extent of $200,000, ho¬
cana Las Vegas . . . Toni & Jan and Fran Jeffries down for the her. Operator of '■ the 350-capacity JI of Willie. West & McGinty, Also Jis asking no monetai’y damages at •
Arden move to the Thunderbird, Chase Hotel, St. Louis, Sept, 22, theatre-restaurant; has, paid for' a [ in the comedy vein is the work of- Hthis time.
Henry M. Katz is representing
Las V egas. Sept. 20 . . . Earl Grant, and play Eddy s’, Kansas City, Oct.. single act since' the paltriy Would .: John LaBrecque, teariied with No-, j
..hie Rochester, which also came off- Detroy in the action. This, is th®
v.ho recently'wound up an Austral¬ 28 for two.
j 'War II era.•■!'
] fairly w;ell.
the Smoothies, per !,second suit in the courts, as result
ian tour, is current at the Tide-;
Chanteuse, backed’ i>y George j; iusual,.glide across the ice with their [of the 1959 election in which Joey
lands. Houston, and follows 'with ;
Landes as her regular piano accom- j! accustomed grace and, as alw;ays,.j Adams defeated Miss Singletqri.
the Crescendo, Hollywood.
pariist,. has contracted to da a total [ waIk of to a near ovation.
'[. Victor La Monte also is suing tha
Kaye Ballard and Cliff Reynolds j
of 19 performances, start ing with a
There w as brie substitution in the union in N>Y. Supreme Court to
Count Basie’s orch open at Gene j
on the two-dav bill at the Smart j!
single showT bn her first, night.; bill. Bill.'Henry & Son were out of :
set aside that balloting, because of
Set. Island Park. L. I.. Sept. 9 and Norman’s. Crescendo tonight (71; Cover charge slated is. $1 on week¬ the show; because Son is too young
alleged questionable election, prac¬
10 . . . Senor Wences into the . . . Don Rickies opens a two-week- j days, $i.50 on Saturdays.
to work in these environs.- One of tices. Although, 'now under the
Chaudiere. Hull. Ottawa. Noy. 14 er at Trade Winds. Chicago, Sept. |
For the last month..the Alpine their tw;o spots was assumed by. purview of the LandrumrGriffin
22
.
.
.
Guy
Mitchell
off
on
a
three-!
.
. Dick Karines & Fran Jeffries
Village has been semidprmant, Bernie & Maggie Harris, in a.’ Act, that law cannot obtain in.the
pacted to the William Morris month European trek.. . . Dorothy j operating only on Saturday nights’‘ blade’s version of a standard; aerri '
La Monte case since the election
Agency .
. Two guitars reopen¬ Louden starts four-week stand at; with three act stage bills' on its. turn.
The translation to ice, at:.. took place before the L-G statute
ing Friday i9> with Edi Hellas. Flamingo, Las Vegas, today (7;...j hydraulic, risingstage. By booking |I.this stage only indicates its pos-.
went into effect;
Ray
Gilbert
framing
a
nitery
.act;
Ivan Nepa & Sonia. Sasha PolinHildegarde, operator definitely in-1[ sibilities.
The vet turn of Ro. . Jack Douglas , dicated plans of increasing-enter¬ ihayne & Steele are probably the
off. Kostya Poliansky, Michel San-,t for Gloria Grey
Kingston To San Antoni :
:
into
Slate
Bros,
tomorrow
(8)
.
.
,
tainment
budget
for
1960-61
season
deval and Misha tlsdanoff . . .
best in the ice.fieid.r
San Antonio, Sept. 6.
|I
The major splendor of the show
Eagle & Man preem at the j Cele-, Dorothy Dandridge opens a two-, to get stronger name attractions.
Concerts;
Inc. will promote the
'week
engagement
at
Radisson
Ho;
is
in,the
production
and
choreog¬
brily Room. Philadelphia, Oc!t. 19. ’
Pirchner said he is dickering for :
tel, Minneapolis, tomorrow (8)... Nelson - Eddy, Phil Ford & Mimi raphy and it's evident that Harris.: local appearance of the Kingston
Trio
here
at
the Municipal Audi¬
The DeCastro Sisters hold over at : Hines among'others:
j
went
alL
out
to
make
this
edition,
i
Gene Ridthe Holiday Hotel. Reno, two ad¬ dies’
five-piece
combo returns |j marking its maturity, a noteworthy j torium Sept.. 23, kicking off San
ditional weeks . . . Connee Boswell Sept. 8 to kick Off the club’s new ;; one. A batch of choreographers ; Antonio’s fall entertainment seaLen Dresslar, with a local tv and1 set for two weeks at the Holiday
policy. Alpine Vlilage’s operation\ vied with each other for major atstock rep., is baritoning at L Man-‘1 in Reno beginning Sept. 15 .
Tickets will have a $3.75 fop.
includes
an ; upstairs . Eldorado.! tention. Lucretia Hayes Urtula.did
gain’s Chateau on a six-week1; HiLo’s into the Fairmont In Frisco,. Club, featuring Joe Baldi’s orch,!| the Filipino number and prdvided
stand . . . Playboy Club is repris¬’' Sept. 15.
and. the Little. Buffet run by Do- . an imaginative translation of na¬
ing Mae Barnes, with Bobby Short
tive themes on ice. The cracking
reno Monaco Turner.
booked to open Sept. 27 .. . Magico>!
of the poles doesn’t have the drama
Avheri it’s done against bare feet,
i
but it is nonetheless colorful.
“Oz” is by now done tradition¬
Lenny Bruce set foe the Red;
ally no matter what the medium.
Hill Inn. Nov. 18-27 . . . Martha
] There is no longer much, differeriRaye w orks Sciolla’s Oct. 3-8. Joey
j tiation in the interpretation of the
Bishop slated for uptown, spot Oct.
Syracuse, Sept. 6.
j L. Frank Baum classic, but it gets
, 31-Nov. 5 . . . ‘’Holiday in Japan,”
Free
Entertainment
ait
the
an■
: the message across with Miss Finwhich opens the new Latin Casino,
! nual New York State Fair here, I! began in the central role, plus La.in for a four-week run (Oct. 13-;
1
Sept.
2
through
10,
is
being
pro.vid-!
! Brecque, Joe Marshall, Eddie Bris¬
| Nov.-91
. . Jackie Kannon re-.|
1 opens'the Celebrity Room, Sept. 9,!! ed by; Dale Robertson, Guy Lom¬ coe arid Rochester as the varied-,
characters,
bardo’s
Orchestra.
Homer
&
Jethro
: to be Joined by Arthur Lee Simp-.
your visit
Chandra Kaly designed the dance:
|
kins. Sept. 12. Other bookings in¬ ! and the June Taylor Dancers. '
Boston a memorabl®
for
“Scheherazade,” a rather diffiOther attractions include Hubert,
clude Morty Storm & Billy Fel-!!
orie. Located in the
; cult item to cut down to skating,
lows. Sept. 19-28; Prof. Irwin (r Castle Circus,, a horse-pulling con- j
heart of the shopping and enter¬
I but he did a creditable Iranslatitm.
tainment district. Children under 14
1 Corey, Oct. 10-18; Barry Sisters, •! test. Tex BenCke’s band (the latter,!j Robert Dench & Rosemarie Stewart,
FREE. Parking facilities: Sensibly
Oct. 19-29 and Don Rickies, Nov; Sept, 10); automobile races.arid’a designed the dance for the “OperCurrently
BEAU flIVAGE MOTEL
priced, too!
7-19 . . . Mort Sahl at the Acad-:: horse .show:. Strates. Sho\ys will be ama” sequence which combined ex-;
Miami Batch. Fla.
: on the midway.
ierhy of Music, Oct. 16.
Avery & WashlngtM Sti
.: cerpts from a quartet of operas in
Opposite Boston Comte*
a creditable riiaririer,; while Ron
Fletcher choreographed the salute
B2RN
to Rodgers & Hammerstein, Lack¬
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
ing in both numbers was. any rCI semblance to the original themes,
: but as designs for ice. routines, they ’
■ were fine.
1
!
Billy Livingston painted from [
■ all jrarts of the: spectrum with his::
costumings,
Colorings are vivid j
., and imaginative arid the designs;
i while impressive permit locoriioti
j
: on the floor.
Again there were ).
lnffwottond Comedion
, times when the theme escaped him, v
as in the. “Tannhaus'er”. sequence
Currently Performing
i wrheii the costumes might have been
His One-Man Shew at
more appropriate for “Aida.”
j
Vet conductor Jeri Mavhall did
' well for the-greater art of the dis! play, put failed to get together
j with several parts of the vocal
tape that accompanied several se¬
quences.'
However, these are but minor
flaws in a production, in which.
Harris has again exceeded himseif.
It’s getting more difficult to top the
The Only Rul. Monthly
previous edition of the show, since
PROFESSIONAL GAO SERVICE
he has created the standard of ex¬
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE
MOST-U P-rTO-DAT EST
:
cellence in the ice field.
Jose.

New York

Urban, in the Conrad Hilton’s
j Ron
current ice show, does two frames

Hollywood

Chicago

Philadelphia

BOSTON’S
a NEW
hotel

FREE SHOWS MARK
N Y. STATE FAIR

IfiiilmJw

KEff

RON URBAN

DON
TANNEN

3rd MONTH
BLVD. ROOM

CIRO'S
Johannesburg,
South Africa

CONRAD HILTON, CHI.

“THE COMEDIAN"

Detroy Sues AGVA
. Continued from

page 49

; subject to the "illegal pressure”
being brought to bear upon him?
Detrov stated that the union
j with its "pressure tactics’’ does riot
represent hinv an actorf hut has
“become a collection agency for

Now in (ft 130th Issue contalnlnf
storiss, . onelihers/ potnisttss, sons
titles# hacklars. audience stuff# men*
loss,' parodiss, double flaps; : bits.
Ideas, Intros, impressions and. Im-.
personations, political. Interruptions.
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Damita Jo, who came in late spring
that-he cah draW regular jazz club ]
Living. Room, Hf. .■ Yi
Sands, Las Vegas
followers as well as the college]
Arthur Tracy, Karen Chandler, for a four-week run arid has been
Chicago, Sep.i: 1.
Las. Vegas, Sept L
Sid paesar (ivith Paul Reed and kids who still worship at his Bobby Cole Trio; $5i50 minimum, a holdover since with commitment
Sammy Davis jr.. Bob Melvin,
now due to hold her at least Garr Nelson, Copa Girls (12), An¬
f
—-Johnny Haymer), Marion Colby, Columbia LPs.
Group is built along strong muArthur Tracy; who in radio days through September.
Rayek Roman, Ben: Arden Orch
tonio Morelli Orch (23); produced
sical lines.
Backing
Brubeck’s . was known as, the "Street Singer,”
Attractive. thrush is a bell-ringer by Jack Entratter; choreography,
(11) ; .$2,50 cover, S3 Sat.
piano are Paul Desmond’s sax,' js again making the rounds after: all the way. She has a consider¬ Renne Stuart; $4 minimum.
long absence from show biz able followirig among the hip
c Not since his obscure tyro days Joe Morello’s drums and Eugene i
has Sid Caesar worked a Chi cafe. Wright’s bass and they all work [ haunts when he parlayed his earn- crowd that makes the room a ren-,
Sammy Davis Jr., another of
It’s hot lor that, of course, but together with; a well-developed i ings in the more orthodox realty dezvoUs. Working with her own Jack Entratter’s blockbusters, is
rather the homescreen credits that precision. The solo licks, too, are jfield. He recently tested his ac- adept trio of bricking looters, back in the Copa Room displaying
should provide. ;'his four weeks in surefire mittgrabbers. . The. boys j ceptance with! any Audio Fidelity she deals up a shrewdly balanced his versatility better than ever. Tho
the. plush Empire r Room with a are, on for close-to 40 minutes but album and with positive' returns, book of upbeat tunes that hit all singer-hoofer-comedian-thesp
un¬
merry head count. Less merry is the set is full of surprises as they has set forth on the cafe route, tastes; On the softer blues, she corks some gags in his socko celeb
the layout he’s brought in.. Some run through interpretations of [. Hjs firs( date in years, at Danny works in underplayed style that impreshes, shows some extra-fancy
of the show's elements and some I standards- and some originals like * Siegel’s Living Room, indicates makes for clever contrast to the footwork, and for first-nighters did
of Caesar’s material dull the over¬ Desmond's "Take Five.
Gros.
J that he is still the_ romantic trouba- all-out arrangements which she a tour de force as instrumentalist
all impact, though it’sto be! ac¬
'—• •
~m ;•
■■
dour of yore. He has the same belts over for the peak:points of on drums, vibes, and cornet.
cented that comedian himself is a
Interlude, H 011V\vd
courtly treatment .of a song. He her 35 minute stint.
/ “This performance only,” Davis
potent parodist in any medium.
Hollywood, Aug. 28. ; lingers over the lyric and the notes
When she zings off on a big-beat, said, “Mr. Entratter says I have
There’s ho. question that the tele
Professor Irwin Corey, aoJoy t that please him, and he makes his finger - snapping,
triple - tongued to cut the show down to normal
exposure of most of his stuff ham¬ Short combo (4);. ,$2: cover, two- numbers a personal valentine, in lyric ad lib, the house.rocks. And,
length after this one.” Davis in¬
pers the laugh harvest, but most drink ininim m.
effect.
incidentally, she inserts a rock ’n’ jects fresh life into such standards
of it—for the Caesar magic—still
Tracy is at home in this room, roll ditty,: “Personality’? that gets as “Lady ’Is a Tramp.” “Begin The
emerges . impressively.
The. one’
Profesw Irwin Corey is a master being small . enough to house, the the aud to beating up ari accomp- Beguine” and “Black Magic.” He’s
•ketch that doesn’t is the seedy of comic ellipsis and. noil sequitur intimacy of his offerings, and large ing rhythm storm, that establishes
smoothly backed by the Antonio
professor, whch in the cabarets and he affects the appearance of enough to afford an. audience that her poterit click here. She’s a
Morelli orch (23) which is guided
requires some sharper, slants than a Pershing Square . megalomaniac applauds. His tunes include "Sep- classy dresser, and handles herself
by 88er George Rhodes. Strong as¬
those served on video. Bit is low -4all'of which delights his regular, (ember Song” and
string of With an authority rind a. maturity sistance comes from drummer
comedy that needs plenty yock “students” but perplexes those romantic numbers;
that, is a; far cry from several years Michael Silva and guitarist Bob
lines to pull—and this it doesn’t who attend minus the prerequisite
All ths recalls an ...era when he ago when she worked as a singer Morgan.
have as: of hovsv Other stuff — courses.
~
provided an image of a tattered with a jazz:. Outfit at the old Copa
Bob Melvin, whose “Got A
world as eyed by an infant, parody
At the Inieflude’s current show, singer aecoriiped by a concertina Lounge here; she’s a solid; bigMinute?” phrase is contagious
of prizefight , films, and the Prus¬ the latter types have recourse to singing fo a lady on a balcony. limer performer riow^
Lary.
every time he works here, is the
sian general with orderly.-4 these Bobby Short;, who, with: a three- The . theme. "Marla” still conveys
bill-balancer.' The rapidly rising
all make it much better, for.reason maii combo;.:, .'provides'., jazz-influ- that picture to many,, and his work
young standup comedian brings a
they re basically britter premised ; ended ballads in a manner enjoyed in this hospice helps memory along
Edge waterBeach. Chi
generous supply of new material,
rind meatier.
.! on the Left Bank, from which the a well-travelled: and pleasant road;;
.Chicago, Aug. 29.
putting him in the big leagues as
His* sidekicks are Raiil Reed, his ] sepia .. entertainer
recently
re;
Karen Chandler, \vho gained a
Kim. Sisters (3 v, Les Waiverly
a one-liner and situation material
vet tv ditto on many of these skits, turned. ..
lot of .prominence with her disk-. Orch (6); $2
*
$2.50 Fri.performer. He bows off to yocks
and cafe comic Johnny Haynier, j
Corey, as aforesaid, can perpiex; ings, is .a skilled singer with a Sai;.
with his original and clever method
both of:whoni field tlieir parts with ■he spent about five minutes at the lively style. She gives a tune
of rating his audience on a point
elan. Haymer especially,, as the oncet of his act making grimaces 'solid ride eventhough. there’s a
Their first , time in the Poly¬ . system. Melvin uces no blue mageneral’s
orderly,
shows, nifty but no sound. At the same; time ^tendency to over embellish. It's
!
terial,
and it’s refreshing to have
cqmedic insight. The Caesar seg-. he can turn phrases which seenij a niindr matter .in a session that- nesian .Village, .last year, three
nienls, py the way! are staged with to be at the edge of sense: “We've - gives /■•■•the. "Living- Roomers a solid Kin> Sisters were, co-billed with him clicking here in a delightful
props and settings, disloeatirigthe got to. circumvent the periphery!” : reason forapplause.
Martin
Denny.;s
exotica.
Gils turn.
band from its usual perch.
The opera-trained voice of Garr
!
Corey’S often Worthy of. con-1
The Bobby; Cole Trio; with . Cole clicked . so well that this time
Singer. .Marion
Colby makes . si.deration among those who :take at the . ivories, completes1 .the.] en- they’re in alone for 12 weeks, and Nelson is heard in the Renne
lore of it visually than with her j 'comedy-seriously, hence he's a finejtertaimrient setup here; Cole is.an with, rightful expectations of hep Stuart production number with the
eoy-coni nier ei al
vocals, counter- ' entry for ;this room. At the same j imaginative musician; .and a singer biz.
12 Copa Girls. Show set through
pointing her catalog \\ith exposure jtime, he’s: perhaps, too dependent j.with a hip viewpoint. With theLaid
Duke.
The .young Koreans, bring a Oct. 11.
of . trim. gams for . Overall polite J on. his: audience ;for comic, material: : of his bassist apd drummer, he heady brew of showmanship to
applause; Dance -duo of; Rave & ■that is, when
as on opening ipvides an extremely interesting their multi-faceted turn. They’ve a
..Roman brandishes the cool and 'night) the audience fails to. re-, session. .He makes skilled, use of. lot going- visually arid talentwise Fairmont, San Francisco
collected
pose,
through
some : spond with heckling .or other hooks dissonance and provides, varied to merit warm response, and cer¬
Sari Francisco, Sept. 2.
riiootb ballroom angles, impress¬ /for his 'ad libbing, he hasn’t much pieces With drive and color, Musi- tainly they’ve been staged with
Nat King Cole,. Ernie Hcckscher
ing best with overhead, carries and j of an act to fall back dn- Thus, cianly attributes as .well as sotfhd effectiv
snap that leaves
no Orch (21); $2.50-$3 cpver.
iwirls for ..effective register. . Ben ; degree to which he entertains l ean .entertainment
instincts . prevail doubt as to. poise.
Arden’s dependable crew cut .it: j Vary greatly fi-orni .night to night; with this outfit.
Nat King Cole, rates a great
Jose.
. Pace, however, gets overly fran¬ / ovation off his 53-minute opening
good.
Pit. - ' Short’s booked for-five and one ^ \
-r-—-r-——
tic as the : gals/.accent their sundry night show at the Fairmont’s caverlialf. Weeks;' Corey's Stand iS iiir
abilities—the strutting arid footing
Riverside. Reno
! nous Venetian Room,
definite.
Glen.
Has id Si. East.
Y.
as they gamut the Yank pops from
'-. '
.
Reno, Sept. T.
He opens with "Thou Swell,”
'Cannonball; Adderley Quintet,
“Lazy - River” to. “big beat” stuff. i
Billy:
Daniels.
..Pepper
Davis
Si
i
June Christy, Dave Brubeck Quar¬
Down\si stirs at (h^
Apd. it’s a further (and more and - then sells the jam-packed
'Tony Reese, Starlets .<81. Eddie
;room with “Paradise” and protet; $2.50 miisic charge;
basic.)
fla\y,..
to.
this
reviewer,
that
I'pstair^.
Y.
Filzpa,triek Orch,ylO); $4 minimum.
they’ve, been so. Americariized in : ceeds, in ordei\ to “The Continent
, Rose,Murphy and Trio with Slam
;tal.” “Surrey with a Fringe on
., There-s a solid musical pitch to Stewart;-,■ S3,50 minimum.
presentation and per some imita¬
Nf
.
Current
Stint
marks
the
second
j Top” (a masterful, jumping ar¬
be had at Basin Street East, this
tive sounds-—the stuff of which,
. playback this year ,in: the Olympic
rangement), “Unforgettable, You,”
session.:. With Cannonball Adderparadoxically,
their,
“cuteness”
The: economics
^■ j J.^1US -Room for Billy Daniels and it’s a
i“You Made Me Love You.” “Dance,
ley’s Quintet and Dave Brubeck’s
riiade for most auditors.
Mcnk paired operations under the .near-carbon of the. .last date—b
. Ballerina, Dance” and the Tovely
Quartet, running the instrumental same roof is not usual iii the cafe
Still, Kims indeed are plenty ■ Burke-Van
;a proven icatalog with, much diverHeusen
tune,
“But
field and June Christy on the -vocalrealm. Thd Cpstairs. always lias a sity. .He’s a; smoothie with a tune, potent in the grab-and-hold of an ! Beautiful.”
end, this eastside jazz room has a
. smart and Ultimate- revue, while and in' this locale the nariie makes audtence, as underlined by their
j
Then
he
sits
at
the
piano
and
marquee pull that should keep the Downstairs alternates between .for better than average b.o
success
these shores; leading
knocks out a pair of numbers,
the place busy until Errol! Garner
a junior edition, and smart singers, i. With a minimum of between-title them, to a fan-put of future class “Where or When” and “Tea for
iioves. in Sept. 15. Evidence of the.
_ Monk last week closed out "Four -chatter, he essavs b6th the old bookings (e.g.. the Eden Roc, ■ Two,” latter, which may be one
’raw
was
spotlighted
opening Below Strikes Back^ on the. lower (“Wonder ; What’s
Become
of Miami Beach, in February i. Show ! of the most shopworn songs in
night. f29i, oneof the muggiest of
level m favor of a. fling with Rose. Sally") and the new ("Misty”) in, caught found Les Waiverly’s: re¬
the summer, when the crowds Murplw with,assistance by bassist, his click styling. For change of lief crew back-stopping creditably. • North America,, sounds bright and
j wonderful* under the Cole touch.
lined up
get their
lusical Slam Stewart and. a drunimer. The pace he socks across "Masculine
Pit.
Jiicks..
He returns to sing “Miss Otis
revue dosed to,capacity audiences Touch‘d for top endorsement. Arid
! Regrets.” “Avalon,” “Mona Lisa,” a
Adderley;s boys started the ball which leaves. Miss Murphy with; the. to display his full control he offers
} funny takeoff, “Mr. Cole Won’t Rock
rolling with a: nifty musical assort¬ . task of Riling the spot.; fn time,. -If j Loved You’> and "Body and
EddysVK. C.
:*n’ Roll,” and winds with his usual
ment. The sax, bass, piano; trumpet '!he ll^o that inasmuch as sh.e s. a Soul.” Exit, natch, is trademarked
Kansas City, Sept. 2.
and drum group whips up: a swing¬ • fave fiUuig her fhird trqp to -this “Black Magic;” At the piano and
Guy Marks, joe Anri Val, BiUy ‘begoff, “Joe Turner's Blues” (a
ing sound that touches bn; the
^Williams Orch (6); $1.50-$2 cover. reminder of Cole’s essential jazz
u t
„
•
- v
conducting for. the headliner
spirit). Except the audience won’t
modern
jazz
vein.
Thelbnio.us r'°£?V
MissA^irphy’s.small voice w her Benny Payne, a boy Who has
let him get off, so he bounces back
Monk's composition, "Straight No fanly laige (albeit, somewhat re- ^ense of humor arid also does okay !
.Coupling of comic:impressionist
• Chaser," is an example of the duced),frame, has always caused, a vocally ’
couple tandem bits Guy Marks and pop singer Jo Ann with “This Is a Lovely Way to
Spend an Evening.”
combo's . hip work, and George lot of amusement. She gives , her ;V|th Daniels’
, Val makes for a bright show, with
.Gershwin's "Soon!’ is an example tunes a childlike Exuberance-and
Venetian Room has never been
Davis & Reese, new to Reno; mix plus, .entertainment, not evident !
of how an oldie can be given an
from the billing.. Both acts are ne\v more crowded, and line was al,*staJ?dards,V
and«!
J:VP
with
the
cbmedic
bits
and
Imaginative approach without, di¬
Pai1
But acFO-terp routines to present, a ’ in these, parts. .They put together . ready forming during first show
minishing any of its. values.
. Lpv.e are tunes, that her audiences good offering.. Continuity is weak an hour of amusing efforts and for the second, midnight show.
June Christy i§ spotted second ; remember her by.-in spots, but the two make-up for / keep the house attentive through- Cole’s arrangements are topflight,
in the layout and she wraps up •;
his timing and perception superb,
The bassing of Slam Stewarl has.. it in effort and hard work. Reese'i! OUt..
the listeners with her mixture of. some of the .best bowing m the plays u straight, arid throws in a
his voice velvety. He gets fine
!
Miss Val (ini) does 25. minutes
gentle and rhythmic phrasings. Business,
support
from his three-man rhythm
it s
expressive
with; couple of soso vocals, while Davis of songs in the pop manner and all
Miss Christy last appeared in. pomedic
well as musical impact : eXpends the energy on aero and i handsomely arranged and warbled. • section, plus Ernie Heckscher’s-j
Gotham about five years ago at ^Rh his: vucal contributions fiv. terp things. Davis’ punchy fighter
I8rman band (total of eight violin*
; Hers, is a trained voice that enables
the originai Basin Street on W, contributes to. a .w?H rounded and^^. .impresh (although, the bit is getincidentally).
He’ll
play
only
her to croon softly on a loive ballad,
51st St. fnow a parking lot) and entertaining routine.
Stef.
^?se*
ting dated in riiteries) as. strong or belt put a rhythm tune, arid she ! through Sept. 14.
her reception .here opening night
. »
^77.
S’pck. appeal; Two work well to- ; intermixes a; good deal ..of both.
•bowed that. the . New Yorkers
fEaiineail. Vliawa
gether; Some: additional concentra- : She goes in for show tunes from
Crescendo, Hollywood
lissed her work. .
Ottawa, Sept. 2.
tiori on staging would serve to en- “Can-Can” and “My Fair Lady,”
Hollywood, Sept. 1;
: , Working with a bass, piano and . Brothers Four, Don Sherman, hance the.act.;;
as well as old laves, newer ballads,
Lenriy Briice, Joanie Sommers;
. drum support, thrush . runs the '■ jerry Cooper, Craig Day Dancers
The Starlets in. MororLandis pro- with, much change, of pace that
$2.50 cover, 2 drink minim mvocal gamut in a solid 30-minute j (5), Russ'Thomas Orch (.8); $1.50 ductions bracket the show in Usual
. hypos custoriier interest
set. Her songbag includes such
i admission.
neat .numbers. Eddie Fitzpatrick- i
The least/that can be said about
Lenny Bruce is billed as a comic
if ties as "I Want To Be Happy,” j
—'
arid band backstop entire, show and. , Guy Marks is. that he is different,
but In spite of the billing he dis¬
"That’s All,” “It’s A Most Un-. j
Columbia, diskers, the Brothers provide the between-show. darisopaalthough not that there is: anything plays no humor nor real jokes.
sual Day,” "Midnight Sun,” "Let ; Four prance onto the big Gatineau tion.
Long1 new or different about impressions Bulk of his act rotates around
There
Be
You,” . . “Bewitched,” jj Club floor. wearing shorts, sports
—T—^
and vocal manipulations. On the obscenity The few times a fair gag
"The TWay You . Look Tonight,” jackets and musical instruments to
."How High The Moon,” "Some¬ offer a stint of . basically folk tunes. Eden Roe* Miami Reaefai plus side if can be said that he is dribbles out of his mouth it’s im¬
j an excellent craftsman, and has mediately shadowed in the foam
thing Cool” and "Jeepers . Creep- They’re young, still need staging
Miami Beach. Sept! 1.
firsfrate material for his forte.
of smut he lathers. If unprintable
. It’s an assortment of melo¬ savvy arid, stronger gab material,.
Dainita Jo, Little Jackie Heller,
The thesis is vignettes from the four-letter words and forced at¬
dies that gives her chance to show but the custorners sit up arid listen Luis Vafona Orch, Jack , Kasse
the varied shades of her piping When they play arid sing. Piping Orch; minimum. $2.50,
life of Guy Marks, which takes him tempts at humor based on per¬
through boyhood’s precious mo¬ versions
heretofore
limited
to
Skill; Although a lot. of cool miu- is strong enough to cover the lack
:
...
iicianship; goes into her .vocal ap¬ of adequate staging..
:
Harry’s. American Bar,; big cafe-, ments to silent film’s, radio-tv and Kinsey’s Report are entertainment
proach, it’s built along sturdy
Ori the Gatineau;hill, too, Is Don lounge <250). located in the gar- on to calypso. He’s spotlessly clean —then let the missiles fly.
lines that can be appreciated by Sherman (New Acts), newest of dens of the Eden Roc, is one of the while being very funny. Tales are |
Teen favorite Joanie Sommers
the relaxed huriior corriics who has most consistent yeaf-around irioney- told through a maze pf famous! continues to improve. Youngster
and
Innumerable
vocal has a natural instinct for the hand¬
Dave Brubeck, who’s been a a solid stanza. Held over are makers in: the area, thanks to the voices
weekend guest hefe several times chanter Jerry Cooper and the light entertainment policy with ! sound effects which keep the ling of a tune. She pours mucho
this summer during room’s three- Craig. Day Dancers, with Russ accent on.jazz and cha-cha-cha for audience chuckling through the act feeling into ballads and puts plenty
day music, policy, could stick Thomas house. band showbackirig the exhibitidnist hip-swingers who and calling, for more when he of sock behind the upbeat num¬
around as long as he wants to and and playing for dancing: Brothers jam the .floor, between the three bows off.
bers. Her opener, "This Could Be
still riot wear out his welcome. Four and Sherman are here to shows staged nightly.
Bair of acts, stay through Sept, the Start of Something Big,” Is
Important thing about Brubeck is Wed. (7).
Kafa.
Gonn,
-Big current; attraction Is perky; i 15.
Quin.
1 exceptionally good.

Palmer House, CM.
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New Acts

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER I

NEW YORK CITY
Gary Morton
MUSIC MALL
Corpa do Ballet
G.W.U. Treubadora
„
. . „ .
.
, Rockettes
Kovach Sc Kahovsky j a.
Ora

AUSTRALIA

Bobby Sargeast
Sidney Fields
Richard Cannon
Bonny Bishop
Barbara English
Ivan Lah# Ore (5)
Cir#'s
B. Goodman*# Or#
Cloister
Shecky Green#
Duk* Mitchell
Geri Galian
Cocoenut Grov#
‘Pearl Bailey Show*
Louis- Bellson
Crescendo
Billy Daniels
Lenny Bruce
Joannie Sommer#
Olno's
Joan Dixon

Jack Elton
Stev# La Fever
Inferlud*
Bobby Short
Irwin Corey
Moulin Rouge
Olivette Miller’s
“Highlights of Har¬
lem” {All-Negro
Musical 601
Slate Brea.
Del- Moore
Mike Minor
Gus Bivona Trio
Stgtler Hot#*
VPIaymates of '60**
Skinnay Ennis Oro
Yo Little Club
Janie McFadden
Gary Wilder

Rita Moreno it Ann
Evelyn Rosa
Ulk & Maor
Marie Claire
Peter Crage
Patricia Smith
Raymond Nilsson
Eileen O'Connor
Jolin Larsen
Jimiiiv Vaughan
Kevin Mills
ADELAIDE
Robert Eddie
Royal
|
Bruce Williams
Nat Jackley
J»li;i Godfrey
Sonny Willis .
He; ink« De
Sammy Curtis
|j
'! aivzinska
Seth Gee
I;
Thea Phillips
Jackie Dennis
Renee Osbourn#
Desert Inn
Treniers
Douglas Stuoliberry Trio Hoganas
Montego & Partner, Louis Prima
Kathy Ryan
Ronald Auctroiu
Wasta Sc Rena
Keely Smith
SYDNEY
Riviera
Dahl
r
Donn Arden Dncra
Tivoli
"Destry Ride*
Flat Tops
Lee Davis
Carlton Hayes Ore
Again*'
Hi FI’s
Michael Kent
Barnev Grant
Gen# Barry
Dancing Fountains
Monigue Van
Edith Dahl
Dave Apollon
Williams Sc Shand
Vooren
Coquette-;
Milt Herth
Paula Langlands
Lionel Hampton
Les Da ndinls
Henri Rose 3
Ray Sinatra Oreh .
Dale Jones
Lionel Hampton Ore
Ounce
Sahara
Frankie Laine
Teresa Brewer
Ford St Reynolds
Three Hones
BLACKPOOL
Dave Barry
Pamela Dennis
Cycling Theront
Opera House
Don
Rickies
Novelites
King Kong
Tommy Steele
Modernaire*
Bill Reddie Ore
Gerd' Siemonelt
Alma Cogan
Characters
El Cortes
Knie’s Elephants
Eddie Calvert
Louis Basil Ore.
Joe Sante 4
Knie's Horses
Wise Guys
Sands
Don
Corey
& Ponies
Sid 31 111 ward
Sammy
Davis Jr.
Ike Carpenter
Our Sammy
Wally Stewart
Bob Melvin
Don Friend
Little Jimmy
Nit A^ts
Morrey
King
Irene Keller
Circusettes
Hat hers Sc Dale
Bobby Cole Trio
Flamingo
Winter Garden
ftlaliiurins
Garr Nelson
Joe E. Lewis
Bob Monkhouse
May Warden
Cop* Girls
Andy Williams
Peters Sisters
Freddie Friuton
Antonio Morelll Ore
Sarah Vaughan.
Cl: it Adams Singers Jerry Desmond#
Jan August
Harry James
Rob Murray .
Malcolm Goddard
Shown oat
Barry Ashton Dncn
Kazbek Sc Zarl
Dancers
Harry Ranch
Jack Cathcart Ore
Trotter Brother#
Palace
Johnny Cash
Fremont Hotel
Trio Vitalites
Harry Secoinba.
Merle Travis
Jets
Candlelight
Ruhy Murray
.. Silver Slipper
SeieHites
Lovelies
Harry Worth
Hank Henry
Bob Sc S.vlrla
Michael Adrian
Bob Williams
Faith Dane
Joe King.
Hector Ross
Amazing Marvyn
Sparky Kay*
Golden
Nueoe*
John
Citroen.
Roy
Red Marshall
Lee Sc Faye May*
John Rutland
Skvlons
Danny Jacobs
nard
Victor Lucas
May Russell
Sons of Gold's Wat Dick Weston.
Peter Thornton
Palace Dancing
Charlie
Teagarden
Hacienda
June Sylvaine
Lovelies
Don
Santora
..
Four
Tunes
BRIGHTON
Tower Cirr.ua
Geo. Redman Ore
Johnny Ciena
Hippodrome
Charlie Cairoli
Stardust
Keynotes
Frankie Vaughn
& Co.
Lido
De
Paris
Mint
Tommy Cooper
Boh C'erry Troup#
“Ca C’est L'Amour*
Merry Macs
Roy Castle
F.v e Aimndls
Roberta Linn
Harry Babbitt
Knie's Chimpanzees Adele Leigh
Hawaiian Revue
Giiiny Jackson
King Brother*
M>rons
Thuflderblrd
Kay Martin
Dior Dancers
Fattini
“Follies on Ice”
Hoyt Ilenrv Oro
Three Kims
Schaller Brothers
Leny Eversong
Nevada Club
Geo. Carden Dncra
Two Balcombes
Chaz Chase
Smokey Stover
A! Jahns Ore
; Edi Domingo
Gene Rains
; Anita De Castre
Fred Sc Marcy
Royal Tahitians
Millionaires
Johnny Paul
Tropicana
Los Latinos
Folles Berger#
New Frontier
Jerry Colonna
Larry Aloert
N. Branrtwvnne Ore Frank Moore 4
Channlng Pollock
“Oriental Holiday”
Shecky Greene
Billy Eckstiiie
MELBOURNE
Tivoli
June BFonhill
Deidi<:e Ihuilow
Howeit G'.ynne

LAS VEGAS

BRITAIN

NEW YORK CITY

Birdland
Buddv Rich AllStars
Horae— Silver 5
Aiim-.J »r-.;acs
Basin St. East
June Christy
Dave lirubeck
Cannonball Adderly
Blue Angel
She"e» Sermu.i
Noel Harrison
Br.rbara Gilbert
Ji:nmv I.yon 3.
Bon Soir
Tonv ti. Eddie
Plnlii-. Dilter
3 Flame-.
Jimmie Daniels
Camelot
Vic Dam one
Chardas
Lili France
Tibor ttakossy
D.ck Marla
B tl Ycdicr
E*.**mt*r Jloivath
Chateau Madrid
Fernanda Romero
Hanna Alnoni
Bab McFadden
L->- Guaracheros
J & M limerio
Ralph Font Ore
Pam Vila Ore
Capacabana
J.»e E. Lew:;*
Tru Ie Adams
Paul Shelle.v Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Embers
Harold Quinn 3
Erskine Hawkins
Hotel AstoV
Ed:l;e I.ane Ore
Hotel Pierre
“Merry Widow"
Jimmy Carroll
R innie Cunningham
I. Try D.uglas
WHbur Evans
A ictm ia Sherry
Stanley Melba Ore
Joe Ricardel Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lope/ Ore
Hotel St. Regie
I Fernanda Montel i
I Al-.l: Shaw Ore
! Walter Kay Ore
International
, Eddie Garson
; Andrea Jaffe
> Ralph Lowe
' Mary Fyhal
Phil Black
Alike Durso Ore u
Avila Ore
Latin Quarter
“Holiday ill Japan’*
Jo Lombaidi
B Harlowe Ore
Living Roo
Arthur Tracy
i
Karen Chandler ,
Bobby Cole 3No. 1 Fifth Aye.
Harry Noble
Tied Silver
EHv Eden
Sahbra
Arie I.avie
Rena & Zahava
Yefteth Yemen
Singers
Leu Auld
!
Viennese Lantern
Monica Boyar
Tania Velia
Ernest Scboen .,
Harold Sandler Ore
Paul Mann
Jerry Troppi
Village Barit
George Hopkins
Carol Ritz
S Sc J Jenkins
Piute Pete
Bill CimTer
Lou Harold Ore
Village Gate
Nina Simone
Village Vanguard
Gerry -Mulligan \
Benue Peiffer ,
Waldorf-Astoria
Sidney Kassimua
Violinaires

CHICAGO
Blue Angel
Mighty Panther
“Calypso Voodoo"
Mar>j/a & Lationgo
Tina> Montez
CamKle \arbrough
Jamaica Slim
King George
Tina Perez Qrc
Conrad Hilton
“Persian Paradise**
Shirley Winter
Bill Christopher
Frederick Sc Gin*
Max Patkin
Rin Urban
Bvrd Sc Janine
.Gay Claridge Ore
Bf>uTevar-De:rs (5)
Boulevar-Don > to)
Drake
Myron Cohen
Jimmy Blade Ore

Gat# of Horn
?.Iartha Schlamm#
Brock Peters
London Hous#
Tyree Glenn 4 ;
Audrey Morris!
Eddie Higgins i
Mister Kelly,'
Felicia Sanders!:
Buddy Lester ;!
Marty Rubinstein :
Marx. A Frigo :
Palmer House
Sid Caesar
Paul Reed
Johnny Haymeir
Marlon Colby !;
Raye Sc Roman;
Ben Arden Ore
Tr,d« Winds
Lenny Kent
h
Castro Bros.

Joe Parnello 3i

LOS ANGELES
Band Box
Billy Gray Rev
“Mv Fairfax Lady*'
Evelyn Sharpe
Bert Gordon
Parris Sisters

i;

Mildred Sc Jimmy
Mulcahy
j
Ben Blue**
Ben Blue
i:
Sammr Wolfe1;
Cully Richards

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Americana
Ross Trio
Pupi Campo Ore
Bar of Musi
Bill Jordan
Gina Wilson
Sue Lawton
Steve Hunter
Carillon
“Folios Francalse**
Harry Mimmo
Elisa Jayne
Darryl Stewart
Jacques Donnet Ore
Deauville
Henry Levine Ore
Gwen. Bari & Co.
Sacasas Ore
Eden Roc
Mai Malkin Ore
-lofkie Heller
Rascha Rodell

Luis Varona Ore
Damito Jo
- Everglades Roof
Underwater Ballet
‘Stars of Tomorrow*
Don McGrane Ore
Fantainbteau
Extravaganza Latina
Freddy Calo Ore
Len Dawson Ore
Murray Franklin's
Paul Grey
Kay Karol
Dick Havilland
Frankie Hyers
Car oily
Eddie Bernard
Murray Franklin
Singapore
Snuffy Miller
Florence Mayo
Lisa Wood
Jack Mayo.
Hal
ader Ore

RENO-TAHOE
, . Bal Tabarin
.Harry Ranch
Jo Ann Jordan
Jack Schafer
Cal Neva Lodge
Dean Martin
Art Sc Doddy Todd
Sonny King
Marty Melnick Ore
Golden *
Bell Boys
Jackie Foniaf
Joaquin Garay*
Apollos
Harold's Club
Don Cornell
Judy Lynn
Idiots
Harrah's (Tahoe)
-Tack Benny
Diana Truslc
Charlotte Motley
Dick C’ontino
Nick Lucas
A1 Morgan

Don Baker
Nick Esposito
Skeets Monton
Leighton Noble Ore
Harrah's (Reno)
Deedy & BiU
Ray Anthony
Cooper Sis
Noel Boggs
Johnny McCormick
Patti Anderson
Holiday
De Castro Sis
La.vne Sc Kushoh
Millionaires
Charles Gould
Mapes
Lilt St. Cyr
Gary Crosby
Sherman. Dancers
Jack Melick Ore
Riverside
Billy Daniels
Davis Sc Reesfr.
Starlets
Ed Fitzpatrick. Ore.

SAN FRANCISCO
Blackhewk
Cal Tjader.
Fack's
Duke Ellington
. Fairmont Motel
Nat King Cole
E. Hcckscher Oro
Gay 90's
Ray K. Goman
Be Sc Ray Goman
Reba Brown
Hangover
Eddie Liggins
Earl Hines Ore
Hungry I
Bob Kewhart
MabeUe Mercer
Gateway Singer
Jazz Workshop
Lou Donaldson 5

Moulin Rouge
Polly Possum
Patti White
Joe Kircheii
Maynard Meyer Ore
On'the Love*
Kid Ory Ore
Purple OMon
Smothers Bros. '
’
Freddy Paris
Mel Young
345 Club
Ben Wrtgley
Larry Grayson
Marge Cameron
Max Sc- Gherie.
oreorge Zork
Barry Ashton
•Roy Palmer Ore

Savoy Hilton Room Reopens
The Columns of the Savoy. Hil¬
ton Hotel, N1Y., Will Jeopen for
the season, Sept. 20.
The Charles Holdert and Gunner.
Hausen Orchs will again be on
hand.

DON BROOKS 3
Son**, Dances
33 Mina.
Ho-Tl Sapper Club, Portland, Ore.
Don Brooks. 3, on the minor cir¬
cuits for about six months, are
about ready. Two guys. and. a gal
start their 30-mIiiute stint slowly
but build steadily for solid results.Brooks. Peggy Barnes and. Mike
Bennett blend -their voices nicely
in solo, duo and trio spots. For¬
mer’s terping is effective also.
Layout vhas a. good change of pace,
special material, and variety for
interesting entertainment. Shapely
femme appears in. a striking eve¬
ning gown which breaks away to
a pair of matching, toreadors.
Latter unzip to reveal nifty gams.
Trio work hard... but, are some¬
what stiff. When they leant to look
as though they enjoy their work
more the act will be high bound.
Fee
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Unit Reviews
; Continued from pace SO j

Cam. NatU Exhlb
zany acrobatics of Walter Dare
Wahl & Oldfield; the customer
warmup
of young
Rosemary
Bailey, an expert at the organ;
'.. Howard Cable and his 60-man
pit orch give strong and unfailing
support to all acts:
McStay.

Johnnj Mathis Show
(RUSS AUDIT’UM, SAN DIEGO)
San Diego. Sept. 3.
Noga Productions’ musical variety
show starring Johnny Mathis, with
the Liiheliters; Andre Tahon with
La Corripagnie des Marottes;
Hermes Pan dancers (Miki Barton,
Judy Chapman,. Kitty Malone,
Lizanne Truest, Fred Curt, Gary
Menteer, Dick Monahan, Ugo Pelliccia); staged and directed by Herr
mes Part; .executive producer*,
Helen St.John Noga; musical super¬
visor, Ailyn Ferguson; musical con¬
ductor, Gil Bowers for Greek Thea¬
tre orchestra (20). Sept. 2, *60;
$4 top,

DON SHERMAN
Comedy
21 Minis.
Gatineau, Ottawa'1
Don Sherman is ,a comedy writer;
A break-in for a projected 14-city
v/ho decided he could do his ma¬ tour, including a week at Greek
terial better , or1
well as the Theatre in Los Angeles and stops
in Manila, Tokyo and Sydney,
boys he sold it to. The customers Australia; this show has its Ups and
are on the way to ; agreeing. downs but should resolve into, a
Sliermari is tali, heavy-set, relaxed strong entry once the production
and plays his humor like; a musi¬ problems are ironed out.
Opening night was marred by
cal instrument. The stint , is on
the tails throughout. and collects too many needless stage waits and
steady downpour of chuckles an overall uneven, disjointed,
that now and then break into guf¬ quality to the production. Threefaws. He. has strong material but hour running also will obviously
gives it added, strength with neat have to be trimmed.
With his striking vocal range and
handling..
individual style, Johnny Mathis
It’s not a session of gags; the holds the audience with a pair of
comic reels Off darts at current-j medleys, one of which includes his
affairs, personal incidents, . w.k., string of hits,; such as ‘‘Chances
personalities, or just what he seems Are,” ‘‘Twelfth of Never” and it’s
to happen to. think of at the: mo- Not for Me to Say;” Here the
merit, but it’s strung together young singer operates* at his best;
solidly and played for big. impact. skillfully weaving moods in real
New comedian is great .for tv, pro fashion.
r
radio, clubs, but would.-be strong¬ : But choice of material isn’t all
est in. the. ‘more intimate parlors to the good. His “I’ve Grown Ac¬
where he could reach out arid customed to Your Face,” for one.
touch the rjngsiders physically lacks a mature tenderness implied
ard comically.
Gorin,
in the lyrics. Arid in “Keep rt
Simple” he steps way out of char¬
acter with an iil-advised single
ASTUDILLO
entendre bit of special material.
Sengs
Despite his athletic background, :
19 Mins,
Mathis’ first excursion into danc¬
Chaudiefe, Ottawa
ing, with, the Hermes Pari group,
Using inevitables like “Q Sole nets less than top results! One terp
Mjo”
arid
‘'Granada/’
Latino bit. found Mathis ‘arid four male
chanter AstudiHo offers a session dancers in basketball togs, bounc¬
ing basketballs around the floor to
of socko piping in the classic man¬ “Puttin’ on the Ritz,” compete
ner, One-named singer has an with bongo drum. Fine dribbling,
operatic
but
to but no score, entertainment-wise.
Hermes Pan routines otherwise
keep it with a slight commercial
tinge to satisfy the tablesitters. are imaginative arid often amusing!
performed;
by a sleek and attrac¬
He has a pleasant stint that, gets
nutting' from,, the. more mature tive octet. Andre Tahon, with his
stick
puppet
act known as La
nilcrygoers but \vould sit poorly
.with an\ body there, for: a frantic Compaignie des Marottes, ^ets h’s
best
response
in
a funny bit with
session.
an orange caterpillar.
Ills stanza is purely a chant con¬
Strongest support came from the
cert. Staging is adequate;. He uses Limeliters. a folksong trio in the
such gimmicks as going to tables Kingston Trio tradition with tunes
and lifting glasses thert asking cus-. set off by sophisticated, mocktomefs to join in. “The Student academic patter from the spokes¬
Prince” drinking song. It’s nice man; bassist Lou dfottleib. Un¬
for any medium with sound, in¬ fortunately this group will leave
I cluding. television.
Gwrm.
the show following Los Angeles
1
and San Francisco dates....
Scaled from $4, opening night of
1,600 payees brought a gross of
$5,240.
Don:

Ooiidote Gleanings
Conti ued. from pa^e 3

to screen here, for press . . . Other
directors include Rene Clair; Rob¬
ert Bresson, Claudio Gora; Jules
Dassin, Aleksandcr Ford, Andre
Cayatte, Ronald- Neame, Vittorio
Sala. .Terence .Young,. Mario Lanfranchi, . Hugo Fregonese, Akira
KurosaWa, Joseph von Sternberg,
Gerd Oswald; Marco Ferreri; Al¬
bert Lamorisse, Veljo Bulacik, V;
Vengherov, Yoiichi: Matsue, Joseph
Lisbona.
First week thesp contingent in¬
cluded Cyd Charisse, Curt Jurgens,
Ulla Jacobsson,. Shirley MacLaine,
George Hamilton, Eva Wrzyzewski,
Vivi Gioi, Folco. Lulli,. Brigitte
Wenzel, Guilietta Masina, Rosanna
Schiaffino, Vic Damone, Roland.
Petit, Zizi Jeanmaire, Gabriele Ferzetti; Gabrieila Pallotta, Gine Cervi, Peter Ustinov, Laurent Terzieff,
Maria Fiore, Toshiro Mifune, Luci-:
ana. Angelillo; Marina Berti, Yvette
Masson.
Producers included Carlo Ponti,
Franco. Cristaldi, Goffredo Lom¬
bardo, Cino Del Duca, Henri
Deutschmeister, Alfredo Guarini,
Antonio Ceryi, Jacovoni, and many
others.
-

Shriners €ireu§
(CAN. NAT’L EXHIBITION)
Toronto, Aug, 30.
Features. George
Hanneford
Family (6),. White Horse Troupe.
(8), Princess Tajana, Walter &
Ruth Zacchini, with George La
Salle. Ernie Burch, Luciana &
Friedel Paster,,Tonito, Capt. Eddy,
Hawthorn & Capt., Jacobs, Ronnie
Lewis Trio; Great Veno, Les
Oriols, Kay Sc Her. Pets, Beaudy
Greyhounds, Hodgins Dogs, Langs,
Patterson Duo, Roberts’ Leopards,
Rietta. Executive producer. Jack.
Arthur; associate, producer, Al
Dobritch;
announcer-equestrian
director, Paul V. Kay: ringmaster,
Sandy Dobritch; musical director.
J. D. Wilson. Art Canadian Na¬
tional Exhibition, Toronto. Aug.
29-Sept, 10, 'tip; $2 top.
Shriners Circus has been aug¬
mented by executve producer Jack
Arthur for its Aug. 20-Sept. 10 eh?
gagement at the Canadian Na¬
tional Exhibition here. Featured,
in this afternoon spec at the 22,r
000-seater are caged and . free leop¬
ards, lions and bears, etc. plus high i
school, horses and three herds of
elephants.
I
Also on the biU are the George I

Hanneford Family, the White
Horse Troupe, Princess Tajaria iii
her aerial act and the doiible firing
from a mobile cannon of Walter
arid Ruth Zacchini. Adiriissidn to
the 160 minutes circus; is $2 top,
with some sriore of acts displayed
onstage and in the. three rings.
Grandstand is 70*0% filled, thanks
to good weather. . (On acts of European origin;
Arthur and his associate, A1 Dor.
britch, ran into unexpected trouble
in their joint o.b. of the;Continent
in that European acts did not want
to uproot themselves for. the trarisAtlantic, crossing; but Ed Sullivan
lias agreed to take them for future
Sunday tv shows. Serine Circus
was previously held arinually at
Maple Leaf Gardens here but will
not play indoor spot this Fall.)
Equestrian director and an¬
nouncer is Paul V: Kay, with
Sandy (Scampy) Dobritch as ring¬
master. Musical director of the 40man band on-stage is J. D. ( Scotty )
Wilson. Boss clown Is. George La
Salle, with Ernie Burch (Blinko)
heading the mirthsters.
Apart from the wild animal acti
and. the aeralists, the headliners
include the Hanriefords (6) whd
ride on Sx horses with dexterity,
and the zany clowning of Tommy
Hanneford who is married to
Princess Tajana, the Red Indian
Goddess of Flight, whose clever
aerial act gets a build-up; the.
White Horse troupe of eight InV
diari-clad girls who Tide their eight
white horses bareback and at
galloping speed for their drills;
tandem jumping acts and criss¬
crosses.
In addilion there are the Royal
Lippizanner horses of Austria who
without, whips, are captained: by
the mother-daughter team of Luciana and. .Friedel Paster; the.
wizard of the tight .wire, Tonito,
(Spanish-born Antonio ;Papadopaulo) who scores with his forward
arid backward somersaults; and
the * mid-air madness of the two;
Zacchinis shot out of. a cannon
into a net.
From the initial walkaround, the
displays include such wild anqpal
acts as those of Captain Eddy,
Hawthorn and Captain Jacobs; the
aerial activities of the Roririe. Lewis
Trio, the Great'-.Veno and Les
Oriols; the Cavorting canines of
Kay and Her .Pets; the. Beaudy
Greyhounds and the Hodgins dogs
so well as the Langs oii the teeterboard arid the: Pattririon -Duo on
the. trampoline.:
,
Also drawing audience, applause
are the Roberts leopards, : the
llamas and bears, perforinng ele¬
phants, arid Rietta, the girl on the !
swaypole.
McStay:

Apollo, N. Y.
Jocko’s Rocketship with Jimihie..
Charles, Spaniels. ( 6 ). Danny Si the
juniors (4); Bobbie Freeman,
Crests: (4), Baby Washington, Blue
Notes (6), Reuben Phillips band
(12); “Face of the Fugitive’1
(Col),
Apollo theatre contnues with its
third r&r spread since reopening
after renovation three weeks ago,
and tpe offering by deejay Jocko
Henderson is a package of link
sausage-^orie act like another
—most of the way.
’ Coast r&r; singer Bobbie Free¬
man whips: up the mainly juve aud
with better than: average excite¬
ment with his projection, Other
wise the groups are a repetitiv
cliche of inscrutable' ljolcs and
routinized beat!
Spaniels (quintet with guitar accomp) each take a terp turn that’s
more frenetic than artful. Eight¬
een-year-old Jimmie. Charles sings
his disclick “Afillion to Orie” and
the rendition suffers for lack of
recording studio sound gimtriickryBaby Washington is dimnutive arid
sock for sight values with a sexy
bright red, off-shoulder gown, but
no amount of shouting covers the
misses.
Blue. Notes sextette belabor the
cliche, but get off an interesting
lead-singer falsetto rendition of
“My Hero” from the “Chocolate
Soldier” that brings It along •
good bit from Nelson Eddy.
Reuben Philips band fills with
a jumper with kids from the aud
invited on stage for the shimmy.
They’re as good as the pros on
hand.
Bill.

PfcsiEfr
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ARID SUMMER FOR B’WAY B.O.
See Bendix as Gleason Successor;

Frisco Actors Wotkshop Dilemma:
San Francisco,. Sept.,6:; +
■ Directors of the local A c t p r s
Workshop are deciding this week
whether the project, an eight-year-,
old; repertory company with art
J‘off-Broad\yay” Equity, contract’,;!
Washington, Sept,. 6.
Will be able to accept a $156,000;
Bliss Hebert, a pianist, stage di¬
Ford Foundation grant; . This un¬
rector and vocal coach,. i$ the new;
usual position—that is, the ques¬
general manager of the Opera.
tion of whether' or not a theatrical
Society of. Washington- He succeeds
group can afford to accept isuch a
Day Thorpe, one of the founders of
large grant—results from, this situ¬
the society in 1956.
ation:
For the last four years, Hebert
U) . The three-year Ford , grant,
has been . vocal coatih of. the
at $52,000 a. year, was conditioned
American Opera Society in New
on the Workshop’s ability to
ise
York and has coached the Dallas
a matching sum.
Civic Opera Co: since 1958, He was
(2) So far,, the. Workshop has
raised *32,862 of the first gear’s ; ™e

Name Bliss Hebert (LM.

+

By HOBE MORRISON
For the first 13 weeks of the
hew legit season, covering the sum¬
mer period from May 30 through
Aug. 27, the Broadway boxbffice
lagged far below last year; and
even behind 1958-59. Although the
drop was largely due to. the thea¬
tre shutdown caused by the Actors
Equity-League of N. Y. Theatres
contractual dispute, it has continr
ued since then.
The business decline has in¬
volved not only gross receipts, but
also the number of playing weeks
—that is, the total number of
weeks played ' by all Broadway
shows during the 13-week period.
A notable aspect of the situation
is that the fall-off has been con-

Sidelines
’s Harry Chubb
Hershey, Pa., Sept. 6.
Dr. Harry Chubb/manager of
Hershey Community Theatre for
the last 20 years, is on another ex¬
tended leave of absence because of
illness.
Managerial chores: have
been taken ovei* by Lawrence Bur¬
ris/ad-publicity exec for the Her¬
shey entertainment interests, since
1952. Burris also sat in for. Chubb
during the vet manager’s previous
bouts with ill health.
The Community will open its
new season next Monday <5) with a
five-performance stand of the tour¬
ing edition of “My Fair Lady.”

«**■«.*•jW*

William Bendix Is the likely suc¬
cessor to Jackie Gleason when the
latter’s contract expires Oct. 22 aa
costar of “Take Me Along.” How¬
ever, no definite agreement hat
been reached with the film-tv star,
whose last Broadway appearance
was in the original production of
“The Time of Your Life:”
Walter Pidgeon, whose contract
as costar of “Take Me Along” also
expires Oct. 22, is being sought to
extend the deal. However, he has
film and television, offers and may
decide to quit the David Merrick
Co. No one has been mentioned as
his possible successor.
Eileen Herlie, third star of the
musical, is under contract until
next spring. It’s figured that she
might be willing to stay with the
show longer, provided it* remains
on Broadway and she has no other
offer of a suitable part in a promis¬
ing pjay. It’s expected that for her
next appearance she would prefer
an emotional role. She made her
reputation in dramatic parts in
England, including a number of
Shakespeare leads, but has made
her big successes in the U. S. in a
comedy, “The Matchmaker.” and
in her singing debut in “Take Me
Along”
Robert Morse, featured juvenile
in “Take Me,” is also under con¬
tract until next spring, and will
be sought to remain beyond then.
The musical version of Eugene
O’Neill’s “Ah, Wilderness,” with
(Continued on page 60)

gross equalling, the corresponding
adSUioh. the Workshop I
°P*a **** stanza of last season..
The business diye was spectacu¬
must, plan its .entire season* this ^ele last seaso
lar, of course; for the first two
month and hire 10 Broadway acweeks
of thev season, when the
tors, at $200 a week apiece,
theatre blackout hit virtually ail
the coming season.
Broadway.
The closing first af¬
(5). The Workshop is in the odd
fected. “The Tenth Man” at the
predicament of having a local box!
performance
.Of Wednesday night,
office success with Harold Pinter's
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof.” the
. June 1, and then shuttered the
“Birthday. Party.*’ but unable to use
Tennessee Williams drama which
’ other current productions the folany profit froin it or other boxofended its bonanza Broadway run
^ lowing night. Thus, “Tenth Man”
fice s u e c e s se s. r.s part of the
“The Fdurpqster,” a comedy [ lost five performances that, week nearly four years ago and had a
latching funds.
The Ford grant
moderately successful subsequent
/smash of, the 1951-52 season.
and all others lost four, apiece.
specifically forbids use; of boxpftour, is still making a substantial
still paying; off. The latest diviThe total gross for all 23 Current
fice incoVne as matching money.
profit, The recent earnings tin the
Workshop directors, "
1954^55 Playwrights Co. produc¬
Federal Judge George
tion come from returns from the
and Workshop cofounder juies ; M1Ci7o<,
K0„i.Arc
film version (on a share-of-theIrvipP.a^finfhS pp^ea.thy F^^^
ft***®
profits arrangement),, plus foreign,
businessmen, to underwrite that Ql} their: $40,000 investment: There !
stock and amateur royalties.
part of the $52,0b0whi.ch hasn’t yet
Profits for the 52-week period
is a $32. balance available for dis¬
fContinued on page 60)
ended last June . 30 totalled $72,tribution.
665, after New York City general
Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandy
business tax <$514) and Newr York
‘Mrs... Crony;n); who starred in the
State unincorporated business tax
Jan de Hartog two-character com¬
($2,159). That brought the total
edy on Broadway and the. road
profit to $755,671 to date on the
after acquiring the rights and tak¬
Ephrata, Pa., Sept. 6;
ing it on a st raw hat tour, have i Ct.
"Once Upon a. Mattress.” which show, which represented a $102.The Ephrata Legion Star Play¬
ceived $52,787 as their one-third had earned back its $100,000 in¬ 000 investment. A recent, dividend
of $6 000 brought the total profit house, 500-seat semi-open air hard¬
share
of
the
management’s
end
'
vestment,
plus
a
small
profit
last
Milwaukee. Sept. 6.
v.iLi-iit-ii LUIiLeil
the profits. That, of course, is spring, ended its New York run payoff ter $755,000 thus far. On the top, will relight next summer with
Ray Mitchell
Concert Managemerit snagged Marcel Marceau;!ln, addltl°b; to their 15% of the with a deficit Of about $i0;00G. usual 50-50 split between backers a 10-week season of star policy
and. management, that, represents stock produced and directed by
French pantominist. for a matinee gI?:s.s ,a^. actors.
That includes $20,000 credit from
, John Cameron, currently operating
and one-niehter Nov 26 at the
Vlctor -Samrack, general mam, the sale of the physical production ; a 370% profit for the former,
[
According to the June 30 ac- ,the Guthsville Playhouse, near
Oriental
here
Amon«
other ager *or the Playwrights Co. until i$i4.000 down and $6,000 payable
Mi t c h el l hardticket “attractions ill.s Recent dissolution, isr handling ; iu $250; weekly installments) and : counting, there’s a balance of $671 | Allentown, Pa. The local strawhat
j was dark this summer for the first
inked are Sol Hurok’s Coldstream, disbursements of the . firm s rer ?.n indeterminate debit for. ‘ - : available, for distribution.
].
-■ '
*-—— I time since it opened in 1954.
j su»‘ance premiums payable.
Guards, a 100-piece band from niainmg. assets,
CA
<CVMD
ATIIV,
i
schedt|led 1960% season fell
__
■; ■ r
..
7
|
The musicai; originally presentBuckingham Palace, for Milwaukee
OimrAIfll
:apart two weeks before announced
.Arena Nov. 2.
niyn
lllATIirn
fl1*!
1
AA
last June, when Sal Papa,
Mitchell has also signed the
ffO/VC AQC AM 7fir A MIT about broke even on its off-Broad-'
-Little Orchestra Society of New
}4V0,W0 Un lUll ^ AN ill way run of about a year,
year. but
York's Christmas. Oratorio. Thomas
A new distribution of $2,100 has amusement tax levied by th»
has just caught on when', it was moved, to Just.been made bv the Playwrights Ephrata borough. That left th«
Scherman, directing, in its first,lo¬
A distribution of $2.E
__Audi_____ been
_ made
_ . on
__
ci J appearance iat Milwaukee
David Merrick's Broadway on a two-for-one basis, Co/, on its; 1953-54 production of Ephrata American Legion post,
tqrium for Dec; 2, National Ballet 1955-56 production, of “The Match-; ’ and at one :point last spring .had “Tea and Sympathy.” bringing the owner of the Playhouse, without a
cf Canada has been, set for ari ap- maker.” That brings the total net . recouped its cost and earned a
total net return to $609,300 to date, i tenant for its summer stage.
pearance
with -National
Ballet payoff thus far to $206,036 arid; 6riV refit of $5,762, despite expensive On the basis of the.usual, even split jCameron, alroadv opened at GuthsSymphony Orchestra, (company oL the usual 50r50 split 'between back-.,-moves,; from;the Alvin Theatre to
between backers and management, ] ville, toyed with the idea of
.75) at the Oriental Jan. . 20.
ers and management, gives .the for- (he Winter Garden, the Cort and
that gives the former a 508% prof-; shuttling his shows into Ephrata
Pabst. Theatre has the Kenshire trier. 147%. profit on their $70,000 Grally the St. James.
it on their irivestment, A balance on second-week bookings, but deSe ries of Chamber Music Ooncerts 'investment
i
However, the ;T. Edward Ham- of $55 is available'.for distribution, j cided it was too late.
Slaled for‘Oct 2. Nov. 6 and Jan,/8.
After the latest payment there
(Continued- on page 57)
“Tea and Sympathy,” by Robert
featuring., the U. of Wisconsin- .was $680 additional ‘ profit still '
— ——1
j Anderson,, Was staged by Elia KaMilwaukee . Chamber
Orchestra, available for distribution. “The *R ATI CFFH’PAY^
■ zan. Although the Playwrights Co.
Thot; Johnson conducting. Support • Matchmaker,” authored, by Thorn-1
JliliU
I nky
^-*
^
...
' "as recently dissolved, general
for the orchestra will be provided toa Wilder from an old German
11 7(5 RFTIIRN ON 78G manager ViGtor Samrock was ap
by Fine Arts Quartet. N.Y. Wood^ original, Was staged bv Tnohe
J11U I\L1 UIUI VII IOU pointed to supervise distribution of
v.ind Quintet and. 30 local looters, ,i Outhri , originally
at .w,w
the Edin.—
The Plawrights.Cp. has paid an- ; remaining assets.
A system of interweaving stage
burgh Festival. It was then; present- .other $1,200 dividend on its 1954and screen action has been de¬
| ed in London before being brought. 55 production; of “The. Bad Seed.”
veloped by Ralph Alswang, Broad: to Broadway.
That brings the total profit payoff
t
'vay producer and stage designer.
! on the; late Maxwell Anderson’s
The technique, known as Living
___
dramatization of the William March
Florence. Sept. 6.
Screen, is said to be different from
“The Thracian Horses.” Chandler j
J>
novel to $317,000 thus far. :On the
This summer has7witnessed the the frick effects previously emWarfen and William Boat's schedbasis of the custmoary 50-50 split reylval of lesser works by famous j ployed in Broadway shows, whereuled production of Maurice Valen-1
London, Sept; 6.
between backers and management, dramatists at the openair Fiesolej by stage action is interrupted for
cy s comedy is budgeted at $125,- I
Colin Davis has. signed, a thiree- that gives the former a 203% profit theatre on a hill overlooking Flor- several minutes of motion pictures,
OPQ/The solicitation to prospective ; year contract as principal. Conduc- oh their $78,000 investment,
ence. Shakespeare’s “Two Gentle-[
The Alswang-developed screen is
backers doesn’t .mention a provi- : tor for the Sadler's Wells Opera, i. According to. an accounting of meh of Verona” served to introduce ! said to provide for a dissolve to a
.He Has be^h one of the7conipany’s last June 30, there is ap additional lllaria Occhini, granddaughter of j translucent stage drop from th«
ion for overcall.
; balance of $51. available for dis- Giovanni Papini, a writer who 'motion picture, exactly matching
, Elliot Silvenstone is set to; stage, conductors for 19 months.
the play, with Eli WallaCh as star.
His first assignment under the . tribution. The Playwrights Co, was stirred things up prior to World [ the last frame of the picture. Such
*‘Thracian Horses” was previously new agreement will be to conduct a 1 recently dissolved, but VictorySam- War I, , though, finally turning ; synchronization, it’s claimed, makes
produced in London. (With Eileen new production t>f “La Tra\’iata,” , rock, \yho was general manager, is religious arid writing a life of.’ it possible to use full lighting,
Herlie) and at Brandeis Univ., near to be. staged first in the provinces in charge.of distribution of remam- ebrist;
j enables actors to walk through tha
Boston..
'
ar.d then opening Oct. 5 at Sadler's ing assets. :
A second Fiesqle revival has been screen,, and a dancing chorus to
I Wells. He will be permitted a
’
---—^----“The Devotion at the Cross/’ but; perform in front of a drop or moexceptionally cool: weather has tion picture without casting
number of outside engagements.
,
rhandicapped the boxoffice for the . shadows.
Charter Drama School
I hillside venture.
j Planned as the initial production
^—:———jin the process is “The Emperor’s
Albany, Sept. 6.
Local 802. of the American Fed- J
. The American Playwrights For¬
Martin Rubin, head of Drum-j Clothes” in a musical version by
The
Broadway , Institute
of ; eration of Musicians, has rejected (
um will begin it’s fall series Sept.
..._ direction
.. .
“final” three-year contract offer mnnd Productions, has resclved-! Dean Fuller and Marshall Barer,
20, under the;
of Ara ! Dramatics . & Elocution Inc. has
Wells., The project is aimed to . been authorized to conduct a busL. by the League of New York The- tilled the opening of their off- ; Living Screen Corp., of which
give new dramatists the opportune ; riess in teaching acting. The ven- j atrCs. The union,! representing pit Broadway production of Seyril j Arthur Twitchell is president, has
By of hearing their wqrks read ture will have capital stock of 200 musicians in all. Broadway the- Schochen’s “Tiger Rag” from Oct.! sublicensed the process to Transand discussed, by a pro audience. ! shares, no par value.
I atjres, will remain on the job for ' 3 to the first week in December so • film-Carvel, which is using it for
j director Alan Schneider can take i Crirysler and Studebaker-Packard
The group will meet weekly,.] Maury Edward .Dorbs was the ! the rest ©f the week.
^ith a new play by adifferent:. filmingattorney for the corpora-1
It s expected that negotiations (over staging chores for Ben Levy's "industrial shows. Patents are pendj“Rape of the Belt”
og on Alswang’s device.
author at: eacli session,
itioh.
r WBl be continued.
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Gothsville (Pa.) Producer
Takes Ephrata for 1961;
Spot Dark Tins Summer

Ray Mitchell Mgt. Seta

Guards for Milw. Dates

‘MATCHMAKER’NET NOW

PAYS ANOTHER $2,100

New System Can Blend
Stage and Film Action

Seek $125,000 Bankroll
To Do Thracian Horses’

Colin Davis Has 3-Year

]

Playwjrights Forum Sets
Weekly Readings Series

Cool Weather Crimping
Florence Outdoor Legit

LOnintCl Wltu 03(1161 S

Mtlsicians, Union NixeS
Theatre League Offer
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‘The Method9 for Execs

Stock Reviews

Ottawa, Sept. 6,
British industry is beginning
to
usd
the
Method
(Stanislav-;
while
the
young
English
widow
Happy Ending
sky’s not .Strasberg’s) “to
would perhaps be ready to. marry
New Hope, Pa., Aug. 16.
mould
better
executives,
sales¬
her
wartime
lover
,
if
he
proposed
Michael Ellis presentation of> two-act
comedy by Nellise Child. Staged by Jack it, she’s not willing to carry on an
men and secretaries/’ JeanRagotzy: setting. John "Raymond Freinine
Locke
reports
from
Lon¬
affair
with
him.
Moreover,
her
son,
mann: costumes. Dorine Askerman; light¬
ing. Robert Brand. Stars Ruth ! Gregory, aware at last who his real father
don in the Toronto.. Star.
Conrad Nagel. Pert Keiton. Opened Aug.
Northwestern
Gas,
Bata
Shoes,
is,
finally
decides
to
string,
along
15. '60. at Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope. Pa.: S4.50 top.
|;
softie department stores, oil
with his long-dead legal parent.
lledy Cotter ... Pert Keiton
companies and managementOn the other hand, the pension-,
Mr. Coles . Lotus Girard
Mr. Raab .
David Hurst keeper,
after telling the. older
consultant firms are' sending
Mrs. Henson ..
NeU Harrison
staff to George Martin’s Meth¬
American that she’s ending: their
Mr. Henson ...NatBurns
od International school, at
Sheldon.Laurence Watson affair of many summers,; decides
Miss Manchester .
Ruth; Gregory that she has no choice but to con¬
$150 a week each. Those tak¬
Mr. Porville.Leonard; Mulhem
ing it oft their owyn, at night,
John Nichols .
Conrad Nagel tinue. Maybe the author is trying
Miss Grainger.Tommie Baxter to say that half a life isn’t enough,
get
by for $60 a week.
Kenneth Nichols
Chris Bohn
“It's just as important to
Alice Wardell
Ethel Smith that w'e must he true to ourselves.
Or possibly he’s suggesting that
people in their everyday life
A study of the problem^ of our w'e can only compromise with life
as to actors, to know precisely
so-called “senior ^ citizens’* would and make the best we can of it;.
how to create the impression
seem to be a choice theme for a
Constance Bennett, starred . as
they wish to create,” says
play. But the picture of “golden- the young English woman who
Michael Joseph, studio direc¬
agers” given in “Happy Ending’* is chose to raise her son by her own
tor—making it sound like a
too superficial and pointless to be efforts, is admirably believable as
training school for hypocrites.
convincing.
the approximately 40 years old
Nellise Child places heri version she’s supposed to be, but her stufiof the senior set in a N(»w York ning Bergdorf Goodman gowns
cooperative boarding house for eld¬ could hardly have been bought by a
ers either abandoned or over¬ writer of children’s books about
indulged by their children. The snails. Dramatically, the star, gives
central figures are a retired pro¬ a thoroughly professional perform^
fessor whose son tries to jput him ance.
prematurely on the shelf and an
John Archer Is plausible in the
Tfie cooperation of all backstage
aging governess who has wasted underwritten role of the American
her life catering to a monied fam¬ who’s always remembered his war¬ arid front office unions, as well as
ily who couldn’t care les.4.
time London affair, arid Joan Wet- the: £ity of New York Which as¬
The action involves thejinept at¬ more gives a skillfully dimen¬ signed 80 policemen for the occa¬
tempts by the teacher;; played sioned portrayal of the attractive
suavely by Conrad Nagel; to win wife who . receives the knowledge sion, was required to put across the
the
the hand of the governess, given a of her husband’s past (and present) three-minute blackout *
strong if somewhat cold reading by with almost incredible, poise.
Broadway area, in memory of the
Ruth Gregory (subbing for Jtuth
Geoffrey Lumb is pr<
_
properly
! late- Oscar . Hammerstein 2d last
Chatterton, whose husbanid’s death bumbling as the seasonal romantic
"
Thursday night (1). The operation
caused her to withdraw'1.j. It’s dif¬ emigre and Lydia St. Clair
ex¬ Was highly successful, the lone
ficult to see what the attractive pressively acid as the acquiescent
prof sees in the prim, aloof serv¬ landlady. Richard Palmer, im¬ holdout being the Paramount Bldg,
tower clock, which served as the
ant.
ported from London for the as,Lesser characters include a big- signment, brings a willing, callow timepiece for the occasi
hearted but crude widow, a de¬ plumpness to the part of the selfThe electrical, workers union, lo¬
voted husband and his senile wife,
cal 802 of the American Federa¬
an intellectual and philanthropic reliant, devoted English youth.
tion
of Musicians, Local 1 of the
Warren Enters has staged the
widower, a conscientious Negro
Stagehands, Solly Pernick of the
unobtrusively ....
and within
servant, and so son.
i. -play
~
IATSE, Harry Van ArSdale of the
Pert Keiton is likeable as the! strawhat budget limitations, David
fa“;rtv j Central Labor Trades Council,
widow. Nell
is; ettecuve
effective jt Johnston has provided
widow.
Nell Harrison
Harrison is;
Morris iushewitz; also of the Cen-

Dramatic Blackout .
On B’way in Memory
Of Oscar Hammerstein

as highly placed police officers,
were on hand to stage the" tribute;
The result was the most complete
stoppage of electrical current on
the Stein since the blackout days
of World War II. But more than
the blackout was the halting of all
traffic within, the blackout zone
which , extended
from>,.42d
to 53d
;
" ”
1
,7 ... •
I St:,., between 6th and 8th Avenues.
Joseph Briden. Stars Vicki. Cummings; , With the firing of a flare bv »
features Bert Thorn, Rosetta Lenoire.
“ " ■
;
Margot Hartman: At the North Jersey
policeman: Of the Citj S. aviation
Happenstance
Paramus, N.J.; Aug, 29-Sept. 3. ] squadron, lights started to go off.
Bruce Becker presentation iof three-act
Berkley
Barker
III.
...Bert
Thorn
1
The
first tO .doUS.ie the dimmer Was
drama by Andrew Rosenthal, Staged by
Warren Enters: setting and <iighting. Janice s> Lawrence.,...Vicki-Cummings j the Victoria Theatre which went
Margot Hartman [ •
David Johnston. Stars Constance Bennett: Nancy McLaughlin
Portia_:_........_
Rosetta
Lenoire
out-.before
the-signal. The Palacefeatures John Archer, Joan Wetmore..
Geoffrey Lumb, Lydia St. Clair. Richard Fido .... Richard Everhart | followed seconds thereafter.
Ine
Palmer. At the Tanpan Zee' Playhouse,
last
to
go
off
were the lights in the
Nyack. N.V., Aug 25i27. *60;; $4.40 top.
. On the basis of a single act, Times. Tower. After, the first flare.
Ian Phillips ..
Richard Palmer
C'iotilde Dubas . Lydia St. Clair “Fido” is one of those little fiasebs two trumpeters, donated by Local
Henry Graham
Geoffrey Lumb. that can be written off to experi¬
802 which, paid the $25 scale for
Carol Austin...Joan Wetmore
It offers nothing for the the one-minute solo, played, taps;
Leslie Phillips ...-Constance. Bennett ence.
Richard Austin
John Archer stage.
Sam Buckirian played the first
Robert Ludlum, who operates
“Happenstance” is a rather light the North Jersey Playhouse,..re¬ trumpet, and Nils Laasko played,
drama about a situation that just cently transferred from Ft. Lee, the echo. Local 802. veepee AI
happens. It’s a perfectly respect¬ N. J., to a new building iii the huge- Knopf was around to supervise this
able professional work by Andrew Bergen Malt shopping center sevr talent. With the firirig of a second
Rosenthal, Who’s had seyeral plays eral miles away in Paramus, took flare; all lights arid action ret timed
produced on Broadway and in Lon¬ “Fido” on a guarantee; basis from to noririaL
don. and it’s tastefully; presented Richard Bachrach, who produced
It was blackout that Broadway
by Bruce Becker, who
enforce. .There
****'' operates the - u.
me audience
auaience reaction may be
oe [seemed happy .to euivilc.
..j.i.c.Vc
it. The
Tappan Zee Playhouse;: in Nyacic, | something for the theatre to live.-i.w®re,. no .gripes- "either, from .-biislN.Y., about 20 miles-from midtown down.
riessmeri in the area who put out
Manhattan.
“Fido.” according to an advance storefront and spectacular, lights,
Although it is an [interesting publicity blurb,, “is an adult com¬ and there were no beefs from mo¬
vehicle. for summer stbek, “Hap¬ edy concerning, the tribulations of torists: nor
pedestriaris
who
penstance” lacks the urgency or a man...who has a ghost,:, come stopped to pay tribute to the libret¬
importance for big league com¬ to live with, him and interfere with tist who died Aug. 23. The Ham¬
petition. The first act is [acceptable- his love life.” An explanatory sen- merstein family was represented at
the second is long and tedious, and tence says that a “dog (presumably the Duffy Square command post by
the third is inconclusive.
the title character) is intermediary attorney Howard Rheinheimer.
When an American business between two worlds,”. It’s conceiv¬
No shows! iri the Interior of thea¬
man, traveling in Eurojpe with his able that some of the lines, are sup- j tres were interrupted,' Including
wife while his two grown daugh¬ posed to be funny, but the only ! “Sound of Music/* the Rodgers &
ters are touring the Continent on laugh in the first act is the sight j Hammerstein musical at the Lunttheir, own. just happens to meet of star Vicki Cummings,, iri. sil-1 Fontanne.
his London sweetheart of World houette through a translucent"
tr ■
War H. it creates a situation for panel at the side of the stage, mafcr
evervone at the little [pension in ing a quick Change between scenes.
the French Riviera. But at the cur¬
Bachrach, who reportedly plans [
tain. they are all readyiito go along to produce “Fido” on. Broadway,
as usual, presumably a trifle sad-• has announced in the local papers a j-= By TQM WEATHERLY =i
der and wiser.
!
I contest for a new title for the play.
Although Rosenthal’s: intention'is ! with two tickets for the Broadway The rehearsal halls abound these
days
apparently serious, he hasn’t eluci- [opening as a prize. Jack Bostick, the
thp play’s
nlav's meaning.
mpanira And
Anri whilo
enrinf is
ic a
n former
fmtm'ai'
. With; thespians working gaily.
dated .the
while 1 author nf
of the. script,
the premise seems slightly con¬ member of the director panel of the While .’frantic... flacks from hideways
trived, it’s plausible arid the char¬ New Dramatists Committee, but was
acters are "believable [and person¬ never a member of the group! it¬
Report their progress daily.
able. There’s presumably an anal¬ self. Windsor Lewis staged this
ogy between the two American presentation.
The scene is one of brightest hope,
men, one a contented husband and
There is no point Iri conimenting
The dreams of all are rosy;
father who stumbles Onto a senti¬ on the performances of the actors, Who gives a: damn: for statistical
mentally-remembered I old flame but Robert Conley’s setting is in¬
dope
and an unsuspected son, the other adequate, and Charles LaMartin’s
Wheri life’s so sweet and Cozy?
an older married mart on liis ari- lighting, Joseph Briden’s sound ef¬
nual holiday-romance with the pen¬ fects and the uncredited strings
the bubble grows and
sion proprietress.
that make the unoccupied chair And
grows,
Both men want to have the extra rock, a larrso fall over and a door
Until the first night curtain;
romance without givipg up home swing open are obvious. Hobe.
and family—or possibly circum¬
When even the backstage doorman,
stances don’t allow therii to sacrifice
RivingtonBisland is treasurer of
knows—
everything for love. At any rate. the Brooks Atkinson Theatre.
They’ve got a flop for certain.
well as her husband, and David j ‘ Happenstance” and. with suitable
Hurst is believable as the widower.; revisions, believes that it will be
strong enough for Broadway.
There are funny moments
Hobe.
“Happy Ending.” but the play is
much too shallow to be meaningful.
Jack Ragotzy’s direction jkeeps the
Fido
comedy on an even keel. John
Robert Ludlum p-esentatiori of RjchRaymond Freimann’s setting of the I aril Bachrach production of three-act
1 comedy by Jack Bostick. Staged .by Wind¬
house's community kitchpn is well- sor Lewis: setting. Robert Conley: lights
ing. Charles La.Martin: sound effects,
designed.
Bitt.

s;

\

B’way in September

So They Say
“Summing up. I’d say that it (the underlying theme tif all his
plays—Ed.) was a search for a definition of gallantry, which is
the great flag, the great banner of the human, race—how to live in
spiritual decency under adverse circumstances. Blanche Dubois
in ‘-Streetcar- had gallantry. Oh; she had marvelous ^gallantry.
Gallantry is not a popular word today; it’s a peculiarly southern
word. Gallantry is riot just manners, you know. Gallantry is tho
forgetting of self It’s a dignity in the face of danger, Hemirigway,
who has great gallantry,, calls it honor, adding to it a physical
courage, like facing a charging bull elephant; Me, Td run for ..the
bushes.”—Tennessee Williams, as quoted by Donald Freeman in
the San Diego Union.
“The English drama reviewers, on the whole, strike me as even
a more excitable lot than our own, given, just as we probably
are, to excesses! of praise arid condemnation,”—Richard Watts Jr.,
drama critic for the N. Y. Post, in a column following his recent
visit to England.
“It’s beqn fortunate that we’Ve been able to work together so
frequently in tv and in the theatre in recent years; but there’s
no truth to the. rumor that we’re trying to become the slum com¬
pany Lunts; It’s just happeried that we’ve instituted several of
our own projects recently.”—Actor-director Home Cronyn refer¬
ring, to himself arid actress-wife Jessica Tandy, as quoted by Har¬
old Stern in the Fort Wayne Journal-Gazette.
“The Frenchman thiiiks he is the only one in th world that, has
a special, agreement with God—that God will forgive him because
he likes the French so much: The .Frenchman feels he is so amus¬
ing and intelligent that God miist stirely allow hirii a few licenses.’*
—French legit-film actor Claude Dauphin, as quoted by Art Buehwald in the N. Y. Herald Tribune.
“The night we opened it (‘The Muse Man’) I couldn’t remember
a single set of its lyrics. I’ve heard the songs hundreds of times
since then and I don’t know one single set of its lyrics.”—Kermit
Bloomgarden, producer of “The • Music.-; Man” and other shows,
as quoted by drama critic Frank Aston in the N. Y. Wprld-Telegcam.
••Eminence nearly killed me. It gave me a thirst and a belly.
Now I’m off the gargle. Just call me a retired.alcoholic/’.—r- Irish
plaj'wright Brendan Behai), author of the upcoming “The Host¬
age.’’ as quoted from Dublin by Michael Parkinson, in the N. Y.
W orld-Telegram.
“If you’re prepared to put up with the conditions at the begin¬
ning of your career, it must be in youi*: blood.. The conditions can!
he hell. You work 18 hours a day and sometimes do a. different
play every night. You’re overworked arid underpaid: But you don't
complain .— because it’s yoiir life.” — British actress Joan. Plowright. who: will star in the forthcoming Broadway -production of
“A Taste of Honey,” as quoted in an unsigned interview in th
N. Y.. World-Telegram.
“I never thought I’d be here like this. I. used to dream about;
being a. star. Really! But you don’t think about it much when it
happens. You’re too busy worrying about the play/’—Film star
Jack Lemmon, star of the, forthcoming Broadway, show, ‘‘Face of
a Hero.” as quoted by Henderson Cleaves in the. N! Y.. WorldTelegrarrt.
“Mike Stewart (author, of the show’s book) wanted a father role
parents: could identify with attempts to understand children.
Don’t forget, parents buy the tickets.”—Paul Lyride, Who plays
the frantic father of the teenage rock ’n’ roll addict in “Bye; Bye
Birdie,” as quoted by Robert Wahls! in the N^ Y, Daily New;s.
“Billy Bigelow is part of me. And it, should be. It’s probably
the greatest male role ever WTitten . in a musical. In my book, of
course; this is the greatest of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s great
show’s.”—Singer-actor John Raitt, who played the leading role
of Billy Bigelow in the original Broadway production of “Caroii-.
sel.” as quoted, by Allen M. Widem, theatre editor, in the Hart¬
ford Times.

(Sept.. 4-1 s)
Best Man 12d Co.)—Hartford, L.A, (5U0);
Alcazar. S.F. (12-17»,
Destry Rides Again—Rlviera. Las Vegas
(4-17). ,
Dull of Angels—Aud., Denver <6-7>;
Music Hall, K.C. (9-10):
lackstone. Chi
(12-17).
Evening with Mike Nichols and Elaino.
May (tryout)—Westport (Conn.) Country
Playhouse 112-17).
Faco of * Hero (tryout)—W’alnut, Philly
(14-17).Fiorelto (2d CoShubert. Chi (6-17).
Flower Drum Song—Curran, S.F. (5-17):
Irma
La
Douce
(tryout)—National;
Wash. (8-17).
Majority of 0no-^6hubert, Det. (5-17).
Music Mart (2d Co.)—Ajd:. Calgary.
(5-10); Aud., St. P. (14-17).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.K-Community.
Hershey, Pa. (5-10); Playhouse, Wilming¬
ton (12-17).
Once Upon a Mattress (Hurolc>—Erlanger. Chi (5-17).
.
..Pleasure, of His Company—Aud., Roch¬
ester (15-17).
. Raisin in. tho Sun—^Wilbur, Boston
(12-17).
Tasta of Honey (tryout)—Biltmore, L.A.
(6:17). '
Tenderloin (tryout) — Shubert, New
Haven (10.-17). '
. World of Carl
Sandburg (tryout)—
Ogunguit (Me.). Playhouse (5-10).
World of Surlo Wong—Her Majesty’s.
Montreal (5-10);' Etlanger,. Philly (12-17).

Gff-Braadway Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
. Balcony, Circle In Square (3-3-60).
Between Two Thieves, York (2-11-60).
Connection, Living Th’tre (Rep) (7-15-59).
Country Scandal, Mew9 (5-5:60).
Fahtastlcks, Sullivan St. (5-3-60). .
Krepp's A Zoo, Provincetown (1-14-60).
La Ronde, Marquee (5-9-60).
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan Sq. (5-25-59).
Man A Superman, Jan'Hus (8-16-60).
Mary Sunshine; Oirpheum (11-18-59).
Theatre Chance, .LiVing (Rep) (6-22-60).
Threepenny Opera,' de Lys (9-20-55).
Top Secret, Barbizon Plaza (9-5-60).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
H.M:S. Pinafore, Phoenix (D-7-60).
.Sign of Jonah, Players (9-8-60).
Dance of Death,. Key (9-13-60).
Here Come Clowns, Actor’s ( -19-60).
Repertory, Gate ■ w-25-60)..
Greenwich Village, 1 Sher. Sq: (9-2t60).
When We Dead Awakan, 4th St. (8-3-61).
Valmbuth, York (10-6-69).
Drums Undar, Cherry Lane (10-13 60).
Mousetrap, Maidman (11-5-60).
Tr«* In Brooklyn, Barbizon (11-28-60).

FRANK J. HALE’S FREE
DRAMA SCHOLARSHIPS
Paim Beach, Sept. 6..
A riiajor. professional theatrical
scholarship training program is be¬
ing: launched by the. Academy
Rpyale Theatre here,. which is
organizing a free traiiiing program
for :all branches of the theatre:
Frank J. Hale is the founder and
president of ; the organization. The
first session will begin in ;Palm
Beach* Nov! 1 and contiriue through
May under direction of Hale’s pro¬
duction: associate.6 Paul Crabtree.
Prof. Sawyer Falk- head of. the
Syracuse Univ. drama dept./ will
act as advisor on the project.
The Acadeiriy is offering full
scholarships to 15 candidates be¬
tween ages of 20 and 30 who will
cohiprise. the entire, personnel of
the first, session. There is no pro¬
vision for paying students. Accord¬
ing to Crabtree, scholarship candid
dates must have completed, theatre:.
training; oft the college ieveh or
the equivalent iri . practical experi¬
ence. They must also have unquali¬
fied recommendation of their de¬
partment heads, uriiori, .directors
or teachers. Filial screenirig . will
be. by interview arid auditions.; Eri-:
tire project, is being subsidized
by Hale. The Academy has acquired
living and. diftirig quarters as well
as conference, rehearsal room and
offices in Palm Beach. Hale has:
made the Royal poinciana Play¬
house and the new 200-seat arena
theatre available to; the venture.
Cjr Feuer arid Ernest Martin took
possession of the Lunt-Fontanne
Theatre last Tuesday (29). Their
purchase of the house wras ar¬
ranged Aug.; 15, for $2,000,000.
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He Went Tlialaway

Non-Star 'Stairs^ $20,600
At Park Playbouse, Phila.

David Merrick, with three productions running on Broadway
and one on tour, has to keep moving faster and farther than ever
this week. He planed Monday (5) to the Coast to attend the breakin last night (Tues*) of his presentation of “Taste-of Honey,” at
the Biitmore* Los Angeles, Is due back tonight (Wed.) for the first
preview of “Vintage ’60," at the Brooks Atkinson Theatre, N: Y.,
arid then hops to Washington for the break-ln tomorrow night of
“Irma La Douce,*' at the National Theatre.
Any moment he can snatch between those assignments he must
devote to plans, for. his upcoming productions of “Becket,’* “Dp
Re Mi,” “Carrot Top" and “Julia, Jpke and Uncle Joe.” -That’s in
addition, of course, to decisions to be made regarding his current
Broadway entities, “Gypsy,” “La Plume de Ma Tante” and “Take
Me Along,” and the touring “Destry Rides Again.”
The producer will .also have to scamper to keep up with his
scheduled Broadway openings. ^“Vintage W* premieres next
Monday night (12), and then there will be three openings in less
than u week, beginning with “Irina La Douce” at the Plymouth,
Sept. 29; “A Taste of Honey” at the Lyceum, Oct. 4, and “Becket”
at the St. James, Oct 5. There’ll be a lull (for Merrick) until “Do
Re Me” arrives at the St. James (“Becket” is an interim booking
at the house), Dec: 26. No theatres or dates are definitely set for
“Julia, Jake and Uncle Joe” , and “Carrot. Top.”

The road was generally good last
week. As usual, the. powerhouse
musicals bolstered the list,, but the:
few straight shows also improved
slightly over the previous Week.
“Flower Drum Song” set another
new house, record in Sari Fran¬
cisco, “Music Man” had a potent
single-week stand at the new
Queen Elizabeth Theatre in Van¬
couver and “My Fair Lady” coriT.
tinued its mopup in, Washington.
The S, Hurok touring edition of
“Once Upon a Mattress’’ made a
•fair start in Chicago and “Fiorello”
had another moderate Week in
Detroit.
Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations for out'
cf-town shows, are the Same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout arid RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude. 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, but as on Broadway
grosses, are net; i.e., exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are . for single
week unless otherwise noted»
CHICAGO
Once Upon a Mattress, Erlanger
(MC-RS) (1st wk) ($5.95-$6.60; i;380;
$48,500) (Dody Goodman, Buster
Keaton).. : Opened last Thursday
(1) tcv, three favorable reviews
(Bradley, Daily , News; Cassidy,
Tribune; Syse, Sun-Times) and one
yes-no (Dettmer, American).
Almost $14,600 for first four per¬
formances*
'DETROIT
Fiorello, Riviera (MC-RS) (2d
wk) ($5; 2,700; $75,000) (Previous
week, $40,100 with Theatre GuildAmerican Theatre Society, sub¬
scription and parties.
Nearly $40,100.
LOS ANGELES
Rest Man, Hartford (CD-RS) (4th
wk) i$5:40-$5.95; 1,024; $33,500)
(Leon Ames, William Gargan,
Gene Raymond). Previous Week,
$27,800.
Almost $22,800;
Show Boat, Philharmonic (MD¬
BS) (3d wk) ($5.75-$6.50; 2,670;
$79,800) (Andy Devine, Julie Wil¬
ton, Eddie Foy Jr.); Previous week,
$78,800
.Civic Light Opera
Assn, subscription.
j
About $78,200.
SAN FRANCISCO
Duel of Angels, Alcazar (D-RS)
(4th wk) ($4.85-$5.40; 1,147; $37,000) (Vivien Leigh, Mary Ure).
Previous week, $26,400:
Nearly $27,000.
Flower Dram Song, Curran
(MC-RS) (5th wk) ($6.25-$6:90;
1,758; $62,000).
Previous week,
$61,677 on Civic Light Opera Assn,
subscription.
New house record, $62,006.
TORONTO
World of Smiie Wong, Royal
Alexandra (D-RS) (2d wk) ($4-$5;
1.525; $40,200). Previous week,
$16,500 bn two-forrones.
Almost $17,000 with twofers.
VANCOUVER ..
. Music Man, Queen Elizabeth
(MC-RS) (single wk). Previous

week, $74,200 at the Orpheum,
Seattle.
Nearly $67,000.
WASHINGTON
My Fair Lady, National (MC-RS)
(11th wk) ($7.90; 1,677; $68,155)
(Diane Todd, Michael Evans). Pre¬
vious week, $68,949:
Nearly $69,400.

MarceauRecord$34,814
Cambridge Drama Fest
Boston. Sept. 6.,
Marcel Marceau and his Compagnie de Mime set a. house record
last week for the Cambridge
Drama Festival at the Boston Arts
Center: The French pantomime
troupe grossed $34,814 for six per¬
formances, without matinees.
Marceau and his group open to¬
night (Tues.) foi* a three-week en¬
gagement at the N.Y. City Center,
then go on a national tour.

Stratford, Conn., $50,300
For Shakespeare Trio
Stratford, Conn., Sept. 6.
The American Shakespeare Fes¬
tival had another virtual capacity
gross last week, registering just
over $50,300 on an eight-performanefe repertory of “Antony airid
Cleopatra,” “Twelfth Night” and
“The Tempest,” -with Katharine
Hepburn and Robert Ryair costar¬
ring.
The Season ends next Sunday
night; (11).

BROADWAY
“Do Re Mi”; Buster Davis, vocal
director.
“Laughs and. Other Events”:
David Haber, stage manager; John
Robert Lloyd, set designer; Reuben
Rabihovitch, pressagent. :
“Lanrette”; Elmer. Bernstein,
Score.
..."
' “Taffy”; Anna Hill Johnstone,
costume designer.
“Tenderloin” Bob Randolf, as¬
sistant set designer; Patton Camp¬
bell, assistant, costume designer. :
Off-Broadway
“Greenwich Village.
Phil Bloom, pressagent.

U.S. A”:

Scheduled B’way Preems
Thurbcr Carnival, ANTA (&S-60). .
Marcel Marceau, City Center <9-6-60).
Vintage 'M, Atkinson (0-U-6O).
Ceil Sandburg, MHler*g (9-14-60).
Farewell, Eugaoa, Bayes <0-27-60).
Imu La Deuce, Plymouth (0-29-60).
Taste of Haney, Lyceum (10-4-60).
Becket, St Jungs OOMO).
Nickels & May, GoMen (10-840).
Stanley HMIoway, Banynore (1040-60).
Wall, Boee (10-11-40).
Tenderloin, 46th St. (10-17-60).
Face of a Here, O'Neill (10-2040).
Sweet St Sour, Ambassador UO-2540).
-Invitation March, Music Box (10-26-60).
Lauretta, Beck <1047-6®.
tape at Belt, ANTA (114-00).
UnsInkaMe Molly, Whit. Gard. (11-3-60).
All Way Heme, Belaaco (wk. 11-3064).
Farted of Adjuatmaet, Bayes (11-10-60J.
Camelet, Majestic (wk. 11-1440).
Under VuniYom Tree, Miner's01-1640).
Advise and Censeet, Cost (11-17-60).
Little Mean, Lonsacre 02-140).
Critic's Chalca, Barrymore 02-14-60).
Wildcat, Ahria 02-1540):
Do Re Ml, St. James 02464(9.
Haft Conquer! n® Here, ANTA 0441X

Philadelphia, Sept 6.
“The Dark it the Top of the
Stairs,’* with a non-star Cast,
grossed a healthy $20,600 last week
as the season finale at the Play¬
house in the. Park. The notices
were generally favorable.
The municipally operated straw-,
hat has a potential gross of $26,286 at a $3 top.

57

Holiday, Pennsy Strike Clip B way;
But 'Sound,’ 'Fiorello,’ ‘Birdie’ SeD Out,
'Best Nan’ $35,60(1, 'Miracle’ $35,801

Broadway took a severe beating Maureen Stapleton, Irene Worth).
at the boxoffice last week. The Previous week, $24,000.
Nearly $21,000.
customary pre-Labor Day lull was
apparently aggravated by a tieup . West Ride Story, Winter Garden
(MD)
(18th wk; 137 p) t$8.05: 1,404;
of commutor traffic and tourist in¬
Continued, from page 55—j flux due to the Pennsylvania Rail* $64,200). Previous week, $45,100
with itwo-for-ones.
shows arid $871,600 gross. The fol¬ road strike. Although the three reg¬
Over $45,700.
lowing week, when all but the N. Y. ular sellouts, “The Sound of Music,”
Reopening This Week
City : Center (playing the Grand,
Thurber Carnival, ANTA (R)
Kabuki, from Japan) Were dark,
Beginning
tonight
(Wed.),
($6.90-$7.50;
1,185; $49,178) (Paul
the gross for the single show; was
curtain time for all Wednes¬
Ford, Peggy Cass, Eddie Mayhoff).
$55,000, in contrast to the previ¬
day evening Broadway per¬
ous season’s second week of $892,Opened Monday afternoon (5) for
formances will' be at 7:30. The
a limited return engageriient And
700 total gross for 20 shows.
early curtain is scheduled to
will then tour. Just concluded a
Even after Equity and the
continue for the. entire 1960-61
smash* stand at the Opera House,
League reached an agreement arid
theatre
season.
'
"
'
'
Central City, Col.
Broadway relighted, however, the
total gross for the summer aver¬
Opening This Week
aged about $100,000 a week below “Fiorello” and “Bye Bye Birdie,”
Marcel Marceau Co., City Center
last /Season, and there were only were capacity again, virtually all
(Rep)
($3.95;
3,090;
$60,000).
two weeks when the number of other shows sagged, in one case
shows current equalled (in : orie going $7,300 under the previous French pantominist and troupe
opened
last
night
(Tues.)
for s
case came to -one more than) the week. Only “West Side Story,” on
three-week engagement.
corresponding stanza of last year. twofers. registered a shiall gain.
The new fall season gets under
Although three of the high gross¬
ing Broadway musicals took lay¬ way this week with the return last
offs: this summer (“The Sound of Monday (5) of “A Thurbdr Carni¬
Music,” two weeks; “Take. Me val” at the ANTA Theatre, and last
Along,” three weeks, and “Gypsy,” night’s (Tues.) preem of Marcel
five weeks), the fact that the lower Marceau and his Compagnie de
grpsses arid, playing weeks Were Mime at the City Center.
Kansas City, Sept. 6.
consistent appears to indicate that
Gisele MacKenzie in “The King
Estimates for Last Week
the slow-down.was more basic. .....
and I” grossed a whopping $80,000
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), last week in the second stanza of
In contrast to Broadway, the
road gross for the summer was the CD {Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), a fortnight’s run as the finale of
highest in many years* possibly MC (Musical-Coniedy), MD (Musi¬ the Starlight Theatre season in
in history. The total topped any cal-Drama ). O (Opera), OP (Op¬ : Swope Park. The final three- per¬
year since Variety has been tab¬ eretta) Rep. (Repertory), DR formances, ending Sunday night
ulating the figures, although the (Dramatic Reading).
parenthetic designations (4) were sellouts in the 7,000-seat
aggregate playing weeks was far be¬ refOther
er, respectively, to weeks played, amphitheatre. The first week’s
low the general level of some years
gross was almost $66,500. Th®
ago; before all touring business number of performances through singer-comedienne set the boxoffice
last Saturday, top prices (tohere
petered out.
record for the Starlight with an
two
prices
are
given,
the
higher
is
The comparative grosses 'for the
$86,000 gross four years ago in
first 13: weeks of . the respective for Friday-Saturday nights and the “Annie Get Your Gun.”
seasons. according to Variety’s lower for weeknights), number of
The smash fortnight’s closing
Seats, capacity gross and stars.
records. folow:-.
Price includes 10% Federal and probably put the outdoor tuner
BROADWAY
5% 0ty tax, but grosses are net; season comfortably in the black,
Playing i.e., exclusive of taxes.
with the' profit possibly reaching
Season
Weeks
Total Gross
$50,000. The schedule included
Rest Man, Morosco (CD) (22d nine shows in 11 weeks.
1947-48
$5,152,900
256
wk; 168 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; $41,1948-49
5,436,600
251
000) (Melvyn Douglas, Lee Tracy,
5,058,700
197
1949-50
Frank Lovejoy). Previous week, Variety Club Sponsoring
1050-51
5,131,800
228
$39,200.
1951r52
5,125*500
195
4-Show Houston Season
Nearly $35,600.
1952-53
4,300,700
162
Houston, Tex., Sept 6.
1953-54
5,321,700
175
Bye Bye Birdie, Beck <MC) <20th
The
Variety Club of Houston will
1954-55
216
5,772,800
wk; 152 p) ($8.60; 1,280; $57,518). sponsor this season’s local presenta¬
1955-56
6,772^00
253
Previous week, $57,800.
tion’s of the Broadway Theatr®
1956-57
215
6,467,300
Alriiost $57,800.
League. The past two seasons th®
1957-58
182
6246,500
Fiorello,
Broadhurst
(MC)
(40th
series were sponsored by the Hous¬
1958-59
7;047,100
198
wk; 316 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1,214; ton Lions Club. Four touring
202
1959-60
8,879,000
shows will be given here, two
$58,194).
Previous
week,
$58,800.
1960-61
180
6,698,600
“straight plays” and a pair of
Nearly $58,600.
ROAD
musicals,
each for two perform¬
1948-49
178
4,108,300
Five Finger Exercise,. Music Box
and possibly a third for th®
1949-50
3,100,500
124
(D) (39th wk; 305 p) ($6.90-$7.50; ances
general
theatre
public.
1950-51
117:
3,139,400
1.107; $40,107) (Jessica Tandy, Ro¬
The series will open Nov. 2 with
1951-52
2,557,500
83
land Culver). Previous week, $18,“The
Andersonville
Trial.” It will
1952-53
3,493,700
111
100 with two-forronbs.
be followed in December by
122
1953-54
3,115,200
Nearly $16,000, with twofers.
“Fiorello.”
In
February
“JB” will
3,449,400
117.
1954-55
!. Gypsy, Imperial (MC) (61st wk; fce the production and “Once Upon
1955-56
4.032,800
123
479
p)
($8.6O-$9.40;
1,427;
$64,500)
a
Mattress”
will
be
the
final
pres1956-57
3,992,700
138
(Ethel Merman). Previous week, , entation in March.
1957-58
3,304,900
81
$51,000.
1958-59
2,554,100
51
Over $45,900.
81
1959-60
4,111,000
1960-61
4,375,100
€8
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
(R) (90th wk; 715 p) ($8.05; 1,050;
BROADWAY
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Previous |
■
- .
! “Advise and Consent” Richard
week, $37,900.
|
Riley,
Chester
Morris.
Nearly $34,400.
“AU the Way Home”: Aline MacMiracle Worker, Playhouse (D) Mahon.
Continued from page 55
(45th wk; 356 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 994;
June Squibb (succeed¬
bleton, Norris Houghton arid Wil¬ $36,500) (Anne Bancroft, Patty ing“Gypsy**:
Marsha Rivers).
liam, arid Jean Eckhart presenta¬ Duke). Previous week, $36,400.
“How
t®
Make a Man**: Jan
tion failed to maintain the pace,
Over $35,800.
Sterling.
and by the time it folded last July
“Lauretta”:
Boh Mariano.
Muriic
Man,
Majestic
(MC)
(141st
2, was $13,725 in the red,. After
“Period of Adjustment”: Robert
receipt of the $14,000 down pay¬ wk; 1,120 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $71,000).
Webber.
FreVious
week,
$47,000.
ment on the sale of the physical
“Rape of the Belt” Philip Bosco.
Almost $43,000.
production. As of an Aug; 13 ac¬
“Taffy”: Edward Andrews,
counting, $10,000 was repaid to
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) Michael Tolan.
the baCkiers, bringing the total re¬ (233d wk; 1,855 p) j($8.05; 1,551;
“Tenderloin”: Roy Fant, Mar¬
turn to $80,000 to date.
$69,500) (Pamela Charles). Previous guerite Shaw, Jeri Archer, Hay
The two touring companies of week, $58,700.
Bramley.
the iriusiCal will each pay the
Over $55,100.
“Vintage *66’*: Bonnie Scott,
parent company $750; a week
Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne Michele Lee, Larry Billman.
royalty against 5% of the weekly
“West Side Story”: Don Grilley
gross. One of the troupes is tour¬ (MD) (39th wk; 308 p) ($9.60; (succeeding Larry Kert).
ing under the management of S. 1,407; $75,000) (Mary Martin). Pre¬
“Wildcat”: Howard Fischer.
Hurok and the other on a guaran¬ vious week, $75,900.
Nearly $75,900.
OFF-BROADWAY
tee ; basis for Broadway Theatre
Alliance, a subsidiary of Columbia - Take Me Aliong, Shubert (MC)
“A Country Sendai”: James J.
Artists Management. The Hurok7 (42d wk; 328 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,453; Frawley (succeeding Ronald Weyedition opened last Thursday (1) $64,000) (Jackie Gleason, Walter and).
“Dance of Death”: Abe Vigoda.
at the Erlanger Theatre, Chicago. Pidgeon, Eileen Herlie). Previous
“Greenwich Village, UJ5JL”i
“Mattress” has a book by Jay week* $54,000).
Dawn Hampton, James Harwood,
Thompson, Marshall Barer and " Over $46,700.
Jane A. Johnston,. James Pompeii.
Dean Fuller* with music by Mary
Tenth Man, Booth (D) (43d wk;
“Here Come the Clowns” Roberta
Rodgers and' lyrics by Barer. It 335
p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $32,000). Boyce, Donald Gantry, Alan Berg*
was staged by George Abbott.
Previous Week, $26,500.
mann, Harry Carlson.
Almost $23,400.
“Vafanonth”: Constance Carpen¬
The dedication ceremony of the
Toys In the Attic, Hudson (D) ter.
newly-refurbished Brooks Atkin¬
“When We Dead Awaken”: Betsy
son Theatre will be at 5:30 p.m. (27th wk; 208 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,065;
$39,600) (Jason Robarda Jr., I Von Furstenberg.
today.

B’wa^s Sanmer Ld.

Gsele MacKenzie 80G
In ’King’ at K.C. Starlight

‘Mattress’ Deficit
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CASTING NEWS
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broadtoay, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films,, industrial arid tela
vision shows. • All information has been obtained directly by the
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls,, and has been rechecked as of noon yesterday (Tues.),
The available rolesi will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
tions 10 the list vrill ibe made only when information is secured from
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with.leads
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to
Tun a wild goose marathon. This information is published without
charge.
!
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the ihahagements, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬
tions are as follows: 1(0 Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC). Musical Cornedy,
(AID) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic
Reading.
.
-

WRIETY
sports writers;
character man,
drunk; two. patrolmen; bartender;
stage doorman; messenger, boy;
city policemen; bum; cab driver;
fight fans; pedestrians; thugs. MaiL
photos and resumes to Busby
Berkeley, c/o above, address.
“13 Daughters” (MC). Producer,
Jack. H. Silverman (152 W. 42d St.,
N. Y.; OX 5-3783), Available parts:
girls,’ .17.-30, Hawaiian types; men
of various ages, mainly 20’s-30’s.
Hawaiian and- English types. No
casting until leads are set, but now
accepting photos and
resumes
through agents only, . /o Carl Saw¬
yer. above address.
“Two Queens of ! Love and
Beauty” (DV. Producer; Jay- Julieri
(156 W. 44th. St., N:. Y.; PL 7-5250 >.
Available parts: girl, 27; woman,
45, attractive; 'policewoman, 35;
woman,. 38. sexy; Mail photos and
resumes, c/o Janet Stewart, above
address.
“Whole Darn Shooting Match”
CC>: Producer, Anthony Parella
(230 W. 54th St., N; Y.; Cl 6-8538).
Available parts: man, 26, hand¬
some, .enthusiastic, lyy Leaguer;
girl, 21, striking brunette* quick,
alert; man, 30, zany collegiate
type; small man, 38, slight, dissi¬
pated; man, 40, short, stout, ladies
man; man, 28*/ pompous, petty;
girl, ;2p, sharp features, shrewish;
man, 66. New England philosopher
type; man. 60* brawny* gruff;; man,
50, . tall, thin, distinguished; boy,
19, obnoxious, smark aleck; man,
46, paunchy balding, genial; sev¬
eral women, 40-60, woman's club
types; Mail photos? and resumes,
■c/o, above address, preferably
through agents.
“Wildcat” (MC). Produce r s.
Michael; Kidd. .& N; Richard Nash
(1501 BroadWaj', ;N*,: Y/r CH 4-6852).
Available part: romantic ingenue.
,22. must sing. Mail photos :.arid
resumes to Arthur Rubin, c/0 above
address.

Wednesday, September 7j 1960
rehearsal Hall (11 W. 18th St., an,, SO's., Mail -photos arid resu¬
N. Y., second;floor. All applicants mes, c/ o,. Porter Van Zant, Play¬
must, bring Equity membership house Theatre (137 W. 48th St,
cards;
. N, YJ;
“Squaring The Circle” (C>. Pro¬ . “Sound of Music” (MD), Pro¬
ducers, Cecil Reddick. Dick. Meri- ducers, Rogers &. Harrimerstein,
I delsohn & Harvey L! Bilker (6255 Lelarid Hayward Sc Richard HalUBroadway, Riverdale.. 71, N. Y.; day (488 Madison Ave., N.Y.)./ All
KI
8-5265);
director,
Reddick,
parts available.. Mail photos and
Available pairts: ingenue, cute,
resumes, c/o Edward Blum/ above
babyish; ingeriue, warm, feminine;
’address.
Script,
published by.
three men, 20's, one over six feet
Random House, available at booktall, athletic; one . character mart; stories* . ...■.
a few' male and. femme walk-ons.
“World of Suae; Wong” (D>. Pro-,
Mail photos and resumes, c/o ducer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th
above address.
St. * N* YJ; casting director, Michael
. “Summer Pygmies” (DV* Pro: Shurtleff, Accepting photos and
ducer, Richard Mardirosian (P.O. resumes of oriental actors and
Box. 600,
Buffalo
5,
N.
Y.V. actresses, under 30 c/o casting di¬
Available parts: yoiith, 21, lithe, rector at above address.
goodldoking; man,. mid-20’s, so¬
phisticated;
tyrannical / woman,
40-45; youth, 18, w'ell-huilt; girl,
SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
20. frivolous;, muscular mail, midBROADWAY
20’s! Mail photos. resumes to Ger¬
“Beeket” (D>. Producer; David
ard Marchette, c/o above, address.
“The Mousetrap” (D). Producer* Merrick (246 W. 44th St., N. Y.;
Robert D. Feldstein. (325 W. 45th LO 3-7520).
St;. N; Y,; Cl 5-0648*. Available . “Camelot’t (MC). . Producers,
parts; leading lady, mid-,20’s, at¬ Alan Jay Lerner Sc Frederick
tractive; man, 25-30, haridsonie, ar- Loewe (120 E. 56th St., N. Y.;
rogarit; man 25-35. wild-looking, PL 3-6773).
neurotic; woman, 35-45, large,. irii- : “Face of a Hero” (Dt. Producer,
posing,
unpleasant;
girl,
2Q’s Lerster Osterman (55 W. 54th St!,
severe; straight-forward; riian, .mid¬ N.Y; JU 6r5570).
“Invitation ip a March” (C). Prodleaged. military bearing;
ian*
middleaged. dark* foreigri; man, ■! ducers. Theatre Guild (27 Vi. 53d
20’s, cheerful, commonplace, slight, ' St,,/ N.Y.,. CO-d-6170) & Leland
cockney accent. All parts call for Hayward.
'Inna La Douce” (MC) Pro-,
English, accents* Have agent call
Miss Blum (above number) for ...in¬ ducer,. David Merriek (246 W. 44th
St..
N. Y.; LO 3-7520).
terview/ Script available at Samuel
j
“Taste of . Honey” (D). Producer,
; French. Inc.
;
“Tiger Rag” <MD). Producers, • David Merrick (246 W. 44th St.,
j Drummond Productions. (c 'o Sey- NY!: LO 3-7520).
“Unsinkable Molly Brown” (MC);
! nvour Kraw'itz, 50 Ceritrai Park j
: West, N. Y.: TR 7-74501. Available 1 Producers* Theatre Guild (27 W.
parts: femm^ to play age 20-50, j 53d St, N.Y*'; CO 5-6170) & Doc*
good figure, some dancing; man to Schary.
“Tenderloin” (MC). Producers;
play 35-55, bLnibling, good-natured, 1
some slapstick: man to. play 30-40* 'Robert E. Griffith & Harold S.
[Prince
(630 Fifth Ave., N.. Y.;
smooth, some dancing arid .singing;
yoarig man. midr20*s, handsome, JU 2-0600).
>:
“Vintage
*60”- (R).
Producer,
dynamic, some dancing, vaudeville
performing;, ingeriue, mid-20*is. : David Merrick (246 W. 44th St,
f
N.
Y.;
LO
3-7520).
bright, sophisticated, must dance
i and double as 1920’s deb / and
|
OFF-BROADWAY
' speakeasy, girl; character niari. 40’s,
“Delightful Season” (MC): Pro¬
j" liist double a:s politician and execducer.
New*
Enterprises (434 E/
I urive. Apply/through agerits only,
59th St, N.Y*; EL 5-0855'.
:.c o above address.
. “Greenwich. Village, . US.A.”
(R).
Producer. Alien Hbdshlr
I
.
STOCK
<400 E. 59th St. N: Y.; PL 9-8518).
“H.M;S. Pinafore” (MC).
ProCharles; Playhouse.
Producers.
Edward
HambletPn
Frank Sugrue & R. J. Calvin, (76 ' ducef; / . T.
- Warrcnton. St./ Boston. Mass.; DE ! <cTo PhoCnix Theatre, 189 Second
r 8-9393)/
Several parts available 1 Ave*. N./Y-: Or 4-7150.
“Here Cpirie the Clowns” (DL:
for scheduled produetib.ns of “A [
Streetcar Named Desire.” “Wait¬ Producers, Quartet Productions,
ing for Godot,” and “Waltz of the [Kurt Hale & Paula Scott (c/
' Toreadores.” Mail photos and re¬ 'Actors Playhouse. .100 Seveni
; Ave!. N. Y.: OR 5-1036'*
sumes,
-;o" above address.
“West Side Story” CMD). Pro¬ I. “Man and .Superman” "<C'. Pro-.
ducer, Frank Carrington (Paper / ducers* Aubrey-Atcher Produce
Mill; Playhouse, Millburn, N. .J.). [ tions (James Forster Sc Peggy
j Sliields, 12 Seaman Ave,, N. YJ.
• Auditions today (Wed.) at 2:30 p m.*
“The Idiot” (D>* Producer; Gat*
' for boy arid girl dariceis \vho also !
. sing, must, have appeared: iri the ? Repertory Company (Gate Theatre;
162
Second Ave/, NY/ OR 4-87961.
show elsewhere. .Varietv. Arts Stu¬

| until he is set. Photos and resumes
by mail only c/o above address.
“Gypsy” (MC). Producer, David
Merrick (246 Wr 44th St., N.Y.;.
BROADWAY
LO 3-7520). Part available for boy
“A Clean Kill’* (D). Producer, singer-dancer, 7-11, under 54 Inches
Clifford Havman (230 W. 54th St., tall. Accepting photos and. resumes,
N. Y.; JU 2-4095), Accepting photos c'.'o
Michael
Shurtleff,
above
and resumes, through agents only, address.
of British performers, c/o above
“Hail, the Conquering Heroaddress.
Available | parts: three (MC). Producer, Robert Whitehead
character
men;
two
character (165 W. 46th St„ N. Y.; PL 7-5100),
women; woman, 27.;
Available parts: girl dancer, 20-22,
“Advise and Consent” (Dh Pro¬ must also sing and act; Marine ser¬
ducers. Robert Fryer Sc Lawrence geant, 40’s; must sing. Mail photos
Carr <234 W. 44th [St., N.Y.; LA and resumes, c/o Terry Faye, above,
4-2344 >. Available parts: man, 60’s, address..
alert, powerful though ailing; man.
“La Plume de Ma Tante” (MC).
45. polished, attractive, articulate; Producer, David Merrick (246 W.
man, 40. ambitious; I man, 35, sin¬ 44th St., N Y.; LO 3-7520/ Part
cere but seemingly spiteful; wo¬ available for dancer-comedienne;
man, 30. pretty, happy, unsophisti¬ must do poiiit work. .Send photos
cated: woman. 45-501 realistic; man, and resumes, c■'& Michael. Shurt¬
60. politician; man, 50’s, wiry, per¬ leff. above address.
suasive; man, 60, simple, sincere,
“Little Moon of Alban” (Dh. Pro¬
westerner; man. 50’s, flinty-voiced, ducer. Mildred Freed Alberg (c/o
picky New Englander; man, 58-60, Milberg Productions, 200 W. 57th
deep-voiced mid-westerner; man, St., N, Y.; JU 2-8151). Parts avail¬
OFF-BROADWAY
60\s, genial, eminent New Eng¬ able for seven men. 30’s, British
lander. Mail photos and resumes, soldiers, all speaking roles. Mail
“Behind The Wall”(p). Producer,
c o Robert Linden, above address, photos and resumes, c/
Toni Ammon Kabatchnik (c/o Green¬
“All The Best People” (C). Pro¬ Sands, above address.
wich Mews Theatre. 141 W. 13th
ducers. Joel Spector & Buff Cobb
“Love A La Carte” (MC». Pro¬ St., N. Y.; CH 3-6800). Available
(147 W. 57th St., NY.; PL 7-2691 >. ducers, Arthur. Klein, in associa¬ parts: boy and girl* 15-20; two: boys.
Available parts: naive femme, 2l; tion with Conrad Thibaiilt. (St. 10-12; boy, 8-10. Mail photos and
male. 30-35: middleaged femme, James Theatre Bldg;, 246 W. 44th resume’s, c/o above address!
eyecutive male. 50-60; callous male, St.. N. Y; LO 5-6376). Available
. “Between Two Thieves” CD). Pro¬
30-35. Mail photos: and resumes, | parts: girl. 22; leading man; .30; ducer, Warner LeRoy (c
York
i second leading man, 30; character Playhouse. 64th St.. & 1st Ave*,
c » above address. ;
“Alt
the
Way: Horae”
(D). [comedienne, 30/ Accepting photos N.Y: TE 8-5188), Part available for
character, man, 40-70.. Phone above
Producer. Fred Coe (234 W. 44th ; and resumes, above address.
“Love and Death” (D). Producers* number for appointment.
St.. N. Y-; OX 5-9262). Part avail¬
able for boy, .7, plump, whiny, un¬ i Mutual Theatrical Corp. & H .& -H
“Captain Jinks of the Horse
attractive; character man . and wo¬ Ltd. t c/o Jeff G. Britton, 129 W. Marines” (CL Producer, Scotti
man. 65-70. Send photos and res¬ ! 52i St., N. Y.; JU 6-0877/. Ayail- D/Arcy U12 W. 72d St- N.Y.; EN
ume to Gene Laskb; above address. ' able parts: woman. 60’s: three Afro- 2-4800). Available parts;., plurrip,
Negro dancer-musicians, rhythmic. bubbly character Woman; slender,
“Becket” (D>. Producer, David
Mail' photos and resumes, c 'o above sweet, character
, Italian ac¬
Merrick (246 W. 44th St.. N. Y.;
a'ddrcs
cent; elderly / matron type; three
LO 3-7520). Part available for au¬
“Nine Millionth Star” CD). Prothentic French girl. 23-29, sexy, ! ducers,. Michael Charnee & Gqof- [very bad ballerinas; several hits;
good comedy sensb, slight accent : frey F. Rudaw (340 E. 66th St., • and extras. Mail photos arid resu¬
mes. c/o above adlress.
Script
only. Mail photos and resumes, c o
N. Y.; RE 4-1478>. Available parts:
Michael Shurtleff,1 above address. two men. 35-40, lanky southerners; I available at. Samuel French Inc.
[ 125 W: 45th . St.,. N; Yv). .
“Carrot Top” (MC) Producer, (three men, 25-35, huskf; two mom[
“Epitaph for George.■■Dillon-” '(D);. dios (225 W. 46th St... N.. YJ.
David Merriek (246 W. 44th St., en. 20-30, attractive; girl, .14; boy,
[.Producers,. Edward Hastings,.Rich¬
N. Y.; LO 3-7520|i; casting direc¬ •15: boy; 16; man, 45.; iriust play
ard Lipsett .& George Morrison
TOURING
tor. Michael Shurtleff:
Available violin. Mail photos and . resumes,
. ’220 W. 10th St.. N. Y.; CH 2^7706);
part: title role, girl singer-dancer, c o above address.
“Andersoriville Trial” (D). Pro¬
All parts available except Ruth
18-22. Mail photos and resources,
“Once There Was . A Russian” and George Dillon. Mail photos and. ducers. Guber, Ford &. Gross (25
j, “Naked City” (dramatic scries).
c o above address.
i/C'. Producers, Leonard Key &
resumes, c/o Morrison, above ad-, W. 54th St.. N. Y.; CO 5-7034).
“Come Spring” (C>. Producers, ' Morton Segal (120 E. 56th St, dress. Script available at Drama - Available parts: man, 50’s, country /Producer, Herbert B. Leonard
Charles Bowden i& H. Ridgelcy ;N: Y.;.PL 2-4190'. Accepting photos; Book Shop /5i W? 52d St„ N. Y:>. i squire; man, 40’s, materialistic; (Screen Gems, 7il Fifth Ave.,
i N.. Y.; PL 1-4432); Accepting pho¬
Bullock Jr. 1.137 W. 48th St., N. Y.; and resumes of character men
“King of the Dark Chamber” several mOri. 40-50, judges arid un¬ tos and resumes of general niale
CO 5-2630). Available parts: two [and women by mail only, /o above
YD,1. Producers Van Joyce and derstudies. Mail photos arid, resu- arid femaie dramatic talent by mail
boys. 12-13. one ‘Negro and one [address.
i mes.; c'o - above address. Script,
“Rhinoceros” (D). Producer, Leo Harold Leventhal,.. in association '.published by. Random House, avail- only* c/o above address, Appointwhile; white girl. 16; while girl. I
j ments. will be made for iriterview'S..
23; two charade^ men, 40’s, one ! Kerz (140 E. 79rh St., N-Y> BU 8-. with . Patricia Newliall (c/b Krish¬ j able at. bookstores.
i
2664).
Available parts: sexy, buxom na Shah. 58 W. 93d St., N: Y.».
Negro
and one' white;
Negro
“Young Adventure” (adverituro
(MC). .. Producers,, !
parts: /man,
ageless, [ “Fiorello”
character woman,
70’s,
grand¬ j young w man. 25; two character Av liable
j Kni.ll. & Tahse (1860 Broadw ay, :serie$).... Producer. Petesco Promother.
Mail
photos and re¬ men, 4,)-50; distinguished, elegant serene, mystic, woman, 20’s; beau¬ jN/ Y:; JU 2-7650).; Part available ! ductions
(363
Roquette
Ave.,
man. 35. Accepting photos and re- tiful, dynamic, vacillating;, egocen¬
sumes c o above; address.
i Floral Park. So., L, L/ N/Y.;
tric; woman. 20?s, attractive; man* ; for nilddleaged character man.
I sumes. c/o above address.
[PR 5-2005/ Parts ayaiiable for a
Drama iur.titled, formerly “Gen¬
;
lust
sing;.
Mail
photos
and
“Shifting Heart” (DJ. Producers, . old wise; 10 male chorus iroies.
eral Seegar”). Producers Shirley
1108; above ad-; teenage boy and girl, alLAmericah
Charles Bowden & H. Ridgeley Mail photos and resumes c/o above [resumes. Root
type. w:ith knowledge: of Sports and
Ayers. Charles Bowden & H. Ridgej dress.
’ ,
Bullock Jr. 4137 W. 48th St., CO address.
entertainment, to act as hosts.
ley Bullock Jr. (137 W. 48th St.,
“My Fair Lady” (MC). Producer,; Mail photos, arid resumes, *'o abovr
“Leave It To. Jane” (MC).. Pro¬ I
5-2630*.. Available parts: leading
N. Y.; CO 5-2630)!; Available parts:
ducers,
Joseph
Berhu
&
Peter
,
Herman
Levin;
(424
Madison
Ave,*
man, 55; wom^ji, 50; girl, 32; boy,
address.
Contact will be made for
male lead. 43-55; [woman, 50; girl.
Auditions for l.appointrrient
121, all Italian types; leading man, Kent (c/o Sheridan Square Thea¬ : N; Y,; PL 8-2845).
30. and 10 reporters. Maii photos
j 35; two character men, 40; char- tre, Seventh Ave. & Fourth St., / girl -dancers, 5. feet, 4 inches to 5
and resumes, above address.
N.Y;;
CH
2-9609).
Auditions
for
/feet, 6 inches tall, today (Wed.) at
j actor woman. 40. all Australian
“Do Re Mi” (MC). Producer, characters. Accepting photos and men and wotneri singers Under 21 ! 11:30 a.m- at the Mark Hellirigev
for ensemble. Call above number j Theatro (Broadway at 51st St.,
David Merrick (246 W. 44th St.. resumes, above address.
for appointment.
N. Y.; LO 3-7520). Auditions to¬ I
] N. YJ,
./ '
“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc“Macbeth”
.(DV.
Producers,
morrow (Thurs.).jEquity boy danc¬ jers, Richard Rodgers & ./Oscar
“Once Upon a Mattress” (MC).
ers at 10 a.m.; Friday <9), Equity i Hanimerstein 2d (488 Madison Michael Lindsey-Hogg, Carlos Salj
“The Kingdom” (D). Producer,
girl dancers at 10 a.m.; Sept. 12. ! Ave, N- YJ; casting director, Eddie gado (Trudairie Productions. 625 Producer, National Phoenix The¬
atre (322 ;E. 50th St„ N. Y;; OR .Creative, Mart Films (507 5th Ave;,
open Saucers, boys at 10 a.m., girls j Blum. Auditions for possible.future Park Ave;, N. Y.)* Roles Of Duncan
j 4-7160 J: casting = director; Frances ! N.! Y., OX 7-5895* Parts available:
at 2 p m.: Sept. 13, Equity boy sing- { replacements for girls, 7-16, and and Ross are available. Mail photos
• Anri Hersey. Available parts for /male, 28; femme, 20 fair; Poly¬
e s at 10 a.m.; Sept. 14. Equity girl j boys, 11-14 all With trained voices, • and resumes c/o above address.
company,, casting nesian girl, ;20; male arid female
singers at 10 a.m.; Sept. 15, open t characters. Mail photos and . “Shoemaker and the Peddler”! ; bus-and-triick
(MD).'Producer, Juilis Productions : in mid-September: three: high ba¬ supporting rales; Mail photos and
singers, girls at j. 10 a.m. boys at i resumes to above address*
“The Count of Ten” (MC). Pro¬ (c- o East 74th Street Theatre, 334 ritones. one must dance; tenor; resumes; c/q Above address. SAG
2 p.ni., Imperial;; Theatre (249 W. {
45th St., N. Y.). Specially interested ducer, Bsu by Berkeley (c/o. Bob- E, . 74th , St.,; N;Y,; LE 5-5557). character man, non-singing;; high /membership required.
in strong, jazz [character singers [row, Handman Sc Katz* 666. 5th Available /parts: two male/ leads, soprano; soprario-comedienne; male
jAve.. N. Y.; JU 6-1144). Available 30-40, one baritone, one/ tenor* .and femme singer-dancers* Mail
and off-beat types,
“Fa r Sex” <C). Producers. Len i parts: mail, 25, tall, good-looking; both with trairied voices/ and good photos and resumes, .c/p above
W.ayland & Alan Seiden. (Lambs woman; 22-28, sophisticated, at¬ acting experierice; 22 assorted male address.
1
all requiring
“Miracle Worker” (D). Producer,
Club, 128 W. 44!h St., NY,; JU 2- tractive; intense man, 30; femme and female
1515'. Parts available for male and blues singer. 26; suave man, 38; singing ability. For appointriient, Fred Coe (234 W. 4.4th. St, N! Y*;
character
ran
40-55; phone Don Lamb,. above number. OX 5-9262)* Available parts: girl,
T.W.A. Show (untitled). Pro¬
femme
teenagers. “Mail
photos likable
flashy
man,
45;
gold-digging / “Skip-of Our Teeth” (CD) Pro¬ 10, deaf mute, Patty Duke part; ducer, Nina, Little ; (Jack Morton
and resumes, e p above address.
“Five In The Afternoon” (D). femme, 35; operatic woman, 50; ducer, Equity Library Theatre (226 woman, 30’s; character man; 40’s; Productions* 635 Madison Ave.,'
Producers, d’Antona-Hilliard Pro¬ Irish man, 48; portly; humorous W/ 47th St.,.N. Y:; PL 7-1710). .All man, ,20’s; Character man* 30-40, N.Y.; PL 9-6154). Part available for
ductions <333 W. 11th St.. N. Y.; man,
48;
gossipy woman, 38; parts available. Auditions today Greek; m^ri-: 30.-4P» gW. .10^11,; Ne-:. male or female cornedy impression¬
CH 3-3052 >,
Seeking young star character man, 60; small char¬ (Wed.) at 6-10 pim. and tomorrow' gro boy, 8-10; Negro girl, 8-10; ist. Mail photos" arid resumes:. to
as male lead; no further casting acter man, absent-minded, intense; (ThursJ at 10 a.m.-6 p.m^ ELT Negro woman, 30’s; character w om¬ Paul Kieiar, above address.
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humor) are others who help to keep
a frail evening alive.,.
Roger Purse’s decor and cos¬
tumes are bright and Warm, arid
Fiorpllo
World of Suzie Woojg
has suffered froin constant ham¬ Jo Arina’s choreography is spirited,;
Chicago, Aug. 19.
Detroit, Aug. 24.
mering on the radio. The lyrics Without taxing the resources of the
E.. Edwin Knill & Martin Tahse. by
Manny Davis presentation (by arrange¬
now seem naive, the book fairly dancers;
Rich.
arrangement with. Robert E. Griffith A ment with David Merrick) of the JoEhua
Harold S. Prince, presentation of touring Logan production of the two act <11
silly arid the huirioir terrible.
production of. musical comedy..with book scenes) comedy-drama by Paul Osborn,
‘‘Rpse Marie” may provide nos¬
by Jerome Weidman and George Abbott, adapted from the Richard Mason novel.
This Property Is
talgic pleasure . for middleaged
music by Jerry Bock, lyrics by . Sheldon Staged by Neil Hartley. Features Romt
Harnick. Staged by Abbott; choreography. Yamada, Robert Carle and Joel Thomas.
audiences. Stephanie Voss sings
l ondemned and
Bob . Gennaro; acenery, costumes and- Opened Aug. 8. ’60. at the Shuhcrt The¬
charmingly and looks attractive.
lighting. William and Jean Eckarl: musi¬ atre, Chicago; 96.60 top.
Thc Zoo Story
cal direction. George S, Hirst: orchestra¬ Robt. I.omUx . Robert Carle
Maggie Fitzgibbon . is. a lively Lady
: London, Aug. 26.
tions. Irwin Kostal; dance music arrange¬ Suzie Wong... Romi Yamada
Jane arid Gillian Lynne, as the
. Arts Theatre Club presentation (in asso¬ ments. Jack Elliott. Features Rob Cnrrcll. Ah Tong.
loshi Nf.ka
sinuous; half-caste girl, dances well, ciation. with Hairry; Joe Brown & Robert .Rudy Bond. Charlotte Fairchild. Henry Typhoo . Cir. l.ili I.co
L. Livingston) o£ two one-act plays, “This .Lascoe, Jen - Nelson. Zeme North. Clint Gwenny .Edna K. Law
though her singing is . no great Property Is Condemned," by Tennessee Yoiing. Opened Aug. 23.. ’60. at the RivieraWednesday Lulu. Dehbi Ruzikl
shakes.
RosaUe Haddon scores Williams, -staged by Donald Howarth, and Theatre, Detroit.
Minnie Ho.
Gia-Mo Wong
"The Zoo Story," by Edward Albee. Announcer
......Erin Murphoy
Sam Kirkman Fifi ...
in a smallish role.
staged, by Henry Kaplan;. decor, Stephen FioreUo..
Bob Carroll George O’Neill
Spencer Davit
Director Freddie Carpenter Is .Doncaster: lighting,- Richard -Pilbrew. Neil.
Arthur Bartow
Henry Lascoe
less happily served by his . actors. Opened; Aug. 25,.’60,. at.the Arts Theatre, Morris ..
London; $1.75. top.
The second touring version of
Mrs. Pomerantx
LuciUe Blackton
Making his debut in musicbmedy
Mr. Lopez
..
Michael Paras “The World of Suzie Wong” is sec¬
THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED
is top pop singer David Whitfield. Tom: .... •..... .. Ralph William* Mr. Zappatclla . iLee Murray
rate. Mounted in summer
Dora
_....... Zeme North ond
Willi
Marcia
Stillman
He’s a good looking lead, but stiff
Mari
............... Charlotte Fairchild stock and then sent on the Iwofer
THE ZOO STORY
Rudy Bond
and awkward in his stage; move¬ .JerryKennetnHaigh Beiri ..:..
trail,
it has a nondescript cast and
Peter Sallis Ed Petersen. ..Tom Vauxhan
ments. Most of the time he sings Peter.
Card Players.Sam Kirkbam. Peter lacks the dazzling stage trappings
as if recording or facing a tv
Costanza. Ed Dumont. Henry
and
water
effects that dressed up
.
These
two
American
orie-acters
Leclercq,
Martin
Ambrose.
camera. Playing Hard-boiled Her¬
.Kip Andrews the original. Subtlety may be too
provide an offbeat evening, but the Seedy Alan .
man is Ronnie Stevens. He’s
Hecklers.:. .Bob Bernard, Allan Charlet, much
to
expect
at two-for-one
bill
is
too
slight
and
short
for
con¬
Keith Willis. Kip Andrews
clever, comedian;
Nina .......t__ Jeannie Rogers prices, but Neil Hartley’s staging
James S harkey makes a pleasant templated transfer to the- com¬ Floyd
.. Clint Young stresses the vulgarity unduly, and
mercial
theatre.
The
curtain
raiser
Sopbio
.Georgia Knoebel
minor. impression aS the heroine’s
Thea ..._
Jen Nelson. in this form, “Suzie” is merely a
brother arid John' Martin, Andy. is Tenesee Williams’ “This Prop-, Secretary... Judith Corbett coarse play.
Sam Kirkbnm
Cole and Anthony . Chinn cope With erty Is Condemned,” clearly an Senator .:.
Hardly credible even under, the
. Peter CosUnza
It Commissioner
colorless roles. Audiences geared Carly ' and immature work;
Politician ... Ed Dumont best circumstances, Paul Osborn’s
to the slick American tuners. Will amounts to little more than a short Frankie Scarpini ...'..John Petry adaptation of the Richard Mason
_........ Rosemary O’Reilly
find .the production of; “Rose sketch, a brief encounter in the au¬ Mitzi
Reporter
......
Martin Ambrose novel
about
the
pure-of-heart
Marie” lacking in pace .arid vital¬ thor’s, inevitable vein of sex-ridden Other Men:... 'ip Andrews, Keith Willis
Man
....
Henry leclercq Hong Kong prostitute requires an
ity, though the dancing arid sing¬ {southern decay. It’s an atmosphere Tough
Derby ..
Bob Bermrd actress who can convey a sense of
lo
which
Williams
has.
introduced
ing gals; and boys are lively. “The
Frantic . Tom Vaughan innocence behind the “bar flow¬
Indian Love. Call;” ‘‘The Totem British audiences - constantly, per¬ Judge Carter .... --... Michael Paras er’s” expedient toughness.
But .
Singers: Lynn Bui ton, Judith Corbett.
Dance,” the title song and “Friendly haps to a point of saturation;
Charlotte Finan. Amber Lynn. Rosemarri Romi Yamada strikes an in-be¬
“Condemned” is merely a some¬ Sheer, Elise Warner, Martin Ambrose.
Kisses’? stand- up well frdrri the
Peter .Costanza. Ed Dumont, Michael tween attitude that comes out as
what
rambling
arid
inconclusive
score, but on the whole this .pro¬
Paras, Sam Kirkham, Henry Leclercq. petulance.
The lack of a wistful
conversation between a, slatternly Keith
Willis, Tom Vaughan. duction of ?‘Rose Marie;” even as
teenage girl delinquent, pathetically
Dancers: Marjorie Dean. Jecn. Ann quality dulls the point of the play.
a filler till the Crazy; Gang’s back
Einwick. Judy Jordan. George. Knoebel.
Robert
Carle
is reasonably. con¬
in. harness again, seems a curious dressed in. the handed down finery Pat. Palumbo, Jeannie Rogers, Marilyn vincing as the idealistic artist
of her dead tart of a sister, and Wekerle; . Kip Andrews. Bob Bernard,
gamble.:;
Rich.
Bob
Betker,
Allan
Charlet,
Dick
Prescott,
Who
falls
in
love
with Suzie, and
, a simple boy puzzled about human
Chris Scott, Keith Willis.
Joel Thomas’ playing of a charac¬
/nature, sex arid the business of
ter
role
has
style
that is notable
The Princess
! commuriication.
“Fiorello” is a serviceable but
From the girl’s, inflated, imagi¬ not particularly exciting roadshow i by contrast. Inga Hagborg shows
; London, Aug. 24.
!
promise
in
a
minor
part. OtherTed Kneeland, In assocukion with E. P. nation flows lurid reminiscence of
musical. It loses much of its pep¬ I wise, it’s a drab cast.
Clift, by arrangement, with. Send Manor'
Les.
Trust, presentatioa of three-act (nine i Life with Bister and Her Men perpot flavor because the highly
scenes) ballet, musioal. with story and Friends. It’s “sick” stuff, not wrell
seasoned arid individualistic char¬
choreography .by Jo. Anna, music and written, and the play owes huich
lyrics by Mario Braggiotti. Staged by
acter of . the late Mayor Fiorello H.
Kneeland.: decor and costumes, Roger to the two youngsters, playing the LaGuardia is riot projected. There¬
Furse: lir“’ ^ ... — -~
roles,
fore,; it becomes just another show
Marica Stillman, as a kind, of
about 3 politician who assumes the
Opened Aug. 23. *60. atthe Strand Thea¬ junior Baby Doll (surely the prdlocomposite character of .a popular
tre, London; 93:85 top.
type for the Blanche of “Street¬
Princess ,
'.Violette .Verdy
view that most politicians are op¬
Princess as Tittle girl.Claudia Gravey car”?) gives a drably touching per- portunistic, patriotic, lovable and
By ABEL GREEN
Michael
Pierre Lacotte fTcrmance as the waif; though her
need watching.
Michael as yoiing boy. .....Terry Gilbert
Thomas Quinn Curtiss, the fan¬
ts clarity.
Tears ....1............ Jo Anna- accent ..sometimes def
Despite being more general than cy byline he uses on the European
I^inghier ..Donna Rae Ralph Williams is just as. good in
Wisdom
Selfena Fylie
specific, this E. Edwin Knill and edition of the N.Y. Herald Tribune,
Love. *'jVictoria Leigh the more straightforward and less
Martin Tahse production probably ; as its drama and film critic and
Beauty
Christina Coleman vivid role of the perplexed boy.
Self appoi
.
Keith Beckett
will
be moderately successful at [amusement editor, or as Tom Cur“The Zoo; Story” has had a big
King.",
..
... David Davenport
* tiss,
when
covering legit for
Spirit of-Prayer .'
. Patricia Baird success
off-Broadway and it hinterland bpxoffices. Its Broad¬
Oriental Sit'd- . ...... Janet Overton
reaches Britain at a tirile When way success will be si factor, as will [Variety, has edited an excellent
Prince of the East..: Richard Morris
anthology of George Jean Nathan’s
word-of-mouth
about
this
road
audiences
are,
through
Harold
His Attendants
... Anna. Delany. Jackie
■
Sands. Eileen .Stevens, SaUy Webb Pinter, Ionesco, N. C. Simpson arid show. The nearly capacity opening ! writings on the world of the theaShoemaker ...
.
Donald McAlpine
night audience at the 2,700-seat ; tre. Just. as intriguing is Curtiss*
Spider.
...— Eileen Stevens others, becoming acclimatized to a
Ballet Mistress
.... Karen' Jensen form
Of = surrealistic writing, in. Riviera plainly liked the musical ! own introduction to “The Magic
Chancellor
_.Kenneth Handel
which had just concluded a two- j Mirror by George Nathan” (Knopf;
which
the
play
wright’s
intention
is
Urchins. .Cberelyn Beswick, Susan Purdie,
Fleur ShaW, -Jennifer Freeman usually
obscure.
Albee’s
play, week brerik-in at Dallas. The com¬ j ?5>.
Duenna
Audrey Rawlings
petent company benefits irameas- |
This intro Is the shape of things
again
a
two
characted
conversation
Court Dancers...
Seraphina Lansdown.
from the direction of ; to come in the biography that Cur¬
Rodney .MacDonald. Nicolette piece, is. unevenly Written but has ureably
Payne: Barrie Wilkinson
rGeoi’ge Abbott,, and the scenefr is tiss has been assigned to do for
force
and
vitality.
It
has
liuriior
Village Girls, and Tear Drops. .Pat Cassie,
Maureen Connor. Eileen Cropley, and yet; below the surface, there of a . quality and quantity seldom ! Coward-McCann next year, with
Anna. Delaby. Joy Fisher, Karen is. a sad philosophy trying to break seen oh the road.
the authorization and cooperation
Jensen,
Seraphina
Lansdown,
Bob Carroll strives valiantly but of Julie Haydori (Mrs. Nathan),
Anne Morrell, Nicolette Payne.’ out. It is one of despair arid futility,
Jackie. Sands. Eileen Stevens, reiterating the difficulty of com¬ Vainly to recreate the image of the widow of the famed drama critic.
Caroline Symonds, Sally Webb.
munication between human beings. redoubtable mayor. At times, he As Curtiss points up, Nathan’s dis¬
Carol Yule ■
Village Children- .Pat Cassie, Patricia de
Kenneth Haigh is excellent as sounds and acts more like James cernment of the mediocrity that
‘
Dulin. Diane Kelly.
some of the sainted
Bakers. A illage Boys. etc;.. . Alim Joiies, the intellectual yoiing beatnik who Cagney than the Little Flower. Yet attended
Donald McAlpine, Rodney Mac¬ forces conversation on a Whiter there is enough of the familiar Broadway figures of the early 1900s
donald; Richard ■ Morris* Barrie
(Belasco, Augustus Thomas, Clyde
Wilkinson.
Anthony
Gardner, collar type, minding his own busi¬ image of a politician in his charac¬
John Quayle, Patricia Bentley, ness in the park. Haigh steers, the terization to keep the audience in¬ Fitch. Charles Klein) had much to
Bob Hogan
do with paving the way for Ameri¬
Singers Frank Davies. Fergus O’Kelly, often curious conversation tb its terested and satisfied,
can recognition of O’Neill. Saroyan,
Richard Gordon, Colette Bartrop, powerful arid violent ending with and “The Name’s LaGuardia.”
Silvia- Beamish. Joy Evans. Garth great skill arid observation. Equally
The show stopper of this produc¬ Maxwell Anderson, Sam Belirman,
Gislason. Pauline Greta, Cynthia
Tully,
Dreiser, Cabell, Ernest Boyd,
Jblly, Denise Paynter, Grahame good is Peter. Sallis, who apart, tion is
“Little * Tin Box,” per¬
Skidmore. Freda StarloWe
.
from the beginning and the. end, formed extremely well by Rudy Vincent Lawrence, Arthur RichColoratura Soloist
. Joy Evans.
BaSs Soloist ■•:.
. .- John Harvey Frost has little to. do except sit arid listen. Bond and his wardheelers. Many in man, Arthur Miller, George- Kelly,
: Henry Kaplan’s staging of “The the audience, may not know the Sean O’Casey, Jean Giraudoux,
“The Princess,” originally done Zoo Story” seems , more firiri and history of New York City’s little Christopher Fry, and countless Eu¬
at Palm Beach,. Fla., turns out to authoritative than
Donald Ho¬ tin box, but they apparently know ropean playwrights from Haupt¬
be an odd mixture of ballet, musi- warth’s soriiewhat untidy handling all about that kind of “savings mann to Ludwig Thoma, the Cacomedy arid pantomime. It niay of his characters in the Tennessee bank” and show their appreciation peks and the Quinteros.
not satisfy ballet purists/ hut Willianis’ piece.
Rich.
Curtiss has an arresting stylo
resoundingly.
This
emphasizes
should:please: those, who find bal¬
again that the success of this pro¬ while seemingly sympatico to his
let, mildly eniertairiirig.
It’s un¬
duction depends on the broad subject, he is sufficiently detached
LONDON SHOWS
likely to have a - long run, but is
to report dispassionately on his
image of LaGuardia.
(Figures dendte opening dates)'
worth seeing for its. gaiety arid
. The best voiee in the company mercurial attitudes, including the
Amorous
Prawn. Savillc (12-9-59).
color arid for the personalities; of
Art.6# Living, Criterion (8-18-60).
belongs . to Jen Nelson as LaGuar- schism that attended Mencken
the two: of its principals.
Bridot of March, St. Martin's (7-13-60).,
dia’s first' wife. Charlotte Fair- when their American Mercury fol¬
Candida, Wylidham's (6-13-60).
It is a fairy tale about a prin¬
Caretaker, Duchess (4-27-60).
child does a capable job of acting lowed the scintillating Smart Set
Fin*s Ain't, Garrick (2-11-60).
cess who, : under a magic Spell,
As for the bulk of the Nathan an¬
the part of the Mayor’s secretary,
Flower Drum Song; Palace (3-24-CO). .
loses the ability to smile. A: poor
Follow That Girl, Vaudevfllo (5-17-50). but has difficulty riiaintaining the thology, the biting, brilliant brand
Gazebo, Savoy «3-26-60).
young village^ is blamed and given
of
iconoclastic appraisal is, in
pitch, of her voice in her singing
Irma La Oouco, Lvrlc (7-17-58).
a few days to cure her or be be¬ . Life
assignments.
Her
contributions many instances, even more to bo
of Galileo. Mermaid (6-16-60).
headed. This artless little yarn is
Majority of One, Phoenix (3-9-40).
savored
in retrospect.
might be riiore melodious if her
Mari for All Seasons, Globe < (7-1-60).
mostly played out in ballet, with
As Curtiss has organized hi
Most Happy Fella,: Coliseum (4-21-60). ' numbers were transposed into a
ihterpblated
songs T,e n d e r e d
book,
there
is more than a smatter¬
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (ll-2S*52i,
lower register.
My .Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58)
through loudspeakers, from stage
ing of the Nathan style. It starts
Next Time Yes, Lyric Opera (9-3-60).
Arthur Bartow and Henry Las¬
boxes. The: music is reminiscent of
With “Nathan on Nathan.” and the
Oliver, New <6-30-60).
coe, as the law assistants, perform
Passage to India, Comedy (4-20-60).
the more lush composers,'the lyrics
Places of Eight, Apollo (9-23-59).
creditably. As the lightheaded gar¬ pieces range from an analysis of
are banal and the singing mediocre.
dramatic criticism to personality
. Prince**; - Strand (8-23-60). .
ment
worker,
Zeme
North
Shows
Repertory, Lyrle Opera (8-22-60).
But “The Princess” scores in.
dancing and comic talent. The.en¬ closeups on players, ’playwrights
Repertory, Old Vic (9-3-59).
the secorid act, when, the. audience
Rose Marie, Victoria Pal. <8-22-60).
semble is young, alert and talented. and “some theatrical personalities.”
Ross, Hayniarket (5U2-601.
meets an enchanting 12-year-old
Williaim and «Jean Eckart have Among them are some of the
Simple Spymen, Whitehall (3-19-58). ballariria, Claudia Gravey, With
Sparrers SIng, Th'tre Royal E. (8-24-60)
done a superb job of designing brighter barbs as Nathan appraises
Suzie Wong, Prince Wales (11-17-591.
technique .and assurance Way her
this touring edition. The well ex¬ Belasco, Woolleott, Max Reinhardt,
Stars In. Eyes, Palladium (6-3-60).
yorid her years.. This riioppet assur¬
Talking Jerusalem, Royal Ct. (7-27-601
ecuted sets unfold as an accordion- Ziegfeld, censors, and “Eugene
Tiger A Horse, Queen’s (8-24-60),
edly has a big; ballet future and
pleat system, and also drop from O’Neill as a character in fiction.”
Visit, Royalty (6-23-60).
her performance sparks the eve¬
As seen through the discerning
Watch It, Sailor, Aldwych (2-24-60).
overhead. They can be expanded
West Sid# Story, Majesty's 12-12-58).
ning.'
or reduced to fit stage conditions. typewriter of Nathan—and the
When ln Rome, Adolph! (12-2649),
There is also a virtuoso portrayal
Zoo Story, Arts (8-25d0).
The costumes are colorful and ap¬ equally discerning editing job by
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Curtiss—^Tho Magic Mirror” re¬
by Violette-Verdy as the grownup
Waiting in Winga, Duke York’s (9-7-60). propriate. However, there’s much
princess. Pierre . Lacotte, . Terry
to be done on the lighting, which flects a vast panorama of tiie pass¬
Happy Haven, Royal Court (9-14G0).
Once Upon Mattrass, Adelphl (9-20-60). was very badly mishandled open¬ ing show and, in many instances,
Gilbert and Keith Beckett.' (re¬
. CLOSED
of the global theatre.
sponsible for most of: the slight
Tew.
Tometrow-Plcturov Duka York(6-27-60). ing night here.

Shows Out of Town

Sparreri Can’t Sing
London, Aug. 25.
Theatre Workshop presentation of •
.two-act comedy by Stephen Lewis; Staged
by Joan Littlewood: setting. John Bury.
Features Amelia Bayntun, Murray Melvin^
Fanny Carby. Sean. Lynch. Opened AUg.
24. '60, at the Theatre Royal. Stratford,
London; $1 top,
Cranny MigsAmelia1 Bayntun
Bridget Jiig
.... .■■*..;. Bettina Dickson
Fred Jug .... ...Bob Grant
Jimmy
.... Murray Melvin
fellie• ...-........... Barbara Ferris
ack. Budge
............ Brian Murphy
•Willie Dolly ;.__ __ ___ Griffith Davies
Lily.Dolly
Fanny. Carby
Wilkie .
Stephen Cato
B.Q. Man :. -.-.:;..... . . ..Roy Kinhear
Georaie Brimsdown _.... Sean Lynch
Joe Barker ....:..J...
.:.. Frank Coda
Sid. ..
..Roy. Kinnear
Charlie Gooding..
Maurice Good
Magie Gooding
Claire Isbister

J

Considering the current, vogue
for slices of low-life,; “Sparrers
Can’t Sing” . may perpetuate the
Theatre.. Workshop, tradition -of
thumbing a quick lift to the West
End.
Oh arrival,... it’s. likely to
conform and. provide another hit,
•even though it lacks plot and struc¬
ture:
When Cockney Stephen Lewis
has. done In his first piece of stage
visiting is, in fact, to provide a
ustained Crosstalk act involving
some dozen characters living in the
East End of London. . He has cap¬
tured with astonishing realism the
rapid flow of wise-cracking Xto,use
an American word) dialog.
His
characters, are straight from1 the
slummy street corner, and albeit
fondly observed: and presented in
ah ' ever-endearing light,. are cap¬
tured in all. their, unself conscious
amoralitv, shrewdness, generosity
arid Iikeability.
Trying to sum. up precisely what
happens on stage is a problem, ex¬
cept to report that there’s a welter
.of. expertly coordinated incident.
While Fred Jug gallantly, and
drurikenly tries to shift'- neighbor
Lily. Dolly’s bed 'upstairs* (a firstrate knockabout, sequence) lodger
Jack Bridge prattles on about can¬
aries.
*. ,.
After Granny Miggs has dis¬
covered- that young; Knocker has
been stealing things again,. she
nevertheless gives the itinerant
Willie a pair of trousers that , she
knows he’ll pawn: for .a drink.
When Budge wins on the nags,; the
•whole, street joins him. eagerly
and uninvited at the local saloon.
Nothing . in particular develops
along the line, not-even the one
slini thread of a returned jailbird’s
attempt , at reunion with the-wife.whose head he . bashed in.
The
whole, affair, which is described as
being “in twoacts” merely because
there happens to be an interval
parkway through, just photographs
“The .Present^ Friday arid the first
warm day of the year,” with often
riotous' gloss and without any at¬
tempt at deep focils;
Joan Littlewood has staged With
her familiar machirie-guri pace,
while the simple, realistic setting,
of. John Bury also could scarcely
be bettered.;
The performances
are
generally tops, / with Bob
Grant, Murry. Melvin, Fanny Carby,
and Amelia Bayntun earning hon; ers; . Author Lewis, uridre the
liame of Stephen. Cato, conies near
..to -Stealing: .his own show with a
ripe portrait of a. hilariously wily
eccentric -With a gift of, as it were,
the monosyllabic gab..
Emu ,

Rose Marie
London. Aug. 23.
Tom Arnold A Leslie A. Macdoniiell
presentation of. a two-act. (nine scenes)
operetta. Stars David Whitfield, Stephaniie
Voss, Ronnie Stevens, Maggie Fitzgibbon,
GiUian Lynne. Book & Lyric's by Otto
Harhach & Oscar Hammeratein 2d; music
by Rudolf Friml A Herbert Stothart.
Staged by Freddie Carpenter; decor, Peter.
. Rice; choreography. Rosa Taylor; musical
directors, Bobby Hoyitn £ Paul Conrad..
Opened Aug. 22. ’00, at the Victoria Pal¬
ace;.. London; 92.45 top.
.
Indy. Jane ... .. ' Maggie. Fitzgibbon
Sgt.. Malone
Andy Cole.
Emile La Flamme......... James Sharkey
Edward Hawley- .......... .-John Martin
Wanda ....
.-,..-..... Gillian. Lynne.
Black .Eagle
. Anthony Chinn
Hard-boUed Herman.. .. ..Ronnie Stevens.
Rose Marie
..
-- . Stephanie Voss
Jim. Kenyon . .v......., David -Whitfield
Ethel Brander.. - ..Rosalie Haddon.
Dancers;-Pat Burgess,.Virginia CoUrtney.
Natalie Hewlett, Beth Irving, Johanne
Lee, IaobeUs Mileno, Angela . Spar shot t.
-Brenda Voak, Eric Howard. Bernard
Jamelson. Michael Lee, Lex-North, John
Walsh, Leon Ward.
Singers: Pamela. Deane, Mafie Fidock.
Del Gay,. Carolyns Gray, Laveme Gray.
Maeve. Leslie. Alison McGuire. Elizabeth.
McKenzie, Mark Antony,. John. : Bohea,
Richard Clough, James Corvu. Gordon
Dobson, Philip Johns, John' Kavan, Tony
Marshall; John Orchard. Rex Port, Peter
Scotty.-Tony Stanley.

/ First staged in London in 1925,
with Edith Day, Derek. Olrham
and Billy Mersbri, ‘‘Rose Marie”
has been revived three times arid
is a regular standby for amateur
operatic companies. But the Wis¬
dom of a revival in I960, even with
some fresh songs arid the' book
being slightly updated, is question¬
able. Only the music conies over,
gaily as of. old, and even that

Tom Curtiss’ Tiptop
6. J. Nathan Anthology,
Entr’Acte to a Biog

ijbgitimAte

Wednesday, September 7, I960

:’ASSIETY

Art Cantor Has Surgery
After Fracture Setback
Broadway
producer-pressagent
Arthur Cantor is due for discharge
today (Wed.) from the Hospital for
Joint Diseases.- ..N.Y., after
a'
week’s stay following remedial
surgery for a fractured shoulder*
this time, the. broken bones have
been wired, and a post-operative
paralysis; of the; right arm. has been
cured.
Cantor received the original in-,
jury, early in .July, when he . was
knocked down bv a breaker while
sunbathing at Southampton, L.I.,
where he has a summer home. Ini-;
tially. he was a patient at. Southampton Hosiptal for a. week. He
subsequently returned to work, but
had to have additional surgery
when
.complications,
developed..
He’s due back on the job next
week.
.As a producer. Cantor Is cur¬
rently represented On Broadway by
“The Tenth Man,”, in partnership,
with.Saint Subber. and pv the pro¬
jected presentations of “The Care¬
taker,* by Harold Pinfer, and “The
Lonely Passion of Judith Hearne,”
by Brian Moore. He!s the pressagent for. the current “The! Miracle
Worker” and the scheduled “All
the Way Home*” “Calculated Risk”
and Thracian Horses!” plus a number of television, and industrial: counts.

Actress-singer Mary Mon Toy, on Broadway the rols she origi¬
who recently toured as Minnie Ho nated in the British production of
in the David Merrick production o£ “The Hostage,” also designed the
'
‘ The World of 9uzie Wong,” has costumes for the play under the
I
name of Margaret Burry.
returned to New York.
i;
|
Producer and former dancer j
German legit and film attor Al¬
brecht Schoenhals and his jactress- Eunice Healey: touring Scandi¬ ;
wife Annelise Born sailed on the navia, England and France, is due j
Hanseatic last week for Dusseldorf back early in October.
alter attending their son’s wedding
Cecil Beaton planed from. Lon¬
in Rochester and spending two don to New York last Monday (5 > i
weeks in New York seeing the to supervise the launching of I
shows.
“Tenderloin,” for wrhich he de¬ ■
William Reardon, playwriting in¬ signed the sets and costumes.
j
structor at the State Untv. of Iowa,
Brooks Atkinson’s column in the j
at Iowa City, has authored a novel N.Y.
Times,
titled
“Critic
at •
due for publication shortly. While Large,” will be published Tuesdays j
he’s taking a year’s sabbatical and Fridays, not Tuesdays and
from teaching, Howard Stein will Thursdays, as erratumed in last
take over the playwriting [.'courses. week’s, issue.
Tanya Alexander, who 'resigned
Alexander H. Cohen, whose presrecently as secretary to Carl Fish¬ entatiqfn of “An Evening with Mike
er. general manager for producers Nichols and Elaine May” is due
Robert E. Griffith and Harold S. Oct. 8 at the John Golden Theatre,
Prince, to go to Germany as an N. Y., has relinquished his option
actress, has appeared in an English on stage rights to “The Last Days
language production of “The Tun¬ of Lincoln.” by Mark Van Doren."
nel of Love" in Frankforit, and is
Rea Warg has succeeded George
slated to do “Bell, Book and Hamlin as executive director of
Candle” and “Come Back. Little the New Dramatists Committee. !
Sheba.” She plans to return to She was formerly with the Equity j
New York soon.
j
Library Theatre.,
Robert Whitehead hast tempo¬
Romi Yamada. title actress in the !
rarily shelved his production of Manny Davis tburing production of
“Look. We’ve Come Through” and “The World of Suzie Wong,” re¬
has shifted his attention to “Hail cently joined Actors Equity under
the Conquering Hero.”
the name Hiromi Yamada.
Eric Schepard has joined C.
David Hocker and Richard Seff as
“Hit the Deck” has; been ex- j
legit- musical talent and propertytended through next Sunday (11)
rep at MCA.
at. the Marine Theatre, Jones
Oscar Marienthal is extending j
Beach, N.Y..the basis of re¬
London, Sept. 6.
the run of “Medium Rare.” the j
Benit Levy, author of “The Rape cent boxoffice pace and the ad- j
musical revue which/ inagurated of the Belt.” is recovering from vance sale for the Labor Day
his Chicago cabaret-theitre. The . a heart attack.
{■weekend.
"]
Happy Medium, until at least Oct. ' “Pool’s Paradise" is Philip King's
Produced, by Guy Lombardo, !
and possibly for the rest of the sea¬ newest comedy, now* nearly fin¬ : the musical; set. a new house rec- .
son.
ished. Henry Kendall wrill stage it. l ord by grossing: $129,000 for . the ;
A special performance of “A
Francolse Rosay opens Sept* 21- . week ending Aug. 25 with the Sat-j
Midsummer Night's Dream” was j at the Vaudeville Theatre in An¬ / urday (Aug. 27< sale of $29,000 the :
given last Monday night (5 > at the drew Rosenthal’s “Horses In Mid¬ ;. highest for any single performStratford (Ont.) Shakespeare Festi¬ stream.”
1 ance*
val. with more than 20 under¬
Don
Gemmell
nd Reginald
studies playing principal! roles.
Woolley are planning a musical
Margaret Truman is starring in based on the casket scene of “The
“Goodbye. My Fancy” [this week Merchant of Venice.”
Denver, Sept: 6.
at the North Jersey Playhouse, Pa- ! . “Billy Liar,” adapted by Keith
Hugh Hooks Entertainments -will
ramus. N. J.
{Waterhouse and Willis Hall from sponsor the local engagement of
Gene Frankel, director of the the former’s novel, opens Sept. i3 “Flower Drum Song” at the Audi¬
Gene Frankel Drama Workshop, | at the Cambridge Theatre, ■ with torium theatre, for. 11 perform¬
N. Y., has resumed his duties at | Albert Finney as star.
ances', Sept. 27-Oct. 4!
the school following his return |
Peter O’Toole has been hospitalThe 2,250-seat house„ ;ill be
from Europe, where he visited the¬ j ized for minor eye. surgery, Under- scaled from a $6.60 top for orches¬
atres under a Ford Foundation . study Clive Swift is subbirig in tra seats Saturday arid Sunday to
grant.
! “Troilus and Cressida,” at Start- as low as $1.75 for balcony on the
Leila Greenwood, who’ll repeat ! ford-on-Avon.
I Thursday matinee., .

Continue ‘Hit the Deck*
A Week at Jones Beach

London Bits

Route ‘Drum’ to Denver
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Just Poetic License
a

Herman Levin, producer of “My Fair Lady” and
veteran ob¬
server of unorthodox exploitation methods, ran across an eyeopener while at Saratoga, N. Y., for the recent racing season. The
menu in the Gideon-Putnam Hotel dining room, he noted, carried
blurbs for the. Spa Theatre, the local strawhat. operated by John
Huntington.
That week’s show, “Make a Million,” was described as “una¬
bashed hokum,” while the, billing for the following wreek’s presen¬
tation read, “Glamorous and gifted June Havoc in the current hit
musical about June and her sister Gypsy Rose Lee, ‘The Time of
the Cuckoo.’ .
Levin was puzzled over whether the strawhat pressagent was
lerely confused, or possibly figured that the resort?s racing-con¬
scious patrons wouldn’t realize that “The Time of the Cuckoo,”
by Arthur. Laurents, is a drama about a lovelorn American spin¬
ster’s abortive romance during a holiday in Italy* Miss Havoc- and
her. sister are. actually characters in the. current Broadway musical,
“Gypsy.”

Frisco Workshop
Continued from page 55 —

come from the general public. But
Williaril. Glover, Associated Press.
the feeling is that it would be bet¬
reporter-editor who subbed as the
ter not. to have to call oh the un¬
syndicate’s
drama critic during,
derwriters;.
Though. Harris, Irving and the several of the late. Mark Barron’s
illnesses;
has
succeeded the latter
company’s other directors haven’t
yet come to
conclusion, the as New York legit reviewer. Bar¬
ron
died
Aug.
15*
Workshop’s other cofounder, Her¬
Besides being news editor of the
bert Blau, already , is in New York
lining up mechanics to interview AP’s New York bureau^ Glover
and hire players for the possible wrote i Sunday column, “Theatre =.
season in Frisco* The reason, said Week,” ..and did occasional inter-?
Irving; “is that if we decide to go view's.
ahead W'e’ll have to act Very fast.”
The Workshop has received edi¬
torial support from Frisco’s three
dailies, and also got an assist from
London, Sept. 6.
ABC’s o-and-o KGO-TV. The sta¬
Henry Popkin! prof at New York
tion, turned over more than ah
hour of prime time. 10 to 11:15 : U, has:been named New York theap.m. for the appeal. Appearing on !:tre correspondent for the London
the show;.in addition to Workshop /Times. Popkin has been in Europe.
actors playing brief scenes from ! for. a year on a Fulbright, to study
several of,. their show's, w ere Bob (.European drama and returns to.
Newharti Charlton Heston, Steve j New York this week to start school.
Allen,
Theodore
Bikel,
Vivien ;
He will write e. regular once-.
Leigh, Aline MacMahon and Maur¬ ! weekly theatre piece for the Times,
een Stapleton.
All appealed for ,the only London paper to underfunds. The plea netted $1.200:
; take such regular coverage.
In addition, various Frisco clubs
have held “benefits” for the Work¬
shop, end Loiiis Lurie, owner of
the Curran Theatre, turned over
the net rental, about $875. for fwo
Continued- from., page . 55.
nights of “Flower Drum Song.”
Meantime, “Birthday Party,” songs, by Robert Merrill arid: book
Which started as a weekend show
by Joe Stein and; Robert Russell,
at the Workshop’s 140-seat Encore is currently in- its 42d week at tha
Theatre, has turned into a sellout Shubert Theatre, N. Y. It’s earn¬
on a six-uights-a-week basis, and ing an operating profit, but ho\
the Workshop will produce the off - long it may be able to continue i
Broadway hit, "T h r e e p e n n y
likely !to depend largely on the
Opera” at its' 700-seat Marines
boxoffice draw performance of
Theatre for a four-week run start-. Gleason’s (and possibly Pidgeon’s)
Ing next Monday (12). There is successor. ■
:
reportedly a strong advance sale.
Ihcideritally.
the
billing
for
The purpose of the Ford grant
“Take
Me
Along”
again gives
Was to afford the. Workshop the
nucleus of a full-time professional stager Peter Glenville credit above,
company wrhich could continue to the title as producer...That’s a re¬
do the unusual and avant garde; turn to the origirial setup, Gleason
plays the company has specialized reportedly having withdrawri his.
objections on the ground that his
in from its inception.. Among, th
productions; h a v e been “Mother contract specified that orily he,
Courage.” “Waiting for Godot” Pidgeon and Miss Herlio could, be
“Tiger at the Gates,’. “The Cruci¬ billed above the title* Charles
ble/’ ‘The Flowering Peach ” “The Baker, of the William. Morris agen¬
Entertainer” and John Whiting’s cy, representing both Gleason and
Glenville, presumably arranged for.
“Saint’s Day.”
the former to withdraw his veto
of the British stagers top billing:

Prof. Popkin a Critic

Take Me Along*

New Competition
Continued from page 2

FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
IN ADVANCED TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL THEATRE
THE ACADEMY ROYAtl THEATRE, INC. i* offering FULL AND COMPLETE SCHOLARSHIP^ (including

ty

tuition*, fee*, transport**!

room and board) t^J&CEPTION ALLY ^

,

writers, com¬

posers, dlrectors^jtroducers, ttchnichi^§^ii;|esigntrs, between
a gas of 20 thru';^ This Is jriot a draft**; school but a carefully
designed profession*! training program consisting of seminar, indi¬
vidual insfriaiion |ndpractical prole*!^
ACADEMY ri^YHOUSi

in THE

ROYAL POlNCIANA PLAY¬

HOUSE (pfesconium)* Onty 15 Oiiifistending* young tslsnti will be
accepted. |»r the first F month session, beginning tfO*> 1, I960.
thefttfO frai ingortcoaiegoltvsl dir
have had equivalent in practical oxpmbm^&hors need not apply.
'
'
.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATION FORM
Write Immediately or Wire, Stating the Branch of the
Theatre in which You Are Interested.

THE ACADEMY ROYALE THEATRE, INC.
Box

2 3 i

•

P d I m

Beach

Florida

AP CRITIC BILL GLOVER
SUCCEEDS MARKBARRON

second show,” the owner told him. i.
At this spot, according to Jones,;;
the movies are part of a promotion
known as the “Mug Club.” To join,
a customer buys a German beer
mug for $1.25 and thereafter is
privileged to come in Tuesday night
and consume all the beer he cap
for $1, between 7 arid 10 p.m*, and
watch the film!
Some of the bars, reported
Jones, don’t have regular pic
nights, but keep films on hand and
run them as crowd-holders when¬
ever the customers seem “ripe.”
He was told that superrWesterns
and adventure films go best in the
bars.
A “film supplier”: explained to
Jones: “It doesn’t make much ■ dif¬
ference because the customers
seem to be people who dori’t go to ;
movies and dori’t watch tv anyway, j
The only films they see are the -;
ones they see in the taverns!”
|
HoWever, Frank. Mantzke, North ;
Central Allied president, after*
learning of the movie saloons, de¬
clared: “As if we. didn’t have
enough ‘legitimate’ competition!
We’re in no position tot stand even
a little more, especially the kind
that involves presentation of
movies.”
Mantzke also pointed out that
the bars aren’t subject to any of
the restricting regulations that
theatres must obey and don’t have
theatre licenses.

"■■■"FOR SALE

■

SHUBERT THEATRE
IN CINCINNATI. CHIP
ro a purchaier intending to . use
Hie property as d Legiti
Theatre.
REPLY TO
Box V-1017. VARIETY
154 W. 46th St., Now York 36

PRODUCERS

Ambitious , young man,. 28.
Exportonccd in production flold desiras rasponsibla
position' as
producer's
assistant or in. production office. Lagit
or TV typist!
Just Make Appointmant
I'll . Sail Mysalf!
Writa Box V-205, VARIETY
154 W. ;4«h St., Naw York 3ft, K. Y.

YOU TAPE IT
(ragular recording tapa)

I Busy Calebs do It)

LI 2-1000
LU 7-3029
Ask for Mr. Mou

BROADWAY PRODUCER
SEEKS
INEXPENSIVE OFFICE SPACE
IN THEATRICAL DISTRICT
Box 5582, VARIETY
154 West 4ftth St., Now York 3ft, N. Y.
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Book Stocks

Literati
Of & By Newspaper Gals & Guys: but feels this volume contains,
I
'“Some 6f My Very Eest” (All “good and useful, observations.”
Logan,- who studied with Stani¬
Saints Press; $3.95) is bylined “Jim:
Bishop: Reporter’; which is a proud slavski in Moscow in: 1930-51, re- j
billing indeed, Anthology. Includes piinds readers that the master did
sortie of the best vignettes, culled not want “the method to be an end
from Bishops Hearst-syridicated in itself;, blit'simply a riieanS to an
columns. It is well-organized under: end.” TRussian-bprn Sonia Moore,
10 categories but; his foreword is also' studied in France arid Italy.
She has .been actress, director and
perhaps the warmest self-introduc¬
tion and. towards the. end, in re-: drama coach; and now lives., in
;n.y;-.
.capping his smash bestsellers and
. Publishers seem to defeat interifipps, he still feels that the Mark !
' tion of tome with dust jacket draw-’Bellinger biog vyas his favorite.
j ing of BranddrPeah-type. actor.
N.Y., Post s femme reporter,
Rodo.
Gael Greene, has ddne a bright
niemoir of her offbeat journalistic
Petersen Appointed
probing excursions in the breezy
Succeeding the late Harry M*.
and brightly indited "Don’t Come
Back Without It’’ (Simon .& Schus¬ Dunlap as publisher; of Good
Housekeeping
is its advertising
ter; : $3.75 >. Since names are the
manager; Raymond J. Petersen;
news to her typewriter,, this rdperRichard
E.
Deems,
prez of Hearst
tOrial reprise namedrops the. whole,
gamut from Jolie Gabor to Presley,: Magazines; also named .Joseph R.
Buell Jr. publisher of Popular Me¬
from Callas’ mama to Arthur Mur¬
chanics,
succeeding
G.
Harry.
ray, from, sin to Sienderella.
N.Y. J o u r n a 1-American manf Chamberlaine who becomes v.p. for.
research & niarketing for Hearst
aging editor Paul Schoenstein’s
boy, an ancient born In 1933, prer mags. Buell, like Peteisen, was ad
manager of. his; magazine.
sii led to do an autobiog and,
Luke J/ McCarthy remains .p,
paradoxically, Ralph Schoenstein’s
saga of "The Block” (Random and marketing consultant.
House; $2.95) : is. an interesting: and
warm- recollection of fun bn West
78th St.* still in an era when it was
safe for nice kids from nice families
to utilize their .New York City
residential. street for frolic and
not rumbles.
Abel.
75c ‘Act r Paperback
Signet edition, of the New Amer¬
ican . Library’s 75c paperback re-;
print of "Act I” will see the au¬
thor, Moss Hart* on an autograph¬
ing “circuit” irt key. New York pop.
book outlets starting at the 3.4th
St. Woplworth's this (WTed.) morn¬
ing.
"
The $5 hardcover edition (Ran¬
dom House), 40. weeks a national
bestseller, went over 200,000 cop¬
ies and Signet's irst print order
is 675,000 copies.
There likely will be a supple¬
mentary paperback reprint a year
or two hence when the Warner
Bros* filmization is made with An¬
thony Quinn probably playing the.
authorrplaywright. Joshua Logan
will direct from ‘a George Axelrod ;
screenplay.
'Stanislavski Method*
“The Stanislavski. Method;** di- l
. gested by Sonia Moore (Viking; I
$2:95), is a basic guide, to the
teachings of the late director 6^
the Moscow Art Theatre, who died j
in 1938. Book attempts to clarify
“method”
acting;
about ^whidi
there continues to be much confu¬
sion, even, among top practitioners.
Onus of the cult Of “mumblers and
acratchers,” which has plagued
Broadway in recent years, is tem¬
pered in a preface for this work by
Sir John Gielgud; and in a fore¬
word by Joshua Logan. Former
doubts that ictfng can be taught.
•

'

#.

Steve Allen
SPEAKS OUT IN

AND
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Sceva Allen ft-travels theroad that
led him to success as a TV enter*
tamer* filled withsparkling anecdotes, this is also *self-portrait of
die mtnbehlnd the public image
who buina with conviction about
today*acradal issues* Photographs*
$4S5 M boohtons, or from
HOLT, UNEHABT AND WINSTON, INC.
IMMsSlw
Haw Tartc 17

Scully's Crack
Memphis Harry Lee Ward. Holly¬
wood news agent;, reports the sec¬
ond hand market in books is doing
better than cars. : Frank Scully’s
“Rogues Gallery,” originally put*
lished 16 years ago at $2.75, sells
now fbr $2, and his . “Cross My
Heart,’’ brought out five years ago
for $5 sells second hand for $5.
Ward wanted to know if Scully
wanted to. pick them up for a pos¬
sible resale. at a rising market, .
\ Columnist declined with, thanks
saying he is now trying to sell a
new one, “Second Clas? Hero,” a
marine story he has worked on 10
years; and. is hot looking for any
capital losses at thijs time.
Duchess of Windsor’s Column
The Duchess of Windsor joins
the McCall’s staff , as a $3$.000-ayear byliner ($3,000 pbr monthly
column), the same fee that ; the
mag’s, current, columnists, Mrs.
EleanorRoosevelt and Clare;Booth.
Luce, get.
The Duchciss starts her stuffy
accent on socialites—with,the Feb¬
ruary issue.
.-‘NewsweekV Brit. .Edition
. The European, edition of News¬
week is being .printed in . Britain,
instead of Amsterdam as hitherto,
starting with the Sept. 5 issue. On
sale in the UK. on Tuesday of
each week instead c/ Wednesday,
the publication is larger—com¬
parable to the U.S. edition.
A new offset printing piress was
imported from America; and set up
at Slough, Buckinghamshire, 20
miles outside London.

...... Jim Kirkwood’s Novel
Actor-son of vet; actors Lila Lee
and James Kirkwood Sr. has writ¬
ten his first novel, “There Must Be
A Pony” which Little Brown has.
just published. Kirkwood Jr, has
utilized a Hollywood background
for his yard; He is currently at
work dramatizing it for Broadway.
Author-comedian was of the team
of Kirkwood Si (Lee) Goodman and
has played in all mediums.
New American Library (Signet
Books) has the U; S. paperback
limits. Jonathan Cape Ltd, is the
British publisher, and the UK
paperback will be under the Pen¬
guin imprint. Kirkwood has been
stalling film bids, until;, the play
version.

Hartford's New Mac.
Huntington Hartford, of the
A&P family, quondam legit ehter-r
preneur, philanthropist, etc*, is
planning a “seven arts’* slick
monthly mag.
It’s in the idea stage and will be:
printed by the McCall Corp. which
is why Herb Mayes,, vet editor of
McCall’s mag (which he so signally
projected
since
leaving
Good
Housekeeping), may help Hartford
on the formative plans.
CHATTER
Walter J*. (not David M.j Minton
is the overall topper of the Coward- .
McCann, Putnam and Minton, publishing firms, all under interlocking
control.
The saga of the Hotel Adlon,
now no more (razed by the Allies
in the blitz of Berlin) is told by
Hedda Adlon, daughter-in-law of
[ the. founder, the late Louis Adlon;
UPI. Albany correspondent Fran-

I

Vi
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an SS prison during the last World
I wop* during his battles to the
War.
dictatorship. Miss Davis was high
German actress Maria Schell in
Geofge Jessel to Tel Aviv.,.
(HYde Park. 4561/2/3)
Harold M. Goldblatt. w.k. show bid?fr £«r1.th1e ^^ear at;^an
Milton R. Rackmil in for studio
Stanley. Holloway planed to N.Y. Ireland to film the British pic,
biz attorney, has joined the old-line |
be^d iQ ne*rby Portland
‘“The
Mark.”
She
-has.
contracts
huddles:
firm of Hovell, Clarkson! & Klupti£or tbe benefit of the symphony for his Broadway one-man show.
Harold Hecht returned from
as counsel.
orchestra there.
Judy Garland busy writing her for. three other British films and.
pj^ vtWO further Metro pix. She returns. month in Europe.
Robert K. Shapiro, Paramount
Playwright Arthur Kober Stay- memoirs. Would call them
I to Germany in 1961 to do a picture . Harris Clayton appointed Metro-.
Theatre m.d., got a ciuseup 'of ing on in Holly wood until nud-Sep- Spot/' '
TV; d irector of . biz affairs.
Alvin . S: Bennett, prez of Lib- • for Gottfried Reinhardt:
latest Hollvwood product while on. tember to greet his daughter,
Frank McCarthy
.., Tepacted
-- . as
the Coast
Cathy, who s entering Stanford erly Records. Califbriiia, tetf'mf.M**
biz
trip
i
has
beon
devoted
to
films
and;
20th-Fox public relations head
~ ^
. and then:' lay return to Broadway :
Moe Baranco. Queens district tQ WQrk on a new legit musical!
Walter
Slezak
UIrs
Lariddn . Opening of Universal's. P1^8:‘.han *“ any other form of
- —
- skied
- out' for1
'
Come September” Rome location.
manager tor Skoui as yTheaU.es. with Harold J. Rome with whom ) “SPartaous." at tlfe Metnxpole, set 'S? LI t^M
'
vision net., from .April I
1958 J
Ted Strauss in from Gotham to
convalescing in ML Sinai Hospital ^ wrote -Wish You Were Here.*’ j for Dec 7
after a minor operation.
! Kober has been west since spring j
assume 20th story dept, head post/
Gerald Schufmann signed by'^arch jf .M59 tad
i. A board chairman Robert S. : wa iting tv scripts.
Phil Minn, in from Honolulu to
Herman
arman CohenCohen to write the score ■ t®tal.?f.
bf S. °\ 5
of w hich 12,215. minutes were de¬ $el bookings for his Oriental
Benjamins nerhett^ Alia ArUJW;
Vaude-nitery mentalist act Lu-J of “Konga.”
Village,
Benjaaun. pre-Iau Stud.nt at Wll- cille &
^ Eddie
Eddia .Roberts.
have bought
hdlipht i 'Agnes'-Laurent over from France voted to, tele plays and films;
Roberts, have
liatn & Mary, engaged to Carol Joy . X,1 ie
Sol C. Siegel and Bernard Smith
Golden Galleon, Mount Kisco, for preein of her British, pic, “A
Levenson. Bryn Mawr junior.
■
returned from
iw
weeks
in
junior.
long-established gift, shop French Mistress.”
Europe..
Leon Leonidoff, senior producer which is operated via absentee own- . Maurice Winriick held a cock-...
Geofge Cukor to Europe to
at N.Y. Music Hall, back from . ership when they are on the road tuilerie at his apartment for Mark
British group exploring possrbilllocations
for
Metro’s
talent search in Brazil. He set ! as currently, at Harold’s, Reno, Goodsoh and his wife.
{ties of building a casino at; Palma scout
some 35 artists for an;.-all-Brazil The fancy billing of Edwin G. Gail- , Clarehce Lewis, Metro’s. South i
Malcolm Beyer of “21” f N.Y.) “Lady . L'.”;-;
Ralph Edwards wall emcee Ghl
spectacle to be used at it he Halb ; lard, owner^ is his “long forgotten; Coast representative, to retire j house:guesting with the Temple
“Crusade for Mercy” luncheon
after 33 years on job.
[Fieldings.
Jack -Ward. Radio City Music j legal name,” says Roberts,
Variety Club’s second annual r Gypsy dancer using nMiie.oJ La Sept: 20.
Iln'l staff organist. will give a re- |
Herbert Shaindlin, supervisor, of
Luigi Luraschl left for Rome to
cital tonight <Wed.) for the pa- | ambulance service, at Grand Cence- meeting brought in around i pbunga is. top dancing- hit of

Hollywood

tients at the Veterans Administra- tral Hospital, ticketed for speeding
tiun Hospital, assisted by Eva De to a Harlem emergency call—and
Luca.
~
which has created a police rhubarb
Chemical
Bank
looking
for —is the son of arranger-composer- j
Jimmie
Lunceford
(presumably conductor Jack ^^Shaindlin. Ted j
the bandleader), last known ad- Lewis, the bandleader, recently !
dress col. Rosenberg,-50 Church saluted Shaindlin for his “greatSt.. N. Y.. because it has moneys thoughtfulness and care”
^ra” When
"h<>n 51
patient there.
due him on deposit.
Frank
M.
Folsom,
chairman
of
There was a double-fault in the
obit on Mrs. George :<Margaret) the executive committee" of * the
board
of
RCA,
off
to
Vienna
next
Solotaire. head of the Adelphi (not
Acme) ticket agency, and they have week for his third term as the
only one child, a son, [Robert; no Vatican Ambassador to the; Atomic
Peace Energy Commission. con¬
daughter, as erratumecL
clave in the Austrian capital. FolBalloon Nights
($10(jt
billsv - and
r ...
.
* iisom
bUili and
diiu his
liio alternate.
aucniaic, Rev.
x.wv. Theother cash and gift giveaways) back ; odore
Hcsburgh.
president
of
at
,^ 01
,lm a twice Sunday, I Notre Dame.-i,pih Americans, were
n!gb{ basi.s' a^ 10 p*m; and mid* ; designated by the! Vatican to rep?t,ghn i^Cldientau^i
Pres^en ls j resent their interests at this scienth? Billingsley bistros.new’ p.a.
| ufic powwmw’.
Hussell A. Downing, president of j
jj-ying Lesser, onetime managing
Radio City Music Hall, accompa- director of the now defunct Roxy,
med by his wife, sailed for Europe and Arthur Knorr, its stageshow
on a six-week vacation (to England. | producer, both attended the “IceScotl^nd. Franch, Germany and; eapades” preem at Madison Sq.
Austria. The Downings return on ^ (harden last w'eefc for professional
the Liberte.
| and personal reasons. The Roxy
Toots Shor has finally found a long featured Ice revues as its pre* home” for his newr restaurant— , sentations. Incidentally, both ob¬
it's that parking lot next to door to ! served “somehow a great institu“21“ on West 52d St., with the up- ; tion like the Roxy deserved a betper stories to be a ramped garage, j ter fate fhan becoming an office
Shor’s eatery to occupy the base- : building.”
ment. street and first floor.
|
Rex Marshall, tv-radio announcer,
ATPAM presented John Shubert i'with his wife and 10 other couples,
with a lifetime gold imembership off to Kitzbunel.. Austria, at the
card in a presentation ceremony invitation of the famed ski resort,
last w-eek at the producer's office. for some summer golfing as the
Originally Shubert had been hos¬ tourist bureau is also shilling for
tile to the legit p.*a. and managers’ popularizing Kitzbuhel as a sum¬
union during its formative period. mer resort and plugging its new
Last week it wras Sardis and golf course. It’s a cuffo trip (ex¬
Freedomland (Bronx) which were cept; for the 11 couples’ own fares)
heisted over , the weekend, and this extended to a group from the
past post-Saturday iriidnight the Greenwich Country Club of which
treasurer of the Capitol Theatre, the Marshalls are members.
Claude C. Philippe appointed a
on Broadway, wras held up for
$3,100, the final receipts of the member of the board of directors;
of
the N.Y. Convention &. Visitors
night.
as
announced
by
First fall luncheon Sept. 29 at Bureau,
Joseph
P.. Bums, president and
the Hotel Astor of NIY.’« Cinema
of
the
organization.
Lodge of B'nai B’rith will be a chairman
‘‘welcome back” tribute to past Philippe Is executive consultant
president Max E. Youngstein, U.A. to Zeckendorf Hotels Corp. and.
v.p.. wrho has been headquartering executive y.p: and g.m. of the'Comon the Coast for an extended modore Hotel. He was foriiierly.
v.p. in charge of sales and catering
period.
at the Waldorf-Astoria of which
Labor Day saw the pickets back Binns is v.p. and managing direc¬
at the Stork Club which has long tor.
hassled with the waiters and cooksOn the occasion of; the • centen¬
chefs unions. Boniface Sherman
Billingsley recently sued Equity nial of Japanese-American rela¬
tions.
the
consul
general
in
for $5,000,000 for “interference”
New York will present, in the name
last spring with a “Tony Awards’*
of the Emperor of Japan, the Third
cocktailery.
j'
Class of the Order of the Rising
From Eddie Cantpr, in L.A/s ; gun to Adolph Zukor and David
Cedars of Lebanon haspital for a • Sarnoff; and the Third Class of
checkup:
Doctor says I m rested \ t(ie Order of the Sacred Treasurer
suificiently to be home by end of; to charies Burton Fahs, Director
the w-eek. These checkups are; 0f Humanities of the Rockefeller
worse than being sick, so if you’re Foundation. Presentation ceremony
thinking about getting a checkup,;
official residence of the
set sick first. ’
j consul General at Fieldstbn, RiverArpeggio Restaurant on East 52d. • dale, N.Y., tomorrow (Thurs.).
closed the past two months, has.
filed a bankruptcy arrangement pe¬
tition under Chapter. XL listing li¬
abilities of $298,087. including se¬
cured claims of $99,373, and assets
Continued from, page
of $101,500. Terms- of 5ettlement
to be submitted.
!|
with darts, a forest with mis¬
The newly namedf Brooks Atkin¬
menehiines
(legendary
son Theatre (ne Mansfield), owned chievous
by Michael Myerberg and for Hawaiian leprechauns!, a Japanese
the past 10 years a CBS playhouse, fishing village, a Chinese village.
will be ded:cated wdth an appropri-1 .
ate ceremony this (Wed.) afternoon, i an Indian temple' a sampan trip
“Vantage ’60" reopens the house to though a miniature Malaya, with
legit Sept. 12.
!)
j orangutans and tigers, warriors! of
Ira J. Bilowit leased the base-i old
Haw-aii... staging
periodic
ment ol' 17 Washington Place in ; “battles,” and a scene - of Pitcairn
Greenwich Village j.. and will re¬ island with HMS Bounty in the
model it into a 192-seat off-Broad- harbor and “mutineers” fighting
way theatre. He plans art early on deck.
!
American decor to harmonize wi.*h
Blueprint calls for completion
the architecture Of neighboring in three years, with initial develop¬
Washington Sq. buildings.
ments opening next June! Site is
Bette Davis, leading citizen of. in the Haleiwa-Waialua area,, al¬
Cape Elizabeth. Mb., paid $25 for most an hour’s driving distance
a campaign hat which Fidel Castro from Waikiki.

$12,000,000 Resort

"7,,.

$56,000, considerably up on last
Prince
Rainier and.. Princess : otate producer,
year.
Grace arrived on their yacht at '
Vance King pub relations di-.
Producer Peter Rogers; tossed a Formehtera in time to attend a rector-manager, of Hollywood Mu19th birthday party for Julia Lock- hotel gala.
j seum Associates.
wood on the “No Kidding” lot at
Gilbert Miller here for a. three-!
John Wayne starts six-week, 14Pinewood.
week stay brt the yacht Leniaire 1 city p.a. tour for “The Alamo” in
.Kenneth More , and Susannah i before proceeding to Bordeaux and j Houston Sept. 12.
Yorke planed to Rheims to join London arid back to U.S. theatrical [
Mort Goodman In; Boston, to di-;
rect Nevy England exploitation, of
Danielle Darrieux in locatiori work front,
i. “The Greengage Summer.”
j
Despite 15 flights a day from “The, House of Usher/’
James Fishpr named assistant
to
Personalities around , town lii-; Palma to Barcelona, every place j
■
elude William Collier, Louis Hay-1 for iw:q weeks ahea ’ is booked in [Ted Strauss, who becomes 20th-Fox
ward. Bin^ Crosby, George Cqkoiy l the island’s biggest season! in his/iexfkC story''editor Sept. L
. ..
W'olfe Cohen,!. Sydriey Guilarpff tor>\ Not so bad for lberi ", either:". Metro nowr owns James Douglas
and Nicole Maurey.
I
Hugh and Maggie Williams com-!^”tra"^
hav-ing bought
A. T. L. Watkins, as prexy, will ! pleting their fourth play at their."n^Wailis baJ£ iJJ^res*’
Pearl S. Buck hopped to Tokyo
take the chair at the. London meet- i seaside cottage at Pdrto Cristp. I
Pearl s Buclc hODDea
P**®d[uc6 her novel, 4 Tb.e Big
ing. of the. International. Federa- Williams turned down a new. i
for. Allied .Artists.
tion ■•'.of.-Film Producers’ Assns., Broadw-ay role to continue w-Prk j
Screen Actors Guild and Screen.
on
the
play.
skedded for Oct. 27-28.
Extras Guild to hold. “polio . shot
partj-” Sept. 15 for members.
. Larry- Mascott skied to Europe
to set production deals for newly
formed Mascott Productions.
By Gene Moskowitz
s;' Continued from pace, 1 —
Barry Cahill back from Rome
! Av.e Breteuil; SUF. 5920)
where he starred in Alexandria
Sixty-five film theatres, closed ■ mer season at its Far Rockaway t
iTheri There Wer»
for the summer, reopened this outlet on Long Island.
1 ThrriP ”

Paris

Exhib Flexibility

we^;pral firclriinit French nix 1
No one in either of the circuits j
Jerry Lewis and Anna Maria
show\nga|vith Arf®lpSsubtitles^to en* ; coheerned. believes the practice is ! Alberghetti will be ;*‘king, and
tire tourists A"01 suDU les to e
about f revolutionize exhibition, queen” of Display Assn, of SouthThere are now 1.641.113 offici- !
ly <declared video sets .here with
d
ally
’ i gramming.necessary these days as 1
15,324
in public
>in
puuiic places;
Hioucs.
; ~
._i_V ,
i
John Huston’s .“The Unforgiven’’ mot\on Plf tur^s inevitably inch to- i
(UA) doing neat summer biz and wards status as a class, as well as 1
- other newcomers.
Said one exec, “It
pacing all
. ,'I mass,
.
. medium.
,,
Nabe house Basquet-Gaumont; slJT1P*y wpuldn t go in some areas
had big screen, tv showings of ; ^vbere you have an audience keyed
Olympic games via the Eidophor. :to the double feature,, come what
method.
! may. The leather jackets would
Video, set owners in a; recent, poll probably start tearing out the
asked for. more filiris,. and more! seats.”
direct transmissions of shows from,
Century has -pulled this switch
the state houses, the Opera, Opera- only in situations: which- get the
Comique arid the Comedie-Fran- middle and upper puddle-class
caise.
audiences who lend ta-be. more
Georges Neveux’s play, “The discriminating about their film
Thief of London,” will be done by fare! These are the same audi¬
Marie Bell’s company rather than ences, execs feel, who might be
by Jean-Louis Barrault at the Inclined to stay away from a badly,
state Theatre De France as orig¬ balanced double feature, that is,
inally planned. Miss Bell will do ;..a progratn combining a serious,
it at the Gymnasei
J intelligent top pic dualed with an
Maurice.Chevalier feted his. 72nd
aggressively sinipled-minded ekr
birthday as “Fanny” (WB) wound
ploitation or .crime meller.
here. He stated he would probably,
(in addition to this practice.
give up singing.stints and stick to
Century also! has pioneered in the:
pix to wind his more than 50-year
metropolitan New York, area the
show biz career in glory: He feels
practice of the 8:40 p.hi, starting
he has . already proved himself as
a singer and now wants to .devote time for the top feature Sundaythrough-Thursday;
another ^ at¬
himself, more , to a pic. career!
tempt to be “flexible” and make
filmgoing more convenient to 'the
discriminating patron: This, policy
is in effect in approximately 80%
of the circuit’s houses.)
By Hazel Guild
...While the; dropping-of-the-sec(24 R/ieiristrasse; 776751)'
German actor Hannes Messemer ond-feature-on-Saturday policy is
winning. the Grarid Prix of the done strictly on an “irregular”
French Academy of the Cinema, as basis, perhaps rid iriore than once
or! twice a month in Individual
best foreign actor .for 1959.
Zurich music, publishers Edition theatres, it is partciularly conven¬
CODA
signed to
handle .the- ient to the exhib in this era of
ErancisrDay & Hunter and Feld¬ two-hour top features, which, in
turn, can lead to double, feature
man catalogs for Switzerland:
The first television film for the programs running close to three,
new Second Channel (due to start hours arid a half.
next January ) is being filmed this, : The extra-long film trend air
ready has loosened up the double¬
fall at Munich’s Riva Studios...
Rene Deltgen, German film ac¬ feature grip, iri other areas.- It’s
tor! making his debut' on German the policy in a number, of Ameri¬
TV! on Nov! 3 when he plays in can Broadcastihg-Pararnount Thea¬
the tv film, “The Graveyards.”
tres houses that when a . top pic
First self-service record store runs appreciably over 90 minutes,
opened in West Germany. It’s the house0 goes to a single-feature:
Marion’s
Record .Boutique,
in policy backed by shorts. In addi¬
Frankfurt, offering 12,000 platters. tion, various AB-PT affiliates have
C> W. Fischer, five-time winner in recent years established “with
of the German Bairibi award complete success” single-feature
(equivalent of the Oscar), given the houses in towms siich as Milwau¬
Honorary Cross for Art by Aus¬ kee and Detroit which; were pre¬
tria...... :
viously known as double-feature
. “Mrs. Miniver” is; now getting towhs only:
Meanwhile, the exception : which
its first .release in West Germany
through Metro: It Was previously may or may not prove the rule:
nbt shown in Germany for obvi¬ many drive-ins, instead of cutting
down. froin a double to a. single
ous political reasons.
. Much . anxiety expressed- here feature to lure patronage on week¬
about a reportedly anti-German ends, add a third; and, in those
filrii, “Lebensborn.’’ being made by duskrto-dawn places,, a fourth and
the Poles arid Czechs, concerning la fifth.

Frankfurt

’ California ball Sept: 16:
Charlef
Hal
Wallis
inked
Cl
threerpix pact as
aa direeuuci:tor deaj aiso calling for him to
stage musical numbers In upcom¬
ing filriis..
.Charles Schrieer-Columbia’s “I
Aim. at the Stars” wilt be Coast
preemed Oct: 2 as benefit for
Achievement . Rewards, for . Collegt
Scientists Foundation.
u
O’Curran
Curran to
io

(DE la ware 7^984)
Bill Black, Orchestras Inc. top¬
per! in Bethesda hospital for ulcer.
Hal March doing “The Golden
Fleecing” at Drury Lane. for twro.
weeks.
Ex-Marine hero. Guy Gahaldon
in this week to help bally “Hell to
Eternity.”'
.
.
.Vet bookseller Max Siegel sold
his near-northside shop arid is now
doing, biz as-.ah' authors’ agent.
: Legit producer Alan; Carr, vaca¬
tioning on the Continent, is off to
London; next to! o.o. new plays.
The Toffenetti dinery. on W.
Randolph St: added a lounge with
a distaff looker assigned to . the
keyboard.
Bob. Weiner, who! produced the
tab
initialer
for
the
Happy
Medium cabaret-theatre, back to
Gotham,
Old Orchard Theatre opened on
Chi’s northwest periphery—first
new [hardtop hereabouts in more
than 10 years. .
.
Joseph. Mack elected prexy of
Filnvack, trailer arid, yidfilm pro-.,
ducer, succeeding Irving Mack who
becomes board chairman!
Second City, eggheadish cafe
theatre, which shut down for two
weeks to giye. its cast a rest, re¬
opened . yesterday (Tires.).
Carl Haveriiri, Broadcast Music
prez, to make convocation address
Sunday (11), launching, fall teriri
at . Lincoln College, Lincoln, Ill.
He’s a Lincoln scholar.
Pressagent
Jerry ;Field
and
Frank Holzfeind, who operated tho
defunct Blue/ Note jazzery, part¬
nered for. show biz and commercial
public relations/ will, rep tho ,
Cloister, riitery which /recently-'
switched to jazz policy.
Don Roth, Blackhawk restaurant
topper, pulled oirt the spot’s 40year-old parquet dance floor (to
make
room for
more
dining;
space), sent chunks of it to his
pi:es$-radio-tv
contracts as re¬
minder of yesteryear glories when
top bands and tab musicals wero
billed in the room,.
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OBITUARIES
WILLIAM F. O’NEIL
\Villiam F. O’Neil;76, the founder
arid board chairman of General
Tire & Rubber Co., died early Sun¬
day 14) of a heart ailment; at his
home in Akron, O. He .played a
unique “behind the - scenes” role
in the changing broadcasting pic¬
ture; As; one of the modern day
giants of industry who parlayed a
textile mill into 41 diversified
companies arid affiliates both in
the U,S. and abroad, O’Neil and
one;, of his four surviving sons,
Thomas, vice chairman of the
board of General Tire, initially .in¬
cepted the whole pattern of fea-

weekends to bring the pair in,. As
She neared the still, she would call
out,“Bill Jackson, you come down
heah now.”
“Now,, mama,” . he would reply,
”1 ain’t cpmin* down ’till you lay
that pistol down.”
This exchange, eventually 'led
Jackson’s brother to write a rough
verse, which was later polished
into a ;Song,
ALFRED E. GREEN
Alfred E/Green, 71, motion pic¬
ture director, died Sept. 4 after a
[long illness in Hollywood, He was
"one of the oldest directors In . the

LOU CLAYTON
(Sept. 12,1950)
You Are Ever With Us
Jimmy — Udfe
Loelt—Jock —

Joioc

tuvCs-into-tv under, auspices of one business having helmed films for
of the major subsidiaries, RKO 48 years. Included in his efforts
General.
were “Disraeli” and “Old English,”
The broadcasting subsid .owns and both with George Arliss; “The Man
from
Blankley’s” with John Barry-;
operates five television and seven.
adio stations as one of the major more; "Colleen,” “Dangerous/’ lat¬
ter
with
Bette Davis and others.
“group, holdings” in broadcast*
irig today. But principally broad¬ Miss Davis won an Academy Award
for
her
work
in that picture.
casters recall how, in the early
days of tv, it was O’Neil’s General
Green started in the film Indus¬
Teleradio that leased a block of 30 try with the Selig Polyscope Co.,
RKO films for $1,350.000, putting makers of wild animal films.. He
them on WOR-TV in New York as worked on “The Adventures of
“The. Million Dollar Movie” cross- Kathleen” with Kathlyn Williams.
tlie-hoard,.twice a night. It. estab-. Later films included two*, of Mary

W'tk Low J. Gratihida
W• Saluta You

FRIENDS

In 1955, General Tire bought
out RKO-Radio Pictures lout of
v.hich emerged RKO'General) and
for $25,000,000 in/ cash O’Neil pur¬
chased the Hollywood studio' and
its library, of several hundred fear
•tines. But O’Neii’s venture into
station ownership dates hack long
before that. In 1942 General Tire
cquired
the
Yankee
Network

Pickford>: starrers, > ‘Through the
Back Door” and “Little Lord Faunr
tleroy/* Other directorial efforts
included “The Green Goddess,”
“King of the Turf,” ‘‘Appointment
in Bermuda,” “A Thousand and
One Nights,” “The Jolson Story,”
“The Fabulous
Dorseys” “The
Jackie Robinson. Story” and “Top
Banana-”
- Survived by his wife and three
sons. '

MARIO RIVA
Mari

Bqnayplbnta,

47/

cele-

IN LOVING REMEMBRANCE

BETTIE MacDONALD
"ZIEGFELD GIRL"
. Sapi. 5. 1Y53_
radio chain of New England star.* brated Italian emcee-and comedian
lions. Later the company got conw: known professiprially
■ Marip
trol of Mutual Brpadcastihg and i Riva, died Sept. I .in Verona, Italy,
the Don Lee radio chain on the!following a. fall sustained several
Coast, .subsequently. selling both,
[.weeks ago. He fell into a. hole as he
Another son, William, is owner ;; was about to' go onstage to enicee
cf radio station WSKP in Miami. . j a musical show at the Verona open-:
' -——'
! fir arena...
Son of. a Neapolitan cbihposerAUNT MOLLY JACKSON
I
Mrs, Mary Starnes; 80, folksinger musiciari, Riva . came up through
known
professionally
as
Aunt the entertainment ranks. He served
Molly Jackson and claimed To he in all. facets of the, field until his
tile: original
“Pistol
Packin’ 1 success as a comedian, paired with

IN LOVING MEMORY

Hetman
ept. 8, 1957)
(Sept.
RAE, ANNA, ARTHUR
AND CHARLES

I

Mam . died
Sacramento, Cal.,
Sopt. 2.
She was born and .brought up iii
the mining area of Clay County,
Ky., and mine working conditions
led her to tell, through more than
100 folk songs now in the Lihrary
of Congress, of conditions in. the
rea.
The genesis of “Pistol Packin’
Mania,” she said,. lay in the still
lier first husband,.Bill: Jackson, and
bis brother operated in the Ken¬
tucky hills. Aunt Molly, carrying
pistol for. protection, rode out

MARRIAGES

BIRTHS

PHILIP LOEB
lished
..pattern in the sale of
major studio, .backlogs and as a
highly profitable venture not only
for O'Neil but broadcasters in gen¬
eral.

69

Rivers produced and directed such
pictures as “Camille/’ "The Master
Sally Judd to John Gilpin, Lon¬
of the Forges,” “Cyrano de
Bergerac” and/ Jean-Paul Sartre’s don, Aug. 27. He’s a dancer in th«
“The Red Gloves.’.’ For the last Festival Ballet company, she is also
nine years he.distributed films and a member of the company.
Rosemary Giles to Bobbie 'Wood¬
also repped Republic until the lat¬
man, London,-Aug. 29. Bride If
ter firm’s demise.
Surviving are his wife and a tv actress; he’s a drummer.
Constance Swedlin to Ed Sultan,
several children.
Rockville Centre, New York, Sept
4. He’s a production assistant at
JACK M. WINER
CBS-TV.
Jack M.. Winer, 53, president of
Lily Tugender to Eli Arenberg,
Capehart Corp. and long active in
the .electronics field, died of a Levittown, L. Iv Aug. 28. He’s bid¬
ding
supervisol- in the Columbia
heart attack Aug. 3.0 at the com¬
pany’s plant in Richmond Hill, L.I. Pictures homebffice sales depart¬
ment.
He had headed the organization
Rosemary Clark to Claude Rains,
and its predecessors since its in¬
ception in 1934. Capehart manu¬ recently, Westchester, Pa. He’f
■
factures . stereophonic high fidelity the actor.
radio-phonographs, tv sets and re¬
Joan Peat to Roy James, En¬
lated products;
field/Eng., Aug. 27. He’s a ban jo¬
Surviving are his- third wife, two ist with Acker Bilk’s band.
sons, two daughters and two
Joan.White to David Bilk, Lon¬
brothers.
One
brother,
Julius don, Aug. 27; He is brother and
Winer, is Capehart v.p. in charge of manager of bandleader Acker Bilk.
the Government and industrial di¬
Kristina Bjarslorp to Peter BlanGINO A. BALDINI
vision.
nin, Malmo, Sweden, Aug. 28. Hr
Gino A.- Baldini, 71. retired con¬
is the bass player in Humphrey
cert manager arid a former direc¬
Lyttelton’s band.
WILLIAM LEWIN
tor of New York City’s musical
Anne Wilcox to Peter ForbesWilliam Lewin, 71, specialist In
activities, died Aug. 18 in Madi¬
Robertson,
London, Sept 1.
H«
audio-visual educational iriethods,
son.. N.J., after a long illness;
is Peter Wayne, the actor.
died
Aug.
24
in
Summit,
N.J.
Before his retirement 14 years
;
Gillian Tomson to Michael Daw¬
A teacher in the Newark, N.J., son, London, Sept. *2. Bride is in
ago he had been a representative
of many leading personalities ini public school system for 44 years,
BBC’s Northern'" Region publicity
the concert field, including Sir he was founder of the periodicals
department; he’s with the BBC’s
Thomas Beecham. Bruno Walter ’‘Audio-Visual Guide” and “Photo-,
London news department.
and
John Barbirolli.
He was play Studies.” In 1929,. Lewin
Nicole Milinair to the Duke of
assistant manager of the old. New organized an educational sound- Bedford, Amthhiil, Bedfordshire,
York Symphony Orchestra which film unit for Western Electric Co. England, Sept. 4. 'Bride is a French
merged with the New York Phil¬ Several years ago, as educational
tv producer, long associated with
harmonic, in 1928, and of the St director of Freedom Train, he pro- , Sheldon Reynolds Productions in
Louis. Symphony.
duced a series of film strips for
Paris, London and the U.S.; he is
In the I93Qs/Baldiniwas -direc-. “The Reader’s Digest/’ called “Our noepro although, technically, his
tor. of musical activities for the American. Heritage,”
35c-a-head admish to Woburn Ab¬
His wife, son; two daughters,
N.Y. State Departn^rit of Educa¬
bey, the family mansion, gives him
tion and director , of the concert; mother, brother and sister survive. semipro show biz status.
division of the N.Y. City Welfare
’ Anita Sterling to Eddie Dano,
Department's
Works
Division,
Philadelphia, Sept. 4. He’s a cafe
JACK D. TARCHER
From 1942-46, he was director, of
Jack D. Tarcher, 64, a V4>. of vocalist and film player.
the concert division of the United
Maiy Louise Merritt to Leon
Doyle, Dane, Bernbach Inc., adver¬
Service Organisations Camp Shows,
tising agency, died Sept 5 in New Bennett, Albuquerque, Aug. 15.
which provided concerts for U.S.
York. He was president of his own He’s news editor of KOAT-TV in
armed forces overseas.
agency until it merged with Cecil that city,
Two sons, two daughters and a
Dolly Roberts to Milt Ledet, Al¬
& Presbrey in 1952 and became its
brother survive.
senior v.p. Two. years later, he buquerque, Aug. 26. Bride is traf¬
fic manager of KOAT-TV; he’s
joined the Biow Agency;
. With Biow’s dissolution, Tarcher sales manager of KABQ radio, both
MARGARITA de WALLENDA
Margarita Caudillo de Wallenda, became asscoiated with Lennen & in Albuquerque,
28, trapeze artist, died Aug. 26 in Newell jis senior v.p. and manage¬
Mexico City as result of injuries ment account supervisor and was
suffered; from a 38-foot fall eight there until he. joined DDB..
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Smith, son'
Survived by his wife, sori and
months ago while performing with
Detroit, Aug. 24. Mother is actress
her husband at the Imperial Cir¬ two daughters and three grand¬
Barbara
Whiting; father’s tv head
cus, Hospitalized since last Decern-, children.
for General Motors.
her, she had also fractured both
Mr. and Mrs. Alex DavioU,
legs.
HUGH McGIBENY
daughter,
Hollywood, Aug. 24.
; Part of the ^Intrepid WallenHugh McGibeny, 94, retired vio- Mother Is actress Ellen Christo¬
das,” she came to Mexico from the li ist, former concertmaster of the
pher; father's an actor.
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey first Indianapolis Symphony and
Mr. and Mis. Mo Rothman,
Circus., During a Mexican tour of organizer of the predecessor of
daughter. Sept. 5/ New York.
the Ringling circus the Wallendas the present Butler U. Symphony
Father is exec v.p. of Columbia
/were signed by circus impresario Orchestra, Indianapolis, died re¬
Pictures International.
Andres Atayde.
cently at bis daughter’s home in
pr. and Mrs. John KinrossSurviving; besides her husband, Fox River Grove. Ill.
Wright, daughter. Houston, recent¬
are her father (director of the
His son, : Donald, is deceased, as ly. Mother is former tv femcee Joy
imperial Circus orchestra) and two are all other members of the oriceMladenka.
sisters, ialso circus performers,
famous band of travelling musi¬
Dir. and Mrs. Bill Roddy, son,
cians known as the “McGibeny San Francisco. Aug. 30. Father is
Family”
(The
Largest Musical news editor for KNBC, San Fran¬
mark hambourg
Mark Hambourg, 81, concert pi¬ Family in the World”), His daiigh-: cisco.
anist, died Aug: 27 in Cambridge, ter is Mrs.. Charles G. Dawes Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Leichter,
Eng. He was a 10-year-old prodigy
son. Forest Hills, New York, Au'g.
in Riissia when he was brought to
30. Father is studio manager of
RICHARD RANlER
England. He then went to Vienna
Richard Rariier, 71, veteran stage Gold Medal Studios in the Bronx.
to study under Leschetizky,. He actor, died in West Los Angeles
Mr. and Mrs. Budd Arthur,
toured 'Australia/ made his .first Aug. 25 of arthritis. He started his : daughter, New YTork, Aug. 11. Favisit to. America in 1898 and later theatrical career in San Francisco | ther is a writer, grandfather is
toured South Africa..
writer Burt Arthur.
about 50 years ago.
In 1950 he celebrated his Lon¬
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Plotniek,
Most of his career was spent on
don ' diamond jubilee appearance Broadway where, he appeared with son. New York, Aug. 26. Father is
with his 500th public, recital. Ilam- Walker Whiteside, Margaret An- publicity director of Screen Gems.
bourg was a master of Chopin and gli ,. Otis Skinner and others. He
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Evans,
Beethoven music and during his was on the vaude circuits with daughter, Dulwich, Eng., Aug. 24.
long/ colorful career he played in George Kelly’s one-aet plays. He Father is U.K.’s Daily Express
saloons,at. Coyerit Garden,; the J also toured in Europe with Willette show biz reporter.
Palladium and . in early talkies. He Kershaw’s stock company.
Mr. and Mrs. Clem Radcliffe,
daugher, London, Aug. 28. Father
also. published1 his reminiscences,
“From Piano to Forte.”
is one of the Four Jones Boys
Arthur E. Cruttenden, 41, ac¬
singing act.
count exec, with Tatham-Laird ad¬
Mr. and Mrs. B. Calvin Jones,
BILL FOREST
vertising agency In Chicago, died daughter, Houston, recently. Fa¬
Bill Forest; 39, actor who was Aug. 28 in. Barrington, IJ1. Wife;
ther is with KHOU-TV in that
Jocationing. in Tokyo with indie four children and mother survive.
city.
production of “Karate, Hand of
and Mrs. Alfred Burke, twin
Death,” died there Aug. 7 from a
Eric Burroughs, veteran actor, son and dauehter. London, Sept.
complication of kidney disease, and
L Parents, W'ho had twins in 1957,
died
recently
in
New
York.
His
heart failure. A. hulking man of
are both performers, mother being
6'4” arid 325 pounds, the Chicago- last Broadway appearance was in
actress Barbara Burke.
born New Yorker was brought to “Mrs. Patterson.” His most recent
Mr. and Mrs. George Dahlstrom,
Japan to essay the role of the film : was “Odds Against Tomor¬
daughter. New York City, Aug. 29.
row;”
heavy; On location the day before
Father is chief carpenter at N.Y.
liis death, he complained of feeling,
Rivoli Theatre.
Wife, of Gene King, prograrn
dizzy He was excused front , work
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Seligman,
arid was later rushed to a hospital. manager of WCBS-Radio, died Aug.
daughter, Aug. 31. New York.
Forest had many credits on tv/ 26 in Cape. Cod, Mass. She is sur- j
Father is supervisor of film edit¬
stage and radio as.a character ac¬ vived also by a son arid two
ing at CBS. '
j
tor. After. World War II; he toured daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. James Preston,
Europe
with
Shakespearean
daughter. Sept. 4. New * York.
troupe for tile U. S. 6.
Wife, 67,- of tlie late Samuel] Mother is actress W’inifred AinsTrinz, early motion picture exhibi¬ lee; father is company manager
tor in Chicago, died Sept. 1 in! for Marcel Marceau.
FERNAND RIVERS
Fernand: Rivers,
78, pioneer Miami Beach. $urviv6rs include
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay Crosby,
son. Sept. 4, Hollywood. He is the
French film producer, distributor two sons.
youngest of Bing Crosby’s four
and. director; died last week in
Nice, France.. Originally an actor,
Mother of Pat Stanley, featured sons by the late Dixie Lee. Father
he first appeared in early slap¬ dancer-comedienne in the Broad¬ is also a singer; mother is the
stick. silent' films,
Barbara
Frederickson,
way production of “Fiorello,” died former
Before and after .World War II Aug. 21 in CincinnatL
'
1 showgirl.
Eamoiis Artists agency, died after
a long Illness in Hollywood Aug.
30. For years he was supervisor of
production; at First National, where
he and his brother, Ray, personally
produced' the silent version of
•‘Abraham Lincoln” in 1923.
. Prior to becoming a producer lii
1914, Rockett for five years was. a
nickelodeon piano player, where
he first tasted the lure of motion
pictures/
Subsequently; he .be¬
came head of1 production at FN
after some, years, of producing, arid
later joiried the William Fox stu¬
dios as/a producer/ He turned out
siich films
“Hoopla,” “All Men
Are . Enemies;,” “Such Women Are
Dangerous”/ and “Lottery Lover.”
In July, 1942, Rockett checked
Into Famous Artists /and was in¬
strumental in the discovery Of.
such players as Ann Blyth, Dana
Wyriter and Joari Collins.
, Surviving are his wife, Laura
(Lottie), and son; Norman, in 20thFox production.

JEAN AND LEW JACOBS
LUIS, JILL, GARY AND RANDY
Riccardo Billi in a aeries .of. musical
revues. More recently he was a
top emcee, hoiabiy .on. RALTV’s “II
MusiOhiere/’
'■/•’
As a ty emcee Riva was a house¬
hold companion to viewers; He was
noted for his amiable manner and
ingratiating personality. Many, of
his expressions have been iricorpo-/
rated into the Italian idiom;:
His wife and son. survive.
AL ROCKETT
Albert L. <A1) Rockett, 68, film
pioneer and most recently v.p. of

<4
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None of the gentlemen above painted the picture. It is, instead, the Work
of an artist who has often delighted TV audiences not only with his facile
brushes, but yvith his quick wit and ready smile as well.
His name is Congo, and millions of people have visited him at his
studio/home, which (because he’s a.chimpanzee), is in the London Zoo—
from whence Granada TV telecasts one of England’s most popular series.
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Granada TV Network keeps a full-time unit at the Zoo, with the result that
its current Animal Story and Zoo time programs are full of unexpected treats.
The series has received much recognition. One film jn the group, Table
Manners, won a first prize at the Venice Film Festival.
A number of these films, incidentally, are now available to customers.
For details, write to: GRANADA TV NETWORK/ENGLAND
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.
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Seven Arts $39,000,000 Stake in Pix;
Already in TV, Eyeing B’way ‘GWTW*

Miami Beach Eyes Vegas Technique
To Lure Back Glamor and Spenders
Miami Beach, Sept, 13.
The problem this year in' this
resort is how to revive business.
After last year’s season when the
floating population was heavy, but
spenders were at a minimum, the
. London, Sept. 13.
resort leaders are decrying, the.
BBC-TV
has
grabbed world:
selling .methods, being used to
further the interest of this city. heavyweight champ Floyd Patter¬
The almost universal cry is now to son for a live program on Monday,
sell glamor and downbeat the
- Sept 26; Patterson, will give an
exhibition bout of: several rounds
cent on prices and rates.
Since the stress went on prices before an audience at BBC’s Tele¬
vision
Theatre,. London,, and use
and the American plan where some
of the leading hotels advertised i some of his American sparring
|
partners;
including his 17-year-old
low rates which included meals, it’s
| brother Raymond.
argued that Florida has become a
1
Web hasn’t yet finally set the
bargain basement vacation spot
{.time and length of the program.
front which the monied elements
which will include an interview
are shying away. It’s contended
With- the:Johansson vanquisher.
that one good spender can easily
replace five Or six of- the bargain
raters. The problem is now, to get
that breed of Customer returning
to the city.

Floyd Patterson To
Get BBC-TV Showcase

■

By MIKE GROSS

N.Y7
Greepwich Village is a
paradox.
It’s the home of the
beatnik and the bourgeois, the hick
and the hipster,: the poet and the
panhandler, the student and the
stripper. And although many die¬
hard Villagers would like It to be
a residential retreat, it ranks close
to the Main Stem, about 40 blocks
north, as the city’s top attraction
for out-of-town#s as well as the
subway sports from Brooklyn and
The Bronx.
The face of the Village is chang¬
ing, though, and many of the pro¬
prietors of the saloons and stripperies have a. get-it-while-it’s-there at¬
titude because it may not be .there
for long.
Hanging over almost
everybody is the big iron demplir
tion ball that knocks down the
quaint and pifts up the quixotic.
The bohemians are moving east,
Eddie Condon moved north, and
The weapon that’s being talked
Louie’s saloon and the adjacent
about is glamor, and, then let the
Circle-in-the-Square Theatre on
vacationers be surprised at rea¬
Sheridan. Square have been flat¬
sonable rates once they get down
tened (and moved to new locations)
here.: This way, it’s.declared, Miami
to make way for a new apartment
Beach can maintain its standing
house.;
'
as a class vacation spot, which it’s
Across the Square, the tenants of
in danger Of losing. The idea now.
an old building are protesting its
being; propagated is to entice
demolition with such signs, in their
celebrities even if they have to
Tokyo. Sept. 13:
windows as ’’Save The ’Village”
cuff vacations, stress tlie elegance
The w ave of interest in Japan in 1 and -“God Bless Our Home.” Simiof the Florida style of living, spot¬ Negroes -and influences ^and off-, far Wars are being waged all over
light the great names of the enter¬ ! shoots of the j black culture” Is . the Village in a last ditch effort
tainment world that congregate : crossing all media here.
to preserve the icebox and forestall
here and point out the wide range
Jazz is. enjoying a boomlet with ! the air-conditioner,
of activity from hiteries to deep- such generic teita as “funky”! : A look at 6th Are:, whose square
sea, fishing.
carrying over Into, fashion design- handIe. £s Avenue of the Americas,
It's been noted that Florida has r:W«: -Current craze is a b ack; between 8th St., the heart of the
lost lueh to Las Vegas, for exwinkle
doji, which is a sellout, village, and 14th St., shows that it’s
item. Harry Belafonte srecent con- j; a losing: battle.
The apartment
(Continued on page 61)
cert tour here was. boff and "“Orfeu^ houses going up there Took as much
Negro” is enjoying an extended like the Village as the Left Bank
roadshow run at this city’s Yuraku(Continued bri. page 48)
za house, which will. last about
seven weeks. The Mills Bros, are
currently touring Japan :ahd “Jazz
..
if
1
i
.' On a Summer’s Day,” heavy with

Mexico City Hotel

Mgmt irom Zeckendorf *grr<> musicians, is getting a good

Seven Arts Productions Ltd,
the David B. Stillman-Lou CheslerEliot Hyman Canadian corporation
. | which has blueprinted a wide rang®
Irp-Skahncr StIUIAK of activities in the entertainment
field, plans to offer atock induceSonja Henie Is going Into the ments to top-rated actors and di¬
iceskating instruction field as the ; rectors to become members cf the
blades counterpart of Fred Astaire I company’s “family.”
Those who
and Arthur Murray. Miss Henie j join the Seven Arts setup—Stillhas
franchised
an
instruction ; man figures that only about 25 perstudio in New York with Peter; sonalities
currently
“meet the
Carver as the franchise holder. A test” of eligibility — will be instudio has been started in the volved mainly in the firm’s feature
Paramount Hotel.
’ production ventures, but will par-’
Carver who is a designer and ticipate in the overall success of
builder of ice rinks, may also take the company and not merely in infranchises in other towns as well. | dividual pictures.
As outlined Monday (12) by
Stillman, Seven Arts prexy, the
company, associated with $30,000,000 in feature production, repre¬
senting 13 to 15 pictures to bs
completed between now and th®
end of 1961, will also be actively
engaged in the distribution of fea¬
tures to television, the production
9 ■ of legit plays, the record business,
; and real estate, the latter involv¬
ing a large investment in the de¬
velopment of-resort areas in th®

Sonja Heme
Franchises
t
^ii
•
- llC-JAdUUg

Gotham Show Biz;

Donna clobbered show business j BaJ??maJ
f oaf * of. Florida,
in Greater New' York and up and L J
Seven Arts television disdown the Atlantic Seaboard. It tapuUon organization, Seven Arts
ripped out segments of Atlantic I Associated, has already been
City’s Steel and Million Dollar j forn?e7- and ls in the process of
piers, and disrupted communica- ; markJ;ting the ’122 post-1949 Wartioris and commutation.
| neF jOS‘ Pictures it recently acThose who came into midtown;quiredThe pix, according to
Manhattan went home early as the
(Continued on page 15)
record five-inch downpour contin¬
ued unabated. Gotham was a de¬
serted village on its social aspects,
with restaurants more than halffull, film arid legit business off:
There were plenty of cancellations
in the. niteries and beaucouu noshows at the legits,
Donna brought . in “Exodus” be-i
Boston S*nt n
fore Otto Preminger. The tropical
A Presidentialearn f/iVn is

John Kennedy Getting
Everything But Guitar
Lessons From Voice Aide

singer
yayupthe eastern part of the d ing ttn.ee shows aday especially
rincii

A few months: after Webb & j
Playing it close to the vest, WarKnapp and its Vicechairman,, Col. ! ners? .'bally on “Sgt. Rutledge,” gave
Serge Obolensky, bought the Hotel hefty nod to name of director John
St. Regis. NeW York, for $14.000r
.(Continued on page 15)
000, it has been sold by William
. London, Sept. 13.
Zeckendorfs realty, company to a
Number of horiies now able to
Mexican outfit, the Balsa Hotels
receive
commercial
tv in Britain
Inc. which operates, four hostelries
has topped the 10,000,000. Accord¬
in Mexico City arid five; in Acapul¬
ing
to
Television
Audience
Meas¬
co and has a. 10th hotel slated for
urement Ltd., the figure of 10,1961 unveiling in Mexico City.
By ERNIE PLAYER
003.000
was
hit
in
the
week
ended
Cesar Balsa, head, of the belowLondon, Sept, 13;
Sept. 4, this not including the num¬
the-Rio Grande chain; thus reverses
Thar’s oil in. them thar surplus ber of households where only
the flow of U.S. capital to Latin.
America by . iifvestirig in American seagoing tankers, according to one I BBC-TV can be captured. And the
realty and hotel holdings- Report¬ C. Howard. Thomas bf the Devon | number of individual viewers livedly the deal calls, for over $15,- to\vn of Torquay, Who’s got a ing in ‘‘commercial” homes in the
500,000. and is ttnOthet step in the scheme to get hold of .23 such ships i Sept. 4. week was 33,700,000, says
consolidation of Webb & Knapp's and convert them into showboa
‘ TAM.
cash postion which : has seen it Inasmuch as he reckons one prime
TAM. also calculates that, on av¬
bowing out of a proposed Rockefel¬ virtue of his notion is that it’s a erage, more than four new ableler Center hotel construction, sale potential dollar-earner, Thomas has to-see-commercial home si have
of the Roxy Theatre, etc.
written to Prime Minister Harold been added every minute to the
Balsa and Zeckendorf state that Macmillan
seeking Government opening-night figure of 190,000 on
their deal is part of a “longrarige aid...
Sept. .22, 1955; when the first in¬
working arrangement” arid while it
Thomas—not incidentally, the dependent Television Authority
does not mean that; Webb & Knapp. same as the Howard Thomas of the transmitter started Working at
(Continued on page 62)
(Continued on page 62)
Croydon,

10,000,000 Hon^es

Tankers Into Showboats
To Cruise Dollar Areas

64 PAGES

ailr+

whcn

the

candidate

is

making

N “ V show Wz beach p^g™u"d:
leVVohn V*Tenn^
after .midnight. Sunday <11, that ,^4^
man, former Lera"^?
opera singer
(Continued on page 15)

Kukla & Ollie to Play
B’way In Room at Astor
The Hotel Astor will, house a
puppet show', perhaps-for the first
time as a-regular operation on
Broadway, under thb aegis of Burr
Tillstrom. Press conference this
iWed.) noon in the Zeckendorf
hotel’s Emerald Room of the Astor
will spell out the details. It is presunied that the Kuklapolitans’

David Blair McClosky, whose job
it is to see that the vocal chords
of the Democratic nominee hold up
during the grueling campaign
McClosky, an associate prof of
voice and speech at Boston L\, is
traveling with the Senator helping
•
*’’relax his voice, breathe .prop-.
er!'r and use a ^ttle exercise,” he
?aid< *
nothing to do w ith
speaking technique. I m trying
*eeP„h’s voice from becoming
and to '^th^and the gaff of
lne ,n0St gruelinS

wSrbl'Io^tT^in^t IS I
I mb(ri!n2 tKo
room (opposite the Astor s famed j
Hunt Room). The Emerald Room
has. had a spotty career with a;
shifting cocktailery and dansapation policy.
Major problem will be to get
(Continued on page 54)

The voice expert likens the training of Kennedy*s voice to that of
singer
..0nly IVe found that a
Presidential campaign is three
times as tough as any show biz
singer doing three shows a day.’
McClosky is using technique*
used by pop and opera singers in
relaxing Kennedy’* pipes.

a
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RomeVUSO the No. 1 Stopoff For GIs;

Camel Race Hoopla a Tourist Jackpot
For Promotioii-Minded Virginia City

-♦ By COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD

By LUCIUS BEEBE

Rome, Sept. 13.
It was most natural that 25 U. S.
Navy members, of the. Olympic
team: Would turn to No. 2 Via Conciliaiiohe during a lull in thd
Montreal, Sept. 13,
XVIIth edition of the games. This
Even the juves in Quebec are
f - is the address of Rome’s USO, at
beginning to feel the strong hand
1. the foot of the main thoroughfare
being shown by the new director of
^ .Heading to . Vatican City/ and the
provincial police, Josaphat Brunet.
•• i military man’s key to the Italian
All theatres throughout the prov¬
.J | capital’s greatest SRO—the papal
ince have, been warned they will
^ I audience:
be prosecuted if they continue; to
,f i
In doing so. the Olympic Navy
admit Children under 16 years of
(contingent helped reach the annual
age.
e; total of 125,000 service men and
.... In:recent months, exhibitors have
5 ! their dependents who use this
WING and SWAY with
been running a catchline on ads,
“for the: entire family,” that hass ’ facility as USO has gone Well into
been tolerated for certain filmss its 20th year, of side-by-side assoCurrently
.. .
e ciation with the. uniformed people
Roosevelt ••Hotel, New York City. such as “Cinerama,” most of the
r ■ who still number in excess of
Walt Disney Offerings and other
Broadcasting C.B.S,
.
,2,000,000.
specials slanted toward the kids.
Exclusively DECCA RECORDS
Rome’s USO director,. Philip
“The law is the law and I wass j
Personal Mgt.; David Krengel
t;
1619 Broadway^ New York 19
appointed to enforce it as it Finn, of Cleveland, and his assistr [ ant, Alice Collins, Of Wilkes-Barre,.
stands,” says Brunet,, a former
e ! Pa., can expect their doorway to.be
, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
officer. “The theatre operatorss [ darkened any day by men as fard.! away-based as Keflavik, in Iceland,
know the law as well as we do and
' or Dhahrari, Saudi-Arabia. Their
: it is. up to them to follow it.”
d j requests are not all as strange as
|
The. -‘under 16’’ ban was placed
e i the Navy group’s, were, since it was
in tire statues, in 1.927 after the
r before their rowing event:
Laurier Palace Theatre1 disaster
g
“I don’t care What else you show
wlreri 78 persons, mostly young
h
teenagers, died in a panic which ’em,”., said the captain, “but be
d sure to include the Trevi Fountain;
followed a fire: They suffocated
r Fve got to keep water on their
when the audience stampeded for
. minds all. the time.”
the exits.
The bulletin board in the. USO
Core Vidal’s dramatic material
carries such quaint admonitions as:
about his grandfather, Sen. Thomas
“Beware of a young man in a
Cadillac Who speaks like a native
P. Gore, which was presented as a
American
. . .” Or, “The street
tv special, may serve
the basisI ' peddler sees you as a sucker, and
of a. full-length motion picture.
ryqu
are-r-if
you deal with him.”
Director Vincent L Donehue: has
s ' And, “If Hadrian really minted all
been conferring with . Vidal about
/that money Which, will be offered'
expanding the' story of; the blind
A $4,000,000 loan from the
f / you in Rome, historians would .be
senator from Oklahoma to include Teamsters Union’s pension fund,
a presentation dealing with the | (via its president.,James R. Hoffa)r . very much surprised/’
The young man with the Cadiltransition to. statehood of the ter- j will help underwrite the hew Toots_ j
ritbry. ..
"I Shor restaurant at 29-31 W’est52d?, lac, when . the notice first went up
on this slickie, is now doing time
Donehue. who directed “Sunrise St., which will he a nine-story
^ for rape of a service woman he
By WOLFE KAUFMAN
at Campobetlo” ./.both play and . structure in conjunction with the
; talked into the car for a look at
film) for Dbre Schafy, conceives; j. Myers Bros., chain garage oper¬
Brussels, Sept. 13.
’ |. the/tovvn. One of his friends Is
the project as
indie production ! ators. The. Shor eatery- will occupy
jp still making the founds W ith it so
What a difference a day makes! '
to be made by his own company, J the basement, street and first
. the Warning st ays up. Mostly, ho\vOnly a few months ago, a bit over
which is presently --inactive,
:i floors, seat the same 800 as his
t; ever, he did the non-violent,things
a year ago, Brussels was a bustling.;
In: a sense, the story of. Sen. ! late 51 W. 51 St. maison i before it
p like, taking them to a couple, of
hustling, overcrowded little me- ;
became part of a Webb & Knapp
j. fancy bistros (they paid the check);
tropolis, with the attention of all Goie is: somewhat similar to that of .
realty parcel for, fiist a new hotel
great' number of commercial
the world centered on it. Today it Franklin D. Rbbsevelt’s. in “Cam- j and now to be a Ur is Bros, officeg to.
is a sad, little city, struggling to . pobelio” in that each shows how ! building). The top floors will be aa [
(Continued on page 61)
make a brave show of things. The. great statesmen overcame;, physical ramped garage which the. Myers’
hotels are half empty, rooms and. infirmities to reach their goals,.j will operate.
apartments are available every¬ Donehue considers this: type of j
Situated next door to the “21”
where at almost any price, all the material eminently, more suitable | restaurant and “21” Brands Inc.
stores are shouting “sale” in the than the general run of offerings . (liquor wholesalers) and/ on the
hope of dragging up a few francs, on television and in pictures.] other, flanked.by 33 West.52d St.—
and all the citizens are asking, be- i “What is being produced by tele-; the old and now defunct Leon &
Playwright-television scripter
vision and films is immoral and I;
wilderedly, “What now?”
Edward H, Mabley left for England
don’t mean in a sexual sense/’ he " Eddie’s nitery—Shor says he’s
As near as can be gathered
“back where I started from.” This last .Thursday (8> to talk with Sean
declared. With most of tv now .
from a quick once-oyer-lightly,
O’Casey about the musical adapta¬
emanating from the .Coast, he said; refers to his tenure as bouncer and
there are two main reasons. One is*
quondam manager of L&E’s during tion. of the .latter’s “The Plough,
that Hollywood now has the. bulk
of course/ tlie sad news in the
and the Stars,” ;Elie Siegnieister .i
of the acting; and creative talent, the Prohibition era:
Congo, with Belgians unsure, at
Shor has been “out of action” I composing the. score."
but “I. can’t see how it is possible
the moment, about their political j
for a year-and-a:half, having sold j
Mabley also, plans to attend, the
(Continued on page. 34)'
standing in the brave new world. ]
out to Webb & Knapp for $1,500’,- - opening of his play, “Glad Tidr
000. He makes no bones about his f.-ings.”’’due ” for
Second is the natural letdown ■
production
at
after a year of overinflation. . The
impatience with “the Zeckendorfs’ [ Worthing, Sussex, as a; tryout for
promises,” refering to an under¬ i London. The show- was. done r on
World's. Fair, a year ago’ brought:!
standing tffey Would find him. a Broadway during the 1951-52 seamore visitors to Brussels than the ;
(Continued on page. 62)
(Continued on page 62)
| 4*From. Variety, Spet. 12,. 1935

Virginia City, Nev., Sept/13.
What may with complete assur-r
ance be characterized as one bf the
most radiantly successful promo¬
tion stunts in the history of'west¬
Chicago. Sept. 13.
ern journalism for a day turned
There’s plenty of dollars going
this remote ghost town into a into the multi-city .race to come up
screaming bedlam of free-spending with the mostest in the wav of con¬
tourists, blocked Nevada highways vention and tradeshow facilities—
for miles and brought out a drowd evidenced, by the New York Coli¬
of spectators of dimensions un¬ seum and other new domes.in. Los.
equalled since bonanza times bf the j Angeles, Detroit and Chicago. Chi,
mining seventies.
I to illustrate, figures to enhance
The occasion was an elaborately ; its mecca status to the tune of
counted frontier festival centering $32,000,000 next year with its new.
around a climactic camel - race lakef ront exposition centre, McCor¬
,dreamed up by the San Francisco mick Place.
Chronicle. Camel racing on the
That figure, convention bureau
Comstock Lode did in fact have a statisticians emphasize, is gravy
precedent in Civil War days when, over what the town could have ex¬
as beasts of desert burden.; they pected for ’61 without the new hall.
were imported to the United States But with it, a record $250,000,000
and were employed carrying salt convention biz is forecast for. next
across the Nevada wastelands. As annum.
an actuality^ however, no camels
Another factor pointing to. a
had been raced in this townfs his¬ smash ’61 convention lineup is the
toric C Street, so far as the record 5,000 new hotel and motel rooms'
fchows, since 1864 when frenzied built here in the last three years.
miners bet stacks of double-eagles Chi’s hostel facilities have been
on such a contest. Since that! time considered tops by tradesmeH/and;
c amels in Nevada have been I fairly politicians parleying here, accented
mythological, although there still again by the recent grumbling of
exists an ordinance on the munici¬ .the Democrats over accommoda¬
pal books of Carson City forbidding tions in Los Angeles.
/
them entry within the city i limits
Impact of McCormick Place/and
by daylight. They scared the horses
the additional hostel space /sn’it
too much.
lost on the town’s entertainment
The camel legend. In recent sectors, which statistically receive
years, has been a specialized field —together with sports events—,
of fun with Robert Richardsi: man¬ nearly lO^o of every convention
aging editor of The Territorial buck, with niteries plucking the;
Enterprise, the Virginia City w eeklv ' largest slice of that.
still published for a national read¬
ership of Old West aficionados and
in the 1860s the literary j birth¬
place of Mark Twain. Since jClem* Continued on page 62)

Chi’s New Expo Centre
Eyes $250-Mil Cony. Biz

London News’ Hannan, 69,
Retiring After 53 Years
London, Sept, 13.
Veteran film critic and column¬
ist Arthur Jympson Harman of the
London Evening News is to; retire
at. the end of October, following 53
3 ears with the sheet. The 69-yearold Harman, doyen of British film
critics, joined the paper as an of¬
fice boy and started the first reg¬
ular film feature in Britain's na¬
tional press in 1912. He was ap¬
pointed film critic in 1921. |
Though he never visited’Holly¬
wood he was On close terms with
most American film stars. He told .
Variety: “Fm seeking a change of
air and writing, believing that
nearly 9.000 films is enough for
any man to be called upon, to re¬
view/' He’s settling in Cornwall
and hopes to occupy himself with
film script work and television
plays. “My hope is that producers
may feel that I’ve enough (experi¬
ence of audience reaction to be
fitted to advise on treatments and
prepare them from books and ,

Mont’l Enforcing Cinema
6
Ban on Kids Under 16

SAMMY KAYE

Donehue May Film
Sen. Tom Gore

Hoffa Union’s Pension
Fund’s $4,000,000 Loan
For New Toots Shor’s

Shades of World’s Fair!
Brussels Now Bach To
Normal—Meaning NSG

Mabley Goes to England
To Huddle With O’Casey

♦25 Years Ago This Week::

New legit season opened, with.:
j the traditional theatre shortage.:
i All 47 houses were booked solid. !
rTliis compares with Broadway’s 34
] Iegiters today.) /
'
’;
!
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Networks were having.a problem •
clearing coast-to-coast time for the |
lVorld Series;’; and, Henry Ford Sf. |
said he would not lav the $100,000 \
on the line until assured of a full |
network. Buick meantime . bank-j
roiled theMax. Baer-Joe Louis !
heavyweight championship fight
from Yankee Stadium Sept. 24,
over an NBC hookup. Which took
in both the Red . (WEAF) and the
Blue .< WJZi. NetworkSi plus Canada
and. Honolulu.
•Fred Astaire credited for the
comeback of ballroom dancing
acts!
'
Louis B. Mayer came east to
Washington to accept .the Mussolini
Cup for "Anna / Karenina,” the
Metro film which won the thiid
biennial Venice prize/
From Rome, . Variety reported
“The Fascist Party’s prize-for the
most artistic foreign film goes to
‘Boys of Paul StreeF (No Greater.
Glory) (Col;).”
Charlie Chaplin , plans six pic-,
tures in the next two years; two of
them to star himself , arid Paulette
Goddard;, two tp star Miss Goddard
alone; all to be directed by the
comedian.
Meantime,
“Modern
(Continued on page 62)
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IX PEPPIER AS TV
Par’s Prosperity Cutbacks

FILMS TRADE ON Venice Fest Winds in Uproar Over
TELE’S WEAKNESS *811® Selection; Soviet Takes Walk;

Things have been going fine throughout the summer for Para*
mount. Past week was the 10th in a row-in Which domestic bllllngi ,
went aibove $1,500,000.
In stich prosperous times any . talk about economy might seem
incongruous.. But there is such talk at Paf;
According to insider reports, president Barney Balaban notified;
By GENE ARNEEL
his departmeiit heads that this is precisely the right time to cut,
Realistic commentaries on the
down. He insists on holding, the line on expenses. No unnecessary
state of; television programming
trips, entertainment, etc.
♦
By HAROLD MYERS
have underlined the medium’s de¬
Chief, exec wants to make sure that the profits rolling in.
votion to sagebrush law-’n’-order,
Venice, Sept. 13.
hot - allowed to roll out.
panel shows, situation comedies
The pattern of unpopular jury
Hollywood, Sept. i3.
and dramatic material that have
awards, a feature of both the
As a forerunner to what
been short, of “depth.” The theat¬
Cannes and Berlin Festivals earlier
apparently Is to be . an “aus¬
rical .end of Hollywood says “thank
in the year, was maintained at
terity” prograiri at 20th-Fox?
you.”
Venice,
When the closing night an¬
studio’s executive diningroom,
Barney Balatban, president of.
nouncement last Wednesday (7) of
previously patronized only by
Paramount, rioted it was ineuirithe
prize
winning selection Wat
the lot brass, has been closed
greeted with a noisy demonstra¬
bent on film producers to Woo the
until further notice! Reported
customers with jnerchandise imme¬
tion
by
a
packed celebrity audi¬
reason is “to keep all levels
diately distinguishable from the
ence. The cheers for the winning
of 20th’s staff on the same
What does an indie producer do<
tv wares. Leonard H. Goldenson,
film,
“Le
Passage Du Rhin,” a
plane.”
who fails to get a national distribu¬
president of American Broadcast¬
French-German-Italian co-produc¬
An unnamed .studio spokes¬
tion outlet for his 83:minute laboiing-Paramount Theatres, opined
tion
submitted
as a French entry,
man last week reported, “The
of-love feature and who would pre¬
... A customer caught “M” at
that each medium had Its own
were almost drowned by the pro¬
country club bit is too rich
fer to by-pass states-rights release?
New York’s 8th St. Playhouse
vitality, that both could prosper,
tests
which
lasted
for several min¬
for today’s methods of doing
Robert Raisbeck. vet tv and radio
recently, enjoyed the 1931
eacH on its own
utes. The counter-cheers turned al¬
business.” Private diningroom
exec who is making his b.aw as a !
vintage entry, but doubted the
most to jeers to make it one of
In
a
;
large
sense,
both
Balaban
was
started
by
Darryl
F.
Zatheatrical film producer with ‘“The
theatre’s ad arient this being
the strongest reactions against a
and Goldenson were correct. Tele¬
iiucic when lie was 20th chief.
11th Commandmeht,”. has conie Up
complete, uncut version.
winning film ever knowm at any
vision is showing beaucoup vitality
with an unique, if Only partial,
.He clocked the unreeling at
festival.
—economically: It’s important, of
ftoliition to the problem.
87 minutes. The original -run¬
course, to draw; attention to the
The selection of the Grand Prlx
Ekec .reported Friday. (9V that
ning time,, as recorded in
Up-arid-up . nature of tv rietwork
winner was only the beginning of
he has concluded a deal with New
Variety’s -review of “jM” in
billings. Stockholders couldn’t ask
the hassle that ensued. Sergei Bon¬
York tv station WPIX for onethe issue of July 2, 1931, was
for anything riiore.
darchuk, the Russian member of
1.14, miniites.
shot telecasting of the film, uncut,
But on the other hand; , and this
the jury W'ho w’as. out of sympathy
the night, of Sept. 23, 9-10:30 p.m.
Seems like 27 minutes got
is important to Balaban arid his:
with his colleagues’ choice, was
dost..'
'
.
.
r-;It isn’t just a; random date, but
confreres in the picture business,
firstly reluctant to endorse the
timed to coincide, with appearance
ty’s prebccupatiori with old formats
award, and eventually wrote a
at the United Nations of Soviet
has enlivened the. theatrical boxRussian word, (which nobody coujd
Premiere
N ik i ta
Khrushchev.
office. The fiscal strength of tv
interpret*
over his signature. His
“Commandment;” filmed entirely
doesn’t detract from the fact that
“nyet” was followed by a typical
on Formosa and in Hong Kong! ' ,
video shows by. an dlarge don’t
Burton E. Robbins, president of Soviet maneuver, inasmuch as he
in producer’s words, “an emotion¬
stack up. in the excitement values
National Screen Service, this week walked out of the festival, refused
ally anti-Communist film Which
they used to. have.
.
let loose with a blistering counter¬ to show up at the prize giving cere¬
shows things Moscow has. tried toAnd going hand in hand with
attack, against the Texas Drive-in mony, and before taking the first
keep . secret.” ',
- j
this is. the generally-accepted ob¬
Theatres Assri. In an open letter train back to Moscow, issued a per¬
Raisbeck-hopes that the publici¬
servation
that . motion
pictures
the exec went over point by point, sonal protest statement to the
ty and attention which the pic Will ,
have: cbme to be different.
press. The latter course was fol¬
receive as result of the telecast
The past summer has been one the exhibition outfit’s earlier blast lowed, despite an
undertaking
(.‘‘the first; world premiere of a
of substance at the b.o. and. ac¬ at the trailer and service organiza¬ given by the jury not to take such
tion.
theatrical film on tv”) wifi, if not
Distribution sources said this cording to execs whose opinions
a step.
result in a major- distrib deal, at week that further changes in New are respected, this has represented
Thus, is continuing one of the
Shock number turo followed in
least create enough exhibitor, at¬ . York distribution patterns can be a continuation of a trend that's hottest Intramural rows in recent
swift succession. A hot contender
tention id' get key theatres around expected before the year’s end! likely to continue.
years;.
the country to show film .on a They attribute this to. the. closing
for
the Grand Prix honor was one
While, tv has not been showing • It started-, ith Columbia’s an¬
roadshow basis. It might even be of Loew’s: 72d Street Theatre, renounced decision to produce and of the four Italian entries, “Rocco
(Continued bn page 20)
and
his Brothers.” but after an all¬
that he cbuld get local American ! portedly: now due; Dec. .1, on the
distribute its. own trailers. NSS
Legion posts to . sponsor showings ; heels of the shuttering, of Loew’s
answered with its own decision to day tussle on the jury, it was nosed
out
of
first place. The jury, how¬
Of the pic Which, he says, has ihe • Lexington.,
continue production and distribu¬
endorsements df the Defense and
tion of Col trailers, but trying a ever, ^decided to give its special
i
It was said. that these two situ¬
award
to
its director, Luchino Vis¬
State Depts, as well as other, gov¬
new format and avoiding usp of
ations represent more ' than 15%
ernment agencies,
any Col copyrighted material. NSS conti, but Goff redo Lombardo,
,j of. the entire Loew’s circuit rev¬
head
of
Titanus
Films which is re¬
Fact that 'every major distrib
package deals, for the trailers of
enue, in the area and the loss of
leasing the pic, sent a telegram
turned the picture, down, says Rais¬
. other, companies, will continue to
i them, plus whichever are to ..fol¬
beck, doesn’t surprise him. Being
cost , the same whether or not an to Emilo Lonero, the fest director,
low’. obviously lessens the value of
producer of the pic he admits he
(Continued on page 7)
exhibitor takes the NSS “coming
a playoff throughout !the chain.
While they aren’t being an¬
(Continued on page 21)
The product of Metro, Para* nounced as such, recent changes in attractions” oh Col product.
Col came back writh the circula¬
! mount and United Artists, as per assignrhents of key personnel at
| tradition; has been playing Lpew’s, the 20th-Fox studios are actually tion of a “Message of Importance
l vhHe 11'e RKO nabe outlets, take part of a permanent reorganization to All Driy-s-in Theatre Owners’*
; the output frohi the other distribs. of the Hollywood setup under new written on a letterhead from the
J
It’s a cinch that &;filih company production head Bob Goldstein, a Texas group and signed by its
, won’t Accept the removal of im- hoirieoffice exec reports.
president, Tim Ferguson:
j portant market outlets without try¬
Robbins in his no-holds-barred
Most recent, “reassignment” Is
ing ' to
find
substitute
rental that of Lew Schreiber, who lias rebuttal suggests that, the “infa•
h .
[sources.
j mpus” message perhaps was never
been
exec
in
charge
of
studio
oper¬
Universal racked un a whopping
United Artists-tallied net earn¬
ations. Schreiber henceforth will ! authorized, by the governing board profit of $5,204,224 after taxes for
ings of $i,678.006 .after taxes for
[ of Texans. He stated the position the 39-week period ended July 30.
devote
himself
to
“longrange
pro¬
the first half of 1960 compared
duction activities,” with Milton I taken by .the Texans is diametri¬ After providing dividends for pre¬
•ith $l;597f)00 for the; correspond¬
Piekmari. who. jollied the studio cally opposed to that of other ria- ferred stock, the net earnings,
ing period of 1959.
during latter days of the late j tional. and regional associations amounted to $5.71 per share on
The six-month profit represents
Buddy
Adler’s stewardship, taking ! who regard the Col move as adding the 889,390 shares outstanding..
earnings of $1.01 per share as com¬
over many of Schreiber’s former • to the costs. He said the Col depared with 98c: for the first half
For the corresponding stanza of
of ’59.
(Coritiriued on. page 15)
a year ago, the company reported
1
(Continued on page 16)
San Diego, Sept. 13.
UA’s gross world-wide income
net earnings of $104,647 after taxes
San. Diego papers, the Union and
for the first half of ’60 totalled
which* after providing for the pre¬
$51,426,000 against. $44.844.000 for the Tribune, have refused ads for
ferred dividends, resulted in a loss
the Sept:, 21 opening of “Fast and
the same period of last, year,
of 3c per share. This profit was
Sexy,”
Columbia’s Gina Lolibexclusive of a profit of $3,667,387
brigida starrer., Pic is booked into
net of taxes resulting from the
The Wall Street upsurge-gained; new’ momemturn over the past
The.Sait Dibgo Tower Theatre, with
sale of the studio.
week. Film stocks were standout; more so than any other indus¬
Col now switching ad campaign
try, as the issues of four companies hit hew highs on the same
froin newspaper to radio-tv..
single day—Friday (9); This kind of showing, of robust strength is
Papers said they would not print
"rare..
Washington, Sept. 13.
the word ‘’sexy” in a film ad even
Reaching new peaks on the New York Stock Exchange W’ere
Republic of . Nigeria is suffering though it was part of the title,
Columbia, 2Qth-Fox, United Artists and Warners. Most others were
from a lack of top. quality. U.S. j Union-Tribune officials Wanted to
traded at near-peak! levels.
films and from a dearth, of good change title in ad to “Fast, and
San Francisco, Sept. 13.
Col climbed to $24.87*2, which is nearly double the year’s low\
theatres, both, of which problems Sassy”; Columbia refused.
The Soviet Union is entering
20th went to $43.3712, up from a low' of $30.. UA hit $32:3712,
might be; remedied through, coop¬
In addition to the radip-ty cam“Ballad of. a Soldier” in Frisco’s >
up from $23,621.2; WB zoomed to $51.37^2.
eration of U.S. interests. Eric John¬ ; paign. theatre will take newspaper
fourth annual international film
There has been ari unusually healthy economic, climate in the
ston. preky of the Motion Picture space requesting patrons to call
festival next month and will send
picture business, according to the professional downtowners.
Export Assri,, suggests: in his lat¬ ; theatre for. title of the “controyerthe picture’s director and leading
Against this overall backdrop special interest groups have been
est progress report issued in course j.sial film now. playing at the
actor and actress to the festival,
sizing up the pic outfits individually—all with upbeat resuts.
of his current African survey trip. i Tower.”
according to fete director Irving
In the case of WB, there’s the. now court-approved (subject to
Johnston
say . that although
M. Levin.
appeal) deal for licensing post-1948 pictures to television. Also,
Nigeria “is ablaze and aflutter’’ in
Levin said Frisco Mayor George
theatrical earnings are expected to improve due to “Ocean’s 11”
anticipation of gaining its indepen¬
Christopher
made
preliminary
and,: perhaps, “Sunrise at Cairipobello.”
dence Oct. 1; American films are
overtures
on a Russian entry to
Twentieth apparently has the deal wrapped up for sale of studio
playing “
negligible role . in Ni¬
Decca Records and its subsidi¬
Marshal
Georgi Zhukov when
property to Webb & Knapp for $43,000,000 in a fast capital gains
gerian progress,” On arriving in ary. . Universal Pictures, both de¬
Christopher was in Moscow' in
payoff. Col and.UA have tv money* in view and the theatricals
the capital of . Laos, he noticed in clared regular quarterly dividends
April. Levin then worked through
are going well:
' .
the-newspaper ads for 10 films, in¬ on common stock last week.
European
rep of Jay Frankel. New
The
story,
a
continuing
story-,
is
much
tire
same
throughout
the
cluding five Indian and two Ameri¬
Decca’s melon was 30e per share,
York iimporter, at Karlovy Varv in
industry. It’s one of, cap gains, more diversification, some antici¬
can. However, he added, though he payable Sept. 30 to stockholders
July, met Sergei Gerasimov, Rus¬
pated stock, buyms. the unloading of unheeded assets and. finally
follows
the.
Hollywood. output of record Sept. 19. The U divvy
sian- film exec, and set details for
closely, he had never heard of. the was 25c, payable Sept. 28 to stock¬
but not leastly, the. money-making.potential of the film productionrobtaining “Ballad of a Soldier.**
distfibutioa business.
two Hollywood films so advertised. holders of record Sept. 17*

Titanus Protest Suppressed in Row

Low-Calorie Budget

Producer Sets TV Preem for Pic
In Hope of Landing Distrib n Deal
It for Minus

NSS-Col Feud
Still Blazing As
Robbins Rebuts

In N Y. Bookings

20th Reassigns

lTs39-Wk.Net
Wow $5204.000

UA Profits Up
For 1st Hall

Doesn’t Sound 'Sexy’
Enough in S.D. Ad Row

JOHNSTON ON NIGERIA:
"WHEREAREYANKPIXf

SOVIET ENTRY SET
FOR FRISCO FESTIVAL

U, Decca Divvies

PICTURES
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U/VRIETY

Product Shortage-1960 Edition:
230 Features, Only 6 Over 1959

. Lbs Angeles,. Sept. 13.
TOA execs, and. Screen Pro¬
ducers
Guild's
committee
called for a new approach to
the film, industry's ad concepts
and. in doing so, noted:
“Our industry's advertising
not only, is sterile and anti¬
quated, but is one of the worst
ad programs of any American s.
industry.”
.

Hollywood, Sept. 13. 4*
Ten major film companies will
have offered theatres 230 new pic¬
tures'in the calendar year 1960,
just six more than 1959*s all-time
low of 224; 69 less than the lean
A total of $175,000, representing
year of 1958, and 195 less than the
! $75,000 in cash and .10% of the j
425 of a decade ago.
These statistics were compiled [profits until the 175G figure is
-..j
by Theatre Owners of
America and reached, is involved in Metro’s acissued to its members at the open-j quisition of “The Light in the
ing of organization’s convention Piazza,” new novel by^ Elizabeth
here today ‘Tues )
Spencer. The book, which McGrawTOA finds that the 230 total i in- ’ Hill will issue in November, orig,
eludes close to 50 films which were ; [na ly appeared in a shorter form
made abroad by European com-, u» the New Jorker magazine. Lit^panies. The exhib org contends:
M' Cla* set the
deal with M-Q.
that many of the films in this'
The film has been placed on Ar¬
Management of 20th-Fox plaiis
group have proved and will prove
thur Freed’s production schedule to apply proceeds from the pro¬
“of douhtful help at the boxoffice.”
and Julius Epstein has been as¬
The 50 pix from abroad, TOA
posed $43.000;000 cash sale of the
signed to write the screenplay,
points out, are at least triple {the
Pre-sold values will accrue to Hollywood studio property towards
number of foreign pix released: by
Metro since the book is set to ap¬ debt reduction . and “to other in¬
the major companies in prior years.
pear in Header’s Digest's condensed vestments or stock reducti ,” ac¬
It’s indicated that the foreign
book selections.
cording to the proxy statement
entries were introduced when {the
sent out Fr’ | ly <9) announcing spe¬
33-day actors’ strike halted Holly¬
cial meeting of 20th stockholders
wood production and the film com¬
on
Oct. 17.
panies acquired them to keep their
At that time, holders will be
distribution organizations function¬
asked
to approve sale !df the studio
ing. It’s stressed that without the
property to Webb & Knapp’s 91091foreign entries, the product squeeze
subsidiary
for the cash deal. Latter;
would have been more drastic.: Il¬
replaces the earlier agreement un¬
lustrative of the extent of foreignPittsburgh, Sept. 13.
der
which
W&K would have paid
made films on the domestic sched¬
“Carousel’’ may get another na¬
ule, according to TOA, is 2pth- tional release this year if it is 20th a total of $56,000,000 in pay¬
ments.
deferred.
over • 10-year
Fox's slate, of which 14, or 34%,
,
[successful in its rerun engagement,
of the total of 41 features are;Eu- charting Thursday at the Fulton. It period.
In addition to the price, the
ropean-made.
I
is the thinking of 20th-Fox and
Up to June, the majors released . Bernie jiickey, manager of the other principal difference between
only 107 pix, TOA contends. Things : Shea house here, that the picture the old and new agreement relates
perked up in July, with the release ! did not get the money it should to provisions for the. leaseback to
of 27 pictures that month and a . have when it first played here in 20th: of;the 75-acre studio portion
Under the old
total of 123 for the last six months* j 1955 when its business was jiist of the property.
agreement, the leaseback was for
Much of 1960’s portion of [real okay oyer a five-week run.
studio
purposes
and
was for a
quality blockbuster fare, it’s em¬
Hickey said that Cinemascope 55,
phasized, was telescoped into;. the the process ini which the . picture maximum term of 20 years at a
rent
of
$1,316,000
a
.!
months of July and August, i,
was filmed, was sold more than,
On total releases, 20th made; the the product itself.
New agreement provides for an
He said the
biggest gain in *60 over ’59, releas¬ process got almost equal billing annual rental of $l;500,0Q0, but
ing 14 more films than last year. with the picture and that, in look¬ extends the leaseback term to a
Disney provided two more. Para¬ ing back,' not only hfs but the total of 99 years and, after the
mount seven morer and Universal whole national campaign was very first five years; allows 20th to use
two more. All the other companies, bad. He said the stars, were not the property, for any purposes it
TOA states, released less product featured nor was the .music of desires.
in 1960 than in 1959.
[Rodgers & Hammerstein* He said
‘’Thus,!’
according
to
proxy
explanation of the process and statement, “if the property in¬
the fact that his theatre was the creases in value because of infia-.
only one equipped to. show Cine¬ tion, general increases in. real es¬
mascope 55 were the leading points tate values or increases in the val¬
in selling the picture.
ue of this particular property re¬
He said the stars will get top sulting from the new. avenue and
billing, especially Shirley Jones [the buyer’s development of the
who has added importance since balance of the property, the cor¬
her smash job in “Elmer Gantry.” poration will be in a . position to
He will emphasize the Hammer, transfer its studio activities to
stein angle throughout his cam¬ j some less expensive location, such
paign. In the credits below the as its Western Avenue studib or
title, he will then use: “Written by its ranch property north of ,Los
Los Angeles. Sept. |13.
Richard Rodgers and Hammer- Angeles, making the leased prop¬
American Congress of Exhibitors j stein ”
erty available for some more prof¬
already has $3,000,000 in the!bank j
20th’s thinking Is incorporated itable uses similar to those on the
and is on the way to a fourth- mi - jn aH of the ads hut Hickey is do- non-studio portion of the prop¬
lion for production of pix to al- jng the actual lavouts arid writng erty.”
leviate the product shortage in the copy. He does not intend to
Of the .$43,000,000 cash price,
theatres
ACE chairman S. H. Use the word, “re-release” because W&K as of August 1, 1960 had
Fabian told the Theatre Owners he assumes that the public khows paid 20th $5,000,000, leaving $38,©f
America
convention
[today that is riot a new picture
000,000 to be paid on or before
(Tues.).
[
__
.
April 17, 1961.
Through such exhib-sponsored i
Management Is recommending
films,.according to the exec, condi¬
approval, of. new agreement on
tions will begin to change in a
grounds
that “immediate right to
now-harried market, which he
the use of the money and the elim¬
blamed the studios for creating
ination
of
the risks involved in
Hollywood,
Sept.
13.
through w’hat he termed two “shat¬
David O.. Selznick has reacti¬ deferred payments” make It “more
tering blows” at exhibition, the
“reckless” sale of pre-’48 libraries vated “Tender Is the Night” and desirable economically, especially
to tv, and the reduction of feature will put the F. Scott Fitzgerald when consideration is given to the
property into production later this 50-year leaseback of a portion of
production.
Studios’ belief they can strike an year. He has signed John Franken- the property, with Options to ex¬
ith the right
...____ gold mine
,
„ by spend- j heimer to direct the 20th-Fox re- tend to 99 years,
inexhaustible
ing more coin on fewer pix toi make ! ase an<i reportedly has closed a to sublet.”
more big pix and bigger profits deal for Christopher Plummer to
was attacked by Fabian, who said star with Jennifer Jones!
Selznick abandoned project ear¬
blockbusters were “wonderful” for
the distribution biz but not suffi¬ ly this year when casting problems
Bill Barrett
cient to keep theatres open with caused one postponement after an¬
Helen Bajrrett
their half-billion-dollar investment, other. At on* point William Hol¬
Elmer Bernstein
their 150,000 employees and their ton was rumored for the important
Gower Champion
annual payroll of $285,000,000. role of Richard Diver, which now
Harvey ChertOk
Failure of the studios to come up goes to Plummer.
Syd Folberg
When
Selznick
dropped
the
film,
with sufficient product for 1960,
Glenn Ford
even though they promised ia total rll.wa^ delivered to 2Qtji in screenJoseph Friedman
of 230 features, 25% of which were ; f ay.
by ^an Moffat);, ConJohn GAvin
made by European companies and j ^rac^s between Selznick and 20th
Helen Gallagher
most having no sizeable built-in
flowed to lapse andproMarvin Goldblatt
American box office potential, actu- 1 ducer was to have gone ahead with
David Golding
ally dictated the ACE move to line plans on Mary Magdalene/
Harry Goldstei
up $2,000,000 from five major cir¬
Leo Guild
cuits and an additional million
Dolores Hart
from other exhibs, for future prod¬
Tab Hunter
uct, in the belief self-help was only
Ted Krassner, formerly exec
Ross Hunter
remedy for the product shortage, aide on “10 Commandments” sales,
Robert
Lewine
Fabian declared.
has been appointed national driveDavid Miller
ACE Productions Isn’t designed , in contract analyst at Paramount,
Allen
H*
Miner
as the exclusive property of a J
George Weltner, president of
Margaret O’Brien
select group of founding exhibs, I Par Film Distributing, said this is
Jerome
Pickman
he said: rather, it will be in the : a new post calling for Krassner to
Sidney Poitier
hands of the entire exhib industry handle homeoffice administration
Sol A. Schwartz
with the objective of making while ozoner sales will continue
George Sidney
“every exhibitor a stockholder.” under the direction of v.p/s Hugh
Jeremy
Slate.
At this time, however, Fabian ; Owen in the east and Sidney DenEdward E. Sullivan
1 Continued on page 5)
|eau in the west.

METRO PAYING 175G
FOR ‘PIAZZA’ RIGHTS

Pitt Testing ‘Carousel’
Rerelease in Possible
Prelude to Nat’l Run

Fabian Blasts
Majors Prodii

SELZNICK REACTIVATES
FITZGERALD’S‘TENDER’

L. A. to N. Y.

Krassner’s Par Post
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In his sermon last Saturday at Temple Israel, Rabbi William F. R#»
senblum asserted that N. Y. City was at “one of its lowest ebbs mor¬
ally.” He continued: “Life here (N. YJ is no. longer pleasant but
dangerous. Our streets and parks are no longer safe. Our mai thor¬
oughfares are, in many instances, not. great;,white ways but tinted
roseate if not red.
“Tb make a profit! the motion picture exhibitor tells you he has to
feature violence and vice and the newspapers would not . sell a . single
copy if they reported only news and devoted their columns to the
good, the beautiful and the true.
“It is so easy to point the finger, at those who produce movies, and
television shows, and publish dailies and magazines, but the naked fact,
is that they would be glad to. put their columns and screens on a higher
plane were it not for the clear story which the boxoffice tells that the
public seems to prefer horror instead, of holiness and physical lust
instead of spiritual love.”
Market letter of the Wall St. firm of Bache. & Co. (tributes. action
iii Metro shares “to what, looked like a slightly delayed response” to
the company’s dividend boost last week. With M-G. earnings, expected
to hit $3.75 per share for the I960 fiscal stanza! Bache believes that
the 1961 iiet could rise to $4.25 per share, “possibly leading to further
favorable dividend action”; . ; .William Hickey, a member, of the Amerir
can Shakespeare Festival Company at Stratford, Conn., signed for ai
role in “Something Wild,” the. United Artists release currently being
shot in New York by Jack Garfein . . . A special tv short .introduced
by Gov. J. Howard Edmondson of Oklahoma is being prepared by
Metro as part of the promotion campaign for. Edna Ferber’s “Cimar¬
ron”. . . Glenn Ford in for a three-day stay before leaving fpr>:Eurppe
for his role in Metro’s “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”. . ^ .Chari¬
ton Heston to Madrid, to begin his starring role in Samuel Bronston’i
‘El Cid.”
The Olympic crowds i Rome; are being exposed to Universal’*
“Spartacus” via a giant triangular sign iii the Piazza dei C.inquecento,
the city’s busiest square . ; , David A. Lipton, Universars pub-ad chief,
returned to the Coast after two Weeks of homeoffice confabs . . ..
Eugene Picker, Loew’s Theatres prexy. *nd Ernie Emerllng, pub-ad
veepee, to the Coast for the Theatre Owners of America COnvehti
!. . . Cbiumbia pub-ad director Bob Ferguaon back from vacation .. .
Fred Kaplan, formerly assistant in NYU's, radio-tv-film department,
now assisting Lionel Rogosin in documentary film production . . Max
A. Cohen, president of -Cinema Circuit, off to London ;Fdward L
Hyman, American Broadcasting^Paramount Theatres v.p., commended
by the Northern California Theatre ;Assn. for his efforts on behalf of
orderly distribution . . United Artists inaugurating a booker’s contest
in conjunction wjith the company’s joint sales and exploitation, drive
honoring v.p. Max E. Tpungstein . . Producer Reia Hunter/director
David Miller, actor John Gavin and, a Universal camera crew in N. Y,
for two days of pre-production shooting oh the remake, of Fannie
Hnrst’s VBack Street”. . . Albert D. Hecht named N. Y. sales rep for
Animation Inc.
Attorney Ephraim London goes to Washington, D. C., tomorrow
(Thiirs.) to represent Films-ArbUnd-The-World. jn latter’s suit against
U.’S. Customs, re seizure of French , import, “Les Jeux De L!Amour”
; ... 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skonras arrived back at his N; Y. desk
Saturday >10), but is returning to Coast almost immediately . . . Glenn
Norris, 20th’s general sales manager, spent: Thursday and Friday (8-9)
in Denver presiding over meeting: of western and midw'estem managers.
Martin Moskowitx, assistant sales manager, was in New Orleans, hold-!
ing similar meetings with central and southern managers .
L;. E.
Goldhammer, Allied Artists eastern division manager, spent weekend
in Cleveland conducting sales meetings with company’s central and
midwestern branch heads.
Rutii Polore. American International publicist, is on the Cbast. thi
week for meetings with company toppers. Husband Inrin Levinson is
accompanying her, but he’s on vacation . . . Fabian due to appear at
special “sneak” tomorrow (TJrurs:) night of 20th’s "High Time” at th#
Wariier Theatre . . . Most interesting corner iri the 20th-Fox homer office these days is bulletin board over desk of magazine contact Mar¬
vin Goldblatt. Among the. memorabilia are a publicity still of . Kim
Novak, autographed 100 times; and a dollar bill Won from Cue Maga¬
zine critic- Jesse Zuhsser when, he bet "Suddenly East Summer” would
he a bomb. Most interesting item, however, is a Con Ed bill addressed
to “Prihce Aly Kahn/’ threatening to. shut off the electricity at his
East Side flat unless bill is paid within 10 days.
Jerry Pickman, Paramount v.p. and Joseph Friedman, exploitation
manager, due back today (Wed), after a quickie west to plot campaigns
. . . Sidney Meyers, vet director. Joined the faculty of the City Col¬
lege Institute of Film Techniques, to conduct a course in editing for
professionals and advanced students . . . Jack L. Warner pitching for
more contributions to Project Hope. He chairs the motion picturn
division. “Under Ten Flags/’ Paramount entry starring Van Heflin,
Charles Laughton and Myleno DembngeoL skipping a firstrun show¬
casing, instead opening at Loew’s and other nabes
. Roy Dianey»
Card Walker, Irving Ladwig, Charles Levy and other Dlsney-Buena
Vista execs all under one Gotham roof this week working oiit details
of the sales and promotion for the 1961 lineup. Features on the sked
involve a reported $11,000,000 in negative investment.

N. Y, to L. A.
Trent Dolan
Ernest Emerling
Joan Harvey
David A. Lipton
Barbara McNair
Cathleen Neal
Carl Peppercorn
Eugene Picker
Paula Prentiss
Robert Ryan
Tina Scott
Bob Sheppard
Jack Sidney
Spyros P„ Skouras

Europe to U. Si
Julius Biiig
Ben B. Bodne
Richard {Brown
Shelagh Delney
Eva Gabor
William Goetz
Juliette! Greco
Beatrice Margoli
Barney Oldfield
Otto Preminger
Anthony Qiiinh
Miklos Rozsa
Dinah Shore
Darryl F. Zanuck

U. S. to Europe
Joseph Brun
Max A. Cohen
John Drainie
Richard Gehman
Lawrence Greene
Paul Helmich
Charlton Heston
David Lewis
George Finals
John R. Schine
Herbert T. Silverberg
Duard Slattery
Roger Vadim
George Waldman

Twentieth-Fox prexy Spyros P.
Skouras, who returned to New
York from Hollywood Saturday
(10), will, preside oyer, a meeting
of the company’s executtye com*
I mittee at [the homeoffice [today
( Wed.) and fly back to coast before
end of the week.
Also: in New York for talks, at
the homeoffice. is producer Dairryl
Zanuck who just recently coni- ,
pleted
shooting
of “The Big
Gamble” abroad. He expects to re¬
turn to his Paris h.q. next week.
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TOA Plans 'Gearing House’ Liaison
lor Pre-Production Grassroot Exhib

Proof Positive
Los Angeles, Sept. 13:
While Theatre Owners bf America gathered, here to find ways
to Increase the supply bf films, the iliajor film companies provided,
the exhibitors with dramatic evidence that , the beefs about the
product shortage were justified..
Except for, tv production, only four feature films are facing the
cameras this month. No pix are being- shot -at Metro,:;Columbia,
Paramount, .Warner Bros., and Allied Artists. Two pictures are in:
production at 20th-Fox.
“Sarictuary”. and “Black Star/’, one. at
Universal—‘‘The Sixth Man/' and one at Walt Disney^-‘‘Petticoats
and Bluejeans.” None of. these pictures were launched this month,
rated as .one of the worst, in Hollywood's history from the produc¬
tion standpoint. It’s expected that two more pix will be started thi
month—U’s /‘Back Street*' and. 20th’s “Journey Into Danger.” . ;

Los Angeles, Sept. 13.

n
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•
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Theatre Owners of America,
which today (Tues;> formally opens
t
Los Angeles, Sept. 13.
its 13th annual convention at the
Ambassador Hotel, is showing a
Screen Producers Guild and
pronounced change in many of its
Theatre Owners of America have
' Los Angeles, Sept. 13,
views toward the Hollywood pro¬
established a liaison system that
Some .TOA convention dele¬
duction end of the industry.
well could develop Into one of the
gates found themselves In the
■" Most Importantly, the exhibitor
most valuable methods whereby
wrong pew at the Ambassador
organization, in a beehive of ac¬
could get quick exhib grassroots
Hotel. Also convening day-date
tivity in Its pre-convention execu¬
findings on types of pix appealing
in adjoining rooms, and with
tive sessions, is displaying a will¬
to the public, new trends and
registration booths
side-byingness. to cooperate with produc¬
guidepdsts to be used on future
side, Was the Zionist Organiza¬
tion and to recognize more than
productions.
tion of America, using» the
ever, before that to a great meas¬
Plan was set Friday (9) at a
initials “ZOA”
ure, “problems” faced by the ex^
special pre-convention meeting of
hibitor arid. the producer have
SPG reps and a six-man TOA com¬
much in common.
mittee. The producers aired some
In. what may emerge the stand¬
long pent-up views: that exhibitors
Hollywood, Sept. 13. -1
out
session
of
the
entire
conclave
are too wont to complain about
The; two-man projection booth; Is
a top-tier group of executives led
Hollywood rather than do their
nearly ,a thing of the past, accord¬
by TOA president Albert M. Pickus
fair
share toward meeting those
Holly
wood,.
Sept.
13.ing to a Theatre Owners of Amer¬
met Friday (9) . with a panel of
problems besetting the industry as
ica survey.
. Deal is riear the closing
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(Continued on page 62)
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FILM REVIEWS

The Dark at the Tap
•f the Stairs
(TECHNICOLOR)
Excellent film version of Wil¬
liam Inge’s fine play. Needs
selling but has quality to come
through handsomely.

flowing musical •core, aiding the
film’s emotional triggers. Film
editor Folmar Blangsted - kept a
brisk pace going, and Stanley
Jones’ sound is tops, as are Mar¬
jorie Best’s costumes..
Ron.
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Feature Reviews From Venice Fest

ow way. It:s plotted in the form
TunesOIOlory
of an bpic poem, each stanza dedi¬
(BRITISH-GOLOR)
cated to a member of the group.
Hollywood. Sept. 6.
Rocco is the all-good brother who
Powerful
performances by
Warner Bros, release of Michael Garri¬
falls for the sam girl, Nadia, a
son production. Stars Robert Preston.
Alee Guinness and John Mills
Well-made oater with Audie
Ihiiothy McGuire; costars F.ve Arden,
prostitute, as his brother Simone
as
rival
conimariders
in a Scot¬
Murphy, and Barry Sullivan
Angeia 1-ansbury, Mlirle.v Knight; fea¬
i does. He reluctantly gives her up;
tures Lee Kinsohing. Frank Overton.!
tish regiment; looms as sturdy
for okay marquee.
Robert Eyer. Penney Parker. Ken Lynch.
-but the affair ends tragically anyb.o.
Directed by Delbert Mann: Screenplay.;
|way will! Simone killing Nadia.
Rarrit Frank Jr. and Irving Ravetch,
Hollywood. Sept. 8.
; Other brothers break, off and live
fiom play by William Inge: earner^. Harry!
UniversaLTnternationai release of Gor¬
.. Venice; Sept: 6,
ladling Sr.: art director, Leo K. Kuter:i.k don Kay production. Star* Audie.Murphy,
j honest lives on their,-,Own while . United Artists release .of a Colin I.essli«
editor, Folmar Blangsted: music. Max: Barry Sullivan: features Venetia Steven¬
[Rocco is tormented; by the tragedy production.- Stars Alec Guinness,. John
Steiner: sound. Stanley Jones: assistant;.! son. John Mclritire. /Directed by Harry
Mills:
features
Dennis
.price, Kay Wftlsh,
dilector. Russell Llewellyn. Reviewed at- Keller. Screenplay: Clair Huffaker. from
and wishes only to return to the John. Fraser. Directed by Ronald Neame.
the WB. Sept. 12. 'GO. Running time, 123; his own novel: camera, Ellis Carter; edi¬
j land where fie w'as born; There are Screenplay. Janies Kennaway; Caniera,
MINS.
tor, Tony Martinelli; art direction. Alex-,
Arthur Ibbetson; editor. Anne Coates;
many other facets to the, plot, all 1 music. -Malcolm Arnold. At Venice Film
Rubin . Robert Preston;: ander Colitzen. William Newberry; music,
Cora ..
Dorothv 'McGuire! William Lava, Irving Gertz; sound. Wal• of them serving the central motif, I Fest..Sept. 4. *60; Running ti ,105 MINS;.
Lottie .
Eve Arden! don O. Watson, Williafti Russell; assistant |
Film chronicles the. adventures
Jock Sinclair ._Alec Guinness
Mavis ... Angela Lansbury;, director, Thomas J. Connors Jr. Reviewed
j
Scripting shows nu ierous fiands; I• Lt.:Coi.
Col. Basil Barrow ..... John Mills
Reenie .-. Shirlev Knight at U-I, Sept. G, '60. Running time. 14 of a Successful journalist and a.
. at work, yet all. is pulled together Second in Command-....... ...Dennis' Price
Sammy . Lee Kinsolving. MINS.
Cpl.- Piper Ftaser..-.. . .... .. John Fraser
Morris . Frank Overton: Seven Jones'
|
by
Visconti’s
dynamic
and
genAudie . Murphy ■’li'ttie baker during .the last War; It
Motag ...v..;.:,..:....., Susannah Tork;:
Sonny .
Robert Eyer Jim Flood . Barry Sullivan
Flirt .
Penney Parker1! Joy Karrington . Venetia Stevenson i deals with the good Germans arid ! erally tasteful direction. The dir Mary .........:......: . Kay Walsh
Ilariy Ralston
Ken Ljnchit Sergeant Hennessey ..... John Mclntire
rector must, however, be charged Capt. Jimmy Cairns .: .. Gordon. Jackson
Major Simpson ..
Alan Cuthbertson.
their
tribulations
as
w^ll
as
.
the
Lieutenant Herly .:. Kenneth Tobey
jwith two or three glaring as well
In just a few minute* more than. ; Ma Kerrington . Mary Field j complicated French loyalties- un- '; * unusual lapses in taste, mainly
Alec Guinness again plays a
Graves. .. Ken Lynch
two hours, Warner Bros.’ “Th "■ Lucinda ..._........ Suzanne Lloyd [der the occupation. Pic is solidly Jin an overlong, over-realistic rape
j colonel' in the British army, and
Dark at the Top of the Stairs” re*:] Fogarty .. Ward Ramsey. I told though somew hat rambling, j scene in which one brother rapes
v after iris memorable Oscar-wirinirig
. Don Collier
counts the frustrations of a life-i Duncan
Beeker .. Jack Kruschen l and looms as an important art the other’s girl in his presence. ! performance in. “Bridge of the
time. There’s an unusual kind of. Gilda _........... Claudia Barrett
Rooney [ entry.. abroad on the basis of its Another bad taste scene shows River Kwai,” provides an obvious
something for-everybody in this! Jody.:......Teddy
Dor ton ..
Don Haggerty , selection as the. Venice Fest win¬ Simone repeatedly stabbing Nadia • and powerful exploitation angle
probing, sentimental essay, making Eavens ....
Robert. Burton ner.in too-graphic detail. Occasionally [ for his latest - film. But in, “Tunes
Fred Graham
you feel better by proving thg Chief Waggoner... and Wagoner
Dale Van Sickle j. The newsman goes in service to also, as in the near-final revelation of Glorv,V which, was. the official
other fellow feels worse. The pic- j
i prove himself though fie might to the family of Simone’s crime, ! British selection for the Venice.
ture poses a peculiar selling prob*
“Seven Ways From Sundown” Is have had an out while the little, ; the action gets out of hand and , Fest, he has lb coin pete for acting.
lem in which fair-to-good pre-sold \
a well-made oater which, despite timid baker is. in the army because comes close to melodrama:
J hanprs ’against: John Mills—arid
values must be bolstered by wordf
story flaws, should do nicely at' the he has to. There are rib war scenes
Yet the impact of the mai story ' the honors are . even,
of-mouth. The fine Michael Garrijf
son prdouction, ably directed by top of the bill In its own market and soon the two are prisoners of 'line;, aided by the sensitive; ex¬ j
Both. Guinness and Mills are cast
Delbert Mann, has in it the spirit and lend solid support to double war. . Stationed;, in a small tow n pertly guided playing by Alain j as colonbis, tfie former a .man .of
to spark that word-of-mouth, and bills in the general market, thanks the former stalks women and Delon, as Rocco;: Annie Girardbt, ; humble origin, who had risen from
commercial prospects could be to well-meshed production ele¬ escapes by seducing one while the. as the prostie, and Renato Salva-: ! the ranks, the other a product of
high.
jl | ments brought together by pro¬ other decides to stay. because he. tori, as Simone, is great.1 Backing" ! Eton,. Qxfoid and a classy military
ducer Gordon Kay. and to picture’s:
feels beholden to the family , they by the large cast is on an equally
The William Inge play on which !
good cast, headed by Audie Mmv.■j-.work;for. Also-he is smitten by the - high plane, with Paolo Stoppa, ■ academy. It is the clash of .person-1
the picture is based is a poignant
[ alities 'between-..the. tw o that prophy and Barry Sullivan.
Spiros; Focas, Gorrado Pani arid '..vides the main stor. thread, and
daughter^.
study of an Oklahoma family lorn
Murphy portrays a tyro Texas
by internal conflicts. It provides
Then follow's their return to Suzy Delair c piping through 1 the stimulating . histrionic battle
a salable title that should start- the j Ranger apprenticed to an elder Paris
and r ; disillusionment
for strongly. Katina Paxinou at times ' should help this to becoiue a sturdy
b.o„ ball rolling uphill; it provide!.* .!■ Ranger (John Mclntire) in search } both.
The newsman gains1 a top is perfect, at others she is allowed ; b.o. contender;, pa i t icular in th e
a moving story, skillfully adapted * of a daring and .'debonair outlaw, j position on a liberation paper but. to act too theatrically and off . key. ; U. S: where the. :Guinness riain
by Harriet Frank Jr. and Irving1 Jim Flood; portrayed by Sullivan. looses the Woman he loves fieLensing by Giuseppe Rotuniio : means somethi '
bushwhacks
the
elder
Ravetch, that should sustain, the [ Flood
| cause she was a.collaborator: The. must; be credited with a very strong
drive.
j Ranger but ,is subsequently cap¬ | baker finds his wife cold and -only assist to Visconti’s direction. His [ “Tijmes” is the story of a Scot-:
tish regiment iri peacetime coirn“Dark”
falls
somewhere
be- j tured by the tyro, named Seven-. [ thinking of business., arid . decides grey picture' of the northern
maaded by Guinricss. He’s, reason*
tween family and adult entertain-} Ways-From-Sundown Jones (result . to go back to the German town.
metropolis, is realistically harsh in . ably popular.,with his fellow offi- ;
ment. Its relationships are barred ] of odd parental humor).
key with the action. Nino Rota con¬ cer$, though a few appear to i eI
Characters are somewhat
with perception and penetration,
What’s fine about the film is the
i dimensional. ; The newspaperman's: tributed his usual savvy mus cal scrit bis rough-and-ready behavior
and the problems of a young girl j consistent high quality of acting by
j idealism is hard to believe in . his backing while: a good nostalgic in the mess: liis is only an acting
finding love and a joung boy find-: the aforementioned principals.. all
song properly sets off the. start and
j
ing security are aspects of the film ' of whom turn in excellent charac¬ rather calculated actions while the finish of the pic. Production values , command; and when he is super¬
that should be noted by every I terizations, and the sturdy support i baker is a reserved little min only or. an elaborate scale are in: the seded by John Miih; <whose grand¬
wanting
to
be:
loved;
and
finding
it:
father had commanded t'h sarii
youngster. The problems of the given
by Kenneth Tobey and
Charles: stylish tradition of produeer Gof- regiment), th clash is inevitable;
picture's parents, described
in I others, notably. Suzanne Llovd, a ;in an enemy village:
fredo Lombardo..
Hawk.
The: riew* regimental cbmriiarider.
frank terms but handled in good i looker who impresses in a barfly Aznavour does have, a simplicity of
[appeal, and a timing which niakesi
sets about, his. tightening discipline
taste, center on the bed and the’ bith.
J'his little man plausible, Georges
arid
improving the administration,
activities which do. or more a).*-1
Director Harry Keller smoothly
liaisliey Sir a van:
but as. he. does so lie. slowily realizes
curatelv, do not, take place in it. j builds up a good deal of suspense j Riviere is hard put to iriake his
(The
22d
Day)
; character • acceptable
since , he
he
.is
losing the. confidence and
The film is well cast and peir-1 and Ellis Carter, cinematographer.,
(INDIAN)
sympathy of his fellow*, officers.
suasively acted.
Its chief cast: has done a first-rate job of East¬ seenis more like a Small time
Venice. Sept: . 5.
man
than
' crushing,
It's
not
only the rank and. filers
value lies in Robert Preston, whose ‘ man Color photography, particular¬ I ladies’
..Kolkil production and release. . With
Ganaes- Mukerji, . Madtiabi Mukerji; .lle- who suffer under the mew regiriie..
newly-won fame via “The Musici ly in the attractive and realistic liberal:
inangini Debi, Sumita Dobi. Written .aiid The officers',. too, are put. threiugh
f
.
Technical
credits
are
par
while
Man'* can be used to spur boxoffice 1 night scenes.
Except for some
( directed by Mrinal Seri:..camera. Sailaja
for the WB picture. Easily detect- ; story flaws, screen writer Clair stock, footage is only passable on i-Chatterji; editor: Siddobh Roy-. At. Ven- their paces, and are exposed to a
.final Indignity when, all of .them—
able is the similarity in manner j Huffaker has done an interesting (brief wartime aspects.
Film is. ; ice .Frlm Fpsti Running time. *8 MINS.
:'.
Mukerji Mills arid Guinness. ' eluded—^ar
and speech between Harold Hill iof * and effective job on his own. novel.. somewhat too broad in scope and Man.....:Ganaes
Wife ....
Madhabi Mukefji
"Music Man” and Rubin Flood !of j Tony
ordered to a privreveille. parade
Mother
Hermanfeirii
Debi
•
touches
on
several
themes
without
Martinelli
has
cut
the
Sumita Debi. for refresher dancing lessons.' At
"Dark.” both as portrayed bv Pres- \ footage effectively and all other; the epic s\veep and insight to give, Artisan
ton. Each is a high-powered sales- > departments are up to par;
the same time; there is a. growing
this a surer.more international out-;
Though India is the second, larg- cleavage in the mess, with some of
men:—one f’amboyant, the other
Glen. . look. It thus has to be sold on its
serious.
But there's a strength
meri- (he officers openly siding with the
story and few incisive looks, at war¬ • est film producing country
and an independence that's the
time sex and collaboration.:'ulus..its. : Cally, in t-h
w orld, not much i-s old commander against the new,
same.
Preston is excellent ias
Venice exploitability.
Mosk.
thus hypoing the unconcealed ten*
Desire In Ihe Dust
known about these.pix in the WestFlood, just as he was as Ilili.
sion.
(CINEMASCOPE)
countries. Satyajit Ray broke
Dorothy McGuire is tops as the
The struggle 'between the tw
mother caught between devotion
Kooco E I Suoi Fra|eUi thru via fest kudos and made an ..colonels .reaches its ciirii.ax. when
Sex and violence in the Deep
to her children and the knowledge
(RoccO and His Brothers)
art house dent
ith his “Father. Guinness finds iiis daughter in .a
South. Exploitable but silly
she must sever the cord. With sen¬
(ITALO-FRENCH)
public house with a young corporal,
imitation of Faulkner involv¬
Parichali,” and lesser known filmsitivity, she is-believable through
and strikes the; Soldier. That’s a
Venice, Sept. 6.
ing fratricide, insanity, adultery
all phases of her role. Eve Arden
. itamic-T.es Films. Marceau coproduc- j makers are Raj Kapoor (“Boot
rious offense uhd>r military law,
and suggestions of incest. Sen¬
tif.riv.- Stats Alain Delon. Renato'- Salvatori.
is convincing and highly effective
; Annie Girardot.' Katina Paxinou: features Polish’’), arid Bimal Roy (“One and though .Mills has the power to
sational
elements
could
pay
as the sisier,'performing with spirit
'
Roger.
Hahin.
.
Paolo
Stoppa.
Suzy
Delair,
deal
with the case, lie chooses to
Acre
.
of
Land”).
Now
comes
a
taloff.
! Claudia Cardinale. Spiros-Focas., (Tlaudia
and proving she could have done
' Mon., .^essandra Panaro, Corrado Pani;- • ented newcomer, Mrinal Sen, with subm it a report; to - higher authoi>
even more with her “big scene'i. if
20th-Fix release «»f A.P.i. production, . Dirccte/r by Luchino Visconti. Scrfeenplav. a movirig. human film that rates ity, which would inevitably lead to
given the chance.
Angela Lans^ produced by .William • F. Claxton.. Stars Visconti. Suso Cecchi D'Amico, P: F.
a cPurtmartial. Only , his second • i
art consideration .broad.
bury plays one of her better and j Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Join Ben¬ Campanile, Massimo Frariciosa, Enrico
features Ken Scott, Brett'. Halsey, . Veciicli. from original by. Visconti. Vasco !. The film is fluid and.deceptive^ command, encourages 'him to. p.ur*
more sympathetic roles as the} nett:
Anne Helm,- Jack Ging.. Directed by ; Pratolini. D’Amico; based on novel, “D
v. Oman who wants Rubin, and she ‘ Claxton. Screenplay. Charts Lang,- based , Ponte Della :Chjsolfa," by' Gioyanni:'Tes-’- t ly simple as it recounts the iiri- sue this line of action.' The.realiza¬
r»: camera; Giuseppe- Rotunno-' music.. ;.portant aspects of the life of
tion that the, entire.; regiment, is
fids it well.
j on novel by Harry Whittington; camera. ■ t»
Lucien Ballard; editor. Richard Farrell: Nino- Rota: editor', Mario Serandrei. At
against him eventually leads to a
Shirley Knight is fine as the. sound. Jerry Tra.vler. Reviewed, in Nr.Y.': Vrmce Film Fest. Running, time, 130. poor, thirtyish salesman. He mar¬
ries a 16-year-oid girl, loses, his change of; . mind—arid ..to suicide
daughter, graphically showing signs j Sept. ff. *60. Running time. 102 MINS.
.-..... Alain Delon.
’ when; he TCeognizes lib’s failed., i
Colonel Ben Marquand.. Raymond Burr Rbccp .......
of development. This part shoiuld • Melinda
... Renato Salvatori mother, begins to Ipse iris knack his job.
Marquand.Martha
.Martha Hyer Simone
..... Annie. Girardbt ' at his ..job; and the coming World
boost Miss Knight’s career eon- j Mrs. Marquand
Joan Bennett . N?dr
Katina Paxinou t War II and famine, (it is 1943.1- i
Ronald Nearrie’s .crisp and vigor-W’ilson
Keri. Scott !! R«'?na
siderably. Lee Kinsolving is first-1 Lonnie
. Roger. -Hanin
Dr. Ned Thomas .
. Brett Halsey Monni .
.
..=:...., raoIo_S(oppa ! bring on a nervousness and in-ita- Ous direction keeps the main Spot¬
rate as the ill-fated suitor. Frank i Cass Wilson . ....
...... Anne Helm:, 'Impj esari
I bis's
..
Suzy - Delair ■ bilify ; that lead to a saS-age argu- light on the two'cehtr.aI Characters,
Overton is effective as the bioilier- j Peter Marquand ... ........ Jack. Ging . Gmctta.
--... ...... Claudia Cardinale
Luke Connett
.... Edward Binns,
in-law, as are Robert Ever as ithe! Maude Wilson ..,.
. Spiros Focas • ment w ith his wife and fier. subse¬ , and no director could be betteir
.. Maggie Mahoney .-\ince.nzo
’
: served by. Kis stars! Nonetheless,
,......... ...... . . .:.. < Corrado Pani quent suicide.
... Douglas Foxvlcy.; Ivo
son, Penney Parker as a bubbling ' Zuba Wilson
Otis Wheaton..... Kelly Thcit'dsei
:.lhe other characters are clearly
friend and Ken Lynch as a rich ■ Sheriff
Burt Crane
Rex Ingram
In spite of its slow progression [ established even .though they play
Prestige, entry for^■-Italy. With all
oilman.
j;
Nora Finney ..
...... Irene Rvan !
Thurman Case
..... Paul Baxley its faults, this is one of .the- very it gives deep insight into the hu¬ : a comparatively minor, role in: pic.
“Dark” is Garrison's second film, Virg ...
... Robert Earle ton achievements of. the 'year in man relations with telling sceiies
; Arthur
Ibbetsori’s
camerawork,
establishing him as a talented,; Nellie .
Patricia Snow*
Elemore Morgan this country. It’s' badly oveiierigth ' of awareness and: discovery. The • Anne Coates’: smooth .editing arid
tasteful producer and a filmmaker j Conductor
Frank
....
Audrey Moore and contairis; some: scenes which [ protagonist’s misfortunes are never particularly Malcolm.'Arnold’s mu*
to watch. The picture additionally
v. ill shock .even the most hardened sentimentalized. The playing : is sic are plus technical, credits,. The
is another fine screen achievement i
fewer. If these faults can be; cor¬ ' natural , and graceful and the. tech- ■ Scottish, regimental atmosphere is
for director Mann, in whose hands
Here’s another sexy and violent rected via savvy editing,, the fllni’s j.nicai aspects excellent with, the ' enhanced by the adroit rise of
the excellent Frank-Ravqtc'h
turn
through
the
red
clay
country
■
si'Ie
potential will rise in propor¬ I plastically .perceptive., lensing an j pipers.
screenplay becomes a human, com¬
Thpugh. the film is. technicaliy
passionate
drama
balanced j by ■ which has served both William tion arid, with aid of names in cast j asset. The director has control of j
warm comedy. The makers of this • Faulkner and 20th-Fox so well in end. exploitable bally, pay off. in . his subject arid deftly displays the excellent, it. reties more than most
film have created a sense of hon¬ times past (“The Long Hot SumV good grosses in Italy and the re¬ ' man’s, condition arid changing, per- do. on . its cast. Guinness; as atesty which, whiie sometimes oyer¬ mer” and “The Sound arid. The mainder of the Coritirient. Off¬ | soriality,
' w’ays, .is outstanding, ; and his p:efbearing in its unhappiness, sweeps Fury”. “Desire in The Dust.” how¬ shore chances are more limited., j
Arihough this does; not have the forinance. is as forthright as It is
real characters through a ireal ever. Is a pale imitation .of those with the pic looming mainly as a .poetic momeftts to make a tiriieless subtle/ Hi* assumes an authentic.
world.
i earlier works, a synthetic, essen¬ specialized bet; This was shown In comment, it has a solidity arid .hu- [ Scottish: accent naturally, arid never
Harry Stradling Sr.’s Teehrii-1 tially pointless tale of grqed arid cohi petition.
i inanity that make this a likely spe¬ [misses, a trick to. Win sympathy,
color photography is rich, with; art lust in the backwaters of the pres-Plot deals with a south Italian cialized bet abroad but still diffi¬ [ even when he behaves-foolishly..:
director Leo K. Kuter and set de- ; ent-day South. Sensational plot ele¬ family’s trek; to the big northern cult for gerieral spots on its more /It's a tprigh assigriment for Mills
corator George JamesrHopkins ac- ! ments. including fratricide, adul¬ city of Milan, where it. intends, to [limpid if penetrating style. A dra- [ to' play against Guinness. partTcu-.
curately cat.ching the spirit of the { tery; insanity and suggestions of ■ .‘ fart a new life, and of its. slow dis- linatic, tangling, knowing musical : larly in a ' fundamentally unsymperiod. Max Steiner has addgd aj
(Continued on page 18)
| integration as its members go thpir [ score also helps;
Mosk.
I
(Continued, on page 20)

Le Passage Du Ktliiu

Seven Way® From
Sundown

(The Crossing of. the Rhine)
(FRENCH)
Venice; Sept. 13.
CFDC release Of - Franco London-G.ibe:
UFA- Jonnia Film production. Stars
Charles Azriavour;'features Nicole Courr
cel;: Georges Riviere,\ Betty Schneider.Cordula ■ Trantow. Directed by Andre
Cayatfe. Screenplay, • Armand . Jafnraot.
Pascal Jat.din. Maurice , Auberge.'Cavatte:
camera, Roger Fello'us;. editor, Bor .vs
t Lewine. At ^Venice Film. Fest. Running
..time, 130 MINS,.
'Roger .Charles .Azna.voUr
'Florence .. ..1... Nicole. Courcel
r Jean
Georges. Riviere.
l Alice _..,. Betty Schneider
‘ Helga
.,- Cordula Trantow
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Variety

OT 6.0. SUMMER: TEPID FALL?
RIPE ON
Golden Lfon for best picture
Special. Jury Prize
Volpi Cup—Best Actress .....

Venice, Sept. 13.
,“Le Passage Du RhiriV. directed
by Andre Cayatte (France).
.Luchino
Visconti, .director" of
“Roccoandhis Brothers'* (Italy)
.Shirley Maclaine , ini “The Apart¬
ment” ,iU.S:A.) .
.John Mills in “Tunes of Glory’*
.(Britain).
.Fiorestano Vaneini, director of
•'La Lunga Notte Del ’43" (Italy)
.“Le Voyage en ballon” (France)
.“Rocco and his Brothers” (Italy)
and “El Cochecito”. (Spain)
.“No Greater Love” (Japan)
.“No Greater Love” (Japan!

Stratford Winds 5th Film Pest; Needs
|’ p[|||||{| New Theatre, Better Selection System
►

By HY HOLLINGER

By GERALD PRATLEY

Stratford, Ont., Sept 13.
More by good fortune than de¬
Stratford, Ont., Sept. 13.
sign
Stratford’s
Fifth International.
.
The Japanese “To Live” was
; chosen as the best film of the , Film Festival (Aug. 22-Sept. 3) was
.. Best,First Effort
^.
two-weeks’
Shakespearean " again marked by an impressive col¬
(Ontario) Film Festival, with
Catholic Prize . ■/:...........
lection of films. However, as in
product of some 30 nations
International Critics (Fipresci)
previous years, the showing of
screened. Special commenda¬
them
w:as an extremely dull affair
tion went to France’s “Hiro¬
Italian Critics’. Award
shima Mon Amour,” India’s
Saint George Prize .....;
at the 50-year old ex-vaudevilla
“The World of ApH.” Sweden’s
Italian Critics' Award to
Avon theatre, onUhe town square,
“Wild Strawberries” and Rus*
“Shadows” (U.S.A.)
non-competitive film
which has been rightly described
“LJn,
Deux,
Trois
Quatre’V
sia’s “Serge.”
Honorable mention
as “a tired house.”
(France) shown opening night
Judged the best actor .was
out of. ■competition.'
Twenty-five features (two a day
Trevor How:ard for his role in
If
past
experience ..Is
any
“Sons and Lovers;” best actress
criterion the b.o. may take a dive
for two weeks with two Saturday,
from, now, to Thanksgiving.
The
to French-born Emmanuelle
morning children’s features) and
upcoming period; is one of thet
Riva for her role In “Hiroshima
about 60 shorts were entered. The
worst of the. year and,, in many1
Mon Amour.” Latter film also
basis for selection wras a hit-andyears,, has been able to dilute the
wop the award of the Canadian
miss affair in which some films
gains of the' lucrative summer
Federation of Film Societies.
; Continued1, from page 3
were requested by title by the fes¬
stanza.
Best
director
award w a s
tival
and others are submitted un¬
renouncing the prize and ..asking : spectiye session (usually with a
shared by Akira Kurosau’a for
Despite the dedicated one-man
known by embassies.
for his .message to- be read out to double bill of old-time Classics), fight
“To Live” and Georgi.Danela
for
orderly . distribution
With
Canada now enjoying tbres
the audience. That;
not done, rnad.e complete coverage an impos¬ throughout the year by Edward L;
for “Serge.”
international festivals all recog¬
and the message was virtually sup¬ sible' tagk, even for- the riiost,. - Hyman, v.p. of American Broad¬
Special - commendations for
nized
by
the International Federal
dent enthusiast.
pressed. ’
casting-Paramount Theatres, indi¬
shorts went - to “Unseen
as non-competitive events, Strat¬
The Festival-’''.was;'-the first un¬ cations are. that .the distributors;
Although “Rocco” had been, wide¬
Eneriiies” (UK), Shell Film
ford.
is
worried
that one may hav®
ly tipped: as the . winner. from the der the new directorship of Eriiilo. will riot be putting their best foot ■: Unit; “Universe,” National
to go unless duplication in entries
in
the
September-tofirst day of the test, the jury main- ,; Lonero who took over the fop; post forward
Filin Board of Canada; “The
is. avoided arid distributors ar®
Thanksgiving
period.
With
a'
few
Tournament/’ Poland;
and
ly favored “Rhin/* though, when'• earlier in the year after riiany of
asked to send films in to Canada
notable " exceptions, »the; product
“The Violinist” and “The In¬
deadlock appeared to be imminent, jj'the. preliminary arrangements had :
on three different occasions.
that will be offered up to late
terview/’ Ernest Pintoff.
a straight vote between the two : been completed. .The event:' was
November has a lacklustre appear¬
John Hayes, assistant adminis¬
5
characterized
by
the
fainiliar
p.ofilms gave six points to “Rocco”
ance. Not .included, of course, are
trator at Stratford, plans to speak
and five to the other. The jury litical frictions—such as the U. S. a number of hardticket entries
to
Guy Cote of Montreal and
president, Marcel Arbhard, would . beef.' against, the rej ection of its whirih will be available for special
Maryon Talbot of Vancouver. “We
not allow that procedure to be official entry and general ill-feei- engagements, only.. The general
hope
to arrange some co-ordinated
followed; and in the final count it ; ing at the fact that the host coun- run of films, according to realistic
effort on behalf of the three Cana¬
was a six-four victory for “Rhin.” i.try had hogged four of; the ;14 in- exhibitors, hardly has the.zing that
dian
festivals
to get some of th®
With a. single vote for “The Apart¬ fcompetitiori films; There was also will continue the filin-going habit
award-winning films at the Euro¬
| widespread criticism at tlie. inade¬ of the summer season.
ment.”
pean
festivals
for
next year’s pro¬
lany, of the
Bolstered by the critical acclaim
Being opposed to giving the. quate quality ; of
Surprise: Sleepers?
grams,” said Hayes.
Golden Lion to the : French; entry, : selected pictures.
f No: ..distributor, to be sure,., will ! won by the Japanese “No Greater
The point is that while seeing
the Soviet juryman advocated a ■ ’ One important aspect of the fes¬ admit, that his offerings are. of a | Love” at the recently concluded
films at Stratford can be a delight¬
joint first prize . for both VRhin” tival was the goodwill engendered secohdary quality; but a practiced
| Venice Film Festival, Brandon ful experience—for being in th®
and '‘Rocco/’ and said he would by the personal; fforts of the o.f- perusal, of. the. titles, the casts, arid
country in summertime is much
Films
will
reopen
the
pic,
preemed
j
ficial
U;.
S..
delegate,
Nathan
D!
decline to sign on the dotted line
the origins of the majority of the
preferred to the heat and fumes of
unless, that course Was. followed. j Golden.'"Firstly, he helped to iron pictures that will be placed on the . here last December as “The Huthe cities—unless Stratford offers
.
out
many
of
the
normal
difficulties
Another jury lember threatened'
market from now to Thanksgiving, ■ man Condition/’ in five situations better facilities in presentation,
to abstain from signing if that encountered by the independents provides ample proof of what the
: in the next two weeks. At the air-conditioning and other details,
are not under ; the umbrella nation’s boX
office
will
face.
course was followed, and at a final .wh
| and shows a deeper understanding
session at 7 p.m, on the closing /protection of the Motion Picture There might be a sleeper or two Venice meet, pic was given the |of what a film festival should be1,
I
Export
Assn.
Secondly,
he
nightly
in
the
batch
of
releases,
but
recent
flight, Bondarchuk was persuaded
1 Italian Critics Prise as w:ell as the it may well become a poor rela¬
to fall in line with-the majority entertained delegations of varying experience has shown; that such j cultural San Giorgio prize. ( Film tion to Vancouver and Montreal.
Viewpoint.
; nationalities for exchanges of views things as sleepers are practically
This would be most unfortunate,
non-existent - In most cases, dis¬ Was reviewed in Variety, Dec. 30,
Though there was the .prolonged !. on matters, of mutual interest. The
for anyone attending the new miltributors and exhibitors are aware 19q9.1
conflict over picking the winning U. S. appeared to be the only counlion-and-a-half
dollar theatre for
of the. pictures that have. A potenti¬
Prexy Tom Brandon opened his
/films, there was little dispute 1 try indulging in this form of soannual
Stratford
Shake¬
al of big box office. In the termin¬ ! four-month festival of Japanese the
among the jury members when it i cializing and it was the subject of
spearean
Festival
can see what a
ology of some industryites, “it
came to choosing, the actor and . favorable comment among trade- smells right,” meaning that the .en¬ films at the Little Carnegie in New true festival atmosphere is like. A
York last winter with “Condition,”
actress, . to collect the Volpi* Cups. ■ sters of .all countries;
tire package, including story, cast,
new* theatre for films and concert*
■ but film, which had been set for
John Mills had a walkover victory
production values, and promotion
[close to it would make Stratford
a two-week date, was clobbered by
from : Sir Alec Guinness as the
campaign provide an aura of suc¬
| unique on the North American con■ the N.Y. daily critics and pulled
best actor with eight vote to two.
cess/
[ tinent.
Both, pf . course, are -the, co-stars
.. Comes the end of November and after one week. Pic, set in 1943 I
If the organizers had quibbled
bf the official British entry. United
the ‘‘orphan period’- dramaticallv Manchuria and anti-w’ar in theme, over building the new theatre for
Artists’ “Tunes of Glory.'* A Japa¬
ends with a rash of entries that tells of the efforts, heroic but the plays in the same'way they ar®
futile,
of
a
Japanese
civil
service
nese actor had a single vote. Shir¬
have the blockbuster "gleam. For
now quibbling over building a
example; there’s Metro With “But¬ wdrker_to better the lot'of Chinese
ley Maclaine had a seven-three ma¬
new' house for concerts and pix,
8,”
starring " Elizabeth prisioriers of war.
jority over Sandra Milo as the best
The so-called Marcus Plan, un¬ terfield
then Stratford never would hav®
In New York Friday (9), Brandon come into being.
actress for her performance in der which exhibitors in a given Taylor; .Warner Bros, with Fred
Zinnerriahh’s “The Sundowners,” said that he felt the N.Y. critics
United Artists’ “The Apartment.”
area join in the merchandising of j starring Deborah Kerr and Robert
“What w’ould w’e do with a movie
Miss Milo, was one of the stars of
had not been prepared to accept
2Qth-Fox
with
“Go the theme of the film last Decem¬ I theatre in the winter,” they say,
another. Italian competitor . “Adiia a bicthre0 in cooperation with the j Mitchuiri;
forgetting
the people of Stratford
and Company.’’ The prize for the distributors, will be tried out in North/' . starring John . Wayne; ber, and that the “revelations”
are not so unintelligent they would
the best first film by a new di¬ .the Pittsburgh . area next riaonth. United Artists with “The Magnifi¬ : brought about by the Tokyo riots
not
appreciate
a good film house t®
centSeven;”
Parariiount
with
Elvis
rector went to Fiorestano Varicini with Walt Disney’s “Jungle Cat.”
in th
spring had definitely pre¬
see properly-chosen films during
Presley’s comeback picture, “Gi
for Italy’s “La Lunga Notte Gel Numerous other features are to be
pared the Venice audiences for
jthe
winter
months.
Blues’.’;
Columbith
with
“Surprise
?43.”
involved in a test that’s to run
Package,” starring. Yul Brynrier; pic’s hiessage.
While the films were good, th®
Among the auxiliary prizes the. ;six months and has the consent of Universal with “Midnight Lace,”
Indie distrib also said that be¬
festival made no attempt to search
Japanese entry, “No Greater Love” the - territory’s theatreriien along starring Doris Day and Rex Har¬ cause of the pacifist nature of the
for something significant and un¬
with
the
sales
heads
and
ad
man¬
was the only orie to ■ collar two
rison, and Allied Artists with pic, the Japanese Counsul General shown, such as Montreal with
awards; It received the St, George agers of the Motion Picture Assn, “Dondi,” based on the syndicated in New York had withdrawn his
Bunuei’s “Nazarin” and Vancouver
Award as well as being picked by of America; member, companies.
comic strip by Gus Edson and support from the Little Carnegie with Leopoldo Torre Nilsson’s
Idea calls for. the use of all Irwin Hansen.
the Italian critics; The latter group
Japanese fest last winter. Idea pre¬ “Fin De Fiesta.” And four entries
available
ad
media
to
promote
a
also, picked John Cassavedes’ “Sha¬
On the basis of the release sumably was that with- the upcom¬
all go Into commercial distribution
dows” as the best film in .'the non¬ piettire With the cost above , each schedule compiled by Hyman, with ing ratification of the U.S.-Japanwithin weeks of being here: “Hiro¬
competitive . information section: theatre’s noririal. house budget to the information forwarded by the ese defense treaty, consul general shima Mon Amour,” “Sons and
The iriternational critics’ prize was be shared by the. exhibitors and film cbrnpanieS,: here’s, a rundown did riot want to exploit this kind Lovers,” “Wild Strawberries” and
the
distribs.
It
Ayas
initiated
in
of the pictures scheduled for re¬ of picture,. (It riiay also have been
divided between “Rocco” arid a
“The Royal Ballet/’ which played
non-competitive Spanish film, “El Milwaukee by circuit operator Ben lease between now arid Thanks¬ that the diplomat found film a some¬ to full houses.
Marcus.
giving.
Cochecito.” The Catholic Award
what grizzly picture of Japanese
The short subjects well-chosen
Warner Bros.—“The Crowded militarists—what with decapita¬
went to another French entry,
Sky”
(Dana
Andrew's,
Rhonda tions and tortures featured promin- at Vancouver and Montreal). wer®
“Voyage en Ballon;”
the worst in Stratford's history,
Flemming, Efrem Zimbalist: Jr.);
antly
iri
the
stprir—and
serving
no
An; unprecedented feature of the
and notable only for Norman'Mc‘‘Rachel Cade” (Angie Dickinson,
Venice Fest was: the tremendous
Metro "general . sales manager. Peter Finth, Roger MOore); “Sun¬ good public relations purpose in Laren’s new experimental “Lines
mileage 6f: celluloid urispooled. both Robert Mochrie has . been named a rise at: Campobello” (special , en¬ general, pacifist or not.)
Vertical” and “Lines Horizontal,”
in and out of competition.. The veepee by the board of directors. , gagements); “Girl of the Night”
Shortly after “Condition” was his. “Welcome” film shown at Mon¬
Japanese set the pace with an en¬
Mochrie. who : succeeded Jack (Anne Francis, John Kerr, ,Lloyd pulled from its Little Carnegie treal in which his microphone re¬
try running almost three-aiid-a- Byrne as sales chiefs on June 23/ Nolan); “The Sundowners.”
bow, Brandon indicated that he fuses to co-operate with him as
half hours plus intermission. The has been with Metro for three
20th-Fox — “Let’s: Make Love” might reedit film and promote it he tries to greet the audience; “Un¬
Poles were hot fair behind with years; Prior to assuming the post Marilyn Monroe, Yves. Montand); for its- more sensational aspects. seen Enemies’* from Shell, “Mousa
‘‘Teutonic Nights” which lasted of general sales manager,, lid de¬ “Walk .Tail”
(Willard Parker); Now, however, because of the aid Cat” from Poland." and Pintoff’s
three-and-a-quarter hours; and the. voted his time for
year exclu¬ “Freckles” (Martin West, Steven Venice accolades, he. plans to give ‘‘The Violinist” and “The Inter¬
Italian “Rocco” wak just a minute sively to the domestic distribution Peck); “Squad Car,” “Goddess of it the .high-minded approach again, view.” The National Film Board’s
or two below 180 minutes. Many of “Ben-Hur.”
Love” (Jacques. Sernas),* “High playing, up the Venice prizes and highly-praised “The Universe” by
of the other , contenders were in ..... Before'joining Metro, Mochrie Time”
(Bing. Crosby,
Tuesday film’s reflection of a large segment Colin Low was also shown.
• the 120-minutes .plus.category, arid was v.p. of Samuel Goldwyn Pro¬ Weld, Fabian >;. “Austerlitz” (Ros- of Japanese opinion which. He
Festival drew 12,000 people for
this, together wit h the . two tq three ductions. arid for 10 years prior to sariqi Brazzi, Leslie Caron); “Desire claims, many Americans either its two-week run at $1 admission
films shown daily in the informa¬ . that had been sales v.p. of RKO in the Dust” (Rnymond Burr, Mar/ didn’t know of or didn't want to an^. expects to break even after
tion section and the morning retro- Radio Pidtuies.
I expenses.
recognize, last winter..
I
(Continued on page 16)
Volpl Cup^-Best Actor

Labor Day signaled the ..end of
the lush summer season, now the
traditional boxoffice boom time.
Tlie final weekend was; one of the
best in. a. number of years and the
general activity this summer was
heartwarming to both exhibitors
and; distributors. . However, with
the .mass return to. school, the
end of , the vacation: period, the
comeback of the top television
riiows; and the general back-to-ther
grindstone movement, exhibitors
are again worryirig.

Stratford Winner#

Venice Fast Winds In Uproar

Japan’s ‘Love’ Wins Venice
Kudos, So Brandon Tries
Again After Initial Flop

Slate‘Marius Plan’
Test by Pitt Exhibs;
Start With’Jungle Cat’

V.P. Stripes for Mochrie

8

PICTURE GROSSES

UL Way Off; Yajing Men
27C,
love 15G, 3d; ‘Bells’ light $14000,
‘Eternity’ Hep 13G, 2d; ‘Psycho’ IQ
Los Angeles. Sept. 13.!:
First-runs are taking a shaijp
drop this session, with only one
newcomer to help. Torrid weather
and reopening of school are con¬
tributing to the lowest take liejre
in 12 weeks.
" “All the Young Men.” lone ipcomer, looks big $27,000 in three
theatres. However, many holdovers
are sagging. "Let's Make Love” [is
rated heavy at $15,000' for thijrd
Chinese stanza followed by “Bells
Are Ringing” which shapes light
$14,000 in second frame for four
houses.
“Hell To Eternity” is likely gobd
$13,000 for second round in two
spots. “Ben-IIur” still «is holding up
strongly among hard-ticket pix
with a sock $29,300 in 42d session
at Egyptian. “Psycho” is potent in
fifth round in two houses.
Eslimales for This Week
Downtown, Pix, Wfltern 'B&BPrin-SWl '1.757: 756; 2.344; 90$1.50H-“AU Young Men” 'Col> and
“Enemy General” <Col>. Big $27GOO. Last week. Downtown with
Iris, “Psycho” (Pari <4*h wk), $13.500. Pix. Wiltem with Downtown
Paramount. “Crowded Sky” <WB),
“Man Upstairs” (Indie), $18,700.
Pantage^. Los Angeles 'RKOFWC> <2,815; 2.019; 90-$2>—“Hell
to Eternity” <AA> (2d wk) and
'“Kings Go Forth” (UA> (reissue).
Good $13,000. Last week, $28,200.
Hillstreet. Hawaii (MctropolitanG&S) <2,752; 1,106; ‘J0-S1.50)—<13
Ghosts” iCol) and “Electronic
Monster” (Col) (2d wk). Slim
$6,000. Last week, $17,800.
Beverly (Elect) f 1,150; $1-S2’—
“Subterraneans” (M-G) (2d wk).
Busy $5,700. Last week. $8,000.
State, Four Star, Vogue, Baldwin
(UATC-FWC-Elect)
(2,404; 868;
810; 1,800; 90-$l.50)—“Bells Are
Ringing” (M-G) (2d wk) and “Time
Machine” (M-G) (Four Star, Vogue,
Baldwin) <2d wk), “Edge of City”
(M-G) (reissue) 'State). Light $14,000 or near. Last week, $22,900:
Hollywood (FWC) (756; 90-$1.50)
—“From Terrace” (20th) and “Op¬
eration Amsterdam” (20th) (2d wk).
Stout $5,000. Last week, $6,800;
Chinese (FWC) <1,408; $2-$2.40)
(Continued on page 16)

‘Paradise’ Prond 15G In
Mo; Tsycho’ Rousing
$7,000,8th,‘Love’5G, 2
Baltimore. Sept. 131
Over-all picture is only fair this
week with holdovers ai}d cooler
weather prevailing. Happiest item
Is twin bill "Nature’s Paradise”
and “Female and Flesh,” sock at
the Century. Best of holdovers are
“Psycho,” great in eighth week; at
the Aurora, “Ben-Hur,” steady, in
24th round at the Town; “Let’s
Make Love” oke in second at the
New and "It Started in Naples”
good in third week ate the Charles.
“Ocean’s 11” is down in fourth
at the Stanton while “Strangers
When We Meet” is warm in third
at the Hippodrome. “Can-Can”
tcok slight upswing with “last
weeks” tag at Mayfair where, in
16th week.
Estimates for This Week .j
Aurora (Rappaport) (367; ;50$1.50)—“Psycho” (Par) (8th wk).
Great $7,000 after same in seventh.
Century (Fruchtman) (3.200; 50$1.25) — “Nature’s Paradise” (indie) and “Female and Flesh” ;(Indie). Sock $15,000. Last iveek, “Pay¬
or Die” (AA). $4,800.
Charles (Fruchtman) (500; 50$1.25)—“Started in Naples” (Par)
(3d wk). Good $4,500 after $5,000
In second.
Cinema - (Schwaber) (460; i 90$1.50)—“Come Dance With Me”
(Union) (4th wk). Oke $2,500 after
$2,800 in third.
Five West (Schwaber) (460;; 90$1.50) — “Subterraneans” (M-G)
(2d wk). Fair $2,800 after $3,000
opener.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;
5C-$1.25) — “Strangers When, We
Meet” (Col) (3d wk). Okay $0,000
after $8,000 in second.
Little (Rappaport) (300; 50-$1.50)
—“Man in Cocked Hat” (SCA)’.(repcat). Good $3,000. Last week, “I’m
All Right, Jack” (Col) (9th wk),
$2,700.
Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; $1.49(Continued on page 16)

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. , $2,524,900
(Based on 23 cities and 259
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. YJ
Last Tear
.. . $2,323,200
(Based on 22 cities and 230
theatres.)

Toronto, Sept. 13.
Newcomers here include “The
Time Machine,” socko at Uptown,
and “House of Usher,” which is
breaking all house records at a
nine-theatre combo, where playing.
“Doctor in Love” shapes wow at
Rank showcase, the Carlton. Hold¬
overs include “Psycho,” in fifth
frame at Hollywood where still
smash. “Let’s Make Love,” in sec¬
ond stanza at Imperial is good.
“From the Terrace” in seventh
stanza looms hefty at the Hyland.
Estimates for This Week
Beach, Century, College, Down¬
town, Glendale, Midtown, Oakwood, Prince of Wales, Runnymede
(FP-Taylor) (1.288; 1,338; 1.499;
1,059; 995; 1,089; 1,138; 1,200;
L385; 58-90)—“House of Usher”
(AF). With all houses breaking
standing records, a terrific $52,000.
Last week, “Murder, Inc.” (20th),
$40,000.
Carlton (Rank) (2,318: $1-$1.50).
—“Doctor in Love” <20th>. Wham
$18,000.' Last week. “Elmer Gan¬
try” (UA) .(3d wk), $10,000,
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; S1-$L25)
—“Psycho” (Par) (5th wk). Huge
$15,000. Last week; $15,500.
Hyland (Rank) <1,057; $1-$1.50)
—“From Terrace” (20th) (7th wk).:
Hefty $9,000: Last week, $13,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.25)—
“Let’s Make Love” (20th) (2d wk).
Lush $13,000.. Last week, $15,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,745; $1-$1.25)—
“Bells Are Ringing” (M-G) (3d wk).
Okay $10,080. Last week. $13,000.
Tivoli (FP) (935; $L50-S2.50)—
“Can-Can" (20th) (24th wk). Fine
$7,000. Last week, samel
Towne (Taylor) (693; $1-$1.50)—
“School for Scoundrels” (Cant)
(4th wk). Sturdy $5,500. Last week,
$6000.
University (FP) (1.363; $1:50$2.75) — “Ben-Hur” »M-G). (39th
wk). Steady $9,000. Last week,
$10,000,
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; $1-$1.25)
—“Time Machine” -(M-G). Big
$12,000. Last week, “College Cop-;
fidential” (U), $4,500.

PfcRiEfr
TsycW Wham $18,000,
Seattle, "Love* $7,000
Seattle, Sept. 13.
Fall weather has arrived here
but biz shapes spbtty. However,
there’s' no holding back ‘‘Psycho,”
mighty in third Paramount week.
“Let’s Make Love” is only fair at
Fifth Avenue for second • round.
“Elmer Gantry" is okay for 8th.
stanza at Music Box. “Ocean’s 11”
is good in fourth at Music Hall.
. Estimates tor. This Week
Blue Mouse (Hanrick) (739;
$ 1.50-$3)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (32d
wk). Big $10,000. Last week,
$13,600.
Coliseum
(Fox
Evergreen)
(1,870; $1-$1.50)—“One Foot In
Hell” (20th), “Murder, Inc'” (20th).
Mild $6,000. Last week, “Started
In Naples” (Par) and “Wake of
Stranger” (Par) (2d wk), $7,200?
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
(2.500; $1-$1.50) —• “Let’s Make
LOve” (20th) and. “Young Jesse
James” (20th) (2d wk). Fair $7,000.
Last week, $10,000.
Music Fox (Hamrick) <800; $1$1.50)—“Elmer Gantry” .iUA) (8th
wk). Oke $4,000. Last week, $4,9001
Music Hall (Hamrick) <2.200; $1$1.50)—“Oceans’, il” (WB). (4th
wic). Good $7,000. or close. Last
week, $10,400.
Orphenm (Hamrick) (2.600; $1$1.50)—“College Confidential” (U)
and “4 Fast Guns” <U) (2d wk).
Lean $3,000. Last week, $4,500.
Paramount
(Fox - Evergreen)
(3.000; $1-$1.50)—“Psycho” (Par)
(3d .Wk). Mighty $18,000 or hear.
Last week, $28,000,-

Cincinnati, Sept. 13.
Film trade here this week;
shapes above par with holdovers
the. mainstays. “Psycho”; looms
socko in seventh stanza, on heels
of third-week “Ocean’s 11” for
first-run; lead. “Bellboy- ’is rated
okay in third frame and “Elmer.
Gantry” fairish for same week.
Lone new . bill, “High School
Caesar” arid "Date Bait," lobks
firm at Twin Drive-In. “Carry On
Nurse,” in fifth week, tops arties.
“Can-Can” bids okay in 12th week,
as does “Ben-Hur” for 26th ses¬
sion.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$L50)^
"Ocean’s 11” (WB) (3d wk). Good
$10,000. Last week, $13,500.
Capitol (SW-Cineraina) (1,400;
$1.25-$2.75) — “BenrHur” (M-G)
(26th wk). Okay $11,000, reflecting
school dip. Last week, $12,000, a
slump being caused by breakdown
of cooling plant.
Esquire Art (Short (500; $1)“Carry on Nurse” (Gov). (5th wk).
Hotsy $2,500. Last week, $3,200.
. Grand (RKO) (1.400; $1-$1.50)—
“Psycho” (Par) (7th wk). Socko
$9,000. Last week, $12,500?
Guild (Vance) (300; $1)—“The
Swan” (M-G); (2d wk). Fair $1,400.
Same for opener.
Hyde Park Art (Short (500; $1)—
(Continued on page 16>
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Estimated Total Gross
This Week
. . . ; . $552,700
(Based on 27 theatres)
Last Tear .
. . $526,400
(Based on 26 theatres)

‘Ocean’Brisk 15G,
Philly; ‘Ehner’ 9G
Philadelphia, Sept. 13.
Biz Sunday and Monday was
badly damaged by Hurricane Don¬
na but trade still is strong at many
first-runs this session. However,
this handicap is cutting into the
longruns now in fourth and fifth
weeks or longer. , “It Started in
Naples” shapes great in second
Goldman stanza while “Ocean’s
11” looms loud in sixth Stanley
round. “Psycho” looks big in 12th
Arcadia week.
One of few newcomers, “Nightfighters” is rated quiet at the Vik¬
ing while “Quiet Flows the Don”
looks brisk at the World.
Too,
“Ritual of Love,” heading a dual
bill,, still is sock in second frame
at the arty Studio;
“Elmer Gantry” shapes smart in
seventh Stanton week. “Hell To
Eternity” looms fine in third Fox
round. “From the Terrace” is hep
in fifth round at Randolph.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99^1 80) .—
“Psycho” (Par) (12th wk). Big
$9,000 or near. Last week, $11,000.
Boyd (SW) (1.502; $1.40-$2.75i —
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (42d wk). Big
$22,000. Last week, $23,500.
Fox (Milgram) (2,000; 99-$ 1.80)—
“Hell to Eternity” (AA) (3d wk).
Fine $10,000 or over. Last week,
$16,000.
. Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 99$T.80)—“Started in Naples” (Par)
(2d wk). Great $17,000. Last week,
$28,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2$2.75) — “Can-Can” (20th) (20th
wk). Neat $8,000. Last week,
$9,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 94-.
$1.80) — “From Terrace” (20th)
(5th wk). Hep $7,500. Last week,
$8,500.
Stanley (SW) (2,500; 99-$l,80)—
“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (6th wk). Loud
$15,000. Last week, $18,500.
Stanton (SW) <1,483; 99-$L80)^—
“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (7th wk).
Smart $9,000: or over. Last week,

.
. Boston, Sept. 13.
There’s a, boxoff ice sluff off here
with hot weather, opening of legit
seasbn and saturation of holdovers
pliis back-to-school movement; of all
contributing factors;
Deluxers
nabbed a better than expected holi¬
day weekend, but offish biz has. now
set in; Only two entries this round,
“Angel. Wore Red,” slick at the
Orpheuni and “One Foot in Hell”
good at the Pilgrim.
. “Started in Naples” is leading
the holdovers at Gary by a wide
margin. “Come Dance With Me”
is holding well in second at Beacon
Hill. “Hiroshima Mon Amour” is
nice In second round at-New Fen¬
way. “Ocean’s 11” is a hot; ticket
at Memorial .
. fifth week.
“Psycho” is still potent. in 12th at
Paramount. :
TransrLux. has been, renamed the
State.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q> H.270; $1.75)^
“Strangers When We Meet” (Col)
(4th wk). Good $9,000. Last week,

$11,000.

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1.50)—::
“Come Danc'e. With Me”...(Union)
(2d wk). Fat $10,000. Last .week,
$14,000.
Boston (Cinerama, Inc.) (i,354;
$1.20-$2.65)—“This Is Cinerama”
(21st wk). The 20th;. week ended
Monday (12V was neat $8,200. Last
week, $7,000.
. Capri . (Sack1 . (900; $1-$1.50)—
“From Terrace” (20th) (9th wk).
Bright $6,500. Last week, $6,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,376: 75-$1.25)—
“School for Scoundrels” (Cont) (5th
wk). Fourth week ended Friday
(Continued on; page 16)

‘Sky’ Crowded $9,500 In
K.C.; ‘Terrace’ Tran 66,
4tb,‘0cean’Hot96,3d
Kansas City, Sept. 13.
Single newcomer: to hardtops is
“Crowded Sky;” -doing sturdy biz
at the Paramount. Long list of
impressive holdovers sees “From
Terraeb” at Plaza, “Ocean’s 11” at
Roxy, “Let’s Make: Love” at the
Uptown and "Ben-Hur” at the
Capri, all doing: well. “Psycho,” i
sixth session, and “Ocean’s 11,” in
third are the standouts of these.
Season’s hot spell gave way to
pleasing temperatures as .schools
opened throughout the area.
Estimates for Thia Week
: Brookride (NT) (800;' $1 ;50-$2)—
“Can-Cah” (20th) (13th wk). Mild
$2,700; holds. Last week, $4,000.
Capri (Durwood) (1.260; $1.50$2.50)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (33d wk).
Stout $11,500; stays.. Last week,

$12,000.

Fairway (NT) <700; $l)r^“Carry
On Nurse” (Gov) (10th wk). Still
Studio (Goldberg) (483; 99-$lr80) okay at $1,600, for one of longest
-^-Ritual of. Love” (Indie) and runs on record at this house. Last
"Love Specialist” (Indie) (2d wk). week, $2,000.
Big $5,000. Last week, $7,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1^5)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) —“Cranes Are Flying” (WB) (2d.
—“Pollyanna” (BV) (10th wk). wk).Okay $1,500.
Last week,
Okay $4,20Q? Last week, $5,800.
$2 000
Viking (Sley) (1.000; 99-$1.80)—
Midland (Loew) (3,300; 75-$l)—
“Nightfighters” (UA). Quiet $7,000. “Angel Wore Red” (M-G) and
Last week, “Lost World” (20th) “Cage of Evil” (UA) (2d wk). Drab
(7th wk), $4,000.
$4,000. Last week, $6,000.
World (R&B-Pathe) (410; 99Missouri (RKO) (2,389; $1-$1.25)\
$1.80) — “Quiet Flows the Don” —“Psycho” (Par) (6th wk-4 days).
(UA). Brisk $5,000. Last week, Nifty $5,000. ■. House closed Monday
“Come Dance With Me” (Union) (12) as ownership switched from „
‘College Confidential” (U) (2d wk). (4th wk), $2,200.
RKO to Durwood and facelifting is
Fair. $3,000. Last week, $5,000.
on tap.
Lyric. (Par) (1,000; $1-$1.25) —
Paramount (UP) (1.900;. 75-$l)—
“Portrait in Black” (Col) (4th wk). ‘Ocean’ Smooth $6,000
“Crowded Sky” (W.B). Flying high
Still okay at $4,000.. Last week;
at $9,500; holds. Last week, “Hell
In
Ihdpls
;
‘Psycho’
7G
$5,500.
To Eternity”. (AA) (2d wk>v $6,5Q0?
Indianapolis, Sept. 13.
RKO Orpheuin (RKO) (2.800; $1Plaza (NT) (1,900; $1:25)—“From
$1.50)—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (4th
Biz is running * in
narrow Terrace” (20th) (4th wk). Pleasing
wk):. Lusty $10,000. Last week, groove at first-runs here this $6,000; continues. Last week, cou¬
$15,000:
pled with?Granada, $10,000.
stanza, extended-runs dominating
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
RKO Pan (RKO) Cl ,800; $L$i;25)
—“House, of Usher” (AI). (2d wjc). the lineup. Back-tp-school move¬ (750; 90-$l;25)—“Hii'oshima Mon
Fancy $8,500. Last week, $15,000. ment also is having some effect Amour” (Zenith). Big $2,000; stays.
bn attendance. One new starter,. Last week, second-runs:
over hopes. Stays on. .
“Night Fighters,” at Loew’s, is
St Louis Park (Field) (1,000; $1- floundering
Roxy (Durwood) (850; $1-$1.56)
badly. • “Psycho” and —“Ocean’s
$1.45) — “Pollyanna” (BY) (10th
11” (WB) (3d wk).
wk). Satisfactory at $3,500. Last “Ocean’s ill* still are.strong.
Smash. $9,000; continues. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, $6,000.
week, $14,000.
State (Par) (2,200; $1-$1:25)
Circle (CockriU-Dolls) (2,800;
Uptown, Granada . (NT) (2,043;
"From Terrace” (20th) (3d wk). 90-$1^5) — “Psycho” (Par) (5th 1,217; 90-$1.25) — “Let’s Make
Big $8,000. Last week. $11,000.
wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, $7,506. Love” (20th) (2d wk Uptown, 1st
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90^$1.25)— Granada): Medium $7;500: Last
$1.25)—“Sons and Lovers” (20th) “Ocean’s 11” (WB) (4th wk). Hep week. Uptown only, disappointing
<4th wk). Holds, up at bkay $3,000. $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
$7,000.
Last week, $4:000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-$l) —;
Kansas, Heart, Riverside, Crest
Uptown (Field) (1,000; $1,25- “Nigjit Fighters” (UA) and “Cage (Fihkelsteiri; Noah-Wiles; Common¬
$1.45) — “Hiroshima-Mon Amoiir” of Evil’ (UA). Sad $5,500. Last wealth; 750 cars; 1,000 cars; .900
(Zenith) (2d wk). Oke $3,500. Last week “Angel Wore Red” (M-G) cars; 900 cars; 90c) — “Murder,
U/Aplr 'ti; AAA
and 'The Pagans” (Indie), $5,000? Inc.” (20th) and “Young Jesse
Lyrie (C-D) (850; S1.25-$2.50<— James” (20th), One-time hobkrup
World ’(Mann) (400; 85-$1.45)—
“Apartment” (WB). (lOth wk). “Ben Hur” (M-G) (28th wk). Fast of usually 2d-run bzoners. Good
Smash $6,000; Last week, $7,000. $7,500. Last week, $8,000.
l$18,00a

Usher’ Potent $8,500, Mpk; ‘Terrace’
Big 8G, 'Ocean’ Sockeroo 10G, 4th
Minneapolis, Sept. 13. ]
It may be some kind of a record j
here currently because there are
no new entrants. This is evidence
of the downtown’s boxoffice health
because all of the holdovers merit¬
ed their staying on by reason of
boff biz. The two hard-ticket pix,
“Ben-Hur” and “This Is Cinerama,”
are in their 29th and third weeks,
respectively.
“The Apartment”
and “Pollyanna” are chalking up
10th rounds. “Ocean’s 11” is lusty
in fourth round. “From the Ter¬
race” is big in third.
“House of Usher” looms fancy in
second. Start of school is an ad¬
verse biz factor, but the end of
weekend vheat wave helps.
Estimates for This Week
Academy (-Mann) <947; $1.75$2,65> — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (29th
wk). Great $12,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Century (Cinerama, Ihc:) (l;150;
$1.75-$2.65)—“This Is Cinerama”
(Cinerama) (reissue) <3d wk). Con¬
tinues lively at $12,500. Last week,
$17,000.
i Gopher (Berger) (1,000; $1) —:

Wednesday, .September 14, 1960

$12,000.

Wednesday, September 14, 1960

I^AKIETY

‘Psycho’Big $8,000 In
Port.;‘Sky’NSH $6,000

k $21,000; len Hep
IJG^Gantry Loud 20G,'Storm’15G
Chicago., Sept. 13.
■First-runs are sitting pat this
round in as much as most school's
have :reopened. And though mop¬
pets are less evident, biz looks to
hold nicely for most longruns.
World’s “Easiest Profession”
preem is nabbing a healthy $5,800.
New tandem at Monroe,' “Trapped
in Tangiers” plus “Young Jesse
'■Janies',”: is figured for okay coin;
“Strangers When We Meet” is
pulling happy third frame coin at
the United Artists; - ‘Elmer Gantry”
is headed for a dandy fourth
Woods session. Second, week of
brierital’s “September Storm” is
.rated good. “Ocean’s 11” continues
sock in fifth Chicago stanza.
“All- Young Men” bids for a
lively Roosevelt fourth session:
•‘Jungle Cat,” is luring a fast total
for ditto frame at the Loop;
“It Started in Naples’• shapes big
in Esquire sixth round. “Pollyanna”
is rated okay for same State-Lake
lap. Of hardticket pix, “Can-Can”
is mild in: 21st Palace round, and
“Ben-Hur”. continues torrid in
38th Todd Theatre canto;
Estimates for This Week
. Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1.50)—
•‘Street of Shame” (Irid.ie) (2d wk>.
Oke $3,500. Last week. $6,200.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; #0-$1.80)
—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (5th wk).
Boff $31,000. Last week, $42,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.25-$i:80) — “Started in Naples”
(Par) v (6th v;k>. Nice $9,000. Last
week, $10:500. ':■
.Loop (Telem’t) (606: 90-$1.80)^“Jungle Cat’- , (BV) (4th wk). EaSl
$8,500. Last week. $10.000.
Monroe (Jbyan.) (1.000; 65-9Q)—
‘Trapped in Tangiers” (20th) and
“Young Jesse James” (20th). Oke
$4 600. Last week, “Date With
Death” (Indie) and “Hideous Sun
Demon” (Indie). $4,300;
Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 9Q-$1.80)
(Continued
page 16)

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the yari-.
ops :key cities, are net; i;.e.,
without usual: tax.
Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, Hence, the
estimated figures ard net in¬
come.
The parenthetic, admission
prices, however, -ast. indicated,
include U. S. amusement tax.

miwsiM,
Del; 'Psycho 25G
Detroit, Sept. 13.V
Downtown
grosses
are very
healthy this week with “Beri-Hur,”
“Psycho,” “Ocean’s 11” and “Wind¬
jammer” continuing to : do great
business. Lone newcomer, “Wild
One,” is quite tame at BroadwayCapitol. ‘‘From the. Terrace” is
strong iri fifth round at the Mer¬
cury arid “Can-Can” stays , hot iri
the - 15th week at the Madison.
Estimates for Thk Week

PICTURE GROSSES

Donna Dampens B’way But 'Love’ Hot
$71,000; 'Naples Bangup $43,000, 2d,'
'Men Great 2% 'Apartment’ 28G

Portland, Ore;, Sept. 13.
Biz coritiriues on upbeat this
round with nearly all spots, having
nice
product:
However,
some
riewies are- not getting far. “BenHur” moves into 34th week at
Mtisic Box. “Psycho” still is big in
fifth inning at the Broadway.. “CanStart of school Monday (12) plus Can” still using a matinee daily,
Can” looks nice in 10th round:
gale winds arid downpour stemState (Loewr) (1,900; $1.50-$3.50)
“Sorts
and
Lovers”
is
slow'..
mirig. from Hurricane- Donna the —“Beri-Hur” (M-G) (43d w'k). Cur“The Crowded Sky” at Orpheum
same day will clip Broadway first- rent stanza ending today (Wed.)
looms top new entry,: but It’s so- run takes this, session. Dearth of looks, to hit sock $48,000 for 12
so. “All Fine Young.Cannibals” is
newcomers alsq is a handicap. But " shows after $57,500 for 42d week
light on first week.
it was the heavy downpour and: and 14 performances. Continues
Estimates for This Week
high w inds oh Monday after some j indefinitely, of course. The 44lh
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; $l-: rain on Sunday 111) that took the j week will see resumption of 10
heaviest
toll. Most deluxers Were \ shows per week
$1.50)—“Psycho” (Par) (5th wk).
Big $8,000 or near.' Last week,
nfl n4htrain tod'
Victoria (City Inv.) U.003: 50-$2)
$11,100.
A
at„nig^’
J-“Started in Naples” (Par) (2d
Fox ( Evergreen) (1,600: .$1-$1:49)
. Let s Make Love, an important wk^
This first holdover stanza
—^-“Sons arid LoversV (20th) and newcomer, looks like big $51,000 ending tomorrow (Thurs.) Is head“It Happened In Roriie” (UA). Slow ior opening stanza at the Para- ing for great $30,000. Initial week,
$5,000.
Last week,
“Strangers mount and smash $20,000 at the $44 000 Continues
®' ...
When We Meet” (Col) and “3 Trans-Lux 52d Street, where dayiT
Murderesses” (Col) (2d wk). $6,400. dating, “it Started in Naples” is 1<_yVarn®f i?.W „
heading for a. smash $43,000 In
Vime Machine
(M-G) (5th wk).
Hollywood
(Evergreen)
,(900;
second round,;, day-datirig the Vic- Fourth round finished yesterday
$1.50-$3)—“Can-Can” (20th) (10th
tori a arid arty Murray Hill.
.(Tues.) was okay $13,000 or near
wk).
Fine $4,500.
Last week,
after $22,000 for third frame. Stavs
$6,300.
onlv two'days In Current week, in
Music Box (Harnrick) (640; $.1.50- ^
forder to open “High Time” (20th)
$3)—“Ben-Hur”; (M-G) (34th wk). in current (5th) session at thP
Music Hall. It goes a sixth week. on Friday (16).
Tail $13,000: Last week, $16,600.
“All Young Men” Is heading for a
First-Run Arties
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536; $1>}
great. $25,000 at the Forum In
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)
$1.49)—“Crowded Sky” (.WB) and j
third frame,
—“Psycho” (Par) (13th wk). This
“Arson For Hire” (AA).
So-so j
“The Apartment”, held with big session winding up today (Wed.)
$6,000. Last Week, “Let’s Make I
Love” (20th) and “High Powered $28,000 in 13th session, day-dating }ooIr>s ljke okay $6,500 after $9,500
the Astor and the arty Plaza. ™ 12th w'eek. Continues.
Rifle” (20th),. $7,700.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1 - "Psycho” looks like okay $16,500
$1.50)—“All Fine Young Canni¬ in 13th week, day-dating the De- —“Hiroshima Mori Amour” (ZeMille and arty Baronet. “Portrait nith) (18th wk). The 17th framn
bals” (M-G) and “Davy” (M-G). ;
in Black” is off to a good $14,000 ended Sunday (II) was big $10,600,
Mild $6,000.: Last week. “Started f
at the Palace in seventh stanza, being helped by Labor Day holiIn Naples” (Par); arid “Prisoner of j
•‘Ocean’s 11” still Is big wdth $34.- day after $10,000 for 15th week.
Volga” (Par) (9 days), $7,200.
000 for. fifth week: at the Capitol, Holding so w'ell that uo date set for
w'here it continues.
next pic.
“Time, Machine” Is down to a
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20-$1.75)
fair $13,000 in fourth, round at the —“Sons and Lovers” (20th) (7th
Warner; “High Time” replaces next j wk). Sixth round ended Monday
Friday.
“Strangers
When
We j (12) was solid $8,500 after $10,500
.Meet” dioped to fair $13,000 in ? jn fifth week.
Ilth: week at. the ■Criterion, bat;
Fi{th A
clnenl, (RJlB) (250
continues unlil_-All Fine Young; $1.25;S1.80, _ ..Green Carnation’'

Fox (Fox-Mich) (5;000; $1.25$1.49)-r-r“Let’s Make Love” (20th)
and “High; Powered; Rifle” (20th)
(3d wk). Good $9400. Last week,
$11,000,
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,-.
600; $1.25-$ 1.49) — “Ocean’s 11”
(WB) (4th wk). Wow $20,000. Last
week, $23,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1;25^$1.49)—
“Psycho” (Par) (7th wk). Terrific
$25,000. Last week, $28,000,
; Sari Francisco, Sept, 13.
First-run. biz here currently
Madison (UD) (1,408; $1:50-$3)—
“Can-Can” l20th) (15th wk). Hotsy rated, sprightly despite a nearly
$1O;O0O. Last week. $11,500.
100^.holdbyeir. situation. Lone new
... Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; entrant ’*• ‘‘Savage Eye.” very
$l\25-$1.49) — “Wild One” (Col) promising at arty Vogue Theatre.
arid ‘The Mob”-(Col ( Tame $7,500 “Psycho” shapes jgiant in fifth
i . 5 days. Last week, “House of. round at the Golden Gate While
Usher”. (AI) and “Little Shop of “Started in Naples” looks lusty in
second at Paramount. ^Ocean’s 11”
Horror” (AI). $8,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1;25- is great in sixth St. Francis round.
$1.50) —“Angel Wore Red (M-G)
“Hell To Eternity” still Is socko
Washington, Sept. 13.
(2d wk). So-so $6,000. Last week, In second: stanza at the United. Art¬
General sluggishness here this $7,500.
ists: “Beri-Hur” continues smash in
session., with' only a few. bright
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- 38th session at the Coronet;
spots , altering the tone. Only ..ini- ; $3)—‘-Ben-Hur” (MrG) (30th Wk).
Estimates for- This Week
tialer, “Crowded Sky,” shapes, for Sensational $25,000: Last week,
a: five take in two theatres. “Psy¬ $25,600.
Golden Gate (RKOV <2,859; $1.50)
cho” retains plenty of wallop in;
—“Psj'cho”
(Par) (5th Wk). Huge
Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,seventh frame at the Town.
208; $1.50-$2.65) — “Windjammer” $23,000. Last week, $27,000.
‘‘Elmer Gantry”, shows strength ; (NT) (25th wk): Great $17,500. Last
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
at.Keith’s in fourth round. “Let’s week,-$18,500.
Closed for automblrile show. . Last
Make Love” is sliding a good total
Trans-Lux
Krim
(Trans-Lux) . week, “Let’s Make Love” (20th)
in third stanza' at Capitol.
(1,000; $1.49-$i:65)—‘‘Come Dance " and: . “Five Bold Womeri” (20th)
Estimates for This Week
With Me” (Union) (3d wk). Fine : <2d wk)r good $ll,50p: ...
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
|
Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656; $1.25(1,490; I.OOO; 90-$ 1.49^“Crowded ' Mercury (UM)' (1,470; $1-$1.49) I
Sky” fWB.i.
Nice R14.00Q.
Last r--“From Terrace” (20th) (5th wk). ; $1.50)—“Time Machine” (M-G) (4th
wk). Slow $7i000.: Last week, $7,500.
week “Ocean’s 11” (WB) (4th -wk’V
Strong. $15,00. Last week, $16,400.
$13,000.
.Paramount (Par) (2,646j $1.25Capitol (Loey) (3.426; $1-$1.49V
$1:50)—“Started In Naples” (Par)
—-‘•Let’s Make Love” »20th) (3d
and . “Cover Girl Killer-’ (Par) (2d
wk). Good $i3>000 following $17,wk). Lusty $12,000. Last week,
500 for 2d round.
$16,000.
Keith’s (RKO> (1.850; $1-$1.49)—
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.00“Elmer Gantry” <UA> (4th wk).
Louisville, .Sept. 13/ . $1.50)r-rr•‘Ocean’s 11” (W^B) (6th
Brisks $12,000. Last week, $14,000.
Break in the protracted heat wk). Great $9,000 or over. Last
. MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)—
wave which had oppressed this area j week, $11,000..
•‘I’m Ah Right., Jack” (BL) (9th
was a boon to first-runs theatres.
Orpheum (Cinerama, Inc!) (1,456;
wk). Nice $4,000 after $5,400 in
“Psycho,” in second round at the '
$1.7p-$2.65 )---“This Is Cinerama”
week before;
Kentucky, is pacing the city with i
(Cinerama) (reissue) filth’ wk'.
Ontario (K-B) (L240; 90-$1.49t—
a boff take. “Let’s Make Love,”
“It Started in Nanles” (Par) (3d
Good $18j50p. Last week, same.
in operiihg stanza at Rial! shapes
W'k),
Okay $8,000.
Last week, nice: . “Elmer '.Gantry’-’ in third ;at
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,151;
$11,000.
United
Artists
.looiris
fairish.' $L25-$i .50):—“Hell To Eternity”
Palace (Lpew) (2.390; 90:$L25)— “Ocean’s 11” in sixth , at the Mary (AA). and “Hot Shots” (AA) (2d
“All Fine Young Cannibals” (M-G) Anderson, . still is okay.
"Ben- w’k). Dandy $15,000 or close. Last,
(2d wk>. Poor $8,500 following Hur” iri 17th round at the Brown week: $23,500.
$12,000 opener..
Stagedoor ( A-R) (440; $I;25-$1.50)
is topping the last Week’s trade:
Playhouse (T-LV.(.458: $1-$180)—. Kentucky State Fair is open for “I’lri All Right Jack” (Col) (6th
“Come Dance With Me” (Union) 10 days..
wk). Fine $2,800. Last v/eek. $3,000.
(5th wk). Oke $2,000. Week earlier,
Vogue (S:F. Theatres) (364; $1.25)
Estimates for This Week
$2400.
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200; —“Savage Eye” (T-L). Big $3,000.
Plaza : (T-LI (276:. $1.25-$1.80).—
$125-$2:50) — “Ben-Hur”
(M-G) i Last week. “Private Property” (In“Members Only” (Union): (9th wk)
(17th wk>. Perked to nice $6,000 die) and “School For Love” (Indie)
and -“Mating'Tirrie’- (Union). Nice
(2d .wk); $2,200.,.
as against .16th week’s .$5,700,
$4,400. ..The eighth Session' of
Kentucky (SWitow) (900; 75i$l:25)
Coronet (United California)
“Members Only,” was $3,600:
—r”Psycho’’ (Par) (2d Wk), Smash. (1,250; ; $l.f« - $3:50)—“Ben - Hur”
Town (King) (800: $1-31.49)
• $14,000:after opening week’s colos¬
(M-G) (38th' w;k). Great $24,000.
>‘Psycho” (Par) (7th wk). Great sal $19,000, over hopes.
Last week, $23;500.
$13,000 after $16,000 ’
sixth
Mary Anderson (People’s) (900;
Alexandria (United, California)
round.
75-$l)—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) : (6th
“Can - Can”
Trans-Lux (T-L). (600:. $1.25-$2) wk). Oke $4,500. after last week’s: (1,610; $2.20-$2.75)
(20th) (16th Wk). Okay $11,000: Last
—“Strangers, When
We. Meet” $5,500.
week,
$12,000,
(Col) (1.1th wk). Good $5,000: Last
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Presidio . (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
week, $5,400.
75-$i.25)—“Let’s
Make
LOve”
Uptown (SW) (1.300; $L49-$2.75) (20th). Fine $10,000. Last Week, $1.25-$L50)^-“Oscar Wilde” (Films
“Can-Can”? (20th)
(16th wk). “Lost World” (20th) (2d wk), $.8000, Around World) (4th wk). Fast
Okay $6^00. Last week. $6,200.
United Artists (UA) (3,000; 75- $3,000; Last week, $4:000,
Crest (A-R) (320; $1,50V—“Sons
Warner (SW) (L440; $i.49-$2.75) $L25)—“Elmer Gantry” . (UA) (3d
-*■ “Beri-Hur” (M-G) (26th wk). wk 1. . Fair $6,500 after second and Lovers” (20th) (4th wk). Fair
Great $18,000. Last week; $19,000. round’s $8,500.
$2,500. Last week, $3,800,

Frisco; ‘Ocean’ 9G

‘Sky’ Bright $14,000 In
D.C.;‘Gantry’Hot 12G,
4th; ‘Love’ lively 13G

TSYCHO’ NIGHTY 14G,
L’VILLE; 10VE OK 10G

Ca.n/‘bais >?pe?uS!pt .Z2',
.... ! (Indie) lm.0.1 (3d wkl. Second week
Ben-Itur
still is great with f;ni.hed Sunday (11) was sturdy
in current (43d) I] s4.400. being aided by Labor DaJ
around $48,000
S48.000 .in
week but only 12 shows. It goes to j af;er j4000 Ior opeJeT This
■?the
bV,LthPSwi•»
«>«sed iu (Tndip)
U. S. aa
44th frame:
Can-Can looks
,
, Q~par
to slip to fine $20,000 on 27th J ^ialS
y,
a
round at the Rivoli where the ' t1??!m?,IIdie,
daily-matinee setup continues.
Jungle Cat (BV) (5th wk).
j $1-80^)—
~ Junfle
wl
w—Ir
Fourth round completed yesterday
yesterd;
Estimates for
for This
J ,Tues.1\ was good ec
enn ««««
*1*
Estimates
Hus Week
Week
$6,500
after $12,.

J

Astor (City. Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2.50)

tD^J\4th,

Hie 13th session ended last night

rr,

000 over hopes, for third

I-ittle Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(520. $1.25-32)—"Carry On, Nurse”

?.UeSd,^TOt?.!i9,000J,r^°‘e 'Govl- first week ending tomorrow
after $27,000 for 12th week. Stays (Thurs.l is heading for a great $16.:for several weeks more.
000. In ahead, “Man in Cocked
Capitol (Loewi (4,820; $l-$2.50) Hat” (Show) (12lh wk-10 days).
—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (6th w'k). $7 200
Fifth sterna completetl . last night
cu|ld <GuBd, (450. $1.$1.75, _
<Tues.> was solid $34,000 or near.;.,,^ All Ri.ht
e
-■
v.
,
j “I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) (21st
lifter $55,000 for fourgi week. .
wk)>. The 20th week completed
[
Criterion (Moss) (1.671; 90-$2.40) i
,
, JT
—“Strangers When We Meet” (Col) t
(Continued on page 16)
(12th wk). Tfie llth round finished '
'

Tot‘hokweyek“3-0^ Pror. Spotty; W Boff
(m-g.
$12,000
$12,000 a2^4CauSMk’
a 2i;‘CaBUbals’
DeMille (Reade) (1,658; 90-$2)—
n.L.J’ tC AAA
Mild 7G,
“Psycho” (Par) (13th wk). This
M1U
IU) Triad’$6,000
lwUMI fO,UUv
session winding today (Wed.) is
heading for neat $10,000 or close
after $15,500 for 12th week. “Spartacus” (U) opens Oct. 6.
.
Palace (RKO) (1.642; 90-$2.50)—"Portrait iri Black” (U) (8th wk).
Seventh stanza finished last night
(Tries.) was good $14,000 or under
after $23,000 for sixth week. “Sun.rise at Campobello” (WB) comes
in Sept. 26.
Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$2>—“All
Young Men” (Col) (3d w-k). This
fraine ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks like great $25,000 after $34,-

Providence.
Sept. 13.
13.
Providence. Sept.
Return to schools plus a rainy
Sunday kept most motorists closer
to home and some of main stem*
mers
benefitted.
“Let’s
Maker
Love" in second frame is still the
leader, big at Majestic. State’s “AH
Fine Young Canniballs” shapes
slow. Albee’s reissue of “This Island Earth” is fair. Strand is quiet
with “College Confidential:” Elrtiwood is still on the happy side with
its 12th round of “Ben-Hur.”
I
Estimates far This Week
iil.. nnrni to ma. m mi _

pSm2' <APPT)
<1
Unknown” (U) (reissues).
Fair
f
rL?'66?9n(M' 56.000. Last week, “Snow Queen”’
f2.)— Let s. Makf. LJV?
<U) and “Chartroos Caboose” (U),
Initial session ending today (Wed.)
000 in fiv<b
is .heading for. big $51,000. Hoias,
Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $1.50of course. In ahead, “From Ter- $2.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (12th
race” . (20th) (8th wk-6 days), $24,- wkK Good *3,500. Eleventh Was
000, for a very successful longrun. 39 qoO
Radio City Music Hall (RockeMajestie /SW) (2,200; 75-$l) —
fellers) (6,200; 90-$275) — “Song “Lers Make Love” (20th) (2d wk).'
Without End” (Col) and stageshow i Big *12,000 after sock $15,000 in
(5th wk). This week finishing up , first:
today (Wed.) is heading for lofty i
state (Loew) (3,200; 65-90)—“AH
$130,000.
Fourth was $165,000. 5 pitfe Young Cannibals” (M-G) and
: Stays a sixth week,, with “Dark At j “Seven Guns To Mesa” (M-G).
j Top of Stairs” (WB) opening Sept.! Mild $7,000. Last week, “Time Ma22.
Storm on Monday slashed | chine” (M-G) and “Day Robbed
matinee biz 50%, cutting into Bank of England” (M-G) (2d wk),
week’s totaL
I $7,000.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
Strand. (National Realty) (2,200;
-“Can-Can” (20tii) (28th wk). The 65-90)—^‘College Confidential” (U)
27th session completed last night and “Between Time and Eternity”
(Tues.):.dipped to .fine $20,000 after (U>.
Slow $3,500.
Last week,
$28,500 for. 26th week. “The Ala- “Strangers When We Meef’ CCol)
mo” (UA) comes in next. “Can- (2d wk), $6,500.
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most
woman
in town
easiest
♦#f

#••

PRESENTS

This is Liggett • • . who
called Gloria whenever
his wife was away!

This is Steve • • • who
knew that no one man
owned Glorial

co-starring

^MILDRED MOCK- BETTY FIELD • JEFFREY LYNN -KAY MEDFORD • SUSAM OLIVER - ^CHARLES SCHNEE

Wednesday, September 14, 1960

t'SftmFr

EXPLODING ACROSS THE
NATION IN NOVEMBERI
For Top Holiday Grosses
Dial -DUl.lei fiulU 0’T~
( Your local M-G-M Branch)

L

.n JOHN O’HARAS

I

the best-seller
that tells
Gloria’s story
, . from first
man to last!

MIL MANN * A PM & BERMAN PRODUCTION
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Edinburgh Fest Hits a Brisk Cfip;
Talk Up New $3,000,000 Opera House

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
49 St. Jamai'a StrMt,Piccadilly

500 Yanks to Appear
In Japanese ‘Skin’
Tokyo, Sept. 6;
Some 500 Americans, the most
ever to appear in a Japanese film,
will be seen in the upcoming
ShQchiku production of “White
Skin and Yellow Officer,”, from the
book of the same name by Masao
Kikuehi, The . story describes the
humanitarian activities of a Japa¬
nese naval officer at the Cantapellini Women's Prison in the Celebes
during the last World War.
Starring opposite Minoru Oh/ki
will be Elise Richter, daughter of
Pacific Stars and Stripes managing
editor who has appeared in a num¬
ber of Nippon films, and Lee
Smith, daughter: of a Canadian
Embassy ofiicial and tv actress in
Japan. The Americans will speak
Japanese in the color film, which.rolls next month.

Arg. Exhibs to Tell Govt, of Plight

By GORDON IRVING
4
Edinburgh, So-pt. 6.
Major talking point in the 14th
International Festival, now fully
under way, is the plan to beat ihe
London, Sept. 13.
i
London, Sept. 13.
accommodation shortage and give
Paul Czinner follows his films
The theatre ticket agency busi¬
the Scot capital a grand opera of the Bolshoi Ballet and the Royal
ness in Britain is booming, accord¬
house of its own, either a new Ballet with a full length color film
ing to the accounts of Keith
building or an existing one con¬ of Richard Strauss’ opera, “Dec
Prowse & Co., which in the year
Rosenkavalier,”
for
Rank
release.
verted for the purpose. Negotia¬
ended last March 31 showed a
tions are going on so that the au¬ Czinner will film the entire opera
profit of $257,600, double that of
in six days, at Salzburg's New
last year. Outfit is reckoned to
ditorium would be available with¬ Festival Hall.
grab around 70% of the local tick¬
in a reasonably short time.
Czinner will follow-' his previous
et biz,.
Two major theatres, the Empire technique of setting up a large
Chairman of Keith. Prowse,
and the Lyceum, are reported as number of cameras so placed that
Peter Cadbury, in his annual
feasibilities.
The former is a each j scene can be shot from
statement reveals that the com¬
numerous angles and then cutting
pany seriously considered divvy¬
more likely possibility, although down
the 100,000 feet of film to
ing out on the common, though no
it does house ballet during the an¬ manageable
proportions.
Top
such
move has been made since
nual three-weeks art junket. If stars as Elisabeth Schwarzkopf,
1930, Cadbury stated that the
the Empire is the theatre chosen Seng Jurinac, Otto Edelmann and
directors
will be pondering the
for reconstruction, another house Erich Kunz will be in the film,
question of applying for a Stock
withu the orchestra, conducted by ]
Sydney, Sept 6.
Exchange quotation for the Com¬
would have to be found for ballet Herbert von Karajan. Special per¬
Hardrticket. pix continue to pull
performances, probably the King’s formances of the opera Will he top boxoffice here, and should find mon, shares.
In retailing disk^the company
Theatre. The Lyceum, city’s legit staged to enable Czinner. to handle the going big right through to next showed a turnover of $1,090,500
| Yuletide and into 1961. Strong me¬
house, has also been rumored as a his project.
despite
an apparent drop in sales
dium-price films are also pulling
possible for takeover. It is part
patrons in some keys. Top long- generally.
of the national Howard Wyndham
runner here is “South Pacific”
<20th) with 88 weeks already
circuit.
chalked up, and no end in sight:
Cost of the city's Opera House
“Ben-Hur”
<MTQ> is a sellout in
would be met from private sources
17th round, with “Porgy and Bess”
and not city funds.
<
Col)
stout
,
in
10th session.
It is skedded to seat some 2.000
“Can-Can” (20th) continues solid
persons, would cost some $3,000,in
20th
week,
and
“South Seas Ad¬
OOO to build (excluding cost of site>.
venture” (Cinerama) is surefire
Edinburgh, Sept. 6.
although much less if an existing
for
lengthy
span/following
a rec¬
Oddly,
the
completely
unexpectbuilding is taken over.
By EMIL W. MAASS
LordHarewood, 36-year-o:d co;.-! ed topic of censorship reared its ord third, week.
“Bellboy”
(Par)
Is
a
socko
in
Vienna, Sept. 6. .
*in of Britain’s Queen Liz, who is ! ugly head at this years annual, the lower admission bracket,bit
with
As long as the sun shines and
the new artistic director of the Edinburgh International Festival, “White Wilderness” iM-Gl power¬
nights
are
pleasant,
the foreign
Festival here, told Variety: * lf I both a French and a British com- ful with moppet biz on: four-a-day.
did not think the Festival Society pany being involved. First surprise Foreign b.o. continues, strong with tourist does not complain, neither
about
what
the
amusement
indus¬
meant husiness on the provision of came when the city's chief of “Wild. Strawberries” <BEF) and
try, has to offer, nor about upped
an Opera House, I would not have police sent two officers to obtain “Black Orpheum” (Kapferer).
prices,,
especially
hotel
accommo¬
taken on this job.”
a script of the play. “A Fringe of
Meantime, architectural view- Light,” presented by Group One Hard-Tickets Big in Melbourne I dations. The manager of a threestar hotel, with more than half
point is that It would be wrong to Productions on the Fest's unoffiMelbourne,: Sept. 6, j American clientele, concedes room
convert an existing building, and cial; “fringe.” Script was returned .' Hard-ticketeers in
the iop * accommodations are a trifle higher
that a completely new theatre with a note saying that the police j bracket here. are. “South Pacific” [ than, in neighboring Italy, Ger¬
should be constructed. A site fac- department gave its okay for the in 82d round; “Ben-Hur” in 16th j many and Switzerland,/ “but this
Ing the ancient Castle Rock has . performance,
session “Porgy” in 12thw;eek and : is more than compensated by
been suggested.
"
| Aqtors went into the matter proh- “Nun's Story” tWB), ditto week, prices for food, and other inci¬
“Bellboy” <Par) is hefty in sec¬
Less Controversial
| to, - calling a special meeting of
he observes., “We still
ond week at popular admissions, dentals,”
are cheaper than other countries/.
The 1960 Festival has had less British Actors Equity Assn, to dis- with
“Operation.Petticoat” <U> set
tban the usual controversial hullathe principles involved. Equity for a profitable run: “Tiger. Bay” This goes for. all of Austria. Vien¬
balloo, onlv a few incidents hitting 1S Pow asking London headquar- (Rank) is the best of the British na itself has the lowest .pricts.”
local headlines. "The Wallace,” ter* to inquire into the authority product here.
Since the huge deficit of the
new Scot drama on the open-stage responsible for licensing plays in
Austrian state budget is annually
of the Assembly Hall, written by j Scotland, and will ask its council
covered (mostly with a consider¬
Brisbane, Adelaide Booming
New Zealand-born post-dramatist i to lake up the matter with the
able .surplus) by the revenues of
Brisbane, Sept., 6,
Sjdnev Goodsir Smith, has been [Theatrical Managers Assn, and the
“Pacific” is the leader here in I the foreign tourist trade, the Min¬
generally acclaimed, special praise j Assn, of Touring and Producing 12th round.. Both “Ben-Hur” andi; istry of Finance watches this ba¬
going to Iain Cuthbertson in the . Managers.
“Porgy” will debut-later this year, j rometer most. attentively. The
leading role of William Wallace,
Equity official asked what. is. to Metro's "Shaggy Dog’* i& drawing j question—was. the ceiling already
Scot patriot. Smaller revues, offi- happen if a play, licensed, by the solid moppet trade/ with ‘‘Carry j reached in. 1959—canhot be an¬
cial and unofficial, are running! Lord Chamberlain in London, on Teacher” okay as a British rep. 1 swered, as yet, but there is no
doubt that the foreign tourist trade
merrily, and legit fodder offered is / conies touring Scotland where one
viill cover again the deficit. Statis¬
varied.
I chief of police may approve of it
Ditto Here
tics of the Vienna summer music
Adelaide, Sept. 6/
But police were sent to seize the and another disapprove. This, he
“Pacific” (20th) is still the won¬ festivals revealed another increase
script of a play, “Fringe of Light,” said, Would be. an impossible situaby Bill Owen,’being staged at the tiqn. and Equity is anxious to clear der drawcard in this spot, with. 40 of foreign visitors, this year the
weeks racked up. “Ben-Hur” and Scandinavians especially discov¬
Princess Theatre. It was.later re- it up.
tinned intact after examination by
Following closely on this inci- “Porgy” haven’t opened here yet. ered their fondness of Austria.
peisons unknown. Play is generally [dept came a demand from the Brit- Good biz is coming for “Carry on Americans and British visitors are
described as abstruse and tedious. [ ish! Lord Chamberlain to see the Teacher” (Rank) “Shaggy Dog” up 10% over last year/ but stays
are shorter,
“Fringe,” together with a play [script of “Les Trois Mousque- (M-G). and “Tiger Bay”. .‘Rank).
All hotels are booked full for
bv Picasso, “Desire Caught By the frames.” Play is a free adaptation
the
Vienna International Fair in
Tail.” is being staged by a group in French by Roger pianchon from
mid-September.
cl 13 young actors known as Group . the? story by Alexandre Dumas.
One.
i A member of the. Lord ChamberMarion Jordan has been elected
Vienna cannot, compete during
the hot summer months with Salz¬
Business Is brisk at citv box- [ ,a^n s staff was invited to o.o. the a v.p. oL Columbia International..
He recently joined the company burg and even, to some extent,
©ifices. The Leningrad Symphony 1 performance, the production havOrch’s concert, skedded for tomor- }
no script. On its opening here. | as Continental . manager,/ with, with./Ercgenz on Lake Constance.
switch Thus, the amusement industry it¬
re,v (Wed.), was SRO two weeks l/I^s Trois Mousequetaires” ran headquarters in Paris in
from a similar post at Universal./ self has little to offer, “The Merry
ago, every seat having been sold to ’
critical acclaim.
Widow,” with Johannes Heesters,
*ee- “Figaro,” Beethoven's Seventh i
Holland operetta - star, did so-sd
Symphony, and Tchaikovsky's Sym- '
b.o. ixi the Redout Hall, state-oper¬
phony No;. 6 in B Minor. All scats
ated, While the/only regulai\operfor performances of the Royal Bal¬
eita house, the Raimund, failed to
let have also gone, and early per¬
produce a Vienna operetta/ and
formances of the Glyndebcurne
selected
a mediocre German mu¬
(Engj Opera are also SRO.
sical;
“Bel Ami,” ihusic by Peter
Lotsa Statistics
Kreuder., This is a misuse of the
Statistics-wise the Edinburgh
;
London.. Sept.. 13area, having a wide variation in considerable subventions given by:
Festival is_ as strong
e\ er. A
[Talks how continuing betw ecn box-office, potential. .
the. City of Vienna, because the
total of lo performances are tak- ex^ibitor and distributor groups
The KRS proposal is that thea- foreigner, visiting the capital,
ing place under official aegis, with here
result in a revised
t Ires ought to be chosen to play on w-ants to see a “real Vienna” musi-/
hundreds more in small halls te,.n of film releasing in the UK. I the first week of London release cal.. Last year Robert Stolz clicked
basements, coffee-rooms, church G£neral aim of the proposed withe ‘ regard to existing zoning with his “Two Hearts in Threeballs and sundry meeting spots. , changes is to fix the maximum; or precise geographical location, Quarter Time” but Vienna should
Moie than 2,000 performers^ aie [profitable
playdates
coincident : and with maximum money-taking offer more. No .wonder that, the
in the official Festival ond there r ^vith, and in the areas covered by. capacity in. mind. The Society privately . operated company on
are four orchs, six chamber orches- t the peak of general release adver.- points out that ads in London ever Lake Neusiedel at Moerbisch, close,
tras. six drama groups, the Gljnde- | tising and promotion campaigns,
ning newspapers and on tele, reach to the Iron Curtain, 40 minutes'
bourne Opera, four ballet com-j [The Kinematograph Renters' So- all the Greater London. And some¬ car drive, does better business.
solois^s- A total of.cjety bas Suggested to the Cine- times even the Home Counties They play alternatingly ‘‘Gypsy
Baron,” by Johann Strauss, and
are on sa e vallle(* matograph Exhibitors Asso., as a are.covered:
at $a00,000.
first idea, that there should be a
Proceeding from this,, the KRS “Victoria and/ Her llussar,”. by
Hints of broadening the Festi- major modification of the present argues that since saturation ad Paul Abraham. Another privately
val's scope to include some lighter [London general release system. As campaigns can now be conducted operated company, Vienna Cham¬
items have been given. According o£ now’, pix go out to cinemas in in regional areas, thecountry as a ber Opera, rented the Schoento Lord Harewood, the problem of | three areas labelled North and whole might be broken down into briinn Royal Theatre and plays,
attracting working-class audiences i West, North and East and South, regions. These in turn could cov¬ alternatingly, Mozart’s “La Finta
is being seriously considered, al-iln that order, generally speaking, ered by a pattern of release simi¬ Gardiiiiera” (The Clever Gardner)
though standards are not to be j ccjver over three consecutive weeks, lar to that suggested for the Lon¬ and Donizetti's ’’ll Campanello”
lowered.
» with the houses involved in each don and. Home Counties.
and “Rita,”

Czmner Plans Feature
He of Strauss Opera

Keith Prowse Ponders
listing Common Stock

Hard—Ticket Filins Top
Booming B.O. in Aussie,
'Pacific/ ‘Ben-Hur’ Aces

Censors Muddle
Into Scot Fest

StM A Poser

Jordan a Go) Veep

in

Buenos Aires, Sept. 6.
Now that film and legit adinis*
sions are nearly on the same/, level
here, business in film theatres Id
far from sensational, as it was iacouple of years ago, particularly bn
ordinary weekdays. In contrast,,
legit has been doing gratifying
business. Exhibitors are beginning
to feel the cold draught of tele on
their necks. Last week they sought
an interview with Economy Mini¬
ster Alsogaray to poiir their
troubles in his lap. Their feeling is
that, admissions are somewhat high,
but Overhead doesn't , allow) cuts.
There are some ip .the trade who
feel, that the best pictures are not
being .wisely exploited under tho:
present system of simultaneous re¬
lease in. several fifst-runs and big:
nabe spots. Exclusive release for
Some weeks in a major, showcase,
prior /to showing in the iiabes, is
considered wise by-some. Under
the present setup even when a’film
is amply meeting holdover terms,
it must be switched tp a moveover
house, to make room for some new
release.
Distributors may. well have had
in mind: that in these countries
crises are always likely to airjse
which' delay imports or release
permits: And to fill in the. gaps,
they can resort to. those- unsuf¬
ficiently milked hits they had to
put on their shelves. Siich a crisi
is now a reality, since the Screen
Institute- Board resigned several
weeks ago. Hence, there is no one
to sign release permits or support
applications for imports.
Last reports are that the Interventor appointed to investigate
the Screen Institute work of the
past, two years already, has drafted
his resignation.... alleging that, his
appointment carried insufficient
authority to conduct the Institute’s
routine business, which is complex,
and should be take care of by a
properly constituted board. It’s,
understood that this will give Edu¬
cation Minister McKay the chance,
to cancel the resignations of the
two more experienced members of
the Screen Institute Board: Senores
Eduardo Glivera and Roberto Talice. Then Institute business will ,
proceed as usual under their care.
Bring in Oidi
In the meantime shortage of ma¬
terial prompted the reissue , of
“Pillow Talk” at . the / uptown
Arizona, after successful neighbor¬
hood dates and a 13-\veekfirst-ruii
at the Broadway: ‘‘Porgy and. Bess’*
also was brought] back to the Biar¬
ritz at reduced , admissions, follow¬
ing suburban dates and the/'initial
nine-week first-run at the Florida.
Metro has reissued “The Prisoner
of Zenda*' at - the Metro,, to fill in
/the gap made by patrons' nbnappreciation'of “Home From Hill.-’*“Ben-Hur” (M-G* - is now ‘
third w’eek' of exclusive release: at
the Metropolitan, doing 90% car
pa.city business throughout. the
week and 100% capacity over theweekends. “Operation Petticoat”;
(U) also is in a third week at thf:
Ambassador while “Solomon andi
Sheba” (UA) is in its 10th week ex- '
clusively at the Gran Florida.
“Tiger Bay” (Rank) held 11 Weeks
in / an exclusive firstat the
Luxor.
Native - producers are jubilant
over the good business done by ‘‘Lil
Patota” (Argentina Sono Film),
which so far held three weeks at
the Monumental/ While another ter. .
cent local, production. “Un Guaph
del 900” (A Bravo of the. 1800’s)
(Angel) bids fair to equal this suc¬
cess, having been released Aug. 17
at Gran Bex, Gaumont and eight
nabes day-date, or a total capacity
of 21,000 seats.

BLAME TELE BOOM FOR
HOLLAND’S PIX SLUMP
Amsterdam, Sept/ 6.
The . boom in tele in Holland, is
blamed, for the decline, in cineriia.
attendance, according to the re¬
port of the Bureau of Statistics. It
states that for every tv set, :the.
film theatre decreases from. 50 to
20 visits a year. This. means that
since 1957, cinema attendance has
declined 27%.
To draw back;patron; a publicity
campaign is set iip by the Dutch
Cinema League. It is only the;
prestige productions, which draw
public or pix which are. boosted by
the critics.

UfauETT
Shwting of ‘Devil' in
Hawaii Tilts Payroll
Lahaina, Maul, Sept.13.

INTERNATIONAL

HONGKONG HOPES FORA U.S. MARKET

Filming of “Devil at;i O’clock”
here is expected to bring about
$500,000 in “outside money” to.
this " picturesque, onetime capital,
*
By ERNIE PEREIRA
of Hawaii. About. 150 craftsmen
are turning Lahaina (population:
Hong Kong, Sept. 6.
2,500) into a present-day Tahitian YOUNG CORNFIELD ON'WAVE'
The Hong Kong film industry,
port town, with carpenters averag¬
1
faced
with
a
dwindling market, is
-Zurich;.'Sept. 0.
Denies U.S. ‘New.Wave* Vogue Per
ing $325 a wreck pay checks.
setting its eye on the United States
London, Sept. 6.
Se—Deprecates Old Standards
Coming from Venice where, she
A gaudy bawdy house, which fig¬
Bertram Mills Circus Ltd., Brit¬■ as an outlet for its Mandarin and
won the best actress award at the ures.prominently in the Fred.Kohlain’s ace big top outfit, showedI Cantonese films and giving itself
Pari?; Sept. 0.
LeRoy
production,
Venice Fest for her work in “The mar-Mervyn
Young Yank filmmaker Hubert gross profit of $140,000. for the! five years to enter the American
has been set up. on Theatre. St.
year ended last April 9, This wasi market.
Apartment” (UA), Shirley Mat-:
Cornfield;
whose
“The
T
h
i
r
d
Filming is. scheduled to start Sept.
But there are some problems to
Voice” (20th) got good critical re¬ ahead of last year’s by $53,500 andi
Lafne stopped over here to plug 19. '
be tackled and solved first.
views and biz here recently, and the best gross in eight years.
tiiis Billy Wilder pic. A press
Problem No. 1 deals with quality
Dividend
is
to
be
27V£%.
com¬
had him hailed as the forerunner
Bhiijdig, was "thrown for: her by
; of production and No. 2 is whether
of the American “new wave,” paring with 18%% plus a special
Uriartisco S.A. Geneva. UA’s Swiss
I Chinese pictures will have suf¬
opines that there can be no “new interim of 8% %. in the preceding
distrib. . Her- next assignment in¬
year. "
j ficient boxoffice appeal to Amer¬
wave”
in
Hollywood
at
present
cludes filmization..of the dramatic
ican fans exclusive of the thou¬
where enthusiasm is still, looked
best-selling novel, “The Spinster,”
sands of Chinese-Americans in the
askance
and.
with
insecurity
iii
re
for- Metro, co-starring Laurence
U.S.
a film subject detested..
Harvey and. directed by Charles
The strong and valid argument
Cornfield states “Voice” Was
Walters. Location shooting will
prevailing in the industry here is
made, within the Hollywood system
start in'Nfew Zealand beginning in
that if Japanese. Italian, French,
Mexico City, Sept. 13.
in 16 days which called for a lot of
October; with interiors to be* done
1 German and Swedish films, among
|
The Party Of He volutionary In¬ financial juggling to bring it in for
in Hollywood.
,. others, have found an American
$340,000
with the principal players
stitutions, ruling party in Mexico,
market, it is time that the Hong
Her next vehicle will be
taking $100,000. He says he could
Kong Chinese industry galvanize
romantic comedy, “My . Geisha,” is reported; to be planning to enter
Bayreuth, Sept. 6.
not go past four takes and had
for producer Steve Parker, ’to be the film producing field, arid
It isn’t only the films which are itself and try to cash in also. There
Only two allowable for an earlier
released by Paramount. Film starts set ting up a production unit for
looking to the West German gov¬ is. in fact, a rising tide of optim¬
rolling in Japan next January. It. this' purpose; Direct government pic, “Hold Up” (20th V, just getting ernment for financial support—the ism within the ranks of the film
U:S.> release; after having played
will be all-Japanese as far as participation in production (Clasa
famed Wagner Festival, which is;. industry in this British Colony that
here two seasons ago thanks to his.
studios, technicians and crew are Films Mundiales is a semi-official
always a sellout with high ticket it can be done.
father, Albert Cornfield, who was
The exigencies of the situation,
concerned, but will be directed by producing' Unit financed partly
prices, is In financial difficulties
Continental manager for 20th-Fox
Britisher Jack Cardiff and with a with federal funds) is not. meant to
arid needs government and private paced by the shrinkage of markets
at the time; and has since retired:
‘‘western” co-star in the male lead; give competition to bona fide! pro¬
backing. Wieland Wagner, one of in Southeast Asia, are compelling
Cornfield maintains he woifld the two : grandsons of Richard the people, in the business to adopt
‘Geisha,” to.be'filmed in English, ducers, .according to a reliable
will be lensed by Japan’s ace government source. Concentration like to be a so-called “waver” but Wagner who has reorganized the a new approach in order to give
it
mow seems quite Impossible in riiodern and . Well-received annual new lustre, drive and dimension to
will
be
strictly
on
.
arty
films,'
the
cameraman. Urashima, who did.
unprofitable
non-com¬ tlir. U.S. major company sytem. If Wagner summer, festival, told a the local film Industry.
“Rashqmon” and “Gates of Hell.” so-called
mercial
productions
not
ordinarily
Leslie
Stevens was able to make a gathering of the “Assn, of the
Right now Singapore. Malaya,
For the “Geisha” role, the actress,
who. speaks. Japanese, w ill have to appealing to producers because of cheap pic outside Hollywood. Using Friends- of Bayreuth” that the Taiwan and Hong Kong, In this
his
own
talents, wife and house in j Wagner Festival needs further fi- j order, are the main markets for
high
risks
involved
and
lack
of
learn the ancient Japanese, tea:
guarantees.
“Private Property,’’ he now is part i nancial support.
| Hong Kong films. Indonesia was
ceremony and fan tricks.
Initially
production
will
be I of “the system” for future pix.
j
Putting
on. the; fest, which once a large market, because of the
Following “Geisha;” she may do'
He
points
but
the
French [utilizes the top international sing- j large concentration of overseas
“Inna, la Douce” for Hal B. Wallis, limited to short subjects, it is |
although this, has not been cleared learned;, but feature-length pix of “wavers,” though many got their ! ers, chprus,; orchestra, and unique j Chinese settled there, but the imyet. Wallis is trying to. have a script high quality are also the ultimate start, with their own: money, still ; modern settings, costs about $750,-. [ portance of this area has been rev.diked out which will get by the goal. These latter would represent work within the regular film setup 1 000 every summer, and the; ticket; j duced considerably in the last two
censors, since the FTerich musical Mexico at international film fests. here and oldsters go on making [ sale brings in only about $400,000. i or three years as result of the
is. th
free-wheeling story of a In the past, Mexican films only pix too. He feels it is like an i The other $350,000 has to come largescale migration of Chinese
from Indonesia to Malaya, Singa¬
the “esthetic club,” and it is fine from outside sources,
prostie and her entourage. Pic will occasionally, have entered
About $60,000 yearly comes from pore andNCommunist China.
most probably be shot entirely in charmed circle at European fes¬ especially since the “wavers” got j
The real trouble confronting the
tivals.
fest kudos and local and foreign i the . federal and state government
Paris:
The government reportedly does renown and biz: But they have time of Bavaria, and about $50,000 from i dustry stems from the loss of the*
not expect to make any. profit from, and can work With smaller crews the Assn, of Friends of . Bayreuth. China market, formerly the refugee
Current plans to rebuild the fes¬ jHong Kong film industry’s richest
its entry into production: There while in Hollywood two. assistants (
will ; be no concentration pn com¬ are required as well as the. neces¬ tival; house would add another ! market of all. But the film industry
sary
star
names.
I $750,000 to. the expenses, of which ! here is non-political in character
mercial boxoffice product. Instead;
He says he would like, to take a i at least $100,000 would have to and strictly strives to be enter¬
exclusive aim will be to turn out
taining. It could, if it wanted to,
artistic product seldom before camera and go off somewhere and come from private sources.
send some films into Red China,
make a film sans names or one' in
achieved in the,Republic.
but
that would be playing into the
The heads, bf the new federal France; He speaks French Well and.
Edinburgh;, .Sept. 6. . '
hands of Peking bigwigs who would
production unit may be. producer has since gotten several offers here
want to have the films slanted to
The sex .problem '
. ix is rela¬ [ Roberto Gavaldori arid ace camera¬ and may make: a pic in France or
suit their propaganda purposes.
tively small compared with the man Gabriel Figueroa,
on the Continent. Cornfield thinks
In the Case of Nationalist China,
that the Hollywood methods, are
problems of violence and; brutality;
Hong Kong films, sent to Taiwan,
changing and indie production is
according to John. Trevalyan, sec¬
arc accepted for their entertain¬
.the. thing, ...but that it will take:
, Mexico City, Sept. 13.
ment value and their is no attempt
retary of the British Board of
many years before the old style
Mexican Legion of Decency lias on the part of the government
Film Censors, in a talk here during
front office aspects of Yank film-,
■
turned
thuriibs
down
on
five
films,
there
to interfere with film stories.
ir.g are completely changed.
the Edinburgh International Film
! three theatrical works arid four The independent thinking pro¬
He does not Want to be taken for tele programs.
Festival. He said;
number4 Of
All have been ducers who.make an estimated 240a vulture but he thinks it. is only termed “violations of public morals 300 Mandarin and Cantonese films
films were On the border line, and
When the oldsters relinquish their; and good taste” and unsuitable in Hong Kong appreciate this non¬
Mexico City, Sept, 0;
the question was whether to ,give
reins that Hollywood will take, on a for the public.
George Nunez interference.
■ The Kirk Douglas plans to do,a
them an “X” certificate or an “A”
new Impetus and yourig people Prida, Legion prexv, said that
In terms of output, the industry
film spectacular on the Conquest,
will have a chance. Then all .films, i these were the most flagrant viola¬ has yearly maintained its quota of
certificate.,.
based around the life of Emperor
will get a proper distribution arid tions of decency.
240-300 films, the majority bf
On the Impact of .-.tv; Trevalyail Montezuma: may, get some Mexi¬
there Will, be a new; zest arid life
In (20th i, pictures, .the Legion which are low budget Cantonese
said It
an appalling thought , can competition.: That Is, if all
in Yank films again.' He feels it is condemned
‘‘Seven Year Itch” films. The average production cost
that not only, did young children goes well. Producer de Fuentes,
just a matter of “existing” till starring Marilyn Moriroe, with the for a Mandarin film is HK$200,000
watch the small screen for up to youthful go-getter* has announced
then.
fault here being, the “too sexy” (about $35,000 U.S.V. The ratio in
five, hours a day but that a large that he will do a high-budget
Though many U.S. filmmakers presentation, of the MM charms. costs between Mandarin and Can¬
number of busihe?sinen .weiit home Mexican film based on the Con-;
to turn on tele and allowed it to quest theme, ahd .spot Pedro Ar- have teen, doing films on their own, Others include British film, “Jack tonese films can be gauged by the
like
Morris Engels, Lionel: Rogosiri, the Ripper” and Mexico’s -“The following: 69 Mandarin films made
remain
for tire entire night, mendarfz in the idle of; Monte¬
in 1958 cost HK$10,000.000; the
regardless of. what was being: zuma, last ;o£ the Aztec- Emperors, John Cassavetes and others, the Black Bull’’ and “Curaracha.”
problem
of gettirig decent distribu¬
Tele programs hit include “The same amount of money made 167
Shown.
Chief
tumbling; block is the
tion is difficult; Rogosin had to Big Lie”; arid “Children of the . Cantonese films. Production costs
large;amount
of
coin
needed
to
do
j
: He said the film censors were
get his own theatre in N-Y. to show Street”
Theatrical presentations for 1959 films have not yet been
Very much perturbed about vio¬ tiie theme justice, as de Fuentes
envisages it. Producer wants top “Copiie Back Africa” arid Engels censored the Such as “Alta Fideli- revealed.
lence.
has
yet
to
get
a
release
for
his
twodad”
(High
Fidelity) and “The
Production costs are generally
“It is our greatest, problem, scriptwriters, acting, .directorial year-old “Weddings and Babies/’ Showgirl and the Cardinal;” and considered as too low, but larger
camera, technical,, etc, talent to
quantitatively arid in. other ways.
which
won
a
Venice,
kudos,
in
spite
othe^
bedroom
farce
type
dramatic
budgets
could only come through
make, this a national epic of “an
There are other countries Of the
important historic event;” His feel¬ of the biz racked up by his. first, wprks Which rely bn risque lines51 wider markets which, if available,
world where violence is no / lore
pic,
“TheLittle
Fugitive,”
says.
and.
a
great
expose,
of
femme
epi¬
would
give
the industry fresh in¬
ing is that Hollywood will man¬
acceptable tham in this country,
dermis; :
centive to make better pictures.
handle the*, job, step on delicate Cornfield.,
but it is obviously a . strong box-.
The
two
giants
in the industry, the
Mexican feelings, and possibly lead
office attraction.”
Cathay Organization and Shaw
to an exhibition: ban. Further, he
Bros.,
which
have
theatre chains
added, it is not “fitting” that this
in Southeast Asia, are concerned
chapter of Mexican; history'■ should
about the plight facing the indus¬
be. brought tb the screen by for¬
try and consequently regard the
eigners.
, potential U.S. market as one to
In His own plans,, de Fuentes
I enter if It is to grow and enjoy
would use. Mexico, and Spain if
Tokyo, Sept. 6:
international appeal.
need be. for exteriors. His cast
French director Yves Ciampi will be selected with special care.
Tokyo, Sept. : 6.
to Japan are booked six months
and his,staff left for Hong Kong He hopes that the. Film. Bank aridThe number, bf foreign tourists in advance, and that serious ef¬
to continue location- work on “Who the industry as a whole will back visiting Japan during 1960 is ex¬ fects of ttie political tide would
Is Mr, Sorgc?” Film, starring him in his plan for a; historically pected to reach 210,000 by the riot have been felt* until the latter
Ciampi’s 'Japanese
actress-wife accurate film.
Tokyo, Sept. 6.
yearend, an .anticipated boost of part of the year.
Keiko Kishi, deals with the story
JTB attributes the rise In num¬
Israeli Philharmonic is skedded
To do this he will need an as¬ 35% over 1959, according to the
in these parts of Solge, a spy here tronomic. budget for Mexican films, Japan Travel Bureau which han¬ ber of visitors to general global to arrive here Dec. 4 for a twoduring the last. World Waif who, in excess of 15 million pesos dles about : 40% of . all tourists. prosperty. combined with the re¬ week, 10-concert tour of Japan
posing is a German correspondent, ($1,200,000). This sum will not be Figure is based on. kri estilriated laxation bf currency restrictioris keys. Orchestra of 100 musicians
was relaying information.- to the easy to raise. in present state of 100,000 tourists, who came to these in Western Europe.
will play Tokyo, Osaka, Yokohama,
. Soviet Union.
affairs? in the Mexican industry, shores during the first six months
Concurrently, hotel accommo¬ Kyoto, Kobe, Nagoya and Oka¬
dations have been increasing in yama. Osaka Fest Society will
With his tale of intrique. cloaked but de Fuentes is confident that of the year.
The increase gave heart to those. the Tofyo area, particularly. Dur¬ sponsor.
In violence, whisky and women, the he can dp it.
The outfit will appear here en
Sorge story has been on a number
who feared a decline In visitors ing the first six months of the
World Film Associates Inc., a as a result of the recent political year, the number of Tokyo hotel route home from a 36-concert U.S.
of film planning boards .over the
postwar years, but hitherto un- New York company, has been dis¬ deriioristrations, the Hagerty af¬ rooms increased, from 7,000, pro¬ tour, thereby beating hefty travel
lensed. Tale has. added mystery solved; according to a certificate fair and: the: cancellation of Pres¬ viding accommodations for 11,900,1 expense nut which hitherto was
inasmuch as it’s believed he may filed at Albany by Irving Brand, ident Elsenhower’s visit. Airline to 7,900, with, accommodations for a stumbling block during longtime
still be alive in Russia.;
1441 Broadway.
officalssay, however, that trips 13,300.
I negotiations.

For Japan, Star
Role in 'Geisha

Bertram Mills Cireiis
Gross Up to $140,000

Mei Govt Seen

Also Has Deficit

Sex Problem Small One
Compared to Brutality,
Sez Brit. Film Censor

Kirk Douglas May Fate
Mex Competition on His
1
Biopic of Montezuma

FRENCH DIRECTOR TO
HONG KONG ON ‘SOR#

Mex Legion of Decency
.. Rejects 5 Pix, 4 Tele
Shows; ‘Itch,’ Tie’ Hit

founst Trade To Japan This Year
Seen Soaring 35% Ahead of 1959

Israeli Philharmonic
On Japan Tour in Dec.

In AIMS HAS THE GBEATEST Sill EVE? 10LD!
MARILYN MONROE
to star in

George Cukor to
produce and direct the
George Axelrod B’way hift

"Goodbye, Charlie"

| Producer-Director GEORGE STEVENS to discuss
for entire
Person-To-Person show
on CBS-TV In October!

Wfft Greatest &torj> Cher TEolb
i

to be made in TODD-AO

DEBBIE
REYNOLDS
'
__
_ .

i

will star in

m “CHAMPAGNE COMPLEX

CLEOPATRA

based on Leslie
(”Marriage-Go-Round”)

*»«*/*#«•:
in TODD-AO starts production

—. ELIZABETH (" ."JTAYLOR - STEPHEN fe)B0YD • PETER fe,~) FINCH
_

as Caesar

as Mark Antony

as Cleopatra

IRVINS WALLACE'S

.

.

THE CHAPMAN REPORT
Soon to be made by Darryl F. Zanuck Productions!

PERRY COMO
returns to the screen to star in

after 4 MONTHSi

THE GREAT ST. BERNARD’
toppling records wherever it
plays, latest click in Stockholm
(Holdovers, holdovers everywhere else!)

in TODD-AO

World’s greatest writers
currently scripting
future productions!

# .

stiff on too of the

NORMAN CORWIN—“Madison Avenue” • PAUL GALLICO—“The Day Christ Died
JOSEPH L. MANKIEWiCZ—“Justine" • CLIFFORD ODETS-“Wild In The Country
ROBERT ANDERSON-“The Nifht They Domed The Mountain"

TITLE TUNE OF

Zooming to the
No. 1 song in
the countryI

and 20th’s CURRENT SENSATION is

Bing Crosby • Fabian • Tuesday Weld • Nicole Maurey in HIG H TIME’
hv -

Jv/\
*'-Tv VT

L

I

|J
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Week Ended Tues, (IS)
I960
High Low
4234
41%;:
42 Vi
45 Vi
25%
35%
49%
136%
8%
23;
19
40%
40
66%
13
67%
38’4
261%
78%
11%
15%
42%
30%
43%
32%
51%
I2734

2334
25%
26%
36%
14%,
173/8
26%
94
6%
13%
14
22V
24%
127a
6%
39%
23%
16374
58
7%
12%
23%
26%
30
23%
57%
89%

IV. Y. Stock Exchange
•Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
In 100s
High Low Close
34
35%,. 3334
ABC Vending 57
3774.
363'
AmBr-Par Th 131
39
2936:
26%
273-4
Ampex
.. 1710
40
3834
39%
CBS
...
88
227'
24%
25 V
Col Pix
678
34
31 r
3334
Deeca
205
30V
29
Disney ..... 53
■59V
123
Eastman Kdk 261
II934
11814
774
736
7 •
EMI ....... 551
1534
1472
Glen Alden.. 350
16
173g
16%
1674
Loew’s Thea. 110
35%
3634
38
MCA Inc. .... 57
3834
37%;
39%
Metro GM. . 399
367'
3714
NAFI Corp... 351
3434
7
6%
676 .•
Nat. Thea-...' 55
59V'
6034
63
Paramount
169
2334
2436
23
Philco
268
247
236
241
Polaroid
171
59 V
6i
5874
RCA . ..593
101/
10%
934
Republic.
72
14%
14%.
14%
Rep., pfd.
tlO
26%;
24%
2434
Stanley War. 85
2934
297/
Storer ...
13
3014'
41%
40%
4338
20th-Fox
576
3034
32%
30
United Artists 154
487'
51%
51%
Warner Bros. 147
11934
123%
Zenith
t385
1257

be released to tv under the execu¬
tive direction of Hyman, who
pioneered the release of films to
video, include “The Prince and the
Showgirl,” “Strangers on a Train,"
“The . High and the Mighty,’’
“Springfield Rifle,"" “A Stair Is
Nef,
Born;”
and “Hondo."
Change
Stillman stated that the ;anfor wk.
hounced
activities are the initial
—Vi-'
steps in the diversification of the
—1%.
business of the company which will
not only be in the entertainment
—■;%
arid land development fields, but
-f 134
+2Vv in other fields as situations de¬
velop. The company’s homeoffice
—1V4
will. be in .Newr York.
—454
The officers of the company. In
addition to Stillman, are; Chesler,
+ %
chairman
of the board of Seven
•— /
Arts Productions Ltd; Hyman,
+ V4
president
of
Seven Arts Associated
4- Va
+ V4- : Corp. arid v.p. of Severi Arts Pro¬
ductions; W. Robert Rich, v.p. and
general sales manager Seven Arts
—2-8
Associated, and Donald Klauber,
— %■
v.p, and national sales manager
—7
Seven
Arts Associated.
■—IV
+ %
— V4
-

+ %
— %
+334
+1V4

American Slock Exchange
634
4%
ll3i 10
11V4
8
6%
3%
1434 10V
7%
4ri
23»
1
874
3%
1078
678
14%
8l6
•41/
2
13%
8%

Allied Artists 77
Ail’d Art., Pfd,
3
Cap. City Bdc. Ill
C.'nerayna Ine.1368
Desilu Prods.. 31
Filmways
33
Guild Films . 100
Nat’l Telefilm 16
Technicolor 1504
TXleprbmpter 88
Tele Indus.
13
TTans-Lux
19

6%
1274
11
6>
11
63®
1%
4
L07s
1134
374
,13

574
12
97 8
538
10%
6
1
37*
97 a
11
m

1134

6
137'
10%
534
10%
•674
!%■
37-8
9%
1134
3%
1234

,+ %
+ Ts
+ : V4
+ %
—. Vi.
+ ,%
— V4
—• •%
■+1.
.+ %•

Over-the-Counler Securities
America Corp.Creative Telefilm
Geri Aniline & FA
Gold Medal Studios
King Bros.
Magna Theatre
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Movielab
MPO Yideotronics
Scranton Corp.
Sterling Television
IL A. Theatres

PICTURES

Pt^fUETTr

Bid
2%
934
.440
,'3.4
•1%
338
- 1%
173
15
7%
2%
1%
6%

Ask
2%
97a
460
174
.in
354
2V
.187'
16
,8l 4
3%
<■■'2-

7%

— ;V4
-^5./
— V4
•f %.
+ Vi
+' Vi :
+ v2
— Vi.

. > Week Ended Mon. (12*.
f Ex-diVidepd.

Donna Hits Gotham

Greek Exec Pitchet Athens’" Climate, Costs as Haven
For Yank O’Seas Production

Steve Parker, husband of Shirley
MacLairie, both of whom are
Orient-minded, is planning to film
produce “Zen Showed Me The
Way,” the Sessue Hayakawa auto¬
biography which Bobbs-Merrill just
published; Hayakawa is the Japanese-Ariierican film star, now 70,
whose personal memoir includes
an abortive attempt at hari-kiri
when he Was very young.
While Zen Buddhism is the
theme, the veteran film player’s
general Career would constitute the
film version. Book title will prob¬
ably he. switched for pix marquee
purposes.

Continued-from pace 1

forced more than 4,000 residents,
renters and weekenders into an
evacuation across the Great South
Bay and the . comparative safety of
the Long Island mainland.
The beachniks spread out alorig
the 40-mile sandbar, (one-quarter
mile wide) got their post-midnight
ride across the Bay from the Coast
Guard, . commercial ferries who
cuffoed the commuters, and civil¬
ians’ schooners. Biggest exodus took

Fun Time
. Ottawa*, Sept. 13. .
. Rough electric storm hit Ot¬
tawa for about 20 riiinutes (9)
and produced a telephonecable goofup that sent phone
conversations , over the trans¬
mitter lines of a radio station
and combined deejjay shows
with private phone gabs.
Lightning split insulation on
cables carrying both AM and
telephone signals, w^ter seeped
in and did the interconnecting.
CFRA, local AMer, invaded
more than. 2,000 private phone
lines ind carried some of the
conversations on its airers.

place'at Ocean Beach where the
ferries started
shuttling over
around 2 a.m. and continued-run¬
ning until the last big boat left
after 4 a.m.
Most of the Islanders had hit the.
sack before the advisory report
'■
■■■-? Continued from pae* 1 sssssSESS.
predicted a hurricane threat to the
•ales chief Robert Rich, Will be. ducer of “The Misfits,", with beach. It was about 12:3(1 a.m. When
Issued In groups of 4o, with nego¬ Frank Taylor handling the physi¬ sirens began to sound and Coast
tiations. now taking place for the cal production. The'last three pic¬ Guardsmen arid police started
tures are being produced in as¬ knocking-doors to wake the people.
first batch.
Warning was that Donna was: due.
Stillman indicated that the com¬ sociation with the Mirisch Co*
The company also. has participa¬ to reach the beach between 5 arid
pany is also planning to enter
6 a.m. and those, who Wanted to
tions
in
such
films
as
“The
Day
of
telepix production. Under consid¬
eration too is the formation of The GUn” (Universal), "Anatomy leave the Island, could. There were
several
hundred diehards who de¬
of.
a.
Murder”
(Columbia),
“The
Seven Arts’ own theatrical dis¬
tribution company, but this move, iN'un's S t o r y" (Warners), and cided to buck the blow In the pro¬
tective
schoolhouse
in Ocean Beach
“Strangers
When
We
Meet"
(Col).
Stillman explained, depended on
the assembling of a; sufficient The company’s participation in but the majority packed gear arid
these films stemmed from original ran for the boat. It was different
number of projects annually. V
Seven Arts Productions Ltd. is ownership... of the film rights. In this time from the big; 1938 disaster
the successor of the Canadian com¬ addition, the company has par¬ when Islanders Only had an hour’s
pany known as, Creative Telefilm ticipated, with Hammer Films,. Ltd. Warning to get out.
In ail. it Was an orderly exodus
and Artists Ltd.
This firm ac¬ of London;, in the production of. 18
quired the name and the proper¬ films: which were released in the. ;and well-informed one.. WGLI, a
Babylon
(L. I.V iridie. stayed on all
U
S.
by
Col,
u;
and
Paramount.
ties of the American company
founded by Hyman. These involve
Upcoming , pix In which Seven night tracing Donna’s path arid co¬
operating
with the Coast Guard in
tome 40 to 45 features which Hy¬ Arts will be co-producers or will
man had in. tv distribution, via participate include “The Roman getting evacuation instructions to
the
smaller,
comriniunities.
United Artists Associated, feature Spring of Mrs. Stone." based on a
It was only fitting, said some
pix in production, and participa¬ novel by Tennessee Williams to be
early
morning
wags, that the last
tions in films already completed. produced by Louis de Rochemont
Stillman said that Seven Arts’ for Warner Bros, release; “The boat out of Fire Island should foe
the
Queen.
financing arrangements would be Sergeant’’ and “The Powder Keg,”.
flexible, involving complete financ¬ both to. be distributed by UA, and
Most legit houses exchanged
ing of feature films, partial financ- “Lolita,” “The Watch That Ends Monday's tickets, for another night.
. ing, of the arrangement of financ- the Night,” now in the process of Exceptions were “Vintage 60”
ing through a distributor. In the development with Tyrone Guthrie which preemed to a sellout, arid
13 to 15 pix scheduled for produc¬ to direct, and “The Long Walk," “Fiorello” which' provided no ex¬
tion, Seven Arts will contribute to star Laurence Harvey. No pro¬ change for the strandees..
approximately $17,500,000, Still¬ duction or. distribution arrange¬
“Sound of Music” adopted . an
man reported: He added, however,; ments have been completed as yet unusual policy, ticketholders called,
that all the films th^f will be dis¬ on the. latter three,
in their locations which were, put
tributed by. United Artists will be
Seven Arts also is the owner of up for resale. Most shows, except
financed by that company. In addi¬ the American fights of the. German “Music" had available seats.
tion to utilizing banking sources. film, “Rosemary," now in release,
Seven Arts will have a multi-mil- in the U.S:, and has also acquired
lion-dollar revolving fund avail¬ U.S. rights to the remake of
able for its various proj ects, Still¬ “Maedchen in Uniform,’’ produced
man noted.
Theatremen from the. east and
by;Arthur Brauner’s CCC Films Of
Seven Arts* principal -function Germany. ‘
midwest will join Warner execs at
will be the assembly, and develop¬
In the legit field. Seven Arts a three-day homeoffice meeting On
ment of packages.
The actual is.putting up the entire production
physical- production will be turned cost—-$1,000,000, according to Still¬ promotion plans for upcoming \VB
over to selected producers, accord¬ man—for the musical version of features.. Sessions open tomorrow
ing to Stillman.
“Gone With, the Wind,” which (Thurs.).
• The pix Seven Artis is presently David O. Selzriick and Leland Hay¬
Conferences will focus on “Sun¬
connected with include “The Mis¬ ward will produce: It will be as¬ rise at Campobello," “Dark at the
fits," “Two for the Seesaw." “West sociated with ; Ray Stark in the Top of the Stairs," “Crowded Sky,"
Side Story,’’ and “By Loved Pos¬ Broadway production of “Roman- “Sundowners," “Girl of the Night"
sessed.’’ all to be distributed; by cero.’’ Jacques Deyal’s Paris hit. ‘ arid the reissue of “Miracle of
ILL Seven Arts is the sole pro¬
_
Some of the first 40 WB films to Fatima.”
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch; Pierce. Fenner & Smith, Inc.)

Seven Arts $30,000,000 Fix Stake

WB Homeoffice Meets

IS

Greek film industry would bo
more than happy to welcome to
Athens U. S. producers who may
be disenchanted with rising costs
in other European locales, accord¬
ing, to George Zervos, veepee and
managing director of Anzervos
Film, production-distribution-exhibition combine.
Zervos, in New York last week
to buy equipment for company’s
new studios in Athens, noted that
while the Greek industry pow
turns out approximately 60 films a
year (for a population of 8.000.000)
country has not only the facilities
but the climate to make ideal set¬
tings for U. S. filmmen. Speaking
both as a renter of studio space as
well as a local producer, Zervos
said he wasn’t afraid that an influx
of Yank producers would send
costs skyrocketing and make do*
mestic production more difficult.
Foreign film production beneath
the Acropolis is picking up con¬
siderably, he reported, what with
Columbia’s just-finished “Guns of
Navarone" and three features set
in coming year by 20th-Fox. Thii
activity .must inevitably help the
local, industry, said Zervos, by
bringing money in and introducing
Greek technicians to the ways of
U. S. counterparts.
1 Exec also reported that the pres¬
ent government is “film-minded"
and has under consideration legis¬
lation designed not only to foster
domestic production but also to
attract outside film people. Meas¬
ure would offer certain bonuses to
foreign producers and facilitate
remittance of earnings. On domes¬
tic front, it would introduce a
“modified" screentime quota ar¬
rangement, Under which exhiba
would be required to play certain
Greek-made films deemed of spe¬
cial interest and importance by a
committee of ndustry, government,
church and education reps.
Zervos left New York for Holly¬
wood Sunday (4> for a quick study
of Hollywood studio procedure, the
better to run his new plant in
Athens. Exec may also talk a cou¬
ple of coproduction deals with in¬
terested indies and try to set a
deal for his own “Lagoon of De¬
sire,” an exploitation item whiGh
already has been released in Euro¬
pean x markets with considerable
success.

Washington, Sept. 13.
The .American Civil Liberties
Union and the Independent Film
Importers & Distributors of Amer¬
ica have filed briefs against the
Chicago film censorship ordinance
as Challenged in the Times Film
Corp. case now awaiting argument
before the U.S. Supreme Court.
The ACLU declared that Chi¬
cago has “subjected motion pic¬
tures to a type of censorship tra¬
ditionally abhorrent to a free peo¬
ple.” It said it did not challenge
the right of the city to punish pub¬
lication or exhibition of books, mo¬
tion pictures, etc., which violate
“legally acceptable standards."
However, the ACLU added that it
did challenge the right of any gov¬
ernment body to enact a law re¬
quiring advance submission of mo¬
tion; pictures for censorship—the
key issue in the case. . .
In another “friend of the court"
brief, Michael F. Mayer, attorney
for the Independent Film Import¬
ers and Distributors, asserted that
foreign pictures have “an imp/*tant message for Arrierica.” He
added:
“They tell of the customs, cul¬
tures, hopes and dreams of peoples
of other lands. We do not acclaim
their superior virtues as such, hut
we submit that iii the market
place of free ideas it is the essence
of democracy that they should not
run the risk of. Suppression prior
to showing; This is* what we be¬
lieve to be the un-Constitutional SSS' Continued from pace 3
vice Of the Chicago ordinance."
The motion picture involved in duties, while various department
flje case, is “Don Juan,” Austrian heads will handle the remainder.
product.
As explained by the homeoffice
exec, this will allow Schreiber
more time to work on such “superprojecls" as “The Greatest Story
Ever Told” and “Cleopatra."
Last month it was announced
Film industry's big push for tail
boxoffice stakes appears gaining that Sid Rogell, exec production
momentum. The push is via major manager, at the Hollywood studio,
outlays of promotion dollars for was going to Europe for at least
either (11 exploitation specials such four months to supervise foreign
as Joseph E. Levine’s “Hercules”
(chained Or otherwise) or (2) top- productions. Lewis (Doc) Merman,
formerly with the now-defunct
caliber productions.
In the latter classification is Pine-Thomas
Productions,
has
George Sidney’s “Pepe” and It’s taken over Rogell’s studio chores.
with this that Columbia ' now
Another key shift was last
about to make the sweeping ad
splurge.
Jonas Rosenfield Jr., month’s appointment, of David
company’s exec in charge of ad- Brown, studio story editor, as a
pub-exploitation, said the picture producer. He was succeeded by
will start off with a minimum
budget of $1,000,000 for promo¬ Ted Strauss, eastern story editor.
tion and merchandising.
] Rogell, Schreiber and Brown all
Actuhlly,) according to Rosen¬ have employment contracts with
field, no specific figure has been set the company with a number of
for either the United States or years left to go.
foreign market backings
Ad
money will be allocated as it’s
deerned. wart-anted but in no event
will the total expenditure be less
than the .$i-mil-,.
Continued from pic* 1 —
It’s clear, that Col ljhgetting be¬
hind “Pepe" with lovmg\care. Spe¬ Ford but no mention of the pic¬
cial units have been established ture’s Negro theme, as pattern
for this single picture, headed by here has been dismal :b.o. for. pix
jeroirie $afron on the sales end with race angles. Yet' the film is
and Harry McWilliams on the ad- going strong in this city and in
pub, Approach to the pqblic will other Japan keys. Expected to get
be via hard-ticket runs in Los An¬ big play too is “Porgy and Bess.”
One explanation for the “black
geles and New York during Christ¬
culture" boom, especially among
mas week.
“Pepe” playerif Include Cantin- the unrestful youth of this nation,
flas, Shirley Jories, Dan Dailey and is a feeling of kinship for the
a flock of Chevalier-Crosby-Sin- Negro, who is generally seen her#
atra-Novak-type names In “cameo” i as a political and social outcast to
his native lands.
appearances.

j

20ih’s Schreiber

COL’S $1,000,000 FLOOR
ON TEPE’EXPLOITATION

BelafontetoJazz
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Pitt Offish But Psycho

! wt

Wham$23,000in4th; j
C_1!J 10f OJ
UCCdD uvllll lOU, &U
Pittsburgh. Sept. 13. j;
All the deluxers had a soft Friday the night the Pirates played
at home, but recovered on Saturr
day for hoff returns. Hence, the
“ ^ch'rit ‘^nn ”nhS
fourth'round and "Ocean's 11” in
second at the Stanley dropped off
but still are «unarti
,
“From the Terrace’’ remains exeellent in fifth at Fulton and “Let s
Make Love” is okay in third at
Harris. “Captain s Table is trup
at Squirrel Hill while “Ben-Hur;
remains wow in 34th week at
Warner.
Estimates for This Week

1 ii»
«p.

, i
A

.-f. ■"■■afr
*

Lore Fair 5G,Omaha;

‘Gantry’ Fancy $15,000,
St Loo;‘Psycho’18G, 3d

National Boxoffice Survey

St. Loiiis, Sept. J3.
Biz Taper* Off; ‘Ben-Hur’ Champion, ‘Psycho’ 2d,
Some new fare here this found,

‘Ocean’ 3d, ‘Love* 4th, ‘Naples’ 5th

the week after the
‘Strangers Mild$6,000:s^^«^^^^. DayIt’s holiday
session and

Omaha, Sept. 13.
continues boffoin third round at
Opening of football season plus the St. Louis: “Ocean’s 11” is still
first cool weather in months is r smash, in ..sixth session at Esquire
blamed for offheat at downtown but “Let’s Make Love” in second
first-runs this session. New entry Week at Ambassador looks only
‘‘Let’s Make Love” at The Omaha fair.
looksonly fair. All Fine Young
Estimates for This Week
j‘'Strangers When We Meet'^shapes:
• nnld at Orpheum. Hard-ticket
j “Ben-Hur” is still okay in 30th
; stanza at Cooper.
Estimates for This Week
| 'c<W)per tcooper) <693: $1-55; $2.20)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (30th wk).
;Qkay $6 500. Last week, $6,800:
:
;D,^U'V
I
f “l’ - 2(
v
177™!^ Make Love (2°th). F ,

60W
Let s Make Love ^c20thK 2d
W
near. Last
weex, *i»,uuu.
.
^ Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90School for Scoundrels
«nnrik ' G°°? *2?°8°‘ LaSt
* **' ?3,‘“?'•
: V . v • OAA
Esquire (Schuchart.Levm) (1,800;
90-$1.25)-“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (6th
wk). Socko UO.OOO.
$10,000. Last week,
wk)$i2,000.
^

wk) ;111” <WB) -3d wk), *7,000 at *1- “Crowded
*W.*Arg?rt:'^gOjH
—
Fiom Terrace Vlofh)*f5th
(20th) <otn_ vvki.
Sky” (WB). and«°®
“Char-.
Sharp $5,000. Last week. $6,900. |
scale.
troose Caboose” <U). Fair $13,000
Harris 'Associated) (2,100: SI-; Orpheiun (Tristates) <2.877; $l;'iLast week, “Hell to Eternity” (AA)
$1.50)—“Let’s Make Love’ 120th) = $1.25)—“Strangers When We Meei”
d “Ravmie” iAA) (2d wk)
»3d wk-5 days). Fair $5,000. Last hCol) (2d wk). Mild $6,000 after $14,000
’
.9 qnn- si si *50>—-1i ?8c*0<!
-ah *1 Loew’s
Penn (UATO ‘3.300,
state (Cooper)^ 743; $1)
“All
«*> Mid.City
-Rg»n(Loewi
H.ir” (1.160;
im r
“Psycho” (Par) <4th wk). BoffoFine Young Cannibals” (M-G). n^th^wk) GrPatsTnonn ^rist*23.000. Last week. *28.000.
! Fair $4,000. Last week. "Time Ma- ^ ^
*13,000. Last
Squirrel Hill <SW> '834; $L25'-r chine” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,000.
week ditto.
.
“Captain’s Table” (20th) (3d wk).
.
State (Loew) (3;600; 60-90)— ‘E1Oke $2,500. Last week, $3,500.
nnAinmiv
mer Gentry” (UA).. Fine $15,000.
Stanley tSW) '3.700: $1-S1.50)—BKUAJJ W A I
Last week, “Strangers When We
“Ocean’s 11” 'WB) '2d wk). Solid
(Continued from page 9)
Meet” (Col) '3d \vk), $13,000.
*18.000. Last week, J30-?0,?'
Sunday (11) was big $10,000 after
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 60-90)—
Warner (SW» '1.513: $1.50-$2. (5) $j2.000 for 19th session,
J “From Terrace” '20th) (2d wk).
<t2l
180ol
M«W ««' «AB> <565; 95-!Okay $5,000. Last week; Same;
rific $17.500. Last A\eek, $l»,uup. $1,80)—“Started in Naples” (Par) 1 St. Louis (Arthur) <3,800; 60-90)
aqnun, r. Pip
aaa
‘2d \vk>. This round winding to- ;—“PSycho” (Par) (3d wk). Still
morrowr (Thurs.) is heading for I smash'$18,000.. Last week, $24,000.
* - nfirr mrrill) i rn Aj -smash $13-000 after new record of ; shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90)
for opening week. Holds. [—“Carry On Nurse” (Indie) (16th
’
Paris. (Pathe Cinema) '568; 90-Wk). Okay $1,000. Last week,
™ *
u. ®u^al^Sept13:" $1-80)—“End of* Innocence” «Un.i $1,200
.First-run bizjs.lookingup here ion, ,3d vk,, Second session ended !
this .stanza, mainly becau.e q Sunday ill) was fine $7,500 after = .
.
■ . .strength of Iongruns plus one solid S9 5()01nnrst
ii a B A O

ilMk rAul IplZillUU,

Labor Machine”
(M-G), comparatively
biz in new, will be lith while “Carry
key pities covered by On, Nurse” (Gov) rounds out the
Variety, is reflecting it: In addi¬ top 12;
tion, cities along the Atlantic sea¬ . “School For Scoundrels” (Cont)
board were fui'ther sloughed by Is pacing the runner-up pix. Others,
the first big hurricane. of the sea¬ in this category are. “Come Dance
son. Trade on two. days w:as deep¬ With Me” (Union) and “I’m All
ly cut in such keys as New York, Right, Jack” (Col),
Pictures just being launched
Philly, Providence and Baltimore;
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) again is cham¬ are inclined to . be uneven. “Hell
pion, same as a week ago. In fact, To Eternity” (A A) shows promise,
it is considerably ahead of its being fine in Philly. good in. L. A;
nearest b:o. competitors iii actual and sharp in Frisco. “Crowded
Coin. “Psycho” (Par) is capturing Sky” (WB) is in like category; be¬
second place, same as last , round, ing nice in Washington^ tall ..In
and only a step ahead of “Ocean’s K. C., okay in Portland and fair
11” (WB) which was third also last in St, Louis.
week.
“All Fi
Young Canhibais”
“Let’s Make Love” (20th) is iM-G), okay in L. A., shapes fair
moving up to fourth position com¬ i Omaha and mild in Providence
pared with third a week ago. It and Portland. “Angel AVore Red,”
is still a bit spotty but in such also from Metro, is lean in K. C.,
keys as N. Y.. Providence,. Toron- so-so in Detroit arid good in Bos¬
tp and Denver it ranges from big ton,
to socko.
“Jungle Cat” (BV), fancy in
“It. Started in Naples” (Par) is Chi. is nice in N; Y. and^okay in
finishing fifth, attesting . to the L; A. “September Storm” . (20th),
continued popularity of Clark Ga¬ also new, looks good in Chi. “Doc¬
ble,. one of film’s stars. “House of tor, in ;Lqve,”; also froiri 20th-Fpx,
Usher” (AI), just getting around shapes wow in Torbritd.
“Windjammer” (NT) continues,
i the keys, is taking sixth place.
“From Terrace” (20th) is cap¬ great; in Detroit. “Pollyanna” (’BV);.
turing seventh shot. It was sxth stout, in Chi, looiris okay in Phillyi
“Portrait in Black” iU), okay in
a week ago, and has been higher
on the list for weeks; “Strangers Minneapolis, is fair in N; Y.. on
When We Meet” (Col), is landing its exterided-run. “Bells. Are Ring¬
eighth-place money:. “Can-Can” ing” (M-G)j . okay in Toronto,
. fair in L. A.
i20th) Will wind up ninth.
(Complete. Boxoffice Reports on
“Elmef Gantry” (UA), 11th last
,
round, is taking 10th place. "Time Papes 8-9.),
many
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(Continued from page 8)
—“Let s Make Love” <20th) (3d
wk). Heavy $15,000. Last week.
$17,800.
Hollywood Paramount (Elect)
H.468; 90-$2)—“All Fine Young
Cannibals” (M-G) <4th wk). Oke
as ; Apartment’
(UA) <14th wk).Tiioht
The _ Continued
^
^_ $7,000. Last Week, $7,500.
er at Vi,.,
the ■Ruffnin
Buffalo. “Onp-in'c
uceans 11”
a JS.
week rnmnleleri
from page 7 mmmmm
Orpheum, El Rey 'Metfopolitanheading for another socko session i *“in ''eeK comp^e^led last night ;
in third week at the Center. ’,''as socko $9,000 after tha Hyer); “Secrets of the Purple FWC) (2,213; 861; 90-$i.50)—“EL
“Psycho” is big in sixth round at $15-000 f°r Hth round.
Reef;’ “Destruction Test?’ iRrad- mer Gantry” (UA) (4th \vk) and
Paramount. “Let’s Make Love”
. 68th St. Playhouse 'Leo Brecher) ford Dillman. Suzy Parker); “The “Man of West’’ (UA) (feissiie). i Or¬
rated fair in third at Century. ' ,<370; $1.25-$2) — “Oscar Wilde” | Schnooks” 'Tommy Noonan, Pete pheum) (3d wk), “Ice Palace” tWB)
Estimates for This WTeek~
|'Films Around W’orld) < 13th/ wk). Marshall); “Tess of the Storm <E1 Rey). (3d wk). Soft $6,900. Last
week, $10,800.
Buffalo 'Loew) '3.500; 70-$Dr-‘The 12th frame finished Sunday , Country,” “Go North.”.
“Time Machine” <M-G) and “Day «fl). was smooth $4,700, being j Metio-^“The Angel Wore Red”
Iris. Loyola (FWC) (825; 1.298;
They Robbed Bank of England” helped by Labor Day, after, same: (Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde, Jo- 90-51.501—“Psycho” (Par) .‘iris)
(M-G). Fast $12,000. Last week.. in 11th w eek. Stays.
i seph Cotteni; “Key Witness” .' JelT- • 5th Wk) (Loyola) and “Rat Race”
“Last Days Pompeii” <UA) and .,_®Jltto1n
l561; 95-$1.80)
rey Hunter. Pat Crowley); “Where (Par) (Loyola). Handy $7,000 .or
“Macumba Love” «UA). $10,400, | School For Scoundrels” 'Cont) ! the Hot Wind Blows” (Gina Lollo- near.
Center (AB-PT) (.3000; 70-S1.25) <10th wk). The ninth round finished ; brigida, Yves Montand); “Gorgo”
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (1.990; $2— “Ocean's 11” (WB) '3d wk). Sunday (11 i was lancy $8,500 after . (William Travers; William Sylves$2.40)—“Ocean’s 11“ 'WB' and 1
Smash $15,000. Last week. S20.000. $9-300 for eighth w;eek. .
ter^ “Butterfield 8.”
Century (UATC) (2.700: 70-$1.25‘ ^ ^r^ns-Lux 52d St. .T-L) (540.;.. United
Artists—“The NightfightNiehtfieht- “Rat Race”.'Par) (2d \vk». Dull $5,United Artists—“The
—“Let’s Make Love” (20th) <3d $i;$L50) - “Let’s ^Make Love” | ers” ‘Robert Mitchum, Dan 0?Her- 500. Last week, $6,700.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-SI.50)
v.k). Fair *7.500. Last werk. $8,000. '2Cth> First week winding up .to^ LoVoS" "chrfsto— “juiigle Cat” <BV) (5th wk).
Holdl„g°na,e^ Stt
Knight
Firm $3,100; Last Week, $4,700.
“Two blondes°in°His Life’MInd^e). dating with Paramount on- .Broad-.s ^nts>-'A“tSTerit lheCWind”n^speWarner Beverly (SW) (1,330; $2$2.40) — “Strangers.AVhen We
» S^esS
Meet” (C6I) (8th wk). Perky $5,500.
Men” (Indie). Same.
very nice longruii. slipping off.:ce"1 seven’
Last week, $6,200.
Paramount (4B-PT) >3 000* 70- considerably only in last three' Paramount— Boy Who Stole a
Music Hall (Rbsl (720: $1.85*1.251 — "Psycho" 'Par) i'6th'wkt,«“ks.
,
^ -MU.HW*”. <yWH# Texert..; ««►
Big $10,000. Last week, S12.000] ] Wor,d ‘Perfect.o) <390; 90-$1.80) ! anne Benet); “Under Ten Flags” $2.25)—“I’m Ail Right. Jack” 'CoD
Sturdy $5,500.
Last
Teck (Loewr) (1.200; $1.75-$2.75) —“Nature’s Paradise” ‘Indie) (7th ’Van Hefli , Charles Laughton); '8th Wk).
_“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (26th wk). 'vk'* This stgnza finishing to- “Blood aiid. Roses” (Mel Ferrer, week, $5,900.
Sturdv $7 500 La«t week $7 700 i morrow (Thurs.) is heading for EIsa Martinelli, Annette ’Vadim);
Crest (Elect). (750;. S1.25-S2)
Cinema (Martina) (450- 70-51)— fast $7,000 after $8,200 for sixth. r“Breath of Scandal” (Sophia Loren, “Carry On. Nurse” <Goy) (27th.
“Come Dance With Me” (Union)5 Trans-Lux 85th Street (T-L) Maurice Chevalier,-John Gavin), wk). Robust $3,500. Last week,
<2d wk). Okay $2,000. Last week, ; (550; $1.25-$2)—“Carousel” (20th) : GI Blues.”
$4,000.
$2,600.
i (reissue). First week ending to-• Columbia — “Enemy Generai’*
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75morrow /Thurs.) looks like okay ; (Van Johnson, Jean Pierre Au- $3.50) — “Can-Can” (20th) '27th..
rRirACO
I $4,500. Stays until near Oct. l. In : inont); “All the Young Men” (Alan wk). Mild $9,000. Last week,
CHICAGO
ahead, “Portrait, in Black” (U) . Ladd, Sidney Poitier; James Dar-,
(Continued
(Continued from
from page
page 9)
9) j
(6th wk-9 days), $4,500, but did ren); “Fast and Sexy” (Gina Lollo- $8.1 oo:
\Varnef Hollywood (.Cinerahia
— September Storm” (20th) (2d very well in first four weeks, i brigida'; “As the Sea Rages”
n G°°d $15,000. Last week. House will close for about two (Marta Schell; Cliff Robertson); Inc.) (1,389; $1.20-$2.65)—“Search
$25,000.
J
weeks to' prep for preem of “Im, “The. Wild One” (reissue); “On. for Paradise” (Cinerama). Started
Palace gndieWl 434; $1.50-$3.50) herit the Wind” (UA) on Oct. 12.. ithe Waterfront” (reissue); “I Aim 32d week Sunday (ID after big
*20th> (21st wk).
—
——1—aLthe
at the Stars”. (Curt Jurgens, VicVic¬ $18,400 last week.
Mild $16,000. Last week SI8.500.
CINCINNATI
toria Shaw, Gia Scala); “Let No
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.25Man
Write
My.
Epitaph”
(Burl
$3.50)—“Ben-Hur” (MtG) «42d wk).
‘1'4»0;
<r
TTr '■AI1 ok
My
?;;?0)T/2
q02
(Continued from page 8)
Ives.
Ives, Sheiiey
Shelley Winters,.
Winters, James Dar- Sock $29,300. Last week, $33,300.
Hep $19000* Lasl week, .“Your Past Is Showing” (3d wk).!ren); “I’m AH;Right, Jack” (Peter
$24,000.
f
i Tall $2,000. Last week, $2,700;
[Sellers); “Surprise Package” <Yiil
BALTIMORE
dQmte'»Dkn
i?07 | Keith’s <Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— ! Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor); “Hell Is a
(Continued from page 8)
.
S:80 7;QPn°nJ.yanTna * BV 6c^i'Sn f ^lrher Ga"tryM (UA) (3d wk>.; City” (Stanley Baker, Joan Craw$2.50)—^‘Can-Can”
(20th) (16th wk).
OkcyJm502* Jfi
' Fairifh $500°* Last week’
i ford, Maxine Audley); ^Picnic” (reSurf (H&-E Balaban) (685; $1180), Palace iRKO) (2.600; $1-$1.25)— 5 issue)
Upped to oke. $4,600 after $4,000
—“39 Steps” '20th) (3d wk). Trim! “Bellboy” (Par) (3d wk) Okav t
•
. ....
. •
in previous week.
:
$4,400. Last week, $5,100.
: $8,000. Last w eek, $10 500
j Umvereal^ Seyen \\ays f^om
New. (Fruchtmah) (1.600; 50Toffd 'Todd) (1.089; *1.75-$3.50) i Twin Drive-In 'Shirt (1.200 cars
$1.25)—“Let's Make Love” (20th)
—“Ben-Hur" 'M-G) '38th wk'.! each side; 90ci—West side: "House l^jrnitv" (nnf'pirm.r^ifH Ri|d (2d wk). Okay $5,000: after $8,000
Solid *23.000. back, on .10 perform- ] of Usher” 'All and "12 Hours to
rtlT'Wwli nil" iiv first.
anees. Last week, *30,500.
) Kill” (AI) (3d wk). Four days. fel)* M^night Lace 'Dons Day.
Playhouse (Schwabef) (460; ,90United Artists (B&K) «1.700; 90- ; Fair $3,000 after big $13,200 for K^x nanisonj..
—- ‘‘School for Scoundrels”
$>.80) — “Strangers When We second week. East side: “High
Allied Artists^“€altiki, the Im- $1',50)
(Cont) (4th wk). Nice $2,80(0 after
Meet” (Col) (3d wk). Rousinig $21,- -School Caesar” (Indie) and “Date mortal Monster” (John Merivale, $3,000 in third week.
000. Last week. $26,000.
; Bait” (Indie). Firm $6,000. Last Lidi Sullivan); '‘Torhiented” (RichStanton (Fruchtman) (2,800; 50Woods (Essaness) <1,200; 90- week, “Raw Wind in Eden” (U) ard Carlson, Juli Reding); “The
$1.80)—“Elmer Gantry” (UA) *4th and “Land of Unknown” (U) split Plunderers” (Jeff Chandler, John $1.25)—“Ocgan’s ll” (WB) (4th
wk).
Down to fair $6,500 after $7,wk'. Potent $20,000 or near. Last j w'ith subsequent-run “Please Don’t Saxon, Dolores Haft); “The Bloody
v.eek $28,000.
’
'Eat Daisies” (M-G). and “Tarzan Brood” (Anne Collihgs, Peter 000 in third.
Town
(Rappaport) (1.125; $1.49World (Teitel) <606; 90-$1.50’»— the Ape Man” (M-G), $6,500,
[Falk); “Timebomb” (Curt Jurgens,
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) »24thi
“Easiest Profession” <Indi ). Stout: Valley (Wiethe) (1.200; .$1.50- ,Mylene Demongeot); “Dondi” (Da- $2.50)
$5,800. Last week, “Ikiru” (Indie); $2.50)—“Can-Can” (12th wk). Okay | vid Janssen, Patti Page,,. Walter wk). Lofty $9,000 after $9,500 in
(4th wk), $3,800.
~ \ $8,500. Ditto for 11th round.
I Winchell).
previous frame.

BUFFl OCEAN 15G, JO $22’000

(Continued from page .8)
(9V was nice $6,000. Last week,
$6,500.
Gary (Sack) <1.277; $1.50)—.
“Started in Naples” ..'Part '3d wk).
Hot $12.000., Last week, $16,000,
above estimate.
Kenmore . (Indie) '700; $1.25$1.50/‘Carry ori Nurse” (Guvj
116th vvk).-. : Big $6,000. Last weekj
same.
Metropolitan 'NET) '4.357; 70$1 10)—i-“Le’t's -Make Love:’ (.201 h>
‘3d wkl Sad $7;000. Last Week,
$8,000.
Memorial • RKOv '3,00Q;' 60-$l.10)
—“Ocean’s. 11” (WB). arid: “Young
Jesse James”. (20th! (5th wk). Hot
$18:000. LastWeek. $20.000..
New Fenway l Indie' i 1,350; *1.25$l:50>W‘Hiroshima -Mon Amour”
(Zenith) ,/2d Wk):
Fine $8,000.
Last Week, $10,500.
Orpheum < Loewr (2.900; 90^$1.50)
—“Angel Wore Red” (MrG). and
“Music Box Kid” <UA).
Good
$15,000.
Last week; “All Fine
Young Cannibals” (M-G). arid “Day
Robbed Bank, of England” (M-G), ,
$11:000.
Paramount;:. 'NET» <2.357; 70$1.10.)—“Psycho” |12th wk)/ Great
$10,000: Last Week; ditto. Pilgrim (ATC) (1:900; 60-$1.10)—
“One Foot ini Hell” (20th) and
“When Comedy Was King” .(20th)
'rerun). Good $8,000, Last week,
“Time Machine” ) M-G) arid “Tar¬
zan rs Lost Safari” 'indie) <2d wk),
$8,000.
Saxon (Sack) (1,100;. $1.50-$3)^-.
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (.43d wk). Wham
$17,000. Last week, $18,500, above
hopes.
’ State. (T-L) (.730;. 75-$l:25V (For¬
merly the Trans-Lux)—“Naked
Holiday” (Indie) and “Love in the
City’’ (Indie) (2d Wk'. Good $5,500,
last week, $7,000, , .

NSS-Gol Feud
Smmmmm.

Continued from pay 3 —j

fe.ctiori is a giant step backward,
and not the “important step for¬
ward” claimed by the Texans.
The Texans’ claim: of complaints
about the NSS service brought
from Robbins the rejoiner thet the
NSS policy always has been, one
of considering any exhib beefs Tor
possible. remedial action.
NSS
should be told about the com¬
plaints directly, he added.
Robbins- branded as an “unequir
vocal prevarication” the Texans’
charge that NSS has demarided. “a
15% increase on a take it or leave
it attitude.” ' NSS. expenses have
gone up, like everybody else’s, but
we have never “arbitrarily or uni¬
laterally inertased our service
charges/’. cqmmsnted Robbins.
Too, the charge that a theatre
many times is forced .to pay a
weekly charge and receives no
trailers /'
called a “deliberate
gross riiisreprCsentation" by Robbi

Wednesday, September 14, I960

BRILLIANT AND EXCITING, DARING!
Commercial prospects are as bright
as its brilliant treatment!”
Hollywood Reporter

i

nui'LU

„or

isnowiheMm
OUJSPOKtN
MOWN PICTURE
OF OUR Aft l

There is sex, graphically illustrated
in a frenzied burlesque sequence
and boldly verbalized in several in¬
stances. EXPLOITABLE ELEMENTS
COULD SPELL SOLID GROSSES! En¬
grossing and bears watching!”
—Independent Film Journal

GRIPPING MELODRAMA! Word-ofmouth will help boost profits. Direc¬
tion is well-paced and inventive.”
—Film Bulletin

“Sensational! SHOULD STIMULATE
AND ATTRACT ATTENDANCE! Char¬
acterizations are good, as are the
direction and production.”
-M.P. Exhibitor
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September Storm
(STEREOVISION-C’SCOPEDE LUXE COLOR)

Film Reviews
; Continued
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Trite treasure hunt Saga with
3tD and some exciting scepics
for main draw. Routine story
shapes, as an okay programmer
ith some juve trade appeal.

Begirt* In the* Berst
.
,
, .
„
,
incest, might well pipue boxofhee
interest among the inciiscrimijiailng fans.
Picture has a good oa-l headed
b> Raymond Burr. .Manila liver
and Joan Bennett, plus a number
oi promising young p;a.\ crs. put they
a.e all stymied by Charles Lang's
©\trcharged
and
clicho-rhluen
screenplay from a Ilarry V» hit tington novel which contains, enough
pTots for ,three
films.
Physical
pro1*0.
. .
; - vf„no,lt

guishes this effort front its., many
predecessors is the presence of a
jimely politipal mPSSage-]ay off
{he nuclear testing 'cause the cosmic rays will get you if you don't
watch out. This preach-peace as^

turns to his home town after serving six years in the cnam gang on
a manslaughter charge of which he
is innocent. It quickly turns out
that he took the rap for Miss Hyer,
with whom he was having an affair
and
at the time ofrf th#>
the accident and
whose wealthy
:y ydu.'. R=.'R”»er_
Burr, has aspirations to be gover¬
nor 2nd .didn’t want
scandal:

via the speed of light . liilion dollar sunken: gold horde,
and a resultant "relativity para- ! The predictable storm at/sea afid
;dox,” winds up in the year 2024, sbme underwater shots for skinfinds . mankind paying the fee diving fans breathe the only oth^r
■ everybody .is sterile save the iife in this little-adp-about-nbthimg
!leaders daughter) for its 1960-71 item in Cineniascope'and De Luxe
nuclear meddling .Object is that! color
|he fet
to I960 by «ver^e j ^ with ear]^ dimertsionaV. e(.

petty crook who works with John
Crawford; a tough smuggler. He
introduces . suckers to Dennis
Price’s gambling parties. He meets
the. naive daughter of. ai. foreign
ambassador in London lYqkoTani),
who . innocently reveals that' her
father; is out of the country arid
that in the -embassy safe is $280,000
in cash. Morgan plans to si al the
dough; He seduces Miss Tani who
is so infatuated that, she agrees to
help Morgan ih Lie ..robbery. He
works it out in great dot il.
Wolf
Riila's
direction
.
.
. .
.
, is crisp

Sands of the Desert
(BRltlSH-COLQR)
Charlie Drake, top tele comic,
makes .slapstick debut here;
fun often is strained, but
should satisfy Drake's fans; An
"iffy” deal for the U. S.
London, Sept. 8.

W’.arner-Pathfe '-release of an Associated
British (Gordon' T. Scott)' production,
I Stars Charlie Drake, Peter Arne, Sarah
Branch: 'Producer, Gordon T. Scott-. Dl*
[ rectecl by John . Paddy Carstairs.-Screen*.
lay by John.Paddy :.Caistairs, from story.,
Via the absence of the expected
y Robert Hall, Anne Burnaby; additional
iiappv ending, but it is. preceded
i dialog. Charlie Drake: camera, Gilbert.
.and
straightforward
while
the Taylor; editor, Richard. Best; music.
by
too
much
quasi-scientific
Stanley Black. Previewed at. Pathe Equip*
inumbo-jumbo and melodramatic
P®'**** slfain bn !: merit
Studio.. Running time. 92 MINS. •
Charlie" Drake
Charlie Sands
absurdity to resistor. wi.K a
vdv pliS^oTth6 *&”4»us' El
..
Peter Arne
Jabez. .,_
fnrable degree of conviction. Never-i Lamar. Borem underwater director; Paul “V"1* pia-?. smpoin. aan^erous. Janet
. Sarah Branch
..
..
y}ip]pcc thpof sox SCiPIlCP i*S^<ider. Reviewed at Oriental Theatre. piSy.DOy cr00K>
niflkcS ,
Raymond Huntley
,
, Bossom .. . : .
;
Peter, llling
o.f ’-»aS®»
'«* Running time. 110 . very heaVy “hpavy/‘ 'blit the. role |-‘'heik Ibrahim.;..
itnd spectacle ithe three big S's of mins:
: . . . Harold Kasket .
i calls' for it.
fl'.iction. fortunatc.v, is exctllent, jhe exploitation pic) , ought to do. j
Jlarne: Maitland
Neil- McCarthy '
e cinema: *he customary effective job of | Another . 3-D entry, this, one the suave, ruthless gambling, boss. t
,..... Paul Stassino.
Best
of
the
male
performances
i
Mahiud
:
‘
*v
Dereic Sydney
SpnpLmpm’nik whhh creates *elling thiS less-tlian-a.we-inspiring called stereo-Vision; arid some
Alan Tilvorn,
•
a ni^tf^d^uHimitiV atmc^pliere picture for AIP in the market for prominent vistas of storied Ma* cOmes from William Hartnell, as ;
Martin.Benson
the
vet
safecracker.
Hartnell
gets.
i
scrbbi'
...
Eric
Pohlmarin
nevc^^rclwicd^in1 ^mel^^arna iL *hich il 1S intended’
jorca furnish, the salient interest i
Rebecca Disband.
gt,?f
~
il According to Arthur G. Pierces Edwin L. Alperson’s "September a chance to play a middle-aged ; f,imai
_Charles Carson
character
part
which
requires
!
Yasmtn3
.'.'.'.7.‘.r.
....,
Judoth
. Furse
screenplay, an early space explorer , Storm,” an otherwise routi . adRobert Brown
Hero of the piece
a >oung i(R0beit Clarke, who doubles as venture yarn that sends three men arriusing observation. The, two 11st .Tourist. .
William Kendall
scrub farmer'Ken Scott>. who re-'jpr.oduce.r-star) crosses the fifth and a woman in pursuit oif a.multi- women, the misses Mai Zetterling , ®jihidh Xonsul:
inia Wlat*

Chicago. Sept. 9r.

. Tweri'ieth-Fox re!
of Eitwin,
Alpcrsoii production: .’iar<= Joanne Din.
Mark Stevens, Robert h-rauss. Asher
Darin; features Jean Pierre Kerien,-Claude
jvry, Vera Valmont, G. . Ariel, Adnni
Gcnette.
Directed
by. Byron
Tlaskin.
Screenplay, w. R, Burnett: camera, Jorge

dimensjon

l^,1 !ontemporary powers

about t<»^. this one_ also, resuires those

dent was Miss Ilyer's little brother ; ™lsnrt
U
the four-vear-old son of Burr and Dronf0
Mx«=s Bennett, and that MKs Ben- lP ” 1 ;
..
a
.
.
nett. who witnessed the accident ; Clarke, the actor, does some of
ha*: been insane ever since.
the more capable emoting in
rPtm-nc tn tmvn with pvprv Clarke, the producer s, picture. Any
S.ott retuins to town with e\ery riou^ts that glamour w-on’t exist jn
Intention of resuming with Miss 9no4 _rA HicnAlTpH hv Darlpne
U--er which he does for one night
e dIfpelle“ by Uarfene
er, wmen ne aoes lor one ni^ni. ToippkinSt Who plays the bead
after which he learns that whiie he . man’s daughter, a deaf-mute with

by Scott for mfid.elity to him. sug-l;van

nreplen

Director Ed^ar C

erally sharp and lealistic quality
of Stereo-Vision should eompensate. Unfortunately, process re¬
quires simultaneous use of both
projectors, necessitating about a
; 10-minute intermission for which
■
■ •
■■ ■
■ ■
poor provision was made in the
story line. Moreover, too little ad¬
vantage has been made of the. optic

E

and Tani. are both, comely but well j
wasted.
.,
J Charlie. Drake, a tubby, curlyThe London atmosphere ,is well haired little corrtediany has become
done. Final sequences below th i one of Britain’s top tv comedians,
subway -Patera nogegay for the art /Tins is his first screen effort under
and production departments, Philip‘ his longterm contract with AssoGreeii’s music, as usual, plays ah. dated British; They’ve teamed
Unobtrusive but colorful part in: him with director .John Paddy
the proceedings.
Rich... j Carstairs, a deft hand at comedy
pix. Result is an unabashed slap-.
stick farce. The fun is uneven.
The \ight Fighters
/Whereas 30 minutes of: Drake in
his o\yn. tele .show, is okay with
Unexciting Irish war meller
many, 02 mimites of such /a spe¬
for program market with Rob¬
cialized comedian tends to pall..
ert Mitchum for the marquee. . However, “Sands, of the Desert’*
i shduld please the laithful. Drake
, ..
Hollywood, Sept. 8. , following..

United Artists -release of a DBM-RayThis has Drat
?s a clerk 111
mond Stross production. Stars Robert
,.1S
^ ■ v
:
v »
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JOLLY FILM
helving completed the shooting of

announces starting September 26
another spectacular super-production in Eastmancolor-Totalscope

JOSEPH
AND HIS
BRETHREN
starring

GOEFFREY HORNE
directed by

JACQUES TOURNEUR
produced by

ERMANNO DONATE and LUIGI CARPENTIERI
the- mo4& ajifLeali+Uf and touching efUbodel Ut biblical Uuiany,...
Worldwide Soles: JOLLY FILM-Largo Messico, 7-ROME, Italy

Phone: 86 36 21

Cables: JOLLYFILM, Rome
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Her final retreat and
•riant ....;. Taiji Tonoyama her visions.
last days are also acceptably done.
tion values are good.
Mosk.
.outof competition
Some of the seduences
I Story deals with a young man
~ .
0 ^ne fetluenc^
This is a solid religioso film to bt
Film
deals
with
some
petty
'who’s chareod bv
Mafia with ! bave an obvious and telegraphed
handled accordingly.
Mosk.
Marlbel Y La Extraaa ' killing a man? He tSls te suirnmm
but generally the script and pitchmen and hoodlums who set
up a securities corporation in
Familia
un enough couraee and the or-1 directl0n manaSe to overcome which they invest money of peo^
fMaribcl and the Strange Family) ganization begins its persecution, l*b®^f
Opening pie who give it to the org. Savvy
(SPANISH)
chasinC him and a girl he be- 'thirdof P1C likewise has a ronfused
handling of the dough and Immu¬
friend! half way across Sicily
15^
Venice, Sept. 6.
nity from the law makes them all
.Continued from page 1
Tarfe releese of AS production. Stars til she commits suicide and he is .
rich
but a stock mart crash leads
Sylvia Pinal; features Adolfo Marsillach. lulled by his pursuers.
,
[ .ActiT16 is excellent throughout,
Julia Caba Alba. Guadalupe Sampedro.
Plot unfolds in a eenerallv Dre, • with Oscar winner Simone Signoret to their downfall at the hands of much spark on the creativity end,
Trini Alonso. Directed by Jose Maria
Forque.
Mihura: cant- dictable fashion with many points reS»stering as Adua, the quartet’s a plodding detective.
Hollywood has broken with its
T Screenplay.
— — Miguel_
era, Jose Aeuayn:
j
.
Emmanuele
Rivk
Aeuayo: editor. Tibor Reves. U'CiaDie iasnion, Wlin many poilllS ,
Pic effectively denotes corrup¬
own much-endeared tradition in
mins"1" “■ F“‘- Ru”"1"'
"•
^dS I ^Hiroshima Mon Amour") In ter tion in high places and the detec¬
tive’s fight to avoid, giving in to terms of. picture-making, and thi
splendid
companion, Sandra Milo as a bird- the lucrative payola. But It is all Obviously has contributed to th* .
Fau a ... Julia Caba Alba
! elegantly i„ne^
lensed by r.innni
Gianni Ai
di companion.
brain, prostie nearly walks off with somewhat talky and didactic and b.o. good.
">_
p
iYenanzo, which give the produc- acting
The major point of significance,
honors, however. Gina. Rov- lacks the dramatic Insight that
This good idea gets fairly thea- ition. * veneer it otherw ise lacks, ere, the fourth gal, has some fine would have made this a more In¬ claim the pic business analysts. Is
trical, pedestrian mounting to make -Acting is competent but liniri- moments as the one who wants to cisive: tale of big business ethics that the trade is thriving on the
It primarily a Hispano lingo entry spired. Other credits measure up. go “straight.”
arid morality. As Is it is slickly type of production that just
Abroad where its okay entertain- I
Hauk.
Topnotch backing comes from made but seems, of dubious export couldn’t be done oft tv; The film¬
ment values might make it pay off.
value
for possible dualer or lingo makers began their exodus from
Marcello Mastroianni, as an ihnoIt does not maintain the original
centrfaced profiteer: Claiido Gora use. It has the earmarks and pace the routine with widescreen , and
pace to fit it into regular play¬ ' Leningradsboo >Teho
of
Yank
pix of this genre. Thesp other production plusses all pre¬
is likewise good, but somewhat
(Leningrad Shies)
dating.
cluded from tv by the rftoney. con¬
stereotyped as the heavy in their and technical credits are good.
(RUSSIAN)
A timid widower meets a flashy
Mosk.
siderations.
lives while others add color and
girl in a bar. He brings her home
Venice, Sept, 6«
competence in the background.
But, in. addition, that bold new
to meet his family, a giddy mother : Soviet release of a Benfilm Production.
Some of ...
the more colorful
seapproach to “adult” entertaiftment
Legy Mindhalallg
Features Peter Glibov, V. Platov, M.
.
and aunt who want to be up-to- Ulianov,
R. Bykov. Directed by Vladimir . quences and bits Of dialogue Will
in. terms of story figures. as a big
(Be
So
Till
Death)
date. They ask her to marry their ski;
Vengherov. Screenplay. Nikolai Chukov- < rirnhahlv
run
into
rpn«;nrchin
aisset for the: theatrical b.o; To be
camera, G. Marnjan: music. M. prODaDty
run
lnio
Censorship
(HUNGARIAN)
eon and nephew. There is some
At Venice
—
* Film
— Fest. Running trouble here and there, but on the
sure, tv hasn’t entirely shied away
' Venice, Sept. 6.
comedy in the conflict of genera¬
MINS.
whole in view of the subject at
Hungarofilm production and : release. from subjects that were regarded
tions, with some added dramatic
hand, it’s been handled with / re-; With. Mari. Toricaik, Iren Pseta. Tibor as too hot to handle iii past.
twists, in the suspicion that the
This rhetorical war pic detailing markable discretion, despite the Bitakey, Ferenc Bossonyi. Directed by
But there’s been nothing like
Ranody. Screenplay, Josef Darvas
*hy young man might have!some aspects of the last World sharp bite of certain scenes. Lens- Lamlo
from book by Zeigmond Moricz; camera. the devastating horror as i “Psyr
drowned his first wife. But It all i War’s defense of Leningrad, looks ing is fine and Pierb Piccidni’s J. Bedel; editor, M. Reves. At ’Venice cho,” or. the frank discussions of
Feat. Running time, 90 MINS.
turns out well.
j to have no export chances. It w as musical backing in a jazz mood is Film
“Strangers' When
Girl
- Mari Toricsik illicit sex as '
Technical credits are good and j shown in competition here.
Miai .... Iren Paeta We Meet.”
apt. Gtl.?r credits aie: good.
Or, to continue, a
Friend
............Tibor Bitskey
acting acceptable if a bit mannered.
Disjointed story line concerns
Hawk.
as in “Elmer
Professor
Ferenc Bossonri ribald evangelist
The direction lacks the required members of an air squadron
Gantry,” or a ^devastating sizeup
snap. Hence, this is essentially a Charged with defense of the city,
In a Hungary of the 1930’s, a of husbands prone to infidelity as
talky piece.
Mosk.
ias well as some aspects of city life
Onna Ga Kaidan. O
12-year-old boy is smart enough to in “The Apartment,” or the flip¬
tinder wartime duress and hunger.
AgaruYok!
get a scholarship to school. This pancy about things. moraL as i
One good sequence depicts the (When a Woman Goes Upstairs) pic concerns his adventures as he “Can-Can.” These all are among
Romeo, Jolie A Tina
crossing of a frozen lake by a life¬
(Romeo, Juliet And Shadows)
i» finally driven but of it by: adult the big b.o. winners in the theatri¬
(JAPANESE-SCQPE)
line truck convoy under constant
(CZECHOSLAVAKI)
intrigues into which he is dragged" cal market; they’d not likely qual¬
Venice, Sept. 13.
German shelling. Though some
Venice, Sept. 6.
Tobo: production, and' release. Stars. in spite jof himself. The film has ify for showings during the prims
Czech State Film production and re- scenes have similar hard-hitting Hideko Takamine. Masayuki Mori; fea¬ a feeling for the period and chil¬ hours on the family-intimate horns
leaee. With Ivan Mlstrik. Dana Smutna.
tures Daisuke Kato. Tatsuya NakadaL
This screen,
Jnina Solbalova, Frantisek Smolik. Jiri handling and lensing, the film adds Directed by Mikio Narause. Screenplay, dren without being quaint.
Kodct. Directed, by Jiri Weiss. Screen- nothing to ah already heavy hack¬ Ryuzo Kikushimar camera. Kasao Tamai; is a good moppet pic,: and has
“Ben-Hur” tops the . list and Its
JHanu?;tCedi?“kf. HaS.
of war pix except an unusual- editor, H. Jto. Tt Venice Film Fest. Run¬ some
lingo house possibilities production vastness makes it. oIh
ning time; 110 MINS.
Ipe Film Fest. Running time. *5 MINS.
ly heavy dose Of flagwaving for the Keiko .. ....;.-_:. Hideko Takamine abroad.
vious
why tv cpuld never offer.
Favel . Ivan Mistrik
Fujisakl --..... Masayuki Mori
The boy hdre is bright and: tries anything like it. But in this in.*.. Dana Smutna Soviet cause.
Yuri __ .v...■;—Dajauke Kato
Mother ... Jirina Sejbalova ;
Attempts at inserting human Boy ..Tatsuya Nakadal to please. But he’s used by a stance, the basic, consideration for
Grandfather . Frantisek Smolik
young man as a go-between with purposes Of this essay is that Hol¬
Vojta
-**—-■
Jiri
Kodet values are likewise doomed by
ioverweighty handling, particular¬
Film deals with the Ibar girls a girl he elopes with. Then he is lywood is doing something differ¬
A youth hides a Jewish girl in ly noticeable in the wooden per¬ who plby hostess at the myriad of accused of stealing a lottery ticket. ent-even if it involves a terribly-,
the family garret room during the formances from all concerned. Air Tokyo night spots used by busi¬ The adult incomprehension sends risky investment of $15,000,000.
occupation of Prague in the last sequences are sometimes well ren¬ nessmen for meetings. Usually the him out* of school but into an ac¬ ,• The conclusion is that Hollywood
(whether operating in Ceylon or
World War. Love grows amid the dered, but at other times blatantly girls are just for talk and enter¬ ceptance of life. „
School life Is well portrayed and Culver City) is . spending more and
hatred and danger only to be de¬ reveal trick and process photogra¬ tainment, but some turn profes¬
stroyed by human cowardice and phy. Reenactment of bitter Wartime sional prostitutes. Pic deals with the children extremely well; han¬ trying more provocative themes in
misunderstanding. The subject has air-sea battle in Leningrad Gulf a head hostess and her tribula¬ dled by director Lazio Ranody. the major, and so far successful,
been dons before but this has a by spick-and-span peacetime ships tions, But this vehicle is not a The technical credits are also good. effort to set Itself apart from con¬
sower, tenderness and dramatic also clashes with reality of recon¬ sensation or exploitation opus, but Till* also was “out of competition.” ventional tv. And, tv is helping,
Mosk.
by remaining conventional.
a penetrating, tastefully done
Hawk,
impetus which makes it worth say- , struction.

Feature Reviews From Venice Fest

Pix Peppier
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PICTURES

ences. American . ducat-buyers could
also enjoy its modest; fun.
Director Stuart Burge, a: tv di¬
rector making liis debut in feature^
films, lias dorte. a good job,, con-,
, Continued from page 18 ;
sidering the many traps tnai Reu¬
The Sins of Rachel .('iide ; it .owes mitch to some determined ben Ship’s -ingenious, though far¬ The ISoliearsal Goes On
fetched, screenplay has . laid.. Ship
{
Comedy
acting
by
well-tried
British
the. setting, for some, familiar
(CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
bwana monkeyshines in “The Sins .{character, tliesps; -The screenplay has overloaded . his story line but
Stratford* Ont., Sept. 1.
.has
produced an idea which holds
f
harps
friskily
n.
sex.
Roy
Boult-,
of Rachel Cade.” Although it is
Ceskosloverisky Film production, and
V release..Directed by Jaroslav Balik; script,
an earnest and workmanlike effort,, lug’s direction js sufficiently light interest.
Jiri Fried;, camera. Rudolph Stahl; music,
,
of
touch
to
provide
a.
reasonable
j
\yisdom
is
a
dow
...
iid-oiit
who
nothing very novel or enlightening
Ivan Rezac. Stars Ivan Palec,- Zdenek
occurs in the Henry Blanke pro¬ 1 quota, of mild amusement: The title ’ runs into a gang of crooks who Stepanek, Martin Ruzek. At the Stratford
Film Festival, Sept. 1, ’60. Running
[want his help because;, he is a (Ont.)
duction, which is based upon | shotild help exploit tins film,
time, 104 MINS.
. Ivan Palec
Charles Mercer’s popular, novel j Arrival of . a comely; curvaceous ' demoiitions . expert.. Rather naively Frantisek Lukavec .
. Miriam Hynkova
Jitka, his-wife .......
■
y
oung
French
mademoiselle.
[be
is.cbhned
into
assisting
the
mob
about a spinster missionary. Even
.- Irene Kacirkova
Mrs.. Muller . ..
the tribal dances have a. shop Worn French tutor at . Melbury■•= boys’ j into cracking a bank vault: He Director Suda .
Zdenek Stepanek
.:... Martin Ruzek
Tuma . *..
look about them. Without a so- school causes an upheaval, at the ; alone is, caught bolding the loot, PrOfessor
.... Joseph Kemr
Karel C-izek .----called “boxoffice cast” to pave the college. .Stuffy members of the land goes to jail. When he’s let out Dana Peicova ...... „ Jana Stepankova.
. Malatova ......
.. Nada Myskoya
way, the Warner Bros.; release is staff view her advent with alarm, ] after five years,, he determines to Eva
. Vladimir Hasek
Standa Ruml
not likely to be much of a grosser: ’ot hers with relish. Discipline cracks keep straight and goes, to take up a Vasek Malat ....... ...... S. Zindulka
Tony
Novak
_...
....
Milos Patocka
\\
hen
the'
scholars,
in
the
throes
of
job
in
a
Northern
seaside
factory.
A few exchanges, of snappy d:
log crop up in Edward Anhalt’s -alf: love; find th " new arrival a He. soon finds out that the. town is
'
considerable
distraction.
It
all
sorts,
(In
Czech:
English
Subtitles)
"under
the
control
of
.a
swindler
screenplay, indicating that he has
done all he canV and . ;vore. to put. but not before: the boys stage { (Andrew Graickshank) who js perIn their films, the Czechs have
pump some vigor into a pretty til;ed ■ a -mutiny wlieii they hear that the ‘ suading Everybody to buy up shares shown themselves to be the most
yarn: Chief: conflict of the: film is new fernme tutor is -being dis- ; iii the town’s, future, another of bis accomplished filmmakers in the
! nefarious schemes.
the heroine’s (Angie, Dickinson) ; missed!.
Soviet, bloc, excepting the Rus¬
The juvenile reactions to the • Wisdom enlists the: help of his sians, and sophistication and good
inner emotional turrhbiL in which
;
French
mistress
.
wiftly
become
her religious principles debate
; crook friends on a wild enterprise taste are usually to be found in
against Tier. natural sexual imy ' tedious once the. joke is first put -i to outwit Cruickshank’. The gang their - productions. In this picture
pulses. Arriving in the. Congo, she over, but the adults provide, rather pposes as a top scret American army how;ever, rather oddly called “The
dramatically, persuades the region's more fun, Agnes>LaurenfT playing { unit, with orders to buy up the Trial” at Stratford (although
•■left wing” element to. adopt the the French, schoolteacher, is a new¬ j town to build a rocket base. Cruick-. there , is no reference to such a
Christian philosophy, but has a comer :• to British films: . and.she ! shank buys back the townspeople’s title on the film or in the official
deuce of a . time practicing what . handles her role appealingly. Not /shares, then Wisdom and the gang publicity);its interest in party poli¬
she has been preaching when a .that she has. much to do except [blow up the town, doiiblecross tics has spoiled a good story. If,
handsome American RAF doctor look charming and provocative, a j.Ci*uickshank: and ruin him. The of course, this is a genuine pic¬
(Roger. Moore) arrives ; by un¬ task Which Mlle.: Laurent takes in U.S, government is.forced to build ture of how political beliefs affect
/her stride.; Cecil Parker plays the
scheduled plane crash.
hew one for Anglo-American artistic values, then it’s both re¬
. Enacting ’’Rachel Cade” is an bedevilled headmaster with his ' relations, arid Wisdom is hailed as vealing and disturbing.
Important assignment for -.Miss .usual bland .manlier m .which he [a benefactor before being hauled,
This is a story of the theatre
Dickinson, and she
generally ■{, iiii throw away a line and do a i back to the cooler.
world in Prague and the problems
persuaisiv.e,. although a . trifle too 1 double take with skill:
of
a. young actor (Ivan Palec) who
There
are
so
many
holes
in
this,
a stuffycomposed in spots. Finch, a con¬ ! Raymond .Huntley,
yarn that it’s like a fishing net, but finds his growing popularity in
vincing low-pressute performer, ’ minded, clergyman; James Rqbert- the. result is amiable comedy. The films and television affecting his
makes the most of his role.. Moore :son Justice; as a bluff nvan.-of-the- robbery, , in which Wisdom and his stagework and family life. In the
is handsome; but far too. British- :-world schoolmaster.; and Thoyley pals pose as surgeons and tunnel play he’s rehearsing, he comes up
sounding to score in the. part of an Walters as a pompous colonel who, from the. operating theatre into against his old teacher (now an
American, even a Yank from Bos¬ is hbad of the governors, all handle
the.next door bank.-is wildly funny. accomplished actor) whom he had
ton. Those, playing African natives their roles with their customary Wisdom
getting caught up in a once informed, on in. his days - of
are at the mercy of a nagging, in¬ .‘ competence. Ian Banneh, cast as
I
wool
machine, avoiding the youth.
consistency in which their/adher¬ the young lover, again: testifies to ; cops, sorting:
and
finally, blowing up the
Had the script been content to
ence to superstitious tribal customs his skill and charm. The. distaff J town has good
clowning moments. stay within these bounds it would
clashes with their extremely artic¬ side is. also well served, with Irene
ulate English speech.: Outstanding Hand! giving another of her in- 1 Wisdom;.; whether he’s flirting, have developed into a powerful
ampng this group i.r.the sensitive : irritable studies ass., a caricature of j playing dumb, interfering at;a town and dramatic conflict of ambition
performance of Errol John as the a cook. Edith Sharpe excellent as - meeting or: posing as k U.S. gen- and personality, but unfortunate¬
heroine’s: lovable aide. Others who - an understanding matron * and ■j.eral with a southern drawl, carries ly the hero has difficulty in be:
good Communist and in
carry on gamely are Woody Strode, { Athene Seyler chipping in. with ; the most, wieight in , the cast, and
Juarto ' H e r h a n d e z, Frederick some telling work as Huntley’s ' mainly does it well. But there, are spite of giving spirited talks to
other useful pieces of comedy act¬ his comrades and attending party
O’Neal.. Scatman Crothers. Rafer- . no^ey,.spinster sister.. ..
Johnson (the Olympic decathlon .■ Regarded as a team, the scholars ing; notably^ by Andrew. Cruick- meetings, he fails, to realize, (un¬
champ* and Charles Wood, as well ;; are. okay, with Scot Finch, Richard shank. as the powerful villain; Al¬ til the happy fadeout that not
as Mary Wickes and Douglas Palmer and; Jeremy Bulloch having fred .-Marks, as the" gang leader, until he understands what being
Spencer.
l.tl.e best -opportunities of Taking Reginald Beckwith, as a station- a good Communist means can he
Direction by Cordon Douglas is individual, impact. * The schpol master and Percy Herbert, as a. also, achieve artistic maturity as
nowhere near as perceptive as it atmosphere is well., caught, with. prison Warden. Susannah ^York. as an actor. This sounds so unlikely
should-be. There, is also a distract¬ ; good Tensing by Max Greene and the girl; for. whom Wisdom falls, ancl is expressed in such tiresome
ing tendency to jam the lens right | smooth editing by John Jympson.. [ stakes, her claim as a useful new terms that one loses patience with
into the. pupils of the heroine’s eye. ; ‘‘Mistress’-; is occasionally inclined, i juye.. Jean Clarke offers some the picture. Acting, direction and
photography are all .good, and the
She has pretty eyes, but there is a i to snigger , bt . sex- '
rather , Monroe, wiggles.,
limit to intimacy: Generally capa¬ ! a.dolescent way; but. on the whole, [ Despite the outrageously. im¬ film presents some fascinating
scenes
of radio, television and
ble craftsmanship is otherwise ' it is ai reasonable diversion for un¬ plausible ending. “Crooked Man”
exhibited . by cameramman J. Pev- sophisticated: audiences.
Rich,
is happy-go-lucky entertainment, theatrical activity in Prague.
Gera.
ereil Mar ley. editor Owen Marks
with good technical support in all
and art director Leo K. Kuter. Max
departments^ It: will win new sup¬
Tlioro Was a Crooked porters for a comedian who until Adam Becomes a Man
Steiner's music is satisfactory.
Tube.
(LITHUANIAN)
now nearly found himself trapped
; Man
by type casting.
Rich:.
Stratford, Ont., Sept. 23;
(BRITISH)

Stratford Film Reviews

Film Reviews

Fren«*h
(BRITISH)
Somewhat frail Joke e.nlivened
by performances by well-tried
British thesps. Humor uneven,
if harmless, but should find a
profitable.. spot ; in: easygoing:
theatres.
London. Sept. 6.
British-.Lion- release of a' Boulting'Bros.
Sreduction.
Stars Cecil Parker, James
obertson Justice. Ian . Bannen, Agnes
Laurent. Raymond Huntley, Thorley Wal¬
ters. . Irene Hand!.. Directed by Roy
Boulting. Screenplay, by.' Roy Boulting
•nd Jeffrey -Dell,- from • Robert■■ Monroe ’s'
play;, editor, John Jympson; camera. Max
.Crt<ne; music. John Addison. Previewed
at Studio One. London, Aug. 25. *60;
Running, time, *8 MINS;
HeadYnaster .....
...;. Cecil Parker
Robert Martin
James'Robertson Justice
Colin Crane ..
.. .... .. . Ian . Bannen
Madeleine Lafarge...
... .Agnes Laurent
Rev..Edwin Peake
. Raymond Huntley
Staff Sergeant Hodges..... Irene Handl
Matron ......; Edith Sharpe.
Mr. Meade --.......Kenneth Griffith
. Mr. Ramsay
. .. .V.....
Robert Bruce
Colonel Edmonds ......Thorley Walters
2nd. Governor,
Henry Lons*hurst
3rd, Governeor --; ^Brian Pulton
Edmonds
Scot Finch
Milsoni
.........;. Richard Palmer
Wigram
...
Peter Greenspan'
Barnes ... .... .Jeremy. BtiUoch
Beatrice Peake
...
Athene Sevier
Ambulance Attendant . .Gardew Robinson
Monsieur Fraguier........Paul Sheridan

Billed as a “rompi” the Boulting
Brothers’ latest .entry grapples
tenaciously with a fairly frail joke
which doesn’t stand , up to its early
promise. Based on a stage comedy
by Robert Monroe (better known
as the late coifiedian, Sonnle Hale),

Executive Assistant

■with • yori’ ii»irlinti In g|m srsduttian.
ieeliriini bistwical r«iwih ang st*ry analyst
far tap prHiwar la Lm4m, Hdi aimllar.
Work. il.A:.. Kngllih but; witty.

. Phene meuages: aagent 7-71M <N.Y.)
BOX 1221. Varlaty. lM W.
Yark, N.Y.

St.. Naw
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'... Popular British comic, Norjnan
Wisdom, .mainly carries; this
one, his best effort $o far. An*
entertaining mixture of slap-:
stick and character comedy,
it’s .an obvious booking for
Britai , and U.S., might Well
take a. chance.

London, Sept. 6.
United Artissts release, of a Knightsbridge (John B:yan> production.
Stars.
Norman. Wisdom; features Alfred Marks.
Andrew r Cruickihanl^,
Reginald
Beck-,
with, SusanAah York. Directed .by Stuart
Burge. Screenplay, Reuben Ship; camera,
Arthur Ibberson; editor, Peter Hunt; mu-,
sic, Kenneth V. Jones. At Astoria, Londom
Aug. 31. '60. Running time, *0 MINS.
Daivy Cooper .......... .Norman Wisdom.
Adolf Carter .....- Alfred Marks
McKillup. ....... .'.Andrew Cruickshank
Station Master ..... i. . Reginald Beckwith
Ellen*
-... .Susannah -York
Freda ......... ..... J; . . ....'.Jean Clarke
Flash Pan . . .
.' ;.Timothy Bateson
Restaurant
. .P. Whitsun-Jones
Taxi Driver. ..
..;.... ...Fred.. Griffiths
Hospital Sister
.'.... Ann Heffernan
Nurse ........
.....,, Rosalind Knight
Dutchman
.... :Reed De Rouen
Ashton.
..Brian Oiilton
Prison Warden ..
Percy HerbertWoman (Assembly
...Edna Petrie
Police Sgt..
Jack May
Geri: • Cummins .... . ;Ronald Fraser
American Colonel .. ..... . ..Ed Devereaux
Foreman ......----:....;; .Sara Kydd

Norm a n Wisdoni, one of Britain’s
most reliable slapstick, comedians,
has been/ gradually enlarging his
scope during his past few pix.
“There Was A Crooked Man” is
his first since he broke away from
the Rank setup and it’s a. distinct
step forward for thB comic. Yarn
Is untidy, sometimes gets bogged
down, suffers, from: too many. con¬
trasting styles and occasionally
trips up over its own ideas. But
despite; these faults, it. gives Wis¬
dom a, chaiicB to act as welt as
bring in! eiiqugh slapstick routine
to inak* it a click for British audi-

Serge
(RUSSIAN)
Stratford, Ont, Aug. 30.
Sovexpoi'trilm release of MosfiLm Film
Studios production. Stars Borya Barhatov,
Serge Bondaithuk. S. Skobtseva; directed
by Georgi DaneJa: script. V. Panova. G,
Danela. 1. Taiankin: photo. Anatoli Nitochkin: music, B«»ris CJiaikovsky'. At
Stratford tOni.) Film Festival, Aug. 30,.
'60. Running time, 80 MINS.
Seryozha . Borya Barhatov
Korostelev
S. Bondarchulc
Maryana .. S. Skobtseva
Lidka . Matasha Chechotkina
Vaska
Seryozha Metelitsin
Zhenka
. Ura Kozlov
Vaska’s Mother . L. Sokolova
Uncle Kosi.a
...'
V.. Merkuryer

■(In Russian; English Subtitles)

This is a delightful, utterlycharming story of a small boy who
is wise but never precocious,
showing episodes in his daily life
and his relationship with his par¬
ents. Serge Bondarchuk plays the
small role of the father in charge
of a cooperative farm with his
customary skill, and is particularly
good in a small scene showing
him in a newsreel participating in
a ceremony.
The little boy, played by Borya
Barhatov, is so natural and win¬
ning at all times his performance
is Tittle short of astonishing, and.
a ^great tribute to director Georgi
Danela. A gentle, peaceful childstfidy. introducing one slightly
contrived note of the end wrhen
the parents plan to move away
leaving the boy with an aunt for
a few months. “Serge” comes as
a welcome change from war stories
and contains many fascinating
glimpses of Russian life in the
country today. While its commer¬
cial possibilities are not strong
outside of specialized exhibition
it should most certainly be in¬
cluded in the Soviet^American ex¬
change. It will be shown in Canada
as a matter of course..
Gera.

Years of Youth
(RUSSIAN-COLOR)
Stratford, Ont., Aug. 29.
Sovexportfilm release of Dovzhenk*
Kiev Studios production. Stars O. Zhivahkova and V. Rudoi; directed by Alexst
Mishurin: script. A. Shaikevich: photo, A.
Gerasimov; music. Platon Maiboroda. At
Stratford (Ont.) Film Festival. Aug. 29,
’60. Running time. 82 MINS.
Natasha
O. Zhlvankova
Sergei . V.' Rudot
Volodya
. .
. V. Kulik
Dneprov-Z~dur<’i*ki . A. Hvilya
Natasha's Mother ......... E. Mashkara
Unde Vasva
"... M Yakovchenko
Director of the Culture Club...A. Sova

(In

Russian;

English

Subtitles)

At the somewhat surprising re¬
quest for “something lighter” by
the festival administration, the
Russians obliged with this tuneful,
frst-moving but un-festival musical
W'hich seems to contain all the best
tilings from the Hollywood musicals
of the ’30s.
A musical comedy involving two
Lithuanian Film Studios production.
young
Ukrainian dancers who meet
Director. V. Zhaiakyavichus; script, V. 1
Siriss . Gira; photo, A. M?tskus; music, j on their way to Kiev where they
E. Bfilsis. Cast: V. Puodjukaitis. A. Boy; ;
arch’ute,'
s.
Petronaitis.
At
the
Stratford
'hope
to
pass the entrance exams
___
Petronait
(Ont.) Film Festival, Aug. 25, "60. Run- to a theatrical school, the plot con¬
riing tirrte, S3 MINS.
tains such “novelties” as the girl
iia.' Continued from page S
»
and boy singing on top of a train,
may be a bit partial, -but he can’t (Iri<Lithuanian; English Subtitles) the girl posing as a boy and as her
While this is politically speaking own sister, a “knowing” mother, a
go along with major distribs’ criti¬
cisms that pic is a chsmcey b.o. a Russian'entry, it has a style of its “show must go on” opening and
owm and is not at all like Russian many other familiar acts. The
item because it’s a message film; films. Neither, is it as advanced as whole however, is put over with
Both “On the Beach” and “The most of them.
such zest, fast camera movement
Defiant Ones” Were “message pic¬
The time is 1936, unemployment and smart editing that the time
tures, he says, but they “were oil is Widespread, the police are after passes pleasantly enough Gera.
the other side of the. fence,” At the Bolsheviks and the city dwel¬
lers and peasants alike are selling
same time. Raisbeck adds quickly their land and buying tickets from
that he doesn't wrant pic to fall the Alfa travel agency which
into the hands. Of “the extreme promises them a new lif# In
Buenos Aires. Among them are
right wingers;”
Adam and his sweetheart who
Producer says further the U. S. werk hard to emigrate together.
Major Film Company Plan¬
film industry, which receives her But the rogue who runs the travel
ning far tin Future Is Inter¬
tw-eeh “$i,000,000 and $2,000,000 a agency (and there’s a shadowy
ested in Seeming the Serv¬
year from the Defense. Dept, in American involved in. this some?
terms of cooperation [ of men and where) takes the money and the
ices of Several Highly Ex¬
equipment”, iii filmmaking, hais girl and speeds 6ft on the night perienced Contract Analysts.
“an obligation” to distribute his train to Nazi Germany,.
Please Write Giving Full Par¬
film, providing it is technically , What is Adam to do\now? Join
ticulars Regarding Experi¬
okay, which he thinks it is.
the party* become a man and work
When reminded that several ma¬ for a brighter future! •
ence, Age and -Salary De¬
jor company films w;hich contained
While it may not sound subtle, sired.
anti-Communist messages had been neither is. this a heavy-handed
SOX V-1219, VARIETY
resounding b.o. failures, Raisbeck yarn. It’s a slow and solid O’Neillanswered: that he thought his pro¬ like work with a confused story¬
154 W. 45 St., New Yorit 36
duction could be exploited in such line and under-developed char¬
a way as to attract mass audiences, acters who sit on the fog-laden
although^ he also contends that the dock and dream of other times.
U. S. public is a lot more .interested .Oiily the restrained love scenes
in. the anti-Communist fight than between Adam and his girl really
Hollywood; bigwigs give it credit come to life.
for. . .
The settings however, have a
Since it Includes footage of the true sense of period, and th# pro¬
Qiiemoy shelling,, producer says duction style of the film Is of the
i—IRIII CITY IISIC lilt—,
IninMafCmNv , CteejOi
pic can be Exploited for its action, early thirties, as though the pro¬
as well as for one rape, two mur¬ ducers had been studying Holly¬
‘SONG WITHOUT END”
ders and “spectacle” scenes, in¬ wood films of that bra. Photography
m STOtY OF HMNZ USZT aUntac
volving as many, as 7,000 or 8,000 has a fine depth of focus and the
extras/'.
music is highly effective. Acting
WPIX premier# will be hosted is sometimes too theitrlcal, but
by star Dix.
j seems to suit th# style.
Cfero.

Producer Sets TV

Contract Analysts
Wanted

New York Theatre

22
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RADIO-TELEVISION

NBC-TVs Six-Week Advantage On
Preeming New Sun. Nite Lineup
With a substantial Investment in
its new Sunday night schedule.,
NBC-TV is trying to minimize the
vagaries faced in Introducing fresh
product by kicking off “The Shirley
Temple Show,” “National Velvet”
and “The Tab Hunter Show” on
Sunday *18>r weeks before the ma¬
jor programmatic rivals get rolling.
NBC’s chief concern is Miss Tem¬
ple's Sunday, 7-to-8 p.m. stanza. It
cost the network in the vicinity
of $110,000 a week to do the pro¬
gram, and the show's market, the
analysts feel, will be almost the
same as that for the “Walt Disney
Show” On ABC-TV. Disney, begin¬
ning at 6:30 will bridge Miss Tem¬
ple’s anthology series “for the fam¬
ily,” but ABC-TV has decided to
launch it on Sept. 26, with the first
of five consecutive reruns before
offering up new product.
NBC hopes that the six-week
bead start on Disney will give
it ample time to establish its big
stanza. By the same token, the
other two new programs. “National
Velvet,” at 8 pJm., and Tab Hunter
at 8:30 p.m. are being brought in
on the 18th in an effort to create a
Sabbath viewing preference for
NBC-TV.
This is the only major effort by
any of the three webs to employ
the once traditional tactic of vying
to launch new shows ahead of the
competition.
Too many other
things this season, like the recent
writers’ strike, have made it dif¬
ficult enough just to get started
before fall is over, hence, the webs
have not made their usual effort to
jump off early in critical program
areas:

FCC to B casters:
'Stop Making With
Ik Striped Pants’
Washington. Sept. 13.
The Federal Communications
Commission has issued a warning
to all broadcasters to take oft
those striped pants.
The State Dept., FCC em¬
phasized in a public notice, han¬
dles foreign relations, and radio
or television Iice'nsees or appli-j
cants must stop muscling in on|
the act.
;
FCC said too many broadcasters
are trying to- deal directly with
foreign licensees or foreign gov¬
ernments
'particularly. Canada
and Mexico) to advance their
causes or “othery,ise influence the
course of negotiation between
governments.”
FCC said this not only violates
the international Hoyle but also
is in direct conflict with a fed¬
eral law prohibiting “correspond¬
ence or intercourse” .with foreign
governments.
Said FCC: ”As the constituted
authority in such matters, either
as advisor to the Dept, of State
or directly, the Commission can¬
not sanction unauthorized indivi¬
dual negotiation by private parrtics with foreign governments in
matters subject to its jurisdiction.
It therefore requests that any pro¬
posals which may be subject to
discussion with our neighboring
countries and any arguments,
knowledge or material with re¬
spect to broadcasting which may
have a bearing on matters under
discussion, or subject to discussion,
be submitted to the Commission
rather than to the authorities or
licensees of these countries.”

Johnny Green’s FM Show
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
New intimate program will air
on FM. Station KRIIM start mg
Oct. 3 when composer-conductor
Johnny Green inaugurates a onehour Monday through Friday di¬
versified show titled “Johnny
Green’s. World of Music.”
The 9 to 10 p.m. show* will
O’ iginate in Green’s living room
where he will have as his guests
celebs of the entertainment world.
Green’s home is equipped with
rteordyig installation va’ued at
$50,0(M> and contains an enormous
library of recordings and albums.
Program is sponsored by Ford
Dealers of Southern California.
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CHEVIGNY'S NEW SKED
He Quit ‘Mrs. Burton’ First In
Order To Write Plays and Books

Seldom has a column triggered such, an outburst as the. one
which John Crosby wrote last week for the N. Y. Herald-Tribun#
Hector Chevigny, for 32 coif
(plus bis customary H-T syndication, Which gave it cross-country
tinuous years a radio writer ana.
multirmillion exposure). The Crosby column, took the Bob Sarmost recently scribe for CBS
noff-Bob Kintner regime at NBC over the Coals, characterizing the
Radio’s 1 “Second Mrs. Burton,"
network management as a mess. Most, industryites .agreed it wat
made it clear the other day that
one of the most outspoken,Iaying-it-on-the-line diatribes to come
radio didn’t quit him. He quit
radio-T-to gamble, at age 56, .ex¬ • off. the lay. press.
clusively with plays and books; Crosby’s claim that the NBC network has, fallen on lean days
and has possibly been reduced to red ink status,, in contrast to
“Second Mrs. Burton,” which
Chevigny has penned since 1952,
the fat profits era of Pat Weaver: the “visionary.” (citing an annual
goes off! in November amid the
earnings figure of $18,000,000); threw the NBC i.op command, into
a tizzy and a succession of executive huddlings. What particularly
When NBC-TV kisses “Howdy clatter of a format.. shift by CBS
hurt was the fact that, withift 24 hours, RCA (NBC’s-parent) was
Doody” goodby, it intends to do it Radio. Chevigny said that he
starting to get “what gives?” mail from stockholders, attesting, if
with the respect due this kidvid notified the: network as far back
anything, to influence and wide readership of the Crosby column,
stanza^ which has had 13 consecu¬ as last June that he was going to
. From NBC’s standpoint, the timing of the hard-hitting Crosby
tive years on the network. Windup quit in September to begi his
column: could not havp been worse. NBC had just Come out of
stanza'1 on Saturday '24) will be in freelance Career. That Was well
the political conventions smelling like roses, its new-found, pres¬
color and go a full hour, instead of before the word was given of the
the usual 3Qrminute weekly route. CBS program cancellation.
tige in the area of news arid public affairs helping to offset the
On Sept. 9, Chevigny left for a
known fact that the web was having more than its share of trou¬
Web plans to pre-tape the spe¬
ble, in selling off its shows at established prices, necessitating
cial farewell program in two. ses¬ “tension-free” vacation in British
.dekls. Thus, in one fell swoop, the Crosby column, throwing into,
sions,! each a half-hour long. Columbia.
sharp focus the realities of day-to-day networking, cancelled out
They’ll be done on Thursday (22)
most if not all of this new NBC advantage- Further, it reactivat¬
and Friday (23) In the 30 Rocke¬
ed the long smoldering difference in ideology (Weaver vs, Sarfeller: Plaza headquarters, where
noff) almost four years from the. day Weaver exited the network.
the slipw has been lensed through¬
NBC’s retaliatory letter addressed to Robert 1VL White 2d. presi¬
out nearly all .its career.
Because of the special occasion,
dent and editor of the Herald-Tribune, and which was published
verbatim on the editorial page of the H-T, accused Crosby of bias
tickets will be given first to NBC
and making false and damaging statments.; Signed by the two
employees and their children, and
only then to the general public,
Bobs, the letter stated that “contrary to Mr. Crosby’s statements
on how NBC’s profits have sunk to the point where ‘it may ■ even
which: has always had first call on
be losing money/ the facts are that NBC’s profits for the year
“Howdy."
Program, produced by E. Roger
1959 Were at a near-record level and for the fourth , quarter of
Muir land hosted through most of
that year were the highest in. the company’s history; During th
its tenure by Bob .(Buffalo Bob)
first half, of 1960, NBC’s profits Were at an alltime. high . the
On Oct. 10i when ABC-TV be¬
Smith, is giving way in its regular gins to program , the li-to-no6n
indications are. that NBC will earn an alltime high in profits; for
Saturday ayem slot tp a sponsored strip, the network’s daytime opera¬
the year 1960.”
Some , at first were wondering whether Crosby onthe one band
stanza.
tion is expected to return to red.
and NBC on the other weren’t confusing the issue. If Crosby was
ink.. This, reportedly: is only be¬
alluding strictly to the network, without benefit of the company’s
cause the two new daily half-hour:
owned-and-bperated stations, that would be a horse of another
programs will not start mu well
color. If the Sarhoff-Kintner predictions of alltime high profits
sponsored, meaning that /the prof¬
were based on-inclusion of o & o earnings, that, too, would be
its from the afternoon programs
quite a different story from “network alone” operations.
will go to subsidize the added ope¬
Crosby Was back in action again Monday (12) in replying to
rations,. at least for a time.
the NBC letter, accusing Kintner and Sarnoff of distorting; the
However,..during; the rest of the
fact “and my. aims.” He not only stuck by his-guns but amplified
ABC-TV day—from noon, to 5:30
his original statements, setting the record straight that he was
Bob Hope will satirize politics p.m.-^the netw'ork will go into the
talking about network operation arid not owned-and-operated sta¬
fourth quarter of the year at about
and Rational elections on his Oct. 80^ of SRO. Last April, ABC made
tions. Cracked Crosby: “Owning a tv network affilate is like own¬
ing an oil well—and it takes about; as much brains to run one.” .
22 NBC-TV program, a one-hour a little money in “Operation Day¬
Walter Wincheir on Monday printed the tumor that r NBC was
book; show* filmed over the week¬ break.” but then business fell olf
planning to sue Crosby for $1,000;000. NBC characterized it as
end. Tabbed “Potomac Madness,” during the summer. At present,
just
that—rumor. In fact, since there were some facets of NBC
Hope! had his six writers sharpen daytime is clearly, in the web profit
programming (Huntley, Brinkley and the news; color) that Crosby
columm
“loved
” the web’s apparently decided to let it rest there. :
their jabs and hired Sammy Cahn
Before that, the last, time ABCand Jimmy Van Heusen to collab TV made any money out of its
on. three tunes, including one: daylight programs . . ’ . the
tapped “Playing Politics.”
i fourth qu rter of 1958 and possibly
Show has Ginger Rogers as the * part of the first quarter of 1959:
world’s richest woman and a.be-; when charter sponsors in “Opera¬
hind-scenes power in Washington,] tion Daybreak” were paving ..for
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
and [Perry Como supports Hope,! 95co of the schedule. Afterwards,
The title must have brought the
who essays a character billed “Gov. f there were several defections from
Gaylord Goober, the People’s Can¬ the new’ programming; .because rat¬ censors .running but Albert Mcdidate.” Cast of 75 including j ings weren’t- as high as some antic¬ Cleery, executive producer of
hoofprs is in support. Jack Shea] ipated.
directed. Jack Baker choreographed } Regardless of ratings this season: CBS-TV’s Workshop, is holding his
and David Rose orch backstopped, here is how the sponsorship, pic¬ ground. He insists he’ll use “The
London; Sept; 13.
with ; Jack Hope handling producer ture stacks up in the: fourth quar¬ Dirtiest ,Word in the / English
The decision of a major pen conrireins,.
ter for ABC-TV: “The. Texan” at Language? on; the lead sheet of his
The air date. 17 days before the i noon is only half sold: at 12:30, the Workshop script for Sept. 25 taping ;pany here to drop tv from this
Presidential election, is not acci-j new “Queen, for a Day,” having and Oct. 2 airing over the-network. ! year’s, fall and Christmas advert
Be calming the web’s censors. tising schedules (“last- year, we dcdental. Hope already has taped his moved over on Sept. 5 from NBCseasonal opener for Buiek; Oct; 3 TV. went into the new-season fully McCieery explained that the title; ! cided .to fry television advertising,
show on which Joan Crawford. Pat-,; sold out. At 1 p.m., Beh Alexan- has naught to do with a foul word ]■ hut the results were not very en¬
but concerned, with personal emo¬ couraging”! pinpoints, the fact that’
ti Page and Bobby Darin appear. I
i Continued on page 36)
tions, He declined to tip the word. .as yet video has far from wiped
One of the leads was offered to /newspapers off the map as medi .
Claire Trevor through her agent [According to the latest Statist leal
Milt Rosner, but she’ll pass it by : Review of Press .Advertising;/news-.
but not for reasons of the, title’s : papers grabbed a . record $102,200,double, meaning. Three days after
in the second quarter of this
the “dirtiest wdrd” aircast she is {year—$4,200,000 over the previous
(Sept. 14-23)
slated fbr a star guesting on “U. S. | high ip the last quarter of ’59 and
Steel Hour” and considers it un¬ ]21% abpVe the corresponding periWED., SEPT. 14
fair to Steel appear on another, ] od last year.
The Aquanauts (film), Adventure, CBS, 8:30-9:30 p.m. Particishow three days previous.
j This press spending, though,
• paring.
McCieery will direct the “dirty [hasn’t come at the .expense of tv
SAT., SEPT. 17
w ord” and among his associate pro¬ /budgeting which, it’s calculated,
Checkmate (film). Adventure, CBS, 8:30-9:30 p.m. Lever via J.
ducers on Workshop are Keefe •! will hit $224,000,000. an increase of
Walter Thompson.. Kimberly-Clark via Foote, Cone & Beld-:
Brasselle,. nitery singer-comic.
some 30% over 1959/Only field; in
ing and Brown & Williamson via Ted Bates,
I which tv seems to. have benefited
j
SUN., Sept. 18
! at the expense of newspapers is. In
Shirley Temple Show 'tape, color). Anthology] NBC, 7f8. p.m.
fact that of soaps marketed by the
: RCA via J. Walter Thompson and Beeehniit-Life Saver vi
major combines, although to rej; Young & Rubicam!
j turn to the individual instance of
National Velvet 'film). Drama, NBC, 8-8:30 p.m. Rexall and
the pen company aforem Ontioned,
General Mills via BBDO.
the tv appfopriati
' being al¬
Kansas City, Sept. 13.
Tab Hunter Show 'film), Situation Comedy. NBC, 8:30-9 p.m. =
located instead ’ .
press cam¬
KMBC-TV
has
some
of
the
town
s
Lorilard via Lennen & Newell and Westcldx"via BBDO.
paign
and
being
increased
to a
leading citizens follow ing its . fall
MON., SEPT. 19
programming in a contest to deter¬ record sum for a; pen manufacturer.
iPefe and Gladys (film),. Situation Comedy .CBS, 8-8:30 p.rij..
mine which shows bring the best
Carnation via Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &.Ryari and Goodyear
ratings. Mori Greiner, tv manager
, via Young & Rubicam.
for . KMBC . Broadcasting, showed
Barbara Stanwyck Theatre (film)’ Anthology Drama, NBC 1Q-.
film clips of; 10 new ABC-TV shows
10:30 p.m. Alberto Culver via Wade anti American Gas ‘
to iriembers of Rotary at their
Lennen & Newell.
luncheon, asked the niembers to
;Jackpot Bowling (live). Sports Comedy, NBC, 10:30-1,1 p.m.
. Hpllywopd,. Sept 13.
vote on their favorites. J
Jack H. Harris is swinging from
Bayuk Cigars via Wermen & Schorr and Brunswick-Balke. Rotavians on the spot chose indie filmmaking tp tv. via being
Collender via McCann-Erickson.
“Roaring Twenties” as, show most signatured by Oscar, Katz; pi?p-‘
TUES., SEPT. 20
likely to head the list after the grams, vp for CBS-TV, to produce
[ Expedition (film). Action-Travel. ABC, 7-7:30 p.m., Ralston Puri¬
Nov.-Dee. Nielsen survey is issued. a series Of hourlong action-adven^
na via Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
Other faVes, “Stagecoach West,” ture subjects; Service Is projected
FBI., SEPT. 23
“Law and Mr. Jones,”. “Naked for prime evening time on CBS
Dan Raven tfilm), Action-Adventure, NBC, 7:30-8:30 p;iU. Par¬
City,” “Harrigan and Son,” “Bugs net during 1961-62 season.
ticipating.
Bunny,” “Guestward Ho!” and
Producer also w-.ill -continue
“The. Islanders;” Station utfll give plans for his next feature. “Rip
prizes tp the Rotary w inners;
|»Van Winkle in the 21St Century,”
I Dow Hour of Great Mysteries (tape), NBC^ Tuesday, Sept. 20,
Greiner called bis presentation for which; Marion Hargrove has;
10-11 p.m. Dow via McManus, John & Adams.
“The Wildest Horse Race in the completed, the screenplay. He pre¬
MLists of netw ork premieres include only programs, new to tele¬
World,” eyeing the more than 50 viously produced “The Blob,” “The
vision and the few instances of programs changing networks for
new tv programs to bow this fall 4-D Man” and most recently
the ’60-61 season.)
“pinosaurus.”
on various nets..

Howdy Doody’ Going
Off Air With Flourish
(Full Hour in

Hope-Ginger-Como

McCLEERY STANDS PAT I Rritjcji fftijvl TV
ON ‘DIRTIEST WORD’ DnUMI UMH1 1T

TV Network Premieres

‘.000

h Kaycee They Pick
‘Roariag ’20V to Win

CBS Pacts Jack Harris
For Hour Action Series

SPECIALS
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WB, COL: $80,000,000 TV PIE
AFTRA & SAG Initiate Contract
Dickers But TV Webs, Agencies
May Resist Joint Bargaining

Washington, Sept. 13.
Added to the hot legal skirmishing Involved in NBC’s massive
four-city maneuver of television-radio properties Is the prospect
that renewal of the licenses of NBC’s o&o’s in Philadelphia and
Washington could be turned into, Comparative contests for the
valuable properties.
.
This is one of several possibilities that Could emerge from the
cross-fire of interests in the case- San Francisco Chronicle’s latest.,
maneuver was to file an application for WRC-TV, Washington, the
NBC o&o lip for renewal which the net wants to sell to RICO Gen¬
eral. If NBC does, it’ll invest the money in the purchase of KTVUTV, San Francisco. Among other things, the Chronicle outlet would,
lose Its NBC affiliation.
The Chronicle has also filed an anti-trust suit in San Francisco
Federal Court seeking to block the KTVU sale and petitioned
FCC for a consolidated hearing encompassing: all the sales and
barters encompassed in the* NBC-RKO General, deal; Philco earlier
applied for WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, also up, for renewal. NBC
must dispose of that o&o under en antitrust consent, decree with
Uncle Sam; and proposes to, trade it even s.te.ven for WNAC-TV,
Boston, in a pact with RKO General.
,

By GEORGE ROSEN
The arrival, of the new tele¬
vision season throws into sharp fo¬
"t Now that they have agreed be¬
cus the Status of the major Holly¬
tween them to Jointly negotiate
wood studios in relation ; to net¬
Politic*, Circa 1960
and administrate wages and work¬
work programming. For some
Sen. John Kennedy’s cam¬
ing conditions for taped television
months now all the big Hollywood; paign speeches will go the way
programs and also all live and rec¬
companies liave been Tetooling for
of all live television—recorded
orded commercials, AFTRA and
the ’60-’61 push, both administra¬
on video tape. His cariipaign
SAG have made an initial effort to
tive and. production-wise. What
managers have signed , a con¬
have the networks and ad agencies
happens between now and the first
tract with Mobile Video Tapes
go along too.
of the’ year (by which time they’ll
for its cruiser to follow the
Neither the tv webs nor the In¬
have a pretty accurate estimate as
Presidential candidate wher¬
dividual agencies, who evidently
tb the worthiness of their product),
ever he goes and record every
seek the final word from the As.sn.
will determine their place in the
word . for more convenient
of National Advertisers, have said
times elsewhere.
video scheriie of things. Arid since,
yes to the SAG-AFTRA proposal,
Same deal was offered to
in the overall picture,v what they
for
joijit dickers this coming
Richard Nixon by Mobile’s
do in! television has such a vital
November. But AFTRA and SAG.
Jack Meyer but he got no
bearing on the annual corporate
which
had their own executive
reply.
profit & loss statement, the matter
meetings last week before meeting
is one of grave concern, whether
successively
with networks and
it’s a 2pth-Fox, a Warners; a Para¬
agencies, have indicated that even
mount, a Columbia or a Metro.
if
the
two
unions
are not allowed
CBS-TV'* ‘Right Man’ Musical-Revue Suggests
Warner Bros, and Columbia Pic-J
official collateral positions at the
tures (trie latter through the good
bargaining tables they will still
Pubaffairs Can Bie Fun
auspices of: its Screen Gems arm)
seek the same gains.
are, of course, in the most envi¬
Since AFTRA’s commercial rates
able position of all, with , produc¬
are already about 15% higher,
“This probably marked the first
tion.
schedules
on
network
prothan
SAG’s, when taken as a whole,
time in television history,’’ said
gramiriing aggregating some $80,this immediately means that rates
Washington, Sept. 13,
CBS-TV producer Fred Freed on
,000—the
WB
product
repre¬
for
filmed
commercials, under the
A new four-page sheet explain¬
Monday <12) that a public affairs
former unilateral jurisdiction of
ing: identification requirements of senting approximately one-third of 1
show, has had a chorus call.”
the
ABC-TV
nighttime,
sked
arid.I
SAG,
will
go
up. Beyond this, both
NBC-TV picked up some Impres¬ unions have devised plans for vast
Show Is “the Right Man ” the the new iaw Congress passed out in Screen Gerns riding with some 15
special session has been pre¬
CBS-TV Oct: 24 musical-revue of thei
skeins on the three networks. sive billings this week when Timex increases in tv commercials. It’s
pared
by
the
National
Assn,
of
past Presidential Campaigns, which Broadcasters and mailed to mem¬ They’ve never had it so good.
bought six half-hour participations believed safe to say that SAG will
travelers Insurance, will sponsor- bers. according, to Douglas A.
But the story is somewhat dif¬
get the additional 15%.. Whether
arid Garry Moore will emcee. It’s Anello, NAB chief counsel.
ferent where MOM-TV, Par-TY and in the network’s. ‘‘White Papers.” the two unions can. in or out of
This is the series out of the Trying tandem, get the remaining gains
something of a new approach in
20th.
Fox-TV
are
concerned,
with
Included, are the 27 examples of
that though having a serious pur¬
the next few months, determining Gitlin public affairs shop, each to they seek is another matter. One
poses—“to show , that With all the “dos and don’ts” contained in the. the payoff, if any in the adminisr be done in hour length in prime sriurce said that AFTRA, for one,
Commerce Committee re¬
silliness and nonsense and shen¬ House.
trative retooling at the three com¬ time and all treating with some would quadruple the earning
anigans of the Presidential election port- on the legislation.
power of its tape commercial per¬
panies: .Under the production mas¬ major aspect of the world today.
Initial program will be based on formers if it were to get its new
campaign, it’s, turned out to be l
terminding of Bob Weitman (exthe right way for 171. years andCBS), MGM-TV, which has! yet tb the U2 incident, with Chet Huntley demands.
still seems the best way there ismake a solid splash in the tv neL as the narrator. It will be put on . This is certain: the ad agencies
to elect a President”—-rit “won’t be.
will try between now and Nov. 15,
work, sweepstakes.. goes to bat this Nov. 29.
Purchase represents ' something when their contract for film com¬
solemn. We’re going to try to have]
season on two fronts—thev’Nation-*
a little fun:’’ says Freed.
; I
al. Velvet” haft-hour series on NBC- of a departure for Timex, which in mercials with SAG expires, to pro¬
TV (which faces such ^formidable the past has identified itself with duce as many new blurbs for ’60Part of the fun will lie in addi-!
competition as Ed Sullivan and entertainment specials. (Sinatra, ’61 as it can.
tional casting just completed for;
Unions explained to network and
“Maverick”), and the full-hour etc;). However, it. is. still com¬
. the $hO>v. There’s Paul Ford, who’ll1
“Islanders’* series, the Sunday 9:30 mitted to a.Red Skelton special on agency brass that if management
do a pantomimic bit on the “ideal
fails
to let both unions into each
CBS-TV
arid
a
pair
of
European
to 10:30 ABC-TV entry. At last
Presidential candidate;’’ Thomas,
reports “Islanders” w
coping Circuses; (taped, in Copenhagen and of the separate collective bargain¬
Mitchell is set for the Grover .
ing
meetings—the
one normally
London).
with some serious production prob¬
Cleveland role, and Lome Smith.
- “White Papers” deal was negoti¬ between AFTRA and the networks'
...
will play Harry Daugherty, of ’ NEC News is preparing eight lem.
and
the
other
traditionally
between
special
programs
on
United
Na¬
Whether or not 20th-Fox under ated via W. B. Doner agency.
•smoke-filled rooms’’ fame, Pre-j
SAG and the agencies—“It will
vioius. castings included. Cliff Ar- ' tions coverage,, and the \veb is out the Pete Levathes reins will move
just
make
it
a
little
harder,
but it
to
sell
them.
As
a
matter
of
fact,
into as yet unfulfilled spheres of
quette as Teddy Roosevelt, Celeste
won’t stop us from getting prethe basic: reason NBC is announc¬ influence, and affluence ..will be
Holm arid Martin Ga bel:
oisqly the same conditions in both
ing specific, time periods, for its determined in short order on the
Included in the show,/ which relatively extensive, coverage: of.
n eV} contracts.”
Freed scripted (‘‘With an assist the Khrushchev , arrival, etc., is to 1 track record of its. three-fold tv
AFTRA’s entire network contract
web contribution. Major interest
from Robert Sherwood, and Mbrrie encourage a, sale.
is up this season. The union will
| centers in the new “Hong Kong”
Ryskind and George S. KarifriianV
^ccntinue
by itself .to negotiate its
Network is treating the special j hour series on ABC. This could be
will be scenes from “Abe Lincoln
New Orleans, Sept. 13.
regular live program contract. But,.
ini Illinois'’ and “Of Thee I Sirig.” UN. eight-parter to at least five of j rough going, being in direct com-; Howard. Barlow, here to guest
(Continued
on page 36),
Freed is .Still. negotiating for stars: its. front-line reporters, which is ! petition with NBC*s high riding
■to portray.. Lincoln;, and to under-' iihiusuai for any of the webs- in ] “Wagon Trai ” arid the CBS conduct the Summer Pops orch,
covering
the
international
unit
ori.i
“Aquanauts.” ”Dobie Gillis” will be said Friday (9) that “the fast buck
take the Victor Moore role in!
“Sing.”
i N.Y.’s East. River; ..Frank McGee ; back, having just managed to; boys have takeri over television
Another talent problem sur-: will anchor a crew including UN squeak through for a new semester. I and they are making all they can
rounds casting of a star to play.j regular Pauline Frederick, Joseph S.Q will “Adventures In Paradise,” j before the Federal! Communica¬
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Ralph Bel-i Michaels (back from his Moscow which has taken a long while shak-j tions Commission cleans up,”
assignirient), Joseph C. Harsch ing down. Levathes will have to}
He predicted tlie public will
(Continued on page 36)
(NBC’
senior . European riews- rest"his case oh these three.
eventually goad the FCC into do¬
gjtherer) and Frank Bourgholtzer
Par-TV, still trying to find a
(Who^ _ coming .up from his State niche for itself, got set with “Mr. ing something about improving av.
“Television, as it is today, isn’t
“Do Re Mi.” the 10 a.m. strip
Department., assignment)..
Garland,” which CBS-TV is throw-, criming close to its potential,” said on NBC-TV, has started living on
Rarely has NBC. set aibout, so irig against “77 Sunset Strip'” To Barlow.
virtually a Week-to-week basis be¬
closely to an -event,. to, gain spon¬ cornpourid the jitters, there have
Barlow rapped sponsors* dedi¬ cause CBS-TV a few weeks agosorship, buttheweb—and this is been production problems, ,
cation to ratings, pointing out that started competing in the time slot
kind of attest of its newly found
Then there’s United Artists with samples used in surveys are too with reruns of “December Bride.**
eminence in the news area—wants its Ziv-UA subsidiary. With a cou¬ small from which to make a gen¬ The Spring Byington half-hour
to capitalize, on Its frontrunner ple of last season network casual¬ eralization about the aiidience. . film stanza has been hurting the
ties to . its record (“Trouble- . Barlow sees the doom on music established NBC daytimer on the
Chicago, Sept. 13.
(Continued on page 38)
shooters” and “Dennis O’Keefe on tv in a blaze of western and rating returns.
NBC-TV has plucked a sponsor
Show”), UA is now banking on its whodunit gunsmoke. He rapped
brand, new. to network television,
What seems to be holding up
acquisition of Ziv to move it on¬ sponsors’ interference in program- the cancellation of “Do” is the
American Photocopy' Equipment
ward and upward. Syndication- riling, especially the interference difficulty in finding a replacement,
Co., for alternate weeks of “Chet
Huntley ; Reports” Sundays at
a problem that besets all daytime
Sylvan Taplinger, W. B. Doner wise, everything’s coming up roses. Of sponsor wives.
5:30 p m. Buy, which came through agency’s radio-tv veepee. who’s On. the: network front, Ziv-UA is
programmers. When a replace¬
Irving J. Rosenbloom & Associates, handled, tv advertising for the binning its hopes on “Aquanauts”
ment is found, NBC programmers
q Chicago agency, is for 13 pro¬ Timex account for the last seven (CBSV arid “Klondike” (NBC).
figure it’ll be another game show.
grams over 26 weeks in a major- years, has resigned, effective the
In contrast to WB and Columbia
minor deal involving alternate end of - this week.
(SG), the Par, Metro, 20th arid UA
sponsor Kemper Insurance. It rep¬
Taplinger first handled Timex network whirls are small pickings.
resents a splurge of over $500,000!
But should any of the companies
Washington, Sept. 13.
CBS-TV’s “Person to Person**
by. the neophyte tele advertiser. ' when he switched from Kenyon & come through with a solid hit they
APECO, as the sponsor is known Eckhardt to .. Hirshoh-Garfield In could be on the way to a brighter
President Eisenhower today has achieved an SRO status until
1953
(latter
was
merged
with
Don¬
Jan. 1, with two new participating
in shorthand, got its feet wet in
tomorrow.
All
it
takes
is
a
vote
(Tues:)
signed
into
law
the
catchall
local television this year on er two years later, arid a later mer¬ of confidence from the networks. broadcasting bill, authorizing fines sponsors—Lavin and Prestone—
coming In for a ride. That brings
WBBM-TV, the CBS o&o, as un¬ ger saw formation of • Doper &
If they’ve got nothing but missderwriter of three pubaffairs spe¬ Peck, which reverted to WV B. outs, there’s plenty trouble ahead. of $1,000 daily (up to $10,000 maxi¬ the total of participating sponsors
mum) for wayward broadcast licen¬ to nine for the half-hour entry
cials, . a documentary on the- im¬ Doner riameplate early this year),
sees.
which moves into the Thursday
portance of primary elections and . Th . broadcast veep saw the
Bill, passed by the recent Con¬ night at 10 period for the new sea¬
a two-part report on the Congo Timex account grow from a $250,Anything For a Plug
print expenditure to the cur¬
gressional Session, also makes pay¬ son.
crisis. Manufacturer of office ma¬
New
sponsor
interest
was
They’re saying the hurricane
ola and deceptive. quiz shows il¬
chines had set up‘ national distri¬ rent $3,000,000. He was responsi¬
was just a pressagent stunt
legal, requires announcement of sparked by the CBS dickers for
bution only within the past year. ble for the watch firm’s tv spe¬
The ‘’Donna. Reed Show”
Both sponsors for “Chet Hunt- cials t— Hope, Sinatra, jazz , series,
plugs and forbids payoffs above Richard Nixon and John Kennedy
premieres its new season to¬
actual expenses to competing ap¬ as the first two “P to P” peYsonaliley Reports”. were tapped by NBC etcir-and also, created; the “torcher
[ ties in the new season kickoff.
Central Division.
test” blurbs*
morrow (Tiiurs.) on ABC-TV
plicants for; stations.

NAB’s Do’s & Ports

000

Timex Purchases
4White Papers’ fa
Change of Pace

As Client Come-0n

Howard Barlow Re TV:
‘Fast Buck Boys Have
Taken Over For the Kill’

Scales Are Tipped

Taplinger Exits Doner

Ike Okays Penalty Bill
On Wayward B’casters

000

T to P V 9 Sponsors
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Variety

‘Inside Stuff’ enABC
Churchill Vidpix Packs
Some Intrigue cf Own

Most Syndie Houses Now Keyed
To 20-30 Sales Force Formula
Syndie sales force for most
major houses other than Ziv-UA
now numbers between 20 and 30
men. The 20-30 countdown holds
true for MCA TV, CBS Films, Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates,
In¬
dependent Television Corp. and
Screen Gems.
There’s no magic formula in the
20-30 countdown, but that’s how
the numbers resolved themselves
after the pruning of last season. A
common characteristic of most of
the houses now is that all of the
salesmen handle the^full catalog.
In the past, some' vidfilmeries
tried to ape the Ziv-UA formula, of

Banner’s Beauty Strip
Banner Films has started dis¬
tributing a 15-minute strip called
“The Debbie Drake Show.”
It’s
beauty stanza, first put on last
January by WISH, the Corinthian
Broadcasting outlet in Indianapolis.
Corinthian turned over to Ban¬
ner some 130 quarter-hours for a.
starter, with more to come. Banner
says it’ll deliver the strip either on
tape or film*
[ Corinthian has the show* in ad¬
dition to Indianapolis, on its Tulsa
and Ft. Wayha stations.

153 Ziv Peddlers
Ziv-UA, adding seven more
men to its sales force, claims a
sales contingent of 153 men.
The total, said to be an alltime
high for the company, includes
spot sales managers, sales ac¬
count execs for national, re¬
gional, rerun division and spe¬
cial project departments.
At same time, A1 Shore .was
promoted from account exec
to spot sales manager of the
south central division, head¬
quartering in Dallas. Among
the new account execs are Ed
Davis, assigned to the Char¬
lotte territory; John March,
Cleveland; Carl Kozlik, Den¬
ver; John McMinn, Sacra¬
mento; John Davies, Seattle;.
John McMahon, Chicago; and
Leonard McKenzie, San. Antonio.
Realignments among account
execs include the following:
Jack Chambers from Boston
to St. Louis; Lee Jackoway,
Florida to Pittsburgh; Ben
McReynolds, San Antonio to
Tulsa; Ray Watson, Jackson,
Miss,
to
Shreveport;
and
Pierce Smith, St. Louis to
Kansas City.

having specialized salesmen, some
handling first-runners, others re¬
runs, others features, etc. In a tight
situation, it was found that this
was too expensive an operation.
Ziv-UA, despite the overall lag
in biz compared to lush years, still
operates with the biggest comple¬
ment of’ salesmen.
One exec, with a “hot” show,
opined that he wished he had twice
the number in his sales department
in this period. He maintained the
time to sell a show is when it’s
“hot” on the market. But having
lepped off his sales force, he has
no choice but to wait until he has
time to direct his men in unsold
markets. By that time, the show
may have cooled.
But the above experience is
rather exceptional. Most syndie
houses feel they can handle what
the market has to offer with the
20 to 30 sales force contingent.

Levy Rolls With
‘Les Girls’ Series

On Vidpix Imports
Tokyo, Sept. 13.
Finance Mi istfy officials have
agreed to take under consideration
the relaxation of restrictions on tv
imports, according to John G.
McCarthy, TPEA prez.
i: McCarthy, repping some 90% of
the American telefilm distributors,
is here meeting with Government
and industry officials in an effort
to have removed or at least eased
these restrictions, which he calls
.‘funfair treatment.”
i; He told Variety, “We submitted
bur case as we see it and urged
them to consider a speedy correc¬
tion of the situation. It was a full
hearing with an exchange of
yiews.7
The- restrictions have long, been
a thorn in the side of U.S. distribs.
The Finance Ministry restricts
payments for each national show-;
ing of a 30-minute imported pro¬
gram to $500. It also limits the
number of foreign programs a sta¬
tion may cast, with a maximum of
nine half hours per week for the
major Tokyo outlets.
. Until April 1, when Japan’s fis¬
cal year begins, the ceiling price
on a half-hour film was $300. Re*
garding the increase, McCarthy
said,. “It was a step .in the right
direction, but a terribly small
Step.”
i He added, “We feel that the
price limitation of $500 is way out
of line with the price that should
be paid and is being paid in com¬
parable markets. Even in markets
with fewer sets, we are getting
$2,000 and $3,000 a program,” he
cited.
; McCarthy has also been meeting
With U.S. Ambassador Douglas
MacArthur II who, he said, has
made a personal pitch to the Fijtiance Minister on
behaif
of
[American tv interests.
; The visiting industry delegate
acknowledged, however, that since
it is now in the middle of the
Japanese fiscal annum, any action
taken might not become effective
until next April, But he allowed
that changes might come as early
as Oct. 1, the fiscal year’s mid¬
point. McCarthy feels that a raised
price ceiling, would precede action
permitting an increased number of
imports although he said, “We are
naturally trying to get relief on
both counts.”
McCarthy regards Japan as one
of his newly-formed organization’s
[three problem areas, the others
being England and parts of Latin
[America.

Amsterdam, Sept. 13.
Ralph Levy is busy making three
half-hour shows in the Cinetohe
Studios, near Amsterdam. It will
be pilot films for a television series
of “Les Girls,” produced by the
Michel Productions in cooperation
with MGM and Alian Jay Lerner.
Levy, winner of an Emmy (with
Bud Yorkin) for the comedy di¬
rection of Jack Benny’s shows,
estimates that each half-hour pro¬
gram will cost $50,000.
It is not the first time that an
American unit has made use of the
Washington, Sept. 13.
Cinetone Studios, but Levy em¬
National Assn, of Broadcasters
phasizes fact that he hasn’t settled
for Amsterdam because it is [has named Joseph L. Floyd, prexy
cheaper than somewhere else, but ! of KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, as chair¬
because Amsterdam is centrally man of its 1960-61 Television Film
situated so that he can travel Committee. The group is respon¬
around Europe, as necessary for sible for a continuing study of
h.s “Les Girls” pix, which ask for: problems and developments in the
a continental background.
' vidpix field.
He estimates that he can make!
one 30-minute film a week. It is
not settled yet who will play “les!
girls,” but the manager of the!
group, as played by Gene Kelly in;
the theatrical pic of some years
ago, will be taken by Larry Bly-1
den.
,

Other
committee
members
named were:
A: J.
Fletcher,
WRAL - TV,
Raleigh;
William
Goetze, KFSD-TV, San Diego; A.
Louis
Read,
WDSU-TV, .New
Orleans; Frederick S. Houwink,
WMAL-TV, Washington, and Leon¬
ard J. Patricelli, WTIC, Hartford.
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London, Sept. 13.
Aware of the British scribes’
watchfulness, in the matter of its.
currently-making skein of 26 vid-r
pix based on Sir Winston Church¬
ill’s World War II memoirs, Amer¬
ican Broadcasting Co. called a
press confab here last, week so that
Robert D. Graff could explain , why
he’s taken over the helm in mid¬
stream following the resignation
of Edgar Peterson, Who was doing
the steering. The press boys sensed
a storm behind the scenes, .but re¬
ceived straight no-dice responses
from Graff and Yale Newman,
ABC topper in: London.
The Peterson farewell, after ma¬
terial had been garnered for five
or six of the 30-minuters, was ex¬
plained as a matter of. mutual con¬
sent, with - Peterson wanting [the .
out to get on with another project
towards which he’d been. Working
for soriie time. Graff. reckoned that
he’d carry on with the skein with¬
out any fundamental, differences of
approach, though maybe he’d do
a little reshaping of the first ..halfdozen episodes. The newspaper¬
men seemed to accept this albeit
disappointedly,
Graff, who came in Tuesday OS)
and was skedded to return to New
York at the weekend, consulted
during his trip with BBC-TV
which
is
cooperating
in the
Churchill venture. One question
left unresolved was whether the
British web should provide a unit
to grab footage here-—interviews
With Wartime generals and the
like-r-of leave ABC to continue
with its own outfit. BBC-TV will
indeed provide facilities,-if they’re
available.
Original U.S. skedding of the
skein stays unaltered following the
Peterson-Graff switch, with Nov.
27 set as the preeni date. BBC-TV
is still undecided about showing
date here, but it’s expected to be
late winter or early spring. Web
has, by the way, detailed writerproducer Geoffrey Bridson to be
liaSon topper on the project, Mid
he’s been in N.Yl for a few Weeks
now.

Telefilm Chatter
I

John Mitchell, sales v.p. at
Screen Gems, due from Hollywood
Monday (19). . . Buckeye Corp. has
leased two floors for subsid. Transfilm-Caraval in Park Ave. building
Sterling Television will han¬
dle the regional and Syndie selling
of “Race for Survival” arid “Race
for. Space—rPart two,” both hourlong
pubaffairs
documentaries,
Which will, be ready in mid-Janu¬
ary . ... "Great Music from Chica¬
go” vidtaped series kicks . off on
WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y., Sunday
(25) from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m:
“Playback” series, produced by
Columbia Records and sponsored
by same, outfit, has been renewed
for an additional 26 weeks on
WNTA-TV ARen Swift added
a Nestles Coco tv animated com¬
mercial to his voice list

K Rations
Soviet Premier Nikita Khru¬
shchev arrives in New York
for the UN General Assembly
meeting Sept. 20.
The “Late Show” that night
on WCBS-TV . Will be “The
Uninvited.”

iu
♦

WPIX’s New Entries
WPIX,, N.Y., is busy lining up
vldfilm product for the new sea¬
son. Among shows its acquired are
“M Squad,” “The Man and The
Challenge,” and “You Asked for
It,” all off-network properties.
Station also has bought reruns
of “Adventures of Robin Hood,”
and the new Crosby-Brown series,
“Danger Zone.”
- In the sponsor department, Gen¬
eral Toy has bought half-sponsor¬
ship of. the five-minute kiddie
strip, “Clutch Cargo,” alternating
with Veep. Corn Products; for Bosco, has renewed its participation
on “Three Stooges Fun House”
and “Popeye.” Arnold Bakers has
renewed sponsorship of the fiveminute weather strip at .7:25 p.m.

on
Federation

of Musi¬

cians, despite its setback in the
Warner Bros, suit, served -notice
that it “will continue to file suit
against* any major motion picture
producer that; ignores its! contract

Hollywood, Sept. 13,
Hal Roach Jr. and Carrol Case
resumed their partnership in the
formation
of [Showcase
Enter¬
prises for the production, of. tv
series and theatrical features. They
were teamed in the earlier tv
series of “Racket Squad” and
“Public Defender.” Scheduled are
four pilots in the next three
months and four features covering
the ensuing year.Roach has produced seven tv
series and 14 features for a total
of 900 half-hour .films for television. They will be [quartered at
the Hal Roach studio.

Auto Dealers Now Among Most

American

Roach, Case Team Up
On TV, Theatricals
\

How many features can be utilized by the tv medium? That’s s
question being popped around now that the post-’48’s are being
marketed. Response of savvy traders is that the. tv need need is
limitless, barring any major change in programming structure.
The pre-’48’s carved out feature slots remain on the station
schedule, the need for pix is there. Any diminishing of feature1
slots, of course, would pose a threat. ABC-TV getting Into late
night programming, would alter the feature needs of respective
affils. But that’s a long way off, according, to sortie execs, and the
competition always is around in many markets for a sell-off in case
of ABC-TV affil defections. (Not that pix sellers would welcome an
ABC-TV late night programming move.)
But pix prograinmers iare confident that the cinematic appetite :
will always be around. There may be some transitory ups and
downs. Only real limitation is how' much the tv mediuni can afford
to pay for pix.

tual pledge to the Federation.”
j
[. .AFM has appealed the Federal
[ District Court decision denying its
injunction petition. Judge William
B. Herlands, in the WB decision,
said that if the court allowed the
AFM to pursue its course it would
be “infringing on the representa¬
tion rights of the Music Guild of
America." MGA is the bargaining
agent since ’58 for musicians em¬
ployed by WB and other major
studios.
L AFM unsuccessfully sought to
hold up the WB post-’48 pix deal
with Creative Telefilms & Artists,
now known as Seven Arts Associ¬
ated. At -issue are. reuse payment
rights for music in pi

.

Automotive dealers are break- :
ing out as the fastest-growing cate¬
gory of advertisers among Ziv-UA
syndication clients, according to
company research study.
Study reveals that atito dealer
advertising on six current Ziv-UA
syndie shows amounts to nearly
% more than appearing on a
similar, brace of company product
three years ago. Increase repre¬
sents a wider use of tv program
medium to spur new and used car
sales and accessories. '
. Automotives, including accessor¬
ies, three years ago accounted for
some 8% of Ziv-UA syndie adver¬
tising. Category today rises to as!
high as nearly 25% on some shows,.
amounting to the largest, single
group of sponsors on “Sea Hunt”
and “Tombstone Territory” and
forming an aggressively increasing
number on “Lock Up,” “This Man
Dawson” and Ziv-UA’s most recent
entry* “Case of the Dangerous
Robin.”
Projecting its conclusions to the
end of the year- neW. study sug¬
gests that automotives will emerge
as the fourth most prolific user
bf syndication, just ahead , of banks
and trailing only food products,
tobacco and brewing;
A partial list of automobile deal¬
ers appearing on one or more cur¬
rent Ziv-UA shows in one or more
markets include American Motors
in 10 markets; Ford Dealers in 12
markets; Studebaker in 10 mar¬
kets; Dodge Dealers in 12 markets;
Chevrolet Dealers, eight markets;
and Buick Dealers in 13 markets.

200

Japan TV Acts
To Curb Abuse*

Tokyo, Sept. 13.
Further direct action in Japan
against tv programs of “excessive
provocation” came when a weekly
45-minute drama was dropped by
Fuji-TV after its third episode as
« result of objections from the
sponsor.
The series, titled “Tokyo Shinsen-gumi,”: began on Aug. 15. The,
first episode dealt with a -niad doc¬
tor who carried out the mass poi¬
soning of national leaders and other
prominent figures. The second show
involved a kind; of Russian roulette
with two whiskey bottles, one con¬
taining poison,'being passed among
three people. The! third episode
depicted a young lawyer’s fight
against gangsters.
Earlier, the. seml-Goyernment
Toronto, Sept. 13,
Toronto Macaroni Co. Imported NHK-TV web dropped 'both its
domestic and foreign programs,
Foods, Ltd., has purchased spon¬ which, were deemed excessively
sorship of “Foreign Film Festival” brutal.
over CHCH-TV, Hamilton, Grit;, for

Toronto Macaroni Buys
‘Foreign Film Festival*

a period of 39 Weeks. Premiere for
the 90-minute segment was Sunday
(11), and it will be seen each Sun¬
day [from 10:30 a.m. to noon.
Carlo VintI,prexy of the New York
advertising agency bearing his
name. Is producing the series.

( Par Pix O’seas Freeze
I

MCA TV, which is entering the
foreign, market more vigorously
now, won’t have the Par pix library
of 700 pre-’48 to sell overseas un¬
til 1962.
Under its deal with Paramount
MCA TV agreed hold off foreign
sales of the pix until four years
after '88, when the contract was
signed. MCA TV is virtually cer¬
tain to seek only tv distribution
of the pix, staying out of iha pos¬
sible theatrical reisesua market.

Hefty Topeycs’ Renewals
United Artists Associated re¬
ports good biz on renewals of
“Popeye” and Warner -Bros. tar-,
toons.
. Recent station renewals of the
234 “Popeyq” cartoons include:
WTEN, Albany; WNEM, Bay City,
Mich.; WCIA, Champaign, Ill.;
KGBT, Harlingtoh, Tex.; KDUB,
Lubbock, Tex.; WKRG, Mobile,
Ala.; WEEK, Peoria,: Ill.; and
WTVT, Tampa, Fla.
New sales of “Popeye” include
KTEN, Ada, Okla.jand KFEQ, St.
Louis, Mo.
Renewals on 337 Warner car¬
toons include: KGBT, Harlihgton,
Tex.;
KDUB,
Lubbock,
Tex.;
WKRG, Mobile; and WSBT, South
Bend, Ind. New WB cartoon sales
include WKRC, Cincinnati; KQTV,
Fort Dodge, la.; WSPD, Paducah,
Ky.; and WICS, Springfield, HL
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RADIO-TELE VISION

Big 3 (Fori GM, Chrysler) Tune
Up (or Giant Radio Spot Spread
—On Other Madison Ave.
By BILL GREELEY
through and figures that similar
spreads are possible for Mercury,
Radio listeners may need a scoreBuick, Lark, Chevy and Ford:
card to keep straight on the hew
i! Show Biz on Wheels
car pitches that will be filling the j
Detroit is. going all-out bn the
air this fall. Beginning this month,
industrial
razzle-dazzle this year
saturation spot campaigns will be
getting underway for as many as with major projects on film, stage
and:
stage-and-film.
completed oi*
10 of the r61 models.
in the works.
Biggest honk will be coming
Ford this week is on tour with a
from the big three, Chrysler, Gen¬
two?hour motion picture on the
eral Motors and Ford, with no less |
new models. The MPO production
than eight heavy campaigns al-:
is being shown in 36 cities to more
ready definitely slated.
than; 35.Q00 Ford dealers and sales¬
Studcbaker-Packard is still con¬
men. Along with the hard sell, the
sidering radio, and dealers will be
picture features bits by Johnny
supplied with commercials for io-|
Silv|er, Romo Vincent, Bert Freed,
cal placement via new-model pro-:
George Murphy, Tennessee Ernie
motion kits. Chances are slight that
Ford, Mickey Rooney. Ross Martin,.
American Motors will use spot ra¬
Louis Prima and Keely Smith, the
dio, but the Rambler, American
Baltimore Colts, cartoonist (“Pea¬
and Ambassador '61’s will be in¬
nuts”) Charles Schlutz, Diana Dors,
troduced on the company’s continu¬
Chet Huntley, George Bryan, John
ing SBC “Monitor” placements.
K, M. MeCaffery and others.
At General Motors. Buick will
Studebaker-Packard and Chrys¬
be back in both web and spot after :
dropping radio out of the 1960 in¬ ler inow have industrial shows in
rehearsal
that will be using a new
tro spread, and Pontiac is in after
a long absence. Slated for unveil¬ technique called Living Screen,
developed
by Broadway scenic de¬
ing Oct. 5, Buick will launch a
three-week radio drive beginning signer Ralph Alswang. 4hat inte¬
grates
'film
and live stage action.
Sept. 26 in 83 markets. Company
will drop out of radio during the Transfilm-Caravel is producing.
Also in rehearsal Is a giant vari¬
week of Oct. 17, but will be back!
Oct. 24 for two more weeks. ety; show themed on the automo¬
There’ll also be an NBC Radio bile for presentation at the Na¬
spread featuring Bob Hope on the 1 tional Automobile Show in Detroit
Oct. 15 to 23.
blurbs.
Production is via Cunningham
Pontiac, scheduled for introduc- 1
tion Oct. 6, will follow the intro & Walsh, agency for the Automo¬
bile
Manufacturers Assn, in con¬
with a two-week radio spot cam¬
paign in 186 markets. Schedule nection with the National Automo¬
bile
Show. Reportedly budgeted
calls for 60 ID's and 20 one-minute
commercials a week in, each mar¬ at !close to 5250,000, “Wheels of
Freedom”
will have a talent spread
ket.
Otherwise
for
GM
models: that includes Julius La Rosa, Betty
Anil
Grove,
June Taylor dancers.
Chevy, introing the first week in
October, will buy into 190 markets Rav Charles singers, and.. Neal
Hefti’s
band.
Producer is C&W's
using 450 stations. There will be
about 10 spots a station each week Tom De Huff.
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Bangbart, Herlihy, Lowe,
Powers Key Figures In
WNBC Program Revamp

TV-Radio Production Centres

WNBC Radio is undergoing a
program revamp on. Monday <191
that will mark an extension of Ken¬
New Perry Como set designer for his Wednesday. NBC stanza will,
neth Bangharl’s news chores, the be Gary Smith, up til now associated primarily with CBS program*
expansion, of the afternoon Jim . .
Jan Murray’s new daytime entry on NBC-TV being directed by
Lowe platter spinning time, .and Van Fox .
.Erwin S. Wolf son, real, estate developer who is In the
the end of the long Ed Herlihy
and Jimmy Powers associations news w ith the old Washington market redevelopment; has a son, John,
j 20, just graduated from Harvard, who is writing tv scripts in Holly¬
with the N.Y, station.
Heiiihv, who lias a lot of other, wood . . . Don Dunphy will serve as .voice for ABC-TV’s “Fight bf the
Kay Armen
jobs going for him at the moment, Week,” when it goes to Saturdays starting Oct. 8 . .
is out next Friday (16> as the host doing the Jack Paar scene tonight (Wed.) on NBC-TV, after a swing
qf the WNBC noon-tq-2 strip, He through the South Pacific and a nitery stint at the Casa Manana in
spun platters. Lowe, who is now Fort Worth, Tex. ,. . Pauline Freckerlck of NBC News will be reporteron from 2 to 4 daily, will pick up narrator and George Lefferts-the producer of .the seven, full-hour davthe time vacated by Herlihy, giving , time “Purex Specials for Women” .
NBC-TV this season; whole
Lowe four hours & day with time : project is under the supervision of executive producer Irvinjr Gfflin
out for news).
* : . * David Susskind is chairman for Jewish Chronic Disease JHospital
Banghart is dropping most , of his Month, (throughout September), and on the committee with him are
nightly 6-6:40 “Up to the Minute” Robert; Alda, Steve Allen, Johnny Andrews, BiU Culleh, Sammy Davie
news stint, in order to take on the Jr., Dave Garroway, Virginia Graham, Harry Hershfield, Herb Shel¬
principle news chores from 6 to 10 don,; Paul Winchell and Betsy Palmer . . ,. Arthur Kent, of NBC en¬
a.m.
Station figures the early gineering, in Muhlenberg Hosp., Plainfield, N. X, with a broken neck
morning time is the most important resulting from an auto accident . . . Alistair Cooke is narrator of a neW
it has, and Banghart is the sta¬ film on the. history of medicine; titled “69.3,” Show, is inquarter-hour
tion’s top new-scaster, sd he’ll pick form' and is Hie product, of the Institute of Visual Communications:
up several of the newscasts done i Inc.; Irve Tuhick did the writing ... . . Video thesp Ergo Parsons vacawithin the framework of the Bill itioning for the while in Greece before returningto heavy radio tv
Cullen deejay-and-gab show, How¬ j.comrnercial sked in a few' weeks . . . Walter Kiernan serving asCometard Reig, who has handled mostof ■' Mercury car spokesman in two-year, $65,000-per-anhum deal . . .
the a.m. news stints, -will keep-a few Verne Collett is hbstrnarrator for “The. Witness” on CBS TV,., WNTA
of them and do more later: in the
Radio js featuring a Saturday afternoon jazz show,, hosted by Bob
day. Boh Wilson will, do some of
Brown, Two-and-ia-half hour session is titled “Golden Sound of .Jazz”
IhCse early morning, news breaks,
- * , tester Wolff, moderator of “Between the Lines,’’ is being honored
too, but, in all. Banghart ;will do
five minute newscasts every morn¬ Sept: .29 w;ith a dinner-dance:‘Event is spoiisored by the Deborah Hos¬
pital of Browns Mills. N/ J.. as part of its fund-iraising dtiye , ; . George
ing in key times at 6, 6:30, 7:05
, LoWther, vet tv writer; has just had his coriiedy “Strictly For the
8:30 and 9:30.
Birds” tried out in summer stock at North Conway, N. H ilis hew
Banghait. %vas host' for “Up. to
melodrama “The Congo.” based on African/situatiori, stirring interest^
the Minute,*’ a 40-niinute nightly
among producers .
National Assn, of Manufacturers radip-tv-film
potpourri, of news, views and sports
director G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone in Hot. Springs; Va,, this week at¬
shots. Simultaneous, with the end
tending NAM committee and board sessions.. . . WINS dec jay Bruce
of this format. Jimmy Powers will
cease -doing the i0-minute sports ! Morrow will present “The Carnival of Stars to Fight :Muscular Dvsfroinsert and, instead, Pat Hernbn .phy,” a two-hour show to be staged live from; Palisades Amusement
will do fiVe, minutes of; sports at | Park in New Jersey; Scheduled to take part on the show -which' will
6:10 p.m. While he's giving, up the 'be telecast Via WNTA-TV Sunday '(.18), 3 to 5 p.m., are. comedian Alan
“hosting” choice at. night. Bang¬ • King, Brian Hyland, Jo-Ann Campbell, Freddie Cannon, The Skyliners,
Mutual Broadcasting has extended its con¬
hart will still deliver hard news Sunny Gale and others .
from 6 to the time : Herfton takes tract with sportscaster Bill Stern through December, 1962,.
over. . After Hernon. the remaining
Richard D, Heffner, director of special projects information serv¬
25 minutes of the old “Up to the ices for CBS-TY, begins teaching “American Political Thought and
Minute” time goes for deejaying.. Leadership.” on Sept., 26 at the New’ School for Social; Researth; HeffI ner oifee w:as a fulltime teacher . .. . Tunesmith L.: Wolfe Gilbert guests
today <Wed.) on Joe Franklin’s “Memory Lane” and on Sept. 20 syn, die columnist Bert |Bacharack treks to. Franklin's 1V.ABC-TV stanza
San Francisco. Sept.' 13;
..v - Bud and TTayis; Ringing team, signed by Four Star musical director
ABC s o -And -o KGO - TV has
Hershel Burke Gilbert to record the title song, for .“Stagecoach West.-*
signed Frisco Chronicle cqlumriisL
William McClure, vet “See It Now”-:Small Worid’’-”CBS Reports’*
Herb Caen for a orice-a-\veek. 75- |
minute gab show Sundays at 11 •cameraman-correspondent, has been tapped by ’'Reports” exec proi'ducer
Fred Friendly to become director of European operations for
p.m.
He’ll work withWilliam”. Winter- “CBS 'Reports,” ..with-- headquarters ift -London . .’ . .Mary K. Wells and
Richard
Holland into cast of “Second . Mrs. Burton” pn CBS Radi
show’s producer, arid the pair will
do informal interviews and chatter., 4 Johanna Johnston replaces Hector Chevigny. as writer: of show.

IN NEW YORK CITY

Herb Gaen’s Gab Show

wi h the number per market vary-1
ing according to stations used- Web
radio will be used throughout the I
j;
London, Sept. 13.
yea(\ and dealers will be supplied !
London Press Exchange handles
blurbs for local placement;
a major advertising compaign and
Corvair’s intro spots will be r
direct-mail scheme, to be aimed at
taled with the Chevy buy.
Oldsrnobile, set for Oct. 6 intro, leading advertisers and agencies,
will use spot radio in 55 markets on! behalf cf the new national Sun¬
for four weeks. Top three markets day newspaper* Sunday Telegraph. with snots, sold a la . Jack Paar.
will see a three or four station Paper is expected to hit tire stands
Odd angle is. that Caen w ill be
spread. Three stations will be used early next year.
Recruiting campaign for the competing with his own paper's
Daii Melnick, youngest of the ABC-TV vecpecs, floated in from.
in the next 40 markets, and one
KRON-TV, which w ill. be. carrying N. Y. to search out some adventure-type vprbgrams; and case th web’s
the rest of the way. There'll be 12 British Army started Saturdav (10)
feature films in slot opposite Caen. nb.\y shows with Sandy Cummings. CoaSt: program veepee. and Bill
in
the
Midlands'area
covered
by
spots a station a week in each
ABC Television. Colm.an PrenUs & New show. tp.be. entitle.d.“Baghdad- Lynn, developer .
Hollywood lost another ad agency .when Ted
market. Dealers will get a kit.
Varlev handles same for the Cen¬ by-the-Bay” 'a Caen-coined trade¬ Bates moved to Beverly Hills . . . J. Walter Thompsori-s Dan Seymour
Tempest, the new Pontiac com¬
mark \ will start Oct. 2.
tral Office of Information.
rushed in to see w hat can be done to beef up the Tom Ewell shew
pact set for November introduc¬
with more comedy. . . Earl Collins. preZ of Republic’s tv w ing. Holly¬
tion, will most likely follow the
wood Television Service, rushed east with prints of Roy Rogers and
spot pattern set earlier for the big
other1
post-’48 features from Rep to screen for several bluechip adver¬
car. using the same markets.
tisers and network reps .There’s, some talk that the old films may .
Cadillac 'Oct. 3 intro' will have
replace
faltering shows, this season
Bob Hope will have four of. hi
a radio campaign simultaneous
eight specials for Buick tinned before the holidays; so he’ll, be free to
with its introduction with 20 spots
make
his
annual
junket
to
some
distant
GI outpost
,. CBS. Radifr’t
a week for three weeks in close
to 400 markets. Networks news- ■ •Balance of power among tv rep F. O’Gradv, who took over in. New' Fred Ruegg enticed back to the board of So: Cal. Broadcasters Assn.
York
tw’p
years
ago
after
heading
.
*...
Sherill
Corwin
put
his
second
FM
station
on
the.
San Diego air.
casts and local news in certain firms is currently shifting as never
■
before. There’s been unprecedent¬ the Chicago salbs office, has an ear Other is in Frisco.
markets also will be used.
Ford, via J. Walter Thompson, ed switching of stations from rep planted against the Madison AVe.
wiil be placing - all spot radio to rep. and indications are it will terrain, and any sort of a rumble
through agency branches and Ford bb a while before the scene is of dissatisfaction wall send him fly¬
Al Lewis, business manager and director of operations for WNBQing to. a station for the hard sell.
dealer groups with strategics vary-' fixed.
It’s an open secret in Madison With the list growing and a £ood WMAQ,.;hospitalized at Wesley Memorial. .. . Myrtle Stahl, veteran of
ing according to region. Local rates
over 35.years in WGN pubaffairs, has retired . , . Jim Stevenson added
are the primary aim of Fords re¬ Ave. precincts that tw’o lpng estab¬ job being'done in some odd. situa¬ tb WBBM-TV p.r. staff
Dick Clark will host a party for children of
lished firms are in deep trouble, tions. the reception out yonder is
gional buys.
-*
ad. agency notables next Week, when he visits Chi and Minneapolis
Radio spot campaign for Mer¬ primarily via station defections: getting warmer; A couple of .sta¬ next week to woo clients
.
Mrs. Pat Barton named asst, tb WBBM
cury begins the day before car’s While the very big firms are solid tions have actually; invited: the special events director Hugh Hill, chiefly to handle the femifte slants
intro Oct. 6. Top 70 markets will and static — the Blairs, the Katzs, ' pitch based on recommendations . . . WGN-TV plucked a neiv hostess, Mary Jane Clark., for “Treetop
be used w ith 20 to 40 spots a week the Petrys, the PGW’s etc.—there’s • from managements who have, re¬ House” which launched its .second season this week .
. Robert Taylor
in each market, depending on size. a | lot of up and dow n activity in the ceived the treatment blit not ..yet and wife Ursula Theiss due tomorrow7 <Thurs.) to make the rounds on
signed oft themselves:
Division is said to have a budgetary second and third echelons. ..
behalf of ABC-TV’s “Detectives” . . WBBM-TV’s Lee Phillip did the
! One of the . shops currently on
problem, and no campaign has yet
Stations pacted in the last two Toni commercials on the “Miss America’’ telecast . ; . “Don McNeill’s
been firmed, for the compact the rise is Young Television Corp., years include
Calildrnia-Oregon Breakfast. Club” will originate from; Farm Progress Show near Joliet
winch was set up five years ago by , Trio, KLEM and satellites KBES
Comet.
for three days later this month ,
. “Playboy’s Penthouse”; tapped a
. No radio is planned for the Adam Young as a separate cor¬ and KOTI; Cascade Broadcasting; new timeslot. Sundays at 10 p.m., for its second season, on KBKB.
poration ^different stockholders) iii California; WTVC, Chattanooga;
Lincoln.
Starts this Sunday (18)
Ruby Anderson, known as Virginia Gale
So far Chrysler has scheduled, from the radio wing. Shop, idled WTVM, Columbus, Ga.; KTVR, on WGN Radio, plucked a chore on WGNr-TV as hostess of afternoon
radio for the Plymouth with plans for three years with a handful of Denver;
WPTA,
Fort
Wayne; films . . . Now that Magikist has replaced Serta as sponsor of WNBQ’s
not yet completed for £)odge divi¬ stations, but in the last 20 months WHCT, Hartford; WTTV, Indian¬ 10 p.m. newscasts, Jim Conway no longer is appearing opposite himself
sion. No radio is planned for or so has managed to knock off no apolis; WKYT, Lexington. Ky.; at that hour. Conway had taped the Serta commercials and, of course,
ChrysIer-DeSolo with the ’61 ad less than 15 sitting ducks—and is WXfX, Milwaukee; KMSP, Minne¬ has been doing WGN-TV’s “Tenth Hour News” live. Only through the
budget sharply cut back for both gunning and close on several more apolis; WNTA, New. York; KEY, miracle of video tape.
deals.
makes.
' Santa Barbara; and KNTV, San;
Most reps are clearly divisioned Jose. Groups and managements inPlymouth will use the top 65
markets starting Oct. 1 for a 13- by either big, medium or small iivolved include RKO-General. Mar¬
week flight. Current strategy calls station lists, but the Young org tin Theatres, Taman, Taft Broad-: . First of Associated. TeleVisiqh’s “Main Street, USA” programs,
foi Plymouth to use spot radio for (whiclr Is young, for sure, with * casting. 20th Century Fox, Natioh- to be aired pn six consecutive Monday evenings, goes opt Oct* 3. Pro¬
52 weeks in the top 15 markets. ! eastern sales manager Al Parenty at " al Television Associates, Tinsley ducer James Bredin, research assistant Bryan M^*ee: and intervieWernarrator Ian Trethowan spent six w eeks in America, grabbing the stuff
Valiant campaign will be inte¬ 34 the oldest exec staffer) has the and Balaban:.
..., . BBC-TV using women announcers again in the. evenings, first time
full range in its list of 21, and an
grated with Plymouth.
I
Custom Promos
for three years plus . . * John Betjeman takes over as ABC-TV’s “Book
Radio Advertising Bureau, which unusual variety of selling situa¬
Music Makers, New York, jingle Man” in the series which J. W. Lambert has hitherto hosted . . . BBC
compiled the spot run down for tions (U's against V’s and vice I
firm,
has
set
up
a
new
division
to
runs a skein of 60-minute celebrity portraits pn its Home Service
member stations, has been pitching versa, all three networks, and a
Detroit during the last year in an i Canadian outlet, CKLW, covering j create themes and ID'S for radio sound channel, starting with pianist Eileen Joyce Monday (19) and
j
stations.
Prexy
.
Mitch;
Leigh
says
including Alicia Markova and Robert Helpmann..
, Daniel Fargon’s
attempt to get the car companies : Detroit that can’t carry aspirin,
to use radio through the year in¬ ! vitamin or beer commercials, but [ the themes are tailored to .the per¬ “Pursuit of Happiness” skein for Associated-Rediffusion comes back
sonality
of
the
station
area,
and
tomorrow
(Thurs.i
15)
*
.
Nat
“King”
Cole
stars
in.
an
ATV spectacu¬
stead of an erratic flight basis. | has still managed to outbill one of
[ the first step is. to send a creative lar Saturday (17) and Kay Starr headlines the same web’s Palladium.
Promotion org sees the Plymouth j the motor city’s three stations).
15-market buy as an initial break¬ I i Young TV’s exec veepee James |
(Continued on .page 40)
^Continued bn page 40)

London Agencies
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’ ALERTS LABOR
Bud CoDyers 'My Rrst 2S Years’

Dinah-Jose Drama Keys Jaffe

Bud Collyer; who this month observes ;2S years of Varied broad?
cast talent activity while emceeing six half-hours of video game
•hows, says: "It’s not the most, secure business in the world, you
••.know.*'
The beamer’s philosophical ruminations, for which he has
precious little time these days, are caused by what he calls a
"ripple” of disenchantment he feels in audiences and, outside
comment on the daytime ABC-TV strip, "Beat the Clock,” Which
he’s been emceeing for some dozen years now. He thinks the gags
.et. al. are getting a' little routine. Thus Goodson-Todman .(pro¬
ducers) staffers are now holding daily meetings to create new
angles to .revive viewer interest (new. or renewed, that is, With
Collyer thinking maybe the show should go back to; the piethrowing bits of a couple of years ago* Which .Slipped from Sock.,
reaction to “ripple,”, but could be sock again);
A. quarter of a century ago* Collyer gave up what then looked
to him like not the most lucrative business in the world (he was
m law graduate with a firm partnership netting $15 a week) for
"not the most secure business in the world,” his first show being
CBS .Radio’s ‘‘Cavalcade of America” In September of 1935.
He'd done bits in. the soaps to help finance the.Fordhain law
degree, and biter landed the male lead in the long-running "Young
Widder Brown.”.Trom 1938 to 1952, he waslead in the ever-popular
kid series. ‘ Superman,” sponsored on. Web radio by Kellogg.
Fondest rememberances, however, of the good old radio days, are the big band shows he emceed for tobacco sponsors—Benny
Goodman’s “Camel Caravan,”- the Tommy Dorsey show, Eddie
Duchin program and others;
‘
Collyer is not the type video personality who will ever be im¬
mortalized in hot half-hour type, fiction: Associates agree unani¬
mously that he; practices off-camera what he preaches via affability
on-camera—and, in fact, he does a little lay preaching, on the side.
A Presbyterian, he superintends the. Sunday School- of his church
in Greenwich, Cohn., and personally teaches the good word to a
class, of some 80 teenagers:
'..

11« I i IV 1IUILIIUI
By ART WOODSTONE
Some of the television unions in
New York seem ready to make
‘‘concessions” to help return pro¬

+

Ed Pierce’s NBC Sked
Ed Pierce may soon qualify as
the busiest tv producer at NBC.
He’ll have three regular programs
under his control before the sea¬
son is much older, and he’s said to
be in line for some specials.
Pierce , is producing the new Jan
Murray daytime strip for NBC-TV,
and next month he’ll unveil “The
NBC Saturday Prom,” an after¬
noon dance show, plus a Saturday
morning half-hour called "Today
oh the Farm.”. Pierce, who served
three years as an NBC "Wide Wide
World” producer, was once part of
a
ballroom
dance
act
called
Pierce & Rowland—good practice
for the. kind of hopping the web
says he’s going to do in f60-’61.

gram production from Hollywood.
Employers can look forward to re¬
duction in fees or Relaxation of
working; conditions, marking the
first time in the medium’s, history
that labor voluntarily has proposed
relinquishing its bargaining gains
to stimulate business.
Known .to be interested in alle¬
viating the production problem is
the American Federation of Tele¬
vision 8c Radio Artists’ N:Y. local..
And reportedly Interested in at¬
tracting new production ! to N.Y.
is the local branch of the Inter¬
ns tioiiaV Alliance of Theatrical &
Stage Employees.
Meantime,, making it appear as
ah industry-wide push, the Acad¬
emy of Television: Arts & Sciences
is said to be reactivating the dorm¬
ant “Television. Action Committee’:’
in N.Y., to. urge decision makers
once again to give the big town
a cut of the production pie.
AETRA has established an. “em¬
NBC-TV expects to be SRO be¬
ployment committee”,to meet, with fore the week is out ori Its biggest
producers arid stations, .and per¬
program sales problem to date—
haps networks, “to see what can
be done”- to bring ty, in some the Shirley Temple hour. Max Fac¬
measure, back east. After meeting tor came in for roughly one-min¬
with employer groups, the union ute a week on a'guaranteed basis
committee has evideritly been im
structed to use its judgment in throughout the fourth quarter, and
appeals to AFTRA-N.Y.’s board so a Pillsbury buy already brings it to
that modifications of the bargain- ! about five-sixths sold, through De¬
Philadelphia, Sept. 13. ; ir«g agreement might be made.
cember.
WFIL-TV, the. 13th station to go
The modifications would only be
Tip to the time. Factor closed for
on the air in the U. S. celebrated temporary,
it
is
understood.
a “Lucky 13” anrii (.13). Special Naturally, if the changes, in prac¬ "the Sunday, 7-8 p.m. kidadult pro¬
audience, participation, features on tice; work to the advantage of gram, NBC had roughly a half
all local programs- plugged the. Libor, they could become perma¬ sale, part to the parent RCA and
events—a! dual one for the station. nent
consideratioris
in
local the rest, sold more recently, to
V: The day also marked the 13th AFTRA contracts. In any event,
One more
year .of the WFIL-TV Newsreel, the - purpose. is. to encourage N.Y.! Beechnut-Life Saver.
the first daily local tv newsreel in production.
sale now will put the stanza at
the country! it has been honored
SRO.
A
decision
is
believed,
due
Creation of the "employment
twice, with the Gold Medal, Award
committee” is deemed the first by the weekend. The Factor biz
of . the National Headliners Club,
tangible evidence of labor-manage¬ came, out of Kenyon & Eckhart.
and Was the first newsreel unit to;
ment collaboration toward increas¬
receive "that distinction; The pro¬
The Temple , stanza, on tape and
ing tV production in N.Y.
gram is now sponsored twice, each
in color, is an expensive production
Next to no major production will proposition for NBC-TV. It costs
weekday by the .Raymond Roen
Co;, local RCA distributors; on fce: done in town for next season, the web $110,000 a week, but
Saturday by Mort Farr, appliance and the prospects for an. upbeat When sales came in slowly several
dealer, and on Sundays by John B- are considered dim without some, weeks ago, the network lowered
kind of aid; from labor. AFTRA the production charge for the full
White, car dealer.
evidently seeks; to base concessions hour to a reported $60,000 a week
or syndication prospects. If a to advertisers.
lowering of labor demands is
Factor . also' bought the remain¬
made, the first place it Is expected
to occur is among programs that ing fourth quarter availabilities in
are made on tapd in N.Y. and are “Riverboat” and, now, the Monday
felt to . have treasonable chance stanza is SRO.
Other new NBC; buys are Max¬
in syndicatidri across the country.,
A year or more ago, the. N.Y; well House Coffee for minutes in
branch of AT AS formed Its group ‘‘Wells Fargo” and "Deputy,” again
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
to find a way to upbeat local pro¬ for the fourth quarter. "Fargo”
Reevaluation of the programming
duction. Headed by Tex McCrary becomes SRO for the three-month
structure at. KNXT has resulted in
arid David Susskind, the group was period, and "Deputy,” with Pola¬
the creation of ‘12 hew positions
soon divorced from ATAS proper, roid, already in, goes 80% sold.
and the doubling of time devoted
because the parent body, felt that
Procter & Gamble has an order
to public affairs programs, accord¬
it wasn’t wise for a national In. for 10 one-minute periods in
ing to Leon. Drew, program direc¬
organization to urge solution of an
tor, KNXT and CBSrTV network, eastern problem at the possible ; “Klondike,” and R. J. Reynolds
has picked up some idditional
Pacific Division.
expense of the west, where the fourth-quarter minutes in various
The station’s p r og ram ni 1 n g Academy
is
also
represented. NBCttanzas. Besides Miss Temple,
schedule has undergone a “pro-, After the divorcement, the fact¬ Pillsbury has added enough coin
gram jockeying to more convenient finding group soon went dormant. tq “This Is Your Life” to put the
times,” declared. Drew, who simul¬
But the "Television Action Com¬ Ralph Edwards-fronted stanza on
taneously announced the acquisi¬ mittee” has been resuscitated, Oct.-D.ec. SRO status.
tion, of several new properties and with Susskind and WNTA station
programs for the station.
chieftain Ted Cott said to be spear¬
Employment in production, sales, heading the N.Y. crusade. Though
engineering, promotion and ac¬ they have the org’s support, they,
counting has been swelled by an too, will -try'.to function outside
Acadeiriy, and their modus
even dozen and Drew feels the new th.
time program structure will give, operand! will be to encourage local
Ed Stanley, of the network’s pub¬
an impetus to an increase. In talent stations;. who can produce tape
lic affairs department, has 1 been
employment also, although no fig¬ programs that might later be syn¬
ures would be released at this time. dicated.' If local stations" simul¬ given a side duty by NBC-TV.
taneously receive
special
con¬ Since late last month, Stanley has
Major time change concerned
siderations from
AFTRA,
and
been liaison with execs of the Lin¬
halfrhour earlier viewing for “The
maybe IA, it will be a joint laborEarly Show” (from 5:30 p.riu to 5) management effort to bring some coln Center of Performing Arts on
in order to get; in "strong local biz back to: N.Y. Beyond approach¬ television projects that, might be
news coverage by Gil Stratton and ing local tv stations, the special done in tandem with NBC-TV and
newcomer Jerry Buriphy at 6:30 Susskirid-Cott committee ultimate¬ perhaps the other webs.
and beginning a series of six new ly is. expected; to :do a selling job
Stanley will assay the upcoming
syndicated film series (Mon.-Fri.) on Madison Ave.
Lincoln Center projects to see
at 7. which we feel is the Ideal
What seeiris to have prompted where NBC-TV might put them to
starting for entertainment,” Drew the sudden flurry of action among use, and, conversely, he’ll try to
pointed oiit.
New Yorkers in broadcasting is provide various network projects
“The new. program structure will the recent end of soap opera on which might then be Used or
enable our sales department to of? CBS Radio. The network. supplied promulgated by the Center. It was
fer more opportunities to sponsors much of the production remaining pointed out that the setup is in- a
(Continued on page 38)
in N.Y.
nebulous stage at the moment.

British Comi ATV Peaches & Cream
.... London, Septv 13.
v Confidence that in time Indepen¬
dent Television Corp. Inc. will prove
profitable to the British .Associated
Television Ltd; group is expressed
by Prince:. Llttler, ATV; chairman,
in the; setup’s annual report for the
year to April 30. But there’s cau¬
tion in this pronouncehient cover¬
ing the U S. concern—ail the share
capital of ...vvlil ! .. since April 30.
has been taken over by ATV—^and
the group has sot aside $1,400,000
to. investment reserve “in view of
present uncertainties.”
As of April 30. when; ATV held
• 50% participation. ITC achieved
a turnover, of close to. $ib,000,000,
Llttler reports. Referring to par¬
ticularly d i f f e r e ri t conditions
"largely because, of the increasing
tendency by the three major tele¬
vision networks to assume an atti¬
tude of inflexibility towards: pro¬
grams proposed by the indepen¬
dent producing companies,” he.
adds that recently there have, been
signs of. a slight improvement in
business ..generally.
The Llttler review is bullish on
inost aspects of.ATV’s overseas in¬
vestments, especially those of the
wholly owned Australian subsidi(Continued oil page 36)

ABC-TV will earn nearly $260,000 in England from- the recent
sale to British Broadcasting Corp.
of the American network’s upcom¬
ing half-hour Winston Churchill
seri
ABC-TV, Which this season.
Will air this weekly war memoir
on Sunday nights in the U.S., Is re¬
liably reported to have gotten—for
each of the; 26 half-hours—$9,975
in England...
The payment by BBC-TV for the
Churchill show is believed: to Con-,
atitute a record price In England
for any American-made tv film pro¬
gram. Even “I Love Lucy,” a long¬
time fave in England, earned less
there.
Deal was closed some, three wreeks
.ago by BBC-TV and ABC-TV prexy
Oliver Treyz.
Record price in England Is .ex¬
pected to mean that ABC-TV Will
work.off its entire, production, nut
on the first-run of the Churchill
skein. Bell & Howell will sponsor
iriuch of the series on American
video, but this sponsor alone can¬
not cover the cost of the documen¬
tary series.

WFIL-TV’s 13th Audi

KNXT Incepts New
Program Structure

Ed Stanley as NBC’s
Lincoln Center Liaison

After all these yean of plugging
away at the musical-variety format,
Dinah Shgye will switch to pot¬
pourri programming in her Sunday
NBC-TV slot for Chevrolet. She’ll
do 20 one-hour programs In the
course of the ’60-r61 season, and
the other 19 hours to alternate
with her will also be a collection of
miscellany, ranging from sports, to
vldtapes and films of foreign tal¬
ent and dramas.
Miss Shore herself will appear
as • co-star in her first network
television dramatic role opposite
Jose Ferrer. Her partner and ex¬
ecutive producer Henry Jaffe de¬
clined to name the drama, an
adaptation, until rights are in con¬
tract form.
Jaffe said this week that the
"whole concept is not one of spe¬
cials but of doing a series of
events.” The rodoes, "book shows,”
pure drama, trips abroad will ap¬
parently be geared, when possible,
to times when they are most perti¬
nent during the year. The likeliest
example, of any pertinency, is
essentially an old one—a Yule
program, to be done on film, called
| "Christmas Around the World."
|
But there are other examples,
too: On Oct. 30, an all-juve (nobody
over 12 on the screen) Halloween
program; on Oct, 2, a> “County
Fair”—the season’s kickoff—front
Pomona Fair, which is on at that
time.
Not every event Miss Shore and
Jaffe plan to do can be defined by
a date. To Jaffe, an event addi¬
tionally means a departure from
what he and Miss Shore have done
in the past. Miss Shore, he ex¬
plains, has never done a thematic
show, that is, one with a catchall
idea to carry an entire 60-minute
program. She’ll do thematic shows,
most of them with music, of course,
and that, to him, is an event.
Jaffe’s event concept becomes
more concrete with a brief recapit¬
ulation of some of the early pro¬
grams he’ll do on NBC-TV next
season. After "County Fair” on
Oct. 2 (which will have Roy Rogers,
Dale Evans and Walter Brennan),
Miss Shore will appear doing a
“See the U.S.A..” an expansion of
her Chevy music signature into a
whole program (there’ll be others
like it later). Her guests that night
will be Red Skelton, Nat King
Cole and Shirley Temple. Since
she’s appearing only every other
week, Miss Shore will be absent on
Oct. 16 and, instead, Zsa Zsa Gabor
and Art Linkletter will do a fluffy
piece known as “Love Is Funny/'
Afterwards, Sunday at 9 on NBCTV will see a musical version of
the play, “Autumn Crocus,” and
(Contiriued on page 36)

Chis 1st Network
Show in 4 Years
Cfiicago, Sept. 13.
Windy City gets back some Of
that lost network tv glory Oct. 1
when “Today On the Farm” is
launched as an NBC-TV Saturday
morning entry, produced live in
the web’s Chi shop. Half-hour se¬
ries, underwritten by Massey-Ferguson and placed by Needham,
Louis 8c Brorby, will be helmed by
country singer Eddy Arnold with
a number of midwestem personal¬
ities featured. Among those taking
part will be Alex Dreier and' Carmelita Pope, both of whom are
employed by local station WNBQ.
It’ll be the first regular tv se¬
ries to emanate from Chi in about
four years, not counting the last
annums of “Kukla, Frart & Ollie”
when it was on a limited network,
nor ABC-TV’s “Polka-Go-Round”
and NBC-TV’s “Club 60” both of
which were co-op shows.
Only a number Of film series,
such as Walt Schwimmer’s “Cham¬
pionship Bridge” and “All Star
Golf” on ABC-TV, have borne the
m3 de-in-Chicago label In recent

years
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ANOTHER PART OF THE SEA
With William Squire;. Russell Nap¬
ier, Margaret Gordon, Roddy Mc¬
Millan, Sheila Brennan, Liam:
Gaffney, John Dearth
Producer: Louis MacNeice
Writer:. MacNeice
75 Mins., Tues., 8:40. p.m.
BBC-TV, from London
Louis. MacNeice, deft poet arid
Sterling radio, writer, turned in a
dramatic exercise for tv; having
re-drafted it 'from a previous stage,
version. It made a curiously baf¬
fling impression.. largely because
it was couched in inf la ted* language
that didn’t tie in .with its tense
and thrillerish .theme..
A married couple on a cruise dis¬
covered that a felloWf-passenger
was a friend who has deserted the
West .for the Reds: The crux of,
the matter was whether he should
be betrayed to the ship’s captain,
or that loyalty to a . friend tranr
scended patriotism. It was conplicated by the threat of imminent
war between East and West, ru¬
mored over the ship’s radio, and by
the wife having been in Iqve with
the turncoat before she'd married
his friend.
This situation, inspired by .the af¬
fair of Burgess and McLean,. pro¬
vided. many opportunities for dra¬
matic maneuver, but' they weren’t
taken. . MacNeice conducted... the
argument qn a highfalutin level of
diction and emotion, and fell too
often into pretentious pitfalls, in¬
spiring giggles. All the same, it.
Was. due to his sprightly command
of language that the play stood
tip as well as it did. It veered be¬
tween the bathetic and the 'mindclinching, and, on balance, it left a
sediment in the memory.
The acting was somewhat pre¬
tentious, with the exception of Wil¬
liam Squire, admirably cast as the
treasonable character and produc¬
ing the right kind of magnetic ego¬
tism. Margaret Gprdofl struggled
with more of the inflated speech
than the rest, and proved she'd be
fine with more basic material.
Ru9$ell Napier had his moments
as the will-he-\von’t-he betrayer,
and good support came from Roddy
McMillan, Liam Gaffney, and John
Dearth: .:
Louis MacNeice produced his
Owi^Uork with a slogging rever¬
ence that did it less than justice.
Otto.
THE BLUEBIRD
With Donald Campbell, Torila
Bern, Daniel Farson
Director: Sheila Greg
Writer: Colin Willock
. 84 mins., Frl„ 10:35 p.m.
Associated RedifTusion from Lon¬
don
On the eve: of Donald Camp¬
bell's departure for the Utah. Salt
Flats, arid his attempt on the landspread record.Associated-Rediffusion offered this arresting 30minute prograrii on the.: man and
his, background. With Daniel Far¬
son doing the interviewing, arid
With Campbell ready to answer
frainkly, but. riot without alertly
pulling him up here and there, it
was a stimulating, if still tantaliz¬
ing looksee at what makes a speedman tick.
Opposite use was made of newsreel clips,, recalling iri the main,
Sir Malcolm; Campbell, whbse ex¬
ploits and strong personality ex¬
ercised a . self-admitted powerful
Influence, on his son: But fascin¬
ating as these
, the main
strength of the program resided
in the straight interview stuff, es¬
pecially in questions such - as
•’when was the last time you broke
down and cried” arid Campbell’s
frank reply: ‘‘January 7. when irfy
dog died.’’ A brief cutaway to gar¬
ner the reactions of the speed
king’s wife to his way of life was
eq u a 11 y rewarding. Highlight
phrase that sticks , in mind: Campbell likened.. the. urge to raise
speed , records to “climbing a
mountain without a summit.” Pro¬
duction Was firstrate.
Erni.

_

P$£RiE]TY

BONANZA
(Showdown)
With Lorne Greene, Pernell Rob¬
erts, Dan Blocker, Michael. Lon¬
don, Ben Cooper, Jack Lambert,
Ray Teal, Jody. Werner, others
i Producer: David Doriort
the Hitler war. Results are by 'no Director: Lewis Allen
means, an exhaustive historical rec¬ Writer: Dean Riesner
ord, but rather* a series;. of inci¬ 60 Mins., Sat., 7:30 p.m. .
dents which, dictated in content AMERICAN TOBACCO, RCA
largely by' the. footage available, NBC-TV (film-color)
give a onesided picture of events
(J. Walter Thompson, BBDO)
but provide exciting action , stuff.
Redemptiori of a young baddie
Cohesion’s assured by a minimum was the .theme of the "Bonanza”
of staged iiriking :scenes and effec¬ opener. Episode came off effec¬
tive ernceeing. by Naval highups.
tively once the; slow start was di¬
Launchirig item, “Opening Bid,” gested.
dealt, with Germany’s invasion of
Cater, up against stiff competi¬
Norway and the. consequpent first tion Saturday nights at 7:30 p.miy
Clash between Nazi ships and the can’t afford to be merely a fairly
British Home Fleet, Editing Was good sagebrush vehicle: ABC-TV
remarkably fine, soundtrack was in the slot. Will be coming in
vivid, narration by Rear Adm. Roy with the highly touted. “Roaring
Foster-Brown was enthusiastically Twenties;” CBS:TV. will have; the
geared to lauding the Navy’s ex¬ long popular fave “Perry Mason.”
ploits. Technical /.quality was. of “Bonanza,” to strike rating gold
course variable, in view of the ori¬ in that field, needs lifting.
gins of the bulk of the material
Most-of the first half was spent
(50% from c a,pt u re d eneriny in setting up- the situation. It takes
Sources), but that’s not a detracting iriore than a stock : bank heist to
element in this context..
iriaintain excitement, but once the;
Rank Is bidding for the U. S: situation was established, scripter
market with this series, aiming to Dean Riesner deserved credit for
add further footage to each stanza making
character development
on. ancillary operations should a ring true. It’s no small feat in
deal come off. As. the job stands, the crowded oater field.
the unfli chirig. British outlook and
Acting , and direction were up. to
a tendency towards jingoism must pro standards. Regulars in the
be considered a disadvantage for Cartwright cowpoke family—Lorne
America; but ori the other hand Greene, Pernell Roberts, Dan
there are enough heroics arid ex¬ Blocker and Michael Landon—each
citement to make It viewable any¬ made afi excellent contribution.
where.
Erni.
Guestar Ben Cooper, as the young
bandit, who saw the light, lent con¬
viction and credibility to his role.
ANTHONY QUINN, ACTOR
It was moving to see his transfor¬
With Anthony Quinn, John Paddy mation.
Carstalrs, Peter Coe. Robert
“Bonanza,” preeming for the sec¬
MacDermot, Anthony Qninfoii
ond season, appears to have a good,
Producer: John Wairinyton
workable concept: riding for it.
30 Mins., Tues., 9:30 p.m.
Any week, adventures Of one mem¬
BBC-TV from London
ber of the. Cartwright , family can
. Chipping, into a four-sided dis¬ be featured. That, .coupled With
cussion on the actor’s approach to the guestar . policy, could result in
his work, BBC-TV offered a 30- freshness and flexibility, providing
minute recorded program that was —and that’s a big proviso—the
often notable for its production. scripts take advantage of the con¬
This does not iriean that What was cept.
said was boring, but that the job
Opener threw the spotlight on
was standout for its composition, Little Joe Cartwright, portrayed
I by Michael Landon. His acting
lighting and choice of 4he Visual.
What was said-was indeed a mite Was proficient and his youth could
boring at first, before the quartet win favor with the teenage crowd.
ernceed by Robert. MacDermot got Identification is the rage these
irito its stride, but when matters days. ;
came to a clash: between the view ! Director Lewis Allen knew how
that an artist iriust consciously co¬ to zero in the color cameras for.
ordinate all his forces (Quinn’s the action sequences. Tint could
outlook) and that what he achieves be an added plus factor in. the rat¬
must be the. unconscious result of ing, sweepstakes.
American Tobacco and RCA each
background (Peter Coe’s tenet),;
things began to spark. As must had orie-third of the show at the
starting
gate;
Horo.
often be the case, the argument
Was frequently difficult to assess
inasmuch as the exponents them¬ HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL
selves had to grope for expression With Richard Boone, Martin Gabel,
of abstruse ideas, but the to and
Roxanne Berard, Regina Gleas¬
fro nevertheless made constantly
on, Robert Blake, .John Close,
interesting, viewing, for the egg¬
Lee Sands
V
head/
Writer: Shimon Wiricelberg
Quinn himself made an excellent Producer: Frank R. Pierson
impression as a thoughtful Intel¬ Director: Buzz Kulik
lectually energetic character. He 30 Mins., Sat.: 9:30 p.m.
overshadowed the others, though LEVER BROS.: AMERICAN
they too made favorable impact.
HOME PRODUCTS
Erni.

THE SNAPSHOT HOUR
With Huff hie Green, JillDay.Llbby Morris, Malcolm Goddard,
Ken Wilson, Bobby Bennett, Rita
Webb, George Roderick, Jean
Clarke, John Charles, Cornel
• , Lucas, .
Director: Bill Hitchcock
Writers: S. C Green, R; M. Hills
55 Mins., Wed., 8:38 p.m.
Associated-Rediffusion from Lon;■ don
Breezy, assured and fast-talking,
HUghie Green lent his popular tv
personality to a Would-be offbeat
variety show that, for some, unex¬
plained reason, took, photography
in several forms as; its 'connecting
theme. Apart froin the: fact^that
this .gimmick, kept creating a puz¬
zle in the viewer’s mind and was
often departed from anyway, it
didn’t seem to matter too much.
The entertainment continued to
reside,, or otherwise, in the. songs,
[ dances, gags et al. Generally
speaking it resided, not Otherwise.
Green was eincee and mainstay
throughout, joining in a medley of
numbers with good-to-look-at Jill
SEA WAR
With Adm. Sir Caspar John, Rear Day, abetting a flat Cockney com¬
edy sketch, interviewing still pho¬
Adm. Roy Foster-Brown
tographer, Cornel Lucas, who told
Producer: G. Grafton Green
an anecdote. about the late A; E.
Writer: Capt. Jack BroomeMatthews, introducing ■ a bright
Music: Reg Owen ;
item involving whistle - Worthy
SO Mins., Mon., 8:00 p.m.
models, arid (on film) prancing and
Southern TV from Southampton
From 400,000 feet of; wartime singing with a small boy through
film. The Rank Organization has Venice. Apart from Miss Day,
put together. 13, 30-mihuters for comedienne Libby. Morris was the
Southern TV. (skein’s. also getting j principal aide; Working like a good
..a London regirihal airing ‘by Asso¬ trouper throughout, while foot¬
ciated Television) that focus exclu¬ baller John Charles had an effecsively on the Royal' Navy’s part.in:
(Continued on page’ 34)

CBS-TV (film)
( j; Walter Thom
Ted Bates>
One of the top rated shows,
“Have, Gun, Will Travel” returned
to the. CBS-TV net Saturday (10)
with its format still intact. Over
the last, three seasons Richard
Boone has built
following as
Paladin; an; adventurer who’s as
quick with, a quotation from the
classics as he. is with a shootiri’
iron. .. ..
This half-hour filmed entry again
seems assured of a. substantial au¬
dience since the vogue for westerns
appears tp be showing no signs of
diminishing. v Somewhat offbeat
was the initialer. in Which Boone
was retained as a bodyguard for
Russian peddler, Martin Gabel, a
key witness in a murder trial. Vhe
Shimon Wincelberg teleplay, in
building the peddler’s role, put
lotsa Stress on his experierices un¬
der the Czarist regihie.
: But frequent references to Cos¬
sacks along with Gabel’s thick, ac-.
cent at least provided a fresh story
approach. Boone; per usual, scored
nicely iri protecting his charge
while Gabel lent realism to his
role. Routine support was supplied
by Roxanne Berard as Gabel’s
daughter, and Robert. Blake as a
gunman determined to kill Gabel,
among others. Buzz Kulik’s direc¬
tion was breezy while the outdoor
backgrounds helped give the. yarn
authenticity.
If any viewer was absorbed by
the tale, the hammering plugs for
American Home. Products’ Dristan
(a. nasal spray) and Anacln were
bound to bounce him back sharply
to the present. Lever Bros, is the
alternate sponsor.
Cilb.

TEUC1ISIOX REVIEWS
MISS AMERICA PAGEANT
With Bert Parks, Marilyn Van Derbur, Douglas Edwards, Don
Cherry, others
Producer: Bob Dailey
Director: Vern Diamond.
120 Mins., Sat. 10 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
CBS.rTV from. Atlantic City
The “Miss. America Pageant”;
was originally conceived in Atlan¬
tic ..City as .a mearis of keeping the ;
hotels filled and the city loaded
for the; week following Labor Day, J
when the town usually closed. The
aim is the same but the pageant i
has undergone several changes,!
mainly iri getting a different type!
of gi/l interested in the proceed¬
ings. The . contestants today are
fairly scholarly, accomplished in;
several directions, but still out of
the same mould;
Now in its 40th edition, the Miss
America Pageant is now introduc¬
ing, gimmicks to. heighten interest,
at least for the television pro¬
ceedings, such as. the parade of the
former winners who are now band¬
ed into a sorority.
This year’s crop of finalists
seemed to be a talented group.
Most of the. girls possessed colaratura voices which ranged from fair
to good. The. winner, Miss Michi¬
gan, (Mary Anne Fleming) Was an
exception, showing her accomplish¬
ments in the field of fashion de¬
sign.
1
This year’s show was keyed to
the Cinderella theme. Jacques
D’Ambois of the N. Y. City Ballet
dariced a couple of sequences to
heighten that theme. ' He is a vig¬
orous and talented dancer hitting
his peak in his first appearance,
but he didn’t seem to be able to
fight his way out in his second
appearance in which he was called
upon to punctuate other matters
current on stages
The perennial : Bert Parks han¬
dled the proceedings in His usual
ebullient manner. He made the girls
feel at ease and helped take the
strain off thein. This year, Don
Cherry provided added vocals. His
presence was legitimate as beside
being a good singer with plenty of
experience on the nitery circuit
he’s the recent husband of a for¬
mer Miss America.
The details were handled again
by Doug Edwards and Marilyn Van
Derhur, the Miss America of 1958.
Latter shouldered quite a share of
the description and handled it well.
Edwards spieled with his usual
authority.
Jose.

J

LASSIE
With Jon Provost, June Lockhart,
Hugh Reilly, Charles Herbert,
. Mary Lawrence
Producer: Robert Golden
Director: Gerald Schnitzer
Writers: Sumner Long, Maurice
Geraghty
30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
CAMPBELL SOUP
CBS-TV (film)
(BBDO)
Lassie, the venerable hound of
tv. Is back for her seventh sea¬
son to intrigue the kid audience
with her savvy to . human foibles
while, the supporting cast of folks
spin a simple “how-to” morality
yarn: on. being a good boy and girl.
Season’s opener Sunday (11) had
Timmy (Jon Provost), Lassie’s
irioppet pard, helping another lad
over a mental block'about a leg.
brace that should, come off. Tim’s
parents (Jurie Locklftrt and Hugh
Reilly) acted as consultants on the
psychological problem, and the
lame boy s dog (another collie) was
the catalyst in the conquering'of.
the lameness. Along the Way, the
boys and dogs went on a butterfly
hunt, which provided an opportun¬
ity for some' interesting animal
and nature shots.
Lassie is truly the star of this
series. Direction and support are
competent, but the kid stars, like
practically all American acting j
youngsters, have a knack for;
over-auteness arid strange unreal-,
ness..Excellent light musical score;
was special by Raoul Rraushaar.
Bill.

TOMmV SEVEN SHOW
Producer:: A. L. Hollander Jr.
Director: Lou VolpicelH
45 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 6:15 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
WABC-TV, N. Y.
Tommy Seven, toprated kid show
emcee from WJZ-TV, Baltimore,
has. been brought in to New York
by the ABC flagship station to
handle the 6:15 p.m. cartoon strip.
Station gave Seven a sendoff via
a Paramount Theatre party Sunday
(11) attended by 2,000 moppet
viewers. If Monday (12) tele debut
of the “Toinmy Seven Show” Is
i
(Continued on page 34)
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THE TALL MAN
With Barry Sullivan, Cln Gulager,
Robert Middleton, King Dono¬
van, Vaughn Taylor, Denver Pyle,
others
Producer: Sam Peeples
Director: Herschel Daugherty
Writer: Peeples
30 Mins., Sat., 8:30 p.m.
R. J. REYNOLDS
NBC-TV (film)
{Wm. Esty)
What should distinguish “The
Tall Man” from the ordinary cut of
tv westerns is the appeal of its two
stars, a strong, personable and ex¬
tremely able newcomer in Clu
Gulager and a solid old pro in
Barry Sullivan. Whether this will
be enough to project “Tall Man”
into any position of eminence in
the rating sweepstakes will depend
on the amount of ingenuity that
producer Sam Peeples can get into
his scripts to keep the show out of
the customary, sheriff-vs-heavies
rut.
Opener, with script by Peeples
(he’s partnered with Nat Holt,
who’s exec producer. Revue and
NBC in this package), started off in
routine fashion, but a surprise end¬
ing made it different enough to
warrant hopes for the future.
Series is premised on an embel¬
lishment of the Pat Garrett-Billy
the Kid legend, idea being that
Garrett is a stern upholder of the
law while Billy is both a good
friend and a source of trouble to
him.
Sullivan, as a deputy sheriff,
found one of the towns in his coun¬
ty wide-open, and proceeded to
clean it up, taking on Robert Mid¬
dleton and King Donovan as tho
heavies. What with the introduc¬
tory business setting up the Sullivan-Gulager relationship, the re¬
fusal of bribes, the inevitable am¬
bush, it all shaped up as pretty
much routine until that offbeat
ending, when Sullivan decided to
walk into the ambush alone and
told Billy to do what he had come
to town for and get home. So hap¬
pened that his errand was to de¬
liver a herd of cattle to Middleton,
and this he literally did, driving
the herd right into Middleton’s
saloon breaking up the joint, and
the ambush as well.
Director Herschel Daugherty
staged this unique cattle drive with
unusual perfection for a tv show,
and it was a hall. Studio went allout in budget with this opening
episode too, so that Daugherty also
had the opportunity to get some
excellent shoot-*em-up effects of a
wide-open town, with plenty of
night shooting and extras. But his
exposition of the personal relation¬
ships tended to be bland, and his
movement of the story—until that
windup scene—slow.
Gulager’s a comer; no question,
though he tended to overdo the
drawl. Sullivan’s solid, and the
two mesh nicely. Middleton and
Donovan gave their ^customary ex¬
cellent performances as heavies^
and Vaughn Taylor as an honest
judge and Denver Pyle as a dis¬
honest marshal rounded out a
good supporting cast.
“Tall Man” eould make It, mod¬
erately, not big. It depends on
whether Peeples can come up with
the kind of twists, he achieved in
this.first one on a consistent basis
and also whether the Gulager-Sullivan team register as strongly as
they should.
Chan.
FORESIGHT
With Bill Hayward, others
Writer-Director; Hayward
30 Mins., Sat, 1:30 p.m.
WNBC-TV, N. Y. (film)
The trouble with many pedants
is they sound pedantic. Bill Hay¬
ward, who prepared “Foresight”
for the New Jersey Education
Assn., unerringly chose such peo¬
ple to explain how N. J. teaches
Johnny to read, and, naturally,
they became harder and harder to,
listen to as the half-hour film pro¬
gram moved into its final first-day
minutes on WNBC-TV.
‘‘Foresight” is a series paid for
by the Jersey body, and is shown
on the NBC owned stations in
N. Y. and Philadelphia. This con¬
cept of reviewing the school Sys¬
tem on television is commendable,
and if it didn’t work the first time
partial blame might be laid to its
transparently small budget. Yet
the major blame mustrest with Bill
Hayward for several reasons: As a
host-interviewer, he was not in¬
cisive; he demonstrated a lack of
organization in plotting his sub¬
ject interestingly; he chose the
wrong persons to explain the prog¬
ress of reading training; and he
failed to give the topic a funda¬
mental perspective, i.e., where
reading education ha<| failed or,
no less, where It was weakest
i
Art
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VARIETY

PfiMETY- ARB

SYNDICATION CHART

weekly tabulation, based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week
ten different markets are covered. •
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the
average share of audience, coupled\ with data as to time and day of telecasting com¬
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing ait
Variety’s

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true.rating
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from, media
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over the course of a. year, ARB will tabulate a minirriun of 24/1 markets. The re¬
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the fating per-,
formance of the top ten network shows oh the’ local level, the Variety-ARB charts are.
designed io reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the.V.S,

PHILADELPHIA
RK.

STATIONS: WRCV, WFIL, WCAIL

l[

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
8TA.

RK.

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAYr—TIME
STA.
DISTRIB.

1. Mike Hammer (Sat. 10:30).:........ WCAU..;. MCA

1. 77 Sunset Strip iFri. 9:00-10:00)4_WFIL

2. Grand Jury (Thurs. 10:30) ..'.. WRCV.... NTA

2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)...WCAU

3.
4.
5.
6.

3. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00)...'... .WFIL
4. This Is Your Life (Wed. 10:00-10.30). .WRCV
«. The Detectives 'Fri, 10:00-10:30). ._WFIL

This Man Dawson (Sun. 10:30).:.... WRCV....
Sea Hunt' (Sat. 7:00):, .■....WCAU....
Johnny Midnight (Tues. 10:30).... . .WRCV... .
Rescue 8 (Wed. 7:00)...____ .WRCV,...

Ziv-UA
Ziv-UA
MCA
Screen Gems

AV.
RTG.

AV. I
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.
Tombstone Territory ...
Sid Caesar ...v.......
What’s My Line .......
4 Just Men
.
Major League Baseball
1 Newsreel; Weather; ...
| News-J. Daly
...
fNews; Comment;. Wea.
) CBS News-D. Edwards
( News; Comment; Wea.
) CBS News-D. Edwards
Early Show ......
(News-Weather; News; ) Huntley-Brinkley
Meet The Press .......

29.5
20 2
17.2
14.6
13 9
13.6

7. Death Valley Days (Mon, 7:00)... WRCV.... U, S. Borax

13.2
12.9

4. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00). _ __WFIL
7. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).___WRCV

8. Lock Up (Tues. 700):................ .WRCV.... Ziv-UA

3. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)_.... .WCAU

8. Pope re \Mon-Fri. 6:00)..

9. Garry Moore (Tues. 10:00-11:00).WCAU
10 Father Knows Best <Mon. 8:30-9:00).. - WCAU

II 9. Cannonball (Sun. 6:00)..

.

.WFIL..... UAA
WFIL..... ITC

PITTSBURGH

STATIONS: KDKA/WTAE, WIIC.

1. Garry Moore (Tues. 10:00-11:00)... ..KDKA

43.4

2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30). .. KIjkA

37.1

..KDKA

36.8

4 What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:0Q). ..KDKA

3. Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00).

35.5

5. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00) ..KDKA

32.8

.

6. Danny Thomas *Mon. 9:00-9:30).,..

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, mo.

. KDKA

31.1

1- U. S. Steel Hour (Wed. 10:00-11:00) ..KDKA

30.8

8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10 . KDKA

26.9

9. Ann Sothern (Mon. 9:30-10:00).

25.9

16. Hennesey (Mon. 10:00-10:30)...*..

KDKA
. KDKA

1.
2.
3.
4.

...KDKA.. ... MCA
26.9
Shotgun Slade 'Sat: 10:30)_
.WTAE.. «Screen Gems 24.5
Manhunt 'Thurs. 10:30)
...KDKA:. ..CBS
15.6
Navy Log (Sat. 11:00). ..
.
Huckleberry Hound (Mon., 6:30)... ...KDKA.. .. Screen Gems 14:3

5. Death Valley Days 'Thurs. 7:30)... ...KDKA.. ,. U. S. Borax
. ..KDKA.. ., Ziv-UA
6. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00)..
7. Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:30).. ...KDKA.. . Screen Gem
8. Interpol Calling (Mon. 10:30) . . .. , .
WTAE.. .. 1TC
8. Lock-Up (Sun. 10:30).4 ... ...WIIC.;,
Ziv-UA
9. Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 5:00)...........
(Sat. .8:00)
WIIC... .. .UAA

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).., .. ...WDSU
2. Gunsmoke «Sat. 9:00-9:30) ..
... W\VL
3. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30) 4 .. ...WWL
4 Summer On Ice (Thurs. 8:30-9:30). ...WDSU
5. Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30-8:00).;... ...WDSU
6. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00).... ...WWL
7. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)....... .. .WWL
8. Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00)l.. WWL
... WWL

.

13.2
12.9
9,9

1

93
9.3
8.9

Border Patrol 'Sat! 9:30)...,....,.. .WWL... 4 CBS
33.1
Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30)........... ..WWL... .. MCA
26.5
WDSU.. . : CBS
25:5
W'hiriybirds (Thurs. 9:30).
..WWL... ..Ziv-UA
23.2
Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30) ............ ..WDSU.. .. Ziv-UA
21.9
Coronado 9 (Tues. 10:00)..... . . ... . :WDSU . . ,. MCA
19.9
Manhunt 'Mon. 10:00). ........:... .. WDSU.. ... Screen Gems 18.5
16.6
Shotgun SladejThurs. 10:00) .___ , .WDSU.. .. MCA
Meet McGraw (Sat/9:30>..
WDsu.:. ■; • ABC
15:6
Tombstone Territory 'Wed. 10:00)..
WWL.;. .. Ziv-UA
149

MILWAUKEE
.1.
2.
3.
3.
4.

.

Manhunt (Thurs. 9:30) ...
This Man Dawson <Wed. 10:15)...
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:30)
■;■>■...
Whirlybirds (Sun. 9:30)..:-Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30) .....
,

.: WTMJ.. . Screen Gems 24.8
...WTMJ.. ;. Ziv-UA
20.6
.. .WISN.. ..Ziv-UA
18.5
...WTMJ.. :. cbs
185
...WISN, 4 ..Ziv-UA
18.2

45.0
56.9
55.3
33.6
36.7

17.2
15:9
15.9
15.9
15.3

46.9
37.9
27.1
49:i
33.1

5. The Honeymooners (Thurs. 1G:15). ...WTMJ:. ,; CBS
. 4 WTMJ.. .. CBS
6. Colonel Flack (Fri. 10:15)
6«v Johnny Midnight (Mon. 9:30)..... 4 .WISN: .. ..MCA
6. Rescue 8 (Thurs. 8:00) .
;. 4 .WTMJ.. .. Screen Gems
7. Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30). . . .> ...wtmj:. .. U: S. Borax

,

MINNEAPOLIS—ST. PAUL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00))Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00).......
Welk’s Dancing Party <Sat. 8:00-9:00)
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).
Summer On Ice (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)..
What’s My Line <Sun. 9:30-10:00)...
7 Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).^.. ..
7 Hennesey (Mon. 9:00-9:30)... ..
8. Danny Thomas <Mon: 8:00-8:30) .
9. Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30) -10. Lassie (Sun. 6:00-6:30)......

.
.

9. Mackenzie’s Raiders < Tues. .9:304 ...KMSP

MADISON

Ziv-UA

6:0

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
9.

Shotgun! Slade (Sat, 9:30).... /..
Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30).i.
Sea Hunt (Sun. 8:00). --------Lock-Up (Sat. 8:00).;...............
Cannonball ‘Sun. 5:30).....
Huckleberry Hound ' Fri. 5:30)..... „
Woody Woodpecker (Wed: 5:30)...
Grand Jury (Thurs. 9:30)....
;
Tugboat Annie (Tues: & Thurs: 5:30):
Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 5:30),

.wise,,. . MCA
.WKOW. .MCA
. wise... , .Ziv-UA
.wise... .. Ziv-UA
.WKOW:. .ITC
wise.
. . Screen Gems
; WISC... . .Kellogg
.WKOW..,-.':Nta :
WISC .-.. .. Arrow
wise... . Screen Gems

(Continued on page 38)

30,5.
20.2
185
17.6
14.6
12 3
li.3

11.0
103
10:3

11.6
33.1
12:6

28:5
83
24.9
28.5
169
11.3
16 9
28 2
99
15.2

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

Man From Iriterpol ..
. .KSTP
Sid Caesar
_.4.WCCO
Garry Moore .........,.. /. WCCO
Laramie ■■■:
........., .KSTP
U. S, Steel Hour
'4 /•... WCCO
June Allyson
..... .__WCCO
Gold' Award Theatre .:; . WCCO
All Star Bowling 4 ..... .WCCO
Gold Award Theatre .., WCCO
f News Picture;
I News; Weather ....... : KSTP
Garry Moore
. . . . WCCO

STATIONS: WISC, V/KOW, WMTV.

42.4
39.7
39.6
34.9
30.2
28.5
28:5
28.0
26.5
24.9
24.9
24.9

15 6
13,9
16.3
9.9
34:1
14.9
8.0

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1^7. I960.

Sea Hunt ...
....,.
.WISN
Sports; tate Show ... ..WITI
Manhunt
. , .... ..WTMJ
What’s My Line
.... . . WITI
1 Cavalcade of Sports;
!!wtmj
) Jackpot Bowling . ,
Weather; Big Movi
.WISN
Weather: Big Movi
. ..WISN
Steve Allen ......... ..WTMJ
Pat Boone ... . . ...... . f WISN
Late Show .. /...,.. V.
.WITI

STATIONS: WCCO, KSTP, KMSP, WTCN.

19.9
... : WCCO
Death Valley Days (Sat.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 99:30)
... 4 .: .. U. S. Borax
KSTP..; .. CBS
19.2
Border Patrol ‘Thurs, 9:30) "
. .. .WTCN. . ..Ziv-UA
30.6
Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30)......
9.2
Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 6:30);: ...WCCO.. .; Screen Gems
_KSTP... . Ziv-UA
8.3
Lock-Up (Wed. 9:30)
7.3
San Francisco Beat <Mon. 9:30) .. , ...KMSP.. .. CBS
73
Topper (Sat. 4:00)--....... ....KSTP,.. . B. Schubert
70
State Trooper (Sun. 10:30). , .... .. ....KSTP... ..MCA
6.6
...KSTP:.. ..ABC
People’s Choice (Sat. 5:30)'
WTCN.. ,, ITC
6.0
Jeff’s Collie (Wed. 6:00)

SURVEY DATES: JUNE. 1-7* I960.

59.9 [ Meet McGraw ,.
WDSU
. 53:0 j Sacco-Vanzetti Story
WDSU
51.6 ! Sid Caesar .....
. WWL
59.8: Man From Blackhawk , .. WVUE
37.4 Garry. Moore .;... , . WWL
48.8 Wild Cargo
.. WWL
WWL
41.6 Not For Hire
47.7 Rendezvous .,.
. :wwL
28.2 Border Patrol------ . WWL
41.6 iU. S. Marshall . .
. . . WDSU

STATIONS: WTMJ, WlTl, WISN, WXIX.

1. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)._WITI
2. Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...WTMJ
3. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00).WITI
4 Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).WTMJ
5. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30);.AVISN
6. Gunsmoke »Sat. 9:00-9:30).
WITI
7. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00).......WISN
8. Welk’s Dancing Party «Sat. 8:00-9:00). .WISN
9. This Is Your Life (Wed. 9:00-9:30)... .WTMJ
10. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8.30):.WITI

..wise
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ..WISC
..wise
2. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ..WISC
. .wise
3. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)..-.WISC
..wise
4. U. S. Steel Hour (Wed. 9:00-10:00)-WISC
..wise
5. Danny Thomas 'Mon. 8:00-8:30).WISC
..wise
6. I’ve Got A Secret 'Wed. 8:30-9:00)-WISC
..wise
6. Ann Sothern (Mon. 8:30-9:00).WISC
..wise
7. Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30).WISC
8. Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00)....wise
.WISC
. .wise
9. Hennesey 'Mon. 9:00-9:30) ......-WISC
9. June Allyson 'Mon. 9:30-10:00)..
..wise
.WISC
9. Welk’s Dancing Party '.Sat. 8:00:9:00).-.WKOW
.WKOW

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

STATIONS: WWL, WDSU, WVUE.

I.
52:3
2.
45.8
3.
40.7
39.5
5.
36.4
6.
35.7
7.
35.1
8.
34.4
9.
34.4. j
>10;

73
202
225
6.0

Amateur Hour: .... ...... .WTAE
Sid Caesar
. KDKA
News; Movie ....,.... . WTAE
: f News; Sports; News- ,,:
) Huntley-Brinkley ...... WIIC
To Tell The Truth ;..... WIIC
Wrestling ..., ..... -s.,. WIIC
News; Sports: News- ...
) Huntley-Brinkley
... WIIC
Steve Allen
WIIC
What’s My Li
.... .KDKA
Early Show ... ........ KDKA
• American - Bandstand
: WTAE
Captain Kangaroo .... *.. .KDKA
I Triangle Cartoons
. .KDKA.

25.8 I

NEW ORLEANS

WFIL
WRCV
WCAU
WRCV

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

70.3 'Fanfare
43.3 [Person To Person. ./ . ..
48,3 /The Rebel
4.4
33.4 : Welk’s Dancing Party
66.7 ,20th Century
73.7 jRiri Tin Tin .;.
56:5 My . Friend Flicka ....
24.2 The Plainsman
62.1 Rocky & His Friends .
74.11 Captain Gallant .,....

..WKOW
; - WISC
. /WKOW
. WKOW
WISC:
..WKOW
..WKOW
..WMTV
..WKOW
. .WKOW

80
152

9.9
.25.2
6.0
3.7
60
172
47

2.6

Wednesday, September 14, I960

PRUETT

RAMO-TEJLE VISION

SI

NBC’s recent survey of the daytime tv audience seems to have
had other than the desired effect In a key area. An antl-ABC-TV
JEAN MICHEL
repoij, prepared by the NBC sales presentation department, is
Producer: Bill Persky
being used by ABC to further its interests in Washington.
Assoc. Producer: Bob Taylor .
NBC carefully pointed out where “ABC typically fails to cover
120 Mins., Mon.thru-Sun., 10 pja.
such important markets (during the daylight hours) as Providence,
PARTICIPATING
Louisville, Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Dayton, Birmingham, Syra¬
WNEW, N.Y.
cuse, Wheeling-Steubenville, Winston-Salem-Greenboro, Davenportr
Jean Michel is a disk Jockey
Sept. 18 from Washington; Demo¬
Washington, Sept. If.
Rock Island, Rochester and Jacksonville.”
With a French accent , whose spin¬
This is precisely what ABC has been plugging to; the FCC for
The star acts of the 1960 politi¬ cratic Vice Presidential candidate
ning accent is on “good music.”
, ieveral years., and, in fact, has filed documents On these markets
cal show. Kennedy & Johnson and Lyndon B. Johnson appears Oct. 9
for consideration during the newly proposed rulemaking proceed¬
He’s one of the more recent addi¬
from Washington; Kennedy Is on
Nixon & Lodge,' are already Oct. 16 from Cleveland. All will
ings on station licenses.
tions to WNEW’s well-rounded
Since the government frequently has cause to. doubt parochial
booked for a minimum of 10 hours be live, with producer Lawrence
deejay staff and he brings to the
Interests (as when ABC appeals for aid in these one and two
of free television time, while other Spivak In complete command of
10 p.m. to midnight hours an 6ffStation markets where it has no affiliate), ABC figures NBC will
offers from the webs are still choosing the panel. On the Nixon
make the point, for its rival instead., Consequently, ABC, after
beat platter pitch that’s quite in¬
panel were James Reston, N.Y,
under study.
reading the research report, was quick to forward several copies
Times; Richard' Wilson, Cowles
triguing.
of same to its Washington office, where presumably the NBC
Nets are eager to show the kind publications; Herb Kaplow. NBC;
| His tone is soft end soothing,
ljnaterial will fall into the hands Of . the FCC:
of public service job they can do and Spivak. On the Lodge panel
and his platter picks are extreme*
One ABC executive said, “The JNBC boys couldn’t have done us
will be Robert WMte, N.Y. Herald
a bigger favor even if they meant to.”_'_ ly tasty. In the latter department, for democracy In action during Tribune editor; Ernest Llhdley,
their temporary relief from the Newsweek mag; Pauline Frederick,
he credits producers Bill Persky
and Bob Taylor for the song selec¬ Sec. 315 chains. Politicians, tom NBC; and Spivak.
tions; but . it seems to be a team between their desire for all the
So-called “Great Debates” (all
job that’s dedicated to a buildup cuiffo tv available and their fear radio-tv networks, 60 min.)—Nixon
of the Michel mood.
and
Kennedy will make joint ap¬
of bad consequences from over¬
pearances on four different pro¬
It’s a mood that stresses music
exposure,
are
searcMng
for
the
grams
saturating the webs, two in
for relaxed listening with a variety
the debate format with a book full
of disks that come mainljr from correct balance,
the U.S. and French disk fac¬
GOP candidate Richard M. of rules (plus some questioning at
tories. Oh Wednesday (7) for ex¬ Nixon is already three shows up the end by broadcasting corre¬
spondents) and two will be hourample his platter range covered
Richard Hayman’s ’’Hernando’s on his Democratic rival, John F. long news Interviews. There will
Hideaway,” Yves Montand’s ‘The Kennedy, hut it’ll all even out In be no sponsorship. They will be
NBC-TV has revised and ex* of the NBC daytime programs, for Blue Stream,” Perry Como’s the end. ~
held at different hours on different
pended its oa-the-air promotional the traditional-kind of plugs. Guest “Begin The Beguine” end Suz¬
Best available information re¬ days of the week and are set for
pattern for the ’fiO-fil progtani appearances, they are called. Mil- anne’s “Quo Sera.” His two hours iterates this week the now well- Sept. 26, Oct. 13 and Oct. 21. The
season. Interestingly, the broad¬ ton Berle (“Jackpot Bowling”) and; on the air pass along at a com¬ known point that freewheeling de¬ fourth debate is still planned for
ened plan appears due partly to Arlene Dahl (‘Thriller”) are two fortable and friendly pace end he bate has been virtually nullified Oct. 8, but that date Is subject to
the effectiveness the network feels; “What’s My Line?” guests. They even makes the commercials sound by the candidstes---with the net¬ change.
on-toe-air promos had recently work for NBC and “Line” is a CBS convincing with his Gallic charm. works anything but happy about
“Presidential Countdown” (CBS,
On Saturday night, Michel con¬
toward giving NBC New* the con¬ stanza. Promotional services at
30 mins.)—Walter Cronkite Is han¬
NBC says they are allowed to plug centrates on jazz during the 11:35 it It is understood that Nixon and dling the interview in tMs one,
vention coverage edge.
Kennedy will trfHc along prescribed!
Under promotional services boss their NBC shows on the CBS Show. to midnight segment.: Here, too, lines, with most, of the time in both ; planned as “profiles,” to draw out
A1 Rylander, NBC-TV has got its Jan. Murray and Tab Hunter, two Michel manipulates American and hours devoted to question St an¬ the “inside” of what the candi¬
other
NBC
fronters,
are.guests
on
French
product
for
maximum
im¬
dates are like and why. Nixon’s
program fronters hopping all over
Although, the Stateside swer periods. Next to no time at; show has been done on the Monday
the spectrum in Order to plug. their CBS “Celebrity Talent Scouts,” pact
all has been left In these two
shows—and, in a new twist, plug? again with guaranteed NBC plugs* swingers dominated the field on hours for lusty adlibblng, which night (10:30 to 11 p.m., EDT) spe¬
the Saturday show. caught .(10), his
ging all the other NBC programs roos.
market the “IJncoIn-Douglas De¬ cial sponsored by Westinghouse.
During the Dem ahid GOP con¬ airing of a fresh French group bates,” used by CBS as a desirable Kennedy will appear Sept. 19, and
appearing the same night as theirs.
By Oct. 2, 45 NBC stara will have vention coverage, ih which NBC called Le Double Six on Quincy prototype for televising the con¬ the Vice Presidential candidates
made nearly 100 tv appearances— won the ratings, Rylander’s staff Jones’ “The Rat Race” gave Frapce test between the major 1960 candi¬ will be on at later dates, still not
important representation with such
Six of them on rival CBS: By the arranged for over 190 plugs by
dates. \ \
I firm. The Nixon program was on
end of the same month, the tally various web newsmen. The over- U.S. stalwarts as Bob Scobey,
Nixon made Ms bow as a Presi¬ video tape, made the night before,
the-crawl. . plugs were carried all Ahmad Jamal and Anita OTJay.
Kennedy’s may be handled the
will be over 200.
group, by the way, de¬ dential nominee on the Jack Paar and
The NBC program department over the sked. In some small way, The French
show recently, and followed it same way.
a wider hearing here.
find Rylander got their heads to¬ it’s figured the promotion work serves
“The
Campaign and the Candi¬
Michel, evidently, has caught on With a session with NBC’s “Meet
gether toward the end of August helped cop the Nielsen prize.
as far as WNEW is concerned. Sta¬ the Press” Sunday (11) and CBS’ dates” (NBC, 60 mins.)—All of the
and caine up With a guaranteed
“big
four”
will face the cameras
tion brought him in last February new “Presidential Countdown”
plan for getting all stanzas plugged
with an 11 p m. to midnight slot¬ Monday (12). Kennedy has been individually with Chet Huntley
throughout the. whole season. This
and
David
Brinkley
doing the In¬
ting and five commercials to sup¬ invited to appear on all three
is to be done by having star an¬
port him. Two months later Ms and has accepted the last two. His terviewing, and Longines - Wittnouncements made over-the-crawl
nauer
picking
up
toe
tab as spon¬
air-time was doubled and, says the office said he has not yet made
on every single stanza, day and
station, his commercials increased a commitment for the Paar show. sor. The four dates involved for
night all year long.
the
Saturday
night
show
are now
more than five-fold., .
Here is what has already been
• ^n the past three years* NBC
being firmed, but the only one defi¬
It’s a good showing but hot sur¬ skedded:
Boh Banner, producer of “Can¬
has had variations of this system,
nitely
slotted
is
Lodge
on
Sept.
24/
prising considering that Ms pro¬
.“Meet the Press” (NBC, 30
wherein fronters, taking over the did Camera,” is dickering with Ar¬ gramming, “avec musique dif- mm.)—Nixon has had his turn; The opening program on Sept. 17
final credits of the preceding stanza thur Godfrey to serve as host for ferente.” as he says, makes listen¬ GOP Vice Presidential candidate will be a campaign wrapup. Plans
on their nights, plug their own up¬ the upcoming. CBS-TV Sunday ing sense.
Grot.
Henry Cabot Lodge is set for are for a 45-minute interview with
coming vehicles. But, from now half-hour. However, Eddie Albert,
15 minutes of film clips, showing
on. they won’t . Just plug their own who was slated to do the show and
the candidates’ homes, wives, etc.
has already shot some segments
■hows.
NBC will carry the special eight
They’ll plug every stanza that of the program (sponsored by Lev¬
weeks, With four of the programs
remains to be shown after they er and Bristol-Myers), refuses, to
news coverage and analyses of the
make their, respective over-the- Withdraw and insists Banner fol¬
campaign. Lou Hazam is producing
crawl performances. The Monday low through on.vthe; verbal agree¬
the four where the candidates will
NBC-TV sited will serve to illus¬ ment the performer says exists.
be questioned, and'Chet Hagan the
trate: At 7:30 it’s “Riverboat,”
In spite of all of the scandals and call anyone between 11 and 11:30— other four.
Banner says there is no signed
which will have been plugged some contract with Albert and the rea¬ hoopla about quiz shows—and why no use interfering with daytime
In addition, CBS* “Face the Na¬
22 times , that morning and after¬ son there isn’t is because Albert
television watching.
tion” has invitations out to all
noon on the NBC daytime lineup. and he cannot come to agreements didn’t some of the dishonest win¬
four candidates to appear on that
Bill
Cullen
is
the
m.c.
on
“The
•’Riverboat” f renter Darrin Mc- on several contract points. Albeit ners give, back the money they ad¬ Price Is Right,”- an extreme¬ halfhour, nonsponsored show. The
Gaviq will have done the daylight was:to own-T-and, by Jaw, may yet mitted getting under false pre¬ ly
extroverted
young,
man, same net has dickers for Nixon and
over-the-crawl plugging, naturally. own
a substantial hunk of tenses, especially those who were glib, glib, grinning and occasion¬ Kennedy on “Person to Person.”
In the 35 seconds that it takes to “Camera.”
ally a bit too overcome by his own
So far the candidates Jtave not
so
noble
about
the
whole
affair?—
deliver all the acting, directing,
power. He scratched his head or been offered or accepted any web
Albert said there is no discord
producing credits, for ’’Riverboat/’ and, on Friday (9), he spoke to Ban¬ the shows did not die. Instead; other parts of Ms anatomy, prov¬ appearance which would preempt
just before its 8:30 p.m. ending, ner. “When he (Banner? didn’t they went to daytinie television. To ing, 1 suppose, how much at home a regularly scheduled program, ex¬
Dale Robertson, who heads the agree with certain areas of the con¬ be sure, they are, for the most part, he is in his chosen field. Occa¬ cept for the four “Great Debates.”
“Wells Fargo” cast, will plug his tract,” >said Albert, “I told him pretty much denatured and color¬ sionally, he’s funny, occasionally
Any politician understands the
own 8:30-9 program. But he’ll then it was okay and we’d do it his less and the prizes do not run into annoying. I’ve noticed that, on hazards of knocking a popular pro¬
also plug “Klondike,” ’’Dante,” way.”
hundreds of thousands, though oc¬ nighttime television, on the weekly gram off the air for a political
“The Barbara Stanwyk Theatre”
casionally a lucky winner may get
Banner explained; “It looks an automobile, or even as much as appearance of “The Price Is Right” speeeff. Adlai Stevenson frequent¬
and “Jackpot Bowling,” all the
and other programs on which he ly tells about his major booboo of
same night, in that order. When pretty good about Arthur: He’s in¬ $1,000 in cash, on one right an¬ appears (he must be making hun¬ the 1952 campaign when he bought
the •’Fargo’’ crawl comes on just terested In doing ’Candid Camera/ swer. Usually, the sums amount to dreds of thousands a year) he is some Monday night time for a
' before 9 p.m., one of the “Klon¬ but nothing is concluded yet.” The a few hundred dollars, which Isn’t much more dignified and con¬ speech he considered to have con¬
dike” fronters will plug “Klon¬ producer said he approached God¬ bad for a morning’s honest en¬ trolled. Perhaps he figures, and
substance. But, accord¬
dike,” “Dante,” Miss Stanwyk’s frey Monday, after he decided that deavor. And the loser usually gets probably rightly, that this letting siderable
ing to Stevenson, he received a
program and the closing “Bowling” the Albert contract couldn’t be set a camera. I need a camera, my¬ Mmself go is one of the reason’s flood
of
telegrams,
with all of their
Stanza. : During credits for the last to rights.
self; so 1 may try to get on one for the show’s popularity. Don
show, “Bowling,” the entire sched* • Recently, Albert became an of¬ of the shows, though before long, Pardo is the announcer, but he is messages summed up In this short
one:
“I
Love
Lucy.
Drop dead.”
nle for Tuesday will be plugged. : ficer of Kaiser Industries', and the if you’re seen with that particular merely a voice off stage.
This, according to promotional actor said that he disturbed some brand, folks may well ask, ’Tell
The
format
of
“The
Price
Is
services at NBC .(a seven-man staff of the Banner people. He felt, how¬ me, book, what answer did you
Right” is simple. Four contestants
to carry this enlarged workload), ever, that the Kaiser setup would flunk?”
will guarantee promos, since they’ll in no way disrupt Ms availability
The two best daytime quiz shows are chosen, the day before, three
from
the audience, one the winner
and
it
didn’t
dampen
his
desire
to
be made within the body of the
have proved such a success that
of the day’s contest. There are . CBS prexy Frank Stanton will
show1 itself; credit crawls are al¬ do- “Candid. Camera.”
they've earned the right to appear three
woman and one man—and address, the Seventh Anual CBS
ways counted as part of a pro¬
once a week, as nighttime shows,
whoever picks them does a good Radio Affiliates Assn, convention
gram’s time.
NAB Name* Michaels which does not interfere with their job,
for
the women are easy to Sept. 28-29 at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Moreover, this plugging of all
five-time-a-week daytime appear¬
Washington, Sept. 16.
at, and bright, and the man N.Y. He’ll also preside over award¬
shows, NBC hopes, will give a . National Assn, of Broadcasters ance.
j look
is
adequate—usually
married and ing of “Golden Mikes” to 30-year
•block programming impression,” has named Willard A. Michaels,
The best of the lot is certainly
keeping viewers from channel WJBK-TV. Detroit, chairman of its “The Price Is Right/’ on NBC-TV with a wife in the audience. Us¬ affiliates of the web.
ually,
the
contestants
behave very
switching. ;
CMef business of the sessions
at 11 o’clock. The other morning well, though occasionally
Video Tape Usage Committee.
a woman
There crawl jobs are in addition
Other committee members I called an editor at Ms home, as winners throws her arms around will, be formal acceptance by the
to regular promo spots on NBC. named were Virgil Duncan, WRAL* I’d been asked to do, and I felt
affiliates bf the web’s new modifi¬
The number of these in ’60-’61 can¬ TV, Raleigh; Kenneth Tredwell, II might be a good time to call— the man contestant, to show her cations of the Program Consolida¬
not be determined yet, because the WBTV, Charlotte; Norman Bag- he’d be sure to be awake, has had joy at getting a lawn mower or a tion Plan, which eliminates the
trip
to
Bermuda.
number of availabilities; have not well, WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; breakfast, and Wasn’t ready for
afternoon soapers and some week¬
The show opens with a short In¬ end drama, as well as increasing
been tallied. These, availabilities Robert Breckner, L.A.; Stokes lunch.
fall in program breaks and, often, Gresham. Indianapolis; Raymond
“He’ll call you back,” his wife terview with each contestant. And news. Affiliates have already re¬
in unsold program commercial J. Bowley, Westinghouse, New told me. “I don’t dare disturb an announcement, “The bid for ceived formal copies of plan and
slots.
York; and Charles E. Corcoran, him—he’s watching ’The Price Is merchandise goes to the highest new contracts, so that ratification
will pierely be a formality.
The -stars will be seen on most NBC-TV, New York.
Right’.” I’m careful, now, not to
.(Continued on page M*

on!Interlacing Pattern

Eddie Albert Refuses
To Step Out as ‘Camera’
Dickers For Godfrey
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TO HEAR STANTON
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The only thing that’s grown faster than ABC Nighttime TV is...

Wednesday, September 14, 196Q

PfatlETY

Daytime TV If you sell packaged goods to women, you should know these facts
about how to reach the most women for every dollar you spend:
ABC DAYTIME TV now delivers over 2 million homes per average minute. 2,035,000 in fact (noon

to 4 PM, Mon.-Fri.), according to the Nielsen average national audience figures of August, 1960.
THIS REPRESENTS A GROWTH OF 162% in nrnnber of homes and 113% in share,of audience in less

than two years*. (We’re measuring against the Nielsen average national audience report of
October, 1958, the premiere of ABC-TV Daytime.)
AND WE’RE STILL GROWING! The program schedule that caused all this has beeh enlarged and im¬

proved, with an extra hour of daytime programming added.
That’s enough talk about Our growth. Now it’s time to talk about yours, j&hich may well be
influenced by what you can make your advertising dollars do for you. A typical weekly invest*
ment of $34,164 on ABC Daytime TV will get you over 23 million different TV homes in four
weeks. Included are over 60% of America’s young homes and over 60% of America’s large
families,Thisworksout at anincredibly lowcost-per-thousand—between$.91 and $1.2Q.Letyour
ABC-TV Salesman give you all the details. He’s waiting for the chance. ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
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Morris* as the vacuous, rich broth¬
er-in-law, did. not have lilies as
rich as the principals. But he came
through. An excellent tintype of
the lawyer friend was furnished.
; Continued from, page 29 ;
Continued from page 29
by Bernie West, Leori; Janney as
any indication, “the man witni a . TV’s “U.S. Steel Hour.” The hour [ the general also offered some fun. tive solo spot in ths Venice, aer-. icy, and Cliff Michelmore-^who is
For a summer .night, it Was a
thousand faces” (and, apparently, a I show, which began at 10 p.m., was!
quence singing “Sixteen Tons:” once . again the :program’s maestro
Horo.
thousand gimmicks and sound 'ef¬ i Just right for the summer stock nice, frothy outing.
—urging the Countess of WhamThere, by the way, was a good ex¬
fects* should have several times ‘theatre season — zany, feather- !
cliff e to tell more about her plan
2,000 young fans in the Metropoli¬ j weight, smart and funny.
ample of. the “what’s this to , do to extract crude oil from unmined
tan area in no time at all. There’s |
With photography” puzzlement.
coal. Sans any suggestion of conThe
play,
titled ..“When
in
one great difference between Se\ren■ j Rome-,’r. was adapted by Bob Van.
True enough, towards the fade- . troversy were items on America’s
Continued from page i—a
and the other cartoon show emcees,- Scoyk from a British tv play by —
out Green announced the Winners Grandma Moses and > guitar ditty
in the New York area. He doesn’t j George Barraud. If the Britishers for such talent to be given over to
of “the snapshot competition” to by Robin Hall and Jimmie Macr
depend on the wild antic and loud j can come up with televehicles such such mediocrity.
bring the show back to that lensy Gregor.
voice to attract attention. On the !as this, there should be more of
Donehue.. is among: the group of : thread, but without any explana¬
Seldom less than interesting,
strength of this alone, he should
young directors Who gained their tion as to what the competition had and with likeable arid competent
the same.
be easily distinguished in the after¬
It wasn’t a big play, with the experience In television and then been.
Anyway,
shrugging this personalities, the skein looks set
noon animated melee by even the yocks deep and replete. The satiri¬ segued into 'legit and motion pic-:
aside, the program as indicated for another successful season with¬
dullest child in the market.
cal thrusts were never biting. The lures. He is now actively engaged had enough verve to score pleas¬ in the modest but thorough limit*
Seven works behind a counter madcap plot teetered time and in all three.
antly on its merits as a vaude.
. it sets itself.
Erni.
on an unadorned set, ’and, with sly, again. But it bubbled with good,
If a number of his projects jell,
Erni.
sotto-voicedgood humor, pops props affectionate humor, fine acting he’ll be continuously occupied for
Panorama.
out of trap doors while working in style and a merry pace,' Director. five years or more: In addition to I
Whenever the quality of British
a number of intriguing and well- Paul Bogart deserves credit for the picture about Sen. Gore, he has
; i. tv is disparaged “Panorama”, is
timed sound effects. He wears: a preserving the bubbles of this been asked to direct “African In- I
usually the first program to be
battered fedora (burlesque come¬ champagne offering.
trigue,” based, on “The Prussian |
'.thrown in the credit balance. This
dian style> and a bulbous rubber
Howard Morris, Polly Howies, Major,” by Alfred . Baston. The
BBC-TV magazine survey of cur¬
nose that squawks when pinched. , Leon Janney, Art Abelson, Bernie: screenplay has been written by’
Tonight
rent events has made its riariie on
Cartoons include the MGM pack¬ West, and others In supporting Edward Leahy, and the project is
Returning to the fall schedule a skillful blend of austere fact
age and Telefeatures’ “Courageous roles lent their talents. Perform¬ being assembled by Frank E. Tay¬
and trenchant interviewing and; of
with
format
unchanged,
BBC-TV’s
Cat” and “Minute Mouse” tlatter ances by all parties. were good.
course, on the. unruffled; slightly
lor, who . is currently, producing
are new to the markets
1
Plot revolved around $50,000 “The Misfits/’ Donehue is also week- ightly newsmag program spinsterish solidity of its: anchor¬
Seven replaces Joe Bova, Who willed by a departed screen star. being sought by 20th-Fox to direct icontinues to offer amiably divert¬ man, Richard Dimbleby.
last season played Broadway in Recipient was Conried. portraying “Tender Is the Night” and “John ing early evening (6:50 p.m.) View¬
Returning from its summer siesta
•‘Once Upon, a Mattress,” and plans the owner of a Connecticut handi¬ Brown’s Body.”
ing. General policy is to provide with the. same team intact, it was
a return to legit.
Bill:
craft gift shop. The $50,000 Was a
In the theatre, he is Involved :followups to news items of the day, content to repeat last; season’s fortoken in fond remembrance of a with a new project that would star not always of the profoundest im¬ . mula. If the impact was somewhat
wartime romance. What the money Mary Martin.: Donehue was re¬ port but holding some modest ele¬ less forceful than usual, this was
does to Conried’s home life rir.d sponsible for initiating Miss Mar- ;ment
of controversy wherever due to an error in Subject matter.
how he tries to square himself tin’s current Rodgers & Hammer- ;possible..
The Congo seemed a natural for an
with his wife* Miss Francis, forms stein hit, “The ; Sound of Music.”
Edition caught, for instance, had airing, and reporters Robin Day
the running story.
Two other plays are also on his. :reporter John Morgan probing the arid Robert Kee had been sent to
U.S. Steel Hour
Conried had just the right tone agenda—“Listen to the Mocking :proposal to see . Gloucestershire the Congo and to the United Na¬
A light frolic was ably played' by of bewildered defeat. Miss Francis Bird,” by Robert Penn Warren and beauty spot as n: garbage dump, tions to study the repercussions of
Arlene Francis and Hans Conried struck the note of the warm but “Something' About e . Soldier” by .!Derek Hart introducing a couple U.N.- intervention. Day conveyed
last Wednesday (7> night on CBS- hurt wife with .finesse. Howard Ernest Kinoy.
iof characters arguing defense pol- the iirimensity of the territory be¬
ing policed, and the puny propor¬
tions. of the military fo'fpfc,doing
it. Kee chatted with a eotlpie of
Afro-Asian, representatives/at ths
U:N. explained how Security Coun¬
cil decisions are quickly /impler
menfed, and went.off:.a.t' atangent
to reveal that the growing-number
of colored nations, getting places at
the table was generally considered
a good thing. But the program’
coverage of the Congo seemed tri¬
vial.
It had been overtaken by
events, and it proved the peril of
trying to summarize, a running
story when a newspaper cable can
outpace film.
But “Panorama” was well up to
the mark with its remaining item,
a discussion on a newly-published
War history which had riddled the
legerid of Montgomery at Alamein.
Briskly . quizzed by Ludovic Ken¬
nedy, the author and a: rank Gen¬
eral combined to suggest.that a lot
of Monty’s success was due to pre¬
vious planning, that ho made at.
least one costly error, and' that he didn’t chase Rommel to com-,
plete route.
This made pUngent viewing, and
could have been improved only
by the . addition of a pro-Mority
brasshat, or of Monty Himself;
Still, It marked the end of thn
Monty-can-do-no-wrong era, and a
hero getting what might be his
comie-uppance made a compelling
topic.
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HAROLD BELL WRICHT ESTATE
Announce For Sale

TELEVISION, MOTION PICTURE and/or
THEATRICAL RIGHTS

HAROLD BELL WRICHT THEATRE
Composed of Published and tlnpublished Works of

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT
America's Biggest Best Selling Authorl;

.producer Michael Peacock
showed his considerable flair, par¬
ticularly is assembling the essen¬
tially dull Congo film into soritethirig visual. And Dimbleby re¬
assured while legends and States
tottered: that is his great asset:
Otto.

CREATOR OF SUCH NOVELS AS: "THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH,"
"THE SHEPHERD OF THE HltlS." "DAN MATHEWS," "THE MINE WITH THE IRON
DOOR," "THAT PRINTER OF UDELL'S," "A SON OF HIS FATHER," ''WHEN A
MAN’S A MAN" AND OTHERS. THESE BOOKS HAVE MADE MILLIONS FOR SUCH
GIANTS AS SAMUEL GOLDWYN, PARAMOUNT, AND SOL LESSER WHO FILMED
AND REFILMED THEM.

HAROLD BELL WRICHT
has been translated into foreign languages and read all over the world. • It Is
impossible to calculate the millions of copies of his books that have been sold.
It is safe to say that more than fifty million dollars have been grossed in over the
counter sales alone.

Representing the Heirs
LEON SEDERHOIM
4028 Los Feli
Hollywood 27* Cdliform
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NOW FOR T V.
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WARNER BROTHERS
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Dinah-Jose Drama Keys Chevy
; Continued from page 27 ;

then Janet. Blair, who is going to Cross, Alan Handley, John Guedel,
do five stanzas for Miss Shore and two men working out of the Far
Jaffe next season, will appear in a East, George Schlatter and Gordon
“fantasy based on the "‘Arabian Wiles, and the aforementioned
Nights*.” Incidentally, this program Shear. Charmoli will do two hours,
will mark the entry of director Guedel two. Handley six, Finkel
Barry Shear into the realm of Net¬ 10; Henry the “See the U.S.A.”
work production. He’ll serve; as events, Donahue the European
producer-director of the stanza, a tapes and Cross will do those com¬
role arranged by the executive pro¬ ing from N.Y.
ducer. Less incidentally—since it
Eight of the 39 programs are
has been mentioned that Miss Blair already in cans! Jaffe explains, this
Is to do five programs—the Rogers- Is the outgrowth of grabbing de¬
Evans team will do six. or, at least, sired talent when the talent was
appear prominently in six.
available. Much of it, he points out,
History of Blues
won’t have the time to go before
his
NBC-TV cameras next season.
Other Sunday events—not Spe¬
cials, it must be remembered— Footage of talent from Tahiti,.
Australia,
Philippines, Fiji, New.
will include Miss Shore in a “]History of Blues and Spirituals!” a Zealand, Hawaii, Hong Kong, Bra¬
zil.
Spain,
Portugal,
Denmark and
sports show or two, a musical ver¬
sion of Stephen Vincent Benet’s other places—some exotic, some
not
so
exotic—is
being
shot* arid,
“O'Halloran’s Luck" and a ‘‘See
the U.S.A.” in miniature. It will be in many instances, has already
been
shot
by
Jaffe’s
crews.
from
Freedomland,
the
;east
Bronx’s version of Disneyland.;
Jaffe says that one of the main
For this particular all-around, reasons he has so many different ;
Continued front page 23
,
everywhere job Jaffe. a lawyer by producers working on his first new
profession, h3s had to become—r seasons of this-and-that is to allow ! under the recent agreement with
as with high-ranking members of each of them at least a month to j SAG, the parts concerning, comthe Army—a master at logistics, develop a single houriong program. jfnercials and taped programming.
which is seeing that everything is
While some of his teammates . are | (which can be. syndicated) will be
where it "should be at the right packagers, just as he is, Jaffe be¬ [ the business of both labor groups.
time and in the proper amounts. lieves that they are working beau-,
SAG, which alone lately con¬
Easiest part of Jaffe’s job, ac¬ tifully within the framework of cluded a new pact on film programs
with
the networks, is diie to dicker
Jaffe
Enterprises
on
this
particular
cording to him, was getting an okay
from the sponsor to depart so radi¬ video venture. During the new [a new pact; in film commercials
season,
he
assumes,
the
life
of
with
the ad agencies. It wants
cally (and allow a few experiments
AFTRA in on thes£ talks.
last season* from the standard Jaffe will be very event-ful.
music-variety format. Last Janu¬
For the first time, both, unions
ary, after a bit of planning; by
Will be able to strike simultane¬
Jaffe and Miss Shore, the idea,, or,
ously. This can tie up the produc¬
preferably, the ideas, were pre¬
tion of all commercials, regardless
sented to Chevy and .its agency,
of the system used to make them.
Continued from page 31
Campbeli-Ewald. Chevy said okay,
.. Early last week, SAG prexy
and. Jaffe adds, has let the jpro- bidder that does not go over the George Chandler, his exec secre¬
ducers do as they have pleased •price. The winner comes back—” tary Jack Dales and legal chief
since.
!
The first prize may be a built-in Bill Berger flew east to meet with
In all, there will be 39 events. oven. Worth over $900, or bedroom their AFTRA; counterparts, Vir¬
Andr for this, Jaffe has tried to furniture at $688. A trip worth ginia ’ Payne. -"Don Conaway and
see to It that he has enough pro¬ over $500 may be the second prize Morty Becker. The two unions, in
ducers. An early list reveals? he •offered. This is followed by a fair¬ formal agreement for the first time,
has Tony Charmoli, Bob Henry, ly long, but not too dull commer¬ in history, then went together to
Jack Donahue, Bob Fmkel, Perry cial.
The next prize could be the networks: and, later to agencies
clothing or a sofa.
And this is and laid out J he mechanics they
usually followed by a bonus to the seek.
lucky winner—who may have to use
her—or his—wits to get the. full
J amount, say three pins, one of
diamonds and gold, the other two
costume jewelry, ranging in price
from $1,000 to $35, Usually, the SESS Continued from pace 23
winner picks the least expensive lamy was agreeable to undertak¬
pin!
Another prize follows, fre¬
ing the role (a natural to plug the
Our client Is an NBC-TV affiliate In a
quently a 21’ television set In
medium sized Pennsylvania city.
black and white, though, for some soon-opening “Sunrise at CampoWhile we prefer a man -with local tv
unexplained reason, the show is bello”), but. an old-fashioned spon¬
station management experience, we
will consider e strong tv salosmon,
in color.
sor conflict ruled that out. He’s
ready to movo up, or a man with
closely rotated experience.
Position
— — Always Those Promos
set to play Jefferson on “Our
pays a substantial bzsa salary plus
The show has reached the halfcommissions in accordant* with ^ex¬
American Heritage” some three
wav mark, so there is the usual

AFTRA & SAG

Daytime Looking

SALES MANAGER
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perience.
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PfottETT
new ruling. Must have been that
many viewers sent in hundreds of
answers—the cost of postcards,
against a chance to win thousands.
Every Friday, the winner is an¬
nounced for the prizes of the week
before, . Only one thing seems un¬
fair. If more than one. person has
guessed the exact amount, a run¬
off question—an estimate of one
of the lesser prizes, is held and
the winner takes all—and the
others, who have guessed the ex-,
act amount of the showcase, get;
nothing. Shouldn’t they get small
consolation
prizes—oi* duplicate
prizes? They guessed right, didn’t,
they? I’d feel awful if it happened
to me—but I’m a poor guesser, al¬
ways. The fifth and last prize is
the grand prize of the show—a fur
Coat or an automobile. And then
comes the final summing, up. The
winner may have made as much as
$3,000 for one or two days of guess¬
ing. The sliow may not seem like
much, to you—but this vicarious
shopping is the highlight of. day¬
time televisions quiz shows..

station break, followed, as usual,
by a couple of announcements of
nighttime shows—usually westerns,
and a commercial or two.
The second half is much like the
first—Bill Cullen full of good
humor and wisecracks, and per¬
haps furniture worth around $500,
followed by another commercial.
Then there’s a showing, tour times
a week, of a “showcase” for home
viewers.
This may combine a
mink coat of an automobile, a
camera, china, clothes, and other
tempting tidbits. Each viewer can
send in only one answer—a fairly

days earlier on. NBC-TV, but prob¬
lem is that he’ll be sponsored then
by the rival Equitable Life Assur¬
ance.
“Right Alan” will also have the
distinction of being probably the
only show where the sponsor pro¬
vides the props. Freed, director
Burt Shevelove and the scenic. de¬
signer Went to Boston to o.o. the
collection of; Travelers prexy J.
Doyle DeWitt, said to be one of
the finest collections of campaign
memorabilia in the country, They’ll
use banner, placards, buttons, etc.,
from the collection itself: as props.

"SEA HUNT”
starring

LLOYD BRIDGES
... and pulling down

TOP RATINGS LIKE THESE
In cities coast to-coast 1

WTVJ

CHICAGO
WNBQ

34.3

25.5

Y/agon
Danny
Line , L0*

ny other*5n. Jun# 60

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS. INC./‘tvT,? n'V"

DeWitt Is also acting as a sort of
unofficial
consultant,
providing
colorful campaign anecdotes and
correcting Small inaccuracies.
Asked What happens if “Right
Man” is an entertainment click and
the next-day reviews suggest that
perhaps the public affairs boys
ought to take over the entertain-:
ment shows. Freed replied, “I
hadn’t thought about that. I just
hope they don’t start off their re¬
views saying that the public af¬
fairs guys ought to stick to public
affairs.”

‘Play of Week’
; Continued from page 25
Glove,” Helen Hayes, Jean Dixon;
William Saroyan’s “My Heart Y In
the Highland,” Eddie Hodges, My?
ron McCormick and Walter Mat¬
thau, with Kirk Browning, directAlso the two-partner, “The Ice-:
man Cometh,” Lumet directing,
starring Robard^: and Myron Me-,
Cofmick; “Waiting for Godot,”
Burgess Meredith, Zero-'Mos.tel,
Kurt Kaszner, Alvin Epstein, Alan
Schneider, directing.
Other properties set Include
“Rashomon,”
Robinson
Jeffers’
“Tower Beyond Tragedy,” “Duet
for Two Hands,” an English met¬
ier by Mary Hayley Bell; “Mr.
Johnston,” the Norman Rosten
adaptation of the*$novel of the
same title; Kafka’iU^The Trial,”
Satre’s “No Exit” ana\ “He Who
Gets Slapped,” starring Julie Har¬
ris.
“Play of the Week” exec pro¬
ducer Miner says there will be
at least one musical and he’s hope?,
ful that either his staff dr outside
Broadway producers might come
through with some originals.
There will be at least 26 yldtaped plays in the two-hour NT A
format this season. Others might
be added as the season goes along.
Miner tops a production crew
headed by Lewis Friedman and
Jack Kuriey, producers; Marc Merson, casting; Joe Liss, script edit¬
ing; and Ira Cirker,. special proj¬
ects.
For Miner—as he explains—it’$
a dream job. There are no taboos,
no sponsor worries. The only
limitations are what makes good
theatre and good taste.

Hayes’JinglsOrg
S== Continued from pap 21 SSS
used and whether regional
tional.
- Hayes, who started as a kid
singer (at 13 he was co-billed with
Vic Damone on a local N.Y. Drom¬
edary Dates radio show), founded
the Registry in 1951, “when the
band business hit the rocks” The
one-man operation, starting with
“zero clients” now handles a "list
of 1,900 with a fulltime staff, of 15.
With “all my Work done for me, and
nothing to do,” Hayes took a flyer
at the tv packaging business, found
it too “ephemeral,” and went on
to found the jingle house with
Garisto on the basis of their mu¬
tual musical backgrounds.

ABG-TV Daytime
Continued from pace 22==
der’s “About Faces” is also 100%
sold, after being half sold only
three months ago. The l:3Q-2 time
is programmed by affiliates, but at
2 the network returns with “Day
in Court” (soon to have an 11 a m.
version), .which is 100% sold. At
2:30. “Roaid to Reality” is doing
so-so with 70% of SRO. “Beiat the
clock” is 90% sold at 3 p.m.. At
3:30, “Who Do Ypu Trust?” is 80%
of SRO.
ABG-TV does not count the 4 to
5 p.m. ’ “American Bandstand”" as
part of “Daybreak,” since it is sold
at a generally higher rate than tl«j
newer ABC-TV pre-dark shows.
Yet it s 60% of SRO, and actually
accounts for a higher dollar vol¬
ume in the fourth quarter than it
did a year ago, because of a recent
rate increase to advertisers in this
Dick Clark daily stanza. The 55:30 portion of “Bandstand” is tip
for co-op sale by stations.
Rut
from 5:30 to 6, which marks the
end of daytime programming, ABCTV does an action-cartoon strip
which is about three-quarters of
SRO.

British ATV
:ssssm'

Continued from pare 27

ary. The topper records that in
Canada the company has bought
25% of CJJCH. the Halifax, Nova
Scotia, rdio station which has been
given the license for Independent
commercial tv in the area.
•: Muzak is doing well In the U K.,
says the report, having extended
Operations to Birmingham and ex¬
panding shortly to Manchester. Pye
Records, in Which ATV has a 50%>
interest, is likewise flourishing.
The British ITC
Independent
Television Co. Ltd;—continues to
progress; apropos which, Littler
declares that the “Danger Man”
skein of vidpix produced at Metro
Studios, Elstree, has been sold over
the full Canadian network at a
price higher than that, previously
paid for any similar series.
Associated Television operates
Monday through Friday in the Mid¬
lands and in the London area
Week-ends.
Gross profit for the
year was $15,087,324 before tax,
compared with $14,886,180 in the
previous
year,
dividend
being
maintained at 50%. Total remun¬
eration to the il directors) who in¬
clude Val Parnell as emdee and
Lew Grade as deputy emdee re¬
spectively, has gone up to S529,000, and over $700,000 goes to the
staff
under
profit-sharing
scheme.

SERIES IN
mvmi

TODAY!

15ICST
post
Buyers who know the
best are snapping it up...
Pacific €ras&Elec-;
trie Co^ (through Bat¬
ten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the senes
for San Francisco, Bak¬
ersfield, Chico-Redding,
SanLuis Obispo, SalinasMonterey, Eureka and
Fresno.. .astute station
groups like Triangle
bought for all of their
markets including Phila¬
delphia, New HavenHa rtf or d, Altoona*
Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcast¬
ing for Cincinnati, Co¬
lumbus and Atlanta .. .
and the list bf available
markets shrinks every
day!
Wire today to secure the
“best” series^BEST OF
THE POST-for your
market!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION

CORPORATION
488 Hateon

Avmut . N. Y.22 • PL 6-2W
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1
Timye&r more than ever
Kew Ycark audience* are watching
every night m WFIX-li,

In New York - Prime'Kme Minutes

the prestige
independent with
network
programming »

M SQUAD
AIR POWER
MAN AND THE CHALLENGE
MIKE HAMMER
MEN INTO SPACE
HIGH ROAD
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE
SAN FRANCISCO BEAT
THIS MAN DAWSON
TARGET
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
DECOY
Meet mcGraw
DIVISIBLE MAN
STATE TROOPER
YOU ARE THERE
TRACKDOWN
SILENT SERVICE
YOU ASKED FOR IT
MR.ADAMS AND EVE
THE HONEYMOONERS
SHOTGUN SLADE
NAVY LOG
BOLD VENTURE
JEFF’S COLLIE
WHIRLYBIRDS
THE CALIFORNIANS
BOLD JOURNEY
AND MANY MORE

\
\

6Q~$econd
commercials
tonight?

38
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- ARB SYNDICATION CHART
weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in .the same particular market. This week
ten different markets are covered.
in the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com*
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished.. Reason for detailing an
Variety’s

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series* Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
buyers to local stations dnd/pt advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable,
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets; The re¬
suits of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Vamety-ARB charts are
designed to reflect the raping tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S,

(Continued from par* JO)

PORTLAND—MT. WASHINGTON
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

AV.
RTG. BK.

Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)..... .WCSH
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).. ..WCSH
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00*10:30). . WGAN
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .. WGAN
WCSH
Ernie Ford (Thurs. 9:30-10:00)_
F.d Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00). ..WGAN
Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30*9:00). ..WGAN
Pt'rry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30).
-. WGAN
V/elk’s Dancing Party (Sat. 9:00-10) . . .WMTW
Rawhide (Fri. 7:30-8:30). ..WGAN

43.8 1.
43.7 2,
40.7 3.
31.0 4.
29.7 5.
29.6 6.
28.3 7.
26:3 8.
25.7 9.
25:6 10.

RK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
DISTED.

Mike Hammer (Thurs. 10:30)..,... ...WCSH.. ..MCA
U. S. Marshall (Sat. 10:30) :__ ...WGAN.. ..NTA
Highway Patrol (Sat. 6:30)........ ...WCSH:. . Ziv-UA
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 7:00)..:......;.. ,. .WGAN.. .. Ziv-UA
Death Valley Days (Sat. 7:00)...... ...WCSH:. . U. S. Borax
Cannonball (Wed. 7:00). .......... ...WGAN:. . .ITC
Border. Patrol (Tues. 7:00)......... ...WGAN.. . .CBS
Shotgun Slade (Fri. 7:00)......... ...WCSH.. ., MCA
Whirlybirds (Sun. 6:30) . ........ ...WCSH.. . . CBS
Brave Stallloii (Wed. 7:00) 1.
...WCSH.. ..ITC

PHOENIX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.

STATIONS: WCSH. WSAN, VVMTWi SiLIRVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7. 196(1.

Garry Moore (Tues. 8:00-9:00). KOOL
What’s My Line (SUn. ;8:30-9:00).... ..KOOL
Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30). ... ..KTVK
Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00).... . KT VK
Gunsmoke 'Sat. 8:00-8:30).. ..KOOL
Summer On Ice (Thurs. 7:30-8:30).. ..KVAR
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00). ..KTVK
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 6:00^7:00). ..KOOL
Dennis The Menace (Sun. 5:30-6:00). ..KOOL
Alcoa Presents (Tues. 9:00-9:30)_ ..KTVK
Lawman (Sun. 7:30-8:00). .. * KTVK

35.9
35.1
32.5
31.8
~ 27.8
27.7
27.0
25.2
24.9
23.8
238

22.1
21.7
17.7
169
16.8
16.4
15.9
15.1
11.8
12.9

66.6
76.7
64.8
53.0
62.0
46.9
48.5
48.1
57.7
36.9

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Vikings (Wed. 8:00)...
......KPHO.. . UAA
San Francisco Beat (Sun; 9:00).. ......KOOL.. ...CBS,
Coronado 9 (Sat. 8:30) .. ..
......KOOL.. ..MCA
Death Valley Days (Tues. 9:30). ......KPHO.. . U. S. Borax
Jeffs Collie (Wed. 5:00);....... ......KPHO., ..ITC

19 2
17.9
16.6
15.9
15.2

36.0
45.1
37.4
38.1
53.5

6.
7.
7.
8,
9.

Meet McGraw (Wed. 10:00)_
KTVK.. ...ABC
Rescue 8 (Mon. 9:00)..;...... . .,... .KVAR. . .. .Screen Gems
Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30).. ......
KOOL.. .. Ziv-UA
Shotgun Slade (Sat. 7:00)...... ......KOOL.. ..MCA
Trackdown (Thurs. 9:30)....... .... .KOOL.. ..CBS

13.9
13.2
13.2
12:9
12:6

32.5
31.7
31:7
28.4
31.1

Revlon Revue ... . V...
Man From Interpol ...
Walt Disney Presents .
This Man Dawsoii ....
Man Called X
Brave Stallion .......
The VikingsI Led 3 Lives ........
20th Century ...,....
Cannonball .........,.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).WOW
Ked Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)....WOW
Garry Moore (Tues 9:00-10:00)....WOW
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)...... WOW
Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00).. .WOW
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).KMTV
We Ik's Dancing Party (Sat. 8:00-9:00). .KETV
What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00).WOW
Snmmer On Ice (Thurs. 8:30-9:30).... KMTV
Ann Sothern (Mon. 8:30-9:00)..WOW

39.4
33.4
32 9
32.8
30.8
29.8
28.7
28.2
28.0
26.5

1. Shotgun Slade (Sat. 9:30).......... ...WOW... .MCA
2. Death Valley Days (Wed. 9:30). ; .KMTV... . U. S. Borax
3. Coronado 9 (Thurs. 9:30) .. ....,... ...KMTV... .MCA
4. Whirlybirds (Sat. 10:15) ........... ...WOW... .CBS
5. LockUp (Wed. 9:00)..
... .KETVl... Ziv-UA
6. Huckleberry HoUnd (Thurs. 5:30).. . .KMTV. .. . Screen Gems
7. Grand Jury (Tues. 9:30).
...kmtv..: .NTA
8. 'Highway Patrol (Mon. & Fri. 6:00).. .. .ketv: .... Ziv-UA

20.9
18.9
16.6
15.6
13:9
10.8
10.3
8.3

...... .. iKETV...., Screen Gems

7.6

9. Rescue 8 (Thurs. 6:00) .. .

77 Sunset Strip (Fri, 8:00-9:00)...KPTV
Wagon Train (Fri. 9:00-10:00)....KGW
Adven. in Paradise (Mon. 8:30-9:30).. .KPTV
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)...KOIN
Snmmer On Ice (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)_KGW
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)...KOIN
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00).KOIN
Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)..KPTV
Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00).KOIN
Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 8:00-9:00).KPTV

UN Specials
— ■■ ■ Continued from page 23

^

status in electronic journalism,
as the result of its convention
coverage.
NBC will do an hour Introduc¬
tion Sunday (18) between 5 and 6
p.m. Next day, Monday i(19), the
UN crew will cover Khrushchev’s
arrival live in the early part of the

34.5
32.5
31.3
30.2
30.2
30.2
29.1
29.1
28.7
27.2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.

Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30).... .. . KOIN... . . U. S. Borax
.KGW... . . .Screen Gems
Rescue 8 (Thurs. 9:30)..
Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:00) ... ........... ..KGW... ..Ziv-UA ^
Coronado 9 (Wed, 9:00).. ........ . .KPTV,. . MCA
Silent Service (Mon. 10:00):....., ..KPTV.. . CNP
..KOIN.. . .MCA
Shotgun Slade (Sat: 10:00)..
Tombstone Territory (Thurs. 10:00). ..KPTV,. ..MCA
Not For Hire (Wed. 10:00)..
..KPTV.. ., -CNP
Quick Draw McGraw (Wed. 6:30)... . .KGW... . ..Screen Gems

9. San Fran. Beat (TUeS. & Wed. 8:30). . .KPTV.. ..CBS

day and between 4:30 and .5 that
afternoon will do a. tape wrapup.
Four nighttime shows have been
set: Tuesday (20), probably from
8 30 to 9, Thursday (22), definitely
| from 8:30 to 9, Friday (23), from
9:30 to 10, then there will be a.
fourth half-hour, although the
nighttime slot has " hot yet been
picked. And on Wednesday (Oct. 5),
NBC will wrapup from 10 to 10:30
p.m.
Additionally, web news depart-

rnent will do spot news, “when
warranted.”
Itrs understood that the package
has been placed in the hands of
the entire sales shop at NBC-TV.
Normally, NBC News Specials are
peddled, fundamentally, and mostly
exclusively, by the special pro¬
gram sales unit.

32.5
25:2
22:2
21.6
20.9
19.6
13.2
12.9
12.9
12.8

Movie Masterpiece
U; S. Steel Hour
News-Movie Masteri
Movie Masterpiece
This Is Your Life .
Early Show; 5:45 N<
Garry Moore .....
(Wea.; News Mkts.;
) HuntleyrBrinkley
232 f Wea.; News Mkts.;
1 Huntley-Briiikley

378
57.1
48.3
37.4
49.0
54.8
39.9
37.2
69.1

Continued from page .27

"A WONDERFUL WORLD OF TRAINS”

For LIONEL TRAINS Thru GREY ADVERTISING AGENCY
AVAILABLE FOR TV—TV COMMERCIALS
MOTION PICTURES—INDUSTRIALS

WARD-KEMPAGENCY
1227 Sixth Avenue, New York 19

PL 7-0280

KETV
.WOW
KETV
.KETV
KMTV
KETV
.KMTV

8:0
16.6
14.6
15 9
21.9
14;3

192
20.5
19.9
128
22.9
6.3
33.8

S.KMTV

13.0

5 KMTV

13.9

Amateur Boxing ..... ...KPTV
Sid Caesar .......... ...KOIN
Award Theatre ...... .. .KOIN
U. S. Steel Hour. ...KOIN
Phil Silvers
...KOIN
State Trooper . . ...... ...KGW
Highway Patrol ....... ..KOIN
Adventures Tomorrow. ..•KOIN
f Wed. Nite Fights; . . .
] Sports Byline ...... 'Mkptv
25.3 Garry Moore.
...KOIN
U. S. Steel Hour ..... ...KOIN

than were previously available,” hie
said, “and we will not only offer a
more balanced structure In pro¬
gramming, but will probably be
the number one station in public
Dallas—Parker B. Daggett has affairs programming.
been named general manager of
In the latter field, Direw stated
KBOX here.
KNXT has almost doubled its pro¬
gramming hours for the fall and
announced six new. programs.
Programming changes were
made, declared Drew, “because of
the need to be more competitive,
with news our chief concern.” The
station has added over three hours
of public affairs programming and
has set a onerhour film for its 8
to 9. a m. period, “with all films be¬
ing of the no-crime-or violence
Film
type,” he declared.
Monday through Friday will find
six new syndicated film series hit¬
ting the KNXT channel airwave,
kicking off with Monday's "Case
of the Dangerous Bobbin,” Tuesl day, ‘'Assignment Underwater,”
Wednesday, “The Third Man,”
Thursday, "Lock Up,” Friday.
“Shotgun Slade” and “The Jim
! Backus Show” going on at 7:30
Tuesday.
Initial change will begin Sept. 19.

Personal Manager—TOM WARD

15.3
12.6
10.6
13.2

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I 960.

SIIZARI MARIONETTES
Just Completed Industrial

7.8
6.2
56
11.3
.-5,412.9
IGA
10.6
58
16.4

SURVEY DATES: JUNE t-7, J 960.

KNOT
S5

AV,
RTG.

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7. I 960.

45.5
34,6
34 3
40.6
24.8
14.8
18.3
27.0

STATIONS: KOIN, KGW, KPTV.

i .WGAN
..WCSH
..WMTW
. .WCSH
. .WGAN
i. .WCSH.
.. .WCSH
...WGAN
.. .WGAN
,, .WGAN

This Is Your Life . ....., .KVAR
.KTVK
The Alaskans ....
.KTVK
Jubilee USA ...
Sea Hunt ...::------ .KOOL
f Weather; News; News; .
KVAR
1 Huntley-Brinkley
Weather; Jack Paar - KVAR
Adventures In Paradise . .KTVK
Death Valley Days
... .KPHO
Welk’s Dancing Party ., .KTVK
Take A Good Look_ .KTVK

STATIONS: KMTV. WOW, KETV.

PORTLAND, ORE.
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.

TOP COMPETITION
AV.
STA.
SH. PROGRAM

STATIONS: WTVK, KPHOi KOOL. KVAR;

OMAHA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

AV.
RTG.

Schenectady—Merv Griffin, em¬
cee of NBC’s “Dough-Re-Mi,” will
serve in a similar capacity for t.
150-minute spectacular on WBGBTV, Sept. 23, to mark the first an¬
niversary of Schenectady’s GTS
(“Gear Up for Tomorrow” businessrehabilitation, job-producing pro¬
gram).

7.9
9.6
13.2
23.2
12.6
8.6
10.6
11.9
22.5
27.8
23.5

Richmond—In staff changes at
WLEE here, David E. Lyman, for¬
merly program director, has been
upped to director Of program de¬
velopment. He’ll be . responsible
for development of new shows,
promotions and contests. New pro¬
gram d “or is Stewart Yarbro,
who’s be n a tele and radio an¬
nouncer in Charleston andHunt¬
ington,' W; Vo;
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except on the fresh, new hour show
If we may name-drop for a moment. our guest list is impres¬

of easy informality and graciousness ... and you have a show

sive. Just check the group assembled here (identified above, if a

that has great appeal for a vast audience, playboy’s penthouse

name: should escape you), playboy-S penthouse relies on an old-

is available now for syndication—26 one-hour shows. Arrange

fashioned, but always unbeatable factor; superb entertainment

for a screening now. This is the show to

made by the show business people everybody is talking about

watch. *Hosted and produced by Hugh M.

from one coast to the other. Add to that an atmosphere of a

Hefner, Editor and Publisher of Playboy

sophisticated penthouse... a witty host41 who projects a mood

Magazine, off i c i a l

.v

.

films, inc.

|^|T71

25 west is street
NEW YORK 36. N. Y.

pLaza 7-0100

©i960, OfficM Films, Nc.

RADIO-TELEVISION

TV-Radio Production Centres

■■■■-■■
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VARIETY

Continued from page 26 ^■;

show Sunday «18 > . . . Pye Group takes a Radio Luxembourg spot for
its disks from midnight to 12:30 a.m. on Mondays .
. Actor Peter
Jones’ first tv play, ‘ The New Man,” is transmitted by A-R tomorrow
(Thurs.h

of GOhe London” to be expanded to 45-minutes from, its present (|
quarter-hour daily session . ., Tom Rodgers and Charles Keller pro¬
vide the commentary for the Tour special WFIL-TV programs cover-- I
ihg. the Philadelphia District 1960 Championship Tournament from
the Bala Golf Club (H, 16-18) . . WRCV awarded the American Bar .
Association’s “Silver Gavel” for its 18-week public service series “Law
in Action”., . WIBG: dee jays Bill Wright, Bill Jones* Jerry Stevens
and Dean Taylor have their own night at “Aqua Holiday,” water spec¬
tacular at the Ice .House, Haddorifield, N. J., (9-15).

Slot Meter TV
Spreads ur Brit
(It s Not Feevee)

IN PITTSBURGH

J.\ BOSTON ...
WBZ-TV field sales coordinator Dan O’Shea promoted to account
exec and Larry Feeney, field; man for Texaco joined station taking over
O’Shea’s job . . . Irv Lurvey, former night news desk-mgr. UPI’s Chi¬
cago bureau, joined WBZ-TV news staff as news editor . . . WNAC
carrying entire sked Harvard tL. football games for second consecu¬
tive year presented by Old Colony Trust starting Sept. 24 with Chris
Clark on play-by-play and Pete Townley color . . . Boh Allen* account
exec at WEEI past three years, joins sales staff WCBS, New. York on
Monday (19). Eugene (Red) F. Mitchell succeeds Allen on WEEI sales,
w ith Richard A. Bailey taking for Mitchell . . . Robert B. Cheyne, di¬
rector sales promosh, WHDH-TV, hosted preview screening. of “Ex¬
pedition,” sponsored by Ralsfton-Purina Co. for fall showing on Chan¬
nel 5, with Fae Thomas, producer, at the studios followed by lunch
fest at Jimmy’s Harborsidel: . . Marie Houlahan, WEEI press chief,
hosted radio eds at the Parker House Monday (12) .for kickoff of new
three-hour program, “Listen.” with Paul Benzaquln, ex-Boston Globe
staffer, as host . . . WBZ-TVi's “Starring the Editors” celebrating 10th
annl Sunday (11).

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
The Chronicle Publishing Co., which owns and operates KRON-TV,
Frisco, has applied to FCC for Channel 4 in Washington, D. C. Chron¬
icle asked for a comparative hearing on its application. The Washing¬
ton outlet, WRC-TV, is part of involved NBC juggle of channels and
Chronicle application is interpreted in Frisco as part of elaborate
“needling” of NBC. Chronicle and NBC are at odds over Frisco situa¬
tion—NBC has applied to FCC to buy KTVU, Frisco-Oakland, which
would mean KRON would lose NBC affiliation. Chronicle, in turn,
has filed antitrust suit against NBC. KTVU and others Involved in
channel juggling, has asked FCC to nix switches, in effect . , . KQED
will hold its annual meeting at its Frisco studio next Monday (10>.;.
William B. Peavey, ex-Blair-TV salesman, joined Young TV in Frisco
office as West Coast manager—Young TV took on representation of
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., KBES, Medford, Orel, and KOTI, Klamath Falls,
Ore. . . . KTVU sold out NTA’s “Play of the Week” to three sponsors
. . . John H. Kawitser, ex-KRAK, Sacramento, joined KCBS sales staff.
. . . Dick Godfrey, Arthur’s son, left KCBS sales to go to KXTV, Sac¬
ramento.

IN PHILADELPHIA

Mike Levine and Trank; George of KDKA testified before the West
Virginia Crime Commission on their findings last year.: They turned
over tapes that showed*> information was available to anyone that
gambling whs prevalent in Hancock County and condoned by public
Officials J. . Ira Apple, staff announcer at WAMP, is doing a new show
called "Pittsburgh Profile.” It deals with leading, news stories in the
city With , depth treatment . . . Harold V* Cohen, drama editor of the.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Sun Telegraph arid host for the double feature
movie on KDKA-TV Sunday afternoon, is in Germany on the “Coun¬
terfeit Traitor” junket . . Chuck Brinkman is a new dj at KQV. He
comes from WHNC, New Haven , . . Bernard Berlmyer has joined
WAMP as announcer . . KDKA will originate the Perni State games
this year with. 30. stations in the network. Gene Kelly and Tom Bender
will handle; the mikes ... Harry Lockhart, vet announcer with WWSW,
will undergo corrective heart surgery in Flowers Fifth. Avenue Hospital
in New York Sept. 16.

IN MINNEAPOLIS
CBS correspondent. Harry Reasoner, a native Minneapolitan, was
in from New York with a camera crew that followed the Minnesota
state; police handling the Labor Day week-end traffic for the network’s
forthcoming ‘‘The Labor Day Massacre” show . ... . Frank Buetel,
WTCN-TV sportscaster, recuperating from surgery . ,:. F. Van Konyenburg, general manager of the Midwest Radio-TV Corp. (CBS affiliated
WCCO tv. and radio), and Wayne Williams,, who serves WLOL in same
capacity, named members of Minneapolis Advertising club’s ethics’
12-member committee which will draw up a code to serve as a guide
in keeping local advertising within good taste's bounds. This is how
the Advertising Federation of America’s “Truth in Advertising” cam¬
paign will be handled here. “The committee will function in place of
the advertising panel proposed by AFA to administer local codes ...
Rollie Johnson, WCCO-TV sports director, flew to New York to cover
the American baseball league owners meeting to discuss expansion.
The Twin Cities hope to land one of the new franchises . . WTCNTV exclusively televised the Babe Ruth baseball league’s national
championship game at the St. Paul stadium.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

..

Macey L. Schaffer, former promotion director for Tidewater Tele¬
radio, Norfolk, Va., named director of advertising and promotion for
WFIL AM-FM & TV. He Succeeds Donn Winther who resigned . .
Dick Covington, Baltimore radio man, has moved, into post of. produc¬
tion manager at WCAU . . . Jerry Grove, acting news director for
WIBG, officially appointed news director . . . The entire 10-game foot¬
ball schedule for ViUanova U. will be carried by WRCV. Vet sportscaster Tom Moorehead will do the play-by-play . . . Jim Woods, for¬
merly at WIBG and WIP„ has joined the array of progressive jazz
announcers at WHAT-FM ... Mrs. Edward J. MacMullan, “ringmaster
of the Philly social circus,’’ back with her interview program on WRCV
for the ninth consecutive year, with the same champagne bankrolled
. . . WPEN station manager Murray Arnold planing back and forth to
WSAI, Cincinnati—also in the Sun Ray chain
.“Wonderful World

Station Reps

FOR RENT

NEW AND UNUSUAL
APARTMENTS

Continued from page 26 «=»

rep to the market to get the beat
of the territory.
First customer for the division
428 W. 44 ST
was. music-and-news outlet WHDH
NEW YORK
in
Boston. Music Makers created
Next to “Actor's Studio"
19 spots ranging from five seconds
Ctanning 100 Yoor Old
to two minutes, eight seconds, us¬
Fore Victorian Mansion
Restored with Every Modern
ing a tune supplied by WHDH’s
Improvement
FULLY AIR-CONDITIONED
ad agency, Hoag & Provandie;
Floor thin 3, pins Gordon*—$255
Briefs: Hour special for. Ideal
Tromandont 3, floor thrn-l—$235
Toy starring Shari Lewis has been
Also Uniqno IV V
placed
in .21 major markets (Grey
Soma with Skylit**—from $190
Sot Snpt. at 420 W. 46 Sr.. N. Y. • agency) for airing Sept. IS and 25,
; and Oct. 2. American Assn, of Ad¬
vertising Agencies has issued two
420 W. 46 ST.
booklets on spot advertising, “Sug¬
19th CENTURY CHARM
gestions for the Advancement of
IN THE HEART OF MANHATTAN
National Spot Radio Advertising,”
RESTORED CARRIAGE HOUSES
and “Suggestions for. the Advance¬
Built around a flagstone court, woodment of National Spot Television
burning
fl replaces,
air-conditioned,
Advertising”'. . . Radio Advertiselectric kitchens, closed circuit TV.
Magnificent 4 Rooms
j ing Bureau’s annual regional
A Gordon Including
; management conferences start this
j week in Utica, Ill . . . KYA, Bar25x25 Skylito Stadia
20 Foot Coiling—$400.
j tell groups’ Sari Francisco radio
j outlet, has signed with Broadcast
loaatifal 2Vs—$165.
Time Sales for national repping.
Also 1 Va—$145.
.. James E. Muse, mariager of
So# Sapt. on From isos, or:
Katz
St. Louis office, will speak
NASSOIT-SULZBERGER & CO.,
at. the sales seminar on broadcast¬
INCORPORATED
ing at Missouri U.’s School of
175 W. 72 St., N. Y.
TR 7-3300
Journalism Sept. 23.
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London, Sept. 13.
The success of “slot meter” tele*
vision, in the U.K. earns warm
words from Sir Robert Renwitk,
chairman of British Relay Wireless
and Television Ltd., in his review
of the year ended April 30. Sys¬
tem has nothing to do with pay.tv,
but enables hirers of: receivers: to
divvy up payments dub via slot
meters: company know as Slot
Television Ltd., which originated
the notion, is Incorporated in Mar¬
athon Holdings and. Investments
(Glasgow) ■ Ltd.,; Which outfit was:
acquired by British Relay... earlier
this. year.
Sir Robert, reports that slot me¬
ter has spread into many towns in
Scotland and in England and
Northern Ireland, “We have al¬
ready’begun to expand it further
and to apply the method to the
rental and relay services operated
elsewhere, by the group,” the
Chairman declares.
Pay tv in the Etobicoke sense
does get a mention in the report,
too. Covering British. Relay’s gen¬
eral services, Sir Robert .refers to
attempts to anticipate aiiyfuture
changes that may come about as a.
result of the Pilkington Commit¬
tee^ probe into the shape of radio
arid tv to come, talks of being able
to offer “even greater advantages”
to the. public, and adds: “This will
be especially the case if subscrip¬
tion television is permitted.”
British Relay, In which the com¬
mercial tv web Associated Tele¬
vision Ltd. has a substantial stake,
made a trading profit of $($,929,000
in the yeah, an increase of over
$2,800,000;. Directors: are recom¬
mending a final dividend of . 7%,
making 17% for the. year against
the equivalent of 13V6% .last year,

W. Walter (Wally) Watts, just elected a member of tire,board of
directors of the . Radio Corp. of America, succeeding Dr. Charles B.
Jolliffe. v.p. and technical director of RCA, who reached retirement
age Dec: 1 last, is chairman of the board arid president of the RCA
Sales Corp.
This is a recently , set up; wholly owned subsidiary of the parent
RCA and Is in addition to Brigadier General Watts’ post as RCA
Groiip Executive Vice President. He joined the company in 1945 after
Fort Wayne-^-Olin Morris, native
wartime service as a Signal Corps colonel and has long experience in
of South Carolina, who formerly
helping mould sales policy and practise.
worked for. several radio, and tv
“Twentieth Century” will do a tworparter called “Troubled Paradise,” stations In Tennessee, has been,
an evaluation of .Sweden’s welfare state society,, using. location crews named news director.of WPTA-TV,
in Sweden. Producer Bud Benjamin left ;fdr Stockholm to supervise Fort Wayne.
yesterday (13); associate producer Ike Kleinerinan's already been, to
make arrangements and hire a crew. The crew he did hire is Ingemar
Bergman’s regular Swedish pic team.
First “Newsmaker”1 luncheon of the new season for the Radio &
Television Executives; Society takes place Wednesday (21) at the Hotel
Roosevelt, with FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford slated to be guest
speaker. He’ll be accompanied by the entire slate of FCC commission- J
ers:
It’ll be. the official opening gun, as well, for CBS’ Richard S. Salant,
who is thenewRTESprexy.
Trustees of the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
will meet on Sept.. 24-25 n Scottsdale, Arizona; Execs from chapters
in Los Angeles, New . York, Baltimor , Chicago, Washington, D. C.
arid Seattle will meet to discuss the Emmy Awards, structure and the
televised presentation plus other Academy projects.
Academy has on tap a TV Library and Museum arid an Interna¬
tional Television Festival, and has formed the Academy Foundation
for fellowship and scholarship programs and the new Public Informa¬
tion, Lecture and Service Bureau.

EMMETT KELLY
Mg».t. Leonard oreen
IN I. list it., Naw York

FL 1-1744

OFFICES FOR RENT

Plans for the 1961' Broadcast Engineering Conference Will, start
taking shape Oct. 6 with, the meeting of a National Assn, of Broad¬
casters committee in Washington; The national conference also takes
place in D. C. next May 7-11 as part of NAB’s annual, convention.
Virgil N. Duncan, chief engineer of WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N. C„ is
chairman of the planning committee.

17 ST.. Conor 7th AYE., Now York
HEADQUARTERS FOR TALENT
Chalca, 11 fl.;; 1 exposure*, TAM
W. ff.r central air cond., I large pyt.
efes., furniture available, raai,
FL 7-4*12

WABG-TVVSports Coin :^&MpR
Hoffman Beverage again picked.
up a portion of WABC-TV’s “High
School Sports” schedule, which
kicks off on Sept. 24 for some 30
consecutive Weeks of football arid
basketball in N.Y. .
Deal was;, set by'. Grey Advertising. Show, carried Saturdays before the big NCAA games on the
parent ABC-TV, is owned and produced by David Garth..
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DISK BIZ NEEDS O’SEAS MARKET
Frank DeYol New Col A&R Topper;
'Old Gang-Bourne Suit to Sup. Court
The Billy. Rose, suit against*
Hollywood, Sept. 13!
Bourne Music, , challenging the
original renewal assignment on the
Lloyd Dunn, Capitol Records
v.p. and head of . artists & reper¬
oMie, “That Old Gang of Mine” is
toire, described the disk business
heading for the U. S. Supreme
as “one of profitless prosperity;
Cpurt for final decision. Rose,
“Mr. Custer,” the; song saga cur¬ The profit picture has shrunk
George Pincus, publishing head
who has been joined in the suit by
the song’s other two writers, ;Ray rently climbing ontne. bestseller enormously.” The growth of. the of Gil Music and. George Pincus &
Henderson and the estate of the lists, has been transferred from international market, however, has Sons Music, left for Europe Sun¬
late Mort DixOn, was set back re¬ Bamboo Music, a Broadcast Music opehed hP a vast new revenue po¬ day. (11) to. set up his London pub¬
lishing arm,. Gil-Piriciis Ltd. From
cently in the U. S. Court- of Ap¬ Inc. firm, to Pattern. Music,. an tential, he said.
peals which ruled that the original ASCAP firm/; .-Switch. was made in
Enlarging on his . statement, London he goes to Germany to
assignment. Was valid , and . that the wake of a disclosure that the Durin declared, “singles and al¬ wrap up the publishing tie with
Bourne.had full rights to the song. three writers of the number, Joe bums have become two distinct Paul Siegel on the new Gil-PincusThe suit is precedental insofar Van Winkle, Fred Darian ..and Al businesses, At the moment, the Siegel Music Verlag.
Accompanied by his attorney
as it’s the first court test of the Delory, were members of the single disk business is chaotic; in
publisher-songwriter contracts that American Society of Composers, the old days it had inherent, Lawrence Greene, Pincus will also
Authors
&
Publishers
.although
look
into the possibility Of setting
known
quantities;
and
was
some¬
.existed before, the. American Guild
of Composers & Authors (originally they had originally Used pseudo¬ what predictable. That situation up publishing deals in Paris, Ber¬
nyms
for
the
BMI
publication.
The
lin,
Stockholm,
Milan and Amster¬
has:
long
since
gone.
In
the
album
Songwriters Protective; Assn.) came
Into existence in the early 1930s; Bamboo and .Pattern firms are 'af¬ field; it must be run like a. big dam,
business; coordinate and plan
Most of the top songs written in filiated Coast ’.'Outfits/
the 1920s involved contracts that
With the transfer of the tune to firmly ahead on a one-year mer¬
gave the publisher the first 28-year an ASCAP firm, an ASCAP exec chandising, promotion and sales!
copyright term plus the renewal said the Society had no choice but campaign; Each Of the businesses,
assignment:
Under the. AG AC to license the. number.
singles and albms, require specific
basic contract now in force, the
types of executive control.
copyright automatically reverts
Additionally, Dunn pointed out
back to the sOngvyriter after the
that costs: have increased at a fan¬
first copyright term.
tastic fate., “One of our albums
cost approximately $7,500 to pro¬
Rose’s challenge to the renewal
duce properly merchandise, the
assignment is based on his claim
same album five years ago would
that the original contract was
not
have exceeded: $3,500.”
faulty insofar as no adequate “con
As a result of increaeed costs
sideration’’ was. given for the re¬
Washington, Sept. 13.
and
a lessening of the sales mair?
newal. Rose, through his attorney
Hugo & Luigi Products Inc., of
ket there is. now a, glut of prod¬
Morris Shilensky, also is. asking
uct,
contends
Dunn.
“This
has
New:
York,,
and its top officers,
the Supreme Court to throw out
forced major diskettes to cut back Hugo Peretti . and Luigi Creatore,
the assignment on the grounds that
in
total
number
of
albums
pro¬
the music business has changed
If kidisk sales follow the toy duced and released. It also has have entered into a consent order
since 1923, When “Gang” was writ¬
with the Federal Trade Commis¬
ten, so that the contract then did. boom, the children’s platter field is forced some companies to make sion forbidding any payments of
not “provide for the payment of aiiy in. for a boom year- That’s the hope .liberal guarantees and concesr payola in the future but without
consideration with respect to other of Cy Leslie, president of Pickwick ions.”
admitting any was disbursed in the
uses covered by the Copyright Act Sales , Corp., . merchandising arm
Dunn believes that, the ‘life ex¬ past.
which Were not in the: contempla¬ for Cricket Records.
pectancy’ of an albiiin is shorter
A similar consent order was also
tion of the parties when the agree¬ ! Leslie believes that there always today. However, he exclaimed “the
ment was made.” That refers to has been a direct correlation be? hit album of today outsells its pre¬ signed by Carlton Record Corp.
and
Carlton Record Distributing
film, , teleyision, electrical tran¬ tween toy sales and the children’s decessor in this category. The at¬
scription uses and the like.
record sales and points to reports trition today is very great, there Corp., both of New York, and three
of
the
firms* officers, Joseph R.
that first-half of the year toy ship-, are too many new things. The prob¬
Conld Have Wide Affect
Carlton, Norman J. Walter and
Rose is also asking the high ments Were 9% ahead of last year lem of the distributor and the deal¬ Dob Genson, Hugo & Luigi and
court to decide whether the Fed1 as an indication that kidisk sales er to absorb this ! vast amount of the Carlton companies had been
eral district court abused its power will be on the rise; too. Toy sales new: product is tremendous.”
Dunn made an Interesting ob¬ charged with passing payola, in
and discretion , in assessing against racked: Up a $1,600,000,000 last
servation in regard to topflight art¬ FTC complaints.
Rose, et al, $7,500 by way of at¬ year.
Another company. Interstate
torneys’ fees as a penalty Under . Two of the most important long¬ ists, stating: “there is less ‘raid¬
the Copyright Act. Rose has been term factors in the sales grojvth of ing’ going oh today. Of course there Electric Co., New Orleans distribu¬
carrying the fight it his; own ex¬ children’s records and toys, accord¬ is still some going on, but the ma¬ tor, denied FTC payola charges.
pense for the last: 10 years and a ing to Leslie, are the extension of jority of established diskeries Interstate, said it “bias, participated
in generally accepted and entire¬
(Continued on page 42)
favorable decision to him in this credit to small retailers through
ly proper promotions and advertis¬
batik charge-plan memberships as
(Continued on pa£<: 421
ing activities looking toward. in¬
well as Diner’s, American Express
creased distribution and sale of
and International Credit plans, and
Columbia phonograph records and
the constantly growing number of
other products^ Such promotions
outlets, that sell both toys and
. . . were not intended to, nor hid
children’s ; records,, thus insuring
they . .. : mislead and deceive the
heavy play from the moppet
public.”
trade.
Filling fpnmngham’s Slot A third factor, according to Les¬
lie, is the; upgrading of product in
Norman A. Adler has been upped
James Stirton (Jimmy) Rule,
. composer and one-time vaudeviK the children’s field.. More care is to exec vicepresident at Columbia
]ian, has been named1 the new di¬ no w. being . taken with the recorded Records., Adler vail be responsible
rector of public affairs for the product and the packaging, “Re^
American Society of Composers, suit,” he says; “is the complete acr for. the diskery’s .entire marketing
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Authors & Publishers. He fills the ceptahce of the $1.98 IP in a busi¬ operation, including Col’s sales staff
Fred Rice, , head of merchandis¬
spot which was created for the late ness that was dominated by 25c and Its wholly-owned, branch dis¬ ing for Capitol Records, and Fred
singles
only
a
few
years,
ago:’^
As
Paul Cunningham whose efforts for!
tribution, organization, the Colum¬ Benson, manager-partner of Ray
the Society with the Washington more" companies come into the
Anthorty, have formed a produc¬
legislators was rewarded with a field, he adds, the resultant promo¬ bia Record Club, and Epic Records, tion unit for purpose of taping a
tion/ publicity and . advertising is a subsid label. He’ll also supervise series tagged "The Ray Anthony
$25,000^a-year executive slot.
While Cunningham was heading adding new dimension to the sales ihe company’s market research ac¬ Show.”
up the Society’s public affaire pro¬ growth.
tivities..
^ Show, to be offered for syndica¬
gram, Rule was closely associated
The children’s; record take in
Adler moves into this new spot tion, will intro new records to the
with him in various projects/Rule 1959 Was $45,000,000. The previous from the diskery-s record club; public and/of course, will feature
was instrumental in lining up talent year: kidisk sales accounted for
Anthony and his two “Bookends,”
for:various shows around the coiin? $38,000,000/ Leslie’s prediction for where he’s been veepee and gen¬ Diane Hall and Anita Ray. An¬
try which the Society has been ’60 is -that it will piss the eral manager.; He organized and; thony’s. current engagement Is at
sponsoring as part of its goodwill $53,000,000 . mark.
|launched the club operation in 1955. Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe.
activity: Cunningham Was appoint¬
He joined Col in 1951 as general
ed to a one-year term early this
MOA Board Set Meet
attorney.
spring and -it’s understood that Rule
has beeh named, to fill out this
The .disk. club. Incidentally:, now
To Plan Miami Conclave
period.
claims
1/250,000-plus member¬
. Oakland, Sept 13.
Rule,: who joined ASCAP In
Board of directors of the Music
ship.
1944, has Written such songs: as
Music publisher Julie Stearns is
Operators, of America will meet
"Goodbye, Sue,” “She’s Irish,” building up his personal manage¬
in Miami early in November, pri¬
"My Only Rose,” “All Over Nothing ment stable. He made a master of
marily to firm up plans for MOA’s
Colonel Satckmo
At All” and “On My Way Out/’ two songs,. "Notify the FBI” , and
May 15-17 convention there,
Albuquerque,
Sept.
13.
among others.
“Sure As Ydu’re Born,” with the
George Miller, prez of the coin
He may be “Ambassador Satch” machine organization. Will preside.
Arena Twins, which he peddled to
Columbia Records. Label also in other parts of the world, biit
signed the group. The tunes are in in New Mexico, it’s Colonel Lou's
Roger Williams Tours
Stearns’ Lorob BMI Music firm. Armstrong. Armstrong, in Santa
Mexico City, . Sept. 13.
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Stearns also firmed a management Fe last week for a concert date,
RCA Victor Mexicans has made deal with singer Sal Raimondi who was named an honorary colonel on
Roger Williams kicks off a 30a deal to launch Top Rank Records just cut two sides for Coral, one of the staff of Gov. John Burroughs day, 16-city piano concert tour
here. First Rank disks; Will appear which. * . "Lovers/’ also in the during his Visit.
Sept, 28 in Tucson, Ariz
hei^e this week.
Itinerary will include ; Phoenix,
Lorob firm. StearnsMs also manag¬
Satch and his concert group
Initial releases will include sides ing Junior. Waters, Ethel Waters’ pulled a crowd of 1,800 for the San Diego, Pasadena, Santa Mon¬
by Dorothy Collins, Marino Mari¬ nephew, who recorded two new show, his only appearance in New ica, Fresno, Frisco. Sacramento,
ni, Dennis Bell, The Black Dyna- Lorob: copyrights. “We Both Need Mexico on current tour. Show, Portland, Vancouver, Seattle. Mis¬
mites, Dick Katz, Ted Taylor, Mil- Love” and “No Greater Miracle” which grossed about $4,000, was soula, Calgary, Boise, Pocatello and
ton deLugg orch.
j Salt Lake City.
booked by Al Licklider.
for /ABC-Pafamount last week.

ASCAP licenses 'Custer’
After Switch of Firms

Fw

Payola Order

mmm

Annual Gross

ASCAP Pub Affairs Head,

ToCoIExecV.P.

Prep Raj Anthony TVer
As Way to Plug Disks

Julie Stearns Builds
Disk Taleut Stable

'

Frank DeVol is the new pop art¬
ists & repertoire director at Colum¬
bia Records. His appointment winds
up an interim period in which
label’s a&r producers reported to
prexy Goddard Lieherson.
The indie producer setup was
launched by Lieberson about a year
ago when longtime overall pop a&r
boss Mitch Miller was designated
exec producer in the east and Irv
Townsend was switched to the
Coast as exec producer there. In
the new setup Miller will continue
as a Col recording artist plus his
production chores. Miller says the
new setup relieves him of a&r ad-,
ministrative duties and also give
him a chance to develop his tv
program. He had a toprated “Sing
Along” special on tv last season.
As the department head, DeVol
will coordinate the administrative
activities of the producers and
other persons associated with the
a&r operation/ Stan Kavan, who’s
been heading the administrative
details of the a&r division since
the indie producer setup was start¬
ed, will now report to DeVoL
Meanwhile, the Coast a&r opera¬
tion will function independently as
a separate unit.
. DeVol will also be available to
his a&r producers as ah arranger.
He' joined Col in 1957 as musical
director on the Coast and in the
fall of *59 was switched to N.Y.
as an a&r producer.

20G In Fete Promotion;
Doused By Fear of Riot
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.
A group of jazz buffs, who
formed a non-profit org to develop
and promote the cause of jazz,
lost a cool $20,000 in Pittsburgh’s
first jazz festival here over the
Labor Day weekend. Jazz Hori¬
zons Unlimited, the group’s name,
did everything right to put on ft
good show but it cost them money
nonetheless.
Their first trouble came with
the Civic Light Opera Association
here who control the Melody Tent
where the festival, was held. Law¬
yer? had to get involved before the
tent was leased and one of the
stipulations was that the word
‘jazz” could not be used In the
promotion. They mentioned the
trouble at Newport and. felt that
elimination of the word might dis¬
courage the “bad element.”
The ads all carried the word,
’music,” and no reference was
made to the word, “jazz” except in
the name of the org. The group
soon found the 7 p.m. show wasn’t
selling at all'and there was very
little action on the 10:30 show.
The publicity was good but it had
to share any extensive press space
with Labor Day activities, the
county fair and the ever-present
first place Pirates- whose activities
are now chronicled in the news
section In addition to the sport
pages.
Phil Brooks, dj at WKPA and
president of the org, told Vabiety:
“We are beaten, bloody and brusied
but we will be back next year.”
The show grossed a little over
$13,000 for the three days.

Jack Mills Attends
Perf. Societies Meet
Jack Mills, Mills Music prexy.
Is currently attending the annual
International Confederation of
Performing Rights Societies which
opened in Lucerne, Switzerland,
Sunday Ul). The conference will
last for a week.
Following the conclave. Mills is
going to Paris for business confabs
there and then will stop over in
London for huddles with Cyril Gee,
general manager of Mills Music
Ltd. Mills is returning to the U.S.
Sept. 30.
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of Gene London’* to be expanded to 45-minutes front its present f|
quarter-hour daily session . . . Tom Rodgers and Charles Keller pro¬
vide the commentary -for the four special WFIL-TV programs cover- I
ing the Philadelphia District i960 Championship Tournament from
the Balsi Golf Club (11, 16-18) . . WRCV awarded, the American Bar
- -- - ■
— Continued from page 26
Association’s “Silver Gavel” for its 18-week public service series “Law
show Sunday <18 • . . . Pye Group_takes a Radio Luxembourg spot for in Action”. . . WIBG deejays Bill Wright, Bill Jones, Jerry Stevens
its disks from midnight to; 12:30 a.m. on Mondays . . . Actor Peter and Dean Taylor have their own night at “Aqua Holiday,” water spec¬
Jones’ first tv play, “The New Man,” is transmitted by A-R tomorrow tacular at-the ice. House, Haddonfield, N. J, (9-15).
(Thurs i.

TV-Radio Production Centres

IN PITTSBURGH

IIS BOSTON . . .
WBZ-TV field sales coordinator Dan O’Shea promoted to account
exec and Larry Feeney, field man for Texaco joined station taking over
O’Shea’s job . . . Irv Lurvey, former night news desk mgr, UPPs Chi¬
cago bureau, joined WBZ-T.V news staff as. news editor . WNAC
carrying entire sked Harvard U. football games for second consecu¬
tive year presented by Old’Colony Trust starting Sept. 24 with Chris
Clark on play-by-play and Pete Townley color , . . Bob Allen, account
exec at WEEI past three years, joins sales staff WCBS; New York on
Monday (19). Eugene (Red) j'F.Mitchell succeeds Allen on WEEI sales,
with Richard A. Bailey taking for Mitchell . .. .. Robert B. Cheyne, di¬
rector sales promosh, WHDH-TV, hosted preview screening of “Ex¬
pedition,” sponsored by RaJston-Purina Co. for fall showing on Chan¬
nel 5, with Fae Thomas, producer, at. the studios followed by lunch
fest at Jimmy’s Harborside - . - Marie Houlahan, WEEI press. chief,
hosted radio eds at the! Packer House Monday (12) for kickoff of new
three-hour program, “Listen.” with Paul Benzaquln, ex-Boston Globe
staffer, as host . . . WBZ-TV's “Starring the Editors’* celebrating 10th
annl Sunday til).

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
The Chronicle Publishing Co., which owns and operates KRON-TV,
Frisco, has applied to FCC for Channel 4 in Washington, D. C. Chron¬
icle asked for a comparative hearing on its application. The Washing¬
ton outlet, WRC-TV, is part of Involved NBC juggle of channels and
Chronicle application Is interpreted in Frisco as part of elaborate
"needling” of NBC. Chronicle and NBC are at odds over Frisco, situa¬
tion—NBC has applied to I FCC to buy KTVU, Frisco-Oakland, which
would mean KRON would lose NBC affiliation. Chronicle, in turn,
has filed antitrust suit against NBC. KTVU and others inVjolved in.
channel juggling, has asked FCC to nix switches, in effect ... .j. KQED
will hold its annual meeting at its Frisco studio next Monday (18) ...
William B. Peavey, ex-Blair-TV salesman, joined Young TV in Frisco
office as West Coast manager—Young TV took on representation of
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., KBES. Medford, Ore., and KOTI, Klamath Falls,
Ore. . . . KTVU sold out NTA’s "Play of the Week” to three sponsors
. . . John H. Rawitxer, ex-KRAK, Sacramento, joined RGBS sales staff
. . . Dick Godfrey, Arthur’s son, left KCBS sales to go to KXTV, Sac¬
ramento.

IN PHILADELPHIA

.Mike Levine and. Frank George of KDK A testified before the West
Virginia Crime . Commission on their findings last year.'They turned
over tapes that showed.* information was available to anyone that
gambling was prevalent in Hancock County and condoned by public
officials . . . Ira Apple, staff announcer at WAMP* is doing a new show
called “Pittsburgh Profile.” It- deals with leading news stories in the
city with depth treatment . . . Harold V. Cohen, drama editor of the.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. Sun Telegraph and host for the double feature
movie on KDKAtTV Sunday; afternoon, is in Germany on the “Coun¬
terfeit Traitor” junket !
Chuck Brinkman is a new' dj at KQV. He
comes from WHNC* New Haven . . . Bernard Berlmyer has joined
WAMP as announcer . . i KDK A ill originate the Penn State games
this year with 30 stations in the network. Gene Kelly and Tom Bender
Will handle the mikes
. Harry Lockhart, vet announcer With WWSW,
Will undergo corrective, heart surgery in Flowers Fifth Avenue Hospital
in New York Sept. 16.

IN MINNEAPOLIS .
CBS correspondent Harry Reasoner, a native Minneapolitan, was
in from. New York with a camera crew that followed the Minnesota
state police: handling the Labor Day week-end traffic for the: network’s
forthcoming “The Labor Day Massacre” show ... . . Frank Buetel,
WT.CN-TV sporfscaster, recuperating from surgery . . . F. Van Konyenburg, general manager of the Midwest Radio-TV Corp. (CBS affiliated
WCCQ ty and radio), and Wayne Williams* who serves WLOL in same
capacity, named members of Minneapolis Advertising club’s ethics’
12-member committee Which will draw up a. code to serve as a guide
in keeping local advertising within good taste's bounds. This is hovv
the Advertising Federation of America’s “Truth in Advertising” cam¬
paign Will be handled here. The committee will function in place of
the advertising panel proposed by AFA to administer local codes . .. .
Rollie Johnson, WGCO-TV sports director, flew to New York to cover
the American baseball league owners meeting to discuss expansion.
The Twin Cities, hope to. land one Of the new franchises . . WTCNTV exclusively televised the-Babe Ruth baseball league’s national
Championship game at the St. Paul stadium.

. .

Macey L. Schaffer, former promotion director for Tidewater Tele-,
radio, Norfolk, Va., named director of advertising and promotion for
WFIL AM-FM & TV. He succeeds Donn Winther who resigned .
Dick Covington, Baltimore; radio man, has moved into post of produc¬
tion manager at WCAU i . . Jerry Grove* acting, news director for
WIBG, officially appointed; news director . .The entire 10-game foot¬
ball schedule for Villanova U. will be carried by WRCV. Vet sportscaster Tom Moorehead will do the play-by-play . .. . Jim Woods, for¬
merly at WIBG and WIP, has joined the array of progressive jazz
announcers at WHAT-FM . . . Mrs. Edward J. MacMullan, “ringmaster
of the Philly social circus,” back with her interview program on WRCV
for the ninth consecutive year, with the same champagne bankrolled
. . . WPEN station manager Murray Arnold planing back and forth to
WSAI, Cincinnati—also in the Sun Ray chain .,. .“Wonderful World

Station Repo

FOR RENT

NEW AND UNUSUAL
APARTMENTS

Continued from page 26 aSSSSi.

rep to the market to get . the beat
of the territory.
First customer for the division
428 W. 44 ST.
was music-and-nCws outlet WHDH
MEW YORK
in
Boston. Music Makers created
Next fo "Actor’* Studio"
19 spots ranging from five seconds
Charming 100 Yoor bid
to two minutes, eight seconds* us¬
Pore Victorian Mansion
Restored with Every Modern
ing a tune supplied by WHDH’s
Improvement
fully air-conditioned
ad agency, Hoag & Provandie.
Floor thru 3, plus Gordon—$255
Briefs: Hour special for Ideal
Trotnondont 3, floor thru—$235
Toy starring Shari Lewis has been,
Also Uniqno 1 Vs's
placed
in 21 major markets (Grey
Somo with Skylitos—from $190
agency) for airing Sept. 18 and 25,
Sco Snpt. of 420 W. 46 St., N. Y.
and Oct. 2. American Assn, of Ad¬
vertising Agencies has issued two
420 W. 46 ST.
booklets on spot advertising, “Sug¬
19th CENTURY CHARM
gestions for the Advancement of
IN THE HEART OF MANHATTAN
National Spot Radio Advertising,”
RESTORED CARRIAGE HOUSES
1 and “Suggestions foi the 'AdvanceBuilt around a flagstone court, woodI ment of National Spot Television
burning
nreplecos,
oir-condltlonod,
Advertising’s. . . Radio Advertis¬
electric kitchens, closed circuit TV.
ing Bureau’s annual regional
Magnificent 4 Rooms
management conferences start thisA Gordon Including
week in Utica, Ill . . , KYA,.Bar25x25 Skylit# Studio
tell groups*. San Francisco radio
20 Foot Colling—$400.
outlet, has signed with .Broadcast
Bountiful 2Vs—$165.
' Time Sales for national repping
Also IV —$145.
... James E. Muse, manager of
Saa Snpt. on Promises, or:
Katz St. Louis office, will speak'
NASSOIT-SULZBERGER & CO.,
at
the sales seminar on broadcast¬
incorporated;
ing at Missouri U.’s School of
175 W. 72 St., N. Y.
TR 7-3300
Journalism Sept. 23.
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Spreads in Brit
(Its Not Feevee)

London, Sept.. 13.
The success of “slot meter” tele¬
vision in the U:K. earns warm
Words from Sir Robert. Renwick,
chairman of British Relay Wireless
and Television Ltd., in his review
Of the year ended April 30. Sys¬
tem has nothing to do with pay tv,
but enables hirers of . receivers to
divvy up payments due via slot
meters: company, known, as Slot
Television Ltd: which originated:
the notion. Is incorporated in Mar¬
athon Holdings and Investments;
(Glasgow) Ltd., which outfit was
acquired by British 'Relay earlier
this year.
Sir Robert reports that slot liter
ter has spread Into many towns in
Scotland arid in England and
Northern Ireland. “We have al¬
ready’ begun to expand it further
and. to apply the method to tho
rental 2nd relay services operated
elsewhere, by the group,” th»
chairman declares. .
Pay tv in the Etobicoke sens*
does get a mention in the report;
too,: Covering British Relay’s gen¬
eral services, Sir Robert refers to
attempts to anticipate any future
changes that may come about as a.
result of the Pilkirigton Coraniittee’s probe into the shape of radio
and tv to coihe, .talks pf being able
to offer “even greater advantages”
to the public, and adds: “This will
be especially the.: case if subscrip¬
tion television is permitted.”
British Relay, in Which the. com¬
mercial tv web Associated Tele¬
vision Ltd. has a substantial stake,
made a trading profit of $6,929,000
in the year, an increase of over
$2,800,000. Directors are recoinmending a final dividend of 7%*
making 17% for the year,'against
the equivalent of 13V6% last. year.

W; Walter (Wally) Watts, just elected a member of the board of
ilirectors of the Radio Corp. of America, succeeding Dr. Charles B.
Jolliffe, y.p. and technical director of RCA, who reached retirement
age. Dec. 1. last, is chairman of the board and president of the RCA
Sales Corp.
This is a recently set up, wholly owned subsidiary of the parent
RCA arid is in addition: to Brigadier General Watts* post as RCA
Group Executive Vice Presiderit, He joined the company in 1945 after
Fort Wayne—Olin Morris, native
wartime service as a Signal Corps colonel and has long experience in
of South Carolina, who formerly
helping mould sales policy and practise.
worked for several radio and tv
. "Twentieth Century” will do a two-parter called “Troubled Paradise," stations In Tennessee,* has been
an evaluation of Sweden’s welfare state society, using location crews named news director of WPTAtTV,
in. Sweden. Producer Bud Benjamin left for Stockholm to supervise Fort Wayne.
yesterday. (13); associate producer Ike Kleinerman’s already been, to
make arrangements and hire a crew. The crew he did hire is Ingemar
Bergrnan’s regular Swedish pic team.
j
First "Newsmaker" luncheon of the new season for the Radio &
Television Executives Society takes place Wednesday (21) at the Hotel
Roosevelt, with FCC ..Chairman Frederick W. Ford slated to be guest
speaker. He’ll be accompanied by the entire slate of FCC commission¬
ers.
I FIT'be the Official opening gun, as well, for CBS’ Richard S. Salant,
who is the new; RTFS prexy.
Trustees of the National Academy^ of Television Arts & Sciences
will, meet on Sept. 24-25 n Scottsdale, Arizona, Execs from chapters
in Los Angeles, New York, Baltimore, Chicago, Washington, D. C.
arid Seattle will meet to discuss the Emiriy Awards structure and the ;
televised presentation plus other Academy projects.
Academy has on tap a TV Library and Museum and an Interna¬
tional Television Festival,, and has formed the Academy Foundation
for fellowship and scholarship programs and the new Public Informa¬
tion, Lecture and Service Bureau.
. Plans for the 1961 Broadcast Engineering Conference will stairt
taking shape Oct. 6 with the meeting of a National Assn, of Broad¬
casters committee in Washington. The national conference also takes
place in D. C. next May. 7-11 as part of NAB’s annual convention.
Virgil N. Duncan, chief engineer of WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N. C., is
chairman of the planning committee.

WABC-TV’s Sports Coin
Hoffman Beverage again picked
up ‘a portion of WABC-TV’s “High
School Sports” schedule, which
kicks off on Sept: 24 for some 30
Consecutive weeks of football arid
basketball in N.Y.
Deal was set by Grey Advertising. Show, carried Saturdays before the big NCAA games on the
parent ABC-TV,is owned arid produced by David Garth.
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DISK BIZ NEEDS O’SEAS MARKET
"Old Gang’-Boume Suit to Sup. Court
The Billy Rosie suit against*Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Bourne Music, challenging the
Lloyd Dunn, Capitol Records
original renewal assignment on the
v.p. and head of artists & reper¬
oldie* “That Old Gang of Mine,” '
heading for the U. S. Supreme
toire, described the disk business
as “one of profitless prosperity.
Court for final, decision. Rose,
George Pincus, publishing head
who has been joined in the suit by , . "Mr. duster,” the song saga cur¬ The profit picture has shrunk
the song’s other two writers, Ray rently climbing on tne bestseller enormously.” The growth of the of Gil Musicand George Pincus &
Henderson and the estate of the lists, has been transferred froin international market, however, has Sons Music, left for Europe Sun¬
late Mort Dixon; was set back re¬ Bamboo Music, a Broadcast Music opened up a vast new revenue po¬ day (11) to set up his London pub¬
lishing arm, Gil-Pincus Ltd. From
cently in the U. S. Court of Ap¬ Iric. firm, to Pattern Music,, an tential* he said.
peals which ruled that the original ASCAP firm. Switch was made in
Enlarging on: his statement, London he goes to Germany to
assignment was Valid and that the wake of a disclosure that the Dunn declared, ^‘singles and. al¬ wrap up the publishing tie with
Bourhe had full rights to the soiig. three writers of. the number, Joe bums have become two distinct Paul Siegel oh the new Gil-Pincus— The: suit is. precedential insofar Van Winkle, Fred Darian and Al businesses, At the. moment, the Siegel Music Verlag.
Accompanied by his attorney
as it’s the first court test of the Delory, were; members of the single disk business Is chaotic; in
publisher-songwriter contracts that American Society of Composers, the old days it; had inherent, Lawrence Greene, Pincus will also
existed before the American Guild Authors & Publishers although known quantities and was some¬ look into the possibility of setting
of Composers & Authors (originally they had originally used pseudo¬ what predictable. That situation, up publishing deals in Paris, Ber¬
Songwriters Protective Assn;) came nyms for the BMI publication. The has. long since gone; In the album lin, Stockholm, Milan and Amster¬
into existence in the early 1930s. Bamboo and Pattern firms Are af¬ field, it must be run: like a big dam.
business; coordinate and plan
Most of the top sOngs written in filiated Coast Outfits.
the 1920s involved contracts that
With the transfer of the tune .to firmly ahead on a one-year mer¬
gave the publisher the first 28-year an ASCAP firm, an ASCAP eXec chandising, promotion and sales
copyright. term plus the renewal said the Society had no choice; but campaign. Each of the businesses,
assignment.
Under the AGAC to license the number.
singles and albms,. require specific
basic contract now In force, the
types of executive control.
copyright automatically reverts
Additionally, Dunn pointed out
back to the songwriter after the
that costs have increased at a fan¬
first copyright term,
tastic rate; "One of our, albums
dost approximately $7,500 to pro¬
Rose’s challenge to the renewal
duce properly merchandise, the
assignment is based on his claim
same album five, years ago would
that the original contract was
not have exceeded $3,500.”
faulty insofar as no adequate "con¬
As a result of increased costs
sideration” was given for the re¬
Washington, Sept. 13.
and
a lessening of the sales mar¬
newal. Rose, through his attorney
Hugo & Luigi Products Inc., of
ket there is now a glut of prod¬
Morris Shilensky, also is asking
New
York,
and its top officers,
uct,
contends
Dunn.
"This,
has
the Supreme Court to throw, out
forced .major diskeries to cut back Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creatore,
the assignment on the grounds that
in
total
number
of
albums
pro¬
the music business .has changed
If kidisk sales follow the toy duced and released. It also has have entered into a consent order
since 1923, when "Gang” was writ¬
with the Federal -Trade Commis¬
ten, so that the contract then did. bobm, the children’s platter field is forced some companies to make sion forbidding any payments of
not "provide for the ^payment of any, in for a boom year. That’s the hope liberal guarantees and condes- payola in. the future, but without
consideration with respect to other of Cy Leslie, president of Pickwick ions.”
admitting any was disbursed in the
uses covered by the Copyright Act Sales Corp., merchandising arm . Dunn believes that the ‘life ex¬ past.
which were not in the. contempla¬ for Cricket Records.
pectancy’ of an album is. shorter'
A similar consent order was also
tion of the parties when the agree¬
Leslie believes that there always today. However, he exclaimed "the
ment was made.” That refers to has been a direct correlation be¬ hit album of today outsells its pre¬ sighed. by Carlton Record Corp;
and
Carlton Record Distributing
film, television, . electrical tran¬ tween toy sales and the children’s decessor in this category. The at¬
scription uses and the like; .
record sales and points to reports trition today is very great, there Corp;, both of New York, and three
of
the
firms’ officers, Joseph R.
that, first-half of the year toy ship¬ are too many new things. The prob¬
Could Have Wide Affect
Carlton, Norman J. Walter and
Rose is also asking the high ments were 9% ahead of last year lem of the distributor and the deal¬ Don Genson. Hugo & Luigi and
.cotirt. to decide whether the Fed¬ as an indication that iddisk, sales er to absorb this vast amount of the Carlton companies had been
eral district court abused its power will be on • the rise, too. Toy sales new product Is tremendous.”
Dunn made an interesting ob¬ charged with passing, payola In
and discretion in assessing against racked up a $1,600,000,000. last
servation in regard to topflight art¬ FTC complaints.
Rose, et al, $7,500 by way of at¬ year.
Another company. Interstate
Two of the most important long¬ ists, stating: "there is less -raid¬
torneys’ fees: as a penalty under
the .Copyright Act- Rose has been term factors in the sales grpyrth pf ing’ going on today. Of course there Electric Co., New Orleans distribu¬
carrying the fight at his Own. ex¬ children’s records and toys, accord¬ is still some going on, but the ma¬ tor, denied FTC . payola charges.
pense for the last 10 years and a ing to Leslie, are the extension of jority of established diskeries Interstate said it "has participated
in generally accepted and entire¬
(Continued on page 42)
favorable decision; to him. in this credit to small retailers through
ly proper promotions and advertis¬
bank charge-plain memberships as
(Continued on page 42)
ing activities, looking toward in¬
well as Diner’s, American Express
creased7 distribution and sale of
and International Credit plans, and
Columbia phonograph records and
the constantly growing number of
other products.. Such promotions
outlets that, sell both toys and
. . ; were not intended to, nor did
children’s . records, thus insuring
they
. * . mislead and deceive the
a heavy play from the moppet
public.”
trade.
A third factor, according to Les¬
Norman A. Adler has been upped
James Stirton (Jimmy), Rule, a; lie, is the upgrading of product. in:
composer and one-time vaudevil- the children’s field. More care is to exec vicepresident at Columbia
lian, has been named the new di¬ now being taken with the recorded Records. Adler will be responsible
rector of public affairs for the product and the packaging. “Re¬
American Society of Composers; sult,” he says, "is the complete ac¬ for the diskery’s entire marketing
Hollywood, Sept 13.
Authors & Publishers. He fills. the ceptance of . the $1.98 LP in a busi¬ operation, including Col’s sales staff
Fred Rice, head of merchandis¬
spot which was created for the late ness that was dominated by 25c and Its wholly-owned branch dis¬ ing for Capitol. Records, and Fred
Paul Cunningham whose efforts for singles, only a few years ago.” As tribution organization, the Colum¬ Benson, manager-partner of Ray
the Society with the Washington more companies come into the
Anthony^ have formed a produc¬
legislators was rewarded with a field, he adds, the resultant; promo¬ bia Record Club, and Epic Records, tion unit for purpose of taping a
tion, publicity and advertising is a subsid label; He’ll also supervise series tagged "The Ray Anthony
$25,000-a-year executive slot.
While. Cunningham was heading adding new dimension to the sales the company’s market research ac¬ Show.”
up the Society’s public affairs pro¬ growth.
tivities.
Show; to be offered for syndica¬
gram, Rule was closely associated;
The children’s record take In j Adler moves into this new spot tion, will intro new records to the
with him in various projects. Rule 1959 was $45,000*000. The previous
public
and, of course* will feature
was instrumental in lining up talent year kidisk sales accounted for from -the diskerys record club Anthony and. his two "Bookends,”
for various shows around the counr $38,000,000. Leslie’s prediction for where he’s been veepee. and gen¬ Diane Hall and Anita Ray. An¬
try which the Society has been
is that it will pass the eral manager. He organized and thony’s current engagement is at
sponsoring as part of its goodwill $53,000,000 mark.
launched the club operation in 1955. Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe..
activity. Cunningham was appoint¬
He joined Col in 1951 a§. general
ed to a one-year term, early this
MOA Board Set Meet
attorney.
Spring and It’s understood that Rule
has been named to fill out this
The disk, club, Incidentally, now
To Plan Miami Conclave
period.
claims a 1,250,000-plus member¬
Oakland, Sept 13.
Rule, who joined ASCAP in
Board: of directors of the Music
ship.
1944, has written such songs as
Music publisher Julie Stearns is
Operators of America will meet
“Goodbye, She.” "She’s Irish," building up his personal manage¬
iii Miami early ini November, pri¬
“My Only Rose,” “All Over Nothing ment; stable. He made a master of
marily to firm tip plans for MOA’s
Colonel Satchmo
At All” and “On My Way Out,” two songs, “Notify the FBI” arid
May 15-17 convention there.
Albuquerque, Sept. 13.
among others.
VSiire ; As You’re Bom,” with the
George Miller, prez of the coin
He may be "Ambassador Satch” machine organization, will preside.
Arena Twins/ which he peddled to
Columbia Records. Label also in other parts of the world, hut
signgd the group. The tunes are in in New Mexico, it’s Colonel Lou's
Roger Williams Tours
Stearns* Lorob BMI Music firm. Armstrong. Armstrong, in Santa
Mexico City, Sept. 13. . Stearns also firmed a management Fe last week for a concert date,
Hollywood* Sept. 13.
RCA Victor Mexicans has made deal with singer Sal Raimondi who was named an honorary colonel on
Roger Williams kicks off a 30a deal to launch Top Rank Records just cut two sides for Coral, one of the staff of Gov. John Burroughs day, 16-city piano concert, tour
here. First Rank disks will appear which is “Lovers,” also in the during his visit.
Sept 28 In Tucson, Ariz.
he^e this week.
Lorob firm. Steams’ is also manag¬
Satch and his concert group
Itinerary win include Phoenix,
Initial releases will include sides ing Junior Waters, Ethel Waters’ pulled a crowd of 1*800 for the San Diego, Pasadena,. Santa Mon¬
by Dorothy Collins, Marino Mari¬ nephew, who recorded two new show,, his only appearance in New ica* Fresno, Frisco, Sacramento,
ni, Dennis Bell, The Black Dyna¬ Lorob copyrights, "We Both Need Mexico on current tour. Show, Portland, Vancouver, Seattle, Mis¬
mites, Dick Katz, Ted Taylor, Mil- Love” and "No Greater Miracle” which grossed about $4,000, was soula, Calgary, Boise, Pocatello and
ton deLugg orch.
I Salt Lake City,
booked by Al Licklider.
for ABC-Paramount last Week.

George Pincus to Set Up

After Switch of Finns

Annual Gross

ASCAP Pub Affairs Head,
Filling Cunningham’s Slot

To ColExec V.P.

Prep Ray Anthony TVer
As Way to Plug Disks

Julie Stearns

Top Rank Id Mexico

*

Frank DeVol is the new pop art¬
ists & repertoire director at Colum¬
bia Records. His appointment winds
up an Interim period in which
label’s a&r producers reported to
prexy Goddard Lieberson.
The indie producer setup was
launched by Lieberson about a year
ago when longtime overall pop a&r
boss Mitch Miller was designated
exec producer in the east and Irv
Townsend was switched * to the
Coast as exec producer there. In
the new setup Miller will continue
as a Col recording artist plus his
luction, chores. Miller says the
setup relieves him of a&r adistrative duties and also give
him. a chance to develop his tv
program. He had a toprated “Sing
Along” special on tv last season.
As the department head, DeVol
will coordinate the administrative
activities of the producers and
other persons associated with the
a&r operation. Stan Kavan, who’s
been heading the administrative
details of the a&r division since
the indie producer setup was start¬
ed, will now report to DeVoL
Meanwhile, the Coast a&r opera¬
tion will function independently as
a separate unit.
DeVol will also be available to
his a&r producers as an arranger.
He joined Col in 1957 as musical
director on the Coast and in the
fall of *59 was switched to N.Y.
as an a&r producer.

S

Pitt Jazz Buffs Drop’
20G In Fete Promotion;
Doused By Fear of Riot
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.
A group of jazz buffs, who
formed a non-profit org to develop
and promote the cause of jazz,
lost a cool $20,000 in Pittsburgh’s
first jazz festival here over the
Labor Day weekend. Ja2z Hori¬
zons Unlimited, the group’s name,
did everything right to put on a
good show but it cost them money
nonetheless.
Their first trouble came with
the Civic Light Opera Association
here who control the Melody. Tent
where the festival was held. Law¬
yer? had to get involved before the
tent was leased and one of the
stipulations was that the word
"jazz” could not be used In the
promotion. They mentioned the
trouble at Newport and felt that
elimination of the word might dis¬
courage the “bad element.”
The ads all carried the word,
‘music,” and no reference was
made to the word, "jazz” except in
the name of the org. The group
soorn found the 7 p.m. show wasn’t
selling at all and there was very
little^ action on the 10:30 show.
The publicity was good but It had
to share any extensive press space
with Labor Day activities, the
county fair and the ever-present
first place Pirates- whose activities
are now chronicled In the news
section in addition to the sport
pages.
Phil Brooks, dj at WKPA and
president of the org, told VaheeTy:
"We are beaten, bloody and brusied
but we will be back next year.”
The show grossed a little over
$13,000 for the three days.

Jack Mills Attends
Perf. Societies Meet
Jack Mills, Mills Music prexy,
is currently attending the annual
International
Confederation of
Performing Rights Societies which
opened in Lucerne, Switzerland.
Sunday (11). The conference will
last for a week.
Following the conclave, Mills is
going to Paris for business confabs
there and then will stop over in
London for huddles with Cyril Gee,
general manager of Mills Music
Ltd. Mills is returning to the U.S.
Sept. 30.
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•By HERM SCHOENFELD.

“Louis & The Dukes of Dixie¬ .addition to a. soma recitations od
land’* (Audio). The veteran master l. ‘.‘What Is a Mom (& Dad).’*
of Dixieland, Louis Armstrong, has | Enzo Stuarti: :,‘A Tribute To
joined with the most successful Mario .Lanza’*: (Spinorama), Enzo
modern Dixie , combo. The Dukes Stuarti, a legit singer with pipes
of Dixieland, in a bright, swinging that are very closely related to
session. Satchmo’s vocals and trum¬ Mario Lanza’s, registers strongly
pet work give a powerful founda¬ with this program of songs asso*
tion to this workout which has Been ciated with the late tenor. S®
put in the groove with crystal strongly in fact, that he deserves
clarity. The book ranges over such more hilling than he gets on this
numbers as “Bourbon Street Pa¬ package which completely over¬
rade” “South,” “Washington & Lee shadows Stuarti’s name by Lanza’s,
Swing,” “That’s A Plenty,” “Just a factor which maiy confuse soma
A Closer Walk With Thee, and' disk customers. The repertoire In¬
"Lirriehouse Blues,” among others:] cludes numbers like “Be My Love/*
“Nina Simone At Newport” (Col- “Celeste Aida,” “You'll Never
pix). One of the most striking \Valk Alone” and “My Romance/*
c-t. 8th—ABC-TV Network
Martin Denny: “Martin Denny*s
events at recent Newport Jazz fes¬
Lawrence Welk “Special” tival, aside from the neighboring Exotic Sounds Visit Broadway’*
(Liberty).
Martin Denny’s Hawai¬
riots,
was
this
superb
performance
PAI L ANKA .|;
:SUMMER’S GONE “Great, .Dane* Banda on Parade”
A Tribute to America's Cleat Bands by Nina Simone. Her vocal power, ian flair, has moved. from .the Is¬
(ABC-Paramount)...
Fd Have To Share
.
From 1.930-50’
intensity arid shading are demon- lands to Broadway. It’s an approach
Paul Anka’s “Summer's Gone” (Spanka*"> is a seasonal entry with
i strated in a variety of vocals, lead-, that gives an extra dirnerision to
a beat which this youngster belts for surefire commercial impact.
Bernstein*) is a smoothly swinging ling off. with “Trouble In Mind” such shbwtunes as “Sound of Mu4 I’d Have to Share” ^SpankaT) is a neat rhythm idea.
j and.
including “Porgy,” “Little sic,” “Hernando’s Hideaway.” “My
entry for good, dancing.
Funny, Valentine/’
“Septernber
Craig Aldei ( Jamie): “GdGGLE- j Liza Jane,” “Flo Me La” and “In Song;” “Carousel Waltz” arid
( The Evening By The Moonlight,”
BRENDA LEE
.. T..I WANT TO BE WANTED EYED” (Shapiro-Bernstein*) is
“Strange Music/’ among others,
in
addition
to
some
of
her
piano
cute rhythm ballad with a . lyric
(Decca)..
... .Just A.Little
the tunes are staples and Denny’s
that the juves will go for .‘‘CRAZY solos. Her rhythm trio gives full attack that, uses an exciting mix¬
Brenda Lee’s "I Wfint to be Wanted” (Leeds*) is a potent ballad
LITTLE HORN” (S-B*> is another backing.
ture of pi
, celeste, bongos, con¬
delivered straight at 'the teenage market by this young songstress.
Peter Sellers: “The Best of. Sel¬ gas;
good teen-angled item nicely
vibes, marimba, string bass
t4Just a Little” (Chaw ion*t is a cute uptempo slice also.due for
lers” (Angel). A new comedy click and druriis is stimulating.
delivered.
spins.
^
on the. screen, British actor Peter
Richard Maltby Orch: “Maltby
Sellers makes his bid on wax with
JANE MORGAN .. *___ LORD AND MASTER
a group of clever characterization. Swings For Dancers” (RbuletteL
•Although
Richard Maltby believes
Sellers’ skill at adopting strange
(Kapp) . .._I,....Where’s The Boy
guises is again demonstrated in in inventive arranging styles, ho
Jane Morgan's "Lord and Master” (J. Stearns*) is. a standoiit
never,
loses
right of the overall
this package where he does a fairrhythm number projected in highly attractive teenage.style by tins,,
ranging! gallery of parodied por¬ dancing element. That’s evident
classy songstress. "Where’s the Boy” (Pincus & Soiis*) is a neat
— Continued front page:41 —
traits. On one number;. “You Keep in his first package for Roulette; in
ballad also due for wide spins.
case could, involve the renewal as¬ Me Swinging,” there’s perfect car¬ which he toys with seven standards
!j
*
arid five new tunes in a solid terp
signments to hundreds of top bon of Frank Sinatra, but. it’s not
ROD LAUREN . ? J.A WILD IMAGINATION
clear whether Sellers or somebody fnood. In some of the numbers, such
Standards written during the 1920s.
else named Fred Flange is doing! as “In A Little Spanish Town.”
(RCA Victor) . .. J..The One-Finder Symphony .
The course of this suit over the it: Included are his cliched politi- “Peanut Vendor” and “Honeysuckle
Rod Lauren’s “A Wild Imagination” ( Sequence*) is a fresh teenlast decade has ..been complicated!! cal orator, a British rock'n’roll, Rose,” he builds a vigorous trum¬
angled ballad which'this singer handles effectively. with a. sohd
by a series of countersuits and at¬ takeoff, a three-part conversation-: pet sound that’s quite exciting.. For
background assist. ; "The One-Fingered Symphon ” (Robbinsthis excursion. Maltby has dumped
Fairlane*) is a pleasing slice.
tempted withdrawals of the action ;‘ al panel in wrhich Sellers does two the piano, using instead an ampli¬
j of them, an East Indian, Italian
■i
*
:by the songwriters.. Shortly after! gallant, a BBC radio- reading ancl fied guitar and other instruments
the trial began - in N. Y. Federal a skiffle bit. This is British slanted . to take over the. piario solo! parts..
THE KINGSTON TRIO
It's a device that should, attract
THIS MORNIN\ THIS EVENIN’, SO SOON Court.. the songwriters: asked to humor for the caviar crowd.
Henry. Jerome Orch: “Brazen a. lot of spinning interest.
withdraw the suit “without preju¬
(Capitol) . I
.. . . Everglades
Johnny Mathis: “The Rhythms
Brass“
(Decca).
This
one
will
ap¬
dice” and When that was denied
The Kingston Trio’s "This Mornin’, This Evenin’. So Soon”
they moved to dismiss the com¬ peal to the audiophiles m its sharp and Ballads of Broadway” (Colum¬
(Highbridge-), a Carl Sandburg number, gives this slick trio an¬
bia!. This looks like another pack¬
plaint
“with.
prejudice,”
meaning
definition
of
brass,
sounds
via
the
other standout song to harmonize in commercial style. “Eve,
winner for Johnny Mathis: It’s
that. they , could not reinstitufe a latest stereo separation techniques. aagetwo^disk
glades” (Highbridge^Braircliff-Hillary • > is more solid folk saga
set that includes 24
similar action. The court granted Henry Jerome's orch also yumps showtunes
material for this covibo’s catalog.
■*
in his persu¬
the application but dismissed the musically through a. nifty book-in¬ asive vocal delivered
'*
manner. One disk is
complaint Without prejudice” and cluding “Stompin’ At The Savoy.” devoted to BrOadway ballads arid
BILLY VAUGHN
..
THE SUNDOWNERS permitted Bourne to reinstate, its “Glow Worm.” “Bugle Call Waltz,”
the other to rhythm songs. Mathis
counterclaim so that the case “Over The Rainbow” arid “One gets, plenty of meaning into each
(Dot).. . ...
......
* Old Cape Coil
could proceed to a final determi¬ O’clock Jump,” among others.
$illy Vaughn’s “The Sundowners” 1 Witmark* Y. the pic title
niood^ He’s helped on the ballads
nation.
theme, turns up in ja superlative instrumeuta’ slice that'll h ve
Manny Albam ■ Orch: “Drum by Glenn; Qsser’s: arranging-con-.
the inside track on the race for this number- “Old Cape Cod”
When -the trial resumed. Bourne, Feast” (United Artists). Joining the ' ducting and ori the rhythm sides by.
(Pincus & Sons* ‘ is a nifty workover of the hi: of a few .seasons
originally the defendant, became pescussion kirk which has beeri Ralph Burns’ . arrangirig-condUctback.
the plaintiff in art action for a spreading with the advent of ing.
Herm.
declaratory judgment against the stereo. Manny- Album has arranged
*
PATTI PAGE_|i..........
..
.1 NEED YOU Writers, seeking to 'establish that an all-out display of skinbeating
it was the legal owner of the re¬ in a series of. original compositions.
(Mercury).1U..I Wish F<l Never Been Born
newal! Bourne won that suit and Sufficient change of pace in tempo
Patti Page’s "I Need You” (Sigma* i gives this songstress an¬
was upheld, in the Court of Apr and sound affects is present to give
other highly pleasinfi ballad to continue her consistent pace in the
Continued from page 41 sssa
peals. The lower. court assessed this. package sustained interest.
disk sweepstakes. “I Wish I'd Never Been Born” (Aldon*) is a
the heavy legal costs on Rose, as
Marty Gold Orch: “Skin Tight” don’t pursue it like they used to
nifty multiple track ballad side.
penalty for forcing the. publisher
do.’*
t
*
to prepare his proof on the per¬ (RCA). This is still another drumCapitol Is giving particular at¬
accented album aimed at the stereo
THE COASTERS
..SHOPPIN’ FOR CLOTHES formance of the contract. That ac¬ market. In this set, Marty Gold has tention to Broadway arid off-Broadcounted for $4,000, The remaining
way musical; productions. ‘ The
(Atco)..The Snake and The Book Worm
blended
a
group
of
oldies
with
$3;500 fee was,assessed as a pen¬
standards, of tomorrow are coming
The Coasters’ "Shoppin’ for Clothes” (Progressive*) is a hip;
alty because the songwriters had some unusual percussive instru¬ from these shows!” said Dunn. Cap
amusing side tailorniade for this combo’s click approach to rock¬
in effect (sought to. distinguish their ments and a standard brass section is backing “The Unsinkable Molly.
ing material. “The Snake and the Book Worm” (Rumbalero-Pro*
case from the decision of the for a swinging LP. Included are Brown”: and has the rights to ;
pressire*) is sharp teenage material.
historic Fisher Vs. Witmark Case. numbers like “Perdido,” “Song of “Tenderloin ” One of fhe diskery’s
*
*
The latter case established that India,” “Hindustan,” “How High ali-tirne great album sellers is
THE CASHMERES
SATISFIED a songwriter could convey his re¬ : The Moon ” “Op\is One” and “Ha¬ “The Music Man/’ which, no.
newal in advance of the 28th year waiian War Chant.”
(Lake).......
Part 2
doubt has influenced its think¬
Jay North: “Look Who*s Singing** ing.’
Of the first copyright term. Rose’s
The Cashmere’s "Satisfied” (Jeneva-Audicon) is a knockdown
rocking two-sided entry that builds to a solid wallop on the second . attorney pointed out that no ChaU (Kem); This is an appealing kfddeAs a coricomriiitaint of this at¬
lenge was being made to the right angled package performed by a titude towards iriusicalSi Dunn de¬
side. The lead singer of this combo has effectively adopted som
to convey the copyright before the talented moppet who’s been getting clared .that motion picture scores,
of Ray Charles vocatisthenics.
28th year, but only whether the wide exposure on television. In this occasionally prove.d profitable,
specific contract for “Gang” is valid set, he delivers without excessive,
SCHOOL” (Reevet) j.is another • with a modern feel. “OH I NEVER due to the lack of consideration and . cuteriess or precocity bn numbers “With success in musicals but not
driving slice. ’
j KNEW” fTeresa!) is
more the changed features of the riiiisic like “What Good Is A Girl,” “The with background scores. They
usally lose money. The factor her
Stan Frebergr (Capitol): “COM¬ i routine rhythm side.
biz.
Pirate” and “Little Boy Blues” in is to have a strong^ thematic score
MENTS FOR OUR TIME—PARTS ] Ivory Joe Hunter (Goldisc): IT’S
and strong tie-in with an estab¬
1 & 2” (Freberg** is another fresh = LOVE, IT'S LOVE, IT’S LOVE”
lished artist. a Sinatro, Martin or
package of observations by Stan iRealgone-MiUhavent), a solid rhy¬
Nat (King) Cole.”
Freberg who ranges over the whole thm side, is given a powerful ride
The artists & repertoire man to¬
field, with a series of brief dialogs. by this blues singer, who could
day must be aware^'/hf';worid:.-inarThe points are made With staccato make it all the Way, “YOU SATkets. and! particularly what is go-.,
impact.
, ISFY ME BABY” (Miilhaven!) is
in Europe; ! according to
Frankie Laine j (Columbia): in a more typical rhythm vein:
Decca Records is kicking off its “Voice Towards Peace” documentary irig
“HERE SHE COMES NOW” <E. H. I Famous Davis Sisters (Savoy): LP with a special press (pur of the United NatiOris Friday (15). Package, Dunn. “The. sales potential abroad
Morris* > is a uptempo (entry which i “FATHER I!M COMING HOME” which gives the 15-year history of the UN, is narrated by Ralph Bellamy is very great,” Dunn said, adding;
“arid some bf the material arid art¬
this performer handles with his . (Savoy-), a two-sided gospel num¬ with Saul Carson as writer and producer.,
usual excitement for good impact. ber. builds to a powerful wallop
Atlantic Records has scheduled nine LPs for its fall sales program, ists from there become our great¬
“KISSES THAT SHAKE THE ■ in this allput workover by . this Included are sets by the Modern Jazz Quartet, Bob Brooluneyer, The est sellers. An Angel album, “The
WORLD? (Melo-Art*'!; is a neat combo.
Drifters, Lonnie Dpnegan arid; Irwin Corey . . . Elektra’s September Red Arrny Chorus,” is our best
piece of material.
,(
j The Falcons (United Artists): release schedule includes the first new Theodor. Bikd LP in a year, seller in the classical line.” Dunn
Wayne & Ray (Adonis': “I LOVE YOU'’. (West-Higgins- “Songs of Russia, Old & New.” Also to be issued is the debut disk also emphasized the a&r man’s
“PEGGY” (B. F. Wood*), is a ■ Unart*) is a clever rocking number of Zacherley^ titled “Spook Along With Zacherley,” a collection of role in the Capitol concept as “be¬
nifty teenangled ballad delivered 1 which comes out as promising horror-humor songs .
Bob Bialek, prez of Offbeat and Washirigton ing the key to the company’s
in pleasing style by (this Everly teenage fare via this slice “WON- Records, is. offering a special sales deal for Septernber that gives dealers growth.” He noted that Nat Cole’s
“Cole Espariol” sold more than
Bros.-influenced team. IFOR YOUR j DERFUL LOVE” (West-Higginst) an opportunity to pay for nine LPs out. of every 10 ordered ;
Hanover-Signature Records moved into Roulette’s new building on 100.000 in South America.
PRECIOUS LOVE” (Jamie*,) is an .is a neat ballad effort,
Dunn concluded by saying “the
okav slou-tempoed side.
j The Cannons (London):. “I Broadway last week:.. Josh White, now appearing at N.Y.’s One SherF
Ed Townsend (Warner Bros.': .DIDN'T KNOW THE GUN WAS dan Square, will do! two albums for Elektra... The Modern Jazz Quar¬ record business today is. one of
“STAY WITH ME” < Fairway “ ' LOADED” (Lewis*) is a novelty tet,! Atlantic diskers, will do three concerts in N.Y. in December. The exonomics and cpritroL.. in all
strong ballad with a beat, is effec¬ instrumental workover of an oldie first will be at Carnegie Hall Dec. 14 to be followed l>y a Dec. 17 phases. But it begins with the a&r
tively belted by this.!singer with with a fresh sound for a new recital at NYU. and then a Town Hall concert! on Dec. 23... Stardust arid hero at Capitol the chief of
an • assist from a cracker jack ar¬ ( round of spins. “MY GUY'S COME Green arid Amazing Jazz Trio has a new LP out for Deriipsey Records a&r is a member of the managerangement. “I LOVE EVERY- ) BACK” (Peter Maurlce-Shapiro- (Chi) concurrent with stand at Danny’s Hideaway in Chicago.
i merit team.”
Garry Miles (Liberty)]: “DREAM | THING ABOUT YOU’* (Fairwayt)
GIRL” iAsa-Ridge*) Is a pretty ] is another very well-produced
teen-angled ballad 'Which; this ■ rocking item.
Ronnie Mitchell (Seville!: “HOW
youngster handles in very appeal¬
ing style to continue his standing j MANY TIMES” (Tidelandf), is a
catchy
rhythm idea with a shuffling
in the pop bestseller lists. “WISH-:
INTG WELL” (Cedarwopdt) is an¬ beat and a good lyric which this
singer
projects brightly. “THE
other slice due for hejavy play.
Frankie Lymon > (Roulette): ONLY LOVE” (Ti deland t) is a
classy
ballad
with chances,
“BUZZ BUZZ BUZZ”y.(Cashjl, a;
bright rhythm tune with a good i Don Wyatt (Columbia ):
“HONEY”
(Feist*),
a rocking ver¬
lyric, gets one o£ this (youngster’s |
top performances for ((strong re- ( sion of the oldie, gives an excellent
turns on all levels. “AWAITIN’ IN : showcase to this big-toned singer
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Ban on Cuffo Disks Costs WNEW, N.Y.

1

British Disk Bestsellers {
London, Sept. 13.
.....Shadows
Apache
(Columbia)
They’re Yean# .. ....... Eddy:
Hassle Over'Let’s Make Love’ Album Coyer Delays
(London)
Mess Of Blues . .. ...Presiey
Release, Hurts Exploitation! on Pie
Complying with the Federal
(RCA)
Communications Commission’s rul¬
,.. .Richard
Don't Tease ; .
ing against broadcasters accepting
. (Columbia)
Whether or. not you can tell the
cuffola records for the diskeries
Will Be Loved ; .. Everly.Bros.
contents rif Columbia Records
has developed into a big bookkeep¬
(London)
“Let’s Make Love” sountrack al¬
ing headache for some* stations.
bum from its cover is beside the
Laura I Love Her ....Valance
N.Y.’s indie WNEW, for example,
London, Sept 13.
point. Wrangling over the cover
(Columbia)
Guy Lombardo,; whose presenta¬
Alvin S. Bennett and Ray San¬ has had to put on an extra person
design delayed release of the Mar¬ tion of “Hit The Deck” wound the
Lon# As Needs Me • • •. Bassey
dler/. president .of Hollywood’s just to take care of the ordering,
ilyn Monroe-YvCs Moritank-Frank- season at the Jones Beach Marine
(Columbia)
Liberty Records and its chief coun¬ the cost of which, station exec#
ie Vaughan album until this week, Theatre. (L-L) last Sunday (li), is
sel respectively, returned to the claim, is now running close to
Somebody’s Fool . ....Francis
thereby holding up one of the off on. a . three-month tour , before
States Saturday CIO) after .a Euro¬ $1,000 a month
(MGM)
prime exploitation tools which his opening at N.Y.’s Hotel Roose¬
Mark Olds, station’s program di¬
pean whiriarourid . aimed at prepOnly the Loriely , .... . Orbison
20th-Fox hoped to use to launch velt grill; in mid-December.
.pirig a major, exploitation and pro¬ rector, says that despite the book¬
(London)
the pici which premiered three
keeping
annoyance, WNEW prefers
Actually/ Lombardo, whose band
motion campaign., Richard AnnoPaper Rosbs ..... Kaye Sisters
Weeks ago.
was featured in •‘Hit The Deck,”
tico, international sales- director, to buy all. its records rather than
(Philips) .
It’s- generally agreed among film absented . himself from Jones
left London coincidentally for .fur¬ clutter up programming with label
exploitation men that a title song Beach, Sept. 6-10, due to . a com¬
credits or statements to the effect
ther European confabs/
or soundtrack album, in order to. mitment made with the Hotel Syr¬
Bennett informed reps of the that the records played were ronbe of most help in promoting a pic, acuse. The show was originally
Decca diskery/ which distributes ributed by manufacturers or dis¬
should be in the hands, of the ria-, scheduled to close Sept. 5, but
the. Liberty label in Britain arid tributors
tiori’s disk jockeys arid dealers at boom , biz caused an extension of
Accordirig to station’s attorney ,
Europe, that he intended to expand
least a .month or six weeks before the rim. During the five , nights
promotional activities in the near strict compliance with the ruling
the film’s general release. “Love” .Lombardo was away, his sidemen
would mean that the credit should
future,
especially
in
Britain,
Sev¬
album is coming out too late to be were, -replaced by a substitute
eral of the label’s artists might be announced after every disk.
of much help;in the .big-money hand, with Lombardo arid- his men
come over, underwritten by Liber¬ However, says Olds, it’s loosely in¬
first runs, though it conceivably; returning for the final night.
Luxembourg, Sept. 6.
ty, including Johnny Burnette, terpreted and stations vary the
can help the subsequent engage¬
The tour will take Lombardo
Newest gimmick on the promo* Bobby Vee and, possibly, Jdlie credit announcements from once
ments.,
cross-cbuntry.
every record play to once every
tion-conscious Radio: Luxembourg London.
Problem, over.,the/'.album dpvel-;
24 hours.
station here is
‘‘Smash Hits
oped when Miss Morirbe, who had
WNEW pays the distributors 60c
Okayed the original sleeve design.
Show” which really lives up to its
a record and if it has top program. changed her. mind and decided, that
name. Alan Freeman and 'Barry
iriing yaliies may order as many as
Instead , of the . more or less covenAlldis, the pair of disk jockeys Who
12 copies. Manufacturers send the
tional cover, she Wanted nothing
run the show, crime up with the
station audition copies which are
more on it except her name; Mont¬
novel idea—listeners write . in by
screened by Olds and A1 Trilling,
and’s and the name of the picture,
the mrisses, sending cards br let¬
head of station’s music department.
along with the Moriroe-Mqotand
ters telling why they hate a cer-,
'/ San Antonio, Sept. 13.
If they decided that the disk fils
faces.. She thus was eliminating
/
Tokyo. Sept. 6.
Dimitri Tiomldri, the Hollywood tain record and want it smashed.
into station’s programming scheme,
credits for producer Jerry Wald composer, has put the. bite on the
"We read the reason, play the' , Iaa clarinetist Tony Scott will they’ll arrange to pay the company
and
British
singer
Frankie Symphony Society of San Antonio
and then bash it with a t
,i,nI,ne-'vee5 for the disk submitted. They also
Vaughan, who is prominently fea¬ for $3;000 wOrth of rehearsal time record,
n. notify the companies about the rec¬
tured in the. film and in all but for an 18-minute excerpt from his hammer," AUdis explained. •**«,;;
ords they don’t want and ask that
, we autograph a piece of the record
two or three of the songs in the “Alamo’’ filrii music ,seore:
; and send it to the requester.”
. partment s s^cialmt s grant. ^Scott they be picked up.
album.
.1,,,
Woitsry
^
a
* '
,4T . .
. and his Wife Fran have been living
Many companies don’t bother to
The Society thinfa -he is being i Requests vary from I tripped in a rented house in Tokyo for past
Vaughan, who .is a big Columbia
take them back so the station has
P
disk seller in Britain, violently ob¬ unreasonable, though Victor Ales- over a chair and broke my leg■! n;ne, months
them destroyed. Although some
sandro,
the
Symphony’s
musical
V‘hile
.that
record
was
playing
and
j
Q
jected to this rearrangement, arid director, has rescheduled a school! how every time I hear it my leg L
companies have offered its disks
offered this compromise: he \vould
and given up his own re- i ^ts” tof"Plcase shmsh the record | ‘^ld”dannfor
S to WNEW for as little as a nickel
not object if his picture Was riot concert
hearsal time in an . attempt to cd- because I have one.
a
piece, the station continues with
i jaunt because, as he saidt “It afon the sleeve as long as Montand’s , operate with the sponsoring Chamits regular bookkeeping and buying
The English-language show is be- j fords me the kind of tour I want, procedure. Occasionally things get
did not. appear. Miss Monroe (oy be? 0? commerce for the bally
her rep) was adamant. Montand’s hooed prbmiere of the movie, “The coming a Saturday evening favor- taking me to places;I couldn’t.go fouled up such as w'hen a publisher
ite; Alldis said.
pic had to be featured.; Finally, Alamo” (pA).
commercially. And I can go with¬ submits a single disk and doesn’t,
under the pressure, of time, a solu¬
The station has three English- out stipulations.
want to bill the station for it.
Tioinkin held out for six hours, of
tion was worked out so. that.cover
speaking announcers and devotes
Previously, : Scott, had given Whenever possible, the station tries
rehearsal
time
after
being
offered
would not only carry the. Monroe^
Rehearsal cost of the 73-piece 90% of its English language air voice to belief that State Dept, to get the record- back to the pub¬
Montand names and faces, but also five.
wtiicaua runs to about
euuui $1,500
4
ti time to music, mainly in the pop^_
tours_ are regulated to rextent that lisher and if it wants the record,
per
an insert of Vaughan^ face^ aswell orchestra,
regular "rehearsal ^se^ion* of* two ! category. Most of the 3,000 to 4,000 | artist cannot / acquire a genuine to order it through regular chan¬
as his name.
and a half hours. Tiomkiri took letters the station gets weekly are j knowledge of the people and cul- nels.
However, Miss Monroe also
- the view that he is a perfectionist record requests.
..
(ture -of the countries visited. In
Although WNEW is sticking to
fused to okay release of a 45. rpm and he wouldn’t go. Onstage with-1 The . statiori broadcasts, in Ger- ' addition to tours as what he
single featuring : her singing “My out knowing his music was to get fman, French,. Flemish and .Dutch termed at “rocket speed,” he had the letter of the laiv, Olds thinks
Heart1 Belongs to Daddy” on. one a. perfect performance. Some of ■ besides English, beaming out on [ also complained that a previous that it’s wrong for the -Government
side, backed by her duetting of the musicians; took the view they ; very high frequency pius on three - approach for his services had stip- regulators to infer that accepting
free records constitutes bribery,
“Let’s Make Love” title song with were professional~ too, capable
• ■ of‘ wavelengths.
! ulated that no Negroes, be irt his “it’s ridiculous,” he says, “to as¬
/Vaughan.
Shd reportedly in¬
on anything Tioriikin is ; . Even listeners^^ behind the Iron ! Sroup.
.
.
,
,
sume that a station can be bribed
formed Col that she had no . objec¬ taking
likely to produce with ease and Curtain pick up the powerful fre*-'. fj1? upcoming tour, he noted, by getting free records.”
tions. to release of “Daddy,” if it confidence.
quency, and often send along news- ■
be without accompanying mucould be backed by. something
paper clippings showing how the sicians. In places where no local
else. Evidently nobody carrie up
Communist:papers attack the sta- /musicians ar€j available, he. will
with an. acceptable alternate; her
tibn, because it woos away people play tapes and. deliver lectures^ on
cause plans for the 43 single have
from the Red-slanted home broad-j ft of jazz. During his Tokj’o stay
now beeri; abandoned.
casts
..! Scott was a familiar figure around
' Vaughan, however, has his own
1 city’s jazz dens, sitting in on imCol 45 single out,. featuring his
piromptu sessions, recording ethnic
Coda
Records
has
been
desig¬
sold from, the pic of “Hey! You
sounds,, playirig occasional club
nated
as
the
name
for
the
new
jazz
With The Crazy Eyes.”
The morbid .song cycle contin¬
and tv dates and concertizirig with
line being launched by Archie
eerie traditional Japanese iristru- ues to disturb the British. The lat¬
Bleyer’s Cadence Records.
est
brush is'over the song, “Tell
1 merits.
Coda has already launched its’
Tommy I Miss Him,” Marilyn Mi¬
recording schedule and has an al¬
Roulette
Record s
further
chaels’/answer to Ray Peterson’!
bum ready with Otis Spann, blues strengthened its. overseas deals
“Tell Laura I Love Her” click.
pianist and singer. It’ll be Spahn’s with a tie with Bisques Ricordi for
Both are RCA Victor slicings.
first recording under his owri distribution in France, Switzerland
Hugo & Luigi, indie producers at
name arid he’ll be backed by- two. and the Benelux, countries:
Victor, were forced to rerecord
•...
». x _ t
«i>; other blues singeis. St. Louis
Donald Siriger, diskery’s foreign
Stanley .. Rothenberg, former the “Tommy” tune last week to
. ^itbthe exiting ofJ^nLevy as.; JimmJr arjdRobert Lockwood Jr.
sales, director of Rank Records x)f
album, which will be called operations manager, also concluded copyright attorney for Warner work in a lyric change for the
deal with the Scandinavian Ree- .Bros, arid Columbia Pictures, and British market. Substituted for
America, diskery is reorganizing , «.This Is The slues ” will be ready a...__
its sales, niarketmg. and pi pipo- ..f • i>elease jn about six, weeks: ord Co.; Whereby that firm would mow jn private practice specializing the “He is up in Heaven” some¬
lyric
_
tional operation for. its. Top. Rank , Coda will also release 1 Spann s: manufacture arid, distribute the! in show biz law, has written a where” line im the original
Roulette line in the Sandinavian ! very practical book on “Legal Pro-: was “He Meant Everything to Me.’
Harold Friedinan. consultant]^
countries. The line will be handled; [ tectiori of Literature, Art » and The changes were suggested by the
and director of Rank Records of ]• Meantime, Coda s general man-. in Geitniany and Austria by Artone Music” (Clark Boardman; $10) British
publisher,
Lawrence
America’s. exec committee. Is tak- j ager, Bob Altshuler, is _ setting up Gramophone.
' j which, for all its Blackstpne erudi- Wright, who reported that the BBC
ing over direct supervision of sales ! other recording schedules and , in addition , to these, changes..;
had
objected
to
the
reference
of
as 4 legal handbook, also just
to-..
and marketing for: the firm. He’ll/ negotiating; to
. bring more jazz Roulette lias renewed itsexisting: happens to be good interesting “Heaven.”
also continue, in his present capac¬ ’ names to the label. .
The
new
version
will
be
're¬
contract with Tiutone Africa Ltd.j reaamg. ^Anybody and everybody
ity, as. chief U.S. exec officer, of
licensee in the Union of So. Africa feencerned vyifh Broperty ridhts in leased in Great Britain next week.
Rank Records. In realigning his
_ It follows on the heels of Peterand adjacent areas: and with Pres-, creative matenal-and »n this day
sales and. marketing departirients,
tige Records who handle New Zea¬ and age. it could be the usher at [son’s “Tell Laura I Love Her,”
Friednian has set Rav Meinberg;
the
Music
Hall—has
an
updated
j which after some indecision was
The Inevitable, title, “Payola land. In the case of New Zealaiid; compendium , in. this nearly 400-! finally released there by British
national1 .promotion
lanager, to
will
page
book.
Decca. Both tunes, are published
for
now looking to/ bring in a special harri for a new Belmont paperbackAuthor Rothenberg Is. a young-1 by E. B. Marks in the U.S.
shocker purporting to expose pres- Prestige.
LP merchandise man.
old pro. As a Fulbright scholar he ^
-r--—Levy, who had beeri with Rank’s entday music biz.
got his Doctor of Law from thei'
#
U.S. operation .since its inception
Plot hinges oh the frantic amor
university of utrecht (Nether-!.Mexican Govt. Creates
last
is opening his ownunde-: .( of. ari ambitious gal singer .named
...... year, ..
lands), was a law prof, at thei XTW Pdhln Tasak ^viiinh
jpeiident corisulting fii nl.: He plans' Rhoda Bourne who climbs, via tlie
Mighty. Records is movjrig its University of Maryland, and par"! 1NGW raDIO ^asaiS ^ympn
to specialize in all, pliases of pro- /bOudoir, to the: favor of a top a&r operations from the Coast to N.Y. ticipated iri the Centre for Studies J
Mexico City, Sept, 13. motion and merchandising in both j man . arid ends up owning her own Phil Zinn has beeri set as firm’s & Research at The Hague Academy i The Pablo Casals Orchestra has
sihgles and album sales.
record company. What . Rhoda artists Sc repertoire director arid of International Law.
i been officially created with more
wants, Rhoda. gets/
With films. and television the , than 80 Mexican musicians, all
national sales, supervisor. .Zinn
Should hinterland canaries get owned a chain of record stores, in. global business that it is, not to members of the Philharmonic SecDecca’# 30c Divvy
the
universality
of tion of the Union of Mexican Filin
their , hands on tliis tpriie arid ber the midwest known as. the Platter mention
music, the sundry irianifestationS| Production Workers, who make up
Decca Records’ board declared a lieve it, the Brill lobby will need Shpps.'
regular quarterly dividend of. 30c a full set of house detectives. If
Mighty’s Initial release from arid need for protection under in¬ orchestra. Casals win direct
per share on the company’s capital it should make the iriovies,. a sug¬ NY. has been, set for Sept. 19 and, ternational covenants are obvious.. chestra in premiere of his “The
.
22:year old Chicago Rothenberg treats with all these Manager” oratorio.
stock' at its meeting: in N. % last gested title for theme song might will present
By direct order of President
he “Payola Woman, Never Mind/singer Danny Darrow. Present aspects in almost lay language. It’s
week:
Melon is payable Sept. 30 to the FCC, Jus’ You-All Look Out [ plans calling-, for: release of two a business-Oi-law textbook fn short,; Adolfo Lopez Mateos, the orc-h will
including
standird
form
contracts.;
continue
as a permanent fixture
a niontlr starting in Febsfockliolders of record as of Eept. For The Watch & Ward Society— j albim
Abel, 'under the Pablo Casals name.
19.
1 Love; You.”
Pat: , i ruaiy.

El

Lombardo Hits Road;
After ‘Deck for 3 Mos.

Hefty Promo mBriL

Does Just That

TiomkuTs Terfedwnism’

Tony Scott Ends Beef
Vs.Stote Dept; Set For
9-WL Far East Swing

3G in Rehearsal Time

British Fprce Change
In Tell Tommy’Lyrics
To Get Plays on BBC

BLEYER TO LAUNCH
JAZZ UNDER CODA TAG

Roulette Inks Series

Top Rank Reshuffles
tics, Promo Eche
WithLen Levy Exiting

ROTHENBERG’S OK NEW
BOOK ON COPYRIGHT

This’ll teach you to swipe my copy of JOHNNY BOUTON'S latest
hit-NORTH TO ALASKA. JOHNNY BOUTON sings the title song from
the 20th Century-Fox production: NORTH TO ALASKA b/w The
Mansion You Stole
341782 (Single 33) 441782 (Single 45)
ON COLOMBIA® RECOBDS...THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE
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....

'

49

RECORD TI P S.
{Ttihe Index of Performance & Sales)
\ This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio; of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and music
programming by the major independent radio stations.

Thla Lott No. Wka.
Wk. Wk. On Chart
1

I

2

2

3

3

9
9
8

This
Wk.

TITLE, ARTIST

IT'S NOW OR NEVER
Ehrfo Presley_

No. Wka.
Wk. Oh Chart

.Dolton

THE TWIST
Chubby Checker ...

79

2

THREE NIGHTS A WEEK
Fats Domino .
. Imperial

35

67

3

34

42

14

68
YOU'RE LOOKING GOOD
Dee Clark ... ............. Vee Jay :
69
IMAGE OF A GIRL
Safaris ...____ .... Eldo
1 LOVE YOU THE SAME OLD WAY 7®
Peel Anka ......ABC-P.r
71
THE LOVING TOUCH
. . . MGM
Marii Dinning .......
72
RUN. SAMSON, RUN
Victor
Neil Sodfcka
73
LETS HAVE A PARTY
U/MjU kvkcM

.. Parkway

4

II

5

MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN
Connie Francis ...... . . ... .>. MGM

37

37

5

S

4

8

VOLARE
Babby KydeE .......... ...Cameo

38

60

4

4

15

5

CHAIN GANG
SamCooke

39

83

i

40

54

5

41

72

2

7
9

5
9

8
8

. . . . . y ... Victor

dreamin*
Joknmr Burnette..

.. Liberty

THEME FROM THE APARTMENT
. UA

1 WALR THE UNE
Jaye P. Morgan .. . .. ; •. .

9

12

6

NEVER ON SUNDAY
Don Coitq
........... .UA

42

65

3

NICE 'N' EASY
Frank Sinatra . :. .>...

10

22

3

MR. CUSTER
Lerry Verne >....

43

44

4

CANDY SWEET
Fat Boone ... i...

11
12
13

io
13
4

6
14
II

YOGI
Ivy 3 _____ .... Shell

44

MISSION BELL
Donnie Bracks ......

45

14

35

1

PINEAPPLE PRINCESS
Annette

15

19

6

KIDDIO
Brook: Benton

14
17
18

7
8
24

12
9
3

Ere

ITSY BUSY BIKINI
Bryan Hyland

85
34

4

Vista
Mercury

FINGER POPPIN'TIME
Honk BoHord

King

56

8

RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET
Plotters .. Mercury

84

3

KING OF LOVE
Fabian......... Chancellor

45

7

MY LOVE
Not King Cole. . . Capitol

si

2

IF 1 CANT HAVE YOU
Etta & Harvey. .. Chess

57

5

BRIGADE OF BROKEN HEARTS
Poel Evans ........... Guaranteed

80

II

74

1

WAIT
Jimmy Clanton

75

4

THE TWIST
Honk Ballard. ... King

76 , 50

8

IN THE STILL OF THE NIGHT
Dion & BBhnonts... .. .Laurie

77 too

2

KOOKIE LITTLE PARADISE
Jo An n Campbell. ABC‘Par
BONGO BONGO BONGO
Preston Epps. Original

MGM

..... Dot
Imperial.
78

94

14

A WOMAN, A FRIEND. A LOVER
Jdckfa Wilson
Brunswick

79

62

4

TELL LAURA 1 LOVE HER
Roy Peterson

8®

90

18

CLAP YOUR HANDS
Beau Marks. ...Shad

I'M FALLING TOO
Skeeter Davis

... .Victor

48

30

7

IT ONLY HAPPENED YESTERDAY
Jock Scott .
..... Top Rank

81

66

15

THAT'S ALL YOU GOTTA DO
Brenda Lee .. .. Decca

49

—•

1

LETS THINK ABOUT UVING
Rob Leman

82

74

II

I SHOT MR. LEE
Bobettes. . .Triple X

97

2

3

KOOKIE LITTLE PARADISE
Tree Swingers *... Guyden

1

YOU TALK TOO MUCH
alee Jones.

1

FOOLS FALL IN LOVE
Sammy Turner.. .Big Top

1

DON'T YOU JUST KNOW IT
Fendermen .
... Soma

50

A MILLION TO ONE
Jimmy Charles...

51

—

1

2i

ip

20

18

7

TATA
Clyde McPhatter....

$3

69

2

. Mercury

OVER THE RAINBOW
Dhnehstens

Mohawk

SHORTNIN* BREAD
hd
li.

Victor

WB
83

.. Harper

SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME
Drifters ................ Atlantic

84

ALL MY LOVE
Jackie Wilson

85
Brunswick

MY LOVE FOR YOU
Johmiy Mathis

Columbia

86

_

_

6

HONEST 1 DO
InOoeents .. • • Indigo

87

.

■4

WASTED DAYS WASTED NIGHTS
Freddy Fender. Imperial

55

49

3

MALAGUENA
Connie Francis ......;.. ... MGM

88

93

3

A TEENAGER FEELS IT TOO
Denny. Reed

HOT ROD LINCOLN
Charffc Ryan ..

89

__

4

.. .4 Star

FEEL i6 FINE
Johnny Preston ...

9®

99

2

. Mercury

I'D DO It AGAIN
Bobby Rydel. . Cameo
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
Chitons. Big Deal
DEVIL OR ANGEL
HoRywood Flames. .. Argo
SINCE 1 MET YOU BABY
Bobby Yea. Liberty
WE GO TOGETHER
Jan A Dean...
.. .Dor
OVER THE MOUNTAIN
Johnny & Joe.
. Chess
ROBOT MAN
alomie Horton..
... Joy
AND NOW
Delia Reese ... * Victor.
BRONTOSAURUS STOMP
Filfdown Men .. Capitol
THIS BITTER EARTH
Dinah Washington ....... Mercury

15

I'M SORRY
Brenda Ley .............. •. Decca

23

27

8

WRECK OF JOHN B.
Jimmie Rodgers .. ....... Roujette

55

47

9

24

17

6

HELLO YOUNG LOVERS
Paul Anka . . ..... .... . ABC-Par

57

29

12

ONLY THE LONELY
Roy Orbison

58

58

2

LUCILLE
Everiy Bros. *..... ...... Cadence

68

8

OVER THE RAINBOW
Baysldas V..
.. ..... . Everest

93

43

4

1

YES SIR THAT'S MY BABY
Ricky Nelson
... . Imperial

94

__

1

jMonument

91

1

92

1

24

64

3

MOVE TWO MOUNTAINS
Mohr Johnson ...... .

59

27

39

5

DEVIL OR ANGEL
BobbyVee ............. ... Liberty

60

28

36

6

HOT ROD LINCOLN
Jafuwy Rend.....

61

38

7

LISA
Jeanne Block ........... . .Capitol

?5

29

26

12

WALKIN' TO NEW ORLEANS
Fats Domino
. Imperial

62

63

3

DIAMONDS A PEARLS
Parodons ...
..... Milestone

96

THE SAME ONE
Brook Benton ...?.....c Mercury

63

40

II

ANY MORE
Teresa Brewer

64

71

2

KOMMOTION
Duane Eddy ............ .. Jamie

98

89

13

PLEASE HELP ME: I'M FALUN*
Hank Lockli
Victor

65

70

3

ROCKING GOOSE
Johnny & Hurricanes ..... .. Big Top

99

88

4

SO SAD
EveriyIrtR

66

86

7

GEE BUT I'M LONESOME
Ron NoMeb ............ .. Donna

too

31

28
41

5
5

32

21

16

33

78

2

Repiibli

1

BIG BOY PETE
• • • Arv.ee

Coral

Cadence

.... R1C

46

14

30

Capitol

54

22

15

OLD OAKEN BUCKET
Tommy Sands

13

52

16

. .... Ac#

33

YOU MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME
Ned Sedaka..._... Victor

25

NO
Dodie Stevens.

47

6

7

SERGEANT PRESTON YUKQN
Roy Stevens .. ... NRC

9

20

25

3

67

31

19

21

UBEl

tltlf, ARTIST

■■

44

IN MY CORNER OF THE WORLD
Anita Bryant
Carlton
Prpmo

Last Ng. Wka.
Wk. On Chart

. . i Capitol

I'M NOT AFRAID
Ricky Nelson

Repp
t

Thla
ytk.

34
Victor

WALK, DON'T RUN
Ventures ..

UBEl

TITLi, AtTIST

1
.__

97

1
1

1

Trey

VAQUERO
FirobaRs .... Top Rank
1 DO THE SHIMMY SHIMMY
Bobby Fftcwon...
King
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AFM Wins Back Jurisdiction Over
retail ALBUM BEST <nmK
Coast Studio Tooters in NLRB Vote
(A National Survey of Key Outlet*)

This Last No. whs.
wk. wk.: on chart

Hollywood, Sept. 13.
but AFM some months ago; filed .
American Federation pi Musi-=. for a new election* During the past
cian^. which formerly reppedj two years, both unions have crossed j
major studio tooters as collective» swords, frequently with bitter j
bargaining agent until the rivall blasts at-each other; with each!
Musicians
Guild
of Americai testifying it was working in be- !
j
wrested that right two years ago, half of the working musician.
has regained its former represen¬
AFM win puts a new light on.tfte :
tation via a National Labor . Rela¬- recent N, Y. District Court decitions Board election, by a vote off sion which ruled against the union !
473 to 408. Among ballots cast were» in its attempt to block the sale-of 122 post-’48 Warner Bros, feature ,
60 challenges and one neutral.
In a separate Unlversalflnterna-- to tv. Ruling was based primarily
tional election, held because studio) on fact the AFM had no jurisdicno longer is a member of Motioni! tion at that time over studio n^uslPicture Assn, of America. AFMt j cians, having lost that right In the
also is out in front by a tentativei election two years ago.
tally of 97 to MGA’s 85. Outcomej j Now that AFM has regained its
of this battle will be determined‘.hold in major studio stronghold,1
by which way the wind blows on‘ it’s expected, too, there will.be a
24 challenged votes.
more intensive drive against runaMGA won its decision two years* way production whereby producers
ago by a similar NLRB election.* use imported sound tracks for
5 theatrical and tv films.
In commenting on his organiza- I
| i tion's victory, AFM prexy Herman
Kenih stated; “This is a . signifi¬
cant victory for trade unions as
well as for instrumentalists every¬
where.
“It signals the speedy end of
dual unionism and provides the.'
kind of unity of purpose that. eh- ’
ables an honest trade union to rep- •
resent its. members effectively.
j
“I am sure I speak for the vast i
majority of our 265,000 members !
when I say that, we regard the elec-!
tion results more as a beaffirma-i
tion of musicians’ unity than as a
victory over other musicians.”
i
A spokesman for the MGA said. “
that the Guild, had no comment,
at this tirne but will continue to ]
enforce its contracts with the TV !
Alliance, and the ■phonograph re-!
r cording companies it represents! ,

10

7

22

11

10

5

12

13

22

13

12

5

14

15

22

15

17

22

16

14

22

**>1111 / WEEK

DICK
CARUSO
PRETTY
LITTLE
DANCIN'
DOLL
Sings

..

-

-

I

iMpls. Symph Pitching
|
For $10-Mil. Endowment
MinneapoliSi Sept. 13.
|
The Minneapolis Symphony Or-.;

17
.18

20

22

chestra Assn, has launched a 10-}
year endowment fund drive with !
a $5,000,000 goal.. C. S. Bellows, I

CLIMBING TO THE TOP

THEME
FROM THE
APARTMENT
MIUS'MWKmc.
anniversary

association president, and L. Lam-]
pert, Jr., the fund committee^!
chairman..Said that “this represents j
the association’s newest major ef¬
fort to keep the 58-year-old Sym-!
; phony orchestra alive as a toip- !
I flight musical outfit.”
j.
I
If the coin is raised they’ll be j
invested to provide the orchestra'
an annual income of about $200,-'
000. The orchestra this year has a! j
$730,000 budget of which $389,000, ;
or about 54%, comes from ticket]
sales here, tourings and; recordings.!
The remaining $341,000, or about j
46%,! is raised by the annual pub-[
lie guaranty fund drive. It’s pointed
out that orchestra operation costs
continue to rise sharply and that
“the annual-fund-raising needs in 1
consequence will skyrocket beyond
the community's ability to meet
them.”

27
28

30
31
32
33
34
35

.37

SHELLEY BERMAN. (Verve)
N
~~
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003)
BEN-HUR (MGM)
16
9
; Soundtrack <1 E J)_
18
3
RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
Young at Heart (CL 1489)
_^
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Sentimental Sing with Mitch (CL 1457)
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
20
20
Soundtrack (LOC 1032)
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Bobby. Darin at the Copa CLP 122)
21
22 HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
Mr. Lucky (LPM 2198) .
BILL DANA <Signature) .My Name Jose Jiriiinez (SM 1013) . ..
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
Sing a Spiritual With Me (TAO 143^)
24
17
DA\rE GARDNER (Victor i
Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM 2083)
26
28 ■•.CONNIE-FRANCIS (MGM)
Italian Favorites fE 3791)
28
11
EVERLY BROTHERS (Cadence)
Fabulous Style of Everly Bros. (3003)
RAY CHARLESlAtlantic)
27
12
In Person (8039)
DAVE GARDNER (Victor)
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239)
31
4
ELLA FITZGERALD (Verve)
Ella ih; Berlin (MGV 4041)
32
2
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)
More Giinfightcr Ballads (CL 1481)
29
15- WOODY WOODBURY (Stereoddities)
Laughing Room (MW 2>
35
22
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Faithfully (CL 1351)
33
20
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Belafonfe at Carnegie Hall (LOC 6006)
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)
36
9
It’s Everly Time ( W 4381)
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
March Along With Mitch (CL 1475)
Back Again MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast .

.w. I

.DECCA

M. WITMARK & SONS
ELLA FITZGERALD Sings JIMMY McHUGH

REACH FOR TOMORROW
I CAN’T GIVE YOU
ANYTHING BUT LOVE, BABY
b/w

Latest VERVE Release

Carltont Karen Chandler
Karen. Chandler, has . been set to
etch under, the Carlton banner.
Thrush, who . scored several years
ago with Tier Coral slicing of
“Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me/*
is currently appearing at The Liv¬
ing Room, a eastside N. Y. nitery.
Tico: Dr. Sanches Acosta
Dr. Sanchez Acosta will record
for Tico Records, a., division of
Roulette.. Dr. Acosta, who. prac¬
tices medicine; in N. Y., will etch
an album of 12 of hiis own LattnAmerican compositions;
Columbia: Gold & Fizdale
Arthur Gold Sc, Robert. Fizdalo
have re-signed with Columbia Rec¬
ords, A comprehensive recording
program of the principal works in
the twd-piano andfour-hand literal
ture, is projected for the duo.

NOTICE OF SALE
A.B.C. MUSIC CORP.
BOGAT MUSIC CORP.
BOURNE, INC.
NdflCE IS HEREBY GIVEN that turMiaal
ta an ardar at tha. Appalata DI»UI*n af
•
Suprama Caurt. Firat Judicial Dapartmant;. all.
af tha lMuad'arid autatandinf aharaa at atack
at A.B.C. Musla Corporatlaa, Baa at
utlt
Corparation and BauVna.^ Ina.. will bt paid'
In aaparata Parceli, ar at. a unit, at public'
nucticn ip. the 8urra*at»’i Caurt, Naw Yark
Caunty. Raam 510. Hall af Raeardr; Chan*,
ban and Lafayatta Straata. Npar York,. N. V..
an' Octabar 14. 1950 at 2:30 a’claek In tha
■fternaon.
A copy at tha Tarmi
Sal#
thar with
financial atatemtnti and athac InrorFaatlan
cancarninf thin Campariiat may ba procurpd
tram tlia un.derslsnedEiaeutara at tha ad>.
draaa.'indicated below.
Tha Court , has fixed an . aaareiate uaHl
prlea tar all at the Pareali at $2.100.000.,..
Dated: New York. N. Y.
ust la* I960.
MARY ELIZABETH KEEDICK
MARY M! BOURNE
JOSEPH TRACHTMAM
a.o HON. JOSEPH A. COX
Surrogate's Court
Ha.fi ' of Record-;
31 Chamlieri Street; New York 7. K!

SXdi 9/o?\

BILLY
VAUGHN
and HIS ORCH.
“Theme From THE
SUNDOWNERS’’
#16133
From Paramount Pictura

IT STARTED
IN NAPLES
Racordtd by

LENNON SISTERS
Dot

KENNY RANKIN

I

I
'NtME FROM
1
OF
iftRK AT THE
1 GREAT THEMES V
“THE
|
F THE STAIRS” I
SUNOOWNERS" f
FROM GREAT |
[OlLlOAf . • • MEREST j
.
I
PICTURES I
MTH_COLUMBIA
MKWMUiur-,t,imar I
BY GREAT I ftl«surKiN,.T .
KINS
- RCA-VltTOR 1
I
jhawsfield.lohoon
COMPOSERS rrv‘...,v°NooJ
ine

26

The orch this season has a new J
conductor, Startislaw Skrowaqzew-1
ski of Poland. •
I

Ml GREAT ■ 1REAT RECORD! ■ GREAT GREAT GREAT
eme from

25

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
String Along (T 1407)
BOB NEWHART XWB)
Button Down Mind (W 1379) _,
SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
Edge of Shelley. Berman (MGV-15013)
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Nice V Easy (W 1417)_
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Sold Out (T-l 352)
;
._.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Elvis Is Back (LPM 2231)
PAt’L ANKA (ABC-Par)
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323)
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Johnny’s Mood (CL 1526)
_, ■,
CANAAN (Capitol)
Soundtrack (LOC 1032)
SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia)
Original Cast (KOL 5450)
BRENDA LEE (Decca)
Brenda Lee (DL 4039»
_.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
Encores of Golden Hits (MG 20472)
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Look for a Star (DLP 3322) \
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
\
Theme from a Summer Place (I?LP 3276)
TERRY SNYDER (Command):
\
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-50) \

Artist-Disk Duds

Dacca

5

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
Show Time (CL 1470.)
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
Mr. Personality Top 15 (ABC 324),

ROBERT HOLLIDAY
Evtrtit

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

Holland Disk Bestsellers
Amsterdam, Sept! 13.
Milord ...Corry Brokken.
(Philips)
Rom Van Dat Dak Af,
Peter & Rockets

(Imperial)
Laila .... Regento Stars
(Tivoli).
Schlafe Mein Prinzschen,
Papa. Bu
(Storyville)
He’ll Have To Go. . Jim Reeves
(RCA)
Cathy's Clown:... Everly Bros.
(Warner Bros.)
Banjo Boy.. _Jan Sc Kjeld
(C.N.R.)
Unt’r Frem’en Sternen Freddy
(Poly dor)
Mustafa ........... .Bob Azzam
(Barclay):
Too Much Tequila: •. ■-. Champs,
(London)

EARL BOSTIC
And His BAND

Sept. 15—BALTIMORE TOWERS, Phila.
Sept. 16 thru 25—LAMANNIAS, Merchantville, N. J.
Sept. 26 thru Oct. 1—CORONET CLUB, Lancaster. Pa.
Oct. 4 thru 9—NEW SURF CLUB, Baltimore
Oct 11 thru 16^--THE CASTLE, Eggertsville, N. Y.
KING RECORDS
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY

-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.
745 Fifth Av«
202 N. Wabash Av«.
407 Lincoln Rtf.
New York 22, N.y
Chicago, III;
Miami Baach, Fla.
, PLaza 9-4600
CEntral 6-9451
JEffarson M383

861* Sunset Blvd.
H'wood 46, Calif.
OLympla 2-9940
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New Faces Getting Record Exposure
As Bonifaces Gear (or Fall Season

jRopes-Up Biz Heartens Operators
Association of Actors
As N.Y. Nitery Season Kicks Of

Mexico City,. Sept, 13.
The National.. Assn, of Actors,
The approachingfall season is-<
The New York nitery season is
which issued orders prohibiting its
expected to set a new peak in the
off-and-running, having officially'
membership from accepting en¬
opened Thursday <6) with one of
rise of fresh faces -in niteries
gagements in the Dominican Rer ■
the biggest weeks 'of the year,
throughout the country. The cafe
public, is now backing: down.
marquees, on which there were few
when five cafes preemed shows on
newcomers last year, are expected
the same evening. The only new
. When a diplomatic break with
Philadelphia; Sept. 13.
Honolulu,-. Sept. 13.
spot among this batch of openings
to: be plastered with headliners
the: Dominican Republic was .an¬
Honolulu Junior Chamber of nounced, as an outcome of the
never.. In these positions before.' In
A. crowd of. 95,000 attending the was the Camelot, an addition to
the fields of Qomedy and song, Commerce grossed $240,000 at Its meeting of ministers in Costai Rica, sixth Annual Hero Scholarship the town’s intimeries.
Otherwise the seasonal bows
there’s the probability, that the. mid-summer 80th State Fair, a ANDA issued a bulletin stating, Thrill Show Friday (9) were forced
were in the well-established spots
clubs will be fusing newer, perform¬ $23,000 gain over the 1059 fair. “in /the future the/National Assn.
Net profit was between $25,000 and Of Actors cannot and . will not reg¬ to take cover when torrential rains with the usual post Labor Day
ers with greater frequency.
There is already ample evidence $30,000, .comparable to, last, year's ister any contracts for work in the blitzed the event at the Municipal bellwether, the Copacabana, again
Dominican Republic by virtue, of Stadium/90 minutes after the start starting with Joe E. Lewis as th®
that bonifaces , are .riot too arixious total."
headliner. Indications are that
to: xepact the same, set of toppers . Spokesman said this year’s show I the existing international situa¬ and with four acts to go.
niteries still comprise a thriving
“just
about”
broke
even
on
the
tion.”
that prevailed in previous years.
Dick Clark who emceed the af¬
The practice, long standard at' the Harry BelafOnte . (five nights) and. ! Rodolfo Landa, head of. ANDA, • fair, was one of the last to leave. industry.
The openings around towri in¬
Bobby
Darin
(four
nights)
per¬
Copacabana, N. Y., to use the fea¬
Said that the edict is pot “dicta-. Among skedded guests not washed
tured spot to case possible head¬ formances. Belafonte shows were ! torial” .and that performers ’ can out .were. The Mariners and Bobby cluded the Copacabana. SL Regis
liners/ has . started to pay off in jj. profitable but Darin shows weren’t, :accept engagements; if .they so Rydell. Tony Bennett, Polly Ber¬ Hotel, the Blue Angel, Camelot
some situations!
jj Main show in 1959 featured appear- wish, but outside the legal support gen and The Three Stooges, axed and the International. Greenwich
had one bow. Josh White,
The rush, of new and interesting ; aftces. by Ricky Nelson rind the !of the union. Too, hie warned, en¬ by the downpour, were presented Village
at One Sheridan Square.
talent developed in the small Kingston Trio, representing a loss tertainers .face a continental boy¬ on a special telecast oyer WFILIn
most
instances there was
,
of
$9,000.
cott if they appear in the Domini¬ TV the following day (10).
rooms around the country: has also j
ropes-up business. The Copaca¬
can Republic, i Feeling against:
been a factor in the upbeat in new¬
Show’s take was estimated at up¬ bana had two solid shows, with
Gerieralssinio
Trujillo
is.
rising
and
comers for. the fall season: The ]
diplomatic relations are being wards of $125,000—more than reservations being a prime neces¬
New York hotels, for example, are :
double its goal.
sity to get past the doorman. Th®
severed by most nations.
looking for a fresh set of performBlue Angel and the Camelot. also
In actuality, ANDA has never
ers.
registered big. These two spots,
registered any contracts for work
The* out-of-town hotels, on the
incidentally, vied for the more
in the Dominican Republic since
other hand,: will also have perform-:
youthful crowds.
there is no reciprocal pact with
ers strange to those cities, but
Shelley Berman, headlining the
the Dominican actor’s . union.
many of them will be standard
Angel, is inaking his soje cafe ap¬
While performers are not making
turns. Joe E. Lewis is to play the.
pearance of the season, and Vie
any public, statements, consensus
Fairmont; San Francisco, arid the
Damone seems to be picking up
is that the Dominicap Republic
Shoreham, Washington. Sophie
more youthful adherents despite
will . be. shunned voluntarily while
Tucker ‘ also playing many cafes
the fact that he’s one of the young¬
new for her. This indicates the
:. Carson City, Nev., Sept. 13.
!*the diplomatic rupjtUre remains in
ish vets in the business. At the
desire for expreimentation in every
The Nevada . Gaming Control i*force.
Blue Angel, for example, the pro¬
area of nightclubbing,
Board has recommended-approval I.. As for Dominican Republic en¬
ceedings started at the tinusually
early hour of 10 p.m. and by mid¬
. Surprisingly enough, it is not of an application from a group ttertainers ih Mexico. Landa, said
San Francisco. Sept. 13.
rnq. action would .be taken against ’
night was ready to roll for the
the size of salaries of the present :i headed by Frank Sinatra to buy air
j them providing they cofnply With
Alcazar Theatre operator Ran- second show. There was a crowd
crop of names that is causing this controlling :57.% interest In tjiejt
! regulations and are in the country ; dolph Hale has won a $30,680 waiting outside* the door. This
change in choice of headliners. It Gal-Neva Lodge at Lake Tahoe. !r
is axiomatic that most cafe opera¬ The State: Gaming Commission, i■l1egally. There are few Dominican j damage ward as a sequel to last is an infrequent sight on the easthere.
I
side.
e
tors do not mind shelling out high which has the finals word, normally ..entertainers
May’s battle , which dilayed open¬
The Camelot also had ropes-up
salaries if they can. get a fair re¬ follows the board’s recommentfa.tiori:
ing- of the Josephine Baker show business. The St. Regis, with
turn on their gahible.
approval Was {
at His 1,147-seat house. Federal Fernanda Montel opening the sea¬
Many names have been worn out1! Recommended
and
through . frequent , usage. At the given’. Sinatra. Dean:■ Marti
Judge George. B. Harris granted son, did swell. The International,
same time, the newer topliners do -Henry WT Sanacola; Sinatra’s 1
Hale the award in a default judg¬ with Jackie Winston and Milt
■
agent
and
business'
associate,
Ac¬
not come with, inexpensive price
ment against William L. Taub, Miss I Trenier on top of a show which
has been there all summer, didn’t
tags. The comedians have found tion on a fourth applicant, Atlantic
Baker
s ex^manager.
register with the strength of the
that/they: can make more money!, City nitery owner Paul E. D'Arnato/
Taub originally sued in Federal other cafes.
Ih the concert field than bight clubs was deferred, pending additional.,
coiirt Tor. $157.000—he wanted it
One byproduct of all the open¬
can afford to pay. This has become •investigation- '
from Miss Baker, three of her ings. was the fact that a number
tire standard on which they- base j The four. applied for controlling
;. troupe's members and from Hale. of other spots did better because
interest
in
the
Tahoe
casino-resort
their asking prices.
■ Taub, in his siiit, claimed Miss of them: For the first time in quite
ieafly in the season but no approval
For the singers, the. Las Yegas ; was granted pending an. irivestiga-:.
[ Baker, Hale and the. three others a while, there was turnaway busi¬
prices seem to have become the ;;tiori.
tiori. Sinatra now owns a OCb ..in¬
.in-!.
Avec Plaisir.. show, i breached Miss Baker’s contract ness and some of the neighboring
criterioh. Thus. Bobby Darin, john¬ terest
■terestin
theSandsin
Las:'Vegas.
which
Pierre Louis-Guerin and j With him arid that Hale hadn’t”put cafes benefited. Beneficiaries of
in the
Sandk in Las.
Vegas.
v
ny Mathis, Paul Anka and Connie
' up the money he’d promised when the Blue Angel overflow were The
Francis are.. being - submitted: at ’•’ Both Sinatra and- Marti , who ;/Rene Fraday, the Lido, Paris, pro- he: signed for Miss Baker’s Alca¬ Embers, Basin St. East and the
prices which the bonif aces de-f
zar appearance. Taub never pressed Roundtable.
scribe as being high, frequently in -/part of . the season, indicated to thC i this months to succeed the incurn- his action.
The Latin Quarter had its preera
five figures,. The comedian/ Mort j gaming board they would riot take ] bent L*do. de Paris show , at the
Hale bounced back with a $31,- of “Holiday in Japan” two weeks
Sahl, Bob Newhart/Lerinie Bruce, ! an active part :in the club’s man-j Stardust, Las Yegas, Will star .Edith
ago. The business pace has not yet
500
suit
against
Tauby
claiming
the
Shelley Berman arid Others are ‘ agernerit. Although Sinatra. holds I Georges; Alecd & Vera, nude, dance
slackened off. There is capacity
similarly"asking uppercrust salaries . ah interest in the Sands, it has been - team seen; this season in; the Casino latter hadn’t come up with scenery for all the dinner shows, and the
and props; that he (Hale) had to
based on concert returns.
;.a gaming board policy in recent ;<Je Paris shqW (Paris), starring Line do extra advertising and that the ! second sessions are running near
Of' course, the newcorriers aren’t -months .to defer actions on appli-1 Renaud; two comedy acts, LesCu- dispute and late opening cut the that..
pushing out the established faves ; cations for a. license in riWecond ribas and Manetti & Beck; Ficht- crowds and his income.
The nitery owners are heartened
such as Frank Sinatra, Dean Mar¬ ‘ location, pending a cornplete in- I rier & His Eight Tyroleans (from
by the rush of business last week.
- . Taub never answered the Hale To them it indicates strength at.
tin; Joe E. Lewis and others. Hbw> vestigati
'Munich); arid Christian Selve/prosuit: Hale’s lawyer., I. B. Komblum,
ever, they seem to have replaced | ' ;
“
r--T-:—-r—duc.tion singer.
forepart of the season and they
made it clear Hale wanted nothing the
the middle-bracketed headliners
predict the present pace will con¬
from Miss Baker-Judge Harris tinue through October until after
that are booked as last resorts. At
spelled
that
Into
the
judgment
present, the bonifrices seem to be
Thanksgiving, when only super
mrmf xts •
n .
lift four acts out of the current against Taub.
ekeited about the new season’s
attractions can. compete with the
p^ws Lido show: Lny Yokoi, jaPa.
prospects based on the fact, that
Christmas shopping.
c'onf :i'q
i hese eyelist: Parker & Powers,
there are new personalities, to whet
Also heartening to them is . the
. .. Minneapolis, Septa l?. ^ . iceskaters;
Rolando,
balancirig;
public interest. They know that
new faces among the customers.
not ail will make good in their par¬ -^MrisicianSi Lneal ^3^ ■ AF^, apd ' arid Rudy Cardenas,, the Mexican
They see more youthful patrons
ticular situation, but at least it's
coming in and competingWith the
Not. j well
a gimmick to entice trade.
established regulars for the
UnS the d&ute has been taken to
the Minnesota conciliator In the
in addition there arc 16 Blue,
Las Vegas, Sept. 13. | better tables.
hope that! he can find * way
12 models (nudes) and
The new edition of the Foil
bring about an agreements
.10. boy dancers.
Bergere going into the Tropicana
Present pact expires Oct. 1. The I While the new edition .ripens:
here
has been moved up to Nov.
union/is asking .that the “basic Oct. 12 at the Vegas StardustWage Tor
orchestra
personnel ] when the current Lido show pill 5. from its original Dec. 24 open¬
Minneapolis, Sept. 13.
(based on a 25-hour week) be raisedhave run 16 months, believed to be ing date. Step was takeri because
Chicago, Sept. 13.
Shopping centres are a boon for from $78' to $100 and leaders from a record for the Nevada resort—it the
Folies’ A artistic
director,
Relighting of the Chez Paree,
circus performers; because many of : $96.25 to $125 per.Week. Employers Will, rehearse, two more weeks in- Michel Gyermathy, has to be in
j
originally
slated
for last Wednes10^
’ , spread LV. before its U.S. premiere. All
them now have arenas where big. have offered
Paris at the later date due to the .day (7), was pushed back to Sept,
, j have been rehearsing in Paris for
top shows . aFe presented at. least : over three years.
January preem of the Folies Ber- j 23, but without a headliner firm
From 125 to 150 musicians erh-: months, having their costumes fit/
oirce a summer for advertising pur¬
igere 'in Paris.
i yet. The flagship, shut most of the
poses and to attract, sh rippers. They ployed in the, 26 establishments .ted, t. y The 22 principals fly to
Rehearsals for the. new layout ] summer, previously announced
New York next week, with Folco,
have opened a new area for these are affected.
acts, providing employment to off¬
1 ,v. --:-the costume desigirer/Harvey 'VVar- aie scheduled to start. Oct. 12, and ;Red Skelton for the reopening, but
set the loss caused by flie dwind¬
d;h
ren & Post, the set designer; music the preserit show will close Oct. jthe comic, who’s played the room
Monterey rete iSllI
men arid staff—80 people in all, 29. New show opens one week ! twice before in the last year, reling number of the big touring cir¬
cuses under canvas, it was pointed
. ..- Monterey, Cal., Sept. 13;
in one special plane; and. another later. The cafe room will be closed i pcrtedly said had no knowledge of
put here by lion tamer Evelyn Cur¬
Program for: Monterey Jazz Fes- plane with the costumes and sets, that week in: order to make the jthe “booking."
adjustments necessary for the new ' Management is understood dick¬
rie.
tlval, Sept. 23-24-25, has bep set
Fraday states this wm he the show.
ering for Jimmy Durante, Nat
Miss Currie Is appearing with a
elaborate show imported from
Gyermathy Will again, design the ; (King) Cole, or Louis Prima &
circus organize^ to play one of the
Pmis because of its multiple pro- Scenery and costumes. Billy Petch, ; Keely Smith to teeoff season. Tony
shopping center “circuits.”
it w?* iv'oiSfo" At,h';ef0t>?»'v1'n •
effects^fallinfe staircases. a British choreographer, who Martin plus Ford & Reynolds are
played all. week at Sriuthdale, this
has done the dances for the Club down for a November stand, and
city’s fop shopping tcerilre; ' its
T TAUnpn*»; rrA_f . ,A4 nTfA'rn'Ann
; S3UCCrS‘. .OVGF tll.G 3UulGllC6y F31I1* Pigalle, Don Juan Club and Talk there’s talk of Tony Bennett and
3,500-seat arena. Non-name show
Swimming. P<>0/ l>v- of the Towri, all London, will the Count Basie band for January.
comprises 15 performers and gives Gunther Schuller, John Lewis.
two to three perf enhances daily, Jolin, Coltrane, Ornette Coleman i'"8 Whm and tfie mulUpIepsmg stage the dances. Lou Walters
each performance. running ,90 inin- and estring fiuartet; Sept. 24,
^mln8 to the continues as the overall produc¬
Slapsie Maxie's Dallas Bow
tion supervisor of the Tropicana
riles. Full page newspaper ads and ning—Duke Ellington band, jimmy j -s* w,th the show.
Dallas, Sept. 13.
television .arid radio , were employed Rushing, Cannoriball. Adderleyi.l Wilbur Clark, if fully recovered shows.
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom, one¬
Lambert-Hendricks-Ross.
j frorri a recent heart attack, and the . Walters also remains as pro¬ time light-heavyweight champion,
to exploit it. .
Sept. 25, afternoon—Jori Hen-; Stardust’s p.r. director. Gene Mur- ducer for the Carillon Hotel, will make his supper club bow here
Admission here was oniy $1 for
adults and 50c for children, if they dricks; Big Miller, Odetta, Miriam ; phy, are converging rin the St. Miami Beach, a year-round opera¬ at the Statler’s Empire Sept. 29.
had coupons given by the .centre’s Makeba, Jimmy Witherspoon; Sept. | Moritz Hotel, N.Y., for the public- tion. This show, now in its eighth
His revue has been booked for
however Jhe top is as high as $5:75. 25, evening — Louis Armstrong,; ity fanfare. Including a press month, marked its. 1,000th presen¬ two weeks following Roberta Sher¬
•tores to customers, in some cities. 1 Modern Ja2z Quartet, Montgomery | luncheon next Friday (23);
tation last Tuesday (6).
wood.

Philly Thrill Show Tops
125G Take Despite Rain

50th State Fair Broke
Even on Behfonte, Darin

S.F. Alcazar Op

Gets Nev. Okay j

$30,680 Default

Set Cast For

Stardust, L.V.

Mina. Conciliator Studies
ArM-Nitenes Fact litt

Folies Bergere Motes Up
Las Vegas Bow to
5

Mpls. Shopping Centres
Employing Fair Talent

Chi’s Chez Paree Looking
For Teeoff Headliner
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Pitt Rebels at Nick Adam’s Fair
j
Fiasco as ‘Rebel Without an Act’

Inside Stuff—Vaude

Ice Shew Review

Construction of a swank $693,000 officers* club at the Navy’s Pearl
Harbor near Honolulu is expected to be completed by March 1961.
Ice Follies of 1061
Faicility will have a 540-seat dining room, a smaller dining room,, a.
Los Angeles. Sept. 9.
cocktail loungeCnatch!), lanais arid offices. First such club was opened
Shipstad&rJohnson production in 1919 in. a converted tool shed. The new atomic age club, essentially
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13. 4
with Richard Dwyer, David Jen¬ a nitery with flexible entertainment format, replaces one that, burned
Nick Adams, the tv actor who
Borge a ‘Sick* Comic kins, Lee Carroll, Gary. Johnson, down last year.
plavs Johnny Yuma in ABC-TV’s
Bill Bikle, Patti Crandall, Janet
“The Rebel,” was strongly advised
Toronto, Sept. 13.
Champi&n,. Lesley Goodwin, The
by both the press and fair officials
A really “sick” comedian,,
Beattys. (2>, Ina Bauer, Kermgnd
here to get an act before!he makes
who didn't even confide his.
Bros.
(2>, Betty. Jean Clark, Frank
another personal appearance. Get¬
malady to Jack Arthur, ..pro¬
Carroll, Barbara Myers,.Mr. Frick,
ting $5,000 for a five-day! stand, he
ducer of the Canadian Na-.
Sandra
Kulz,
Meldrum Twins,
was the s*ar of the {Allegheny
t i o n a 1 Exhibition’s 24,000Continued from pageCarol Caverly,. Wall & Dova, The:
County Fair which is the biggest
seater e v e n i n g grandstand
Jacobys
(2),
Oscar
Dusseau, The. ' looksi like Levittown. The big fear Village’s growing tourist volume is
free fair in the country.
show' here because it might
Scarecrows <31, The Folliettes i is: that the antiseptic apartment
On opening day, Adam?’ act con¬
hurt the b.o. is Victor Borge
lat the aiitiseptic apartment the off-Bfoadway theatre. Such
(321, Ice Follies Boys (32); George |. houses trend will reach out all over
sisted of an autobiography which
who. from Toronto medicos,
Hackeit orch; choreography, Fran ; the Village
illage community.
Who wants
wants Productions as . The Threepenny
community. Who
began with “I was born; in Nantldiscovered that he is suffering
Claudet;
dance
instructor,
Stanley
;ht out
Opera,” ‘‘.Leave.: It To Jane,” “The
; a night
out in
in Levittown?
Levittown?
coke. Pa., etc.” This went ,on for
from, bacterial • pneumonia of
Kahn:-..costumes, Renie; sets, Dale
Mixed Emotions
Emotions
Fantastieks,” “Krapp’s Last Tape”
20 minutes and for t\vo> days he
the lower left .lung.
Mixed
Kennesy;,
music,
.
Larry
Morey;
tried to entertain -the throngs by.
Borge said that there was
ere are
are mixed
mixed emotions
emotions In¬
In- & “The Zoo Story,” “A Country
There
lighting, Charles Skillings. Opened
relating his life history.
nothing “heroic” in his - be¬
volved
fd in those who are fighting to Scandal,” “The. Connection” and
Sept: 8; '60 at Pan Pacific Aud,
George Kelly, executive director
havior and that “there was a
preserve
old
Village.
If
they
;rve
the
old
Village.
If
they
“The Balcony are bringing:.them
L. A.; $3.60 top,
of the'fair, and his assistant, Betty
great responsibility” involved
keep, out the luxury apartments,
.
. ,
. ■
.- • •
bring iri
in the
the not
not too
too luxurious
luxurious downtown and leaving them free
Colosimo. finally told him to stop
in his CNE headlining; that his
they bring
The Shipstad brothers, Eddie beatniks.
liks. .
to roam tlie neighborhood after
it altogether. They came up with
illness
Would, have TTeeii
a contest for the kids on -who.
blamed if the evening grand¬
The
e oldtimers, especially the the 11 o’clock curtain.
and. Roy, and Oscar Johnson roundcould give the best Confederate
Sul¬
stand performances had not
,n families on MacDoiigal,
MacDougal, Sul• Jazz; ioo has become an imporoiit their Silver. Anniversary as 1 Italian
yell. This was any old kind of
livan,. Thompson
and -Bleecker
been a success.
.Bleecker . •
i
founders of tne great travelling Streets,
yell, but then Adams plays a dis¬
ds. where the
the coffeehouses
coffeehouses! £>nt,
&&
Ice extravaganzas .with this, slick 'have sprung up;.
upi; resent the
the . beat- ?T°"S‘ Y111^-®
the Hall
charged soldier from the Confed¬
I. rendition of their creative
rt, \nik irivasion..
Invasion.. Their
streets, they
they fote- ,t.he £Xe,Spot, the Jazz GalTheir streets,
eracy in “The Rebel” and it had
!which world preerried Thurs. night sav, have been turned into "canty
carny 'I*.ry'J:hS-Iyi?¥-e G?te
a connection and the kids got the
that roar
roar uritir
until four
lour or
: '8) .at Pan Pacific Aud,- In for a showss that
or live
five tor. Dixieland have besome tmpprassociation.
brief .18 days, show as usual is ayem.i. -They
They don’t
don't like the beards, t?,nt VI)0,S Vw t,'® ”luslfL'a|
Adams got along fairly well until
motorcycles or
or .the
radically There.s also the Bon Soirfo^down. keyed to mass appeal, with empha- the motorcycles
the radically
they put him on a locally bred
Los Angeles, Sept. 13.
: sis placed on rhythm and grace, mixed
antag¬
d couplings, and their antagta.Sfe nv?
horse. While he. himself, can ride
The Greek Theatre here wound i speed and Comedy as sure crowd- onism
n has
has been
been expressed
expressed in
in not
not
Wallman's Upstairs at the IJur
okay as tv cowboys goj: the steed
nhtiia ways.
u-avc
plex, which, as a showcase for new
a nine-w'epk and four-day season pleasers!
|
too
subtle
wasn’t used to all the blank pistols : Sunday (11) with $612,955 but was
® lit v
„
performers, is attracting talent
Beatniks, No.
No. I
1 Shill
| -Majority- of. last year’s favorites
going off and bolted, almost going ,
Beatniks,
Shill
agency arid tv personnel. A couple
; still under last year’s great $695,into the stands.
!1600 for the lowest take in four appear again, this, year,- but two
However,
hive be¬
iwe«.’er, the beatniks have
be- of old standbys, El! Chico and the
■ new added blade, champs-are show- comej , the Village’s No. 1 lure.
Adams got another ihorse and |■ years.
lure, j Village Barn, catering to rhumba
’ stoppers. David. Jenkins, winner of Time! was when the gang went to and
asked for an independent entry j
rubes, respectively,. have
Johnny Mathis closed the season
with the stagecoach going first. I with a boff $102,820 for seven: per- the- 1960 Olympics; Games and the Village to razz the Krafft- weathered every Village storm fori
This,-too. was a mistake because i formances, third highest seven-day three times world; chainp. thrills Ebingg crowd but now the horrios
homos ! th past several decades and go ott
the successfully despite neighboring
the;
a local cowboy named Steve Tom- figure in theatre’s history, exceed- with his! spectacular routines; dis¬ have taken second place
no¬ upheavals,
•o-hobos. . The trouble is. no-!
astc had his team roaring into the ; ed only by Danny Kaye in 1957 playing the form that won him - hetero-hobos..
beat¬
arena like every outlaw in the west when he did a socko $103,700 and internatipnal renown:.. Iria Bauer, body really
really kii
kii ws
ws who
who the
the beat-:
There are nests iri the Village,
niks
are.:
Even
the
beatniks
are
who
also,
solos
for
.solid
audience
wras chasing him
are.: Even the beatniks are ; too, for the young communications
$106,800, respectively, for a twobeatniks. They
They’ve
i effect, is a three-times West Ger- looking
ng for beatniks
yg ber
ber. j p&ple (advertising, publishing,
Just at the time Tomasic hit the week stand.
j come: synonymous with
with the Village, broadcasting, etc.)..
They look
centre of the stands he took a fall
A pair of dance troupes high¬ ’ man champ.
gh, and the espresso joints are j flown ’ on . the espresso places as
off the stage like he was shot. He lighted the season. “Grand Ka- I
Directors
Fran
Claudet
and though,
cashing
in
on
it,
so
few
of
the
.ng
in
ori.R,
so
few
°f
j
tourist
traps
or^beatnik,
bistros and:
gave the fair officials plenty to buki” scored $154:472 for 12 per¬ j Stanley Kahn have. whipped- up 20
want
to rewrite^
rewrite a
a hit.
hit. I gather "at such refueling establish*rs "
ant to
worry about since he isn’t a stunt¬ formances and the “Royal Danish j standout numbers for this latest owners
There
are
some
who
want
to.dump
e
are
some
\vho^ivant
to
diupp
i
ments
as
the’
White
Horse
ori the
man and the fall vtasn’t in the Ballet” following hard with $153,- frozen delicacy which designer
: the beatnik
remains ; ,vest ,Hudson St.). Jack Delaney’s
leatnik banner
banner bdt
but it
it remains
script. But he got up uninjured 200 for 15. The New York City ; Renie has topped with beautiful
to be> seen whether a
a,white-collar
.white-collar;
the
middle
(Sheridan
Square^
as he stole the show fr-orri Adams Ballet wrapped up $104,463 for 12 - and imaginative costumes, if . any¬
•Espresso
joint w1'
will do
do the
the tnck.
trick,
?s?° 3°int,
,:and the Cedar on the east (Univerwho was just coming into the performances.
thing surpassing past chores- Pre¬
j The coffeehouses
have learned
learned ; sity. place >V These are hideways
coffeehouses have^
arena with, as Wiliam Fade of the
cision skating is the goal of any ■ that e
they
can’tt exist on the beaii
bean | in J Ahich no-brie wants to talk
they
can
Pittsburgh Press described, “A
ice show and this is caught in both .. alone. Conversation
;. Conversation and chess are j about business but everyone does.
Rebel Without Applause.”
the. solo and ensemble numbers, still in vogue but lots of them are
their, appeal heightened by attrac¬ putting in extra added attractions
Troy, N!Y., Sept. 13.
tive people who behave as though t such as jazz bashes, mirrie shows,
The second company of John H.
. they Were born oh ice.
| flamenco
dancing,
folk-’ songs;
Harris’ “Ice Capades” drew an
PROFESSIONAL
Most spectacular among the pro- poetry readings and silent pix:
San Francisco, Sept. 13.
estimated
25,000
people
and !
COMEDY MATERIAL
Some
of
them
are
even
making an
j
ductioh
numbers
is
“Beneath
the
Marlene Dietrich <show, which registered an approximate gross of
for all Theatricals
closed Monday (121 night, grossed $58,000, at $2 to $3.50. on eight ' Sargasso. Sea,” ah ihgeniously-con- attempt at legit by . going in for
"W« Servlet th# Stars"
a huge $65,000 in 10 performances performances at the Rensselaer | trived act in \vhich denizens of the . one-act play presentations.
Rig .Temporary Special on All
Bt*?ucoup Strippcries
at the 1,550-seat Geary Theatre. Polytechnic Institute, Troy, last | deep flash through. eloud-like sea
35 Gag Files for $15* Plus $1.00 Postege
j
mists
for
eerie
effect“Alpine
House was scaled to $5.50-$6. week. While good, gross fell below
|
The Village is far from an eggForeign: $1Y50 »«., 35 for $40
The 10 performances included last year’s $74,000 take for nine I Festival” js a colorful event with I head’s playgrourid, though Zen
o 3 Parody Books,^ Por Bk. ... $10 O
1
(Continued on page 62)
three matinees.
hasn’t displaced sex. • On W- 3d St.
O 4 Blackout Books, Por .Bk. -■ *«•
show’s.
O Minstrel Budget . -... IM f
i between 6th Ave. and W; Broad-.
How to Master tho Ceremonies
I way, stripperies are undressed to
' $3 per Copy
No C.O.D's .. "Always Open"
I the nines. Now that 52d St, has
BILLY GLASON
been blacked-out for the peelers,
i00 W. 54th St„ N.Y.C., If CO 5-131*
West 3d St. has become the happy
IWE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
howling ground.
“No cover,: no
(Let e Reel Professional Train You)
milleriium,” shouts a barker In
front of one, and the picture pos¬
ters in front of the Cinderella Club,
Tony Pastor’s, the Heat Wave and
the Soiree, advertise the .glories
JOE JEFFERSON HOUSE
of the “Sizzling Comet,” the “Dy¬
MOBILE. ALABAMA
namic
Dazzler,”
the
“Original
(Thank you Ross Russell)
Geisha, Girl” and “June Hariow-r
After appearances at Savoy Hotel, LONDON, Dor¬
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
Jean Harldw’s Nicest Niece.” Evid¬
chester Hotel, Casino, Monte Carlo,
ence, of a stripper shortage Is spot¬
JOE GLASER, Pres.
Cannes, Villa Rosa, MADRID
lighted. by the posters In front of
the Heat Wave and the next-door
Soiree.
Both have Miss Harlow
prominently featured. Also on the
same block, but closer to the. newly
For Internationally known upper
developed Washington Square Vil¬
Acclaimed by the Press:
dub;
lage apartments, is the Savannah
Club, longtime purveyor of sepia
“Alex and Oita Aldott it on* of »ho greatest world attractions
1P^
Itions thle Thurs. (Sept. T5)
shows. In all, it’s a busy street and
1:30 PM..
In tfio generation of fantasy and oerobotie dancing."
murder on weekends.
34 East 40th St., New York City
Contributing importantly to the

Greenwich Village’s New Look

JOHNNY MATHIS’BOFF
$102,820 Li. SESSION

j

j

‘Capades’ 58C Troy

FUN-MASTER

Marlenes Wham 65G

ALEX and DITA ALDOTT

YVONNE MORAY

RECENTLY UNITED FRON EUROPE

t

And all Top Spots in Europe

BARITONE

CHEZ VITO

. • . the highlight of the act Is’when Alex juggling with Ms
partner, you have surely never seen that before. -They bring
W

all the grace, rhythm and sophisticatian of the modern dance
to their lively presentation”.

*

Stage and Cinema, Johannesburg.

W

bring spectacular acrobatics, asked for ovation”.

3m

Radi

| WL
| 4'I
|
|
%\
l4
||
^

|

j

... the perfect evolutions of their brilliant style In wMch tHoy
inertia, MADRID*

SEPT. 12-18 —ELMWOOD CASINO, WINDSOR.
SEPT. 19-OCT. 1—BARCLAY HOTEL, TORONTO.
OCT. 3-16—ALPINE VILLAGE, CLEVELAND.
oct. 17-bo—Holiday house, pinsBURGH.
OCT. 31-NOV. 13—TOWN CASINO, BUFFALO;
NOV. 21-DEC. 4—BLINSTRUBS. BOSTON.

DICK
m
^

W

AUNT

WESTONAND MARTHA

UPMr sJ?

|

Booked Through DICK HENRY, INC., 1733 BrgddWay. New: York

Comtdy Ventriloquism

Thanks tddio Pox for bar 4»h Rotura
Cngogemcnt ot the Silver Slipper, Lat
Vegat (20 weeks fhi$ time).

CurreBtly

^ f

SILVER SLIPPER
Lai Vegas. Ney.

.
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Sen. Morse, Rapping D.C.
‘Alcoholic Breads/ Blocks
New Year’s likker Bill
The Siek Sixties
(GOLDEN SLIPPER)
GLEN COVE, L. I.)
den
Allen, Bil Jamis, Martin
Gage,
Terry
Haven,
Angela
McNeil, Dian Jamis; music & lyrics,
Ernie Held; Sketches & continuity,
Marty Farrell; choreography, Bil
Jamis; directed & produced : by
Farrell & Held.'

With the success of the Julius
Monk operation on, eastside New
York, it was inevitable that some¬
one would attempt an intimate
revue for the road. Everything
seems to point to that kind of
format’s commercial success.
Are hot names, too high and too
frequently not available? Wouldn’t
your customers like to see smart,
charming and youthful hew faces?
And besides the spot could use a
change of pace. There are, there¬
fore a lot of reasons, why: a boniface should take a chance some¬
times on an untried formula.
"‘The Sick Sixties,’* despite its |
promises of a good title; ^enthusi¬
astic and exuberant youngsters and]
an essentially clever viewpoint,
fails to come off. One of the rea¬
sons is the size of this room, which
seems too large for an • intimate
show.
. Another is the failure of the
blackouts to ignite.. This fault, in¬
cidentally is germane, to many
other shows. Broadway producers
have been known to go berserk
trying tq find good blackout ma¬
terial. This is a medium difficult
to write for and as equally diffi¬
cult to stage, especially in a kingsized spot.
There is one top moment in the
show'. The rendition of “Conformi¬
ty” by the entire cast seems to be
an effort worthy of .recounting to
wide audiences. “Inside Lady Chatterley,” while it nfe a few good
lines, -needs considerable punching
’;'In addition, ttere are some
quickie's, which fai to hit.
The cast, howevey is a valiant,
talented and persoiable batch of
?erformers. Among the femmes,
erry Haven has some standout

moments as a comedienne, and An¬
gela. McNeil Is a performer with
appeal. Dian Jamis, unfortunately
has. tod littie to do.
The menfolk. Gene ..Allen, Bil
Jamis and Martin Gage, contrib¬
ute equally well.. Marty; Farrell and
Ernie Held, staged, wrote and pro¬
duced this effort, Some of their
work is worthy of salvage, into the
intimeries. But generally, they
missed by Wide margins in several
of the tries registered here.
Jose,

Monticello Getting Set
With Advance Bookings
The Monticello Inn, Framing¬
ham, Mass,, is buying its talent far
in advance, Thus far, spot has
booked Jill Corey for Sept. 26;
Will Jordan, Get. 3;. Jackie E.
Leonard and Norene Parker Oct.
31; Buddy Hackett,. Nov. 7; Ames
Bros,, Nov. 21; Nelson Eddy, Jan>
16, and Tommy Sands, May 1.
Spot is dickering for additional
names as well.

'J

THE MULCAYS

Already on 20,003 Juke Boxes

“YOUCALL
EVERYBODY
DARLftIG”
B/W

“IF I DIDN’T CARE”
Panlin Records £7301
a'

HARBERS
lltfi Week

OPERA HOUSE THEATRE
Blackpool, England

and DALE
“THE COMEDIAN”

The Only Real Monthly .
PROFESSIONAL 6A0 SERVICE
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
.
THE MOST-UP-.TO-DATEST
New In its. ,12|tt Issue, containing
stories, . one-liners, poemettes, song
titles, hecklers,. audience, stuff, mono¬
logs,
parodies, . double
gags,, bits,
ideas, intros. Impressions and Im¬
personations, political. Interruptions;
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views
of the News, Vignettes, etc.
$25 yearly—plus $2.40 (1st Class Mail)
SINGLE ISSUES $3
Foreign:; $35 yr.—plus $3 (1st Class Mail)
SINGLE ISSUES $4
NO C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St.
New York City 19
CO. 5-1316

THE ENTERTAINER
Topical gags, stories,., original one
liners. Sample Copy $2. Subscription
$12 per yr. . Published .Monthly.
12
Back Issues <1,800 gags) $6. 6 Back
Issues (900 gags) S3.

EDDIE CAY
242 West 72nd St., New York 23, N. Y;

aj^\: *
a-"v

VAUDEVILLE

'ARIETY

Washington, Sept; 13.
Washington’s niteries will have
to dry up the minute the clock •
strikes midnight on New Year’s
Eve—all because Sen. Wayne
Morse (D.-Ore.) claims Los Angeles
doesn’t have as much trouble with,
smog as Washington does with
“alcoholic breath.”
Morse blocked Senate, considera¬
tion, in the final hours of the ses¬
sion, of a bill which would have
permitted Washington’s prohibi¬
tion: of Sunday liquor sales to be
relaxed in the early hours of New
Year’s day. Jah. 1 falls on Sunday.
Without a change in law, the bars;
must elose at midnight Saturday.
“I do not intend to put a dollar
sign on the Sabbath,” exclaimed
Morse. “There-is no city in the na¬
tion in which there is a higher
consumption of hard liquor per
capita than the city of Washington.
I think it is a shameful thing . . .
that we should forget the sanctity
of the day and should permit, on
this New Year’s Sunday, the city
or Washington; to become a big
drunken rendezvous.”

LQ Betting 200G on New Show
That Production Can Sub For Names
E. M. Loew, Latin Quarter, N.Y.,
owner, and his managing director
Eddie Risman are gambling $200,000 on the next show in that spot
on the proposition that glitter, pro¬
duction, novelty and pictorial magnificance can take 4he place of
names, which, frequently are not
available. The. new LQ layout -will
be the most expensive show in
Broadway cafe history, and far
above the normal'sum spent by
that nitery.
... The major item in the new pro¬
duction will be costumes costing
approximately $125,OuO which will
provide three major changes for
14 show girls, ICk dancers and a
sextet of singers, says Risman. He
sent a designer and head of the
LQ’s costume manufacturing plant
to France to purchase feathers,
lame cloth, have fabrics dyed and
get instruction from manufacturers
and couture houses on fabricating
the raiment.
In addition, Risman says he
signed costume, designer Freddie

Wittop fulltime for several weeks
to supervise manufacture. The idea
is to capture a nude look, without
having the babes actually un¬
dressed.
The LQ will also go heavy on
sets and novelty. Risman is having
moveable and circular stairs built
so that the performers can be
brought on in a different manner.
Peter Larkin is designing special
sets for the show. All this is in ad¬
dition to the choreography, music,
arrangements, various props and
special lighting for which he will
hire a light man to design the plot.
The LQ has also an added gim¬
mick by installing a new type of
portable skating rink which can be
set up and struck in a short time.
This is being done for Harrison &
Kossi, who will be in the layout.
In addition, the show will contain
the Rudas Dancers from Australia,
the Metropolitan Sextet, Georges
Campo & Mavelle with others still
to be set. The direction and
choreography of the layout will be
by Ronnie Lewis.
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I star this time, 13-year-old Linda
London Hippodrome site, offers', a
Uamelot, N. V.
Blue Angel, IV. Y,
Green, a personality packed young- .Vic Damone withDick Stabile slick evening of two shows, danc¬
Shelley Berman,. Noel Harrison,
ster who’s especially effective Orch (10), Earl Hall; Page Cavan¬ ing and dinner and the deft touch Barbara Gilbert, Jirrihiy Lyoii Triof
ducting and dancing with Bolger augh Ttio; i6 minimum.
of Robert Nesbitt has pulled off $6.50 minimum..
in “You Make Me Feel So Young.”
another evening that should make
Such songs as “Red Red Robin” j A . new eastsid.e intimeryv the not only Londoners but provincial
The Blue Angel after its second
are good for her, but she should Camelot (no biz relation to the, and overseas
_ _ ___ visitors
- feel that
- hiatus for the summer reopened
edit “Shimmy Like Sister Kate.” | Roundtable, also from the King. there is still a. bit of life in the for the. season with probably as
Miss Landers, the. rotund come- ; Arthur legend) is gettirig off to a old capital. Main attraction, of potent a b o. getter as It will at¬
I dienne. is again the. perfect foil ’ swinging start with its kickoff ! course, is the appearance of sinu:
tain this season. It was a Show
Comes September Joe E. [Lewis Is for Bolger. A plant in the audience; booking of Vic Damone. Perhaps ^ ous, subtle Eartha Kitt, who Tegis- strong enough to have ; patrons
back at tbe Copa and the iGotham; she joins him for an hilarious terp j too much so. On opening, night ’ ters here as an exciting nitery waiting for. the break outside the
:
routine.
j Thurs: <8), the pressure of the | chanteuse. She purveys, sex in her front door,
saloon season swings into high.
amazing sight for
Barry Ashton's choreography is ropes-up crowd became
heavy ; songs with a sly good humor, is an the east side.
This makes the comedian's 20th .
semester at this East 60th St. base¬ interpreted by a group of ultra- that /reservations didn’t mean a eye-filling stunner In her slinky
The
reason,
of
course. Is Shelley
ment bistro—this time a six-week sophisticated dancers and show¬ thing and many a top was being leopard skin gown and, in short, Berman, who will be making hi
stint—and, per usual. Lewis on the girls (12) in a pre-Bolger splash, blown at the riiaitre d’.
. has the kind of magnetism that l only nitery appearance ^
marquee is Fort Knox for jboniface which is sung by baritone Don
The joint was packed so tight keeps the midnight hour bubbling.1 at this spot He’s now a concert
Jules Podell. Per usual. Lewis is Kirk. Jeff Lewis, who co-produces that .the gaiters had trouble
Miss Kitt is well supported ^by : artistf primarily as indicated in hi
madcap, znny, pixie—all the stand¬ with Bolger. guides with proper threading 4heir way through the Sydney Simone’s orch, with Pat; Schedule' Berman has ample supard things that have been said flair on the 88 NatRrandWynne’s customers: Fact that the air-con- Dodd at the-piano. Jack Peach on ;port from newcomers Barbara Gilf'•’hies.
about this show biz vet for more orch (15). Show' in for four Duke,.
ditioning wasn’t operating at maxi- I drums and Tommy Thomas going i bert and Noel Harrison ; both New
imum efficiency also didn’t help to town with the bongoes.
’ Acts
than a couple of decades. Only he,
too. couid get away wijih those
the general temper.
|
Prior to Miss Kitt who, after . Belgian’s school of comedv is
.Slate Bros., HVood
As headliner, Damone proves eight weeks, will be replaced by | stiJl desi°hatedas avant earde als.a. zingers.
!;.
With his trademarked Seotch-inHollywood. Sept. 9.
hirpself a very capable pro on the • anther toplinecabaret artist,, the , though the levels are within that
the-duke. whether “oiled”::or mak¬
Jack Douglas, Reiko, Gus Bivona nitery
circuit. Some of that j “Ten. O Clock Follies” puts the j understood and a-inrpriatprf hv
ing like a Methodist abstainer, Trio; $1.50 cover.
Sinatra-Dean Martin, etc, infln-1 customers i
goodhumor xvith «:!™£Sj£2f AltLulh he stressei
Lewis* ‘’method’* cutups ;and hic¬
dur!nebhif
Holh^od "itav" And c»IorA«n;il?>?‘es »'°rth of(floor; 1 the less ip^alin?
characteristic*
he has
thp knapUcups sell all the way. His cur¬
Washed up on the new' wave during, his Hollywood stay. And. show entertainment. Plenty , of l
‘ W*1*.*®
the knaqk
rent libretto is perhaps beefed-up of stool comics is perhaps the now Damone parlays his excellent lithe gals, gay costume* and rhy-S°fof
finding
readilyhasAppreciable.,
on gab and less *on special song wildest of the lot, Jack Douglas, set of pipes, undoubtedly; one of thm. with a firstclass finale, facets In his'material. Some of the
material, but the equalizer; is there author, raconteur and writer of. the best-controlled among the pop , ^Arabian Rhapsody.” David Wilk- less attractive aspects of children
all the way. As always; Austin his own material. For the ensuing balladeers, with a showmanship ; jhson, Aleta Morrison and Pat Fer- are explored;, for example, arid his
M~ck at the ivories is a solid foil, j four weeks at the Slate hospice flair which goes over big with the ; rjs take care of the vocalizing, description of noises in a dentist’s
! There are also a couple of wefl- office recalls vvisits. to the molar
Podell has a solid booking in he’ll, regale and convulse the popu¬ cafe society mob.
On opening night, .Damone was , known but. very acceptable spe- j parlor.
Trude Adams, an authoritative and j lace or that segment of it that
personable songstress who, even takes its pleasures with high handicapped by a mike with a cialty acts, the Rayros Bros., whose
Hisririajoi* effort, remains the.
when essaying familiars like “Any- j spirited potables. He jam-packed vibrato of its own, but he managed knockabout .comedy and acrobatics autobiographically toned phone
thing Goes.” “Got World In His the boite to open the stand and to lick the. technical hurdles with siHle,. and -the Trio-- Mqrlidor; -two.| caUto-h^-fatb^-oii
to :*Ung.
Hands” and “It’s All Right With the skin-tighted cocktail girls some solid belting of a standout girls and a golliwog ^ with^ a most; scjiopl. in New !York, It’s a deliMe.” gives them elan but jshe wise¬ should pick up a lot of mileage.4 songalog. Backed by th& DIdk Sta*- a™S!?gAeCe 0l.mmd\ng' ,
. ! cately flavored and chanriing piece
Long before he came to national bile orch whose. 10 men were as
ly segues into a couple of specials,
.^ydney. S*moTne*?
,a,nd ; on a father surrendering his logi
notably “Corn Is” (show biz notice as a cog in the free-wheelr jammed on stage as the. customers Iso Martini
iearn
salute L “GyDsy’s Advice” and ing Jack Paar late night revelries, were out: front, the singer opened In good form for the dancing,
thesDic crafts
“Got Love.” She has her own spe¬ on teVvision, Douglas was one of with a zinging “Falling In Lovel¬ ^htjuf ^‘4^lk.Oi.The£own.” | ^ ^^^joing his telephone bit;
cial pianist-arranger and ! she sells the highest paid comedy writers: and rolled through such numbers emerges
agreeable Berman launched into one of the
to the hilt. Perhaps the finale forte This establishes him as a humorist as “The Real McCoy,” “You Are eveningRich.
customers, a quiet needier who
fanfare should* be pianiss^moed. of note and in his own words, Too Beautiful,” “The Most Beauti¬
must have been quite arinoying to
because the upbeat all blit drowns “comics have been lousing up my ful Girl in the Wbrid,’’ a medley
him;
His attack on- the patron
Ciro9**. H’wood
out her voice—and she’s not lack¬ material for years and now I’m. from “Porey and Bess” and: a socko
funny,
punctuated.
“When My Sugar Walks Down
Hollywood; Sept. 9. . i wasn’t
...
.. .. it was i.
going to dish it up myself.”
ing Jor lungpower.
Diana Dors, Al Harding Orch with appeals to the audience and
In his own metier, standing up The Street.” among others.
Disker Paul Anka gets fullface
to the owners to eject said citizen,
His
by
play
with
Stabile
arid
his
(10);
$2.50
cover,
no
minimum
to
what
he
writes
for
himself,
his
billing for the special songs (w&m)
and with some self-righteous lines
which he wrote for this new show; pattern of patter is neither stylized give-and-take with the customers,
Aside from the curious. Diana such as his clainj that, it was not
Johnny D’Arc and Ronnie Marie nor,way out ih the manner of the including some cadging of drinks
only. lncumb^nt;Upon him to enter-,
are good number-leaders; the Copa- sick gentry. His quick wit, at times from the down-fronters, all added Dors isn’t apt to stir up much ex¬ tain, but to maintain order as well.
beaut's are nicely accoutred ih fall- too fast for his. own good, has a up . to. a demonstration of ah as¬ citement from ,;a business stand* . Drunks and dullards are some¬
point during her current Ciro’s
season
JAvin^ston costumes; strong trade flavor that sets well sured. slick talent.
Supporting him In the. layout limited: engagement. It’s the Eng¬ times the lot of entertainers in the
Doug Coudv’s staging is fastpaced, with the clientele of this stopover,
night. clubs. Biit patrons: are still
per usual. Per usual also., the Paul on La Cienega’s. restaurant row.. are comic Earl..Halil (New Acts) lish born actress’ first time around the people whp pay the tariffs,
.. ,
... -.. . - -■ .■
_ .
Shelley band backstops the show His ihonology is crisp and fresh, and the Page Cavanaugh Trio, a locally as A bistro entertainer—.
staple
on
the
New
York
nitery
but it’s not likely that she’ll re- ! c^ate headliners and are the ultiwell. spelling Frank Mgrti’s cha- carelessly paced arid tossed With
circuit
and.
.as
always,
a
dispenser
the
abandon
of
a
mixed-up
jester.
peat
In
the
near
future.
•
*?.«"»•
J®
cha-ites on the dansapation.
As. a drummer boy and bugler, of highly listeriable betw'een-show I
Actually though. It’s not all the thos* •" *■>>; other.section of tho
Lewis continues an alert and
the attack, was uncalled for.
sounds;.
Ilerm.
strictly
as
a
sight
gag,
Douglas
fault
of
Miss.
D,
Her
act
is
pleas¬
savvy performer, for all Ibis tableJose.
ant enough. But it’s just that this
Scotching. The topical! zingers stormed up a DC8 whirlwind of
towrn rarely , supports, if at all, ariy
range from Beverly Aadland and yacks. He had only one Paar joke,
Flame Room, Mpls.
couldn’t
stay
away
from
David
act unless it’s strictly of big league
her ma (“a family that;, plays to¬
Sahara*1jis Vega§
Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
stature. Unfortunately this .platgether”) and Z'a* Zsa Gabor Susskind and likened the nitery’s
Las Vegas, Sept, (5,
Dorothy Dandridge (2) Harry, [num blonde hasn’t reached that
(“dedicated to the proposition”) crinkly curtains to a coffin for
Dan- Dailey, Connie Francis,
to Adlai Stevenson (“who says the Primo Camera. Danny Thomas got Fruhnian, Francis Dear Orch; $2, plateau as yet.
t
Wynn Gould,* Bill .Chatham, Jii
a
few'
laughs.
6f
his
own
with,
the
Well endowed physically, the
right thing at the right time to the
buxom Miss Dors shows an okay [ Cross, Stewart Rose, Marilyn John*
wrong people”) and Frank Sinatra intro of Douglas and then it was
Dorothy Dandridge Is a gal who voice that’s supported in part by ' son, Moro-Landis Dancers & Show¬
(“if Kennedy gets in he’ll buy two bedlam rest of the way.
A demure Japanese singer. can munch an . apple while she’s four boys called “The Unwashr girls (18), Louis.Basil Orch (23)
points in the White House”). He
conducted by Jerry Fielding- for
plays the politico topicalities Reiko by name, won over the singing and ..still ihanage to look abl^s.”
with a tiny voice as the and sound great doing it. She re-' The guy quartet, and a, turn of. Dan Dailey and Joe Mete for Con¬
obliquelv (“I’m not prejudiced be¬ Tevelers
nie Francis; produced by Stan Ir¬
leadin
to
her'
blasting
jazzique.
sorts
to
this
bit
during
a
calypso
mimicry
on
Ertha
Kitt,
Lena
Horne.
cause Nixon is a Quaker”); he
a refreshing innovation In number in her act. Later, she sips Marlene Dietrich and Mae West win; ch ofeogfaphy,., Moro-Landis;
personally is an "osteopath—I’m She’s
the usual noisy intime of these chariipagne, a more appropriate are Miss D’s best conrtibutions. staged by Camille Williams, $4
around the joints all the time”; Iow-ceilinged.
.minimum.
smoke-filled bistros.
zings off “I’m Lady Chatterley’s Gus Bivona’s trio whips , up a refreshment in this lavish Flame Her biggest asset is the warmth
Room setting, while crooning a and cuteness she projects to the
Lover” and a parody on “Mack the musical
.
With proper editing, the Dan
while the acts are romantic ballad.
audience. .
Knife.” among other ribaldries'; and w'armingtempest
up or cooling off.
With or without edible props.
Vocal Offerings Included “This Daiiey show should settle down to
attests to his al fresco condition by
a
satisfactory hunk of entertain¬
Helm.
Miss Dandridge. is, herself, a tasty Could Be the Start of Something
observing, “If I’m standing up I’m
dish. . She sings with a sort of “cul¬ Big.” “How Long Has This Been ment, since it has all the; ingredi¬
ahead.” A VIP show' biz turnout for
ents
for; success.
tured sexiness,” and her nifty out¬ Going On?” and “Wouldn’t That
Mister Kelly's, Chi.
the opening night midnight show'
The personable Dailey, :a typical
fit accentuates her striking beauty. Be Lovely.” Al Pellagrlnl. draws
Chicago, Sept. 5.
gave vivid testimonial to their ac?
song
& dance man, is more effec¬
Felicia Sanders
(with Irving This is her first appearance in credit as mrisical director of : an act
claim of Joe E. Lewis as an Ameri¬
tive in the pedal department than
can nitery institution—long may Joseph), Buddy Lester, Marx-Frigo Minneapolis. She’s the first Negro staged by Lou Spencer. Show is he is with the .pipes, but he pulls
Kafg.
performer to play this Radisson hooked for two-wreeks.
he waver. New maitres d’ hotel Trio; $2.50 cover.
hefty yocks with. a 1 Ampoon of the
Hotel, nitery; just , as she was the
Bruno will have ropes-iip biz for
teenage recording stars. .“Ward¬
Both halves of bill are first-tim¬ first of her race to appear at the
Trade Winds, Chi'...
seme time ahead.
Abel.
robe Mistress” Wynn Gould is a
ing in this chicery, and it scarcely Waldorf-Astoria five years ago.
Chicago, Sept. 8./
One of the.Flame Room’s largest , Buddy Hackett, Loray White, Joe strong asset to the proceedings
reflects on them to note more
Flamingo, Las Vegas
with her surprise songolpgy, and
oxygen per head can be expected opening night crowds waited, pa¬ Parnello Trio; $2. cover.
dancers. Bill; Chatham and Jirit
Las Vegas,! Sept. 8.
than during the preceding Mori. tiently for Miss Dandridge’s ap¬
Cross are fancy footmates for
Ray Bolger, Dorothy Louden, Sahl b.o. rouser.
New . . tandem pearance—half an hour late be¬
Buddy
Hackett’s
firstle
In
this
Dailey!
Trio gets laughs with a
Muriel Landers, Linda Green, Don drew a respectable Labor Day eve
cause. of a mixup by the singer in new spot (opened last spring) seems
Kirk, Barry Ashton Dancers & turnout that bodes a nice tw'o-week
locating the hotel elevator. The de¬ to have more of the softsell that “newspaper fan dance’* which
Dailey
claims
“was. stolen .by an
Showgirls (12) Nat Brandwynne accounting.
lay could probably be charged to previously was Only, a sometime
down the Strip at the Star¬
Orch (15); produced by Ray Bol¬ . Absent from Chi several years.
first-night jitters, , as could Miss quality of his turn. It’s a: plus In act
dust.”
ger and Jeff Lews; special chore¬ Miss Sanders is a cinch for repeat
Dandridge’s apparent tension which his case because he’s got the fun¬
Dailey Intros Cortnle Francis In
ography, Barry Ashton; $4 mini¬ here if she wants it. Her songdetracted from an otherwise fault¬ ny stuff and charm to go yvlth. the this outing, And the Vegas debut of
mum.
ji
stering has has the requisite, dy¬ less preem performance.
pedalthe chirp brought brisk mitt action
namics — inoxle,. vocal shading, . Miss Dandridge’s own conductor, easy
His
sure
bits
retain
their
poten¬
from first-nighters. Th e bninett®
Ray Bolger has bounced and keen dramatic sense—ih spades!
glided back into the: Flamingo Few are her equal at the 9ort of Harry Fruhirian, accompanied her cy—the “booze and broads” angles, looker is equAlly at home as a
Room, and with him are a couple mood-changing that keeps an andir nicely on the 88 with fine backing domesticity, Mickey Spillane take¬ belter Or balladeer, and clicks big
of femmes who, appeared in his ence riveted ali the way. Her froiri Francis pear’s orchestra. She over, and some pretty fresh slants with, an r&r. version, of some Jolson
February show'—Dorothy Louden classy catalog (cued by 88er Irv continues here through Sept. 22 on tv’s “Gunsmoke.” But now and hits. Her enthusiastic reception
and Muriel Landers—who handily Joseph) showed all dramatic sides with Vaughan Monroe. following! then, for all his skill, there’s ques¬ here indicates she’ll be a powerful
help make this “Music;: of Sound” :—from a torchy “This Nearly Was for one week. Somethin' Smith and tionable taste in his other pat stuff, draw for any niteryrevue a solid piece of: entertain¬ Mine,” through a humorous “Be-: the Redheads open a fortnight en¬ including the onceover on pimples
Jerry Fielding,, as conductor of
Rees.
and hirsute nostrils;
ment. Song and Dance man Bolger gat,” “West Side Story” olio, and gagement Sept. 30.
the Louis Basil orch (23), is a po¬
It’s much to his credit that the tent pilot for the party.:
is generous with the footwork in very impressive “Speak Low.”
talkalog is garnished, albeit lightr
the outing, and he also clicks as a
Hometown comic Buddy Lester Talk of Town, London
Stewart Rose and Marilyn John¬
ly, with some sage satiric com¬ son Admirably dub the Vocals into
major league comedian.
London, ;Sept 9.
is another of the atypical bookings
Comedienne-chirp Miss Louden, for this spot in past year or so;
Edrtha Kitt/ Aleta Morrison, ments. They’re subtle, but there an Overlong salute to the 50th
graduate cum laude from the chic and as long as he can pull, enough David Wilkinson, Pat Ferris, The for the acute-minded to pluck. Cap¬ state, which features Freddy Letult
supper clubs, again gets praise, Old-schoolers in, there should be a Rayros. Bros., The Trio M&rlidor, per is the inevitable Chinese and his Polynesian Bora: Bora
this time in the form of well- good laugh count per his teeupper. Girls. About Town (24), Bbys Waiter routine for top ihitting.
Dancers, the' 18. “Most American
deserved yOcks from [appreciative Small stage crimps some, but most About Town (4), Pat Dodd, Jack ’Thrush Loray White wai a last- Girls In The World;” and the ex¬
audiences. Very funny in her of his perennials are reprised — Peach,. Tommy Thomas, Sydney minute sub for reportedly ailing pected tribal warfare, torch jug¬
pseudo-blase style, her out ver¬ the song parodies, barrage of prop- Simone & Orch, Jdo. Martino Orch, Rose Hardaway. Her dusky piping gling, swordplay, rain, wind, thun¬
sions of “Every Street’s a Blvd. In hatted throwaways, Ted Lewis staged by Robert Nesbitt; choreog¬ never gats past the surface of a der; lightning, hip-tossing, and a
Old New York” and “I; Got Plenty carbon, etc. It’s all laced with the raphy, Billy Peich; decor. Rod tune, and session found interest volcano. The 35-minute effort was
O’ Nothin’ ” (dedicated jto the Dept, orthodox
one-liners,
agreeably Kingham; orchestrations, Burt straying despite a catalog of po¬ concocted by MororLandis Produc¬
of Internal Revenue) are classics. dispatched.. He knows his way Rhodes; costumes, R. St. John tent familiars. She Works confi¬ tions.
V
Miss Louden is a good bet for well, but in this spot at least; he Roper; minimum $6.75.
dently but is given too much to
.The Dan Dailey Show,' which ran
headline status.
should subdue the indigo arid
those literal gestures. Joe Parnel- 110 minutes at: the initial uriveilBolger intros another embryonic Yiddish stuff.
Pit.
"Talk of the Town/' on the old
ihg, is set for four weeks. Duke.
P*
ropaeabana,N. Y«

Joe E. Lewis
(with Austin ]
MackTrude
Adams,
Johnny !
D'Arc, Bonnie Marie; Paul Shelley :
and Frank Marti bands; staged by !
Douglas Coudy; songs, Paul Anka; j
costumes. Bitty Livingston (Mme. j
Berthe >;
orchestrations, j. George
Brae urn
$6 minimum. !
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lessly coiffured, she, could have
though as the Blackstone has seen,
International, Jf. Y.
Drake Hotel, Chi
Hotel St. Regls, N. Y.
Chicago, Sept. 9.
Fernanda Montel, MiltShaw's won applause for her beauty alone,: . Milt Trekier, . Jackie Winston, that alone, doesn’t pull.
Important
to
the
entertainment
By
her
own
admission,
she
ricver
Boots McKenna guys and. gals,
Qrch and Walter Kay Trio; ’$2.50
Myron Cohen, Jimmy Blade Orch
quite got off the ground with her Michael Durso Orch; $6 minimum. field is that this class hospice is
♦over.
singing,'however. She claiiris the
back in the. show orbit after a (5); $2.50 cover, $3 Fri.-Sat.
few selections (such wellrkriowns
With an audience that included many years hiatus. It. opened,
Coriles the new fall season arid as "Lover,” "Old Devil .Moon’’.and
circa mld-’30s, as the Balmese,
Though switching storyteller
a
bachelor
party,
a
bar
mitzvah
the posh Maisonette of the St Re-, “You Made Me Love You”) aliow^with bands and chirpers, shutting
cis unfolds Its new-seasOn portals ed for her i5-minute stint barely contingent of early teenagers, a down a few years later when man¬ Myron Cohen from the Chez Pare©
bevy of southern matrons, and a
to the poshy Camellia House «to
$nd, Invariably, It’s either Fernanda' gave her time to warm up.
squad Of ori-the-town GIs, it was agement shifted entertainment to
Montel or Julie Wilson as the feAt any rate, She only sieemed to hard to. guess what the performers its Mayfair Room, poshy haunt for open latter’s season) had the auda¬
riperier. Thri Gallic gal wrin out
the social set and since given over cious quality of. an outrageous mil¬
this .semester, although, not to . put be beginning to hit her stride with, at Jack Silverman’s international to the banquet-meeting circuit.
it . on any nationalistic basis, there the last'tune; "Up. a Lazy River.” would be up against. As it, turned (It’s now too lucrative, in fact, to itary maneuver, the hindsight re¬
actions now are likely to have that
I
Only
then
did
she
appear
to
be
,
_
.
.
.
Out,.
the
verdict
was
split,
with
seems to be a vogue this upcoming
revert to a public showcase.)
season for favoring the Yank exerting something approaching ! swing, singer Milt Trenier getting . Miss Eraci, a petite Associated “well, why not?” ring.
full
long
powek
arid
free-wheeling
i
a
rousing,
reception
arid
veteran
Briefly, this bluebook establish¬
thrushes in this and contemporan-;
^ comic Jackie
_ .
Winston receiving a Booking chiiper, Is on an indefinite ment faced the law of diminishing
eous.rpoms- viz., Rosemary Clooney ! exuberance.
Hal Loriian and his Playmates rather tepid, albeit; polite seridoff. ticket, using first two weeks *to dis¬ returns by strictly enforcing the
as the Waldorf-Astoria's Empire
play her regular supper club act
Trenier Could do no wrong from Which circles operatic, show tune chantootsie policy that heretofore
Room reOpener, Joan Gilbert and j (Judi West and.. Patti - Morrow)
Gloria deHaven booked to; follow danced competently enough.! But the riiomeht he tookover the floor. apd Ilalo numbers, accomping her¬ had primed the spenders. While
[again,
the
.quarter
hour
allotted
MisS Montel, etc. None the less,
Except for one ballad, “Try a Lit¬ self at the Steiriway on a couple situation didn’t result in radical
still ri another French chanteuse ] probably helped to -.•stymie, them tle Tenderness,” he maintained a of titles. Her piping is nice, overhaul, some departures were
©peris tonight (Wed/) at the equal¬ ; from full development into
swingy pace and had the partygoers though somewhat metallic, and mapped out—notably the Cohen
ly swank Persian Room . of the I hesive
S act.
-'and--regulars.snapping, their-fingers, certainly impressive enough to reg¬ gambit. His opener decides a cou¬
ple of things, at least—that he, but
Hotel Plaza, although Gogi- Grant
ister with the ermine crowd.
any, comedian can work the
and Jane Firoman are in the Plaza’s ! pe^mbWating 8 violin ^interludes.
; Plan calls for the layout to not
future book!
groove, in about a fortnight, into room—so that, if the stand Minds
up
the
success that’s augured, it
Most important is the talent po¬ ? panist for Miss Nioole as Bell as i Il's friendly
'ricnd'y a"d WoriTiai ahd as- a "salute” format; probably leadtablishes a warm rapport with the irig with the Jerome Kern song- won’t betoken a rush to buy up
tential, and Miss Montel manifests : for the dance floor occupants.
other
comics.
.
audience.
book, though that’s yet to be set!
It to. the fullest. She has extended
Jay..
the unfoldment of his turn,
her Anglais translations ahd, at the
His singing, style is contagious,, as Besides adroit backstopping,. Ben- •it In
was
evident
that
Cohen’s
own
same time, has also given her rep¬
shown by the unsolicited rhythmic teler’s ensemble (third seasoning
hallmarks were indeed compatible
ertoire wider UN connotations with A«hGr«iye. Holly wood
accompaniment of the ’tabl'ers.' For in the room) cuts a charming, pre- with the spot — the elegant, wellshow
book
scoping
Broadwayexcerpts front the Spanish and Ital¬
the most part, he employs a hand
. Hollywood. Sept. 8.
manicured delivery, and, for the
ian hit parades. .Most ..important,
mike and makes his way around Vienna romantics with strolling mdst part, the universality of hie
Bud & Travis; $2 admission.
she has eschewed what she herself
the raised stage in a sort of jazzed- fiddlers.
dialect humor. The ex-silk sales¬
;
Incidentally,
no
cover
or
mini¬
used to deprecate as “the corny
up
marching
step.
He
connects
For this folk music riiecca. Budman is peerless at looming the
Pit.
:. French hit parade.” The Gallic in¬ fit Travis; youthful! singer-guitarists; each time with such offerings as mum!
funny yarn, adding a lacey touch
ternational favorites she retains' are a; natural.. Act is in for four “Day in and Day Out,” “Just in
here
and there.
have special flavor: and special MOn- weeks! capacity house at Wednes¬ Time,”.. “Mack the Knife” and
Gatineau* Ottawa
He seems now to favor more the
' tel interpretations.
day’s (24) opener . indicates hoys “Personality.” The customers
-F
Ottawa.
Sept.
9.
short
(relatively) joke as .against
Songstress obviously takes her should maintain the sardine at¬ called for more, blit Trenier finally
Jimmie Rodgers, Jerry Cooper, the protracted one, and though
chores more than casually:. No. mosphere, i
.
begged off with a real swinging
.Craig
Day
Dancers
(5),
Russ
he’s
deft
at any length, there hat
Contrary to most other folk- “Bill Bailey.”
longer is She the tail, lissbme
Thomas Orch (10);. $2 admission. always been more delight in the
clothes-horse with a feriime fatale tuners, B&T inject pop arid Latin
For Winston It was an uphill
Iongie
with
its greater latitude for
iriien; she’s a serious diseuse, albeit songs arid bridge them with .clever climb, He’s a likeable guy, but all
Jimmie . Rodgers, exudirig youth facial mimicry and pregnant
not too heavily so, and seemingly patter.''
his material could do is arouse a and: boyish charm, is current (to pauses. And,- as always, he knows
Excellent support is supplied/ titter, here and a chuckle there,
Is working on extending her. global
when to quit.
appeal. With special tailoring tin i-by Charlie. Gonzales on the guitar- Winston knew he had his: back to 14) in a string of clicko names
the Irene Bordorii .manner) /she 'ron (a Mexican guitar with a.bass the wall, but the unenthusiastic re¬ that keep business good at the . If there is a flaw, and it some¬
Gatineau
Club..
As
he
should,
he
how seems minor, it s in Cohen’s
iild fit into an . American legit tone). (B&T duet of “Myra,” “Rasp-: sponse did not detei him. He re¬
in most of his disclicks. coyish tendency to self-efface and
musical. She’s a striking beauty berries and Strawberries” and sorted to the traditional Out of com¬ brings
After a four-song session of standwho commands; attention. She sets, “Cloudy Summer Afternoon" are ics in such a predicament by ex¬ up chant, he hauls up a high stool name-drop. But minor it is against:
the bullseye register of his catalog,
off her high blonde coiff against , a the standouts.
plaining, in a kidding way of
dramatic black griwn. (Rodriguez of . Also on the bill, the new Lost course; his stories or indicating and guitar and wprks a stanza of as the firstnight laughs certified^
folksy
items
that
collect
solid
at¬
Pertinently, the house to this re¬
jCity
Ramblers,
fiddle
about
the
Madrid shares haul couture credit
that -‘this. * it.” His unfunny tention.
viewer looked about full, and was
ith Paris’ Balenciaga) arid she .: stage; with a foot .stontpin’ rhythm" double entendre and unsubtle
Rodgers brings the customers duplicated for second show—and
;
of
“Swing
Your
Partner.”
Kafa.
wprks with a;, customerrwillihgness
homo gags proved .of; no help. into, the act, even makes his own for many of the customers it was
that’s undeniable:
Moreover, Winston should h a v e. goofs arid table-side hecklers pay obviously a fresh encounter.
There, are some riew. opes and. Ono Sliorillan
Y. I known better than to resort to this off. Backed by nice arrangements
Baek again on the bandstand is
some familiars, such as “I. Love
Josh White u-ith BUI Lee, Claricy 'i stilff; ?or he was. aware of the pres- from the Russ Thomas house band, the _ Jimmy Blade crew for savvy
Paris”, .(■EnglishV!“Petit.Bal” /wellhis socko piping gamers mitting cueirig of patron dancing. Thrush
..Bros 'St Toni Mokem..>4), Logan - ence of the youngsters.
interpreted) arid "J’ai Les Blues,”
|
By dint of sheer determination throughout.
nee "Mood Indigo.” “Oui,‘ Oui, ; English; $2 music. charge:
Veteran chanter Jerry Cooper, Diana Trask opens Oct. 3. Pit.
^—2-^-v
arid hard, almost. exasperating.
Oiii” is a forte opener; “Bleu. j
The changing Greenwich Village : work, he man a grid to break held: over,, produces a new sessiori
Blanri, Rouge*’ (.the . French: trithis week including a hat song, a
- color, in relation to Tamour/: what ’scene is hardly noticeable at. One j through a little! However, he took tune about the garment industry Village Vanguard* X. Y«
Gerry Mulligan Orch (13), Bern¬
else?), “La Dolce Vita” arid; “RO1- . Sheridan Square.: The pew spot.: nq chances in splitting, up his. act and some comedy gab. He retains
mantica” (both I.talo), "Pour Un i.•v.'h'ich is doubling, as * nitery1 arid; in the hope that lie would be called. his fave trombone-chant bit on ard Peiffer; $4.50 minimum.
Homme” (solid torch); "Le PopoV 1 ari off-Broadway theatre, is op the j back. ;He/stayed to the bitter end. “Saints” with band soloists ud to
site of the. once-famed .Cafe Society j Compared: with his earlier welcatepetl” (Mexican.influence.)/.
Max Gordon has taken a calcu¬
[the. microphone for dixieland
She does a solid 45 minutes, and Downtow ; . and its headliner is I come,, he closed to a. fairly strong [ items. Also h.o. are the Craig Day lated risk in bringing Gerry Mul¬
In exacting manner which makes Josh White who made his profes- I mittingi For his final routine, he Daricers with three routin'''; each ligan’s 13-piece orch down to his
j dropped the standup. patter arid
this repertoire even tougher for | sional debut there 20 years ago:
Village Vanguard for a third time.
show.
Gorm,
..Another throwback to the Cafe . resorted to props—a beat-up strawMilt Shawv.and;his AFMites who do
Band s $3,500 a week take is a big
j
Society
davs
is
drunibeater
Ivan
i .
ahri cane, a scotch outfit to
a tiptop job, Shaw is the! channut for an intimery such as this
.tetises’ delight, backstopping them i Black; Black handled the room for pmriaite bagpipers; and a hillbilly
cellar club to make up but Gordon
Left Bank* !X. Y.
like Yogi Berra in spades. Besides {Bakney Josep.hsori then arid he’s j Setup. He danced, he pranced, he
Danny Apolin
Trio,
Eddie figures that he can’t do worse than
be yodeled, carboned Hazel; $3.50 ininhn
the way he gets ’em out for the dan- ! now doing the; same chores for the. i
break even and if things start
sapatiori gives .the room a rousing I owners. Kelsey Mafechal. arid! Dartny Kaye, Chevalier, and gem
' swinging nicely these early Sep[ erally clowned. The customers apRoseland esprit, upusual for a “so¬ ( Marty Lorin.
Dick Kollniar’s Left Bank gener¬ i tember days, the band’s two week
ciety” band. Shaw is spelled by ' The spirit .s .he same ^eh^^^W^^hi^aete, ally has a set of .performers new ! stay could end up in the black.
"Walter Kay’s equally seasoned trio.. j though there.: are no . spirits! Spot
and hard work,
tp these parts and who provide | Anyhow, Gordon figures the
With, the new Serge ObOl.ensky- [has no liquor license so it serves ^ J^ ^^ots McKenna guys £and more , general interest. Kollmar, in Mulligan booking is worth the
■ Bill; Zeckendorf management con¬ ■ such stimulants a^ coffee!, tea, cold
manage to put some spirit in this operation, has some distinct ! gamble because of its marquee
trol, it’s worthy of recording that [ cider/ orangeade, ginger ale and j.^h^lr routines although they’ye problems in lining rip his show value, Jhe change of pace from the
they know enough riot to rewrite j the like at 25c. a throw. The ] done the same numbers so many inasmrich as the talent ha’s, to be J small combo routine and the solid
a hit. As a matter of fact it’s an. j groceries include hr wnies, maca-: [hri®s they- probably can do . it proficient at instrumentals before ; musicianship inherent in the
©Id story for Col. Obolensky- be¬ [rebn tarts/ apple turnovers and j hhridfolded. As per. usual, the Mi- 10 so that diners can escape the : band’s styling. Gordon seems to be
cause, .for him, it completes the babecued hot dogs at 50c a. plate. ; chael Diirsb crew -provides top- cabaret tax. Players must also be right on all counts, especially the
. cycle. The same tiptop service is Hcuse gets its .money from the $2 notch showbackirig..
adept at their music arid have dis¬ [latter.
. Holl.
there. urider!maitre d’ August’s ex¬ j music charge at the door,..
tinctive vocal styles after that hour ! Although it’s a comparatively
pert, guidance; Arina, the yes'tiare,
for the late trade.
White
.hasn’t
changed
much
In
• small room for the size of the
inOws half the .clientele by name;
! The present lineup calls for a band, the sound never gets to blast/
the unique, character of ah old tra¬ ihis two decades of balladeeririg:
single and a group, both, of whom ! out proportions. Mulligan is a
j Still one of the most effective folk
dition in a sometimes too modern
carry considerable merit. In the [serious musician with.a lot to say
evolution rernairis intact; at least ; singers around, he’s able tp .score
opening slot is Eddie Hazel, who .and he knows just how to say it
here:, save for the new carpeting f with the college crowd - \yho were
dries the soft piano work during ! within the confines of the Van...and paint job, arid even there the i in the; cradle when , he started as
[the dinner session, and after that I guard.
~
[well
as.
with
the
oldsters
wlio
motif and pf the decor, has. been
j contribs songs and accomps himi The arrangements are the key
maintained. It has often been .cheeried hiiri . on at his start. His
Chicago, Sept, 13. j self on a guitar.
style
is
smooth
hvs
approach
rioted that the St. Regis is among
Soprano Evie Eraci; and. Franz I ..Hazel, has a pleasant voice and : to his work. They’re imaginative,
“the last" of the Mohicans” in the is „carefully etched.
•
, Benteler’s. mannered tooters (4) [a flair for hip overtones ori the | provoking and at all times interest.Self-accomping . on guitar and i were teamed last week to incept ! standards. He gives the tune a > ing even when he strays far out
better Manhattan manner, of serv¬
ice.
Abet
■ with Bill. Lee assisting on bass, ! 3 show format in the plushy Cafe j good ride and imparts a lot of vocal of the melodic route. He puts a lot
- White runs thrjmgh ..a flock, of • Bpnaparte (nee- Balinese Room) in, and musical tricks which impel lis¬ of lively moods into Fats Waller’s
i classic items that pay .off in evqry ^. Sheraton/Biackstone Hotel proj- tening. Like many in this genre, ‘Sweet and Slow” ‘Johnny Hodges*
Shoreham Hotel. D. C. I nepartment. ^ One Meat Ball,” ect to adrenalizri the place. In- he has to knack of many jazzsters ! "18 Carrots For A Rabbit” and
Washington, Sept. 8. ! Scarlet Eibbbns, _ I.m ' Gonnq time room’s debut a few seasons who. provide a n°te of improvisa¬ : John Mandel’s "Black Nightgown”
Suzanne Nicole, Hoi L&man & ■Moye To Tje Outskirts Of Town,’ |agp vrith a “high fashion” ehow- tion to the songs, His .work comes ‘ from the “I Want To Live” score
in addition to such pop standards
his Playmates (3). Siiiging Strings , Black- Girl; ■■ \oii d[. Better_ Get • and-Iiquor list was a transparent off well in. this spot.
(11); Bob Cross Orch (12); $2.00 H.°[rie
John-.[•attempt to buck the. Ambassador
The. Danny Apolihar Trio com¬ ‘ as "You Took Advantage of Me” and
toper..
'
\ me and Sam Hall are the stand- [East’s Pump Room With its con- prises the maestro at the piano, ! VCome Rain Or Come Shine.” Bob
ards in his repertoire.. that people [ sisfent; bluebook trade; but the with bass and drum backing him. . Brookmeyer and Art Cohn are
The Shoreham Terrace Winds jS(B01 tn want to hear over and j. Bonaparte, though satisfactory,. Applinaf. of Filipino extraction, j some Of the cats Mulligan leans
' never hit expectations or dented works , with a musical mixture of [ oh for his arranging work.
up the under-the-stars season (be¬ | over, again:
fore. switching to the plush Blue J It’s a folk'-loaded bill that the j its rival's prestige. ?
many schools of thought, none of ! The band, of course, is paced b£
Room) with a bill headed by chari- spot, is featuring this ttssion but) There are reasons, of course— which steins from orthodoxy. One Mulligan’s sax, Brookmeyer’s lromZ
teuse Suzanne Nicole supplement¬ ! the packed house at the two shows j geographic smartness for one. of his gimmicks is the inclusion of [bone-arid Phil Quill’s clarinet and
ed by. Hal .Loman’s two girls and. a. [ opening: night . Thurs. >8) never j Ambassador’s Gold Coast locus is hits rif past years: necul;arly ger¬ sax work. The rest of the boys
boy dance trio.. The program is no 1 tired of the acliori. On the. bill are ■ certainly more cosmopolite than mane to that period, which lyric- pitch in to make it a strong 45rouser, but seems; to provide the the Clancy Bros. . & Tom Makem , S: Michigan Ave., where the Black-. wise would never warrant a pres¬ minute musical session.
kirid of subdued arid tasteful fare and Logan English. Both turns arq stone enables . Harry S. Truman to ent day revival. .
Although „he seems lonely in
expected by Shoreham patrons.
reviewed in New Acts.
! take an ayem constitutional in
He modernizes the music sharply front in comparison with the big
Without, considering her vqcal
Spot goes legit Sept. 28 when a; Grant Park. Also, the Bonaparte- which; when superimposed on the band with which he alternates,
talents, Miss Nicole is one up on new musical. ^‘Greenwich Village: | with, its Napoleonic motif—^doesn’t ancient lyrics, makes for ari amus¬ Bernard Peiffer commands atten¬
most/ femmes, plying the supper tj.S.A.,” moves i . Owners, how-j match ! the : Pump’s . vrarmth
ing pastiche. Apolinar has musical tion for keyboard styling. He
club circuit simply, by virtue Of ever, plan to hold bn to tlieir riitery showmanship (caparisoned coffee savvy, -cuts some fancy musical dishes up .a fresh jazz sound, that’s
strikingly good looks—a statriesque franchise by running a "Midnight boys,, etc.). Respecting menu and figures on the piano, and vocalizes tasty as well as inventive and helps
frame topped by an elegantly blond Special’’;.show after the curtain.
service, however, maitre d’ Bjorn with appeal for most age groups. to round out a full-blown musical
head. Splendidly robed and. flawtirosi
bill.
Gros.
Thompson can rightly preen.
Jose.

Sheraton-Blackstone In
Chi Revives Show Policy
Alter Longtime Hiatus
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Hotel Roosevelt, M. O*
New Orleans, Sept. 8.
Joanne Wheatley (with Hal Kantier), Curry, Byrd. & LeRoy, Don
Glasser Orch <11); $2.50 weeknight minimum; $4 Sato.' ;

“prop," he expounded In humorous
Royal Hawaiian,
fashion mostly on the recent
Honolulu
political conventions, both . presi¬
Honolulu, Sept. 2.
dential candidates, present Ad¬
Charles K. L. Davis, with Gene
ministration policies and his Bone; Haunani Kahaleibai and
“adoption” by the Hearst press Polynesians (2); Pierson Thai
and Henry Liice.
. , orch.; $l-$2 cover.
Greeted with enthusiasm, he
ambled along to almost continuous
Charles. K. ,L. Davis, billed as
belly laughter and applause as he “Hawaii’s greatest voice.” has
hit the target repeatedly with his returned to the Royal Hawaiian
caustic and barbed,witaimed fre¬ hotel’s spacious Monarch Room
quently at both Senator Kennedy for. a three-Week engagement, six
and Vice President Nixon and nights a week, and the .local-boysometimes even at the . President. who-made-good more than lives up
Funny bones take a beating as his to the billing. . Capacity biz is: a
penetrating and sarcastic, digs hold cinch on the basis of word-of-mouth
up the supposed serious to ridicule. following his opening (l> that
Sahl verbal bon mots may be drew city’s carriage trade.
"sick” humor, but keeping an audi¬
His authoritative, o p e r a t i cence happy and providing it with irained tenor voice gains top
so much enjoyment surely have plaudits for an aria from “La
therapeutic value for the listener; Boheme,” [ though this was his
Sahl related how he covered the only venture into longhair concert
convention as a Hearst press re¬ fare ; at show caught. Numbers
porter and how the happenings from his. new “Adventures in
struck him. Getting the job with Paradise? album (Everest. label)
the Hearst papers and then being score solidly, especially, the title
“embraced” by Luce apparently song (which utilizes the musical
indicate “things are going in the theme of the tv series of the same
right direction,” but there’ll be name).
Singer takes over at the piano
some who feel he should be back
“with his own people,” he pointed tp sing and play “Honolulu. Tom¬
boy;” arinky-dink song popular in
out.
Back for a speedy return engage^ Waikiki in. the 1920s. And a duet
ment, congo-bonga expert Candido, wth deep-voiced . Haunani. Kahawho also is the first performer lewai is a Standout. Davis rales
this room ever has held over, again as the king of the Monarch Room
astonishes with his artistry bn the —and..the king- can do no wrong*.
drums. Herb Pilhovcr’s instru¬ He gets excellent support, from his
mental trio contributes topdrawer accompanist - conductor - composer.
Gene Bone, and. the Pierson. Thai
jazz and accompanies Candido.
Singer Frank D’Rone and orch.
On basis of audience reaction, it
comedian Buddy Lester come next,
might be smarter to open with
opening Sept. 19.
Rees
the femme; singer and: her dancers
Leilani Whiteniarsh and Mate
Ng), then bring on! Davis for an
Roundtable, X. Y.
No
Cootie V/illiams Quintet, Red uninterrupted performance.
matter, it’s the best show the room,
Nichols & H'S Five Pennies, Jean
has had in many a moon. Walt.
Duchamp; $4 minimum.

Wednesday, September 14, 1960
as evidenced on /‘Bill Bailey.”
365 Clob, Yrisc*
Others Include such as “Can’t Be¬
San Francisco, Sept:, §.
lieve You’re In Love With Me.”
Marya. Linero, Kiki Paige, Ben
Williams .takes the opener spot & Jack Palmer* Paul Burke/ Jayand stays on for full 30 minutes of Nemeth, Erik Cooper
the Madstraight vocaling with a minimum Abouts (2), Barry Ashton Dancers
of between-title chatter. He scores (IV, Roy Palmer Orch <9>;' $2with “Day In, Day Out,” “Just In $2.5Q cover.
«
Time,” “Danny Boy” and “Time
After Time,” among others. He’s a
producer
Barry
Ashton
has
smooth one with delivery, and has created a new. show,; “C’est Mon
good control of the pipes in all Paris,” for Bimbo Giuntoli’s. 36$
ranges. He works effortlessly hut Club and, off the opening night,
with authority.
Bimbo should have stuck to the old.
Max and Cherie come across show for a while:
strong in brief display of bur¬
Not that the new show ddesn’t
lesque aero stuff. Each throws the
—__,
other around In what oughta
be have its moments, but Ashton apbone-breaking fails, and both get j Paff
didn’t have thie time to
good response.
I'pull this show together properly
The June Taylor Dancers, new ; a”d. °ne unfortunate result was
to Harrah’s this show, exhibit click that the show’s high- spot (literi
choreog. and display individual tap ally) came on the. preen whdn .
and aero talents; re the Dunhills’ singer-dancer Kiki . Paige got one
format, 1th rest of group setting hand stuck in the strands of a sus-.
tempo with. hand claps.; And to pended rope from which she’d
see femmes do the routine, it’s top been twirling, and. hung there for
endorsement. The distaffers are several/minutes until stagehands
cute, costuming is neat, and stag¬ could get her down.
Show Is patterned after Vegas
ing is tight and fast.
Leighton Noble backstops In, his reviews,, but tab, of course, and ‘
usual first-rate fashion for alt but! strong on costuming, production
the Goodman turn. Band is aug¬ effects. Dancing/however, is not
mented for the Williams session. up to. usual, high Ashton standard,
probably because of lack of re¬
New show due in Sept. 19,Long.
hearsal. Smaller, individual acts
tend to lack punch, too.
Riverside, Reno
Best of individual acts, probably,
Reno.. Sept. 8.
is the graceful and at times aston¬
Ice-Arama of I960, Mae Edwards, ishing acrobatic daricing. of Bev &
Buff & Joanne McCusker. Paul Sibr Jack Palmer: Jay Nemeth, a Ven¬
ley, Dottie McCusker, Eddie Fitz¬ triloquist, does an amusing act
patrick Orch (10);. choreography. with his dummy dog; But from
Robert Turk; produced and staged these two. acts, the, quality .descends
by Dottie McCusker; $3 minimum: rather steeply,.
Paul Burke, a cartoonist, dashes
Riverside for a.triple frame has ■•off aa number of very quick
_
booked in the Ice-Arama of 196®“ j sketches on itage. and: rates a few
a show that clicked during
; chuckles, and Erik Cooper sings
Olympic Games at nearby Squaw j ancj ^ances a little with the MadVallev-^and for this turn It s a“ ( Abouts, two : ice-looking blondes,
the same talent (with a coiiple ex- J T^cy sing several French stand!*
ceptions) but with new cpstuming; | ar^s 2|n(j gef a rather tepidVrecepstaging and choreog. And tliefe s | tion . for it’s hard to tell whether
indication the revue will DU^or not they’re kidding. The afofelar b.o. as during the vVinter nient-one(j -^|jgs paigei a brunette
Games. ’
j looker, sings very vivaciously:: and
in this playback Mae'Edwards ’ does cute takeoffs on Keely Smith,
retains the star [billing with the Judy Garland and Ethel Merman—
mix^d McCusker team, comedienne the latter
a good round of
Dottie McCusker and nevveomer f to ( applause..
this area) Paul Sibley, To replace j Marya Linero has what all the
the Starlets during thus icy-date,, individual, acts seem vaguely to
four gals and two guys fill in with ^ lack—a sense, of style. Miss Liner
line routines,
! is a partly nude dancer, who look?.
Miss Edwards scores with the and is built, like a. brunette Lilt
blade set with some neat and well ; st. Cyr. She is the focal point of
executed routines as solo, and in ; all Cyes in Ashton’s; tow big protandem with Sibley to “Wish You [ duction numbers in the later part.
Were'Here.” With emcee Frankie ; 0f the show: One is called “Les
Fanelli doubling oh vocal, she im¬ Oiseaux du Paradis,” and sortie of
presses in a *'Swan: Song” offering these, birds, of paradise/exhibit
to Fanelli’s stfong pipes backing. bare! chests;, the; same is true of
The McCusker team rates plau¬ the closer. “The Fountain, of Ver¬
dits for the duo stuff, albeit the sailles,” wherein a real fountain is
small portable rink restricts both bubbling on stage (shades of Miss
the maneuvering and the aero bits. St Cyr).. ,
Also Impressive -with team vvork . The Lloyd Lambert costumes art
are Drbnnie and Diane Plank.
stunning, but Val Grund’s music
Dottv McCusker handles
[ and lyrics are undistinguished and
eomedic-on-ice r u t- t n e s •w-itn ; the- dancers, themselves! seemed
smooth precision, and good titnini
to be having a tougli time remem¬
She plays the part like a natural. bering what they wrere supposed, to
and it’s apparent it calls for rnore do: Roy;: Palmer Orch also seemed
than average ability on the skates. just to be getting acquainted with
And she gets off some funny lines. the music Nine-number show rims
Exit, with full company on the 67 minutes and. is booked, for 12
ice,: is . to, “When the Saints Go : Weeks, through Nov/3a.
‘
"
Stef,
Marching In.”
Complete show. •
offers ho lulls. Integration makes
for variety, and costuming and
I a trrlude^: Seo 11 sdalr
staging, command attenti
The
Scottsdale, Ariz.«
7.
Fitzpatrick boys back in usual com: j.
Bobby
Sargent, Bill. Collins, Sid
mendab1** fashion. New' show’ is
White, Johnny Jordan’s Orch (7);
due in Sept. 29,
Long.
^3:50 minimum.

New layout in Seymour! Weiss'
plush nocturnal rendezvous clicks
all the way. Thrush Joanne Wheatley, who headlines, is a big fave
here. The attractive, well-groomed
singer comes through with' plenty
on the ball.
Miss Wheatley can’t be typed for
any one kind of tune. She mixes
'em up, displaying an ability to
project well, whether it be novelty,
torch or caressingly sweet stuff.
Her voice has power and range,
and she phrases neatly and at
times seductively. The vivid show¬
manship involved also sets the act
apart.
With composer-arranger.-accompanist (.and hubby) Hal Kapner at
the piano and doubling as vocal
background builder. Miss I Wheatley presents a stint that keeps the
tempo mounting as the arrange¬
ments work in colorful shadings
and effects. His talents embellish
the act and lifts it out of the con¬
ventional groove.
Working at times in throaty
vein, the songstress hypos her
harmonics with strong delivery
and warm appeal. She stresses love
aspect in. her times, piping such
as “Is There A Lover In The
House?" “Lover Come Back To
Me" and others.
[
Curry, Byrd & LeRoy. slapstick
acrobats.
prov;de
tableholders
with many belly laughs. LeRoy
works mostly In the audience for.
hilarious results.
Don Glasser and crew [provide
excellent background for the acts
and keep the floor crowded! during
the terp sessions. Tunes; range
from sweet to schmaltzy and Latin.
Glasser knows the value of muted
C lermont, Atlanta
Veteran swing era trumpeter
brass and sweet toned moments Cootie Williams is proving to tableAtlanta, Sept.. 7.
while playing for hoofers. . Liur.
siders at this eastside nitery that
Gina. O’Day, Carlos & -Linda,
it’s never loo late, to make a Pepita & Antonio,■ Three Lamdnis,
Hotel Roosevelt, X.Y.
change. After all these years, he’s \Rocio de la Habana, Tina Mohtez,
Sammy Kaye Orch
(16i, Al laying, aside the horn and doing, a j Don Baftell 8c His Muchachas (4);
Conte Trio; cover, Sl.50-S2.50
ballad turn, and with exceptional ':five drinks minimum ($6,257.
results.
f
Sammy Kaye, the "swing and
Christian Lamont has put toBacked by his own group and
sway” maestro, is back [ at the working the dance space with hand ; getiier another swift production
Roosevelt Grill in N. Y., jand all mike, Williams belts a catalog of for Bud Turner’s Anchorage Sup¬
is well with biz. Long a favorite in standards, in a swinging, pleasant per Club ia the Clermont Hotel. A
this room. Kaye has one! of his style, doubling un on some num¬ ! speedy Latino-type / reyue, it’s
best Outfits for the current! (eight- bers With Jean Duchamps. Book | tagged “MurCha-Chas” and, as the
weeki 'engagement. Much! of the leans to. nostalgic numbers made ! name implies, is heavy with south
personnel of the 16-piccei combo famous bv others—Ink Spots’ "If j of the: border talent.
apparently is a carry-over from I Didn’t Care.” etc.—and duet, with
Starred are the Spanish, dance
the organization he had from last Miss Duchamp on “Old Black Ueani of Carlos & Linda and flaseason on his tv program. In line Magic’’ is after, the Louie Prima- irnenco terpers Pepita & Antonio,
with Kaye’s tv future this fall. Keely Smith disclick duo.
r Both pairs are faves with AnchorGeneral Motors execs were giving
Miss Duchamp, further, sings in j age patrons. Rocio de la Ilabana, h
the band the o.o. the nigjht show the bluesy style of Dinah Washing¬ y stacked import from the defunct
was caught.
ton. But both she and Williams get j Tropicana in Havana,, does a footOf the long line of namp bands.
big reception from the Round¬ i stomping ts.ro routiriei winding up
Including Guy Lombardo and Law¬ atable
and. wiich demands at least | with a swirlihg cape turn, that’s
rence Welk, which have! played commercial
! good for mticho plaudits.
jazz.
here, Kaye fits in solidly as at¬
Red
Nichols and the Five Pen- I Three Lamonts 'Gigi, Lily and
tested to by his numerous return
ies, in a return, play standard Sonia) are featured in a sensuous
date? to the Roosevelt Grill. The
[Haiti ritual danpe number. They I
band's book is geared for both instrumentals in a tasteful range combine1 dancing and • vocalizing.
pop and standard tastes. There’s a of four-beat that’s fine for turning Singer Gi
O’Day. doubling as
or
listening.
.
Billnice balance between tlie brass
emcee, a’so warbles four pop
and reeds, with the smooth! rhythm
tunes!
section making for solid dance
Show Is. fancifully costumed and ,
Ijindon House, f ill
music.
Lamont use? fluorescent lighting i
S^nt. 7,
A comparative newcomer, Bobby
to
good.effect. It runs 70 minutes’!
Tyree Gle”n Quartet, Eddie HigBaird shapes as a topflighjt femme ins
Trio; no minimum, no cover. and Laniont Is sweating out 10':
soloist. This comely, statuesque
j minutes to tighten it UP so three ;
blonde proves that a loOker can
It’s typical cf the Midas-like [ Shows can be squeezed in nightly, i
score’ with her vocalizing. Ray
| Don Baftell orchestra coni-1
Michaels, youtlhul vet long with Marientha! fieres that their Lon¬ [.betenlV hacks -the- show; which is
the outfit, handles mosl. of the don House, originally just a dinery, in for at least three weeks. Luce.. '
male balladin<r. As usual; he’s a has in a few short years become
solid click. He’s also in jthere to the town’s click—and class—jazz- 13arrall's, lakf Tahoe
announce manv of the tunes, a ery. True, it has yet to dome? many
Lake Tahoe, Sept. 9.
of the current avant-garde combos,
trademark of the Kave orch.
Benny
Goodman Orch
(10),.
Al Conte Trio, which apparently but the gloss of its year-iri-year-out Andy Williams.. Max: &■ Cherie. Tliviora Mololv Atlanta
Bobby Sargent usually Inhabits
Atlanta. Sspt. 7,
goes with tbp lease here, still sup¬ roster is in no competitive shade.
the Nevada casino circuit but for
June Taylor.. Dancers <6) wi!Ji
The
spot’s
bandstand,
moreover.
Natalia Wood, Beverly Barry
plies far from
rdinary relief
; Peter Gladke, .Leighton.Noble Orch Trio; no minimum, no cover.
tk next two frames his mailing
dance mus»c. For usual. [Gene is Is no mere embellishment to. the 1(19); $3 mmim'
address: is Beye White's interlude.
on hand as an affable mM^e d\ charcoal hearth w\pre. Marienthals.
have long since evidenced their
Frankie Nan. a versatile per¬ A soft selling yockster, he markets
r
Wear.
devotion to musical cause:—allow¬ | Benny Goodman has been a long former,. fronts the melodic Beverly
[time
gone
from,
the
bandstands,
ing. of course, for the. economics
Barry Trip at the Monte Carlo a package, surprisingly original,
FrediS-e's. Mnls.
j and erratics of the. trade. Twice, ! bht it’s evident in this stint at the Lounge in the Riviera Motel. A wholesome and mature, for a lad so
i
big
Tahoe
Harrah’s
South
Shore
MinncaDor>. Sent. 10..
for instance, thev played an ob¬
port biond. Miss Barry presides young, is topics are public domai
Morf Sahl. Candido, Herb Pil-: scure (then) Jonah Jones (subse¬ Room he s lost none of. the appeal cyer the tympani section and can for coitiics e,g!: wives, hipsters,
hoi'er Trio; $2.50 cover:
i quently repeated to. hep biz)/and - of savvy that made him “King of rattle those drums. Rounding out chorus girls, tv commercials, etc.
the current Tyree Glenn foursome .1 Swing.” And response from initial the trio is pianist-songwriter Billy but this fresh faced mime manage*
Here for th-' f i t time in person again puts their faith and acumen [title to begoff was impressive,, and: (“Fats”) Hagen wiio sings some to earn his share of outfront ap¬
mid-term, palming greeted the of his own tunes,
ancl preceded by his reputation ! on the lipe.
'
proval,
and prestiee, Mart Sahl is a super j It seems hardly an issue, though; times Goodman helped place on
Nan (liis square tag Is Frankie ]
draw for this po !i supper club. A j off the initial, set register. Using the. evergreen list.: Special guest¬ Lomenzo and he’s married: to Miss . Bill Collins, a. young Negro
recent Time n-a’Z snreadi has also J standards and recent pops, Glenn, ing on, the Goodman show is Andy Barry) plays, clarinet, saxophone, comer, baritones his way through
Undoubtedly added to'thie comic's builds a v?i*: congenial session. Williams, who like Goodman, is hongos. gourds, maracas and what: a book .of r evergreens including
appeal in Ill's newly j! invaded While his sidemen are buffed to a debuting the Tahoe scene,
ever else happens to be at hand: “Funny Valentine,”. “You’ll Never
territory.
[
Goodman is. in rare form, and His specialty Is pantomime, num¬ Waik Alone” and “I’ve Got You
fine polish, it’s not so much a total
Evidence of this is that jthe ropes sound that arrests as Glenn’s own albeit a trite phr.asCi never sounded bers; including a mimo striptease Under. My Skin.” He needs a hipwere up at h s p’eem dinher show, stylish and amusing work on vibes better. He. retains the Goodman bers, including a mime striptease per room thaii the Interlude for
the waiting overflow extended well and trombone. His slide horn style and soUnd/and comes across sung by Beatrice Kay. He puts best results! Perhaps his next stop,
out. onto the pavement arid there achieves some very expressive- for full measure. His phrasing and a lot of oomph Into his panto Frisco’s! hungry i will be a better
are even heavier reservations than muted effects that pull stout re¬ improvising are classic, arid he routines and is rewarded with showcase, for this talent.
. Emcee Sid White’s one-line Sickrecord-breaking Boo Newhart gar¬ sponse.
handies all with full assurance. plaudits.
nered a few months ago in this . The goateed Glenn Is a gamble Offerings. include such as “Want
Hagen, a Tin Pan Alley vet. hicks about Gov. Faubus: the Klan,
same club.
[
of sorts for the reason his CBS.net¬ To Be Happy,” “Moonglow,” and authored “Rika Jika Jack,”., which integration and swastikas, are. limp For his local debut during the work staffing keeps his extra-cur- “One O’clock jump.” There’s, no Stan. Kenton recorded! Singihg and merit, at best, ho-hum results
summer’s most torrid [ weather. ricularizing to the Gotham swizzle" doubt Goodman can come back pianist Natalie Wood (not to be from: the payees.
Sahl discarded the usual turtle spots. His stand here should prove strong—as proved -in this- outing. confused with the film actress)
Johnny Jordan, a batoneCr with
Chirping with the Goodman is on the podium, during the .a fine ear for jazz, gives1 a hear
neck sweater for what he called a potent herald should he elect the
his “tropics” attire, a white shirt road in earnest. Quartet is in to groii p is Ma ria Marshall who han¬ lounge cocktail hour preceding perfect reading to Bill Collins’
■ans a tie. With a newspaper for a Sept 18.
Pit.
dles the. blues things in gobd form, the trio’s appearance.
Luce.
tricky arrangements.
O’Haf,
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PAKIETY

ously. She’s ft delightful performer
with ft lot of promise, combining
an elfin character, and a wellrounded sense of . humor that per¬
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 14
mits her to essay a rib of a femme
beatnik, singing Tom Lehrer’s “Old
Dope Peddler” in - the style of a
NEW YORK CITY
LOS ANGELES
delicate/ballad.
/i
MUSIC HALL
.Gary Morton
Band Box
Louis Bellaon
Miss Gilbert hfts special material
Billy Gray Rev
^ .
Corps de Ballet
Crescendo
“My Fairfax Lady* Count Basie Ore
as well, which she handles expert¬ G.W.U. Troubadors 1 Rockettes
Evelyn Sharp*
Joe Williams
ly. Included is a blues based oh Kovach & Rabovsky I R. Paige Ore
Bert Gordon
Dlno’s
the forthcoming election, which is
Parris Sisters
Joan Dixon
Mildred Sc Jimmy
Jack Elton
sung in an entertaining and non¬
AUSTRALIA
Mulcahy
Steve La Fever
partisan manner.
Ben ftlue*s
Interlude
Rita Moreno & Ann
melbourhk
Ben Blue
Bobby Short
Evelyn. Rose.
Tivoli
A petite redhead, Miss Gilbert! -June Brorihill
Sonny Sands
Irwin Corey
Ulk & Maor
seems like a good addition to the Deldree Thurlow
Cully Richards
Moulin Rouge
Marie Claire
Jules Savoy
Olivette MUler’a
Peter Crago
supper: club, circuits: She -has a Howell Glynne:
Dona Adams
“Highlights of Har¬
Patricia Smith
Nilsson
sense of sophistication which en-. Raymond
Joan Kayne
lem” (AH-Negr#
Eileen O’Connor
John- Larsen
Joan
Elliot
Musical 60)
Jimmy. Vaughan
tertains even when, superimposed Kevin Mills
Richard Cannon
Slate Bros.
ADELAIDE
Eddi
on more down-to-earth bits. She Robert
Ivan Lane Ore 15)
Jack Douglas
Royal
Bruce William*
Reiko
Clre’s
Nat Jackley
should have a feady market in. John Godfrey
Diana Dors
Gua Bivona Trio
Sonny Willia
Helinka De .
many branches of show biz.
Clolstar
Statler Hotel
Sammy Curti*
Tarczinska

VARIETY BILLS

BRENDAN BEHAN
LOBATO DANCERS (g)
Dancing and SingingBonis '•
25 Ming.
10 Mins,
Caribe-Hilion, San Juan
Jager House, N. Y.
Hip-terping a n d. bare-bottom
Irish playwright Brendan Behan
costuming
have tourists iii the
Js apparently more Inhibited about
going on for a scheduled stage staid Caribe-Hilton room gawking,
but
suave
production
makes it a
performance than he is about put¬
ting on an impromptu show from natural for big stateside rooms/
Act
is
complete
show
,
with cprps
the orchestra of a legit .house or
for that matter some of the pubs (8), leading dancer Neiida Lobato,
femme
singer
Wanda
Curtis,
ate
he’s, frequented overseas. But, as
lie’s emphasized in the overwhelm- bongo drummer Jack Del Rio and
com
bi
ned
singer-daricer-emteeihg newspaper coverage:, accorded
him since his arrival in New.York producer Eber Lobato, from Argen¬
about two weeks, ago—he’s off the tina. It has played : LA’s. Greek
Theatre and the Sands, Las Vegas,
Jose.
Seth Gee
Thea Phillips ..
gargle.
Jackie Dennia
Renee Osbourne
.! blit never hit New Acts...
It was when he was on the sauce:
Douglas Stuchberry Trio Hoganaa
Chorines, who in, show caught'
Montego A Partner
Ronald
Austrom
that he ..attended London perform¬ re onstage about half the time, BEVERLY MARSHALL
Wait* dt*. Rena
SYDNEY.
ances of his play, “The Hostage/’; Avear shredded Robin Hood - tunics,
Dahl
Tivoli
With Don Kirk and Kenny Davis
Flat Topa
and, as a member of the audience, elongated eye makeup and black Songs, Dances, Comedy Panto¬ Lee Davis .
Hi-Fi’s
Barney Grant..
heckled the proceedings on stage hair pasted down to tips of their
Dancing Fountaina
mime
Edith Dalil
Williams: Sr Shand
Coquettes
with boisterous comments. That, noses. Boys make do with vestigial 20 Mins.
Paula L an glands
Les Dandlnis.
it seems, is all behind him now, bliick beards and. mandarin Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas
as evidenced by the sober manner mustaches. ...Combined with far-out
When Joe E. Lewis closed three,
BRITAIN
in which he conducted himself last choreography, effect is weird but days early ’ at the Flamingo dueFriday night (9) when making a solid;,. Numbers include a pagan to his N.Y. Copacabana date, Bev¬
King Kong.
BLACKPOOL
Gerd Siemonelt
Opera HbuH
per s o n a 1 appearance at Hairy, rite, a roaring ’20s bit, arid rock erly Marshall / joined Andy WilKnie’s Elephants
Tommy Steel*
McGuirk s Jager H o u s e in the ‘n’ roll.
Knie’s Horses
lirims: With her new act which is Alina Cogan
& Ponies
Yorkville section of New York.
Eddie Calvert
When Nelidri is
every thing delightful fare for any. nitery.
Our Sammy
Wise Guys
An ad in last Friday’s N. Y. else is incidental. She is poured inLittle Jimmy
Sid
Millward
The diminutive,, shapely Miss
Circusettes
Daily News stated that the play¬ to. hip-cut gold-lame that makes Marshall has a pixie quality in Wally Stewart
Winter Garden
Nitwit*
wright would appear, at the jager. biki ‘ look modest,: with tights her facial expressions, and a hair¬ Harbers
Boh Monkhouse
& Dale
I Peters Sisters
House that evening and the press- whose . seams, run . right \UP her cut to match. Previously she was Mathurins
Jerry. Desmond*
May
Warden.
agent for the. one-shot affair in¬ shapely backside. For topside in¬ dancing partner to Barry Ashton, Freddie Friiiton
Rob Murray
formed the newspapers and maga¬ terest, she wears a silvery Louis , comedienne with' the otherwise Cliff Adams Singers Kazbek * Zarl
Trotter. Brother*
Goddard
zines that Behan would go on at XIV wig . that emphasizes her j male Make. Believes, pantomime Malcolm
Trio' Vitalites
Dancers
10:30 p.m. and that he would sing Bardot-type features. Her dancing :. ■record act, and toured .as terp and
Candlelight
. Palace
Lovelies
Harry Secombe
some songs and possibly make some makes heavy use of more: or less ! mime with Ted Lewis.
Michael Adrian
Ruby Murray
comments about New York. Behan antiseptic bumps and manhandling |
Hector Rosa
Harry Worth .
Backed
by
male..
dancers
Don
John Citroen
Bob Williams.
\\ eht on in the upstairs. ballroom.. by the boys.
John Rutland
Marvyn
Miss. Curtis., the intimate sirig- Kirk and Kenny Davis, who blend Amazing.
but not until 12:10 a.m., and then
Victor Lucas
Roy.
er’s intimate singer, sells her. bal-i ideally as a ..terim with, her/ Miss Skylons
Peter Thornton
only for 10 minutes.
Marshall gets yocks with her irii- Max Russell
June Sylvaine
lads
soft
arid
low
with
occasional;
]
. When Behan finally did appear;
BRIGHTON
Palace Dancing.
preshes
of
a
flapper
doing/,
the
Hippodrome
Lovelies .
he-made an introductory speech' in though riot consistent/ hefty ini-; Charleston, a beatnik, and a strip¬
Dickie Valentin*
Tower Circus
Gaelic to the predominantly Irish: pact.. Lobato should probably not. per; on her wedding night. She Charlie
Terry Scott
Cairoli
Sally, ogah
udicnce^ comprised mostly of sing at all, but his energy rind' bows, off with very funny mimes
& Co.
Joe Henderson
Bob Gerry Troupe
■ youths who had! plunked down $2; enthusiasm, accompanied by siiriul- fronting Teeofdings of “Katie” and Five
r Dennis Spicer
Amnndis
pting
Dancers
a head to dance to the music of a. taiieous Gallic-style terping, de¬ “Old Philosbphef.”
Knie’s
Chimpanzees
Duke.
velop
good
response.
Jack
Del.
Rio
Charles Ancaster
Myrons
six-piece combo.
It’s doubtful
Roy Sone
I Fattini
whether many in the crowd got his sits-iri with local band except for
Ann Bennett .
I Schaller Brothers
Janet Brunell .
Two Balcombea
opening message, but they gave solid solo spot. Ruby Lavecchia EARL HALL
Wish Mary Hunt
Three Houcs ,.
him a rousing welcome just the also, travels with act playing .fine Comedy.
Barbara Thornton
Cycling Therons
piano
and
conducting
for
maximum
15
Mins.
trim.
’
;
effect.
Harm.
Camelot, NX
Behari,. w ho used a mike for his
i. A young comic whio has had
intro, dramatically discarded the
NOEL
HARRISON
some
shots on television, Earl Hall
instrument to sing two Irish num¬
needs, consider able buttressing iri
bers, which. because of the lack, of Songs, Guitar
15
Mins.
,
all.
departments.
His delivery is
amplification, were hardly audible
Angel, N. Y*
pallid, lacking the power rind vocal
beyond the immediate confines of Blue
Noel
Harrison,.
of
Rex,
is
NEW YORK CITY
variety
needed
to
hold a crowd
the rfrige. But, then in a demon-,
M. Monte’s Con¬
. Birdland
stration of show biz savvy, he starting his show biz career on a even if the material were okay,
different track.. He’s -a balladeer
tinentals
Buddy
Rich
AllIn this. case, the material was
picked up the mike . again for a: self-accoiriped on the guitar who;
Hotel Tatt
Stars • .
.
Vincent Lopez Ore
way short of the mark arid Hall’s Horace Silver 8
“Molly -Malone” sing-along, which
sells
his
wares
with
charm.
He’s
a
Hotel St. Regie
Afro-Jazziacs
;
routine
was
virtually
lost
iii
the
went over big with the ballroom personable young mail.
Fernanda Montel
Basin St. East
shuffle: and buzz a few minutes
Milt Shaw Ore
f)opr standees ithere; were no., seats
It is evident that Harrison is a after he opened. A couple of Eetty Hutton
Walter Kay Ore
*tt up except for the press).
Charlie Shavers. 8
International
newcomer. His. repertoire com¬
Blue Ansel
Eddie Garson
In parting, Behan made a pitch prises a wide selection, including . sketches. he essays; includirig a; Shelley
Berman
Andrea Jaffe
French
duelling
sequence
and
-a
Noel Harrison.
for . “The Hostage,” which . opens songs, that used to be sung by
Ralph Lowe
Gilbert
Mary Ryhal
next/Wednesday c21) at the Cort street urchins ..arid sohie foreign I takeoff on a Western sage, had little Barbara
Jimmy- Lyon 3
Phil Black
Theatre, N. Y: The dancing re¬ tunes,' Which have the-virtue of be¬ thrust. His onejine. attempts were
Boh Solr
Mike Durso Ore
sumed after his- departure.
On ing familiar, easily digestible arid . even more futile.: And His windup Tony & Eddie
Avila Ore
Phyllis DiUer.
[folk-type
song,
done
with
a
stutter,
Latin Quarter
the basis, of his 10-minute perform¬ delivered in;the fresh mariner: of
3 Flames..
“Holiday in Japan”
ance, most of which was virtually a parlor, singer entertaining ihe [should be the ve^ first thing he Jimmie. Daniels
Jo Lombardi ore
'cuts
out:in
a
much-needed
whole¬
B Harlowe Ore
.. Camelot
inaudible, .it would be unfair, to home folks.
Living: Room
Damone
comment on Behan’s ability as a . Harrison makes a good start on sale revision of his tur . Herm, - Vic"
Cab Calloway
Earl Hale
Karen - Chandler
* i n g e r: His prowess as. a play-: /New York cafe audiences.;He shows
Page Cavanaugh
Bobby Cole 3
Dick Stabile Oro
right, however; will undergo criti- [most- of, his good features inciiid- GORDON TRIO
No. 1 Fifth Av«
Chardas.
eal scrutiny next week arid, who s ing an easy charin. Some of his Dance.
Harry Noble
Lili France
Fied Silver
Tibor Rakossy
knows, if the play runs there’s al¬ riot tod worthy points is the basic 13 Mins.
Elly Eden
Dick Marta
ways the possibility he may show naivete of his .numbers. The letter Chaudiere, Ottawa
..Roundtable
Bill: Yedler
Red Nichols.
Horvath
up at the theatre for another one fault is more , easily correctible.
Two femmes and a male, Gordon Elemer
Cootie Williams
. Chateau Madrid
c*f. those impromptu, performances. He lias much to commend him, but Tri ' short , on terp ability but Fernanda
Jean DuKcmp
Romero
Sahbra
Ahroni . r
Jess-.
the belter points, can only 'be-..-ac¬ sells on sex. The fernme pair-one Hanna
Arie Lavie
Bob McFadden
Rena &. Zahava
centuated by considerably more; short and dark, other tall and blorid Los Guaracheros
Yeffeth
Yemen
& M Iimperia.
---are: lookers, costumed arid JRalph
Singers
CLANCY BROS. & TOM MAKE*! experience -with1 audiences..
Font Ore
’
Jose. .
choreographed to riiake the most Paiichito Ore
Leo Auld
... »*> •'
Viennese. Lantern
Copacabana
of feminine features. Staging is.
Folk Songs.-"'
Monica. Boyar
Joe E. Lewis.
LOGAN ENGLISH
nice arid. as. far as tnale customers Trude
Ernest Schoen
Adams.
40: Mins.
Harold Sandler Ore
are coricerned, the girls only have Johnny D’Arc
Folk Sbngs
One Sheridan Square* N.Y.
Paul Mann
Bonnie Marie
to keep iriovirig;
25 Mins.
Jerry Troppi
Paul Shelley . Ore
The Clancys, Torn, Liam and i One Sheridan Square, NY:
Village Barn
Frank Marti ..Ore
Stint is okay for nitery filler.
Patrick, and Tom. Makem are as I Logan English is a bright young
George Hopkins
. Embers.
■ Gorm.
Carol Ritz
Dorothy Donegan.
..:>V-i?h, a Barry Fitzgerald but with I entry for . the folk arena. He’s got
S it J Jenkins
Lee Evans 3
better voices.. They make up a | an appealing way With a folk tune
Piute Pete
. Hotel Astor
Bill Cimler
Eddie Lane Ore
Solid folk singing quartet who are | that can bring in the audience on
Lou . Harold Ore
Hotel Pierre
sure to spread out of this Green¬ ! a happy singalong or keep’ the
Village Gat*
“Merry Widow”
wich Village showcasing into wider :l house quiet when he’s Working
Jimmy Carroll
Geoffrey Holder
Village . Vanguard
Ronnie Cunningham
areas of. exposure. The folk field, is ! over a soft ballad..
Gerry Mulligan
Larry Douglas
blossoming right rio\V arid . this j . Self-accomping on guitar, Eng-;
Bernie Peiffer '
Wilbur Evans
Apollo. X. V.
Waldorf-Astoria
Victoria Sherry
gioup will have no trouble roiling . lish '.works through a wide reper¬
Melba Ore
Rosemary Clooney
along - with the boom,
Dinah
Washington’, . '‘Bitter Stanley
Joe Rioardel Ore
Sidney Kassimir
toire that’s priced for maximum
Hotel Plaza
Violinaires
. AVith a guitar, fife and . full- impact. He’s especially effective, Earth” revue with Petri Lee Trio, Jacqueline
Francois Emile Coleman Ore.
throated voices, the boys develop on a Woodie Guthrie ballad called Dell St. John, Ray Sineade Jr., Ted Straeter Ore
Bela Babai Ore
••'fin exciting song set that never lets “Pastures of Mind” and another Dolores Golem , Dinah-Mites . (2),
up. during its 40-minute run, Bal¬ moving item called “I Wish I Was Celeste Robinson,Willie Lewis,
CHICAGO
lads, jigs, rounds /and -drinking' a Mole in the. Ground/’ He is also GhorUs Cuties ( 5), Lady Bird, RueJimmy Blade Ore
Blue Angel.
songs fill up their session with a able to make things festive arid gay ben Phillips ■ Band (13); “Young
Gat* of Horn
Mighty Panther
Variety, of. moods that
- with breezy accounts of “Whisky^ Guns” iA A).
Bob Gibson .
.
“Calypso Voodoo”
London House
etantly pleasing. ’
MarUza & Lationgo
Whisky, Nancy' " and Guthrie>
Tyree
Glenn 4
CuiTent show at this 'Harlem Tina Montez
Audrey
Mortises
Working together or soloing, the “Boll On Columbia ” .;
Camille: Yarbrough
Eddie Higgins
boys have the folk flair down pat . In the folk field, spread, English vauder^’ has an uneven pace and Jamaica Slim
Mister Kelly’s
George
and; build each item .into winning is a good bet for the intellectual some loose jproductiori. giriimickrj% King
Felicia Sanders
Tino Perez Ore
but
brings
off
some
genuine
ex¬
Buddy Lester
ririttgrabbers; “Kelley, the. Boy hangouts and the concert area.,
Conrad Hlltori
Marly Kuninstein :
citement .via - the extraordinary “Persian Paradise* Marx.
Gros.
From Kilarn,” “Whistling Gypsy/'’
& Krigo
Shirley Winter
talents of; some of the acts. .
Palmer Ho.uso
“The Moonshiner/' “Brennan on.
Christopher
Sid Caesar
Singer Dinah Washington, who BiU
the Moor/’; “The Weavers" arid BARBARA GILBERT
Frederick & Gina
Paul Reed
scouted
several
of
performers
Max Patkin
“Firinegan’s Wake” are 'soine. of the Songs
Johnny Haymer
Marion Colby
herself, emcees , and takes three Ron Urban.
standout numbers in their reper¬ 14 Mins.
& Janine
Raye & Roman
ballad turns.' lending her . fine, Byrd
toire. A Makem solo ori a cobbler’s Blue Angel, N, Y.
Gay Claridge Ore
Ben Arden Ore
Trade Winds
Batbara Gilbert, until recently, raspy blues style to diskclicks from. Boulevar-Dearst
song is a ..knockout that has: the
Boulevar-Dons td).
Buddy Hackett
“What
a
Difference
a
Day
Makes”
audience shouting for additional an understudy in “Fiorello/’ is
Rose Hardaway
Drake
verses/
Gros.
launching her cafe career auspici(Continued ori; page 62)
Joe Parnello. 3
Myron Cohen

Cabaret Bills

Earl Grant
Traian Boyer
Gerl Galian
Cocoanut Grove
'Pearl Bailey Show*

“Playmates of *60"
Skinnay Ennis Or*
Ye Little Club
Janie McFadden
Kenny Miller

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Louis Prima
Keely Smith
Donn Arden Dncra
Carlton Hayes Ore
Michael Kent
Dave Apollon
Milt Herth
Henri Rose 3

Trenlers
Kathy Ryan
Riviera
“Destry Rides
Again”
Gene Barry
Monique Van
Vooren
Lionel Hampton
Ray Sinatra Orch
Lionel Hampton On
Frankie Laine
Sahara
Ford A Reynolds
Teresa Brewer
Pamela Dennia
Dave Barry
Novelites
Don Rickies
Bill Reddie Ore
Moaernaires
Characters
El Cortes
Louis Basil Ore.
Joe Sanle 4
Don Corey
Sands
Ike Carpenter
Sammy Davis Jr.
Don Friend
Bob Melvin
Irene Keller
Morrey King
Ftammg*
Bobby Cole Trio
Garr Nelson
Joe E. Lewis
Copa Girls
Andy Williams
.Sarah Vaughan
Antonio Morelll On
Harry James
Jan August ~
Barry Ashton Dncra
Shownoat
Jack Cathcart Ore
Harry Ranch
Johnny Cash
Fremont Hotel
Mer’e Travia
Jet*
Satellites
Silver Slipper
Bob A Sylvia
Hank Henry
Joe King
Faith Dane
Sparky Kaye
Golden Nugget
Red Marshall
Lee A Faye May¬
Danny Jacobs
nard
Sons of Gold’n Wat Dick Weston
Charlie
Teagarden
Hacienda
Don Sahtora
Four Tunes
Geo. Redman Or*
Johnny. Olenn
Stardust
Keynotes
Lido De Paris
Mint
Merry Macs
“Ca C’est L’AmouK*
Harry Babbitt
Roberta Linn
Ginny Jackson
Hawaiian Revue
Kay Martin
Thunderblrd
Hoyt Henry Ore
“Follies on Ice*
Nevada Club
Leny Eversong
Smokey Stover
Chaz Chase
Edi Domingo
A1 Jahna Ore
Gene Rains
Anita De Castro
Fred A Marcy
Royal Tahitians
Johnny Paul
Millionaires
Los Latinos .
Troplcana
New Frontier
Folies Bergere
Larry Alpert
Jerry Colonna
N, Brandwynne Ore Frank Moore 4
“Oriental Holiday”
Channing Pollock
Shecky Greene
Billy Eckstine.

MlAMI-MtAMI BEACH
. Americana
Damito Jo
Ross Trio
Everglades Roof
Underwater Ballet
Pupi Campo Ore
'Stars
of Tomorrow*
Bar of Musk
Don
McGrane Ore
Bill Jordan
Fantainbleau
Gina Wilson
Sue Lawton
Extravaganza Latina
Steve Hunter
Freddy Calo Ore
Len Dawson Ore
Carillon
“Folies Francalse”
Murray Franklin'S
Harry Mimmo
'Paul Grey
Elisa Jayne
Kay Karol
Darryl Stewart
Dick HaviHand
Jacques Donnet Ore Frankie Kyera
CaroUy
Deauville
Eddie Bernard
Henry Levine Ore
Murray Franklin
Cwen Bari A Co.
Sacasas Ore
Singapore
Eden Roe
Snuffy Miller
Mai Malkin Ore
Florence Mayo
Jackie Heller
Lisa Wood
Rascha RcdeU
Jack Mayo
Luis Varona Ore
Hal Rader Ore

RENO-TAHO E
Bal Tabarin
Harry Ranch
Jo Ann Jordan
Jack Schafer
Cal. Neva Lodge
Dean Martin
Art A Doddy Todd
Sonny King
Marty Melr.ick Ore
Golden
Bell Boys
Edmond Sis
Apollos
Harold's Club
Rusty Draper
Freddie Morgan
LAE Roberts
Harreh's {Tahoe)
Benny Goodman
Andy Williams
Taylor Dancers
Peter Gladke
Marge A Cherle
Mary Kaye Trio
Arthur Ellen
Belasco 4

Skeets Monton
Leighton Noble Or#
Harrah's <Rano)
Ray Anthony
Tony Pastor
Wade Ray
Cooper Sis
Nob Hill 4
Joy & Bov*
Pat Cooper
Holiday
De Castro Sis
Gene Rains
Joyce Aimee
Charles Gould
Mapes
Lili St. Cyr
Dick Shawn
Sherman Dancers
Jack Melick Ore
Riverside
Ice Arama
McCuskers
RAD Plank
Ed Fitzpatrick' Or#

SAN FRANCISCO
Blackhawk
Cal Tjader
Pack's
Duke Ellington
Fairmont Hotel
Hl-Lo’s
E. Heckscher Ore
Gay 90's
Ray K. Goman
.Be A Ray Goman
Reba Brown
Hangover
Eddie Ligglns
Earl Hines Ore
Louis N’ye
Limeliters
Olga Sbragia
Jazz Workshop
Jobn Coltrane -

Moulin Roug*
Patti White
Oscar Cartier
Donna Kaye
Susan Stephens
Maynard Meyer Ore
On the Levee
Kid Ory Ore
Purple Or.lon
Smothers Bros.
Fretmy Paris
Mel Yeung
345 Club
Ben Wrigley
Larry Grayson
Marge Cameron
Max A Cherie
ueorge Zprk
Barry Ashton
Boy Palmer Ore
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LEGITIMATE

Shows Out of Town
[indication of having not yet
reached its peak. There’s \ an imRobert E. Griffith & Harold S. Prince • pression of experimentation here.
presentation of .two-act (17 numbers)
Assets listed above can be remusical comedy based <pn the novel by
Samuel Hopkins Adams; with' book by : garded only as a promising.: foiln-:
George Abbott and Jerome Weldman.
j
dation.
They’ll = need to. cook with
music by Jerry Bock, lyrics by Sbeldon
Harnick. Staged by Abbott; dance and ; more gas before “Tenderloin” can
musical staging. Joe Layton: Sets and
be
stamped
“rare'’
Bone.
costumes. Cecil Beaton: musical direc¬
* Tenderloin
New Haven, Sept. 13.

P&niErr
Mec” (mec is slangforpimp) and
“Le Grisbi (mbney) Is le Root, of
le Evil in Man” are gems of titles,
but with words of less . brilliance.
Possibly “Our Language of Love”
can last.
Rolf Gerard’s scenery ond clever
costumes (particularly for Michell
who visits his mistress- as two dif¬
ferent mien, sometimes in a frantic
hurry) add much to the merriment.
Carp.

Wednesday, September 14, I960

Vintage ’60

Davi-i
Merrick,
with. Zev Bufman.
George Skaff & Max Perkins, presenta¬
tion of two-act (30 sketches and nnnibers)
revue by Jack Wilson, Alan Jeffreys arid
Maxwell Grant. Sketch and overall direc¬
tion. by Michael. Ross: choreography and,
musical staging. Jonathan Lucas; scenery,
Fred Voelpel: .costumes, Raymond Aehayan; musical arrangements, Allyn Fergusen. musical direction. Gershon Kings¬
ley; production associate.- Hal Martin;
men’s costumes. Ret Turner; costume,
supervision. Fred Voelpel; assistant, musi¬
A Tasie of Honey
cal director. Skin .Redwine; additional
material. David Rogers, Mickey Deems,
. ... Los Angeles, Sept. 7:
David Merrick. presentation,. (by ar¬ Mark Bucci, Sheldon. Harnick, David
rangement with Donald Alberry & Oscar Baker. Phil Green. Tommy Garlock. Fred
Leweii'stein "Ltd:). of two-act comedy- Ebb, Paul Klein.. William Lanteau. Alice
drama by. Shelagh Deraney. Directed, by Clark. David Morton. Lee Goldsmith,
George ,i Devine. Tony ' Richardson; scenic Michael Ross; Barbara' Heller* Fay de
designer.' Oliver ... Smith; .lighting, Jean Witt. Ronald Axe. William Link, ^Richard
additional musical.. arrange¬
Rosenthal, Stars Joan Pldwwright. Angela Levinson:
Lansbnr.v; features Andrew... Ray, Nigel ments, Sid Ramin. Robert. Ginzler. Peter
Davenport. Billy' Dee Williams.'■ Opened. Matz. John Maiidel, John Lesko,. Gershon
Kingslev..
Stars.
Barbara. Heller. Fay de
Sept.'6. *60. at the Biltnjore Theatre. Los
AngeleS! . $5.40 top week nights, $5-95 Witt. Pick .Patterson; features Mickey
Deeins. Eramaline. Henry, Marc WUder.
Fridays and Saturdays.
Garrett
Lewis,
Bob.
Trevis. Bert .Convy,
Heleir.
.............. Angela . Lansbury
Josephi ' ............: . Joan Plowright Bonnie Scott. Michele.. Lee,. Larry BillPeter
Nigel Da.vfenport man. Vilma Auld. Harvey Church. Sue
Sellorsv
Robert
Lone,
-Sylvia
Lewis.
Boyilly Dee Williams
Geoffrey
• Andrew Ray. Opened Sept. 12. *60. at the Brooks Atkin¬
son (fotmerly. Mansfield) Theatre. N.Y.;
$7.50. to'p ($8.60 opening).

tion, Hal Hastings: orchestrations. Irwin
Kostal; dance music arrangements. Jack
Irma La Police
Elliott: hair styles. Ronald de Mann.
Stars Maurice Evans; features Ron HusWashington, Sept:. 8.
mann. Wynne Miller, Eileen Rodgers.
David Merrick, by arrangement with
Rex Everhart. Eddie Phillips. Lee Becker,
Ralph Dunn. Roy Faht. Irene Kane. Donmar Productions Ltd., H. M. -Tennant
Opened Sept. 10. ’60. (at the Shubert i Ltd. and Henry HalL' presentation of
} musical • comedy in two acts; original
Theatre, New Haven; $6.50 top.
Nita ....i Eileen Rodgers ‘book and lyrics by Alexandre Breffprt.
Tommy
... i.j;. Ron Husmann i adapted by. Julian More; . David Heneker
Laura
.
i. Wynue Miller ' and Monty Norman; music by Marguerite
Rev. Brock...*. i,. . Maurice Evans | Monnont. Staged by Peter Brook; choreDeacon
...;. Hoy Fant ! ography. Onna White; settings and cos?
Gertie ...I;.... Lee Becker j tumes. Rolf Gerard; .orchestrations, Andre.
Joe
....!li. Rex Everhart ’ Popp; additional, orchestrations, Robert:
Purdy .Ray Bramley Ginzler: dance music. John Kander; vocal
Girl
...p Patsy Peterson arrangements. Bert Waller and Stanley
Young Man
Dargan Montgomery Lebowsky; musical director, Stanley LeStars
Elizabeth ' Seal,.' Keith
Jessica
.....!_ Irene Kane I bowskv.
Ellington ...i... Gordon Cook | Mitchell. Opened Aug. 8 at the National
Marlin .
.Lanier D'lVis I.Theatre, Washington; S6.6Q .top.
Clive Revill
Pickpocket .. Ron Stratton i Boh-Le-Hotu
.. Elizabeth Seal
Rooney .:! Jordon Howard I rt;i a -La :Do u ce ..
.Eddie Gasper
Nellie .. Marguerite Shaw Client . ............
.. Zack Matalon
Eritain
has
produced
aiigry
Becker ■...ji Michael Roherts Jojo-Les-Y eux-Sales
Callahan .
Jack McCann Roberio-Les-Diams . ___ Arlc La vie
The itrip east must have taken
Frye
Eddie Phillips Per.sil-Le-Noir ........ Osborne Smith. young men, but this is the first
I.t. Schmi
.FRalph Dunn Frangipane .... —. .Stuart'. Damon time that an angry young woman, something out qf “Vintage ’60.” On-;
Drunk
Charles Aschmann Polvte-I.e-Mou -- .. Fred Cwynhe
George S: Irving in this case only 19 years old, is the-scene reports from Hollywood
Cop
.F
John Ford Police Inspector
.. Keith. Michell
Prostitutes
Erin Martin. Margery Gray Nest m-T.e.-Fiipe
....__George.
Del Monte expressing such: grim philosophies. ! last spring rated it a fresh, funny
Bougne
Panhandler .i. ... .
Bob Fitch M.
Rico Froehlich The present author, Shelagh De-:
Pearl ...Erin Martin Prosecution Counsel
Lily .i;. Margery Gray Defense Counsel ..Rudy Tronto laney, displays a talent for racy s and pleasantly unpretentious topi-,
.'.....Elliott' Gould
Magle ...._ Pat Turner Usher
I.iz
.:... Jeri Archer . Honest Man. ... . ..-. ....... . ... . Joe Rocco dialog and character ainalysis in ; cal revue, and various Broadway
Harry
.Jordon Howard j Court Gendarme .... Michael FeSCo this, bitter treatment of an unsav-j scouts
later sent back promis*.
Mrs. Barker .
Elaine Rogers i Warders.;.....Rudy Tronto, George Del
Monte. Rico Froehlich. ory situation, but her theme is so : ing word about it! But at the
Betsy
.■
Nancy Ernes
.1. Elliott Gould sordid that it may have doubtful.:
Chairman r
.i,-. .
Joe Hill j Priest .
Brooks Atkinson Theatre (formerly
.
- .. RUdy Tronto
Dancers. s;ngers: Jere Admire. David I Tax Inspector .
Evans. Bob Fitch. Dorothy Frank. Mar-- ;. Gendarmes. Prisoners. ' others:. George appeal for the. general theatregoes, . Mansfield), where it opened last
. .
Gray, Micke'v Giinnersen. Sandy Del Monte, Michael- Fesco, Rico Froehlich,. some of whom may fihd . it ofiem ; Monday night (12), the show doesn’t
Gasper.
Elliott
Gould,
Byron
..eeds. Jack Leigh. Erin Martin, Marjorie i Eddie
appear to have what it takes.
Pr3gon- Wakefield Poole, Ron Stratton. : Mitchell. Rudy Tronto.
Jayne Turner. Pat Turner, Charles Asch¬
“A Taste of Honey.” was a sue-!
There are occasional funny
mann. Car\el Carter, Nancv Ernes. John
Ford. Stokelev Gray. Marla Craziano, Joe
During its 17 days here, “Irma cess in London, where it played : spots in the 30 sketches: and num¬
Hill. Jordon Howard. Gail Johnston. Jack La Douce” is impressively playing for more than a year; but there
bers,, notably in the second half.
McCann.
Dargan
Montgomery.
Patsy
resentment of an Intimate But they’re few and generally, not
Peterson. Clure Richard. Michael Rob¬ three capitals simultaneously.. It the
ed s. Elaine Rogers.
.’is in its -fourth and third/years; j Negro-and-white relationship isn’t emphatic. . Considering also the ab¬
Musical numbers: "Bless This Land."inallv." "Little Old New York." "Arti- ■ respectively, in Paris and London, j as pronounced as in. this, country..: sence of anything like, a hit song,
icial Dowers." "What’s In It for You?" , but without major doctoring, its | The play’s teenage heroine, se¬ the dearth of dancing, the mo¬
'•1 Wonder What It’s Like." "The Picture
of Happinecv," "I.ovelv Laurie." "The life expectancy on this side, of the * duced by ai. Negro, sailor, is await¬ notonous tone and pace and the
Army of the Just.” "Good Clean Fun.” Atlantic would seem far shorter, j ing the birth of her child, as the lack of even the semblance, of a
"Gentle Young Johnnie." ‘‘The Trial."
j boxoffice name or star personality,
"The Tenderloin Celebration: Old Doc
The plot is absurd! and nothing : two-actef:. unfolds.
Bi ock."
“Vintage” is a dubious bet for

iR:

Marcel Marcean’s
ComjMiignie de Mime
-N. Y. City .Center Theatre Co. (Joan
Darymple, director). In association' with
Ronald A* Wilford Associates. Inc., pres*:
entation of two-part program of panto¬
mime. including' solo numbers by Marcel
Marceau and a '‘mimodrama" based on
Nicolas Gogol’s short story. "The Over*
coat" .. staged bv Marceau, with musle.
by Edgar Bischoff, scenery and costumes
by Jacques Noel. Opened Sept. 6, ’GO, at
the N. Y. City .Center: $3.95 top.

THE OVERCOAT

Clerks... .Marcel Marceau, Pierce V.erry,'
Israel Gurioh. Juki Arkin
Chief Clerk
Michel Trevieres •
Tailor .
........ Luis de Lima
Tailor’s
aughter
Marie .Landes
Chief C'erk’s Wife. „.:... - Edith Perret
Clerk’s Wife . "lcole Crolsilles
Servant .
/,.».■. Pierre Verry
Thieves.. . . .Piierre' Verry.. Israel Gurioh.
Juki Arkin; Michel Trevieres "

. Marcel Marceau. who has toured
the U>S.- successfully several times
as a solo performer, has now
brought his mime troupe for the
first presentation in this country
of his fiillrscale pantomimic ver¬
sion of the jNicolas Gogoi’s classic
Russian short story; “The Over¬
coat.”. The company should have
a Click tour, though the increased
operating and transportation, costa
will probably reduce the profit.
Although the full-cast “Over-.,
coat” is likely to arouse interest
and comment, - thereby sparking!
business. Marceau and ; h;s solo
pantomime sketches remain- the
.backbone of the show. The great •
French mime is offering some of
the same items he has presented’
previously, but several of the new
items are as; Impressive as any¬
thing he has ever shown here.
“Overcoat” is the. story of
obscure clerk who. when he’s tinable to have his threadbare coat
repaired, Foils and skimps for the
price of a luxurious fur garment.
When he finally acquires 4t his life
is transformed. He becomes a so- ^
cial lion, confident and. happy!. Rut
a gang, of thieves beats him and.
steals the coat and, in a pathetic
climax, he stumbles away toward
his old life of drudgery j. The en¬
tire cast gives a skillful perform¬
ance,. but Marceau’s portrait :pf
the central character is a master¬
piece1.
The. first portion of the shovf
conrists of. the star’s inimitable,
solo sketches, including four so?
called exercises, a billposter, periformers at. a fair ;(the tight-wira
walker is a gem) the juggler and
various people in a public par, plus
five of the familiar “Bi
Char¬
acterizations* including
baby
sitter, china salesman, ocean, liner
passenger, street musician arid as
a triumphant finale, a mask maker
in a^terrifying predicament. As in
previous local engagements,'Pierre
Verry : holds the card announce¬
ments for the star’s-solo sketches.

meaningful is written into the,!, Jban. Plowright as the. girl and :
Angela; Lansbury as her gay, way- • Broadway producer David Merrick
“Tenderloin" needs to go back story. There is no reason for “Irma ; ward
mother: rise above the plot - and his associates; in the venture.
La Douce,” in other words, unless ;
in the broiler.
producers Zev Bufman,
and the distasteful aspects' of the Coast
There’s a better-than-average it can be a frothy confection, witty, J theme in a series of thoroughly Goerge Skaff and Max.Perkins.
;
imaginative,
fast.,
high-style
theaj
portion of promising ingredients : trq. bouncing with entertainment. ! professional performances which
; There have apparently been con¬
in this new musical, but the. sum
denbte .fine attention to detail.
total is a considerable step from , It almost is. But it has to be more ! Flashed, of huniof expertly inter- j siderable, changes in the show as
the sock status that is a require¬ [ than almost to get by on Broadway: j preted jare- assets and sometimes ' originally presented in. Hollywood.
ment of present-day survival. In ! In its imported state, there is i lift the mood to merriment, while Even the day of the premiere, the
less experienced hands, this one ; considerable charm, originality; in essence the vein inclines to the . order of sketches and numbers wras
revised, \vith four items being
would probably emerge as just a ! and enchantment in the Peter: tragic. r
added and three dropped, so a
moderately entertaining song-and- j Brook productioh, presented by
special twq-page PI ay bill, insert had
.
The
first;
act.^
which
establishes
[
David
Merrick.
The
assets
are
dancer. Its hope of entering the
charmed circle lies!in the skill of many. The liabilities are fewer, . the Vitriolic relationship between; to be issued to reviewers"and other
the Griffith-Princq-Abbott com¬ ! but i they are awesome. Numerous ; mother and daughter, takes on a key first-nighters..
In the case of one sketch in par¬
bination. which overcame a similar j dull' segments. (more in the first' carnival-like, aspect, while seeprid
situation with their prize-winning act j[han the second) must be shed,; act is keyed to .drama. The locale.' ticular, a television western bur-,
j if possible. Trimming, is essential, • is a squalid North England flat, lesque of “Hamlet,” the replacieV
“Fiorello.”
Griffith and Prince, who are but the single story line appears j where the, ambral mother leaves merit material (which had been in
! her daughter iqi her wn devices the show on the Coast, but then
making something of a career out too thin for major overhaul..
of staging musicals located in ; The title heroine is a Parisian j while sh e.goesfoff on. a pre-marital; removed) probably, was an asset.
Gotham, have given “Tenderloin” prostitute who discovers love with I weekend withf her future husband, j The impression remains, however,
sumptuous production. Cecil Bea¬ a handsome young law student- He r Alter - becCTffiing pregnant, girl j thaL “Vintage” basically lacks suf¬
ton’s sets are interesting and color¬ devises a scheme for monopolizing j brings in a ; ^ansy art student to , ficient puncii or polish.
ful, mirroring the IjBSO period, and her bed by becoming both of her j share.: the apartment and attend to | On the ba^is of the preem. the
Hobe.
an assortment of costumes, running .lovers concurrently, the one who; her during he approaching mother-! better items include “Angry Young.
from the demure -to the bizarre, j pays (with beard) and the one.who j hood. In the ninth month; the ' Girl,” .in which top comedienne
mother returns, kicks out.. the Barbara Heller enacts, a rebellious
work hand-in-hand with settings | doesn’t (minus beard).,
for overall eye appeal.
j He becomes so carried away as' young man and ayows she . will take teenager and has several good
Score at present, is not strong the bizarre schizophrenic that he care of her daughter. The. play., laugh lines;,“Vanityades,” in which
enough, in toto, tot generate con¬ [develops jealousy of himself. He ends .inconclusively, as the..: writer.1 the same performer, ribs modern
• women’s synthetic beautifers; the
sistent audience response, despite I concbts a. plan for .killing one. of obviously intended.
standouts. “Artificial Flowers” and : his selves, and off .he goes to jail,
Miss PloWright shines as the.' Shakespeare travesty called “Gun“Good Clean Fun” (which rates ! an ocean apart from his pregnant j usually ill-kempt girl, feared vvithr,. fight at Elsinore. Junction”; “All
more treatment'), and three run¬ ! mistress. But it W’orks out okay, out material love, and . defiant of American.” a wry comment • on
Stratford, Conn., Sept. 13.
ners-up. “Little Old New York,” ! natch.
| the. world she hates, an exacting German-born, missile experts, and . The American Shakespeare Fes¬
“I Wonder What It’s Like,” “Pic¬
role admirably., portrayed. Miss ■ The Kinney Parking Lot Plot,’’ tival ended its season last Sunday
|
The
happiest
contribution
of
ture of Happiness.”,“Gentle Young j “Irma La Douce,” perhaps, is the ' Lansbury as the irresponsible! about Manhattan’s current epi¬ (11) with a sturdy $45!800 gross
Johnnie” is an okay torch-type .but
for the final frame’s repertory: of
mother Who believes , she owes her.; demic of building demolitions!
a “Lovely Laurie” ballad is strictly j introduction of a bountiful crop of daughter, plays principally fori Some qf the other sketches and three ’ performances of ‘’Antony
; exceptional mew talent to the
monotone stuff.
j;
laughs,, and gets them. Andrew Ray.; numbers have provocative: ideas, and Cleopatra,’’ costarring Katha■
American
stage.
Elizabeth
Seal
as
Choreography isj on the frantic
Hephurii and Robert Ryan;
scores as the homosexual who tries ; but aren’t sufficiently developed oi* ri
side, being largely!confined to ac¬ -. Irma. Keith Michell as the lover to take care, of the girl. Nigel : pointed, lack subtlety and in most three performances of “Twelfth
tion in a brothel. It’s lively, if not ‘and Clive Revill as the cabaret Davenpqrt, from the original Lon- i instances go on too long. There's Night,” starring Miss Hepburn;
especially distinguished, but a [ proprietor, all in. their London don cast, competently delineates! a woeful absence of change bf pace. and two performances of “The
“Tenderloin Celebration” produc¬ : roles, merit kingsized welcome. the drunk-happy man Miss Lans-1 The sketches all seem tq be played Tempest.” The total gross for the
tion number rates Fa better recep- , Miss Seal, whose erigaiging elite¬ bury marries. In the small role of iri the same frenzied mood and semester was around $640,000 as
tion than it pullqd from preem ness and dancing grace were Te.cog- the colored sailor, Billy Dee Wil ¬ tempo. The music gives the impres¬ compared to $501,000 last year.
! fuzed in the London prbductions
audience.
j
liams has: finesse. His intimate : sion of being virtually tuneless,
The attendance tally this sum¬
Book, based on the Samuel Hop¬ of “Pajama Game” and “Damn : scenes with Miss Plowright may' and is practically identical in style, mer hit an estimated 155,000 as
kins Adams novel!, constitutes a ! Yankees,” is only a sq-so singer: be disturbing to . some,
j besides being tqo loud.
conipared to 142,822 in 1959. Thi
j
But
to
watch
her
limber
body
move
fairly substantial part of proceed¬
George Devine and Tony Rich-I There’s no real singing to speak year’s five-week pre-season pro¬
ings. Concerns a Presbyterian min¬ with the music is a joy,
for students grossed $112,Michell, an Old Vic product, ardson blend their talents in the , of. and nothing in the Way of in¬ gram
ister's attempt ! to clean up
137 as compared fa $79,422 for a.
telling,
stage direction, and the I
Gotham’s tenderloin district, circa scores in song, dance, masculinity. I single set by Oliver Smith adds ! teresting or skillful dancing, either three-week student session last
solo
or
group.
That
pretty
much
and
goodlooks.
Rievill,
the
play’s
l890’s. It!s a combination of preach¬
flovpr. Jean Rosenthal’s lighting * leaves It to ..the individual per¬ summer. The Festival was scaled
ment. nostalgia and bawdy dialog. narrator, portrays several other isto a $5.25 top weeknights and mat¬
effective. A jazz combo on the 1
Performances are on the upper- roles 'as.well, with a flair.for Seduc¬ edge of the set seerfs incongruous; formers, plus Fred; Veelpel’s spare inees and a $5.75 top Saturday
but sufficient scenery and. Ray¬
level. with Maurice Evans making ing every laugh from his comic
I jiights for a potential weekly ca¬
'
Whit
mond
Aghayan’s
striking
costumes.
exhiiberance.
Zack
Matalon,
famil¬
his musical debut jin capable fash¬
pacity gross of $51,850.
Miss Heller can be a funny girl.
ion. His .acknowledged talents en- iar Frenchman to N.Y. on the nitery
j Tlie Festival Co. will begin tour¬
abi-r him to surmbunt the plunge circuit, Aric Lavie, Stuart Damon,
She has professional skill with a ing
in a repertory of “Midsummer
Osborne Smith, Fred Gwynne,
comedy characterization or a joke
into this unaccustomed field.
Night's
Dream” and “A Winter’s
Rudy
Tronto
and
the
rest
all
make
line, slightly reminiscent of Bea¬
Ron Husmann. playing a sort of
Tale”
next Sept. 26 In Boston.
watered-down Pal j Joey, impresses their contributions to' prove that a—■■ Continued from page l s= trice Lillie. Mickey. Deems, Fay de Next year’s
repertory program
it’s
not
the
cast’s
fault
if
this
isn’t
Witt,
Emmaline
Henry
:
and
Dick
as somewhat of a juvenile find,
N. Y. City licensing approval since Patterson are hard working; mod¬ here will consist of “King Lear,”
with personable delivery and An a hit.
"As You Like It” and “Troilus and
no
quasi-theatre
may
be
housed
in
erately
diverting
supporting
cut¬
excellent voice. Other good male
Onna White’s choreography has.
support comes from Rex Everhart, crisp sparkle and forces the ques¬ a hotel. The Pujppet Room, there¬ ups* The others are at least youth¬ Cressida.”
a slow-thinking Joe; Ralph Dunn tion of Why there isn’t more qf it! fore, will , eschew any . “theatre” ful,. energetic and personable. As
as a crooked police lieutenant; Orchestrations, credited to Andre connotations*: per se. Policy qf stagfer of the. sketches, Michael
British producer Michael CodEddie Phillips, another, pilfering Popp with “additional” work by food and service (whether soft Ross seems to lack a sense 6f vari- fon has obtained the. London
cop; Roy Fant as a shyster photog: Robert Ginzler, are superb: This beverages only, because of the kid etey. and the choreography. The rights to “The Tenth Man” ahd
Good distaff talent is provided by is an accomplishment; worth note appeal) is another detail to be musical s* aging of Jonathan Lucas plans to present it there in 1961
winsome Wynne Miller, volatile because the music itself lacks dis¬ ironed, out. Deal with the Zecken- is generally on a single, uninven-4 by arrangement with Saint Shbber
Hobe.'
Eileen Rodgers, brassy Lee Becker, tinction, and the lyrics are sadly dorf Hotels Corp. for the Astor tiye note,
and Arthur ^ Cantor, the American
and a naive Irene Kane.
deficient in the humor they re¬ space will be probably oil a per¬
{Closed last night (Tues.) after producers.
Donald McWhinney
George Abbott’s staging gives quire. Songs like “Wreck of a centage split
two performances.)
will direct.

Stratford (Conn.) Fost
J45,800 for Final Week;
Season Total Was 640G
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OFF-BROADWAY COSTS BIG COIN
It Takes Slide Rule (or Lawyer)
To Figure that 'Vintage Contract
-

The Broadway . production of*
“Viritage ’60" represents one of f
the most complicated financial set¬ Guthrie Awards Go to 5
ups In recent legit history. An in¬
Stratford (Ont.) Actors
tricate profit-sharing arrangement
Stratford, Ontario, Sept. 13.
has been worked out for the CoastThe i960 Ty r'd h e, Guthrie
originated revue, which opened last
Awards,
ranging in value from $100
Monday night (12) at the Brooks
Atkinson Theatre, N; Y., formerly, to $1,500, have been, presented to
five
members
of the Stratford
the Mansfield.
The complicated situation has a Shakespeare Festival here: The re¬
cipients
were
A1
Kozlik, Don Mc¬
twofold basis—d wo separate partDonald, Cynthia McLennan, Fred
Nihda
and
Sheila
Macdonald.
( This story becomes academ ic in
.The awards, established in 1953.
light of the flash notification dt
are
designed
to
provide
scholar¬
Variety ■ presstime., that “Vintage
Wl. tons scheduled to close last ships for . the development, of
Canadian
theatre:
Money
for the
night- iTUes.) - after two perform¬
award, fund is .raised through an
ances) .
annual benefit matinee:
;"

By JESSE GROSS
The investment in off-Broadway
production, soared, again last sea¬
son. -An estimated $900,000-$l,000,000 was spent on 76 Equitybonded ventures (plays, musicals
and revues), -plus four miscellane¬
ous. offerings (solo, and mime
shows).
The total capitalization for the
1959-60 semester represents ah in¬
crease of about 50% over the
a^ipunt invested off-Broadway two
seasons earlier (1957-’58); when the
bankroll for 59 professional offer¬
ings on the. basement-and-belfn.
circuit was figured at around
$600,000,
Omitted from the statistics for
nersliips are to share in ariv profits
the 1959-60 and 1957-58 periods
from the New York production and
are the Phoenix Theatre presenta¬
also the profit is to be divided two
tions, which were included in
different ways, with the participaVariety's tally last year of 76i(iro.tion iri revenue from a contem¬
offerings during the 1958-59 offplated Las Vegas stand. The Vegas
Broadway season. The combined in¬
angle reflects continued interest by
vestment in those: entries was es¬
Broadway. producer David Merrick
timated at $1,000,000.
In booking legit shows for nitery
“Hole in. the_,
Head,” in the three
Of the $1,000,000, the produc¬
erigagements at that gambling-re- years since -its Broadway closing, tion tab at the Phoenix alone for
sort.
' .
V
-lias edged past the <50% profit four shows Was figured to have repMerrick,
who’s
co -r producing. • mark. The Producers Theatre pres-. .resented $250,000-$300,00b. There¬
‘•Vintage” with the original sponfatioji picked up $15,155 during fore. exclusive of the Phoenix
sors. of the Coast .. company, Zev
first five months of this year. quartet, the number of productions,
Bufmari, George Skaff and Max bringing; the total profit : on the' for the 1958-59 seasori would have
Perkins, Is. currently represented venture', as of a May 28 accounting, been 72 and the combined invest¬
in Vegas by the touring production to $43^24 on the $85,000 invest- ment around $700,000-$750,000.
of “Destry Rides Again,” and pre- Pment.
^
> The reason fpr dropping the
viously by “World of Suzie Wong.”
At the end of its 20!week Broad/
Phoenix from the tabulation is thatThe Broadway .. production
of syay run m 1957. .the Arnold. Schulits off-Broadway designation re¬
' “.Vintage” is capitalized at $165.000. . mar, comedy had unrecouped costs
flects location rather than a, par¬
with the company comprising niost .^f $49,400. However, income of. ticular. type of 6 p e r a t i o n and
o:f those connected w ith the show $72,600. representing the: presentathe com p a rat i.v e 1 y. high (for
when it opened last Ariril at the lion’s 40%~ share, less 10°© compffrBroadWay) cost of its produc¬
Iyar Theatre, Hollywood. Another missions,; of the sale of the film
tions contributes to a distorted
,fContinued oil page-58)
'Jriigh.tsto Sincap Productions for:
view of the regularoff-Broadway
■-:-—'-;—~
[$200:000: Wiped Out the deficit and ■.scene;
.
left a profit;.Of $22,584 as Of a'
Thus, - (he Variety off-Broadwav
• Dec: 31, 1957.
record of. professional.' productions
'arid estimated financing fc^r the
last three seasons reflects the fol¬
: f
l <n
i j tional $2,656 the subsequent year. lowing progression: 59 shows dur¬
ing .1957-58 at an estimated $600,_
, n ... .**. . • : . ^
Dec. 31 to May 28. represents. $350
4
Ballet (formerly Sad- roya]iy from amateur' lights arid 000 capitalization; 72 shows during
1958-59 at an estimated $700,000ler s Wells) presented a glittenpg; $i4.8Q4 as th
p roduction's share
l Continued on page 58)
new production pf the classic The 0f fiim income, presumably from a

Royal Ballet Preems
4-Week Metopera Stand

W JX S

With Lavish Beauty The $15,155 picked up from last

Sleeping Beauty last, Sunday night profit participation deM. Expenses
Opel a 0f $900 for the DeccmbervMay span
■House, JN.^ Y. .Lnder the manage- reduced the Income for that period
ment of S. Hurok, the troupe is m jp gj4 25$
*** -.t-^®*1
The total distribution prior to
Sleeping Beauty,
with chore- t]le May audit was $29,569. That;
Oscar Hairinierstem 2d,.. .lyricist-^
ography by-.Nicol ai. Sergueeff, ,\vas increased bv> another $14,000
based on the original of Manus djvvy .which hiked the amount di* producer . who died Aug. 23 in
Petipa, to Tchaikowsky s familiar, tHbated thus far to $43,569. On the Doylestown, Pa., left virtually his.
score. Is-prinianly a. musical and basis of a 5^o: Sn.iit -between the entire estate to his immediate fam¬
scenic vehicle rather^ tlian a,strong management and the backers, that ily; according to his will filed in
dance Avork The British: company s . gives, ^e Hatter a return of over ! N.. Y. Surrogate’s Court last week,
new production; with scenery and 25^c on their investment A $255 ,,Tbe Will .was witnessed at the time
costumes t by1T. Oliver.
Messel and
-ufliflutc
-xiao -yccu iciamcu uv me :i that Harnmerstein signed it by
f. L..,
. ..
« ....
.

Hairinierstem Left All
To Immediate Family

balance has been retained by the
lighting by John Sullivan, is in managehieiit for‘ future distribii- Denise Reynolds, Anne Giattefnian
arid his longtime collaboratpr., com¬
impressively lavish taste;..The cos-, jjon
■
turning, in. particular.js sumptuotis. j jhe
icture Version., starring poser Richard .Rodgers. Vhe estate
But if the ivoric depends nipre.011 Frank sinatra and Edward G. has not yet been evaluated,
Hanimerstein’s widow, Mrs. Dorr
etpry, mpsic and visual splepdov Robinson. ,vas released1 last Vear
Rian choreographic bnlliance,-the Tllb ]^te pauJ D<nigtas sfacrcd in othy Blanchard Hammersteiri. of
N. Y., Was bequeathed all of his
-Royal Ballet, with MargpV Fonteyn the Broadway Production,
as captivating guest artist, makes
personal property and part of his
the Derforriiance a treat for dance
real estate in Doylestown arid in
buffs; and .at least a pleasant show
Jamaica, B.W.I., together with 49%
for non-addicts; Miss Fonteyn: is
of. his theatrical assets and in his
the unquestioned, standout of the
residtiary estate.; Howard E. Reiirilong evening (three hours, .includ¬
heimer, Hammersteiri’s lawyer, re¬
ing three intermissions).
, . ..An agreement on a new' contract.
ived a 3% interest iri his estate,
For lithe, controlled grace and . between the League of N.Y. Thea- j The remaining 47%;. is being
ieemingly effortless perfection pf tres arid Local 802 of the Arneri- .divided into eight parts, for distri¬
style; Miss Foritevn continues to be ; can Federation of Musicians ai>- bution; as follow's: two parts apiece
a revelation. Dancing the title role, peared imminent as Variety went to his children, William Hammershe has not only virtuoso technique' to press yesterday (Tues;), Prinstem,! Mrs. Alice Hammersteiri Ma¬
and a talent for characterization.; «pal phases, of the pact cover an thias and Jairies. Harnmerstein; one:
but also the infectious personal increase in minimum wages, the part: apiece to Susan B. Fonda and
warmth of a genuine star.
; establishment of a pension and Henry Jacobson, children of Ham-,
Michael Somes, as the romantic' Welfare fund and conditions cover- j merstein’s widow’, .
lead, Prince Florimund. Is. also a: trig summer layoffs.....
Ilis son William also received all
fine dancer, and his solo bits and i The did three-year contract bethe Doylestown property except
pas de deux with Miss Fontey ,! tween the League arid, the union •for
a lOd-fpot. wide strip owned
provide several , of the brighter i expired Sept. 4 and the terms of
moments. Other standouts include I the new pact will be retroactive ; by the . widow'. Hariimerstein also
Deanrie Bergsrna
the Good ' to Sept. 5. The union had put off left cash bequests of $10[000 apiece
Fairy, Annette Pag
arid Brian > strike deadline until next Sat- to Peter Moen and Marj' Griesel
j and. $5,000 to Walter Moeh. EsShaw as theJ .Blue Birds, Arin How'-j urday (17).
ard and Douglas Steuart , as the
The executive board of. Local .802 , tate’s executors are his widow, his
White Cat arid;Pussdn-Boots,' and-and representatives of the Xeague son William and Reinheimer. The
Antoinette Sibley,: Christine. Beck-{have reached a substantial agree- will stipulated that Harnirierstein’s
ley, Anya Linden, . Miss Page arid mept on virtually all major issues. theatrical assets contiriue to be
Mai^'on. Lane as Fairies. Ray The contract proposals will be pre¬ managed by the same persons as.
Powell gives a credible. acting por¬ sented for approval today (Wed. or when he w’as alive.
trayal of the Wicked; Fairy. John torilorrow (Thurs.) to. members of . Hamnierstein’s theatricat assets
Lanchbery conducted the opening the . union Working on Broadway. corisisted of stock in Magna Thea| tra Corp., WillUmisori Music, stocks
V performance skillfully.
As a regular $9.35 top ($12 openBusby Berkley held a backer’s in other corporations concerned
: Ing) the engagement should pile audition last Friday (91,. for Wil¬ with the entertainment field, and
a staggering grosf. There .was liam Penaer’s musical, “The Count his copyright . interests in literary
I ari enthusiastic standee-limit house of Ten,” at the Clearview CUib, works, dramatic works, lyrics, mu1 sic, plays and motion pictures.
.for?the opening.
: Hobe,
Whitestone, Queens, N. Y.

The Theatre Guild and Dore
Schary, as co-producers of last
season’s flop Broadway presenta¬
tion of Schary's “The Highest
Tree,” footed $28,074 of a $133,674
Actors at the American Shake¬ loss on the venture. That's re¬
speare Festival. &. Academy, Strat¬ vealed in an audit covering the
ford, Conn., will form, a touring show’s production costs, out-oficompany to offer “A Midsummer town tryout and New York run.
Night’s Dream” arid “The Winter’s
The play, which folded afterTale” as a two-p.lay repertory. The three weeks at the Longacre Thea¬
tour will open Sept. 26 in Boston. tre, N.Y., was capitalized at $120The . productions are being 000 (provision for 10% overcall
staged by Jack Landau, .with dances wasn’t exercised). The backers’ in¬
choreographed by George Bal- vestment was only $105,600, the
lanchine . and Diane Forhan, and equivalent of a 44% interest in
music by Marc Blitzstein. Bert the presentation. The $14,400 bal¬
Lahr is slated as guest star. The ance. of the basic investment re¬
(our, planned as an annual event, presented bonds furnished by the
will., also feature lectures on producers for a 6% stake in the
Shakespeare arid his plays by venture, in addition to their regu¬
members of the company.
lar 50% share of the production.
Since the backer's put up only
$105,600 of the $133,674 loss, the
balance covered by the manage¬
ment v.as $28,074. Had the ovcr.call been made, the management
expense would have been reduced
by $10,560. In addition to the
coin shelled out by the producers,
office costs of $300 weekly and a
management fee of $200 weekly
The League of. N.Y. Theatres w'ere waived on the show’s threewill hold its annual election Oct. week New’ York stand.
.6 at the Hotel Astor, N.Y. A nom¬
An author royalty of 10% of the
inating . committee, appointed by gross was waived by Schary on the
League president, Louis A. Loliio.; Broadway run and on the last week
has selected candidates for officer f of a four-week out-of-town tryout.
posts and the board of governors. ! Schary, who also directed the pro¬
Independent nominations,
sup¬ duction, was to get 3% of the gross
ported by a petition signed by no as stager, but he w'aived that roy¬
less, than 15 League members in alty entirely. However, he did get
good standing, may be made if a $5,000 directorial fee.
filed With the executive director | The play, which costarred Ken¬
riot less than 15 days prior to th~ ! neth McKenna, Diana Douglas,
election,
< Howard St. John and William
The
nomination
commiuee’s Prince, cost $100,223 to produce.
slate includes Robert Whitehead. Another $8,755 was dropped on the
resident; Henvari Shumlin, first. pre-roadway tryout (Philadelphia
vice president; Robert Joseph, j and Boston) and preliminiary New
second » veepee; Gilbert Miller,! York expenses accounted for
treasurer, and. Robert Griffith, sec- v $6,805, which brought the cost of
ret.aryAlso, for the board of gov- j opening the show on Broadway to
ernors. A. L. Berman, .Herman $115,783.
Bernstein, Arthur Cantor. . Alex¬
The operating loss for the three
ander H; Cohen, Alfred de. Liagre weeks in New York was $12,799.
Maurice -Evans, Robert Fryer, Closing expenses came to $2,160
jay Julien,. Lawrence Langrier, and quote ads cost another $3,316,
David Merrick, Lester Gsterman bringing the total outlay to $134,Jr., -Edward Padula, Samuel H. 058. The sale of props and cos¬
Schwarts, Irene Selzniek and Mar¬ tumes brought $384.
tin Tahse;
The candidates for the board
also include past presidents of the
League, Arthur Schwartz. Leland
Hayward, Herman Levin and Kerm it Bloomgarden, plus Lotito.; in¬
cumbent prez) and Max Gordon,
ex-officio. : The nominating com¬
mittee consisted of Harold Prince,
A reference to Philadelphia
Osterman,. Cantor and Padula.
water ill Gore Vidal’s play, “The
Best Alan,” has elicited a formal
complaint from the Office of the
City Representative there. The
beef was expressed in a letter sent
to Vidal by Abe S. Rosen, Deputy
City Representative. Drama critic*
Chicago. Sept. .13,
in Philly and New York were also
The Lyric Opera, opening its sent copies of the letter, which
season Oct. 14, seems certain to reads’ in part, as follows:
post a record gross this year. The j
“We. are quite sensitive to re¬
Chicago company is already more
than* 5.0% sold out for its seven- marks and slurs that refer to our
past.
Frankly, we’re no longer ‘cor¬
week .schedule, with , the annual
subscription drive registering a rupt and contented.’ And no longer
are
we
willing to sit and allow our¬
new' high of $255,123 for series
selves to be publicly abused by old
tickets.
vaudevillian
remarks.
Additional^ Lyric is having ari
“Thus your reference to Phila¬
unprecedented run on single tick¬
delphia
water
in ‘The Best Man’ is
ets. with $20,200 worth of orders
arriving the-first day. Only avail¬ no longer palatable by -Phila¬
abilities are half of the Monday. delphians and Philadelphia. Sine*
Wednesday and Friday perform-, we now. have the finest water fil¬
ances arid all the Saturday per¬ tering plant this side of the Missis¬
formances. The seven Saturdays sippi and since health authorities
were, not offered on subscription , and engineers the country over to¬
but are virtually assured of selling ’ day are praising us for our water,
we don’t feel the ‘old image’
out.
Lyric performances are scaled to. should be presented to the public
as
fact.
$9 at the 3,750-seat Opera House!
“We hope that this is treated
quite seriously by you and that
some move is made to eliminiate
the ‘gag’ from the show'. Enclosed
is our recent brochure on our
water plant, to supplement our
A year-around stock operation is argument/’
to be opened Noy. 30 at the Roslyn j What action, if any, Vidal will
(L.L) Theatre by Arthur Whitelaw’, take in regard to the Philly .squawk
Preston Fischer and Ronald Leaser, couldn’t be learned yesterday
all local residents. The house, in j (Tues.), The playwright, who is
the middle of the town, was built! Campaigning for Congress from his
home district in upstate New York,
in 1920.
The producers plan to bow with! could not be reached for comment
“Two for the Season” and. present j because of disrupted eommunic*
each show for a week or more.
[ tions due to hurricane damage.

Stratford (Conn.) Group
To Open Tour in Boston

As League Prez

Philly Official Squawks
At ‘Best Man’ Reference
To Local Water Supply

RECORD SEASON SEEN I
FOR CHI LYRIC OPERA

Plan Year-Around Stock
Theatre for Roslyn, L. I.
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Road Spotty;'Irma* $22,900 (4), Wash.;
lv

The road was uneven last wreck;
New to the lineup were two preBroadway tryouts, “Irma La
Douce,’’ . which opened strong, in
Washington, and ‘Taste of Honey,”
which had. a; weak start in Los
Angeles.
Enlarging the hinterland spread
this week are two more tryout's,“Tenderloi ,” which -opened last
Saturday, night (IQ) in New Haven,
and “Face of a Hero,” which opens
tonight (Wed.) in Philadelphia. In
addition,.' there are ..two regular
touring : entries,. “Raisin in the
Sun/’ which opened, last Monday
.(12) in Boston, and “Pleasure of.
His Company ,” starting: tomorrow
night (15) in Rochester.
Estimates for. Last Week
Parenthetic designations, for outcfJown shows are the same as fdr.
Broadways except that hyphenated
T tpiih show classification indicates
tryout and R$ indicates road show.
Also, prices on touting shows in¬
clude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax,: if any, but., as oh. Broadway
grosses are net; i-e:, exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for. single
week unless otherwise, noted.

CALGARY
Music. Man, Auditorium (MCBS>. Previous week; $67,000, Queen
Elizabeth. Vancouver.
Almost $35)000 for Seven per¬
formances.
CHICAGO
Fiorello, Shubert (MC-RS) (1st
wk) <$5.95-$6.60; 2,100; $72,500).
Previous week, inadvertently un¬
derquoted, was $40,666 with Thea¬
tre Guild-American Theatre Socie¬
ty subscription, and parties at the
Riviera, Detroit.
Opened here Sept. 6 to one rave
(Dettmer; American) and three
favorable reviews (Cassidy*, Trib¬
une; . Harris, Daily News; Keen,
Sun-Times).
Almost; $46,400 for seven per¬
formances with TG-ATS subscrip¬
tion and parties.
Once Upon a Mattress, Erlanger
(MC-RS) (2d wk) ($5.95-$6.60;
1,380; $48,500) (Dody Goodman,
Buster Keaton). -Previous week,
$14,600 for first four performances.
Over $28,700.
DETROIT
Majority of 0ne, Shubert (CRS) (1st wk> ($4.50; 1,700; $42,000)
(Gertrude Berg, Cedric Hardwicke). Began tour here Sept. 5.
Over $24,000 with TG-ATS sub¬
scription.
HERSHEY, PA.
My Fair. Lady, Community Aud,
(MC-RS) , (Diane. Todd, Michael
Evans),, Previous week, $69,400,
National, Washington. *
Almost $74,400; •
LOS ANGELES
Best Man, Hartford (CD-RS)
(5th wk) ($5.40-$5.95; 1,024; $33,500) (Leon Ames, William. Gargan,
Gene Raymond),.. Previous week,
$22,800.
Nearly $20,800.
Show Boat, Philharmonic (MD¬
BS) . (4th wk) ($5.75-$6:5d; . 2,670;
$79,800) (Andy Devine, Julie Wil¬
son, Eddie Foy Jr.). Previous week,
$78,200 with Civic Light . Opera
Assn, subscription.
Almost $78,300 with CLOA sub¬
scription,
Taste of Honey, Biltmore (D-T)
(1st. wk) ($5i40-$5 95; 1,636; $53,000) (Joan Plowright, Angela Larisbury). . Opened. pre-Broadway Try¬
out tour here. Sept) 6.
. Over $12,500 for first seven per¬
form "
J
..SANFRANCISCO
Flower Drum Song, Curran (MCRS) (6th wk) ($6.25-$6.90; 1,758;
.$62.00.0). Previous week, $62,006
With CLOA subscription.
Almost $62,000 with CLOA sub¬
scription.
WASHINGTON
Irma La Douce, National (MC-T)
(1st wk) ($5,50-$6;60; 1,677; $48,900)
(Elizabeth Seal, Keith
Mitchell).
Opened pre-Broadway- tryout
here last Thursday (8) to one rave
(Coe; Post) and two affirmatives

with reservations (Carmody, Star;
Donnelly, News).
^
. Nearly $22,900 for first four per¬
formances with TG-ATS subscrip¬
tion.
SPLIT WEEK
Duel of Angels (D-RS). (Vivien
Leigh).. Previous week, $27,000.
Alcazar,, San Francisco,
Around $26,800 for six perform¬
ances: Auditorium, Denver, Tues¬
day-Wednesday (6-7),- three, $15,800 with the. 2,200-seater scaled1 to
a $4.50 top; Music Hall, Kansas.
City, Friday-Saturday (9-10), three, |
$11,000. with the 2,565-seater scaled
to a $5 top.
I

Off-Broadway Show
H.M.S.Pinafore
■ Phoenix Theatre (T. Edward Hambleton, managing director;1 Stuart Vaughan,
artistic director) ' presentation of the
Stratford (Ont.) Festival revival of two-act
comic opera, with music by Arthur. Sulli¬
van, words , by W. S.. Gilbert. Staged by
Tyrone Guthrie; musical conductor, Louis
Applebaum; scenery and. costumes, Brian
Jackson; ..assistant
conductor.' Eugene
Kusmlak; dance staging, Douglas. Camp¬
bell. Features Eric House, Marion Studholm, Andrew Downie, Hairy Mossfield,
Irene Byatt. Opened Sept. 7. '60; at the
Phoenix Theatre, N.Y:; $4.95 lop week
^K^ts, $5.50 Friday and. Saturday. nights
($5.50 opening).
Boatswain /.:..
Douglas Campbell
Buttercup ..
Irene Byatt
Dick-Deadeye-;
~
--Howard Mawson
Ralim
Rackstraw...... . .Andrew Downie
“ilpli Rackstraw..
_apt. Corcoran :.- . .Harry Mossfield
Cbpt.
Josephine
-. Marion Studholme'
Sir. Joseph Porter .....
... Eric House
Hebe .............
Elizabeth Mawson
Carpenter
.
Vaclovas. Verikaitis
Others; .. Rosemary
Calliun,
Dorothy
Choate; Genevieve ...Gordon, Ann Lacey,
Iona ; Noble, . Toni, Rose,. Sheila Sutton*
Barbara Ami Walters, Eleanor Winter,
Leonard Bilodeau. James Carville, Igors
Gavon, Robert Jeffrey, Jeff Killion, Ron¬
ald Nelson. Randy Phillips, Robert Rue,
Van. Stevens. Ralph Vucd Jr.

B way NSG, But Marceau $51010,
Th© Captains and th©
Kings
Westport, ;Conn., Aug. 23.
Henfy T. Welnstein i Laurence Feld*,
man presentation of Philip Langner A
Joel Schenker production of .drama by
Leo Lieberman.. Stored by. John Gerstad;
settings and 'lighting,. William Hitman.
Stars Zachary Scott;. features Edmon
Ryan,- Alexander Clark, Howard Free¬
man,. John. Alexander,. Walter Brooke,
Sally Brophy.. Opened Aog. 22, *60, at
the Country Playhouse, Westport, Conn.
Jordan:-................. Beil Yaffee.
Ann Collins ......: Sally Brophy
Joe Bradley ........... Walter Brooke
Carl Millikan
Phil Bruns
Richard Conway
Zachary: Scott
Adm. Howard Bradley. ...John Alexander
Sen. Ed. Remp-...... . Edmon Tlyan
Adm. Riggs ............. Donald McKee
Adm.. Swanson .,........... John Boniff
Adm; Benton
Howard Freeman
Adm. HaU
Alexander. Clark
Harry Locke .........'. Charles McDaniel

: From headlines of. several years
back, Leo 'Lieberman has. written a
fascinating first play likely: to com¬
mand, attention. The exploits, of
Adm. Hyman. Rickover,. shining
knight of nuclear provision, pro¬
vide combustible material for dra¬
matic consideration and the author)
has met the subject matter head
on. It may distress the admiral
as much as. his. vanishing .detrac¬
tors* but it’s ah impressive if, oc¬
casionally, primitive, work.
The drama concerns the conflict
between the old order of . the Navy
arid the brash young engineering
officer who: assaults tradition with
his campaign for .nuclear ships.
The Cabinet and. Congress are
shrewdly drawn info the: proceed¬
ings, if hardly, according to history.
But, in his portrait of. an un-:
scrupulous - Senator who:. hounds
the admiral who kno ws of j certain
illicit contracting deals, LiBberman
lapses into caricature and loses his
effect.
The Senator’s iniquities
are presented too broadly, as in¬
dicated by the audience hisses at
the final curtain.
. As director, John Gerstad must
share some bf the blame for ex¬
cesses of the dramatization and
characterization. There was re¬
portedly protest by the local man¬
agement, which wanted the villain’s
role toned down, but the author
stuck to his) fission. Edmon Ryan*
following this lead, had a field day
as the solon.
The best scene of /‘The Captains
and the Kings” finds a group of
senior admirals meeting in a back
room. at the; Army & Navy Club in
Washingtpn to ponder the problem,
of their- neclear fledgling.
Two
of the bid seadogs are disposed to
defend him, but the senior, flag of¬
ficer holds the key. and finally con¬
sorts with the willful senator.
There is also a gripping stanza
when the son of one of the ad*
mirals, fascinated by the nuclear
vistas, pilots the first nuclear sub¬
marine out to deep waters froin
New London. The days > of the
fateful mission are agonizingly
ticked off as the Navy; awaits the
outcome.
Zachary Scott turns In one of
his best performances as the fear¬
less naval engineer, already strick¬
en with his own personal problems.
He gives the drama its taut pace,
and though , slight and youthful in
appearance, he holds his own in
fast company. Philip Langner and
Joel Schenker, the co-producers,
have recruited ah excellent cast for
the admirals) including John
Alexander, Alexander Clark and
Howard Freeman.
Sally Brophy is agreeable as the
admiral’s secretary and confidante,
the only femme role, and Walter
Brooke has several telling scenes
as the nuclear skipper)
The title is from Kipling’s “Re¬
cessional,” but its destiny, should
beprocessional if Lieberman will
reckon with the embarrassment. of
the hisses.
DouL

As the opening production of its
eighth off-Broadway season, the
Phoenix Theatre has imported Ty¬
rone Guthrie’s revival of “H.M.S.
Pinafore,” presented this summer
as part of the Stratford (Ont.). Fes¬
tival. The significance of the show
is that it’s supposed to be an un*
traditional version nf . the Gilbert
& Sullivan comic opera classic.
In a program note, Guthrie re¬
veals that he’s never seen a per¬
formance of- “Pinafore,” but his
general approach appears to have
been not radically different from
the traditional staging of the
D.’Oyly Carte Operai Co. This re¬
vival avoids the stilted staging that
has inevitably becomes part of the
D’Oyly Carte original, and in at
least one instance a usually minor
song is given new prominence..
But while casual showgoers will
presumably like the relaxed qual¬
ity of Guthrie’s treatment, there’s
nothing drastic enough to give tra¬
ditionalists: apoplexy. ‘ The one
definite inferiority of this : revival
is the: not-always clear enunciation
of the singers; in contrast to the
near-peifection. of the endlessly
trained D’Oyly Carte, troupe.
As a .bbxoffice draw, “Pinafore”
should do reasonably, well for the
Phoenix,' although the increased
overhead for the larger-than-usual
company and the Orchestra pit: will,
limit the operating margin. On
the basis of press, reaction and
general, public attitude toward the
Phoenix, the show appears to be
an asset.
Guthrie’s staging leans toward
the naturalistic, and it is agreeably
flexible, if .occasionally corny
(there’s, also at least one self-conr
Off-Broadway Shows
sciously clever bit of moderniza¬
tion of the lyrics). Louis Apple¬ . (Figures denote opening dates)
..Balcony,
Circle In Square (3-3-60). '
baum conducts the orchestra skill¬
Between Two Thieves, York (2-11-60).
fully, arid Brian Jackson’s scenery
Connection. Living Th'tre (Rep) (7-15-59).
and costumes are brightly atmos¬
Country Scandal, Mews (5-5-60).
Fontosticks, 8ulUvan St. (5-3*60).
pheric.
Krapp's ft Zoo, Provincetown (1-14-60)
The piece is for the most part
La Rondo, Marquee (5*9-60)..
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan So. (5-25-59)
agreeably sung and acted. Marion
Man ft Superman;. Jan Hus (8-16-60).
Studholme is: a melodious, pleas¬
Mery. Sunshine, Orpheum (11-18-59).
ing Josephine, while. Harry Moss¬ . Sign' of Jonah, Players (9-8-60).
Chance, Living. (Rep) (6-22-60).
field is .fine .as Capt.: Corcoran, . Thoatro
ThrcopOiiny Opera, de Lys <9-20-55).
1
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Eric House is amusing as Sir JoDance of Death, - Key (9-13-60);
heph Pdrter. Andrew Downie is ah
Hero Como Clowns, Actor’s (9-19-60).
acceptable Ralph Rackstraw, Irene
.Repertory, Gate (9-25-60).
Delightful S as son, Grantecy (9-28-60). .
Byatt is good as Buttercup and
Greenwich VRIagt, 1 Sher. Sq. r9-28-6TO.
Howard. Mawson, Douglas. Camp¬
Deop Are Roots, St. Mark’s (10-2*60).
When WO Doad Awaken, 4th St. (10-3-60):
bell and: Vaclovas Verikaitis are - Valmouth,
York (10-6-60).
notable crew members.
Hobe.
Darwin's Theories, Mad. Ave. « - Jjp).

0 12

Hatty Hicfcox, will play the title
role in the touring “Music Man”
the .week Of Sept. 26, while For¬
rest Tucker vacations. The musi¬
cal will be at the Parkway Thea¬
tre, Madison,)-Wis),"' that week.
i

57

ICtHwako Island, Martinique QO-lflO).
.Shoemaker, Peddler. E. 74 do-13^60).
Drums Under, Cherry Lane (10-13-60). :
Behind Wall, Jan Hus (10-31-60). '
Stoops to Coniqoor, .Phoenix (11-1-60).
Mousetrsp, Maldman (11*5-60).
Treo ln Brooklyn, Barbizon (H-28-60).
.v •
Closed.
Top Secret, Barbizon Plaza (9-5-60);
closed last Sunday (11) after eight per¬
formances.

HJtt S; $25,700, Bye/ Sound’ SRO;
‘Fiorello’ $56,400, ‘Thurber $26,000
Broadway continued downhill
last week for all shows except
“Toyg In the Attic,” which regis¬
tered an: increase and “Bye Bye
Birdie” and “Sound of Music,”
whichi: held at capacity. “Fiorello’’
failed to maintain its regular sell¬
out pace. As was the case the pre¬
vious week; the shutdown of the
Pennsylvania Railroad is figured to
have contributed to the drop in
business. Service on the rail system
resumed yesterday (Tiies.).
; The Main Stem got its first new
entry of the 1960-61 season last
Monday (12) with the bow of “Vin¬
tage *60.” Also opening this week
is; “World of Carl Sandburg” due
tonight (Wed.).
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama},
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number, of performances through
last Saturday, top prices iwhere
two prices are given, the higher is
for friddyrSuturday nights and the
lower for weeknights), number of
seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but. grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes.

Best Man, Morosco (CD) (23d wk;
176 p) ($6.90-$7 50; 999; $41,000)
(Melvyn Douglas, Lee Tracy, Frank
Lovejoy). Previous week, $35,600.
Almost $35,300.
Bye Bye Birdie, Beck (MC) (21st
wk; 160 n) ($8;60; 1,280; $57*518)
Previous week, $57,800.
Nearly $57,800.
Fiorello, Broadhurst (MC) (41st
wk; 324 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1,214;
$58,194). Previous week, $58,600.
Over $56,400.
Five: Finger Exercise, Music Box
(D) (40th wk; 313 p) ($6.90-$7.50;
1,107; $40,107) (Jessica Tandy, Roland Culver). Previous week, $16,000 with twofers.
Over $14,700 with twofers.
Gypsy, imperial (MC) (62d wk;
487 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,427; $64,500)
(Ethel Merman), previous week,
$45,900.
Over $44;300.
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
(R) (91st wk; 723 p> ($8.05; 1,050;
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Previous
Week $34,400.
Over $32,100.
Miracle Worker, Playhouse (D)
(46th wk; 364 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 994;
$36,500) (Anne Bancroft, Patty
Duke). Previous week, $35,800.
Almost $32,600.
Mnsio Man, Majestic (MC) 142d
wk; 1,128 p) <$8.05; 1,626; $71,000).
Previous week, $43,000.
Nearly $36,000.
My Fair Lady. Hellinger (MC)
(234th wk; 1,863 . p) $8.05; 1,551;
$69*500) (Michael Allihson, Pamela
Charles). Previous. week, $55,100.
Almost $50,800.
. Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne
(MD) <40th wk; 316 p) ($9.60; 1,407;
$75,000) (Mary Martin)^ Previous
week, $75,900.
Nearly $75,900.
Take Me Al<mg, Shubert (MC)
(43d wk; 336 p) ($8,60-$9.40; 1,453;
.$64,000) (Jackie Gleason, Walter
Pidgeon, Eileen Herlie). Previous
week, $46,700. /
Almost $41,300.
Tenth Man, Booth (D) (44th wk;
343 p): ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $32,000)
Previous week* $23,400.
Nearly $23,200.
. Thurber Carnival, ANTA (R)
(1st wk; 8 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,185;
$49,178) (Paul Ford, Peggy Cass,
Eddie Mayhoff). Mayhoff withdrew
from the cast last Saturady (9) and
author James Thurber, making his
acting debut, i9 how appearing as
himself in the “File and Forget”
sketch.
Over $26,000 in first week of
return engagement. Scheduled to
depart Oct. 29 from the ANTA for
Wilmington, where it begins tour¬
ing Nov. 2.
Toys In the Attic, Hudson (D)

(28th wk; 216 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,065;
$39,600)
(Jason Robards, Jr.,
Maureen Stapleton, Irene Worth).
Previous week, $21,000.
Almost $23,600.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (19th wk; 145 p) <$8.05; 1.404;
$64,200). Previous week, $45,700.
with twofers.
Over $44,500 with twofers.
Miscellaneous
H. M. S. Pinafore, Phoenix (OP)
(1st wk; 7 p) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,150;
$35,000).
Opened five-week engagement
last Wednesday (7) to unanimous
endorsement (Aston, World-Tele¬
gram; Chapman, News: Coleman,
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
McClain, Journal-American; Taubman. Times; Watts, Post).
Nearly $25,700 for first; seven
performances.
Marcel Marceau Co., City Cen¬
ter (Rep) (1st wk; 8 p) ($3.95; 3,090; $60,000).
Opened three-week engagement
Sept. 6 to unanimous approval (As¬
ton, World Telegram; Coleman,
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
McClain, Journal-American; Taubman, Times; Watt, News; Watts,
Post).
Almost $52,600.
Opening This Week
Vintage *60, Atkinson (R) ($7.50;
999; $42,200).
David Merrick, Zev Bufman,
George Skaff and Max Perkins
presentation of revue. Opened last
Monday night (12) to two favor¬
able reviews (Aston, World-Tele¬
gram; O’Connor, Journal-Ameri¬
can) and Five Negative (Coleman,
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Taubman, Times; Watt, News;
Watts, Post. Closed last night
(Tues.).
World of Carl Sandburg, Miller’s
(DR) ($5.75-$7.50; 940; $33,536)
(Bette Davis, Leif Erickson).
Armand Deutsch presentation of
Norman Corwin’s adaptation of tho
works of Carl Sandburg. Opens to^
night (Wed.).

Towing Shows
(Sept. 11-25)
Best. Mon (2d Co.>—Alcazar, S.F. (12-24).
_ Dtotry Rldos Again—Riviera Hotel.
L.V. (11-17).
Duo! off Ansols—Blockstone, Chi (12-24).
^Faco off a Him (tryout)—Walnut. Philly
FforHIo <2d Co.)—Shubert, Chi (12-24).
Flower Drum Song—Curran. S.F. (12-24).
Invitation to o March (tryout)—Harttnan. CoL (21-24).
_Irma
La
Douca
(tryout)—National,
Waafa. (12-24).
^Lauretta (tryout)—Shubert. New Haven
Majority off Ona—Shubert. Det. (12-24).
Music Man <2d Co.)—Aud., St: Paul
(14-24).
My Fair Lady (2a Co.)—Playhouse, Wil¬
mington (12-17); BushneU Aud., Hartford
(19-24).
Once Upon a Mattress (Hurok)—Erlasger, Chi (12-24).
Pleasure of His Company—Aud., Roch- ’
ester (15-17); Stanley, Utica (19-20); Para*
mount, Springfield. Mara. (21); Olympia,
New Bedford. Maw. (22);-Vet. Memorial
Aud., Providence (23-24).
dS24)*n *n ***• *un—’WBbur. Boston
.

Testa
Off
Honey
(tryout)—Biltmore*
L.A. (12-17); Shubert, Clncy (22-24).
Tenderloin
(tryout) — Shubert,
New
Haven (12-17); Shubert, Boston (19-24).
Wall (tryout)—Forrest, Philly (19-24).
World of Suxfe Wong—Erlanger* Philly

LONDON SHOWS
(Figures denote opening dates)
Amorous Frawn, Seville 02-9-59).
Art off Living* Criterion (8-18-60).
Brldos off March* St Martin’s (7-13-60L
Candida* Wyndham’s (6-13-60). ^
Caretaker* Ducheaa (4-27-60).
Flngs Ain't* Garrick (2-11-60).
Flower Drum Song* Palace (3-24-60).
Follow That Girl, Vaudeville (3-17-OCt.
Gazabo* Savoy «3-29-60).
Irma La Douce* Lyric (7-17-58).
Life of Gallloo, Mermaid (6-16-60).
Malorlty off Ona, Phoenix (3-9-60).
Man for All Saaaons* Globe (7-1-60).
Most Happy Falla* Coliseum (4-21-60).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
My Fair Lady* Drury Lane (4-30-58).
Oliver, New (6-30-60).
Passage to India* Comedy (4-20-60).
Places off Eight* ApoUo (9-23-59).
Princess* Strand (8-23-60).
Repertory* Lyric Opera. (8-22-00).
Repertory* Old Vic (9-3-59).
Rose Mario* Victoria PaL (8-22-60).
Rost* Haymarket (5-12-60). .
Simple Spymen* Whitehall (3-19-58).
Sparrars Sing, Th’tre Boyal E. (8-24-6051
Si/zle Wong* Prince Wales 01-17-59).
Stars In Eyas* Palladium (6-3-60).
Talking Jerusalem, Royal Ct. (7-27-601
Tiger A Horse, Queen** (8-24-60).
Visit* Royalty (6-23-60).
Waiting In Wlnss* Duke York’* (9-7-60).
Watch It* Sailer* Aldwych (2-2460).
West SMo Story* Majesty's 12-10-58).
When In Romo* AdelphJ 02-&B9).
Zoo Story, Arts (8-2560).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Happy Haven* Royal Court (9-1460).
Italian Straw Hat* Lyric Op. (9-156®.
Once Upon Mattress* Adelpnl (9-20-68).
CLOSED
Noxt Time Yas. Lyric Opera (9-5-6®.
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Off-B’way Costs Big Coin
Conti ued from page 55 —

$750,000
capitalization:
and
801f“Zoo Story” (291), “Between Two
shows during 1950-6) jat an e.sti- ■Thieves”
(251),
“The
Balcony”
maTcci $900.009-51,000.Q09 capital¬ ’220-, “Fantasticks”. (150), “Country
ization.
Scandal” (147) and “La Ronde”
The capitalization of; off-Brcnd- 1150'.
v ay .shows last season ran from
Ten other 1959-60 openers, .which
about $5,000 to $25,000 and pos¬ continued their runs into this sea¬
sibly higher. The average cost for son, have closed; Of those four
a play is-figured* to have ranged went over 100 performances. The
from $10,000-$ 15,000, j\viUi musi¬ quartet, with the number of per¬
cals generally mote j; expensive. formances for each show as of its
Incidentally, besides the Phoenix closing listed parenthetically, were
Tii eat re also excluded] from the TJ; S. A.” (256), ‘‘The Prodigal”
tabulation are the Equity Library <169>, American Savoyards’ reper¬
Theatre, N. Y. City Center and tory of Gilbert & Sullivan (125)
IS'. Y. Shakespeare Festival pro¬ and “Ernest in Love” (103». In¬
ductions.
r
cidentally, the various productions
As u.'.ual. most of the coin in¬ I put on by the Savoyards are figured
vested in the off-Broadway pro¬ | in the production count as on pres¬
ductions went down the drain on entation.
The six remaining shows, all
unsuccessful ventures.A few of
the shows have hit paydirt, but the playing less than 100 performances,
profit on off-Broadway successes is were “Machinal,” “Oh Kay,” “Ca[ mino Real,” “Tobacco Road,” “Iggenerally small.
Of the 80 off-Broadvvay presen¬ norants Abroad” and “The Pre¬
tations tabulated for the 1959-60 tender.” More than half the pro¬
season, 56 closed during the se¬ ductions offered off-Broadway last
mester after registering from- one season were new, some represent¬
to 95 performances. 'Another six ing the first professional outing for
shows which opened and closed the playwrights Involved. Besides
during the season registered more original offerings, the new' entries
than 100 performances;. Those pro¬ included imports and adaptations.
ductions. with the number of per¬ [ The 1959-60 off-Broadway season
formances listed parenthetically, is considered particularly notable
vere “Billy Barnes Revue” (112, in that introduced four new Amer^
plus 87 on Broadway), “Three Sis¬ Sican playwrights, who’ve received
ters” (257). “Orpheus Descending” widespread endorsement. They are
(230), “Summer of the< 17th Doll” jack Gelber, author of “The Con¬
<137>. “Shadow and Substance” nection,” Edward Albee, author of
(137) and “Tonight We: Improvise” “Zoo Story,” Jack Richardson, au¬
thor of “The Prodigal” and Rick
(107-.
Eight of the season's newcomers Besoyan. author and composer of
are still running.. The shows, with “Little Mary Sunshine.”
the number of performances as of
Revivals were also plentiful offlast Saturday night (10) listed par^ Broadway last season, ranging from
enthetieally, are "The Connection” recent Broadway failures to vintage
(312>, “Little Mary Sunshine” (340). musicals. The latter condition, is
“Krapp’s Last Tape” coupled with believed to stem from the success1

“Come Share My House,’* $15,- entation (Bufman, Skaff and Pepoff-Broadway of the longrun. re¬ |
kins) will split a $250 weekly man¬
vival of “Leave it to Jane” and 000 (70 performances).
“Secret Concubine,” $12,500 agerial fee on the N Y. company.
two. spoofs of the oldtime tuners, j!
The profit-sharing setup for the
“Little Mary Sunshine” and “The (six performances).
Boy Friend.” ‘.‘Sunshine” is . still
“41 in a Sack,” $10,000 (45 per¬ Broadway venture is] as] followsi
Performances Other Than Lu
running. “Boy Friend,” revived off- formances).
Broadw^ay, ended’ a lengthy run last
Vegas
“Miss Emily Adam,” $12,000
November.
1. Cash - contributing
limited
with- provision for 66^6% overcall
“Jane,” incidentally, Is the sec¬ (2i performances).
partners of the California^ partner¬
ond longest running, show currently
ship
(as
a.
group),
1194%.
■ “Jackass,” $22,000 with provision
off-Broadway. It , opened May 25,
2. Creative talent (as a group),
for 10?' overcall (t\v
perform¬
1959 at the Sheridan Square Play¬
534%.
ances).
house. where it's still playing. The
3.
New cash-contributing lim¬
“Gay
Divorce,”
$15,000
(25
per¬
longrun leader, however, is still
ited partners (as a group), 741 V4%.
“Threepenny Opera,” which begaln formances).
47
Producers
(as
a. group),
its-stand at the Theatre de Lys
“Brouhaha/* $17,500 (two per¬
4114%;.
five years ago.
formances).
5. Non-cash-contributing limited]
The individual capitalization of
“Fantasticks,” $16,500 (still run¬ partner's of the California partner¬
some of the off-Broadway show's ning).
ship (as a group)/ U4% . (to be
produced, last, season was as fol¬
“Ernest In Love,” $20,000 (103 borne equally by Bufman, ' Skaff
lows:
perfromances).
and Perkins).
“La Rpnde,” $10,000 (still run¬
. “Dr, Willy Nilly$22,500 (12
Las Yegas Performances
ning).
performances)'.
1. Creative talent (as a group),
“Lend and Ear,” $15,000 (94 per¬ . “Cammo Real,” $15,000 (83 per¬ 534%.
formances).
formances).
2. Cash and non-cash contribut¬
“Tobacco Road,” $5,000 <24 per-, ing limited partners of the Cali¬
“Mis-Guided Tour;” $12,500 (56
formances).
performances).
fornia partnership (ais a group and
“Summer of the , 17th Doll.”
“Jack in the Box,” $15,000 (16: in proportion to their individual
$12,506.(137 performances).
performances).
profit percentages in the California
“All the King’s Meii ” $20,000.
partnership), 31-5/12%,
(51. performances). .
3. New cash contributing lim¬
“Dei rd re of the Sorrows,’- $13,ited partners of the N,Y. partner¬
50C (61 performances).
ship (as a group). 31-5/12%.
“U.S.A.,” $15,000 (256 perform¬
4. Producers
(as
group),
•S5S Continued from, pace 55.5555s
ances).31-5/12%.
“Dinny and the Witches.” $15,- company has been assembled for a
Additional Comijensatipn to the
000, writh provision, for 20% over-: continuation of the Coast fun. The. I
.
Producers
call (23 performances). :
1. Besides ]the.; 41V4% share .of
backers of the Broadway produc¬
“Time of Vengeance,” $11,000 tion have a 4lVi% Interest in in¬ the net profits from performances
(69 performances).;
come front bookings outside of Las other than Las Vegas, the four co-.
'“Marching Song,” $15,000 (33 Vegas and a 31-5/12% interest in producers (Merrick, Bufman, Skaff
performances!. '..
revenue: froiii Vegas performances; and Perkins) are to get 6,68%
“Parade,” $15^000 (95 perform¬
The partnership responsible for from the 1134% interest of the
ances).
the Coast production is to retain cash contributing limited partners
. “Russell Patterson’s Sketch-] all Income ffom.that venture and, of the California partnership for a
book,” $23,798, with provision for in addition, will share in any profits total of 47.93%.
15% oveicall (three preformances). earned by the New York company. |
2; Besides the 31-5/12% share
“Between Twro Thieves.” $18,- Incidentally, an offering circular of the net profit from Las Vegas
000,: with provision for 20?o. over- for the Main Stem project, - dis¬ performances, the four co-produc¬
call (still running).
closes that the Coast company ers: are to get 1615% from the
“Crystal Heart,” $25:000 (nine gross from last April 27-July 3*was .31-5/12% interest of the cash con-,
performances).
$66,682, of which $6,913 repre¬ tributing limited partners of the
California partnership for a total
“Prodigal,” $5,600 (169. perform¬ sented profit.
The producers of the L.A. pres¬ of 46.56%.
ances).

[ ‘Vintage’ Gonlraet

Just Closed
as STAR of the following productions
at Hie

GRETNA PLAYHOUSE
Mt. Gretna, Pa.

Thank You
FOR YOUR
Gene P. Otto. Sr. & Jr.
Charles F. Coghlan
Richard Kline
Charles Bondi & Shelly deSatnick
Patrons of the Mt. Gretna Playhouse
and GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS
“Gretna Holdover."
"'Wonderful Town/ starring Ruth Webb in the lead role, be¬
gins a second successful week tonight at the Gretna Playhouse.
The musical which starred Rosalind Russell for a long Broad¬
way run, hasn't lost a thing in Hs transfer from Broadway to
the straw hat stage—at least it hasn't in the Gretna stanza.
Ruth Webb the gal who]put the zing in the Gretna production
of The Boy Friend/ add* to her stature as an actress in this
one. She leeks like Rufsell, end she sings in somewhat tho
same register but here the resemblance ends because she's
added little touches of her awn to the role of Ruth Sherwood
to come up with a pretty tasty dish."

"MISS WEBB SCORES. , There were moments of delight and
Miss Webb was responsible for many of them. High spots
of the opening night were divided mainly between Miss Webb;
Singing 'Ohio' in duet with Christina Bartel, and the singi
of Eden Nicholas.”
JACE BENNETT, THE PATRIOT, Harrisburg, Pa.

"Ruth Wobb'r talents provide the launching pad, the solid fuel,
~and the throst that puts the.'production into focus. While she
Is excellent in the madcap scenes, the star Is at htr best!
establishing a. touching rapport with .her 10-year-old nephew,
Patrick Vincent Donahue, in . the brief and poignant .sections
of ths play."
SAM. TAYLOR, iancatter, Pa.^ New Era.

(First Time),

II

»f

SAM TAYLOR, Lancaster, Pa.,
"Ruth Webb, who scored heavily us an operatic French School
Mistress in Gretna's last production. The Boy Friend/ shows
amazing versatility as the wonderful star of the current 'Won¬
derful Town.' In the role originally created by Rosalind Rus¬
sell, she displays a voice which might rival Sophie Tucker's
and an endurance to match. Her 'Conga' with a host of
energetic Brazilian sailors, and a vigorous song and dance
number, called 'Swing/ brought down the house. In her dia¬
logue, she showed the perfect timing which brought her prede¬
cessor, Rosalind Russell,! fame as a comedienne.
ANTHONY ARMS, Evening News, Harrisbur

* Productions
Direction
Musical Direction
i Choreography
Response which held oyer
all of my shews
Reviews

I
I
%
I
I
I

"Ruth Webb demonstrates amazing versatility, stepping from
tho loading role of last week's, musical 'Wonderful ToiAm/ into
tho demanding- title part of the ^current offering. /Auntie.
Marne' is a comedy with both rollicking good humor, seasoned
with moments of . touching pathos; Miss Webb handles the
many-faceted characterization .with.ease and charm."
THE PATRIOT, Harrisbur

(Three Previous Productions)

"AUNT! NAME

'The burden of the; show fails on the. title role, and the'fatanted Ruth Webb, carries, her task with aplomb. She combines
warmth, vitality, wit and. pathos to create, a true 'Auntie
Mame/ unpredictable, but wise,. iddy yet raci
, helpless
though strong in moments of crisis, but at all times, utterly
and delightfully femi
LEBANON DAILY NEWS, Lebanon,

(First |Time)

Business Manager

KENNETH MOORE
Suite 500
247 West 46 St.i New York
Cl 6-7641
JU 6-6300

“That outrageous 'Auntie Mame' is still going stri .1 , ..and as
enacted by Ruth Webb, brightened up a Monday evening for
a good-sized audience in Gretna Playhouse. Miss Webb; prob¬
ably the hardeit-working actress in summer .stock arpund.the.se
parts, faker on the exhausting 'Auntie Mame' role and does
It up prettily, with not the slightest sign of the. strain she
must be feeling after seven straight weeks as. a musical comedy
leading lady." ,.
JOSEPH T. KINGSTON; Intelligencer Journal, Lancaster,
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21” EDITION SCHEDULE ICE CAPADES
7/22-8/28
8/31-9/21
9/23-10/9
10/10-10/16
10/18-10/30
11/1-11/6
11/7-11/11
11/13-11/20

Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N. A
Madison Square Garden, New York
the Arena, Cleveland, Ohio
The Gardens, Cincinnati, Ohi
The Arena, Philadelphia, Pa.Auditorium, Buffalo, N. Y.
Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto/Qnt
For uni, Montreal, Canada (Onf.)

11/21-11/27
11/28-12/4
12/6^12/11
12/13-12/18
12/27-1/11
1 /12-1/22
1/23-1/29
1/30-2/12

War Memorial, Syracuse, Nt T.
Coliseum, Springfield, Mass.
War Memorial, Rochester, N. Y.
Coliseum, Charlotte, N. C.
Garden, Boston, Mass.
R. I. Auditorium, Pro*, R. I.
Arena, New Haven, Conn.
Uline Arena, Washington, D. C.

2/13-2/28
3/2-3/19
3/20-3/26
3/28-4/2
4/5-4/18
4/19-4/23
4/26-4/30
5/2-5/16

Sports Arena, Hershey, Pa.
Olympia Stadium, Detroit, Mich.
Arena, St. Louis, Mo.
Coliseum, Omaha, Neb.
Stadium, Chicago, III.
Arena, Milwaukee, Wise..
Coliseum, Denver, Colorado
Sports Arena, Los Angeles, Calif

LEGITIMATE

Shows Abroad

P^kniETY
Book Stocks

<As of Sept. 13, 1960 closings)
. American Book: (AS) .%> .... 47
Waiting In jih<» Wing? [English, will dig this International
American Book (AS) .... . 49Ts
London. Sept. 8:.
hodge-podge,
:
Book of Month(NY).19Va
F.E.S. Pi.vs i.trf (in assn.-iation with!
The hep young couple . (the
Conde Nast(NY).... ,:..10V
itu wi Kct(«rave Pr oductions Ud). pres-? Lardises arid the entire cast are:, in
Crowell-Collier (NY) .,.. . 84A®
f f.oiThv^Nfeei^ate
.oiV* hv fN«*el^I'wavd staged
Staged by
hv Ma’Mar* their 20’S
20’s)) with their Own
own 'findnCr
financGrolier (OC)
(bid) 3134
et \;.vbs'«*L. decor and costumes. Mot- ing and Dutch guilders scrounged
;Harc’t;: Brace (OC». . (bid) 26
. S'ars svbil Thorndike. Marie I.ohr.
h^rH.ho3r)od n>i(iira. onoalc
^u/,trom.«>afd*»dea^ riativ? angels, 1 Jifears
Duke of York’s
l>uke
Yiirk
Theatif, London: S2.C0 Will probably gQ into the black this
jj'olt
R&W (NY)........4T->s
(NY)
4^.-a
Holt, R&W.
top
l&
n..v.r. 1;t
'...,. Marie l.ehr ' .vcar' U'esecond ’»»«» <f* i8**.. Macfadden (AS);........
(AS) .:
9Ta
97s
Jtf.iv T).ivpr.
c«::i
.;i... rna Vertning operated the revue in the 24p-seat
Marmillan
(OC)
47
Co:
i Clark-.*
Cl:.rk*
Macmillan
(OG):,.._.47
.. Maoiie Andrews
B)pi(a Ilclgr.
McCall (NY... .33
Norah Blanev nr^fvv.»-^Hatt,e',r "rtf'
M-u-l
Melro
sciMsi^a
••••• " Maureen
MNirahA^
m“"nv.
^
Delaney
McGraw-Hill CNYL • -. . . .88 .
. Edith Day
E-itelit* C»':vyu
.•
• ••••**•<
Prentice-IIall (AS>.31*4
AIittiiu Cl »re
Mary Clare it,FrentlCe-llall
lAb>
J114
Craham Payn .U* an» -Dutch theatre.
Terry Lasce
craham
.
(OC> ti bid iI 31 "•v
.. Random House oOG>
Boyd.
Bliss Archie
Margot Boyd
Wliter - director -actor.. Maurice.
ir w Carrrc ' f YtV.
(WiHV AR'
H. W.
W. Sams
Sams (»?».
(Mi. ..(bid)
.>-.(bid) 4b
46'
Osgood Me-.i:..
Lewis Casson RrmvninP who tfappd the revue
.H.
B.inbr.Svbil Thorndike «rou nmg,. wno staged tne revue,
Time.
a .(bid) 61
61
Time, ihc,
Ihc. (OC>..
(OG) ...-.(bid)
D >r<«
Betty Hare has done an excellent job.in pacing
tj„k <Vf;
«n
Western Pub
!>":•*’»
Jean Conroy th& cat.t of Pight snipes rthrou2h
Western
Pub (M),
<Mj, .. .(bid*
.(bid* 60
60
D<»:
.* ‘n
S.t! ::a >Iv»
..
Nora Nicholson
,^as,1 0t
SpieeS tnrpugn
World Pub (M)....
.(bid)
14
Mv! tie
t
(M),.,.
.
(bid)
7e!«!a IVtmt.k .Jessica Dunhing lift lively, amUSlllg repertoire Of
punu rui» i.iK....vui
*
7e!«!.i lVim

Doctor .levons
Topsv* B"skerv.ir?
-l-

Biic Hillyard soilg, dance and skits. The profes-.
Moiiv^iVmiLy sionals from England and New
j Zealand provide a hilarious two

~
ys
*
OC—Over-the-Counter
°9,
Si v^Stock
Exchange
N
Y —N.Y.
Stock
N.Y.^N.Y.
Stoek Exchange
Exchange
AS—American Stock Ex,
£r ~lv?!J>ellfan ' t0CK ■
:
M^—Midwest.
* Ex-dividend
r.x-aiyiaena
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Literati
A series' on Brigitte Bardot, special interest section, including
ghosted by N. Y; Daily Ne'ws Paris colored comics. Daily publication
correspondent Bernard Valery, is will be resumed at a date to be
proving a goldmine for the author announced subsequently, said Fai>
and .his associates who. assisted in relk
preparaing the material. France-r- . • ..
Dimanche,
the
Paris
weekly,
N.Yi Tiines* UK invasion
bought the series for $30,000. an
The N.Y. Times next month will
ailtime high, in France.:. Paper re- be on sale throughout the U:K. at
portedly gained between 150-200,- the same time as the local British
000 circulation in the . first five! national; newspapers. That’s beweeks of the yarn’s publication.
j cause the international edition will
France-pimanche published the ; be published: frbin Paris, with th*
pieces, under the tag of “Terrible ! text being, flashed thereto.. from
Brigitte.Bardot,”-etc. More preferifNeir- York each evening by highable, Valery, feels, would Have been -speed perforated tape across tha
“I 'Live* with Brigitte Barddt.’vj transatlantic cable. The sigiial will
Meantime, the series has been sold activate, typesetting machines,
to .the Rizzoli group: in Italy for / . That oldfishioned thing,
air
$15,000 also an .ailtime. high there; ;.transpbrt, will get the. paper out
and publications have bought it. in.j of Paris every morning ali over
Germany, Switzerland and BeK! Europe;
giiim for top sums|.
..
Asking price in Britain ls $10d;-j;
CHATTER.
000, but no deal has, beenl set- as |. . Random .House. Inc.. New York
yet. Curiously, the series has been i corporation, lias merged Beginner;
turned down by the. N-. Y. News as.j Bpoks; Inc., according to a certifi*.
“not fitting their formula:” How-[ cate filed, at Albany,
ever, reps of Valery .are .peddiing j
The Brooklyn Eagle. Inc, has
it to other IT- S. sheets. His agenL^■!• changed its capital stock from
incidentally, is Louis Dalmas more j 1 000 shai:eg of; no par value to
formally he^s known as Marquis $50<oa0t 0f 10c par value stock.
Dahnas de Pohgnac of the: cognac j ; A.first

Noel Coward's 50th produced hours of rapid-fire entertainment.
plav is unlikelv to ladd much to his
The truth of “what-went on be-.
reputation. “Waiting in the Wings” ihind Dickens’ old curiosity shop”
is a sentimental technical exercise, is revealed in a funny short, “Little • '
..••••
". * *
•
but provides opportunities for
Nell.” done by Vivien Grant. Ray monarch who whips captives after
number of veteran performers, j Warwick and Bryon O’Leary; and a defeat of Wallace’s nien at StirWhether the play will have a wide ? Maureen Hartley jives , the. story ling. Castle and. spares few who
appeal is questionable, but theatre of the forlorn homely girl whoJ stand in his way:
buffs may find enjoyment in Cow- overdid her dancing lessons in
Hugh Cross, is; suitably precise
ard’s facile combination of comedy > ’T’d Rather Cha Cha Than Eat.” and clipped as the English Sheriff
and sentiment
I
The gay 90’s beauty whose sip- of Lanark, and Robert James has
“The Wings" is I,a home for re-11*1** " ore filled wth champagne the necessary guile and wickedness
twed actresses and the play is a ' sin®s hcr sad song in ‘‘Damp of the betrayer of Wallace. John
slice of life therein showing the Shoes.”
revealing
a
hilarious McGregor,, is a spirited Robert |
various women’s reactions to the I Wendy McCiure, and Hal Ranter's. Bruce, declaiming with clarity, and
I’.
•,
. .
.
. of Rudolph Valentino is being
tedious business of growing old ^ “Customs,” as done by John John Grieve wins solidly as Sir
Series reps a fanc5» piece of written by. Robert Oberfirst who
away from the footlights. Several Sfr?°fd a”d Ray Warwick, is a John Comyn, .
. .
. . tightrope
walking
legalistically ;. has made ;an intimate study of his
incidents might,have
mightJiave made
bit_ for
any -----,t
American i , Rona Anderson, has brief “T
mo- speaking as. Valery, and bis
incidents
made a
a comcom- ,hulhant
. ,
-- —.
! personality since 1920 .when hs
m-Aforc +n
of emotion
plete plav, .K..t
but Coward prefers
to tourist. Vivian Grant is a knockknock: ments -pf
emotion, in the early acts leagues wanted to tell alL with-. started accumulating over . 10;000
leave them as cameos for acting .
a^.^eVamp m Cocaine, ^and as, Mirren . Braidfute. slain by Hes- out giving the actress or others an different newspaper and magazina
purposes. The expert cast handles
j
o
9^.cr,tam' elrig >vhile in her pregnancy,, and opening for a libel ^suit. It waj clippings;:st0fies. anecdotes, littleith* scenes with practiced ease.
i ?n-\.evf v-lthTJe reprise ot ‘ Shows Ruth Lodge and Morag Forsyth act .originally
that
.^oul- • known facts, photos,: and "every
The stron2estP"thread in the '
geimenes^ as Queen Margaret' approve the series. But_she did not, conceivable scrap^ of information
slender pattern of the comedy is ? h„P .I-irpn’t fnk-inrP ^llfe of England and the Lady Isabella, and. some months ago filed suit to. , published arid unpublished on: the
the resolution o£ a;30-vear-ald feud f
l
M f ■
1 There are useful contributions also have the manuscript impounded;. sijent film star
between one of'the home’s oldest nijRH\-h^
Reft1'tW^T by Walter Carr (in a clever double Court. howererC throw out the
D„lt0„ has ordcred a sccond
inhabitants and a new arrival. Svbil
! °fferibgh. Alex Allan and Amanda
,■ : printing (also added advertising,
Thorndike and Marie Lohr handle . S"Walker, the. last-mentioned :im^ ■
/Valery, whqip jiieces attempt to ■.iheiuding;''in Detroit, the author’s
their mutual scenes immaculately,1
Sled 'for theC
: Pressiri2 as a fresh Scot lass,
-convey, -in:printable terms,-th.ehome towrii for James Leo fieri
with Miss Thorndike in particularly fvhn’^ nnrtrA pH
peter Potter has directed well credible complexity of. Miss Bar- lihy^ ..A1I Fall Down.” after its
good form in a pcorish, pointless
^ It^Seans^^wdl flu-S" instJkU^
t?ie
stage, acbieving good dot. believes the possibility of a strong press and surprise sales
/'-ki lau^
with. crowd
cnTwd scenes, using
scene when ImrUong lost son
^
LMhip!
™h instead \ effects
effectsvwith.
using, libel action is remote because.most ,.kickoff Metro paid $150,000 for
of Tt
scoff
foibles
turns ud
o vat his
h
,0,bJes and
anfd fancies.
fan^es- c(,rridors
c((rridors from
from : thethe- three
three corners
corners pf^^the star’s: love^^adventures area t}Te film rights and Dutton just
vnrth19^,-'whlwiweat PKn t0'ir of the hall for busy mob entrances; matter of record. Moreover if the ^ced the British arid German:
Una Venning has most of Cow¬
HU
and marshalling his soldiers.-ar. case: went to court.
ard’s wittiest and; most acid lines
Teal .dirt foreign rights..
(deft throw-away
throw'-away vision^>evueb andfm^ht ^do' fop1^a tlsans-an(l musicians m .interesting would haye to be dug up.” This.
and gives them (left
A'QC apop irk a
va«*ahd scenarist Edria
readings. Maidie Andrews. Norah ; sophisticaled
SOpi-,isticaled audience in the TT
U.S.
^ -®roupings’ A story-telling device. obviously, could, be “rhore damag- •:
t Walker-Malcoskey will have.-her
Bhmey and Edith Day ;mainlvrcm-:S0P
SI1CalCCl ^dlei^ce m Hq^e
bringing a/welcome, modern touch in»” than the series
Blaney
mainly rem-•
epic, poem, “The.; Virgin and the
...
'
to. the ancient story, has. James m=> tnan tne series.
inisce about the* old days of j
.
... , „ .
Priestess/’ published ..in the fail
^o sing a couple;
Gibson arid' Stanley Ratcliffe as.
musicomedy and fo
ir
Fraziers Broken Arm
.' by Frederick Fell/ It’s a poetic
which are
1**^
vvallac0
two chroniclers. Scot and English.
of numbers wliich
iare padding, and }
1 i<l0 W
allaec
George Frazier is^ convalescing, dramatization of the. conversation
Dclanv Skillfullv
skillfullv plavs
Edinburgh. Aug. 23.
at cross purposes while they com-:
Maureen Delanv
plays a '
at his father s home in. vV est Bax- pf the Greek priestess bf Aphr'odite
•mplnrii-amatin
Edinhuriih
Festival
Society presentation
(in'-.asso'ciaineiocu
amauc tvifflpavp
Daineax.e
lioh
wltJv Stephen
Mitchell!,
melodramatic
batfleaxc
n^Tn,^teA“a^
bury. Mass., from a compound by St. Paul. Leo Trachtenberg has
ot •;fiye-jet.
\ fiye-jet. ’.iirama
... by’ Sydney
Irie. Audrey Cruddas sets ana
Nora Nicholsoni tactfully ban- o(
’.drama...
sydnev Goodsirf.
Goodsir
fracture of his left arm sustained optioned, film fights $ou!d. have, been *LnJih.
by:peter
dies a role that (‘oul'd
jfe^er Potie'c:^^ settings,
settings costumes are-effectively colorfuL. in a freak auto accident-when his
^
an embarrassmentii an aged actress lain B?amii?on. opened -A'liit ^11.'’ 'SoT'at 'and Iain Tlamiilton's music create, just-purchased English sfieepdog;
^
frdltp}9
who loses her sanity. Mary Clare the Assembi> Hail.,Edinburgh: $2 top.
mood, especially in a .. whipping
iupp? frightened‘by,
and Lewis Casson are Wasted, and
‘‘scene at. Stirling. Play rises drahigh'- beam headlights, leaped uj,?/
Sv- ^rankf«ft. S(uttori the younger side Graham Payn , Mhren B^idfuu- .'.'. SRoni Anderson matically to Wallace’s, final scene ■a/pnec
cpif nf
across tiin
the seat
of hiVmacfpr’c
his master’s pgr
par. gait, Munich.. Vienna, Dtisseldorf.
and Jean Conrov ioffer support to
Mairhi Russell. Frank Wylie with king Edw’ard before lie is led
fn : and Hamburg. He ll be back
The leash became entangled in
mid-October.
their elders.
' ,
t^v fe.'wciiM. Joha CaVCwe
Frazier’s ankles.a way he
Margaret Webster has dorte a s,r John_Graham,....... John Mackenzi. conducts a small orch.
Cord.
couldn’t reach the brake arid i
Mrs. Elizabeth Daniels Squire,
good job in creating the teamwork j sir'4\vmiJKrr^^
■ v
' " ■ ■■
William Ileselrig;... . Hugh Gross
plowed into the car ahead. PS-^tlie granddaughter of former Navy Sec‘duff ' ..:-•
essential to the |production. But j.£,a£duff_
— Br.vdon
Br.vdon Murdoch
Murdoch
PvAilnAliAii Accmnmnnfc
dog escaped unscathed.
..
j-.retafy.
Josephus' Daniels,
who
ert Bruce ...
John. McGregor
“Waiting in the-Wings” suggests j simdi?
Fr?ser .. Jphwan^?rcfrr
r rOuUCllOIl ASSl^DIilCIltS
die Freser
Walter Carr
While: in
Roxhury Frazier
Grieve
that Coward has turned out a plav . Sir John Comyn ’.*.**-John
*.*.*.*.*-*•.' John'
crieve
BROADWAY.
John. Grieve
BROADWAY
Jotin • Mentcith ...... Robert James
worked on- the Harvard-Yale foot- S*.^ vm?r H.nH "l
.E i
for his own immediate following. H;: ^ITstewart^f
nicinRobeDavidaorr
"All the * Way Home”: David
John Stewart of BoAkiiiRobSavi?orr’
Bbnkill
. . David Orr ': *4’AM
ball article for the December^
rather than for the general public. 1 Major Domo . —...... Michael.
Eider [Hays,
Hays, 'scenery
and'.lighting.'
Michael. Eider
scenery and
.lighting.'
quire. His "Art of Wearing Clothes"
S”?
Rich.
s,r
John ags*?..
•Stf«rav.e
_ . PatUrVck0Godfrev
Cousiri”:
Coffin, coscos;
KWi.
if ao“hh;
k’S1i°gof(™v i:• '•^49th
'<49th 'StwjjP’V.Cene
Cousin”: Gene
Gene Coffin,
cos^
-TKmg Edward I --1....: Clive Morton tliineS.
f^h^of’Esoulre^to^ tvto^'hhr-^to s
Wilton (Conn.) Bulletin and
doing Madlv Dula-h
“I’m With You”: Bill Collerari,
Mo?.“'\or»?h !. .‘‘I’m
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the Lee Gordon Stadium Loop.
Advance hit a record level.
Melbourne; exhibitors are again
By Mike Gross
pressing government for removal
Hurricane Doiina,
of tax; on cinema ticket, sales.
Additional censors haye been
appointed to cope with the influx
of
U.S. tv celluloid being, uncanned
The Lawrence (Armina:. Mar¬ here.
.
'
shall) Langners’ 35th wedding anhi.
Exhibitors claim femmes are
Vet: sportscaster Clein McCar¬ returning to the cinema after an
thy’s 79th birthday; he’s at the over-diet of blobd-and-thunder via
Dresderi-Madisori Nursing Home tele. ' ./'
on East 67th St.
Harry Belafon.te Is tipped to ..do
After 32 years in the Larch- another Aussie runaround next
mont-New Rochelle belt* Marge year following , his solid success
and J. Fred Coots (songsmith) have here; recently,
/ /
become towners, at . the Imperial . “Porgy and Bess" (Col) preemed
House/
for the Kerridge loop in Auckland,
The old Waldorf Men’s Bar has NeW Zealand. Deal was set by
given way to . a new/Bull & Bear Colin Jones, Columbia chief. .
Alan Wardrope named ad-pub¬
room, designed by Raymond
Loewy, again restricted . .to stags licity manager of Paramount here,
up to 3 p.m: and Open to both sexes replacing Jim Williams who re¬
thereafter.. Its decor is patterned: signed to enter' the commercial
•
after a turri-dfrthe-Cenlury English field.
tavern.
Carroll Musgrave Theatres, op¬
George (Bud) Westmore. Holly-; erating; Prince Edward,: Sydney,
wood makeup man who was one Paramount’s local showcase, had a.
of the judges of the Miss America profit dip of $6,000 on year's trad¬
1961. competition, suffered a cor¬ ing to last June 30.
onary in his hotel room just before
the finals and is currently jri At¬
lantic City Hospital, condition re.. ported as “satisfactory."
On the final night (Saturday) of
Continued, from page 2——
Margaret Truman’s week-stand in
“Goodbye, My Fancy,” at the places (they bought), arid then he
North . Jersey Playhouse, Bergen; presented them a 15,000-lire fee
Mall, N.J.,. the capacity. audience, for services rendered at day’s end
included her parents, the Harry ($25), The next day he would go
S. -Trumans, now of Independence; back to all the points touched and
Mo., formerly of the White House; get his percentage.
and her: husband, Clifton Daniel,
USO lends a hand on all kinds of
N;Y. Times editor.
information,, housing, advice on
Akin to the classic Mark Twain shopping, and arranges daily tours.
crack, the “death" oif actor Eric During the summer, when the Pope
Burroughs, as reported in last is at Castel Gandolfo, he has audi-;
Week’s issue, was - greatly exagger¬ ences Wednesdays and Saturdays
ated Burroughs has been a patient in the winter, one day a week only.
at the. Veterans Administration Firin has gotten the ; Maestro di
Hospital in the BrOn*. with a Camera (Master of the Audience
gastrointestinal illness and while Room) to set aside one Of the stall¬
quite serious for a time he hopes like spaces which ban accommoda t e
to be released shortly.
up.to 300. people as strictly for mil¬
Publicist Jack Egan recognizes itary men, their dependents and
the I. Rosenberg, 50 Church Si. friends. During the audience, they
mentioned as being the addressee get iro)lcalled along.with all major
for the late colored bandleader delegations for the Pope’s specific
arranger, Jimmie LUncefordv* as attention and recognition by him.
being the: latter’s personal attorney Since the room will take about
and manager. This is in connection 10,000 and. is usually jammed, plus
with last week’s item that the: having turnaWays from all over
Chemical Bank was. seeking Lunce- the world, this USQ sendee is not
fprd because Of an unclaimed de-: insignificant for. either the very,
posit with the institution. Egan religious or the very curious.
used to p.a. the bandman.
The Pope talks in Italian,
switches to French, then. is. fol/
lowed: by an interpreter who does
German, Spanish.and English.. iri
Italian he gets laughs ^samples:
By Bob Rees .
14009 .Xerxes Ave. So.; WA 6-6955) “People look upon me as their
“Miranda" in. second week at great grand father, but”—arid here
he indicates his ample girth—“you
Edvth Bush theatre,
‘
Bill Henderson and Richard can see I’m really their, great
round father." Or, “Many tell me
Evans Trio into Herb’s.
. ,. Dorothy Daridridge In: second they came to see the. new Hope,
week at Hotel Radisson Flame but let, me tell you you’re seeing
a real old Pope:” And, “However
Room.
Old Log, Equity strawhafter. end¬ nice it is of some to think of me
ing; its 16-webk season with “Two as a sainted father, Trii riot a saint
yet—and even after I'm dead; may
for Seesaw:”
Leroy “Sloppy" . Daniels, and not even make it,’-), but the trans¬
Cathy Cooper with Horace Hender¬ lators leave out his earthiness for
the other than Italians present.
son band at Key Club,
Key. Club holding over femme
The Rome USO is one of aboiut
impersonator Adrian Ames and 25 facilities offshore from the con¬
song. stylist Clea Bradford.
tinental U:. S. which, along. with
“Thunder, in Carolina,’* southern more than 250 others, is participat¬
exhibitors’ picture, got its only ing in the annual United and Com-,
local piaydating in ozoners.
munily Fund drives in some 1,500
Rosalind Russell here this week different American . situations. The
to receive a local department goal is an annual $7,500,000 for
ttore’s 18th annual fashion award. running money, r and there is an
Dorothy Dandridge opened/ at additional capital fund campaign
Hotel. Radisson Flame Room Thurs¬ on for $2,125,000 to build an addi¬
day (8). Mort Sahl and Candido tional 10 overseas sites in emer¬
/into Freddie’s.
gency areas.
While business generally is; un¬
The American Embassy in Rome
der that of a year ago, according feels so highly respectful of the
to the Minneapolis Federal. Re¬ USO service in Italy, it is the auto¬
serve bank’s current report, thea¬ matic Suggestion as. a port of. call
tres have. been enjoying one of' for any military people who come
best summers/
to town. The bases of the. armed
At its 43d annual convention in. forces throughout Europe likewise
St. Paul, the; Minnesota district of point leave-taking, troops in its di¬
the Lutheran church adopted reso¬ rection and the other major USQ
lution noting an “alarming tendency facilities which are; set Up to per¬
In the theatre and on the screen form the highly specialized func¬
to feature immorality and unfaith¬ tion of providing in impeccable
fulness’’ and requested congrega¬ and reliable checkpoint for any¬
tions to “distribute and study" the thing from advice to assistance.
Lutheran, church’s; recently pub¬
The big USO problem: is that
lished “The Church Looks at Im¬ service men know and use it, but
morality in Print and on the the public which supports it by
Screen" pamphlet.
annual gift-giving believes it went
through the Separation centre with
the 12,000,000 vets of WW II, too.
It never even got a chance to draw
a relaxed bireath, and was riiore in.
By Eric ^Qorrick
business than ever while the gen¬
(Film House,: Sydney)
Frank Sinatra may okay another eral public was turning its back on
all the trappings of major war and
Aussie runaround next year;
its attendant mobilization.
Exit of dollar restrictions sees
While it may no longer be the
more U.S. aUtos on the local high-1 “fashionable" thing to do, USO as
ways.'
j it functions in Rome; makes the.
Lifting of dollar restrictions vigil that much more bearable, the
«ees department stores here selling touch of home a little more dis-.
the latest in U.S. clothes/
cernible to the man doing a 3-or-4Ricky Nelson preemed here for year hitch in Outhersville.
^

Fire Island, N.Y.

Rome’s USO

Minheapolis

London
(HYDe Park 4561/2/3)
Leo Genn suffered facial abra¬
sions In anauto crash,
v John Osborne and Tony Richard¬
son joined the board of Oscar
Lewenstein’s theatrical. setup...
Judy Garland angling for Dirk
Bogarde as her leading man in
her next film, “Born In Wedlock.”
Louis Scott, boss of London’s
ritzy Empress Club, expanding his
saloon with a view to private func¬
tions.
,. .
Beii Bodnes and his wife have
been in city theatregoing and giv¬
ing an Algonquin looksee at the
West End hotels:
Anna. Russell met the press Sun¬
day /(.li) before her British tour,
which starts at the Royal Festival
Hall Sunday (18).
Virginia Pope, Carl Foreman’s
flack, engaged to Peter Yates, an
assistant director . on Foreman’s
“Guns of Navarorie/’
Jack Hawkins fit again after an
eight months’ siege with vocal ail¬
ment. Next stint is “The Spinster,”
with Shirley MacLaine.
Warwick Films bought film
fights of John Buchan’s “Oliver
Cromwell/’ Ken Hughes will do
the [screenplay and direct.
Deborah Kerr signed to co-star
with Gary Cooper (just arrived
here in Seltzer-Glass production
of “First Train To Babylon.”
Sir Philip Warier has succeeded
Lord Rank as prez of the Cinema¬
tograph Trade Benevolent Fund.
John Davis becomes a trustee.
G. H. Pifie named as a director
of Robin International iLondon)
Ltd.v Cinerama Distributors (Lon¬
don) Ltd. arid Cinerama Exhibi¬
tors (London) Ltd.

By Forrest Duke
(PU.dley 4-4141)
The Novelites, a hit in the Dunes
lounge, join Frankie Vaughan in
the main Toom Sept. 23.
Billy Petch inked by Lou Walters
to choreo the new Folies Bergere
which pfeems at the. Trop, Nov. 5.
Bill Baldwin Sr. in. town for
brief vacash. and handing deejays
copies of Bill Jr.’ “Seven-Teens".
Capitol album.
Nacio Herb Browri: Jr. of Rona
Records, vacationing at. the Tropicaria With;Mrs. Brown. Brown Sr.
is a Vegas resident.
Frankie Laine, now .starring at
the Dunes, set for N. Y. .Waldorf,
Oct. 10 and Honolulu’s Royal.
Hawaiian Hotel on Dec. 15:.
Producer Eddie Fox tossed a spe¬
cial party for Hank Henry at the
Silver Slipper,, honoring the top
banana’s 10th year as as ■ topper
there.

Hong Kong
By Ernie Pereira
(Tel: 774156)
Edward Lewis, v.p, of Kirk
Douglas’, Bryna Productions, ac¬
companied by Mrs, Lewis, in Hong,
Kong for a brief vacation from
Tokyo. He was guest of honor at a
cocktail party given by Universal
Pictures, of Hong Kong at the
Peninsula Hotel.
Jacques Tourneur,; director* of
’’Hercules,” is presently in Hong
Kong supervising background
scenes for the television, series for
th “Barbara. Stanwyck Theatre/’.
He has engaged Farkas Film, a
local company, ovvned by New
Yorker Marvin Farkas, to take
shots -of the floating restaurants
in Aberdeen, .Kai Tak Airport
among other
* spots in the
Colony/
French producer Raoul J. Levy,
on his arrival in Hong Kong frbm
a three-week trip in Communist
China, said that Brigitte Bardot
would not be welcome in the Red
mainland. He went to China to
study the possibility of shooting
“Marco Polo," in color, in which
the Italian actor Marcello Mastroanni would play , the lead. His frank
comments on the quality of flints
made in China: “They are way be¬
hind.”
. Latest to. arrive iri this . British
Crown Colony for shooting out¬
door- scenes is a French film con¬
tingent of 15, headed; by Yves
Ciampi, director of the picture to
be called - “Who Are You, Dr.
Sorge?” Story Is about a spy
working for the Russians in Tokyo
during the last war.- Keiko Kishi,
Japanese actress—wife of director
Ciampi, has a costarring part in the
film along with German actor
Thomas Holtzmann and Ingrid Van
Bergen, also German.
Hong Kong now has a total of
nine first-rurii.theatres—five on the
island and the rest in the Kowloon,

CHATTER
peninsula. Originally Kowloon had
five theatres but aUS. Treasury
Dept, decision to ban showing
Hollywood: films from Communist
Chiniese-owned' theatres hit the
Astor, which had been showing
mainly UI product. It is presently
Showing British and Chinese pic¬
tures. Firstrun treatres in Hong
Kong are Roxy, . Hoover, Lee,
King’s and State. Those in Kow¬
loon: Princess, Gala* Broadway and
Royal. The ban against the Astor
was expected. It came in the wake
of similar action taken against ^’o
other Communist-owned theatres,
the Metropole and Cathay. The
| latter twp cinemas have been, show¬
ing Russian, Japanese and Chinese
films for the last few months.
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Chicago
(DElaware 7-4984)
Norm Wallace, the chic pianistcomposer, resuming 88ing at the
“12 West.”
Balabah & Katz appealed a lower
court ruling denying a permit to
raze the Garrick Theatre building.
Fred Niles Films produced 13minute tele and plant release
boosting the September “Crusade
of Mercy" drive.
Tomriiy McDonnell, assistant to
the prexy of the Stardust, Las
Vegas, in Michael Reese hos ital
for observation and rest.
Eleanor Keen. Sun-Times film
reviewer, spelling paper's legit
critic Glenna Syse while latter la
in Germany on sixweek visit.
“Can-Can,” after a -not so bif
run, closes Oct. 23 at the Palace,
•with John Wayne’s “Alamo” start¬
ing hard-ticket stand there two
days later.
Gossip columnists Irv Kupcinet
(Sun-Times) and Herb Lyon «Trib¬
une) returned to post-vacation pil¬
lar duty at almost same time—to
the excitation of the city’s pressagents.
Lee Ann Prineas, Camellia
House publicist, had her first born,
a girl, last week, same night Myron
Cohen opened in the room. Infant’s
father is associated with Trader
Vic’s here.

By Maxwell Sweeney
(Dublin 684506)
Abbey , director Gabriel Fallon
named chairman of trustees for
Belfast’s new Lyric Players The¬
atre.
Ad agent Johnny van Belle, ac¬
tor Roy Crofts and recording engineer Bill Stapleton joined board of
International Productions, Dublin.
Brendan Behan skedded for U.S.
Visit this fall; he’s currently fin¬
ished a new- play, “The Cata¬
combs,” set for Dublin Interna¬
tional Theatre. Festival next month.
Former Abbey actor, architect
Michael Scott, who; designed new
Abbey with French architect j
Pierre Sonrel, to do tv studio
building for Radio Eireann at
Montross, near: Dublin:
By Gordon Irving
Michael •MacLiammoir awarded
(Glasgow: BEArsden 5566)
Gregory Medal for outstanding
services to the; arts by the Irish
Empire Theatre, Glasgow, re¬
Academy of Letters: medal com¬ opening with musical oldie “No;
memorates Lady. Gregory, one of No, Nanette.”
Abbey Theatre founders.
A. R. Whatmore Players to
Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh, for
short legit season.
Heller Halliday, Mary Martin**
18-year-old, visiting the Edinburgh
International Fest.
^ Continued. from page 1
“Beyond the Fringe.” four-man
ample. The Jet pianes. instead of revue, a click at Lyceum Theatre,
helping the city; have been bring¬ Edinburgh, during the Festival.
ing down the Wrong kind of people
Jimmy Logan, Scot comedian,
for the most part. The fast travel
helps Vegas whereas it hurts Miami did his act on rival commercial
channel
after recent series on BBCBeach. Vegas depends on short
stays. Ori the other, hand Miami tv network.
Highland tele starting to plan
Beach wants the' more leisurely
type of traveler. Florida has also operations for new studios and
lost out to Puerto Rico, aiid to the staffing at Aberdeen, in northeast
Caribbean area.
“ . Scotland, group.
However, the resort owiiers are
now studying formats out of the
Vegas catalog of tricks in bringing
bn the glamor. In Vegas, at all
Marcello Abbado, Italian pianist,
times, the casinos and poolsides
are stirring with Hollywood celebs, at the Municipal.
Igor Strawinsky directing Na¬
among others. There is a plan afoot
to; cuff some of the top names in tional Symphony at the Astor.
Anton Victor de Duisin tagged
the area in order to create glamor
production supervisor at Chil*
for the inns.
Morris Larisburgh, operator of Films.
“Los Tramposos” (Les Trichfive. Miami Beach hotels, arid now
the operator of the Flamingo erus) (Leo) on longrun. at Plaza
Hotel, Las Vegas as w ell, is planning and Pacifico.
Luchp Gatica had to bow out on
a glamor junket of top Miami
Beach political figures, newspaper¬ Argentine and Uruguayan dates
men, arid socialites to the Flamingo because of illness.
in a chartered jet. There are also
“Los Senores de la Selva”
plans afoot to invite some of the; (Lords of the Forest) <20th) passed
syndicated gossip and society its seventh week at Huelen and
columnists to the resort sometime Oriente.
during the winter at the height of
Rene Olivares arikled editor’*
the season.
post of Topaze, political weekly,
The stress, from the hotel pub¬ with Luis Ruben. Azocar, th*
licity departments, is likely to' be
slanted toward obtaining the haut owner, replacing.
Enrique Lyon Ariztia, ex-sale*
moride. There is also the possibility,
that considerable missionary work: /manager for Esso Standard Oil
will be done up north in order to JCbile, named ■ general Hanager of
solicit selected groups and individ¬ CINEAM, newsreel *nd docu¬
mentary producer.
uals: to lend tone to various inns.
Ciie Hilton’s Technique
It’s pointed out that the Hilton
hotel chain opens the bulk of its
inns with junkets of film names,
By F. X. (Red) O’Donnell
top newspapermen and political
(Phone AL 5-5401)
figures. The chain is doing very
King Sisters in to cut promo*
well without advertising price or
making concessions to obtain mass, for Channel 4 (WSM-TV) 196(161
trade. Yet it does get a lot of the; season.
mass and commercial business.
Dave Brubeck to play Vanderbilt
The use of name entertainment University
homecoming
danc#
is another weapon in the Hilton Oct. 8.
arsenal. In respect to the latter,
WSIX deejay Ed Sheppard
Florida has top headliners in the shifted to Buntin Advertising
hotels. Frequently, these names' Agency’s creative dept.
can be seen by the night , club tours
Anne Lynch & Otto Bash duo
at $11 per head for three nitery back
at uptown Voo Doo after
shows in one night. The nitery swing through IBinois, Indiana,
owners are now wondering whether Iowa, for one-nighters.
this constitutes a rooking for the
Publisher-talent manager Wesley
bigger spenders. Owners are prob¬
ing the possibility that this modus Rose so proud of his new ear-tooperandi is hurting the class trade. ear “carpeting” he’s virtually ad¬
/ At any rate, the bonifaces feel vertising his up front look.
Gene Feist out as director of
that necessary steps must be taken
to re-glamorize Miami Beach to New Theater Nashville. Group in
bring it up to the. level of its pre¬ market for successor. Meanwhile
war years. Of. course. State officials Gene Harris megging suirimer
could help by restoring gambling series. even on a sneak basis, but even
WLAC radio changed its musical
without that help, the. owners feel format. Programming standards 4
that a new program is needed to evergreens.
Station’s managerget a new aura for the coming vice. president* F. C. Sowell named
to board of CBS affiliates.
winter seasbn.

;
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Camel Race Tourist Hoopla
t Continued from page 2 ;

according to
Ic® Folllettes and Ic® Follies Boys, bred vaudfilmer.
as does the stunning opener, ‘‘En¬ Variety revi w this week.
semble bf Elegance,” in which Lee
Winfield Sheehan took a page ad
Carroll is featured, and “Happy to “Express grateful thanks and
Hotldaze.” of particular moppet ap¬ appreciation to everybody and to
pear. . For latter department, too, express regret on parting company
there’s ‘‘Sylvester arid His Play¬ with old and loyal friends With
mates,” a dbg act featuring Gary whom I have been associated for
Jbhnspn and Bill Bikle.
the past 20 years in the Fox Film
Further
standout
production Corporation throughout the world.”
Film studios interested *
ac¬
numbers embrace “Art Evening in
Paris,"
swing waltz.'with eight quiring more music publishing
couples; “Princesses . lii .Evening catalogs.
NBC closed Its studio and offices
Fashions-” .Richard Dwyer, star
regular of “Follies.” beauing six to songpluggers as a ‘‘nuisance.”
A striptease on the. midway of
femmes repping different flowers;!
and., of course, the closing“Silver the Iowa State Fair, Des Moines,
shocked a state Solon who pro¬
Jubilee Salute.”
On the comedy side. Mr. Frick posed legislature against it hence¬
again evokes his customary ap¬ forth.

Mexican Hotel Chata
SS.. Contlnuedi from pag* !

and/or Its wholly/ owned Zecken¬
en’s time on the staff. The Enter-! Zirpoll, Nevada Gov. Grant Sawdorf Hotels Corp. (of which Bill Jr.
prise has been celebrated for its ! yer, Lili St. Cyr, Montgomery Clift
is president) Is getting out of th®
hoaxes and wildly extravagant man-: and Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish*, a social
hotel business,, it: may lead to
dacities of one sort or j! another, ] headliner of thunderous dimenother pacts.
known to Mark Twain as ‘fquaints.” j sions happily at the moment resiZeckendorfs own
th® . Astor,
EveiT year at Labor Day, usually i dent In Reno for the cure,
Chatham,. Commodore; Drake, Man¬
the occasion for a thundering old
A particularly hilarious aspect of
hattan and. Taft, in NeW. York; th®
home week sort of drunk in Vir- the occasion was that, while elabHotels Sherman and Ambassador
ginia City’s 13 flourishing saloons, orate news and picture coverage
East and Ambassador West in Chi-'
Richards has published elaborate J V/as given the event by the wire
cago.
details of an impending “tradi- • services, radio and television' netBalsa/s hotels comprise the E'retlonal’’ camel race. It was a widely works and, of course The.Chrdnimier,. Del Prado, El. Presidente,
recognized literary hoax land gen-} cle, the Reno newspapers Evening
Pradb-Alffer in Mexico City; and
erally admired in Nevada as main-; Gazette and Nevada State Journal,
Noa Npa, Prado-Americas, Tampa;
“Shore Leave in
taining continuity with tjbe legen¬ refused to be caught in any such plause, and
El. Presidente and El Cano in
palpable hoax. They knew it was Tokyo” -. is
a . raucous
sketch
dary past.
Acapulco. . The. 10th M C. hostelry,
all a gag and sent .no single report- punched over individually by Carol
the Maria Isabel, now under con¬
Reverse Hoax
struction, opens late in 1961.
A close student of The Terri¬ er or photographer to cover the Caveriy and Wall & Dova, clowns;
Continued from page 53 ^^35
torial Enterprise is Scott Newhall, most hilarious and newsworthy Kermond Bros, in their “Out Too
The St. Regis Hotel fee .(ground)
executive editor of the San. Fran¬ occasion in recent Nevada history. Late” drttnk number is a slapstick
was. sold to the Kratter Realty
Apollo, N. Y.
Visiting dignitaries arrived at affair, and The Beattys stage a
cisco Chronicle, and a promotional
Corp, and its. leasehold.was leased
to the very recent. “Bitter Earth.”
back for 200 years- to / Zeckendorf
practitioner within whose
gift- Reno Airport where they were straight comic act. The Scarecrows’
Chorus line; a leggy quintet,
camel racing could well become an guests at a champagne break¬ “Sing Sing Trio” is another roughHotels. Latter: phase was bought by
actuality. It seemed to Newhall fast of Walter Ramage of the and-tumble event: Special interest snakes on and off throughput, Balsa' which assumes, operating
changing vaude cards at either end control Dec.; 1.
that to bring off a real camel race Mapes Hotel and, when sufficient¬ also attaches to the smooth pairing,
of the stage while terping some
In Virginia City would be the most ly conditioned for the safari, were of Dwyer With Lesley Goodwin,
Not clarified Is the. status of in¬
r.ither routine choreography.
enchanting sort of a reverse hoax. driven up the Geiger Grade to Betty Jean Clark and Frank Carr
Topping the. hill for excitement cumbent St. Regis president Col.
turning mvih into fact, as it were. Virginia City in vintage cars from roll. The. Jacobys.
Serge Obolensky;, executive veepee
is
belting
songstress
Dolorgs
.Cole¬
Virginia City, located 23 miles • the stable of Bill Harrah. the Reno
George . Hackett’s direction of :
Ivan Obolensky,/ his. son (and the:
Arrived on the Latry Morey’s music score atmos-1 man, a sharp looker and stylist son also of the late Virtcent Aster’s
south of Reno in the Washoe Hills, gambling king.
lends itself admirably to such nip- Comstock, they found themselves pherically backdrops, various num-.j who must have come out of the sister); and Pierre Bultinck, th® .
gospel ranks. Her, projection on an
ups. A tourist must out of the again guests at a champagne recep: bers, with lighting by Charles !
famed 55th.St. and 5th Aye. hotel’s'
Old West, it has been the scene j tion at Sharon House given by the Skillings and sets by Dale. Hennesy upbeat blues and “You’H Never longtime managing director. The
Walk Alone” was remarkably win¬ 20-story inn, built in 1904, has; 600.
of previous promotional efforts on : proprietors of the Territorial En- definite plus factors,
WhiU
ning. Her handling of the Rodgers rooms. It was purchased by Webb'
the part of The Chronicle which j terprise. By starting time in midand Hammerstein standard, start¬ & Knapp and Col. Obolensky from.
has flown in plane loads’ of adver-! afternoon everybody, shared the
ing
In the Lena Horne style and the Vincent Astor Foundation to
tisers and visiting firemen. An ; sentiment that camei racing,, far
building to a driving religioso which the late realtor had Willed
extraordinary group of; Nevada- transcending the estate of horse¬
finish,
really wowed f
She what was long known to . be hi
California ancients known as E. racing as the sport of kings, was
. Continued from page 1 ===/ should move lip fast.
“pet” holding. He maintained the
Clampus Vitus regularly holds en¬ demonstrably the sport of emper¬
Show’s
other
bright
moments
St. Regis as a creme-de-la-creme
campments in the Delta Saloon. It ors.
ABC Television commercial' net¬
Official, starter Charles Clegg, work—calculates that the tankers are provided by the PerrI Lee Trio operation and / was so long recog¬
Is an annual destination of the
and
terper
Ray
Smeade.
Jr:,
two
nized
by European hoteliers as a
editor
of
the
Territorial
Enterprise,
Horseless Carriage Clubs of Cali¬
ought, to be between. 12,000-14,000.
itery circuit. Instru¬ prime example of the foremost hos¬
fornia and the unpredictable cor- appeared in formal London morn- torts and that they can be acquired acts off th
poration of Curtiss-Wright, whose '!ing clothes and grey topper corn- for about $98,000 apiece. By the mental trio, with Miss Lee on elec¬ pitality tradition/
: Balsa states that the St, Regis*
home in New Jersey, once held Its [ plemented by a black silk stock time they're converted for qse as tric organ backed by sax and
drums, bring off some vsock standr direction and. personnel will re¬
annual director’s meeting on the which gave him, as Herb Caen was theatre or floating exhibition hall,
ards and jumpers in the mild bop main1 undisturbed.
Comstock.
« I later to remark; the appearance of total .expenditure wTU be something
ynin. Smeade is a dancer with
A word from Newhall to Larry . the late George Arliss In “Dis- like. $210,009 per'
subtle class, and he brings, a lot
Wade. chief of promotion for the ; raeli.”
Where the Government ought to of imagination to an interpreta¬
Chronicle, set in motion the ma- j
The survivors, gathered an hour ; be interested, Thomas feels, is in
Susan; Sims to Kenneth Bodenchinerv for the Virginia City bash j jater in fraternal accord at the j that 20 of the proposed: conversions tion of “Old Man River” iii a
that drew nearly four times as j chronicle’s victory banquet at] would be used- to boost Britain’s ex- salute to the late Oscar Hammer- ■ stein. New. York, Sept. 4. Bride is
stein. ...
'
daughter pf. Lester Sinis.' Bourn®
many delirious camel fans as there j Sharon House, agreed that it was I port drive—the craft upping anchor j
Celeste
Robinson
and
Dell Music’s general. professiPnal. man¬
uere sDectators when Vice Presi- j a miracle no injuries beyond the j to cruise throughout the. dollar area
St. John are average, belters from ager.
'■ ''
dent Richard Nixon showed up ( capacity of modern surgery had; as floating, showcases. j. the shout:and-grind school; Hefty
there last year as part of the Ne- ; been suffered bv anybody. Huston,
Nancy Sinatra to Tommy Sands,
Remaining three vessels would j Lady Bird (not to be confused
vada Silver Centennial observ- 1 unruffled by his dramatic victory!
Las Vegas, Sept. 1L Bride is th®
with Sen. Johnson’s wife, but
ance. More than 10,000 imaddened a^. ^he track, departed amidst the '■ be/ turned into showboats in the
daughter Pf: Frank Sinatra; he’s a
b’lled
as
the
femme
Charlie
singer.
.'
urchins and equally ; demented ; huzzas of the populace with his; more accepted sense of the term;
Parker): blows a solid bop sax.
adults
cheered
and ^screamed j floral horseshoe of triumph around < taking opera and musicals, etc.,
Elizabeth Sellars to Francis/Henthroughout Labor Day In a town ,
aflci wore the garland for! along. Bfitainls; south;, coast during Family gets into the act with Miss lev, Stow-on-the-Wold, Eng., Sept
of 400 permanent residents, bur»t- [
nex^ eight hours which he; the summer and Wintering in the Washington's two sons, the Dinah- 8. Bride is an actress.
Mites, doing a couple of compe-;
Ing its civic seams and demanding Spen^ whh varying degrees of for-i Thames, estuary.. The would-be
Reba Marks to Joseph: Mamiin,
tap
routines.
Traditional
commodore-impresario,- who oper¬ tent
bread and circuses with;, such em- : tune. a^ craps in Reno,
vaude
humor is furnished by Philadelphia, Sept. 2., Bride Is
ates
an
outfit
called
Torbay
Ocean
phasis-that by order of the police :
ttle race |tsejf. ^at had been
Bill
W-PEN program traffic coordinator,
the town’s saloons were actually the occasion for what Caen later Terminals Agency, foresees no dif¬ comedian.! Willie Lewis.
Suzanne . Louise;
Swayze
to
closed for four hours from 4 a.m.- described as.“A beautiful, horrible ficulty in getting hold Of suitable
Charles
William
Patrick,
New
8 a.m. on Labor Day morning, an dream, out of Lewis Carroll by legit companies who would live
York; Sept. 4. Bride is the daugh¬
event unprecedented in Nevada Salvador Dali.” Scott. Newhall had. aboard shi .
ter of commentator John Cameron
history.
j!
Present si.tuat ion in.. officialdom
the final word. “I believe one or
Swayze,
Houston Vs. Pearson
is that /the matter has been re¬ SSSSS' Continued from page 2 5^
the other of the camels was fixed,
A hapnv circumstance for the he said.
ferred to. the Board of Trade, which little.;city could handle in normal,
Karert Kent to Walter Colialuca,
Chronicle’s elaborate charade was
is “examining the matter." Only, fashion. The law of supply and de¬ London, Sept; 4. Bride is a dancer;
that John Huston, the director,
comments available at the. moment mand being what it is. prices went he’s a company director.
was present in Renq where a
come; from other sources: one ma¬ sky-high. Brussels has not yet /fig¬
Suzanne. Quinleri to:... William
location company filming “The
jor oil concern with a. fleet of ured out how to move back to nor¬ Kneelaiid, Buffalo. Aug. 20. Bride
Misfits” in the nearby Nevada
tankers estimates, that the disposal malcy gracefully.
is
with WGR Radio’s traffic dept.
Continued from page. 5
desert had preempted most of the
value/of a ship is nearer $168,000,
Also, of course, there is the fact
Jeanne Clifford to Thomas WithMapes Hotel.
Huston ;gracefully pany would charge. Alpha has ac¬ while a show biz assessment of the
that the Fair brought in more than ers. Buffalo;, Sept; . 3.
Bride ’
volunteered to ride one of the cepted both proposals.”.
further cost of conversion is $196.=- the normal amount of tourists. This
WGR^s head record librarian.
two camels contributed ; by Carey
Pickus and a TO A group have 000, making a"total of $364,000 in year they, the annual traipsters,/
Barbara Stuart to Gary. Crosby,
Baldwin, director of San Fran¬ met with Alpha execs here since comparison: with Thomas’s cal¬
are going elsewhere-^like Rome— Lis Vegas, Sept, 6. Bride’s a
cisco’s
celebrated
Fleishhacker last Wednesday on its production culated. $210,000.
bypassing
Belgium.
Which
Is dancer; he’s a singer and. son of
Zoo.
The other was to .be ridden plans.
Tomorrow
(Wed.)
Pathe;
natural.
Bing ;Crosby.
by a representative of the Phoenix chief William Zeckendorf will ad¬
True, this is a bad time of the
Gazette, another farsighted paper dress the convention on Alpha’s
Helen Adler to Emit Roth, Hol¬
year, calendar-wise. Theatres al¬
which had professed a deep in¬ aims.
lywood, Sept 4. He’s attorney for
Sam
Burkett^ production
most always close down for July
MCA’s Revue production division;
terest in improving the breed of chief of the new; company, also was
and August (though they didn’t last
—~
Continued' from page . 2
racing camels.
This turned out to have appeared, but this is doubt¬
year) so that it should not be a
to be Billy Pearson, a former pro¬ ful now. He w as - taken to Cedars Times’V. was being rushed for its
shock to find that all but one of
fessional jockey, and a third entry. of Lebanon over the weekend. with scheduled Oct, 11 release date, ,
the local legit, houses are closed.
. Mr. and Mrs. Michael Samuelsori,
an authent;c dark horse, arrived ; a heart condition/but .was reported
Better b.o. was reflected in the The only show in town at the mo¬
daughter, London, Aug. 28/ Moth¬
in Virginia City by night from to be in “good” condition.
U.S. amusement tax take of $15:- ment is an itinerant “Folfes .Berer. is Madeleine White,. Royal BaL
Indio. Cal., where Sheba, a two-j
In other facets of his report, 379,297, a. gain of $413,618 over
gere.” Last Saturday : riight, biz let dancer; father is a. film exec.;
bumper, was kept in the, interest Of j Pickus was most optimistic in his ihe . previous year.
was a bit under 50rr*. On Sept, 15,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Se)rton/
,
an annual date festival.-;
| view of the progress of exhibition’s
Bill (Bojangles) Robinson signed localites say hopefully, three the-.
Albuquerque, Aug; 18. Father’*
With three entries assured in a fight against ever-oncoming feevee j to essay his first serious film role
atres will open their :new seasons program director, of KDEF radio
contest for the Territorial Enter-; in any form. He.also found “work-! for 20th Century-Fox’s “Abraham
and the town will wake up. .
and a tv .personality in that city.
prise Perpetual Camel;Race Tro-reasonably well” TOA’s cam-; Lincoln Jr,” He had just completed
phv, the Chronicle was set to pull i paign to get Army-Navy posts ..not ! “Little Rebel,” w ith S lii r 1 e y
. Mr.- and! Mrs: Thomas L. Rowe,
all the stoos at its promotional dis-jto play pix before neapby towns ‘ Temple.
son, Aug. 31, Paris. Father is the
posal. Und*‘r ti e supreme com-/or;. at least, not let_ civilians see
Film Daily correspondent there,
Already the Jewish question
mand of Newhall and Wade. City: them at cut-rates before they play arose with German vaude man¬
also a shorts’ producer/
Editor Abe Mellinkoff flew Up commercial, houses: He reported agers and agents booking foreign iLmmmm Continued from page,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Ayel, daugh¬
from San Francisco with! a corps of TOA dues collections are “njost talent through, their London and new site for- a new Siror’s teStau- ter, Fort Lauderdale, Fla,,. Sept,
reporters and photographers that, gratifying’’ and noted “we have Paris affiliates for the. major music rant. “With two new. hotels going 22. Mother is the .daughter, of relived
within
our
budget
and
have
for a weekend, made Virinia City
halls like the Scala and Winter- up. the. new Time-Life already up, tu’ed N. Y. boniface and
new members”— garten in Berlin, although the lat¬
the best publicized ghost town in = gained
, important
.
.
,,
the hew CBS Bldg, .arid the new fainer Eddie (Leon &) Davis.
the world Columnists Herb Caen i I-o^w s Circuit and \irgi ia Tliea- ter tw w ere, under partiGermah- Uris building iip; on the site which
; Mr. and Mrs. Neville Hough¬
aud Charles- r\IcCabe 'assisted inIres Assn, among them,
Jcwish theatre nianagemerit. The was to have been the Zekendorf
ton,, son, Burnley. Lancs., Eng:, re¬
the coverage and society, editor j — 1
"""
■
' T"? Nazis confiscated “Das Programm,” hostelry, and two new hotels also
cently. Father is a bandleader.
Yvonne Mero Baker kept tabs on j
■
-q
■
German showr biz magazine of 34 building in the peripheral Rocke¬
Mix arid Mrs.. Rennie McOwan,,
years existence, to the const erna- feller Center-Radio City belt, ‘21’
socialites win drove jover from
1&3 vltOW llBVICW
r.earbv Lake Tahoe in herds. The
^
^
=
. • '
tion of vaudevillians, managers and and I can do all thp business _we daughte-r, .. Edinburgh,. Scotland,
recently;
. •’Father’/ is ex-staffer of.
Chronicle’s provocative!; beauty-aid 1" "
^on 1 1,e
rom pa?e
.
, ‘adojna leajuao moggnoaiD sjuaSe can handle,” says the bpnifaee.
columnist. Cmr.t Marco, lent the!
I*«!IioS
1 and ordered the arrest of . pro¬ This is in explanation to^why he TV Guide, Scotland.
Mr. arid Mrs: Salah M. Hassanein,
eclat of at. title which vvas matched j Swiss-miss motif.- Here the Mel-i gramm editori A. Matz:
has refused “almost every joint in
Andre Chariot’s hew “Stop-Go” tow. (which has) been offered me, son, Glen Cove, = L.; I.; Sept. 11.
by that of *
Mary Camobell. a; drum Twins and Janet Champion ;
camel fancier who flew in from score particularly, latter with her rev
starring .Hollywood's Mary but I ivant to stay as close to my Fatheri. is president of Skouras The¬
atres and v.p. of United Artists
London for the big e.^nt..
acrobatic skating! “Rhapsody of Brian, was just a fair legit review original 51 W. 51 as possible.” .
Dignitaries v.h > showed up also the Rain” is as refreshing as its at. its London opening. .
Paperis are expected to be signed Theatres circuit.
Louis. Armstrong,, better than this week, building to start pronto
included i’i-. i: .:1 Tuck, represent- title, Barbara Myers singling as the
Mr. and Mrs: Sam Cooke, daugh¬
ever; set a new house, record at and “back in action” by February ter, Hollywood; Sept. 6. Father. Is
Ing Gov. Pat Erov.i og-California, f rain goddess.
an RCA Victor recording artist.
Sau Francisco Supervisor Alfonso !
All carry th® expertly-trained 1 the 125 th: St. Apollo, Harlem’s col- or March, says Slior..
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| from that city as'his headquarters,
JIMMY SAVO
Jimmy. Savo, 64, pantomimist ! he: toured Europe,
and comediait,. died Sept. 6-.while j
Born of Negro and Indian de-:
on vacation , in Terii, italv. ,His | scent,, on a;. rescf.vatibh ’ in. Okladeath is believed; to have been ; ho.ma, he became well kiiown. for
caused, bv a - heart attack. He had j'his . mastery of the bass and. his
gone to Italy on vacation and to ■ pizzicato solos on the cello. He
look at som of his properties in • w as also.a composer of such-origi¬
that country.
nal jazz numbers as “The Gentle
. $avo was best known as a panto- Art of Love,” “Swingin’ Till the
limist who ..obtained tremendous Girls Come Home,” and “Beat Me,\
eloquence in his wordless st^e. Ini Dimitri/’
He- played with Charlie^ Barnet,
later years; he .used this talent to
heighten the comic effects . of Dizzy Gillespie, Woody Herman
songs such, i
“One Meatball,” and Duke Enington,’ among others.
’•Black Magic.”i and his best known He organized his ow\ outfit in
effort,.‘"River Stay Away .from My 1944. It .broke Up the. following
poor.”;
He cbnibined7 the . comiT year and he shifted abound the
traged'y in hIs characterization..of U.S, arid Europe with Errpll Garner
the downtrodden, and . inarticulate and Woolly Herman, among others;
van trying to fight his Way out- of In recent years, he toured1 Europe
a pathetic situation.
with Bud Powell,. Stan Gbtz and
Savo, born in the Bronx, N.Y,, Kenny . Clarke.
started, as a juggler, and went the
His. wife and son survive.
route through; amateur nights and
. finally work on the smalltime; He
VINCENT RIGGIO
troiiped in burlesque and. later
segued into legit musicals. His .. Vincent Riggio, 82, retired presi¬
first show was "Listen, Lester,” dent . and board chairman of the
. which . he appeared for:. two American Tobacco Co. died Sept. 6
weeks before being drafted in in Mount Kisco, N;Y. It was Riggio
World War I. During the .’20s, he who succeeded, the late George
played , the Palace, N,Y. regularly. Washington Hili. under whom he’d
He did . his., best work, oh ; the Worked some .40 years,; as head Of
variety circuits, since it was - his American Tobacco, one Of the big-;
misfortune to appear in miisicals gest firms of its kind in the U.S;
In 1947, Riggio was. the second
which didn't get too much adula¬
tion.. The. major, .exception was highest paid exec, in the country,
“The Bovs .Prom Syracuse/’
At ear ing $484,000 in salary; and
One time, he staged an .eyenng of bonuses. He and Hill .had worked
pantomime which he called. “Mum’s hand in hand, developing advertis-:
the Word.”
This ’show lasted a ing patterns fpr -American Tobacco
week. He appeared in two films; (Lucky Strike) in radio... Between
In 1946, his right leg was am-. ! the two men, they made American
Sports Lodge B’ni? B’ritli Rf>.sords with Sorrow the Death 'of

JIMMY SAVO
A. Gent'eftiart y/hose;Mamor.y We Shall
Always Hold-in'High Regard
IEO KRAUS, Sec’y, Treas.

MARTIN L. COHEN, Pres.

putated because of
malignant i Tobacco
company,/ with .$800growth; However, this didn't ham-.j OCO.OOO in annual sales by 1949.
per him in his work. Following [
Riggio,
in . 1917;
introduced
the amputation, he appeared at; Lucky Strikes, in Buffalo and put
the Persian Room of the Plaza , over the Cig - there bv coming up
Hotel, N.Y. .He changed his modus ! with the slogan, “It's- Toasted.” It
operandi with the loss of his. limb ] was this Arid similar short punch
and learned; to rely more on songs . hnes for which -the. Riggio-Hill
and., chatter rather on physical
later/b.ecgme;fambu.5;movement. SaVo .was a famih'ar
He '
survived ; by hi
Ife.
figure near Central Park. He fre¬ rdaughtei;-.and tvvo sons.
quently. distributed Ipli.ypops to
youngsters, and. passed o'iit: .sweets
FRECKLES LYONS
to. neighbors at various shows he
Francis Lunakiaki Lyons, 51,
attended; He also did it with show,
known professionally as Freckles
people^—it was a . personal trade¬ Lyons, cried !Sept. 1 in Honolulu.

mark.

Survived by his wife..
jussi bjoerung;
Jussi Bjoerl i ng, 49. famed Svved-

Member of a prominent musically*
talented family, he started his, Ha¬
waiian music career in the. 1920s
and first, played the Royal Hawai¬
ian hotel-in the 1930s when the late

f t .his summer home op the island acrosS the nation, and to Europe,
of Siaro, in. the Stockholm Archi- i .helpingpopularize Hawaiian music.,
pelago.
^
f He also spent much time in Hollyv
He was born , in the viilage„ pf |wood, where he played with HaSt ora Tuna in the pfovince of waiian combos ini niteries and mu¬
Balarha, central Sweden. When he sical films.
Wife, three . children and six
was five .years old, he and. two Of
liis brothers and father made a brothers survive;
two-year singing four pf the Swcdi.-h-American ^communities. in, the
BEN STOLOFF
U.S. The four, Bjoerlirigs continued
Ben^ StblofL..64, vet producer*
to sing in churches and parks on director, died after long illness in
their return to Sweden.. When, he Holly wood Sept. 7. Starting.as a
was 17 years old. he auditioned for short comedy director for. Fox
John Fbrsell, then , head of the Films , he becariie a feature direc¬
Royal Opera in Stockholm, who. tor in 1.926 and helmed Such west¬
arranged .for. his admission;, into ern stars., as Tom Mix and Buck
the Royal Academy rof : Music. Jones.
Bjoerling
.
_ made his first, appear... Later he entered indie produeance at the Stockholm Opera, in tion arid for a time was associated
3920, singing the role of Don Oe- ;• with EagleLibrL ..In recent yeairs
tavio in Mozart’s “Don Giovanni/’ j he had been in tv,, wliere hb proFrom that time his reputation duced and directed ‘ Home Run
grew rapidly. He made his first'; Derby/’
...
Metropolitan Opera appearance.in4
Surviving are his wife, mother
.1938 as . Rodolfo, in Puccini’s “La . and brother Morris, Columbia PicBoheni .” Among his outstanding tures musical director.
opera, roles were those of the Duke
^ ~in '‘Rigoletto/’. the title role in
PAUL RUSSELL
“Faust,” Romeo in “Romeo etL Paul Russell, 45, a vice-presiJuliette,” that of; Manrico" in “II dent cf Batten. Barton, Durstine
Trovatore”
and
Rhadames
in. & Osborn, Inc., advertising agency;
> Aida.” These roles lie sang in all died Aug. 29 in New Canaan,
of the major, opera houses Of Conn. He was in the outdoor adEurope as well: as the U.S. His - vertising; business before joining
final appbararice at the Met was [the7 San -Francisco
office
of
last December jn a performance of , B,B.D.&0»'In; 1943; Russell was. in
“Cavalieria Rusticana ”:
/the agency's Los Angeles and
IHs
wife;, singer
Arina-I/isar^offices ; before
his
Bjoerling, son and daugliter sur- electipri as veepee in. 1954 and
transfer to the. N.Y,. office in f956.
His wife, soil*' daughter;' mother,
grandmother, tw;o brothers and: a.
OSCAR PETTIFORD
siste:r. survive.
Oscar Petti ford, 37. jazz bassist,
died Sept: 8 in Copenhagen^ DenWULL1E LINUS AY
nicirk; after, a brief iliriess; He went
Wulli.. (William) Lindsay, 67,
to Copenhagen ;.l5. months ago and oldtime Scot cbmedian arid scripterf

P'A-RIETY
died in Glasgow,. Scotland, Sept. 1.
A popular act in his heyday, -lie
appeared in a major pantomime at
Glasgow Empire with, the late Florfie Forde at. a time, when Flanagan
& Alien (then a struggling pair of.
performprs). were unknown; they
later rose to be one of the U.K.’s
top comedy duos.,
Lindsay topped bills in his. time,
and was also stooge to. Sirdani, il¬
lusionist.’. 'Latterly,-; he. had been
■doing odd scripts fbr his old col¬
leagues. ...
..Survived by
CARLOS CARIOLA
/.Carlos Cariolai, 65, Chilean Na¬
tional Drama Award winner for
1954, died Aug. 20. in Santiago,
Chile. A writer, dramatist, jour-,
nalist, radio program director /and
onetime president of the Chileari
Football Assn., he was a former
city councillor of Santiago.
/He founded the Chilean Authors
Society and sparked the driye that
resulted' in the building of the
dramatists’
own
theatre,
the
SATCH, ip . Santiago.. He wrote 40
comedies and plays!
VICTOR D. SILVA
Victor Domingo S.ilya,: 78, Chil¬
ean writer, dramatist, novelist,
poet and journalist, died Aug. 20
in Santiago, Chile, after .a long,
illness. A former; deputy arid diplo¬
mat; he won the National Literary
Prize in .1954 and the. National
Drama Award in 1960.
Among his plays; were “La
Rifaga," “El Grito de la Sangre”
and “El Hombre de la Casa.”. He
wrote, such noyels as “Pampa
Tragica,” ‘‘Cplondrina de.Inyierrio”
and “Papelucho.”

63
Norfolk, Va. With the. film com¬
pany since 1953, he was a former
exhibitor, having been general
manager of the Rome Circuit in
Baltimore and. the Wilder Circuit
in Norfolk.
Survived by his, wife, two son.1
and a daughter;
ALEXANDER GAUGE
. Alexander Gauge, 46,. actor, died
in. Woking, Surrey, Eiig.
Gauge,
who weighed 253 pounds, was play¬
ing, in “The Man For All Seasons”;
at the .Queen's Theatre.
He had appeared in feature roles
in iii'any pix, but achieved his
greatest fame as Friar Tuck, in the
“Robin Hood”, tv series. He had
played that i*ole for. over four years,
Survived by liis wife.

an accident at the Madison County
Fair* Brookfield, N.Y.
He sus¬
tained, a fractured skull and broken
neck when his Go Kart went out
of control on a ramp.
He was a native of Quebec.
BERT SOMSON
Bert 'Somson, b*5. founder of
Premier Radio Enterpris. s, St.
Louis, died of a heart attack Aug.
29 in Hollywood. Prior to his re¬
cent retirement, he had been y.p.
of Crosley in charge of country
and western music.
His wife and brother. Dave Ward*
formerly in radio, survive.

CARL C. GRAY
Carl C. Gray. 72, longtime musi¬
cal director, died Sept. 2 at the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital*
LILLY M. DAVIS
Saranac Lake, N.Y. Born in Mid¬
Lilly Marie “Baby” Davis, 34, land, Mich, he was a former ar¬
singing comedienne, died in Hol¬ ranger on Kate Smith's staff;
lywood Sept. 1. She had travelled
Surviving are a nephew an'd
on three continents with her act.
niece.
to Europe and the Orient. At time
of her. death she had been at the
WALTER H. BRAMAN
Lake, Ciub, Bellflower, Cal., for
William H. Braman, €4. former
four years.
Sari
Bernardino, Cal., exhibitor*
Her husband,. Luke Jones, Los
died in Long Beach, Cal., Aug. 25.
Angeles musician, survives.
He had operated the Temple and
Studio Theatres in SB.
JENNIE MOURHESS
Wife, brother and sister survive.
Mrs. Jennie Mourhess, 45, “fat
lady” with the Janes E. Strates
JACOB SILVERSTEIN
Shows, died of a heart attack Aug. 1
Jacob Silverstein. 73. onetime
28.in Batavia, N.Y. She was strick¬ j
en following her final performance : radio actor on the erstwhile WEDC
“Jewish Hour” in Chicago, died
at the Genesee County Fair.
With a billed Weight of 586 Aug. 23 in that city.
fWife and two daughters surviv
pounds, she had appeared with .the
World of Mirth and Mark’s Shows
Mrs.
Madelin
Frawley,
65,
before, joining Strates.
former
vaudeville
performer,
known
professionally
as
Muriel
PERCY ABBOTT
Percy Abbott, 74, magician , and Thomas, died Aug. 15 in Meadowa
manufacturer
of
magicians brook. Long Island, N.Y. She apequipment,, died Aug. 26 in Colon. i peared with Ler husband in a
act
called
“Sully
<8c
Mich. He toured the world as a i comedy
magician. In 1934, Abbott estab¬ I Thomas,” which played ail the
!
major
vaude
circuits.
Her
husband
lished a magic : equipment manu¬
facturing business which grew to fJohn Sully and a brother survive.

JACQUES UIRER
Jacques Liber, 78, music pub¬
lisher, died Aug. 28 in London.
He \vas, a director of Liber-South¬
ern Music, a subsidiaiy -of South¬
er
Music. He came to England
from Russia 50 years ago, when
be one of the largest in the world.
he founded his firm.
Calum Maclean, .44, a British au¬
His wife,- two sons and two
Among songs Liber discovered
thority on folklore, died Aug. 16
were “Fascination” and “Under daughters survive.
in
Daliburgh, South Uist, north¬
the Bridges of Paris.” He also pub¬
west Scotland. A native of Raasay.
lished much of the gypsy music,
CARL W. MATTISON
on
island
of South Uist, he was for
featured by Albert Sandler.
Carl W. Mattisoh. 47. fonner
Albany area radio station announc¬ a time on staff of the Irish Folk¬
-..Survived by a daughter.
er and executive, died Sept, 2 in lore Commission and lias travelled
Gleiis Falls, N. Y. He had served widely on lecture tours.
CLARENCE EASLEY
Clarence Easley, 74, for 60 years as general manager of WGLN and
Raymond R. Lara, 28, Oahu-born
a performer on the classic guitar, WWSC, Glens Falls,. He also had
died in San Fraricisco Aug.. 29, A been with WHAZ in Troy, and guitarist, died Sept. 1 in Honolulu.
His most recent nitery engagement
native of Nebraska, he supported WABY arid WOKO in Albany.
His wife, three. «ons and a broth¬ was at the Backstreet. Honohiru.
himself as. an accountant and later
Wife, three sons, ^parents and si
er survive.
as a court reporter.
brothers and sisters survive.
But through the years he Iran*
scribed : more than 600 works for
WILBUR C. SUTHERLAND
Claude A. F. Banks. 59, who
guitar, viola and Violin. He be¬
Wilbur. C.. ‘Bill» Sutherland. 53,
came a friend; of Andres Segovia v.p; of Smith,.Taylor & Jenlcins ad I performed as “The Great Cin
and. a .decade ago, turned pro¬ agency* died Sept. 5 in Pittsburgh. I Galee,” a Chinese illusionist, died
fessional musician.
Previously lie had been a radio ; Aug. 19 in Blackpool, Eng.
Wife survives.
and. tv sports broadcaster in Pitt
and.also w.th NBC. He was a past
Ernest Victor W’olff, 70. harpsi¬
ROBERT KERR
prexy of. the Pitts’burgh Radio and chordist and head of the Michigan
Robert (Bob) Kerr, 65, silent Tclevisron Club.
State piano department, died Aug.
comedy director, died of a. heart
Surviving are his wife .arid three 21 in East Lansing, Mich.
attack Sept. . 5 in Porterville, Cal. sons'.
He vvorked on Mack Senriett,
j
James G. MacDcrmid, 82. com“Chrisfie” and other early-day com¬
WILLIAM J. BARKLOW
* poser, died Aug. 16 in Brooklyn,
edies, arid also was Tav Garnett’s
William J. Barklow, 63, pianist 1 New York. He was best known for
assistant on “Trade Winds.”
and conductor -of the Bill Barklow • his scriptural music.
/Surviving are his wife. Edna orchestra, died of a heart attack
Barnes, former drama critic for. Aug. 13 near Toledo, while playing
Peter Maker, €5, projectionist
London. Daily
Mail;
daughter, :piano With the dance band. He had j
feririer actress Ardell Kerr; a played, piano Willi the Verne Kalt member of Local 110, Chicago,
■ died Sept. 6 in Wilmette, III. Wife
brother and three sisters.
Green. Mill orchestra and other
and daughter survive.
Toledo bands.
Abraham bernstein
His wife and .three, sisters sur¬
j
Erhard Buschbeck, 71, dramatur¬
Abraham Bernstein.. 63, publici- vive.
gist of thei^Burg Theatre, Vienna,
cist, died Sept, 5 in Lawrenc®;
/for
42 years, died Sept. 2 in Vienna.
Long Island; He worked as: a
WALLACE V. CLARK
publicist "for many of the leading
tValiace Vincent Clark, 63, who
Mother^-67,
of director-writer
film, companies, including United was the original cartoon voice of
Artists,; Columbia and Universal.. Popeye the Sailor and Betty Boop, John R. Roberts, died of cancer
iri
Hollyw’ood
Sept.
1.
He also served at one time., as .a died AUg, 24 in Old Lyme, Conn.
reporter for Variety./ The Holly¬ He was also the voice for the old
Gene
Risher,
NBC-TV
make-up
wood Reporter and The .Morning. “bouncing ball” community sings
man, died of a heart attack Sept.
Telegraph.,^ •;•
in films. Clark, retired from vaude¬
3
in
Burbank,
Cal.
His . \yife/.
daughter and’ ville in 3935.
three, brothers survive/;
His wife, son and sister survive.
Frank Dudka, bandleader and ra¬
dio announcer, died Aug. 22 in
FREDERICK A. KUGEL
ART BELL
Manchester,
N.H.
Frederick A. .Kugel, 45, editor
.Al t Bell, 50, vet film editor, died
and publisher of Television, died of a hemoiThaged, punctured lung
Mother,
75.
of Molly Weir, tv and
of a heart ailment Sept: 7 in Bay in; Hollywood. Aug. 29, after an ill¬
Shore. L;i. He began ..the magazine ness of several months/ He last had radio actress, died Aug. 18 in
’Glasgow.
i%:1944, afteiy a stint ori another vvorked; for various indie pro¬
industry, trade magazine/ Tele¬ ducers.
!
Wife, of assistant director Jack
vision was one. of the first publica¬
Surviving are liis wife and a Murphy, died Sept. 3 in Holly¬
tions in the video industry... coming brother, Clifford,
Warner Bios, wood.
nearly four years, before tv became •film' editor.
a commercial reality,
Father, 61, of actor Jim Sheldon,
His wife, two daughters and. a
CARMEN ROSAIRE
died Sept. 4 in Hollywood.
brother survive.
. Carmen Rosaire, 18, trapeze art¬
iste, died Aug. 29 in Kingston, Eng.
Gooding’s New Slot
FRED J. LEONARD
She fell about 25’ feet from her
Raleigh, N.C., Sept. 13.
. Fred J, .Leonard, .65, agent, died trapeze the previous day while re¬
of a heart condition, in Hollyw’ood hearsing for a BBC tv broadcast of
David Gooding, conductor-pianist
Aug; 27.
Prior to opening his Chipperfield’s Circus;
from Cleveland, Ohio, will join the
Coast office, he w’as with the Shu*
The accident was watched by her National Opera Company as mus¬
berts in N.Y.
parents;; who are sitars of the Mos¬ ical director in early September.
Wife^ brother arid sister 'survive. cow State Circus.
National Opera, formerly Grass
Roots Opera, makes its headquar¬
HARRY VALENTINE
ters here.
ROGER BOURDEAU
. Harry Valentine; 54,; salesman
This summer he was the assistant
Roger Bourdeau, a meriiber of the
with 20th Century-Fox in the “Lucky Hell. Drivers” automobile director of the Cleveland institute
Washington, branch, died Sept. 3 In thrill show, was killed Aug. 23 in of Music Opera Workshop.

TV Wears Its Diplomatic Hat as It
Plays Khrushchevs Visit % Ear

Before-Taxes ‘Psycho’ Take of $5-MiI.

By ART WOODSTONE
As the U. S. State Dept, has al¬
ready found out, playing Nikita
Khrushchev, by ear can be tough.
jBut that's the way the radio and
Rom ; Sept. 20.
television networks have to play
In addition to a large number of
their coverage of his current visit. Euroheart, participants in the ire-,
A vociferous segment of the ceht Venice film: festival, the
public created a problem for all ! Daily American, Rome’s English
journalistic media by requesting | language newspaper, has. taken a
and, in instances, insisting that i.dim view of the Venice gambol,
the American press black out the j along with ail film fests generally.
Says the newspaper in an ediRussian premier’s UN visit.
The:
State Dept, also added a “handle ; torial published Sept, 10: “There
tvith care” request to ABC, CBS : are. suspicions, that the. film festi- •
j val Idea is an. anachronism.. It is j
and NBC.
Universal reaction of the press a festival principally for freeload-.
and the electronic Journalists is .ing. unknowns.” It also quotes a
that Mr. K. is news, and, as such, ! Visiting U.S. film exec to effect that j
tie’s already gotten a lot more at¬ | nobody back home pays attention i
tention than most official visitors I to the fests which “are asout-of- ’
$0 these shores receive.
Station \ date as the whooping crane,”
Chains, such. as Westinghouse and
Rtorer, indies such, as WMCA Ra¬
dio and WNEW-TV, both in N. Y..
Cnd WJR, Detroit, have joined in
providing special coverage of - the
current, critical. UN General Astembly session.

Freeloaders Alone
Cherish Festivals ?

By VINCENT CANBY

By GENE ARNEEL

Say Merrick Weighs
N.Y. Cabaret-Theatre

By taking a cue from the. autoChanges in the world around- us
biographers who profess to have'
e-HComing now with the speed of
grabbed big bundles in the stock
jet travel and the emergence of
exchange, real estate, etc., Alfred
Chicago, Sept. 20.
new national markets to .(pardon
The management of Second City, Hitchcock could author a hook on
the expression) conquer—are forc¬ a local offbeat cabaret-theatre, is how he struck gold with a motion
ing XL S, motion picture execs to preparing a similar enterprise for picture. It was disclosed In Nevr
reexamine all aspects of their over¬ Manhattan, probably oh the west- York this week that the producerseas trade, now accounting for side, in which Broadway producer director will walk away with a
more than 50% of total grosses and David Merrick would be associated. profit of, at least $5,000,000 from
with the percentage due to climb Merrick has made several visits to his “Psycho” entry. This is gross
still higher.
the Chi. operation since it opened income, i.e.. before the Internal
. U. S. film companies; themselves last December, and reportedly has Revenue 1040 statement, but nonehave in the last several years been been eager to help launch a new ! theless a tidy amount of coin for
quietly consolidating and merging York counterpart. It’s not disclosed ‘ an enterprise that took about nine
theif facilities abroad, at the same whether he would participate in 1 months of his time and effort,
j
Hitchcock’s grand slam Is un¬
time aiming their, product more the financing.
Plans aren’t final, but jt’s hoped precedented, according to execuand more at the international mar¬
ket. Now come indications that the: to have the New York.wing opera¬ 1 lives in the trade’s economic know,
Others, such as the late Cecil
Motion Picture Export Assn, also tive by the. end of this year or i
is facing these changing .conditions: early in 1961. As .now contem¬ i B. DeMille. have chalked up more
the first and most dramatic indica¬ plated, the' two cities would alter¬ than $5,000,000 for a single .film
production. But their investments
tion being MPE A prexy Eric John¬ nate casts and shows.
have been more, thus the return in
ston^ recently. concluded tour of
terms of percentage has been less,
underdeveloped African nations.
Hitchcock’s deal with Paramount,
In addition MPEA execs have
as .financier and distributor of
under consideration a plan for. the
“Psycho.”
gives him roughly 60%
consolidation Of all its European
of the negative ownership.
The
. The compromise, by irtost broad¬
branches into, one headquarters in.
financial
arrangement
is a compli¬
cast outlets, was similarly phrased
Paris.
cated one—to the extent that even
gtatemenfs to
the
effect that
..While even budget-conscious
Washington. Sept. 20,
the insiders prefer not to discuss
khrushchev would be treated as
When the field of prospects for •proponents of the latter move, do
(lews and not accorded any special president of the National Assn. of. not hold out too much hope that It
Judging by the Sunday ads in it unless flanked by a couple of
program coverage during his Man¬ Broadcasters was reduced from will come to pass—immediately— the N.Y. Times and N.Y. Herald | lawyers.
But the basic consideration is
hattan stay. Temptation to grab j three to two in late June, the man fact that it’s being considered Tribune amusement pages, the re¬ |
him has been nonetheless great: who went out of the running was points up. the changing conditions served-seat
films
scheduled
to j that Hitchcock deferred any kind
Last week; , prior to the State Henry Cabot Lodge Jr.
which muSt he reflected in changes j open this fall and winter are he1 j of straight salary in favor of the
160% ownership. Film, a shocker
Dept.’ gentle but publicized re¬
Lodge has shown enough in ters¬ in. MPEA’s specific functions, and ^ ginning to compete with legit
quest not to give K. any extra est in_ the'NAB post to be among international purposes.
i shows for the mail order trade. starring Anihony Perkins, Janet
platforms from which to propa- the “final three.” but removed him¬
According to one. proponent of ! Long before their official N.Y: Leigh and Vera Miles, was brought
in at a cost of slightly over $1,000,(Continued on page 53)
self from consideration when he | European .consolidation, such a |bpws.;the hardticket offerings are
(Continued on page 17)
was chosen ais the. Vice Presidential move is as logical and inevitable Tunning big-space ads, full and
half
pages,
to
attract
the
entertain¬
candidate by the Republican Na¬
(Continued on page. 22)
ment dollar for the fall and winter
tional Convention.
season.
.
Names of th'e two still being cbnAccording to one pub-ad chief,
j sidered are a carefully guarded.
the mail order pTTch is made early
! secret by NAB*s special committee
in the season because this Is the
; responsible for. finding
new
time of the year many families
prexy. But a final decision1 is ex¬
Dore Schary revealed in New pected on the presidency within
plan their entertainment sched¬
York this week that he’s been ac¬ three weeks.
ules. Currently- after the mail
Louis Armstrong will again don
cused of playing politics in his ,. The committee will meet with
order trade, are Universal with the stripped pants of a diplomat
production of “Sunrise at Campo- • the two men separately, one dur“Spartacus,” opening Oct. 6; Col¬ to make a goodwill tour under
pello.” And nothing could be more 1 ing this week.. the other during
umbia with “Pepe,” opening Dec. State Dept, auspices in the trouble
distant from, the truth, he stressed.
21, Warner Bros, with “Sunrise at spots in Africa. This time out, how¬
next week. Committee members
Schary said his accusers (unCampobello,” opening Sept. 26; ever, he will first become a com¬
hope to have it settled by. midand United Artists with “The mercial ambassador for Pepsi-Cola
iiamed) point to. the fact that October.
“The World of Huntley-Brinkfranklin D. Roosevelt placed in
since, he and his band will first tour
(Continued on page 25)
Iey’’ is a series of six one-hour
homination and campaigned for
Ghana and Nigeria under auspices
pubaffairs Specials on the NBC
Alfred E. Smith, a Catholic, for
of Pepsi-Cola. in a bid to introduce
News drawing boards. The hourthe Presidency. This is made deaf,
the soft drink in those countries.
iongers are being thought of as one
in *,Campobeno.n And timing of
Following the Pepsi tour, he will
way to capitalize on the popularity
the picture’s release coincides with,
be picked up by the State Dept,
the pair of newsmen seemed to
the current efforts of John Ken¬
for two lengthy tours in Africa in¬
London,
Sept.
20.
accrue during the. web’s conven¬
St. Paul, Sept. 20.
nedy, also a Catholic, to attain the
cluding key cities in the troubled
Entertainer Joyce Grenfell, back tion coverage in July.
What’s believed to be the world’s areas of the Congo.
Presidency.
Reuven.: Frank, who produces greatest entertainment bargain is
But; Schary would like to. ram from her U.S, tour, has come up
Under Pepsi’s guidance, Arm¬
annual
Women’s
Institute strong will play huge outdoor sta¬
home.the point that his script for [with a unique way of dealing with the nightly news stanza by Chet the
the
“Campobello”
play,
upon i the .m&ny calls on her services that Huntley and. David Brinklev, Is course here sponsored arid pro¬ dia with billboards, posters and
: which, the Warner picture was 1 she gets for; benefit appearances.; mapping out the specials. Idea Is duced. by the two local dailies, advertising to back up the Intro
based, was written four years ago. She’s having one allout effort for to arrange it so that each can do the Dispatch & Pioneer Press, of the product. He starts his tour
there Oct. 15.
He stresses it was based on. his¬ seven charities in which she’s in¬ three programs built around his owned, by the Bidders.
For $2.20 there are reserved
torical documents and, at the time terested. She’s taking the Scala personal observations and char¬
In his State Dept, jaunt, Arm¬
Of the writing, Kennedy hadn’t Theatre for a week on Sept.; 26 and acter, Consequently, Huntley, arid seats for 12 events, in the local strong will start at Brazzaville,
been figured at all as Presidential Will give a special program of Brinkley will probably be playing Municipal. Auditorium, That’s 19c Congo, and work In Leopoldville,
thence to Kampala, Uganda; Nai¬
timber. So, there couldn’t have monologs and songs called “For a part nearly as important as the per performance.
events they cover.
This season will be the Insti¬ robi, Kenya; Dar-Es-Salaam, Tan¬
been any political motivation at Seven Good Reasons:”,
Proceeds will go to the charities
all, he: adds.
ganyika; Salisbury, Rhodesia and
tute’s
22d
and
will
open
Oct.
12
With Frank on vacation, the net¬
“Campobello” is to open shortly and those that will cop are the. work has . not yet approved any with Anita Colby In the afternoon Nyasaland. After that he returns
•a a reserved-performance basis;
(Continued on page 25)
subject matter.
(Continued on page 19)
(Continued on page 17)

J

Prexy Prospect

FDR Catholic Precedent;
Schary Denies ‘Campobe
Favors Jack Kennedy

Satchmo to Hit Spots
In Africa for Pepsi-Cola;
State Dept. Rep in Congo

Joyce Grenfell Wraps Up
7 Benefits in One Date

19c Per Performance

Majorca: No Poor Man’s Capri

After the Ball Is Over—OlympM
Was Good B.O. But NSG Goodwiller

Sun, Sea, Jazz, Flamenco, Amateur Gigolos, Boozo
And Bullfights Mark Spanish Island Resort

By COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD 4------

Chilean Blasts Coba’s
Treatment of Showfolk

The muscle aixTbusUe^alled^e St Me’* A-Bll9(lll« So

Memphis Cheers Danny

By ROBERT J. LANDRY

Palma, Sept. 20.
Sicand,nRomeb!engopingtobS
Blame it on the drip-drip of time,
into a more regular-paced golden
Memphis, Sept. 20.
creeping modern promotion; or the
Mexico City, Sept. 20.
fleecing attitude. The
Danny Thomas’ longtime dream,
Luis de Castro, Chilean singer tendency of tourists to; inspire
^fstion3 are be»ng asked abput the building of St Jude Hospital
back from Havana after four weeks their own traps: the Majorcan
Was it worth it.
and Do we here for. ChiJcIr«n, is fast becoming
of radio, television and' night club -myth of thie 1920s that one may
have a leg up on ianything ^Wi a reality as the $3,000,000 conengagements, was outspoken in his live; eat, drink and dawdle on this
Ansil er nas^O
has to.; ^ruction
.
r,roeram is
js no\v in full
didn t have before. Answer
program
denunciation of conditions for per¬ pleasure island, in the style of h
be affirmative. Against a possible j swing; In tune with the building
formers
on the island;! He alleged count (Spanish) on $2: a day must
$6.400 000 gate, the tote board j
m of St Jude, the annual
that accepting engagements now be disrnissed as precisely a myth.
showed
approximately
$o,000,000
^
- nuunv,
- Aiding Leu-—
* *
.v
i powwow
uuvvwuw of
ui ALSAC,
means
not
only losing time but Today a drink of Scotch at a fancy
from direct ticket sales as
fcemia-Strickeh
American1 Chilhotel bar stands $120, just like
money as well.
scent of sweatsuits and arnica vras [ dren) wiU qpeI1 hei.g at the PeaParis, disposing: of the idea that
The Cuban Artists Assn, as well Palma, is untaxed and “primitive.”
blown by the prevailing breeze •
and
be climaxed with an
SWING and SWAY
as the government have united to True, various, services remain de¬
down the Tiber to tne sea. The aj].star show topped with Thomas
with '
“defraud” contracted foreign per¬ lightfully cheap, like taxicabs with .
big hotels did well, the second-. at
Auditorium on Sunday afterclassers pretty well, and the pen- noon Gct 9
formers,, de Castro claimed.
Im- a first drop on the meter of eight
pressarios and firms contracting cents,
Thqmas will plane Jri here for
sions and rooms-in-homes had bed ii
Thomas
entertainers also are culpable, he
space from day to day, ^ome
tome of
oi it the coflventi0n
p0rtvention arid
and give his story
Talk to foreign entertainers who
added.
going begging.
r ■;; tq leading southern medical au^
auBtoadcastina € B.S.
| disport'nightly in the island’s l00.
According to contracts, perform¬
An Australian, comparing it w^th thorities and state and local bigExclusively DEOCA RECORDS
hotels and uncourited bars.. They
ers are supposed to receive half of
Melbourne, 1956, said: The press- wjgs wh0 will be in town. ALSAC
Personal Mgt.: David Krerigel
[acknowledge ithe. charm of the
stipulated fees in dollars, with this
box was. better, but Information memb!ers will honor Danny with a
1619 Broadway, New York 19
j [resort but complain that talent
money free to leave the country.
about things we really wanted to specjai banquet on Saturday night, ———
.
'
wages are low. A performer rating
Other half of payment is made in
know much tougher to get, and the Gct g wbich will; on invitation n n
.
i
r
the pesatas equivalent to $20 a
organization was pyramided jso only with press radio and tv given J
Cuban money, and this cannot be
day is considered handsomely com¬
exported.
Actually, de Castro
much it was awful. A Finn, thugc- specjai recognition for the allout A AfJf,Kt5IlIHiri
pensated by the Spanish owners.
ing of Helsinki, 1952, said: “My • e£orts in exploiting the St. Jude V wvviiviiuvi
charged, entertainers receive en¬
Said one British singer, “I came
tire fees in Cuban funds which
countrymen wanted
to be
Hospital program.
program.
. •«
cuuiuivuitrii
n<,,,icu ,vr_
j sure
-TT* l the
j .-Hospital
«
here for my wife’s pregnancy. It’*,
must be spent within the island.
Finland.**
w\k. Memphis biz
1A Maw*A
people who came liked Finland.
Fred Gattas. w.k.
iA
fine for her and a six-month en¬
TMfHHIS fO
(I) illtirKC
ITIr
and us Finns as people Rome exec and longtime Thomas friend, TlflfHIX
Singer was told that new gov¬ gagement for. me but I can’t saVe
didn't care so much about ^ that. js
charge of local arrangements
O
ernment decrees prohibit payment a bean,”
With them, it was a business.”
afid will emcee the testimonial.
.
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. in foreign exchange, and so sala¬
Mimics, magicians and occasional
llfI|.L || vAAflAltll^Vin ries are liquidated with Cuban dolIf the Italian Olympic Com- which will find many Hollywood VjkfllJ.
novelty turns, mingle with the1 uni¬
inV|JI||
iTlXtlUI
mittee subscribed to an 85-natibn and New York show biz vip’s mIf |||| 1
I fXlIUlllfdllU llars.
This despite the fact that
versality of ihe' singing pianists.
clipping service (that's how many eluding Abe Lastfogel. William
] the
Cuban
Stabilization Fund,
entered, including ’ Morris,
and president of
With
th
_ ^ of
the operational
coperational • when contracts are approved for The latter come with or without
national teams entered
Morris topper and
the sale
sale
of> the
With the
leering lyrics and their. own neu?
one-man gangs from Haiti apd the St. Jude Hospital boaid of «nterests
Hotel St.
St Regis,
Regis I foreign performers, provides that
terests in
in the■'
the - Hotel
roses. One pianist recently, cut his
Surinam—the Surinam guy went direetorsand Paul Molloy-Tadio-tv ^ewYorkto
BalsaHotels
Inc., of
of I half of payments are to-be made:
ew York. to. Balsa
Hotels Inc.,
wrists in a suicide try, Which did
eventVthey colomnist
colommst of the Chicago bl*n'
Sun- Mexico
Aitv . the report
reDbrt that the ! in Afnerican dollars: The National
to sleep and missed his event'/'they
City
not prevent his negotiating a new
will read some rough stuff about Times, one of the first toi nationally'..^feckendOrfs " are “getting out of! Assn. of. Actors has promised to
contract two days later: The typi¬
the Italian tendency to rope the , publicize the St. Jude Hospital.
the hotel business” has been snow- look into, the matter,
cal musical combo funs to four,
press off. hobble them for access?
balling. This riiay be accelerated by
■
-7
sometimes with a girl singer. Three

SAMMY KAYE

Future Olympics will find
|
tv types going in early, screaming
for a better shake on closeups;
nearby pressrooms for hand-holding with the winners by the type•Continued on page 13)
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to four-month contracts are aver¬
CBS Ousts 2 Newsmen
| interests in the Hotels Astor, Man-! OIVIDPIC
G^UDCS
ClobbCT
age. The dansapatibn spans “Tea
Olympic
Games
Clobber
p
liriiL
hatian and Commodore to Interna/
V'
i*;.
Wi \ V for Two” to faintly progressive
-fQf
1112111115 With
IflUl
tiorial Recreation Corp. However, a
IhlA R fl ' KoV (.ihfiS Ukfi jazz, usually British on ah Ameri¬
For All
Affiliating
Italo B.O.; Key Viuw
Cities’ Take
7.
►
win spokesman for. Webb & Knapp
1MUW
iwiv can model:
PrO-taStrOUeS
William Zefckendorf Sr., president)
C1)aWc % SI (lA AflD Drilh
Pro-Castroites 10
in . UII.5.!
S,
Toil jours Flamenco
Shows
a
$100,000
Drop
nf_ land, far Zeckendorf Hotels tot .. ODOWS S ^lUU,UWlir«p
trn.A

1

. The stock-in-ti'ade of many of
Rome,.
Rome, Sept,
Sept. 20.
20.
the town spots is flamenco and the
Sharp blow to Italian film box- Mediterraneo Hotel, oldest of the
MARrFNF^ VniGA YFN*
ag0 a?er tl?iy :?uWl^,anSI^ ;Freedomland.Awhich is Intonation- office was dealt this year by the posh spots overlooking the bay,
i!lAI\L£ri£
d fULuA IliW,
themselves with a pro-FidelCastro | ^ Recreation’s wholly owned 205-,
Olympic Garries, here. Despite fact operates non-stop castanets every
rvee Mnornw fUTW group m the U S.
I acre amusement attraction in the that many pix had been held back
(Continued on page 68)
LiYIju IftUuvUW BAliju light this week, ]u^t. a5L.^ %
Bronx, opened last June 19, and in for a traditional Sept. 1 seasonal
start, figures . from Italian keys
Marlene
arlene Dietrich wants to hetie™
?
the
first
American
variety
.
f
UN
General
Asse
i
.
j
ownership
stake,
.
show the take off in a big-way.
troine the first American variety | ®
I
With Milton T. Raynor, president
Key city first-run gross for the
performer to go behind the Iron 1 8Newsmen,
both
assigned- f° 'of Freedomland, due' to .exit the two Olympic w'eeks dropped some
Curtain The singer is currently r
^
negotiating with the S. Hurok WCBS Radio,■ N-Y., were Robert | operation Oct. 1, along, with Fred $100,000 under equivalent 1959 to^
©nice for a jaunt that would take Taber, who also had served as a
(Continued on page 19)
tals. True, pic companies had in
Stockholm, Sept. 20;.
her to Moscow, and from Russia to CBS stringer m Cuba, and Richard
--' ’ . —-—
most cases already decided not. to
Boxer Ijngemar Johdrissbri, who
Tokyo and Australia, some ti ie Gibson. Inter^ngly-!T.
_#
i n .*
fight the Games, and held* back on
in 1961. It's likely that she would son was forced to resign from the |^_i|
idp product until their, conclusion, made his film debut in Columbia’s
Yet impact was felt ; anyway; espe¬ “AH the Young; Men.” disclosed
cially in the evening hours when last week that he’s dickering with
Miss Dietrich, who completed a at Columbia U- .Tl^ eight Fellow_
a
RAI-TV, the Italo telenetwork, con¬ Col to appear in a second picture.
two-week stand at the Geary Thea- SJ*?P winners began their studies
|j
Rnl’AIlC tinued to schedule Olympic events, Venture, he said, would be shot in
tre, San Francisco. Sept. 10. fbl- ithls month.
OilUlcFv Of llUIlu cancelling almost all its regular Europe at a time that would hot
conflict with his return title matrix
lows with international bookings. !
CBS action started when an ad
programs.
Major drop, not unexpectedly, With Floyd Patterson J
She is slated for the O'Keefe Audi- in the New York Times appeared
London,
London, .Sept.
.Sept. 20.
20.
torium. Toronto. Oct. 24, and is last April under auspices of the
Tjje
Federation of
of British
British Film
Film came in the Rome area, where twoJohansson was oh hand for re¬
The Federation
presently dickering for a stand jin National Fair Play for Cuba Coin- Makers is joining in the general disr week figures for the keys showed cent openings of “Men” in Goth¬
Mexico City.
She s also set for . mittee, a pro-Castro group: Among contentment at- the increasing rium- some $31,500 less taken, while Mi¬ enburg and Stockholm. He de¬
eight days at the Shubert, Detroit.1 the signatures were those
of .1 ber of inttynational film festivals' lan came next, with a drop of clined to reveal the nature' of the
Gct. 15. and Her Majesty's, Mom t Taber and Gibson, the former also j and has set up a special committee ; some $13,500 under the 1959 figure second film or who would handle
treal. Nov. 7.
((Continued
rnntinnpH ©n
rm page
naw tfl
)
? nmnnnceii
iirnrtiif>pr.mpmhprs [ for the same period.
1 the production ref
19
composed
of
producer-members
who have participated in. this year’s
events to see.whit..steps: can be
-taken to restrict festivals.
.
The FBMF is not in membership
of the International Federation oi
Filin Producers, but its views will
be passed on to the reigning Inter¬
Trade Mark'Begiatered
national prexy, Arthur Watkins
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itation, arid the Federation. i.S anx¬
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One Year
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speaking for Britain, though so far
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has no concrete proposals to make
□ Three Years
other than the already canvassed
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(Continued on page 25)
of a ; \vhich WZ Jr; is president), states
CBS forced the resignation ofP^ir °£ news writers several months
this proposal is to resuscitate
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Westport, Sept. 20.
Local Westport tradesmen
and even the Government take
cognizance of the literary tal¬
ent living in its environs.
The Post Office walls carry
a sign which reads: “Please .
advise your correspondents;
and PUBLISHERS of your cor¬
rect address.”
.
A liquor shop is named/^
“Creative Spirits” and; not fat
from the Westport Country
Playhouse, a local delicatessen
contributes its own literary
flavor by billing its cheese¬
cake as “EXCRUCIATINGLY
deliciopsl”
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Ike Aids Von Braun Film Bally
Washington, Sept. 20.
President and Mrs. Dwight Elsenhower Monday (19) Jointly trick
part in a promotional stunts the likes of which they have never
done before for any motion picture or other theatrical event:
They agreed to pose frir pictures receiving invitations to attend
the benefit prieem here of r,i Aim at the Stars,” the Werner von
Braun story which von Braun himself will attend, flying here for
It from the Redstone Arsenal in. Huntsville, Ala., where his sci¬
entific mind is at work for Uricle Sam.
The benefit’s proceeds will go to the Army Distaff Foundation
to >id in. financing a Washington home,for widows of Army of¬
ficers, Presenting the invitations to the President and Mrs. Eisen¬
hower were Mrs. George H. Decker, wife of the new Army chief
of staff; Mrs. Thomas S. Gates, wife of the Secretary of Defense;
and Lt. Gen. Leslie Groves, president of the foundation.
The preem will be at Loew’s Palace Theatre here Sept. 28.
But the President and First Lady have not yet said whether they
. will attend it or not. If they do.'it will be the first motion picture
they have seen outside the White House’s private screening room
since they have been in the mansion.
Being Beastly To The Germans
:
London/ Sept. 20.
- A report in the London Daily Mail that Columbia had decided
to shelve indefinitely the Charles H. Schneer production of “I Aim
at the Stars” was denied categorically and without reservation by
Mike J. Frankovich, chairman of the British company.
There had, he said, never been any thought of postponing the
release, 'and the picture was due to go out around the first of the
year, “almost certainly on one of the Rank circuits.” Frankovich .
added that he had asked the. Daily Mail to publish a retraction^
The Mail story, bylined by Barry Norman, noted that Columbia
had coirie “to the surprising conclusion that even now, 15 years
after, the end of the war, there are still plenty of Britons prepared
to be beastly about the Germans.”
Norman- quotes a Columbia spokesman, as saying: “The film
has been, prejudged. We shan’t show it till the; fuss has died down.”
Frankovich denied to Variety that any of his executives had made
such, a statement to the reporter. .
“I Aim at the Stars” was shown, recently at .the Edinburgh Fes¬
tival, where it was awarded.a diploma of merit.
.
_‘

. . . Hollywood,, Sept. 20. *
/ .Universal, which, two months ago
Exhibs’ Par Stock Flyer
notified Writers Guild, of America
that, it; would stick to the terms
. Minneapolis; Sept. 20.
Before its recent: sharp up¬
^f its original theatrical filiri deal
tvith the writers, has now; Informed
swing a number of local ex¬
hibitors rushed in to buy
Screen Actors Guild that It will
exercise its favored nations clause
Paramount Pictures stock arid
to alter its original deal with the
were celebrating after it rose
four points in
single day.
Actors. Pact with SAG thereby en?
gompasses .the same terms as were
The buying was done on. the
negotiated between SAG and the
strength of the. unexpected
Assn, of Motion picture Producers
record-breaking business done
after five, weeks of strike..
in the Twin Cities by Para-,
mount’s “Psycho” on the heels
By exercising its option with
of the smash , boxoffice per¬
SAG, U. escapes payment on 1948?
formances of such of the com¬
i960 theatrical films released to
pany’s other releases as “The
television!: While not directly re¬
Rat Race;” “The Bellboy” and
lated to the post-’48 payment one
“It Started in Naples” in re¬
term of the new deal for Universal
cent nionths here,
Calls for “past service credit" pay¬
ment of $350,792. U immediately
will pay $50,113 into the SAGProducer heal.th-and-w;elfare plan
and will pay an additional; $300,679
over a period of-10 years into the
SAG-Produccr pension plan.
On» theatrical pix made after
Jan. 31, 1960, U will pay 6% of
total gross receipts, from distribu¬
tion of such films in television
after deducti
4Q% - for adverr
tislng, prints and other distribution
expenses when such pix ate placed
in tv under a distribution con¬
Motion Picture Export Assn., iri
tract, In case of outright sates to addition to instituting a new over¬
tv. the deduction is, reduced to all budget (approximately $40,000)
plan for handling MPEA’s annual10%.
Contract period also, is altered, participation in all film fests, has
With the U.niyersai-SAG pact now acquiesed to suggestions made by
snrne member companies that, divi¬
(Continued on page 17)
sion of individual fest costs be
more “equitably” distributed be¬
tween participating arid nomparticipating companies!

MPEA’s Festival
Coin Divvy On
‘Whos In’ Basis

Details C. of E. To

London, Sept. 20.
Max A. Cohen, treasurer of the
^American Congress of Exhibitors,
attended, last week’s session of the,
general council of the Cinemato¬
graph Exhibitors Assn., and out¬
lined C. of E:’s plans td enter into
production,
After speaking for half-ah-hour,
he was assured that British exhibs
would welcome the new product, as
it would ease the current shortage
hich is hurting many of the
idles.

E

. There have been loud squawks
from rion-fest participating com¬
panies in past when they were
called upon to ante Up as much
money for MPEA fest doings as
those companies which had entries
in the individual festival. Under
the new plan, ail companies which
participate in an Individual fest,
whether their pictures are shown
in or out of competition, will
divide equally 75% . of MPEA
monies spent on the fest, with the
non t participating member com¬
panies splitting the remaining
25%.

The importance of moneymak¬
ing pictures has been gotten across
with {dramatic impact by Universal,
which last week revealed 39 weeks’
earnings of $5,204,224 after all
taxes. This compared, on the same
operations, basis, with a; profit of
$104,647 for the. /corresponding
period of a year ago. The com¬
pany’s total , profit last year was
$3,772,034, but more than $3,600,000 represented a non-recurririg
lncoiheresulting from the sale of
the studio to Music Crirp. of
America.
r Major question around the trade,
and in Wail Street, was, “How did
U do it?”
Fact of the inatter is that U did
it via: its theatrical productions.
The mammoth upturn came with
the release of only a few pictures,
namely, “Pillow Talk.” “Operation
Petticoat” arid “Imitation of Life,”
(And looking commercially smart
In: the Current period is “Portrait
in Black”).
“Pillow,” which went into;
lease at the start of U-s fiscal year,
has topped $7,100,000 in domestic
rentals,
“Operation,” nut in Der
cember, has. reached the. $8,600,000
mark/ {“Portrait,” in release only
.10 weeks, contributed $2,150,000 to
the. pot: ... “Imitation,” a domestic
blockbuster
previously,
assisted
With $2,000,000 from the foreign
market.
The years ago saw' a picture com¬
pany nicking or losing money on
almost the sole basis of public ac¬
ceptance: of its; theatrical product.
The present era, however, has
brought forth the suspicion that
capital gains arid diversified . inter¬
ests make the difference between
profit and loss..
This i? the significant, angle
about U—arid, indeed the entire
(Continued on page 25)

Va. Peace Offer
In ‘Prostie’ Suit
. Richmond, Sept. 20.
Times Film Monday (12) turned
down an offer of Virginia’s attorney
general to issue a license to “The
Respectful Prostitute” arid went
ahead with its suit for a declaratory
judgment ; to have Virginia’s li¬
censing and censorship of motion
pictures declared invalid. “Prostl- j
tute" was submitted for a license a.
year arid; a: half ago under title, of
“The Respectful Tramp.”
Film had been originally denied
a license on grounds that the pub-'
lie showing w^riuld tend toincife a
riot. Attorney general’s offer to
Times this week -was made on
grounds that the censor board had
acted beyond the scope of the Vir¬
ginia licensing law/ which permits
a license to be withheld only for
reasons of obscenity or lewdness.
Times counsel Felix Bilgray re¬
jected the license Offer stating that
distrib’s suit is not an Appeal to the
circuit court on the board’s, deci¬
sion, but a request for a declara¬
tory Judgirient against the licens¬
ing ordinance itself. Judge
served decision in the case.
P
Film, a French import, is an
adaptation of the Jean Paul Sartre,
play dealing - with a white woman
who protects a Negro ^ wrongly ac¬
cused of . murder. Richmond at¬
torney Henry Taylor Jr. is assist¬
ing Bilgrey in the suit.

STOCK DISPOSALS

. Samuel Firks, member of the
board of National Theatres, sold
6,70Q common shares in the com¬
pany, leaving him a total of 50,164.
shares. He’s one of the largest of
the individual owners.
, At Ampex, in which Paramount
Ifi however, only , one company is heavily interested, Henry A.
participates in a fest, the costs McMickling has reduced his bold¬
are divided equally among all ing to 52,235: common shares by :
member coiripaniea.

Say Theatres Can’t Stop ‘Progress’
Double 'Double’
e Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Mel*, Shavelson and Jack
Rose will bow to British cen¬
sors and film a double, version
of. “On the Double,” Danny
Kaye starrier for Paramount.
In one, Kaye will do a strip
numberi as a female imperson¬
ator; no such scene is skedded
for the other. Latter Is being
done to get the exhibition seal
in England; which frowns upon
such doings,, and this, version
sans strip will be released in
Europe. Strip routine version
will, go out in U. S. release.

Brit. Coproduction
Unions’Demands
London, Sept. 20.
I
The much-heralded British plan
to enter the field Of coproduction
is in danger of fizzling out, and
artificial respiration may have to
be applied ter prevent suffication
of the idea.
j
. European producers, who. earlier
in the year welcomed ? the new
British legislation which would
permit U.K. producers to .-. enter,
into Continental partnership, deals
without sacrifice of . quota rights,
now fear that. the attitude of the
British studio; unions riiay make,
the whole project economically
unsound arid unattractive.
Production toppers of. France,
Germany arid-Italy had private and
inforriial talks at the recently
ended Yeni
film festival, and
agreed there \rias little prospect of
coproduction With Britain if the
unions continued to insist on the
best of both possible worlds. The
unions’ attitude, it was feared,
might inflate, production
costs
throughout the. whole of Europe,
arid most producers feel they’re
perilously high already!
So far the unions have shown rio.
sign of budging, from; the stand
made earlier in the year, when
they advised the Board of Trade
and. the two organizations repre¬
senting British .producers, that a
basic condition for endorsing co¬
production with European coun¬
tries would' he the application of ;
(Continued on page 13)

Theodore Pratt Windfall;
Rose Buys 1941 Volume
Theodore. Pratt came to New
York froiri his Boca Raton (Fla.)
retreat on a windfall picture deal
having to do Ayith an almost, for¬
gotten Knopf-published. (1941) book
of phantasy, “Mr. Limpet,” which
John Rose, ex-Walt, Disney, has
purchase^ for filmization. It will
be a live action and animation fea¬
ture. George GobeL is being talked
to for the title role. It will be done
in color. Joseph DiMona wrote the
screenplay.
While in New York! Pratt
huddled with Monarch, and Faw¬
cett on three -more paperback
originals.

The standard US motion picture
distribution pattern. Involving spe¬
cific time clearances between runs,
is showing definite signs of crumb¬
ling. Indications are that a new,
modern playoff technique, attuned
to present-day marketing methods,
will arise in the not too distant
future.
Industryites, particularly
in the distribution end of the busi¬
ness, are reluctant and wary to
offer predictions as to when the
complete revolution In distribution
practices will take place, but they
are convinced that the ultimate
survival and continued prosperity
of the business depends on a real¬
istic revision of the distribution
system now in vogue.
Except for demanding moveups in availability, the nation's
exhibitors. in the minds of the
film companies, are regarded
as the stumbling blocks in
achieving a releasing techni¬
que that is required to meet
the conditions of the film busi¬
ness as it is operating today.
Moreover, restrictions of law,
stemming from the consent de¬
crees, is another factor that is
delaying a complete overhaul
of the method of marketing
films.
Slowly but surely ways are being
discovered to revise the established
pattern.
A simple technique as
the New York day-and-dating on
Broadway and the east side is re¬
garded as a substantial innovation.
For example, Paul Lazarus Jr.,
V.p, of Columbia, says: “If anyone
suggested 10 years ago that .pic*
tures would have simultaneous
runs on Broadway and on the east
side of town, he would have been
regarded as crazy.” As things stand
today, the dual engagement policy
has extended as far uptown as the
85th Street where the Trans-Lux
theatre there is obtaining pictures
{Continued on page 19)

10-20 Post-’48s
From Par to TV
In a move that would come as a
surprise to many in the trade.
Paramount may license 10 to 20 of
its post-1948 features to conven¬
tional television. Surprise angle
lies In the fact that Par hasn’t been
so actively considering tv deals as
have other distribs, preferring. In¬
stead, to hold things in abeyance
while pay-as-you-see tv takes what¬
ever directions are in store for it.
But it appears that Par may be
somewhat forced to unload some
kind of a package to free tv. This
is due to multiple ownership of '
certain of its backlog releases. In
cases where independent produc¬
ers are in a commanding position
so far as disposition of negatives
are concerned, the tv route may
well be taken in the Immediate
future.
It’s figured the outside film¬
makers who worked in partnership
with Par will channel the afore¬
mentioned 10-to-20 entries to socalled free tv. "Wraps are being
kept on specific titles.

SCHNEIDER TO ROME .
ON FEATURE PROWL

JOHN WAYNE AS ROMAN
Samuel Schneider, the former
Warner Bros, executive who now
Set For Stevens Tale of Saviour’s heads Major Productions,, leaves
Agony
for Rome, today (Wed.) on a prod¬
uct prowl and to discuss possible
.. Hollywood, Spet. 20.
coproduction deals.
John Wayne is first of a slate
Schneider’s company has placed
of stars to be signed by . George three Italo-made with Allied Art¬
Stevens for Important roles in pro¬ ists for distribution in the U.S. and
ducer’s upcoming “The Greatest other English-speaking countries.
Story Ever Told” for, 20th-Fox.
The pictures* which have been
Wayne, iri a short rdle, will essay dubbed and are set for release In
the Roman who scourges Jesus on the next few months, are “Herod
the way to the Cross but then be¬ the Great,” “Caltiki,, the Immor¬
comes the first believer at the tal Monster” and “The Unfaith¬
Crucifixion;
ful!”
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Half-Yearly Loss for Cinerama;
Oct 18 Special Meeting for New
Directors, Stock Options, Plans

3
1
/V .•
Fll
AAlr llnh/ino
plane
OCK UPUUnSt ridllS
*
. -—;--

Cinerama, Inc*, which now holds
all rights to the three-strip process,
registered a net loss of $288,985 for
the six-month period ended June
80. For the corresponding stanza
of a year ago, the company lost

i j PR SUES MURRAY, WOOD
I j;
—
t Shiffrin Claims ‘Finder’s Fee* on
.
!
Jesuit Story Now Filming

The net loss of $288.985^accord-

,Damases o/'siso.OOO^e asked

Famous Players-Canadian
Partner in 75-Unit Motel
Ottawa, Sept. 20.

sfpt. 25, 1959.

**»». ls lMsin9 ln

Biz Still Sliding; *Bett4Hhuf Champ, ‘Psycho’ 2d#
‘Ocean’ 3d,‘Love* 4th, ‘Young Men* 5th

Famous Piayers-Canadian Ltd.,

St

.w Interested
Isicolas Reisim, t
P .
in • Murray in possibilities of a film
lowing a co®serva \
P
^
I based on life of Rev. Charles Diswritm*.
cf
h assets! mas Clark, and consequently actor
or rt thl rate®of 20% per annum, i
Wood formed a company ficr dime id
TPrnm Sent i nanced by United Artists to make
vrtnehever m g
t . T
tofai pic- Agent demands .$50,000 for
of $1,073,484 has been charged to

National Boxoffice Survey

;

whose net was down 11%, during
first
(against'59),
first six
six months of’60
of ’60 (against’59),
has joined an associate in building
a
unit motel in Winnipeg
a 75'M
; T
!
So prexy J. J- Fitzgibbons told
shareholders in his report on six
months ending July 2.. Earnings
during the period were $914,764—
53 cents a share; down from $1,104,906—63c a share—in'first half of
’5a.

.momrfer jimnramor- by pumic
public icidLiun:,
relations meui
man Irving
I? ’j i
eccoBqftfnr
after deducting
shiffrin in Circuit Court here from
tizaLon of the cost of the f*h*bMpon Murray and Walter Wood.
Lon rights and Proper
_.
i producers
of
currently-shooting
,ng the five oiigma
^neif^ , hoodlum Priest ” Film,«.in which
Stanley wfrner on

,y, September 21, 1960

j

According to Heisinl, the success j disparaging remarks made by dethe companv is experiencing in the fendants about him.
exhibition of the five original pic- r
tures “appears to confirm fully the
•
f
•
V
1
wisdom of acquiring these properties and arranging for the opening
ft,
r«*i
•
of additional theatres in which to
^mr*ethne
Ses"- wHceisini
exhibit these pictures.”
Reisini
figures that the full cost of the
properties will be recovered before
the end of 1961 and that they will
Mexico City, Sept. 20.
continue to generate substantial
As a wave of Conquest film proearnings for the company after ^uc^on pj^g are made known, it
that time.
Depending on contli- 5eems ^at the subjugation, of the
tions in the foreign market, ana Eighty Aztecs will be fought and
the continued ability to exhibit and jefought in many versions!
receive
income
from
abroad, ; Apart from Kirk Douglas» pians
Reisini believes that proceeds from
immortalize the last Emperor
the exhibition of Cinerama pix m
the Aztecs, Moctezuma, with
foreign countries alone will be a Rock Hudson in the name role,
source of income for several years. ^n(j a retaliation by young proOct. 18 Special
ducer Fernando de Fuentes wlio.
With the financial report, the charging that Hollywood would
company also issued a proxy state- jnjake a farce of the Moctezuma
ment calling stockholders to a spe- story, is also readying production
cial meeting on Oct. 18. which plans if he can raise the coin, now
would replace the regular annual that producer Jesus Sotomayer
session. Business of the meeting has joined the act.
includes action on restriction stock i Sotomayer said that he has a
options for B. G. Kranze, v.p. and production pending with this to
director, and Sam Boverman, gen- be made in collaboration with 20th
eral counsel and secretary. Kranze Century-Fox, and John Wayne (as
lias been granted an option on ; Cortes) and Pedro Araiendariz (as
15.000 shares and Boverman on:Moctezuma).
10,000. The option price is.equal}
Armendariz seems to be in poputo the market price c-n the Ameri-; lar demand for the imperial role,;
can Stock Exchange on the day on since producer de Fuentes said he
which the options Were granted— iplans to use. him to interpret the
$4,937 on Aug. 22, 1960.
[jemperor.
The stockholders will also he
Also producer Jose Kohri has
asked to vote on six directors, in- bought rights of “The Heart of
(Continued on page 13)
Jade,” novel by Salvador de Mada___
riaga. with this also relating the
t
i•
i <1 n
story of the Mexican Conquest.
,“.aU these■plans[come. to^ruit
J
*i i •
i /v mn»
Mexican location sites will be at
n^riflian mlfl Mine
a premium as thousands of extras,
ueuueu lU 1U 1U1U5.
j] representing
Aztecs
and
the

MeXlC<UlS Imagine laDK
Scnpt of Aztec Film Epic
Bound Not to Please ’Em

Europe to U. S.
Lawrence Bachman
Alfred Davis
Richard Egan
James Forsyth
Rene Fraday
Rita Gam
Lucille Graham
Al Jones .
Quincy Jones
Robert J.. Landry
Lido de Paris Revue
Duncan,Macrae..
Ronnie. McCulloch
Kenneth McKellar
John McMillan
Melina Mercouri
Jimmy. Neil.
Eddie Pola .
Dennis Wooifortf

N. Y. to L. A.
Ralph Bellamy
Shirley T/der.
Anthony Franciosa
David Golding
Led Jaffe
George Jesse!
Henri! J; Lesieur
Joseph L. Mankiewipz
Jaye P. Morgan
Norman Reader

Btlll suffering from a post Labor
Day depression, biz is w eak in a
number of key cities covered by
Variety for #• variety of reasons,
Annuaj back-to-school movement is
blamed by many exhibs for light
grosses while other theatremen
charge that [jack of strong new
product Is partially responsible; In
Boston first-rims
first-runs pre
heavy
are facing heavy.
competition frQm
frOm new’
new legit entries.
But despite- the overall dullish
b.o. complexion, “Ben-Hur” (M-G)
continues to top the biz getters by
wide margin
followed.
“Psycho" (Par), “Ocean’s ll” iWB)
and “Let’s Make Love’’ (20th).
Thiese four films, incidentally, finished this week in the same order
as they wound up in the previous
frame.
Showing considerable promise is
“All the Young Men” (Col). A newcomer .iast Week, it has forged up
to take fifth place by dint of stout
hiz in some-eight keys. Close behind is “Can-Can” (20th) ,in sixth
position. It’s compiling a comfortable take in a flock of extended
playdates.
.
“It started in Naples” (Par), fifth
last frame, is Windinjg up seventh,
Nabbing eighth spot ’ ‘‘Crowded
Sky” (WB), a comparative' hewcomer.
“Hell to Eternity” (AAV,
also, new, is ninth followed by

“Strangers When We Meet” (Col)
and “All the Fine Toting Cannibals. Latter ranged, from fair to
mighty in seven key*. ,
Rounding out the. Golden Dozen
is “Frorri the Terrace’’ (20th). Long
on the list* it’s dropped from last
Week’s seventh. spot.
Runner-up
pix include ‘‘Angel Wore Red’*
(M-G), "J^imer
“Elmer ^anjry
Gantry” uuin;,
(20th), “The
im-U).
me
Time
Tithe . Machine’’ (M-G)
(MTG) and “House
of Usher” <Al)..
Among pix just launched, “High
Time” (20th) is good in New York;
13 Ghosts" fCol) is quiet in Washington and “Under 10 Flags” (Par)
is bright in Chi. “Thunder in Carqjina’- lHow-Co) is taine in St. Louis,
but neat iit Buffalo.
“Fast and Sexy” fGo'lV is okay in
Detroit. “Elmer Gantry” (UA); busy
in Chi; is good in a D.C. extended
run, : “School
for . Scroundrels”
<Cont) is.smash in Pittsburgh, good
in Frisco and steady in Baltimore,
“Carry ;on Nurse’’ <Gov) is doing
fancy biz in some six holdover,
dates.
“Night-Fighters” (UA) is thin i
L.A. and slow in Philly,
"The
Enemy General” . (Col) is rated
flashy in Boston. ‘•Subterraneans’*
«M-G), soft '
L.A.
‘
mild in
Washington.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)

Panic: An Industry Staple
1—By VINCENT CANRY——

.

—-.

. Film industry advertising people live hot on bread alone, but panic
■ tod-

This observation was made in New York last W’eeVby a major com¬
pany ad-pub exec. in discussing, a hew pic, expected to be one of the
year’s blockbusters, which, instead, has turiied out to be a surprising
disappointment. Picture, isn't a flop by any means, but its first en¬
Roy M. Brewer
gagements indicate an eventual gross of maybe nb more, thaii half
Donald Buka
of the: original estimate.
: v .Jack Carlton
What’s wrong? Picture got 'reviews ranging froni great to fair It
John R. Clark
has had a tidal wave of free publicity; Its- stars are major boxoffice
Wilbur Clark
personalities. Accepting all that, what’s to be blamed?
Robert Cohn
'./.Natch.
Anita Colby
The ad campaign, of course, said the ad exec gluinly, since every¬
L. Wolfe: Gilbert
body quickly forgets whether or not a picture itself is essentiaily any
Leo Guild
good, “In a way,” he added, “we ask for it. We thrive on panic. Eyeh
Margaret Hayes
if a picture suddenly becomes a hit, we.tget. scared andr a.sk ourselves
Harold Hecht.
‘What did we do right?’And we never know for sure.” ;
Shirley Jones
Commenting on reports that company handling pic cited above is
Robert . E. Lee
j
now subtftr deemphasizing “sex” in favor of “fun” in the pic’s ad cam-,
Peter G. Levathesi
paign, exec said it wouldn’t be too unusual under the circumstances.
Henry Lewis
: T
It’s all. part of the constant reconstruction of ad campaigns; which
Robert Lewi
shine companies indulge in under pressure, if not panic. Sometimes
Jack. Lord
there are even title changes. .
Larry Morris
Ah Imaginary Case.
Gene. Murphy
To define this sort of pressure and panic, exec told the following
Pat O’Brien
hypothetical story about a big-budget western film called “Poncho’*
Dan Petrie
which, just for fun, was directed, by Fred Zinnemann and stars John
Philip. Rose .
iWayne, Vera Miles and Patty McCormick;
Arlen Sindoh
The first print comes into the homeoffice and everybody flips over
Plato Skouras
it. It’s not only a great film but it is Zinnemann’s best, Wayne’s best
Herbert Swope Jr..
and Vera Miles should get an Oscar. Saul Bass is hired to design &
Janet: Waldo
classy layout, including, some sort of ad key oy trademark. He comes
Gig Young
up with a simple, striking design in the modern manner, a lean;: an¬
Lloyd Young
gular silhouette of “the cowboy,’’ just that, \ nothing else, but which
Manages to suggest all the lonely grandeur and heroism of the Old
U. S. to Europe
West.
. The ads are prepared: John Wayne starring in Fred Ziniie- .
Ilictrflic Nnf Hniltv mighly Spanish Conquerors, reJules Borkon
mann’s “Poncho” costaiting Vera Miles with Patty McCormick, plus,
1/lSinOS 1101 UUillj enact the ruthless obliteration of
David viidsiiian
Chasman
the Saul Bass design and
Atlanta, Sept. 20. i! the proud Aztec race.
UdVIU
me
ana generous amounts of white space. Every¬
EveryEdward Feldman
It took a Federal civil court jury,!
The Film Bureau is appalled at all
Edward
Feldman
body loves them, including a company topper who, two days later,
Glenn Ford
Ford
which had spent II days
Glenn
changes his mind. Comes a memo:
davs listening
listening1 this sudden activity in early Mey.b
MexiCharles Goldsmith
Goldsmith
“Where’s this
the stampede of wild horses? Where’s the love scene
to testimony a little less than io can history. But Jorge Ferretis has
Charles
“Where's
Arthur p.
p. Jacobs.
Jacobs.
minutes to bring in a verdict of let it be known in no uncertain
Arthur
In the barn?”
H,
V.
Kalfenborn
innocence against 13 defendants in terms that all scripts will have to
H, V. Kaltenborn
Ad artists start pushing type and Saul Bass desigh around to get
Joe Lehwprth
Lehwprth
stampede and the love scene in the. barn. Suddenly
a $3 000 000 motion picture anti- hew to historic line and not high- . . Joe
In pictures of the Stampede
Edward Muhl
trust suit involving film distribu-:
anything that can be conEdward
Muhl.
jiword
word comes from the distribution department that the pic, which
^on
sidered detrimental to Mexico or
Samuel Schneider
hadn’t
:•h
adn’t been set for release iintil Christmas, has got a Nov. 1 date
Erwin Single
Single
Detroit house in which the company hasn’t, been before. Company
Suit alleging unfair practices''ini Mexicans.
I
Erwin
at a DetrPit
“ wants this date. Ad men start Working furiously. They
They, haven’t 'any
any
distribution of pictures was filed in
:
!
:
stills, of the stampede so they havevto.
have^to, hurryrup
hurry-up a fake, rsprorepro¬
1955 by B. & B. Theatres Corp.ji
j
9
_#
usable stills
ducing. 16 copies of a horse charging, nostrils
former* operators of Peachtree Art
IlfTITTlT 0 I loAnati'a
I aaiauawaw
duclng
hostrils afiare, and first , used
Theatre.
Lllf Y|ll O \/lvUUulld
vUtlUvl dllUll
by the company in 1947 for an item called “The Stallion's
Stallion’s Revenge.”
Revenge,”
\
Suit originally named 20 de;
*
The Stills Problem .f
There’s also a problem about the stills of the love scene. Miss Miles;
fendants, but action against seven
——-—There’s
Is making a film in London so artists have to tjuickly
of them was dismissed when trial A
m
1*
Miickly paste her head
opened three weeks ago.
j, 20th, in Turn, Will Trailerize UNESCO 8 Drive To on somebody else’s body and since there isn’t time to Worry about
Four other suits filed during
_
»
proportion, she comes out looking somewhat Mongoloid. Layouts are
1955 and 1956 still are to be tried;
^ave Nubian Antiquities f rom Aswan f looding
rushed to Detroit. Pic opens one week later.
Damages of more than $10,000,000
---—i_
And it dies.
were asked in the suits.
ii
„
.. „
_
'
•
L i ,
Hurried conferences are called at the homeoffice, especially desperDefendants in suit just concluded ^ Twentieth-Fox prexy Spyros P, complete cooperation from ^Egyp- ate because another pre-New York d&te has been set at last minute in.
were Atlanta Enterprises Inci:; ^kour®!
e^l,ff0VA^mvfnt’T,P—ticularly
Minneapolis. Minneapolis manager- and exhibvtake it upon. themselves
Wilby-Kincey, Robert E. Wilby; |
inSlfve f.f?Hp ^ri0n^inJ|Ster <)fA
to 8o loack to original Bass design. Simultaneously in New York, an
Loew’s. Inc., Evans Theatre CoFp. 1frWHim to the m
^ exhibitor from Nepal happens to pass through the ad department and
Paramount,
20th-Fox,
Warner,a
^sou^ce® sees the stampede-sex-Bass layout:
Exhib, who has just been at a
Bros., RKO, U. A., Universal and
a”
iii Pevot AV-Fof?egyA?^^t?r
screening of the pic, says, “My God! Where’s the kid? The best scene
Columbia Pictures.
Picture,
'

L. A. to N Y.

Jury Listened 11 Days,

t

c

,

,

!:

Joe
Kaufman’s Checkup
joe Kaufman 8 Checkup

London, Sept. 20. j
Joseph Kaufman, producer of
the French ballet film “Un, Deux,
Trois, Quatre” which was the
opening out-of-competition presentation at the recent Venice
festival, is now expected to leave
London for New York around the
end of this month.
He had intended to make the
trip via the United States a week
or two back, but had to cancel out
when he entered the London
•
r__t_
Clinic for a checkup.

“Gleo” publicizing the Nubian mon- scouting junket, had an Egyptian,

^^when
UNESCO has launched a! campaign to raise money to save these
monuments which will be featured
in backgrounds for the “Cleo” film,
Idea is that the trailers, distributed
by 20th, will not raise money from
theatres audiences but will create
“great popular pressure on governraents
and fouridationS”
to
make contributions to the UNESCO.
fund.
A 20th-Fox homeoffice exec re-

^ tQ

^(Rys?iail*Wt) « -KctSw
Exec^aiso points^^ out that if the
UNESCO drive to save the Nubian
monument faiIs, “Cleo” will have
additional value , as the only good
film record in color of the monumerits. 20th also has agreed to take
on soriie of the “bright young men”
from Dr. Okasha’s Cinema Institute during location filming of
“Cleo” in order to train them in
Hollywood film ways. Institute i&
designed to develop talent for the

_'
11..1_1_ i_'
cfn,
(ports
that- company haf ^received i local film
jndustty.

Artists are instructed to ad Patty McCqr

upehs in Minneapolis and. does gre^t;>business-witfi Hass;

^oMha^bresi^M^BuSn^
^th^ iinSffWonly great, ^ts smash. Meamvhile, back inithe homeoffice.
. Execs comp^e fine business done in Minneapolis with fine business
^one ih New York, with two entirely different approaches. Minneapolis, they decide, is^ really^ much more sophisticated than New York
which, in addition to being a great place to visitr is also a hick town
^.peart^
.
. ..
Everybody has forgotten that the picture is one^of the finest in years
and may even be one of the screen s classics. Everybody is happy—
except, the ad man who wonders what did the trick. Was it the reviews? John. Wayne’s name? Fred Zinnemann? Vera Miles? Or maybe
if iimc
liirl ” Nobody
WnhnH\i kqqws
Irnmuo Inr
euro
jit
Was “the JuJ.”
for sure.

'Give Producers Back Their Theatre
Ties and Solve Shortage-Burke

Dnve-Ins: Summer Biz Blessing
{Credit Them for Big. I960 Spart]
The tremendous upsurge in business thi*? past summer is :geh-.
erally attributed to. the hiked business irt drive-iris which enjoyed
their best season in the. history of the outdoor emporiums. With
approximately 5,000 ozoners now operating, it’s, figured that til
al fresco, houses/provide, from 21%. to 25% of the. domestic film
rental during .the six-month period extending, from. April to
September. '
Despite the numerical superiority of the hardtops. 11:000 to
5.000, the drive-ins in the last few years, have been topping the
indoor attendance in the J u iv-A ugust-S e p tern be r period. According
to statistics compiled by Sindlinger & Go., the ozoners forged
ahead for the first time in the third quarter: of 1956 when the
drive-iris .tallied an average weekly ' attendance of 37,000,000 as:
compared with the 36,200,000 of the four-wall theatres. In the JulyAUgust-September stanza .of 1957, the drive-ins scored 32.200.000
as against the indoor average of:.31,100,000/ In .1958, the. ozonersreally swamped ;the conventional houses, according to the Sind¬
linger. figures. by drawing 36,000,000 to the four-walls .25,0.00,000.;
The trend continued .in 1959 with 37,400,000 against 29,500,000. The
figures, for .1960 haven’t been compiled as yet; but 'indications are
that it will follow and perhaps exceed the. 1958 and 1959 pattern.

By

ALBERT

SGHARPER

Hollywood. Sept. 20.
Robert L. Lippert,: hydra-heaided
practitioner in the pix biz in. that
he is board chairman of -a circuit
(Electrqvisionv of 23 film houses
along the Coast and also produces
a program of ipw-budgeters for
20th - Foix,
blasted
mounting
charges emanating from .Theatre
Owners of America convention
here, that producers are “starving:’
exhibs by not/giving them;. suffi¬
cient talent. .
Himself a former TOA member,
Lippert asserts “the accusation by
many TQA members is merely an
excuse to cloak their own lack of
showmanship: Top iriariy exhibi¬
tors just don’t get up enough steam
to sell all those potential patrons
who reside in their respective'
.areas.’’
Lippert stopped paying TOA
dues last year, after long member¬
ship in the. Organization. Although
lie. would 'not be pinpoint ed * on the
precise reason; for this adtion,- re¬
portedly it stems from continued
TOA attacks on the production end
of the industry,
“I have yet to hear from any
TOA. complainer' about product
shortage any acknowledgement of
what last spring’s strikes did to
the .flow of pictures.: Any: other
retailer in any other industry
would take such an occurrence, into
consideration. But back to my
lain point:
^Recently I checked two nabes\
showing the same bill the same
night. In one house there were 185
customers;, in the other 36. AH
things equal, it was plain to me
one house manager hadn’t been
selling his public, I long have
noted too few Who mantle, them¬
selves with the appellation ‘show¬
man’. really are: Too few make.
any attempt whatsoever to make;
any capital out of all the . money
spent iri. all softs of media by
distributors to exploit films, I have
observed many a picture getting a
ix-eight-page spread in a national
magazine, but. I have never seen
a grassroots-ley el exhibitor, pick
up such an exploitation ball and
run with it; I said it recently and
I say it again: the average; exhibi¬
tor is the world’s worst retailer.
“There Is a product shortage,
sure, but I feel the average exhib¬
itor, through sheer salesmanship,
can get added days or even a" week
out. of any film; he plays.
'
“Years ago, before. We all got
rich and complacent, an exhibitor!
would stand in his lobby, and per¬
sonally get to know; his regular
(Continued on page 25)

DOC MERMAN PROD. MGR.
FOR 20TH-FOX STUDIO
Hollywood, Sept: 20>
. Lewis, (Doc) Merman replaces
Sid Rogell as 20thi-Fox studio pro¬
duction: manager.
Merman . originally
was
an-,
nounced as appointed to handle
Rdgelrs chores while; latter was
on a four-month European trek co¬
ordinating 20 th production, but
npw takesover permanently.

Wholesome Influence
Corpus Christi, Sept. 20;
Prpdue
A. C. Lyles has
been sent a ..scroll, of 10,000.
signatures from Corpus Christi
thanking him for producing his
“family” film called “Raymie”
iaa»:
The scroll, signed by patrons
of the: Ayres Theatre, as 'Veil
as Parent-T e.a ch ers' As s m
members, urges Lyles to un-'
dertake similar “wholesome
movies.’'

+
An exhibitor organization, for
the fifst time so far as Is known,
has obtained, the right to rule bti
the quality of
proposed film
package before the picture is made
and released. This is the basis, of
an agreefnent that Theatre Owners
of America has made; with Alpha
Distributing Corp., the company
recently organized by the America
Corp. fof the purpose of providing
added business for. its subsidiary,
Pathe Laboratories:
Before the America Corp, organ-,
ized the financing-distribution cbmpany, it went to TOA and asked the
exhibitor organization, which, has
been actively engaged in drumming
up more pix for the product-short
market, to help the new outlet
obtain playdates from /TOA; mem¬
bers:
Says Pickus
. . The: . statement of Albert MPickus, TOA: prexy, sunis up the
conditions under which the exhibi¬
tor organization will urge its mem¬
bers to play the Alpha entries. “We
have told Alpha yte are. not movie
makers:” said Pickus, “but: we
think we know what type of pic¬
tures can make money. "We told
thei
we want product we can
show, without apology, in our. thea¬
tres, made with quality in mind,
and sold to us at a rental rio greater
than what we pay now. To accom¬
plish this. we proposed to Alpha
that .a small committee of TOA arid
Alpha be'set up, to approve each
proposed film package Pathe se¬
izures:. Only' after this approval
would we recommend that our
‘ members play the picture.”

Track Records
Chicago,'Sept. 20.
v Just as the banned-in-Boston
bromide is supposed to move
books—elsewhere, feeling here
has long been that banned pix
are money in the vault when
-finally cleared: V
But it occasioned a trad#
chuckle last week when a couple
of arty cinemas, in adjacent
filmpage blurbs, seemed to be
vying on basis of. which pic.
had been kept out of town
lohgest. One ad was headlined
“Banned in Chicago for 3
Years” while best the other
could do was two.

Catholic Chief
Rome, Sept: 20.
Recent Venice Film Festival fra¬
cas might result in a drastic reor¬
ganization of the event and
s
rules. This according to a report
in an authoritative Milan daily
( Corriere della Sera) which quotes
Rome sources:;

By ROBERT REES
Minneapolis. Sept. 20
A salvation for independent ex¬
hibitors generally but for small¬
town theatreowners in particular
would be erasement of divorcement
arid the. speedy return to the old
film producer ownership and oper¬
ation of theatres so that there’d bo
sufficient Hollywood incentive to
make more pictures.
Such is the belief of Tom Burke,
head of Theatre Associates, thi
area’s largest non-profit buyingbooking. combine which includes
most of the leading circuits.
Burke
believes that
product
shortage is the small-town and
subsequent-run exhibitors’ greatest
curse today and is gradually driv¬
ing more of these theatreowners to
extinction.

He points out that while this
territory’s big city firstrun theatres
have been and are enjoying great
prosperity the opposite is true for
the small-town showhouses. These
latter, if anything, are haying their
toughest sledding.
“it’s a different story with the
small-town exhibitors from that
of the large city firstrun houses,”
says Burke. “If anything, the latter
are getting more product than they
need
because
enough
pictures
capable of extended playing time
fill the bill, lessening their re¬
quired quantity. At times It’s even
necessary for these houses to cur¬
tail a run when a film still at¬
tracts grosses calling for further
holdover. This beeause. another
commitment can’t be reasonably
deferred any longer.
“But the average has been only
one ‘important* picture per month
—enough in the case of large city
loop firstruns—and that isn’t suffi¬
cient to permit profitable opera¬
tion for the small-town theatres
which are forced into extending
engagements beyond the period
that’s profitable.
“Arid in order to exist they must
have.
‘important’
pictures—the
other "kind generally mean nothing
to the boxoffice anymore. So that
we now find more and more small¬
town exhibitors unable to meet
their bills or refurbish and mod¬
ernize their theatres in a manner
necessary to hold or attract pa(Continued on page 13)

All Italian dailies have contin¬
ued to attack the fest, while the
leftwing sheets have, concentrated
on. its Catholic director Emilio Lonero in a series of personal at¬
tacks blaming, him for all of this
year’s ills.. Report, which notes
that a meeting was held this week
(presumably touching the Festival
question)
between Italo Prime
Pickus also indicated that it was Minister Fanfani and Minister for
Entertainment
Folchi,
indicates
j at TQA’sT suggestion ..that. Alpha.
: agreed, to form its own distribution that sources close to the Ministry
doubt
if
the
Venice
hierarchy
is in
company because “without the.
overhead of the major companies for a reshuffle.
Thought
that
one
person
it could service the pictures to us
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
cannot rind should not be. made
Eight producers who are to pro-* ! at probably, a third of what ama..to pay. for the defects of a
! jor company would charge.” The
duce 10 pix among them; for the
system. Alsot reinoval of Loi TOA topper stressed that Alpha
vero at this time would be
Alpha Distributing Corp,
■j had. accepted both proposals. At
viewed as an open surrender
revealed by company's new. presi¬ last Week’s TOA convention in Los
to the Italian left, which Jhas.
dent .arid general manager, Budd Angeles, Alpha outlined its initial
made his post a. major issue.
Rogers. It brings to 14 the
in- program of ,12 pix and Pickus
Felt, rather, that the next meet¬
asked the: TOA board for authority
ing of the Venice Festival subcom¬
ber of projects, announced by
to appoint a committee to review
America Corp.; parent company of : each proposed film package and mittee (which Is expected to be a
stormy one) will deal with possible
tO establish the machinery to obPathe Laboratories. changes in regulations, felt overthe playdate support of : the
.. Harry J pe Brown. Nat. Tanchuck, tai
stringent in some cases, and preju¬
TOA membership. :
dicial to Venice’s tail-end position
Irving Cummings, Stuart Reynolds,
among yearly events; a sort of begCold Scrutiny
Jack Baker, Sam Bischoff, ^David
A number of industryites have gars-can’t - be -choosers . situation.
Diamond and Doc Merman are pro¬
Mexico City, Sept. 20.
Also,
approached would be the
taken a jaundiced view of the TOA
Mexico is pushing Film Week
ducers fevea.Ied to be associated,
approach, commenting that the ex¬ nomination of a. permanent presi¬
with the company.: Projects pireyi-. hibitor org, an ardent opponent Of dent for the Venice Biennale promotions in various parts of
pusly announced are Steve Barclay all forms of censorship, has, in (which governs film as 'Well as world, with ballyhoo to be extend¬
and Rossario Brazzi’s “Brigante’' effect, set up a self-censorship body legit; art. and music events' in la¬ ed to major capitals of the world,
and a Maureen O’Hara-star rer, by establishing thp ..concept that goon city), currently ruled In Tran¬ according to present plans of the
distributorship and ths
“The Deadly Companions,” which it must approve a film project be¬ sitory capacity by Senator Gio¬ Cimex
Film Bureau.
her brother:, Charles B. FitzSimoris, fore it agrees to recommend the vanni Ponti:
Readied, for early 1961 celebra¬
Leftwing Italian film labor unWill produce. Second Brazzi-Bar- finished film to its members.
. fifth, FILS: has meanwhile joined tion is a Mexican Film Week event
clay ""filmtitle' ’
“Wife or. Mis- :
In a small waiy^ the exhibitors tlie anti-Venice communist band¬ in Tok5'o, with this being set up
tress?”
I
have encroached on the domain of wagon by Issuing an order, of the by producer Gregorio Wallerstein
Brown’s to make, two pix. Tanall. producers, . it's believed, by day expressing its solidarity with in cooperation with Miss Hi§a Arai,
chuck
and
Cummings: . Jules
eliciting an agreement from the Ltichino Visconti (whose “Rocco cultural attache of the Japanes
Verne’s. “From the Earth, to the
Screen Producers Guild that syn¬ and his. Brothers” second-place Embassy. Plan is to send a strong
Moon” inpt the Benedict Bogeaus
opses of proposed pictures, as sup¬ showing at. Venice precipitated the delegation of stars and function¬
production for. Warnief Bros.;, rer
plied by the producers, would be controversies) arid asking Parlia¬ aries to Japan to make event a big
leased two years ago); ‘‘Morgan’s
circulated to TOA’s Complete mem¬ ment and. the government for a success. Mexico is currently ivooHorse”; and ‘'Record Buster.”. Rey¬
bership. tO provide the producers permanent resolution to its prob¬ ing the Japanese market, with an
nolds and Baker are listed for:
exchange" pact and coproduction
“Johnrty C-Note,” story. by Robert with an . exhibitor evaluation of lems.
deals in the making.
the boxoffice potential of proposed
Voting Tangle
Patterson, scripted by Mark Hanna;
A Mexican Film Week will b#
The most violent controversy In
“The Face,” story and screenplay films.
celebrated in the Tel Aviv Thea¬
Many Industryites consider, this festival history broke out over the
by Mark Hanna, .Bischoff and Dia¬
tre
in Tel Aviv from Nov. 9 with
mond are down for: “Something proposal ludicrous qn the ground Venice jury decision to award the
six top Mexican pictures to be se¬
that many pictures:; which have top prize Gold Lion to the French
for Nothing” and “The Trek:”
lected
from a list including such
entry, “Crossing of the Rhine.”
Merman, who two years ago was turned out to; be b.o. blockbusters Sentiment was over 90% In favor major boxoffice hits as Macario,
to make “Escape. From Anderson- would never have been made if of “Rocco and His Brothers” (Ti- Simitrio, “The Uprooted,” “The
ville” as a Victor Mature-starrer prior exhibitor opinion had been tanus), the Italian, film made by Shadow of the Leader,” “Tizoc,”
for United Artists, is . apparently sought. It’s charged that exhibitor, Luchino Visconti which was rated “Maria Candelaria,” “Roots,” “The
taking .the Norman Corwin screen¬ appraisal of a picture consists second best by the jury. “Ridicu¬ Pearl,” “The Rebozo of Soledad”
play to Alpha. Qn ; the other hand. merely of his previous hit and that lous verdict” headlined Milan’s “II etc.
Merman, now is at 20th subbing the only contribution he Can make;
Touching off international cele¬
G.iorno" in a follow-up. article de¬
for studio manager Sid Rogell, on Is to say, “Give me another jpic-. ploring this year’s festival, which brations will be Mexican Flint
European assignment for at. least turelike the one that made money it says has “lost all aspects of an Week in Madrid, which is set for
for pie last time ”
four months,.
art event.” Antagonism from left- an October celebration and “I,
Another factor which makes wing sheets is because its director Sinner” being lead off film.
Rogers said company will set up
its own sales force and initially some industryites wary of exhibi¬ Emilio Lonero Is backed by the
The. film week promotions will
will use existing exchanges but tor, views on potential film fare is Vatican, but . all Reds avoid men¬ be part of a new major push by
will eventually set up its own ex¬ the occasional excursions into film¬ tion hf the fact that Lonero had no the Mexican industry to open up
changes. By promotion during, pro¬ making by a number of theatre- control over jiv'y sessions:
door* in European and Far East¬
duction; company expects to have men. The: attempts, it’s, charged,
It’s known that while the final ern areas where there has been
3,000 bookings for. Its first .film have resulted frequently In cheap, vote in favor of “Rhine” was six to little knowledge or Interest In na«
when it becomes ready for release. tasteless exploitation items despite four (for “Rocco”) and one. (for tional productions. Ultimate goal,
Promotion scheme gives exhibs the exhibitors, constant cry- for “Apartment”), at one point “Roc- to place around 25 to 40 films an1
share of the profits.
ifcually in key foreign markets.
mote quality pictures.
co” was ahead six to five.

MEXICANS ROMANCE
JAPAN AND ISRAEL
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FILM REVIEWS

perbly enacted by a topflight cast
there can be no question: its down(CSCOFE-SONGS-COLOR)
beat flavor and the unpleasant as¬
pects of dope addiction which mo¬
Lightweight Bing Crosby come¬
tivates a rather chilling climax
dy with Fabian added as lure
look to militate against heavy ac¬
for teenagers.
ceptance by general audiences.
Boris D. Kaplan; the producer,
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Twcniieth-Fox
release
of" Charles ! and Robert Presnell Jr., scripter,
Brackett production, stars Bing Crosby; i have translated Willard Motley's
jSESrev:
hieharf Bevm“k Pa!rk-k ! novel of life in Chicago’s South
Adiarte. Yvonne Craig, Jimmy Boyd. [ Side jungle with faithful regard to

High Time

Wednesday, September 21, I960

PfoMETY
Tile 4'rimiiial
(BRITISH)
Tough, well; made crook film
with . compelling prison se¬
quences and strong perform¬
ances, particularly by Stanley
Baker. Winner with audiences
with strong stomachs.
London.

Sept. .15:

Anglo-Amalgamated
presentation
ivin MacLeod. Kennt-th Mac-Kenna. Nina
v.npman. Directed by Blake Edwards., .
. .
»o
Screenplay. Tom ami Frank Waldman. j limning the human rUinSWllO popr maker. Gregoire .Aslan. Producer.; Jack ,
based on story by Garson Kanin; camera ,,iP4p fhp area and cnmnrkp thp Greenwood;: .Director.
Joseph . Losev. '
(DeLuxe
Colon.
yi'wor.h
Fredricks: • i
.
f Screenplay. .Alun Owen: camera, Robert
nrusic. Henry Manc.ni- editor, Robert Characters Of plot.
Direction by.i Krasker; editor. Reginald- Mills: music.
Simpson. Previewed Sept. IP, '60. Running PhiMn Leacock tOO Is compelling'1 Johnny Dankworth. Previewed at RFD
time, 102 WINS.
fnr mnet nart 'ac ho norcnacivolS •!
^ K»'* :’60;' Running..
Bing Crosby for most Part as he persuasively , ti^ %7 M1NS;
Harvey Hcward
Fabian ; handles
his people, .making, of! Johnny Bannion . ..:. ... Stanley . Baker
Gil Sparrow
. .Sam Wanamaker
Joy Elder
Tuesday Weld i fcfums sometimes interesting per- ; M»ke Cc?rirei
...... Gregoire Aslan
Helene Gauthier
Richard Beymer 30ns and creating a suitable frame-; sazanhe
..Margit Saad
Bob Bannerman
..
..Jill Bennett
T. J. Fadmanagham
Pfttrick Adiarie j Work for yam’s unfoldment.
Maggie
.
,. ..
Rupert Davies
Randy Pruitt
'jimmy Boyd !
Plot twirls around the efforts ..of. Mr.'
.
...Laurence. Naismith
lliggson
... John Van Eysseh
Thayer .
Gavin MacLeod Shelley .Winters* widow Of a hood- j.Formby
.
Noel Willman
President
Kenn«*th^\lacKenna lum who went to the chair, to rearl^^ Governor
..;.
Derek.. Francis
Laura
. Redmond. Phillips
Crump
. -Paul Schreiber ! their young Son decently in their' Prison Doctor
..
Kenneth J. Warren
Harvey Howard, Jr.
Angus Duncan i]nrn pnvirnnmpnt
1 Clobber
Dick Crockett : SlUni em lronmeni.
: Chief War
a ows
Patrick Magee
Bones McKinney
Frank Scanneiu j Acting honors are about evenly • Kelly
.
Kenneth Cope
Tobacco Auctioneer
.Patrick' Wymark
;—
j (divided between Miss Winters and
:
.__ Jack Rodney
__John Molloy
“High Time” is pretty light¬ Ives, but James Darren registers ; snipe V
Brian Phelan
Latki
weight fare for a star of Bing Cros¬ impressively as the boy who fights !
...._Paul Stassiho
ip
keep
his
head
high
and
become
!
\varder'
Brol\nCl
...
Jerold - Wells
by's proportions, and all the draw
. Tom Bell
of the Groaner, who only trills k concert pianist despite his illegi- Fivnn .
..,;.;.VNeil. McCarthy
itimate
background.
Femme
socks
'
Hanson
.V.V.V.
..., Keith . Smith'
twice, will be required to sell it.
,V._...Nigel Green
pver a realistic performance, par¬ Ted
Beating on the promising premise
........ .. Tom Gerard
Quanloc
ticularly during her hunger pains Chas..
-;.. . Larry Taylor
of Crosby—51. father of two, a

he can get his teeth into a story of.
SunrlseatCainpobeHt
his own origination he'll be a top¬
flight recruit;
Superlative film bio of FDR,
Joseph Losey’s hard hitting di¬
Worthy Two-a-day entry.
rection is right, in the mood for
the pic and he’s been Well served
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Warner
ros. release of Dore Schary
by cameraman Robert Krasker and
production. Stars Ralph Bellamy, Greer
art.director Scctt Macgregor.
Garsoh;: features Hume Cronyn, Jean
Johnny Dankworth
lias both Hagen;, Ann Shoemaker. Alan Bunce,- Tim
Considipe. Zina. Bethuhe. Frank Fergiicomposed and conducted, the music 1 son.
Pat Close. Robin Warga, Tom Caiiy;
and. again this is a useful “first1 Lyle Talbot. Directed by Vincent J. Donehug.
Screenplay Dore Schary from hig
time” effort. His wife, Cleo Laine, i stage hit.:-camera,
Russell Harlan: editor.
sings a “Prison Blues” which has a ' George; Boemler; music.. Franz Waxman)
director,.
Russell Saunders..' Reviewed "at
banal lyric but a haunting effec-i
Stydip Sept?: 13, I960. Running time* .144
tivenesS in its. pielodyj.
Rich;.
1

The Boy Who Stole
A Million
Well made comedy iheller.
Word-of-mouthshould be good.
Hollywood. Sept. 14.

Franklin D. Roosevelt .... Ralph Bellamy
Rlpannr , Roosevelt
Rnncpvelt.' •
r
Eleanor,
..Greer Garson
Louis Howe
.. .Hiime Cforiyn
MissLeHand.....
.......Jean Hagen
Sarah Roosevelt..'-..
- Ann .Shoemaker
Alfred E. Smith ...
AlanBuhc#
James Rooselvelt '.-v.'.Tim Considine
Alina.Roosevelt ..
Zina Bethune
5,r-; Bennett.
........ .Frank Ferguson
Elliott Roosevelt
Pat Close
Fr'-nkTin D. B^osevelt Jr. Rohin Warga
John Rooselvelt
........ Tom 'Carty
Mr, Brimmer- ........ i .: .... Lyle Talbot
Mr] Lassiter i •- A-.... j.-.......
.
David White
Capt. Skinner
Walter Sand#.
Marie.
.
..
-Janine Crandel
Edward
Otis. Greene
Charles
. . J Ivan . Browning
Senator Walsh.
-a...AT McGranary
•Daly
-Herb-'- Anderson '
Speaker
Jerry Crevira

Paramount , release, of a George H. j
Brown; production. Stars Virgilio Texe.ra .
and Marrianne Benet; introduces Maurice !
Reyna. Directed by Charles: Crichton.Story
and original screenplay., Niels
West-Larsen: scenario, John Eldridge and .
Crichton: camera, Douglas Slocombe; eeji- i
tor.
Peter. Bezenccnet;
art
director.;
Maurice Carter: music. Tristram. Cary; 1
sound, John Miphell: -assistant., director, [
Pore Schary..has done it again.
David Orton. Previewed, at - the studio, !
Sept.. 14, '60. Running time, 6S MINS
His. film; version of “Sunrise at
MiguelVirgilio Texera i Campobeflo” is a stirring drama.
Maria
_
.— Marianne Benet .
Paco __....
..'... Maurice Reyna'.-; In the journey from stage to screen
LuiS-. . .
.....
Harold Basket | this
chapter from the life of
Bank Manager
George Coulouris ;
Police Chief ..
Bill Nagy ! Franklin Delano; Roosevelt has’lost
for dope, and Ives lends fine con¬
Pedro
Warren Mitchell none of. its poignant and inspiraMateo
... . - Tutle LemRoW
viction to his “drunken scholar”
tiorial qualifies, none of its hurnor
There have been plenty of crime ] Knife Grinder .
..I. : Xan Das B.olas j
role.
Blind Man
.. Francisco Bernal arid pathos. Indeed, the scope and
Edwin Richfield intimacy that the motion picture
i Montalban Is sniooth. as a heavy, and prison screen yarns before, Commissionaire
..
Barta Barri
Gaiig
Leader
and
“The
Criminal’cannot
claim
killed by Ives in the belief peddler
Organ Grinder
...
Herbert ■ Curicl permits gives; added dimensions to
. Gaylord Cavallara. both the sense of loss suffered by a
|has harmed the
. boy. and balance
.. ^to .offer anything very new on the-j Reporter
Desk Sergeant.
Paul Whitsurt Jones
jot cast contribute effectively. Jean: i subject. But .it is certainly one of \ Detective . -....
....:. Robert Rietty robust man crippled by infantile
iSeberg is m briefly for a sugges-1- , ■
-.
. ' ■ ..
Carlos I __
...... Mike Brendel paralysis in the prime .of life "and
Carlos II
Juan Olaguivel
jtion of Romance with Darreu and f
.Victor Mojica. his determination to triumph over
-- British
------ . Chico; ....
of
its kind and
[Philip Ober ds her father.
Miss ing
Currito
.
Curt Christian .his.adversity.
Bank
Clerk
_
...—,
Cyril Shaps
Fitzgerald further scores with her should compel the interest of audi- j
Schary, as author-producer of
Assistant Organ Grinder Antonio Fuentes '.[warbling of several songs, includng ences who like strong meat. This j Shoemaker
....... Andrea ..Maiandrinos the play and the film (being re¬
Street
Vendor
_
Goyo
Lebr'ero. leased bv Warner Bros!) can take
(“Reach for Tomorrow,” cleffed by

..,.1

millionaire restaurant chain owner
—enrolling in college as a fresh¬
man and continuing through four
years to graduation, film depends
on individual situations and gim¬
micks rather than on straight story
line, consequently it doesn't have
too much to sustain it.
Produced under the hanner of
Bing Crosby Productions with
Charles Brackett listed as produ¬
cer, . a bit of whimsy and great at¬
tention to unusual special photo¬ Jimmy McHugh and Ned Washing¬ one is worth, seeing both for a vig- j
brous performance by
Stanley j
In “The Bov Who Stole a Mil-,
graphic effects and montages ap¬ ton.
parently were believed sufficient to ! Technical credits are defi ite as¬ Baker and the dank, sleazy, claus-.; lion.” Paramount has picked, up. a
trophobic prison atmosphere built-■. tasteful little picture which, is
bolster the episod e nature of the sets to film’s unreeling, including
.up by good art work, lensirlg and 1 sensitively conceived
arid ably
102-minute film. It isn't, though I Burnett Guffey's camera work,
very skillful casting in minor roles. filmed. It's the kind that will .play
the finished product is good fun at Chester W. Schaeffer’s tight edit¬
The story never rises above the j the Ipwer half of a double bill, biit
times, some of the situations near ing. Robert Peterson’s art direction
the belly-laugh stage. Brackett has and George Duning’s music score. level of a conventional meller, but { it‘s not unlikely that more than one
Alun Dwen’^ screenplay projects j patron will go away proclaiming
given the overall handsome produc¬ |
" Whit.
the characters and his dialog ail-.; the second feature was better than
tion mounting and Blake Edwards’
ways rings true. The opening is.I the one they paid, their money to
direction is light and fluid as he
Three Moves to
rather vague but fulfils its purpose see.
catches the college spirit.
The .brief (65 minutes) picture
in creating the prison atmosphere [
Freedom
The Tom and Frank Waldman
and the personality, of Johnny j was. filmed in Valencia, Spai ,
(GERMAN)
screenplay is based on a story by
Bannion, the arrogant, tough, bit- j taking cinematic advantage of an
Garson Kanin.
i ter and. , yet often likeable crook ! infrequently used location. And di¬
Well made, but slowish and
Crosby handles his role in his
played jby Baker. During; a three rector Charles Crichton has: used
sometimes
confused
melo¬
usual fashion, perfectly timing his
year shell in the cooler during, the urban Spanish setting, to its
drama. Useful booking for
laughs, and delivers a pair of Sam¬
Tiling
which he has become top man fullest. The film/ whose
specialized houses; risky for
my Cahn-James Van Heiisen songs,
among
the
prisoners . he : has credits go, to Niels West-Larsen,
general consumption.
“The Second Time Around” and
planned the biggest robbery of his John Eldridge and Crichton, subtly
“Nobody’s Perfect.”
London. Sept, 8.
[ career, a $120,000 raid on a xace- blends melodrama, comedy and
Rank release of a Luegi Waldleitner i track: The coup is pulled Off <and heart. Director Crichton has put
Co-starring with him are. Fa¬
•«». «?•*. surprisingly unexciting his tongue in his cheek, just as he
bian and Tuesday Weld, students,
former singing an old folksong ef¬ vert. Mario Adorf, Karei^stepanek. Alan : sequence) but when Baker hears did with “Lavender Hill Mob,” and
.£*1 waidleitner. - that his fence is upping his re- the George H. Brown Production
fectively, and Nicole Maurey. as the n-!L°!idjPkrotl/?ce?
French teacher whom Crosby ro¬ Haroil?^Medford** &s'(ter<i D^raw^from ^uired percentage he decides to turns into, an entertaining, albeit
mances. Patrick Adiarte and Rich-| Stefan Zweig’s novel. “TRe Royal Game," [ hide the cash Until it’s less hot. He Short, film experience.
“Boy” of the title Is Maurice
ard Beymer score as Crosby’s: room-[ KfHM^Eck^eFn^muB^^Hams^Martin^'Ma- ' buries it in 3 lonely field but helps
a . 12-y.ear-bld
Spanish
At
Leicester-square
Theatre, himself to fifteen hundred bucks Reyna,
mates, together with Fabian: Gavin jewski.
London. Sept. 6. *60. Running time. 104, which he blows on a ring for his youngster who works as a mes¬
MacLeod gets a few chuckles as a;!
senger
in
the.
Banco
Naciorial.
His
{English Dialog)
| new girl friendTMargit Saad),
screwball faculty adviser; Yvonne
This doesn't please his ex-flame widower father , has forfeited his
Craig is cute as a co-ed: and Ken-;; Werner von Basil ... ... curt Jurgens [
taxi
.to
a
demanding
mechanic,
nd
....Claire Bloom ! (Jill BennettV who tips off;the.cops
neth MacKenna is college prexy.; hIhs Berger-ny.. .
‘Mario Adoif i aPd Baker finds himself , back-in the hoy figures'he, as do the bank’s
Balance of cast play well.
: Mirko centowie .....
customers,
can
“borrow”
1
,
000.000
... Albert Lieven 1 jail for 15 years!'. He refuses to say
Ellsworth Fredricks color pho- • Mac iver..
ietmar^Schonher?! where the dough is, deciding to pesetas. Word of! the robbery cir¬
tography is outstanding. Henry Sbfanow ‘. .. V .V..’'
through the .town, and
Karei stepanek j sweat put his sentence and come.. culates
Mancini’s music score melodic and : Moonface .
every hood in Valencia goes after
.' ARudoffn^*om2 , out a rich man. Through prison con-,
finely attuned to the demands °f ‘ scien«rtana?er
the
boy
in
quest of his loot.. Crich¬
\ . Albert Brassier ! tacts his outside gang try to get
the action and art direction by First officer '.'.'-'-'*--'-'
ton has done exceptionally well
' Hanul "mSS j
<•“ *
U>e mwi-y is,
Duncan Cramer and Herman AJ,i Ball*t Master
with
the
chase
sequences, aided
' When that fails they use his moll
Blumenthal lends class. Robert;
humorously by Tristram Cary’s
Somewhat confused, ponderous as. bait, plan a prison riot; and
Simpson’s editing also is sharp.
musical
score,
and
the entire affair.,
though
sensibly Baker’s escape, and the crook fails
Whit, j and overlong,
often looks more like a live action
edited for commercial release* for the trap by leading the gang
Tom
and
Jerry
cartoon.
“Three Moves to Freedom” is an to the field where the loot is hidReyna says little but moves !a
interesting
melodrama
which den- But th«y wipe him out too
Let X® Man Write My
lot* performing admirably as the
should do well with specialized 15°dn’ and are left digging. Final
Epitaph
youngster. Virgilio Texera is ex¬
audiences. However, it’s a risky! Phase has s°me tension but it is
cellent as his father, with fine
booking for the average house, ithe Prison sequences and the re:
Well-produced translation of
despite the appeal of Curt Jurgens jiationship of meii and warders (who support from Marianne Benet,
the bestseller but downbeat
Harold
Kasket and a talented little
and Claire Bloom.
-come out as a pretty sadistic lot)
aspect.
Needs hard selling.
which is most interesting, plus a. dog, uncredited.
It’s a flashback story concerned
. Sometimes jarring are the Britr
very rough riot scene!
| mainly with the effects of brainish accents in a normally Spanish
Hollywood. Sept. 16:
Baker's performance; dominates
Columbia Pictures release of Boris D. Washing.
environment. But for an .off-theKaplan production. Sars Burl Ives. Shel- ]
The film. Which WRS the Official the film, hut Sam Wanamaker as cuff conversation in Spanish, the
ley Winters. James Darren. Jean SebergJ ! ^
fii—
Ricardo Monuiban. EUa Fitzgerald; fea-; Cieiman entiy in the Venice Film his doublecrossing righthand man picture has been made: .entirely in
tures
Rudolph ^ Acostav Philip _Ober, • fest, is intelligently directed and gives a studied performance of oily English; if there’s dubbing, it’s; well
Jeanne Cooper, Bemie Hamilton. Walter
corruption, while Gregoire. Aslan,
Burke. Francis DeSales, Michael Davis, has the benefit of a. heavy hut
done.
Directed by Philip Leacock. Screenplay, equally intelligent performance by | Patrick Wyman, Kenneth J, War¬
Producer Brow’n has come up.
Robert PresneU Jr., based on novel by
ren, Brian Phelan. Tom Bell,. Jack
Jurgens
as.
a
smuggler
of
art
with a fine combination of British
Willard Motley; camera, Burnett Guf¬
fey; editor, Chester W. Schaeffer; music. treasures out of the country for. Rodney* John Molloy and Tom technique,
and.. European
art.
George Duning. Previewed Sept. 15, *60: the benefit of the church. Miss Gerafd are prominent among the
Douglas. Slocombe’s camera; moves
running time. 105 MINS.
assorted crooks arid thugs! On the
around Valenci
with skill and
Judge Bruce Mallory Sullivan Burl Ives Bloom plays a ballerina. Though
Nellie Romano
Shelley Winters the role is important, and offers side of the law Noel Willman’s feeling; Peter Bezencehet’s editing
Nick Romano
James Darren
governor is coldly apt, while Pair
is first-rate and tight; are director
Jean Seberg the pic its slight love interest, the
Barbara Holloway
Louie Ramponi
icardo Montalban character never clearly comes to rick Magee <a prominent stage and Maurice Carter found the right
Flora .
... Ella Fitzgerald life. It’s a fault of the screenplay tv actor)* making his first big film
spots; sound by John Mitchell is
Max.
Rudolph Acosta
performance ,is splendid as the
Grant Holloway
Philip Ober rather than any complaint nver
tops.
Ron.
vicious* conniving chief warder
Fran
.. Jeanne Cooper Miss Bloom’s acting,
Goodbye George;
Bernie Hamilton
Jorg Felmy as the Nazi and Al¬ with an implacable hatred of
Wart
Walter Burke
Only two femmes have
.Magistrate
Francis De.Sales bert Lieven as his boss also weigh Baker.
Nick (Child)
Michael Davis
much prominence,- Jill Bennett
Mike
Nesdon Booth in with forceful characterizations
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Eddie
Dan Easton and Alan Gifford makes the most making her mark briefly but .point¬
Roy Jenson.
Whitey
edly as Baker’s ex-moli and a
Edward Muhl, Universal’s V.p,
of
scant
opportunity
as
the
Scots-,
Barney
Joel Fricario
piquant
German:
actress,
Margit
In
charge
of
productiph, is off on
man.
Gunter
Senftleben’s
lensing
Lee .'..
Joe Gallisoh
is satisfactory and editor K. M. Saad* suggesting more saucy, sex- a swing through Europe in con¬
“Let No Man Write My Epitaph” Eckstein has done a sound stint. appeal than genuine thesp ability nection with company films shoot¬
Is powerful drama but the general Without having seen the original as his steady.
ing: abroad.
subject, backgrounded against Skid German version It isn’t possible to
He’ll visit “Romanoff and Jul¬
Owen’s screenplay Is his first
Bow and iis seamy characters, lacks determine just where he has cut effort, though he is one of Britain’s iet/’ shooting in Rome; “Come
the appeal of a boxoffice hit. That some 20 minutes, but the result is most knowii tv dramatisis. It is September,” lensing in Italy; and
It has been well produced and sp- worth it.
Rich.
taut enough to suggest that when “The Secret Ways,” Vienna.

..

'I

Ed Muhl to Europe

just pride In thi . grandslam. feat..
And this satisfaction is,to be shared
also by Ralph., Bellamy, whose
brilliant portrayal pi Roosevelt,
and Vincent J. Doriehue, the direc¬
tor, .clicked so .resoundingly on
Broadway, Latter more than atones,
fhr the shaky start he made bn
Schary's
earlier
pic,
“Lonely
Hearts.”
“Campobetio”
class motion
picture in every way, eminently
\vorthy: of the two-a-day (With in¬
termission) policy for its key
r.gagements. It-may turn out . to'
be an unexpectedly hot political
potato, too. The Democratic. Party
Comes up smelling like roses and a
hard blow' is struck at religious
bigotry at a time when political
sentiments, ale at the boiling point
throughout the:, land; It would he
most regretable,
however.
and<
shockingly shabby treatment of a
remarkably mature and. absorbing
film, if parly and/or religious fac¬
tionalism should intrude at tha
boxoffice.
That. Bellamy gives a warm,..
vealing. compassionate, yet always
energetic performance, is .hardly
news. He conies as close as seems
humanly , possible in speech, mannerisitis and; expression to being
the Robsevelt of. the four-year
span of this, biography. The period
is 1921. when polio shatters a jo»
pus . family vacation, on the Island
retreat of. Campobellb, to 1924,
.when.Roosevelt reemerged in pub¬
lic to put 'in A1 Smith's name
as. a presidential hopeful at the
Democratic c o n v e.n t i o n and in
the . process, lit = his
own po¬
litical star!,. By. ending where! it
does; tlie picture . a v o i d s ilie.
treacherous waters of. controversy
that later surrounded Roosevelt
the President, a monumental his¬
torical figure who: like Lincoln,
seems destined to be idolized, and
deprecated. Schary expresses un¬
ashamedly,
and with
unerring
dramatic instinct, affection and ad¬
miration; for a man who., in hi*
determination to overcome a de¬
vastating affliction, gave inspira¬
tion and hope to others and in¬
spired the March of: Dimes to
mount a practical assault against
polio.
Few scenes in motion picture
history have touched the heart as
does
the
climactic
Democratic
Convention sequence in “Sunrise
at Gampobello.” It is, noisy, boister¬
ous, wonderfully exciting and eyefilling, in Technicolor. It is almost
overpowering in emotional \punch
when the vibrant man, who secretly
learned to drag himself along the '
floor' on his. powerful arms for fear
of being trapped by fire, finally
stands, more through sheer will
than the painful braces that encase
his legs, triumphant at the; lectern
as the crowd roars and the band
blares; “Sidewalks of New York!”
It’s ! that smash ending directors
and producers yearn for but only
rarely, achieve.
If “Gampobello” opened a new
career, for Schary as a playwright
(Continued on page 24)
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DOUBT ANY U.S. FILM SUBSIDY
Minneapolis, Sept. 20;
. Exhibitors heie expect the boxoffi.ee to be helped by ttie fact
that the Twin CiUes metropolitan area employment/Is up., to a
new high as compared to the. corresponding period in other years,
This is- according to the local branch of the Minnesota employ¬
ment security department’s latest report which / estimates the
employment at 542.576 compared to 541,179 in August, 19591
However, the number of Unemployed has increased by 2,500 to
20,300 since a .year ago, although well below the 33,700 recorded
in 1958 when the recession was Under way. .
In Minneapolis atone tlie total employment is 269,905 or some
2.700 below, last year’s figure for the same period. Unemployment
at 10.700 is about 1,400 greater than the previous year*
Factory workers, average Weekly earnings have risen from $97.10
last year to $98.89.'

Loew’s Chain Eyes Pic Production;
In Advanced Stage of Discussion
On Greenlight From Justice Dept.

J
.!
•

I

Robbins Conciliatory But Still
HERE UNLIKELY fops Columbia °n Trailer Issue;
Scz No Teuff But ‘Biz Difference^

ExMbt
take "a more radical ttp“—'— -—:-——
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
...proach” than th? Congress of - “—■—
-—•--— -' '■ ”t
Exhibitors’ production fund
STRIKE OR
OR LOCKOUT?
LOCKOUT?
Despite some
some conciliatory
conciliatory overover*
STRIKE
Despite
^iflZZaniysZin°pio
STRIKE ORIOCKOOT?
tones. speech
sp«ch by National Screen
■___tones,
Winchell Say.
Says He Combats IATSE Service prexy Burton E.
E- Robbins
ducers affS
Wter
to- Theatre Owners of America conMirisch told TOA convention‘Featherbedding*
to
theo^flrTrtohrnoU?'^^rti
"aii American version of the
British Eady Plan.”
Roughly
$40,000,000
per
|

MinnMpdis, Sept.
Sept. 20,
20.
Minnies,
... Minus union
union stagehands and
projectionists the State, leading
Minnesbta. Amus. Co. (United ParaMinnesota.

year. <compared to the less
than.. $4,000,000 . now in the
American Con dress bf Exhibitors fund) could be raised bu
. exhibs ifthey would volnntarily itrjfee to turn 3'%- of their
Sl.300.000,000 national gross
back into production,, Mirisch
pointed our
v
_x
By HY
HY HOLLINGER
HOLLINGER
By

ventioners
ventioners
amounted
nation of
policy and

«t the
the Cocoanut
Cocoanut Grove
Grov.
at
to a blistering
bllslenng condemColumbia’s new trailer
of exhibs who are going

along with the studio.
continues to operate in apparent
“Whatever their (Columbia’^
Whatever
normal fashion for the third week
wnaieyer their
tneir (Columbia’s)
(Columbia s)
Since Charles Winchell, MAC presi- Purpose of disassociating themdent, refused
to meet
impugn
«?■>*.
refused to
meet IATSE
IATSE emem- pelves from NSS, we do not
intnm*
ploy ment demands
in a
a new
motives. We do not
P'oynient
demands in
new coneon- their S^tc,7fmdp“
"J believe
tract
\
they deliberately imposed a hard\
shiD on Iheevhihitnr
IAT&E has
the exhibitor.’
IA,T^E
has demanded
demanded that
that the
the ^P
.
.
State' continue with four stageJ‘We
State
We do not question their right
hands as maintenance men. Win- to produce their own trailers,"
Hollywood; Sept. 20,
chell has said he’ll employ only the Robbins continued, “since like all
In the most significant, policy re-:
number needed—one. The IATSE other companies, they have always
LEGION OKAY CITED
Vision since the adoption of the
The. proposal by producer Wal- stagehands are. picketing the the- maintained absolute control of
Consent Decrees, the U. S. Justice
ter Mirisch that “an American atre. with banner alleging a lock- concept, content and production
Dept: has given its blessing to pro¬ Lutheran Ladies Decide Not To [version of the British Eady plan” PUt.Wincheil. avers that it’« a strike • • • subject to their intermediate
View ‘Nude In Car*
posal by Loew’s Theatres. Inc. to
k a
in in an effort to perpetuate/‘feather- as Well as their final approval . . .
I be established asmethod to In- bedding* when the IATSE pro. this can make little, if any, differ: enter the general production-dis¬
Albany, Sept. 20.
tribution field, via a multi-millioncrease tlie flovvof product was re- jections refused tocross the stage- ence in the quality of their trailThe ladies are getting restless
: dollar program equaling or excell¬
ceived with mixed reaction in New hands’picket lines non-union booth ers;
However, w'hen Columbia’s
in Albany.
The /Knickerbocker
ing, the American Congress of Ex¬
The Mirisch operators were installed..
action, taken at a time when all of
News recently featured, a letter; York film circles;
hibitors plan in scope;
feeler made in I .os Aneeles last ^
“From the Terrace” (20th>.is
(20th>. is ii
in ■ us who serve the motion picture inwritten
by
the
Ladies
Society
of
feeier, maaein l.os Angeies. iasi ,itc.
fourth week
..unir .-at the State
c»,ta and
and i dustry
dustrv are
are beset
heset by
hv hazards
ha^ardc of
r>f
Fact that LoCw-s and the . Justice
its fourth
Dept, are in “an advanced stage Love of the Lutheran Church of | week at the Theatre Owners of j doing
doing well..*
well..*
theatre closings, product shortages,
of discussion” on proposal to pefr : East Greeribush; Objecting; to the | America convention, is similar to ;
:——
-and increasing avenues of competi:——:
mit the divorced circuit to go into showing in the Albany area of .! other subsidy schemes advanced t
'
tion, upsets a 40-year-old industry
^
production arid ; di.stribiitiori of . ; “Nude, in A White Car’’: and other
f• I I*!
Tr
service-concept,
places
it
in
r (|nfl#|n|i
quality pix for the general market ;-films in the monster and crime j recently by other industryites,
UtlnPlltV I tlATliP
jeopardy, and needlessly increases
-genre.
| tably Carl Foreman.
111 lUvlXLj
l livlllv
. exhibitor costs when they can ill
was revealed here at the Theatre
Alan V; Iselin,. Tri-rCity Drive-in |
Owners of America converttion by i
afford it, we feel that neither you,
There was agreement in N. Y.
Maiirice Silverman of the depart¬ Theatres, one. of the exhibs sched¬ i that an Americanized Eady plan
/V
1
/T
n?
the exhibitor, nor National Screen,
uled to show “Nude,’* answered
ment’s 'anti-trust .division. .
l ^lllUAlC lvirSlTlf C
your trailer supplier, should bs
\jflHU
VIURvvIv UlCUll 9
the ‘patsies’ fpr this action.”
Eugene' Picker, prexy of Loew’s criticism on the Trans-Liix Distri¬ would have the effect of making
Theatres Inc.. \yas feluctant^to dis¬ buting release by pointing but that more pictures available for mar¬
_
•
Robbins said most exhibs underpie
had
received
the
A-IH
rating
keting, but there was doubt that
/t
cuss details, of the plan since it
i1
_■
_
J-__
0-.11
stand
NSS’s position but some dis(morally
unobjectionable
for
-will, probably, come up in U S.
|j|V|
LAIIlPflV m HJIII 'senting
exhibs
“level
charges
adults) of the Legion of Decency. such a scheme could be evolved in
District Court in New York, next
VVIUVUJ
11(111
which
are wholly unjustified, and
S:
Mirisch’s proposal
Exhibs planned a special screen¬ the U;
month, but he said that, in terms
>: . . „
, , •■ .
,
in a few instances malicious.” He
ing of the film for the Lutheran stressed that the British Eady plan
Originally
of production, if will'be at least as.
pnginally scheduled as the Radio labeled as a “bare-faced lie” the
ladies, but later* for reasons, not
large as and possibly larger than:
originated as a voluntary tax col-1 City Music Hall’s Christmas at-1 reported assertion by dissidents
the American Congress of: Exhibi¬ announced, cancelled the' showing lected at the boxoffice and paid bY traction. “The Grass Is Greener ” tbat NSS “asum.es a ‘take-it-oridea.
,
tors’: production fund, plan (cur¬
prilish theatre operators to i>ro- tjie parv Grant starter for Uiriver- |5?lelt’i, KtitU‘le’’ to its dealinS>
rently building toward $4:000,0001
ducers of locally-made films. How- ■ - ,
, ... ^ith exhibs.
It’s definitely exclusive; he, said.
ever, the plan later became part Of i f ’
cancelled by the RockefelFacts are. said Robbins, that
Of the ACE fund tp which Loew’s
British law and. as, such, is sup- Ier .showcase because it, did not i NSS is contractually committed to
Is a. major contributor.
ported by the. Government itself, consider the subject matter in' about 70% of its exhib customers
Outlook Promising
In effect, it is similar td the Gov- keeping with thh atmosphere the ‘to *uPPte trailers for all pictures
ernment subsidies given the local th_at
t
.. A .
m
j under a “weekly service plan,” a
Major difference, of course,, Is
film industries in France and Italy. ^7fa-e tnes
^reate fqr the Yuje- pact wWcb_ exhibs can cJncel if
that Loew’s is shooting for the
These
subsidies,
it
is
.
generally
tlde
season.
Warner
Bros.
Thej^ey
choose. Fact that it would
right to distribute pix it makes,
agreed, have had the effect of sav- Sundowners’* was substituted as cost exhibs as much or more for
hence putting it into competition
ing the local production activities the holidawpfcture and “The Grass j exhibs to subscribe to a “per trailwith Metro, from which it has
been divorced, and with the Other
of filmmakers in these copritries is GreeneY,” made in London by' T P1,311" is exPlainxtd’ be said, by
It is generally considered a must
■>-.__j
v, j
.•
| simple economics: the weekly senrmajor distribution companies. Sil¬
for nations whoste own market is terants uranapn Producuoiis, has ■ jce pact provides NSS with a base
verman indicated that talks have,
not
big/
enough
to
provide
the
tebeen
booked
into
the
Astor
for
for stable economical operationTeehiiicolor
Inc:
continued
to
be
to this point: been satisfactory and,
Ghristriias week.
full-time employes etc.—whichperbarring
Unforeseen
difficulties, I'the' focus of Wall Streets reports, come to cover the costs.
Iri the United States, the situaBecause of the popularity 0f trailer pacts would not. Piecemeal
will support Lbew’s request in th
teost prevalent being that
court. ;>
;j
Patrick J. Frawley, president of tion is different. A picture can gen- Cary Grant pictures at the Music system’ ?e ln(?*cat1ed- wou!d cost
erally cover its cost in the domes- it.,, R„CCpn v T.™«rnW urn ♦
.more and provide less service,
Under the Loewis consent decree
p 'hnn^ “rr^!''
t0^r
Withal, Robbins said the contenof Feb; 6, 1952, the theatre com¬ Eversharp Inc., might [ make a tic; market. In addition, U S. films
pany is banned from distribution move to obtain control of the color have a tremendous appeal in tjie
“
,ion or «««**»' wilh Columbia 1,
except on application to and ap¬ film processing firm.
loreun market, TlWre was &».
"Da feud-" 50 far as Nss ls con*
belief among Gotham filmites that L_ ...
ala earned, “nor. frankly, do I believe
proval of the court arid on a show¬
Frawley and a group of Ever- an Eariv nlan sptnn involving innlv
g . as
tppnotch Comedy,
a belligerhelliffprthat
Columbia iiucima
intends a
an Eaidy plan setup, involving only
- - did
.
| *hat
vuai vuiuiuuia
ucmgciing that such action will not un¬
sbarp executives or board [mem¬ voluntary contributions by exnibiLLr-/? /Si
5> ance” and cited 30-year history of
reasonably restrain competition.
assoeiati.n. with the comSilverman said the department bers are said to hold approximately tars, .might be feasible, but there fit in with the theatre’s traditional ]
pany. He preferred the term “busiis approving the proposal for a lim¬ 20% of the 2,034,000 Shares of Was considerable pessimism about
Christmas pageant.
The picture, Sdifferences’
ited time Only, (presumably with Techiii outstanding. In addition to any plan that involved a Govern¬ however, has received the ProducSS
ment subsidy.
renewal-after-review provisos) and
tiori Code’s seal of approval and
Frawley, Eversharp reps on. the
that all of the restrictions of li¬
There was serious doubt, too, it’s understood, has been commend- V
U
.1
r
Techiii
board
Include
Edward
Etcensing provisions of the Para¬
that exhibitors would agree to a ed by Code officials for the manner uCC nOlUl U
mount case will apply—as regards trnger, Melviii Jacobs arid Thomas voluntary plan arid the only way it j in which the delicate subject matWalsh;
The
latter
Is
the
most
re¬
runs and clearances, admission
could be enforced, it was stressed, ter is treated.
In addition to
...prices, franchises, formula deals, cent addition to the Techni board. \vould be by Government edict. Grant, the picture stars Deborah
+
master agreements, block booking: He was named to succeed Herbert Thus, it was noted, it would put Kerr. Jean Simmons, and Robert
... , Minneapolis, Sept. 13.
Purpose,, he said, ik to assure that' T. Kalmus when the founder and the Government in the film biz.
Mitchum.
A11 ^our of thls area s largest
longtime president of the film out¬
‘F9f Poif.ii.H9* ••••'
—^theatre circuits now are members
(Continued' on page 24)
fit went into complete retirement
A
f.
;;
of Theatre Owners of America and
two weeks ago: Previously kalmus
Any involvement of the U. S. ing
$1,000,000. for.
weeks Harold Field, owner of one of the
had relinquished the post of pres¬ Government, said one N. Y. exec, work?
chains and a long-time member,
ident and general manager to John is absolutely incredible and farAnother deterrent to any Gov- says that he expects that a TOA
R; Clark Jr:
fetched” although he acknowledged ernment aid, according to the N Y. unit will be activated in this longPrevious Wall St. Interest in that such a plain, would tend to exec, is the foreign market. Con- time Allied States stronghold beTechni was based On a report that ,eliminate “runaway” production gress. he feels, would become over- fore the year’s end.
■Ottawa.-'Sept. 20.
Dupont planried to enter the color because
producers, would
stay ly sensitive to. the type of AmeriThis development has received
OdCon Theatres of Canada Ltd. film field and had chosen Techni home in light of the financial ad- can films that are being shown impetus because Ted Mann, owner
has been -offered $265,000 for to do the processing. On the basis vantage. However, he is -firmly abroad and. there would be “a of nine theatres, recently joined
damage to its Ottawa showcase of the rumors, Dupont issued a' 'convinced that the “whole emotion- continuous parade of investlga- TOA for the first time. In fact,
two years ago. The posh Odeon statement saying that it was mull¬ al feeling” in Congress wrould tions” on the subject matter of Mann is a former president of
filmer was wrecked in Oct., 1958/ ing a business entry .in the color never',
allow ii'silh'silir.fftr
film .films,
maria Ii-ifh subsidy
enhetfiv coin.
r>hin'
VApfl, Ceritral
fnn.p.l Allied,
Allia^
•> national
A A f Iap ol
never'allow'a
subsidy for )h«
the film
films made.with
. [ North
a
in a natural-gas explosion that film market, but that it was at iridustry. He contends that constitThose in favor uf a subsidy Allied States affiliate,
blasted this: city’s downtown area. least a year awTay from making a uents in regions more insular point to the success of the operaIn addition to Field and Mann,
The entire screen end Of the thea¬ decision! It denied sighing an than N. Y. and i. [Los Angeles tion in France, Italy arid England (the Minnesota Amusement Co.
tre was wiped out. Since then the agreement wdth Techni, but said “w’ould raise hell” if their Con- where the. filmmakers have been [(United Paramount) and Eddie
house has been boarded up. ~
that in its study of the color film gressmen decided to give a sub- ahle .to make films with com- Ruben, owner of the important
Initial Odeon claim for damages field it; had met with officials of sidy to Hollywood. The exec’s conr | plete freedom in the selection of Welworth theatre circuit, also are
was $1,000,000, later reduced to Technicolor as well as other compa¬ tention is that the sticks still have subject matter.
Most important, long-time TOA members and do
$500,000. The $265,000 Offer was nies to obtain information. about a “caricature idea of. Hollywood.” however, they emphasize that the not hold NCA membership. In Nomade out of court by the defend¬ the marketing and technical re¬ And, he asks, how wriuld it be pos- end result will be more product, vember 'or
December,
steps
ants, including consumer Gas Co. search problem^ of color film, but sible to ask the Government for a which is the main obective. of the toward the TOA unit’s formation
and Ottawa Gas Co.
that no decision had .been made,
j subsidy if some actors are receiv- idea.
[are anticipated.

"‘hthe,fdi«-
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See North Central TOA
Unit in Allied Stronghold

Offer Odeon 256G As
Ottawa Blast Settlement
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'YoungMen’ Lusty 9JG,
Port.; ‘Hell’ Oke $6,000

?,500, Frisco;‘(

Portland, Ore:, Sept. 20.
Long playing holdovers continue'
to do biz along the main, stem this
round with new entries scarce.
Cincinnati, Sept. 20. 4*
“Ben-Hur” shows no letup for a.
First-run biz is surging this ses¬
35th inning at the Music Box.
sion. Lift is from newcomers "All
“Psycho” stays for a sixth sesh/at
the Young Men.” looming swell at
the Broadway. “Can-Gan”. moves
Keith’s; “All Fine Young Canni¬
into an 11th round, at the Holly¬
Esiimated Total Gross
Estimated Total Gross
bals” shaping good at the Palace,
wood. These are the longest run
This Week
$501,400
This Week
.
$2,395,500
and sturdy double bills on both
pix to. hit this town in years.
'
(Based on 27 theatres.)
i, 'tBased on 24 cities and 256
aides of Twin Drive-In screens:
Estimates for This Week .
Last Year
.
... $526,400
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
"Why Must I Die” and “Noose for
Broadway i Parker) (1.890; $1(Based on 26 theatres)
cluding N. YJ
a Gunman,” and “Last Days t>f
$1.50)—“Psycho"' (Par) i6th wk).
Pompeii" and “Boy and Pirates."
Hot $7,500. Last week $7,700:
.
Last Year.$2,323,300
Holding strong are “Psycho” in
Fox 'Evergreen) <1:600; $1-$1.49
(Based on 22 cities and 230
eighth canto and “Ocean’s 11” in
—“AH The Young Men” (Col) and
theatres.)
fourth,.round.
!
“the Enemy General” (CgI). LxistV
Hilltop
arties,
with
admish
I $9,500. Last ■ week. “Sons . and
boosts from $1 to $1.25, are in :
j Lovers" <20ihY land “It: Happened
clover. “Ben-Hur” bids for pickup |
! In Rome” «U A). $4.800..
at the half-year pole. “Can-Can” j
I
Hollywood
(Evergreen)(900;
rates fairish in 13th week. Trade !
$1.50-$3)—“Can-Can” (20th) (1.1th
Torontb, Sept, 20. :
trend is generally pleasing in face
‘ wk). Solid $6,000. Last week. $4,600.
Only rievvebmer
“Nude in a
of four-day annual Carthage Fair’s i
Music Box 'Hamrick) '640;-$1.50gate of over 100,000. plus opening
. $3)—“Ben-Hiir” (M-G) (35th wk). White Car,” Which is good at fivehouse
tiein
but
biz
is
booming
for
of weekend night college and high
Big $13,500. Last week, $12;60p:
Minneapolis, Sept. 20..
school football.
Orpheum (Evergreen) f 1.536; $1- holdovers. Unusual is no - change
j < A slight breaking up of the hdld- $1.49)—One 'Foot In Hell" (20th) at the: b.o. of such first-runs as
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKQ) '3,100; 90-81.50)— * overs’ “blockade” is permitting and “Murder Inc” (20th). Okay fifth stanzas, of “Psycho” and
"Ocean’s 11” (\VB) '4th wk). Strong several fresh entries. They’re “The. *6.000. Last week. ‘‘The Crowdedj “School for Scoundrels,” fourth
frame of “Bells Are Ringing” and
$8,500 finale alter $9,500 for third Crowded Sky" and “ihe Angel *¥£
‘Ars°n For WTe" second stanza of “Hiroshima Mori.
_,i
_
• ,
, .
.. ,
(AA). So.800.
i
week.
IV ore Red downtown and a second
Paramount (Port-Par) (3 400; SI- ! Amour.” Second frame of “The.
Capitol (SW-Cineramn) (1.400:
Time Machine” and eighth stanza
$1.25-$2.75) — “Ben-Hur”
<M-G) run, plus, another exclusive area $1.50)—“Private Property” ..Indie) of "From the Terrace” are. still
and “A Question of .infidelity”.
(27th wk). Rebounding to hefty engagement for “Can-Can” uplusty.
(Indie1.
SimS4.500:
Last
.
week;
$13,500. Last week. $41,500.
j town. “Sky” is good at the Lyric,
Estimates for This Week
“All The Fine Young, Cannibals”.
Esquire Art 'Shori .500-$ 1.25)— | bilt “Angel” is drab at the Gopher]
•'M-G) and “Davy” <M-G>, $5,900.
Carlton (Rank) (2.318; $I-$1,501
"Carrv on Nurse1 'Gov) -6th wk>. 4,k,
_
„
,
• ..
—“Doctor in Love” <20th) i2d vvk).
Big $2,500 after $3,000 for fifth j fan*Can*
smash at th
70i
Sock $16,500. Last week, $18,000.
week.
, equipped St. Louis Park, broke
College, Downtown, Glendale,
Grand. (RKO) '1.400; $l-$l-50)—: the house record Sat. night (17).
"Psycho” (Par) <8th v\k>. Great j
e
w .
Prince Of Wales, Riinnymede <FP$8,000. Last week, $9,000.
j
Estimates for This W eek
Taylor) (1,499; 1,059; 995; 1.200;
Guild: (Vance) '300-S1.25)—“I’m; , Academy Mann) >947; $1.751.385;
50-90)—“Nude in White
Car” (1FD), Good $17,000. Last
All Right, Jack” <Col». Lush $3,000. $2.65) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (30th
week, “House of Usher’’ (Astral),
Last week. “The Swan” *M-G> '2d ^
Good $12.000. Last week,
nine-house combo with 10,991
wk), $1,100.
4
. St. Louis. Sept, 20.
!i
Hyde Park Art «Shor) (500-81.2JY sa™e*
Top nevv b.o. lure in town is "All j capacity, house-breaking $49,000.
—“Your Past Is Showing” ■ Indie i i i: Century (Cinerama. Inc.) (1.150; the Fine Young Cannibals’’ at .the
Hollywood (FP) (1.080; $L-$L25'
(4th wk). Good $1,400. Last week. Sl-75-$2.65»—'‘‘This Is Cinetam ” Esquire. Only other newcomer is —^Psycho” (Par) (6th vvk). .Still
^1300
'Cinerama) (reissue) <4th wk): Nice “Thunder in. Carolina” at. the Fox. '
Wham $15,000. Last week, same,
Keith’s (Shor) d.500; 90-S1.25)- : $12,000. Last week, $12,300.
‘vith strong holdovers dominating ]
' Hyland (Rank) (1.057; $1-$1.50)
"A11 The Young Men” 'Col). Swell i
Gopher (Berger) (1.000; $D— other marquees—“Ben-Hur" in a • -r-“From Terrace” (20th) (8th vvk).
$10,000. Holds for second stanza.
lAngel Wore Red” 'M-G). Drab 17th great week at Loew’s Mid- Lusty $7,500. Last week; $9,000.
Last week, “Elmer Gantry” OJA) $2,500. Last week. “College Confi- Citv. “Let's Make Love” in a third
Imperial (FP) '3.343; $1-$1.25)—
(3d wk), $5,000.
dential" (U) (2d wk), $3,200.
r.t the Ambassador, “Elmef Gantry"
"Let's Make Love” (20th) (3d vvk).
Palace (RKO) (2.600; $1-$1.25)— j | Lyric
(Par)
'LOCO;
85-81)— in a second at Loew’s State and
"All Fine Young Cannibals” M-G).; “Crowded Sky” (WB>. Good $9,000. “Psycho” in a fourth frame at the Okay $9,000. Last week, $11,000:
International (Taylor) (557; $1Okay $9,500. Last week, “Bellboy*’ Last week, “Portrait in Black” SI Louie.
$1.25)—“Hiroshima Mon . Amour”
(Par) . 3d Wk), S7.500.
jCol) (4th wk), $4,500 at $1-$1.25). j
Estimates for This Week
(Zenith) (2d wk). Very big $5,500.
Twin Drive-Fn <Shor> (1.200 cars T
rSi Last vveek, ditto.
each side; 900—West side: “Why !: RKO Orphem .RKO) <2.800; $1- *
$1.5Q)—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) «5th 90'“" Let sLove
20th) .‘3d
Must I Die” <AI) and “Noose for a
wk). So-so $8,000. Last week, $9,Loew’s (Loew) (2.745; $I-$1:25)
wk). Will
d-'nTiTv.-.T,” ,TTA.
tonrio t id W*'v>in bow
oovv out
oui after
aner this
tins ses500.
-^“Bells are Ringing” (M-G) (4th
“lIo^ o£Nuroe“ °“i. Vnd
^ "«*• $9,500.
and . **»'• ™
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90- wk). Hefty $10,000: Last week,
RKO Pan (RKO) (1.800; $T-$1.25) $1.25) -r- ‘‘School- for Scoundrels" ditto,
"12 Hours to Kill” (20th) <3d vvk»
four days, $3,100. East side: “Last ■•—“House of Uslier” (AD '3d wk), (Indie) '3d wk). Good $1,500. Last
Tivoli (FP) (935: $1.50-$2.50)—
Days of Pompeii’ iUA) and “Boy Final stanza for this one which week, $2,000.
“Can-Can” (20th) »25th vvk). Steady
and Pirates” OJA). Good $7,000. has exceeded expectations. Good
inquire > Schuchart-Levin) d.- $7iQ00. Last week, same.
Last week. “High School Caesar” $5,000. Last week, $7,500:
800; 90-81 2iv—“ All Fine Young
= Towne (Taylor) (693; $1-$1.50)—
St. Louis Pork 'Field) (1,000; Cannibals” M-G). Mighty $15,000
(Indie) and “Date Bait” 'Indie),
$1.5Q-$2)—“Can-Can”
120th.)
(2d Last week. “Ocean’s 11” (WB) (6th “School for Scoundrels” (Cont)
$5,000.
(5th wk). 'Holding a big $5,500.
Valley 'Wiethe) (1.200: $1.50- run). Another exclusive area en- Wk). $10,000,
Fox (Arthur) (5.000; 60-90) ■— Last week, ditto.
$2.50)—“Can-Can” (13th wk). Fair gagement sans reserved seats for
University (FP) d.363; $150$6,000 after $8,300 for 12th week. this one which ran eight weeks ; “Thunder in Carolina” tlridi ) and
idowntown as a hard-ticket attrac¬ . “Half Pint” 'Indie); Tame $12,000. $2 75) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (40th
Still hearty $9,000.
Last
tion. Smash $12,000. Last Week. j Last week, “Crowded Sky" (WB) wk).
“Pollyanna” (BV) doth wk)..$3,000. 'and “ChartrOose Caboose" (U),. week, same.
i
$13,000.
Uptown
(Loew)
(2.745:
$1-$1.25)
I State (Par) '2.200; $L$1.25)—
Loew’s Mid-City (Loew). (1.160; —“Time Machine” (M-G) '2d wk):
"From the Terrace” (20th) (4th
Lusty $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
Wk). Satisfactory $6,000. Last week,
~
$9,000.
: * 17th wk). Solid $13:000. Last week.

‘Cannibals’ Tasty $91500, ‘Die’ Nice 8G
Key City Crosses

‘Sky’Tail $9,
Mpk; ‘Angel’ 2}/$

Toronto*‘BeUs’lOG

‘Capnibals Boff
$15,(00, St. Loo

'Paradise’ Plush $7,500,
2d, Mo; ‘Love’ Light

3K3d,‘Naples’$330|^n

Baltimore, Sept. 20.
Lack of nevv films and cool spell
are lowering the take here. In the
lead are “Nature's Paradise” and
“Female and the Flesh” double bill
In second week at the Century. “It
Started in Naples” is pleasant. in
fourth frame at the Charles, “CanCan" is oke in 17th week at the
Mayfair and “Let’s Make Love”
is warm in third at the Nevv.
Estimates for This Week
..Aurora (Rappaport) '367; 50$L50)—"Psycho” !Par> :9th wk).
Strong $6,000 after $7,0G0 in pre¬
vious week.
Century (Fruchtman) <3.200; 50$1.25)—"Nature's Paradise” 11ndie)
and “Female and Flesh'’ (Indie) (2d
wk). Good $7,500 after $15,000 in
first.
Charles (Fruchtman) (500; 50$1.25)—“Started in Naples” (Par)
(4th wk). Okay $3,200 after $4,400
in third.
Cinema (Schvvaber) (460; 90$1.50) — “End
of
Innocence"
(Kings).
Fair $2,700. , Followed
“Come Dance'With Me" (Union)
(4th wk), $2,500.
Five West (Schvvaber) (460; 90$1.50)—“Subterraneans" <M-G) (3d
wk). Oke $2,600 after $2,800 in sec¬
ond frame.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;
50-$1.25)—“Strangers When We
Meet” (Col) (4th wk). Warm $4,500
after $6,000 last week.
Little (Rappaport) (300: 50-81.50)i
—“Man in Cocked Hal” ‘SCA) (re-|
peat) (2d wk). Oke $2,500 after
$3,000 week before.
.Mayfair (Fruchtman) <750: $1.49-1
(Continued on page 23)

n U
T fMan?,} !W'|
Loew’s State (Loew) 13 600; 60/"o -LGVf /90)—“Elmer Gantry”
iUA)
(2d
G°0d $2’°00- Last 'V€^k* wk). Okay $13,000; Last week, $15,'2’800’
] 000.
; Uptown (Field) fl.000; $1.251—}
Pageant (Arthur) (1.000; 60-90)—
‘“Psycho” (Par) (2d run). Showing, “From Terrace”. (20th) (3d wk).
ithis day and date with 10 other Fair $4;000. Last week. $5,000;
inabe houses. Strong $5,000. Last
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90)
;week, “Hiroshima Mon Amour”1—“Psvcho" (Par) (4th wk). Bright
(Zenith) (2d wk), $2,000.
‘ $15,000. Last week. $18,000.
.
World (Mann) <400; 85-SI.45)—|
Shady Oak (Arthur) >760; 60-90)
“The Apartment” (UA) '11th vvk). j —“Carry bn Nurse” (Indie) (17th
.Great $6,500. Last week, $6,500.
> wk). Nice $1,0Q0. Last week, same.

‘Angel’ Placid $7,000 In
MildProv.; ‘Die’ Dull 6'/2G

«i

‘Machine’ Big $9M Pitt; ‘Carousel’
Trim 7^G, ‘Scoundrels’ Hep $4J00
Pittsburgh, Sept. 20;
Hit by an offish Friday due to
night tv games by the baseball
Pirates and the football Steelers,
first-run deluxers here still seem
headed for a good week.
Sharp
new entries are “Time Machine”
at the Harris, “School for Scoun¬
drels at Squirrel Hill and. the sur¬
prising “Carousel” in a reissue run
at Fulton.
Hefty hold-overs are
“Ben-Hur” in 35th round at War-;
ner, “Psycho” in fifth at Penn and
“Ocean’s 11” in third at Stanley,
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,365; $1-$1.50)—
"Carousel” (20th) (reissue). Trim
$7,500.
Last week, “From Ter¬
race” (20th) (5th wk), $5,600.
Harris (Associated) (2,1G0; $1-

$1.50)—"Time- Machine”
(M-G).
Excellent S9.000 but must come
out tomorrow i Wed.) for “High
Time" (20th) due to. locked book¬
ing: Last vyeek, “Let’s Make Love”
(20th) (3d wk) (5 days), $5,000.
Penh (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1.50)—
“Ps>rcho” (Par). (5th wk). Still wow
$16,000. Last week, $21,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1,25)—
“School for Scoundrels”, (Cont).
Smash $4,700. Last week, “Cap¬
tain’s Table” (20th> (3d wk), $1,900.
Stanley (SW) (3.700; $1-$1.50)—
“Ocean’s
11”
(WB)
(3d
Wk).
Strong
$12,000.
Last
week*
$15,000.
Warner
(SW)
($1.50-$2.75) —
“Ben-Hur” (M-G)1 (35th wk). Still
towering $16,500.
Last week*
$13,000.

|

Providence, Sept. 20.
Mild is the word for biz through¬
out this area, with Loevv’s State
about highest -with "The Angel
Wore Red.” Elmwood’s. 13th week
of "Ben-Hur” Is steady, while RKO
Albee’s “Why Must I Die” and
Majestic’s “The Crowded Sky” are
on the slow side:. Strand,is meek
with “The Mighty Crusades.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-90)—
“Why Must I Die” (AI) and “Es¬
cape From Terror” (AI). Slow $6,500. Last week,. “This Island Earth”
(U) and “Land Unknown" (U) (re¬
issues). Slow $6,000.
. Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $1.50$2.50)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) < 13th wk).
Steady $7,000. Last week, hot
$9,000.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-90)—
“Crowded Sky” (WB) and “Dial M
for Murder” (reissue). Fair $6,000.
Last w’eek, “Let’s Make Love”
(20th) (2d vvk). Hefty $10,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-90)—
"Angel Wore Red” (M-G) and
“Rawhide Trail” (AA). Meek $7,000, Last week,/“All Fine Young
Cannibals” (M-Q) and “Seven Guns
To Mesa” (M-G). Slow $7,000. .
Strand (National Realty) (2.200;
65-90)—“Migkty Cmsades” (Fal¬
con) and “Next To No Time” (In¬
die). Very slow $3,000. Last week,
"College; Confidential” (U) and "Be-;,
tween Time and Eternity” <U). Fair
$5,500.

. Sari Francisco, . Sept; 20.
First-runs
are , .lively .
With
“Crowded Sky” nice at the Para*
mount, but “AU the Fine Young
Cannibals” is only so-so at thf
Warfield:. “Psycho” Is still sriiash
in Its sixth Golden Gate frame.
“Let’s Make .Love” is bright in
winding up four weeks, at the; Fox.
“Beri-Hur” continues great at .the
Coronet.
Estimates for This Week .
Golden
Gate
(RKO)
<2,859;
$1.50)—“Psycho” (Par) (6th Wk).
Great $17,500. Last week, $23,000.
Fox . (FWC). (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)
—“Let’s Make Love” (20th) and.
“Five Bold Woirien” (20th) i4th
vvk). Dartdy $8,000 on six days.
Last week, $4,000 for thiee days.
Rest, of week closed- for private
automobile show,
Warfield (Loewis) (2,656; $1.25$1.50) —"Fine Young Cannibals”
i M-G). and “Platinum High School”
(W-B). So-so $12,000. Last week,
“Time Machl
(M-G) (4th vvk),
$7,000.
Paramount (Par) (2:646; $1.25$1.50)—“Crowded Sky”: ' WB) and
“Muti
(Par). Nice $12,500: Last
week, “It Happened In Naples’ ■
(Par) and “Cover Girl Killer” 'Par)
(2d wk), $12,000: .
St. Francis (ParV (1.400; $1-$1.50)
—“Ocean’s 11” (W-B) (7th Wk).
Good $8,000, Last , week, $10,000
‘ Orpheum
(Cinerama, .
Inc!)
(1,456; $L75-$2.65)—“This Is Cine,
rama" (Cinerama) (reissue) (12th
wk).
Fine $16,000.
Last week,
$18,500.
United Artists 'No. Coast).11.151?
$1.25-$1.50) ^— “He’ll- To Eternity”
(AA) and “Hot Shots” (AA) '3d
wk). Sliding to $8;000. Last week,
$14:500.
Stagedobr
(A-R)
(440;
$1.25$1.50)—“School For Scoundrels’*
• Cont). Good $4 200; Last - week;
“I'm All Right Jack” (Col) (6th
vvk), $2,800.
Vogue
(S.F:
Theatres)
(364;
$1.50)—‘Savage Eye” 'Eingt (2d
Wk).
Nice. $2,800.
Last week,
$3.000.,
Coronet]
(United
California)
d.250; $1(80-83.50) —; “Ben-Hur"
i M-G) (39th wk). Great $23,000.
Last week, $24,000.
Alexandria (United California)
(1.610; $2.20-$2.75) — “Can-Can”
•20th)
(17th vykK
Slipping , td
$10,000. Last w’eek. $11,000.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774=
$1 J25-S1:50)—‘‘Marie Octobre” "(In¬
die). Okay $2,600. Last w'eek. “Os»
car Wilde” (Indie) (4th wk), $3,000

'Machine’ Fast $15,000
In Spotty D.C.;
Qniet 9iG,‘Time’ Oke 46
Washington, Sept. 20.
Mainstem trade is spotty thi
round. Big initialers are "Time
Machine,” which is rated
. liisty
$15,000 at the Palace, arid "13
Ghosts,” figured for a quiet $9,500
at two Stanley Warner houses:
“Next to No Time”
the Apex
looks for only a fair opening stariza. Likewise, “Subterraneans” at
the Playhouse is: heading for a
miild $4,500, operiier.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador-Metropolitan
(SW)
(1,490;
1.000;
90-$l:49V -- “13
Ghosts” (Col). Quiet $9,500. Last
week,
“Crowded
Sky”
iWB),
$14,500:
Apex (K-B)
(940; 90-$1.10)—
"Next to No Time” (Indie). Oke
$4,000. Last week, reissues.
Capitol (Loew) (3.426: $1-$1.49)
—‘.‘Let’s Make. Love” (20th) i4th
wk), Sorso $9,000 for last six. days.
Last week, $12,500.
Keith’s (RKO) (1.850; $l-$l:49)—
“Elmer Gantry” (UA) '5th wk).
Good $10,000. Last vveekv $12,000.
Mac Arthur (K-B) (900; $l!l0)—
"I’m All Right. Jack” <BL) (10th
wk). Steady $3,500. Last Week,
$3,700.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240: 90-$1.49)—
‘‘It Started in Naples” (Par) (4th
wk).
Nice $6,000.
Last -Week,
$7,000.:
Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$I.25)—
“Time Machine” (M-G).
Great
$15,000. Last Week; “All the Fine
Young Cannibals” (M-G) (2d wk).
$5 500 for firial five days.
Playhouse (T-L) (458; $I-$1.80)—
“Subterraneans”
(M-G).
Mild
$4,500. Last week, “Come Dance
With Me” (Union) (5th wk), $1,850.
(Continued; on page 23 )•
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GOOD UNWINDED WEEK

Los Angeles, Sept. 20. +
First-runs continue their down¬
ward curve this week with five
new entries failing to make much,
impression in the overall picture.
“Angel Wore Red” is after a dull
Buffalo, Sept. 20.
$10,500 in four houses, “Night
Biz Is dull this, round with
Fighters” Is eyeing a thin $16,300
in a: quartet of .situations but “Crowded Sky” okay. at the Para¬
“Sons and Lovers” in an exclusive mount and “Thunder In Carolina*
showing at the 631-seat Fine Arts neat at. the; Lafayette* “One Foot
in Hell” is soft at the Century.
is shaping to a great $10,000.
“Beyond the Time Barrier’ is ‘‘Time Machine” is weak in a .sec¬
gandering
light $8,600 at the ond Buffalo frame.
Estimatet for This Week
State and pix With only a dim
$2,000 looming for “Marie-OctoBuffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$1.00)
bre” at the Four Star. “Let’s Make —“Time
Machine”
(M-G)
and
Love” remains firm-in its fourth “Day Robbed Bank of England”
Chinese session. But “Ben-Hur,” (M-G) (2d wk). Weak $6,000. Last
among the hard-ticket engage¬ week, $11,000.
ments, Is off bacfty to $23,300 in its
Center (ABPT) (3,000; 70-$L25)
43rd . lap at the Egyptian.
—“Ocean’s 11” . (WB) (4th Iwk).
Potent $12,000. Last week, under
Estimates for This Week
Fopr Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50V $15,000.
Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$1.00);
—‘‘Marie Ociobre” (Lopi. Dim.
$2.O0j):
Last week, with State, T^“One Foot in Hell (20th) and
“Operation
Amsterdam” (WB). Soft
Vogue, Baldwin. “Bells Are Ring¬
ing” (M-G) (2d wk), “Time Ma¬ $7,000! Last week ($1.25 top) “Let’s
Make
Love”
(20th) (3d wk), same.
chine” (M-Gi (2d wk. Four Star,
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1.00)
Vogue, Baldwin), “Edge of City”
■^“Thunder
in
Carolina” ? (Indie)
(M-G) (reissue) (State) (1st wk),
and “48 Hours to Live” (Indie).
$13,700. '
Neat
$7,500.
Last
week, “Michael
Orpheum. Hollywood. Fox Wilihire, Loyola r (Metropolitan-FWC) Strogoff” (Indie), and “Two Blondes
in
His
Life”
(Indie),
$5,000.
(2,213; 756; 1,990; 1,298; 90-$1.50)
Paramount (ABPT) (3,000; 70—“Night Fighters” (tJA)'and “De¬
$1.00)—“Crowded
Sky”
(WB) and
fiant Ones” (DA) (reissue) (Qr“Young Jesse James” (WB)\ Qke
pheum).
“Crowded
Sky”
(WB)
$11,000. Last week, “Psycho” (Par)
(moveover). Thin $16,300. Last
week. Orpheum: with El Rey, ‘‘El¬ (6th wk-$L25 top), under $10,000.
Teck (Loew) (1,200; $1.75-2.75)^
mer Gantry” OJA) (4th wk). “Man
of West” (UA) (reissue) (Orpheum) “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (27th wk)! Good
$6;000. Last, week, over .$5,000.
(3d wk), -Tee Palace” (WBV (3d
Cinema (Martina) (45Q; 70-$1.00)
wk*, $7.100.. Hollywood; “From
“Come Dance With Me” (Indie) (3d
the Terrace” (20th), “Operation
wki. Nice $2,000. Last week,; same.
Amsterdam”. (20th) (2d wk). $5,000;
Fox Wilshire, “Ocean’s 11” (WB),
“Ra*t Race” (Par* (2d Wk), $3,700. ■
Loyola with Iris. “Psycho” (Par)
(1st wk, Lovola; 5th wk, Iris), “Rat
Race" (Par) (Loyola) (1st wk),
$7,100.
.1
State, Pix (UATC-Prin) (2,404;
756; 90-S1.50'—“Beyond Time Barr
Tier” (AIK and “Date Withi Death” J
(Fav) (moveover).
Light $8,600.
Philadelphia. Sept. 20.
Last week, Pix with Downtown,
Holdovers . arp still strong. “It
Wiltern. “All. Young.; Men” (Col), Started in; Naples” is fast in its
“Eneniy General” (Col) list wk\ third round at the Goldman while
$27,000:
. ...
“Ben-Hur” continues trim for, a
Paniages.
Hillstreet.. Wiltern, 43rd frame at the Boyd. Lone new¬
Baldwin
iRKO-MetropolitahrSW-^ comer is “House of Usher,” big at
Elect) (2,815; 2.752; 2.344; 1,800; ■the.’. Stanton. “Quiet Flows the
90-$2);—“Angel Wore Red” (M-G' Don” is nice in a second -World
(Continued on page 23)
stanza:

‘Sky’Moderate $11,800,
Boff; ‘Carolina’ 7jG

Ph91y;D<»4G

Estimates for This Week
; Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-S1.80)—

(Par) (13th wk). Fine
K.C. Dips; ‘Cannibals’ Oke “Psycho”
$9,000. Last week, sarii ..
Boyd
(SW)
(i,5Q2; $i;40-$2.75)—
$7,580, Young Men' Fair “Beri-Hur” (M-G)
(43d wk). Trim
$16,000. Last week, $22,000.
5G, ‘Ocean’ Tall 71G, 4th Fox (Milgram) (2,000; 99-$1.80>«.

kansas City, Sept. 20.
Biz is dipping with the school-inlession season in full force.. New¬
comers! “All the Fine Young Can¬
nibals” at the Paramount and “All
the Young Men” at the Midland,
are moderately good.. Holdovers’
hold, the spotlight, with “Ocean’s
11” at the Roxy in fine; fettle and
“From the Terrace” strong at: the;
Plaza,. “Can-Can” at the Brookside is slacking off* as Is “Carry On
Niirse” at the FairWay,
Estimates for This Week
Brookside (NT) (800; $1.50-$2)—
“Can-Can” (20th) (14th wk). Oke
$2,000, holds. Last week, $2,300.
Capri. (Durwood) (1,260; $1.50$2.50)—^“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (34th wk).
Sturdy $11,000. Last week, $11,500.
Fairway (NT) (700; $1)—“Carry !
On Nurse” (Gov) (11th wk). Around
$1,500,' nearing end of
Last
week. $1,600.
Kimo (Dickinson); (504; 90-$1.25)
—“Cranes Are Flying” (WB): (3d
wk). Satisfactory $1,200. Last week,
$1,500.
Midland (Loew) (3,300; 75t$1)—
“All Young Men” (Col) and “Enemy:
General”
(Col). Fairish $5,000.
Last week, “AngeL Wore.: Red”
(M-G) and “Cage of Evil” (UA)
(2d wk). Light $4,000.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-$l)—
(Continued on page 23)

— “Hell to /Eternity” (A A) (4tlr
wk). Okay $9,000. Last week,

$to,ooo.
Goldman(Goldman) <1,200; 99$1.80)—“Started in Naples” (Par.)
(3d wk). Smart. $13,000. Last week,
$17,000,
Midtown (Goldman) (1.000; $2$2:75)—“Can-Can” (20th) (21st:wk);
Good $7 500 and holding. Last
week. $8,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 94$1,80)—“From Terrace” (20th) (6th
wk).. Weak $7,000. Last week,
$7,500.
Stanley, (SW) (2.500; 99-$l,80)—
“Oceans 11” (WB) (7th wk). Slick
$12,000. Last week, $15,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80)—
“House, of Usher” (AI). Big $16,000.
Last week. “Elmer . Gantry (UA;.
(7th wk), $9,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (483; 99 $ 1.80)
—‘‘Ritual of Love” (Indie) and
“Love Specialist” (Indie) (3d wk).
Lush $4,700, Last week, $5,000.
Trans-Lux T-L) (500; 99-$i.80>—
“Pollyanna” (BV) (11th virk). .Fair
$3,500. Last week,; $4,200.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.80)—
“Night Fighters” (UA) (2d wk).
Slow $5,500. Last week* $7,000.
World (R&B)-Pathe) (410; 99$1.80) — “Quiet. Flows the Don”.
(UA) (2d wk). Nice $4,000. Last
week, $5,000.

Broadway made a comeback
after being clobbered by Hurricane
Donna the previous week; Main
Stem operators described business
as “normal for : this time of year.”
The steady, light rain on Sunday
(18) proved to be an asset* since
it prevented the: usual out-of-door
activities still common for this
period of the season. Return of
vacationers also, provided a larger
potential audience.
The plus factors resulted in
some pix scoring better; tallies than
during the hurricane week. Other
entries hold their own, at least
equalling or coming near the pre¬
vious week’s take*
Loiie newcomer was 20th-Fox’s
“High Time” at the Warner Thea¬
tre; Despite the. mixed reviews in
the Saturday papers, pic looks to
tally a good $28,000 or near for the
premiere session ending Friday
(23). with teenagers providing the
bulk of the trade.
. Of the longrunners. “The Apart-,
ment” at the Astor, seems to hold
a sturdy pace. The 14th round’s
$21,000 topped the previous ses¬
sion’s $19,500. At the Plaza, where
pic is day-dating, it tallied solid
$10,000 for combined $31,000 for
the week.
“Let’s Make Love,”
duaUng at Paramount and TransLux 52d St, is strong $54,000 for
first follow-up session,, scoring
$36,000 on Broadway and $18,000
on the east side of town. “Started
iii Naples,” another double dater,
is seen racking up a fine $34,000,
with $22,000 at the Victoria and
$12,000 at the Murray Hill., The
Victoria take exceeded, the previ¬
ous frame’s $20.000., “All Yoiing
Men” is sturdy at the Forum with
$20,000 for third round,. topping
last week’s $19,000.
.. Many of the non-hardticket longrunners are reaching the end of
their engagements. “Song Without
End” is seeini winding up its sixthfinal week at the Radio City. Music
Hall today (Wed.) with a good
$127,000 or near. The final eight
days of “Strangers When We
Meet” ending today (Wed,) is ex¬
pected .to score- nice $14,000. The
sixth round of “Ocean’s 11” at the
Capitol finished last night (Tues.)
With a smooth $26,000.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City. Jnv.) (1,094; 75-$2.50)
:—“Apartment” (UA) (15th wk).
The 14th round finished last night
(Tues;) With nice $21,000 or near,
topping ; the
previous
session’s
$19,500. Continues for a few more
weeks.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; .$14$2.50)
■^“Oceans 1 i” (WB) (7th. wk). The
sixth round ended last night
(Tues.) with smooth $26,000 or
near after $33,000 for fifth week.
“Hell to Eternity” (AA) is sched¬
uled to follow, but no specific date
has been. set.
;
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; 90-$2.40)
—“Strangers When We Meet”
(Col)
(12th-final‘wk).
The last
eight days of 12th-finai round ehdr
ing today (Wed ) , is expected to
tally, a nice $14,000 Or near. ‘All
Fine Young. Cannibals"
(M-G)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.l.
DeMille (Reade) (1.658; 90-$2)—
“Psycho” (Par) (14th wk). This
stanza finishing today (Wed.) is.
seen hitting fair $9,400 Or near.
Last Week, $9,000.
“Spartacus”
(U > opens hardticket run on Oct. 6,
Palace (RKO) (1.642; 90-$2.50)—
“Portrait in Black” (U) (9th-final
wk): The eighth week finished last
night (Tues.) with fair $9,000 or
less - after $9,000 for previous
round. Continues Until Sunday
(25).
“Sunrise
at Caimpobello”
(Continued on page 23)

Estimates Are Net
Film gross, estimates as re-,
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous, key cities, are net; ’.
without usual tax, Distri’
utors share oh net take, when
playing percentage, hence th
estimated figures are net in¬
come*
The parenthetic admission
-prices,, however, as indicated,
include U. S. amusement tax.

(M Lags, But Tternity’ M $43,(
‘Flags’Lofty 32G; 'Opera Hot $7,400,
Vat’ Smooth $8,700, 'Gantry’ 17G, 5th
4

YonngMen’Wow $10,500,
Seattle; ‘Cannibals’ 4£G
Seattle, Sept. 20.
Holdovers are in the majority
with only three new entries, “All
the Young Men” at Coliseum; "All
the Young Cannibals” at the Music
Box and “Expresso Bongo” at
Orpheum. “Ben-Hur”. is showing
little signs of dipping from its
atoiit biz; “Psycho” is still big at
Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse
(Hamrick)
(739;
$1.50-$3)—‘Ben-Hur” (M-G). (33d
wk)- Good: $10,500. Last week,

$10,000,

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1.870;
$1-$1.50)—“All the Young Men”
(Col)-and “Enemy General” (Col).
Big $10,500. Last week, “One Foot
in Hell” (20th) and “Murder Inc.”
(26th), $5,700. .
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
(2,500; $1-$1.50) — “Let’s Make
Love” (20th) and “Young Jesse
James” (20th) (3d wk). Fair $5,000.
Last week, $6,100.
Musio Bor (Hamrick) .(850; $1$1.50)—“All the Fine Young Canni¬
bals” (M-G): Fair $4,560, Last week,
“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (8th wk),
$3,900.
,
Music Hill (Hamrick) (2.200; $1$1.50)—“Oceans 11” (WB) (5th wk).
Big $6,000. Last week, $6,600.
Orpheum (Hamrick) . (2,600; $1$1.50)—“Expresso Bongo” (Cont)
and “Cage of Evil” (UA). Slow
$4,500. Last week, “College Con¬
fidential” (U) and “4 Fast - Guns”
(U), $3,000.
Paramount (Fox-Evergreen)
(3,000; $1-$1.50)—“Psycho” (Par)
(4th wk): Great $14,000. Last week,
$17,200:

Cleveland. Sept. 20.
“All The Young Men”, is throw¬
ing the; most weight hero for new¬
comers, spelling smart biz for
Hippodrome
and
a . holdover.
State is doing poorly with “Angel
Wore Red.” “Crowded Sky” isn’t
hiding clouds for Palace but is
going nicely. “Ocean’s 11” stacks
up strongly at Allen on fourth
Week, as one of . house’s best grossers this season.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (SW) (Sl-$1.50)—“Ocean’s
11” (WB) (4th wk). Excellent $15.OOD after $19,000 and staying an¬
other week.
. Continental Art (Art Theatre
Guild) (950; $1.25) — “Holiday
Island”. (Indie). Good $2,600. Last
week, “Come Dance With Me’?
(Indie) (5th. wk), $1,500.
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(950; $1,25»—“Sons and Lovers”
,(20th> (3d wk). Surprisingly steady
and satisfying $4;000 after $5,OO0
last week. .
Hippodrome (Eastern. Hipp) (3,700; 50c-$l:25)—“All The Young
Men’’ (CoD. Whopping $20,000.
Last week! “House of Usher” (AI),
$15,000.
Ohio (Lock’s) (2.700; $l.-$2*75)—
“Ben-Htir” (M-G) (34th wk). Better
than okay at $7,800 after $7,000.
last week;
Palace (Silk & Helpern) (3,750;
$i-$1.50)—“Crowded Sky” (WB).
Pleasing $9,500, Last week, “Mur¬
der Inc.” (20th), $6,500.
State (Loew’s) (2,700; 85-$l,25)—
“Angel Wore Red” (M-GK Very
mild $8,000. Last week, ‘All The
Fine Young Cannibals” (M-G), $8,-

Chicago, Sept, 20.
The bloom is definitely off Loop
firstrims, but current round is
debuting some interesting product
that should enable overall respec¬
table collections. Oriental's “Un¬
der Ten Flags” preem is marching
to hep $32,000, and “Hell to Eter¬
nity” Bhould gamer a boff $43,000
opener at the State-Lake.
“Threepenny Opera” in World
initialer looks to pocket hotsy
$7,400, and Surf’s “Man in-Cocked
Hat” is figured for robust $8,700..
New Monroe bill, reissued “Duel
in Sun” and “Svengali,” is rated a
nice $6,000.
“Elmer Gantry’s” fifth Woods
stanza shapes fine, with “Strangers
When We Meet” pulling trim coin
in third holdover United Artists
lap. Roosevelt’s “All the Young
Men” is good in fifth week, while
“Ocean’s 11” is posting a stellar
sixth Chicago Theatre round.
“Started in Naples” is rated fine
in Esquire seventh, and “Jungle
Cat” looks good in Loop fifth.
Third frame of Carnegie’s “Street
of Sin” shapes fair.
Of hardticketed pix, “Can-Can"
notched an okay 22d Palace canto,
and “Ben-Hur” raced to a splashy
39th Todd Theatre stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1.50)—
“Street of Shame” (Indie) (3d wk).
Oke $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 00-$1.80)
—‘/Ocean’s II” (WB) (6th wk).
Fancy $24,500. Last week, $M,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1.350;
$1.25-$1.80)—“Started In Naples"
(Par) (7th wk>. Fine $8,000. Last,
week, near $9,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.80)—
“Jungle Cat” (BV) (5th wk). Good
$6,400. Last week, $8,300.
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)—
“Duel in Sun” (UA) (reissue) and
“Svengali” (M-G). Nice $6,000. Last
week.^Trapped in Tangiers” (20tli)
and “Young Jesse James” (20th)
(1st wk), $4,600.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.80)
—“Under Ten Flags” (Par). Bright
$32,000. Last week, “September
Storm” (20th) (2d wk), $15,000.
Palace (Indie) (1,434; $1.50-$3.50)
—“Can-Can” (20th) (22d wk). Fair
$15,500. Last week, $16,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.400; 90-$1.80)
—“All Young Men” (Col) (5th wk).
Good $12,500. Last week, $19,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80)—“Hell to- Eternity” (AA).
(Continued on page 23)

Young Men’Fat $15,080,
Del; ‘Rosemary’ Same,
‘Sexy’ Lukewarm 14G

Detroit, Sept. 20.
Fairly strong new product plug
stout holdovers add up to another
good downtown- grossing situation.
“Rosemary” looks fancy at fire Fox.
“All Young Men” shapes slick at
the Adams. “Fast and Sexy” is
lukewarm at the Broadway-Capitol.
Meanwhile. “Psycho” stays sock
in eighth week at the Palms.
“Ocean’s 11” looks hot in fifth week
at the Michigan. “Ben-Hur” shapes
solid in 31st week at the United
Artists. “Windjammefr” sails fast
in 26th session at the Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; $125$1.49) — “Rosemary” (Indie) and
“Virgin Island” (Indie). Good $15.000. Last week, “Let’s Make Love”
(20th) and “High Powered Rifle” '
(20th) $8,500 in third week
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,600; $1.25-$1.49> — “Ocean’s 11"
(WB) (5th wk). Great $18,000. Last
Week, $20,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1.25-$1.49)—
“Psycho” (Par) (8th wk). Mighty
$21,500. Last week, $24,000.
Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.50-$3>—
“Can-Can” (20th) (16th wk). Big
$10,000. Last week. $11,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3.500;
000.
-Stillman (Loew’s)
(2,700; $1- $1.25-$l.49)—^‘Fast and Sexy” (Col)
and
“Nights of Lucretia Borgia”
$1-50)—“Psycho” (Par) (7th wk).
Great $10,000 and holding, after (Col). Oke * $14,000. Last week;
$13,000 last week.
I
(Continued on page 23)
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More Yank Singers Work in Germany Mexico Denies Tint TV
Than U.S.; 100 Fulltime Opera Houses Away, Qaims Inventor
By HAZEL GUILD
Frankfurt, Sept. 13.
If you want to trill an aria for
your supper, you had better learn
to chirp it In German than In any
other lingo these days.
With 100 German-language full¬
time opera houses in Europe—
Germany <86>, Switzerland (7) and
Austria (7)—about 350 American
opera singers are employed full
season as singers in these three
countries—considerably more than
can find operatic work In the
States.
The Heidelberg City Opera re¬
cently did “Carmen" with four
Americans singing the leading
roles; wife of an American Army
colonel is employed as a singer
at the Cologne City Theatre, and
the Frankfurt Grosses Haus has
six fulltime American singers on
its payroll currently — baritone
Leonard Wolvoski, tenor Gerald
McKee, lyric soprano Sylvia Stall‘ man, basso Frederick Guthrie,
lyric tenor Gaesare Cruzi, and
lyric soprano Claire Watspn, They
are just a few of the- 110 Ameri¬
cans employed the year-round as
singers In German opera com¬
panies.
In Germany, there are about
5.000 opera singers regularly em¬
ployed as leads in the various
opera houses plus a chorus of
2d,000—pit that against the U.S..
where only about 500 singers can
work regularly, and you’ll see the
strong appeal of singing for your
German supper of bratwurst and
beer.
Part of the tremendous upswing !
of opera interest in Germany is1!
'
due to the country’s booming eco¬

Mexico City, Sept. 20.
Guillermo: Gonzalez Camarena,
Mexican television pioneer and in¬
ventor, has . publicly denied that
color transmissions will begin over
local facilities early next year.
This in: refutation of earlier re¬
ports which. alleged, that vcolor- in
Mexico wras just around the comer.
Color television in the republic
will not be possible, for the next
three or four years, Camarena said.
He stated that “inexact” reports of
Imminence of color may have been
based on his experiments present¬
ed at the 1959 NAB Convention in
Chicago..
In Chicago Camarena presented
a color, systei which could be cap¬
tured by ordinary black arid white
receivers, without any complicated
adaptation.
But Camarena said
that while this system has been
confirmed in principle, he needs
some years to perfect If. However,
he did admit the possibility of use
of color in spot commercials.

/VANITY'S* LONDON OFF 1C I
49 «♦. lainas'a ftrwt, FlccaSIlly

American Ballet in USSR
Somewhat contradictory reports from Moscow leave uncertain
just how the American Ballet theatre troupe of Lucia Chase
scored. On the opening night (Sept. 13) “Rodeo'’ was interpreted
as both “amusing** and “puzzling” the Russians.
However the sellout premiere perfoririance was apparently
respectable click on total points. Maria Tallchief and Erik Bruhn
in “Black Swan” were closer to the hallet buffs taste and under¬
stand.
Ballet Theatre will spend six wreeks in the USSR. The Moscow
house, the Stanislavsky, savv the American ambassador, the Soviet
Culture Minister arid Ulanova, retired queer! of the Bolshoi, pres¬
ent.
.
, . . ' .
There is marked curiosity among the Russian pros of ballet and.
the other performing arts to view the Visiting group,.__

worked at Flensburg and Regens¬
burg for a year each, and has just
signed, a two-year contract with
the Frankfurt City Opera.
Beaucoup Experience
“Where else In the world could
you get this kind of experience
today?” McKee notes. In his four
years here, , he’s sung 45 “Othellos,”
23 “Don Carlos,” 27 times in
“Carmen,” 14 each in “Samson
arid Delilah” and “Ariadne” and 12
“jfannhausers.” plus 38 perform¬
ances of “Fledermaus” and 38 of
"Tieffand.”
“You couldn’t duplicate that in
au lifetime of singing In the
States,” McKee. says.
An opera singer has to be seri¬
Scheherezade, La Tropicana pro¬
Amsterdam, Sept. 13.
ous—and
good—to
succeed
in
Amsterdam is off on a terrific vide floorshows and dancing.
Germany, and an American who
Le jazz hot and le beer cold "is
tourist kick, with promotions to
squeaks on the high notes, won’t
prove that It offers just as much the specialty of the nearby Lucky
get more than an audition today.
entertainment — highbrow or real, Star, where the young crowd hangs
The smaller German theatres pay
And vying for jthe late late
real lowT-—as any other European out.
their fulltime singers frorii 600 to
city. Aini of the costly cainpaign is late show crowd are three. clubs
£08 marks f$150 to $200) a month
to lure sonde of the loaded Ameri¬ that have special permits to stay
for working II months a year and
can tourists who generally tend to open until 4 a,m. (while the others
doing 70 to 100 performances. As a
stick to the Rome-Paris-London Casino, Blue Note arid Feihiri#
singer becomes better known, the
beat, to get the GI trade away keep the night owls goi
p&y goes up to as much as $500
from the favorite “leave” cities for
Most of the clubs now follow the
a;: performance for a guest, ap¬
American servicemen stationed in U. S. style of entry fee—about two
pearance—the same pay a fairly
Europe, Paris and Copenhagen, and bits to buy your way in—and
well-known singer could command
last but riot least, to urge home drinks are from 75c up, except for
fcr a rare appearance at the Met.
folks to forget that “we hate the the local Dutch gin which usually
Festivals in Europe pay even
Germans” because currently the goer for a quarter, a shot.
better—Salzburg,
Bayreuth
and
Germans represent the .travetingThe city’s loaded With revenues,
Vienna add to a singer’s stature,
est and richest European land.
too, and the tourist can go to the
apd bank account, tremendously.
Amsterdam Is p ointi n g out Jewish cabaret (many Jews escap¬
Good Agents
Rome, Sept. 20.
through its campaign, sloganed ing from Germany arid Austria
Germany has four, excellent,
Italian censorship authorities this “Get in touch with the Dutch,” settled here arid the Jewish variety
agencies, Balhauser in Munich,
that it has the rough, rowdy, lusty is excellent); the .students’ revue,
Pasch in Duesseldorf, Mohr in week denied a release permit to.
night life that’s just right for some which is extremely professional;
Frankfurt and Selo in Berlin, and the Titanus-Carlo Ponti producvisitors, while on .the other hand and the only . English-language re¬
a ; singer who would be ignored in
tion, “I Dold Inganni” fSweet De¬ it offers good, clean low-priced vue on the Continent, “Going .Mad¬
the States can be sure of getting
a hearing In Germany. Generally, ception*, directed by Alberto Lat- family fun, like trips through its ly Dutch,” produced by a young
nomic status, which ranks it as
tuada. Producers have entered an colorful canals, and a look at the American pair. Jack & Jill Lardis;
No. 1 In Europe. The thriving com¬ ar American is urged to “learn
National Museum Which houses arid the cluhs themselves provide
half a dozen arias, in German’* appeal.
munities are now supporting more
Rembrandt and many of the other many variety, shows often with
arid then study the lingo intensive¬
theatres than at any time since
Move Is felt a. prelude of In¬ greats.
American acts On tap.
ly
when
lie’s
pacted
by
a
coifithe end of World "War II, with an
creased
restrictions
in
local
censor¬
The Amsterdam Tourist Bureau
'Restaurants are just as interna¬
increase from about 50' fulltime pany. He can count on working 11
ship, arid is also the first drastic; (V.V.V. which stands for something tional as -the-, clubs." with the Indo'
|
riionths
a
year
under
most
conopera houses to the current 86.
Most of these houses
"ith the Germans' shortest one under the new Fanfani gov¬ completely unpronounceable, even Chinese 35-epur$e meal a-favorite,
in Dutch) has, hired a hep Ameri¬ and Swiss. Italian. Jewish, French,
established in cities that sup-1 ^0" ■» a 5n,a11 *°"n hke Hof. ernment and the Entertainment
can girl, foimeriy with an Ameri¬ German arid Yugoslav eateries plus
ported opera houses before tlie:™kere ‘ke °Pera
°n for Just Ministry of Albertd Folchi: Pre¬
can newspaper in Europe, Kay Hor- “American snack. bars’V that fea¬
war. Some are recent combine-j100 ,s* _
, *
*
vious Minister, Tupini, had warned
tions. Heidelberg and Ludwigs- i
r‘f. almostImpossible to get an of due restrictions iii a much-crit¬ kari*to head lip U. S. department ture runny malted riiilks and over¬
to lure the American press, arid done hariiburgers.
haien, for instance, have combined !^dlt,°" m «>• States, and here, icized speech not long before his
The raw green herring, sold foi*
their theatre and opera produc- j Is customary for a singei-or his replacement when the government thus the readers of their papers,
to find out that “Amsterdam is 5c each., at. the street venders*
tions. so that the same repertoire
'«'■** ?n.1Iop*ra1 ho“s? changed hands.
iriore fun and frolic than ever be¬ stands, is a sure cure for a hang¬
companies alternate in «ehtown j
„!? 1“
‘•Inganni,” which af one time was fore-.”
over, say the addicts. But it takes
town, and telling what his spe¬
and the cities have an enlarged
cialty is. The opera house confirms titled. “Nymphett.e,” is said to deal
It’s sending , its director, J..‘N.. a strong stomach to ffice up to the
budget.
with the first' amorous adventures Strijkers, to America in October to chuhks of raw.fisli. tpothpicked and .
the
date-^-and
the
singer
shows
up
Almost any town of over 10,000
of a sixtieener: Local pundit ascribes contact tourist agencies because, as dunked in chopped onions.
in West Germany now supports for his audition. Generally the
|’the censorship action to the recent most European countries have;
The Dutch are taught German
a theatre that offers ballet, opera, opera house pays at least one way
for his trip, and sometimes for the Venice hassle over the same pro¬ found, many U, S. agencies just arid English-''along with their own
plays and operetta, with financing
ducer’s “Rocco arid His Brohters,” don’t know enough about hotel and lingo, and are exceptionally... polite
full
trip.
Even
without
an
agent
to
from the city, from the state—and
negotiate, he gets the chance t'o: which sorne people claim lost the restaurant accommodations, special to visitors w-lio get lost in the con¬
active support from the people.
first prize. at the fest because of airline and rail package deals ,on fusion of 400 bridges and 50 cairaK
try out.
Sharp Contrast To U.S.
[ “It’s no longer so easy to get government disapproval of some the Continent.
The V.V.V., fi¬ Incidentally, so many autos fall
Contrast that (as the American
of its content. Titanus topper Gof- nanced by the town’s Chamber of into, the .wide-open, canals that the
hired
as
a
foreigner.”
McKee
singers have to) with the U.S., a
noted, “You have to be a little fredo Lombardo’s refusal of Venice Commerce, biggest advertisers, and city fire, brigade. Charges a flat $10
country three times as large as
prize
and
subsequent, fighting municipality, is kicking $125.^)00 fee for fishing;’em out:
■Germany, that fails to support the better than a German competing
words on behalf of his film are into the campaign^—a. high budget
Wide-Open Town
for the same opera house/*
Metropolitan Opera, that has some
j. In America it’s easier to study felt to have helped along the cen¬ for a. city tourist bureau in Europe
The girlie trade is. very Wides.-arce opportunities for young
sor’* hostility against “Inganni.”
open,
with
the streets near the.
for
the
opera—hut
in
Germany
it’s
—to let folks find out what a real
singers at the N.Y. City Center,
seaman’s quarters lined with-avail-Coproducer Carlo Ponti riieari; Dutch treat Amsterdam is.
that in other towns like San Fran¬ easier to wangle the actual job.
It's nearly Impossible for a singer While has. just seen his Frenchables.
and
the
more expensive vari¬
Offering (barrel, organs, bicycl¬
cisco or Chicago has an opera sea¬
to work at another job in Germany made “Le Petit Soldat” (The Little ists, raw herrings and even rawer ety are now following the Germanson of not more than two months,
and study at night, the Americans Soldier).nixed in tqto by the French night life, cheap but potent Dutch introduced mode of soliciting th
plus brief and often financial flop
agreed, and generally only Ger¬ authorities Arid can consequently, gin, Indonesian food and exotic business from luxury autos.
i^onera festivals in other towns. A
mans of the richer professional pending appeal, not even be shown girls who have drifted from all
Biggest lure for the American
/singer who has td sing for a living
trade is that today 95% of the
i can only afford to do it in Ger¬ families have the opportunity to in France. Another ItaIo-iria.de In ! over the world to this colorful sea¬
.firstclass
hotels, hav
rooms with
study
for
grand
opera,
since
those
trouble
with,
censor
is
“Una
Giorport, jazz cellars and even an
many, or in one of the other Ger¬
of the lower classes usually start riata Balorda” . (A . Strange Day”) American language variety revue, bath, and plans are ' underway to
man-lingo countries today.
working at the age of 14. So Amer- (Paul Graetz), directed by Maiird the town is busting its. seams with increase the. number of sleeping
A typical young American sing¬
(Continued on page 11)
accommodations frorrii the present
Bolognini. :
pride fit what it has to show.
er in Germany, Gerald McKee,
KLM, the .Royal Dutch Airlines, 0.200 to about 11.700.
from Kansas City, explained it this
Part of the city’s bid for interna¬
has cut in on the promotion with a
way: As a specialist in heavy Wag¬
special “two-day pass” deal for tional trade is. the next R.A.L
nerian roles, he managed to get an
about $32 that includes flight from building 400.000 square feet to be
audition with Kurt Adler, corps
Frankfurt to Amsterdam and back, finished next February for a grand
director in San Francisco, and re¬
overnight and breakfast, canal trip, opening with the International
ceived the word “You have a fine
five streetcar tickets around the Auto Exhibit. Arid another $60,voice—go somewhere and get some
000,000 is a—building eongiess
experience.”
city.
halls, shour rooms and other facili¬
Night Life Wild
It’s impossible to get the ex¬
ties—and inevitably, of course, a
perience in America, he explained,
Mexico Cify, Sept. 20.
The night life is really Wild, and
of certain unspecified. Mexican And
Hilton Hotel, is under .construction.
with the lack of interest in opera
*We will not permit Hollywood foreign, producers making "desper¬ Is slanted for every kind of budget;
The promotion is turning out re¬
ard the short music seasons, so producers to come here and film ate efforts” to obtain lifting of Lowest ori the price bracket and
sults:
While only 5.400 Airiericaris :
like many Americans he headed scenes inconvenient for our na¬ Film Bureau bans against certain really offbeat is the wide-open sea¬
came
to Amsterdam in the. dreary
foi Italy to study—and like most tion,” Film Bureau chief Jorge films:
man’s quarter, where pubs with
postwar year of 1946, 116,000 U. S.
Americans, was disappointed at Ferretis declared here last week.
titles
like
Cafe
Zanzibar,
Salon
Ferretis Icily added that he will
Visitors
sneezed
away . 251,000
the lack of opportunity there.
’His statement was in reply to com¬ not be. intirhida.ted, that he will Mexico, Cafe San Francisco are out
riights in the town last year.
“Only one foreigner in hundreds ments by producer Alfonso San¬ f of low the law to the letter, that for the international business.
One
warning
given
alL the Visi¬
gets started in Italy—against one chez Tello to the effect that recent “vicious criticism” of his policy
One of the most popular is
in every three who gets started in Mexican censorship moves are the in the foreign trade press will be dubbed with the name of the mid¬ tors, though—with a population of
900,000
arid
425,000
bicycles,
there
Germany.” McKee said. An un¬ reason for a slack in American ac¬ of no avail.
dle-aged femme who operates it, a.
are only tWO kinds of . Amsterdam
known singer is usually asked to tivity here.
Reports that Robert; j. Corkery, girl graduate of the Dutch navy
pedestrians—the
quick
and
the
contribute about 100.000 lire ($1501
Ferretis said that problem has MPEA v.p., had: intervened with named Bet van Bieren. Gimmick of
just to perform in an opera along always been present and now Mex¬ the Film Bureau, attempting to this joint is that any time a fellow dead.
with one big star—being informed ico has decided it will not tolerate ) corile to an arrangeriierit in regard can’t foot the bill, he leaves an
by the Italian agent that the producers Who “ignore our stand¬ to “severe censorship of scripts, of; article of his:apparel instead. And
Hawaiiahs Go ‘Psycho’
money will
go lor handbills, ards and regulations.” He added American films made in Mexico/’ the ceiling is richly hung with
Honolulu. Sept. 20.
posters and advertising that are that “just because a producer were deriied by Ferretis* He said socks, undershirts, neckties and
“Psycho-’ (Par) is hoffo in Hono¬
usually not provided. In two years’ turns hostile we are not going to that. Corkery has only initiated shirts. ’
lulu too. Alfred Hitchcock day-andstudy in Milan, McKee, for in¬ ease up and permit filming of de¬ talks with regard to the American
Americans tend to take their en¬ dated for two w?eeks at three Royal
stance, sang in only two profes¬ famatory material prejudicial to delegation which will attend this tertainment around the Rembrandt circuit theatres, including a driyesional performances.
Mexico.”
year's World Review of Film Fes¬ Square, looks like Christmas all i ..
Lined up with one of the good
Touching on the continuing cam¬ tivals, including Erie. Johnston yeair around, since the giant pop¬
Biz held up so well circuit
agents in Germany, he was hired) paign to force bis resignation, Fer- who has been present at two prior lar trees are strung with Christ¬ switched it into the Queen Theatre
for two years in Heidelberg, then retis branded this the maneuvers events.
mas tree lights, and clubs like for a holdover run.

See Stiffer Italo

Ponti Film’s Ban

Mexico Won t Tolerate Defamatory’
Sequences, Film Chief Warns Hwood

‘Get in Touch With the Dutch’New
Tourist Pitch; Amsterdam Very Hot

•VAmiTYT LONDON OPFICS
4« St.Jam»i'* Str»*t, Piccadilly
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MEX NO GUSTA MORE RIVALS
Dew Wave Prod/s Film on Algerian
London, Sept. 20.
^
Following; are the trading profits, including dividends arid inter¬
est, of the companies within the Rank group. Figures in parenthe^*
sis show the results for the previous year.
Rank Organization Ltd., $19,853,506 ($17,063,270). Free bonus
is$ue oif one “A” ordinary share for every 10 ordinary or “A”
ordinary shares held: Dividend 15% (10%);.
Gaumont British Ltd., $9,865302 ($8,787,248). Dividend 17V£%
(12^%).

Rank Television and General Trust Ltd , $2,262^162 ($2,044,064).
Dividend 2Vi% (12W%). "
Odeori Properties Ltd., $2,713,737 ($2,908,721).
Odeon Associated Theatres Ltd., $1,870,604 ($1,918,378).
Provincial Cinematograph Theatres Ltd., $3,742,466 ($1,278,505).
Dividend 87.5% (65%>.
General Theatre Corp. Ltd., $770,100 ($680,864): Dividerid 96.15%
(Nil)'.'- .
Rank Cintel Ltd., $2,929,234 ($2;986,054). Dividend 30% (30%).

As U.K. Attendance Continues to Drop
By HAROLD MYERS
London, Sept; 20.
Paid admissions; at picture thea¬
tres in the United Kingdom are
likely: to drop below 500,000.000.
in the current calendar -year and
‘ the floor is not in sight.” That is
the considered view of John Dayis,
. deputy chairman arid managing di¬
rector. of the Rank Organization,
which he expressed at a press con¬
ference introducing his group’s an¬
imal report.

undertook U S. distribution of key.
Rank product. No deals with other
U ;S. majors.. are .contemplated for
the time being.
Outside; tiie strictly .motion pic¬
ture operation^ the group is con¬
tinuing its diversification prograim,
though many of its recently
inaugurated ventures are still in
the development stage; The Com¬
pany’s. 37% Holding in Southern
TV has netted a. first dividend of
over $500300, and longterm invest¬
ments are being made in com¬
mercial radio and toli.-tv.
A further 10 bowlings alleys, are
expected to be launched during the
current financial . yeari and the
compariy anticipates opening about
20 altogether -within the next, two
or. three years. Profits of its 23
ballrooms and 21: dance studios are
“up to expectations” and as a
more, recent development, the;
group has entered the retail field
with a number of shops selling and
renting radio and television re¬
ceivers, refrigerators; and. other
domestic appliances.

During the last four years, the
Rank group has closed1 125 thea¬
tres, 19 in the last financial y.ear-^
and. said Davis, more shutterings
could he anticipated. The group is
now operating 457 - U.K. theatres
compared with 472 last , year and
494 in the previous year.
The Rank aide frankly admitted
that the decline in attendance was
particularly disappointing in view
of the favorable Conditions pertain¬
ing in', the current year. Business
during the sulnmer months. had
only been three, or four percent up
on the previous year: But whereas
this summer had . been cold and
wet, the previous year had been
fine and sunny. . «
Davis* Warning
/Harking back, to the rationaliza¬
tion plan which the group put into
effect two. or three years’ back,
Davis said that but for that course,
of action, the trading result would
London, Sept. 20.
have been much less, satisfactory. : Next month’s,
meeting, between
He emphasized,, however, that un¬ the British arid Italian.
film indus¬
less the decline
admissions was
tries
has
been
switched
from Rome
ai rested, the benefit of the aboli¬ to Milan, as ANICA reps
will be
tion of admission tax would be ex¬ attending the biannual trade fair
hausted within 12 months. A profit in that city: The sessions, expected
breakdown shows that exhibition to. last: for about two days, are
in the U.K: earned for the group aimed at negotiating a new Anglo$3,361,606 and exhibition overseas Italian agreement, to replace the
earned a. further $1,288,060.
existing pact which expires at the
The report also reveals that the end of October.
uripany made a profit of $607,600
The new agreement, like the
on production and .distribution
one now coming to the end of Its
against a loss of $2,450300 the Span,
is expected to run fw* four¬
previous year. Report notes that in teen months,
and successive pacts
view: of the continued- decline .in Will then run for the calendar
attendances throughout the world, year.
fewer films were, being produced
Britain will be repped by the
by the group but these had a wider toppers of the Federation of Brit¬
International appeal, and 63% of ish Film Makers and the British
the company’s film revenue came Film Producers Assn.
frbm overseas markets.
It is known that. Britain will de¬
In the last financial year,, the mand more visas: than the 21
Rank group was associated with# granted, under Clause 2 of the
nine fully financed films plus a existing pact, notwithstanding the
further 18 in which part of the fact., that Clause 1 provides for a
financing was offered. Davis ridded reciprocity . /.arrangement which
ac his press conference, that pro-; about doubles , the. total. It Is felt
Auctionwould remain at about the that there are at least 50 British
same level. The Rank group is also; pix annually which would justify
continuing to. be active in the. Vidv export to Italy, and could stand
pic; field. Following “Interpol. the strain of the $3,000 dubbing
Calling,” it had just completed a license fee imposed under Clause 2.
pilot of;-‘Ghost Squad.” Other pro¬
jects also are Ori the slate.
' U.S. Still Untapped
Joint Robinlnt’l
Although conceding that sub¬
' London, Sept, 2(1.
stantial sums had been paid and
Two board appointments have
were accruing as : a result of dis¬ been made, by the Robin Inter¬
tribution deals in the U.S; the re¬ national group in London, Sir
port contains this comment ori the David Ciinynghame, for . years, as¬
U?S. market. “Unfortunately in re¬ sociated with the. late Sir Alex¬
lation to the potential of the mar¬ ander Korda, has been , made a di¬
ket, we Still have a long way to go rector of R. I. Films Ltd., Cine¬
before we are able to express real rama Distributors (London) LtiL,
satisfaction.”
and Cinerama Exhibitors (London)
Davis, in elaborating this sec¬ Ltd.'
tion of the report, Confirmed that
G. H. Pirie has joined/the board
there would be a continuation of of Robin International .(London)
the deal made last year with 20th- Ltd;, and the distributing and exFox. whereby, the Holly wood major - hibitiqg companies.:

♦
By EMIL ZUBRYN

Mexico City, Sept. 20.
Oft-mentioned, seldom-known
fledgling; Puerto Rican film indus¬
try is interested in doing a copro¬
duction with Mexico. Damian
Rosas, Sari Juan advertising exec¬
utive, is currently talking With
Ramon-Pereda about doing a mus¬
ical type, film, financed chiefly
with Puerto. .Rican capital, and
using Mexican arid Puerto Rican
talent.
Rosas has talked., to National
Assn, of Actors, indicating an in¬
terest ! to sign; up Maria Antonieta Pons and Dagoberto Rod¬
riguez as leads. He has also talked
with union representatives to hire
i technical personnel and produc¬
tion-crew.
While information about script
is vague, plan is to shoot picture
in Mexico and Puerto Rico. .
Industry circles here look With
mixed feelings on entry of Puerto
Rico into ranks of production.
Generally it is felt that', there is
far too much activity in the Span¬
iel language field as it is.
Apart from Puerto Rico, which
Kris, made two films so far, there
are the plans to. build up an indus¬
try in Cuba, with this added to
Mexican, Argentine and Spanish;
production. On a lesser scale there
is Venezuelan and Colombian pro¬
duction, and . persistent rumors
have it that a inovie industry will
come into being in Central Amer¬
ica. This latter, to be a collabora¬
tive arrangement involving most
of the Central American; republics.
All this activity Is making cornpetition very keen rind local pro¬
ducers, beset by censorship, higher
production' posts and union prob¬
lems, are not too happy about
these developments;

Paris, Sept 20.

film censorship inci¬
BRrnSH UNIONS VOTE dentTheoLfirst
the season Is a decision by
the* Commission De Control, tho
TO HELP SHOW BIZ governmental org, not to allow
London, Sept. 20.
A motion that Britain’s labor un¬
ions ought to participate, mors ac¬
tively in “the direct promotion and
encouragement of plays, films, mu¬
sic, literature, and other forms of
expression” and urging a probe .to
secure same was carried last week
at the Trades Union Congress
meeting at Douglas, Isle of Man.
TUC is the annual big affair of
the unions here.
Ralph Bond, of the Assn of Cine¬
matograph, Television arid Allied
Technicians moved the resolution.
Replying to a point raised in de¬
bate, Bbrid said . that at this stage
rio mpney was being sought from
the union movement but an exam¬
ination of new ideas and “a whole
new approach to the cultural posi¬
tion.”

either local or foreign showing of
“waver” Jean-Luc Godard’s new
pic, “Le Petit Soldat.”
Minister of Information Louis
Terrenoire, in approving the CDC’s
ban, said, the nix was justified be¬
cause parts of the film showed the
French position in Algeria as
“lacking any ideal while the cause
of rebellion was exalted.” He also
took exception to prolonged scenes
of torture.
Godard also made “Breathless,**
with Jean Scberg, about a young
American girl's affair with a petty
French hoodlum. It was forbidden
for those under 18, but emerged a
hit and won fest kudos in Berlin.
Irvin Shapiro’s Films-Avound-TheWorld has it for the U.S.
Swiss Locale
Godard’s neW film is about a
Parifistic Frenchman who goes to
Switzerland where he gets mixed
up with reps of the Algerian rebel
group, '-'the FLN, and counter
French groups probably repping
Algerian French people and acting
unofficially. Latter group wants
him to kill a reporter detrimental
to their cause. But he refuses, and
is later picked up and tortured by
the FLN..
Complicating the matter is that
the pic is a French-Swiss copro¬
duction. Godard made tho film
there with a local company with
French coproduction undertaken
by Georges De Beauregard. Actu¬
ally the film could be sold abroad
on its Swiss side arid only forbid¬
den in France and French terri¬
tories. But the local producer could
possibly get his license suspended,
though this looks remote.
Godard maintains that in spit#
of the subject his pic is an adven¬
ture opus like a western or resist¬
ance film. But he wanted to talk of
actual aspects and fights between
the FLN and counter-terrorists
which are everyday fodder in the
newspapers.
Censorship’s Effect
He says he primarily desired to
make a pic on brainwashing and
how a man is made to do some¬
thing he does not want to do. He
points out that growing censorship
in all spheres of expression have
young directors too conscious of it
and thus avoid vital issues.
Godard thinks censorship is get¬
ting somewhat out of band in
France and must be faced up to.
He does not feel that films are
losing out to video as an Informa¬
tion force and that censors treat
film-goers as idiots at times by not
allowing them to see on the screen
what they can easily read about.
Producer De Beauregard has
told the trade press here that he
thinks the political aspects* of
Godard’s film are Imposed, by’tiie
actuality-of life today, and it only
has the objective of the search for
liberty, a favorite film theme for
15 years.
Last year at this time a skedded.
preem of Roger Vadim’s “Les Liaisions Dangereuses 1960” was called
off while bluependllera saw the
pic. It was finally allowed local
distrib but not export. This slick
tale of an immoral couple who get
their comeuppance, turned out to
be the top grosser of the year.

Paris, Sept. 20.
According to Centre Du Cinema
statistics, filmgoing for the first
part of I960 was 4.1% under 1959
and 5.2% under the second semes¬
ter of ’59. A stopgap price hike
has raised receipts 3%, but this
is an artificial stimulant at best
and it has reached its peak.
Yet there is a glimmer of hope
In these figures since filmgoing is
falling at a lesser rate than pre¬
viously. But the big problem here
is still getting people past the
turnstiles.
The attendance recession led to
the loss of 41300.000 spectators
between 1957 and 1956, 19.000,000
; Continae4 from page 10
between *58 and ’59, arid the boxoffice will probably lose 18,000,ica produces more trained singers 000 this year. That means 78,000,~with no jobs available at home. 000 people who have stopped going
Many of the Americans singing, to pix since ”5?. which is an alarm¬
in Germany hope eventually to go ing symptom.
to the Staten for “that big part”
It is felt -that immediate govern¬
at the Met—until they become ments tax relief is needed to
highly successful in Germany. shore up the situation until a
When they’re earning $500 for a sounder attendance average is
German performance, they can’t achieved or even approached.
afford to return to the States for
CNC also listed film preference
one shot at a top role.
with French entries taking 50%
Housing and Food
of the total for the second part
Housing and food are consider¬ of I960,. Yank pix had 29:8%. Brit¬
ably cheaper in Germany, arid a ish 6.05%, West German 4.92%,
singer who’s earning $150 monthly Italian 4.18%, Russians .82% and
can get by much more comfortably others 3.3%.
than he. could
double that
French films got 52.23% of the
dough back -home. Plus which, total gross and the Americans
some of the smaller , cities’ opera : 28.66%.. The Paris, region was still
houses offer apartments along with the inost important b.o. center fol¬
the job. The biggest and most lowed by the keys of Bordeaux.
favored opera, houses, like Munich, Lille,* Lyon, Marseille, Nancy arid
Hamburg,: Berlin,. Frankfurt and Strasbourg.
•-_______i—
Duesseldorf, offer better salaries
and considerable prestige to their
singers.
Most fantastic prestige, the sing¬
ers agree, is a good, role at the
Wagner Festival
Bayreuth.
“Even if you get a bad criticism,”
Mexico City. Sept. 13.
one commented, “you’re sure to | The Film Bank turned over
get a few good years’, salary some¬ $1,120,000 to minority sharehold¬
where else after that.”
i ers of Churubusco Studio, headed
Big difference in the opera tn by general manager Cesar Santos
Germany arid that in the States Galindo, last week. This'makes the
is that it’s supported by the people studio property, largest in Mexico,
here. “It’s part of their education with, 12 sound stages, now 100%.
to learn to love the theatre. A federally owned. Federico . Heuer,
person with, culture learns to sit president of the Film Bank, is
still in a performance and not head of the new Churubusco
fidget,” one American singer ex¬ board, which also ; Includes Ed¬
plained.. Tickets generally range uardo Garduno, former Film. Bank
REOPEN NORTH PARK, RUFF
from 50c to $2.50 or $3.50 tops; a head and now Assistant Secretary
Buffalo, Sept 20.
price that everyone can afford ;to of the Treasury. . Cesar Santos
North Park Theatre, which has
pay, and in Germany, it’s custom¬ Galindo, also a board member,
ary for everyone to visit the opera. remains on as nominal manager been dark since relinquished by
Special performances are arranged of studios: Other board members Loew’s two years ago, will be re¬
for children, of such light operas include Julian Diaz Arias, Assis¬ opened October 1 by Louis Levich,
as “Hansel and Gretel” and “Zar tant Secretary of Industry and former manager of Schine’s Gra¬
and Zlmmehnan,” and there are Commerce; Carlos Quintana, Jose nada here. North Park, one of the
also as many as 40Christmas and Saenz Arrdyo. Daniel J. Bello; With oldest nabes in the Buffalo area,
New Year’s matinees for the chil¬ latter a Bank of Mexico director. was flagship of the Shea-Par string
dren, of. bright operettas, that in¬
Significant fact about the new of community houses for many
duce the children to learn to know board is that most members are years.
and enjoy the music.
also on the board of the Film
Proposed policy of new manage¬
For an American opera singer, Bank. Comment in the industry is ment reported to be art i|etsu$s
Germany Is the last refuge to ex-: that the government got the studio and weekend programs judged
ercise a well-trained voice; and get installations for a song—a total suitable for child viewers by
paid for it.
I cash layout of $3300,000.
I church authorities.

Yanks in Rweh

Ctarahaseo Studio Now
100/jJMex Govt.-Owied
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Hollywood Production Pulse
(Shooting In N Y.)
. JProd.—George Justin •.
Diri—Jack. Gar/eiri :
CarrolL Baker. Ralph Meeker,: Mildred
Dlmriock, Charles Watts
Starts, This Year -.... *..... 4
(Started July 25)
This Date, Last Year,....;. .6
''WEST SIDE STORY" .
.(Mirisch Picts.rSeven Arts for UA)
Prod.—-Robert Wise .
■ Diri—Robert Wise, Jerome Robbln*
Natalie Wood. -Richard Beymer, Bun
: Tariiblyn, Rita AloreriOi George Chakirjs '
(Started Aug. 8)
Starts, This Year. . . . .... -5
"THE HOODLUM PRIEST"
This Date; Last Year .... . 3
<RIui:rav-Wood' Pfod, for UA)
(Shooting, iii-St: .Louis) '
Prods.—Don Murray;
Wood . .
"master: of the world" .
■ Dir>—fvvin Kevshrier .
(Anru'iican. International. Piets.) .
.Don Murray, .Larry Gates. Cindl Wood,
Prod.—James H.' .Nicholson '
Logan ' Rainsey, ..Keir Dullea, Don
Exec. Prod.—J a mu el Z.Arkoff
Joslyn
Djr.^-William VViiuey
(Started
..
..
Vincent. Price, Chai-Irs Bronson,: Henry
Hull, l Mary Webster, David Frank- "FOLLOW THAT .MAN"
hanv. V-it’Lo SebOi. Wally Campo. tEpiney - Prods, for UA)
(Shooting in London)
. Richmond Harrison
Prod.^—Charles Leeds
(Started Sept. 9/
Dir—Jerome Epstein
Sydney-Chaplin, Dawn. Addams
(Started Aug.

ALLIED ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

Starts, This Year...,...... TO.
This Date- Last Year . ...-. .20
"THE CONS OF NAVARONE"
(Highroad, Prods.)
(Shooting in London)
Prod.—Carl Foreni.jn
■Assoc. Prods.^-Ceril Ford, Leon Becker
Dir.—J.- Lee Thompson
Gregory Peck,. David. Niven,. Anthony
Quinn.
Stanley
Baker,
Ahthony
Qu'iyle, James .D rren. Gia ■ Scala.
Irene Pappas. Aloert T.ieven; Walter
Gotell, Percy Herbert. Alan .Ciuhb.ertson, Mictnel Trubshaw, James
' Robertson. Justice
(Started Feb. S'.
"•MYSTERIOUS ISLAND"
(American Film Prods;)
(Shooting in' Spain)
Pro.-HCharies- H. §ohneer "
Dir.—Cyril Endfield
Michael Craig; Joan Greenwood. Michael
. Callan,. Gary Merrill, Beth RoRanV
Herbert Lojm. Dan. Jackson, .Percy
Herbert; Nigel Green
(Started June 20),
"A RAISIN IN THE
(Shooting in Chicago).
Prods.—David Susskind,
Dir.—Daniel Petrie;.
Sidney Poitiej-; CJaiidla . McNeil; Ruby
Dee, Diana Sands Ivan. Dixon. Louis
• Gossett. John Fiedler. Stephen Perry.
. Joel. Fluellen. Roy Glenu
(Started. July 6)
"THE GREENAGE SUMMER"
(P.K.L: Piets.)
(Shooting, in France) .
'Prod.—.Victor Sev:lle
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert.
Kenneth
Moore.
Dani
,
Susannah Yorke
tar ted Ailg. 29)

WTALT DISNEY
2
5

♦'PETTICOATS AND BLUE) BANS".
Prod;—Walt - Disney
'
Assoc, Prod.—C.—nge Golltzin
. I)ir.—David, Swift ■
Haylif.v Mills.Maureen O’Hara. Brian
Keith, Joanna Barnes/Uria Merkel:
(Started-/July .191

METRO
Starts, this Year .. ...; ....5
This Date, Last Year.... ...14
"RIND OF FIRE"
(Andrew A Virginia St
(Shooting., in .Oregon) .... .
Prg.-Dir.—Andrew Stone
David Janssen.- Joyce Taylor, Frank
. Gorshin. Jimmy Johnson. Joel Marston. (Started Sept. 7)
;

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year . • ...T T
this Date, Last Year........9
"THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR"
- (Periberg-Seatnn Prods.)
..(Shooting.-in Hamburg. Ger
Prod:—W.i.l 1 iam PerIberg
D;r.—George Seaton .
William • Holden. Lilli
Griffith
(Started. June 7)

Hugh

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year.. / __.16
This Date, Last Year. ±...... .16
"SANCTUARY".
(Datryl F. Zahuck Prod.)
Prod.—Richard Zanui-k
Dir.—Tony Richardson
Lee ’ Rcmick. Yves Montand.
,
Bradford DiUrnaii, Beta Shaw
(Started July 28)
•(FLAMING STAR"
Prod.— Davii We.isbart
Dir^Doa' Siegel
Elvis Presley.- Dolores Del
in. Steve
Forrest,. John-. Mc^ntire.
Rudolph
Acosta. -Barbara. S.ecle, Douglas DickAnil Seimour; Rirlvrd JatckeL Tom
Reese,-Carl -Swenson
(Started Aug. IB.)
"MISTY"
, Prod.—Robert Ridnitz
Dir.—-James B. (’lark
David Ladd..' rtliur
Anne
Seymour
(Started Aug. 22)'

UNITED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year .....__16
This Date, Last Year...... .TO
"THE MISFITS"
(Seven Arts for UA)
(Shooting at. Reno) .
Pfod.—Frank E. Taylor
Dir.—John Huston
Clark .Gable, /Marilyn Monroe.. Mont¬
gomery Clift, Thelma Ritter. Eli Wallack, Kevin McCarthy. Estell. Win-'
wood, James Barton
(Started July 1B>
••SOMETHING WILD"
(Prometheus Prods; for UA)

U

Importers, Unaided By MPAA, Project
Challenge of Atlanta % City Censor

Independent Film Importers 6k
Distributors of America expects to
decide within the next two weeks
on exact procedure it will follow
in its fight against the Atlanta
censor board. Playing an impor¬
tant part in that decision will ba
Minneapolis, Sept. 20.
All of 11 of the local neighbor¬
j attorney Morris Abraiji, of the At¬
lanta law firm of Heyman, Abram
hood subsequent-run in the earliest
Charlotte* N.G., Sept 20,.
clearance
slot, . 28 days,
have;
1 & Young which has been retained
City Recorder’s Court Judge
grabbed "Psycho” (Par) and are
i by 1FIDA to push the long-delayed
Howard Arbuckle acquitted a the¬
playing it day. and date for a minif fight.
atre operator of:. a charge of vio¬
miinv IT days/
lating the. state’s obscenity law by j 'I FID A reportedly has earmarked
Picture departed. from its loop
showing a film about a nudist approximately $7,500 for the At¬
five-week firstrun here still doing
lanta seige, with a little more than
colony.
smash business. It broke local fivea‘ third of that amount already
Thus, ChaHotte’s first effort at
week boxoffice records.pictures
censorship in ' pledged by group’s members on
Figured . originally to play only motion
; an equal-share basis. Because of
many
years
failed.
two
weeks firstrun downtown;
I this, group now feels confident
The trial of Robert Schrader, i that it will be able to carpr on
“Psycho” was supposed to go . into
the neighborhood houses Labor operator of the Visulite Theatre, ! against the Atlanta board without
Day week, but this, had to be resulted from the outcry from ; the assistance of the Motion Pic¬
changed when it proved: a b.o, soriie organizations arid citizens ture Assn, of America.
Starts, This Year . y......... .10. blockbuster downtown; However, about the pic, “For Members
It’s no senret tthat IFIDA execs
these subsequent-run theatres, are Only,” a British, film which shows
This Dale, Last Year.. **. :S
feel the. MIPAA is shirking its
getting it 21. days after it finished scenes, within a . nudist colony. It
■ responsibilities in not joining th»
its downtown run, but still a fort¬ had played for two , weeks before
"THE SECRET WAYS".
■ Atlanta action, since board has
night later than,anticipated.
the charges were brought! Judge
(Heath Prod.)
turned down at least two pictures
(Shooting in Vienna)
Arbuckle beard the . case' without
which had received Production
Prodl—Richcrd Wi
a
jury.
_
Assoc. Prod—Eu?ri
Code Administration seals of ap¬
Drr.-^Phil Karlson
Hariy Golden, best-selling au¬ proval
Richard W'idmark. Sonja Tiielmann,. Wal¬
thor and editor* Jn testifying for
ler- Rillai,. Charles . Regiiier/ Howard
Up for decision now is the man¬
V'erhon..
Senta
Berger,
Helniuth
the defense asserted:..
ner in which IFIDA will press its
Continued from paga X ssas
. Janatsch
(Started Aug. 1)
“The principle /involved in this fight. Group could “open cold” on*
'writer set; arid other simple things- case is more , important than the of the pix banned by the board,
"THE ITH MAN"
Prod.—Sy Bartlett
W'hich will permit the journalistic picture, it is more important than arid proceed to appeal the action
Dir.—Delbert Mann
. Tony Curtis; Janies Franciscus,
irlam gents to. get on. with their Work Robert Schrader.*-,
when police authorities step In.
Colon,
Gregory .Walcott..
Vivian rather than interview .themselves
. Nathan, Bruce Berinelt, Paul Cbmi
Golden declared that he had It’s felt by some execs that a film
on how badly they’ve been Isolated,
(Started. Aug. 15)
sucli
as “Room at The Top,” which
seen the film and ^ The testimony I
treated and mistreated.
"COME SEPTEMBER'/
heard, here from, the prosecution’s j won an Oscar for star Simone Sig(Seven Picts.-UI Prod.)
The
current
worry
Is.
Japan,
a
I
noret,
would be a good choic*
(Shooting in Italy)
witnesses were the only obsceni¬
Prod.'—Robert Arthur.
nation notoriously Adept at copy- ties I have seen in connection with 'for this type of procedure, since
* Dii-:^—Robert Mulligan ...
irig
in
detail.
The
Nippon
Olympic
'
pic
has
already received critical as
Rock Hudson. Gina Lollohriglda, Sandra
this picture . .
.Dee; Bobby Darin. Walter ’■Slezak, comriiittee w;as In
with doublewell as b.o. acclaim in other parts
Mrs. Henry Swanzey. testified
Michael. Eden; Ronald Howard
thick
camera
lenses
and
spectacles
of
the
country.
“Room,” howeyer,
(Started Sept. 7) /
Vtaking photos and Doles ail .over for the prosecutian that “I was re¬ does not have a PCA seal, though
the place. While Japan is a :mu.ch pulsed”. by the movie which the it got a B (objectionable in part
inpre press-minded nation, and will, Charlotte Women’s (Club had. asked for all) rating from the Legion of
be Orientally conscious of “face” her to view. But her daughter, Mrs. Decency (instead of being con¬
Starts, This Year... ...,.. .9
Charlene Swanzey Whisnant, a
This Date, Last Year... ... .9 before the world in 1964 in Tokyo, housewife and teacher, testified demned).
there is a hope arnong the hun¬
Another procedure would be to
dreds of newshawks that the Land for /the defense that, the movie appeal the banning of a pic which'
educational.”
of the .Bising Sun will emulate “was honest
has both PCA seal and a high LOD
more., of
neighbor... Australia’s . Theatre operator Schrader, put rating.
“Case of Dr. Laurent,”
the film -in question back on . the which, was “separately classified**
tactics than those .of Rome.
Starts, This Year.... . .; .35;
Japan's NHK-TV deal with 20 screen last Week.
by the Legion, has a PCA seal.
This Date, Last Year....i.42 hours of the Rome games has : “He got a’ thousand dollars, worth
another" four-year-off implication in of publicity out of this,” comment¬
"KING. OF KiNGS". -that Italy, after all those Olympic ed a police sergeant after the ac¬
(Samuel Bronstuii Prods.)
(Shooting in Spain)
subjection, believes it will be. hot quittal in City Recorder's Court
Prod.—iSamuel Brbniton
news at the next quadrennial
Friday.. But there were many
-Dir.—Nicholas Ray ,.
Continued from page 4 aiaa
. Jeff Hunter, Robert Ryan, ;Siobhan Ding, too. For NHK’s 20 hours. empty seats, in the Visiilite Theatre
McKenna.
Viveca:
Lindfors. . Rita Italy jgot the rights 16; a reciprocal that night, about: 150 people at¬ eluding Reisini, Paul A. Porter,
Gam, Caimen Seville. Jocelyn Brando, consideration for the Jap staging
tending.
John H. Hartley. Wentworth D.
Harry Guardino. .Rip Torn; Frank
of the Olympics In 1964.
Thring, Roh Rjindell
.. The charge was one of the few Fling, and Marshall A. Jacobs. Por¬
(Started May D
If Gil Stratton and Bud Palmer
brought since the 195? State Legis¬ ter, former chairman of the Fe t
"ATLAS" '
are in the act again. fOr CBS-TV;
(Shooting, in Greece)
lature. passed : a law against pur*- eral Communications Commission,
former will at.least have somebody
Prod.—Roger Coin)an
is a member of the Washington
veyirig obscenity.
Diri—Roger Cornian.
•his Dwh size to.fight with in Japan!:
law firm of Arnold, Fostas & Por¬
.Michael. Forrest;
Barbour*
Morris.
Recorder’s Court Judge Arbuckle
Frank Wonlf. Shirley -Falla, .Walter He couldn’t \vave his arms high
ter. He is a new nominee, replac¬
attended
a
special
showing
of
the;
. Maslo w. Simon /Oakland
•enough or fast enough to. buting
L. Byron Cherry, former exec
, (Started Al>g. 17). •.
gesture'. .the Italian: cops when he film during a court recess, along v.p., who resigned as a director on
had to run. but palmer’s full with other interested parties.
Oct. 10, 1959.
basketball altitude let him. Wralk
The judge said he had to base
Reeves Detached
over most of the brawn and his decision 6n how the; average
. Hazard Reeves, who founded the
bureaucracy in; Rome as if he Charlotte citizen, would, react ‘to company and was its longtime pres¬
couldn’t see; them. Palmer, in such a film.
.Continued from page )
ident, appears to have severed all
Japan, will be in a couhtry where
ties with the firm to devote full
the best features In the national most people can just about see in
time to his Reeves Soundcraft
agreements made by each country. ! his pants pocket.
Corp.
On May 20, 1960, Reeves
On
Angio.-French coproduction, I
With all the carping about Roir.e
Soundcraft sold Reisini, 350,000
for
example,
technicians
and —and there, was considerable—the
shares of Cinerama Inc. at $4 a
craftsmen would be ^aid on the general, experience of the incomers
S Continued from page 5
share. The closing price on the
British scale if that were the high¬ was - pleasant. They saw enough
American Stock Exchange on tlie
est of the t\y.o,. or vvpuld work gold niedals won! jia’d- enough f tronage. For them- It’s just a mat¬
date. of the purchase was $3,625.
French hours if that were the low¬ drama and: surprises, and saw and ter of time before permanent shut¬
Prior to the sale. Reeves Sound¬
tering,” .
est of the; two.
heard the “Star Spangled Banner”
craft owned 453,441,shares. The
In
all
this
connection
and
as
part
It is this insistence on the high¬ become No. 1 bn the rnain stadium
purchase agreement provided for a
of the unfortunate predicament in
est ebmmon factor operating, at .all hit parade..
down payment of $300,000 and for
times that lias the continental film:-;
In addition to that, they
a 'which the sriiall-town. exhibitor j the balance of the purchase price
makers, worried. They fear that if ftiob. of .scalpers get stuck., with finds himself is the tying up of ! of $1,400,000 to be paid in lcstall;
the
“important”
pictures
in
area
their own studio W'orkers get the tickets! which were going at. 25-50ir?
! ments over a period of three years,
taste of higher pay;and or shorter off. bn -‘day of” (every day but tie. /exclusive firstrtms in the large i The shares were sold to Reisini
hours, .they may .not be content to opening ceremony). To- the sports cities or as insufficiency in the | subject to the terms and conditions
resume on the basis of. their earlier faithful who often sbe it th'e other j number of prints. As a . result, i of a loan agreement between
agreenients and Would. agitate for’ way, this *was a sweet kicker too. Burke p|oints out, the “iriiportant” I Soundcraft and the Prudential In¬
j pictures for the most part don’t
improved conditiqnsr.The ' argu¬
Philatelists
surance Co. By terms of the loan
ment has particular validity, as in
The philatelists had a field day' ■ becohve available for the small j.agreement, the shares of stock
most
cases, British, technicians
Italy’s government put out towns until they’re so old that {Were pledged with Prudential as.
enjoy better terms- than . most of; nine stamps- (total value, $1V and they’ve lost much of. tlieir prestige ' security for repayment of a loan
the European .unions:
the historical, as well as . the presr value and mean considerably ! less ; due from Soundcraft. A modificaWhile the British Film Pro¬ erit is on their facings. The 15 to. the boxpffice.”
! tion of the loan agreement on May
Of course, concedes: Burke, it’s ! 9, 1960, saw Prudential agree to re¬
ducers Assn, and the Federation of licensed, stamp dealers in Rome
British. Filin Makers; are desperate¬ Who. specialize in. commemoratives a: question whether divorcement’s lease the shares of stock required
ly trying to. save the sitiiati
the have been doing a heavy business abolition would find film, com¬ to be delivered under Reisini’s deal
unions are concentrating on win¬ selling sets at around $1.25. These panies wishing to get back into the upon receipt of 20% of the pro¬
ning -the support of their European go into , the cancellation, machines business’ exhibiting end . again puL ceeds of each payment received by
colleagues.
Recently; a British at the stadium (25) and pick up side the principay metropolises Soundcraft.
Until delivery to
labor delegation visited Rome, for additional allure for the collectors under the changed conditions whieh Reisini under his purchase deal,
confabs with the Italian unions, with that imprint. The most used j exjst today. But if they did, he be¬ the certificate for the shares are
and towards the end of the month jstamp probably was the 35-lira lieves, it would rnean greater Holly¬ to be held by Prudential. Reisini’s
are going to Paris to talk the mat- version of “The Discus. Thrower” wood production and more of a agreement also gives hiin first
ter oyer- with the French unions.
(with another 5-lira, takes a post¬ supply of “important” pictures to right to purchase the balance of
If the deadlock cannot be broken card anywhere), aC favorite circus, care for the theatres they’d have the
103,441
shares owned
by
W'ithin the. industry, it is almost subject for the tableau, for umpteen outside of those in. the largest Soundcraft.
cities. Arid this would make the1
certain the Board of Trade w'ill be .years.
Deal also includes a voting
Philatelists noted San Marino independent theatres happy and agreement
asked to intercede, and use its
between
Reisini,
good offices to give coproduction a had only il team members but put them in a more secure position, Reeves, Soundcraft and Pruden¬
.
chance to get' off the ground. In had put nut 14 Olympic coinmemo-i be. says.
tial.
All stock held' by thesa
any. event, it’s now certain that the rative stamps. Said Chicago Daily
The. small-tow;n exhibitor is suf¬ groups- are to be voted in accord¬
first joint project Cannot get News John Carichae;- “They may fering, too; from the fact that a; ance with the agreement of the
istairted’this year, and It may take not scare anybody In the 100 number of pictures- meant! and ex¬ parties. Reisini also has first crack
the best part of another 12 irionths meters, but they’ll cause a helluva pected to be “important” prove to at purchasing the 50,000 shares
before agreement can be reached. run on the postoffice.”
held personally by Beeves.
be otherwise, Burke points out.
.
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11 SUBSEQUENTS TAKE Charlotte Censorship Try
‘PSYCHO’FOR 11 DAYS Fails as Exhib Acquitted;
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international
film
telefilm
and documentary
market

a remarkable success of the
Milan Trade Fair
Results of the "First Spring Cinemeeting"*
411 films shown, among which 206 full-’
length and 205 long and short documen¬
tary films - 28 Countries participating ^
Qualified business operators from 5 Con¬
tinents - Very active business deals - International exchange and co-production
agreements;
Film producers and dealers in the film- branch are cor¬
dially invited to the "2nd Cinemeeting" organized by the
International Milan Trade Fair from

October 10th to 20th, 1960
Address any request to:

MIFED - Fiera di Milano
Largo Domodossola 1 - Milano (Italy)

PSrITfFt:
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Cantinflas Too Class;
For Merican Fans Bat
‘80 Days’ Prospects Bij
Giving
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Mexico City, Sept. 20.
J
predominant billing to [ J
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Antioch College Panel Blueprint* New Ways to Bring

|

^ar^ot^the^i^enmScone version
Intelligent Film* and Intelligent Filmgoer* Into Contact
of . the late Mike Todd’s “Around *.
the World in 80 Days,” simulBy GIDEON BACHMANN A**A*A**********
taneously released in five first-run
theatres, picture did a brisk over
What may well turn out to be a momentous
Among specific distrib-exhib
distiib-exhib problems
prob]
discussed
$80,000 gross in its first week,
departure in the whole picture of film distributi
were items such as the dubbing of foi
foreign films, the
Industry observers are predict?, and exhibition in the United States was discussed
cooperation with the local film societ
society, the relation
and bbxoffice 'over a peiiiod bf four-; days (7-11) by an. Intraindustry panel of film distributors; exhibitors, critics
However, there is a division of and film makers at Antioch. College in Yellow
opinion about the picture itself. Springs, Ohio, last.week: Sponsored by the College
A. good segment of Mexican fans. in cooperation with the Art Theatre Guild, the
^
S‘ conference was financed by a parallel public film
exposition ionsUting of fiVe s&ificant ftiiiis not
fthirt^'
ihtA,nr,tatinn 'it in Previously seen it' the area. Admissions '-were, iised
Shderd?» etoacfe? were tiken Xo "PW' triP t0 Ohio lor panel members, including
aback be his^neacock nlumaae and
Trankel (Zenitfi Infl. repping I.F.I;D.A.), Lou
"hi'h fashion'??f«^y.inv "ntth-einsher and. Ed Shuman (Art Theatre Guild), Denis
the"American hint h
attire in Sanders ,LA, & Shirley Clarke (NY) (Blm directors',
There
are t L
her
who critics Arthur Knight iSaturday Review), Colin
mourn the passiS of a V«r<Fii.ii Quarterly) and Robert Hughes, and
national comic” who has been thl? writer, representing theAmerican Federation
“seduced” by Hollywood gold and
Film Societies. Basic resolutions included the
become “just another more or possibility of the, establishntentof an .‘■American
less competent film, comic.” . This ■f*lm-JnstiHite"/A&:seoordinaie''!thie activities of all
opinion is reflected in comments factors concerned urith the expansion of exhibition
of film critics of daily press and opportunities: for significant films, both foreign and
magazines, as well as Mexican domestic, features and shorts, aiid in both covimercial and non-commercial situations,,
fans.
Heated, discussions also label
>,
picture as “a super-duper ‘churro’
niew uroups
(quickie > in Cinemascope and
Conference was the outgrowth of widespread feelcoior” and
‘‘disappointment:’’ ing in the industry that a basic change of situation
Most of his violent reaction1 is has occurred, necessitating a basic change in policies
traceable to fact that Mexicans arid attitudes; Increased audience demand for sowill hive to get accustomed to phisticated product and the success of the foreign
seeing their raggedy dress Cantin- film, juxtaposed to the .decrease in attendances for
fias as a fashion plate.
Standard product were factors in the planning of
There are ohampiohs of the local the Conference, Latter was sparkplugged by Clark
:fioy who made good, however; This Crites of Yellow Springs, within the framework Of
group hews to the line that Cam the Antioch-Yellow Springs. Festival,, and will be
tinflas is furtny. no matter how he repeated over; Memorial: Day weekend of 1961. A
is dressed, and . that he is bringing working group with ‘‘branches”, on both coasts will
laqrels to: Mexico by his appear- be formulating concrete action plans for that meetance in Hollywood epics,
ing,

a million dollar gross frequent.

'
Afn AUTk>Q rrMTD AT HJ
A1 LAN 1A 5 l/LN 1KAL IN

It . was found that the exhibition picture .of the
[significant film, predominantly foreign so far, has
i changed materially oyer the past five years, with
I!.i1
nnmhpr of theatres operating under exclusive
policies reaching close to 400, with an addikH lilfvAif 1U UUUJUI
tionaj approximately equal number of theatres
Atlanta, Sept. 20.
operating under a “switch” policy -of mixing HollyCentral Theatre, downtown sec- wood product with art films. (Term “art films”
ond-riin house owned & operated incidentally, was disdained by panel members,
by Independent Theaters of Geor- being'too limiting, and no. inclusive term has been
gia Inc., is undergoing $25,000 face-; established. “Significant films” is used here to
lift and. renovation prior to going indicate films of fairly high, creative; standard, films
first-run.
basically able/to involve, the viewer beyond: the
Central is located in downtown point of mere entertainment'.
, which recently lost a first...
run outlet when 40-year-old Para-:
:
Advanced. Policies
mount (nee Howard) was sold by
Types of film exhibition were discussed, based on
Wilby-Kincev Corp.. which also op- calculated figure of an approximate availability of
crates Fox and Roxy Theatres here. baIf a million seats daily in the 800 theatres now
Paramount is being torn down and employing advanced policies. Difference between
a 13-story office building will arise ’ audience exploitation” and “audience building”
on its site, which fronts on famed provided key to future discussions, with methods of
Peachtree Street and is justacross Presentation, .choice of films, personal approach of
allev from Loew’s Grand Theatre, theatre manager, relations to local press and social
Bob Moscow, general manager of
and long list of other Items providing base.
Independent Theaters, plans to for the establishment of a particular theatre s “charshow product formerly seen ih Par J acter’ 'vhlch wake Patrons return to see each film
amount after enlarging lobby, re- Pr^nied: If was felt strongly that currently-utilized'
building proscenium - arch,' putting method of short-range publicity based on sensational
in new carpeting, repainting whole 1 af.Pects may bring in an audience once, but does’not
house and installing new equip- \:?llclt
trust in the manager s taste which makes;
mgRt:
for. repeat Customers. Important aspect of audience
Central; dates back. to vaudeville ! bbiIdihS
felt
b? au<Kence' preparation; or the
days, having started in life as theiadvance dissemination of reliable information com
Vaudette and was the home ".of-i
content; a.nd^sigmficance^thrQughpublic information channels. It was felt that local
tab shows. Name later was changed I
,
.
. a-..-.
. ,
>
to Centerand bocarae Central after i review,ers,an,<' aUrPage editorswoiild welcome, for
being refurbished isome eight Vears! fWP'f- feature material lending itself tdineiusion
adrQ
m local. papers on other than hard-sell basis: Pos"out in East Point, imall tnihicif>< inexpensive program-notes to be hapded

SPRUCE* TO INHERIT “art”

British Exhibs Reikred
As Football Telecasts
Fail to Dent Grosses

to the publicity outlets, the financial policies of the
major distributors vis-a-vis the sma
small house, and
many other daily worries of the man
n
who finds
himself with an.art
an art theatre not by idesign but be¬
cause he has found that it is the best way. to retain
about-to-be-shiittered operation.
revenues in an about-to-be-shuttered
_
As To Dubbing
A?
JliMiK
It was felt
although
#»»s
felt that
that dubbing
dubbing is unavoidable,
unavoW
aesthetically
inferior to
sub-titling, simply
because
aesthetics.
!y Inferior
to sub-btlmg.
i
dubbed
dubbed , films
Aims will
will average
average .300
S00 more
more bookings than
subtitled versions. It was;
was therefore felt to be of
prime importance
importance that.
be paid to
prime
that great
great attention
attentii
dubbing methods,
in order to retain
dubbing
™«?odsJ”to
-retail as much of
original work
work’s
quality as
as possible,
possible.
original
s quality
Detrimental aspect of distributor resistance to
“dredge runs” was
short bookings and insistence on “dre
to attempt
pointed out by exhibitor who was willing
will
a neglected
a method of bicycling single print;
prints of
c
thea¬
non-mass-appeal film among advanced-policy
advance
tres in.
in a single region, playing one
one-night. stands,
ires
thus obtaining maximum revenue through
thn
minimum
expense. It was felt that if each theatre in such, a
chain would establish one night a week for special¬
ized films,‘patrons woiild return weekly irrespective
of title, because they would know that the film had
special appeal and would not be re-screened.
Basic similarity of such a policy to the film society
situation was pointed out, opening way for possible
creation of “theatrical film societies,” where pa¬
trons, for a nominal membership fee of 25c, could
feel themselves part of a select “tastemaking group”
or “previewing audience,” while still paying singleadmissions on nights of screenings. (These to be
available to “members” only).- This method of pres¬
entation, it was felt, could also .bridge the censorship
problem where it. still. exists, inasmuch as “member¬
ship screenings” would not be subject to control.
In fact; this angle could well turn into a recruiting
aspect. It was felt that distributor reluctance to
cooperate in such projects could be overcome toy
long-range success of this plan. In many instances,
i
especially in Canada, the local film societies have
been asked by theatre owners to help establish such
a policy, and. have done so successfully. This group
of enthusiastic filmgoers provides in each commu¬
nity a. nucleus of hard-core, inadvertent, publicity
agents and actual labor, and should be the first
group alerted by theatres in local campaigns. Basic¬
ally, the goals of both are the same, and the
breaking-down of the differences between “com¬
mercial” and “non-commercial” exhibition has been
going on for some time.

An Exhibitor TTnion*?

Although exhibitors irere con¬
cerned at the possible effect of
live Saturday night professional
football telecasts via the commer¬
cial network on the boxoffice, the
first event appears to have made
a negligible impact.
In many
cases, admittedly' takings were
down slightly, but most theatre
owners were sufficiently realistic
to attribute this to the first fine
weekend for many months and not
to tv football.
The exhibiting industry was
rather startled by the front page
banner headline story in the News
of the World which, almost in
Variety . style,
said, “tv soccer
kicks the flicks for six.” The Sun¬
day sheet’s story quoted a few in¬
stances where takings had dropped,
and particularly referred to the
situation in Bolton., home of one
of the two teams appearing in the
telecast.
The major circuits, however,
and most of the more important
independent theatre groups, are
agreed that any dip in receipts
could be. explained away b}r a
variety of factor? and not Just tv.
The weather was one attributable
cause, and the current attraction
was another.
Theatres, for example, that were
playing strong entries such as
“Psycho,” reDoried better business
than for the corresponding Sat¬
urday in the previous year. Others
with frankly weak films, showed
a decline, but would almost cer¬
tainly have done so whether or
not there had been a football gam«
on the commercial network.

RAZE PUOll, OLDEST
THEATRE IN MPLS.
Minneapolis, Sept. 20.
The Bijou, oldest of all remaining theatres here, will be razed as
part of a lower loop development
project.
At one time, the 1 ^00-seat showhouse was the home of pop-priced
touring legit attractions.
Those
were the pre-film days when melo¬
dramas in the flesh prospered. The
late Jacob Litt operated it then.
In recent years and up to the
present it has been a low admis¬
sion film theatre in the last clear¬
ance slot.

The contributions of organizations such as TO A
towards the development, of exhibitor awareness to
the /possibilities of the significant films were cited,
and the possibility , of the establishment of an ex¬
hibitor union was discussed. Such a group would
have as its aims
Cincinnati, Sept. 20..
(1) the dissemination of information about sig¬
Metro
has
selected
Crosley
nificant films and their availability, consisting of
Broadcasting’s four-city tv web for
information-in-depth and not facts: alone, so that
an exploitation tie-in of a test areaalert managers could obtain true feeling for scope
saturation campaign on “Village of
of products;
the. Damned,” pegged for late
- (2) an indoctrination campaign and assistance-kits October. Groundwork for the 100for newly established advancedrpqlicy theatres, in¬ theatre premiere in Ohio, Indiana,
cluding information about how to start a new policy Kentucky and West Virginia kicked
in a theatre contemplating a switch, co-relating off over the weekend at a luncheon
seminars-on-paper with practical hints for local gathering here of exhibitors with
presentation;
Robert H. Mochrie, Metro sales
(3) the establishment of regional screening week¬ chief, Terry Turner, exploiteer,
ends for theatre managers and chain bookers, to Robert E-, Dunv'.lle, Crosley Broad¬
enable them to preview films! they may wish to casting Corp. president, and John
book, which would! not only allow them to gauge T.
Murphy, vice president in
possibilities, of specific films in relation, to their charge of Crosley video stations in
established audiences, but also enable them to know Cincy, Columbus, Dayton and In¬
pality adjoining Atlanta, old Fair..ou‘ °' s?ld(-'r5?i.t0 p,?5°ns 'vn -als? K,lsl“?|ed;
what they are talking about in pre-selling the pic¬ dianapolis.
this policy
fax Theatre; a Uhdniark. has been [and
and popularity
P?pu.1?rdy of
of,.,hl£
P0*1^’ recently
yeeentbr established
established at
at
tures to the local press and public before the runs;
Turner, labeling this area ‘the
New York’s New. Yorker Theatre1 was cited as exanitorn down and real esta e will be-, !?!w,ll0rk*
nnriio narkihir
fnr
Ple- Tt was f^lt that in 6rder^to build an audience
..(4> the study and. research of- trends in aiidience- greatest theatre testing territory in
the
country,” recounted his part in
Tan?
which will not tire of moviegoing after a certain
demands.
cceptance-levels, censorship prpiblems.
presentation developments, etc. etc., to be circulated a campaign 17 years ago on “Hit¬
IhstSol 5 on? fime^Ealt^oirit' ^e ^el; like a change of hobbies,, it i^ necessary
F?St Pofhfahd-- to let them “do part of the work,” in other words
through trend bulletins, enabling managers to: be ler’s Children" keyed to Crosley’s
50,000-watt WLW. He said the
RdssSr fn additton to Fairfax Gld inVoIve th^ in a movie-going experience .as-juxta-.. ahead of public requirements; ,
RKO film, with a production cost
East^ Point was destroV?d^^b^
J posed to. attendance. This has long, been recognized
(5) to coordinate the fight against censorship;
of $169,000. grossed $4,000,000. He
and Russell which was dark at biT top-name film makers both here and abroad (\vith
(6) the planned attempt to increase the number of and Dunville set up that area
V fD?nt
ai stress on latter): but entrenched idea of “entertainadvance-policy / theatres thru campaigns and the campaign.
co?ts
'nw growing minds
publication in the trade press of results of success¬
Lou Marks, Metro’s central di¬
three Mrs*v M icine'w*m'efrom considering the films as matter for serious
three/Mrs. V. M. King is manager
ful operations. Eventually such an organization could vision manager, of Detroit, and
*' r?LM£;J.
consideration in mature years.
of this house and has been since
encompass the distributors of significant and foreign Russell
Gaus,
Cincy
manager,
1948. It is p&o by Georgia Thba- .
*New’ Audience—Already
films, and the film societies themselves, and could greeted the exhibs.
tre Co., operators of a chain of
In iine with research to develop methods for
function on a non-profit basis somewhat along the
houses throughout state:
intclligerit presentation of significant films and inlines of the British and Canadian Film Institutes. .
It was felt that with such an organization at work,
“
': ' :•
... creasing .audiences for them, it was found that a
It.
work.
r , r.,
| <n
| m
iNew Audience of this type, already exists, but that
many films not now made'available here because of
espe¬
tol f ilms rGDC 1 railer
because of traditiohal exploitation standards it; has
distributors’ doubts could be made available, espeSt. Louis, Sept. 20.
cially a large number of
of; European material of high
p
f
_
t
barely been tapped. As a result of iis neglect by daily
Ray Parker has been reelected
“exploitable:” eleele¬ as president of the Missouri-IlliInlcrnsl
Isa commercial outlets, , audiences have in many in- caliber but bare of traditionally “exploitable”
AFJ could grow /nois Theatre Owners, an affiliate of
“•
xjAUMf
stances , banded . together in film societies; social
ments. Suggestion was made that AFi
out of existing Federation of Film Societies and Theatre Owners of America.
. Columbia, more trailer-conscious groups with .membershi fees, renting films on their
Put
was discussed for a year- j
than perhaps ever before in its own and projecting them; in many instances; under
some monetary support w-as
A two-day convention of the unit'
long research caucus .to
history,, has produced a short pro- inferiot- conditions, simply because the films were
i°nS
to ascertain, demand for such here last week re-named the entire
motional pic for showing only to not available in
other way. Recent increase in
an organization and the services it could perform. It -,slate of Officers. Tommy Jame*
its own personnel and exhibitors, the number ard size of these societies across the
was felt strongly that industry support would be
be! continues, as chairman of the
It’s titled “Pepe Presents George, country was felt to indicate. growth of New Audiforthepming as soon as practicability of AFI was board; Wesley Bloomer as viceSidney” and has George Sidney ence, with exhibs and distribs simply not sufficiently
clear.
president; Carson Rodgers, Philip
talking _about. “Pepe,” which he aware of; their own. potential market. Group felt
(Complete,
< Complete, transcript of the Yellow Springs ConCon¬ Manos arid John Meinardi as re¬
produced and directed.
strongly that an indoctrination campaign among
.fcrenci*
.is suggested that gional vice-presidents; James Daference will be available soon; it
it.is
Trailer also is being done in theatre owners and distributors could, help Increase
interested parties contact, the Writer,
writer, Gideon Bach- mos as treasurer; Jimmy James as
Spanish, Italian and French ver- grosses cross-country by. enabling local outlets to
ianh,
iann, .at 3951 Gouverneur Avenue. NYC 63, for secretary; and F. Peter Gloriod as
sions for the foreign department, j time in to pulse of this demand.
further information—Ed.)
sergeant-at-arms.

Col Filins’‘Pepe’ Trailer
For

& Flhih I

Metro’s Midwest Test
For‘Damned,’With TV

Reelect Parker

Wednesday, September 21, 1960

PRODUCED by

JULES B0RK0N

GRAND PRIX 1960
OF THE
AT VENICE

THE
CARMELITES
(DIALOGUE DES CARMELITES)

Directed by R. L. BRUCKBERGER and PHILIPPE AGOSTINI

WITH
Jeanne Moreau
Alida Valli
Pascale Audrey
Madeleine Renaud
Pierre Brasseur
Jean-Louis Barrault

Contact: CHAMPS-ELYSEES PRODUCTIONS
33 CHAMPS-ELYSEES, PARIS
Cable:

CHELYPROD PARIS

€6forthe profundity and
umrersality of its
theme expressed in
a visual ianynaye
accessible to all..
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P^RiEfr

Faith m Nixed Tale
Costs Joan Crawford
$30,561; Not Deductible

IT

Webers Import of Bridsh Crew

Los Angeles, Sept. 20:
Mexico’s director Rogelio A.. Gohzalex labeled the majority of Holr
U: S. Tax Court has denied; Jban
lywood’S big name stars as “big bluffs,” possessing, little, if any talent.
Toronto, Sept. 20.
Crawford’s
plea! for a $304)6.1 tax
There are but a handful of ..directors, too. who. can'be considered as
Despite hi* threat to Import
TOA’i Nabet ZOA
making “authentic contributions to. the film ait;” he. said. In a sweep¬ deduction, based on a motion pic¬
British technicians to film a 20thture property, “The Teacher’s
ing statement, he did not actually name anybody.
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Fpx feature in Canada, Herman
Several Theatre. Owners of
Looks like any minute now for Four Star Productions (Dick Powell. Story,” she acquired from Warner
Weber, producer, has agreed to
Bros.
In
1950
for
this
amount
and
America delegates, found them¬
Charles Boyer, David Niven; Tom McDermott) to go on .ai, public own*
hire Canadians for all technical
selves in the wrong pew open¬
ership basis. Stock issue is designed to provide more capitalization which she unsuccessfully tried to
jobs, following protests here of tha
sell to six other major studios with
ing day of their convention at
for an expanded program .. . Watch, for more indie television com-;.: herself
International
Alliance of Theatri¬
starred. .
Ambassador Hotel.
panies to do ditto . .
Also Screen Gems very likely will go public
cal Stage Employees and the Mov¬
WB, according to actress, bought
Also convening day-date In
shortly, but with the majority stock retained by present parent Co¬ Story
ing
Picture
Operators
unions, plus
for her in 1948, but subse¬
adjoining rooms, and with: reg¬
their appeal to the Federal immi¬
lumbia Pictures..
quently shelved ! when it decided
istration.
booths
side-by-side,
gration
department.
The. row involving Columbia and National Screen Service is not a that it wasnT a gbod role for her.
was Zionist Organization of
4‘feud” as: such, . States Herman Robbins. The NSS board chairman ac¬ To. U.S. Attorney Karl M. Samuel-;
(Untitled film stars Robert Ryan
America, using initials “ZOA.”
knowledges- “business. differences,” but empHasizes that he and Col son’s query why, then, did she buy
and deals with the Mounties and
president: Abe Schneider are continuing a. longtime personal friend¬ pic after WB refused to produce it,
the: war-like Sioux who followed
ship and, indeed,, they still work together on the Will Rogers Memorial Miss Crawford stated:. “I ’believed,
Sitting Bull Into Canada after the
Custer massacre.)
Hospital.
in it. I thought it would make a
Charlie Einfeld, 20th-F0x veepee, became a grandfather for the. great picture.
Immigration
spokesmen said
sixth time last: Wednesday (14). when his daughter Linda, .wife of John
that Weber would not be allowed
“My agents presented it to sev¬
to bring in people from Britain if
Bv Hirsch of Chicago gave birth to daughter Dina Elizabeth . v . Pro¬ eral studios, but because it was a;
ducer Darryl Zahuck and: star Juliette Greco winged back to Paris character part they also said it was
competent Canadians are avail¬
last week
.
Ed Harrison’s British “new wave” import; “Another not, good bbxoffice for me. They
able; claimed that Canadian tech¬
Sky,” written and directed by. Gavin Lambert, has been booked into said, it was a good story; but not
nicians had worked on several fea¬
Either Eric Johnston, prexy of ture-length productions, including
the Bleecker Street Cinema for its American preem this fall ... , 20th forme.”
publicist Mike Selsman left Friday (16) for an “unprecedented*' (his
Actress put In a claim for tax the Motion Picture Export Assn., j a Walt Disney film just'last year.
Spearing the IATSE attack was
first) vacation-business trip to the Coast
AIP producer-Herman deduction in 1983 after it became or Griffith Johnson,;MPEA veep,
Cohen has coined , still another film process word, SpectaMation, apparent she wouldn’t be able to or perhaps both, will go to Spain Morris Jackson-Samuels, Toronto,
which he says has been Used oii his upcoming “Kortga”. . v 20th’s Mar¬ play the role* but this was disal¬ sometime early next month to when latter was asked by Weber
tin Goldblaft says his name really Is Martin and not Marvin as reported lowed by U. S. Internal Revenue cany on negotiations for a new to head the Canadian technical
Spanish film pact. Current pact setup—with Weber balking at ths
In last week's Soundtrack and L. A. to:N. V: listing. HO should know. Service.
which expires Oct. 31. however, IATSE salary demands.
. Among personalities, expected to accompany 20th prexy Spyiros P.
could be automatically renewed
Producer still has to okay ths
Skonras: to Moscow next month, for opening of “All About Eve,” are.
unless one side or the other indi¬ hiring of a Canadian script girl at
Dean Stockweli and wife Millie Perkins, even though professional
cates pact , should be, terminated.
$225 a week and a make-up artist
relations between . Miss Perkins and 20th are not absolutely smooth
Although there have been no at $276 a week, with the unions
Since she refused, to do “TesS”. . . Friedrich Duerrenmatt's “It Hap^
negotiations since the resignation claiming they have experienced ap¬
pened in Broad Daylight’’ (which he later novelized: as “The Pledge”)
Medfornt Mass,, Sept. 20.
of
Frank Gervasi. MPEA’s direc¬ plicants available,
will -open at the Baronet here following “Psycho.” Continental Dis¬
As part of its diversification and tor for the Mediterranean area,
Canadian members of IATSB
tributing is handling; the import throughout The U.. S. expansion program, General Drive- talks , had been more or. less stale¬ were
heartened by the immigra¬
Henry Roster snagged: direction stint qn ITs- picturization of Rodgers fn Corp., headed, by Philip Smith, mated earlier over a question of tion department’s support. Said
has opened the first of 15 proposed right of allocation of the Spanish one IATSE spokesman: “Two
.A Hammersteiri’s “FlOWer Drum Song,” produced by Ross Hunter
Canadian opera sio^er Teresa Stratus with Robert Ryan : in API’s bowling; centers in the New Eng¬ import .licenses.. Current agree¬ months ago, 'Sunrise at Campbo“Hoyal. Canadian MoUnties;” for 20th-F.ox release .; . . Spencer Tracy, land .area. Known as Holiday ment provides a total of 80 licenses
was shot^ln the Maritimes
announced as withdrawn from cast of .Columbia Pictures’ “The Devil Lanes, the new center, is located with 40 allocated by MPEA and the bello’
and the studio brought in ths
at! 4 O’clock” because bf time commitment is back in- cast and on at the Feilsway Shopping Center Test by Spanish authorities. MPEA whole
shebang.
I guess we didn’t
loiation in;Hawaii
. Efram Zimbalist Jr.; pact with Warner Bros;,' here. .
:
.wants right to control all the-li¬ know we could have^ stopped
renegotiated, changing to non-exclusive. and with additional four years
General Drive-In has earmarked censes, plus an additiohal eight them.” »
tacked onto three years remaining on his original pact.
a $10,000,000 building program in which presumably be availble to
Steve Morris, of United Artists record,department engaged to Mar¬ the . bowling field. It has so far U S. indies.
lene Kraus: He's the soil Of Larry J^pnisi v.p. of B. S. Moss Theatres closed a $3,500,000. deal with the
Although GefyasI, AVhose head¬
. ... . DeMille Theatre has placed tickets on sale; at the boxoffice for the Brunswick Corp. to equip 261 bowl¬ quarters were in Rome, was onreserved seat engagement of “Spartacus.”! Advance sale covers the! first ing lanes in eight. New England. the-spot negotiator, Griffith John¬
20 weeks; orders, beyond that time are being taken by mail . . ... David .Spots:
S Continued from pace 1
son also participated in some of
Golding returned to the Coast, following a week of campaign planning
At the :same time,. General the talks earlier this Summer j 000. The stake would have been
With. United;Artists for. Parkwdbd. Enterprises “The Facts of Life," Bob Drive-In has launched a theatre while attending the San Sebastian higher had it not been for the de¬
Hope-Lucille Ball starrer.
building program, its aim being (Spain) film. fest.
ferment. But, still, it’s regard¬
Lee Steiner, N. Y. legal representative for Titanus of Italy, is hud¬ the construction of 10 hardtops at
ed as an inexpensive “A” in tha
dling with, the major film companies. pn. a coproduction, deal for “The Shopping centers- in various parts
present lush-budget era.
Leopard,” the best-seller by Giuseppe di Lampedusa . , . Robert H. of the country.
On the basis of returns so far,
O’Brien. Metro’s financial v.p., at the studio for a week . . K. Rosen“Psycho” appears a cinch to hit
flock, with United Artists in Israel, is.exiting the company shortly,. V:.
$15,000,000 in worldwide rentals,
Variety Club of N. Y: is sponsoring a. Special evening at .Yonkers Race¬
j and the $5,000,000 payoff to Hitch-way on Oct. 3, for the benefit of the Bill Comm Fund to support play-,
Michael Rose Productions! form¬ : cock is: keyed to this figure. Facgrounds for; disabled: children . ; . Meli
Mercouri, Greek star of
er operator of: the Holiday Theatre r tors are the costs of prints and ad¬
.“Never on. Sunday,” in 'N;,- Y. for. the premiere of 'the Hya Lopert —Continued from ,paige 3
fnoiv Forum) on Broadw;ay, has vertising and a distribution fet
release . . . Otto Preminger back from London where he Coihjrteted the running four years, instead of the filed a treble damages antitrust to
Par of about 30% of the gross.
found-mixing and music recording phase of “Exodus” . .. . Metro com¬ original three;
suit, against the eight major film
....’
If the current boxoffice pace is
pleted two films in London—“Invasion Quartet”, and “Tho Green
Stiidio’s reasoning In exercising companies in N: Y. Federal Court. maintained in subsequent dates,
Helmet,” both, starring Bill Travers , . > United Artists arranged a Its ojptipn' with. actors after de¬
The suit, which does, not ask for the total gross could go as high
even-page ad tie-ip in the Qctobeh Issue of McCall’s for “The Facts of ciding not to do so with writers
a specific, amount of damages, as $20,000,000, ob\riously meaning
dfe;” Bob Hope-Lucille Barr sfarrer.'
apparently stems front.a difference charges the company was forced to more loot for ‘Hitch.”
Leo Jaffe of-,. Columbia Pics flew to Holly woodfor Ben Kahane’s between the. terms* it originally
‘Lucky* or 'Smart'?
relinquish the theatre! In Novem¬
funeral. Due back in Gotham Thurs.
negotiated with SAG and WGA.
“Psycho” is this year’s wonder
U has. skedded “Tammy, Tell Me True.” as a Sandra Dee. starrer and With the actors,; company would ber, 1956, because of a failure to
picture.
It’s marquee names ar®
obtain
product
due
to
an
alleged
sequel to “Tammy and the .Bachelor,” in which. Debbie Reynolds played have, to make a 5% payment; into
title role,- with Ross .Hunter and Oscar Brodney repeating their respec¬ a h e a 11 h - p e n s i 6 n - welfare plan conspiracy of the eight film com¬ good—but not outstanding. Th®
panies:
The
theatre
is
n'ow
oper¬
vicepresident
of a rival film com¬
tive chores .as producer and spripter . . Stewart Stern set to script whether it 'exercised the favored
pany says flatly it’s a “freak.”
“The Ugly. American,” Marlon Brando starrer for. U release . .... War¬ nations clause or . not. With the ated by B. S. Moss Theatres. '
Hitchcock
partisans
term it expert
Michael Rose Productions had
ner. Bros. bought Glen Sire novel* “The Deathmakers,’’ dealing with writers, U escaped the 5% penaction of a tank battalion during invasion of France in World War II, siph-health-welfare payrnent by ori ihally filed a suit against the j picture-making, and daring to boot.
The
candid
observer
acknowl¬
majors in 1954, blit It was dis¬
William Fadiman, exec , story editor of Columbia, has a feature in sticking to its original deal.
the next Saturday Review of Literature. It’s an elaborate-(4,000. words) : By taking advantage of what It missed on a technicality. The edges a vast amount of thrill values
(Dracula
never
had
it
so
macabre)
piece on the. values of provocative novels to the filmmakers . . . War¬ obviously considers more favorable Court of Appeals* however, re¬
ren Harris, Para mount’s tradepress contact, pff -for two. weeks in Lon¬ terms ^bargained between SAG and turned the case to the Federal and a highly effective sell cam¬
paign focusing on Hitchcock (not
Court.
don, Paris'and Rome.
A’MPP, producer drops the 6%
any of the players) and the ultima¬
Dolores Hart signed by Metro..
. Barbara Rosenbloont, security (after deduction) payment on pbsttum about seeing the picture from
analyst specializing in the amusement industry, has left the ..Wall St. ’48s. On theatrical pix made after
the beginning, or not at all.
Office of Baiche & Co. to join Hooker & Fay in San Francisco, She’ll Jan. 31, I960, and released to tele¬ Rome Okays 6Q% Thaw
is the “chemistry’ behind
. p6nti.nue as. a specialist in amusement stocks . : . “Magic Boy,” the full-, vision, . U would, have, paid 1% .
Of Frozen HVood Coin theThis
success. And''the fact that
length Japanese-made color cartoon acquired by Metro, Won first prize, (after deductions), compared With
Rome, Sept. 20.
“Psyebo”
is so successful reprein the Venice children’s film festival,! M-G has scheduled the film for the 6% it will now pay.
The Italian Ministry of Foreign ents one of the happiest surprises
Christmas release
. > Richard . Surace appointed treasurer of the
today
(Tues.)
an¬ Par has had in years.. The com¬
The original deal with SAG yeas Commerce
peMille Theatre for the hardticket run of “Spartacus”.. . .. MEDICO signed March I, thus enabling nounced the liberalization of 60%
(Medical International ; Cooperation . Organization) will sponsor the studio to continue in production of blocked U. S. motion picture pany’s top officials knew they had a
^roadway premiere of John. Wayne’s “The Alamo” at the Rivoli Theatre When the Guild struck major pro¬ coin in Italy. . This money is be¬ money-maker right from the start,
so they say. Byt such a klondike in
op Oct. 26. Seat sales for hardticket run started Monday (19) at the
ing, held in the so-called “special acetate was never anticipated.
Rivoli > . . Kaiser, Sedlow and Temple Inc., advertising and art studio ducers oil Match 7/ Strike, lasted cinematographic
accounts” under
through April, 8, when the: AMPP
First half of the current (calen¬
ipeciaiizing in films, has moved to larger quarters:
the Setup covered by- the last dar) year was somew’hat sluggish
Elizabeth Taylor and Charles Laughton set for Billy Wilder's filmr majors sighed a. new contract.
MPEAA-ANICA agreements.
for Par. Financial statement for
version of “Irma La Douce.” I. A. L. Diamond will collaborate with!
Willie Bohllhg,. resident manager
Move, predicted by Variety sev¬ the full year conversely ought to
Wilder on the. screenplay. Production is scheduled; for, the summer of
1B6.L in Paris ... . Stanley Kramer returns to NYU. his alma mater,; on of the Ellanay, El Paso,; Texas, eral. weeks ago, was held up due be substantial) thanks to “Psycho.”
under to recent change of governments
Oet. 5 . to deliver a lecture on “Movies with Ideas” , , Louis Nlzer (Trans/Texas Circuit) *
pamed general chairman of the i$60 N; Y. Campaign for B.’nal B’rith strict discipline by his. physician which postponed offloial action on
all ministerial questions.
youth services
. Harold Freeman is special representative for the after his second heart attack.
Philly* engagement; of “Windjammer’’ . . “The Naked Edge” set as the
flpal title for the PennebakefrBaroda production based on Max Ehrlich's Avh.o “achieve major stardom within the first five years of their motion ■aaus Continued from page I sa
. “first Train to Babylon.” /Picture, starring Deborah Kerr and Gary picture careers,”
pooper, rolls this, fall in England. Walter Seltzer and Geoiffe Glass are . Norman Lourie, ex^-UA distrib head in; Israel, how concentrating: on and a recital in the evening by so¬
producing for the Marlon Brando company.
his Dolphin House, in Shavei-Zion, and to the Israeli travel and tourist, prano Dorothy Warenskjold and
Ingrid Thulin. who starred in Ingmar Bergman’s “Wild Strawberries,” industry, is plugging; “From the. Olympiad to the Dolphiniad,” slated Hawaiian tenor Charles K. L.
Davis accompanied by a concert
signed for Metro’s “The. Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” . . . Metro for Oct. 16-17, as a tourist agents’ pitch.,
has set William Inge to write the screenplay of James Leo Herlihy's
Cary. Grant/will do a third indie for Universal, based on. original orchestra.
Other attractions will be Fred
■AH Fall Down” , . Robert Clapps named assistant branch manager of script tabbed ”One Arabian Night,” by Sidney Carroll, and produced
Metro’s Boston Office. He was formerly a salesman in Jacksonville i . i by Robert Arthur next Spring in North Africa and Hong Kong . . . Waring and His Pennsylvanians,
yhilip Gerard; .Uhiyersal’s ^pub-ad. chief, back from Toronto where ne 20th-Fox set three directorial assignments: Walter Lang for “Snow folk singer Paul Arnold, the Gosa
qpnferred with Hatton Taylor, general manager of Empire-Universal, White and the Three Siooges;” Brtice Humberstone, “Madison Avenue;” & Whetsel vocal duo and an or¬
distributor of Universal pix irTCariada . . . Walter Slezak off to Rome Norman Taurog, “Warm Bodies” * . . Joann® Woodward's exclusive pact chestra, Bennett Cerf, a Mediter¬
ro begin his assignment in “Gome September” with Rock Hudson and with 20th rewritten for a non-exclusive contract, calling for four pix ranean travelog by Clifford XaGina Lollobrigida . % •; Rosalind Russell received the first American during next four years v.. . Leg Baxter set to compose musical score for. men, the-Ridder travelog pictures,
Couturier. Fashion Award . . , Edward Muhl, UniversaTs production AIP’s “Master of the World,” based on Jules Verne classic , . . Arnold English comedienne Anona Winn,
V.p., off to Europe, to check on company pix. currently being made Stang will costar with Robert Strauss and Bonnie Soott In “Dondi Goes psychiatrist Dr. James Doty and
•broad .
. Anthony Franoiosa received , the. “Golden Star Award;” Native in Brooklyn,” Albert Zugsmith’s Allied Artists sequel to his fashion coordinator and commenta¬
Issued occasionally by the Interstate Circuit of Texas to performers “Dondi.”
tor Clara Weyerhaeuser.

Spam Renewal To

General Drive-In Opens
Its 1st N.E. Bowling Alley

Hitchcock

U’s Guild Deals

ROSE’S ANTITRUSTER
VS. EIGHT MAJORS

J

Bidder’s Specials

GRAND PRIX-VENICE ’60
GOLDEN LION

LE PASSAGE DURHIN
(CROSSING THE RHINE)

Directed by ANDRE CAYATTE

GENEROUS
Contact: FRANCO LONDON FILMS—GIBE—UFA
114 CHAMPS-ELYSEES, PARIS

Wednesday September
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Week Ended Tues. (20)

i960
High
42%
41%
42%
4514
25%
35%
49%
136%

8%
23 r
19
40%
40
66%
13
67%
38%
261%
1134
15%
42%
307 s
43%
32%
41%
51%
1273/

Schumacher, v.p. and g.m., the
Zeckendorf team of aides, which
already had started to move in on
the lirhping : Bronx operation -rtouted as “the Disneyland of the
east”-—will be in command. 1.
Among. them are Russell Levy,
executive vieepee . of Zeckendorf
Hotels;. George. Bennett,; v.p. on
public relations: and advertising;
. --1%.
Abe' Kaplan, assistant, secretary of
>—6%
Webb & Knapp (parent of Zecken— %
dorf Hotels); Robert L. Smith, v.p.
— % , and g.m. of Roosevelt Fields,; the
-r-Va.. Long: Island supermarket, develop¬
—2%
ment; and Jack Rosen, assistant to
-i—2%:
Zeckendorf Jr.
—1%...
lOG-a-Day Loss Some Days.

N, Y. Stock Exchange

•Weekly Vot. Weekly WeeklyTues.
. inlOOs
High
Low
Close
233/ ABC Vending 98
-34%
30
31%
35%
35
2534. Am Br-Par Th 166
37%
253/
26%
.26% Ampex .....1117
28%
39%
36% CBS
...... 124
39%
203/
21%
24T/
14% Col Pix .... 317
35 ,
31%
31% .
17% Decca . ..... .1325
27%
27%
t37
29V
26% Disney .
110%
113%;
Eastman
Kdk
303
119?/
94
6%
6%
704
7% ..
6% EMI
' 14%
14%
.15%
13% Glen Alden.: 276
15%
15%
toew’s Thea. 100
16%
14
33
333.4
. 56
36%
r22% MCA Inc.
34%
;• 36%
3934
247 s Metro GM.» 441
3434
35
39%
127'a, NAFI COrp... 608
6%.
6%
.6%
Nat. Thea*... . 58
6Va
56
57%
61%
39% Paramount . . T02
21%
21%
23% Piuleo .....i 309
23%
241%
223%
231%
163% Polaroid . .
820
59%
53%
54%
58
10
9%
9%
7%. Republic
89
143/
123'
Rep, pftL ..,
4
15
14%
24%
25%
24%
23% Stanley Waft 51
29%
29
29
26% Storer ..
14
41%
37%
38%
30
20th-Fex .... 285
29%
28%
30%
23% United Artbtetl57
48%
45
45
28% Univ. Pix ... t20
52%
49%
48
3738. Warner Bros* 99
114%
89% Zenith
470. 125%
115%

Net
Change
forwk.
—2%
—1%
1%
+ %.
—2%

Low

—2

-r-'M '

^3%
—1%
—9%
— %
T- %
— %
—1%
—1

••

—r-2%
'

:mrrB-

American Stock Exchange
634
11%
6%

1434
;7%
2%
•>87'
1078
14%
4%
13%

4%
8
3%
10%
4%
1
3% .
6%
8%
2

BV

Allied Artists
Cap. City Bde.
Cinerama Ine.
DesilU Prods.
Filmways
Guild. Films..
Natl Telefilm
Technicolor
Teleprompter
Tele IndUs.
Trans-Lnx

50
61
542
34
38
87
12
364
63
7
18

5%
10%
,53/
10%
6%
•1%
4
93/
1234
•27''
13

5%
9%
5%
10%
5%
1
3%
9%
ll%;
2%
11%

5%
10%
5%
10%
5%
1%
3%
9%
11%
2%
11%

—
—
—
—
—

%
%
34
%

r- % ■■
>— %
■— %
—1%

.

OterAhe^CounierSecurities
America Corp. ...
Gen Aniline & FA
Gold Medal Studios
King Bros.
Magna Theatre -...........
Medallion Pictures-........
Metropolitan Broadcasting ,. ...
Movielab
Scranton Corp*
..............
Sterling Television
U. A. Theatres
" * Week Ended Mon. (19).
tEx-dividendi
(.Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce/
..

Bid
..
2%
..370
%
..
.•
..

3%
1%
16
li334
2%
1%
6%

Ask
2%
400
1%
1%3%
2%
16%
1434
3%
2
7%

— %
—70
— %

—1%
—1%
— .%

Fenner & Smith; Inc.)

..

simultaneously with Broadway. At
this moment, no one is quite sure
how far the trend will extend, but
there is conviction. that the change
. rather than stopping, will spread
•veil more.
Population Drift

New York. simultaneous with its
continued engagement at the DeMille on Broadway/and the Baronet:
on the east side. This type of book¬
ing worked out satisfactory for all
concerned, and the fact that the
picture; is still running downtown
. after completing its neighborhood
The population shift from the
run has provided considerable food
.congested ai-das of the cities tothe
for thought. To be sure, this situa¬
suburbs is an important aspect of
tion was unusual in that Loew’s
the hew thinking among the distrihad a ! locked booking for the
button companies. Which feel'that
picture.
However, Walter Reade
the
entertainment
should
be
Jr., operator of the DeMilie and
brought to where the people are.
the Baronet, was Willing to take
..Given a free hand. Unhampered by
the gamble. Industryites are agreed
the entrenched chains and other
that it might not work for all pix,
Strong independent circuits and
but at the same time, they, are con¬
dree7 from Dept, of Justice restric¬
vinced that similar bold ventures
tions, the film companies, it is evi¬
should be attempted more often.
dent, would make efforts to engage
In further distribution experimen¬ . Distributors would like: to sit
down with exhibitors tb arrange a
tation.
Despite the handicaps) ways and complete overhaul of the present
means to . get around the estab¬ distribution system, but it is so
lished rules are being discovered. confined in . long-standing tradi¬
The hardticket engagement, which tion that few believe anything can
is becoming more and more popu¬ be accomplished through this avefIt’s conceded
lar^ is a case in point; The setting nue of approach,
up of reserved seat dates auto¬ that it has to be done slowly, per¬
matically destroys; the established haps utilizing; a subtle wearing
releasing pattern. In addition, the away process a la the eastside-westsaturation booking techique is an¬ side dates, hardticket. . and satura¬
other way that the regular release tion techniques until a complete
flexibility, depending on each pic¬
setup is being by-passed.
There
are. many
companies, ture, is arrived at. Distributors
Which7 feel that, the method of feel that considerable progress has
opening pictures inkeydowntown been made and they are fairly cer¬
houses and.. then spreading out; tain . that the real revolutionary
front there is outmoded. Charles overhaul is not too far. off.
Einfeld. .20th-Fox’s veteran pub-ad
The drive-ins in the new-popula¬
v.p., maintains that the. cost of tion. centers are already bidding
opening a picture in a single down¬ successfully for top-rated 'product:
town house has become prohibitive And a new entry, the slow but sure
because of the coin outlay that is arrival of the hardtop theatre in
necessary for the required media. the shopping centers, which: many
Tie believes that a modified satura: industryites characterize as the
tion system, whereby: the ad costs hew. Broadways and -Main Streets,
can encompass a series of dates in is starting to make aii impact.
• specified area, would be mOre There, are already indications that
economical ahd effective.
some film.: companies; armed. with
Distribution administrators, if. roadshow attractions, are by-pass¬
given carte blanche, would attempt. ing . the customary downtown out¬
. ail kinds off-the-beaten-path book* I lets for the- hew, modern theatres
ings.
A unique arrangement re-1 in the shopping centers; which, as
cenily was the run of Paramount’s | an added asset, 'are equipped, with
“Psycho” on the Loew’ circuit in 1 beaucdup parking space.

Freedomland reportedly suffered
$10,000-a-day/operational loss on
some days this sumnier. It did
extraordinarily well other days.
One. weekend, soon after the open¬
ing, it made P. 1 :news with the
staggering amount of visitors to
the degree that (both Zeckendoris,
wisely told intimates “I hope this
doesn’t oversell Freedomland.”
Intended to maintain full-week
operation until after Thanksgiving,
and . perhaps chancing weekend
opening until the spring weather
came around again, tipoff on the
state of affairs is the current de¬
cision for Saturday-Sunday opera¬
tion Only.
If stockholders approve the new
financial plan. International Recre¬
ation's/ financing will be. revitalized
(1) by Webb. & Knapp’S' leasehold
interests in the three Manhattan
hotels; and (2), $3 000,000 in cash
which will be made available by
W&K to Freedomland for next
year’s operations. W&K will: .re¬
ceive a mortgage and botes totaling
around $11,000,000 to be paid off
:from. revenues of the. entertain¬
ment park and the hotels on a
long-term basis. In addition, W&K
will receive an Option to buy a
substantial but undisclosed number
of shares of International Recrea¬
tion, stock at $17.50 a share. It is
•quoted now Over-the-Counter at
$5.75 bid, $6,50 asked.
$21»t40,000 Investment
Freedomland opened to a great
press. and a great financial handi¬
cap, due to Overtime, labor costs,
delays, etc. The $15,500,000 original
estimate wound up a $21,000,000
investment
before
the.
gates
opened- Soil alone cost around
$1,000,000 because it was the wrong
kind for transplanting of the other¬
wise arid acreage in the Hunts
Point section of The Bronx.
WeJbb & Knapp is currently constucting Freedomland inn, a 300room. motel adjoining the park,
with restaurant, and. bar facilities,
slated for spring Completion, with
TOO additional units scheduled for
the future.
An outdoor showman who is
uniquely qualified for this type of
operation will be brought into the
top spot. Theoretically, Raynor was
on-leave for a. year from Peter de
Met, tv packagers; Schumacher
supposedly has the Seattle. Cen¬
tennial on bis personal horizon;
and John McG'arry, group sales
exec, supposedly has other, future
plans, which is. why he, too, is
exiting the operation.
Actually, the $3-a-head average
toll, per Freedomland visitor has
been low; as against the estimated
$10-$12 which redounds to .Disney¬
land. Gate attendance in the,.short
season has passed 1.500,000 and
concessions and attendance totaled
about $4,500,000.
Webb & Knapp owns 400.000
shares of the 1,000.000 shares out¬
standing. Last month, when things
looked downbeat, Zeckendorf. Sr.
assembled all concerned, called in
an efficiency expert, and told the
latter to take command. One re¬
port had. it that the business en¬
gineer found “so mtich to be in>
proved upon” that, he “didn’t know
Where to start.”.
Incidentally Webb & Knapp
states, that the shift of the Astor,
Manhattan and Commodore does
not mean it is “getting out of the
hotel- business.”

Kansas 'City Sept. 20.
James J. Long, president of Long
Enterprises Trie..;
revealed
last
Friday (16i the sale of his Interest
in the Fox Theatre at Fort ScotL
Kans., to Chester W.‘ Borg. New
owner takes over Sept. 22.
Borg operates, the Mo-Kan Drivein at Fort Scott and the Sky view
Drive-in at Butler, Mo., and will
office at the Fox.
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Ex-Universal Chief Dies at 71;
Cheever Cowdin One of Early
Wall Streeters Into Pictures
TOA Dispense* Medal*
Hollywood/ Sept. 20.
Flock of service medals were
made last week by TOA to
, members for past perform¬
ances.
Kudos were handed out to
Treasurer Si Fabian, called
“Mr. ..Exhibitor” in citation;
Philip F. Harling, anti-paysee
chairman; Sidney M. Markley,
and Laihar Sarra, chairman of
state and local legislative com¬
mittee,..

Hollywood, Sept: 201
David A. Lip ton Ui v.p., told
TQA conventibners that the TOASPG joint statement attacking picT
ture advertising
the kind of
generalization . which annoys. me
Very much.” He pointed out that
distribs’ ad departments are ham¬
pered
creatively because
“you
could almost say -We compile ads
from data supplied by the legal
departments.”
TOA’s Albert Pickus, screen
producers guild’s Jerry Bresler
had. called pix advertising “one of
the worst advertising programs of
any American, industry.” It was,
they-said, “sterile and antiquated.”
Lipton bristled, thumped pro¬
ducers “who think all that’s need¬
ed to sell their pictures, is an an¬
nouncement” He said Bresler had
told him later he was referring to
motion picture -pages of newspa¬
pers.
format of which hasn’t
changed for years.
In: the question period it be¬
came evident many theatremen
were unaware of the network of
contracts which limit Hollywood
producers and distributors. Lipton explained that credits for
“Spartacus” will run six minutes
—largely because of contractual
obligations that billing in all ad¬
vertising is determined not in the
mind of an adman but negotiated
at the bargaining table, “Billing,”
he said, “is often all out of propor¬
tion to their value .(star names)
to you exhibitors.’’
Even so, Lipton said, picture ad¬
vertising is both good and bad and
to attack all with same impartiality
isn’t fair.
UI producer Ross Hunter spoke
at the same program at the Am¬
bassador Friday and drew applause
when he said, “a woman who
leaves dirty dishes in the. sink: to
go to a movie doesn’t want to see
a woman washing dirty dishes —
she wants glamour.”
The panel session on merchand¬
ising was moderated by Martin
Quigley Jr. and, in addition to exhibs, was to have included Otto
Preminger. When the latter didn’t
show, there were expressions of
regret from those who hoped to
question him on some of his con¬
troversial remarks; l.e., that “the
gas company does a better job of
distribution.”

UA’sBestest Branches
United

Artists’

Jacksonville,

Cleveland and -Salt Lake City ex¬
changes have captured the three
grand prizes in the Bob Benjamin
sales drive.
The three exchanges
have
earned top shares of the $60,000.
worth of prize money. The winning
exchanges are managed respec¬
tively by Byron Adams, Dave
Rosenthal, and W. W. McKendrick,
First place In the competition
among UA’s sales divisions went
to Sidney Cooper’s. central and
southern division. Gene Tunick’s
eastern district took top honors in
the district standings, with James
Renders central district winning
second-place money.

J. Cheever.Cowdin, who died in
New York Sept. 16 at the age of
71, was a Wall Streeter who cams
into prominence in the picture
business by way of stock <deals of
the type that loom much larger
today than when this executive
moved in,
Cowdin was also a noted polo
player of the 1920’s. He was a
partner in Blair & Co., bankers,
and this led to formation of his
own company. Standard Capital
Corp., which financed various en¬
terprises, including the “Hopalong Cassidy” pictures. In 1936
he and the late Charles R. Rogers
(Budd
Rogers
is a surviving
brother) bought voting control of
Universal Pictures from the late
Carl Laemmle.
They paid $5,500,000 for the
Laemmle stock.
Cowdin became U board chair¬
man,. Rogers supervised studio pro¬
duction and Robert H. Cochrane
was
retained
as
president.
Cochrane was succeeded in the
presidency by the late Nate J.
Blumberg on Jan. 1, 1938.
Cowdin left the picture company
Dec: 31, 1949, which was about
three years following the U merger
with International Pictures and
the acquisition of 125,000 shares of
U common stock by International’s
Leo Spitz and William Goetz. An¬
other major stockholder was J.
Arthur Rank, British producer-distributor-theatreowner, who held
134,000 shares.
Cowdin began his career as a
clerk with Morgan & Co., then be¬
came a partner in Bond & Good¬
win, later participated in organi¬
zation of Blair & Co. It was in
1934 that, he formed Standard Cap¬
ital and stayed as its president un¬
til the corporation was dissolved
in 1944:
Cowdin, additionally, was chair¬
man of Ideal Chemical Products
Inc., a director of Vickers Inc., a
director of Curtiss Wright and a
member of the advisory boards of
Studebaker-Packard and the Sperry
Division of Sperry-Rand Corp.
At the time of his death he was
a member of the brokerage firm
of Cady, Roberts & Co., which he
joined four years.ago.
Cowdin leaves his wife, the for¬
mer Mrs. Andrea Parker Berens,
and a sister, Mrs. Charles Morgan
of Southampton, L. I.

Satchmo
—, Continued from page 1
to Congo for dates in Elizabethville and Lome, He follows with
Yaounde,
Carmeroons; Abidjan,
Ivory Coast; Monrovia, Liberia;
Freetown, Sierra Leone; Conakri,
Guinea, and Dakar, Mali Federa¬
tion.
. Armstr jrig will make a second
tour for the State Dept, following
this junket. He’s set to be in Paris,
starting Dec. 6, for week on a pic¬
ture and a short vacation. He’ll
then play a new African tour'for
three weeks, and will return to the
Continent for several dates. Itin¬
erary for the second African tour
and the Continent is still to be set
up with Joe Glaser, head of Asso¬
ciated. Booking Corp., who is work¬
ing with State Dept, reps and
American National Theatre and
Academy, which acts as the State
Dept, agency on goodwill tours.

CBS Oasis
_ Continued from page 2
identified as secretary of the na¬
tional committee.
Taber was\called In and told'
that in light of the CBS policy
that no news personnel could par¬
ticipate in controversial organiza¬
tions because their partisanship
might affect their objectvity in
handling of news copy, he would
have to leave. Writers Guild of
America sat in on the meetings.
Gibson was merely warned to
sever his association with the
group.
In June, a N.Y. Times news
story-, identified Gibson a3 the.
chairman of the N.Y. chapter of
the committee, and in light of the
previous action, Gibson was also
asked to leave but was allowed te
retain his'Fellowship.
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Kansas’ Hamstrung Censors
Kansas City, $ept 20;
The power of censorshlp is in a fragile state, in . Kansas,, it was
revealed last week in an interview of the three woman members
of the Kansas Board of Review’in the daily Kansas -City Kansan.
;As .a consequence of recent litigation and Court decisions, the
board is virtually limited to censorship on grounds Of obscenity,
Mrs. Dorothy Frankovich, censor chairman, told the newspaper.
The board’s power has been cut to such an .extent that it feels, it
cannot do an adequate job, MrSi. Frankovich said!
The board’s rulings on obscenity are. guided chiefly by a ruling
Of the U. S. Supreme Court in 1959 on “The Moon Is Blue." It
reads, "A film or reel shall be deemed obscene when to the average,
person applying contemporary, community standards, the dominant
theme of the material, taken as the whole, appeals to prurient;
interests, i.e., a shameful or morbid interest in niidity, sex, or
excretions; and if it goes substantially beyond contemporary limi¬
tations of candor in representation pf such matter.”'.
As cases in point,, the board was. reviewing “Expre.ssO; Bongo”
and “Let’s Make Love” on the day of the interview. It clipped
some scenes from; ‘‘Bongo” Which involved too much niidity in
chorus girls, the board said. Complaints were registered against
the. low-necked costumes worn (by Marilyn Monroe, but “Let’s
Make Love’’ Was not cut.
The classic case which pulled the board’s teeth was “The Mpoii
Is Blue,” which Was two years irt the courts. A final decision by
the U. S. Supreme Court went against the Kansas board Which had
banned -the film because of its “frank bedroom dialogue,” Irt
essence, the. courts have the final word orv censorship, Mrs.
Frankovich said.
Nevertheless the: board carries on its limited censorship duties,,
reviewing all fill
for showing in Kansas. It has Comparatively
little trouble with the majors, but foreign films, particularly
Italian and German, have too, much nudity, Mrs, Frankovich said;
The. Kansas board was nearly ^Obliterated on two . occasions in
recent years, one when a. bill was signed by the governor .but.
proved: unconstitutional in 1955. On another occasion the: legisla¬
ture was- abolishing'appropriations for the board, but Objections
voiced by a group of Kansans who had seen an objectional trailer
at a drive-in changed the legislature’s mind.

Atlmission; of ‘Gomel of Love* Ends Issue—Court
Reporter Says He Yawned
Washington, Sept. 20.
“Les Jeux de 1’Amour” (The
Games of Love) isn’t so gaihey
after all—rarid. has cleared U,S;
Customs for American exhibition!.
Sex film got the bureaucratic
nod in a Federal courtroom here. _
The. action offset any judicial , rul¬
ing on the censorship. privilege'
now exercised by the. Customs
Bureau! Some in the film industry
were worried about a court, test
showdown on Custpms censorship,
fearing if . Customs
(normally
liberal about admitting borderline
foreign molion pictures) lost its
power, it might stir, do-good groups
ta press for more state censorship
laws.
.1
Acting US! Customs Commisr
•loner David B, Strubinger ended
the. legal squabble, here by approv¬
ing admission of film, after it was
screened in the courtroom of’US.
District Judge Alexander Holtr
•off.
Holtzoff had arranged for a
screening before .hearing argu¬
ments on the suit brought by
Films-Around-the-World Challeng¬
ing the Constitutionality of Cus¬
toms’ . right to seize imported mo¬
tion pictures;
Strubinger said he hadn’t seen
it before—and hadn’t been in a
position to rule—because the pro¬
jector was. broken in the Customs
headquarters here,. When Strubinger cleared the film, Holtzoff
threw, the case out of court.
A United Press International re¬
porter who saw the film in the
courtroom wrote that Vas far as
racy love scenes are concerned, it’s
t resounding flop.”

SAG Nominations
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Screen Actors Guild’s Hollywood
nominating committee has" com¬
pleted its .list of nominees, for the
Guild’s annual election this fall:
Petitions for additional nominees
may he submitted through, Oct. 14.
Ballots go out in mid-October;
with results to be announced at the
Guild’s annual, meeting in mid-..
November.
Nominated
are:
president,
George Chandler;: 1st v.p., Dana.
Andrews; 2nd v.p., Jaihes Garner;
3rd v.p., John Litel; recording sec¬
retary, Ann Doran; treasurer,
Frank Faylen; board members (3year terms), Warner Anderson,
Chick Chandler, Ann B. . Davis,
Rosemary DeCamp, Eduard Franz,
James Gonzales, Charlton Heston,
Robert Keith, Louise Laureau,
Ricardo Moiitalban. Gilbert Per¬
kins, Barry Sullivan, Marshall
Thompson; (2-year term), Roger
Smith; (one-year terms). Buddy
Ebsen, Jock Mahoney; Paulin* Mytrs aind Jane Powell

Durwood Circuit Acquires
Missouri, K.C., From RKO;
Converting for Hardflx Use
. Ka n.sas City, Sept. 20.. . .
Dunvood Theatres Inc. is taking
•oyer the downtown Missouri from
RKO and is! converting-the theatre
to a hardticket bperatiort. Durwood
announced Saturday • (10) that it
has takgn over the property on a
longterm, lease from the 14th &
Main- Corp.; new group formed to
over the property'as an investment.
Missouri closed Sunday (II)
after a five and a half week run
on “Psycho” for one of . alltime
great runs in the house. RKO has
been operating the theatre for
more than a year, following its op¬
eration from 1958-59 by Cinerama.
Theatre is to be dark for seyr
era! months during extensive re^
modeling by Durwood, &ft>V which
it will- emerge as the Empire; set
to operate on a 10-shows-per-week
basis. No opening date nor opening
attraction! were: announced.
Plans call for a 70-foot curved,
screen, said to1 be the . largest in
the nation by Stanley Durwood,
president Of the circuit. It will ac¬
commodate any projection system
from 35m to 70m, . he said. Seating
capacity Will be lowered from 2,389
to 1,260.
!
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; Hollywood,; Sept. 20.
Walt Disney received the Amer‘DillOSaiiris’
Produce
‘Dinosauris’ Producer’s
Ideas on Ingredients
lean Legion Mercury Award at a
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Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Kneally, who flew in from Panama
ilCt
$J9Uf 1/(4,
For a man who has come to the
WCil LOSS $J,Ui
for the affair.
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i
II boxoffice ,bat three t-mes and hit
Also honored with
uOy DlZ PjOW flCKS Up a “grand slam” on each occasion,
With citations were .
columnist
ProduceF
?a£rlf„5UumP!!
qplumnist Loqplla Parsons and
m
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
National
songwriter Jimmy
Jimi^y McHugh.
McHugh:* Miss
NaUonal Theatres & Televisi.
Television “ho* occasianally^mates the bi*
Parsons was cited for her column ^ sustained a net loss of *3.071,- Wuers look like novices.
attention to stars whn have made 274 for
39-week period ended
” °h_ ”d"° d __
appearances for the U. S. troops. June 28 i960 after the provision ru?.a f™'.4SoooD ^Tha B?ob” for
and JycHjjglr for his patriotic „f $3,500,000 for the loss of lt»-S5j£
l£r foTsjOot
songs for
bond rallies.
investment in
Manthat
torhe has
:_■
.-investment
in National
mtionai Telefilm
leienun 520a,0U0
goo, stated last? y
week
Associates.
thus far grossed over $6,000,000
HJf
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I
• ♦
Income netted before provision from the three pix and “the money
llflnv I aS*hnM»iane
was made forthelosseB in the tele- is stin rolling in with the foreign
iVlUA 1 Cl/Illlll/l€UIu
film arm was $428,726 (equivalent saies 0n two of them not yet startto 15c per share), which compares ed.” He claims to net “at least
(n
19 HP*
t0 a net °f $1,431,000 (53c per $1,000,000 on each of the pix.”
Harris, hinges his success to .
vUjf *
1 ICO week pe lod of 1959.
study of the available audience:
NT&T prexy B. Gerald Cantor
,.T
“I spentf rnnsiderable
considerable time
time and
and
Mexico City,,’Sept.
City, Sept, 20.
said not only did the Hollywood moneyP
money making
making aa survey
survey of
of high
high
Mexican,!.■ technicians and stage- ftrtkes! seriously handicap NT’s school
Mexican
students
in
18
iarge
Amerischool students in 18 large Ameri¬
handk
“uriiust” .-ineaire.
theatre..operations,
that mere
there can
itips ”» he
hp said,
sa5d. “and
«and from
froin
hands are in a lather over “unjust”;
,operations, but
one xnat
can .pcdjes
cities,”
he
said,
“and
from
attacks in one American film trade w.ere also delays m the release of this survey I-decided
i_ decided to make a
paper(not Variety) labeling them pi£
®d'pr.ipr to the strikes. pjcture t0 fit a ready-made audias Communists or sympathizers.irt1Business has picked up m recent ence j literally made a picture
tent on giving death blow to Hollyhe said. and has been ahead from suggestions made to me of
of■ tne
the corresponamg
corresponding weeks
weeks or
of last
last wj,a^ the majority of high school
wood production in Mexico.
year. Moreover, he said figures for
in the
fhTprtSd
di’ i*t”nclSde“
; Joy,
Jose his
Luis Bustos,; secretary _ ln
period di'not
Include about
»**?»*•?*.«*>•* $3,000,000 in profit realized from
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S^jf BlZ NOW Picks Up

Ilpnv ‘Red’Ties
Kpn llPC
Deny

Workers Section (of the Mexican
Union of Film Production) is
“Red" 4c toMjtf, leftist leanings;
Nor, does !t : desire to sabotage"
Hollywood activity.. On the contrary, Bustos said,“the only thing
)ve are interest^ In is work, and
Hollywood productions can offer
us • f itsteady source of employmen*’
!
The union leader admitted that
.members had billed the Kirk
Douglas unit, which recently shot
“Hot Eye of Heaven” here, for
extra hours of overtime pay. This
“fs. ^ no means any intent to
‘defraild!” hMaidv but. a legitimate
overtime claim because of the “too
exacting demands” of the American scenic designer who had tech^
nicians doing same chores .over;
and over-agmn,
■ • • "
•' ••• ••
■' •
v
• |
p

irt Kansas Citv Mo This nroflt will
Mrntegs^irf ?he
Gros, incoma
thlatfe* and
radio-tv stationa for tha period
ended June 28, I960 was 430.946.g74; other income $3,446,827. Ex
penses, including no provision for
federai taxes, was $33,964,175.
comparison, in cbrfespondlng
period, last year gross income from
theatres and radio-tv was $36,092,631; other income $3,555,656. Total
expenses, including $1;200,000 for
federal taxes, amounted to $38-,217,227. After figuring profit from
NTA, net income for last year*s
39-weelc period was $1,702;632 as
compared with the. $3,071,274 net
current quarter. The company now.
owns only one station, WNTA-AM-’
FM-TV, NeWrark-N.Y.
loss, this year.
.- -■ ■—“— --—.:

inside Stun—Pictures

:

covered .$2.QOO»O0O on a $200,000
investment.”
, Another fundamental “'Harris*
*>nnula » twofold: Dont spend
to° much money ‘and have your
timmg 3ust ri8ht*
Harris stated “there are too
many good pictures which are not
not in tune with times. By that I
mean they are either way ahead
of their time or ridiculous distortions which then place them as
unbelievable.”
Although Harris deals In science- '
fiction and fantasy, he claims there
is a large, distinction between his.
films and most sci-fi pix. “Mine
are examples of daydreaming,” he
said “and everyone daydreams
from time to time. I take teenagers’ daydreams and make successful pictures that entertain and
give the kids a thrill. A*s0» I hse
a gimmick (Harriscope) which is

m^oSCcfsTshimoi?rdw«hnaut
live action of humans.”
! Mrs: Phil Stong is at the Iowa State fair, Des Moines, to do a
New projects which Harris an“r.ewrite” of the State Fair story. Her late husband had written the nounced he is working on now innovel, “State Fair,” on which the successful picture was based. Mrs. elude: “Rip Van Winkle In tho
Stong said she planned a story about the fair for a national magazine. 20th ^Century” (with completed
The. state;fair: publicity director telegraphed 20th Centiiiy-Fox to ask screeriplay by Marion Hargrove),
whether they would, be filming ahy “background” scenes during this “The Terrible Game,” from a novyear’s expo in preparation for a new “State Fair” film. The reply was el by' Don Tyler Moore (which
no but is considering the Iowa fairgrounds for some on-the-scene- Harris says will carry a $1,500.filming at a later date. Stong, who died In 195t,. wrote the original 000 budget. He is currently talk“State Fair” In 1932 and the pic based on the novel starred Will Rogers, ing a deal with U-I on distribution
Janet Gaynor and Lew Aj'res.
and possible joint production) and,
..
—r——“Jonah and the Whale,” which is,
..Twenty motion picture companies have contributed $400 each for “not a Biblical story per se.”
art association between the Hollywood animation industry-and the
a few other Harris secrets on
University of Southern Oalifornia: Result is that the school will offer how to get
eet a ready-made audl*
five night courses ih ahimatiori starting this week..
ence*
*
ence:
■ 5et b>r
USG department of cinema, through cooperation of the
,
.
1. ^ke
Coke partl.
parties
fine arts department. , courses will include filmic expression, animation, 11\
e* for high school
einematic design, elements of production and problems In camera. All
V*,
and don ^
will be taught by leaders in the animation field—Les Novros, Art Bahbih, Paul Julian, Leo Salkin arid.Ray H.Thursby.
H. Thursby.
«enx'T
u
^
’
• . •■
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2. Newsboys—tiiey are quickest
:» Film studios currently are making a survey of historical items for aJd
possible inclusion in the. Holly wood Motion Picture & Television, in a pf"mouth advertising. Take them
move cued by the Acquisitions Committee of the'Museum Commission, 1° y°ur Picture and give them a
few passes.
coHchaired by David L. Loew and.Eugene Zukor.
fe«’
Passes- ... _ . . „
3. Use comic books. In>
In, fact%.
fact. Har¬
Items which would depict the. scientific and technical progress of the . 3*.
ifr”
Hollywood, Sept. 20..
ris declared,
his
Industry,
up
to
and
including
the
present,
are
being
sought.
Survey
Fls
declared,,
his “Dinosaurus”
Dinosaurus has
has
David March, Holly wood and ...nr •
• ' iMi _* •
VT v • ■
° .*•
I
. * hAnn
infn e cim/»ACofftl nnmm
will
include,
stills,,
props,
wards*
costunies/miniatures,
special
effects,
bee?
!Pad,®
a
successful
New York agent for the past. 20. makeup items, etc.
revenue'financing
book itself with revenue
fin
other ventures.
years and in recent years a fea¬
4. Get all the “free ballyhoo”
ture filrin producer, has formed
Kenneth S. Ginlger, :p. and g.m.. of Hawthorn Books, referring to you can from tie-ins with public
March Associates for the publish¬ the Jerry Wald newsletter anent title-clashes, wherein he says such utilities (gas eo. electric, water,
ing of souvenir programs for-hard¬ an agency .exists in films and television, disputes the claim: “If he etc.) which not only advertise but
(Wald) knows of any; organization which prevents! conflicts among pub¬ mail out monthly statements and.
ticket Hollywood pix.
I wish he would tell Us publishers' about it. None of our people reach people through the mail.
March has just closed deals to lishers,
here has ever heard about this nor have ;any of the trade organiza¬
5. Take advantage of news sit¬
publish the program books for tions to which we belong.”
uations by working with depart*
Otto Preminger’s “Exodus” . and ,
ment stores.
Dore Scharv’s “Sunrise at Campo___!
bello” and is in Los Angeles now . . Dun’s Review polled. 171 corporation presidents Who picked the
to negotiate for the “Alamo” pro¬ country’s best-managed companies. DuPont, General Electric and
PAR'S REISSUES
gram, In . New York, where he’s General Motors were voted the top three, followed by IBM, Minnesota
Paramount Is readying to go
headquartered, March also is dick¬ Mining,. AT&T, Eastman Kodak, P&G, Standard Oil (N.J.), Firestone,
ering for the “Pepe”- booklet. He American Home Products, Aluminum Co. Of. America, Cutler-Hammer, with* a if lock of reissues—at least
International
Paper,
•
Texas
Instrument,
Armco
Steel»
Ford,!
Inland
six
of them at the present count
recently published the “Can-Can”
Steel, . National Biscuit, Texaco,
and very, likely more will be added
program.,
.
.
.
.
'
.
•
for
the next year. The Par re. Additionally, March has formed
Las Vegas “heist.” which is the plot of "Oceah’s ll^ (WB) saw sale product will Include “Rear
a novelty corporation and, as one a The
real-life
counterpart
over
the
weekend
when
three
dapper
bandits
Window,”
“Sunset Boulevard” and
of its initial projects. Will dis¬ highjacked the Campione (Italy): casino and got off. with more than “Trouble with
Harry.”
tribute an “Exodus” medallion in $400,000 in currencies of many countries, including gold coins. The
Par’s is not an Isolated case. It’s
conjunction with the souvenir casino Is on the shores of Lake Lugano, on the Swiss border, and the beard around the trade that vir#
booklet.
Swiss police also put up roadblocks but the bandits to far have not tually all companies are aiudous to
For some time March has been apprehended.
give the market e big play with
planned l e a t u rn production of
; . \
post-1948 features .that have made
“Vincent Mad Dog Coll” and jdst
To aid exhibitors in proper projection methods for eompany*s. up- the theatrical market once,
last week sold property to Ed coming 70m release, Bryan’s “Spartacus,” Universal-International is
Angle is to drain the film anbi*
Schreiber for New York produc¬ sending a folder of technical date to theatres, preparatory to the dial’s bition outlets to the utmost bsfsro
tion.
release.
topping teleYlsIoa.

March Pnbbing Souvenir (
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Need People More Hum Prints
Return to Allied States Hpiled By Hendel—Foresees

board voted unanimously to reaffiliate and that the local group will be
represented at the National. Hoard
meeting at Chicago in November.
Allied States hopes lie. in getting
a new strong executive director.
When asked if he. had. any trou¬
ble getting prints of currently , hot
pictures like Paramount’s ’’Psycho,”
he said, ‘-We get all the prints we
want. All we need is people.”
Milton London of Detroit, re¬
gional vice. . president of Allied
States, was at the meeting here on
Tuesday U3) when the vote for reaffiliation Was taken.
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New World Patterns For Fix
^Continued from page 1|

as. the consolidation that has been Mediterranean area, to loin; Fair¬
taking place in distribs’ overseas banks Morse as a veepee. At pres¬
Strong New Leadership
branches in the last several years. ent Rome office is manned by
In more and more overseas terri¬ Henry Borgese, lately Gervasi's as¬
tories,. U. S. majors are merging sistant. Whether MPEA will bring
Pittsburgh, Sept. 20.
tion. Allied will give us the strength
their
distribution facilities or util¬ a new roan into the European org;
In disclosing the reaffiliation of ! and trade information. we want to
izing local distribution firms, there¬ or fill the Rome, post with a man
j forge ahead.”
the Allied Theatre Owners of West¬
by cutting down on the overhead already In MPEA, or actually con-;
which becomes increasingly costly solidate in Paris, must be decided
ern Pennsylvania with the Allied i (He said that Allied Is now. going
"per unit of picture” with fewer in the next few weeks.
States Assn., chairman of the board | through a phase of organizational
pictures going into, release.
MPEA exec veep Ralph Hetzel,
i
rehabilitation
and
will
soon
be
the
Harry Hendel stated to a Variety
Larry Bachmann, head of Metro
Reasons this exec, in the last TO who accompanied Johnston on the
reporter, "Qur biggest problem is i most Important factor in the indus¬
African
tour, stopped, off in Eu¬
years
world
trade
conditions,
es¬
production,
in
England,
is
oh
the
to get the people back info the the¬ try to help “the little fellow” in
rope en route home last .week to
Coast to confer with studio produc¬ pecially- in Europe, have , eased to visit offices in Rome; Paris and
atres and the best wray to do it is the business.
the
point
where
many
of;
the
serv¬
through a strong national organiza¬
Hendel said he was happy the tion chief Sol C. Siegel.
ices provided by the MPEA are no London, presumably before-making
longer required or, at least, no recommendations re possible reor¬
longer require the day-by-day, onT ganization following the Gervast
the-spot attention: which was nec¬ departure.
essary in quota-ridden, remittancerestricted times past; He points
out (hat with the recently con¬
cluded three and one-half year
French film pact, and the freeing
of film trade with Britain and
Check at the homeoffice makes
Germany, there are now only two
HOLLYWOOD 44
OLdfield 4^1220
major markets where import li¬ it apparent there will be no more
NRW YORK 22
PLaze V-8215
censes are a problem (Spain and: defections . from National ScreenService—this in the wake of the
Japan).;
Hollywood office
.. The. biggest problem facing U S. row stirred up with Columbia’s
departure
from the service outfit.
film companies abroad, he says;
ate taxes which
discriminate ;; As a matter of fact one company.
Officers*
Paramount,
now in. process, oil
against U S. films, and he adds that renewing its iscontract
with NSS.
VRANK CAPRA
this- is a problem which, in Europe,
A
distribution
in the ■ east
can be handled as easily out of a said NSS has the v.p.
personnel, facil¬
centrally . located Paris office as ities and organization required fer
September 15, I960
MICHAEL J. KAMI
out of offices in Rome; Frankfurt, trailer-making and for his company
PRANK BORZAGB
London and Stockholm.
to set. up this kind of operation
JOHN SUGHRUE
Gone., are the days, says this would, represent too, much of an
Mr. Eric Johnston, President
JOHN RICH
member company exec; when every undertaking;
PRANKLIN SCHAFFNER
Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc.
country-and territory presented its
SHIELDS DIERKES
own special trade and remittance
Vic* President*
1600 Eye Street, N, W.
problems that demanded constant
land
individual attention. Signifir
Washington 6, D. C.
CLAUDE B1NYON
cant of this, he thinks, is fact that
TOM DONOVAN
association
has abandoned its com¬
Dear
Erici
Secretaries
plicated and,
some quarters.
Magna Pictures Corp, "iwhich
:
highly
unpopular
"global formula” has heretofore confined its activi¬
HOWARD W. KOCH
Comes now the time when modern, post '48 Motioii
for the division of import licenses., ties to the production of Todd-AO
LAMAR CASELLI
| Division ..of licenses is now being ' pix and the distribution of "Okla-,
Treasurers
Pictures will be shown free to the public on national
J handled on a country-by-coujntry, j homa” and. "South .Pacific,” Is ex¬
individual-hassle basis, none so bit- ’ panding its role in' the distribution
TVjj networks.
Board Members:
i ter though since, with exception ; field.
It has acquired from’ Wil¬
WILLIAM BEAUDIME, JR.
of Sjpain and Japan, there are! liam ^helton Filins^ Inc. the distri¬
WILLIS GOLDBECK
The Directors Guild, along with other talent Guilds,
•
enough
licenses
to
go
around
in.
bution
rights throughout the .U.S.
HOWARD QUINN
! most areas.
and Canada of “Magdalena,”
considered this build-up of competition against theatrical
GEORGE SCHAEFER
Long Way Off?
| According to Magna v.p. arid,
GEORGE SIDNEY
sales chief, Joseph M. Sugar, the
films as a form of economic hari-kari: for motion pictures,
GEORGE STEVENS
Proponents of the European con-1 company was attracted to the pic¬
JOSEF VON STERNBERG
solidation move, however, are not i ture because of the results it bi>
as!well
as
causing
unemployment
for
those
of
us
in
TV.
DON WEIS
too hopeful about its coming to pass ! taihed in test-engagements in Bos¬
immediately because it would, in i ton. Albany and Buffalo.
Producing companies argued it was a shot of
effect, be regarded as a "retrench-1 Magna will seek additional pix
ment” among powers-that-bei who!, for-distribution, and Will continue
adrenalin to them. The producers' concept prevailed
are understandably jealous of their ! to produce arid distribute Todd{prerogatives.
1 AO .films:
though some of us still don't dig how the rabbit, helps hi
Some member company execs
survival by selling the fox a new set of teeth.
also profess to see in MPEA prexy.
Eric Johnson’s recently concluded : Kaplan European PH Of
four of underdeveloped African.na¬
Having lost on the economic level, we don't want to
Glass-Seltzer’sFeatures
tions (see separate story) an ex¬
London. Sept. 29.
ample of MPEA’s recognition of
lose on the artistic level.
Executive
producers ' Getgp
its need to reexamine specific func¬
tions and international purposes. Glass arid Walter Seltzer have
The Directors Guild strongly urges you and the
The idea being that with film trade named Mike Kaplan European
being liberalized in all other major publicity director .for a pair of
producing companies to persuade networks not to cut and
! territories, the MPEA had better upcoming productions far .which
■find itself some new raisons d’etre. Pennebaker Inc., proviies the
slash our motion pictures to ribbons, but to present them to
Suggestion was not made critical¬ American' elements. Filins are
the public as they were created, and not as tortured
ly but realistically because the ‘‘The Naked Edge/’, vcostarring
MPEA,. which runs on a rather, Gary Cooper , and Deborah. Kerr,
facsimiles of the advertised film classics. This is defrauding
large budget, must give its cus¬ and "Paris Blues/’ topliriing Paul
Newman, Joanne Wobdward; Sid¬
tomers their money’s worth.
thie public.
ney Foitieri, Louis Armstrong arid
'Opening Up’Africa
Diahann Carroll. .
It’s generally agreed by these ■ It marks: the first time that ah
Producers, Writers, Directors, Actors and Technicians
observers that the African tour Independent production Unit has
has served some valuable tends for appointed a full-time European diput a great deal of bicod, sweat and tears into the making of
j the member companies, particular¬ rector to handle all aspects of the
these films. We are proud of our work;
ly at the high , government level campaign from production, through
where Johnston functions best; release. Kaplan, a former Holly¬
There have, however, been sugges¬ wood tradepaper reporter and edi¬
The integrity of the producing companies' trademarks,
tions too that perhaps the tour, tor/ has been specializing in pufc
might have accomplished more ih l.icizing American pix shooting
asi well as the artistic integrity of the whole motion picture
the Way of gathering specific, lo¬ abroad for the last three years on
profession will be at stake; if these films are not shown to
cal-level information which would a freelance basis. For the Penne¬
be of value in member, company baker affiliation, he will establish
tlie TV audiences as they were meant to be shown.
business dealings in the various offices, at ABPC Studios, Elstree,
areas'.where. "Edge” will be shot and
Says ohe member Company exec, Will divide his times, between
We request your cooperation in seeing to it that our
Johnston’s reports have been, valu¬ there and the Studios tie Boulogne,
creative efforts and the industry's, valuable assets are notable to his company if for no other Paris, where, “Blues”' will be in
reason. than they have confirmed production: Unit publicity staffs
mutilafed on TV.
experience Which his company has for both United Artists releases
had in those territories. He adds: will be appointed shortly.
“What I’d really like to get, how¬
Cordially,
ever, is up-to-date reports on the
: Metro Beefs Up Pub-Ad
actual business potential of thea¬
tres and circuits in any given ter¬
Karl Fasick and Edward Apfel
ritory. Many of our deals are based have been added To Metro’s homeon information as much as 10 years office pub^ad department,
old. We know that business has
Fasick has been transferred
Frank Capra, President
been growing, but not how much from Boston; where he has been di¬
until, , say, we get a cable from a visional representative for "BenDirectors Guild of America, Inc*
circuit in West. Africa asking; us Hur.” In his new assignment ho
FC:VD
to air mail such and such a print will assist exploitation chief Em¬
to them. When a guy is willing to ery Austin in supervising "Ben*
!'■
pby $400 freight charges, it’s obr Hur” promotion plains iii the V. Bl¬
viously time to move out . of flat and Canada,
JOSEPH C. YOUNGERMAN
NEWMAN M. BURNETT
rentals
Into percentage deals.”
Apfel, for the past five years
National Executive Secretary
-Executive Secretary '
Latest reexamination of the with the Donahue & Coe ad agen¬
Hollywood
NeW' York
MPEA’s European setup has. been cy, will .work priinarily on the de¬
triggered, by the recent resignation velopment; of advertising cam¬
jof Frank. Gervasi, director for tbe paigns and N. Y. openings of pix.

Directors Guild of America, Inc.

COL’S TRAILER-MAKING
BID LOOKS LIKE SOLO

Magna’s Expansion; To
Distribute ‘Magdalena’

Jj
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“Tui All Right, Jack** (Col) <22d
wk). The 21st found ended Sunday
(18) wa» big $10,500 after $10,000
for preceding stanza; Continues.
Murray Hill (R&B) (565; 95Louisville, Sept. 20:
$1.80)—-“Started in Naples” (Par)
First-runs are healthy this week
(4th wlc). The third, session ending New entries “Crowded Sky” at
tomorrow (Thurs.) is seen heading Mary Anderson and “Angel Wore
Boston, Sept. 20.
for sturdy $12,0.00 after $13,000 for Red” at United Artists are both
There’s a downward trend at the
second week; Continues.
fetching nice takes. Despite heavy
Indianapolis, Sept. 20.. . Paris. (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- rains and coolish weather,“Psycho” b.o. with plethora of holdovers and
Denver, Sept. 20..
heavy competish from legit shows.
Spotty biz marks first-runs .this . The: first-run situation hero Is $1.80)—“End of Innocence” (Un¬ in third frame ait the Kentucky Is Three new entries are only mild,
Vreek.- ‘‘Sons and Lovers” is so-so relatively quiet again, this week. ion) (4th-final wk). The third ses¬ still topping the town,
“Crowded Sky” at the Orpheum;
Kentucky. State Fair ended its “Pay OroDie” at the Paramount
it the Aladdin while “Crowded “It Started: in Naples” is doing sion ended Sunday (18) With fair
Sky" is big at the Paramount. moderate biz at the Circle, to lead $6,100 after $7;500 in second week 10-day run with the Grand Champ¬ and “Enemy Geheral” at the
Holdovers are strong. “Let’s Mako the town.' “Rosomary” is getting “The Ostrich Has. Two Eggs.” ionship Horse Show, the. main Pilgrim. “Let’s Make Love” it
event. Bat. rains on opening and bowing out at the Metropolitan
Love”is good in a .third rounds fair returns at Loew’s. “Ben-Hur,” (Janus) opens Monday (26>;
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— closing days contributed to lowest after a sad four weeks. “Ben-Hur”
*Ben-Hur” is okay in its 23d stanza now in 28th. stanza at Lyric; is run¬
| continues an alltime big grosser at
“Apartment” (UA) (15th wk). The Attendance since; 1952.
t the Denham and “Psycho” is fine ning below recent; steady level.
14 th week finished last night
a a fifth frame at the Orpheum.
Estimates f or This Week
Estlihates for This Week
the Saxon, where it Is torrid in Ita
(Tues.) With solid $10,000 after
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 44th week.
Estimates for* This Week
Circle (CockrilLDoIle) (2,800; 90- $9,500
for the previous found. Con¬ $125-$2.50V — “Ben-Hur” (M-G)
$1.25)—“It Started in Naples’’
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (000; $L45)
tinues.
(18th wk). Sagging slightly to mod¬
"Sons and Lovers” .(20th). So-so (Par). Qke; $7,000. Last week;
Astor (B&Q) (1,270; $1.75) —
68th St; Playhous (Leo Brecher) est $5,500, after last week’s perky
$3,000! Last week,“Can^Can” (20th) “Psycho” (Par) (5th wk), $6,500.
“Strangers
When We Meet" (Co!)
$1.25-$2) — “Oscar Wilde” $6,000,
(22nd wk) ($1.50r$2!50), $4,000,
, Keith's (Cockriii-Dolle) (1,300; (370;
(5th wk). Oke $8,000. Last week,
(FAW) (14th wk): The 13th session
Centre (Fox) (1.270* $l-$i,45)— (90-$l .25)—“Ocean's 11” (WB) 5th finished Sunday (18V with okay . Kentucky (Switow) (900; 75- $9,000.
$125)—.“Psycho” (Par) (3d wk):
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1.50)—
“Let's Make Love" (20th) (3d wk). Wk. Okay. $5,000. Last week, $7,P00. $4,000. Last week $4,700;
Tops town at healthy $10;000, after “Come Dance With Me” (Union)
Good $9,000. Last week, $10,000.
Loew’s (LoeW’s) (2,427; 75-$l)—
Sutton
(R&BV
(561;
95-$1.80)
last week’s loud $14,000.
(3d wk), Nice $8,000. Last week;
Denham (Indie) (800; $1.25-$2.50) “Rosemary” (FAW) and “Virgin “School for Scoundrels”; (Cont)
Mary Anderson (People’s) (900; $10,000.
-^“Ben-Hur” (MrG) (23d Wk). Aver¬ Island” (FAW). Mild $5,500. Last (11th wk). The ,10th frame Con¬
Sky”
(WB).
Boston (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,354;
week; “Night Fighters’^. (UA) and cluded Sunday . (18) with - nice $8,- 75-$l)—“Crowded
age $10,500. Last week, same.
Gbiod
$5,000. Last week, “Oceans $L20-$2.65)—“This Is Cinerama”
Denver (Fox) (2,432; $1-$L45)— “Cage Of Evil” (UA), $5,000.
80Q after: $8,500 for the ninth ses¬ 11” (WB) (6th wk); Mild $4,500.
<22d wk). The 21st week ended
Lyric
(Cockriii-Dolle)
(850;
“House of Usher” (AD and “High
sion. “The Entertainer”- (Cont)
United Artists (UA) (3;000: 75^ Monday (19) was okay $8,000. Last
Powered Rifle” (20th) (2nd wk), $1.25-$2.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G): jipens Oct 3.
week, ditto.
28th .wk: Nice $6,000.. Last week,: ; * Tfans-Ljix 52d ist. (T-L) (540; $1- $1)—“Angel Wore Red” (M-G)
Nice $5,500! Last Week, $18,000,
Capri (Sack) (900; $1.25-$1.50)—
Brisk
$7,500. Last week; “Elmer
; $1.50)—“Let’s . Make Love” (20th)
Esquire (Fox) (600; $lW‘Carry $7,500.
Gantry” (UA), 3d wk Oke $6,500. “From Terrace” (20th) (10th wk).
On Nurse” (Gov) (18th wk). Steady
Good $5,000. Last week, $6,000.
(3d wk). Second Week winding up
$4,000. Last week, $4,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 75-$1.25)
today (Wed.) looks likely to reach
NEW YORK
—“School for Scoundrels” (Cont)
sturdy $18-000 after $20,000 for the
Orpheum (RKO) (2.690; $125^DETROIT
(6th
wk). Fifth week ended Friday
(Contiiiued
from
page
9)
premiere
round.
Continues.
$i:45)-^“Psycho“ (Par) 15th . wk).
(Continued from page 9)
Fine $14,000: Last week. $14,000. (WB) begins reserved-seat engage¬
World (Perfecto) (390;: 90-$I.80) “Wild One” (Col) and “The Mob” (16> was smart. $7,800. Last week,
$
8
,
000
.
Paramount (Indie) (2,100; 90- ment Monday (26).
—“Nature’s Paradise” (Indie) (8th (Col), $8,000. .
Gary (Sack) (1.277; $1.50) —
$l!25)—“Crowded. Sky”, (WR). Big
Forum (Moss). (813;.’ 90-$2)—“AH wk): The seventh canto. finishing
“Started
in Naples” (Par) (4th wk).
Adams
(Balaban)
(1,700;
$1.25$13,500. Last week, “Oceans 11” Young Men” (Col) (4th wk). This tomorrow (Thurs.) is seen tallying
$1.50)-^“All Young Men” (Col). Fine $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
(WB) (5th;wk).$9,500.
stanza
winding, up . tomorrow a. fast $8,500 after $7,500 last week. Good $15,000. Last week, “Angel
Kenmore
(Indie) (700; $1.25*
Towne (Indie>, (600; $1-$L45)— (Thurs.) is seen. scoring solid $20,- Stays!
Wore Red” (M-G), $6,000 in second $1.50)—“Carry On Nurse” (Gov)
“Strangers When We Meet!’ (Col). 000 or in ore. Last week,. $19,000.
Trans-Lux 85th Street (T-L)
(17th
wk).
Slick
$5,500. Last week,
week.
‘
(6th wk).. Okay $3,000. Last week, Continues:.
(550; $i.25rS2—‘‘Carousel” (20th)
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- $6,000.
$3,000. ;
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- (reissue) (3d wk).; The second $0.00)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (31st wk).
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70$2 )-V‘Let’s Make Love” (20th) (3d round ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is Wham $20,000. Last week, $14,300. $1.10)—“Let's Make Lbve” (20th)
wk). The second week finishing to¬ likely to score . okay $4,000. Last
(4th.wk). Poor $7,000. Last week,
Omaha Sags, Blit ‘Sky’
Music Hall (Cinerama^ Inc.) (1.- same.
day (Wed.) is ...likely to reach re¬ week,. $4,500: “Inherit the Wind-’
$1.55-$2.65) — “Windjammer”
Oke SG ; ‘Sons’ Fair 3G spectable $36,000 after; $45,000 for (UA) is Sot .open Get, 12,. : day- 208;
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$L10)
dating with- Astor on Broadway. .. (NT), (26th wk>. Fine $15,0o0. Last —“Ocean’s 11” (WB) and “Young
previous session,.
Omaha, Sept. 20.
week, same.
Jesse James” (20th) (6 th wk).
Biz continues to sag at ..down¬
Radio Citv Music Hall (Rocke¬
Trarts-Lux Kriirt (Traris-Lux) (1,- Torrid $15,000. Last week, $18,909.
town first-runs, with
tost, ops fellers). (6.200; . 90-352.75)—“Song
000; $L49-$1.65) — “Come-Dance
LOS ANGELES
New Fenway (Indie) (p.350; $1.25blaming lack: of strong new prod-, Without End” (Col) (6th-final wk).
With
Me” (Indie) (4th wk), Oke $1.50)—“Hiroshima Mon Amour”
(Continued.from
page
9)
uct arid traditional slowdown, .when The final round of topndteh run
Last week, $5,000. .
'Zenith) (3d wk); Good $5,000. Last
school opens: However, “Crowded is seen winding up. today (Wed.) and “Five Bold Women” (Cit), . $4,000.
■ Sky•’ is rated ;okay at.the Orpheum. with good $127;000, Last week, “Crowded Sk^? (WB) (Baldwin).; Mercury ,(UM) (1,470; $1-$1.49) week. $7,500,
—“From the. Terrace” <2pth) (6th
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90“Sons and’Lovers” is light at the $125,000. .“Dark At Top of Stairs” Dull $19,500. Last week,'Pantages wk). Good $11,000. Last week, $12,$1.50)—“Crowded Sky” (WB> and
Omaha.;Second stanza of “All Fine ■(WB) opens toiriorrow (Thurs.):,
with Los Angeles, “Hell to Eter¬ 100.
“Dial M for Murder” (Indie). Fair
Young Cannibals" * fair at the
Rivoll (UAT) (1.545; $1.50-$3.50) nity” (A’A) (2d wk), “Kings Go
$11,000. Last week, “Angel Wore
State.,
—“Can-Can” (20th) (29th wk). The: Forth” (UA) (reissue). (1st Wk),
Red” (M-G) and “Music Box Kid”
28th week; concluded .last night. $13,400. Hilistreet with Hawaii,
Estimates for This Week
(UAV $12,000.
CHICAGO
Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70Cooper (Cooper) (693; . $1.55- (Tues.) with ole ^ $21,000 after “13! Ghosts” : (Col), “Electronic
(Continued
from
page
9)
Monster”
(Col)
(2d
wk),
$5,7Q0.
$1.10)—“Pay Or Die” (AA) and
. $2.20)—“Ben-Hur”. tM-G) (31st. wk). $20,500 for 27th round. “The
Boff
$43,000:.
Last
veek,
“PollyAlamo”
.(UA)
opens
Oct.
26..
Fine
Arts
(FWC)
(631;
90-$1.5(H
•Hypnotic
Eye” (AA). Slick $14,000,
Good $6,200. Last , week, same.
arina” (BV) (6th wk), $13,000.
!
Omaha ( ristates) (2,066; 75-$!) . State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$3.$0) —“Sons and Lovers” (20th). 'Greflit
Surf (H&E. Balaban). (685; $1-8*51 Last week, “Psycho” (12th wk), $9,«
$10,000.
Last
week,
“Jungle
Cat”.
—“Ben-Hur”
(M?G);
(44th
wk).
The:
000
.
—“Sons and Lovers". (20th). . Fair
—“Man in Cocked Hat” (Show).
Pilgrim (ATC) - (1,900: 60-$1.10)
$3,000. Last ’ week, “Letts Make •43d week ending today (Wed.) (BV). (5th wk, 9 days), $3,600.
Loud $3,700. Last week; “39 Steps”
looks to. hit sturdy $45,000 for 10. . El. Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$l!50)— (20th). (3d wk), $4,300.
Love” (20th), $4,500.;
.
j —“Enemy General” (Coi) and .“A*
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; 75- Shows, after $49,000 for the pre-, “The Apartment”: (UA) (moveover)
Todd (Todd) 1,089; $1.75-$3.50> Sea Rages” (Col). Flashy $9,Q00.
;■ and “Some Like It Hot” (UA) (re¬ —“BemHur” (M-G) (39th wk). Last week, “One Foot in Hell”
$17—“Crowded. Sky” (WB). Okay vious! week. Continues.
$6,000. Last week, “Stranger*
Victoria (City Iriv.) (1,003; 50- issue). Oke $3,200.
Stellar $21,500. Lost, week, $23,000; (20th) ’ and “When Comedy Wa»
When We Meet” iCol). (2d Wk), $2)—‘Started , in. Naples” (Par)
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; King” (20th) (rerun), $8,000.
Downtown, Vogue CB&B-FWC)
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3)—
$6,000 at $1-$1,25 scale,
(4th Wk).. The third, stanza. ending (1,757; 810;.. 90-$1.50)—“All the 90-$i.80)—“Strangers When We
. State. (Cpoperi. (743; . $1)—“All tomorrow (Thurs.) looks likely to Young Men” : (Col) and “Enemy Meet” (Col) (4th wk). Potent $17,- “BenrHur” fM-G) (44th wk). Great
$17,000. Last week, same.
Firte Young, Cannibals” (M-G). (2d reach fine $22,000. Last week, General” (CoD (2d wk. Downtown; 000- Last week, $21,000.
State (T-L) (730; 75-$1.25) —
wk). Coolish $2,500 after $4,000 $20,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 901st wk! Vogue), Fair $8,300.
“Naked Holiday” (Indie) and “Love
how.
Warner (SW) (L«*16; 90-$2)—
Los Angeles. HawaU (FWC-G&S) $1.80)—“Elmer Gantry-’ (UA). (5th in the City” (Indie) (3d wk). Hot
“High Time” (20th) (2d wk). The (2,019; 1,106; 90-S1.50V— “Hell to wkK Busy $17,000. Last week, $5,100 and holds for fourth. Last
openirig session winding up Fri¬ Eternity” (AA) (3d. wk, Lbs $20,000! ..
World (Teitel) (606; 0O-$1.5O)— week, $5,800.
KANSAS CITY
day (23) is seen scoring; a good Angeles;: 1st wk Hawaii) and “Sev¬
$28,000 or near, in ahead, “Time en Guns to Mesa” (AA) (moreover) “Threepenriy Opera” (Brandon).
(Continued from page 9)
“AH Fine Young, Cannibals” (M-G). Machine” (M-G) concluded final (Los Angeles). “10.000 Bedrooriis” Socko $7,400. Last week, “Easiest
Moderate $7,500, holds: Last week, nine days with $15,000.
(M-G) (reissue) (Hawaii) (1st Wk). Profession” (Indie) (1st wk), $5,800.
‘‘Crowded Sky” (WB); Medium
Handy .$8,bpQ.
First-Run Arties.
$7,000.
Beyefly (Elect) f 1.150; $l-$2)—
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)
BALTIMORE
Plaza (NT) (1,900; $1.25)—“From .—“Psycho” .(Par); (14th wk). The “Subterranearis” (M-G) (3d wk).
Scranton, Sept. 20.
the Terrace” t20th) (5th wk). Pleas- : 13th week ending today (Wed.) Soft $4,OO0. Last week, $5,200.
(Continued from page 8)
Penh Paramount Corp. will spend
$2.50)
.
—
“Can-Can” (20th) (17th about $75,000 to renovate' the
ant $5,000: Last week, $6,000.
looks like, okay $6,500 after same . Chinese; (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40)
wk). Good $4,000 after $4,600 last, Riyiera, smaller of its two dowm': Roekhill (Little . Art Theatres) total for the .previous round. ‘It ' —“Let’s
Make Love’-’ (20th) (4th
(750; 0O:$1.25) — .“Hiroshima Mon Happened .:
. Broad Daylight” wk). Firm $11,000. Last wreek, week:
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- town houses here, and revert to
Amour’' (Zenith) (2d wk),. Good (Conti, opens Sept. 29.
$
12,100,
$1.25)—“Let’s: Make Love”. (20th) firstrun policy.
$1,700, Last week, nifty $2,000., ■
The 32-year-old house, which has
Firte Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Hollywood Paramount (Elect) (3d wk). Down to ,$3,500 after
Roxy (Durwood) (850; $1-$1.50) —“H i To shl m a Mon Amour”
been playing double features for
•-“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (4th wkT. Fat (Zenith) (19 th wk). The.: 18th (1;468: 90-$2)^-“All Fine Young $5,000 in second..
Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 00- the action trade, will get wide¬
Cannibals” (MG) . (5th wk). Light
$7,500. Last week, big $9,000,
round, ended Sunday (18) with fine
$1.50) — “School for Scoundrels” screen, stereophonic sound, new
... Uptown (NT) .(2.043; $1-$L25)— $9,500 -after $10,600 for the 17th $6,300. Last week, $7,000,
seats, new carpeting and new light
“Let's Make Love” .-(20th) (3d wk). week! Continues Indef.
Iris (FWC) (825; 90-$l,50)— (Cont) (5th wk). Steady $2,700 fixtures, in addition to a renovated
after $2,800 in fourth.
Fairish $4,500. Last week, coupled
“Psycho”
(Par)
(6th
wk).
Healthy
front,
redecorating job and a new
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20r$1.75)
Stantort (Fruchtman) (2.800; 50With Granada (1,217). Medium —“Sons arid Lovers” (20th) (8th $3,000.
$1.25)—“Ocean’s li” (WB) (5th name. The latter will come from a
$7,500.
Warner
Beyeriy
(SW)
(1,330;
$2contest
among fans, with the win¬
wk). Seventh round ended Monday
wk), Down to $5,000 after $6,500
ner getting a $100 government
(19) with solid . $7,000.. List weefc $2.40)—“Strangers When We Meet” in fourth.
(Col) (9th wk). Busy $5,100. Last
$8,500;; Continues.
Torim (Rappaport) (1,125; $1.49- bond.
WASHINGTON
Lack of product caused the deci¬
$2.50) -r- “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (25th
Fifth Aye. Cinema (R&B) (250: week, .$5,000.
(Continued from page 8)
$1.25-$1.80) — “Green Carnation’’
Mrtsic Hall (Ros) (720; $1.85- wk). Holding nicely at $8,000 after sion to shoot the wrorks, in an effort
Plaza (TrL) (458; : $1-$I.8Q)— (Indie) (m.o:) (4th: wk). . The third $2.25)—“I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) $9,000. in previous week.
to compete with two Comerford
“Members. Only” (Union) (10th session finished Sunday (18) with (9th
downtowners for the class trade.
Good $5,100. Last Week,
wk) and “Mating, Time” (Union) okay $3,300. Last Week, $4;400. Pic¬ $5,200.
The other Penn Paramount house
,
(2d wk). Weak $2,000. Last week, ture was originally titled “Trials
is
the Strarid, which has been hold¬
Crest; (Elect) (750; $l!25-$2)—
$2,460.
ing its own against Comerford
of Oscar Wilde.” “The World of “Carry; On, Nurse” (Goy) (28th wk).
Town (King) (800; $1-$1.49)—: Apu” (Harrison) opens Oct. 4;
Amusement
Co.’s 'Comerford and
Snappy $4,000. Last week, $3,000.
“Psycho” (Par) (8 th wk). Fat
West Side.
Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $L75$11,000; Last week, $10,500.
Renovating of the Riviera in¬
$1.80)—“Jungle Cat” (BV) (6 th $3.50)
Columbia
has
strong
representa¬
—; “Can-Can” (20th) (28th
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25-$2) wk). The fifth round concluded
tion at the annual partners and volves the biggest sum spent on a
•^“Strangers When We Meet” (Tues.) With okay $5,200 or near. wk). Tepid $7,000. Last Week, managers meeting of thd Famous hardtop here since 1946. The trend
$6,400.
(Col) (12th wk). Good $4,100. Last Last week, $6,000. “Royal Ballet”
Players Canadian circuit now go¬ has been the other way, with the
. Warner Hollywood (Cinerama ing bn In Toronto.
downtown Capitol demolished to
(Lopert) opens Oct. 4.
week. $4,300.
Uptown (SW) (1;300; $1.49-$2;75) . Little. Carnegie (L.. Carnegie) Inc!), (1,389; $l,20-$2.65)—“Search
Abe Montague, exeo v.p.; Rube make a parking lot and a flock of
—“Can-Can” (20th) (17th Wk). (520; $1.25-$2)—“Cairy On Nurse” for Paradise” (Cine) started 33d wk Jackter, v.p.-general sales man¬ neighborhood houses shuttered.
Good $6,000. Last. week. same. ; (Gov) (3d wk). The second . week (18) after $11,000 last Week
Riviera and Strand were owned
ager, and ad-pub director Robert
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1.49-$2.75) ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1:25- S. Ferguson left New York over jointly by Comerford and Para¬
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (27 th wk). headed for great $16,000, Last $3.50)—“Ben-Hui^’ (MG) (42d Wk). the past , weekend to sit in. Both mount until the consent decree in
• Slipped to $14,000. Last. week* week, $15,000.
Dropped to $23;3Q0. Last week, Jackter and Ferguson will address 1949. Formation of Penn Para»mount Corp. followed.
$13,900.
the session.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— $27,300.

Picture Grosses

‘Naples’ Oke $7,000 Id
fSKT BRIGHT
Indpls.;‘Rosemary’ 5iG
DENVER;‘LOVERS’5G

‘SKY’LOFTT $5,000,
L’VILLE; ‘ANGEL’ 7|G

Hub; Pay’ 14G

J

75G Facelift for Riviera,
Scranton Downtown House

PICTURES

Cols Boob-Bally Budget
Studio’s ‘Interns’ Spending Limited to Plugs
For Novel to Keep Title Alive
Hollywood, Sept. 13.!
Columbia

Pictures,

out

of

the

publicity budget earmarked for liEs
filmization of “The Interns,” novel
by Richard Frede, is now spending
sums to stimulate sales of the Ran¬
dom House hardcover publication.
Indie producer Bobby Cohn will
not start shooting till spring at
least, hence film cannot be in re¬
leased till next summer at the
earliest.
Cohn's thought is that by stim¬
ulating book sales he can keep
public awareness of the novel moire
alive pending pic’s release, thus
can solidify pre-sold values of
property. Walter Newman has Just
begun work on the screenplay; no
casting has been done.
The novel, which emerged |n
early spring, had a brief ride on
the best-selling lists, in most i stances on lower rungs. When lit
began to fade Cohn broached his
ideas to Col pub-ad veepee Paul
Lazarus and studio chief tub-thum¬
per John Flinn, Through them Jfie
secured a slice of the pub budget.
To stimulate interest of book¬
sellers hereabouts in pushing the
publication, Cohn recently threw; a
cocktail party at the Col studio.
Flinn now has had taped some ra¬
dio spots—again strictly plugging
the novel— and these will be test¬
ed here. If it is felt this stirs more
book sales, spot time will be pur¬
chased in New York and other

keys.
When George Sidney was pro¬
ducing “Pepe” recently, Cohn g»ot
him to have Zsa Zsa Gabor carry
an oversize mockup of the “In¬
terns” cover in her arm when do¬
ing a cameo bit with Cantinflias.
Theory was that with “Pepe" go¬
ing into two-a-day release around
Christmas, the sequence will'keep
the title of “Interns” bef re tiie
public. Cohn this week also started
lining up Col contractees -to p6se
for stills reading the novel.
While Cohn will not reveal the
precise amount being spent to Ex¬
ploit strictly the novel, he explains
the film version really cannot jbe
plugged at this time because it is
not cast, and he really doesn’t
know the approximate release elate.
Bantam Books has paperback
rights to "Interns,” but is standing
pat on its determination not j to
spring its edition till the film
comes out, so that pre-sold facet
is out as far as Cohn's film is con¬
cerned.

an exec with Bantam last year. Ac¬
cording to David. Jerry Wald sug¬
gested to him that a novel about
hospital internship plight be timely
and also might prove fine film fod¬
der. David screened a lot of New
York writers and picked Frede.
Bantam
advanced
him
$2,000
against paperback royalties while
he was writing it and also arranged
the hardcover publication by . Ran¬
dom House. Wald, oddly, did not
snare the picture rights, Columbia
getting these for $75,000 down and
by giving a percentage of profits
to Frede.
Cohn says Wald, as has been re¬
ported occasionally, definitely does
not have a piece of the Col pic; but
he does not preclude the possibil¬
ity that Wald may have a. piece of
Frede’s piece of the pic.

Cooper Found’n Theatres’
Grants to Educ’n Total
$1,500,000 in 16 Years
Omaha, Sept. 20.
Cooper Foundation Theatres last
week reported that, since 1944, it
has contributed and donated more
than $1,500,000 to schlorships re¬
search work, and developing playv
grounds and community projects
in the midwest.
The Foundation circuit includes
houses in Omaha and Lincoln,
Neb.: Colorado Springs; Greeley,
Pueblo and Grand Junction, Colo,;
and Oklahoma City, Okla..
The circuit is owned by the
Foundation, a charitable and edu¬
cational foundation established by
the late J. H. Cooperm 1934, with
headquarters in Lincoln.
The report said “business results
for 1959 showed a marked increase
from 1958.”
The Foundation, which is build¬
ing a new circular theatre in Den¬
ver for Cinerama, operates, other
business and its seven operating
companies employ more than 250
people.
K. E. Anderson is. general man¬
ager, while directors include R> E.
Campbell. C, W. Battey, A. S. Ray¬
mond, E. N. Thompson,T. ,A. Sick,
W: W, Putney, E. N. Van Horne1;
Sam Waugh and J. Lee Rankin.

YOUNGSTEIN CHIDES:
‘FABIAN KNOWS BETTER’
Hollywood, Sept. 20.

P^Skidfr

Wednesday,
Wedn

HI SCHOOL FOOTBALL I
AT NITE HURTS PIX

Film Reviews
H

_

Minneapolis^ Sept. 20.
Continued
New distraction this autumn:
.
~
..
Where The Hot; Wind
two night high school football . Sunrise at Uampopello
games—the
choicest—are
being: i„ 1953. shortly after he exited as
Blows
held weekly, instead of one on production head of MGM, then it
Fridays, as formerly. The. addition- CJin be Said with equal confidence
Post- dubbed Franco- Italian
al one is on Wednesdays. There that this film should mark the befilm. with Gina Lollobrigrida
also are six Friday afternoon con- ginning of a new and brilliant
and Yves Montand. Comic and
tests.
[career for Greer Garson. She comes . sexy*: Promises fine b.o.
It's, worse opposition. for the ! through as Eleanor Roosevelt with
showhouses than television.
For. a deeply moving, multifaceted
Holly wood. Sept. 15.
Metro release of Jacques Bar produty,
three major opening high school characterization that reveals an
tion (for The Groilp of. Four; and G.E. ’
games last Friday, fbr example, understanding of emotions which S,I.. CinematOKrafica Titanus S.P.A.)
the attendance was 27.000—mostly transcends the point beyond which: Joseph. E. I.evine presentation. Stars Gina
Yves
Montand;
featurcs.
young people who comprise one of; it. seems possible for a director or Lollobrigida,
Pieire Brasseur. MarceUo Mastroianni,
the most important segments of writer, with; all due respect, to as- 1 Melina Mercouris Paolo Stoppa. Directed
Jules Dassin. Written by Dassin from
filmgoeis.
sist in the creation of a perlorm- '. bynovel by Roger Vailland: dialog; Fr.vn■ - - •-:—:—^arce. Miss Garson succeeds aston¬ i coise Giroud; camera, ’ Otello Martelli;
Roman.. Vlad; .song. “Where the
ishingly . in submerging her own j .music,'
Hot Wind Blows,” . y Jimmy McHugh
I AAuiV U DvacIiiaa
personality and, considering the and Buddy Kaye, sung by Ames Bros.
L06W S 10 riQDIICO
distinctive voice'-of Eleanor.Roose- ! Previewed at.-Metro,. Sept: 14, '80. Run; nine time, .120 MINS. •
. .
velt, the total impression is ail the Marietta
Gina Lollobrigida
=; Continued
continued from
from page 7 ;
more remarkable. '
>.Brigante ;.,.... Yves Montand
Don Cesare ............ Pierre- Brasseur .
Marcello Mastroianni
Loew’s will in no way preempt
Miss Garson is a major source of ■ The Engineer
Liicreii ......... . Melina Mercouri.
pix for its own 97 theatres.. To interest, , merging from a shy, :t Donna
Tonio . ...-...;......; Paolo. Stoppa
forestall possibility, of Loew”s bidr introspective wife and mother to ; Francesco
. : ,Raf Mattioli
;
Atlilio
Vittorio. Capriolli
ding too high for its own p'ix (fig- suggest, as the film ends, the post¬ i Piz/aCcio __.............
Nino Vineelli
uring-to make up in distribution ti’e, humane and politically con- ; Guidice.
Teddy Biiiis
Lydia Alfonsi
what it loses in exhibitonV a “gen-< scious woman now so; well known I Giuseppi
\ Giulia
_. ....... Edda SolTgo
eralized ceiling” will be placed on j to the world. The side of Eleanor Elvira.
Luisa Rivelll
Anna-Maria B6tti.nl
Loew ’s bids] Silverman explained. | Roosevelt revealed in this picture Maria ...
..Balbo -.. Bruno Carotenuto
■Indication that whatever slate j —the strengths. of reserve she The Priest
Marcello Giorda
Loew s elects to produce wall be draws upon in tireless nursing and The Swiss Tourist Herbert Knippenberg
Tourist's WifeSonia Bar.bierl
in major, picture .category (pending | Wifely devotion to a husband un- The
Anna ;...... .i.......
Anna Arena
court approval, of course) • was f orgoing a trying,- psychological
made. by . Picker w ho pointed out | rebirth, th e while giving patience
The canny commercial sense, of
first-run nature of . most of 'hi's-j sympathetic understanding, a n d Joseph E. Levine Is combined, in
houses;and by..Silyerman who stat- i ^?v® J® five, growing children and
Francb-ltairan import with
ed his department’s attitude that I fending with, a less, than adoring thi
more better- pix and. not merely mofher-in-law-commands respect the artistic acumen of Avriter-director
Jules Dassi
the sex appeal
more pix is what theatremeh need j and affection.
today.
I . The wonderful thing about "Sun-, of Gina Lollobrigida. the dramatic'
The attorney saiid department rise at Gampobello’’ is that, it flows talent of Yves Montand- and the
survevs shod* that in the peak | in the outdoors and the livingroom Italian atmosphere, to make, a
years' of 1946. ’47 and " ’43, there j as. a good motion picture should tragicomic, romp, which, despite
were 749 pictures released; by the. I(for which
cameraman Russell post-dubbing, should do very Well
major distributors Whereas in the.! Harlan and editor George Boemler on the American market at which
“lean” years of 1956, '57 and ’58 ; also are entitled to take bows), the Jacques Bar production
there were 742 pix released by 1 This is the kind of teamwork that
ted.
them—a difference of. only seven ! complements splendid writing, di,
Miss . Lollobrigida depicts the
pictures. Survey also shoAved, he j rection and acting., Ip the last, devirginal village temptress who’s
saicl that- the average; icture is partment there is a third tower of
also a kind of female Fagin, in¬
booked, into one-half or one-third-strength m the person, of Hume
ducing local youths to steal fop
or less of. all theatres. He opined C^^yn.
Howe
the her. Light-heartedly amoral,, she's
that .changes in. the market—espe- -Wizenedyasthmatic, deypted friend
chaste merely to be chased and
daily growth of televisiorr--were and poIiticaV Svenga 1 to Franklin
hopes to marry well-—hence she
to blame for the so-called picture
The latter s
lofher; steals in order to collect a dowry.
shortage;. The industry,, he said, sharply-illumined in the performMontand portrays a scar-faced
1
", ''v-, • •
anno nf
Arm RhnpmffVpr
arice
of Ann
Shoemaker^ is nnf>rtl\y
openly
has actually made more quaility .
..
• , .
gangster AyhO seeks power arid so¬
pictures recently than ever before h°s.tlle , to chaiIJ-smo^.^
cial position, partly, foe the sake
but .still more are needed to meet :**«>»• ste
‘
m"
tv comDctitifm
,
intent about being the taiL on her of . his’ handsome son, Ji ined by
Raf Mattioli. but is opposed by. the.
ristocratic - but - poor incumbent,
portrayed, by Pierre Brasseur.
^ “ [Ke litae> poMfcal
Hat’’ set for the eligible . young
but.has permitted an “evolutionary :
. __
engineer.
Marcello Mastroianni,
process” to lake place since the- ..The.part, of Howe calls for many
the
temptress spurns the gangster
divorcement. He recalled that the iHuminating. facets- of personality
—scarring his face further in
first significant change came in l aP?: Cronyn iny-ests tlip role^with.
1953 . When the Stanle>^Wamer cir- nch and .compel ing artistry Th re attempted rape—inherits the aris¬
tocrat's wealth and brings the .hap¬
cuit was' permitted to produce ]s' considering the sober nature.of
less engineer to bay. Gangster "
Cinerama, National Theatres was
°f - dishonored wheh he; provokes his permitted to produce and. distrib- j
rnnft 1
son’s
iistress <played by Melina
ute Cinemiracle and later Todd^AO
1^
Mercouri) to suicide and' the lad
-on the .principle, that unique "and fnra')'l
deserts him.
expensive processes were involved
scen*f’ AI,an
Many, of the scenes are frankly
to. a point
poiiit where the companies
comnabies
pression. as Al Smith, the “Happy contrived so, as to show the lus¬
needed guarantees.
Warrior.” in whose behalf Roose¬ cious Lollobrigida. to best advan¬
1954 Nix For NT Chai
velt writes a stinging rebuke to tage. Besides; she acts \vith appeal¬
In 1954, . National Theatres, he gr0llPS opposing Smith because of ing zegl and a fine sense, of .the
said, wanted to produce: pix but.Homan Cathbiicism. The Roosc- coniic. Ladies are apt tp. be too ab¬
department s attitude was that NT velt children are played: with a sorbed with Mohtand‘ to. object!
could do so only if it gave other nice dash of naturalness* particDassin's expert .touch is every-:,
circuits ' and indie exhibs “pre- ularly
Tim Considine and Zina where felt; despite contrivances
ferred access” to product, Now Hcthune. As Missy LeHand. the de- and devices.. :C a mwheels
with the tentative approval of the y.otued secretary, Jean Hagen is de- through carnival scenes', meanders
Loew's.. proposal, .the principle’s \lgh%u);^ tes|Pr ^ aVe cap^b y down beaches, plummets With the
evolved that a divorced circuit hiay W1?dt?y
Far?«san; L*le suicide and keeps, constant the
become a prSducer-distributor and Talbot David. White, Herb. Ander- s’ense of movement while si iiilhave equal access as exhibitor to s9Jl and ®tls Gieene. Schary hini- taneously noticing provocative de¬
tail. He draws: excellent pei-formits. own. product; Department has
afd00r^0p^H^lfaSHfw
refused to accede to argument that
ances from ail concerned.
a. circut can produce pictures vet ll°n
yiald^,-to New York on.
Title tune by Jimmy McHugh
not thereby.also control their dis- th^ COTlvent,on floorand BuddyVKaye and sung by the:
Franz Waxman’s score makes a Ames Bros, should help .promotion
tnbution, whether or hot the films
are released through another com¬ big contribution, notably, to the some and technical aspects — ex¬
convention sequence. Pic begins cept for singlelevel, poorly syn¬
pany.
Practical, significance for the im- Wlth an overture,- about eight mih- ced post-dubbihg^-are satisfactory.;

j

SSI

f: ^ SS't^ara3^^

Saul David, now a production
Exhibitors are at least as much
exec at Columbia, was the wiell- to blame for the existing picture
spring of “Interns” when he was shortage as are producers and dis¬
tributors. United Artists v.p. Max
Youngstein declared at TOA con¬
vention last week. In brisk terms,
Youngstein answered charges, made
earlier by American Congress of
Exhibitors prexy S. H. Fabian, at
a Jammed session of the conven¬
tion.
"Mr. Fabian said that since di¬
vorcement studios no longer were
responsible for keeping their own
theatres open and therefore. Avere.
free to disregard the future of all.
theatres,” explained . Youngstein.
"To put producers and distributors
Into the role of villain of the prod-,
uct shortage by attributing to them
a calculated disregard for. thea¬
of melodious oldtimers.
tres is completely at variance with mediate future includes the pos- utes’
sibility that Stanley Warner Corp Tunes’ which, perhaps will stir
any of the facts.”
In criticizing sharply the atti¬ because of its healthy financial ™or0 amotlons among the over-40
tude; of exhibitors, Youngstein posture and relative lack Of >h- Vjewers, are a welcome mood-setemphasized that it was exhibitors eumbrances, ihaf eho^e to a^S • \TJ°*
tbat shiwld.liv?
V “ tb*
01
who instigated the consent decree itself of the department* ehatigld S
^ryseparating production from thea¬ policy. Possibility of National The- Inost Vlewers
~ ‘ ~
tres. "So the basic blame,” he atres following, suit at this time is
went on, “for any of the harmful
things which have come out of decrees of RRO arid of American
the anti-trust decree must fall to Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Olf rCHIM iAVPinc
the exhibitors.”
.
' ; • '
,
:•
Youngstein had something to wouki not be necessary^—a fact
•»,
Aus}' ; Tex Sepf.,20,. ..
say about Fabian’s attack on pro¬ which the .latter utilized when it
duction companies for selling their, initiated its short-lived production ^A,ter, nearly
decade? as a
program.
film salesman, Grover McDonnell
| Drlve-ln Parking* Restaurant and Lounge • theatrical film backlogs to televi¬
The degree to which the depart- has r6t^d- ^ he had worked
j
Private-Meeting A Banquet Rooms i $ sion. Said the UA v.p.:. "It cer¬
tainly must be known to a busi¬ ment’s new policy w-ill permit the eight more months, he would have
•
Writ* for colorful brochure
•
nessman as. smart as S. H. Fabian virtual re-building .of integrated rounded out his 40th year in the
\
EXECUTIVE HOUSE
that there is absolutely no Choice production-distribution ^ exhibition industry, all 40 as; a salesman, and
\ Dept v, 71 E. WacKer Dr., Chicago 1, III.1: «?
°T them travelling South Texas,
and there never has been. The' companies is dependent on too
Financial 0-7100
money was needed ta keep nearly many factors to make , prediction
He started with Metro ais a sales:-,
every company in production. And safe—especially in view of AB-PTs’ man in 1921 and worked cohtinuA. M. QUARLES.
/
speaking specifically about Unit¬ entry into and subsequent with- ously out of the Dallas branch
\
Gontnl Manager
«•*!
ed Artists, every bit of that mofiey draw’al from the field—but the office. For the past 12 years he
has been poured back into feature major legal obstacle, to that de- has been with 20th-Fox, and the
production, and the theatre owner velopnient is, court willing, on its previous 15 years were with Re¬
benefited from. this.”
.: way to being removed.
1 J public.

Chicago’s finest
luxury hotel

:
|

woW^t ■!,*„court. ap»™vai

l
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McDonnell retires; pic

SALESMAN 40 YEARS

Newman-Ritt Indie
Hollywood, Sept 20.
Paul Newman and director Mar¬
tin Ritt. are partnered in a new
indie outfit which has signed a
five-pix
deal: with
Paramount.
Actor will star in. three of the pi
to be filmed over a severally ear
peripd. '
/Newman arid Ritt will
quarter on the Par lot.

head¬

New York Theatre
i—»mo cm music mu—i
ftectoWleiCMt,, ., Ci 64600

THE DARK AT THE
TOP OF THE STAIRS
ROKRT fRESTWi

DOROTHY McOMRE

R WARNQt OltOS. PICTURE^ taTECHWCOLOR
OH STAGE "THREE CHEERS" 4 “KOL NHRE1"
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TOUVBIAN

PAR’S TORONTO TEST GUMSHOE
|JDS Jf

Claim 16,000,000 Anti-Toll Names
Fight Against Pay-TV Needs Funds—Called
‘Unconcionable’ Rather Than ‘Inevitable’

Noyins Reminds Exhibitors That Toronto Rolls Up
Toll Know-How
1
:

The run of. International Telemeter in West Toronto has now .
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
between supplier and the paysee
Maw Q
PKnirriim passed the six-month mark and;
Some 16,000.000 signatures have companies and other info which
"
curiius to the those 'who have ob- been collected in "grass roots" will make concrete the sort of proPittsburgh,.Sept, 13,
i- i jnth^nrooiircnrv campaign against.pay television be- gramming the paysee company
The Variety Club here am served the test in the precursory ing waggd jointly by American proposes. Panel was unanimous in
nounced this week
threefold fashion, Paramount, as owner of congress of Exhibitors and Theatre its scorn of paysee claim to be
program to aid handicapped .chil- the system, and Famous Players- owners of America and TOA’s purveyor of culture, Insisting it
dren.
Gamfdian, frainchi^e holder; haye seeking to raise $250,000 within] wou’d bid for mass audiences and
Chief Barker Lou Hanna said'yerto make public the specifics in the next few weeks to finance would use same type of fare now
the club, would establish a: new terms of economics vis-a-vis audi- stronger effort; according to Philip available to appeal to that audibrace center for-the Rehabilitation .erice acceptance.
F. Harling, TOA ahti-paysee chair- ence.
Institute at St. Francis Hospital,
Reason is this: The real test has. man.
Harling explaoined that the 18,set up a dental service for. the yet to come.
Activity is sparked at this time ■ 000.000 signatures on anti-payse*
children ahd expand facilities at;
Par president Barney Balabah by imminent Federal Communica, petitions have been collected on
Camp O’Connell which the club along with Louis Novins, head of tions Commission hearing on pro- forms in theatre lobbies and
has sponsored, for;the last 20 years, the,.'Telemeter division, and other, posed- Connecticut test.of through- mailed directly to: Congressmen of
—:-' ■
ekecs believe that untiT now their the-airwaves tollvision by Zenith the various states.
V
V L'LV
If »
offering has had a novelty^ value and rkO General and by failure
Regarding nav television exhibbe gauged
Congress to
anli-paysee jted i„ the/tres Harfing “aid TOA
! has not taken a position opposing
C
r
* Ctlli
laT^ivriHo/^riSo1^ to tiff rwv firriiroe biBs
sessions
L TfwY- dec d d t0 S,ft,n(\,figures
Funds, Harlmg explained, will it and that there’s no plan at the
uw. nyn l ovw
•“*.
J for their own purposes for the rea- be used for the nation-wide cam- moment t0 do s0
y
Fllrnc’ Mnet Vlhl NpJMl > son that statistics could well be paigri pointing toward adoption by
*
.
1111115 . lVIVdl 1lUtlllGvU misleading until .a stabilized situ- Congress at its next session start*
Minneapolis. Slept. 20.
: ation is arrived at. Meanwhile jng in January, of a bill to bar pay- 11/ J ft • 5 *i!A
;V&
: While it*11 take some new stars there; has. been the shakedown, tv.
/UIlcQ 1/3 VIS, DFlUSO
‘ \
and a ridding: of “those silly west- period—the period of technical.
Harling admitted that the call
.
. .
r,. f
erris,’’ there’s still a future for economic and other adjustments for funds had been out-for several
ASSOCldtlCIl U1I6I, llU6
films in theatres, in. the opinion of- that had to be a part of: the break- months and that contributions have
_ _
A a m n
84-year oid Beil Huntley; who first in. This all is in accordance with been few up to now, fbut he exIn {AfAnln tn H (I J a||
introduced films in his home town, Original planning, NOvins. stated pressedConfidence thatimminence
w w
“
nearby Black : Rivers Falls, ..Wis. this week. V
of the showdown, (as many exhibs
London, Sept. 20.
60 years ago..
More Programming.
regard the FCC hearing) should
Alfred Davis, president of the
. The great need for motion picT}ie programming so far has ' spark cooperation.
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.,
AUrSV,S „2e'v faefi’ he believes. cdmprised mostly motion pictures
This latest development In TOA planes out for New York tomorrow
in current theatrical release and .fight against pay-tv. was disclosed (Wed.) on a six weeks survey of
S Lvsporadic sports events. The cru-] bv Harling lAst week at org’s an- industry conditions and develop£
S cial Part 2 Of the West Toronto ! nual convention here, when he ments. which will take him also to
n^nriJtSjn ^itb 1 experiment with home toll, to be- moderated a panel discussion, on Toronto and Hollywood. He will
Sims^ 'at TfodBe^th?The
§in shortly, will see a far more di- subject. Appearing with him were make a detailed report to the CEA.
graph V priirUtive moving picture versified hneup. of pay-as-ybu-see Mitchell .Wolfson, past-TOA prexy; on his return,
• 5=^=- Continued from page #
— projector, which his- fathei-in-luw • |hoy s-this to be thei extent that Marcus Cohn, TOA attorney; and
in New York Davis will meet
films and sports ;will represent Sumner M. Redstone, Boston exhib. with toppers of the American expatrons: From their comments he had brought him from Chicago
learned what types of films, went
After that he started showing: on]y about 55^0 of the total card.
Vested Angles?
hibiting groups, and on the Coast
best in his house; he also subtly pictures in Chicago and then with : 4J*0V™S’ Bazhan et al. figure
Wolfson accused newspapers and he; will gander^current production
inspired them to. provide some the. late Carl Laemmle, who later that the- expanded programming, j-aCTazine- of havin* a vested in- j fth-e ma;|0f studios. His Toronta
yord-of-mouth among their friends went to Hollywood, produced sev- ' "hich
"men will
win include
inciuqe legit and
ana re-.
ret.-p sue ces°s of
q{ Dav
d3V teletele-1Lrip
15 at,the
ai,ine invitation
invuailon of
01 Para^ara“
In the
tnp 1S
when they like a picture. Every eral. He . then toured Wisconsin • iated show business offerings,
tSdSlovePto have mounV and pnmari,y to take a firsk
retailer, except, the 1960. model and neighboring staites .putting on ( Conclusively determine costs arid ' ,S?°", . J
9" ^ 0 ®
going hand -look at the tolMv °Peration.
exhib. personally mingles with the. movie shows with improving pro- .income pqteritial,
. k*J? (fre&) tefevision—hence he* With-pay vee expected in Britain
customers once in a while.
jectors at lodges, fairs «in tents'. [ There now are over 5;500 Tele-- ^0^
a iots of •in the ^cqnd half of this decade,
J!' getting a lotsot the CEA^prexy intends to make a
‘tin the: past, exhibs personally etc. From 1912 he and his wife, meter sets in -operation m West
exploited on the neighborhoood toured less and gradually quit ex- Toronto. The novelty for these j iree^^
Wolf^nn close study of the Toronto experilevel. What theatre does today? Not i hibition.
. home subscribers is. Wearing thin,:Lth*ment So that he can advise British
■
■ '
A few more months, considering} told
iK . l m not
exhibs of the best methods of remore than ten in one hundred . I - ■
: ~ "
the enhanced programming, ought ' scare the pants off you, I m trying gional participation when the svsfeel that deep down most TO A \
II
Akn fiainc
tb tell just^how much the custom- ?
scare the lead^ outqf y°ur.pant® teni eventually comes into operamembers realize that nothing is I
l$i
IlSinS
ers are willing, to pay—and for.allb urged contributions to the tion
gained by sOund-and-fury com¬
•
r
what:
anti-paysee fund.
__
plaints and finger-pointing; nor !
will anything be gained by con¬ sms continued: from pact s ==; The Par-Telemeter people estl-1 .Wolfson. said that even tests
verting that theatre into a bowling
alley. Ten-pin kingpins have com¬
petition, too. and the only reason •th^niS5H«^^cSii*Sm-: yWft thereni be no tircu'la(|on of
»y.
Awaits RHH«h T«1
they are doing so well now is be¬
cause when their business went by motion. pictures.
[
London, Sept. 20.
inrt two,
tifor fhree elieVi loi row »«• the original blueprinting;
that; will bb:a;vietory so great that
a decade ago they went out arid I And
or three clicks in a row
New private company, Reritathe free service of television will
revived public interest in bowling. ' can add up to a klondike. '
I
slot.
Television,
was formed last
be on the way to an end.”
And we sat by and idly .let them ( Not long ago Paramount proPrincipal theme of WOlfson’s j week to provide payvee services if
do it.”
rvided evidence of this. Company
speech Was. that paysee, far from j and when Government okay is
let go with “Strategic Air Com- |
being “inevitable,” is “unconscion- ■ given. Outfit, which is a subsidiary
marid,” “Country Girl” and “Bridge
able,’r and that sentiment that it’s1
Relay Exchanges, is working on
of toko-Ri,” one after the other;
only a matter of time,before pay- , hs own slot mechanism to be fitThey made for happy trio bn the
see conies into being is result of ; ted to relay receivers,
-CSSS Continued from page I =; Par scoreboard, amounting - to a
effective, propaganda campaign by j Pay-as-you-view can’t come for a
paysee proponents. Exhibs Who be-! year or two. not at least until thm
Idei of self-denial on the part; of total gross, profit: of $19,600,900.
the majors by Operating only on 1. .Additionally, Par has had 0 sue-j In-answer to the joint blast of , lieve paysee’s inevitable shouldn’t! Pilkington Committee has deliberj cession pf hits in yaryipg degrees, '.the Screen Producers Guild arid j be at conventilon, Wolfson de-Iated the whole future of British
alternate years.
Though the FBF&i has con¬ I But one. “Psycho,” Will provide Theatre; Owners of America, that elared, they “shoula be back home I sound and tv reported to th5e Gov*
jernment. One who is confident that
sistently favored restriction oh . this outfit with substantial ggins , fi-lfn advertising is “sterile and talking to a real estate broker. .
Re Allies
it will arrive is Roy Thomson
numbers. its attitude was strength¬ ’ in the second half; of 1960. Iri. this antiquated” and the .worst of any
case
it’s
a.
matter
of
one
picture
American
industry,
the
advertising!
press tycoon and tODDer of tlia
ened after last weeks Exectuiye
had considered-the report of its i making the big difference in the publicity committee of the; Motion w^n’s^ orinted speech 2 statedcommercial tv web S?ottish Tele|
.financial
^stateinent.
Ifs
one
thea.
Picture
A|sn,
ol
America
yester|
vision.
Speaking at a Variety Club
secretary, Andrew Filson, on the
recently concluded Venice fest, ;trical enmy in ^Comparison with day (rues) approved the extension 5Sh'««mdrt*^ SkSTwSZ ‘ HmeH last week Thomson declared
which he described as “very . un¬ j Par's far-flung, diversifications in of an invitation to representatives "f the industrv'° but^ w cited at-Ithat « wou!d i»me "at a reasonsatisfactory.” It is understood that television, theatre operations, e ee- of the SPG and exhibitor groups Saetiveneirof paysee to producers
l«Hy date." adding: "Already
to'meet with the committee for * ami dlstribUtorsi^Producers ^
„ke swildflre
Filson beefed.at; the quality of the Ironies, etc,
product in competition, felt the
", ;•======■**=*=- veriiSne- “ m0,ion piolufe *dPay-tv could be defeated legis- Canoda. I am sure that eventually
event lacked .vitality, and that the
_
. . ■ lativeiy lie said l>ecause Congress
^ ?oin^ to spread air over*
method of selection; which, gave the
Films-Lfidt
thJsLsai^^
would harken to argument gthat America, this country and th»
host country, four out of the* 14
TIimS-LOgll
w^ks !peQple invested, lots Sf money in wor1^films ih competition, was most
== Continued from page
meeting would
sets. Qn assumption they’d get tv
Thomson also thought commerquestionable.
AT
: w
ziaaff1®1And. for free and all the paysee people cial radio would get the green• ATamo, . opeiring Oct. .26. Otto
undersUnding have to offer is a “juke-box jam- light over here, to make an Impact
j Pr eminger.s Exodus, another UA, a - constructive-.-suggestions.
ming device” and want a “license I not as great as tv but still a bit
entry, got the jump on the other
■ „•—:-to pre-empt at will any tv chan- impact.
reserved-seat pix by starting its , j
i n
•
• h
if
nei so . that they might extract a
---—
J
ipail
order
appeal
on
the
day
tlie
LOCal
San
AlltOlUO
PrOfl
T
tribute.”
The sentiment was
UB.
■ C555- COntinued from pact 1 ss
.picture-Went.,.ipto _production in.
echoed by Sumner Redstone who
MRS. CRAIG RETIRES
Family Service Units. Save the ; Israel last ^Jarch. The film is set VjnflS jWMfJ Qllfi fftF 30Gl ca,led the electromagnetic radioDallas, Sept. 20.
Children. Fund, National Assn. of. ' ^
^ 15- nillUo vYCIIIl UIlv IUl «IUU| tv spectrum a “precious natural reMrs. Alice Craig, operator at
Mixed Clubs, King George’s Jubilee WRh Ben-Hur, which is expected j
Sari Antonio, Sept. 20.
source” which belongs to the. peo- Interstate Circuit’s headquarters
Trust, Adoption Committee for the. j'.4®. P« vstill running when these
Pat Boyette, head of the local pie and should not become private here- has retired after serving the
Aid of Displaced Persons, the Four . Other pictures open, Broadway will ’Setna Film Co:; has coriipleted property.
company for 27 years,
Feaithers Youth Club ..and... the j l?ave. a tqtaLpf six bardticket
“The. Weird One,” which had the
Attorney Marcus Cohn said the
Mrs. Craig was first employed
Friends of the Poor & Gentlefolks j gagements. The list may grow to, working title of “Out of Orbit.” Connecticut test hearing before by the company by the late R. J.
Help.
!s*yen KMetro pursues its plan to 1 The picture runs one hour arid 18 the FCC would be the first time O’Donnel in 1933 when he mainIf Miss Grenfell’s; idea clicks It 0pe/lxS, '
a /deserved- minutes and was produced for less the top paysee proponents would Gained an office rin the Melba*
could well lead to an end. of the
^ tnl '■*^lw' ^30,d00’i x . g*
.
be requited to answer qeustions Building.
She recalls that she
interminable: string of Sunday other addition to the.^
hardticket
The Completed film has been under oath and that they would earned less than $15 a week during
night benefits which artists can parade; Samuel - Brpnston s “King flown, to Hollywood where arrange* be required to answer questions those early depression days when
rerely resist.
01 Kings, which M-G will Release. I ments will be m^de for its release, supply, the sort of arrangements theatre tickets sold for 25c to 15c.
Public-directed campaign undertaken by the Joint Committee
Against Pay-TV is being dismissed
by Parartipunt,: as -owner of Inters
national Telemeter, as all but
meaningless.; The
exhibvbacked
project, which seeks 30,000,000 sig¬
natures on petitions placed in thea¬
tre lobbies across the country, ‘‘is
so flagrantly slanted that I don’t
think the public will take it serb
ously,” states Louis NoVins, presi¬
dent of Par's Telemeter division...
He said: the petition campaign is
akin to an election in Russia, for it
doesn’t give the public the oppor¬
tunity to say yes or no,. They’re
supposed to vote only against; paytv or not vote at all.
NoVins declared: the only real
test has already taken. place in
West Toronto, where Telemeter
has been running since last. Febru¬
ary: This; he; said. has been over¬
whelmingly in favor of Telemeter.
Interesting angle herein is
fact that many exhibitors who have
joined in the fight against Par's
Telemeter, via their, enlistment of
public support; are nonetheless
Par’s customers for theatrical
product.
Novins said his andi other. Par
execs’ reaction is this:. “We love
all our customers—^-even the mis¬
guided ones.”
'
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PMliy Parents Concerned
Miami a Mess as FCC Examiner
Over Growing Violence,
Crime Trend on Video
Urges TV Grant to Trammells
Biscayne TV (Ch. 7) Be Revoked
P iiil adel ph i a;. Sept, 20.
Parental concern
growing

violence on televi
pressed in an evaluation .survey of
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Esquire’s last Look at TV’
Just about the time the FCC approved the purchase by Esquir*
Publishing of its first radio station (and the niag announced plana
for further expansion in tv^see separate story), the magazine arm
was readying final prbpfs. for the October issue and one of the
roughest goings-over accorded tv yet this year!
A tliree-part story titled "A Last Look at TV,1- it was written by
Richard Rovere, Helen bawrenson and Robert Paul Smith: The
three each took a part of the- day., Rovere 6 a.m. to noon. Miss
Lawreiispn noon to 6 p.m. and Smith 6 p.m. to midnight. They
w atched the. three network stations in N. Y. dm Wednesdays, which
they agreed upon as a "typical*' tv. day.
While they w'ere unanimous in .finding little (if anything) worth¬
while. the piece, made its major impact not so much from* its.
criticism as from the fact that the writers’ disgust was directed at
the public itself, rather than the network. The three almost,
unanimously accepted the argument that television; merely mirrors
public taste; doesn't lead it. They also accepted audience figures
as to the popularity of the programming they covered.
Up to now/virtually every magazine attack upon the medium
has laid the blame for television’s programming standards at the
doorstep of the networks! The. Esquire piece, devastating as it is
regarding program content! nevertheless, is even more sobering.
because it . accepts the. web viewpoint that the public^ to blame..
By its bend-over-backwards approach, Esquiie makes the indict¬
ment that much more forceful.

1,000 members of the Philadelphia
Washington, Sept. 20..
Home and School. Assn, released
In line with The Federal Com¬
last week.
munications
Commission's stern
The survey covered ..programs
precedents. Special Hearing Exam¬
seen between last November and
iner Horace B. Stern has urged that
May,
and the. overall reaction of
the grant of Miami television chan¬
ABC-TV is mulling the idea of parents to tv Was . found . ".favor¬
nel 7 be revoked and throe of the
Their
alarm,
however,
four applicants be disqualified for faking "Silents Please- and putting able.”
it late next fail behind Walter' stemmed from "the. trend to move
alleged wire-pulling.
Winchell on Sunday nights. If it violence arid, crimes of a more
At the same time, the Commis-,
can be pulled off, this would ex¬ shocking type.”
sion formally denied motion or I
tend the network’s Sabbath sched¬
The Three. Stooges were speci¬
stays of its recent decision in the;
Boston Channel 5 and Miami Chan-, ule untiL 11:45 p.m. every week. fically criticized .in the survey for
"Silents Please," a potpourri of "their dangerous; practice of pok¬
nel 10 cases. In the Channel 5 case,
the Commission vacated the grant old motion pictures, holds a sum¬ ing fingers i the eye®, of others,
to WHDH and ordered further; mertime slot Thursdays at 10:30. thereby leading ..children to. mimic.
comparative hearings. In the Chan-: but departs from this nighttime this type of conduct.” jingled: out
r.el 10 case. Public Service Televi-j hour late in October. "Silents also was the program1 “The .Life
sion was ordered to get off the air! Please” is the work of indie pro¬ of Riley"‘.because; of its habit of
and it and two of the other original j ducers Paul Killiam and Saul "making the father usually appear
applicants were dirqual fied. The Turrell.
stupid.'1
motions for stays were lodged by?
Winchell first moves into Su
"The killings used .to take place
JWHDH and Public Servicedays at 10:30 p.m.. but in late No¬ off camera, which was bad enough;
Stern, whose more lenient rec-, vember goes to Sundays, at 11 p m.: but now; we see the whole gory
ommendations in the Channel 5
process,” said one objector. An¬
and Channel 10 cases were upset:
other complained “The youngsters
Storer Broadcasting . Co/ sold
by the Commission, decided to go
seem completely insensitive to; m
I WWVA, its radio station, in Wheeialong with the tougher attitude
d.er, with. killings ,a commonplace,
and followed closely the urgings of
! ing, W. Va., to a group headed by.
an- everyday occurrence.” Still an¬
Associate FCC General Counsel,
other commented: "My youngster
‘lUllo,. I7l Wnrtk’ Tair Ira Herbert, arid then the chain
Edgar W. Holtz.
Uallas-rt. Wortn lag
idked Up its option on New York
saw .a tv character put lye in an
Stern recommended thr.t the
enemy's coffee and suggested we
Dallas, Sept. 20.
indie WINS this week:
grant of Channel 7 to Biscayne;
do. the same Tor a neighborhood
Television Corp. be set inside and
authorize? tb ’'aivnbiiriee itself as' aHerbert arid his Wtnetes.- a.dmenl! nuisance."
further proceedings be held on dis-.
[
Objections were expressed to the j.station serving the "Dallas-Fort Lmil Mogul and Milton Biow, are
position of the outlet. He also rec-,
Worth Area,” the Federal Com-1 said to haVe pai(j.Storer $1,250,000
; use of hypodermic needles
ommended that B:scayne, East
; crime, which .frighten children munications Cbrni.
has an- in cash for WWVA. If paid iri inCoast Television Corp.. and South
'stalments, the asking, price for the
Elorida Television Corp. all be dis¬
Esquire Inc., the house that pubr against their legitimate usage.-The. nouriced.
The commission approved an ap- 50 000-watter was to have been ap*
qualified, "having been guilty of .lishes Esquire magazine, laid out parents also ! Opposed such tvmisconduct and improper activi¬ $1,600,000 last week for its first depicted activities as picking locks, plication of the A: H, Belo Corp,; proximately $1,500,000:
storer ha? had an option since
ties of a type frhat revealed a lack “ broadcast
operation.
Publishing filing knives, mixing poisons, pre¬ owmer of the statin which .pointed
of proper respect for the integrity; house bought WQXI, a 5.000-watt paring explosives, using drugs, out that WFAA-TV piov des pn-^^ July on WINS! owned by Elroy P.
of the adjudicatory process.'1 This! radio station in Atlanta, as the first housebreakings, and burglaries, set¬ mary servme to both Foil VVorth McCaw> m withheld a;final comwould leave only Sunbeam Televi¬ acquisition in the newly formed ting fires, loosening auto brakes, and Dallas, that. 40 o of lts^audi- niitment until , the chain was. able
sion Corp., the fourth applicant, radio-tv division of Esquire Inc. cutting power lines and tampering ence resides in Fort Worth and to sell off one of its other radio.
clear and in the running tor the under managing director Barry Avith. railroad switches..
that the two-county area is recog- stations, to comply; with the FCC
new contest. Stern asserted that; Sherman.
qized as a joint sale$ market.
ceiling on station ownership! Storer
ex-Commissioner Richard A. Mack,
, Previously ""de.r/C? "**-,%* is Paying nearly $10000,000 for the
Yet while Esquire came in. the
target of all the pressure, should
station could identify itself solely Gotham indie, a station McCaw
reports
were
growing
that
News¬
have disqualified himself from vot?
on the basis of where it was Ip- j boueht from Crosley Broadcasting
week. which is also a magazine pub¬
‘ ing in the case.
cated, without reference to. Fort.: jn 1956
J
lisher, was more actively seeking
All in all, Stern said that while
out of its 45rc interest in.KFSDthere was merit in the applications
" Commissioner Robert T. Bartley.
.T*
Jos.
Schlitz
Brewing.
Co.
has
TV, San Die^o. In on the operation
of Biscayne, East Coast and South
since 1957, iCewsweek is said to be broken the sponsorship ice on formerly of Bonham, Tex., dis-: fK,',?!,!"!''eJsaw™cWcvVA
Elorida, "it is clear that they were
sented from the majority decision ; qUired
feeling out potential buyers,
CBS-TV’ “Sunday Sports Spectac¬
not content to rest their respective
of the Commission, but gave no
1931. when it w as 5.000 watts and
FCC has approved the Esquire ular,” buying in for half-sponsor¬ reason.
claims , on such merit, but forget¬ i
a/shared-time station. In 1941 it
ting the wise adage that 'Striving purchase. Outfit is looking for more ship of the 90-minute stanza over a
became a station with unlimited
to better, we mar what's well,1 they broadcast holdings. Esquire joins 13-week skei
tribe and,
year later, went to
failed to realize that their ill-ad* i Time Inc.. Crowell-Collier, Merer
50k\y.
Pact starts Jan.- 8, with j! - Walter
vised attempts improperly to inr ' dith Publishing and Triangle as one
of
the
publishing
majors
now.
in
tv.
Thompson,
the
agency.
Storer deal leaves it, besides
fluence Commissioner Mack mere¬
WINS; N, Y., with radio and tV
ly impaired the validity of any
stations in Toledo, Detroit arid
award they might be fortunate
I Clevelarid, radio .stations in Miami,
enough to gain."
I Philadelphia and Los Angeles and
Stern said of Biscayne that it
i tv-only stations. “
Atlanta and
attempted through improper
; Milwaukee.
means to influence Mack through
both its officials and an emissary'!
(SEPT: 2i - oct;i)
Biscayne prez Niles Trammell, exprexy of NBQ and president of
FRIDAY. SEPT. 23
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Biscayne, andrJames M. Cpx Jr-!
Dan Raven (film), . Action-Adventure, NBC, 7:30-8:30 p.m: Par¬
David. - Susskind-s
syndicated;
ticipating,
President of the Miami News and
"Open Erid” has finally found
veepee of Biscayne, both called
placement in Chicago, and the hot
MONDAY, SEPT. 26
on Mack or other members of the
period on the Windy City airwaves
. Dante (film), Action-Adventure, NBC. 9:30-10 p.m. Alberto Culver
Commission while the decision was
this fall promises to be midnight on
via Wade and Singer via. Young & . Rubicam.
Saturdays where WBKB has de¬
(Continued on page 44)
TUESDAY. SEPT. 27
cided to slot, the show/ There the _
Chrysler has bought
nightly
i Alfred Hitchcock Presents (film’., suspense, NBC (shifts from
NTA property will meet head-on' news strip oh 27 hiajor market FM
CBS), 8:30-9 p.m., Ford via: J. Walter .‘Thompson.
Irv Kupcinet’s “At. Random” on radio stations and the 52-week con¬
I Tom Ewell Show (film), situation comedy, CBS, 9-9:30 p.m.
WBBM-TV, a hot localer the past j tract is believed one of the largest,
Quaker Oats via J.' Walter Thompson and Procter &. Gamble vi
two years whicV in format, beairs ; it not the largest, FM deal made to
Leo Burnett.
a close resemblance to "Open End” date by any spotisor. Five-minute
WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 28
and which, in fact, was somewhat program,
“The
imperial Press
Hong Kong (film), Action-Adventure, ABC,: 7:30-8:30
Par¬
patterned on the New York-orig¬ Club/1 begiris Or t. 3 on the QXR
ticipating.
inated show.
network.
THURSDAY, SEPT 29
Both are talkathons on a higher- j
Program, originating from the
The Witness (tape). Drama, CBS, 7:39-8:30 pLm. R! J. Reynolds,
NBC News has gotten the Dept,
than-iisual intellectual plane, and ‘ Overseas Press Club ini N.Y., will
via William Esty, Helene Curtis via McCann-Erickson and Esquire
of Defense imprimatur for a week¬
both have an. indefinite running be an analyses by a team led by
Root Polish arid Schick via Mogul. Williams
Saylor.
ly half-hour film series to be aired
time. Each has been known to run H. V. Kaltenborn. and including as
Guestward Ho (film). Situation Comedy. ABC. 7:30-8 p.m.. Ralston
during the ’61-’62 tv season. Net¬
longer than four hours. The es-' .other regulars author-editor Nor¬
Purina via Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli arid Seven-Up via J. Walter
work news boss William McAndrew
sential difference, apart from, the ; wood F.. Allman. NEA’s Leon DenThompson.
turned it over to executive pro¬
personalities of the moderators/, is ’ rien, former AP’er Louis P. LochMy Three Sons (film). Situation Comedy, ABC, 9-9:30 p.m.
ducer Irving Gitlin, who’ll start
that Susskind's outings each focus ner, author Will Oursler, ex^-N.Y,
Chevrolet via CamDbell-Ewald:
shooting footage, after the first ot
a single general field, while HerrildrTribber Ansel E. Talbert,
Outlaws (film), Western, NBC, 7:30-8:30 p.m, Participating.
the year, on the scientific and tech¬
Kup’s conversation circle is usu¬ Sale, via Young & Rubicam agency,
nological aspects of all branches
FRIDAY, SEPT. 30
ally a melting pot of occupations. . and the package, . too. were ar¬
©f the military.
Westerner (film). Western, NBC, 8:30-9 p.m. Simoniz via DancerThe battle of the talkathons be¬ ranged by A. Maxwell. Hage, editor
Okay was given recently by
Fitzgerald-Sample, Warner-Lambert via Lambert & Feasley,
gins Oct. 22, when the Susskind of Broadcast. Editorial Reports.
Murray Snyder, Ass t Secretary pf
Beccbnut-Life Saver via Young & Rubicam and Mogeri David via
opiis debuts in this market. So Hage. along with John Luter, prexy
Defense, and NBC has a free hand
E. H. Weiss.
eager is Susskind to succeed here of OPC, and comriientator Henry
to cover "spaee, ocean, land and
Flintstones (film). Animated Comedy, ABC, 8:30-9 p.m! Miles
that he has promised to hand-pick Cassidy .\vill serve as the! stanza’s
air” as it sees fit. Besides utilizing
Labs via Wade arid R. J. Reynolds via William Esty!
his shows personally for Chi, mean¬ editorial board. Sponsor pact has
facilities of the Army, Navy, and
Michael Shgyne (film). Action-Adventure, NBC, 10-11 p;m. Oldsing they will not all coirie out of the usual. 13-week cancellation
Air Force, Gitlin's team 'yet to be
mobile via D. P. Brother, Pittsburgh Plate Glass via BBDO, du.
the NTA package that is making clause.
chosen) will work out of any other
Pont via BBDO, Beechnut-Life. Saver via Young & Rubicam.
the rounds. Some will play Chi¬
Federal agencies and institutions
cago the week after they've been
SPECIALS
and private corporation® having
exposed on WNTA-TV, New York,
Dow Hour of Great Mysteries (tape), NBC, Tuesday, Sept. 27,
any connection with the U.S. De¬
whence they originate. Susskind
10-11 p.m. Dow via MacManus, John & Adams.
fense program.
Danville. 111., Sept. 20.
has also guaranteed WBKB that
Fred Astaire (tape, color), NBC, Wednesday, Sept. 28, 10-11 p.m.,
WICD, on Channel 24 here, be*...
Series will be up for sale by
some of his show’s, will originate.,
Chrysler via Leo Burnett.
NBC, but the web says it'll go into
from Chi, probably in December, gins operation Oct; 1, and for the
Bell Telephone Hour (tape, color), NBC, Friday, Sept. 30, 9-10
full production regardless of saies
when he comes in for the world first time residents of eastern Il¬
p.m., AT&T via N/W. Ayer.
status. Tentative title is "Victory.”
preerii of "Raisin In the Sun,” the linois and western Indiana, will
Du Pont Show of the .Month (tape), CBS, Friday, Sept. 30, 8:30and the network is not sure
Columbia picture which he's co¬ have NBC programming available
10 p.m. Du Pont via BBDO.
on a regular basis! whether it’ll be 26 or 39 episodes.
producing.'
(Lists of network premieres include only programs new. .to
Although
they'll, be clashing
Milton ;D. Fried! and is general
television and the few instances of programs changing networks
Gitlin said that most of the
(Continued on page 52)
manager.
for the ’60-61 season J
•eries will be filmed on location.

ABC—TV ‘Silents Please’
May Be Here To Stay

Now WFAA-TV Can Use

Act Via Atlanta

SCHLITZ BUYS HALF OF
OF‘SUN. SPORTS SPEC’

TV Network Premieres

a

WICD, Danville, Tees
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PSriety

CBS’‘Here We Go Again
With its three-year contract with Local 1212 of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW! due to expire Jan. 31
next, CBS-TV lias alerted some 300--plus office-exec-clerical staffers
in^New York to school to learn (and in sortie cases* re-learn) the.
technical side of the business. The ‘‘school” bit includes all phases,
manning of cameras and booms, controlroom engineering, et al.
Web has ordered 212 to report to classes immediately, arid has
placed another. 100 on a standby basis. Of the total,, most are going
back for refreshers, having been all through the routine: on-tbe-air
when IBEW struck the network, in the winter of ’57-’58. It was the
ability to stay on thelhr with iti so-called supervisory and clerical
personnel that enabled the web to crush the IBEW strike after a
couple of weeks.
V
•This time, there’s no immediacy alboiit the situation, since nego¬
tiations on a new contract haven’t even begun. But CBS is obvi¬
ously taking no chances, particularly in light of IBEW's public
.unhappiness with the web’s recent layoffs of technical personnel.
. tJnion. has made several ’public pronouncements and held several
meetings, with the network on the layoffs, which the company
deems necessary, but whichj the union is challenging on the basil
of the high overtime hours ^Worked by its membership.

IBEW, NABET Meeting to Formulate
Leaders of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
and the National Assn, of Broad¬
cast Employees & Technicians will
meet together Thursday (29) In
New York to discuss their network
contracts, which expire simultane¬
ously on Feb. L
IBEW, meantime, niet last week
In Newr York to formulate broadly
^the demands the union will' make
upon CBS when dickers begin,
while NABET begins its own formulations today (Wed,). NABET is.
the technical union for ABC and
NBC.
The two unions have always
made the effort to coordinate their
collective bargaining negotiations
with the networks, but they have
never worked in so open a liaison
as the. one marking the start of
present contract planning.
It’s still too early .too* for either
union to list its demands, accord-'
ing'.to spokesmen for each. It’ll
probably; be several, weeks after
the NABET national contract
policy meeting ends on Friday.(23)
before NABET presents its de¬
mands to NBC and. ABC- IBEW,.
it is said will withhold its demands
until both unions are ready.
It is not likely that IBEW and
CBS will hold joint bargaining
with NABET; NBC arid ABC, al¬
though, as in. the past,: the two.
unions and, in turn, management
of ail three networks. will unques¬
tionably take .time out during the
talks' to compare notes on the
separate negotiations.
CBS. is expected to seek relief
from the seniority rules laid: down
by . IBEW in a previous/contract.
As it stands, the union enforces a
rule that the last man hired by
CBS must be the first to go during
the network layoff of technicians.
Network, it is reported, would like
the right to retain men of its own
choosing,. in the event CBS man¬
agement decides to reduce its staff,
This problem does .riot obtain to
any marked degree at ABC and
NBC, due. to different NABET
ground rules.
Contracts with the Webs by
(Continued on page 44)

“The American Civil War,”
WestinghousC-produced series syn¬
dicated by Trans-Lux, has been se¬
lected by a number of ABC-TV
affils as the^third-week local re¬
placement for the network’s “Ex¬
pedition.” Ralston-sponsored web
show’ is telecast twice within three
weeks; with , affils asked, to pick , up
the. third week with a pub-affair
outing.
Among station lineup are affils
WMAL, Washington, WTVN, Coir
umbus, 6.; and WLOF, Orlando,
Fla. Others are WBKW, Buffalo.
N.Y., WSPD, Toledo, O, and
WSUM, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Series all told has been sold in
80 markets.

By JAY LEWIS
Washington, Sept,. 20.
Federal .Communications Com¬
mission’s momentous decision re¬
ducing, television network option
time and otherwise curbing net¬
work powers gives the webs no
cause for elation. Major headaches
and possibly' substantial revenue
losses could result.
But it might have been Worse,
Three of the commissioners—«
Chaifmari Frederick W: Ford,
Robert T. Bartley and Rose! H.
Hyde—wbuld have done away With
tv option- time altogether; Commis¬
sioners Robert E. Lee, T. A. M.
Craven, John S, Cross and Charles
H. King formed the majority with
King issuing a separate statement
Concurring in the order but not
necessarily in allthestatemerits in

Webs' ‘No Comment9

GE BUYS HAYWARD’S
‘GERSHWIN YEARS'SPEC
General Electric has settled on
the Leland Hayward production of
“The GershWin Years” as. the sec¬
ond of its four CBS-TV entertain¬
ment specials for this season. Hold¬
ing up the decision till now writs the
question of whether: . Hayward
could develop the property in time
•for this year.
:
. Npfman Jewison will direct the
90-Jninute stanza, which covers the
’20s and '30s* with George. Gersh¬
win’s music the peg. Taping is
scheduled for December; GE line¬
up calls for two hour specials arid
two 90-minuters, with one of each
already set . (Art; Carney does the
hour). Another Hayward project,
a tv adaptation of “A Thurber
Carnival.” is still a possibility for
GE’s ' other hour-and-a-half spec,
if Howard can pry away tv rights
to the revue.

NBC'TV will finally be giving
champ CBS-TV a hard time on
weekends, if the first ratings of the
new season hold up. NBCtTV cop¬
ped the 7-8 p.m- Sunday period
with Shirley Tenipie and the Arbltrons also Indicate considerable
competition for CBS’ Saturday
‘‘Checkmate:’’.
“The Shirley Temple Show” out¬
distanced all its- network competi¬
tion when it preerned Sunday (18).
The NBC stanza outdid first fun
CBS rival, “Lassie” froin 7 to 7:30
but the key, as already indicated,
was 7:30-8 clash ■■with the seasonal
premiere of ‘ Maverick” on ABCTV, and there Shirlev took it,, with
a 16.5 to 9.6.
At 8 p m,, NBC premiered “Na¬
tional Velvet.”. Tne NBC kidvid
stanza beat the., second half of the
new “Maverick” on the multi-city
report by a 15.8 to a 12;6 but lost
to it on the ARB national report
(entire country instead of the
seven-citj' Arbitron study) by what
is reportedly the same approxi¬
mate multi-city figures jn reverse.
At 8:30, the second half of Ed
Sullivan, op CBS, beat both the
ABC premiere (“Law’man”) and
(Continued on page 48)

Raycroft’s St Loo Spot
St. Louis, Sept 20.
RussRaycroft was made station
manager . of KPLR-TV. the indie
here. -Choice Was made last week
by Harold Kopiar, president of the
sole independent tv’er in this fourstation iriarket.
Raycroft has been with. WGN,
Chicago, Dancef-Fitzgerald-Sample
and Wilding Studios, in N.Y.

The three networks, surpris¬
ingly, had no comment on the
FCC decision last week to cut
option time to two-and-a-half
hours per broadcast segment.
This, , despite the fact that
; they had vehemently opposed
any cuts in testimony before
the Commission.
All three said they hadn’t
had time to study the decision
yet■ though; as of yesterday
(Tues.V, some five days had
eiapsed since the decision was
handed dowrn.

the: report in view of his freshness
to the problems (he joined the
Commission only last July)..
Also* the majority rejected the
original rule-making proposal that
so-called
“straddle”
programs
(partly in and partly out of option
time) be considered as entirely
Within option time. This can. have
the effect of extending option time
above the new. two arid a half-hour
maximum.
Two factors stand put in any
appraisal of the decision. One is
the Justice Dept, attitude (as pub¬
licly expressed by. antitrust chief
Robert Bicks) that option time is
illegal per se under the antitrust
laws arid therefore the possible,
target of a federal suit. Latter
action has-been talked about for:
sortie time, but whether FCC’s
latest action will spark such a
move Is anybody’s guess. Secondly,
a Deriiocratic Presidential victory
will mean a new man on the FCC
(taking the plaice of King, who has
a recess appointment). The balance
of power on the option, time issued
could thus shift next, year arid , the
present, order reversed.
The order, culmination of rulemaking launched April, .1959, em¬
bodies the following changes in the
chain broadcasting rules:
1: Reduction, from three to twoand-one-half hours the amount of
option tinie r Ithin each of the four
segments of the broadcast day,
2. Requirement that straddle
programs be considered entirely
outside option time. (The present
(Continued on page 52)

Two Boston Papers In
to TV Guide
Boston* Sept. 20.
Two Boston. Sunday newspapers
are now printing tv listings as a
separate booklet included, with
their Sunday : papers. The Boston
Sunday Advertiser debuted with
“T-View.” and the Boston Sunday
Herald preemed with “TV Chan¬
nels/'
The third Sunday paper, the
Globe, continues with its. regular
Sunday magazine listings, in con¬
ventional size. With the two new*
booklets, cuffo wIVi the two Sun¬
day newspapers, listing all tv pro¬
gramming on New' England sta.tioris* educated guesses are that it
Will cut heavily into sales of TV
Guide, Which has . grown big in
Boston , arid New Fngland in its
New England edition.
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InBritish Com! TV, 5 Years
Figures Up to a 'Golden Jubilee,
But Things Weren’t Always Rosy
By ERNIE PLAYER

STILL SOME TALENT
LEFT ON CBS RADIO
Annual show for the CBS Radio
network affiliates convention at
N.Y/s Waldorf-Astoria Sept. 28
29 will be strictly a “house affair,”
-with all talent coming from the
web itself.
Lineup . will include Rosemary
Clooney^ who’s working the hotel’s
Empire Room’and who Costars with
Bing Crosby on CBS Radio (Crosby
can’t, make it; he’ll be in Pitts¬
burgh for the series); also, Arthur
Godfrey arid his morning troupe
(Franky Crockett, Johnny Nash,
Dick Hyman orch>, and Mitch Mil¬
ler and a 25-man Sing-Along
group. Added starter could be
Garry Moore. Fred Hendrickson,
Godfrey’s producer* will stage.

On NBC Thriller;
Chicago, Sept, 20.
problem of buying a show with¬
out benefit of a pilot is being ex¬
perienced now- by the Leo Burnett
Agency and client Allstate with
NBCtTV’
newr Tuesday night
“Thriller.”
Seeking continuation of its
tradition” as underwriter of
quality show's .(based on its associa¬
tion with ‘’Playhouse 90”), insur¬
ance company had bought into the
Boris .Karloff-hosted series out of
confidence, in packager Hubbell
Rcbirison and off a verbal presenta¬
tion. It had believed the show
would bj in a quality' league with
“Twilight Zone” and “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents.” Even before
the premiere last w'eek. Allstate
Was disillusioned with the program
concept and with proposed scripts
and let NBC-TV know it in no un¬
certain terms.
Sponsor lias been appeased for
time being by the network’s as¬
surance that the show will be im¬
proved and, reportedly, by Robin¬
son’s own word that “Thriller”
will be his personal pet project
this year. Network has laid blame
for poorness of the first script
rand presumably others the agency
has seen), on the recent writer’s
strike, and Burnett has agreed to
wait arid see before asking relief.
Any begging put by sponsor, any¬
way, would depend on w'hether
there’s a classier vehicle available
to switch to.
Allstate still has a pleasant hang¬
over from its. “Playhouse 90” -days
arid, though it sometimes squirmed
over the adult themes, loved the
critical praise and the association
with quality.
With “Thriller,” in addition to
its unhappiness over execution of
the concept, Allstate has found
some of the program, content ob¬
jectionable. Burnett has ordered
an axe murder deleted from a pro¬
jected script and is still wincing
over the strangulation scene in the
first episode; Such gruesome
scenes, agency feels, can hurt the
image of an insurance company
sponsor*

Sell KINT, El Paso
El Paso, Sept. 20.
G, E. Miller & Co. of Dallas and
Echols Enterprises of Clovis, .N.M.,
have acquired KINT here. The sta¬
tion w'as purchased from Radio
KINT Inc.
Giles E; Miller of Dallas will be
president of the station and Odis
L. Echols of Clovis, N.M.; will be
chairman of the board*:

London, Sept* 20.
Just half a decade ago. on Thurs¬
day (22) the first British commer¬
cial tv program went on the air.
And with annual profits of tli®
major webs now inexorably in the
multi-million-dollars bracket, with
the smaller companies showing
comparable buoyancy, who says
five years don’t make a golden
jubilee?
The story of the quinquennium
isn’t, however, one of assured Ini¬
tial success growing daily greater.
Instead it is one of near disaster
switching dramatically to commer¬
cial triumph.
First real start of British com¬
mercial tv came in August, 1952,
when a company called Associated
Broadcasting Development Com¬
pany was registered following a
hint In a Government White Paper
that “provision should be made to
permit some element of competi¬
tion” in video. Till that time, th®
public-owned BBC-TV had a mo¬
nopoly. Formation of ABDC wasn’t
without problems, nor was it left
to plan without strong opposition
to the whole notion of a commer¬
cial service both in and out of Par¬
liament. But in November, 1953,
the Government brought out an¬
other White Paper outlining Its
proposals for commercial tv In de¬
tail and the Television Act was
passed in July, 1954.
Briefly, the Act requires th®
setting up of an Independent Tele¬
vision Authority to bring a servica
into being and to keep a watching
eye on its operation, the one guid¬
ing principle being that thera
should be no sponsorship as know’n
in the States but that ads should
be carried independently of pro¬
grams and program content. ITA
decided that London, the Midlands
and the North would have the first
transmitters. Four contracts would
be handed to concerns to provid®
programs—in the London are®
(Continued on page 42)

May Quit NBC
Kenneth Banghart at the end of
> October is expected to quit NBC
and its owned & operated stations
in N.Y. The newscaster has been
with the network for 19 years, but
late last w'eek a difference of
opinion cropped up with the man¬
agement of WNBC-WNBC-TV over
a new assignment.
Banghart was supposed to start
Monday (19) in a new’ schedule of
news broadcasts for WNBC Radio,
but he refused to accept the new
times arranged for him. They wer®
to have been in the early morning
—five times daily between 6 and
10 *a.m.—but he didn’t want to
move back into early daytim®
broadcasting.
His contract with WNBC is fin¬
ished in approximately six weeks.
The o&o setup has the right to re¬
new his contract for another year
beyond -the present termination,
and might, according to one source,
if the Banghart-station differences
on the new workload can be re¬
solved in time. Most sources, how¬
ever, don’t feel the differences will
be settled.
Besides his daily newscasts for
WNBC Radio, Banghart does two
weekend stanzas for WNBC-TV.
The tv portions are also covered
by his pact, and they too would
end if their is no resolution in
radio.
Banghart, meantime, will do m
daily news show on WNBC Radio
from 6 to 6:10 p.m. This will con¬
tinue until contract expiration. His
nightly half-hour (from 6 to 6:30)
ended on Monday. Shortening of
his nighttime stint was to hav®
gone hand in hand with the addi¬
tion of his new morning chores.
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Syndicators Missing a Major Source
Of Regional Revenues; Les Krugman’s
Appraisal of Co-Op Gun Potentials
With the telefilm syndication?
business as slow as it’s been, dis¬
tributors have been missing a ma¬
jor bet in passing up what could
be an important source of new
coin.
That’s
co-op
advertising
money, the share-the-cost arrange¬
ment between national manufac¬
turers and their local retail outlets,1
of which some 90% currently is
funneled into newspapers.Since television—and especiallysyndicated telefilm, with all its
flexibility—could prove to be the
answer to a lot of co-op headaches,
how come it’s hardly scratched the
surface of the vast co-op field? Of
all television spot expenditures,
only about 15% stems from co-op*
budgets.
I
One man, Les Krugman, knows;
most of the answers, having been)
first an adman- dealing in co-op;
later a v.p. of National Telefilm;
Associates, and presently head o£
the only ad agency devoted ex¬
clusively to co-op. Cooperative Ad-*
vertising Specialists Inc. Accordr
ing to Krugman, it’s largely a
matter of the complexity of the
mechanics involved in setting up
co-op campaigns and policing them.
But he doesn’t regard any of the
problems as insuperable, and sees
a vast potential for syndication ixi(
the co-op field.
j;
Essentially, says Krugman, co-op
buys on telefilm can be set up in (
three ways, although the variations j
on each theme are almost infinite:}
A manufacturer can buy a show \
regionally, then have his retailers
come in on,a local level with manu¬
facturer providing the show and
retailer buying the time, with a
aplit in the commercials. A retail
chain can buy a show regionally,
then bring in manufacturers to
share the costs by purchasing
spots within the show. And a third
party can buy a series regionally,
selling it off to various manufac¬
turer-retailer combinations in dif¬
ferent markets.
j.
Co-op in telefilm isn’t new, biitj
it’s not as widespread as it could
be. Krugman recalls several years
ago, when he was ad topper at Bul©va, a co-op campaign that worked
out very well. Bulova bought offnetwork reruns of “Fireside Thea¬
tre” on a regional basis, then got
key retailers in the major markets
to go along. Bulova provided the
show free of charge, along with
an opening billboard and one But¬
ova commercial. Dealers paid for
the time charges and got the show,
along with two commercials and
closing billboard, to advertise the
store and any other products they
chose.
Some dealers used both commer¬
cials themselves. Others used one
and sold off one locally, recover¬
ing their own costs and getting a
free commercial to boot. Some
others sold both commercials and
made money on the deal, but Bulova wasn’t overly concerned since
It had its commercial on locally
anyway.
Twist occurred when one dealer
called Krugman to ask his help in
selling oH one commercial. He ex¬
plained he’d like an arrangement
with an electric razor outfit, since
he carried them in the store any¬
way. Krugman got in touch with
Bemington Band, and they liked
the idea so much they picked up
one minute in some 60 markets.
Variations on this, Krugman ex¬
plained, are virtually infinite, and
the revenue to be gained by sta¬
tions is considerable. But if the
stations are to cash in on what
could be a boon, they’re going to
have to extend themselves too. For
the three principle drawbacks ;to
co-op advertising the roadblocks
that have prevented a blossoming
of.the practice, are il) lack of
“proof of performance”—the fact
that the show actually went on the
air with the right commercials
(newspapers can always provide
tear-sheets), (2) the “rubber-like”
flexibility of rate structures, with
many advertisers showing a deep
distrust of tv rates because of the
tendency on the part of stations to
disregard their own* rate cards
When a “deal” is in sight, and (3)
the difficulty of ascertaining true
urogram costs (compared with

newspapers.

__

Syndication Review

1st Fields Ents.
Series to NET

Ted Rosenberg has been named
director of sales for the King Fea¬
tures Syndicate’s television opera¬
tion. He succeeds Arthur : (Gross
who has joined United Artists As¬
sociation.
Rosenberg had' been
with the sales departments of Ziv
and NTA.
In another appointment, Philip
M. Wade was made executive as¬
sistant to Albert Brodax, who is
heading King Features tele opera¬
tions.

OF Capsole Sales
Official Films has made a N.Y.
and Armed Forces sale on a pair,
of its quickie newsreel series.
"Almanac,’* first of the fiveminute stanzas culled from news¬
reel archives, has been sold to
WOR-TV, RKO-G en er a l’s New
York outlet It’s being programmed
twice a day, beginning this week.
Official’s second newsreel shorty
Series, “Greatest Headlines of the
Century,” has been sold to the
Aimed Forces TV Services for 25
overseas tele stations.
Official
prexy Seymour Reed says the sta¬
tions have an estimated audience
of 450,000 and are manned by mili¬
tary personnel, who program about
50 hours of tv a week.

.London, Sept. 20.
Though it’s strictly a- noncommercial tv setup, BBC-TV is none¬
theless going all out for between-prdgrams advertising this fall.
The plugs will form part of an intensive self-promotional campaign,
helmed by the web's new head of presentation, Rex Moorfoot.
Instructions have gone to producers that, starting Oct. 8, all
programs between 6 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. must run dead on time,
though there’s a w'aiver in the ease of spots where a fadeout Would
clearly , kill a moment of great impact. Also, the edict has it that
shows during these hours shall be clipped by 30 seconds or a
minute,: the. purpose being that the presentation department shall
have cleareut slots for its announcements!
Other moves in hand include changing the “clock symbol” usied
on BBC-TV, and bringing back women announcers in the evening
for the first time since the fall of ’57. Femmes are being chosen
not for chocolate box appeal but for their professionalism;
Moorfoot’s whole approach stems from the concept of tv as a
Journalistic medium and from a belief that certain program periods
can be; built up as “occasions,” much as. the film industry now tries
to sell a visit to the cinema as an occasion. His plans are not yet
finalized, but he sees great opportunities in an integrated interplay
between screen announcements and the 7,00Q,000-circulation weekly
program journal “Radio Times.”
Inter-program screen boosts aren’t new to BBC-TV. but Moorfoot
describes, the hitherto attitude towards filling available spaes as “a
bit negative ” The gaps have occurred accidentally through a
•how’s under-running, for instance, and standby plugs have been
pushed In to fill ’em.

PLAYBOY'S PENTHOUSE
With Hugh. Hefner, host; Sammy

Davis. Jr., Kirby Stone Four,
Teddi King, others
Producer-Director: Dan Sehiiffman
Associate Producer: Don Billion
60 Mins., Sun., 10 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
WBKB, Chicago (tape)
Tony’s Tune
Thanks to the performances of
Worthington (Tony) Miner,
Sammy Davis. Jr., the Kirby Stone
busier than AT&T lines during
Four
and Teddi King-^biit particu¬
prime network hours, as exec
larly the former-^‘‘PlaybOy’s. Pent¬
producer of “The Play of The
house
is starting; its . Second sea¬
Week” was asked what he does
son in. syndication with. ;a corker.
with his spare time.
But what Hugh Heftier & Co! will
Response: “I have a play
do for an encore remains to be
adaptation which I did. It’s a
seen.. The initialer has set a high
French
play.
“The
Little
standard for the series that will be
Darlings,” authored by Jean
tough to equal for verve, balance
Gredy and Jean-Pierre Bariland sheer entertainment..If future
let. It opens in England at the
installments measure up at all.
Oxford Theatre Oct. 10.
Official Films could have a pretty
“I have completed the book
hot property to distribute.
for the musical based oh
Topflight performers are hard
Henry James’ ‘The Ambassa¬
to come by who, iike Davis Jr.,
dor.’ Jim Downey Jr., will
can take oyer half the show and
produce. There's also a play of
pump into it. the kind ‘of good
my own, in verse, a drama. It
^spirit and informality it has ;.al.took me three years to com¬
• ways needed. The little showman
plete.”
• loosened it up. the moment- he
Caine on. aiid after that, whether
singing, dancing or ad libbing for
laughs, he was a magnet. He gave
out with five numbers. Including
‘a medley, of his, disk hits and a
sock , rendition of “Chicago,” and
seasoned liis turn with assorted
hooferv and horseplay that seemed
to happen spontaneously. A cute
St. Bernard pup, which he .was
Chicago. Sept. 2d.
Field Enterprises Inc. (World gifted with at the. windup; finally
upstaged him, but it Was at the
Book Encyclopedia), which made
right time.
its debut in network tv this year
Miss King, a superb singer-her¬
as part sponsor of NBC-TVs po¬ self, issued a pair of ihtimate, artlitical
convention-coverage,
has •; ful numbers to start the show and
made another sizeable investment : crowned her stint with a spoof on
southern decadence, titled “Ten¬
in tv. but this time on another web.
nessee rWilliams Blues.” Which was
—the National Educational Net¬ strictly for the literate. Director
work. Company has spent $113,000 . Dan Schuffman framed her well in
to create a new educational series, varied, tight camera.. shots! Kirby
Stone Four scored with highlights
“Beginnings,” which it has “do¬
cf their nitery act, making for a
nated” to the 48 station educational neat ehange-of-pace. and a strong
alliance.
varmup for Davis. .Jr,
While the fourth tv network is J New 60-minute format of “Pent¬
non-commercial, World Book is so house” should improve the series
vastly. The' chaff that used to
identified with the series, (above
clutter last year’s 90-minute Ver-r
and beyond the “made possible by”
ion—the interviews, aimless gab,
crawler credit before and after and; features on what the Welleach installment) that it will de* • heeled- playboy should have in his
rive definite “image” benefits from, ; pad (besides women)—will per*;
it There’s no sales pitch, of force he winnowed, and the shows
course, but. the plug is there bold promise to be a lot tighter and
and clear, and it’s legitimized in smoother for it. Still a problem,
the fact that encyclopedias are edu¬ however, is; how; to get the models,
cational references.
who only stand... and watch;., and
Series consists of 13 half-hour their “escorts.” who also serve, to
filmed interviews with eminent : behave as though they’re really at
contributors to World Book, '
a party and really having fun.
fields ranging from oceanography ji:
Les.
to football. Field Enterprises had
commissioned former NBC-TV pro¬
ducer Don Meier, now a freelancer,
to ptoduce the series on tape using
the facilities of Chicago educa¬
tional station WTTW. Among the
Walter Kingsley, prexy of In¬
interviewers taking part are Hugh
Downs, Ken Nordine, Jim Conway dependent Television Corp., has
and Fahey Flynn,
returned from London Where he
held confabs with British-principals

TED ROSENBERG HEADS
KING FEATURES SALES

W«lnfgday, Septcml)er 21, 1^0

of Associated Television. ATV now
completely owns ITC.
Confabs;
were on plans for the. ’60-’6l sea-;
(son . . .Maggie Hayes, H er b ert'
j Swope. ;Jr., and Alls, Swope in; N.Y,
from Coast; Miss Hayes will make
! several tv guest appearances and'
| Swope will huddle with Jonathan
[Winters . .on:; their projected 1 tv
! series, “The Twist,” which Swope
will produce and direct. Winters is
slated to do scripting as well, as
starring. Swope Will also confer’
w ith actors on possible .casting for
“The Chase," slated; for produc¬
tion early next year in association
with director Lewis Milestone . . ..
Charles W. Goit, formerly national
sales manager of ITC, has joined
2Qth-Fox Television, He will assist
Peter G. Levatbes, prexy of the
20lh-Fox tv unit,
.the sales endi.

/Latest 62’ Sales
KRtA, Los Angeles, joined list
of . stations bUying Lopert Pictures
“Latest 62” package.
Other deals include WABC-TV,
N. Y.; WFIL, Philadelphia; WMAB,
Baltimore; WCKT, Miami; WWL,
New Orleans; KPLR, St Louis;
KROD, El Paso; WAVY, Norfolk;
WNHC, New Haven; WNBF, Binghampton; and CKLW, WindsorDetroit
Pix
include
"Richard
“Horse’s
Mouth;”
and
Parisienne.”

BBC-TV Doesn’t Like New Fall U.S.
Entries Either, So Imports Down
London, Sept.; 20. .

‘Hash’ Pash
|

M&A Alexander Productions’
new) color cartoon series, “Q. T.
Hush, Private Eye,” has been sold
to WABC-TV, N.Y , and is running
nightly on the “Tommy Seven
Show,” kidstrip which preemed
last week with former Baltimore
moppet emcee Tommy Seven at
the helm.
“Hush” package, a cliff hanger
with 10 episodes to each story, also
has been pacted in other markets,
including Chicago, Los , Angeles,
Buffalo and Pittsburgh. M&A has
10 of the 10-episode sttories in the
can.

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Paramount, which entered pro¬
duction of vidpix commercials only,
last March, is hearing the $500,000
mark in gross biz, with the landing
of the job to make a $125,000 halfhour film for the, N:Y. Stock Ex¬
change.
. Another large account landed is
the telefilming, of Gillette clips
for the World Series, an account
which Ed Bien; who heads the Par.
project, has taken with him from
Warner Bros, to Four Star and
now to Par. Bien has had that ac¬
count in his hip pocket for four
years. ..
The N.Y. Stdck Exchange blurb,
30 minutes, has a soft sell: that the j
public can trust credited stock
brokers and has plenty of protec¬
tion for investments through Se- I
purities & Exchange Commission.
Aim is to induce larger slice of
public to buy stocks and bonds, of
course, and to allay fears 6f /‘play¬
ing the market.”
Bien has a partnership teleblurb
deal with Par. The studio, puts up
financing and splits profits with
the producer. Bien, onetime the¬
atrical film editor, was a pioneer
in blurbs at U-I. Shortly before
that studio folded its tv commer¬
cial operation, Bien shifted to
Warners and: started vidblurbing
there with Jack M; Warner. There¬
after he started Four Star’s Pommercial department, then made
the deal with Par.
Other major studios in . the biz
are Metro, Columbia (through its
subsidiary Screen Gems) and 20thFox. Video sponsors, national and
local, spend an estimated $30,600,000 annually on film blurbs, about
one-third of which are made in
Hollywood, many by indie firms,
such as Film ways.

Al Unger to UPA

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Alvin E. Unger has been named
v.p. In charge of domestic tv sales
for UPA Pictures Inc.i and will
handle syndication contracts for the
new "Mister Magoo” series and
III**' other output;
‘‘La
He’ll headquarter in N.Y., where
he’ll set up a staff of sales reps! ]

.. So far. as the new season’s U. S.
series are concerned. America can
keep the lot.
That just, about
sums, up the opinion of Kenneth
Adam, controller of programs for
BBC-TV—at least insofar as all
the skeins hitherto; shown to the
web as bait are Concerned.
And accordingly no new U; S.
series figure in BBC-TV’s up-toChristmas plans, which allow for
some 8% or 9% of transatlantic
material (other than documentar¬
ies) as compared; with a hitherto
general 11%. Working out at a
maximum four hours a week, this
is less than for some years.
The cutdown- doesn’t reflect any
anti-American policy, though Adam
confessed to Variety: “I did want
to have more British material from
a policy point of yi
He con¬
tinued: “One looks for three things
from the U. Si: comedy, westerns
and spectaculars. . I would hav
been prepared, possibly, to, buy
new product from these categories
if I had thought there was anything
worth buying;. I have, anyway, one
or two things! up my sleeve for the
New Year.” '
He further clarified his outlook
by declaring that the web would
continue to run the “Bronco” and
“Laramie” westerns because it was
happy with tome, while BBC-TV's
assistant head in New. York, Denis
Scuse, would be keeping ah eye
open for new stuff.
It. should be added, too, that ac-*.
cording to a preview of BBC-TV
fall schedules conducted by Adam
and department hr e a d s for the
press at Television Centre Wednes¬
day (14), “standard’.’ U. S. items
for BBC-TV will continue to fea¬
ture Perry Como show's, plus one^
shots such as a “Maurice Chevalier
Show” compiled from “An Evening
with Maurice Chevalier.” But the
non-American
approach
streaks
light entertainment generally, Ac¬
cording to light programs topper
Eric Maschwitz: “It is likely, that
so far as performers are. concerned
we are having considerably fewer
Americans. This is not necessarily
because we can’t get them, but we
find that our experienced British
television performers attract great¬
er; audience participation, and we.
try to prevent ourselves being
dazzled by Broad way ! and, in a
way, the West End of London.”
In his comprehensive analysis of
programs, Adam-said this was go¬
ing- to be “the most, expensiv
Winter BBC-TV has ever had,” a
considerable amount more money
than ever before being allotted to
the period.
Most of this would
go to “special projects,” whip h
weto tending to assume more and
more
importance
i
planning*
These—defined roughly as a series
of peaks, either in terms of single
programs or series^were now be¬
ing assigned much more nearly
$1,400,000 a year thain $700,000.,
Whole emphasis would be on qual¬
ity and on British material!. “It
will, I hope, .‘invite the audience to
watch, not. stare,” summed up
Adam.

Among detailed information
given Was much appertaining, to
coverage of the U. t S. elections.
Tony de Lofbi i.ere is. now over
^Continued on page 46)

British Variation On a Theme: Yank
London, Sept, 20;
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
If the titles don’t figure in. the
weekly lists of TAM’s Top Ten .In
Vidfilms, features arid vidtape
Britain
published
in
Variety,
Arthur Gross; has. been named form the prirriary profile lines of
many of the vidpie skeins sold to. assistant sales manager of “United the seven stations; in the N.Y.
the U.K. ar doing steady, biz re¬ Artists Associated. He will report market.
gardless.; It's a question of. their to. Erwin H. Ezzes, exec y.p.
Three,
web
Stations
depend
riot getting a network deal, and so ■ Additionally, UAA has. appointed
largely on network vidfilm fare
..not coming; within reach of a Top three new account, execs* Fred Wat¬
for their standing in the top U.S.
Ten-size audience, but of . being kins, Frank LeBeau and Paul Weiss. market.. But the web threesome,
aired in only one or some of . the Watkins and LeBeau will headquar¬
also, have a healthy stake iri the
nine areas into which the local ter in Dallas and Weiss in Chicago;
syndie pix arid vidpix pie..
Commercial tv network is divided! [
Gross was formerly with King
Four Indies, on the other hand,
Local ratings in those limited areas Features Syndicate as director of tv
virtually are completely dependent
can be pretty good.
sales,; arid prior to that sales v.p. on the syndie product for their
A Variety probe,
ith the aid for Flamingo Telefilm arid- gen¬
image. That holds true even for
of Television Audience Measure¬ eral sales manager for Guild Films,
enterprising WNTA-TV, the home
ment Ltd., shows that in a random f
UAA is currently distributing to
of “The Play of the Week,” a
four-week period, “Riverboat,” for ! tv over 1,900. features! the latest
project which probably would not
Instance, chalked up an average 53 being UA’s recent post-’48 package,
have gotten off the ground had it
rating though it was transmitted, “Boxoffice 26."
riot been for its syndication poten¬
only ini : four regions -— London,
tial,"
Northern, South Wales and West*
What .about the new season?
and Southern: ‘'Bonanza," shown in
What’s the shape of local vidpix,
the Midlands, Scottish and North j
vidtape
and feature programriung?
Eastern areas in the four-week J
Here are some of the major high¬
spell, came up with a 50 figure. I
lights:
•;
‘‘Maverick,'’ aired ini four regions
WCBS-TV continues strong in its
in the first week of the specimen
late
night,
pix
programmingperiod, six in the second, two in
WNBC-TV has turned to art films'
the.! third and- five in the fourth,
for its “Movie Four”;. WABC-TV
chalked 47. And here’s what hap¬
has bought the. Lqpert bundle to
pened tb some of .the-other tele¬
buoy its feature slots. All stations
film series:
are on the prowl for post-48’s.
,. ‘‘Cisco Kid," in two areas, 25:
Continental Baking, which: last
On the web. stations, half-hour
“Popeye” in four, r27;’ ‘‘Huckle¬
winter pulled out of syndication
syndicated
product
has!; been
berry Hound’' in two, 2$; ‘‘I LOye
after long tirrie multi-market spon¬ squeezed by the upswing in net-,
Lucy" in two, 44; ‘‘Lassie.” iri. two
sorship of the ‘‘Annie Oakley" se¬ work option time. But the syndie
(plus a third for one week during
ries, has a return to syndie series 30-minuters are fairly w'ell repre¬
the . period) 28; . and “77 Sunset
bankrolling under serious discus¬ sented on NBC and ABC o&o’s,
Strip;”, before hitting the national
sion.- '■
less so on WCBS-TV.
network in the fall schedules,:
. Continental's string of franchise
Chalked up 39; over the tour weeks
Among the Indies, WPIX re¬
bakeries, with a wide variance in
Chosen by being screened In two
mains one of the most heavily
niarketirig strength according to
areas for a couple of weeks and in
syndie
-halt-hour
vidfilm-proregion, makes the Company’s tv ad¬
four; for . the remainder of- the
grammed stations in the country.
period. “Rawhide" also figured in vertising particularly suitable to a Heavily ladened with off-netwbrk
the breakdown, grabbing a 54 spot or syndication blueprint..
rerun product; Daily News indie is
No specific packages have yet selling its “network programmed
rating with its eight-area show¬
ings, but this is one which has been been considered; Tf the buy goes linage!"
bitting the national Top 10 anyway. through! about 9.0 riiarkets will be • The mantle for some Of the most
involved. Ted Bates is agency.
No .comparable statistics can be
creative drairiatic programming,
given for vidpix that, are takeri by
either on the local or national level,
BBC-TV, inasmuch as that web
goes to WNTA-TV for. its “Play of
has no need as commercial tv to
the Week.” Dramatic showcase: is
break down its service into regions,
moire thari 80% sold out. Newark-.
but it’s an oft-eviderit fact that
N. Y. indie of National Tejefilih
‘Bronco’* comes out as its top- - Nati onal Telefilm Associates new Associates also is sporting “The
audience, program..
“61 for ’61” feature package which Pirture of the Week” this season,
Coming back to the commercial includes the 20th-Fox post-’48’s has a, stripped pix showcase of 20thcompanies, there’s a detectable been sold ih a roster of markets. ' Fox p6st-*48 and other fresh ' tendency on the part Of smaller
Seventeen-station . lirie-up
in¬ matic product.
operators to strike away from the cludes:. WRCV, Philadelphia; WRC;
W0R-TV, home of the pioneer
rigid routine of accepting regard¬ Washington;
KTVI,
St.
Louis; “Million Dollar Movie,” is the pix
less those U.S. skeins Offered on. WC-KT, Miarni; WOW, Omaha; counterpart Of WPIX. About 60%
the network by the four majors— WPHO, Phoenix; WHYN, Spring- of its total schedule, consists of
Associated-Rediffusion, Associated field, Mass:; WHNB, ! Hartford, cinematic telecasting,
TeleVisi , ABC-TV and Granada Conn.
WNEW-TV.has a combination of
TV Network. Clearly a distrib still,
Also WJAR, Providence; KUTV, syndie product and cineiriatics,
does the best for his ;product by Salt Lake City; KOB, Albuquerque,; spiced with one-shot specials.
Closing .with one of these four (or N.M.; KLRJ. Las Vegas; arid
Alt stations report business good.
with BBC-TV with its natioriwide WKZO. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Some $69,534,000 was spent by ad¬
hookup on the Other channel), but
vertisers, on the seven N.Y. outlets
HO longer is that the be-all arid
in ’59. Vilfilms, vidtape and pix,
end-all of the proceedings.
telecast locally, carried, a good deal
of that money last year and is
Understandably, When some of
doing , a similar job in ’60.
the smaller companies began func¬
Cartoons arid short subjects play
tioning there was a coiripulsion to
a prominent rdle in the kiddie-pro¬
Chicago, Sept. 2Q.
take the network stuff to get the
Fred Niles Productions is cur¬ gramming of indies, WNEW-TV,
station operating. ! Lack Of . full
knowledge of local viewer taste rently shooting the pilot for a pro: WPIX and WOR-TV. “Daywatch,”
was another factor. Steadily, it posed new contract brid*:? series, the. Monday through Friday com¬
seems, this is being replaced by “Bridge With the Masters," being bination home and store viewing of
confidence and planner willingness packaged by Harlen Productions. WNTA-TV, is. back, for its second
to! try something different. South¬ Projected hourlong series Would daytime season.
That’s the broad outline of local
ern TV, Anglia TV and Scottish differ frorii ABC-TV’s haU-hour
TV, all corhparatively small out- ‘‘Championship Bridge,’* out of the Vidpix, vidtape and pix programWalter Schwimmer shop, in that
(Continued on page 46)
: (Continued on page 46)
the latter has to . do with'ordinary
rubber bridge while the new series
would concern itself with tourna¬
ment bridge.
Plan is for an Intercity competi¬
tion, with the winning team of four
players getting $2,000 and a repeat j
Las Vegas, Sept. 20.
appearance arid the losers. a $1,000
. Pilot for a potential syndicated
consolation prize. Pildr pits a team series called. “Las Vegas Newsreel”
Of' Chicago experts against a New
is being prepped by. producer-actor
There’s nothing, like. an Irnport York foursome. Bridge authority Jim Hawthorne of KTTV> Los
for short clearance between thea¬ Alfred Sheinwold is to be com¬ Angeles!
mentator arid . Norm .Barry an-,
trical arid tv exhibition.
. Project will feature shots of show
Case in point is J. Arthur Rank’s nouncer and kibitzer.
biz stars at work and . play on the
Pilot will be. screened for the
"Robbery Under, Arms.” British,
Las Vegas Strip, plus special events
agencies
early
this
fall.
import completed a July , run ..at
of national interest which occur iri
Brandt’s Apollo Theatre in N.Y.'sthe gambling resort.
Series is
Times Square.! Pic . will make its
planned as a five-minute film five
tv debut on Sunday (251 on WABCdays per week.
TV’s N.Y., “Night Show1,’*
•Forrest Duke, Variety rep In
For the twelfth consecutive, year,.
In;fact clearances, are so short Hearst Metro tone News via Tele- Las Vegas, will coordinate and
on some Imports; that the distribs ■ riews will have a year-end wrap-up narrate.
commit, themselves on taking the of “News Review' of; I960" and . . . Footage shot by Las Vegas News
pix that stations must delay tele¬ “Sports Review Of I960.”
Bureau, ai division of the local
casting until local theatrical runs
Last year, Gillette carried, the Chamber of Commerce, will be
arc completed.
• “Sports Review" on NBC-TV.
among that utilized.

Art Gross to UAA
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KITV’s Jim Hawthorne
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NTA Hails FCCs Option Tone
Cutback as Major Syndie Boon;
See Loss This Year, Profit Next
New Federal Communications
[ Commission ruling cutting network
option time a half-hour in each
segment of the broadcast day was
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
I hailed as the “greatest shot in the
Debbie Reynolds’ Harman Pro¬ arm for syndication” by Oliver
ductions, in joining the Alliance of Unger, prexy of National Telefilm
Television Filin Producers, brings Associates.
number of production companies
Unger modified his enthusiastic
belonging to organization to 18.
reaction by explaining that as yet
Jess S. Morgan arid S. A. Mac- he hadn’t giveri full study to the
Sween are associated with Miss
entire FCC ruling. But, he main¬
Reynolds iri outfit^ now prepping
tained, if the ruling means that a
two teleseries as well as feature
half-hour in prime evening hours
film projects. Company has already
would be given back to the sta¬
coriipleted one tv spec.
tions, the move would be a boon to
syndie operators. It wrould open
21 half-hour prime evening peri¬
ods throughout the country in
prime time each week. The 21 halfrhour periods figures by multiply¬
ing seven half-hours by the three
stations affiliated with eaeh of the
three webs.

Debbie loins Alliance

A twosome;
Talk 3d Show

i ^ One of the principal headaches
in syndication the past seasons has
been the growing inroads by the
webs in what heretofore had been
local option time'. Unger said many
. That Hanna^Barbera tieup with, regional
advertisers arid
local
Kellogg via. Screen Gems looks as sponsors seeking prime local time
if it will embrace another cartoon had been forced out of the syndie
show. Ever since the fall-out on market because of the network op¬
“Mr. .Magoo,” H-B and Screen tion time situation. As suppliers
Gems have been dickering with of local programming, Unger said
Kellogg and its agency Leo Bur¬ NTA welcomed the FCC move.
nett.
NTA prexy made his comments
Talks, to date, look to H-B’s about the FCC in a status report
being inked to produce a new car¬ On the company’s operations. Join¬
toon ..half-hour series, with
a ing him iri the report were Ely
January starting date. Kellogg now Landau, NTA board chairman, and
lias “Huckleberry Hound” and Ted Cott, topper of WNTA-TV,
“Quick. Draw McGraw” frorii H-B Newark-N. y.. sole station now
on a national spot basis, embrac¬ owned by NTA.
ing over 160 markets. New cartoon
Unger saw a loss for the fiscal
would follow the Same national
year ending Sept. 30, 1960. But ho
spot route.
saw an upswing in the company’s
Kellogg-UPA deal fell apart fortunes, putting it back in tho
When producers balked at what profit column, for the next fiscal
they considered too much Inter¬ year.
ference frbm the ad agency in
Landau was cautiously optimis¬
the creative aspects of the show.
‘ Mr; MagoO” will be offered to tic that WNTA-TV for the first
time
since it was acquired by NTA
the straight syndication market in¬
over two years ago will be operated
stead:
in the black this season. The al¬
Kellogg is expected to renew
ternative program service ottered
the Walter Lautz “Woody Wood¬
by WNTA-TV, he added, has won
pecker” as its; third, national spot
acceptance in the market place.
show pending the selection of a
Station grosses have quadrupled
third show for a January, start.
since the NTA take-over, he added.
Landau also reported that NTA
now was actively seeking the ac¬
quisition of other tv outlets.

COURT UPHOLDS NFP
VS. N.Y. ATT’Y GEN’L

A temporary, injunction. against
Network Film Producers, sought
by the N.Y. Attorney General’s of¬
fice, was denied last week by N.Y,
Supreme Court Justice Saul Streit.
In his refusal to. grant the In¬
junction. Judge Streit said that the
court cart reach no conclusion on
the papers submitted by the At¬
torney General. Judge Streit also
maintained that to characterize
the assets of NetWork Film Pro¬
ducers as “unsubstantial,” as the
Attorney General did, without
sufficient evidence prevented him
from Issuing the “drastic relief”}
sought. He advised the plaintiff to
go to trial for relief.
Network Film Producers, formed
to engage iri tv film production
among other things, is headed by
Dick Randall, producer of the
Aquarrima at Flushing Meadows
Ampitheatre, Flushing, N.Y. State
of N.Y. sought to enjoin Randall
and his firm from selling in NFP,
alleging "fraud” in the representa¬
tion of the firm’s assets.

McCarthy Down Under
Sydney, Sept. 20.
John G. McCarthy, prexy of the
Teleyisiori Program Export Asso¬
ciation of America, planed in here
for a looksee of the local television
setup.
McCarthy is also making an ex¬
tensive Far East survey and will
be away from his home base for
some time. During his Aussie stop¬
over he’ll be wined-dined by local

tv toppers arid product distributors. {

Unger, in an -optimistic vein*
pointed to the success in syndie
of “Play of The Week,” "Third
Man” and "Assignment Under¬
water.” He said NTA would con¬
tinue to bring out packages of new
post-’48 pix every six months. NTA
now has a grpup of post-’48’s now
in the market.
Unger, speaking favorably on
the company’s future and welcom(Continued on page 48F

MCA-AussiesATN
Talking Prod. Tie
Sydney, Sept. 20.
Plans are well-advanced for the
setting up of. a television produc¬
tion centre here early 1961 via an
extended hookup between Music
Corp. of America and the Associ¬
ated Television Network.
Latter
operates major commercial ATN
and Is tied in with other tv keyers
coast to coast. ATN is headed by
powerful newspaper interests, plus
cinema interests.
MCA will send technicians and
talent here as a kickoff to train’
locals' at Artransa studio, French’s
Forest.
Understood that the deal calls
for MCA to produce two programs
weekly for ATN, using U.S. tv stars*
wi£h home talent to meet an edict
set by Aussie Actors’ Equity. Pro¬
grams produced here will also be
geared throughout the world, ec»
cording to present plans.

so
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THRILLER .
(Tke Twisted Image)
With Boris Karloff, host; Leslie
Nielsen, George Grisard,' Nata*
lie Trundy, Diatie Foster, otters
Exec Producer: Hnbbell Robiuson
Producer: Fletcher Markle
Director: Arthur HiUer
Writer: James P„ Cavanagh
60’Mins. Tues., 9 p.m.
GLENBROOK LABS; AMERICAN
TOBACCO, ALLSTATE, DU
(Lennen & Newell- BBDO)
(BBpStO)
balist, Jr., Edd Byrnes, Jacque¬
PONT
Fantasies of bachelorhood were
All the ingredients of a hit :shb\v
line Beer, Louis Quinn, Kathleen
given a merry whirl on “the. tab
NBC-TV
(film), from H’weod
Crowley, Lee Van Cleef. John
were supposed to have been en¬

THE TAB HUNTER SHOW
(One. Blonde Too Many!
With Mary Morphy, Liliane Montevecchl, Richard Erdman, Jerome
Cowan, others ■
Producer-director: Norman Tokar
Writers: Stanley Shapiro; Maunce
. Richlin
By ART WOODSTOXE
---— 30 Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p;m.
P.
LORILLARD, WESTCLOX
In 1959, CBS-TV sold “rounded’*! 77 SUNSET STRIP
NBC-TV (film)
programming’ and NBC-TV sold. With Roger Smith, Effrem Zim-

ABC Now 'Imago-Conscious; 'Varied’
The Word in Fall Program Preview

“balanecd” programming. A year
later, when its two rivals seem tc>
have dropped rounded and half
anced from the list’of preferred
Image-making words, ABC-TV is
selling programming that is “va¬
ried/1
“From Bugs Bunny to Winstori .
Churchill” is the expression used.
bv Oiiver Trevz, president of
ABC-TV. That's the wav, during
his appearance last Thursday »15>j
in a 77-minute preview of the net-;

Hunter Show/' a slick, new half-;
hour entry oil NBC-TV at 8:30 p.m.
Sundays. Web may have a winner
in this fast-paced charade.
Tab Hunter, portraying a foot¬
loose cartoonist, had dolls in and
out of his Malibu Beach quarters.
Most of the lines and situations
were funny, although the plot didn’t
bear any close examination. It was
enough that the twists and turns
went off in breezy fashion and the
up'the
: "*.«#«»
close of the show came sooner
NBC-TV and CBS-TV—instead,Fnday ,16) lacked some of the than expected.
Two of the principal lookers
of being broadly commended last. script vitality of old, the show
year for either roundness or ball- will most likely continue to draw were Mary .Murphy , and Liliane
Montevecchl! Miss. Murphy played
ance—were more often deflated: a sizable aud via cast appeal,
by the professional newspaper]
Opener featured Roger Smith the type who. belied her curves.
critics for failing to round anti | (star-role opposite of Efram Zim> She was the. homemaker with, a
balance their programming enough,! balist, Jr..) in a meandering, but Verigeance and, seemed to get her
which may be one of the reasons; still easily forecast. ..Joseph Man- greatest joy. from vacuum cleaning.
switcherocj. -characterized
why the two networks seem to have! son yarn. Smith, as private eve Same
since retired the words. It has beeh I Jeff Spencer was taken prisoner Miss Montevecchl. Of all things,
charged that few critics picked on in the traekdown of a quartet of fixing motors, the mechanical kind,
ABC-TV, because in not possessing. payroll bandits, who: tied him with was her dish of tea.
Above. set of incongruities, were
the new, fat look, the networks pre^ leather thongs to the attic beams;
,
sented a smaller target. But fat;- of an abandoned farm house. After * surrounded by lush, .bachelor qpar-.
tened now, it is apparently ready they split the loot and took off, ***?
to take its turn on the field of Smith was nearly bitten by a rat- J
bigtime battle.
'
j- tlesnake, nearly burned to death ^
£
Treyz made his pronouncement: by mischievous kids and nearly |
.? .^J; Ty^°ved to
from Hollywood, the stage for the ’ discovered by an engaged couple!' nLusm*s cpncoction.
Jerome. Cowan and Richard Erd¬
ABC preview of its 1960-1961 pro- ? were o.o.ing {he place as a possible
man'u ere fine in supporting roles.
gramming. The closed-circuit tele-; nuptial nest. After , all the unlikeProducer-director Norman Tokar
cast was first done for the web's : ly woodland wanderers, he finally
kept the lines and 'situations movaffiliated stations, and then re- broke loose by spitting rain \vMer!
peated. later in the day, for mem- 0n one of the thongs to stretch it. ng fast a"d . - ctlveI^
Horo‘
Behner, Robert Colbert, Jack
Mather, Bryon Keith, others
Producer: Howie Horwitz
Director: Montgomery Pittman
Writer: Joseph Manson
60 Mins., Fri.,s, 9 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
ABC-TV (film)
The ABC-Wamer Bros, gumsboerf “77 Sunset Strip/’ is off on

b<Join ing1 ^Trey z S were Leonard H.
le^'e bandit ^lfiTr'by GFJSERAL ELECTRIC THEATRE
Goldenson, president of American Kathleen Crowiev. had a c hange of! -4J5JL ,2?*" WhQ Thdught for
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,1 hpart -and returned ni'ck-of-time'
the ABC-TV parent, and Thomas style\ to distract another robber; W,Jv_Ste^^Ien’T
Dan Tobin, ; Lauren; Chapin,,.
Moore. webs programming v.p.
while Smith disarmed and. killed
Peter Leeds/ AIvy Moore, How-:
Goldenson spoke of a five-year. bim
ard McNear, Willard Waterman,
plan for program expansion, and]
„'
...
.
,
Barbara Drew', others; Ronald:
suggested — without specifying—- stl<ny
sP°!ted 'v“h ™ts 50
Reagan,
host
still wider varietv of nroeram* in that viewers could-catch glimpses
.—
..
1065 than the network savs exists °f. Edd ,B'^ne^’ Zinr-balist, and Producer:\Sianley Rubin
in 1960. He implied that many of ?theJ,
.«*'•*«'■ • S*?*?1*,81**^ •*»*»•
- per¬ handled their bits per usual. Sup-rUnter: James Allardice
them will come from abroad,
porting cast was uniformly routine 30 Mins., Sun., 9 p.m.
haps with the advent of the trans¬
with none of the roles hefty enough GENERAL ELECTRIC
atlantic cable.
to bring out ary extralordinary CBS-TV (film)
Moore addressed himself mainly
Bill.
|
\BBBO)
to the burgeoning of sports at ABC- talents.
General
Electric
Theatre”
TV. The network in 1960 will vary
its programming with a heap pf
£ootbal1’ DowIlng
and more boxing.
Goldenson told of ABCs “bold
approach to public service pro¬
gramming/’ Mentioned were the
new John Daly “Close-Up'’ pubaffairs special under the Bell ;&
Howell banner. Also mentioned
was “Expedition.’’ a half-hour film
series, two out of every three Tues¬
days.
There
is -also .the . Winston
_.-7-11
Churchill
to be done, “i!.“
al*o
n«n senes
i u
linHor TIolT
S,
-Un„._11
under Bell & Howell auspices, this
season on Sunday nights.
;
This newr and public affairs
programmin!
more, in sum, th!an
was done last season and the sea¬
son before on ABC-TV. Yet. these
and the sports programs still htild
down a relatively minor portion of
ih'ir;VoVVr“~u
the overall ABC-TV schedule This
Mfa^ap?aiient in- the Presentat^9n
0fTnhLfrfiHn«r^1tt,reSf' it, x,
^ L
addltlon to tne talks by GoldaTr?Z and MoorS’ AB?'^V
snowed tne pi ess and stations
P^y
Hong Kong
Surfside 6,
Roaring 20s.’
“The Islanders.”
“The Law and Mr. Jones,” which
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HAWAIIAN EYE
dOT With' “goodfe a bright^“"d'
With Anthony Eisle* Robeft Con- intelligent
comedy, about
subrad, Connie Stevens, Ray Danr urban-' conformity
scripted
by
ton, Lenore Hamilton, Joanne; James
Allardice
and
starring
Baird, Kasey Rogers, Tommy Steve Allen. If Stanley Rubin; who
Farrell. Barney Phillips, Efrem left . CBS-TV to produce “GE
Zimbalist
Jr.,
Roger
Smith, Theatre” for Revue, can keep up
Poncie Ponce.
the standard of this first outing,
Exec Producer: William T. Orr
seven . should be . a luck^ number
Producer: Stanley Niss
foi GE.
Director: Alvin. GaUzer
In “The. Man Who Thought for
Writer: Hugo Walters (from, story Himself,” Allen played a bank
by
Ralph Jiauicrdf
Madiera)
Dy ftdipn
executive who .woke up one morn‘£o »«“•;
Mins.: Wed., 9 p.m.
iw
: ing to find all his actions governed
1__
. !»..»«.
--, WHITEHALL
LABS,
CARTER : by what his neighbors and boss
’
-' MERIC
---PRODUCTS,
A
A.N thought.
In
a burst of •independCHICLE, OLDSMOBILE, HAR- 1 ence, he decided to paint his house
OLD F* RITCHIE INC.
barn .red,, and when Fils neighbors
ABC-TV (film)
! objected, he blew his cork and
(Ted Bates, D. P. Brother,. K&.E) -painted it red., white and blue.
Hardly: an original series last i That' raised the .roof, , and. the!
i season, “Hawaiian Eye” returned rneighborhood calied a meeting to
Wed ,14) for its secon(j year on [decide whether to; sue .him for
! ABC-TV With the same stock mel- creating. a public nuisance;
‘ ler situations. The Hawaiian locale j Allen didn’t like the Colors anymakes a giamoroUs background, but i wav, and was. ready to give in and
i palm trees and scenes of Waikiki { repaint, .but not until he could
; beaGh can’t carry an hour-long | make, his. point about conformity
-’shovv when, the plot is timeworn l^fore.the;hieeting, Thisr-he did so
’ and the acting so-so.
!''well everybody congratulated, him.
j
■
...
...
5 a couraigeous forward-thinkihg
I
Singularly unexciting despitej .* , j
S hh
t

Three Sons” and “Guestward Ho,” ;
1
- 1 llie* ,'V,
I was. He. started to do this until
which are situation comedies, and
hv^Rpfnh
'with a ^olt’ he realized he’d fallen
•Harngan & Son,” which shapes . f
^
i into the trap of conformity again,
up as if it were meant to be both. ; ^
^ and if he didn’t like the house the
These
are
the
commercial j ^ay Dar{*0!1 had co-e ^9 ,Honolu1^ j vvay it' .was. he was darn Well
vehicles, the kind upon which ;
a. bnef sojourn and to escape , gGiina changeit.
ABC-TV has built its existing
three ex-helpmates, all of j
this was lightly. Crisp]v
reputation.
i|
j.'Vhom were seeking alimony.
i di/ected by -shernian Marks and
Until now, ABC-TV has made no i
Before the hour was oyer the.; well enacted by a fine cast. Allen
bones about its dearth of public , trio of spouses kidnapped the star \ was just about perfect in the role,
service programs and has jnot' hi an effort to make him pay. There j a .mild-mannered guy with his
forcibly responded to the critics ;wa8 also an unguarded interval in j dander up. Miss Meadows gave a
who charged that there was Jess 'which.he killed his business man- clean, crisp performance as his
variety on ABC-TV than else- aRer- Little suspense was gen- wife. Howard McNear was excel¬
wheie. where the critics felt there"1 crated. Anthony Eislev and Bob lent as a painter,. Dan Tobin’s just
- was little tfiough.
s; Conrad, the series’ private eyes. right as the irritated neighbor, and
Commercially, some of the new helped wrap everything up at the Willard Waterman filled . the. bill
ABC-TV programs appeared | po-1 finale. Connie Stevens, another: nicely as the banker! Peter Leeds
tent—for one, “The Roaring 20s,” ] regular cast member, was suitably as- a . lavvyer friend, and Barbara
for another “The Law and |Mr. ! decorative as a nitery singer.
Drew* as the neighbor’s wife com¬
Jones.” But only teasers were I
What little interest the viewer pleted the key supporting roles
show n, some no more than a min-! may have had in the dullish .yarn nicely.
ute long, rqaking it hard to offer ’ probably was dissipated by a vari- . A good start-for. GE and Rubin.
../ Chari,
more than a Casual judgment.!:
[ety of plugs, and spot announceClosed-circuit program, rehashed ; ments which included such necessiand boiled dow n to 77 minutes j ties as cigarets, deodorants, head[Additional TV Reviews
only three days before presenta-; ache relievers and chewing, gum,
On Page 34]
tion, was produced by John Green. .Performances and direction, were
William Gammie did the writing, j as routine as the story.
Gilb.

NATIONAL VELVET
With Lori Martin* Ann Doran*
Arthur Space, James McCallion^
Carole Wells, Joey Scott, others
Exec Producer: Robert Maxwell
Producer: Rndy Abel
Director: Harry Keller
Writer: Anne Howard Bailey
30 Mins,; Sun., 8 p.m.
REXALL, GENERAL MILLS
NBC-TV (film)

gaged for Metro’s “National Vel¬
vet,” but the chemistry that went
into it, ph the basis of the opener,
only produced corn—and a . very
familiar variety at that.
Robert Maxwell, the original,
producer

of the “Lassie” series,

was hired to helm the NBC-TV
half-hour entry, slotted Sundays t

(DFS; SSC&jB; Burnett; BBDO)
Although it premiered ; lriausplciously last. Tuesday . (13),. there
were definite indications that this
new NBC-TV series may yet de¬
velop into. one .of .tlie! better entries
in teieyisioij’s chiller category;
Whatever; may' be said for the
story, the film ,\yas not iridifferently: made. Except for regrettable

at 8 p.m. Unlike “Lassie,” “Vel- ]
lapses into triteness, there was
vet” in its first episode lacked'
quality in Arthur Hiller’s direc¬
spontaneous Warmth.
tion, in Lionel Lindon’s cainera
Show had been in the ;works a
work, in Pete Rugolp’s 'score and
long time, cosponsor Rexall hav¬
in tli
draniatic performances.
ing bought into long ago, so there
With better scripts than “The
was ample time to develop the
Twisted/Image/’ and. with som
property. In the opener, it wasn't
thrift in the cliche market, “Thrill¬
the cliches themselves whichwere
er” has possibilities. The premise
disheartening, but'the lack of in¬
for the series—that the life of art
ventiveness
juggling
thei
ordinary person .; can be compli¬
around.
cated weirdly by an encounter
There were some Rood moments
itii
a maniac—is reasonably
in the opener. But they were sur¬ sound and should give latitude for
rounded by sticky sentimentality, ah occasional firstiate dram
which came off awkwardly. More i
In the opener; writer James P.
polish iii future episodes \yould.; Cavanagh seemed more anxious to
help. Preem also had a lot of twists ; make his script a heart-stopper
and turns in the plot which \vere than an engrossing, plausible play.
He. succeeded at neitheiv. To make
hard to digest.
it juicy, he bad his protagonist
Lori . Martin
Velvet Brow
(Leslie Nielsen' meet, hot one.
the 12-year-old.
rejected as
fetching youngster. She has the j sieko but tw p. The first of them
role originally essayed by Eliza- > resented a bizarre and; intriguing,
beth Taylor in the picture version.-! situation, .but that ended, abruptly
when she . was- killed off . in the
Better vehicles will, be needed for ;
young Miss .Martin to. grow in sta-j first lialf of the show. The last
half carried oil with what! started
ture. Coming off best as a story '
out to be the subplot, elevating
personality was James McCallion i
the second maniac,.blit it turned
as the hired hand. His was a char- 1
out hackneyed and highly .improb¬
acterization which had a. unique .
able. For a climax there was that
stamp.
old routine of the. antagonist hurl¬
Rounding out the Brown family ' ing something deadly at the.'hero
Was Ann Doran, as the mother, ! but hitting, instead, his image "
Arthur Space, as the father, Carole.1 the mirror...
Wells,
teen-age. daughter,
and j
George Grizzard gave air excel¬
Joey Scott, the little brother. All J
lent performance, so far as the
performed competently. Director.!
script allowed, as the ambitious
Harry Keller wasn't able to lift : young psychotic vi ho wanted to.
the preem from.its episodic, stagey tike, over Nielsen’^, life. Natalie
impression.
Trundy was intriguing as. the
In the rating derby, “National strange girl, who had designs on
Velvet” doesn’t look promising the real- Nielsen arid contrived;
when matched against “Ed, .Sulli¬ weirdly, to break up his honie;
van.” CBS-TV; and “Maverick,” Nielsen- himself, and Diane Foster
ABC-TV.
floro.
as his w ife.1 both carried out the
charade without lettipg the silli¬
ness show.*.
LORETTA YOUNG SHOW
As host for the series, Bori
With Robert Richards, Preston
Karloff had none of the, devilisli
.Hansen, others
charm of aii Alfred Hitchcock, blit
Producer: John. Young
in playing it strafght he more than,
Director: Norman Foster
suffices.
:.
Les.

30 Mins:t Sun., 10 p.m.
TONI, LISTERINE
NBC-TV (film)

(North; Lambert A Feasley)
“The
Loretta. Young
Show;”
kicking off its eighth season, took
a long and somewhat morbid way
around to make its. inspirational
point last Sunday night (21); but
ultimately it was all wrapped up
in a neatly standardized package.
There were no surprises and. no
disappointments in this soap oper¬
atic series which delivered, its 0w-n
consistent grade, of homogenized
maudlinity.
The major reason for this. Con¬
sistency is,. of course. Loretta
Young, Who suffuses' this show
with an idealized .brand of charm,
warmth and, understanding.
As.
host and
dramatic star.
Miss
Young dominated this stanza com¬
pletely and it’s undoubtedly the
stamp of her personality that has
given this series its longevity..
The preem play,;. VThe Lorrg
Night,1” Was a very slow’-moving
vehicle. It focussed bn Miss Young
iri such a thoroughly, domesticat¬
ed situation that not even her most
winsome pouts Could stir her hus¬
band out of.reading the newspa¬
per at the dinner table. After a
neighbor’s wife was killed in a hitand-run accident. Miss Young set
out to buck up the grieving widow¬
er.
The latter contributed the
show’s central point when he ad¬
vised Miss Young’s husband to love
his wife, while he could for there
may be no tomorrow. All eyes, in
the Cast w;ere. glistening, with tears
at the fadeout.
Robert. Richards,
as-/ Miss
Young’s husband, and Preston Han¬
sen, as the widower, supplied com¬
petent support.
Hern. .

BACHELOR FATHER
(Jasper the Second) /
With John Forsythe,' Noreen Cor¬
coran, Sammee Tbiig, Stanley
Adams, Dennis jlolmes, others
Producer: .Everett. Freeman.
Director: Eairl Bellamy
Writer:. Freeman
30 Mins.: Thurs.. 9 p.ni.
AMERICAN TOBACCO. WHITEHALL LABORATORIES ;
NBC-TV (film)
"
CL. C. Gumbinver, Ted Bates)
“Bachelor Father” is one of th
happy shows that's good to hav
around. Preem . on Thursday. (15',
opening up the fourth season, for
the skein on NBC-TV, wai a light,
tasty confection. •
The, 9 p.m. slot on Thursdays is
filled with situation comedies on
all the three, webs. ABC-TV lias
Fred
MacMurrays
“My Three
Sons,” and CBS-TV has “Angel/-.
Judging from the initial segment,
“Bachelor Father” should be able
to hold its ow
Opener dealt With, dogs as its
central. story line. Script by pro¬
ducer Everett Freeman was light,
slick and funiiy. It had the. wisdoi
to steer away from too much senti¬
mentality arid carnfe. out winning
without being sticky; Whole thing,
had an airy bounce, perfect for a
disjti-acting half-hour.
John Forsythe was handsome as
ever, as the: bachelor father taking
care of his niece... He projected
will arid handled the situation with
ease. Noreen Corcoran as the teen¬
age niece was engaging. Sairimee
Tong as the houseboy , lent comedy
support. Supporting cast .was ex¬
cellent, and. director, Earl Bellamy,
.kept things hopping.
Jforo.
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JACKPOT BOWLING STARRING THE SHIRLEY TEMPLE SHOW
J THE AQUANAUTS
PETEAGLADYS
CHECKMATE
MILTON BERLE
With Harry Morgan, VernaFelton, With Keith Larsen, Jeremy Slate,
(The Land of Os)
(Death Run* Wild)
Cara Williams, Bill Heyer, DelLarry. Fennell, Robert Patten* With Chick Hearn
With Anthony George, Douf Mc¬
With Shirley Temple, Jonathan
phlne Seyrigi Barbara Morrison
Sarah Marshall; Edward Binns, Producer: Buddy Arnold
Clure, Sebastian. Cabot,. Anne
Winters, Ben Bine, Sterling Hoi*
Don Eitner, Chuck Couch. Mike Director: Dave Brown
Baxter, Myron Healy.JamesBell, Producer-Writer: Parke Levy
loway, Gil Lamb, Agnes Moore30 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 p.m.
Masters, Pace Slattery, others
Kenneth MacDonald, Frankie Director: William D. Russell
head, Frances Bergen, Arthur
PHILLIES, BRUNSWICK CORP.
30 Mins,; Mon., 8 p.m.
Darro, ethers
Producer: Ivan Tors
Treacher, Mel Blanc, Charles
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
GOODYEAR, CARNATION
Director: David Friedkin
Producer: Maxwell Shane
Boas, Mari Lynn, Norman Levitt,
(Wermen Sr Schorr, McCann-ErickCBS-TV (film)
Writer; David Ogden
Director: Jules Bricked
William Keene. Lou Merrill,
son)
Writers: James Gunn, John Kneu- CY&R; Erwin, Wasey, R&R)
60 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 pjn.
Maurice Dallimore, Dennis
When NBC decided to tie in
: buhl
Holmes
It seems inconceivable, that CARTER PRODUCTS, LORIL- “Jackpot Bowling” and Milton
60 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
LARD,
KELLOG,
VICK
CHEM¬
Producer:
William Asker
Berle, it caused many a shrug of Director: William Corrigan
LEVER BROS., BROWN
WIL¬ Parke Levy could take the best
ICAL
bewilderment. After the premiere Writer: Frank Gabrielson
LIAMSON, KIMBERLY-CLARK elements of his ‘‘December Bride" CBS-TV (film)
series and come up with nothing (SSC&B, Lennen Sc . Newell, Bur¬ Monday night the bewilderment Music: Vic Schoen (thane must*
CBS-TV (filin) .
still holds. As Berle himself put it,
(Kenyon tc alckliardi, Ted Bates, special. Yet, that’s what he’s done
nett, Morse International)
Vic Mbzy)
the sponsors called “and. I said
Foote, Cone & Belding)
CBS-TV took a dunking with yes" before they could say a word. GO Mins., Sun., 7 p.m.
i “Pete & Gladys," which stars
BEECH-NUT,
RCA
Still another private eye series
Berle Was in good form on this NBC-TV, from Hollywood (tape)
his selfsame “The Aquanauts" Wednesday night
has joined the, CBS-TV network Harry Morgan
(14). Television, being what it is,,
(color)
lineup. This. one—running tandem “Bride” roie. Verna.. Felton, also the plunge was inevitable. How stahza; as bowling shows go, this
(YScR, JWT)
>ith ‘-Perry Masbn”—has .pos¬ from “Bride,” ; and added - Cara could, a network ignore the syndi¬ one was a good one. But how the
two mesh, and what kind of appeal
‘‘Lassie’* has given CBS-TV s
sibilities, judging from the opener.-: Williams as the wife.
cation success of Ziv-UA’s “Sea the combination will have in terms
virtual stranglehold on the earlyIt won’t widen tv’s horizons,, but
Perhaps “nothing” is too big a Hunt”.
of mass audience, will have to Sunday-evening “family" audience
for the whb-done-ii iansy “Check- word, but “Pete & Gladys" is a
But an hour skip diving adven¬ await further outings. It wasn’t a for several years, and “Dennis the
Vate” may well win a following;
ture format is much more demand¬
.- It’s a shame more taste wasn’t situation comedy without a sitiia- ing than its half-hour counterpart. particularly synchronous marriage Menace" in the following half-hour
for the premiere.
for that matter; even; a
slot has consolidated' that hold
shown in the finale of the preem. ti
For one, the/ 60-minuter needs a
Format Of the game itself is a during the past year. It’s not likely
Closing moments had a vicious complicati
It’s a comedy about much stronger story line and -the contest
between two bowlers to that “The Shirley Temple Show’*
horse trampling the heavy, a.
lari and a wife who move into, preem show, just didn’t have it..
see Which Of. them can get. six will enable NBC to take over
woman in this ease. The focus on
CBS-TV’s “Aquaiiauts” from 7:30 strikes in a row in a nine-frame dominance of the 7-8 Sunday
violence had sonic shock appeal, a new; neighborhood, period; Noth¬
ing on. which to hang the corned^, to 8:30 p.m. is up against some game, with anyone succeeding win¬ period, but there’s no question that
In a Cheap, uncreative way.
Op to that point, a fairly inter¬ and although . Morgan : and Miss s tro n g competition Wednesday ning $5,000. Winner, either with it’s going to make a good fight out
esting yarn was spun and the de¬ Felton gave “Bride” its life, at. nights. There’s the oater rating the jackpot or the most strikes of what was once a walkaway.
Miss Temple’s new entry ap¬
nouement need not have focused least that had a mother-in-law sit¬ king. "Wagon Train" on NBC-TV ($1,000 prize), then takes on the
and; JJGth-Fox’s upcoming “Hong last week’s champ for a jackpot pears more or less a logical se¬
on violence. It could have, been uation, corny as it was.
So it’s smaill wonder that, the Kong" on ABG-TV. On the basis of attempt of $25,000 for six in a row, quence of her “Shirley Temple
just as effective to have the
cameras. ...indicate.., the outcome: open.irig episode, scripted by Levy the first episode it’s apparent that or failing that, another. $1,000 plus Storybook," out of the Henry JaffeScreen Gems shop a couple of sea¬
Home screens need not be covered and Bill Manhoff, Was little , more ■ “Aquanauts” can’t afford to suffer return privileges.
Format’s simple enough and gen¬ sons back. The difference is that
with blood for the audience to get than a string of one-liners. Some from writing cramps,
erates
some
suspense,
particularly
!
of
the
jokes
\vere
good
at
that,
and
the
latter was restricted to fairy
the point.
Preem stanza was water logged
Leads ^ Anthony George, Doug I director William D R u s s e. l l With, happenstance. It jiist so hap¬ through the excellent play-by-play tales and was filmed, while the
'McClure and Sebastian: Cabot, ! dressed things up ivith some'okay pened.that there was a honeymoon calling Of Chick Hearn, who in¬ new entry Is on tape and is broader
registered well. Preem “Death [sight gags besides, but overall, it couple skin diving in dangerous- stills a. sense of excitement with¬ In scope. More importantly, this
Runs Wild”, script by Janies Gunn j was a long,1 tough-to-take half-', waters; it just so happened, that a out Window-dressing the action. new entry is anchored in a timeslot
nd John Kneubuhi; had sufficient ..hour simply because a story line feather-brained adventurous skin None of the bowlers hit the jack¬ that makes eminent sense, since
suspense to .span an hour, Anne I or anything resembling it was diver parachuted to their rescue; pot first time but, but the contest it’s a family show in the true sense
seemed a genuine one.
of. the word, with appeal for the
Baxter, guestai*, laid it on heavy as ; completely, absent.
it just so happened etc., etc.
Berle. came on at the opener for moppets and the adults as ivell.
the revengeful mad Woman. Her I: Too bad, because Morgan and . There was much more' imagina¬
Moreover, if the kickoff1 is any
portrayal didn’t, have nuances, Miss Felton are accomplished tion in the underwaiter footage, and some, fast chatter, introed the
bowlers. and Hearn, then disap¬ indication; it promises, to be far
hut it. had. force.
jcomedic pros, and Miss Williams, a far greater excitement in the
Show apparently will follow7 .. jam Academy Award nominee for dangers of nearby sharks! Make no peared: Then he came on midway superior to “Storybook" in con¬
strong guestar policy; Dean Stock- [her ..supporting stint in ‘The De- mistake about it, the Underwater for another roiind of business, then ception, if not execution. The
Well, Jane Wyman and Joseph Cot¬ [fiant On ,’! is a very attractive setting was visually exciting, but faded, again until the final buzzer filmed stanzas, though slickly
ton: are among thbse slated for newcomer for tv with a /decided what was needed Was talent to when he paid off the winners and enough produced, wrere bland, and
made the “watch lis next week” for the most part dull. But this
future episodes.
1 flair for .understated comedy. Bill match nature’s bounty.
pitch. His material this time out kickoff “Land of Oz” entry was
Gunn-Knevimhl script told of a j Heyer and Delphine Seyrig were;
Keith.
Larsen
and
Jereniiy
Slate
ranged
from sharp to obvious, with intelligently scripted and wae
demented wdn>an out to kill private an attractive couple-next-door who;
eve Anthony George; The inslrU- figured in the opener; .and Bar^ were okay as the leads, portraying most of it good, and the one okay played and directed so as to be fun
a
team
of
freelance
skin
divers.
routine
had him explaining the and at times even urbane. True. It
ient of death, as it turned out, was bara Morrison had a good bit as
That they1 didn’t project too well fine points of the game hacked by had some rough production edges—
a wild stallion she stocked on her; a . tax assessor.
could
be
blamed
,
on
the
David
four
interpreters
for the “foreign despite its taping, it looked as if
ranch. Her motive was revenge,
Levy’s going to. have to juice Ogden script. Larry Pennell, play-! audience,” with the anticipated it was done in something hurry,
(In a previous cas the private eye:
this
,
one
up
fo
get
the
kind
of
j ing the hair-brained skin diving mayhem resulting. Berle, however,
had brought her lover to justice
but it also had a little content, for
mileage he did wdth “December j adventurer, had a rble which lacked seemed a bit too conscious of the a change.
and tiie gas chamber).
In the private eye field, a new Bride.” And the. juicing will have convictioq. Sarah Marshall, the incongruity of his surroundings.
Not mueh point to the story,
to
be
.
some
Inventive
writing
to
1
newly-married femme, caught, the
Laced into the good camerawork what with a plot to overthrow the
type was introed by ‘‘Checkmate,”
the title of the private eye firm as! give the show some kind of run¬ anguished underwater look- in her of the opening stanza were shots government of Oz, a magic spell
y.ell as tiie series. He was Sebastian ning situation to spark the come^ short sequence. Others in the cast of celebrity spectators for the that turned Princess Ozma into a
Chan.
were competent.
Horo.
match,
Chan,
Cabot,, who portrays a bearded j dies.
boy, a series of adventures with the
university criminology professor
boy, Jack Pumpkinhead, the Tin
working In conjunction with
Woodsman, the Straw Man, Glinda
“Checkmate.” Georges junior partthe Good and the Sawhorse, all
against the evil forces of Lord
. ner was Doug McClure,, a fine
looker. The threesome, on the; basis
Nikidik and Mombi the Witch, as¬
of the: initialed looked like
sisted by Graves the Butler. Good
Workable: trio for the series;.
.I
Won out at the end, of course, and
Director Jules Bricked sustained
there were enough plot turns to
If the first edition of ABG-TV’s
When Congress waived “equal
The second of these nine con¬ keep things moving quickly.
a fairly . high level of suspense.
pre-election
series,
“Campaign time" restrictions in the I960; Pres¬ secutive half-hour programs, "Pres¬
Ho to.
But the characterizations and
Roundup," tended to be somewhat
idential -and Vice Presidential idential Countdown" done Monday some of Frank.Gabrielson’s dialog
dull,
blame
it
triore
on
the
cam¬
gave
“Oz” its real impetus and fun.
BARBARA STANWYCK SHOW
paign to date than the web’s pro¬ campaigns,: the stage Was set for <19) ait 10:30 p m., by CBS News, Agnes Moorehead stole the show
with Stephen McNally, Tenen
duction itself- Generally it was a television journalism to strut its Consisted of a personal interview as a delightful Witch, turning on a
..Holtz,
■;
sober,, workmanlike job, and it stuff.
by . a subdued Walter Cronkite with cockney accent and a derisive man¬
Producer: William ,H. Wright
lagged only because the Presi¬
In the 9:30-10:30 P.M. slot Satur¬ an equally subdued John Kennedy, ner, and Jonathan Winters wasn't
Director: Jacques Tourneur
dential battle thus .far. has pro¬
far behind as the wicked but-not
Writer: Blanche Hanalis ,
duced few pre-election . fireworks. day (17) night, NBC presented one the Democratic nominee.
very effective Nikidik, a honey of a
30 Mins., Mon.. 10 p.m.
The series of Monday broad¬ performance. Arthur Treacher as
Network Is playing this stanza of tv’s finest hours, with plenty of
AMERICAN GAS ASSN., ALdown the middle in orthodox- fash¬ strutting.
casts, leading to Election. Day, ob- his gloating butler. Sterling Hollo¬
BERTO-CULVER
ion, with, reports, from Corre¬
way as the pumpkin, Ben Blue as
NBC-TV (film)
spondents traveling With the two THE CAMPAIGN AND THE CAN¬ stensibly are to be analyses and the scarecrow and Gil Lamb as the
(Lennen A Newell; Wade)
reports of the Presidential race. Tin Woodsman all contributed to
candidates, matching film clips,
DIDATES
A still-glamorous Barbara Stan¬ regional reports and an overall,
With Frank McGee, Herb Kgpldw, Compelled, it present, by a lack the major fun, with assists from
wyck (she admits to 50 years pirns) trend-style wrapup.
Sander Vanocour, Robert Aber- of hard news and by a desire to Mel Blanc, Charles Boaz and Wil¬
marched in familiar style through
nethy. Bill Ryan .
show the nominee as an individu¬ liam Keene. Miss Temple, as usual,
a half hour of bedtime soap opera
was a warm and charming hostess,
Producer:
Chet Hagan
in the launching of this new NBC- CAMPAIGN ROUNDUP
al, led to this dualog on tape from made an exquisite Princess and
TV drama anthology.
With Bill Shadel. Edward P. Mor- Director: Robert Prtaulx
the. Kennedy Washington, D. C. was an attractive a young boy as
60
Mins^Sat.,
9:30
pjn.
Aside from Miss Stanwyck,
gan, Quincy Howe, John Rolf son,
could be found.
however, there Was nothing to at¬
Louis Bean; Al Mann, Paul LONGINES-WITTNAUER
William H. Brown is exec-pro¬
tract anybody, but the dames who
PRESIDENTIAL COUNTDOWN
Harvey, Robert Fleming, Wil¬ NBC-TV, from N.Y,
ducer for NBC, while Bill Asher
(Victor A. Bennett)
have survived afternoon tv with a
With' Walter Cronkite, ethers
liam Winter
produced this particular segment
desire for niore glycerene. Script Producer: Sidney Darion.
Producer: Warren V. Bush
and turned in a fine job. William
by Blanche Hanalis was a dull con¬ Director: William Ayres
Directors: Martin Carr, Fred Stoll- Corrigan directed, and if he has to
The first Of. eight, "The 'Cam¬
trivance about a widow who clung 30 Mins., Sat., . 7:30 p.m.
maek
take
some of the blame for the few
paign
and
the;
Candidates,**
was
to a mink coat , as symbol of past ABC-TV, from N.Y.
Writers: Lane Slate, Madeline Karr ragged edges, this Is far out¬
public service in its most meaning-, 30 Mliis., Mon., 10:30 p.m.
glories. She Was finally squared
weighed by the fun of the concep¬
ful
and
direct
fprm.:
It
was
also
a
away by an ex-magazine editor who
WESTINGHOUSE
tion and casting. NBC’s special ef¬
Bill Shadel is anchorman, and reporting job in which any news CBS-TV (live, film, tape)
had taken a job as a. railroad sta¬
fects boys had a field day, turning
tion checkroom attendant: to get a first outing heard from Edward P. media could take inflated pride: If (Ketchum, MacLeod A Grove) in
an excellent job, and that RCA
fresh slant on life away from [the Morgan, traveling the Kennedy American voters are. to be con¬
tint was prefectly suited to th#
route* and Robert Fleming, on the sistently provided with such an ob¬
rat race.
shew.
Chan.
Sophisticated settings, New Y’ofk Nixon tour, these matched with jective presentation of the candi¬ home. Cronkite’s. questions we
skyline backdrops,. the cocktail brief filmed excepts.from the: lat¬ dates themselves discussing the not all good,, but most of the
hour, etc;, shouldn’t fool anyone: est speeches; On a regional basis, issues-T-in ^n edited pictorial form were asked with a certain digni
who has resided outside the Texas John Rolfson reported - on the: which highlights, the difference In
panhandle. Besides her own per¬ south and; Kennedy’s appeal to thinking and approach to para¬ and many of them Covered topi
The four Presidential and vicePresidential candidates have been
formance; which was make do With; Protestant ministers in Texas; Al mount problems-—the .function of (the Kennedy money, religio
Very little. Miss Stanwyck provided Mann presented the Great Plains democracy couldn’t be better I the Kennedy political philosopl
offered additional time to make
the only really bright touch of the analysis, particularly Iowa, Wil¬ served. Voters this year may be father Jbe Kennedy, late broth
their political points by CBS-TV
night. She closed by telling viewers, liam Winter reported On the West better, informed before the trip to Joe Jr.) of great interest to tl
via invitations to appear, on “Face
there really is something to a mink Coast, and .Quincy Howe on New the ballot box than at any time in electorate: The 30-minutes we
the Nation” during the month of
coat, that she had one hereetfjv but, England and the northeast Louis history, with tv reporting account¬ not for traditional political stum
October,’ and all candidates, but
[ihg.
never fear, she earned it the hard¬ Bean, did the political expertising ing for the. difference.
Vice-President Richard M. Nixon
In Washington, many viewers
way — by tough work making with, the stress on the religious,
have given quick acceptance. He's
Eventually, CBS expects
watched for the slightest hint of branch out into the hard news ar
movies.
issue.
yet to be heard from.
. But notwithstanding the. defects,
All of it was capable, sober re¬ suggestion that NBC might favor with analyses of current even
Sbn. Lyndon B. Johnson opens
Nixon
or Kennedy, or even Lodge Next week, a group of CBS new
If June Allyson and Loretta Young porting, and If it was unspectacu¬
the series with an appearance Oct
can make it with this sort of fare, lar, it Was reliable and complete. or Johnson. Although subtleties [men will review the first of tl
2; Henry Cabot Lodge appears Oct
... so probably can Miss. Stanwyck in Sidney Darion produces for ABC are sometimes evaluated In varying televised.
9; and Sen. John F. Kennedy Oct
Kennedy-Nixori
“d
this. ESW . Enterprises production News, and William Ayres directed degrees, it would be difficult to bates," scheduled to take place i
30: Nixon, if he accepts,, presuma¬
out of Desilu Studios.
Bill.
capably.
Chan,
(Continued oh page .42),
bly would get the Oct. 23 date.
[tween now and then.
Aft.
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Chi’s New Flareup on B cast Access
To City Council Meets Vs. Press
Chicago. Sept. 20. 4;
The pencil and the electronic
journalists are feuding again. This
time it's over, the obstructionist
Washington, Sept. 20.
tactics used by the daily press
Kenyon
Brown
beys when the broadcast newsmen,
-■
, and the
.. KCOP
were campaigning lor unrestricted
A-» S™11? .-,ave sold KFOX.
access lo the meetings of the City MM-Beach <CaU radio station, to
Council.
It prompted newsman Washington, !). C., syndicate neadLcn O'Connor, who conducts twin .todby Robert Symonds lor $850,000,
commentary shows on both WMAQji511^®0* *°
approval,
and WNBQ «tv), to go on the air
In the selling group with Brown
ast week with a blast against |were Bing Crosby, George Colethe local press for its duplicity.
; man, Joe Thomas and
Kevin
Although lie didn't refer to him Sweeney All except Sweeney were
by name in his broadcasts. O’Con- jb-COP shareholders,
nor's principal target was Jay 1
“
Mullen, veteran City Hall reporter,
for the Chicago Daily News, who
voiced the only objection to the
presence of radio and tv equipment
at last Friday’s session, and who
earlier in the week coached an
alderman into questioning their
right to access. In spite of Mullen,
the Council voted unanimously to
WNTA-TV has inked a deal with
let radio and tv into the meetings the British Broadcasting Corp.. giv¬
to cover whatever portions tjiey ing the Newark-N.Y. indie outlet
chose for news purposes,
The | first refusal on all BBC dociimenprivilege is good- however, onlyftaries.
through Dec. 31. The first of next
Station for the upcoming sea¬
year it comes up again for recon¬ son expects to telecast from 20 to
sideration.
25 BBC documentaries on. an ir¬
According to the broadcast rep¬ regular basis. Those already slated
.....
resentatives
who for months have include a series of three halfbeen pleading their case, none of I hours on Souih Africa, six- shows
the City Hall reporters have done ft on social issues facing the individanything to abet the radio and tvfual, a series themed oh revisiting
cause.
And vet some- of their the battles of the-last war. Latpapers had carried editorials in j ter series, incidentally, has one
behalf of broadcasting's right to j episode featuring Edward R. Mur.
equal news access in the Council: ro'vchambers.
I
Another documentary sighed for
OTmnor'c televised land broad-1 deals with a report on the experi-

Crosby-Brcwn Sell KFOX

Question 1UE Blast
So WRC TV Cancels It
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.
A television debate between
James Carey, head Of the Interna¬
tional Union of Electrical. Radio
& Machine Workers, and Edward
Marr, representing the National
Assn, of:-Manufacturers;; \yas taped
for the “Speak Up” show on
WRCYVTV, but was never pre¬
sented.
The cancellation of the program
led to reports that it was cut off
the air due to.protest's from Gen¬
eral Electric and . Westinghouse.
.Carey’s union is a contract hassle
with both corporations; and he was
known , to have said his piece .bn
the show about .the Government's
price fixing charges against the
companies,.
At WRCV-TV it was said there
was no pressure brought by either
company, but that both G-E and
Westinghouse. had heard about .the
program and asked that the tapes
be submitted to their legal staffs
before they, was shown. The sta¬
tion’s ow*n counsel -their got busy
and viewed the show. The IUE
leader's remarks wei thought to
leave the station wide open for a
libel suit and the program depart-,
ment was advised .to yjmk it.

TV Steps On the Gas
. Gasoline companies spent a whopping. $21,300,000 Id. gross: tim*
billings for national spot and network tv advertisihg during the
first six months, of this year, according to. a Television Bureau of
Advertising, report. Expenditure. represented a 45% increase oyer
the same period a year ago when the total wis $14,700,000.
Biggest share of the total went to spot (because of its regional
flexibility), according to the TvB Rorabaugh figures, with a gross
of more than $13,000,000. ,
Network, however, had the greatest expansion, going from $2,304,000 in the first \ix months of ’59 to mdrie than. $3,000,000 for
. the same period of ’60.
Topping, the category, for the. first, six of TO were Texaco, $6,393.830 'spot and web total); Esso Standard, $l!5Q8,i0d; Mobil Gil,
$1,439,000; Shell Oil, $1,402,101; and Atlantic Refining, $1,016,500.

in
By EMIL ZUBRYN

KTTV’s Gotham Office

Mexico City, Sept. 20.
An upsurge of independent in¬
KTTV, the Dick Moore-helnied terests in. the.-Mexican television
Los Angeles Times indie, is open¬ picture is challenging:the suprema¬
ing its. own N. Y. sales office, with cy of Tele.sistema Mexicano, S,A.,
Jack M. Duffieid in charge. Dufthe Emilio Aicarraga chain which
field is an eight-year vet of the
station and .was its firstwierchan- has had the field pretty mUch to
dising manager. He'il hold down; itself , up to now;,
the title of eastern sales and mar¬
Competitioh is centered in the
keting manager.
but independehi sta¬
Blair continues as the KTTV rep. tions have come into being in Mon¬
Station’s sales* veep,! John Vrba.
terrey. and Guadalajara, w*here
arrived this week to install. Diifr
field, while Moore is due ‘ N. Y. Telesistema also has. links;
The Department of Cohimunicatoclay (Wed.).
While
m o s t .. multiple-station tions is currently studying 60 ap-*
plications
for tv: licenses, . with
' groups maintain Gotham sales oUt; lets, it’s unusual for a single sta- these, scattered throughout various
areas
of
the!
republic.
Only onb
| tion such as jvTTV to. operate
IN. Y. office. It’s the only L.A. application has been approved so.
Monte Carlo. Sept. 20.
far.
that
of
Felipe
Arreola,;
of No¬
Spain, Canada and France have ! tv’er to do so, aside from the. netgales. Sonora, for a S.OCO-watt au¬
officially accepted.
v.itatibns to \ work o&o’S.
dio and lO.OOOrWatt
ideo station
participate in the 'international
over Channel . 2, :
Iu **
.
. . j! the 70 minute report with a 20- television: festival to. be held in
Communiqatiens
experts
are
"I think the city editors of our- minute ‘"live’’ show, utilzing
Monte Carlo, Nov.. 14-16. .
studying all other appMcations,
Chicago papers should have a j panel of American doctors for corn- i
According to th
festival com-:
with
permits
to
be
granted
as
rap¬
fatherly talk with their City Hallj[ments on the British, socialized mittee, England may be representidly as 'possible: to. all who comply
reporters. Tell them to knock itj| medicine- experience. U.S. doctors : ed by 13 commercial contractors,
With prinicpal reau; renients. These
off before they embarrass the ! are expected to take the anti- i BBC-TV and five indie producers.
fundanientaily stat
that applir
papers.
j;’. socialized medicine ppsition.
I American Emmy Award Winners
cant must be Mexican end be sol¬
“I am getting a little irritated, at:;j
Representing BBC in deal was • for the past year have, been asked
vent morally and. economically.!
the juvenile attitude that some of I Grieve del Strother. BBC official * to represent the U! S. The A'qadRome! Sept, 20.
Pattern of the indies will be to
these City Hall reporters have ! who had been headquartered in erny
of
Television, Arts, and
RAI-TV coverage .of the Olympic rely dieayily oh American episodic
adopted towards tv and radio cov- X.Y.
Sciences has been invited tq serve
Games
in
Roroe
.has
brought almost series for programming, filling out
crage of the Council. There have i
--:-:-as the coordinator for the Ameri¬
unanimous praise for the much- hours with live shows drawing on
been a number of occasions when;J Connor flit Him Off
can entries.
maligned Italo network, which local talent! Hope is .that live en¬
certain Cily Hall reporters haveDaDflCr LUl lUM Ull
First juror to be announced; for rarely sees a kind word about, it¬ tertainment, will slowly supersede
actively campaigned against radio:
the festival is Dame Judith Ander- self in local print. Observers and filmed shows as stations gain ex¬
and tv. At a meeting of the Coun¬
i son, repping Great Britain. There tv critics in most Italian dailies for perience ahd local talent/’
cil rules committee earlier this,
will .be six awards
three oiice liked, almost, everything about ganized,;week, one of these reporters cov-.special awards made at , the option the wide coverage given the Rome
ered the meeting by whisperings
XET-TV in kl.onterrcy is . being,
Eddie Albert, the.deposed emcee ' "of the jury.
events by RAL though only a few
installed by Gustavo de la Garza,
questions to a big, bulky aldermanof “Candid Camera/’ says execu- |
Prince
Rainier
nd
Princess were sorry that it was all over, add¬ who owns radio station NET.. This
producer Bob Banner oflered ; Grace will host a private reception ing that one more shot of muscles ;
station will; have highest aritenna
f
b ^'
: him no compensation w hen Arthur ; for. the jurors on the; .eve of the in action , might have provoked/:
in wbrTd situated orv Cerro de, la
,
°"n' .
,
t
, TGodfrey w;as chosen to replace him. ; opening.
There;, will be eight “symptoms of indigestion/’
■Silla (Seat. Mountain) outside, the
“This same character got .ugtuy ( j\lbert, Who said the matter was i jui ors, two from, the U. S., two
On the statistical side, the RAI- j city..
indignant because NBC and CBS niou. in tjle ]lands of his lawyers, i from-England; and one each from TV effort was. indeed an impressive
(stations-) both had cameras in Ihg was t0 have received a salary of j Japan, Italy, France arid Germany. one. The net lias just com iled an ! , In Guadalajara. Television TepaCouncil today. He argued that this over S100.000 for appearing on the |. Jurors and journalists will view official list of achievements; w;hich.: tia, S.A.; owned by Alberto;ViHar,
was in violation of what the Rules ; ^gg Sunday stanza arid a “substan- j the .entries via, ! closed-circuit, in shows that it originated 116 hours 1 has been operating since Aug. 27
over Channel 6: Now having but
Committee had provided. He was . t-aj shai-e” jn ownership of the ! the Tele-Monte Carlo Studios.
of broadcasts for both, the Euro- j
one studio, an annex addition will
wrong, indicating that he didn t ; u-eekIy haif-hemr package,
(' . Another international festival—, vision and Intervisibn «Curtain j house other studios as well as ex¬
have a clear idea of what transT j
^
~
.. .
Countries) Networks alone. RAIthis
concentrating
more
on
tv
pired at the meeting that he cov; ! „ Bonner M«4 prior to signing
ecutive offices.
j
!, j Godfrey as host that he and. Albert equipment^will. he held :ih Moii- TV played host to 2S5 foreign radio
158 foreign . Industry circles feel that com¬
*
,
.
..
. . i' ' had no contract because they failed : treux. Switzerland, from. May 15- comtneritators and
“We have made mention before to agree on term, Albert, who lias 27, 1961,
video speakers,', as well as their petition in Mexican television will
delated ..staffs
and. .technicians. benefit the industry/ lead to a more
that the Chicago newspapers get a]rea(jy £hot some segs for the
Seventeen countries were in on rapid development.! and give broad¬
purple with rage when there is CBS.TV stanza COUntered that he
the Eurovision-lntervision pool of er opportunities to talent and tech¬
curtailment of open news cov.ei agp *and Banner vcrV .definitely had a
live' Olympics telecasts. .Ampex nicians. especially those located, in
in Cuba or Afghanistan/ On the verbal. accord. Series debuts Sunprovinces.
local scene, they do not practicp day, Oct. 2 at 10 p.m.
units were used extensively.
what they preach.
You wouljd
Mexican boom is expected to
Coverage ; was effected by RAI
think that the newspapers paid
touch
off general t.v development'
via
100
TV
emplacements.
4
video
Washington, Sept. 20;. WCBS-TV UPS CRAMER
rent to occupy space over at City
American ..area
Seventeen have been named to studios. S light and 3 heavy teams, throughout Lati
Ned
Cramer
moves
Up
from
as¬
Hall. This open resentment pf
where mediumi is still virtually i
plus
two
one-camera,
vehicles
joined
the
National
Assn.
of.
Broadcasters’
radio and tv wouldn’t he so bad if sistant director of programming to
swaddling
clothes.
Capital inter¬
by means of 32 radio links. Olym¬
they plaved it that way all the 4 assistant director.of public affairs which battles for equal treatment pic Center which coordinated RAI ests . as well as industry/executives
for radio-television in accesis toi
time. But they don't.
Worden at WCBSand
technical
personnel
are! making
news, the Freedom pf Information: activities, employed nearly 1.000
people including interpreters, .tech¬ treks to Mexico to, study opera.“They fall all over .themsejyis
^ ;vi1h the station Committee;
'
tions
here,
and
adapt,
to local
nicians, '.drivers,- producers, jour¬
petting over here on time when .we ! and its s|ster AM-er.: W^BS. simjc
.Frank P. Fogarty; executive v.p.„
needs; It is expected that tide of
nalists, reporters, etc.
give them a chance to make a few : i945
HeV
produced,
among Meredith Broadcasting Co.T Omaha,
observers
will
svvell
ih
1961.
dollars on one of our panel shows. | others
the* prize-wining
Some 10,000 radio services were
“The was named chairman of the . com¬
They only bite the hand that is ; American
AT,,orin
As Romuio O’ Farrill Jr. gen¬
made available to foreign broad¬
Musical Theatre.”
mittee.
feeding them when they are nPt
casting/outfits, with 320 radio in¬ eral manager of- Telesistema said,
getting fed.”
stallations, 700 mikes, and 66 ra¬ the Mexican'industry can do with
dio studios serving the radio roster a lot of improving, especially i
renovating and improving traps?
for RAI. !
initting equipment and building.up
program quality. But he added that
the republic has come a long way
Cleveland; Sept, 20.
in the past decade. .
.
Chicago. Sept. 20.
Negative attitude often displayed by the. public toward .broads
It was on Sept. 1, 1950, that tele¬
ABC-TV’s
“Championship
casting’s special events coverage was pointed up here last week
vision
began
in
klexico.
with a re-,
Bridge” on Sunday afternoons |is
when Westinghouse WKY-TV-AM went all-out for on-the-spot
mote pickup of the states of the
London. Sept. 20.
now SRO. with Kitchens of Sara
coverage cf a major downtown fire.
nation
address
of
then-President
Eddie
Pola,
head
of
Granada
TV
Lee
purchasing
the
remaining
When a blaze of unknown origin destroyed.the three-story build¬
Aleman.
One
camera
Network’s light entertainment divi¬ Miguel
three-eighths of the show.
Buy
ing housing the Theatrical Grill; a show,biz hangout, KYW; news
sion, leaves London on Thursday brought the event to a total
came through the Chi office jofcrews gave it thorough radio and teJe cpverage from the outset
500
receivers
strategically
(22) on a talent prowl that will of
Cunningham & Walsh.
about 4:30 p.m. until 9, the hour firemen/got the fivc-alarmer
take him to Ne\y York, Hollywood placed throughout the city: OTarunder control. Throughput two KYW cameras were trained on
North
American Van
Lines,
and Las Vegas, He will be on the rill himself had flow*, in the re¬
the scene, one from dose up and the other from a second-story
through Biddle Co., is sponsoring
private plane,
lookout for acts that can be slotted ceivers in his ow
window.of studios a half block away. Radio newsmen! were on
hall of the show, as it did list
into the web’s variety Show?.
Today, there are over 500,000 re¬
hand with taped and te'lephoned reports wiiich were broadcast
year, and Samsonite Furniture, via
ceivers
.
in
the
nietropolitan
area;
through
the
night,
and
frequent
cutins
were
jnade
into
regular
On the outAvard journey, Pola
Grey agency, has 13 spots. “Bridge”
tv shows with live and film wrapups.
will have a one-night stopover m goal is a million in immediate fu¬
will launch its second season :on
ture.
And
in
the
next
decade
Mex¬
Effort
netted
the
station
200
phone
calls
from,
irate
viewers,
Manhattan
before
heading
for
the
the network Oct. 16 with a slight
mostly complaining about cutins during a Shirley Temple pix.
Coast. He Will spend about a month ico plans to build up, medium so
revision m format.
This year’s
on the West Coast before returning that it can hold its' ow n with the
There was follow-up praises, however, from Cleveland. Press
skein will have celebrity bridge
best In the world,
'
radio-tv .columnist Jim Frankeb for "superior.v. coverage.”
to New York.
player fuelling the experts. ^

For BBC Entries
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Without a Cent: Eddie
Albert Re 'Candid’ Row

FOGARTY HEADS NAB’S
NEWS EQUALITY UNIT

ABC POSTS SRO ON
'CHAMPIONSHIP BRIDGE’

Sometimes It Just Doesn’t Pay

GRANADA’S POLA ON
U.S. TALENT PROWL

Wednesday* September 11, I960

P&RiEfr

RAMO-THUVISItN

WANTED: TELEFILM ‘DOCTORS’
Washington, Sept 20.
Elementary tips on how A politician can make the most effective
use of television In his campaign are set out clearly and concisely,
in a new booklet prepared by the National Assn, of Broadcasters.
It’s titled, “Campaigning on TV,” 'and sells for 5 cents to NAB
By BOB CHANDLER
members.
A similar booklet, also a nlckle each; has been written on the
With the ’60-61 television sea¬
use ibf radio, called,;“Is Your Hat in the Ring?.’’
son. officially under way, one of
Sweets Co. of America, maker of
Both helpfully reprint Sec. 315 (equal time J, plus FCC rules and,
its more notable aspects has al¬ Tootsie Roll, is looking for addi¬
regulations affecting political broadcasts.
ready set it apart from its pre¬ tional Saturday morning network
The booklets seem to have thought of everything. The one on ty,
decessors. Blame it on the abund¬ time.
for instance, notes: -‘Usually a boom microphone will be used .
ance of film or the frequency of
So far none of the networks have
The boom operator will keep your voice in range* 'but your co- :
jet service to the Coast, but more come up witlf an arrangement
operation is necessary/ If you rise quickly from your chair, you
than ever before the . months of agreeable to Sweets, which handles
are apt to hit your head ... .”
:
_ ..
.
August and September have been its own tv advertising.
chock full of “how can we fix it” j
meetings in the Bevhills Hotel
and the studios between the pro¬
ducers and the “why did we ever
buy that dog?” agency execs.
Which leads the question of
howcum television, unlike legit
and other show business forms,,
has .never had the impartial, pro¬
Philadelphia, Sept. 20. "
fessional troubleshooter known as
Educational and commercial tele¬
the “show, doctor,’’ the expert who
vision operators are. girding for a
can move into a situation before
showdown on the final' disposition
William Morton, producer of As- the show is on the air and do an
of blacked-out Channel 12, only sociated-Redif fusion, is
New impartial repair job.
Londoii, Sept. 20.
tv station allocated: to the state of York With his wife,: the former Pat
If any industry needed this kind,
The Pilkington Committee on
Delaware.
Bernstein, to do live and filmed of troubleshooter, it’s television, the future of radio and tv is ex¬
Hearings are skedded tp start interview's on UN. and other poli¬ an'd especially television film. For' pected to begin work this month,
Oct. 10 before the Federal Com¬ tical personalities. He is working it’s usually not only a" single Show following the announcement made
munications Commission; in Wash¬ with ABC-TV jpn the necessary Alin involved, as with Broadway, but at the end of last week of Its full
an entire series of 26 or 39 shows,
ington, on the tv outlet which went unit.
personnel. Committee’s job. will be
Among the. assignments are In¬ and k. single Wrong turn in the
dark in the fall of 1958. First, ah
to advise the Government on what
conception of the series /spells
terviews
with
the
Presidential
and
exclusively Delaware station, Chan¬
should happen after 1964 to exist¬
nel: 12 was . purchased hy Phila¬ Vice-Presidential candidates. Sec¬ trouble all the Way down the line. ing'radio and tv services, and what
delphian Paul J. Harron, and op¬ retary of State Christian A. Herter Moreover/ in tv-film, the damage ought to be done about a third tv
et. al.
Sometimes Morton tele¬ caii be repaired; before the show channel, commercial radio, toll tv,
erated as WPjH;
phones his interview's live for cut- ever gets to the public, due to the
With i>' transmitter moved to
etc/
ins into the spot-news A-R pro¬ far-ahead start 'necessitated by
South Jersey to obtain; greater cov¬
Two members of. the committee
film logistics/
grams in England.
erage in the metropolitan Phila¬
are involved directly in show biz:
Mrs. Morton, one-time Variety
Most important, however;, is the
delphia area, Channel 12 was sold
London bureau staffer, is the fact that a show doctor in televi¬ Peter. Hall, director of the Shake¬
to the Storer Broadcasting Co,,
daughter of Granada’s Cecil Bern¬ sion would constitute the sole im¬ speare Memorial Theatre, and ac¬
which changed its call letters to
tress Joyce Grenfell. Others are
stein.
partial party involved in the busi¬
WVUE. A losing operation for al¬
industrialist Sir Jock Campbell,
ness of analyzing and repairing
most two years, Storer tried to
Elizabeth Whitley who’s the wife
ai
series
gone
sour.
Unlike
any
sell the station and: then finally
of the minister of St. Giles’ Cathe¬
other facet of the amusements or
handed back the license to the
dral. Edinburgh, and has interests
the. arts, the customer in televi¬
FCC.
in girls’ clubs activities, Richard
sion is not thie public—it’s the ad
Hoggart who is a university lec¬
Loudest and most energetic of
agency and the, sponsor. And con¬
turer in. En<dsh. business, E. P.
the fi-v applicants for Channel 12
sequently, more often than not
Hudson/ J. Megaw the Recorder of
is , the: Philadelphia educational
when producer <seller) and agency
Middlesbrough, school headmaster
station WHYY-TV, now operating
exec (buyer) get together, there’s
J.
S. Shields. R. L. Smith-Rose who
on an ultra high frequency channel;
more concern for maintaining the
is director of radio research In the
Opposed
are
four
commercial
“relationship” than With fixing
Department
of Scientific and In¬
groups: Metropolitan Broadcasting
the
show,
particularly
when dustrial Research,.the general sec¬
Corp.. and National Telefilm Asso¬
there’s a conflict in views on how
retary
of
the
National Union of
ciates, both of New. York; Rollins
Montreal, Sept.. 20. . to fix it.
‘Agricultural Workers, H. CollinBroadcasting Co., which Operates
One veteran of the production son. Elwyn Davis who is secretary
Mont real's two new privatelytwo radio stations in Delaware and owned tele stations are slated for wars; former Hal Roach and Cali¬
of the U. of Wales, and footballer
TV stations in other states, and January openings if present dead¬
fornia/ National Productions v.p. Billy Wright. An assistant secre¬
Wilmington TV Co. Inc,, a syndi¬ lines are met: : Both stations, Bob Cinader, describes what can
tary. from the radio services de¬
cate,
CFpF-TV, the English station, on happen in some of those frenetic partment of the Post Office, D.G.C.
Channel 12 argues that its educa¬ channel 12, and CFTM, the French pre-season meetings:
Lawrence, will be. secretary.
tional fare, which is'now. available outlet, on channel 10, are building
“The producer, can’t be objective
It’s explained by an official
only through the use of UHF new studios in different parts 'of about his show in the first place,,
spokesman that the Postmasteradapters, would provide cultural the city at a total cost of $3,500,000. ho more than a writer caii be about
General, Reginald Bevins, has
programs for every viewer in the
Both managements claim they his script. / So usually the meeting aimed to choose a well-balanced
tri-State
area
of Southeastern will have no problem, originating takes: place between the studio team who will bring a wide range
Pennsylvania, Southern. New Jer¬ 55% of their programs in Canada head and the. agency. The. studio of_experience to hear objectively
sey and Delaware. A commercial as stipulated by the Board of boss is supposed to be removed on their task. Chairman Sir Harry
license would only permit Channel Broadcast Governors: who control enough from , the show to have Pilkington, who was named some
12 to; present “left-overs and all broadcasting in Canada, The some.. objectivity about the pro¬ time back, is a former president of
w<ill broadcast gram’s problems, and usually does.
crumbs” not wanted by the three English, station
the Federation of British Indus¬
network stations which, now blanket from nbon until 1 a.m. with the. But if his views don’t coincide with tries.
the Delaware Valley, educational French outlet starting at 4:30 p.m. those of the agency, then he too
to
midnight
daily
with
a
noon
start
tv proponents state.
loses his objectivity because lie
on Saturday and Sunday.
wants to maintain : the “relation¬
Significantly,
Delaware’s
two
ship” with the buyer/ He can’t tell
Uv S. Senators, John J. Williams
the agency v.p. he’s art idiot be¬
(R> and J, Allen Frear <DV have re¬
cause he’d jeopardize the relation¬
fused to join the phalanx of legisr
ship, so that very often he’ll sacri¬
iators. civic leaders and educators
fice the show, however reluctantly,
from Pennsylvania and New Jersey
in order to keep the customer
(Continued on page 52)
Milwaukee, Sept. 20.
happy.”.
John Michaels, best known in
That’s where the. show doctor, radio locally as ‘‘Mad Man Mi¬
Chicago,: Sept. 20.
assuming he’s an impartial party chaels.” has WEMP and WOKY
With Time Magazine picking up
who, as Cihader puts it. “doesn’t feuding over the use of the “Mad
the tab, to the tune of around
give a hang whether- the show, Man Michaels” tag.
$15,000. WBBM (AM & FM) will
Michaels, a disk jockey person¬
broadcast in stereo the. perform¬ makes it or. not,” Comes in. Such
ance of Verdi’s “Don Carlo,” which an impartial analyst would serve ality on WOKY from 1954 to Jan.
two functions—first, he’d, trouble¬ 1, 1960, when he ankled for
launches the I960'season of Chi’s
Lyric Opera on Oct. 14. For the shoot. the show itself, detailing WKHM, Dearborn. Mich., joined
sponsor it’s strictly. an Institutional what’s been done wrong and how WEMP here on Sept. 12. “Mad
WCBS-TV. the CBS-TV flagship buy. Program is expected to run it caii be fixed (and after the third Man” Michaels, since then, .has
in New; York, will stage a special close to four hours, counting cov¬ or fourth episode is in the can, functioned as disk jockey on
oiie-hour tribute to the American erage of the pre-curtain color, and not after the entire series is off WEMP’s “Coffee Club” 6-10 a.m.
musical theatre, “Broadway, I Love between-acts interviews.
the air with both sides unhappy show, daily.
You,” tomorrow' night (Thurs.). Sta¬
WOKY has been featuring disk
Station had covered a Lyric but wiser), and second, would do
tion normally programs a one-hour Opening once before, in 1958, when it without leaving egg on anyone’s jockey Mitch Michaels.
documentary once every month, it carried the complete production face, by virtue of his known im¬
Circuit Court Judge Harvey L.
and last-minute decision found the of “Falstaff.” As it did then, this partiality and lack of any stake in Neeleh last week ordered the Mil¬
musical salute getting the nod for bids to be the most, ambitious the property.
waukee Broadcasting Co., ownerSeptember.
A studio boss, knowing, that a operator of WEMP into court this
single program on local radio this
„ Guests .will include Arthur year, from the standpoint of both show Is wrong and disagreeing Friday (23) to indicate why the
Schwartz, Otto Harbach and Mar¬ costs and production. Appearing. In with the agency’s, ideas on how it station should not be enjoined from
tha Wright, and the show will be the cast are such opera notables as is wrong, coiild suggest such a continuing featuring the “Mad
produced by the same WCBS-TV Richard Tucker, Giulietta Simio- Show doctor as a third party with-: Man”; Michaels name, Bartell
Unit which turns out the weekly nato, Tito Gobbi and Boris Chris¬ out offending the agency man’s Brodacasters,. Inc., WOKY, ownerstanding or professional pride, operators, brought the court action.
“American Musical Theatre” half- toff.
hour in association with the N.Y.
WBBM Is seeking a prominent simply as two parties in disagree¬ The Bartell concern claims WEMP
Board of Education. Ned Cramer* musicologist to handle the cbm- ment In other industries often go is utilizing the “Mad Han. Mi¬
..newly appointed pubaf fairs direc¬ ipentary, Tapped so far are Jay to an. arbitrator. Assuming the chaels’.’ image, name and program,
tor^ heads: up the “Theatre” unit Andres as announcer aLd Lee Phil¬ show doctor has the kind of pro- and that WOKY developed the
as exec producer.
lip as celebrity interviewer.
name and program format,
fContinued on page 52)

Lotsa Money Problems for Webs

Sweets Looking

m

Battle for PhOly s Ch. 12 Grant
MortonYA-R Politicos

Britain Looks To
TV, Radio after’64;
Set Scrutiny Team

Jan. Start For

time Ma« Sponsoring
WBBM’s Stereo B’cast
Of Chi Opera Preem

WCBS-TVs 1-Hr.
B’way Tribute

I Milw. Makes With 2
Michaels, But Winch
One Is‘Mad Man’?

McCann-Erickson wants to take
the reruns of the “Roy Rogers
Show” out of national spot and put
the half-hour cowboy films for kids
back in a network time period. The
agency for Nestle, sponsor of tho
Rogers
Show
market-by-market
across the country, has been talk¬
ing to CBS-TV about using the pro¬
gram under the same underwriter
in the 11:30 a.m. slot Saturdays,
starting after the first of the year.
Measure would, on the surface,
seem a boost for network over na¬
tional spot, but there are other con¬
siderations, and they don’t bode
good for the networks in lddvid
time, particularly on Saturday
mornings.
Problem of finding enough spon¬
sors to fill juve tv programs is re¬
latively old, but it has fresh slants,
one of the more important ones
seemingly reflected, by the McC a n n-Nestle manuver. Report¬
edly. McCann seeks the same kird
of deal for Nestle that it has at
CBS for Nabisco, another of its
clients. Nabisco sponsors “Sky
King” Saturdays, from noon to
12*30.
Nestle pays CBS-TV full rate for
the half-hour “King” only on
alternate weeks. The other week*
“Sky King" time, it is believed, is
sold, approximately for station'
compensation, which is about onethird to two-fifths of what the halfhour time normally costs. Agency
would not confirm the specif is
alternate-week discount structure
for “King," but it admits there Is
one.
In addition, CBS pays Nestle and
McCann what the agency describes
as a “program allowance” for
“King.”
Actually,
no
money
changes hands on this allowance.
Instead, this payment, by the net¬
work for the program itself is ap¬
plied against the total, cost to tho
sponsor. Consequently, the sponsor
gets an alternate-week time dis¬
count, plus another discount con¬
sideration called “program allow¬
ance.”
As with “King,” McCann will
control the Rogers reruns. Th#
major obstacle to a firm deal with
CBS in January has been virtually
cleared away. The agency said that
most of the stations now carrying
Rogers have already relinquished
the program (which is presently
sold by the Rogers production
house directly to stations and then
by the stations to Nestle), hut there
(Continued on page 48)

Metropolitan In
KMBC Dickers
John Kluge, president of the
Metropolitan Broadcasting radio-tv
chain,- is understood to be dicker¬
ing with the present owners ’ of
KMBC-TV & AM, Kansas City, for
his sixth video outlet. Owner of
the ABC affiliate in the three-statioh tv market is Cook Paint <b
Varnish.
At present. Metropolitan, which
began two years ago with tv sta¬
tions in N.Y. and Washington, owns
another VHF station in Sacra¬
mento, recently bought a VHF’er
in Peoria and is awaiting FCC
clearance on the purchase of a U
in Decatur. Met also owns radio
stations in N.Y. and-Cleveland.

Nielsen’s New Service
A. C. Nielsen has launched a new
media service which will measure
national magazines and tv au¬
diences in the same country-wide
panel.
Nielsen Media Service will con¬
sist of a yearly report on the total
audiences of 12 major consumer
mags; Nielsen tv index data; and
special reports on the audience
reached by magazine and tv combi¬
nations.
Research firm says the new mea¬
sure has been twe yews in the
works with a full-scale pilot teat
having recently been completed.

34

This post Civil War series was
off to an exceptional start with;.a
preem episode based on the sur¬
render of General Lee to General
Grant.
Producer-writer Andrew J. Fehady'gave a thoroughly fine sup¬
porting cast an unusually imagin¬
ative script with which to work.
Star Nick Adams, as ex-rebel
Johnny Yuma, spun a yam about
Grant's sympathetic approach ;to
the surrender terms for an.unrer
constructed, bitter southern kid
whose father was killed in the

War.

Vahiety

TELEVISION REVIEWS

THE REBEL
With Nick Adams, George MacReady, Teddy Rooney, William
Bryant, J. Pat O’Malley, Lynn
Shubert, Ed Nelson, Harry Whlsner William Harlow, Andrew J.
Fenady
Producer: Andrew J. Fenady
Director: Bernard L. Kowalski
Write: Fenady
SO Mins., Son., Sept. 18, 9 p m.
LIGGETT & MYERS, PROCTER
& GAMBLE, UNION CARBIDE
ABC-TV (film)
(D-F-S, YScR, Wm. Esty)

i;

In flashback, Adams'told how [he
plotted to kill Grant at the Appom¬
attox surrender meeting with Liee.
Hidden behind a vent in the attic
of the court house, the young rebel
soldier attempted to draw a pistol
bead on the Bluecoated general
throughout
negotiations,
finally
realizing through Grant's states¬
manship and respectful manner
with Lee, the tragic error a suc¬
cessful ambush would have been.
The young Rebel was particularly
effected by Grant's altering of sur¬
render terms so that Southern sol¬
dier could take their horses and
mules home and his refusal of
Lee’s sword.
Meeting of the generals was [ex¬
cellently played out by 'William
Bryant as Grant and George MacReady as Lee. Bernard Kowalski’s
direction added an overcast of iexcitement to the event via graphic
camera work on the ambush attemp. Just to keep the record
straight, Adams wound up the
story by letting the kid’s grand¬
father know he really wasn’t there.
“Rebel” is a Goodson-Todman
production in association with FenKer-Ada Productions.
Bill.
TIIE DETECTIVES
With Robert Taylor, Tige Andrews,
Russ Thorson, Mark Goddard,
Ursula .Theiss, Thomas Nelle,
Roxanne
Arlen,
Alan
Jaffe,
Richard Angarola, others
Producers: Jules Levy, Arthur
Gardner, Arnold Laven
Director: Don Medford
Writer: Lee Karson
30 Mins., Fri., 10 p.m.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
ABC-TV, (film)
(Benton S: Bowles)
Having learned to their 'own
satisfaction that motion picture
stars—even stars of Robert Tay¬
lor’s fame—are not necessarily tv
box office, the veteran producers
of “The Detectives” have intro¬
duced to the team of Taylor detec¬
tives an addition who might appeal
to teenagers and who looks quite
young enough to be a teenager
himself, only lie’s a policeman in¬
stead. ’ Producers
Jules
Levy;
Arthur Gardner and Arnold Laven
have also introduced sex [more
liberally than last season.
The new man. who. naturally, is
handsome, is Mark Goddard,ii'who
was featured last season in iFour
Star’s “Johnny Ringo.” His role in
the first program of the new sea¬
son on Friday (16‘, didn’t call for
much. Ursula Theiss, was the sex
clement, and she was more [ than
sexy enough, although, as a lady
reporter covering the police ^blot¬
ter, this German dish, who is mar¬
ried to Taylor in real life, served
best as a demonstration of offbeat
casting.

THE DONNA REED SHOW
MAVERICK
With Carl Betc, Shelley Fabares, With Jack; Kelly, Roger Moore,
Paul Petersen; Parker Fennelly,
Robert Casper, Robert Douglas,
Mary Treen, others
Laurie Main* others
Producer: Tony Owen
Producer: Coles Trapnell
Director: Les .Martinson
Director: Andrew McCullough
Writer: Sam Adams
Writers: . Primo Saxon, Ron Bishop
3Q Mins.. Thurs.. 8 p.m.
6Q Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
CAMPBELL SOUP, JOHNSON & PARTICIPATING
JOHNSON
ABC-TV. from H’wood (film)
ABC-TV, from H’wood (film)
The absence of Jim Garner from
(BBDO, Young & Rubicam)
“Maverick” won’t. help the ABG“The Donna Reed Show” will TV program, although in the first
be having two premieres. One is week of the . new season other
to satisfy the-network, ABC-TV, • regular Jack Kelly and his new
the other to satisfy BBDO, the ; sidekick for ’60-’61, Roger Moore,
agency for one of the program’s ;did right by the format. Garner;
sponsors, Campbell Soup Co. The ‘ who walked out on Warner Bros,
first premiere, last Thursday (15), after a salary fight, was distinctive¬
was inadequate, but with another ly craggy and w;ry, as well as a
premiere to go the half-hour week¬ good actor.
ly situation comedy will have an¬
Roger Moore show;ed more style
other chance tomorrow (Thurs.) to [in. his initial outing as English
try again.
j cousin, Beau. Maverick, than he did
Seeking the jump on the compe¬ i last season in the “Alaskans,” but
tition, ABC-TV insisted upon an¬ jwas not especially distinctive in.
nouncing the premiere for Miss ■ this episode.. Jack Kelly was defiReed last week. BBDO evidently [ nitely individualistic aS Bart Mavobjected to beginning the season . erick, but, as in the past, he’ll
with a program originally meant ; generally be around only on. alter¬
for last season but held over by nate weeks.
ABC-TV to begin this one. .The
Prime Saxon, who wrote the
second program will be from ma¬
premiere (18) story, and Ron Bis¬
terial prepared specifically for ’60hop, who prepared the teleplay,
’61, and BBDO has in its contract
kept the hour, “The Bundle from
the right to have this one also,
I Britain;” rolling along with the
designated as a premiere.
same deftness shown in past edi¬
Premiere No. 1, in this con¬
tions of “Maverick.” The many plot
tinuing filmed series of mother‘ complications leant themselves . to
and-father-knowr-best stories, was
i humor, the best w’ay td. take a
almost too pollyana-ish to be be¬
'viewer’s mind off art insignificant
lieved. Dr. and Mrs, Stone (Carl: story.
Betz and Miss Reed) spent an aw-,
If Moore, clicks, there is no rea¬
ful few days at a mountain resort, |
Why
this
eastern-western
where the food was bad, the serv¬ son
ice terrible and the condition of shouldn’t have another good season
on
the
Nielsens.
Art.
the lodge the worst hut they
couldn’t, in their hearts, leave, be¬
cause two old and loving people
ran it. who would be torn apart if
they lost their last customers. Still,
the joint was about to close, until
the goodhearted doctor and his.
frau found an unlikely (and, to the
viewer; unbelievable) solution to
the old folk’s massive predicament.
The plot line seemed thrown to¬
gether in haste.
Miss Reed, Betz, Shelley Fabares
and Paul Petersen, who essay their
children, are competent actors, but
they can do no better than their
material, which, in this case, was
by Sam Adams. Jay North, the
star of “Dennis the -Menace” will
be the guest on the second pre¬
miere. Perhaps he will have more
to work with.
Art..

I
! RIVERBOAT
(End of a Dream)

With Darren McGavin. Noah Beery,
Cliff Robertson, > Susan Cum¬
mings, Dick Wessel, Jack Lam¬
bert, others
! Producer: Boris !D. Kaplan
; Director: David Rich
; Writer: Milton S. Gelman
160 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
; NBC-TV (film)
.
I

It didn’t mean to be, but the
first. chug-Chug of “Riverboat” for
the hew season was funny. Preem
hour had a pell-mell, tall tale lu¬
dicrous quality that defied ryhme
or reason.
Apparently, MCA’s Revue and
j NBC-TV decided to pull all stops
on this one, mix action with sen! timent, have multiple story lines;,
FOOTBALL KICKOFF—1960
character twists, unexplained mo¬
With John Daly, Merv Griffin,
tivations, and... what. have you,
Louise O’Brien, Allyn McLerie,
arid in. the midst of the.corifusion
Kelly Brown, others
that riverboat whistle kept, tootProducer: Fred Heider
i '•’ every few minutes.
Director: Jack Sameth
No. one. could question the vigor
60 Mins., Wed. (14), 7:30 p.m.
(of
Darren MeGavin. the captain
ABC-TV. from New York
ABC-TV’s “Football Kickoff- : of the Mississippi traveler. He-was
:
vigorous.
The . episode was color¬
1960” was an hour long pep rally
; (otherwise plug) for the web’s cov¬ ful. But oh, that script. It seerried
lifted
out
of the pulps of the
erage of NCAA football, this fall
(first telecast of the college games, 1840’s, the period of the series.
which moved over to ABC from
. Second season of those churriNBC, was last Saturday).
irig wheels has Noah Beery as the
Show wras lively entertainment ! new'. Sidekick for McGaven.. Beery,
through the musical segs featur¬ • portraying the boat’s pilot; had a
ing Merv Griffin. Louise O'Brien, [ minor role in the . opener which
terpers Allyn McLerie and Kelly j he handled okay! Boris D. Kap¬
Brown backed by song and- dance lan, for this season’s Tun, was
choruses! All hands gave zesty in¬ brought In as alternate ^producer.
terpretations to a full catalog of [“End of a Dream,” title, of. the
college anthems and fight songs and •opener',' was Kaplan-helmed,
standard tunes identified through j
Guestars Were Cliff Robertson
the years with, campus life. .
and Susan Cummings. Robertson
i
Gridiron stars of the past and .played the con man selling gullpresent were briefly iritroed. and ; ible people cheap ..land in a fraudthere Was a runoff of film clips juierit paradise*
As the proiribter
featuring great plays of the past. [Robertson;
had
flair.
He. ran
. Among former stars who appeared aground when the plot demanded
were Notre Dame’s “Four Horse¬ ,he change character [and. become
men,” Jim Crowley, Elmer Layden. ia good guy—a family man no less,
Harry Stuhldreher and Don Miller; Miss Cummings; as the Scandina¬
Jarrin’ John Kimbrough of Texas vian- lassie, avoided: being chopped
, A&M; Don Hudson of Alabama; ..by the ever churning plot. She
Jackie Robinson of UCLA; and ! came across as a pleasant divefothers.
! sion. Supporting; cast was compe¬
i
Show’s one lull was an inter- tent,
, view between emcee John Daiy and [ Teleplay by Milton S. Gelriian
[coaches Lpii Little, formerly of ; for awhile resembled a Grarid HoColumbia, and Earl Blaik of Army! }tel of the river. Snapshots of the
The trio discussed rule changes as '.western ..immigrants
were! frethough they were at the summit. jquent, but. the shots Were cliches
Daly, although he may be, came off jand the. mixture of sentiment, and
as a most unlikely football buff,
! action
tasteless
arid
awkward.
j
The coaches Little and Blaik David. Rich directed.
It can be
(who must be something to behold Said-he kept things moving:
at half-time) sounded like Wernher
Horo!
‘ von Braun discussing mankind at
the crossroads.
Bill.

(

First script, w ritten by Lee; Kar¬
son and directed by Don Medford,
Was poor. Young Goddard’s j: good
looks barely compensated for the
bareness of his part. Miss Theiss
was brought into the plot oil the
flimsiest of excuses—as the bait to
catch, a killer, but her role rapidly
evaporated, leaving time fdr the
nev; boy, Goddard, to get a crack
at the badman, too. Miss Theiss
looked prettily out of place with
nothing to do until the 30 minutes
were up. Naturally, neither God¬
Charles N. Hill, former “Person
dard nor the new' leading lady to Person” director who several
caught the crook. Taylor, out of months ago moved to Seattle as
the blue, did the Job.
1 assistant to Saul Haas, owner of
Maybe when the two new; char¬ : KIRO-TV-AM there, has quit to
acters are established, the pro¬ • return to N-Y. Hill said he is com-:
gram will improve again. [Mean¬ ing back to further develop his
time, it’s a ease jof lowering [stand¬ “Espionage” documentary series
ards to raise the audience. Art.
ifor tv.

Chuck Hill Back

.... Washington, Sept. 20.
Dr. Arthur D*. Kirsch has been,
named to the newly crested posi¬
tion
of research
manager of
American Research Bureau.
I)r. Kirsch joined ARB eatly
last fall to supervise research, and
quality, controls: He came to ARB
from the National Security Agency
of the U. S. Government, Where he
served as research psychologist.
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LAWMAN
With John Russell, Peter Brown,
Johnny McKay, Peggie Castle,
Tom Rettig, Richard Evans, Dick
Rich, Terry Rangno, others
Exee Producer: William T. Orr
Director: Robert T. Sparr
Writers: George Lairden
30.Mins., Sun., Sept. 18. 8:30 p.m.
R: J. REYNOLDS, WHITEHALL
LABORATORIES
ABC-TV! (fflm)
(Wi . Esty, Ted Bates)

Foreign TV Followup
Sunday Night at the Palladium
Making its return to the fall:
schedule, ATV’ “Sunday .Night it
the
Palladium”;, scored
freely
enough to suggest that it will still
take a miracle to oust it from tip
lace. Chief viewer-bait Was Frank!#
Vaughan, who showed even greater
assurance in a weil-geared act that
featured a couple of numbers from
“Let’s Make Love.” With every
leg-twitch egg-timed, VaUghari lot
lowed with a mike-trailing' sorti
into the audience, disposing of i
couple of kisses, went into, a duet,
“Pm Shy,.. Mary Ellen,”
’ith
planted blonde, and closed. viva¬
ciously with a calypso. This was a
fine act, skillfully blended to get
the girls Without making the boys
rush .for the cloakroom.

Holdover oater “Lawman”
turned to ABC-TV with a story of
juve delinquency in. old Laramie.
... Series is strictly middling prair¬
ie fair
ith casting by Nielsen:
senior lawman, junior lawman,
gambling-hall chick,' etc.
Opener had Peter Brown, as
young deputy Johnny McKay, tak¬
ing custody of five young parent¬
less town boys, jailed for killing a
cow. He sprung therii from the
pokey, got them work and was able
A couple of colored terpers, the
to win over four out of five. It was Clark Brothers, clicked, happily
meller mush.
with the two tap routines that Were
Brown paced off his part accord¬ delicate and brought much-needed
ing to specifications for the decora¬ charm to; the old heel-and-toe.. Arid
tive young Hollywood cowpoke. the. Five Amandis produced ele¬
John Russell, as steely-eyed, mus¬ gant acrobatics, which would hayo
tachioed Marshal Dan Troop; .had come over, more strongly if pro¬
little to do but look on in this one.. ducer Albert Locke had placed his
He grunted his lines and played it cameras; so that all. five of them,
generally in low-key. Peggie Castle were on . screen at the same time.
was wise and sexy in the saloon There was also .some mild ventrilo¬
matron tradition. Of the five kids, quism from Chris Connor, who
Richard Evans as bad-boy, Pete seemed, to think that riot moving his
Goff, was easily standout, getting lips meant he needn’t have any
some genuine menace into the role: gagsThis Was the last appearaneo
Series is. out of the Warner Bros,
plant with Robert Sparr’s direction on the show of eiricee Bruce For¬
and George Lairden’s scripting by syth; he’s being promoted to his
rote.
Season’s preem was based own spot ini November. His extro¬
oh a story by Jules Schermer.
vert, party-throwing mariner Will
be sorely iriissed. As usual, he took
Bill.
the squirms out of “Beat the Clock*
and bubbled throughout.
“MAKE YOUR MARK
The Palladium Roys arid Girls
Producer: Glenn Bernard
w ere given an over-elaborate dance
Director: Jim Hirschlield
routine,
fine for the stage but
60 Mins., Wed. (13); 8:30 p.m.
messy When reduced to a ,17rinch
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
screen.
Cyril
Ornadel w:as the im¬
WCAU-TV enlisted a sizeable
lineup of stars, headed by Jona¬ maculate master of the musical
side.
And
producer
Locke was as
than Winters for its hour-lorig pub¬
lic service special to hypo voter deft as ever, with the small excep¬
tion, indicated above.
Oita*
registration—“Make Your Mark.”
Session duplicated the., charity
The
Book
Mari
drive telethon format, complete
Brought back at its previous
with switchboard and battery of
post-lunch Jime after
summer
Operators to answer telephone
questions. Mobile units were set hiatus—ABC’s sop to literature,
“The
Book
Man,”
has
beeri
giVeri a
up in the station’s parking lot and.
facelift. Ne\V anchorman is John!
at. other strategic positions, arid
Betjeman. Britain^ sole best-sell¬
baby sitters were made available.
ing poet and a familiar performer
Staffer Bill
Hart
co-eriiceed in quizzes and discussions; and nevr
with Winters arid: the studio talent editor is the “Daily . Telegraphy”
included newscaster John Facenda. Kenneth .Young.
These two re¬
weatherman Jack.. Whitaker and placed J. W; Lambert and Alan
puppeteer Gene London! Outside Pryce-Jones,
and
the
changes
talent featured “Perry . Mason’s” meant, in general, that the pro¬
Raymond Burr, the Ritz Puppets, gram was slanted more at featurthe Mariners arid vocalists Dick irig. aiitliors than In surveying cur¬
Lee and Susari Barrett; . Sports rent books.
figures on hand were Robin Rohr:
Certainly, .Betjeman: showed the
erts, Guy Rodgers arid Vic Seixas. jackets of- a few new titles, but ths
Winters enlivened proceedings bulk of the 25 minutes was occur
wittj. his running commentary on pied by . three skimpy, chats, two of
film clips from the Mack Seimett these were quite ineffectual. Ber¬
era, claimirig the souped-up pix nard Kops. dramatist of “This
were voters dashing off to register. Dream of Peter. Marih,”. defended
He also did his hunting dog bit.: his play from a dramatic critic’
To further spilt the lagging, voters strictures,, and. publisher- Toni
Burr recited the “Give us your Maschler explained that he printed
poor” inscription from the. Statue it because he thought it had soirier
of Liberty, and a part of the Get¬ thing. Paul Ferris, author of a new
tysburg Address;
The Mariners book about London’s Stock Ex¬
intoned “Nothing Like a Dame!” change, discussed it with . a billHick Lee sarig "Lazy River” and broker and the result, again, was a
More satisfactory
his melodic new recording click, tiny dividend.
“I Never Knew Till Now.” Miss was a filmed interview! wriih John
Barrett offered a medley of Jolson Braine, author of “Room at th#
numbers in busy fashion!
The Top,” at : his. Yorkshire ., home.
Ritz puppets
had
some
good Braine Was interesting On .<h#
Scripting.
Jack
Whitaker’s
se¬ repercussioris of success, and on
quence ori one vote’s influence re¬ the sequel he’s writing to his first
vealed how many candidates had novel.
The 'attempt'- to lower the sights
lost because of a difference of one.
vote per precinct and proved an. of “The Book Man” spoiled Its
value for the bookish Without mak¬
especially pertinent reminder.
Betjeman
Program w^as purely a public ing it more popular.
service project and show was com¬ bumbled amiably as emcee,, but
seemed
disinterested,,
as
well ht
mended .by Phillv Mayor Richard¬
Oita.:
son Dilworth, who called it a might.
“tremendous help In making the
people aware of th eir; resporisibi lity as citizens” and said the final
vote will show a tremendous in¬
crease due to WCAU-TV’s efforts..
In the WCAU-TV coverage area,
there Was; a sharp rise in registra¬
tion, double the noririal. figures, the
night of the telecasts according to
station execs. More than 900 per-,
soils calledthe studio ..despite the
fact that all local newspapers car¬
ry full registratiori info; Gagh.

Aubrey’s Brand Names Slot
CBS-TV prexy Janies T, Aubrey
has been named chairman of next
year’s Brand Names Week,.
The promotion, sponsored by the
Brard. Names
Foundation^
is
scheduled for next spring.
,

The Larkins
This buoyant domestic-comedy
series made a gay comeback; to
ATV’s a u t u m n schedule. . Its
strength is in the firmly-rooted
writing of Fred Robinson, who
keeps the family Characters human
While putting them through .vari¬
ous exaggerated arid farcical ca¬
pers. Arid the liyeliriess of the re¬
sult: also owes jmich to the Weilmaiched styles of leads, Peggy
Mount as the beilowing mother
and David Kossoff as the meek
dad.
In this one,, the father had »
jqb running' a factory canteen * and
went on a one-man strike when
the boss refused him a: bonus. So
mother went! down to sort the. mat¬
ter out; and took. on the., job ber(Continued on page 52)
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DANGER MAN
With Patrick McGoohan, Barbara
Shelley, Delphi Lawrence; John
Lee, Colin Dowlas, Philip Latham, Coart Benson, Andreas
Malandrinos, Charles Houston,
Raymond Young, Marie Burke,
David Bitch, . Jane Rodney
Writers: Brian Clemeiis, Ralph
. Smart
Director: Terry Bishop
SI Mins,, Sun. 7:30 p.m.
Associated Television, from Lon*
don (Film)
This new filmed series of 39 epi¬
sodes had two qualities lifting it
put of the rut. First was the pery
tonality, punchy arid potent, of its
star, Patrick McGoohan. Second
was the spanking pace of the. di¬
rection, which didn’t let an idle
second go by.
Central character was a special
security man, John Drake, and on
this one. he was on the trail of a
missing $5,000,000 and a murderer*
The basic ingredients were the
same as most of its kind* with the
embellishment -of two comely dam¬
sels (Barbara Shelley and Delphi
Lawrence). It ended lip just the
same With a bout of slugging.
But the scripting was taut, and,:
oa this showing, “Danger Man”
had professional values and an ex¬
citement that. should ensure It a
high rating. Main criticism must be
that it dwelt with too much, affec¬
tion on violence. Hitting a man
with a pistol-butt seemed a bit
gratuitous for a family, early-eve¬
ning audience.
McGoohan, as indicated, was full
of fire and authority. He showed
no tendency to walk through the
part; he insisted on. acting it* It
made quite a difference. Other act¬
ing support was spruce, with Bar¬
bara Shelley making a sultry and
fetching heroine. With a few more
ounces of sweat put into the script,
“Danger Man” should easily match
the best of its kind from the U. S.
factories.Otttf;

**++++i

hide,” a caption alleging that the
history of the period covered
“parallels the American West,*’
and ‘ trigger-happy baddies.: With
pounding hooves, saloon fisticuffs
etc. The badmen, incidentally,
were . three secondraters who’d
emigrated, from the States, while
the hero, stagecoach-line boss
Christopher Cobb,, also hailed from
the U.S,
As a copy of Western vidpix this
“Episode in Bathurst” had all the
required action, being slightly off¬
beat. to the degree that the virile
Cobb refused to clap on a gunbelt
but insisted on routing the villains
With fist, boomerang and. stock¬
whip. It should have created an
eager, following, but it must, be
added that the utter Americaniza¬
tion - throughout was: a shade of¬
fensive:. -the Australian citizens
were presented as sheeplike
ciphers, while one line . in the
dialog to the Cobb character said:
“You’re an American—you’re the
only one who tan stop them.”
Characterizations were naive,
and the players coped with re¬
quired competence. Peter Graves
made an appropriately kingsize
herb figure, though surprisingly
(remembering our lore of the West),
he dallied amorously, with a gal on
a sofa.
Erni.
POLICE SURGEON
With Ian Hendry,. Robin. Went¬
worth, Michael Crawford, Joseph
Tbmelty, Diana Kennedy, Alister
Williamson, David Stuart. Rob¬
ert Burnell, Blaise Wyndhim,
Edmond Bennett, Keith Good¬
man, Anthony Foyle, Anthony
Ashdown, James Garrett
Producer: Julian Bond
Writer: Bond
Director; John Knight
39 Mina.; Sat, 7 pin.
ABC-TV front Manchester
Laudable in aim. and execution,
it trod the path of the sociallyconscious fiction-documentary, the
first episode in this skein of live
30-minutes was nevertheless .dis¬
appointing. That’s simply because
it- paralleled so closely another
series, “Probation Officer,” where-;
in the same kind of official dogooder wrestles with the same
problems of the underprivileged
and unfortunate, it isn’t surpris¬
ing that this should have been so,
inasmuch as Julian Bond writes
many of the “Probation. Officer”
cases and is writerrprodiicer on
“Police Surgeon.”
With the reservation, then, that
viewers may be served with too
much of a good thing. It should
be noted that the police surgeon
is; a compassionate: character : who
takes an interest in . people far
beyond the. medical and. who, in
this kickoff piece, befriended a
teenager (Michael Crawford) and
almost persuaded him to go
straight, only to have the lad ar¬
rested before making . his first
right move. The wry little anecdote
Scored intelligently in its , dialog
between the protagonists and in Its
directly associated incident, being
not'quite so much at ease in the
by-play that filled in. the picture
Of life in a local police station.
Expertly produced, the piece
had'further virtues in the sympa¬
thetic personality and competence
of Tan Hendry in ..the key role.
Crawford was firstrate as the
erring youngster, while Joseph
Tomelty and Anthony Foyle were
among those who scored in the less1
substantial parts.
Erni.

THE L1BEBACE SHOW
With Liberate. Janet Medlln. Bab
left Trianaa, Grenadiers orch
Director: Mark Stuart
Moideal Director: Gordon Robinson
55 Mins;, Wed., 8:39 pjn.
Granada TV, from Manchester
Some* hat less coy and unctuous
than usual, Liberace sauntered
through this showcase for his
pianistics with aplomb. The us¬
ual trappings of candelabra and.
diamante suiting were present. The
only notable absentee was Mom,
though George Was mentioned in
passing. The only novelty: in the
way of get-up was Liberace in the
pearly costume associated with
Cockneys on festive occasions. It
fitted.
The piano program Was familiar,
ranging from capsule Tchaikovsky
to potted pops.. Relief was pr6r
videdby some nifty clacking and
twirling from a six-piece Spanish
dance troupe, the . Ballet Trianas;
and by Granada’s resident choir,
this Grenadiers, making a produc¬
tion number out of “Miss Otis Refrets.-” ...
Liberace also fulsomely intror
duced Janet Medlin, Who’s been
touring the British , balls with him.
A thrusting thrush, she burst into
“Wunderbar” and then duetted
with the star, in a medley.. She
purveyed a hard voice, and a gran¬
ite personality.
The sets were suitably a poor
man’s dream of opulence, and Gor¬
don Robinson’s orchestral backing
was svelte. Mark Stuart directed
With vigor. Liberace was all the OUR HOUSE
.better for being a a little more With Hattie. Jacques; Charles HawWladziu than Valentino on this
trey, Joan Sima, Norman Rossoccasion.
Otta.
ington; Ina de laHaye, Frank
Pettingell, Trader Faulkner,
WHIPLASH
Leigh Madison, Frederick PeisWith Pieier Graves, JoeMcCormick,
ley, Dorothy Drake, Frank At¬
CkaA Faulkner, Richard Meftle,
kinson, Diane Woolley, Jon
George Ronbicek, Geoffrey King,
Skinner, Sidney Vivian, Ralph
Walter Pym, Annette Andre, . Tbvey
. Tom Farley
Producer: Ernest Maxin
Producer: Maury Gereghty
Writer: NormairHudu
Director: Peter Maxwell
55 MinsM Son., 3:2$ pjn.
Writer: Gene Roddenberry
ABC-TV, from Manchester
80 8fins., Sat. 6:39 pm.
High, in tiie movie popularity
Aaaoclated Television from London Stakes in these parts is a string of
Shot In 'Australia bylncorpo- pratfalling comedies, .'made on
rated Television Co. and set in small budgets, called “Carry On ”
that Continent’s turbulent 1850s* Norman Hindis, who scripts them,
tbe “Whiplash” skein of39, 80- has now repeated the format for
inlhuters is nonetheless obviously tv, and there’s not a doubt that
going to be as Americanrstyled as they’ll click just as solidly On the
.It can get. The item that galloped small screen.
" .
Mnto the fall schedule, had a back¬
A group of people, fed up with
ground number much like “Raw - the housing shortage, band to¬

gether to buy a ramshackle man¬
sion, the' kind of place where one
push overthrows a wall, and there
were a mighty lot of pushes. The
local ’ council .sent a minion round
to report on the property, and, to
prevent themselves being evicted,
they got round the inspectorby
persuading, him to take a room.
This,, baldly, was the scene-set¬
ting situation, and it was jollied up
with a bumper number of simple
japes. In the first two minutes, two
of the characters had tripped, and
fallen flat on their faces. Other
highspots included the rotund
Hattie Jacques being trapped in a
packing-case, and the zany Charles
Hawtrey sitting in a pool of; ink.
It was that kind of farce, but it
was written by Hudis with such ex¬
pert dexterity that It sewed.
Hattie Jacques and Charles
Hawtrey, both familiar from , the
movie series, took the major share
of the buffetting and produced
most of the belly-rumbles. The
Others principals, Joan SimS, Nor¬
man Rossington, Frederick Peisley,
and Frank Pettingell, had little to
do but register themselves in this
one,, but will presumably grab
more of the limelight in succeed¬
ing episodes. The only jarring
note was struck by Trader Faulk¬
ner, as the newly-married artist;
he was rather heavy with the ham.
Producer Ernest Maxin set the
caper whirling along, With the
wind in its taiL It was indeed, a
copper-bottomed success, with the
emphasis on the bottom.
Otto.
CALL FOR ACTION
Writer: Donean Ross
Producer: Geoffrey Baines
39 Mins., Thun., 7:39 p.m.
BBC-TV, from London.
Lifesaving is the subject of these
four filmed documentaries, /and
this sendoff sample delved into the
operation of the Air-Sea Rescue
Service, a bipartisan effort. by
Skackleton airplanes and high¬
speed . launches. Method was to
show a single operation, sprinkled
with slight fictional seasoning. It
worked reasonably Well, and
served its purpose of serenading
unsung heroes.
The half-hour, packed a good
payload of reassuring information,
and achieved moderate tension by
brisk cutting /from the stranded
fellows in a. dinghy to the craft
speeding to their help. In fact,
Duncan Ross’s able and crisp
script only faltered when he lntroduced some phoney fisticuffs, to
illustrate the importance . of dis¬
cipline. This, seemed contrived-and
impaired .authenticite.
Geoffrey Baines assembled the
film with telling economy, and, of
its kind, the program held its own,
without breaking any blood-vessels.
Otto. •
THEATRE *79’
(The Man)
With Robert Horten, Rath Dun¬
ning. Budd Knapp, Topey Jane,
C. Denier Warren,. CUve Eadersby, Robert Chisays
Producer: Christopher Morafaan
Writer: Mel Dineffi
75 Mins.; Sat, 19:39 pa.
Associated Television, from Lon¬
don
Launching Its new weekend sus¬
pense series, ‘Theatre 70,” ATV
made a good, chilling start with
Mel Dinelli’s ‘‘The Man,”/with the
stgr appearance of Robert “Wagon
Train” Horton as detra bait. The
play had only moderate success on
the London stage; several: years
back, but it proved far more effec¬
tive on tv. The medium was more
apt for a claustrophobic situation,
in which a tense fear was created
between two people..
Mrs. Gillis (Ruth Dunning)
hired Howard Wilton (Robert Hor¬
ten) to clean house for! her. At
first, he seemed sensitive, overeager to please, desperately in
need of : friendship and praise.
Gradually, Mrs. Gillis latched on
to the sinister, psychopathic under¬
tones of his' behavior. She found
herself alone in the house with a
maniac Who bolted all doors,
ripped out the phone, and was full
of unpredictable menace: She pre¬
tended that her lodger would soon
return;, but Wilton found out her
lie. She tries to pass , out a message
via a delivery boy, but Wilton
scotched the move. The more she
tried to escape; the more -lie was
convinced that she was his enemy

and Wouldn’t give him the affec¬
tion he craved.
Dineili tricked out the suspense
with nice ingenuity. He didn’t stop
up all the. loopholes in the plot,
but at least he skated over them
without breaking the play’s con¬
tinuity and held attention right up
to the last-minute murder, the
final turn of the screw.
Horton was impressive as the
twisted handyman, showing a new
dimension to British audiences
who know him only as a Western
hero. He made it credible that his
victim should veer between terror
and sympathy, striking just the
right balance: Ruth Dunning was
fine as the tormented woman, and
unimportant minor support was
adequate. Christopher Morahan’s
production
added
some
cold
touches of its own to the script In
fact, it was the kind of show that
must have postponed sleep for
quite a lot of viewers and insomnia
is the chief aim of a show like this.
Otto.
KNIGHT ERRANT LIMITED
With Hugh David, Wendy Williams,
Kay Caflard, Peter Reynolds,
Heather. Chasen, Geoffrey Tome,
Barbara Young, Elaine Miller,
.. PhyllisHart, Gordon Wains
Predneer: Warren Jenkins
Director: Graham Evans
Writer: WOliam Hood
55 Mins.; Thors., 8:39 p.m.
Granada TV from Manchester
Granada’s Thin-Mannish type of
yams which made a reasonably en¬
tertaining 'impact last season
didn’t get off to the best of starts
in “The Jazzman,” which intro¬
duced the two new characters who,
are to figure in the key roles this
season. Seems that the “Adam
Knight” who founded the aidthose-m-distress agency has emi¬
grated and the, outfit has been
taken over by a pal, ‘Stephen
Drummond,” whose.secretary does
some winsome prompting and
aiding, Reintroduced was a news¬
paperwoman character who abets
in investigations.
As a formula, it’s still okay, but
this stanza (originally. skedded as
No. 2 in the series hut. It appeared,
somewhat hurriedly inserted as
replacement) had a rambling, un¬
tidy script with some very minor
climaxes and inadequately workedout characterization* Apart from
the airy by-play in the Knight Er¬
rant offices, the meat consisted of
wouldbe heart-tug stuff involving
a 12-year-old whose stepfather
wanted to send her to Rome to
study piano hut who couldn’t go
till her true pop, an irresponsible
jazzman, had given an okay. Hero
Drummond and aides got them¬
selves mixed up in the somewhat
roundabout goings-on, end got
caught up in' some.triangle cross¬
fire when ex-husband, present hus¬
band, and ex-wife started slanging.
Maybe the tale would have
meant a shade more had the open¬
ing scene come across in full, in¬
stead of being picked up in stride
following a hitch in network hook¬
up. Show still rates “the formula’s
still okay,” as aforesaid, and it
should be added that Hugh David
Wendy. Williams and Kay Callard
made tin attractive trio of protago¬
nists, though In this particular
stanza it was Peter Reynolds who
scored with his work as the er¬
rant dad. Production wasn’t as
smooth as it might have been. Sets
were noticeably bright and pleas¬
ant.
Erni. ]
ANNUAL OUTING
With John Sharp, Geoffrey Baylden, Michael Bates, Michael
Bobbins, Ken Parry, Victor
Piatt, Joby Blanshard, Frank
Atkinson, Noel Dyson, Jill
Thompson, Carole Ward, NeriBe
McGrah, Patricia Haines, Shirley
Dixon, George Street, John
Dirtdnson Band
Producer: Terence Dudley
Writer: WHBs HaU
99Mins., Toes., Sum.
BBC-TV from London
Willis Hall, celebrated for his
shrewd appraisal of man-on-thesidewalk provincial life, turned out
an uncomfortably slow and pseudo
potboiler in “Annual Outing”
which reckoned to reap the yocks
from, a yarn about a brass band’s
preparations for its yearly bean¬

feast. Over-emphatic in its bid for
character and dialect comedy, it
played the well-worn phrase of
henpecking women upsetting the
swe^t rhythm of their menfolk’s
plans—an acceptable If thin tune,
but here boringly orchestrated by
hackneyed kitchen rink nagging,
barroom confidences, canteen bvplay and so forth.
Whole impression gained was
that Hall, who last year wrote a
lulu of a comedy of much the same
genre, had to dive Into , the barrel
to try for the followup. He might
have got away with it had this
been a 30-minuter, not an hour job.
As it was, production pace seemed
slow and the efforts of the players
appeared labored, even though
John Sharp, Geoffrey Bayldon,.
Michael Robbins and Ken Parry in
particular put in much sterling
work.
Erni.
CANDID CAMERA
With Bob Monkhoosc, Jonathan
Routh
Director: Ronnie Taylor
39 Mins^ Sat., 19 pn.
ABC-TV, from Manchester
This new half-hour series .had n
sprightly and novel idea, dreamed
tip long ago by American, Allen
Funt. Gimmick was to film, with
a concealed camera, the reactions
of ordinary people to extraordinary
situations. Thus, Jonathan Roiith
removed the engine from a car,
rolled it down hill to a garage, and
complained that it wouldn’t go be¬
cause it had a mechanical fault. All.
this was secretly filmed, and the
puzzled conferences of garage
hands and, eventually, a policeman
raised plenty yocks. In circum¬
stances like this, practically all the
adlib reactions had a Marx Bros,
craziness.
There were four episodes of this
kind, introduced by comedian Boh
Monkhouse to a live audience.
This presentation was a bit shaky,
for Monkhouse had little to add ex¬
cept a split-melon grin. He made
a perfunctory effort to ask mem¬
bers of the audience what they
would do in a similar case, but the
response was dull.
However, Routh’s filmed con¬
tributions were first-rate, reaching
the height of hilarity whim he left
a . heavy suitcase with .a Blackpool
resident while he pretended to
go and fetch a hat. Inside the lug¬
gage was a telephone, connected to
another in Routh’s car. So he con¬
ducted a mad conversation with the
man guarding his case on a streetcorner, who showed infinite pa¬
tience with this caller from outer
space, at last agreeing that he
wouldn’t tell a soul who had
phoned.
Other incidents included a wom¬
an #n a shoe-shop who cooldn’t find
one of the shoes she’d arrived with,
and a pretty blende with a suit¬
case full of hardware, trying to per¬
suade male passers-by to curry it
for her. It was pointed out that
all participants in this undercover
filming were asked their permis¬
sion to appear—afterwards.
Given a sharper and wittier pro¬
duction framework, “Candid'Gamera” promises to be a surprise
package of yocks. And the eracier
the situation, the louder the giggle.

ottg.

MEET FOO FOO
Predneer: Haias Sc Batchelor
15 Mins., Sat, 5:39 pjn.
ABC-TV, from Manchester
New to the network this fall is
a skein of seven-minute cartoons
involving an angular. Derby-hatted
hobo character named Foo Feo and,
more often than not, a couple of
other weirdies known as Goge and
Mimi. Initial 15-minute program,
carrying two of the British-made
yarns was thoroughly enjoyable.
Dialog was notable for its absence,
the development unfolding via re¬
sourceful incident backed by a
chirpy musical accompaniment in
which a harmonica was featured.
First cartoon unspooled carried
a minor surprise for the censor¬
ship-minded:. “Foo Foe’s Sleepless
Night” had a patrolman (Goge) so
concerned with moving in on the
tram that a safecracker got away
with the loot unpunished. Second
job; showed the same two protagon¬
ists at odds in a “Treasure Hunt,”
though Gogo this time had no uni¬
formed status. Animation was
fine, and the draughtsmanship
firstrate. '
Erni,
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Creating a New Madison Ave. Image
A 52-Wb. Campaign, Not One-Shot
-On Other Advertising Fronts
By BILL GREELEY
About 30 of the ad industry’s; \
VIP's met last week at New York’s! j
Roosevelt Hotel to set plans for af{
Feb. 5-11 Advertising Week cam-j
paign that would hopefully help1
clear up the currently muddied |
Madison Ave. image. But at aj
Closed session, with George W*!
Head, ad and sales promotion mam:
ager of National Cash Register, han-'
dling the flip-flop charts, the wigs j
were, pitched on a much grande? !
scheme to rebut the public s buck- j
iter v ision.
’
| .;
Head told the gathering that np.
adman in Ins right mind would;
recommend a one-week campaign ;
to a client, and asked why, thep.'
should the industry settle for ja
one-shot, especially in these trou- (
bled times.
;i {
He recommended a full-blown 52- ;
week drive with a massive spread
covering all media. But. as regards
the campaign pitch, he said the (
less said defensively the better.Object would be to point out acl-j
verlisir.g's economic benefits di-j
rectly to John Q., who Kead. sayss
doesn't understand the industry at ■
all.
i
He outlined a multi-stepped program, which is already underway. |
First, form a committee < which |
has already been done for Ad
Week with Head as chairman and
Emei son Foote, prexy of McCanhErickson Advertising, as national
plans chairman.
Second, form a
“United Front," which presumably
ts already the case, what with Mad¬
ison Ave/s moguls already hud¬
dled together under the rain of;
.governmental and public abuse-:
Third, name a major agency ;to:
handle the campaign, which also |
has been done >McCann-Erickson>.;

Bascom & Borifigli, San Francisco;
John Lamb of BBDO’s Minneapolis
office; W. T. Okie, prexy of J. M.
Mathes Inc.; Robert Kenyon, prexy.
Magazine Publishers. Assn.; J. Neil
Reagan, veepee of M-E Produc¬
tions, Los Angeles; Grant Stone,
ad director of the Cleveland Press;
Burton E, Vaughan of BBDO’s
Pittsburgh office and Russell W.
Young, ad manager of the Seattle
Times.
Bates on the Briney

Wednesday, September 21, 1960 .

Variety
in 1960-61 for the Comlte Perma¬
nent de liaison, de L’Agrlciil?
ture Mediteriane . .
ABC-TV
does a specialized admag direct
from the Factory Equipment Ex¬
hibition, Manchester, Saturday. (24)
. , v Installation completed at the
Hobson, Bates & Partners! Ltd. nq
of
two-channel , telecine by
Marconi:.

!++♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ » »♦♦♦♦♦# MM ♦♦ ♦
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IN NEW YORK CITY

*

With NBC signed, American Research Bureau has begun the start
of its Arbitron Overnight. National Service . . .“Mike Wallace Inter¬
views” on WNTA-TV has been shortened from 30 minutes to 20. Other
10 minutes are being devoted to a news show . : y Elcven-year-old Jan
Tanzy, who is currently portraying the role of’’Gypsy,’’ did a voice oh
a Stoppette Deodbrant cbmmercial . . , F6ir the eleventh straight year*
Con Edison has/picked up sponsorship of John. Tillmah’s evening new
strip on WPIX . ... Myron Cohen, whese fv appearances have been,
limited to Ed Sullivan’s CBS show, is branching out, temporarily by:
.doing the narration sometime in October on an o:Q. of the N. Y. gar*
ment industry by “Expedition, N. Y.,” ari every third-week half-hour
documentary on WABC-Ty . . Gian Carlo Menotti lastweek was com¬
missioned by NBC opera producer Samuel Choizinoff .to. write a ne\y
|one-hour opera, his fourth.fbr the .web- . .Robert Hartuiig will direct
the “Golden Child,” another orihigal , opera, this one. to be done on
“Hallmark Hall of Fame” Friday, Dec. 16 .!
. [Robert Saudek left
yesterday (Tues.) for West Berlin to work out details, of an hourlorig
tv one-shot there to be done with conductor Leonard Bernstein;;it’s
for the Ford Philharmonic series on CBSrTV, and tost the sppnsor
about $150,000. just to move the N.; Y. concert ofch .to Berlin, for the
job . . . Ann Thomas, Berel Firestone, Olga Eolli , Phil Sterling and
Santos Ortega make Up the cast for the adaptation of Rona Jaffe’s
“Away From Home,” CBS Radio’s current “Best - Seller."
Tony Martin ; and Betty Madigan. into same web’s “Entertainment
USA” on Sunday (25) .’/. Fred Robbins interviews Rock Hudson, Rose*
mary Clooney, Kirk Douglas, Betty Hutton arid Jose Ferrer this week
on his syndicated radio skein “Assignment Hollywood”. . . Denis©
Harcel hosting WNBC-TV’s weekend "Movie 4" .for; the next month,
during therstation’s “Autumn Harvest” of foreign feature films!. •. .
Producer-director George Schaefer departed for London Sunday (18)
to complete editing, and dubbing of hi “Macbeth” for “Hallmark Hall
Of Fame” on Nov. 20 . . . Merrill Heatter, of Heatter-Quigley' Produc-.
tion, leaves today (Wed;) for three-weeks of Rome, Paris, and London
, . . New WCBS Radio salesmen: Robert W. Allen, Jack E. Baker, Rich*
ard L. Branigan and Jerome K. McCauley . . William Kosh becomes
executive editor of Producing Artists Inc. blurbery
WINS deejay
Bruce Morrow marrying Susan Stolpff-in February.

CBS Spot Sales has issued a
rating , study that attacks what Is.
currently the: rilajbr competitive
problem of all rep firrns; but while
doing so has had to. take a swipf:
at sister CBS-TV.
The Arbitrqn and Nielsen break¬
downs, carried in ,the organization’s
house organ, Saleslants, attempts
Not generally known that Boats to show the rating advantage of
mag, recently sold for merger national spot time over the flock
with The Rudder mag beginning of hour-long Web shows that are
with the October issue, was owned sold on a participating basis; While
and published by Ted Bates agency NBC-TV and ABC-TV are the main
toppers Ted Bates and Rosser carriers of the hours that have half
Reeves, Reeves, once a newspaper¬ a dozen advertisers taking; oneman and himself the pilot of a Star minute. rides, CBS-TV nonetheless
Class yacht, took over the mag a hab three participation bouts it¬
few years back when it was called self—‘Perry Mason,” “Rawhide”
Motor Boat Magazine. He changed arid ‘‘Aquanauts/’
Study’s first chart deals with
the title to Boats, broadened the
coverage to other small craft and. the new hour-long participation
jazzed up the format.. Wlien it W as shows, pointing out that nine pre¬
sold to Rudder, publisher Ellery W. miered on the networks last year
Mann Jr., Boats had a national cir¬ and that half of the hour shows
culation of about 85,000; with this season will-be iieWi
heavy newsstand, sales.
•■These ..programs, like all. tcleOlherwise with the mags: Holi- ! vision programs, took a While to
.. editor Ted Patrick,
**_*_* <.«. ..—
- >.huild an audience,”.says the study.:
day
once on
ad agency exec ana copywriter, "The end ..result was that adver¬
penned the full-page ad which ap^ tisers, even in the more successful
Three single-ownership station ^.groups have recently signed with
peared in New York and San Fran¬ shows, were receiving far less com¬ Mutual web: five North Dakota-Minnesotk! outlets [owned by Robert
cisco newspapers, pitching the Oc¬ mercial exposure than they hoped, E. Ingstad; th “Taft Group” of two stations in the. Pacific Northwest;
tober and November issues of. the for. during this important fall sell¬ arid three Maine stations o.Wned by. former Gov. Horace A. Hildreth
travel magazine which will be de¬ ing season/’
.. . Lennen & Newell tv topper Nick Keeseley to the Coast far a. week
voted entirely to the South Pacific.
The chart, based on Arbitron’s to look over the agency’s new buys.
McCall's has a report available on half-dozen, markets, compares the
its third drug store seminar
. . average ratings of the new hourOld Taylor whiskey campaign, out long web shows of last fall With all
of Kudner Agency, is running a 30- nighttime
hour-long
programs, . Leonard H. GoldeUson isn't at all alarmed at the. prospect of postr
market newspaper campaign using with ..the latter coming out On top. ’48 pictures being pitted against ABC-TV’s top shows; Said the AB-PT
a new ROP color technique which in every case in a month-by-month prexy, “I,would be \yilling to bet 2-to-l- that ‘77 Sunset Strip’ would,
October
through outrate any old pictures over; the 13-week haul’’! . ; The talk is.build¬
uses three color plates for ‘‘life¬ breakdown,
March. The ratings indicate that ing up that Young & Rubicr.m may yet make a deal .with 20th-Fox for
like'’ full-color illustration
Good Housekeeping is giving g! during the important . fnll-Christ- a choice of the studio’s backlog this season
. The. Walter Lantzes
Steps to he taken: Line up jsdl: special award of merit to the Job - mas selling season, the. new* hour (Grace Stafford) are eff for six weeks in Tokyo whei-.e the Lantz car¬
major media for free lime and Wayne feature film.. “The Alamo."j shows started at an. over-all aver- toons are in brisk demand for tv. The Drieritals will be surprised to
apace: arrange for reprints and bccause. says editor Wade H. Ni-: age of 13:5 and only biiilt to 14.9 learn that the voice of Woody \ybodpecker is actually that of a woman
choK "this fine presentation of a while all .nighttime hour shows (Miss Stafford) . ! Wilbur Stark plans to shoot his “Fiu-ther. Adven¬
covering letters to be sent to-bust-*
tures '.of a Connecticut Yankee”, around the world . ' . Series is being
ness managements throughout the great event in our'national history went from 16.3 to 17 2.
.1. Study's second point,. based on developed in the Frank Cooper Shop, for Marie Wilson, who had a long./
country: use billboards, ear cards, deserves special recognition’’ .
“
- national- .Nielsen’s
laverage run with! “My Friend Irma." Betimes, heir husband,.!.Boh Fallon, has-a
radio, tv and newspapers: design; Playboy ups its circulation'.guaran- ‘ the
tee to 1,050,000 with new ad
audience) vs. local Nielsen ratings, 3-D gimmick in . the works for tv;.-Florida Eriebusy.ta.kOs-'-time''ou't.
pitch charts and slides for lunch-!
attempts to show that hi six major frorii “Dohie /Gillis" to head up her own kiddie .show bn KNXT
con and dinner speaking engage-: effective for the March
which closes December 26.
■[markets. certain hour-long network: Austin Peterson,, iate of ABC and Bates, did what-most tourists do—ments; get a supporting public re- j
lations campaign going with arti-1. Changes: Albert V. Low e., for-: shows didn't get as high a rating wrote a book. It’s a guide for travelers to Tahiti. Another author from
cles for newspapers, magazines etc. merly with Erwin Wasey. Ruih-;on!the local level, as they received the business is Sandra Gould (Mrs. Larry Berns). whose “Always Say
Head also had some up-the-flag- rauff & Ryan, and Robert Burnand. |in -the riationalreport. The Neil-' Maybe” is good fun. and worth a reading by fepimes pri-lhe-)oqse.:She’s
pole thoughts on what the cam¬ formerly with Grant .-, Chicago .of- ' sen . charts: Coyer four hour-long one. of the town’s top. mimics . . . Many of the radio stars showed1 .uppaign might concentrate on. Ads lice, have joined the account, staff : shows .t with only “Program.:.A, Br: for “The Good Old Days" staged by Radio and TV Women of S6.,CaL
could ask such questions as “what¬ Of Grant Advertising; N. Y. Also C- D’’ identification), bowing that with Frances Scully emceeing
ever became of Arbuckles Coffee, joining the. N. Y. account staff Is. none ori\ the ..local level came up;
Ur the t0 its national average in Chicago,once a product in 85rr of U.|; S. Doris Oliver, formerlyagency's Miami office.
Los Angeles, New York, Pliiladelhomes? Or whatever happened;
.
Staff
promotions
at
Grant
In- Pjna- St, Louis
Washington,
Susan Heinkel, the former AVBB^I-TV kidsta'r. is going to remain In
the Geld Dust. Twins, Grandma's
nihs-.of No- Chicago to finish, school and freelance,
WFMT'S commercial niarfWashing Powder and other once elude John Grau upped ti man- [Chart: covers the
sger of production and traffic, and vcrpber and April, and points; out' ager Mark Reinsbcrg has left tb become a: viceprez of Roosevelt U.
\v. k. roducts? What happened:'
Marie E. Lotz promoted ta traf- i that in some cases the hour'shows, WBBM-TV, never a heavy shopper iri the s.vridie marts, .has purchased
of course, they quit advertising.
■fie supervisor.
i in. question increased their ria- CNP’s “Jirri Backus Show”! for early Tuesday slotting . . “Great Music
Using his own company. Nation¬
Mrs. Frances Ann Frewenjoins ' tional ratings uri. the spring; but From Chicago,’.'. WGN-TV!s Peabody winner, will originate. froni
al C.tsh Register, as an example;
Reach. McClinton as a copywriter suffered rating declines in individ- ■ Medinah Temple this fall, while the station is; betwixt and between its
he filed a specific economic bene- s
She was a copy group head at j‘ ual markets:
! move to tlie rie\y northwest side plant . . . Jerry Pirisler, WrBBM-Ty;set
fit cf advertising: an NCR unit
Walter Thompson. Toronto.
I
Briefs: Petry has issued a study .•••designer, won first prize in the pairiting category at the Old Orchard
costing S6.0C0 includes a $6Q jtab
Thonias Brogan, manager of that points up the power Qf radio's ; art fair . . . W’riters Jim McGinn arid -Bill' Friedkin have Signed on With
to cover advertising, but without
WGN-TV. Both have impressive local!...credits .
WBBM-TV’s special
the demand created by ads to busi¬ McCann-Erickson’s CCI office in automobile audience at -all hours
Detroit (Communications Counsel¬ of the day and night, especially for Bell Telephone. Co,, “I See Chicago/’ finally gets ari airing tonight.
nessmen, the unit would have! to
ors Inc.), gets veepee stripes.
(Wed;), with Fahey Flynn, Irv Kupcine^ Frank Reynolds, John Har*
with
,“blue-collar"
w-dikers
going
be custom built and would post!
Mildred VigderHou.-e. formerly to and from work.-at'all times ... rington and Joe Diehl all taking part . . Orion Samuelsori, ex:WBAY$8,000. Company could not afford:
with Ruder & Finn, joins the pub- C/Hear Services has been refaiined AM-TV, Green Bay, joins WGN Inc. next week as. farm service director.
the sales staff it would take; to
relations staff of J. M. Mathes. At by CBS Television
Production He replaces Norm Kraeft, who joined the Kennedy-Johinson. camp ......
make the contacts reached through
Ruder & Finn, she was director, of Sales to create, radio arid tv com¬ WGN Inc. veepee Ward L.:Quaal- dubbed \yi(h. a “VIP" citation last
trade advertising, he said.
j;
the radio-tv department for five mercial soundtracks fpr . Hanes, week by Illinois . Club , for Catholic Women . . [ Ray Norene, longtime)
The bigger campaign set forth by years.
Inc • :•.. Radio. Advertising Bureau audio engineer for. the CBS stations here, granted, leave-of-abserice to
Head would have tile support of;
Brooks
joins Robert. C. . board! members' Harold .R, Krel- ply his trade, at Democratic. National Hq, 'in Washington through. Nov.
.. Elms
- „—v.
the
Advertising
Federation:, ofj
WGN has plucked the syndicated “Candid Mike” as features in
Durham, Inc., as exec veepee and i ^tein. of the Plough .stations, and 7 .
America and the Advertising Assn. general manager. He was. a veepee .' George Comte, of WTMJ,.. Mil- [Wally Phillips shows . . . Ron Terry’s “Polka Party!’ starting its sixth
of the West, underwriters ofj\the.
^t Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & j waukee, have been appointed to year on -WG^T-TV.
Ad Week drive. The execs attend-'
Bayles on the American Tobacco ; tM hrg’s finance Committee.
Ing the session were asked to mull
. .
I
Spotlight: Esquire Shoe Polishes,
the big plan and contribute their aC wntr
caVfnS i°ir,s ' Keriyon Eck-; via. Mogul Williams.■& Saylor, is
suggestions via written report with¬
Dickens is due for a fling on both BBC.-TV and conmicrcial video,
as art d ir.e'p t or._ buying a saturation - spot . fadio
in 10 days.
[
\T".a,5 Y;lth BBD&O.
. 'schedule and spot tv in selected with. “Barnaby. Rudge" starting a 13-eps run bp the former [Sept. 30
At the meeting besides Head!and
glairy Carlson becomes prexy. of. markets:.Holland House Cocktail and “The Mystery of Edwin Drood” beginnirig an eight-part career
Foote were Robert Mountain of
uenerai Public Relations (Benton i Mixes has bought, close to 150 tele. bin Associated-Rediffusion Wednesday (28). ‘-Rudge” is the fifth Dick¬
the campaign agency, McCann& Bowles publrelations subsidi,! spots for the fall.-w inter. Holiday ens serialization done by BBC-TV . .. . Tine Tees Television installs
Erick^on; Charles F. Adams, (exec
succeeding Ward B. Stevensun’s : season; on. WPlX-T.V,. Ne\y York ,* special effects equipment at its Newcastle-upon-Tyne Television Centre,
veepee of -MaeManus.. Joh; '&! who moves to IT&T as veepee in j Similar
. Paul Robeson shares top billing
falf-winter' .drivefor inainly for admags presentation .
Adams. J. Kenneth Laird, prexy of
cnai7^
Public relations. : Sher-1 Angostura bitters with tv spot buys with Patrice Muqsel in'.ari Associated TeieYisipn Saturday .Spectacular
Tatham-Laird, Chicago; W. B.|;PotOct. 1 . . .. Kenneth Fairfax, assistant head of BBC's external services,!
Illnsh’;
bGGomcs veepee ] in New York arid' Los Angeles; *-'12 a
tcr, \cepee-and ad director of E,\st- of GPR.
“ week building to 26. a week by joiris the Nigerian Broadcasting Corp. next month [for a year as its
men Kodak; Hugh Collett, execu¬
Chris.tmasJ via. Foote,. Cone &' Beid- first, director, of news, and current affairs . .. Newly-ereated post of.
tive assistant to the president of
ing.... Likewise Luchbw'’.s famous labor relations officer, with the Independent Television Companies’.
AFAand campaign director;! and
. A-R focusses on that Germ ari flash-New, York restaurant, is launching Assn. Is filled by W. J. Rerich
several members of the general
a 10-week fall campaign on WOR- point in its -docunieritary. "The. Berlin Stoi*yv tonight (Wed., 21) ■. , f;
campaign committee, which; in¬
London, Sept: 20.
TV,. and management is mapping, a Achievements of British scientists .will be pinpointed in “First In The
cludes William K. Beard, proxy of
Lonaon Press Exchange lines, up , similar campaign for Luchow’s Field,” ATV program for Oct. 5.
Associated Business Publications;
scheme for Aristae, stocking Lorigchamps chain..
Gordon C. Bowen, prexy ofj the manufacturer, aimed at teenagers,
Premium Advertising Assn: cf using sponsored radio <Radio Lux¬
WMALrAM-FM-TV chartered a boat plentifully supplied with , food
America; Otto Brandt, veepee and embourg) arid disks iTop Rank
Harold.
Coniimlngs,
formerly.
general manager of KING-TV-AM. will push out a platter Called “Top [with Norman, Craig & Kenriell and and drink to take sponsors, ad agency reps, newsmen, etc.* around the
Seattle: Norman Cash, prexy of Teen Baby.” name of the nylons 'with Kenyon & Eckhardt in New Potomac for the closest view of the annual President's Cup; Regatta
TvB; Edward Falasca, creative yee- being Top Teens) ... Note, pleas , I York, has joined Schine-bvvned; Sunday (18) : . . As a new gimmick, WWDC is spinning the “Long Shot,
pee, ANPA’s Bureau of Advertis¬ California: Dorland Advertising is •'WPTR. Albany, as director of mer- of the Week”—a disk riot expected to go anywhere on the charts
ing; Walter Guild, prexy of Guild,. to promote' Mediterranean, oranges^chandising and client services.
(Contiriued on page. .48).
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RK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
£.
6.
7i
8.
9.
10.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PBOGRAM-—DAY—TIME
1STA.

Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00). ... . ....KMOX
..K
- .KMOX
Gunsmoke (Sat 9:00-9:30).. . ......
.K
...KMOX
What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00) ....
K
...KSD
Wagon Twin (Wed, 6:30-7:30)..... . ...
K
Garry Moore (Tuies. 9:00-10:00)., . ...KMOX
.K
II. S. Steel HoiU’ XWeO. 9:60-10:00). :... KMOX
K
Summer On Ice (Thurs. 8:30-9:30) .....KSD
..K
Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30). ;..ktvi
K
. w. K
KTVI
Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30) ... ....
...KMOX
Danny Thomas (M6n. 8:00-8:30).....
.K

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS

RTG.
44,7
358
33.8
310
30.8
30.0
29.1
28.0
26.7
26.1

1.
2.
3.
4.
| 5.
8.

Lock-Up (Wed. 9:30) ..:....-....
7. Highway Patrol (Tues, 9:30)..
8. Interpol Calling (Thurs. l0:00).

9. Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30).,
. 9. Whirlybirds (Tues. 10:00) ....,.

WASHINGTON
.1.
l!
2.
3i
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)....WTOP
Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00)...... ,WTOP
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)...... WMAL
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30^8:30),.. .
WTOP
Wagon Train (Wed.: 7:30-8:30).... J.. WRC
Garry Moore (Tues. 10:00711:00) .. .WTOP
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).-WTOP
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00)... .WTOP
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)..
.....WMAL
What’s My. Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00).
WTOP

Four Just Men (Thurs. 9:30),. ..
San Francisco Beat (Sat. 9:30)..
Mike Hammer (Sat. 10:00).. ...
Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:00).... . . . . .>
UJ5. Marshal (Wed. 10:00).....

STATIONS;- WRC.-,WtXGi WMAL, WTOP.

29.81
29,8
29.5
27:8
27.2
26.1
25.9
25:8
25.5
24.5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Huckleberry Hound (Thurs, 7:00),.-,WTTG... Screen Gems 11.0
Grand Jury (Sun. 10:30)-WRC:.... .NTA
9.9
Phil Silvers (Fri.. 7:00)........ WRC....; . .CBS
8.6
Three Stooges (Mon.-Fri. 6:30) ..WTTG.... Screen Gems 8.5.
The Honeymooners (Tues. 7:00).. ..... WRC... .., .CBS
8.3
Johnny Midnight (Tues. 10:30).......WRC .... .MCA
7.9

7. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 7:00)... .WTTG.,.. Screen Gems
8. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00) .... ..WRC - ...US. Borax
8. Woody Woodpecker (Wed. 7:00)..... WTTG-Kellogg

PROVIDENCE
... WPRO
. WJAR
., WJAR
Price Is Right (Wed; 8:30-9:00).......WJAR
),..WPRO
WPRO
Summer On Ice (Tnurs. 9:30-10:30).
...WPRO
Red Skelton (Tues.: 9:30-10:00).....
.WPRO
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30),...
WPRO
... .'WPRO
). . WHDH
WPRO
9. Rawhide {Fri. 7:30-8:30),, . .
WPRO
9.: Garry Moore (Tues. 10:00-11:00)
3.
4.
5.
6.

L U.S. Marshal (Sat. 10:30)..
46.4
36.0
2. Not For Hire Thurs. 10:30)......
35.5
35.0 ,i3. Confidential File (Sun. 10:30), ....
3. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00):..
33.1
4. Whirlybirds (Tues. 7:00).
31.8
5. Johnny Midnight (Tues. 10:30; Fri.
3i>l
6. Lock-Up (Thurs. 10:30) -.... - •
29.1
7- Tombstone Territory (Tues. 7:00)..
28.8
8. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00). .
. ,.
9. This Man Dawson (Thurs. 7:00)...
28.8

. . . WPRO.. ... NTA;- ■'

331

...WJAR..
CNP
.. . WJAR.. . .Guild
.
WJAR.. , .U.S. Borax
..WPRO.. .CBS
7). WJAR...; . MCA
.. . WHDH. . ..Ziv-UA
. .WJAR...... Ziv-UA
.; WPRO:; .; Ziv-UA
,.. WPRO,. : . Ziv-UA

189
11.9
11.9

.

;.. •......

.

48.0
439
40.0
38 8
359
35.4
35 1
tin
33.2
32.2

1;
2.
3.
’
4.
5.
&
6.
6:
7.
8.

Not For Hire (Thurs. 10:30).... _WROC.. ..CNP
Lock-Up (Sat, 10:30):..
.:.;. .....WHEC.. . Ziv-UA
Play Of The Week (Fri. 8:30).. .....WROC.. .. NTA
Mike Hammer (Sun. 10:30)..
Bogs Bonny (Thurs, 6:00)......
Four Just Men (Mon.. 7:00).....
Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00)....
Manhunt (Wed. 10:30) ..........
sea Hunt (Mori. 7:30)......;. ....
Rescue 8 (Sat. 11:00).

Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30) ..;, . . . WOC
Sommer On Ice (Thurs., 8:30-9:30) ... WOC
Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30-8:30),..... WOC
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ..... . WHBF
Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00) .;... WHBF
U.S. Steel Hour (Wed. 9:00-10:00).. . WHBF
Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30)....,..;. WHBF
Tightrope (Tues. 8:008:30).._ WHBF
Perry Como (Wed.-8:00.-9:00) . ...... A\OC
Hehnessy (Mon. 9:00-9:30)........... WHBF

11.6

8.3
7.9
73
7.0
6:3

42.4 1. Manhunt (Sat. 10:30).. ..WTVD.;
e 2. Lock-Up (Thurs. 7:30);.....WRAL..
/■
3. U.S. Marshal (Fri. 7:00),....., .WTVD .
37.3. 4. Tombstone Territory (Thurs. 7:00)-WRAL, .
33 8
5. Sea Hunt (Fri; 8:30)__;. WRAL..
"
6. Flight (Mon. 7:00) .,.........___ WRAL'
322 7. Three Stooges (Wed^Fri. 6:00) . ...... WTVD..
31.5
30.6 8. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:30).-WRAL..
90 T
9. Jet Jackson (Sat. 11:30)........ .1... WTVD..
7*
19. Abbott & Costello (Mon. & Wed. 5:30) WRAL..

57.8
41.4

1.
2,
; 3.
27-7 3.
368
3.
34.8 4.
335
5;
29.5
6i
28.3
7.
27.2 8.

, 6.3
24.5
9.9
2.3
5.3
28.5
5.3
7.3
7.6
70

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

84.0 Home Run Derby - ..WJAR
Saturday Night News . ..WJAR
Sid Caesar . ..WPRO
What’s My Line . ..WPRO
The Texan
. ..WPRO
Tombstone Territory .. ..WJAR
Garry Moore . ..WPRO
Not For Hire..
..WJAR
Whirlybirds . ..WPRO
Untouchables . ..WJAR
Rough Riders . ..WJAR

46.4
31.0
45.5
50,0
24.8
19.4
31.5
16.2
29.8

6.0

17,2
S3
20.6
10.6

7.3
26.9
189
11.6

249
119

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

51.6 Sid Caesar..
58.3 The Rebel .
45.8 Desilu Playhouse ..
Twilight Zone .....
589 Phil Silvers ..
56.6 Playhouse 5
61.8 Wyatt Earp .......
79.0 Natl Purpose .
23.6 U.S. Steel Hour ...
39.9 Riverhoat
.
44.8 Timely News /..—

.... WHEC
.,..WROC
..‘..WVET
.... WVET
....WROC
....WROC
....WVET
....WHEC
....WVET
....WROC
....WHEC

23.5
16.6
27.3
25.8
11.3
12.3
79
3.7
43.1
19.2
17.9

STATIONSt WRAL* WTVD. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, 196a.

37

39.4

25.8
23.2
21.5

. . . . ; WHEC.. ..MCA
199
.....WVET.; . .UAA
169
WROC. . : . ITC
139
.....WROC.. .. Ziv-UA
139
.... . WROC .. . . Screen Gems 13.9
13.2
.....WVET.. .. Ziv-UA
, . WROC:,. ., Screen Gems 12.9

QUAD CITY, IA; ILL.
1.
£.
S.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

US. Marshall -...WRC
What's My Line ........WTOP
Copter Patrol .WTOP
Life OF Riley .WMAL
Cannonball
....WTOP
Gariy Mooro ...WTOP
Not For IP:.
.WMAL
30.2 Death Vail-* Days ...... WRC
29.0 Quick Draw McGravP .. .WTTG
36.7 Tombstone Territory-WRC

STATIONS: WROC, WHEC, VWET.

RALKIGII-DI RIIAM
X Wagon Train (Wed, 7:30-8:30) ..•.. WRAL
Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. . . . WRAL
9. Peter Gunn (Mon; 9:00-9:30)..
.WRAL
4. Perry Mason'(Sat. 7:30-8:30).........WRAL
8 Rajrhide (Frl. 7:30-8:30)
.
.WTVD
7. Gansmoke (Sat. = 10:00-10:30) ......,^TVD
8 Johnny Bingo (Thurs, 8:30-9:00),... WTVD
9. Summer On Ice (Thurs. 9:30-10:30):. WRAL
10. Tightrope (Tues. 9:00-9:30) ....
..: WTVD

40.4
23.0
33.3
31.8
33.3
17.1

STATIONS: WJAR, WPRO, WHDH.

ROCHESTER, N.Y,
1. Summer On Ice (Thurs. 9:30-10:30), WROC
2. U.S. Steel Hour (Wed. 10.00-11:00). WVET
3. Garry Moore (Tiies; 10:00-11:00).... WHEC
4. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00), WVET
5. Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00)......... WHEC
WHEC
6. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)......
7. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).... .WHEC
WROC
8. ; Wagon Train (Wed; 7:30-8:30);; ..
9. Father Knows Rest (Mon. 8:30-9:00).: . WVET
WVET
19. Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30),: , •

7.6
7.3
7.3

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

. Screen Gems 22.5
.Ziv-UA
18.5
NTA
17.1
. Ziv-UA
15.8
, Ziv-UA
15.4
. CNP
14.8
. Screen Gems .12.5
. Screen Gems 11.8
.Tele-Screen 11.4
. Free-Mantle 10.9

63.7
43.7
51.4
41.3
36.7
58.5
54.6

Amos & Andy.WRAL
Adventures In Paradise .WTVD
Early Movie... WRAL
Adventures In Paradise .WTVD
Hotel De Paree .. WTVD
Award Theatre .....WTVD
Capt 5 Stateline .WRAL
Fishing Rpt.; Stateline ..WRAL
Capt, 5 Stateline .WRAL
63.8 Rocky & His Friends .... WTVD
99.1 Circus Boy .....WRAL
618 Rin Tin Tin ....WTVD
My Friend Flicka ...... WTVD

STATIONS? WHBF, WOC.

Manhunt (Thurs. 9:30)......_... . WOC.... . Screen Gems
Sea Hunt (Thurs. i0:00);. WOC...... Ziv-UA
This Man Dawson (Sat. 9:30).....; ...WHBF.... Ziv-UA
Whirlybirds (Sun. 9:30)... WOC.CBS
Woody Woodpecker (Wed. 6:00)..... WOC..... .Kellogg
U.S. Marshal (Wed. 9:30).......... .WOC-NTA
Johnny Midnight (Mon. 10:00),U.:,WOC......MCA
Coronado 9 (Tues. 9:30).. .;,....... WOC,.. • • MCA
Huckleberry Hound (Fri.. 6:00).
WOC ..... Screen Gems
Grand Jury (Sat. 9:30)..,,..
WOC.....;NTA

(Continued on page 44)

30.2
22.9
22.5
22.5
22.5
219
179
17.3
16.6
14.6

70.1
64:5
59.6
'44.8
61.8
40.8
429
31.8
83.4
38.6

7.4
20.1
7.7
19.5
20.8
5.4
6.7
6.7
8.1
5.4
3.4'
5.4
6.4

SURVEY DATES? JUNE 1-7, I960.

Sid Caesar .
WHBF
Alcoa Presents ...WHBF
Grand Jury .:_WOC
What’s^ My Li
.WHBF
Donna Reed
....WHBF
U.S. Steel Hour_....WHBF
Real McCoys ..WHBF
Garry Moore .WHBF
Star & Story.WHBF
This Man Dawson ....... WHBF

10,9
10.6
14.6
25.8
13.2
13.2
23-2
35,8
2.6
229

with many ’57 s and ’58’s, featurii
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nost memorable feature films...

Now...coines Vie first major package of Po$t-’48 feature films for
television. Produced by that master studio, 20th Century-Fox, many
of these dynamite-laden feature films are pre '57’s and ’58’$. And
they feature today's stars today! Many players in them are top tele¬
vision stars today, as well as big current motion picture draws.
In NTA’s "61 for '61” Package, too, are winners Qf 42 Academy Awards
and Nominations. Produced at a cost of $75,000,000, they are superior
to most network "specials”—in star Value, in property value and in
attraction value. And they also include a few all-time classics, such as
"Berkeley Square.’'
Some of the biggest box office grossers of all times, they’re sure to
win big audiences and big ratings, as they reach television screens
throughout the nation. Safeguard your market-protect the prestige
of your station—by making plans to obtain them for your city today.
Get in touch with your nearest NTA Sales Office—this moment even
-or with
' 10 Columbus Circle,
New York I9,N.Y.
JUdson 2-7300
PLASH; Herd ire the stations that already own this package, Todayt Albuquerque, ROB; Cincinnati,
WLW-T; Fort Smith (Ark.), KFSA, Hartford, WHNB; Kalamazoo, WKZO; Knoxville, WATE-TV; las Vegas,
KIRI; Miami, WORT, New York, WNTA-TV; Omaha. WOW; Philadelphia, WRCV-TV, Phoenix, KPHO,
Providence. W1AR TV; Rock island, WHBF; Salt Uke City, KTOV; Spartanburg (S. Car.), WSPAt
Springfield (Mass.)* WHTN-tv, St, Louis, RTVI, Twin Falls (Idaho), KlIX, Washington, O.C., WRC-TY.

42
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•ARB FEATURE CHART
weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, covers one market. Each week the 10 top rated features for the one market
will be listed.
1
Factors which would assist distributor*, agencies, stations and .advertiser* in
determining the effectiveness of a feature1 show 'in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should-be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the htfjh and tow rating* for the measured
Variety’s

feature period and. share of audience, since these factors^ reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, ie,, a late show ar 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming oft a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not to
account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated VUtatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be
ascertained.

BOSTON

STATIONS! WBZ. WHDH, WNAC. SURVEY DATES: MAY 3-9, I960.
AVERAGE
BUN

TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS

1st Hun

1. “SINBAD THE SAILOR”—!
Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,
Maureen O’Hara;
RKO; 1947; UAA

Cinama 7
Sun. May 8

1st Run

Repeat

Claude Rains.
Henry Travers;
Universal; 1933; Screen Gems

Cinema 7,:
Sun. May 8
2:0044:30 pm
WNAC-TV'

9.5

Early Show
Tues. May 3.
5:00-6:30 p in,
WNAC-TV

9.4

Early Show
5:00-6:30 p.m;
% WNAC-TV

8.7

4. “KING KONG”—
Bruce Cabot,
Robert Armstrong;
RKO; 1933; C&C Films

Repeat

5. “INVISIBLE MAN’S REVENGE”—
John Caradine,
Jon Hall;
Universal; 1944; Screen Gems

1st Run

9. “TWO YEARS BEFORE THE
MAST”—
Alan Ladd,
William Bendix;
Paramount; 1946; MCA

Repeat

T. “CORVETTE K-225”—
Randolph Scott,
Ella Raines;
Universal; 1943; Screen Gems

Repeat.

Early Show
Mon.;-May 9
5:00-6:30 pin.
WNAC-TV

t. “GOING MY WAY”—
Bing Crosby,
Bany Fitzgerald:
Paramount; 1944; MCA

Repeat

9. “THE LAST BRIDGE”—
Maria Schell;
Flamingo; 1954

1st Run

16. “THE BIG SLEEP”—
Humphrey Bogart,
Lauren Bacall;
Warner Bros.; 1946; UAA

Repeat

Early Show
Wed. May 4
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WNAC-TV
Boston Movietime
. Mon. May. 9
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WBZ-TV

LOW

15.3

11.8

SHABB

68.1

STATION

RTG
AV.

top competition
Command Premiere—
“Sagon” (1st Run).......... .WBZ

8,6
8.2

i2.0

10:0
98:

9.3

10,0

8.0

87

80

8.0
7.3

448

7,0

44.1

46.1

44.4

81.7

Command Premiere—
’’Going My Way” (Repeat).; •WBZ
Movie 5—“Dakota Lil” (Repeat)
“Lady of Midnight (Repeat) . .WHDH

58

Boston Movietime— .
“Dodge City” Part 1
(Repeat)

WBZ

7.0

Bozo the CloWn....:.....;_ . WHDH
Rin Tin Tin,,
. WHDH
Early Show—
“Corvette K-225” (Repeat). . WNAO

_.10.7
.. . . , .10:4

...,..,,10.7
.,.....10.4

80.9

Bozo the Clown.... WHDH
Rin Tin Tin...... .WHDH
Boston Movietiiner—
“Two Years Before the
Mast” (Repeat).:
. WBZ

Command Premiere
Sun. May 8

7.6

9.3

6.7

84.8

Cinema 7—
“Big Sky*’ (1st Ruri)..

Fabulous *52
Sat. May 7
11:15-1:00 a!m.
WHDH-TV

7.4

Boston Movietime
Fri. May 6
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WBZ-TV

7.1

; Continued from page 27 ;

raised new capitaL But round about
here, things began to look up.
Audiences were increasing; adver¬
tisers decided that the new medium
was a winner. The capital raised
under the new subscription was
not in fact needed immediately,
and by October, ’56,. the scales had
begun vu level up. In the year
ending April 30, 1957, ATV an¬
nounced a profit of over $860,000.
Following year, profit after taxes
zoomed to nearly $5,600,000. The
company hasn’t looked back since!
Gross profit for the year ended
April 30, 1960, was $15,087,324,
compared with $14,886,180 in the
previous year.
The story can be held as roughly
typical of the problems faced, and
overcome by the other pioneer
webs; A-R, with its London week¬
day contract; Granada TV Network
Ltd., which had the North area on
weekdays; and ABC Television Ltd.
which tackled the Midlands and
North at Weekends; After initial
grey days, all showed a rosy glow,
with only Granada TV reporting a
deceptively low profits—compara¬
tively speaking—because of a pro¬
gramming arrangement made with
A-R r in early crisis times which
drained off some of the gravy.
Another indication of the bustin*out-all-over success of commercial
tv is given in the ramifications
which some of these majors have
built up. Associated-Rediffusion,
for example, has acquired music
pubbery
interests
(in
Keith,
Prpwse). has taken over the giant
Wembley .Stadium, and, on another
bent, subsidized the Halle Orches¬
tra. ATV has subsidiaries overseas,
including Incorporated Television
Corp. in the U.S. Both have profit-,

89.0

able ..interests in piped-tv outfits.
Impressive programs of studio ex¬
pansion have been a common fac¬
tor of. most of the webs.
By now, the first phase of the
commercial, tv network , has been
virtual]^ completed, with ITA due
to hand out; the! contracts for one
or two remaining. small areas to
make\ countrywide coverage com¬
plete to a 9.0%-plus degree. Esti¬
mated Viewership. as of now IS
37.000,000, reached by 10 Com¬
panies; Advertising revenue is ex¬
pected to hit some $224:000,000 by
the year’s end, about 30% up over
last year. Though rates have In¬
creased to a degree where adver¬
tisers are squawking (calculation
shows that a one-minute spot on
air sta tions in a Sunday peak hour
next January will cost the adver¬
tiser around $22,100), .so invaluable
is the medium now deemed that
few. have decided to pull out
The future,: till 1964 at least,
seems assured- of continuing plum
profits-:—the year being the one in
which ITA’s term ; of office is due
to expire under the Television Act.
And no one is worried about the
sequel to 1964, even though there
have, been some signs that com¬
mercial tv is riot exerting quite
the .hold over viewers that, once it
had and that BBC-TV is gaining
ground. Correction: .There is one
worry. Will . a. third, tv channel be
allowed as a result of the cur¬
rently-sitting Pilkington Commit¬
tee’s deliberations, and if so will
it .go. to commercial :interests or
BBC-TV? Or even to a third au¬
thority?

6.7

85.1

.

9.0

9.7

wnAc

9.8

WNAC

5.6

Late Show—
“Magnificent Ambersons”
(1st Run)......

8.0

*5.7
7.7

.WBZ

9.3

58

5.0

Boston Mo vie time—
“Dodge City” . Part 2
(Repeat)

6.7

9.3

7.8

Boston Movietime—
“Witness to Murder”(Repeat) ;.
......... .WBZ
Rocky & His Friends ......... .WHDH

8.0

British Comm’l TV

First Days
!
In those first days, there were
less than 200.000 sets capable of
picking up the commercial pro¬
grams, while the new medium
wastft eyed without caution any¬
way by advertisers. A-R was soon
struggling, but a return here to
ATV’s situation gives probably a
more vivid instance of those early
headaches. For many months ATV
found that ad revenue didn’t even
cover the web's weekend program
operating costs in London; ’ but
additionally, although the Midlands
transmitter it was to operate I had
been skedded to open in Decem¬
ber, 1955, this in fact didn’t go on
the air until the following Febru¬
ary. So for five months ATV had
the overheads of. financing two
operations with only one" providing
(inadequate) revenue.
It wasn’t surprising that by the
end of April, *56, ATV was show¬
ing a loss of nearly $1,700,000. It

13.3 '

AVEBAGB

HIGH

WNAC-TV

MAN”—

weekdays, the North on weekdays,
in London at weekends and in the
Midlands weekdays, and in jthe
Midlands and North weekends.
ABDC was given the license; for
the third of these divisions, and
negotiated with incorporated Tele¬
vision Program Company to form
Associated Broadcasting Company
which was later renamed Asso¬
ciated Television Ltd.
ATV shared the then doubtful
glory of putting out the very first
transmissions on Sept. 22, 19551 to
the London area. The outfit didn't
as indicated, have the London area
weekday contract, which had gone
to Associated-Rediffusion Ltd. The
ITA’s one transmitter, incidentally,
was sited at Croydon, a few miles
south of London.
j|

BATING

12:00-2:00 p.ra.

3. “BIG SKY”—
Kirk Douglas,
Dewey Martin;
RKO; 1952; C&C Films

8. - “INVISIBLE

TIME SLOT

Royal Wedding...
.WHDH
Early Show......
......... .WNAC

.,

7.3

3-Web Campaign Coverage

—

:-Continued from page 31——

finger a preference, with one ex¬
ception.
; In closing, NBC reporters traveh
ling with Nixon and Kennedy, were
called upon to evaluate how each
was doing. . Sander Van Ocur said
Kennedy's effort had picked up
"momentum," a strong word in
such a delicate area. Herb Kaplow
didn’t go that tar with Nixon. With¬
out quarreling about the accuracy
or Inaccuracy of tha analyses, this
sort of thing can get politicians
excited, properly or improperly^
Newspapers do it daily, but they
aren't subject to political revenge
like tv has always been and may
always be.
Frank McGee, central cor¬
respondent of the production, edi¬
torially voiced the network’s posi¬
tion dearly stating NBC’s opinion
in advance. Ho Said the web de¬
plores religious intolerance in the
campaign. The. Republicans couldn’t
complain (the Democrats- are: run¬
ning a Catholic) when GOP candi¬
date Richard 11 Nixon-'has said
the same thing. Only the bigots
could gripe.

There has been considerable dis¬
appointment that the. “Great De¬
bates” haven’t been formatted as
genuine debates. But NBC at¬
tempted to create, the atmosphere
with film clips of Nixon 'and Ken¬
nedy taking contrary approaches to
foreign policy,. especially in their
attitudes toward Nikita Khrush¬
Columbus—Thomas M. . DitzeV chev and Fidel Castro. Differences
producer-director of WLM-D; Day- in their views on preparedness and
ton, Croslev tv stationj has accepted civil rights were also . sharpened
a similar post at WOSU-TV, the more than’has been the case in
Ohio State U. station, where he newspapers during the segments of
will be in charge of. in-schopl tv. excellently edited film clips. Neces¬
courses for the Columbus school sarily, some, of tha film cairie from
system.
1 press conferences when the cahdi-.

dates fumbled for words and spoke
unemotionally While others came
from speeches before a demonstra¬
tive crowd, with a pitch of excite¬
ment In. the oratory. McGee care¬
fully explained this so what was
said could be judged on its own
merits, rather than by the force of
its'delivery.
Coverage of the Vice Presiden¬
tial candidates was interesting, don*
both seriously and with feature^
twists for relief from the “heavy*
tone predominating through most
of the program.; Much information
was packed into the 60 minutes,
and it was nevbr dull.
-Taste of the first Longines-Wittiiauer commercial was question¬
able. Apparently after a political
tiein, the - sponsor noted.that
franklin D. .Roosevelt wore a
Longines wristwatch, and, to estab¬
lish bipartisanship, that. Helen
Hayes, a wellknown Republican,
also wehrs one.
The series shifts next Saturday
to
Huntley-Brinkley
interviews
with Nixon, Kennedy.'Lodge Wad
Johnson, each separately' for
Saturday Wight hour.
Carp.
San Francisco — Dave Larsen,
currently ;a sales, exec at KHlPFM, Frisch, has .received FCC
grant to go on the air with fourth
FM station in Minneapolis area,,
and plans to get on the air late next
month. He said station fare would
Include considerable jazz and folk
music, offer stereo and would pick*
up tapes of Jimmy Lyons’ and
Ralph J.; Gleason’s KHID shows.
Larsen said WAYL ■ would . share
studio with another Minneapolis
FMer, KWFM.

Wednesday, September 21, I960
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frmffi’ ARB SYNDICATION CHART

weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on.a local level and offers a rating study
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week
ten different markets are covered.
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com¬
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
Variety’s

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging frOm media
buyers To local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over, the: course of a year, ARB will tabulate it minimum of 247 markets. The re¬
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly'in Variety. Coupled with the fating per¬
formance'of the tap ten network shows on the local level, the Variety-ARB charts are
designed to ref lect, the rating tastes of virtually every tv market" in the U.S.

(Continued fron| pare 39)

DALLAS—FT. WORTH
RK.

STATIONS: KRLD, WBAP, WFAA, KFJZ. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7* I960,

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

PROGRAM—DAY-TIME

3. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)....WRAP
4. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00).......WFAA

11.3
...WBAP.. ..MCA
...KFJZ... .. Screen Gems 9.9

5. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-1:0:00).KRLD
Summer On

...KFJZ... ..Kellogg

Ice (Thurs. 8:30-9:30).. .WBAP

7. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)... KRLD
8.

The Rebel (Sun. 8:00-8:30). •...WFAA

9. The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30).WFAA.

AV.
RTG.

...KRLD.. .. .U.S. Borax
24:5
, . . WBAP., .. .Victory; Prog.
Sales
15.9
...KFJZ... .. Screen Gems 14.9

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9 00-9:30)..KRLD
2. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00).KRLD

6.

TED PROGRAMS
STA.
DISTRIB.

9.9

>. . KF JZ, ,. .. NTA

8.3

7. Whlrlybirds (Wed. 8:00).... ...KFJZ... ..CBS
8 Border Patrol (Wed. 8:30)...... . ..;KFJZ... ..CBS
9. Amos V Andy (Mon.-Fri. 5:30).V. ...KFJZ... . . CBS

7,6
7:3
7.0

.

10. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8;30).......KRLD
10. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).WFAA

DES MOINES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sea Hunt (Sat. 9:30)..........
Coronado 9 (Thurs. 9:30).;......
Manhunt (Wed. 9:30V.__......
Grand Jury (Sat. .9:30)..: *;...
Felix Cartoons (Sat. 10:30). .. ....

8.

Border Patrol (Fri. 7:30); .......

7. Death Valley Days (Sat. 10:30) .. .
. Lock-Up (Sun. 9:30) . .. ..........
9. Cannonball (Mon. 10:30) L........
10. Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30)......

8

LITTLE ROCK

...KRNT.. ..:Ziv-UA
...WHO
.MCA
...WHO;.. .. .Screen Gems
...WHO... .. NTA
...KRNT.. .. Trans-Lux
TV Features
...KRNT.. .. CBS
.. . KRNT .. .. .y.S. Borax
.. . WHO .
Ziv-UA
,.:KRNT . .. .ITC
. . .KRNT.. ..MCA

11.6

58:4 1
63.11
37.2
24:8

148
13.9
12.9

73.0
45.6
40.6
23.6
64.1
58.1

12.6

12.3
11.9

Grand Jury .... *..... ..WHO
Sid Caesar ....... ..KRNT
U.S. Steel Hour....... .KRNT
Sea Hunt ............ .KRNT

[ Circus Boy , ..........,
Masquerade Party .. >.
Million Dollar Movie...
What’s My Line .,:..
Primary Elec. Returiis.
Late Show .... . ......

Coronado 9 (Sat. 9:30).......
Rescue 8 (Sun. 8:00)
Whlrlybirds (Thurs. 9:30).......
Sea Hunt (Fri. 7:30)...........

MCA
24.3
..Screen Gems 20.4
. CBS
19.0
.Ziv-UA
17.3

9.6
27.9
9.0
io.o
21:6
21.6

17.6
26.5

4L6
5.3

4.0
5.7

.WHO
..WHO
..WHO
. . KRNT
..WHO
. .WHO

14.6
12:6

25.8
34.4
5:3

12.3
9.9

32.2
4:e
7.6

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.

Flight (Thurs. 7:00)........KARK... . CNP
14.8 f
Tombstone Territory (Sun. 9:30)KTHV
Ziv-UA
13.4 !
Screen Gems 12:4'.
Manhunt (Tues. 9:30) ..... >.:..KARK.
Grand Jury (Sun. 9:30). 1;.............KARK.... ..NT A.
12.0
113
This Man Dawson. (Tues.! 9:30)........ KATV t.. Ziv-UA
Death Valley Days (Sat; 9:30)..KARK:.. . U.S. Borax Ai.O
NTA
11.0
U.S. Marshal (Thur$. .9:30)........... KATV

Death Valley Days.._KARK
GE Theatre ............ KTHV
Sid Caesar
.../;.: .KTHV
Man From Blackhawk'.,. .KATV
Masquerade Party ....;.KARK
Donna Reed ■;.......... .KATV
Staccato
...........KATV
Gariy Moore .
KTHV
Tombstone Territory
. KTHV
Garry Moore ...........KTHV
Coronado 9
..... KTHV:
Whlrlybirds
...■:'. .KARK

STATIONS: WAVE, WHAS.

4. The Rifleman (Sat. 10:00-10:30)...
5. Real McCoys (Fri. 10:00-10:30) A

.WHAS
.WHAS
.WHAS
WAVE
.WAVE
.WAVE
.WAVE
.WHAS
WHAS
. WAVE*

53:0
1.
48.3
2.
40.6
3.
39.1
4.
38.4 5.
38.2
6.
37.7
7.
368
.
36.8
9.
33.5 10.

8

Sea Hunt (Sat. 9:30)....,........ i ..WHAS.. .. Ziv-UA
State Trooper. (Thurs. 9:30 f..
__ .WAVE.. : . MCA
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6.30).. ..WHAS.. .. Screed: Gems
Not For Hire (Mon, 10:00).:...,... . WAVE. , . CNP
Shotgun Slade (Wed. 10:00).:....;. ..WAVE.-. .MCA
Four Just Men (Sun. 9:30).. . ..,. .. ..WAVE.. ..ITC
Grand Jury (Tfies. 10:00)..... ..WHAS,:. .NTA
Lock-Up (Thurs. ,8:00).,.-- WAVE.. .. Ziv-U A
Tombstone Territory (Thurs! 8:00);. ..WAVE/. .. Ziv-UA
This Man Dawson (Tues. 8:00) :.. .... . : WHAS . : ., Ziv-UA

SPONSORS
FCC Wants All the Facts From Webs 1CBSM4
FOR NFL GR1DCASTS
On Affiliate Treatment of Politicos
Washington, Sept. 20i
Prodded by complaining Sena¬
tors, the Federal Communications
Commission has told radio and
television networks it wants all the
facts on which affiliates do and
don’t carry web programs featur¬
ing appearances by Presidential
and Vice Presidential candidates.
FCC has previously sent alii li¬
censees a political questionnaire
asking the. same question,* among
others. The latest FCC action was
to request the networks to furnish
FCC a complete report on station
clearances of every wreb program; in
which either Nixon or Lodge,Lor
Kennedy or Johnson participates.
This double effort was stimulated
by members of the Senate Com¬
merce Committee who took FCC
Commissioners to task two differ¬
ent times this year because the
Commission hasn’t done anything
about individual tv and radio sta¬
tions which refuse to carry cam¬
paign speeches of Presidential can¬
didates when the political party
involved buys the time. This, 'ac¬
cording to the unhappy Senators,
is contrary to the public interest.
In asking the nets to provide all
the facts on which of its affiliates

6.6

36.1 Take A Good Look.,.. .WFAA
40.9 f News; Weather;; News:
} Huntley-Brinklby ,:... •WBAP
21.3 Garry Moore . ...... . .; .KRLD
34.9 (News; Weather; News.
) Huntley-Brinkley .... - .WBAP
29.0 I News; Weather; News.
!wbap
(Huntley-Brinkley
KRLD
12.7 U.S. Steel Hour
Hawaiian Eye
>.:... .WFAA
13.7 Perry Como. ;.. . . .. i... .WBAP
.KRLD
11.5 I’ve Got A Secret....
36.3 Party Time .:. - ...... KRLD
Rocky & His Friends... WFAA
Teen-Age Downbeat ..; . LWBAP
My Friend Flicka:.;;.. WFAA

34.4
305
21.9
14.6

1.
i 2.
3.
4.

LOUISVILLE

Hennessy (Mon. 9:00-9:30).

61.8 Four Just Men..... .WFAA

STATIONS: K:\RK, KATV, KTHV, SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)...?.
2. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:0$)...
3. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)..
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30). L ..
5. Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00)...
6. Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30-8:00).
7. The Millionaire (Wed. 8:00|8:30):....
8. The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30).
9. Welk’s Dancing Party (Sat. 8:00-9:00).
10. Ann Sothern Show (Mon. 8:30-9:00)...

8.

AV.
RTG.

STATIONS: KRNT, WHO, WOI. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) . i.KRNT
Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:D0).KRNT*
Red Skelton (Tues, 8:30-9:00)-.... KRNT
Summer On Ice (Thurs. 8:3Q-9:30)-WHO
What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00).KRNT
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9).-KRNT
Hennessy (Mon. 9:00-9:30)....•KRN'P
June Allyson Presents (Mon. 9:30-10)-KRNT
U.S. Steel Hour (Wed. 9:00rl0;00>... .KRNT
Welk’s Dancing Party (Sat. 8:00-9:00). WOI

7. Wagon Train (Wed.

TOP COMPETITION
AV. 1
STA*
SH. PROGRAM

National League pro football bn
CBS-TV will have 14 regional
bankroliers when it starts this Sum
day. (25).
do and don’t carry such programs
this year—as well as any other - Philip Morris,, for Marlboro' Via
program on which the top candi¬ Leo Burnett, will.have a piece of
dates apear—FCC said it needed each regional web. All other spon¬
the information to ihakc a com¬ sors will be regional,, with the runprehensive report to Congress,
down as follows:
New York: P. Ballantine & Sons
via. Wm.Esty; Shell Oil, J. Walter
Thompson; and Studebaker-Pack¬
ard, D’Arcy. :.
RalphWeil and his longtime part¬
Philadelphia: Ballantine,; StUdener,. Arnold Hartley, have entered baker-Packard, and Sun Oil, via
a new7 business, in addition to all \Esty..
Washington: Studebaker-Packard
else. Pair, former bosses of WOV,
N.Y., and now the owner of another and Amoco via Joseph Katz agency.
Detroit:
Studebaker-Packard;
radio station and the applicants for
two more, have begun Key Broad¬ Falstaff Brewing via Dancer-Fitzcast Management Inc,, a manage¬ gerald-Sample; Speedway Oil and
Altes Lager via W. B. Doner.
ment consultancy.
Chicago;
Stiidebaker - Packard;
Weil is president. Hartley the
exec veepee and Edward L. Con¬ Falstaff; Standard Oil; (Indiana) via
nolly, treasurer. They plan to offer; D’Arcy, Chicago office. . .
“advisory services to broadcasters
St. Louis; Ealstaif; Standard Oil
on all phases of management, sales, (Ind.); ?Studebaker - Packard; Pan
sales and audience promotion, mer¬ Am Oil via Joseph Katz agency.
chandising, ‘program development,
Dallas: Falstaff 'and Studebakeraccounting
and
organizational Packard.
structure.” First biz for Key comes
Green Bay: Standard Oil (Ind.);
from KATZ, the Weil-Hartley^ Studebaker r Packard; and : Hamm
.owned station in St, Louis. Pair Brewing via Campbell-Mithun.
also have filed for purchase of
Pacific (Los Angeles and San
KCOR. San Antonio, and WMMW, Francisco): Falstaff and Union Oil
Meriden, Conn.
Via Young & Ru-bicam.

Weil-Hartley Consultancy

42:7
31.8
288
25.5
24.9
21.2

20.9
19.8
19.2
18:9 .

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, I960.

70.2 Welk’s Dancing Party. ...WAVE
65.3 Sid Caesar :.......... ...WHAS
64.9 The Plainsman
...... ...WAVE
62.51 Pat Boone
—...,. .. WHAS
76.6 Yoiir Question
;. ...WHAS
48.6 What’s My Line...... .. .WHAS
10.6 Alfred Hitchcock :.,.. ...WAVE
55.2. Producer’s Choice ;.. :.. Wave
-40.8 Zane Grey Theatre ...
.WHAS
45.7 George Burps. ---- ;..WAVE

18.2
169
15.8
13.2
7.6
22:5
18.9
15:9
27.9
22,6

Miami A Mess
S' Continued from page 26 s
pending. The emissary selected by
Biscayne to. contact Mack, accord¬
ing to Stern, was Ben A. Fuqua,,
veepee of Florida Power and Light
Co , a close friend of the ex-Commissioner’s since college days;
John D. Pennekamp, associate
editor of the Miami Herald; was
also mentioned by Stern as having
set up a luncheon meeting between
Trammell and Mack, among other
things.
In the case of South Florida;
Perrine Palmer Jr.,' Miami con¬
struction
man,
and
Thurman
Whiteside, Mack’s old pal in the
Channel 5 case, were, the chief
protagonists: Stem said that South
Florida president Jack Stein asked
Palmer to contact Mack on the
firm’s behalf holding Out the prom¬
ise of a construction: contract for
the station if the channel award
went its way. Whiteside, according
to Stern,; spoke many times to
Mack, at the instigation of Stein.
Another old friend of Mack’s,
Miles H. Draper, Tampa attorney
and prominent Florida Republican,
was engaged by East Coast osten¬
sibly to work up sentiment against
any award to Biscayne. “But what
he really did,” Stem said, “was to
enter immediately into correspond¬
ence with ‘Dear RichieV* (Mack)

making pleas on behalf of East
Coast.
“Such then,” declared Stern,;
“were the private, approaches, made
to Mack by representatives of Bisr
cayne, South Florida and East
Coast. That they, were all wholly
improper and outside the recog¬
nized and public processes of ad¬
judication is so obvious as to re¬
quire no amplification'in that re¬
gard.”

IBEW-NABET
—», Continued from page 27

Screen Actors Guild and American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists expire on Nov. 15, • and if
these talks continue for any length
of time, they could overlap with
those of IBEW and NABET,
Some. NABET
rank-and-filers
seek pension & welfare benefits
from ABC. Network has hone, for
technicians at present, according to.
a labor sopree. This has not been
resolved within the union ap¬
parently, as another body of ABC
technicians seeks straight wage in¬
creases and apparently would be
willing to sacrifice p&w gains to
get more money.
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®eiEZT
this season, mpre than in previous
years. Off-network rerun product
-^-firsLrun in syndication—abounds,
on the station. Outlet successfully
; Continued from past 29
sells' itself as the station with the
network
programming image. In
“Movie
Four”
with
its
pix
pro¬
ming for '6U-’61 in the top market
gramming resembles an art house. fact it’s so successful in its cam¬
or the U.S.
paign,
that
99% of its sponsors are
WABC-TV also has a syndie
Telecasting of local vidpix. vidlineup at 7 p.m., with “Blue An¬ national advertisers.
tape and pix in the N. Y. market gels,” “Jim Backus Show,” “Tales
WNTA-TV. outlet which took a
this season finds the following of the Vikings” and “U. S. Mar¬ creativjB plunge to- rovide an alter¬
shal.” “Case of the Dangerous native, programming service iri the
lineup among the seven stations:
WCBS-TV telecasts more than 20 Robin” has a Tuesday 10:30 p.m. N. Y. market, appears to have its
| slot. ABC-TV also is heavy in toughest financial days in the past.
features per week in its cinematics : cartoon programming, having re- “Play of The Week” showcase is
•lots, which includes “Late Shpw,” | cently replenished its supply with virtually sold out. National strip
“Late. Late Show,” “Early Show" | some hefty purchases. Last firstrun rate is $3,500: compared to the dis¬
•nd weekend pix programming. I pix buy for its feature slots was counted rate last season of about
j the Lppert bundle. It has Brown $1,000 for. a minute, spot, prior to
CBS-TV o&o has the heftiesf li¬ 6 Williamson. Ballantine and Standard Oil (N.J.V stepping in as
brary of features in the market. Its others riding on its syndie product sole sponsor, NT A o&o has the
backlog counting more than 2.000 as program buyers, with others as 20th-Fox post-48’s for its “Pic¬
pix. including such major libraries participation clients.
ture of The Week,” “Mike Wallace
as Metro and Paramount. Firstrun
half-hour product in the evening i All three web o&o’s during day¬ Interviews” are back for another
hours is confined to only three time hours have strips of rerun season. Ditto “Daywatch.”
WNEW-TV is keyed to half-hour
•eries. “Sea Hunt." “Exclusive" and syndie product.
No doubt about. it.. Most Impor¬ product and pix as its basic pro¬
“Brothers Brannigan." Bristol-My¬
gramming
format. Recent station
ers is sponsoring “Sea Hunt,” tant station in the market for halfRheingold Beer has picked up al¬ hour syndie product is indie WPIX. buys . of . 30-minuters include “As¬
signment
Underwater,"
“Coronado
ternate-week sponsorship of “Bran¬ For its nighttime bloc alone, run¬
nigan" and Lanolin Plus is riding ning from 7:30 to 11 p.m,, WPIX Nine,” “RCMP,” “Pony Express.”
alternate weeks on “Exclusive,” [utilizes 43 different 30-minute ail firstfunners.. Others include offLatter property from ABC Films series. All told. Daily News indie network “Tightrppe,” “Circus Boy”
consists of only 13 episodes.
has 70 separate half-hour series and “Award Theatre” (Alcoa-GoodWNBC-TV has a weekday slot being telecast.. Only deviation from year). Pix bought by the station in
for half-hour syndie product at half-hour format is an occasional the past few months are all reruns.
at 7 p.m. Lineup includes “Shot¬ feature film, news-weather pro¬ Roster . includes 20th-Fox packages
gun Slade," Ballantine; “Death grams. cartoons and short subjects off WCBS-TV, v WNBC-TV and
Valley Days.” Borax; “Lock Up," for kiddies, and. the one-hour vid- WPIX, as well as a. Screen Gems
American Tobacco; and “Third taped syndie show' "Divorce Court.” package off WCBS-TV. Metropolis
Man.” Rheingold. "Johnny Mid¬ Daily- News indie has a strong tan Broadcasting outlet also is
night” on Wednesdays at i0:30 is ' kiddie, bloc running from 4 to heavily engaged in production of
alternatively sponsored by Philip 7 p.m. It’s opening a Sunday morn¬ one-shot specials, ranging from
Morris and Aerowax. Station feels ing children’s block from 9:30 to health themes to a Ben Hecht sa¬
its found a feature niche, for itself 12:30 p.m. Most, of the client buys tirical documentary on the Ameri¬
can gangster. Sonny Fox’s “Wonvia its purchase of J. Arthur Rank are participations, but there’s
and Flamingo packages. Outlet’s healthy chunk of program buys, too. derama” on weekends, and cartoon
shows make up the station's hefty
and successful kiddie bloc.
WOR-TV remains, the station
with the. feature image. .Besides
its pioneer “Million Dollar. Movie,”
16 showings Wreekly, it has cine¬
matic strips such as ‘-Foreign Film
Festival.” “Sneak Preview;” and
“Art Film:” Station . 'ill have a
Spanish-speaking pix showcase this
season with English sub-titles. More
than 60% of . its total schedule is
accounted for by pix telecasting.
“Playbdy’s Penthouse”. is one of
the few; syndie programs being tele¬
cast by the station-this season.
There's profitable kiddie strips
and such personalities as Jean
Shepherd, Long John Nebel and
Hy Gardner to fill out the sched¬
ule.

BBG-TV Imports

Gotham TV Profile

GTV 9,MELBOURNE

(BBC, A-R Split

Continued from page 28
there building /a. 60-minute docu¬
mentary on the two candidates,
Denis Mitchell is also in America
compiling three 30-minuters on the
country’s way of life, in the way
he covered Africa in his “Wind of
Change” series. The “Panorama”
program will present an edition,
immediately before polling, on the
latest shape of the campaign; BBCTV will take the tv debate between
candidates Kennedy and Nixon
and air it “within hours of the
event.”
Other highlights of the upcoming
period include an 18-part serial, as
compared /with the customary sixpart job. by Francis Durbridge and
featuring Jack Hedley as an inves¬
tigator, the ambitious taped “In¬
spector Maigfet” stories w h 1 frh
debut Oct. 31, performances of
Eugene O’Neill’s three sea plays
(next Tuesday, 27) and “Moon For
the Misbegotten" (OcL 27), a halfdozen programs for zanycomedian
Michael Bentine; the Sunday night i
V a u d e show" “Showtime." and a I
new showbiz mag “Parade,” ar¬
ranged and presented by Alan MeL
ville and . which will have a spot !
for visiting celebs who’re passing
through town' Newr plays by top
writers will. a^. already reported,
also figure large.

sssssi

Continued .from paee29

British Variation
. Continued from pose 29 SL—a

fits, have gone out -on Individual
limbs and taken, for instance,
NfiC’s “Life Of Riley/’ to reap
ratings that at least stand looking
at alongside those secured by
shows previously grabbed froi
the network for the same slots.
“Silent Service” is another skein
from the same source that, has
clicked in like, manner.
Inasmuch as there’s a 14% ceil¬
ing here for the showing of donBritish. programs on commercial
tv, and as the principal progr:a ni
fount is still the network, these
deals aren’t going to . bring untold
riches to the distribs. Bift the effort
is proving worthwhile when a
single print can be used in one
area, passed to another, then
shipped overseas to continue its
: effective life until, probably; -sub*[titling renders it useless for
! further circulation.

ing the new FCC rulings also char¬
acterized the general syndie mar¬
ket as “still Very bad,” He said
there1 was an Oversupply of prod¬
uct in terms of the needs and the
“weak" syndie houses will not sur¬
vive. He said that NTA would go
in for more specialized tape prod¬
uct a la “Play of The Week,”
“Open End,” “Bishop Sheen,” etc.
David Griesdorf, prexy of KtA
Telefilms of Canada, reported on
an expanded Canadian market,
with two channels supplanting
single channel markets. NTA has
minority interests in two Canadian
tv channels, one in Ottawa and the
other in Pembroke.
In the first six-months of the
current fiscal year, NTA lost
about $2,700,000. In speaking of
the loss, Unger stated that 80%
of N.TA’s income Was applied for
amortization. He said NTA would
retain the amortization tables, but
saw increased incomes and ef¬
Washington, Sept. 20.
fected economies turning the red
National Assn, of Broadcasters ink to black.
has named Campbell Arnotilx,
WTAR Radio-TV . Corp, Norfolk, as
chairman of the Television. Music
Advisory Committee.
Other members named were:
Payson Hall, Meredith Broadcast¬
Buy of American Tobacco on sec¬
ing Corp., Des Moines; John E.
McCoy, Storer Broadcasting (Co., ond year, production of Ziv-UA’s
Miami Beach; Clifford M. Kirtland, “Lock Up” on WNBC-TV, N.Y.,
jr., Traiiscontineht Television raises the number of markets for
Corp., New York; John J. Murphy, the tobacco firm to 54,
veep, Crosley Broadcasting Co.,
Additional stations to buy the
Cincinnati;
Robert H. Smith, MacDonald Carey starter include: I
WCYB-TV. Bristol, Va.; Charles C. KCBD; Lubbock, Tex.; KGBT, HarWoodard, Westinghouse Broadcast¬ lington, Tex.; WNBF, Bingham¬
ing po., Newr York; and Clair R. ton. N.Y.; WJRT, Flint, Mich.;
MuCollough, prez of Steinmari Sta¬ KSTP, Minneapolis; WKTV, Utica,
tions, Lancaster, Pa.
N.Y. and WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa.

NAB Taps Araonx

London, Sept.. 2ft.
In a surprise deal, BBC-TV J»
to ' share with Associated-Rediffusion the 52 British feature films
which the. commercial network ac¬
quired from John Woolf and
Daniel Angel ..at the beginning of
the year;,
A unique feature; of the agree¬
ment is that the BBC was invited
to divide the package into t\v
equal halves, and A-R had the
choice of which half they Would
like for first showinff oh tv, The
other 26 will be shown first by
BBC,
Subsequently,
the tw»
batches of films will bet exchanged
for repeat showings.
.. Among the features Included In
the package are, “Richard III,**
"African Queen,” “Moulin Rouge,"The Sea Shall Not Have Them.”
“Kid For Two Farthings” -And
“iron Petticoat.”

Max Ferguson succeeds Fred
Davis starting Oct. 17 as host of
“Open House” Canadian Broadcasting Corp. daily program. For
past two years, Ferguson had been
an interviewer on “Seveh-O-One/*
formerly “Tabloid.” Davis is oc¬
cupied with other tv commitments,
which brought about his resigna¬
tion from “Open House:”

Amer. Tobacco Renewal
On Ziv’s lock Up’

DALY
tor the most successful show ever
produced in Australia!

w HON

#3

\

^tnonfl

aU shows,
a«
a\V month .
ze.e
st** sH^B*gon

GTV 9. TELEVISION CITY
RICHMOND VIC. AUSTRALIA

EMMETT KELLY
M»t.: LIONARD GRECN
300 I. Slot St.; N«w York
PL 3-1744

'SEA HUNT
starring

LLOYD BRIDGES
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except on the fresh, new hour show
If we may name drop for a moment.. . our guest list is impres¬

of easy informality and graciousness . .-. and you have a show

sive. Just check the group assembled here (identified above, if a

that has great appeal for a vast audience, playboy’s penthouse

name should escape you). playboy's penthouse relies on an old-

is available now for syndication—26 one-hour shows. Arrange

fashioned, but always unbeatable factor; superb entertainment

for a screening now. This Is the show to

made by the show business people everybody is talking about

watch. * Hosted and produced by Hugh M.

from one coast to the other. Add to that an atmosphere of a

Hefner* Editor and Publisher of Playboy

sophisticated penthouse ... a witty host* who projects a mood

Magazine, o ffi ci a l

..

.

films, inc.

25 WEST 45 STREET
NEW YORK 36. N. Y.

pLaza 7-0100

©I960, OIKcTst

Ims, Ire.
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Advertisers
are
Flocking to

POPEYE
the

Wednesiday, September 21, I960

PS&EETY

TV-Radto Production Centres
Continued from page 38.;

CBS’

“Capitol

Cloakroom”

producer

Ellen

Wadley, new prexy

of

American,Women in Radio and Television local chapter, honored at a
Broadcasters’ Club party by her boss, CBS Washington news-public
affairs director Ted Koop . .
Connie B. Gay*. who’s buying .Missouri
stations KFEQ-AM-TV, St. Joseph, and KLIK-AM, Jefferson City; has
formed a corporation to offer 130,000 shares Of common stock at $1
each; registration, papers have been filed with the Securities aind
Exchange Commission . . . Jimmy Gibbons and Eddie Gallaher will
provide play-by-play and commentary for the 10 professional football
games skedded for WTOP-TV.starting next Sunday ... ./VVRC radio .fpr
the seventh year will broadcast the Navy grid .schedule
David
Fentress is new. addition to WWDC’s announcing staff.

fiV BOSTON . .

TV
STAR

“We are so enthused over the
new Popeye cartoons tliat we
have increased our Ptjpeye pro¬
gram to a full hour as of October
1st, and we are delighted to say
tl»at this new hour format is sold
out as of that date.”
RICHARD W. JOLLIFFE
(General Sales Manager
KTLA-TV, Los Angeles

“Commercial interest high; ahready liave confirmed orders and
expect to be sold out by starting
date.”
ROY BACUS, Manager
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth

“We got Popeye the Sailor Man
And the sponsors
to Channel Five ran.
While he won’t start 'til October
We're already in clover.
With Popeye the Sailor Man.”
PAUL SCIANDRA
WROC-TV, Rochester (X. Yr)

Over 75 stations already have
bought the ONLY AtL-NEW
POPEYE cartoons produced es¬
pecially for television.

W'HDH-TV scored a first With hour-long fashion show, produced
by Sid Pike, directed by Bob Kirikead and Written by Jess Cai
ith
Juli Dane commentating, showing. 21 models in 100 outfits in color
. . . WBZ-TV program manager Herb Cahan. on United Fund’s public
relations institute panel discussing public arid mass communications
. . . Don O’Shea promoted to account exec/in WBZ-TV sales. Lawrence
Feeney, formerly of Texaco Inc., to O'Shea’s post as field sales coor¬
dinator . . . Donn 'Winther, ad and promo, director, WFIL radio-tv.
joins WBZ-TV as ad and promo manager, succeeding William Colvin
who resigned to return to TvB, N. Y. . .
Bill McColgan, formerly at
WESX. Salem, now radio voice of Cleveland Browns
Shelly Saltman, WBZ-TV ass’t advertising, and sales promo, mgr. nominated
among 10 most outstanding N. E. sales promotion executives. 1959-60.,
by SPEA . . . Bob Allen, WEEI account exec, tb \VCBS, N. Y. .
WNAC-TV produced a special half-hour film* narrated by Roy Leonard
in behalf of the “Jimmy Fund”. . . Leonard J. Patrieelli, veep for pro¬
grams, Hartford. Conn., named member of the NAB 1960:61 tv film
committee . .,. Management of WBZ-TV and WBZ radio editorializing
for expansion of driver ed courses in Mass, high schools as a possible'
means of reducing traffic accident toll caused by youthful drivers . . .
All-night FM programming on an experimental basis will be -started
by WERS, Emerson College FM station
Joe Levine, WHDH-TV
film ed, off to Coast .
. Judy Valentine’s, tv show', “Judy And. Gog¬
gle,’’ being set for return to WHDH-TV

IN SAN FRANCISCO . .
Jerry Friedman has been named station manager of Gordon Broad-,
casting’s newly acquired KQBY, ex-KQBY. He had previously sold
for KNBC, KROW (now KABL) and KLX (now KEWB)
; Harry P.
Sherinian Jr., was named assistant sales, promotion manager oFKCBS
—he’s an ex-KTVU promotion man
... ETV KQED televised its'an¬
nual membership meeting Monday (19) night
KGO-TV hung out
a “75% sold out” sign on its new' Sunday, 75-minute Herb Caen-WHr
Ham Winter show, which starts on the aii Oct. 2 . ., New in KGO-AMTV engineering department is James Von Striver, ex-KOVR. Stockton.
ex-KGMB-TV, Honolulu, ex-KRON, Frisco . . Ed Sullivan, spent week
in Frisco taping first of the “See America with Ed” show's, turned up
to catch The Limeliters and Johnny Mathis at the Geary, held a press
conference on behalf of Westirighouse’s KPIX. spoke to Frisco Ad
Club . . . Examiner’s Dwight Newton started his 20th schoolcast,sea¬
son on KFAX . . . Steve Allen, at lafge and at leisure, spent an eve-,
ning playing piano for Sylvia Syms.at the lowercase hungry i’s “Other
Room”. . . Vanessa Brown popped into Frisco to pitch. Israel Bonds
... In addition to KHIP-FM, Radio Free Europe/United Nations Ra¬
dio and U. S. Information Service wdll all broadcast next Weekend’s
Monterey Jazz Festival—three latter will. be airing -fest for overseas
consumption, of course .
. K.GO-TV packed more than 150 agency
reps into preview party for “Hong Kong.”

in Music,’’ with Philadelphia Orchestra eonceftmaster Anflhel Brust*
low as host, returned to WRCV-TV for the second year (17) , . . AllAmerican and All-Professional quarterback Norman Van Brocklin will
make his tv,debut in a half-hour session before the Philadelphia Eagles
games on WCAU-TV starting (Oct. 2). Station’s sports director, Bill
Campbell, will run aif interference for star back.

IN DETROIT
Myrtle Labbitt, of CKLW, saluted by Detroit Chapter, American
Women, in Radio arid Television, on anniversary, of 25 years in broad¬
casting
. WJR arid WXYZ have received United States Treasury.
Department’s award for “meritorious public service” for broadcasting
news of Federal tax laws . . . WXYZ’s Johnny Ginger sheds overalls
and sweatshirt for a bellboy’s, uniform as he. begins a new afternoon
sh
“The Three Stooges and Johnny Ginger” . . WJR news director
William Sheehan will cover the. opening of the I960j61 session of. the
United Nations General Assembly in Part Vi of his “Close Up” world
affairs series, sponsored by Michigan Consplidatfed Gas Co/ .
. WX.YZ
radio announces that the audience survey, report conducted by C. E.
Hooper for July and August has established the station .as having the
largest listening .audience in a tri-county area .
More than 15 leading
universities within WJR’s listening area will contribute a variety of
yputhful musical talent to “Campus Concert” each Sunday from 5:30
to 6 p.i . . ... WWJ will broadcast ali University of Michigan football
games with Don Kreirier and Bennie Oosterbaan describing the action
;. .
“Superman” is a; new WXYZ-TV entry with Faygo . Beverage
sponsoring.

IN CINCINNATI
;
WLW-T presenting new yearly series of “This Fascinating World”
j for the Central Trust Co., and “Adventure Tomorrow” for Cincinnati.
Gas & Electric Co. . . .“Play of the Week” Wednesday
ight series
I on WKRC-TV preemed with interview of producer David Susskind by
j E. B. Radcliffe. Ciricy Enquirer, critic . , .: WCPO airing footbali games
■ of U: of Cincinnati and Xavier .U -with Dick Bray at rriike-. .
Cecil
j ilale. a 30-year radio vet. exited WZIP to becoriie assistant professor
at Mt. St. Joseph College . . . Gil Sheppard, ex radio jock and film
iexploitcer. to Capitol Theatre thumping groups for “Beri-Hur”.
!
Changes at WCKY! have Faul Miller leaving air to become program
director; Lloyd Baldwin as director of public affairs plus, his news and
telephone programs: newcomer Bob Lawson assisting I.eo Underhill
on platter sessions and Steve Kline as production specialist:

IN CLEVELAND
A deal wherein Joe Finan, former KYW disk jockey ousted last
December ;in the payola probes. Would have dprie late night inter¬
views on WDOK Radio fell through. Fred Wolf, WDOK head man,
said the ad agency involved “seemed to be trying to run my statioix ’
for me”. . . Raidio-tv newsmen got a good workout when Cleveland’*
famed nitery. Theatrical Grill, burned down right downtown. Most
ingenious were KIW’s live TV coverage from a window in the station
nearby and -WGAR Radio’s hookup of a transistorized amplifier for
direct broadcasts to a pay phone in a building across the street by
engineers Lloyd Wingard and Windsor Atwater
... WERE is supply¬
ing five-minute newscasts to the Cleveland Board of Education’s FM
outlet' WBQE, for classroom listening
; Kenneth Cv Philo is the new'
art director at KYW-TV, coming here! from KMTV, Omalia^ He re¬
places Edward GQOdrich, who resigned.

j
Ottawa—Taking over from' Ted
I Pope,! killjed in a facing-car smash* up Aug. 15, executive producer
Continued from naee » SSSS
j Raymond Whitehouse is! personally
are still some that have riot yet ap¬ f prodiici
“Aunt Jeanie arid the
proved the proposal. The agency :. Idol” by Audrey Piggott on CBCdoesn’t
isualize any great dif¬ j!T\”3 weekly network half-hour
ficulty, however.
i “First Person;”
With so much Saturday morning
time to fill—and the time is essenTwentieth-Fox’s non-network KMSP-TV starts the NT A taped “Play jtially kidvid time?—CBS Is riot the
of the Week” series Oct, 3, kicking off with “Medea.” Plays .are sched¬ j.only network that has to consider
uled for 8:30 p.m. Mondays. Station also will present football for first
! making abnormally high discounts
time—the taped Saturday Notre Dame games Sundays at 7:30 p.ni.
Brokers and Financial
. . . Newscaster Bill Ingram, long with local KSTP-TV: and briefly to lure advertisers. “Howdy
with KMSP-TV after quitting his XSTP-TV. $35,000-a-year job when Doody,” soon leaving the air, has
Consultants
the station refused to send a cameraman to his home to take pictures cost NBC-TV about $10,000 a week
of him and his children for Christmas eye showing pri his program,
produce, yet the network has
has joined KROC tv and radio, Rochester. Minn. ..: !., Bid Mesibov,
fit to sell the program to
ABC-TV netw'ork exploitation ..director, visited. WTC/N-TV, ABC affili¬
ate . .
Robert Taylor, “The Detectives” star, flew here frorii Holly¬ sponsors for a total production
wood in his own plane to plug the series .
Dick Clark was here charge of $4,000 dr so a week.
with network clients, agency executives, the press and WTCN-TV
Sh ’ Lewis, costing less every
execs ... V. Fae fhomas, producer of ABC:TVs. “Expeditiori;” has a
50 East 58th Street
press and client [luncheon tossed for. her-by WTCN-TV. Taped series’ week to produce than “Howdy,” is
New York 22, N, Y.
first, “The Frozen Continent.” was shown. WTCN-TV itself will pro¬ moving into the latter’s slot shortly.
Nabisco
has
bought
15
minutes
of
duce a Tw:in Cities’ “Expedition” program every thirdWeek during
ELdoradp 5-0405
the series . . . Harry Bannister. NBC-TV v.p, in charge of . station re¬ . the. new Lewis package at a cost of
lations, spent day with Stan Hubbard, head of KSTP tv and radio, roughly $2,000 a week, it is under¬
NBC affiliate . . . WCCO Radio (CBS affiliate) landed nine new adver¬ stood. This would, also indicate a
tisers and five renewals last month .
. Dick Driscoll, WDGYi staffed, • loss to NBC-TV in an early Satur¬
claiming local long distance disk jockey championship following a 65- day time’ period; The webs, figur¬
hour plus “marathon” during which he was. continuously on flie air, ing a little is better than. nothing,
are willing to make the rakeoff.
playing records and tiding announcements
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NBC MuscJt

Local officials of U. S. Steel asked Max Liebmait to change rehearsal
time for Jackie Cooper so that the star could be on hand to meet the
Continued from pace 27 SSSSS'
kids during last week-end’s telethon on KDICA-Ty for benefit of Vari¬
ety Club Charities. Other stars/who appeared Were Raymond Burr, the NBC premiere ("Tab Hunter
Roscoe Karns, Fabian, Elaine *Stfitch, Shirley Bonne, Jack Smith’ and Show ”); With a 19.9 to NBC’s 164
Clayton Moore * . . Janies J. Sieger has been named continuity super¬ arid ABC’s 12.2.
At 9, seasonal preem of -‘Gen¬
visor at KDKA . . . Leo Johnson is the new* host on “Luncheons at
One” on WIIC. He will use femriie personalities in area to .assist . . ; eral Electric Theatre” on CBS ran
Dick Groat, injured captain of the Pittsburgh Pirates, is now; on KDKA away with it on the multi-city re¬
every night at 7:05 w'ith the station’s top-rated personality, Rege Cor- port. getting the night’s highest
dic. They discuss the current national league pennant, race! Cordic audience. GE got a 24.5 to ABC’s
and his company (Karl Hardman and Bob Trowel supply their excel¬ “Rebels” 12,9 and the Chevy my¬
lent comedy to go with Groat’s factual analysis of the race
. .: Mary stery shows 13.8 on NBC. Next pre¬
Eythe, “Mrs. Pennsylvania” of 1958, is doing, the commercials for miere on Sunday Was NBC’s “Lor¬
Giant Eagle on its “Walter Winchell File” and Hie half-hour seg on etta Young Show” .at 10, which hit
the “Dave Garroway Show”. . . Leonard Kapner, head riian at WTAE, 23.1 on the multi-city report, to
15:4 and.8>fi -to the-r-eruns on rivals
and.his wife off to Europe .
CBS and ABC respectively.
Saturday (17) , CBS kept Its lead
7;30- to 8:30 -p.iri/ with veteran,
-WRCV-TV presenting “Plfi?>r of‘the Week” in. a 13-week series which frontrunner “Perry Mason” but
teed off with Judith Anderson, in “Medea” (18) . . . John Mahan, for¬ the multi-city Afibitrons pulled 4
mer -WPEN program director, -and educator. ^Br.’ Bernard Siem have sw'ilch - at 8:30, when the second
opened the. School of 'Broadcasting :Video Arts/'On the staff ire Hill .week-of “Tall Man” on’NBC-outdid
Smith, Jules-Rind and Dick Shipp; of WPEN; Jim Burke WKDN, Cam¬ the first half of CBS-TV’s premier¬
den; and Jerry Gillies^ WAMS, Wilmington
. Gene Milner. WIP ing “Checkmate” 18:6 to 17.8, but
deejay, will emcee finals and crown Sons of Italy Cdlumbus/ Day in the second half of “Checkmate”
“Queen” (Oct. 12) at the Bellevue Stratford
. . Barney Sackett doing (9-9:30) the CBS entry beat NBC’s
the legit reviews for WlP, for the second year
. Bob Mitchell, for¬ ‘‘Deputy” 20.5 to 19.6. The firstmer WIBG d.j,. nowr at a: San Francisco station . . . Harry Sheble. for¬ week ratings give the NBC-CBS
mer WHAT late nite disk jockey, and recently working in Miami sweepstakes., a neck-and-rieck qual¬
Beach, now doing a rock ’n’ roll show on WEEZ^ Chester . . .“Portraits ity in key Saturday, hours.
I
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25 Years Ago This Week

RADIO-TELEVISION

P^RIETY

radio stations.
Bing Crosby with Jimmy Dorsey
signed to take over the Kraft. Show
Dec. 1,
w headed by Paul Whiteman.
William Morris Agency was mull¬
ing a merger with Frank Qrsatti’s
Hollywood agency- but nothing
came of that.
Paramount’s “Big Broadcast, of
1936” featured Jack Oakie, Burns
& Alien, Lyda ROberti, Wendy Bar¬
rie, Benny Baker, Akim Tamiroff,
Nicholas Bros. '
....
Most played on the airy over
WEAK, WJZ and WABC. listed
“In The; Mood For Love,” “Cheek
to Cheek,” “You Are All I Need,”
“Accent On Youth,” “Couldn’t Be¬
lieve My. Eyes,” “East Of The Sun,”
“Lulu’s Back In Town,” “And Then
Some.” “Without A Word of Warn¬
ing,” “Isn't This A Lovely Day,”
“I’m On A Seesaw,” "Top Hat,
WOR took oyer NBC’s lease of White Tie and Tails,” “Little Gyp¬
the radio endorsement racket, by \
the studio atop the New Amster¬ sy Tea Room,” “I Wish On The
fixing a fee for commercial testi-J
dam Theatre at West 42d St. New Moon:” “Sweet and Lovely,” “I
mOhials, . and turn it over to relief;
York.'
" '
Feel A Song Coming On,” “Truckorganizations.
j AFM president James C.. PetrilKate Smith’s^ A&P “Coffeetime
Show,’' .booked
into . Madison
Square Garden, was the first spon¬
sored commercial show. Admission
free’ Garden rental, was $6,000 for
the night.
NAB planned awards “for meri¬
torious radio programs.’’ Commit¬
tee included Lambden: Kay, WSB,
Atlanta, chairman; Merlin H. Ayes'worth. NBC; Burridge D. Butler.
\VLS; Chi; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, prez
of NAB. and v.p. ; bf WJR, Detroit;
and William S. Paley; CBS.
Walter P. Chrysler, Sr. planned
to turn radio actor in a one-shot
exploitation pitch in behalf of the
new Plymouth car; Reg’ular profes¬
sional show comprised Lou Holtz;
Pick & Pat. Lowell Thomas. Being
sought were Phil: Baker and. Burns
, & Allen.
VaRi
ran a special Fall Ra¬
dio Business Forecast,

Variety’s lead story: BOWES agencies wanted from radio sta¬

NO; 1 MONEY MAN: Major Ed¬ tions was a breakdown of definite
policies, outstanding ideal features,
ward Bowes million-ary ear income
national tieups, reception quality,
from amateurs broke it down to local preference of merchants, stu¬
f&OOO weekly from radio; $ 12.500 dio equipment, along w ith the basic
oil units; $1,000 for shorts, besides Information about managementpersonnel, power, network affilia¬
$500 as managing director of the
tion; etc.
Capitol Theatre, N. Yi
Ed East & Ralph Dundee, with
■ War rumbles: the first war.clause; Dorothy Chase, were: dong their
written into a radio contract was perennial “Sisters of the Skillet”
season. Other pre¬
the New York distributor of Bel for the ne'»
mieres that week were Dorothy Lapaese cheese, with WOR, reserv¬
mour, “Atlantic Family” (Frank
ing the right to cancel immediately Parker,
Red
Nichols,
Everett
if Italy engages in war with. Ethio- Sloane, Rosemary DeCamp, Rita
pi
On
humorous
.Solly Allyn. Jack McBride); Grace Moore
for Vick Chemical; Kraft. Music
Violinsky said he received ,a variety
Hall with Paul Whiteman, Mischa
offer from Germany: “1,250 a week, j Levitzki, Michael Bartlett, Bobby
nd funeral expenses.”
j Burns,. June Knight, Helen Jepson,
Gary Cooper sought to stamp out: Ramona and.Ford Bond. ,

Radio admen picked thes. ,as;
the top 15 bands: Guy Lombardo,
Paul. Whiteman, Fred
Waring,
Wayne King, Rudy Vail
Ray
Noble, Hal Kemp, Caso Loma Or^
thestra, Tddy Duchin, Ben Bernie.
Dorsey Bros., .Ted Fio Rite, Abe
.Lyin'
George Olsen, Dick. Hinibtr.
Standard Oil of New Jersey
<F>s*o> bought news breaks on all
NBC
wned-and-operated stations
i;:st of the Mississippi, calling for
live-minute spots a day, everyday,
utilizing United Press hews service.
Elliot Roosevelt talking a deal
to join the Southwest network,
under Lee. Armer.
Fred Allen, with Portland Hoffa,
eh . route from Coast holiday to
start rehearsing his new Ipana and
Sal-Hepatica series:
Texaco talking a $10,000 sponsor¬
ship fee for “Jumbo,’’ Billy Rose's
new legit spectacular at the Hip¬
podrome;.
Book publishers Doublfeday-Doran in a deal oyer WOR, N. Y., to
broadcast a; weekly half-hour se¬
ries,. based on their crini books!
Minsky’s burlesque talking a ra¬
dio hookup to broadcast amateur
striptease contests.
Th
1935 Fall Radio Business
Forecast, also reported that oyer
85% of. the membership of 'the
American Assn. Of Advertising
Agencies: now charge their clients
a 15Co commission on talent; also
that talent comprised 30% of the
adiO program costs.
The 1935 forecast, was an $85,000.000. gross for .broadcasting; ae^
cording to the National Association
of Broadcasters;
Lord & Thomas took a. page ad
In Variety captioned; “The ‘radio
honeymoon’ is Over,; ’ stressing that
’‘success in radio advertising calls
for showmanship that entertains—
and sell .”
The fall forecast included a sym¬
posium by leading agency firms,
which indicated N. W: .Ayer & Son,
Batten, Barton; Diirstine & Os¬
borne, Benton & Bowles, -Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Blackman, Emil
Brisacher, Byer & Bowman, Campbell-Ewald, Cramer-Krasselt, Wil¬
liam Esty, Hutchins, H. W. Kastor,
Joseph Katz, Lofd & Thomas; Marschalk & Piatt; McCann-Erickson,
W. S. Hill; Henry J. kaufmah, Dan
B. Minor, Carr Liggett, Schwimmer & Scott, Newel.l-Emmett, J.
Walter Thompson, Young & Rubicam, McJunkin, Tracy-rLocke-Dawson, Sweeney & James,: SteinfieldGodley, Moss-Chase, TomaschkeElliott, were the largest, space
buyers. Among the thirigs^that the
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lo was seeking a uniform scale, for
musicians over N. Y. and Chicago

Viewing Outdistancing Males
London, Sept. 20.Why aren’t men in the U.K.
lookirig-i
to commercial tv as
much as they were? That’s one of
the questions raised by the Grana¬
da Viewership Survey No. 3, for
Jan.-March, 1960, which shows a
drop iri; viewing by men. Re¬

6%

cording that women out-look the
other sex by half an hour every
day (16 hours 24 mins, a week
against 12 hours 48 mins.); the re¬
po*! declares: “It is not at all sur¬
prising that women should view
more than men, because they are
available to view for longer peri¬
ods than their menfolk. What is
surprising, however, is that there
has been this, sharp shift in the
last year. The reasons must remain
an open question.”
The survey! prepared, for Gran-

| ada TV Network and based on in¬
i’ terviews with 7,971 people in all
' parts of the country reached by
1 commercial tv, also reports a sub¬
stantial reduction in commercial’s
audience
in
certain
weekend
periods. And the “average adult
with access to” commercial tv
viewed 1% less than in the same
months in 1959, namely 15 hours.
But total loojcing-in to the nonBBC programs increased on aver¬
age by 17% in the quarter, week¬
day viewing being up 20%, Satur¬
day- viewing 5% and Sunday ditto
16%.
The analysis also, shows that on
every night of the week at least
one program achieved an audience
of over 10.000,000 adults'. Average
audience for the peak Sunday
night program
was
ld.80Q.000
adults and for the peak Monday
night show 15,700,000.

In TV too.
Film does
u

1”
Like to-show something that doesn’t
happen—really can't happen? Want
to show the "No!”—thus emphasize .,
the "Yes!”? Chemstrand Nylon did
it brilliantly,. . . visually squeezed a
whole selling sequence, into a few
film frames.
Adaptable!... That’s the way It
is with film!
Filmy and film alone, does three
things for you; (1) gives animation—
crisp, exciting; (2) provides the optical
effects you've always required for
high-polish commercials; [3} assures
you the coverage and penetration
which market saturation requires.
For more in formation, write
Motion Picture Film Deportment

,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4 N,Y.
East Coast Division
.342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division
130 Fast Randolph Drive
Chlca0q;.:|iill.
West Coe&Mivision
0706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or W. J. Germdi^lfic..
Agents for the sale and. di#Hbutid|» .of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture F^Ws,

,. fort lee, N.L, Chicago, Jil./Hollywood,
CafiL

ADVERTISER:
*
The Chemslrand Corp.
ADVERTISING AGENCY:
Doyle Done B«f nfeoch, Inc.
PRODUCER:
Transfilm-Coravel, Inc.

ALWAYS STAYS THf^SAME
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BAPIO-TELEVISION

Inside Stitf-Radio-TV
Radio and radio-phonograph manufacture In the U. S. hit a new high
for the decade last year with factory shipments, of more than 16,000,000
units valued at almost $424,000,000. The U. S. Commerce Dept, es¬
timated continued growth with the-1960 total surging to about 17,000.090
units worth $460,000,000.
Dept, attributed the growth to Increased sales of FM radios, auto
receivers—including the newly-introduced FM auto sets—and table
model transistor radios.
Factory shipments have still a long way to go before the peak year
of 1947—when 20,000,000 units worth $650,000,000 were chalked up—
is matched.
Imports of radios, according to the Dept., reached a record high in
1959—more than 9,800,000 valued at nearly $70,000,000. comprising
a/hout 14% of U. S. consumption. Japanese shipments made up the
greatest part of the total with 5,500,000 units worth $55,000,000. West
Germany was next with 265,000 units valued at £13,500,000, Two-thirds
of the West German total were made up of radio-phonographs.
Meanwhile, U. S. exports of radio receivers continued to decline, a
trend beginning in 1950. Some 289,000 U. S. sets, worth $7,700,000,
were shipped abroad last year.
J. Leonard Reirisch, executive director of the Cox newspaper and
broadcasting chain and top radio-tv consultant to the Democratic
National Committee, has rewritten his manual, “Radio Station Manage¬
ment.” Rewrite was done to encompass the changes of the last decade
in local radio.
Elmo I. Ellish, programming-production manager of WSB* Atlanta,
coauthored the revision, to he published Sept.. 28 by Harper.
Editorializing Committee of the National Assri. of Broadcasters has
okayed four projects designed to spur broadcasters to editorialize.
-The committee decided to make a compilation of specific instances
showing what individual stations are accomplishing by editorializing.
Other projects:
Updating and revision of the NAB booklet, “Editorializing on- the
Air,” to include the latest trends in the practice.
A policy of frequent mailing of selected case histories of editorializirig
to NAB members.
Dissemination of a list of problems encountered since editorializing
came into vogue.
WDIA. Memphis, Negro-programmed full time indie here,, has agreed
to pay the1 cost of a laundry storage building for the Goodwill Homes
for Negro children, cost of which is $7,000. This is in addition to the
40G’s WDIA contributed to the Negro orphanage home last year.
WDIA has steadily moved ahead in fostering Negro civic and chari¬
table projects. The station provides $5,000 annually for Negro scholar¬
ships, promotes and outfits about 2,000 youngsters for Negro Little
League competition and makes awards as well as sending Negro athletes on sport trips. Bert Ferguson, station director, heads the Good¬
will Homes which also promotes the annual Goodwill Revue. John
Parsons, w.k. Memphis banker, is prexy of the building program.
Toledo’s educational, television station WGTEXTV, first planned in
1952, will begin programming in a 10-mile radius of Toledo on Oct.
10, with the many delays due to financial arid technical problems. It
will operate initially from 2 to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday, on UHF
Channel 30. Though few homes have sets equipped for this reception,
many classrooms in the area will make use of the programs.
Studios are in the U: of Toledo administration building, and the
station will be operated by the school’s students, enrolled In a class
on television station techniques. Hairy Lamb is director of radio and
tv for the Toledo Board of Education: The broadcasts are sponsored
by the Greater Toledo Educational Television Foundation, which also
includes many area schools outside of the city.
Classes in North Carolina's unique in-school television experiment
began last week, marking the fourth year the program has been in
operation.
Four courses are telecast this year into the classrooms and homes
of North Carolina high school students. Subjects offered are Amerlr
can history, ninth-grade physical science, world history, and eighthgrade1 mathematics.
The instructional work is televised through the facilities of WCUNCTV the Consoliated University of North Carolina’s educational tele¬
vision channel, from its N. - C. State College studios. Instruction is
picked up simultaneously by commercial stations WSJS-TV in Win¬
ston-Salem; WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WBTV, Charlotte; WECT, Wil¬
mington; WNCT,- Greenville; and WITN, Washington.
A new campaign booklet relating biographical facts on Mrs. Lyndon
Johnson, wife of the Democratic Vice Presidential candidate, notes,
among other things, her radio-television business Interests and observes
she is "one of the few wives of public officials who must , also meet *
payroll each week.”
.
It quotes her bn this broadcasting view; "Because of the peculiar
nature of the radio and tv industry, I believe it has a; public service
status, and no operation can be profitable or successful unless the
operator keeps that point ln mind.”

B.

Producer

People

oud Sponsors Like

Polaroid
Macon Caa£os
Mart lac,
Koiioeg Co.
Campbell Soap Co.
Welch Grapo Jelce Co.
Mlaato Maid
AMSCO Toy*
Standard Brands

For tha Eskimos

BBC Lowers the Boom
1
On Big Ben; Only One |
Stroke On die Hour i

. London, Sept. 20.
The BBC has well arid truly upr
(
set the Big Ben Council, formed
'during
the 1940 Nazi blitz on
1
1Britain, by deciding that the full
count of Chimes by the Worldfamous bell at the clocktower of
the House of Commons shall not
Ibe broadcast in its new main news
]bulletins. As of Sunday (18) the
^longstanding “Nine O’clock News”
,was discontinued and a 10 p.m.
]bulletin substituted.
Secretary of the Big Ben Coun(cil. Miss P. Pickett, declared:
‘“Bi& Ben is so much loved by so
iriiany people, it seeriis quite wrong
'to interfere with tradition. It’s
inonsense. They do get up to some
rot at the BBC.”
1
BBC’s view is that as the first
;stroke of the bell truly - represents
the hour, it’s a commonsense move
to fade the following chimes. Sunday’s switch to the new 10
p.m. bulletin. Incidentally, ended
:a sequence of 7,692 broadcasts of
■the nine o’clock news.

j
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Boner A Black
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NEA’s ‘Back to School’
Tapes Gets Wide Play
Some 900 AM stations have re¬
quested tapes of the National Edu¬
cation Assn.’s 15-minute "back-toschool’’ special titled “Parents Ask
About School.
The q. & a.
one-shot is timed to school re¬
turnees and serves as the kickoff
for the NEA’s fall, campaign.
Other elements of NEA’s. radiotv plans are a series of 13 halfhours produced especially for the
Assn., for spot distribution to sta¬
tions, “The School Story,” and a
special spot announcement cam¬
paign . for American Education
Week Nov. 6-12. “School Story”
has been an NEA series in the
past, but consisting of pickup doc-:
umentaries rather than speciallyproduced ones.
Education Week campaign will
feature spots urging public Coopeiv
ation by Donna Reed (ABC), Jay
(“Dennis the Menace”) North :
(CBS) and Shirley Temple (NBC).
They’re one-minute blurbs with 20second cutoffs, to be used either
way. NEA has also set a television
committee to push Education
Week, chaired by Miss Reed. Spot
names were set by Fritz Jacobi,
who handles the NEA New York
publicity office.

President Eisenhower will pay tribute to broadcasters of North and
South America for their defense of human rights and liberties on
Continental Broadcasting Day, Oct. 4.
Clair R. McCollough, chairman of the Policy Committee of National
Assn, of Broadcasters, said the President’s remarks "should make every
broadcaster proud of his perfession and quite properly desirous of
disseminating this message in his own words.”
NAB will handle distribution of . tapes of the President’s statement
which will be made available for airing on Oct. 4. The Canadian Assn,
of Broadcasters will handle Canadian distribution, while the InterAmerican Assn, of Broadcasters will ' distribute the tapes in South
America.
Television Bureau of Advertising is issuing a booklet to station
members called “How to Create the. TV ID.” Idea is to hypo local time
purchases among newcomer, advertisers.
In coming weeks, TvB will issue other presentations. called "Week¬
end Daytime Television” and “The Farm Market.”
First book, however, suggests how a 10:secorid spot is made, what
it contains and how it?s to be used. TvB says it’s designed for cus¬
tomers on local video who have limited budgets or, maybe, who need
more frequency for the buck they now spend.

Continental Baking
International Shoe

UNKNOWN COME GETS
TOP TALLADIUM’ BERTH

Toronto, Sept. 20.
i
First radio station in North¬
ern Canada to broadcast regu¬
London, Sept: 20.
larly in the Eskimo and Indian
Don Arrol, a virtually unknown
languages,
CHAK,
Inuvik,
Northwest Territories, will go
SScottish seaside show comedian,
on the air Nov. 19, according
t(took over the emceeing of “Sunday
to Canadian Broadcasting
Night at the Palladium” on Sunday
Corp.
r(18). The job also involves conduct¬
Located at the mouth of the
:• the "Beat the Clock” spot. It is
ing
Mackenzie River, 1,200 miles
a. chore that could rocket Arrol to
north of Edmonton, it will be
astardom
as it did his predecessor
the northermost radio station
|
Brue Forsyth, who introduced Ar-. .
in North America and the first
* to viewers in the program Sun*
rol
time the CBC has operated inday (II). Forsyth was also discov¬
side the Arctic Circle. At least
°
ered
in a summer pier .show.
. one announcer will be Eskimo.
• Tommy Trinder was the first man
.
■ ■'
■• in
ii charge of the program, and For¬
syth had to give up the assignment
1
on health grounds: Arrol has been,
J
given a four-weeks contract in
which he can make good.

Alex Dreier, longtime NBC newscaster based in Chi, has-been elected
pfexy of the Chicago chapter of Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
succeeding Irv Kupcinet who organized the chapter and served two
terms. Kupcinet, Frank Atlass, and. Ned Williams (exec secretary of
the chapter) have been renamed to the AT AS national board of trustees,
and Kup will continue to serve as a national veepee.
New first veep of the local chapter is Jack Brickhousej WGN sportscaster; second veep James W. Beach, ABC-TV viceprez in charge of
midwest sales; and treasurer, talent agent Jack RusselL
J

NAB Taps Elder
Washington, Sept. 20.
Omar F. Elder Jr., veepee and
general counesl of ABC-TV, has
been named chairman of the Copy¬
right Committee of National Assn. of Broadcasters.
Appointed to serve with him
were: Thomas P. Bashaw, KFH,
Wichita; Charles A. Btatsori, WISTelevision, Columbia, S.C.; Robert
M. Booth, Jr. WSAL, Longansport,
Ind.; Ian A. Elliot, KATL, Miles
City, Mont.; Robert V. Evans, CBSTV, New York; Leonard H. Hig¬
gins, KTNT-TV, Tacoma, Wash.
Also, Philip G. Lasky, veepee,
Westinghouse Broadcasting, San
Francisco; Douglas L. Manship,
WBRZ, Baton Rouge; Harry R. Olsson, Jr., NBC, New York; Gunnar
6. Wiig, WROC-TV, Rochester,
N. Y.; and John Pattison Williams,
Air Trails Network, Dayton, Ohio.
Kansas City
Station KMBCTV-AM bias appointed Kent Stuart
as promotion manager. He moves
over from the ad department of
Black, Sivals St Bryson, K.C. farm
equipment manufacturer, and for¬
merly was on the Wichita Eagle
staff.

Buyers who know the
best are snapping it up...
Pacific Gas & Elec¬
tric Go. (through Bat¬
ten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series'
for San Francisco, Bak¬
ersfield, Chico-Redding,
SanLuisQbispOjSalinas-l
Monterey, Eureka and
Fresno .astute station
groups like Triangle
bought for all of their
markets including Phila¬
delphia, New HavenHartford, AltoonaJohnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcastin g for Cincinnati, Co¬
lumbus and Atlaiita . •.♦
and the list of available
markets shrinks every
day!

Wire today to secure the
“best” series-BEST OF
THE TOST-jot your
markett
independent
<M M> TELEVISION
CORPORATION
481 isason Mums . ily.32 » M-aw

PARIS ANYONE?
Adieu, Madison Avenue. Mul¬
tilingual agency axec with ex¬
ceptional TV, Radio and Pro¬
duction credits taking up resi¬
dence in Paris for personal
reasons desires commission
as European Rep for Talent
Scouting, Location Spotting,.
Commercial Production, etc.
LEE f. SntAHORN
301 East 66th St. YUkea t-0S68
New York City
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KOAT GOES LIVE
FOR ABC DAYTIMERS

51

M Sales

No. Ga. Moppets Getting Education
Via WGTV, New University VHFer

Your Child and You,” a tran¬
scribed .radio skein packaged by
Alan Sands, has been sold in a
Albuquerque, Sept. 20.
KOAT-TVj channel 7 in Albu¬ number of domestic and. Canadian
querque, is skedded to become a markets. It’s a series of one-minute
live ABC daytime affiliate on Oct. features slanted for the young
Radio Audiizone Italienrie, the 3, Max Sklower, station manager, mother.
' ■ ■--- -:■———1——-Athens, Sept. 20.
Sales were made In Des Moines,
governmental broadcast operation said that contracts have been signed
of Italy, is opening permanent with the network to commence live Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Enid, Okla.;
1 dents of the northern portion oi
Johnson City, Tenri.; and in six
North American offices in N. Y. C. daytime programming on a day-in- Canadian cities; Stanza previously
date
basis.,
instead
of
a
one-week
Officially, -the new setup, under
^^11118 televisi011
ran on Mutual as a cross-the-board
'
RAI-TV executive v.p. Georgio Pa- delay;
Toronto, Sept. 20.
It was on that date that State
The other two networks already five minute.series.. Distributing the
dovano, will “emphasize” the ex¬
child
care
show
is
Harry
S.
Good¬
Director
of
the
annual
Music
Department
of
Educations
educachange of ideas on an "educationaL halve live, daytime programming in man..
Festival at Stratford, Ontario, tional ** -program got under way.
cultural” and informational pro¬ Albuquerque. They are HOB-TV,
offering
instructions
in
foreign
gram level between RAl and Amer¬ NBC affiliate, arid KGGM-TV, thC
where he coriiposed many of the languages, science, music and
ican tv’ers. But the feeling is that CBS outlet;
incidental scores for the Shake¬ mathematics.
the new offices will, in the long
spearean productions during the
Telecasts will be beamed to school
run, serve another purpose—that
past eight years. Louis Applebaum
of establishing liaison with coinhas resigned to become music con- children throughout most of northmercial operations in this country,
sultarit
to
the
Canadian
Broadcast®rn
°*. state from U. of
Coliimbus,- Sept. 20.
in anticipation of the operiing of
ing; Corp. Applebaum will work Georgia s station WGTV, operating
John W. - Galbreath, Columbus,
RAI's second tv channel in 1961. widely-known realestate operator,
with Geoffrey; Waddington, di- Pn Channel 8, a groove surrendered
by Atlanta’s WSB-TV after it took
This Week RAI preXy Marcello and son; Daniel, have acquired
rector of music for the CBC.
over Channel 2.
Rodino and the company's general 46% of the stock in WMNI, Colum¬
London, Sept. 2Qw .
This, season, Applebaum com¬
manager Rodolfo Arata will fly into bus. The senior Galbreath is presi¬
Non-commercial university mill
BBC-TV is pushing out. spine 30 ! posed the music for ‘‘Romeo and
N. Y. to oversee the opening cere¬ dent of the Pittsburgh Pirates: hours, of new drama, specially writ- ' Juliet” arid conducted the National
*?een on *he air since May 23
monies that are to take place the baseball club.
ten for the box, between next Sun¬ Festival Orchestra for Tyrone ?ffeF1D§ Programs aimed principalnext day.
Station is owned by North Amer¬ day (25). and. next February. Mate¬ Guthiie’s production of “HM.S. £ at adults from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
ican Broadcasting Co. arid William: rial will, be featured under, the Pinafore.” Earlier he studied music Monday through Friday. SchoolMineral Wells. Tex.—The Texas R; Minch, who. will continue as' series title '■Television New Writ¬ at the U._ of Toronto and later ^°°m P^^rain will be presented
A ssocia t e d Press Broadcasters board president and general inan- • ing” arid get, in the main, peak in New York with Roy Harris arid fror0 8:15 to 10:15 axm.
Assn, elected Roy Eaton of KXOL, ager.. New board of : duectors in- j hour Sunday slotting.
Bernard Wagenaar; returned to
Gerald Appy, former program
Port Worth, prez of the group at a eludes .George C. McConnaughy, | Authors who have contributed Canada as music director of the director for Atlanta’s WLW-A, Cros"
meeting held here. Eaton and three Columbus attorney and FCC chair-; include John Osborne, Colin Mor¬ National Film Board and. in -1945, lfeV owned mouthpiece, is WGTV’i
others were nominated from the man until 1957; Frank Smith, Of I ris,-Elaine Morgan, Leo Lehriiiann, went to Hollywood where he managing director,
floor." They were Duncan Ellison John W. Galbreath Co.; Leon A.1 Jack Pullman, and Rex Tucker. scored a number of films for leadState School Supt. Claude Purof KDUB, Lubbock; A1 Crouch of Guzzo, vice president of the Com¬ Kickoff, item is “A Walk in the ing studios during the next five cell appeared on a dedicatory pro¬
KNUZ, Houston, and Harry Van plete Gerieral Construction Co.; Desert” by John Whiting. Total years. His CBC work will he gram preceding first educational
Slyeke of KWEL, Midland.
iland John L Davis; of Case & West l number of plays involved is 20.
mainly in the tv-field.
telecast.

A Gotham Branch

APPLEBAUM JOINS CBC
AS MUSIC CONSULTANT ^t^r crassro^m

Galbreath Into WMNI

inal Dramas

Our Altruism
Backfired
. Now that the smoke of the political conven¬
tions in Lbs Angeles and Chicago has cleared
away—and bur local television reporting crews
have returned to their home bases—we wish to
report a Statistic:
Our .stations M ere 100% successful iii sell¬
ing coverage of both cphyenli ns in every Corin¬
thian market.
We fielded a 14-man team-complementing
CBS’s superb national coverage—to achieve lo¬
cal arid regional coverage, to tell an intensive
story of our respective state delegations, and to
view, national events with local eyes.; We did this
with our eyes open, hardly daring to hope for
extensive sponsorship, fully prepared to under¬
write the expense in the interest of service. The
fact that we didn’t have to is a tribute to the
enlightened local, regibnal and national sponsors
who saw the prestige—and commercial—value of
our local coverage.
Among the comments:.
•‘Countless .complintents attest that convention pro¬
grams give us a prestige vehrcle for primarily institutional-iriessages. We feel that other advertisers through¬
out the country should watch this Sort of thing carefully
ind evaluate its possible future value to themselves?*
—Texas National Bank (Agency: Goodwin-Darinenbaum) on.KHOU-TV, Houston..

im.

•*Purchase Of both conventions gave complete satura¬
tion of pur market. . . KOTV spending lot of money
and effort bringing local angle to our public. Excellent.
Opportunity for advertising.”
—Safeway Stores (Agency: Perry Ward Asstv
: dates), co-sponsor with: Conoco Gasoline (Ben-;
' ton & Bowles), on KOTV, Tulsa.

/(S KOTV

W

Tulsan
W Tulsa
(H-R)

•^Corinthian’s convention coverage gave, us saturation.
With dominance, intense audience interest—and lots of
family audience per dollar;”

A KHOU-TV

VV

®

—Bonsib, Inc., agency for meat packer Peter Eckrich& Son, on WANE-TV, Ft. Wayne.
Through KNTV’s Ideally oriented convention cover-r
age with Shell’s regular newscaster,. Hank Jhornley*
people of Sacramento area will continue to associate
Shell with important news presentation. This is an ideal
combination of audience service and commercial im-■
pact.” .

Sacramento (H-R)

AS WANE-TV
W Fort Wayne (//-/?;

AS WISH-TV
W Indianapolis (H-R)

--Shell Qil Co. (J, Walter THoriipspn, San Fran¬
cisco) on KNTV, Sacramento.
It is heartening to pro ve that good public af¬
fairs programming is also good business. Each
Corinthian station will continue to explore opr
portunities to bring such programming to the
attention of sponsors who recognize that service
and commercial effectiveness go hand in hand.

Houston (H-R)

KXTV

WANK-AM
Fort Wayne (H-R)

WISH-AM

Responsibility in Broadcasting

Indianapolis (H-R)

RADIO-TELEVISION
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rARIETY

jected to a system. of increasing
governmental regulation which, the
majority seems to favor. When
The Commission undertakes to
Continued .from page. 33-ssSmm
sanction . the protection of net¬ —
; Continued from page 27 ;
working because .it considers pro¬
• fessional stature arid ability to
tection
provided
by
option
time
rules are silent on 'the s£ore of tive opportunities available to: nonreasonably necessary, it must in¬ I come up with, the right answers
network in the television field.”
straddle shows'.
London, Sept. 20.
In their comments filed, during evitably find it morre and! more [most of the time, both parties I
3. More flexibility in the period
deeply involved in regulating the
Brian Rix. has signed a three arid
required for advance notice: before the rule-making, NBC and CBS terms and 'conditions under which I could reasonably be assured of j
a network may exercise its; option. estimated that failure to sell one- stations
make
their
program som .Sort of solution to the prob¬ | a half year contract with the BBC
The present rule permits pre¬ half hour during prime evening choices
: The type of regulation lem without fear that he’s playing ■ which he told Variety, “is worth
emption on e.ght weeks notice. The time would cost each of them about approved points to still more regu¬
“angle” on behalf of the one five figures annually. It is also
new rule calls for from four to 17 $9,200,000 a year. CBS added that lation.” .
1 or the other side.
j tlie longest contract over negotiat¬
weeks md would permit a station it would cost an equal amount if it
Genesis of the option time issue ( There’s one other area where
lost
sponsors
for
two
half-hour
ed by the BBC. The contract, which
to fulfill i normal minimum con¬
(in recent,times) was the Barrow
tact ?3 wo. ks) for a non-network daytime periods each day for a report of 1957 which, among other ' the “show doctor” could serve a | starts on Jari. 1, employs! Rix in a.
year.
ABC
estimated
a
$4,500,000
i
valuable
function,
and
that’s
!in
program then being aired oi* slated
sweeping changes, urged aboliti
; dual! role. As impresario he Is comto he broadcast within four; weeks. loss if .it couldn’t sell one-half hour of the practice. In 1958,: the Jus¬ ; eradicating some of the “play-it- j nutted to- find a certain number of
At the same time, a network could each evening for a year. If it were tice Dept, told FCC option time : safeism” that's so prevalent today. ! hours of plays, pantomimes, series
exercise its option in less time unable to sell all of the half-hour, was Illegal on Its face. FCC. by , Most of the mediocrity in pro.- iand serials for BBC television .and
(four weeks) when a station does time periods involved, ABC added, the same four-to-three margin by 1 gramming stems from the buyer ! the majority of these, will be tele¬
not have a firm contract for: a non¬ it would more than wipe out its which the new rules were adopted, J (arid the seller) taking the position vised before audiences at Rix’s
profit margin.
| that why should he go out. on a
network offering.
The Commission majority, in some nine months later voted that i limb with something risky, When Whitehall Theatre. He . is. also
j signed up as an actor and Will en4. Stations will now have the reply to the plaints of the net¬ option time was “reasonably neces¬
j
if it’s a hit,, the credit (and the jdeavor- to find parts for himself!
right to reject network programs works. said, however, that the re¬ sary” for network operations. As
[ loot) goes to the packager or star, ..in the productions he suggests,
in
the
latest
action.
Bartley.
Ford
already contracted for if the sta¬ duction in option tit
at least
I while , if it’s a flop, the decisi -. i Rix, \vho completes 10 years as
tion considers them unsatisfactory could "in no way be equated with V’d Hyde dissented. Chairman
actor-manager at the Whitehall
or unsuitable. The old rule allows its total elimination ” After all, it John C. Doerfer voted for option maker takes it on the chin.
At least in such cases where sur¬ ; Theatre on Monday. U2) during
agreements whereby networks can pointed out. the networks will hold time, as did his replacement. King,
gery is required; the agency gent which he has staged only three
preclude a station from rejecting on to five-sixths of the option time, in the new order.
or the production boss can cop a , farces, all of which have. run for
programs already contracted for previously available.
plea by pointing to the .“expert” \ over 1.000 performances, completes
even though the station believes
Radio Not Affected
and saying, "It was. his Idea; not | his present BBC contract with a
they are unsatisfactory.
;
mine/' If the expert has enough : pantomime at Christmas called
The rule-making did not relate
5. Stations are given the right
stature; that’s enough to take . “Boobs In The Wood:” Since . 1958,.
to substitute for network programs to radio. Of this decision, the Com¬
everyone else off the hook. If a he has staged 22 farces and corivof “greater national or local im¬ mission said the time was not ripe
! show needs fixing and the only .way 1 edies at the Whitehall for BBC-T V.
portance." The present rule allows for changing the chain broadcast¬
to do it is to go out on a limb, peri
such -substitution for programs ing rules for radio. It explained:
Minneapolis. Sept. 20.
haps more execs would be willing
deemed of “outstanding" local or "It is evident that in the past few
years significant changes have
The Cowles’ owned Minneapolis to take that chance if they can
national significance.
occurred in radio, and that condi¬ Star and Tribune newspapers, one disclaim the responsibility. A few
Matter for Courts!
tions and practices in radio are not of the principal owners, of WCCO cases like that Would make the.
On the issue of whether option now similar to those prevailing in tv and radio (CBS affiliate', are idea worthwhile.
Continued from page 34
time should be allowed to exist at television.” Network relationships tying up with the IT. of Minnesota
self, thus; leaving dad to ruft: the
all, tlie Commission majority de¬ in radio, however, will be kept for the weekly presentation of a
clared It was "loathe tp strike under study and rule-making will, world, affairs analysis program
house. This led to ( more or less
down a practice of such long-stand¬ be launched if deemed in the pub-, over local education station KTCApredictable misfortunes, and end¬
ing in the broadcast industry" in lie interest, FCC said.
TV.
ed
with the boss coming to plead
the absence of any court idecision
Continued from pas*-33
Commissioner Hyde, in his dis¬
Program Is in conjunction with
with the striker to take his job
on its validity. It stressed, that its sent in, which Ford aind Bartley
ari
evening.
Star
world
affairs
sec¬
pressing
the
fight
for
WHYY;
Gov.
views were not intended to be a joined, declared that the majority's
tion and returns to the air Marnr Caleb J.. Boggs, of Delaware, the , back, because the . dictatorial Ada
determination of the legality of. finding that option time is ‘‘reason-,
Ing Tribune columnist George U. of Delaware and the Wilming¬ Larkins wasn’t merely running the
the praet:ce. and Its action in no ably necessary to successful net¬
Grim
who long was a stellar news ton Board of Education have also canteen, she was trying to organ¬
way should thwart a future court work operations and in the public
analyst and newscaster on both refused to support the drive for ize the factory (as well.
decision. These assertions, by FCC interest” was not justified. He.
WCCO-TV and KSTP-TV (NBC the educational channel.
merelv follow the precedent set in added:
Perhaps this, opener was little
affiliate''.
the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision
Attitude of the Delawareans is below par, with too much knock¬
“We do not believe that net¬
After many years with WCCO- expected to affect FCC decision, about taking the place of too lit¬
in the Philadelnhia-NBCj case In works and affiliates operating, as
March, 1959. FCC approval of a they do in a relationship of inter¬ TV Grim went to KSTP-TV, but but WHYY contingent will have tle invention, but it still made a
broadcast action, the high court dependence and mutual advantage later returned to the former. He support of a number of backers ' spirited and Welcome half-hour.
held, does not preclude the Justice cannot and do not maintain this recently quit broadcasting to de¬ from the state, notably Rep: Harris Other
regulars, workshy son
Dept, from moving in wit hi an anti¬ relationship without the use of op¬ vote himself entirely, to Tribune B. McDoweli (D), who will seek to Shaun X>*Riprdan), would-be writ¬
assignments here and abroad.
trust suit.
convince agency of its "obligation er son-in-law (Ronari . O’Casey),
tion-time arrangements. In most,
Unrehearsed and without script to act in the public interest.”
The Commission said It recog¬ instances, network affiliation is
arid bubbling daughter (Ruth
nized that "certain adverse effects’’ eagerly sought by stations as es¬ benefit, the new. KTCA-TV. pro¬
According to Richard Burdick, ;Trouncer), were the sariie as be¬
to network operation might result sential to successful station opera¬ gram consists of Grim interviews
general manager of, WHYY, the fore, and all were adequate. Alan
from the new rules. But, it added tion: and networks, as a matter of with local authorities iri various
action marks the first time and Tarrant’s production. was inclined
that it was convinced the changes definition cannot exist without sta¬ fields.
educational station has. fought with to linger over1 reactions instead ot
considered individually or cumu¬ tion' outlets.”
. The half-hour show runs Mon¬ commercial interests for the right getting on with the next, gag;
latively, will not pose any serious
In fact; the only danger to thi
The dissenters also were dubi¬ day nights With a tape of the sound to .a; VHF station. "We will learn
threat to continued successful net¬ ous about the legal theories ad¬ repeated Wednesday afternoons on
hqw seriously the FCC has taken deft and . funny look, at the work¬
work operation and will: make a vanced by the majority. Citing the ■KUQM. U. of Minnesota radio sta¬
ing-classes..
is that it should not
the recent criticisms of commeri.
significant affirmative contribution majority statement that the action tion. Visual references are de¬
cial television. This could be an crowd in out-of-character gags and
to the affiliates’ freedom of pro¬ provided no exemption from anti¬ lated1 from the radio pickup. Fuplay
for
the
easy laugh. It showed
important factor, but in . any case
gram selection and the compet:- trust prosecution. Hyde said: “This ture sessions; among other mat¬
we will give them a battle,” Bur¬ ; symptoms of it here, but Robi
.son’s (scripts have proved he ha*
seems to us leaves the Commission ters,. will deal with Russi and dick declared.
} t he warmth and syrnpathy to avoid
and industry relying upon Federal Red China.
Communications Commission regu¬
lations in apparent conflict with
1
HOTEL WESTOVER
antitrust laws without even an ar¬
|
253 W. 72, N. Y. C.
J gument to support an exemption/'
London, Sept. 20.
The Granada Group has; become
i Continued from page 26
Further Regulation
§f 4 large rooms on 24th floor with ^
The dissenting statement, further a 20% stockholder in Multisignals
| exceptionally large private ter- f: asserted Its disagreement with the Ltd:, “closed-tv compariv.. It’s the ! head-on most of the morning,
Bronxville Vici ity
| race and fully equipped kitchen.
!."oolicy determination” inherent in second time recently Granada has j "Open End” will begin promptly; Magnificent • yr. old brick end Mid-.'
|| This striking suite Is ideal for
shown its . interest in relay video: ■at midnight while “At Random”
; the report. It explained:
(ton* custom built .corner house, 1 J
dab.
fraternal
organisation,
June, : Granada TV Network waits for the WBBM-T.V feature
“We believe that the fundamen¬ i
acre beautifully- landscaped plot. Cen¬
ter hell,..oversized living room. Oretheatrical offices, dance!, studi ,
tal issue in this proceeding was formed its own Granada Relay film to end. If that’s an. advantage
then it’s equalized In the fact that: piece,
Inlng ioom, 3 master
| photography studio, etc!
whether the broadcasting industry Services with ,a. $280,000 capital:
Multisignals now has two com- Susskind’s lead-in is a wrestling:! bedrooms, meld's; room, 3 Hollywood
should operate Under traditional
I
$499 per Month :
mereial tv webs arnong its stocks show, while the feature that runs ’ baths, oak paneled - library inf TV
concepts
of
competition
which
the
"
Brokers Protected.
antitrust laws are designed to fosr holders, other ode being Anglia interference for Klip is the sta-1 room. Knotty pin*, playroom. And bar.
tion’s premium picture of the week.! Two-car garagie with automatic doors,
a&H 2-9600 'ter. or whether It should be sub- Television.
With “At Random,” Kup has; many other exceptional., features.
Original; cost—374,000.
Will sacrifice
proved the past two years that
i there’s a large7audience available! $53,500. SPencer 94139.
■ after midnight on Saturdays, The j
j ratings for the first hour have gone j
up 89 high as 24. Show has been I
knocking off. all. competition to- OFFICES FOR RENT
57 ST., Comer 7tfi AYE, New York
date, WNBQ’s two hour wrestling
7-Statlon
e
5-Station
m 9
/oration
IOC
show, WBKB’s “Playboy’s Pent¬
HEADQUARTERS FOR TALENT
iD - • ■ • SEATTLE-TACOMA ZD.O . . . . LOS ANGELES I O.D
house/’. arid WGN-TV’s feature
Choice,. 11: «|., 3 exposures, T.sot
sq. ft., central air cond.Vf large, pvt.
films. With “Open End/* WBKB
ofes., .furniture, available; reas.
means to fight fire with fire.
PL 7-6411

Telefilm ‘Doctors’

Option Time Shaky Survival

Brian Rix’s Record

Cowles’ Mpls. Dailies
(WCCO Owners) ioTieup
With KTCA-TV on Educ’n

Foreign TV Followup

PhillyGh. 12

PENTHOUSE

Granada’s Closed-TV

Susskind Vs. Kup

LJ

“RESCUE

With

YONKERS

8”, Ratings Are Big!

M

Source:

ARB,

I960

!

For Further Details Contact

SCREENklGEMS, INC.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORF.
711 Fifth Avenue, Hew York 22
CHICAGO
HOUSTOH

PL 1-4432
HOLLYWOOD

Warren P. (Bud) Williamson was !
named assistant general manager
Well
knowa
Eerdpean
actor,
• at WKBN Radio & Television in
director,, casting director.end writer
; Youngstown, Q. Richard G. Newwent, to asmt in television, film or.
comer becomes p..r, director for
theater to get acquainted with the
the sister stations in Youngstown,
American production. Money s.eand Jack Hartley becomes the first
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BABIO-TELEViSMN

WBAPYAMmt Sked
Fort Worth, Sept. 20.
One of the most colorful events
in
the
history
of WBAP-TV oci Continued 'from page: 1 ;
cured on Monday (19).
gandize, one NBC source in Wash¬ after the news was released, has j On that date all local live pro¬
ington was quoted as. Haying said invited Khrushchev to appear at a grams were presented in color by
- Goodyear International joins a
that the. Commie boss had been special q.&a. session, ty leal of the ■'tlie Ft. Worth-Dallas outlet—right
growing list of bankrollers for
effereff time on “Meet the Press, many previous ones accorded yips down to thri five minute news, arid
special programs beamed to South
weather inserts, on the. “Dave Garbut this seemed, to; be without the by the press group. Bveh after the roway1 Today Show/America via World Wide Broad*
State
Dept.:
move,
the
OPC
boai-d
j
approval of . .network, off icials in
casting System. Tire and rubber
of directors voted in favor of a.' The new tint spread will boost
Washington, Sept, 20.
firm will sponsor 15-minute sum¬
N. VK, news, conference, if the Russian the NBC affiliate’s weekly color
This, week NBC resolved; it with premier and. the club could .work programming to approximately 42
The Federal Aviation Agency maries of each World Series game
a four-point plan, not dissimilar in put a mutually acceptable date/! hours, not including network has proposed new regulations' over WRUL, key station of the
specials'
grinerai arrangement to some pf Newsweek’s John Luter, the OPC / ; Local shows. getting the. color through which it would assume Latin American chain, and affili¬
'"the -multj-ppinted edicts, frqirt the prexy, said he had appointed a treatment: inciudie: “High Noon jurisdictibn over broadcasting an- : ates in Central America, Mexico
tennas to determine whether they i and the Caribbean area.
three-man . committee this week to:
UN, for haridling the Russian l.ead- formulate “grpurid rules” for the News,” “Sports with Mullarkey," constitute hazards to air traffic.
j While transfer of World Wide
He
ill (1) be treated as. a interview'. From the start., lie said, “News Final/’ “The Abe Martin.
The proposal would set up cri¬ to Metropolitan Broadcasting still
Show," “Televiews” arid “Christian
“news story”-- he will (2) • not bfe one of the rules would have to be,, Questions.’’ Under the new sched¬ teria . governing the k heights end awaits FCC approval, the web’s
offered' network facilities , for a per standard OPC policy on. such ule,: a idaily average of nearly three locations of all tail structures and, stepped-up commercial activity has
.propaganda platforrii; nor, (3) • NBC!, matters, that K. agree to. answer-.. hours/of local programs will origi¬ arnong other things, would provide / involved several international
ingVqueries from pressinen without
for so-called, antenna “farms’! or ; branches of U.S. companies.
facilities (such
“Meet the : first demanding, as he has in the nate in: . lor.
groups of broadcast towers in as ] Over past two weeks broadcasts
Press”) to create news, and (4) ; past, that-the stumpers be submit-.:
yet undesigriated sites across the/ from the Olympics in Rome were
nation.
NBC plans to use “U. S. govern¬ [ ted 'iri advance, Luter’s cohimittee
heard on the largest WW hookup
FAA said present procedures af¬ yet of more than 100 Latin Ameri¬
ment. and United Nations officials includes Hearst's Frahk Conniff,
and, N. Y7
fecting tall structures as . air navi-, can stations. Fee-splitting sponsors
to analyze and •
.what. !.NEA-s./.Leon,/D'enneh
, Times’ Harrison Salisbur/. ' <Luter
gataori hazards are based on vary- ] include International T&T. Out¬
Khrushchev say during, his ap¬ has also invited Nehru, Macriiilian,
ing standards and subject to differ- • board Marine International SA,
pearances on our facilities.”
Nasser arid Tito to do the OPC bit.)
1 ing governmental policies. Federal! and Firestone Interamerica.
Though not offering sp; specific ;. Playing it by.
i Corrimunications Commission, it j Web also had sponsorship on
, all the .webs
said, considers antennas only in; coverage of the Republican and
a plan of caution, CBS-TV, in prim: : and most of the stations with, a
London, Sept. 20.
' connection With broadcast licenses. . Democratic national conventions
|
news
department
of
any
size
met
ciple and theory,. agreed with NBCWith
a
.profit
of
$2,789^000—over
; Khrushchev's arrival Monday ; 19/
by Philco International. Norton
A spokesman for ABC, however, ! with: a battery of cameras and mi- - 10 times that chalked up : in. the
Abrasives is bankrolling a series
.thought K. might eventually be of¬ I crophpnes at. the Manhattan pier; preceding 14. months—the com¬
of five-minute featurettes. and Out¬
fered special program time, “if j where the Russian leader docked mercial tv web . Tyne. Tees Tele¬
board Marine International also
vision Ltd., is paying oiit a final
he has something newsworthy to ■ in the liner Baltika.
picks up the tab on two short
say:” Yet the consensus at ABC i The puzzle for the press in l‘af- dividend of 130% making 250% for
weekly features.
/was that he wouldn’t get anything faire Khrushchev and the one thing the year. Outfit is one of the |. Dave Gordon, who recently
While recent sales have been
but the already extensive treatment that is forcing them to adopt a smaller operating here, serving: j headed daytime exploitation for concentrated in the SA market,
to be allocated; to covering the floor tentative attitude about what- they’ll the northeast of England, \vith im- j CBS-TV (via the outside Alan Pepsi-Cola International has paefed
tactics of the Russian arid his Com¬ | cover of K. and what they will ig¬ presarips George and Alfred Black • •(Bud) Brandt p.r. firm), has ex- for qp experimental series of shows
munistic confreres at the Gen¬ nore, is this: On the one hand sug- ! and film. producer Sydney: Box ' parided his own p.r. company and beamed to West Africa.
its bosses and stockholders.., is now in program distribution
eral. Assembly.
I gristing that “dignity/be..shown thej thong
Walter S. Lemmon, founder and
Present Tyne' Tees TV capital is ; and packaging.
There were, some vigorous dis¬ | foreign chiefs," the* State; Dept. J $163 520 in 292,000 shares of 56c j Gordon heads National Consul- prexy of the international web,
sents to network policy WBAZ, | also asked everyone, and spricifical-'
says,
“with the high illiteracy rate
An adjustment is expected ; tants, the p.r. division of his opradio outlet in Kingston, ±T.has ; ly the three tv w ebs, to “exercise apiece.
before the/end of the year with a erations, and has; formed Dave in Africa and with the national
declared a complete news black¬ . restraint” by not affording the Iron i subsequent public issue.
consciousness
expressed by the
Gordon. Enterprises to . handle the
Curtain bosses free use of U. S.
out ; on the Russian, theorizing,
programrnirig end, which includes rapid rise of new states, we think
effect, that the entire K. visit iS electronic/ media for. purposes of
radio can do the most effective job
distribution
pf
the
Oscar
Levant
not news, but. publicity. So has propaganda..
taped talkathon, carried in four of selling. American goods and
William Putnam, ‘president of . One network observer had this
|-tv. markets,, including N.Y. via spreading American democracy
WWLP and WRLP; Springfield, to say: “Since the whole damned
Caspar Pumarejo will kerip his WNTA-TV. Outfit is now prepar¬ throughout an expanding part of
and. also WWOR, Worcester/ Mass. trip is supposed to be propaganda, tv job at WAPA-TV, San Juan, but ing. half-hour film pilots, “Trou¬ the world."
This jibes with , reader and audi¬ it’s going to be hard, to .decide the Spanish-speaking perfprmerl ble Spot Middle East” and “Third
Same time* it’s noteworthy that
ence? requests to all news media for which is big propaganda and' which will also ship radio tapes to Man on a Match/’ based on ghost- commercial growth of the web in
such a blackout. On the other hand, is little propaganda, especially in WHOM, N:Y., to be Used Moridays stories? by Marc P. Smith. A. third South American market parallels
the. highly; influential Overseas advancri. I guess : we’ll cover only through Saturdays on the. foreign, new series, on tape, is a teenage ad gains by several U.S. mags pub¬
lishing special Latino editions.
Press , Club, .despite, a bonib scare big propaganda/*
stanza, with Nancy Riggs.
language indie.

TV Wears

FAA Want* Jurisdiction
Over B’cast Antennas

Tyne Tees TV’s

NOW A PACKAGER

Pumarejo’s VM’er

Thank you all for your
good wishes on the occasion
of my 25th Anniversary in Show business.
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conceived by Ruth Roberts and.
Sinii?le? "Wl v ■*ul,?ei’
^Capitol). This . is a 3?V1-?* ,' Bill Katz; who wrote some of the
production out of the Capitol fac- original, material thaVs included
-9^
tory. It s an offbeat Idea, hand- with such standards as “Shadrack,”
somely .packaged with attractive “Go Down Moses;” “Joshua Fit Da
flSfjMgBER: JL
Pb?tos t(* complement the Battle of Jericho” and -the more
fgg|§pp
sllck Patter performance. Thenpw current “I Believe.” Vol. 1 goes
tune material, supplied by Ray from “The Creation” to “The Story
jfe ;• ,
'
Rasch (music) and Dotty Wayne of Job.”
Robert MerriU-Vivlenne della
(lyrics): tells a story in songs that
gives Nat Cole a widevocalrange. Chiesa: “Sing Porter & Youmans”
The orchestrations by Nelson Ria- (Everest). Some of the top tunes
die, .who also conducts; the orch, out of the songbooks of Cole
put the original musical ideas into. Porter and Vincent Youmans get a
Shuberty approach in the dueting
sharp focus.
Lew Douglas Orch: “Themes of Robert Merrill and Vivienne
From.
(Carlton), Following della Chiesa. There’s a lot of
the current- pop vogue for themes schmaltz, spread over such items as
“Orchids In The
Oct. 8th—ARC-TV Network
from pix and tv. Lew Douglas has “So In Love,
T owranPA Wpllr
come up with highly commercial Moonlight,” .“Sometimes I’m Hap¬
Lawrence n em
ppcciat j package sett
set along the theme music py’’ and “Through The Years’* , but
4,D(-?at Dane* Banti* .on Parade ’ Lnne. His approach is! simple and there, are a lot of disk buyers who
A»araimte-to Amerip*|^«ieat uan 3 • skinfui and a surefire pleaser. In¬ go for that sort of taste. Gordon
- eluded in his theme-bag are the Jenkins handled: the ori?hi
Lester Lanin Orch:“High Socie¬
melodies from “The Apartment,”
ty’? (Epic). This is the 11th album:
LITTLE GIRLIE’/ (Selbonn-Ste- ii^ever On Sunday,” “Adventures
in Lester Lanin’s dance series for
britaT), an infectious rocking num- jn paradise.” “Hennessey’’ and
Epic.
Like the others it’s pre¬
her,.is
her, is delivered with a sharp vocal; v-phe
vThe Unforgiveri”
Unforaiveri” among others.
others,
sented With a light lilt that’s tailorthat’ll make a dent in the jukej
FoUr Lads: ‘‘Love Affair”
made fot terping.
Lanin mikes
*«£•.
f?1?*? **?* ! (Columbia). The Tour Lads are showtunes (“Gypsy.” “Sound of
(Selbonn-Stebritaf). is
hWbaUai
?
“ * P‘:ete"'] given ample opportunity here to Music,”.etc') with a happy beat that
tious.
ballad.
uous Da lad.
j show off their savvy harmony style. makes everything come oiit wrell.
Red River Dave (Savoy): “THE it’s all In a romantic mood that’s . Lou Monte: “Italiano U.S.A.”
TRIAL OF FRANCIS POWERS” developed with sound Ideas. Frank (Rdulette).
L6ii Monte’s Italiano
(Medallion*) is a sequel to this DeVol’s orch backing helps a lot. spirit gives this package an infec¬
tious bounce. ..He takes such Amer¬
AHTtFIfTAI
FTOWFI1S
country
singer’s
click
“There’s
a
Some
of
the
songs
are
“Love
Is
A
BOBBY DARIN
ARTIFICIAL
FLOWERS
c
u j rwa *■
‘' Star-Spangled
Banner
Waving Manv Splendbred Thing;” “While ican standards as “The Huckle(Alco)..**■;! ... ..... Somebody
Somebody To
lo Love
Love
Somewhere” re the Francis Gary ^We’re Young” and “A Fellow Biick,” “Darktown Strutters’ Ball”
Bobby Darin's “Artificial Flowers”’(Sunbeam*),
< Sunbeam* )k one of ihe
and “The. Music Goes ’Round and
the key
Powers case. This rewrite of the Needs A Girl.’3
songs from the upcoming fegituner.. “Tenderloin
‘'Tenderloin”,
sets a
a snappy
snappy
”. sets
“Battle. Hymn of. the Republic’?;.
rhevaMer* “Thank Around” aiid touches ’em up with
delivery that gives it a big appeal. “Somebody
to
Love”
(Adarist)
’Somebody to Love” (Adaris-)
will appeal to the same audience. Heaven For Girls Girls Girls” an italiano flavor1, and a breezy vqhas the familiar Darin drive.
•rNQBOpyS FVTyRE * l Medalbright and cal flair. Joe Redman’s orch and
*
chorus: supports him handily.
MFIOniF RiriUAXO U°
“ a standard country s.de. bris|c way wiih , pop-tun, is evi. Fred Kaz: “Eastern Exposure**
IIANS GEORGE
....
SICILIANO
. . . . MELODIE
.viLLUillLi niL.IL.lAiiU
Adam Faith :’(Cub):
“I DID dent once again in this recently
(Atlantic). Fred Kaz is effectively
(Palelfe) . ..
Mariandl
.Mariandl
WHAT YOU TOLD ME” (Rob- recorded set. He doesn’t show Fils spotlighted here as a pianist and
Hans George’s “Melodie Siciliano*’’ (Zodiac*) is a stringy instrubins*', has
spirited vocal at- 70-plus, years as he frolics through composer. In the latter frame, he’s,
that may: draw deejay in- a .flock of song items stressing reached into, the musical moods of
mental slice that will gto far in all1 spinning areas. “Mariandltack
“MariandlT
flavor.
terest..
“JOHNNY
COMES femmes. It’s a lighthearted and the Near East for his modern jazz
(Bourne*) has a lush instrumental flavor.
’ *
MARCHING HOME” (p.d.V moves breezy'and Ray Ellis’ orch helps interpretations.
It’s highly orig¬
... .FOUR
- FOUR LITTLE HEEL
HEELS at a flavorsome gait that will find it along with some bouncy musical inal stuff that will win .over lots
BRIAN HYLAND . .... j|..
. . ....
of the, cool school buffs.. Working
That’s
How
Mucli
l
Us
levcl
as
an
offbeat
programkicks.
(Kapp) J;.
.
. That's How Mucli lining entry.
••'/o*;.* ’ _ o 'y r___
Tonv
Tony Crombie Orch: “The Man with Kaz are Victor Sproies on bass
Brian Hyland's “Four Little Heels” tPincus & Sons*) is another,
and Roger Wanderscheid on drums.
Johnny
Deerfield
(Capitol): From Interpol” (Top Rank): Tony
frisky song from the “Bikini*’ team due to dick on the spinning
Dayton
Alien:
“Why
Not!”
“WON
WON
WONDERFUL” Cfombie’s score for the tv series.
circuit. “That’s Hoic Much” t Aidon:-) has a cute lyric angle.
(Grand Award*: . Some, of Dayton
“Th
Man
From
Interpol.”
has
all
(Perironf)
‘
gospel-styled
a
hand-clapping
-ingredients f of nmller show Ailen’s funniest bits from the Steve..
BARRY MANN.......; . .WAR PAINT , ^Puncer
riiusic but there’s a global touch Allen tv show have been tapped for
j push that’s quite effectiv
(A BG-P a ramount)
. Count nig- Teardrops
GIRL '(Penron^v tries t(Tget ^ded that helps give it a well- this package. With comedy disks
running strong on the: bestseller
Barry Mann's “War Paint” iAldoir-) is aimed at the teenage
some dramatic values into an^^ ordi- 'rPunded listening appeal. “The
lists, this entry will stirely rack lip
market in lyric and rhythmic values and it’s wrapped up vocally
nary : ballad but it doesn’t work : Mah From Interpol” does a lot of
for a surefire payoff “Counting Teardrops” (Aldon*) adds up to
'
' traveling so the composer has been a gooid.score; His “Why Not!” lec¬
tures
hold tip strongly and are.
another stringer.
The. Chaperones (Josie): “SHIN- able to develop Hawaiian, Itali-"
*
ING; STAR” (Benellf) glows'-with-Oriental and Eastern themes for packed with lots of .. humorous
punch.
Gros.
MANTOVANL ORCH. . ;THEME FROM THE SLNDOWNERS 3 brisk beat that .will pick up varied melodic values. Crombie
leen approval especially around helms the orch on this sound- |
(London) ....
. ; . . — Mine Alone
Ihe jukes- “M-Y SHADOW AND tracker from Britain in okay fash-[I
Mantovani’s “Theme frotii the Sundowners” < Wit mark*) isa solid
ME” (Bennellt) has a vocal verve '
I
bet for a strong spinning payoff- “Mine
Alone” {Burlington*)
ne Atone
ymmingtoiw ,
that
mac will
«iu get
get :th
in 'group
.group noticed.
noucea.
xhe Outriggers: “Surrender**
belongs to the. post-midnight programmers
>rs of lush instrumentals.
Leiinon
Sisters
(Dot);
I
The
Lennon
(Dot) (Warner Bros*. Hawaiia’s musical
“FRECKLES” (Harry
Von Tilzer*
Tilzer*) mood is romantically conveyed in TEDDY WILSON TRIO
WHY
CAN’T IT GO ON “FRECKLES”
t Harry Von
FLOYD ROBINSON
W
HY CAN'T
is a lighthearted title. Song from a this package. With steel arid rhy- Biack Hawk, San Francisco.
(RCA Victor) ...
.
, . A Girl Like You
j 20lh.-Fo\ pic! “I WALKED WITH thm. guitars, ukuleles and a HamThis is the first time that Teddy.
Floyd Robinson's “Why Can’t It Go On” (Acuff-Rose'’) is an¬
TIIE WIND” (Harry Vori Tilzer*) inond organ .leading the way, the Wilspri has ever played in this city
other country-inspired ballad due for a big takeover on the pop
is a mild ballad entry from the/ Outriggers: develop a warmly capti- arid long time fans of his dating
spinning circuit. “A Girl like You” (Tree'- ) is in a simple ballad
saine pic that will get an occasional^ vating .beat on a flock of melodies back to his starring day
with
groove.
deejav iekii
associated with the Pacific islands;
Benny Goodman, turned but iri
Wink Martlndale: “The:-Bible
droves to see him.
William
Powell
(Gem):
“POLIStory—Vol.
1”
(Dot).
In
song
and
SARAH VAUGHAN
.LET'S
The Wilson Trio (Arvell Shaw,
I TIGS” iFgrel*) plays with a topical narrative, the stories from the ;
(Roulette) .;....>.- - • • .Serenata
bass; Bert Dahlerider, drums) is ..a
theme with a hot beat but it’ll ; Bible have been given a disk treatSaran Vaughan’s “Let’s” <Kahl-Wemar} > is a highly attractive
slick,
welt organized, sprightly and
probablv pass over the teeners be- ment that should make a strong
mating of a rhythmic ballad and a stylish songstress for broad
cause they’re too young to care, commercial dent in the religioso solidly producing outfit that com¬
appeal. “Serenata” (Mills* * gives the''thrush a chance to shbw
bines
show'
business with first class:
‘•STRAWBERRY BLONDE” (Fa- market. Martindale handles it With
her topnotch vocal techni ties.
While the
rei*' is a rocking adaptation of. (he I taste and the songs have, beeri musical performance.
trio
is
at
all
times, solidly in the
v aUzing oldie, but it doesn’t help chosen carefully to fit the mood of
BRICE COEFIELD
CHA-CHA TWIST much.
llie Biblical tale. Milt Rogers’orch jazz groove, at rip time do they
■
■
and chorus supply and appropriate move into any area where the ordi¬
(Madison)
i...... ... . . Tempted
+ASCAP. +BMI.
musical setting. The package was nary patron cannot .follow them.
Brice Coeficld’s “Cha-Cha Twist” *Jay & Cee Armor) is a. hipMelody,
swing and
beautifully
swinging I'ersion of the current clicko teen terp fad■ “Tempted”
phrased improvisations are Wil¬
(Vltra'-.> has a hot beat for teenage approval.
son’s
forte..
*'
*
*
The Trio’s: repertory consists of
THE BLONDETTES
..LITTLE BUTTERFLY
swing era classics from the Benny
V(MGM)....My Love (Is Maiiy Things)
Goodman days such as “King Por¬
'The Blondettes’ “Little Butterfly” lAcuff-Roset) moi'es at a ,
ter Stomp.” “One. O’clock Jump,**
“Liza” and on up through, more
happy rhytlimic pace to bring this new group to ike fore. “My
Zoie” TZmf>
P ”
1
***£*»
on
Coast. JWs week to eom- conteriiporary/ tunes
Love”
{Acuff-Rose* > ,rnslilt
has'a pleasant lilt. 9
such
as
- ■ .. .
1
--plete Roger Williams next album
Ornette Coleman, w'ho recently “Misty.7
“Round
Midnight/*
Dorothy Collins (Top . Rank): • MY GIRL” (Heatherfieldi) rolls^^ signed^ management pact with Monte Kay, begins a Coast tpur-Sept. “Shiny Stockings” and “How/ High
“UNLOCK
THOSE
CHAINS” at a lively pace,
25 with the Monterey Jazz Festival and two days later opens at the the Moon.”
. Wilson solos on all of them with.
(Gil-; * has
iias a breezy rhythmic flair
Steve Allen (Signature): “Im- i Jazz Workshop, San Francisco, followed by a three-weeker at the
delicacy and brilliance: Drummer
lossible”
(Roserneadow*)
iis a Sanbah. L. A., Oct. 12 . . . Signature’s Barbara McNair leaves for the Dahlender,
and a powerhouse piping style that f possible”
(Rosemeadow*)
winner of numerous
will give the teeners their kicks. | laughiqg platter contagiously coast this week to start rehearsals as Nat Kirir Cole’s leading ladv jazz polls in his native Sweden, is
“I’LL BE YOURS. YOU’LL BE 1 delivered
by
this
performer, Voast tms week to start renearsa13 as Nat lung cole s leaamg lady
a
fine
druniirier
With good bits of
MINE” (Panther*; will keep the “DANCE TIME” (Rosemead™*) is. m the forthcoming Broadway show, “I’m With You.” Signature prexy
showmanship.
Bassist
Arvell
j an okay takeoff on band ‘remotes/ Bob Thiele will follow her there to cut her second LP . . . Roulette
juke.trade happy.
Shaw,: formerly with Louis . Arm¬
The Cumberland
Cumberland Three:
Three: (Rou(Rou-!
! Records is celebrating Courit Base’s 25th .anni as a bandleader with strong, does several. solo bits (in¬
The
lette•: “SO LONG” (Folkways^) :
lette*:
V
*„JSJfSe ‘i'i'the- release" of..a doiible-LP package called! “The Count Basie Stpry” cluding “Ho\v High the Moon”),
with a sharp eye on the showman¬
vocal setting that could bring this : lvric nicejv handled* hy ltlris^coun- impresarioing Mort Sahl’s Oct/ 14/date at the Sheraton Park Hotel,, ship, possibilities as well as a thor¬
oughly
musical performance: All
folk song into pop spinning areas! tA-.f|avored singer. “NO LETTER Washingtbjn, although the comedian records for the rival Verve label.
^ 3 .
rougb*
^
' FROM MY BABY” (Baret) is
/MGM Records has made arrangements with 50 radio stations to in all, this trio is a good bet for
continued
fat business, at the. Hawk,
GROUND” (Shaysee*) has a Civil routjne
feature Roger King Mozian’s “Spectacular Brass” and “Spectacular
f n! Ieai?mg thats strictlyjfor the ;
jack pieis Orch (Decca/: Percussion” LPs as “Albums of the Week”. ... WPAT, Paterson, N. J:, Ahmad Jamal Comes in Sept. 30.
|
=
.
"
Rafe.
fo.k buffs.
’ “THEME
FROM
‘THE
SUN- indie, is featuring Maurice Chevalier’s MGM album “Thank Heaven
Eddy
Arnold
(RCA
Victor): | DOWNERS’” (Witmark*.), gets for Girls, Girls. Girls”, during September . .
One of Frank DeVol’s
“JUST OUT OF REACH/ (Four j aI1 0 t h e r striking interpretation first chores as Columbia’s riewr pop artists &^repertoire topper was to
ASCAP's N O. thief
Star Sales:» is a mellow country- fr0m Jack Pieis’ orch due for head for Washington to see the incoming Broadway musical “Irrna La
Lawrence Milly has been named
flavored item that will make some ' plenty of spins, “THE DARK AT Douce” .in preparation for his cutting an original cast package
dents in pop markets. “BEFORE; the TOP OF1 THE STAIRS” (Wit- Comedian/Jack Douglas has titled his upcoming Columbia, album manager of . the New Orleans
THIS DAY ENDS” (Mossj; Rose* >! mark*), another pic title theme, is “Jack. Douglas With the: Original Cast” ...Enclosed with Cbnway branch of the American Society of
has a fricndiy vocal manner that: a pretty melodic side also with. Twitty’s MGM album, “Conway Twitty’s Greatest Hits” is a letter Composers, Authors & Publishers.
He’ll work under Jules M. Coiwill win over the alfalfa fans.
{potential.
informing the disk buyer that they can receive an unreleased single
•lins, ASCAP’s sales chief.
Franky
Crockett
(ABC-Para-I
Billy Myles (King): “DANCE by sending name, address and 25c to the diskery’s N. Y. office.

Jim Lowe (Decca): “MAN' OF . mount): “KISSING YOU" (Alamo*)
CLOTH” (Sequence*» is a religioso has a charming ballad feel that
item built up with an appropriate i will help win mote recognition for
vocal mood that will win it a pop' this effective thrush. ‘‘BITTER
push. “SOMEONE ELSE'S: ARMS” . SWEET” (Chas. M. Daniels*) is
(Trinity*) is a modest ballad with built along a catchy, melodic line
a neat Vocal stvling.
- with a bright lyric to help win
Ruth Brown .Atlantic:‘iHONEY; plays.
BOY” i Lori. Lloyd-Logan & Pro- !
Freddy Cannon (Swan): “HUMgressive*; is a zingy number good DINGER” (Conley*) has the rockfor play. “TAKING CARE OF j ingdrive that the jeaners genetBUSINESS” (Progressive* > rocks aliy find attractive. ‘‘MY BLUE
in an easv way lhatjwill appeal to HEAVEN”. (Feist*) gets an updatthe Ruth
Ruth Brown
Brown fans.
fans.
.!‘ ing
Ing in
in. beat and vocal treatment
treatment:
the
audience, for
Ivy League Trio (Coral>: “I’M that will, find a new audience
BOY:’ (Folk-! this oldie.
JUST A COUNTRY BOY”
ways:'
June & Joy (Dot): “LINDY
ways;» is an easygoing folk itemitem1
that rates pop spinning attention. LOU” (House of Fortunet) is a
‘ IF YOU GO ACROSS THE SEA”; fair balad that’s harmonized for
(Northern^ works up an!i attrac- the teen crowd. “DEDICATED TO
the
P
I THE ONE I LOVE” (House of For- j
the pop-folk
pop-folk feel.
feel.
Guy Pastor iCapitol): “iilOVELY tune-) is an ordinary ballad that:
LAURIE” (Sunbeam*) is a pretty could find some friends .because ;
ballad item that Guy Pastor de-. of June & Joy's vocalizing.
j
velops into an okay spinning slice, i. Jackie Randell (Jubilee): “LET-::
Tune
is
from
the
upcoming TER OF LOVE” ($omet) is sent;
musical.
“Tenderloin.” j “JUST • along familiar pop ballad lines j
SQUEEZE ME” (Robbins** gets
sets a with a “talk” insertion that may
fine revival and has a chance to slir up a little teenage femme :
make the spinning rounds|iagain.
' terest. ‘WHi. tOV STILL BE
--—-- 1
I
[aIa

\

'

Best Bets

Small Combo Review

Longplay Shorts
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JAZZ DISKS GET ‘HOT’ AGAIN
SOUNDS Vy Brows’ Reviving Pub Strategy
SELLUiG IPS ^ Nixing Disks Till Show Is Running
In a move to cut down the ex¬
penditures of money and time j h.
nr .
n
.
' Jazz Is getting hot again; lusiInvolved in the annual series of
callycommercially. After: hidistributor meetings held by the
bernatihg . for, several years in a
Various labels each summer, the
cool wave, the modernists are now
American Record Manufacturers &
Distributors Assn. ARMADA is
Washington; Sept. 20.
digging; paydirt ^with something
planning to stage its annual, coin
Stereo phono -.salessoared by called. “souT jazz” or “funk,”
Vention next summer "
conjunc¬ j 15,610 in July, over the June figure
.... ,>■
tion
with
distrib-disker
get-tb..‘ while , sales of monaural sets rose ;n^ f
f
f? hWin?’it
get hers. ARMADA prexy Art Tal- by 13.862, according to Electronic "g,
WV*A^hnmKv
;,m disk form, Album sales by. jazz
madge said that time for eight di.L Industries Asm

1 Mereo IjlOIlO uOariD^
999 flAA C Id * I I
JOlfl in JUiy

ferent disker-distrib meets would
be set aside, at the ARMADA con¬
clave.
Move for ARMADA to enter the
convention picture, was made by
various distfibs who were ex¬
hausted by this summer’s round of
product shows by the various labels
who staged them in far-flung
place!, ranging from New Orleans
to Puerto Rico. Since the top distribs handle numerous, labels, they
had to attend several of these meet¬
ings apiece. Via the ARMADA
plain, they’ll be. able to case the
product of many labels at one
place. .. Talmadee pointed out that
each disker joining the convention
plan would be allocated a private
room and half-a-day. in which to
make, his; pitch. In addition, he fig¬
ures there’ll be "sidewalk” con. ventions in which the smaller,
"labels; will be speaking to distribs
attending the ARMADA conven¬
tion. ARMADA is currently look¬
ing for-.a^ city in which to stage its
1961 meet.
ARMADA, at its nreeting last
week; also moved to create a more
accurate Buying Power Index for
the disk: industry,. The current,!
BPI, which indicates the percent¬
age of the market for each.area of
the country, now fails to take into
account, regional musical tastes.
.The. N.Yi Cityr metropolitan erea. !
"
for instance, which has a. 10.3%
BPI. may fall far short 61 that with
a country &. wesierri. release, but
may exceed. it with a longhair or.;
show’tune disk. The BPI,is used by
diskers irt making illocatiohs to
distributors around the country;.
i

'Apple’ to ImKe

W;

Stereo sales for July at the t/-‘
tail level were pegged ..at -222,539.
For the Brsf seven-months of this-

10,000 copies, ate now
-Sf the
Consistently, names like
Mnes ^vis, Charlie Mingus. Or.
netle Coleman, /Julian "Cannon¬
58,787 f6r July,: while the seventh
ball”
Adderly,
Horace
Silver,
month total was 498.949.
•The headion* decline in the Bobby^mmons are coming up
popularity
of
monaural
sets-.was-}vBh.
solid
packages
for
various
P'-puiaiii/ yi. iiiuiifluidi
naa lo’hpl*
again apparent in^ the.figures. Last iaveis.
year. at. the end of Julv. 856.308
"Soul jazz” is a blend of the
monaural sets liad been sold.
cerebal elements of post-swing jazz
■ \
\ ■■ - ■ ~
with elements of the old Negro folk
tradition.
It’s most distinctive
Tit;
i
_/l :
. .
mark. '
its . spiritual or gospel
lAAtArC LpmnrT
sound with its heavy beat of the
.iWIVItf" UvWlllfc
rhythm section. Mingus is credited
■withbeirigamongthefiTsttoexpi ore this contemporary ‘‘gut-buck-

(P9 CAA AAA V

+

tuner,
"The Unsinkable
Molly
Brown,” are going in for stability
instead of speed in the exploits*
tion of the tunes, Frank MusicRinimer Corp., publishers of the
score, are restricting public per¬
formance of theVtunes until Nov.
21, three weeks after the Broadway
opening. Rinimef, incidentally, is
a contraction of Rini and Meredith
Willson.

at

MARV JOHNSON
On the' (.’harts with;
Movie Two Mountain*

:|

A United Artists Record

Wvjlnlv^ rrom
j
pfckiip;. in sales, response to
_
_
— modern jizz has cued several indie
A CM TuimI
J labels, such as Prestige, Atlantic,
I | ||C| f l|i||l. Blue Note and Argo to launch siii414 1,1
a? UIKI:_
releases. Columbia is planning
t
V
v
o ,
jazz Single releases 'shortly.
In
20.
_
Los Angeles, : Sept. 20^
one case; Arga discovered that a
Proposed format for paym«it of. Single extracted from an Art
about $3.-500.000 to Hollywood and parmer-Benny. Golson JaZztet al^,Yorfc m!islc^ a? settlement tnim was getting wide play and
of three suits .filed against the;, thus stimulating sales oftheLP
American Federation of Musicians ;
^

Roulette Gains
Temporary Stay
%‘MurieriP

From

«eeiaur

Cad^ncW new jazz/operate,

musicians to obtain approval from
Supreme Court fdr a settlemerit under which the Music PerfrtrmnnJTni
fHil release
JL'
furrhance.
Trust THSFund will
certai . : monies
collected: from
phonograph recordings, producers
bf-tv films and transcribed radio
jingles

.>**“**??h°w
iaPProach- .. An increasing number.
' of. disk- jockeys are spinning jaz_z
SI^e:;/he said, and the growing LP
•s.aI^s indicate that the generarpub^ is:mpre receive..to "soull’ jaz?
. than lt was to the hard bop variety,

A similar settiement involving •
r‘r^r
15 7
reuse, of. pre-1948 theatrical films
•. i
Ilf
I
on tv was approved a; month ago • LdDltOl MlOQiillg fT 0FKS
by Superior Judge Haiold W.
11T. 1AAr,
i
r»'
Schweitzer... for
distribution
of
With lIHIlt 1 lIltlAV Mir
about $1,000,000 to 2.400 studio
UllU 1WyU vul,0J
niusieians. Order, for "distribution
Nat fftWc ‘Iava’ Pamirs (Ml
is final .action on the four damage
« WVP I
suits filed here four years ago by
In an attempt to add ..a new',
local tooters- protesting . the AFM dimension to disk packaging, Capir
policy of. assigning royalties- and , tol Records is shelling out over
wage increases and reuse pay- $100;000.on a new Nat King Cole
ments to Trust Fund instead of album called "Wild Is Love.”
to -the individual musiciaiis.
f jfs a ! deluxer that contains .

In an unusual deal, RCA Victor
has .leased its original cast album <
of “The Golden Apple” to Elektra i
Records. The origintU-easier was ;
Issued in 1954 and taken out. of xt ^1i^Ui^?S^iDaJllel A^ ™ebeT, ?n- flock of . color photographs to dethe catalog a couple of years ago. Haralct XJndler rtpped-‘he plamt- v^lop the mood of the 12 original
Reason for the leasing ideal to ; ifls and told judge Wolf son that songs in the platter. Tunes were
Elektra is that the Phoenix The¬ the- distribution of the coin in- composed by Ray Rasch fmusie)
atre shares in. the /royalties and i volleci v.li tahe sovoral months. and botty Wayne .lyrics) and
since it’s a non-profit organization, > In the last tw months- the Federa- follow a complete story line from
Victor execs figured it w ouid be J tion has announced a change in . beginning, to end. The songs are
okay for it to get a crack: at more . its policies to provide that royally | being published, by Cole’s Comet
and reuse payments: will go to in¬ Music firm <ASCAP).
coi . through the Elektra release.
"Apple,” written.by Jerome Mo- dividual musicians.
The score was originally planned,
ross (music) and the late John! ‘ Although under legal attack to be used in Gole’s upcoming
Lhtouche (lyrics), features- Pris- i from various an^ee, the Music Broadway
musical,
"I’m. With
Trust
Funds
are
eilla Gillette, Stephen - Douglas;1 Performance
bouncing backwith an estimated ■ y°u^” but the C4p execs figured
Kaye Ballard aild Jack Whiting.
aliocatimi of. $6,100,000 for cuffp •lt ^as .bet^er si*,ted to tlie disk
concerts during the coming j-eaiv production .so the .composers are
The funds’ allocations last year; PrePa™?g «e'v material for the
dropped- to $5,650,000 because of : ui.usical..
/Continued on page 60)
The Cap brass will watch closely
public reaction to the Cole packDublin, Sept. 13;
age. on which they plan to hinge
'With GOD ballrooms operating, !
the terpery biz is booming in Ire- i
Iinpm Tnv PA!' VIiUDC’ similar jobs- . with such name
land with plenty of work for the
ulTLU l v IVL f ilCFij ' artLsts in ifs stable as Frank Sinar
259 bands play rrtgv here.
Cornelius Keating and, Albert tra; Peggy Lee, Dean Martin and
, A Federation of Irish Musicians; Simonson have w;pii their; viceprexy Jackie Gleason,
spokesman' reports that only about stripes at Columbi Records. The
According to Joe Csida, veep in
35 to 40% of the performers in two veep appointments come on charge of Cap’s.eastern bperations-,
the heels of.the switch from Col ’sv. the saturation /point ..has been'
the bandar ape fulltime musicians,
but membership of the Federation disk club of Norman A. Adler into reached in doing orthodox LPs and
tops the; 1,700 mark,; with another the number two spot at the diskery . new packaging ideas have got to
conie to the-fpre.
500 belonging .to kindred body iri ai exec v.p,
Keating. is taking over Adler’s
Production costs on the LP came
: Northern Ireland: Bands operate
freely in. both. Northern Ireland former post as veepee and general to about. $65;000 and the diskery
manager
of
the
club:.
Simonson
!
has
slotted another $40,000 for the |
and the Republic, but if a niame
band from Ehgliind wants to do will be veepee iri charge of the advertising and promotion budget. :
an Irish tour it must, hold; a Fed¬ Club’s sales .promotion. He’ll be This kind of outlay for a disk ]
eration license and engage, an responsible for the planning and package will; separate: the men
irish group as relief band for the operation of the club’s related ad- from the boys. Only the major •
companies can afford to gamble
tour, and not more than one visit¬ vertising and sales promotion;
Keating came to Col in 1955 as so much loot on a disk .package.
1
ing band can operate at any one
time. Desjwtd the restrictions, the general attorney rand in ’58 beThe price tag on -the album will!
business here is , big enough to came, general manager of the club, be $7.98 (mpnaural) and $8^8
encourage
a
number
of
the Simoiisoii joined the diskCry. in ’56 ; (stereo) after Jan. l. A special in"names” from England to tour as director of sales promption fpr trbductory offer is getting the
Irish provinces?.
the club..
'albuiu off at $5.98 and.$6.98.

GadicTerperyBiz
AGusherfor Tootere.

HEATING, SIMONSON .

The publishers of the score of
Meredith Willson's upcoming legl-

By keeping the score under
wraps, the publishers hope to build
trade and public interest in ths
songs in the legituner. The FrankRinimer restriction scheme is a
throwback to the musical comedy
days of.the 1920s when such pub¬
lishers as Max Dreyfus of Chap¬
pell put a clamp on some tunes
until he could get an organized
•drive under way. However, even
Dreyfus’ plans sometimes went
afoul when a lead sheet of a re¬
stricted tune was “smuggled” to
key bandleaders of the day like
Paul Whiteman, vho’d fake an ar¬
rangement of the song just to get
a first on its performance.

Frank already has taken several
steps to enforce its “Molly Brown”
blackout. The American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
has notified its entire list of li¬
censed stations and a formal re¬
striction letter was sent to the copy¬
right departments of the recording
companies. A similar letter from
Dore Schary, co-producer of the
Roulette Records, w on a tempor¬ musical with the Theatre Guild
ary injunction against additional was sent nationally to radio and
manufacture and distribution of tv personnel.
Canadian. American Records’
Capitol Records, which has the
soundtrack LP of "Murder Inc.” in original cast album rights and is
N. Y. Supreme Court-Monday <19(.
a major investor in the musical,
Judge George Tilzer did riot ex¬ will abide by the Nov. 21 release
tend the: injunctive relief to: the es¬ date on an equal footing with the
timated 10,000 albums already in other record companies. Instead of
the stores, but recommended that cutting the original cast album the
Roulette’s-.suit for a permanent in¬ first Sunday 'after the opening as
junction and money damages be has been diskery practice for the
brought to an early trial. The LPs
(Continued on page 58)
already out of the hands of Por-.
tern Distributors, one of the de¬
fendants in the action, were not
covered by the temporary injunc¬
tion because, retailers were not
parties to the suit..
Roulette brought the action for
injunctive relief on the grounds
that songstress Sarah Vaughan,
whp is featured on the pic sound¬
track LP, is under exclusive disk
pact to Roulette. Defendants, in the
action, besides CA, and Portem,
are Miss Vaughan, 20th CenturyFox Films which released the film
and Princess Production Corp,. op¬
erated by Burt Balaban,; who made
the pic.
Against Roulette’s claim for ac¬
counting and damages on grounds
that the defendants induced miss
Vaughan to breach her contract
(Continued on page 60)

WOLPIN SETS 3 PAR
SOUNDTRACKS HELPS
The soundtrack album picture
at Famous-Paramount Music is in
high: gear. Three trackersr from
pix soon due for Paramount re¬
lease are already set. for slicing
and another is i
negotiation.
Deals for the trackers were set by
Eddie Wolpin, Famous-Par gen¬
eral professional manager.
RCA Victor has nabbed "The
World of: Suzie Wong,” the Wil¬
liam Holdeh-Naricy Kwran-Michael
Wilding starrer . with music by
George Dunning. Imperial Recoi’ds
has latched on. to "A Breath of
Scandal,”; the Sylvia Loren-Maiirice Chevalier starrer with music
composed by Allessandro Cicgnoni,
and Dot Records has “Cinder
Fella,” the Jerry Lewis pic, with
songs by Harry Warren and Jack
Brooks and background music by
Waiter Seharf.
Wolpi
is now weighing bids
from two majors for the rights to
the Marlon Brando pic, “One Eyed
jacks, •’ . for which Hugo Friedhplet. wrote, the sqore.

Court OKs CoFs
Garner IP Sale
The N.Y. Appellate Division
yesterday (Tues.) reversed a lower
€0011 decision enjoining Columbia
Records from distribution of Erroll
Garner's album “The One, The
Only Erroll Garner.” Col is now
free to continue release of the LP.
The next step in the proceedings
will be up to Col, which may ask
Gamer to pay damages bepause of
the “wrongful” injunction. The in¬
junction had been in effect since
July. During the hassle, the court
required Garner to post a $40,000
bond to be applied to the damages
invoked.
Garner brought the injunction
suit against Col, claiming that the
diskery had no right to release the
I.P since he hadn’t approved of the
sides as stipulated in his contract.

(fol’s Lieberson Heads
For Global Biz Touf
Columbia Records- prexy Godi dard Lieberson is hitting the glo¬
bal circuit/ Lieberson heads out
Friday *23) for Tokyo to attend the
50th anni celebration of NipponColumbia diskeries in Japan.
Other stops on Lieberson’s glo¬
bal trek include Hong Kong, Hono¬
lulu, Bangkok, Sydney and London.

Fabian-Eddy Tour
Hollywood, Sept 20.
Fabian has teamed up with gui¬
tarist Duane Eddy on a 30-day,
30-city tour starting Oct. 2 In
Milwaukee.
Tour marks Fabian’s first In
more than a year.
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RECORD TIP S.
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales)
This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and mush
programming by the major independent radio stations.

This
WV.

last No.Wk*.
Wk. On Chart

IABEI

TM* JLatt. No. Wkt.
Wk. Wk. On Chart
53

3

1

3

9

THE TWIST
Chubby Checker ...Parkway

34

2

4

6

MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN
Connie Francis
MGM

35

ZB

7

3

1

10

IT'S NOW OR NEVER
Elvis Presley

36

44

3

4

2

10

Victor

WALK, DON'T RUN
Ventures *.• • • • . . Dolton

5

10

3

MR. CUSTER

6

6

6

CHAIN GANG
Sam Cooke

7

5

9

8

15

7

9

9

7

NEVER ON SUNDAY

10

18

4

11

8

12

37

58

3

Thi. last No. Win.
Wk, Wk. On Chart

LABEL

MY LOVE FOR YOU
Johnny Mathis

TITLE,

LABEL

67

70

8

MY LOVE
Cole-Kenton . . . ....... . . . Capitol

HOT ROD LINCOLN
Johnny Bond ....... . . • Republic

68

71

1;

IF 1 CAN’T HAVE YOU
Etta & Harvey....,......., Chest

I'M NOT AFRAID
Ricky Nelson

69

84

3

YOU TALK TOO MUCH
Jee Jones ...RI.C

70

66

•

GEE BUT I'M LONESOME
Ron Holden

1

Come back
Jimmy Clanton .

LUCILLE
Everly Bros.

Columbia

Imperial
,.. Cadence
71

Donna

38

64

3

KOMMOTION
Duane Eddy ........

39

65

4

ROCKING GOOSE
TJohhny & Hurricanes... ... .Big Top

72

82

12

1 SHOT MR. LEE
Bebettes ..............

VOLARE
Bobby Rydell .. . .Cameo

48

38

5

THE LOVING TOUCH
Mark Dinning

73

32

17

PLEASE HELP ME, I'M FALUN'
Haiik Lockli
Victor

KIDDIO
Brook Benton..

41

25

16

1

BLUE ANGEL
Ray Orbison ........Monument

.... Era
Victor

Mercury

ONLY THE LONELY
Roy Orbison.

MGM
74
. Monument

... Ace
. .triple X

42

42

4

NICE 'N' EASY
Frank Sinatra ... .>... .... Capitoj

75

72

4

BRIGADE OF BROKEN HEARTS
Paul Evans ........> . . . Guaranteed

A MILLION TO ONE
Jimmy Charles.. . Promo

43

37

6

1 LOVE YOU THE SAME OLD WAY
Paul Anka ...
..... .ABC-Par

76

77

3

KOOKIE LITTLE PARADISE
Jo Ann Campbell.
. ABC Par

9

THEME FROM THE APARTMENT
Ferrante/Teicher
UA

44

60

2

YES SIR THAT'S MY BABY
Ricky Nelson .
...... Imperial

77

63

12

7

9

DREAMIN1
Johnny Burnette.......... . Liberty

45

56

10

HOT ROD LINCOLN

78

89

1

I'D DO IT AGAIN
Bobby Rydell
. ... . ..... . Cameo

13

LI

7

YOGI
ivy ^ ..

46

40

6

LET'S HAVE A PARTY
Wanda Jackson ...... . ... Capitol

79

36

15

Shell

IMAGE OF A GIRL
Safaris .... ................ Eldo

14

14

6

PINEAPPLE PRINCESS
Annette

47

54

7

HONEST 1 DQ
Innocents

68

-r

1

Vista

BEACHCOMBER
Bobby Dari
............ .. Afco

81

79

1

OLD OAKEN BUCKET
Tommy Sands ...,
...« Capitol

47

14

TELL LAURA 1 LOVE HER
Ray Peterson ............. Victor

15

33

3

. .. UA

SO SAD
Everly Bros.

Cadence

48

59

9

OVER THE RAINBOW
Baysiders

Indigo
Everest

BIG BOY PETE
Olympics

Arvee

16

19

7

YOU MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME
Neil Sedaka...... Victor

49

—

1

DON'T BE CRUEL
Bill Black ............

82

17

27

6

DEVIL OR ANGEL
Bobby Vee .. . . Liberty

50

96

2

AND NOW
Della Reese .....

83

1

MY DEAREST DARLING
Etta James . ................ Arge

18

12

15

MISSION BELL
Donnie Brooks ..

51

39

4

RUN, SAMSON. RUN
Neil Sedaka

84

I

MY SHOES KEEP WALKING BACK
Guy Mitchell .... . ... Cotumbi

.... Era

19

26

4

MOVE TWO MOUNTAINS
Marv Johnson .. .... UA

20

34

3

THREE NIGHTS A WEEK
Fats Domino

21
22

50

3

53

52

II

Imperial

SHORTNIN' BREAD
Paul Chaplin ......... .... Harper

85

92

4

SINCE 1 MET YOU BABY
Bobby Vee

ALL MY LOVE
Jackie Wilson ...

86

61

8

LISA
Jeanne Black ..............Capitol

67

97

2

BRONTOSAURUS STOMP
Pfltdown Men ..Capitol

88

67

4

SERGEANT PRESTON YUKON
Ray Stevens ....,-j........ NRC

66

1

90

1

SHIMMY LIKE KATE
Olympics
Aryee
A FOOL IN LOVE
Ike & Tina Turner .....
Sue
IT ONLY HAPPENED YESTERDAY
Jack Scott
Top Rank
IS YOU OR IS YOU AIN'T
Buster Brown ... .... ........ Fir
VAQUERO
Fireballs .............,.. Top Rank
KOOKIE LITTLE PARADISE
Treo Swingers
Guyden
GIRL WITH STORY IN HER EYES
Safaris . ................... Eldo
CLAP YOUR HANDS
Beau Marks .. .....Shad
RAT RACE THEME
Richard Maltby
Roulette
OH THAT FEELING
Johnny Mathis .......i... Cotumbi
FIVE BROTHERS
Marty Robbins ......
Cotumbi
RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET
Plotters ................. Mercury

. . Brunswick

20

8

TATA
Clyde McPhatter........., Mercury

54

45

5

I'M FALLING TOO
Skeeter Davis .
. .

31

6

ANY MORE
Teresa Brewer ............... Coral

55

62

4

DIAMONDS & PEARLS
Paradons .. ...

ITSY BITSY BIKINI
Brian Hyland

56

29

13

WALKIN' TO NEW ORLEANS
Fats Demina
Imperial

.\

23

52

Victor

13

12

Kapp

Milestone

24

24

7

HELLO YOUNG LOVERS
Paul Anka. .ABC-Par

57

—

1

1 WANT TO BE WANTED
Brenda Lee .. ........... . . .. Decca

25,

21

8

OVER THE RAINBOW
Dimensions

58

55

4

MALAGUENA
Connie Francis

26

16

13

Mohawk

FINGER POPPIN' TIME
Hank Ballard

King

59

73

12

NO
Dodie Stevens_

91
-MGM

92

5

94

83

4

95

■—'

1

96

80

19

97

—

1

2

SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME
Drifters
Atlantic

60

46

10

A WOMAN, A FRIEND,, A LOVER
Jackie Wilson
Brunswick

28

L7

10

IN MY CORNER OF THE WORLD
Anita Bryant
Carlton

61

22

16

I'M SORRY
Brenda Lee . .... .\L..

29

49

2

LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING
Bob Luman

62

74

2

WAIT
Jimmy Clanton .......

30

.30

6

THE SAME ONE
Brook Benton .. Mercury

63

43

5

CANDY SWEET
Pat Boone .
..

31

23

9

WRECK OF JOHN B.
Jimmie Rodgers .. .Roulette

64

90

3

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
Chiffons
.. Big Deal

96

32

41

3

1 WALK THE LINE
Jaye P. Morgan.

65

93

5

WE GO TOGETHER
Jan & Dean ... . .. . . . .

99

66

57

13

33

35

4

... MGM

YOU'RE LOOKING GOOD
Dee Clerk.
. .Vee Jay

FEEL SO FINE
Johnny Preston

*

.... Mercury

1
99

51

1'

8

93

27

WB

48

*
—

1

100 68

9

Liberty

UEtsiETf
Peggy Lee,
Puii llQG on Coast
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Inside Stuff—I

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
A second program of music by the late Emmerich Kalman and his
•on Charles has .been set for. Oct. 8 in Bad Reichenall, Germany, as .. Gross of $110,735 was racked up
by
a
pop
package
of tho Kingston
a sequel to a successful concert several weeks ago.. Rudolf. Erb will
Trio, Peggy Lee, Henry Mancim
conduct.
and George Shearing Quintet at a
Poland’s late pianist-statesman, Ignace .tan, Paderewski, will be tWo-night. bash over the weekend
honored in New York State with a “day” Nov. 6, to mark the, . lOOtli which drew' 34,838 payees, at. the
anniversary of his birth, Governor Nelson A, Rockefeller, in a proc¬ Hollywood Bowl.
Friday/. Saturday (16-17) coh-lamation; said, “All people who love' freedom,” as well as those of
Polish' origin, remember Paderewski, “with reverence . and affection.” certs were scaled at a $4.75 top.
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57.

Of Spings; Dorothy Loudon to UA

Chicago, Sept. 20.
Mercury Records has been on a
“new faces” kick in recent months,
and its artists & repertoire chaps
RCA Victor has tied in with
are continuing to beat the bushes
the National Football League.
for fresh prospects. Although its
In its kickoff of an album fea¬
established sellers have been doing
turing the 13 offical songs of
very well in the singles race, disk¬
the NFL members. Tunes were
Richard Rqdgers.will finish out the uriexpired t e r in of the, late Oscar
ery fears it could fall back through
ciit in a. dance-band idiom by
Hammerstein: 2d on the board of directors of ASCAP The term runs
complacency.
Bernard Green with a. 30-piece
•until - January when ASCAP will hold hew elections. Rodgers, who has
orch on the Coast.
Of late, more than a dozen solo
been an ASCAP member since 1926, was on its board between 1941
Via; the.. NFL link, Victor
talents and groups have been
and 1947.
plans to sell the- LP at all the
pacted—all in the 18 to 30 age
games. The diskery is featurrange, which typifies the stress on
. MG1VI Records’ thrush. Connie Francis has a bulging schedule be: ing /the package in the weekly
Atlanta, Sept. 20.
youth in the current market.
tween her current, four Weeks at Saharai Hotel, jLas Vegas* and. her
game programs plus on tv
Atlanta will be. swinging .with
Among the tyros, several of
first N. Y. Gopacabapa date for two weeks,. Dec' i-i4.. Right after L, V.•: ■' culture during the coming season:
spots in. the pre-game broad¬
whom have yet to be first-issued,
Francis
for two tv shows-^BBC’s “Night
at the
casts. The alhum bears the em¬
-■Miss
„ ..
. . flies to England
-.
~
. M; Combining. to bring this high
are Orville Couch, Grady Chap¬
Palladium and an ATV spec. Then she works five days in a German type entertainment to this Gate
blem of the 13 teams and each
man, Eddy Noak (regarded as a
lovie with. working title “Story of Radio Luxembourg.” She plays ‘ city of the South are the Atlanta
song is introed on the disk by
bright country & western prospect),
two U. S. army camps in Germany, and does two one-niters, in: Hoi-, Music Club and the Atlanta Sym- ..a star player or coach of the
Benny Atkins, Bobby Kent. Billy
land and Dublin.
I phony Orchestra.
individual team.
Sherril, Ernie Andrews, Bobby
' .1 ^larvin McDonald is manager of
Johnson, IiUghie Thierry. Jim
Dave Lambert* of the Lambert, Hendricks & Ross trip. is. squawk- / two series sponsored by the; Music
Eddy, A1 Hart (Ex-Shreveport, La.,
irig to -United Artists Records over release of his new., album, ,“Swing, j Club and scored
beat, for the
deejay), and Johnny Oliver. Nevr
Sing . Along With Pave Lambert,” "which recorded solo. According to : 1960-61 season by landing bpth
groups include the Wayfarers,
Ralph Gleason’s column in .the Sari Francisco column last week; Lani- -Artur/ Rubinstein and Van Clifoiknik trio, and Eddy Bell and
beit says , that: the/albuni was. supposed to be multitracked; but DA . burn. This gave All Star Series
his Bell-Aires foursome.
Records went: ahead and. released his first track/only,
; such an impetus that season ticket
Several of the above had no pre¬
—
,
j .sale was discontinued last week,
vious disk affliation. Significantly,
. There Is now. going .to' be a Kingston Trio fashion. Eight menswear ' ^^' Amrk Philharmonic Orchestra,
London, Sept. 2Q. ! the list is topheavy—to say the
manufacturers have signed up to participate: in a merchandising, tieup: Leonard, Beni stein conducting, gets . The cops may soon be after “Tell least—with males, which points
with the. Capitol Records singing, group. To help stimulate intereston here .Thursday (15) . to kick off Laura I Love Her.” The Metro¬ up the preference for them at
the retail level, Weston Merchandising Assoc., the licensing org,. has series in 5,500-seat Municipal Audi- politan Commissioner of Police has jukes and disk counters.
.beeii asked to ‘investigate the word¬
arranged for a“ Win A Trip to Kingston Jarhaica, With The Kingston: torium.
.
Trio” contest/ The promotion will be, tied in with ah airline, the] Second attraction W^ll be Cold- ing of the. madabre record, with a
Jamaica Tourist Board /and Capitol Records. The Kingston Trio fashions *tyearn Guards, of Buciungham View to putting a stop to this trend United Artists: Dorothy Loudon
•ill include sports shirtsi.. dress, shirts, shirt-and-walking short co- Palace plus, dancers and. bagpipe which incites young people to
Singer-comedienne Dorothy Lou*
ordinates, sweaters, neckwear, sports :jackets and suits.
players of Cameron Highlanders, endanger their lives and those of don has been signed to United Art¬
• /■■ ■
Nov. 21. Rubinstein will appear in innocent third parties.”
ists for a couple of albums. One
says she lias .been asked to go
Africa '
balle^Viiee Sadler’s Wells i Disk, which is in the current top package will consist of her own
10 British bestsellers in the shape
i“>.
Ballet) is booked for Bee. 9. Van of the Ricky Valance version for nitejry material and the other will
be of songs by Jimmy McHugh,
She added that she would like to include. South Africa, despite the. niiuirn will nprfnrm Tan q; Pnii<sh
rebuffs, she would inevitably receive there: Negro singer gave tw i SoHn^?t Heni^k 9sSrvng Feb 22^ the Columbia label and is also be¬ Jule Slyne, Harold Arien and
ing
issued
by
the
Decca
and
Top
Hoagy
Carmichael. The diskery is
fi ee-admish concerts last week at Canadian National Exhibition, -sponr :-arA-..ciVVe1and Svmo’ioriv Orches’
enrorf .W .tatter anH Trirnnte
RW alcn
nritIP170H lha
=>>mpnOny UrCheS- Rank diskeries, has become a talking to each of the composers
target for the Biitish Safety Coun¬ to backstop Miss Loudon on the
cil. Early last week the Director of
t{ witl>: concert by soprano Eileen . Public Prosecutions hbd a request keyboard for their respective com¬
meet ..the masses,” she said.
positions. Singer is currently at
,
j Farrell, April 15.
from the Council’s national direc- the Flamingo, Las Vegas*
•••_, ...
.. .
^
• ..
•
Season tickets to this series tor7 Leonard Hodge, to investigate
Magnavox opened, the door to its equipment “Showcase” in N. Yi range from $22.50 in boxes to
the wording on the grounds that it
Monday < 19 V. The new music centre showcases Magna vox equipment ,$9.50.
would- “tend to deprave and corCapitol: Ernie Ford
ranging from stereo hi-fi tv sets, AM/FM radio., phonographs and j
Music Club’s Membership Series
rupt
Impressionable teenagers.”
Tennessee Ernie Ford has signed
transistor, radios. The 5,000 square feet setup, includes five listening ‘ will offer five attractions with TOO
Hodge’s premise was that the plat¬ a new exclusive contract with
rooms for equipment demonstrations. The “Showcase” is located, on season tickets available only to
ter’s “nauseating theme” would Capitol Records. Ford first joined
Madison Ave: in the new Union. Carbide. Bldg.
members of the club. This .series
. foster a “glorious death cult” the Tower, in 1949 during which
Magna vox prexy Frank Freimanrt stresses that oyer 33% of the new ;ajs6 handled by McDonald, also is
among youngsters.
time he has cut over a dozen
tv set sales last year were for 24-inch, sets/ and that the dominant 17-21 an annual sellout. Recitals are pre¬
Approach to. the Police Commis- albums, as well as singles.
inch setawners are the target for the still-bigger, picture sets (27- seiited at 800-seat Community Play/ sioner came just before the week¬
inches >, which is. a feature of the new Magnavox line: After that, he house For a $12 fee a patron re-His latest LP is “Sing A Spi^*
end after the Public Prosecutions
feels, will come the/big color market.
j ceives/membership in the Music
director, Maurice Crump, had sug¬ tual With Me.”
“-“.
., I Club, tickets to all five attractions gested such a move. So far, there’s
Warwick: Freddy & Voxpoppers
The tlieme music from ‘‘Midnight Lkce.” upcoming Universal-Arwin ' and automatic invitations to re¬ = no indipation that anyone’s thinkFreddy & The Voxpoppers have
film production starring Doris Day and. Rex Harrison, is drumming up ! eeptioris that-follow three of the : :g of withdrawing the disk.
plenty of disk company interest. There-are . already five Instrumentals. \, concerts:
(Continued on page 58)
in the .can ready to go. The slices are by David Carroll (Mercury); Ray j There’s also 12 concerts sehed: | British Safety Council’s protest
Conniff (Columbia), Raiy Ellis. (MGM), Dick Jacobs: (Coral) and Sid iiled by the Atlanta Symphony may be directed towards the ‘Laur^*
lyrics
as
a
specific
instance
but
Feller (ABC-Paramoun t). Tune was written by Jerome Howard and j .Orchestra, II of them given iii.
Jce. Lubin and is published by. the Doris Day-Marty, Melcher firm, /Pairs at the 1,850-seat Tower Thea- isn’t confined to same. The Council
Daywin Music (BMI).
'
I ter. home., of the Symphony, and states that it is eictremely perturbed
- .- -•
'.the 12th a solo shot by the Ballet that disks of the same kind are re¬
Nicholas. Monsarrat. English-born, novelist who has long lived in Russe de Monte Carlo with the leased “on an average ef one or
Ottawa, excoriated the members of Ottawa Federation of Musicians .Symphony at the 5,500-seat Muny two a week.” Says Hodge: “We
<AFM) in a letter .to the editor of Ottawa Citizen last week.
: auditorium. Season ticket price must dam the stream of horror
Mexico City, Sept. 20.
Monsarrat’ (currently completing his new novel,/“Nylon Pirates” scale for Symphony Series ranges before it comes a flood,” declaring
and about to start on “White Rajah,-” , commissioned as a. novel-to-be- from $30.90 j top for box seats to that the records are far more ; The, long awaited pact between
insidious
than
bdoks
such
as
“Lo¬
filmed by Milton Spelling’s United States Pictures) leads off by noting ( $7,21 for second balcony,
the American Federation of Musi¬
two ‘‘gaps” in those heard from recent demise of Ottawa' Philhar-! Ileriry Sopkin .liow is in his 16th lita” and: “Lady Cbatterley’s cians and Its Mexican counterpart,
that have been banned. He
ionic. Tliey are the “big money” supporter (numbering 20-30, “wh / year as conductor of Atlanta Sym-: Lover”
adds that he’s convinced there are the National Union of Mexican
would be perfectly prepared collectively, to write off the. existing' phony which" performs with 78 grounds for judicial action and that
Musicians (also known as the
deficit of $23,000) and “the out-of-the-ordinary player (if he exists) ] pieces.
the Council will not stop pressing
who might be more concerned with-’-providing a sea$on. of concerts ’ William.C. Herring, orch’s. man- until something is done.
Mexican Musicians Union) may be
thari with gouging the general public for every, cent the. traffic will: aser. says that final accounting of
but a matter of some months away.
tear.”
j 1959-60 season activities showed
A provisional agreement for ex¬
“Frankly, the ‘big money’ supporters are sick and tired of this re-‘l organization, ^‘almosf broke even.”
change of Mexican and American
current cultural squeeze-play, which is directly copied from the game . B.udget. for current season, he redf poker, and which would not : deceive the average, piccolo player i ycaled, called for gross expenditure
orchestras was signed last week
above the mental age of 12.” He. then recalls the “shock” with which of $260,000,
with Juan Jose Osorio acting for
such ancle? discovered that the Philharmonic was paid “at the ;full
the
Mexican union and Herman
Edith
SaU
has
been
set
as
gen¬
going rate” not only for playing but. for rehearsing “their ..own benefit
eral professional manager of Jaro Kenin for AFM. This agreement to
performance.” “A very large number of people, whose time is Worth
Music
(BMI)
and
Rank
Music
Co.
a great deal mote than that of any player in the. Ottawa Philharmonic,
remain in force until a more for¬
of' America (ASCAP). Both firms mal pact is signed, with the definite
gave hours of work/”
are music publishing subsids of agreement probably ratified in
(Monsarrat himself tended bar for ight hours; federal finance min¬
Irwin M. Schuster . has .. been Rank Records of America.
ister Donald Fleming acted in a sketch; etc.). “I do noL know of /any
November.
Before joining Rank, Miss Sail
parallel occasiori even, in the lowest reaches of professional sport, upped to v.eepee of Trinity Music
Main provision of the provisional
where, a benefit performance Would be. staged.on such as ungenerous and its affiliated Burton. Manage¬ had been with Decca, Coral, Dot, and permanent pacts is that ex¬
ment firm. The companies are and Hanover-Signature.
a basis.”
change must involve same number
headed lay Ed Burton.
of musical, elements and contract
Schuster has been professional
periods.
manager for the Trinity operation
The provisional contract was
Henry Tobias Laurie
since 1958. . He joined. the firm in
signed by Osorio in Mexico and
Label With EP Release ’55 six months after its launching
Kenin in New York. Odd note is
Hollywood,. Sept. 20.
Henry Tobias will launch his by Burton, Joe Csida and Charles
that Osorio is out as head of the
Greah. Latter two have since
Lawrence Welk yiil pay homage Mexician union, with Tirso Rivera
.Colpix Records .has latched on new label, Pait Records, with, an exited for other .ventures.
exterided-play package called
to. 30 of .the greatest pop banos the nominal head, although his
to the soundtrack right? to “Pepe,” “Swingin’ at the Fontainebleau”
during the 1930s and 40s with a leadership is still being disputed
the. Catinfias starjrer to be released by the Bobby . Fields Trio. The
special presentation, “Great Dance by bandleader Venus Rey.
LYMAN BACK IN HAWAII
(by Cblumbia Pictures in December. combo is featured at the FontairieBands
on. Parade,” over his ABCUnion dissension might scuttle
Honolulu, Sept. 20.
Diskery is planning .an October re¬ bicau, a, Miami Beach Hotel whei e
TV program* Oct. 8..«Welk will the exchange program before it
Aithur
.
Lyman
.combo
has
release of the. album so that it can Tobias is entertainment director.
drop
his
own
hubbly
style
for
exgets
full headway. Already there
'turned from the mainland for a
be used as an exploitation tool for
The new songs in the set, “Away seven-week engagement at Don the actrcopy arrangements of the were “discussions” about naming,
the film.
From You,” “May This Be Ybur Beachcomber’s.. Then after a one- bands being toasted.
of Mexican musical units to ac-.
Featured in the. album-are Mau¬ Life,” Carryin’ the Torch” and “In week .Coast booking, the Lyman
Included in Welk’s all-time company Nat King Cole here. And
rice Chevalier, Bing Crosby, Bobby My Wildest Dreams” were .written group will return to Waikiki for greats are Glenn Miller, Tommy while there Is no peace within th»
Darin, Sammy Davis Jr., Judy Gar¬ by Tobias (music) aind Joyce / Mar¬ ,an: indefinite run at the Hawaiian and Jimmy Dorsey, Guy Lombardo, ranks of musicians, the develop¬
land and Andre Previn. -The per¬ cus ‘lyrics). The tunes will be pub¬ Village hotel. .
Benny Goodman, Glen Gray, Kay ment of a reciprocal exchange al¬
formers with : contractual ties to lished by Tobias’ Pat Music firi .
Lyman says there’s a good Kyser, Woody Herman, Wayne ways can face flare ups such as
Other companies have been cleared" . GiiiTentiy Tobias is on a promo¬ chance he’ll make a jpermanent ar- King, Ted Weems, Russ Morgan, the one which * prevented Harry
for this soundtrack package- Musical tional .tour for .the Fontainebleau,. rangeiuent with the Hawaiian Vil- Frankie Laine, Paul Whiteman, James from completing a dancs
supervision of . the film and sound¬ visiting /travel editors and travel Llage between the combo’s /main- etc. No, the champagne batoneer hall engagement during his stay in
track is . by Johnny Greetu
agents ih key cities.
rland engagements.
will not imitate them vocally.
Mexico. '

RCA’* Package Play

Atlanta Swinging With
Lineup of Top Longkir
Names for ’60-’61 Season

British Safety Council
Raps ‘Death Cult’ Angle
Of ‘Laura’-Type Pop Disks

J

UA, Mex Tooter Unions
Sign Provisional Pact
For Band Reciprocity

EDITH SAIL NEW GPM OF
RANK’S UA MUSIC COS.

Schuster Gets Veep

Colpix to Groove LP
Of ‘Pepe’ Soundtrack

Welk to Toast Thirty
Top Bauds on TV Show
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Man/* Frank ban prepared 1 ipo- wnrjo11
dal demonstration LP consisting

Disker-Distrib Org See Federal Law s?SSSKK?s

.

>t 1 - . ■.

mmamm

Mere On Hew Faces' Kick

show and giving Information con.
■
■■ I cntlanad
from pag®
p>sb .17
sr ;—
Continued from
cerning performers in the musical,
"
. how the tunes work into the story been tagged by Morty Craft’s War- Indies with versions of “Starry
A master plan to stamp out disk-^—!• ' ■ " ■—“ £and other info of interest to the wick label. Group previously re- Eyed” and “Lonely For You.”
a&r men. Frank laid out close to corded for Mercury under the *
bootlegging U being devised by
British DUk B«»t»eller» i$5,000 to produce the LP. In addi- Voxpoppers tag. Combo features
WAnA# Sand**,
the Assn, ot Record Manufacturers
gent. JO,
•tion to the demo, disk, Frank Is the voice of Freddy Tamburo, one
:
Actress-songstress. Honey Sand& Distributors of America repreApach<) .
Shadows
ssending the diskeries a packet of the twins in the threerbrother
tenting a group of indio dlskers
(Columbia)
ssheet muslo copies of the show’s group. The first release is sched- ®ra’ who^ portrays the roleof th#
score.
uled for the end of September and ®°yal
®s
who have been particularly hard
They’re Young ........ .Eddy
s
hit by the pirates In the last couple
(London)
Although
theRini-Meredith.Will-lS'11)f f !*,»•£••
•». In F” called
°j atre,
afre'ciedWr
G^o^nTbthl?v™b*
son
firm
Rinimer
is
Shout
two
Rubinstein’s
“Melody
ueaar
urove.
w. J .. tnis weelt,
Rinimer is Shout two KUDlnstem a vMelody in
called
of years According to ARMADA
M
ot BlueO ......Presley
*son firm
it"l ”ba’tht
side is has
has; been set to; record an album.
album,
oki it’ll
e’ thi first time "Lonely. For You." Other aide
prexy. Art Talmadge, United; Art(RCA)
5years oTd
11 d®
ue me
tne. iirst rime
,
Tsn-t TAiiin»» Botj.
Both tubes
tunes of musical hits from Broadway
neren. isn i xeuin.
uorn runes ghftwq of tu8 iqon, fnP MoKf The
lsts Records’ v.p. and general man^
_
1that it will have a show score. Will- •“ibhlibf
kayv^n Music. «hows of. the 0920s for MGM. Th,
published by Rayven
ager. “bootlegging keeps popping
-.....Richard
sson’s “Musio Man" songs are in are
Group is
is managed
Irank Music ,£.
8
^ Group
managed ■ by
by Duke
Duk, Niles,
Niles, sessions.for the alburn will get: un• ..
dec way this week.
time “ reCOrd hUS the
Lslura I Lo™ Her ....Valance
1
Show’s; pre-Broadway tryout be¬
C n.rtiS’ j
.
.
uu
(Columbia)
Madison: Garry Stites
Talmadge, who met with the
only ^ Lonely.Orbison
igins next Monday (26) in Philadel¬
Kapp: BUI Dana
ARMADA excc board last week to
(London)
Iphia with a Broadway opening
Larry Uttal has nabbed singer
discuss the situation, believes that
Will Be Loved
.Everly Bros.
sscheduled for Nov. 3. Tammy Garry Stites for his Madison label.
Bill (“Jose Jiminez”) Dana has
the key to the bootlegging problem
(London)
(Grimes is starring.
1 Singer already has scored on other switched from Signature Records
lies in a Federal law which would
Long As He Needs Me . .Bassey
to an exclusive recording contract
make it a criminal offense to buy
(Columbia)
with Kapp Records.
or sell the illicit merchandise. He
Somebody’s Fool. .. .Francis
First Kapp shellacking Will be a
said: *T am appalled by the lack of
(MGM)
folIowuPTfo.hls Si^LP -‘My Name
concern shown by some dealers
Paper Roses .... iKaye Sisters
.
is
Jose Jiminez. New disk is tabwhen they are offered this bootleg
(Philips)
(A National Survey of Key Outlets)
bed “More of Jose Jiminez.”
merchandise. They show' no conA
new teenage boy-giri duo
cern as to whether or not it Lis be- (
T
L
This LastNo. wks.
Janet & Jay, has Joined the Kapp
ing sold to them by legitimate;
wk. wb. on chart
■
^
roster.
The first single will be a
sales people.”
|
IflOlljf BlOWII
IO (Capitol)
(Capitol)
coupling M0f “Compatitude” and
KINGSTON TRIO
At the present time, th diskers_h
s Continued from page 55 5
uii
7
v
Pretend.
String Along (T 1407)
_
have to combat the booth \ers by ,5= c<,ntmu'a ,rom »*«» ” —depending on a variety of slate ;past several years, Cap will. now
BOB NEWHART (WB)
laws, not all of them clearly| aimed I
a week before calling the
Button Down Mind (W 1379)_.
at such practices. ARMADA has I cast jnt0 the studio. Cap's investFRANK SINATRA (Capitol) —
'
bcen sparking the anti-bootlegging i ment, by the way, Is now up to
Nice ’n’ Easy (W .1417)____
crusade as a way of building.up ; $264,000.
support for the organization. It has :
+« ctuarf
SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia)
“55°?* .be Phnadelphia lew |
Hollywood, Sept. 201
Original Cast (KOL 5450)
Four Star Music, subsid .of thit
Stciulmook to chert oufall reports 1
srttjto*
BRENDA LEE (Decca)
;Four Star TV Co., is upbeatlng liv#
Brenda Lee (DL 4039)__
,
of piracy and make the iriforma- j JJ*an0CnV°^
ca^efu
j music scoring on Its product. Tho
tion available to the local: state's
] greenlight to more live tuning
SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
iu^ne^office10
l6cal istate's selection of the tuiies they wantattorney
[follows recent agreement between
attorney office.
otfice.
;;
J t0 reCord. In his . letter to the rec- :
Edge of Shelley Berman (MGV-15Q13)
I the telefilmery and the Musicians
Several successful proseputions ; Qr(j companies, Ostrow points out,
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par).
have already been made in
in. New |j ..For
past five yeara tradition. Guild of America.
Paul
Anka
Sings
His
Big
15
(ABC-323)
Jersey,
one
of
the-biggest
bootleg!
jersey.
the- biggest bootleg
pre-Broadway musid exploita| According to Herschel Gilbert,
centers in the country.
j tion methods have perspired arid
JOHNNY MATIIIS (Columbia)
' general director of Four Star MuJohnny’s Mood (CL 1526) ,
__
j sic, initial musical kick-off begins
-:—I;
collapsed before an expanding recj this, week on “Stagecoach West,”
_
.
. /x
ord industry and changing BroadELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Jazz Cavalcade to Milw.
u-ay
way praGtices.
practices. We have reason to !
; c.omposed-conducted by Skip MarElvis Is Back (LPM .2231) __
Milwaukee, Sept. 20.
j question the funadmental thinking |
j tin, and the “Dante” vidpix series,
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
“Jazz Cavalcade.” with; Dave . r0gar(jing
regarding the pre-release of single [
which Leith Stevens composedSold Out (T-13521
_
Brubeck
Brubec
k Quartet, Dukes, of Dixie- • show recordings and their ability
‘ conducted.
land and Duke Ellington orch, has tQ increase the advance boxoffice
[ Bud & Travis, folk singing diio,
CAN-CAN (CapitoD
been set for Milwaukee;: Audi- saie 0f a musical. Today; because of i
; have been .signed by Four Stair to
Soundtrack (LOC 1032)
__
torium Oct. 16.
ij
! a more integrated Broadway musi-1
• sing the background theme of
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Concert is being co-produced by cai art form, a new generation of
j “West,” in addition to cutting, a
Soundtrack
(LOC
1032)._,
_,
WOKY and Glendale Roman's singles record buyers, a changing
‘ Single version for Liberty Records.
Club.
j broadcast practice, an increasingly
SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
! cautious ‘pop impulse’ record In¬
Inside Shelley. Berman (MGV 15003)
dustry and a saturation of recorded
DAVE GARDNER (Victor)
ll*«
TAIMAH1 III
product competing for airtime,
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239)
GUMBING TO THE TOP
HflT
I I aril.ill ■■■
standard prei-Broadway exploita■ IV I
I VI IVflh a a a
tion methods are retarded and unTERRY SNYDER (Command)
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-50)
_
Guy* Making History!
realistl
• ki
Ur.,.. ,i
i Frank Music contends that rareBILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
ukTB
IF does an unsuccesstui, musical
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP 3276)
BMI
PUBLISHERS NOTE
NOTE
BMI PUBLISHERS
production give rise to an immePLATTERS (Mercury):
Demo Availabl*
Demo
Available
j diate hit song and a&r men . have
Encores of Golden Hits (MG 20472)
_been faced in the past with haying I
STRICTLY FROM
FROM CRAZYVULB
CRAZYVULB
STRICTLY
spent time, money and effort to
RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
•*
They can't get the hang o'
record a song from A shoW' that
Young at Heart (CL 1439)
_
How to tango
Haw
tang© at Katanga ,
flopped. DeejayS af® ©ISO touted
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
At Katanga
jj||
on these songs and ar® eihbarLook
for
a
Star
<
DLP
3322)
The* don't
don't dig
dig th*
the rhumba
The*
rhumba
rassed if the show’s a turkey.: If
With a feller named Lumumba
tIie a^r man wafts for reviews of
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Yes
Bobby Darin at the. Copa (LP 122)
Yes Lumumba
Lumumba
■
a ghowio Insure that his disk w:ili
And who
And^
who made a
a boo
boo bog
bog
ba rlding the wave of a hit musical,
BEN-HUR
(MGM)
Rockin'
round with Kasayubu
K««ubi
Kasayubu
- hg usuaffnds thfll gome less CaUSoundtrack (1 E l)
Kasavubu
Hey
they're hoppln'
hopbin'
.
competitors have the disks
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Hey th.
the way
way they're
It'*
STRICTLY FROM
FROM
i
■ out before him. Frank Is now givSentimental Sing with Mitch (CL 1457)
lt'» STRICTLY
MrtM foaTYviLLS
I in2 everyone a chance to get off
DAVE GARDNER (Victor)
CRAZYVILU
FROM
CRAZY
VILLI
crazyville
from CRAZYVILU
! tba groUnd at the same time,
Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM 2083)
. JOE
ME S-5144
5-5144
N. Y.
Y. C.
C. j
JOB KRUGER,
KRUGER, ME
N.
Gambling that the show will be
anniversary
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
_l a hit followup to Wlllson’e “Music
Sing a Spiritual With Me (TAD 1434)
CONNIE FRANCKS (MGM)
Italian Favorites (E 3791)
ELLA FITZGERALD (Verve)
Ella In Berlin (MGV 4041)
Slags o®
EVERLY BROTHERS (Cadence)
RCA VICTOR
It’s Everly Time (W 1381)
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Belafonte iat Carnegie Hall (LOC 6006)
BAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
In Person (8039)
BILL DANA (Signature).
My Name Jose Jiminez (SM 1013)
WOODY WOODBURY (Stereodditles)
Laughing ROom, (MW 2)
U
U
RAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
FAMOUS MUSIQ CORPORATION
Genius of Ray Charles (1312)
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
Mr. Lucky (LPM 2198)
LATESTRELEASI
BELLS ARE RINGING (Capitol)
COUNTING
"UKELELE LADY" SAYS "ALOHA" TO HAWAII
Soundtrack (W 1435)
TEARDROPS
May Singhl Breen (widow of Potor Do Roio, eompoter of “Deep Purple”,
LOS ADMIRADORES (Command)
Bongos
"Wagon Wheel*" and counitlei( other hit*)r I* thown leavlno Royal Hawaiian
k/w
Hotel In Honolulu oh way to airport whero eho boarded UAL Jet for
..CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
WAR PAINT
New York.
^
Sings Spanish & Latin Favorites (E 3853)
Shown with her are Mr. and Mr*. Hal Beck of Honolulu, Jay fpoar, tho
Bony Mann
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)
Manager of tho Hawaiian Room jn tho Lexington Hotel |rt New York City, .
More Gunfighter BaUads (CL 1481)

DCTAII Al DIIM DECT CEIIEDC
Ktl HIL ALDUIVI DEO I OtLLtKo

Molly Brown

FOUR STAR TV OUTFIT
STEPS UP UVE MUSIC

THEME
FROM THE
APARTMENT

MILLS Ml

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

MANY A
WONDERFUL
* T“riTEI

who was on vacation, Howard Fenton (manager of Charles K. L Davb, preiently appearing at tho Royal Hawaiian), E. G. Halloran of Now York, and
Sterling Monman (ttandkig) whose famous Night Club, "Barfoot. Bar", at
the Queen Surf May visited often.
May's newest composition* "Lani" and "Throw Me a little Kis* from
Hawaii", received a warm reception from all the dee (ay* th Hawaii.
Her parting word* were,'"There's No Place Uke Hawaii".

MANTOVANI (London)
Songs to Remember (LL 8149)
BROTHERS FOUR (Columbia)
Rally Round (CL 1479)

UfisdEfr
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*THEME FROM

“THE DARK AT THE
TOP OF THE STAIRS’’
by Max Steiner

CHET ATKINS... RCA VICTOR #47-7796
FRANK CHACKSFIELD. ..LONDON #1945
PERCY FAITH.. ...COLUMBIA #4-41796
ERNIE FREEMAN..... IMPERIAL #5693
ROBERT HOLLIDAY.... EVEREST #19381
JACK PLEIS....DECCA #9-31155

‘CORA’S MELODY “THE DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS”
BOB THOMPSON. RCA VICTOR #47-7795

of great themes

*THEME FROM

from great pictures

“THE SUNDOWNERS”

by great composers

by Dimitri Twmkin

/

ROBERT HOLLIDAY.... EVEREST #19381
MANTDVAM,
... LONDON#1946
JACK PLEIS....DECCA#9-31155
FELIX STATION..... LIBERTY #F-55282
BOB THOMPSON . RCA VICTOR #47-7795
BILLY VAUGHN.DOT #45-16133
•fWWistov
M. WITMARK & SONS
4SS MADISON AVE. • NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.
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New York ||
J.17Z writer-composer [Leonard
Feather, who’s prepping a'jpermanent move to the Coast inj!-Novem¬
ber, has imerested Steve [Alien in
doing lyrics for some of )his com¬
positions. His “New Encyclopedia
of Jazz” is due from Horizon Oct.
18
Gene Krupa’s quartet set
for three weeks at the Sheraton
Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, start¬
ing Sept. 26
. . Cannonball Adderley’s band goes into the Zebra
Lounge, Los Angeles. Sept. 28 for
two weeks . . - Count Basie band
In Hollywood to guest On Fred
Astaire’s tv show on NBC Sept.
28.
j;
Henry Aaron, a member of the
Metropolitan Opera orch since
1937 and assistant conductor of
the Chautauqua (N. Y.) Symphony,
has been appointed conductor and
musical director of the Wheeling
Symphony Orch .
alike! Merrick
back from a two-month iiadvance
publicity tour for Harry Belafonte’s appearances in i; Hawaii,
Japan, the Phillippines, Australia,
Israel and Greece . . . The New
York Naples Song Festival, which
took place at Brooklyn’s Academy
of Music last wegk hias been
booked by Stanley Warned for the
theatre chains in New England,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and
New Jersey
. . Ulyssies Kay,
American composer, flies to Tri¬
este Sept. 22 to serve on the In¬
ternational Music Jury ofithe Prix
Italia meeting there Sept. 20
through Oct. 3 .
May Singhi
Breen (Mrs. Peter De Rose! back
in N. Y. after a fortnight’s stay in
Hawaii.
Roulette Records has set Kastor,
Hilton, Chesley. Clifford Sc Ather¬
ton as its new ad agency represen¬
tative. The diskery is planning a
heavy, consumer ad pitch for Oc¬
tober' George Levine has been
named by the agency as account
exec.
Jimmy Jones,. Cub disker. on a
personal appearance tour through
Washington and California until
Sept. 24 . . . The Herbie Mann
Afro-Jazz Sextet, featuring Niger-

OF THE
WEEK

The'

JOHNNY
CYMBAL
ALWAYS,
ALWAYS,
Sings

X 12935
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ian drummer Olatunji, returned
to the Half Note yesterday (TuesV)
for a three-week stand : .. . Lalo
Schifrin, Tieo pianist, back from
South America where he sat in
with Xavier Cugat. ... Clyde McCoy
begins a fiverweek engagement at
the Marineland Restaurant; Redon¬
do Beach, Calif., tomorrow' (Thurs.)
Jimmy Clanton winds his cur¬
rent one-nighter tour at New Or¬
leans Sept. 25
. . Johnny Cash
returned to the Coast after a per¬
sonal appearance tour to complete
final shooting on his pic, “Five
Minutes To Live” . . . Seaboard
Distributing will now handle the
Roulette Records line in the Al¬
bany territory.

London
. .Frankie Vaughan planed out this
week for his season at the Dunes,.
Las Vegas
Pianist Rudolf Firkusny solos with the Royal Phil¬
harmonic Sunday (251 on his sec¬
ond European tour of the year..-.
Songwriter Lionel Bart to set up.
his own pubbery. Apollo Music, in
January
Ted Heath orch does
10 one-nighters in Granada cine¬
mas starting Oct. 21, with U;. S.
singer Ronald Rogers emceeing
for six nights.. .Pye diskery plug^ging the Annette platter, “Pine¬
apple Princess,” coincident with
Annette’s (Funicello). presence here
to play in Walt Disney's “The
Horsemasters”
pie... Inhabitants
of Beaulieu, Hapts.. are again pro¬
testing against Lord Montagu’s an¬
nual jazz fest.
Songwriters’ Guild chairman
Paddy Roberts invited on to. the
board of the Mechanical Rights
Society Ltd. ... . U. S. lyricist Syd
Shaw arrived last, week
. ■. Ted
Heath orch now may make its next
American trip February . . . Add
Pye diskery appointments David
Keane, who joins exploitation as¬
sistant Roger Clifford . . . Chris
Barber and singer wife Ottilie Pat¬
terson to. Hollywood for the. start
of its third U. S. tour
Chicago
Clair Perreau orch sighed up
with Associated Booking and lias
been set to houseband at the
Flame, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis, Oct. 4 . . , Jack Teagarden
works the Cafe Continental . here
this week . . . Charlotte Politte
Trio into Market Square; Lafay¬
ette, Ind.. Sept. 26. Group is also
dovyn for the Capri, Kokomo, Dec.
12 ; . . Judge’s Chambers, new.
jazzery In East. St. Louis, tapped
‘Cannonball Adderly to start Nov!.
9, with Ramsey Lewis Trio booked
for Dec. 3-iO.
Eddie Condon All-Star Dixieland:
Sextet in first engagement at Lon¬
don House. Dorothy ponegan goes
into the room again Jan. 3 for three
frames . . /Nina Simone Quartet
to the Lake. Meadows restaurant
here Friday (23). * „ . Capitol Rec¬
ords upped Barney Fields to singles
sales promotion for the Chl-MiL
wnukee territory . . . Clancy Hayes
& his Dixielanders booked for
Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel, SL Louis,
Oct. 17 . . . Roy Liberto & hU
Bourbon St. Six into the Parkmoor,
Louisville, ..Dec, 26 for a single
stanza.

along with Alfred V. DeLory and
Joseph Van Winkle . . . Dave Barry
set to .record a second comical
album for Liberty.. , . Fabian will |
cut a live “Fabian at Steel' Pier”
album during current stand for
Chancellor . . . Roger Williams
next Kapp album is ts^ged affer
his current “Temptation’’ single
. . . Nat F.arber, music coordinator
of Dinah. Shore’s Chevy Show, set
Bee Records to arrange-conduct
four sides for Maggi Woodward .. .
Don !RaIke arranged - conducted
new Joanie Sommers’, singles for
Warners-. . . Shelly Monne is open¬
ing a club locally:.. called The
Manrie-Hole .
Chancellor is re¬
leasing a n,ew album featuring both
Frgnkie Avalon and Fabian and is
tagged “The Hit Makers:”
The Rover Boys. (4). current with
Diana Dors at Giro's* set to etch
biscuits for Don Costa *at United
Artists in Gotham • London’s Ted
Heath arrives here next month for
a cross-country band trek of U. S.
Colleges . Dominic Frontiere and
Alan Alch penned the title tune for
‘JVtarriage-Go-Round” for which
Frontiere is composing; arranging
and conducting the score. RCA
Victor’s currently waxing his first
album. The West Coast Music
Men’s golf, tournament and outiiig
at Indian Wells, Palm Springs; is
Oct. 2, 3 :. .Les Baxter will score
American international’s “Master
of. the World” which stars Vincent
Price.

San Francisco
Mike du Pont: opens his new
Neve (ex-Fack’s) with Duke Elling¬
ton’s orch. Sept. 26...Carmen
Cavallaro opens at the Fairmont
Sept. 22, following a week of the
Hi-Lo’s y.Limeliters, who’d been
scheduled to operate in Johnny
Mathis Geary Theatre show' in
Frisco, apparently won’t. Enrico
Banducci, who’s got trio for his
hungri i, was willing to let trio
double, blit the rumor is that
Mathis management Wasn’t amen¬
able to this arrangement. Ban¬
ducci, incidentally, is c opening a
delicatessen on the .floor dftove his
cellar, will call it “Mtinchy’s Hun¬
gry Oy” . - . Vince Guaraldi off to
New York as June Christy’s ac¬
companist.. .Modern Jazz Quartet
set for an Oct. 2 concert at the
Currant Theatre.. Bimbo Giuntoll celebrated his 29th anniversary
as a nightclub entrepreneur the
night Barry Ashton’s new. show
opened
at. 365
Club .. . Andre
I Previn slated for pair of concerts,
one
in
Frisco
and
one
in Berkeley,
I
at! end of October.

Brunswick Expanding
With Wilson’s Manager
In Exec Vice-Prez Slot

Rene Bloch OrcLCops
Band Contest Round

Hollywood, Sept.’ 20.
Rene' Bloch’s band . won the
American Federation of; Musicians
annual “Best Band” competition
in the Los Ahgeles area, getting
Although Cadence Records7 new
judges’ hod over seven other orchs
at P all a d lum. Consequently, jazz line is again without: a name.
^ crew Wentiy '^ridng general;manager Bob Attehuler i.
Havana Clab here, will eftmiM*
»•«!»• W.;**^**^ *}»
with * other regional winners In ‘h«
release, last week Coda
San Francisco, Oct. 9.
had designated as the tag for the
...
...
new series but it was later disOther bands lp competish were covcred tllat there’s a Coda firm
?;drewf TOhinv
^K.alr^' in: existehee: The original
Andrews, JehnIU ; Catron, Keith ; Coda j5 a smali Latino outfit which
Williams, Joy Tryon Epps, and makes disks primarily for the
Jack Millmarir
South American market..
On Altshuler’s list for the jazz
kickoff are Max Roach?s “Freedom
Ella’s 9-City Tour
Now Suite,” and extended compo¬
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
sition. and albums by Otis Spann>
Ella Fitzgerald kicks <jff her an¬ Richard Williams, Don Ellis and
nual concert and nitery tour Fri-.__
- . T
„ new
day (23) at Symphony Hall, Boston.! t?anc^
hv Bi.rir
She follows with dates; in eight •
'nlf
w/a R..^iiBThk
other cities .plus an Australian trek, t Clay ton and Pee Wee Russell. Th
^
ne\v label, also: plans to release
Singer’s s e v e nth tour of Eu¬ jazz singles on a regular basis,
rope has already been set up by the singles, will be used as a pro¬
Norman Granz and begins In March motional tool for the albums,
of next year.

Cadence Can’t Use Coda
For Jazz Label; Preps LPs

AFM Trust
SS .Continued from page S5 ss5E

Philadelphia
Victor Hugo, former bandsman
and one. time Paul Whiteman
trumpter, rejoined the faculty at
Roman Catholic High..: Quincy
Jones slated for Pep’s* Oct. 18-22,
following his return from a Euro¬
pean tour. *. Nick Petrella, record
shop owner and pop music col¬
umnist, named eastern promotion
rep for Chancellor Records,. .Erv
Bagley, recently field fep for
Liberty Records, named sales-promotion manager for Audio-Fidelity
Records.-

‘Rights & Writers’ Clear
Focus On Show Biz Law

Comedy LP Line

Brunswick Records,
Decca
subsid label which has recently
United Artists Records is moving
been releasing only one artist, into the comedy LP market with
Jz-ckie Wilson, is 'being reactivated
as a fullscale disk operation, with, a r,new series of packages to b«
its own corporate setup. Under the written by Arnie Sultan and Mar¬
new operation, Nat Tarnopol, Wil- vin Worth, material writers foi
sbn!s personal manager, has been Steve Allen, Ray Bolger and othel
named exec v.p. of Brunswick with performers. Art Talmadge, UA
other Decca toppers also serving Records v.p. and general manager,
as officers. The Brunswick exec and Dave Picker, UA Records’ exec
lineup is as follows: Leonard W. y;p., have lined the writers up for
Schneider, prexy; Martin P. Sal- a string' of six LPs to be done by
kin, vice-prexy;: Sydney N. Gold¬ : various performers.
berg, v.p.; and Dick Jacobs, v.p.
mi
. ■ I Initial set will spotlight comic
.. The distribution of Brunswiclcs, Buddy Hackett . in the role of a
Une of expanded singles and I.Ps roving correspondent: Other com^Q?imue, K be«« h’n<!lef ics lined up art Don Adams. Don
ot l»w»-ana; Knotts and Gibe Dell. UA Is planCoral branches. Harold Orenstein nlng to: launch the comedy LPs
i& Arrow) was legal rep.for Tarno¬ early in December with special
pol in the negotiations with Decca. packaging angles.
It’s expected that Tarnopol will be
Once the series starts , to roll,
active in bringing in new talent to
Talmadge
figures that nime
the Brunswick, label.
comics* not now showcased on wax,
will be attracted to the UA label
because of the Sultan-Worth rou¬
tines which could be extended
froiii the disks onto nitefy floors.

withholding of royalty payments
by disk and film companies In
California involved in litigation.
The- Trust Funds were set up by
the disk and tv-film industries,
many years ago as trustee, opera¬
tions as a result of contract negotia¬
tions with the ARM which used the
royalty payments as
buffer
against unemployment caused by
canned music.
In recent-years, however, work¬
ing musicians have been squawking
over the fact that the royalty pay-:
fnents being made to the funds
actually represented a diversion of
money due them. As a result, suits
were filed against the AFM and
the Trust Funds by Californiabased footers.

Roulette

~ On the heels of Stanley Rothenberg’s excellent book on copyright
comes “Rights and Writers,” by
Continued from page 55 ,^^^;
Harriet F. Pilpel of the Greenbaum, Wolff & Ernest la\y firm in with the diskery, the defendants
Hollywood
New York (and Variety contribu¬
Singer Fred Darian has formed tor on the subject) and Theodora S. argued, that, to prove this claim
his own pubbery, Balladeer Music, Zavin, a veepee of Broadcast Music Roulette would have to establish
Inc. It is indeed “a handbook of j that the defendants had knowledge
literary and entertainment law,” j of the contract and that Roulette
as the subtitle states, covering libel, actually suffered damages from
privacy, copyright, rights under the appearance of Miss Vaughan
copyright, protection L of ideas, un¬
fair competition, contracts, taxes, on the CA label, Stanley Hothericensorship. Dutton ($7.50) is the berg, of Margolies & Heit counsel
publisher.
for Princess Production Corp.,
Both femmes know their stuff, argued,; that the defendants had no
and have put it Into bright, almost j knowledge of the Roulette-Vaughari
Sept. 19 thru Oct. 2—BALI HA1 CLUB, Portland, Oregon
lay language* They’ve leavened the '
sometimes contradictory decisions pact; In addition, the defendants
Oet. 6 thru Oot. 19—SLATE BROS. CLUB. Hollywood, Cal.
with a matter-ofrfact lingo which denied, that Roulette would be
makes hot only for easy under¬ damaged by the appeairance of Miss
Oct. 23 thru Nbv. 6—TOUR OF GREAT BRITAIN
standing but good reading also. Vaughan’s name on another label.
Variety Is frequently quoted for
Nov. TO thru Nov. 16—OLYMPIA THEATRE, Milan, Italy
They listed a half-dozen labels now
Its reportage of these show biz and selling disks with Miss Vaughan,
allied “lively arts” decisions. Since
DECCA and KAPP Rocordt
byliners and, personalities lnvar- Rothman plans an appeal.
Plaintiff's counter-argument Was
aoly figure in the sundry casei
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY
cited (songs, plays, tv llbel and the that it’s common knowledge in the.
trade
than an important name
like) this cook on “Rights and
Writers” has a contemporary zing; artist, such as Miss Vaughan; are
JOB et-ASIR, Prat.
customarily
under an exclusive to
and an audience-identification that
745 Fifth Avo. 1H N. Wobosh Avo. 457 Lincoln Rd.
Mlf Sunset Slvd.
is appealing. For the literati and a specific company* The court so
Mow Yorktt, N.Y.
Chicago, III.
Miami toach, Fla. H'wood 44, Calif.
agreed.
Irving
Lemov wae legal
the lawyers, of course, it’s a must
rep for Roulette.
library addition.
AbeL

NOTICE OF SALE
A.B.C, MUSIC CORP.
BOGAT MUSIC CORP.
BOURNE* INC.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN th«t. piirMiipl
t». an ardar «f th» Appalit.i Diviifon
lh«
Suprem* Court, Fir*t ■ JudleUI. Dopprtmont. All
of th« Issued and outstindinB iharoi ef stoclf
of . A.B.C.
Usio. Borjspration, • Boiot Musll
Corporation and Bourne."Ine„ Mill ba aald'
In separate,Parcels, or as a
it. at publlt
auction in'the Surropate’e' Court, ■ New -Yark
County, Room 510, Hall - of- :'Roc<irds. Chambere and Lafayette Streets, New York, N. Y..,
on October 14, I960 at;
afterneon.

.•sit Sale toiether-with
finaneiat statements and; other.- information.eoneerniiif the- Co.mpantei m«"bt. prxured
from the "iindersiifietf Executors At . the address indicated, below;
The. Court liai flied an aieregate upiot
prlco. for allot'tho Paretli at $2,100,000....'

MARY ELIZABETH KEEDICK
MARY M. BOURNE
JOSEPH TRACHTMAN
i'a HON. JOSEPH A. COX
Surrogate'a- Court
Hall of Records'
• '31' C'litmliOrs Slteet.
New York 7, N. Y.

CARMEN McRAE

—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION—|

and HIS ORCH.
“Theme From THE
SUNDOWNERS”
#16133

OPPORTUNITY
WANTED

Y»uh« man — M.A. degree lit music.
S5, vet—aggressive, alert and capabla.
Saakr challenging position In musicrecording Industry.
MX V-11J7, VARIETY '
154 W. 44th St.; How York St.
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Uncertain Future of Chi’s Chez Paree
Accents Tough Times for Big Rooms
Hollywood, Sept. 20:
The. local office of the American
Guild of Variety Artists is crack-, C^NE’s Canadettes Launch
ing down on all nitery establish
First Tour of U.S. Fairs
riients in Los .Angeles and the sur¬
Toronto, Sept; 20. ,
rounding area that allows or com¬
Featured for. the past five years
pels performers to fraternize with
of
the
Canadian
National Exhibi¬
customers. Union terms “fraterni¬
zation” as drinking, mixing; solicit¬ tion grandstand show, 24 of the 48
precision
line
of
The Canadettes
ing, or enticing patrons, to. . pur¬
open the Pennsylvani State Fair
chase alcoholic; beverages.
Monday (26) at Blooinsburg fpr a
decision. to take more drastic Week’s engagement with .Edgar
action against violators was voted Bergen starring. It is the first time
upon at a Sept. 14 membership the Canadian dancers have gone on
Yeeting. At that time member? tour.
complained that agents and nitery
Midge Arthur, choreographer of
were hiring performers,, not the0 CNE,. will be in charge of her
on the. basis; of their talent, but cut-down lirie. They will do a west¬
more on how much they consume ern circuit season: and will take in
in alcohol, and how amiable they fairs at Winnipeg, Brandon, Cal¬
.could be to the payees.
gary and Edriioriton, in; tour to last
The union has always had a by- five weeks.
(law prohibiting compulsory drink¬
ing in its charter; But .the more
stringent ruling, which takes ef¬
fect Oct. L will now limit the per¬
formers to “just entertaining”—
on the stage, and in between
shows, confined to their dressing
quarters.
While the union itself would n,ot
ingle out any one particular
Toronto; Sept, 20.
group among its membership,, it’s
The Canadian National - Exhibiunderstood that the tighter no;
tion
will
demand
an “audition’’ of
mixing rule is aimed more heavily
at the burlesque operators and. the any. headlining ' comedian at, the
22,000-8031
Grandstand
Show,
if
peelers. Latter have always, been
known to engage in, socializing, with there is a “name headliner” chosen,
in
the
future.
Such
.is
the
decision
the. customers; -tween bumps ..and
grinds. . But whether the strippers ;I of Hiram McCallum, g.m;, follow¬
are the primary target or not, the ing attendance loss blamed on Phil
ruling will:, also be applicable to jSilvers, and his. “Sgt. Bilko” role
the more plush, boites about town., I hefe. .
In the past it, wasn’t uncommon [. .. Headliners will have/to provide .a
to spot "a name performer sittirig- : better idea .of what they .intend to
It-out. with a patron between.: acts. ' offer in advance of any last-min-y
How the big names will react to .rite arrival for the dress rehearsal/
the “no-mixing” clause will; be de¬ said CNE spokesmen. Critical con¬
ferences of authorities - followed
termined in the neat future.
Action to be taken against vio¬ : the'disclosure that Silvers got $50.;
lators will range from suspension, 000, for the six-night ONE . chore;
or perriiarient loss of
franchise, j of. 35 minutes each.
to fines. Irwin P. Mazzeiy western
regional director, and James L.
Kelly, L. A. branch manager, break
it down thus:
, Any club operator or agent
found guilty of enticing acts: to
Memphis, Sept. 20.
socialize with customers will be
cited to appear before local's exec .... Conies Mort Sahl, who was
. committee and is subject to. sus¬ inked to appear in a one-nighter
pension or loss of franchise with at the Auditorium here on Oct. 13,
the union. (AGVA perforriiers are cancelled the performance and an¬
. limited to playing only niteries that other southern date because;. he
have working agreements with the said. “ ly. material is too (Contro¬
union.) AGVA members found in versial.” Sahl, wh , Was being
violation of the ruling ard. subject brought, here by Front StrTheatre
ter suspension, in addition to being director. George. Touliatos for a
: $2,500 flat guarantee, has often
lined.
I taken several pot shots at the
Since there is a State ordinance (South.
prohibiting the fraternization of ; • touliatos . said, “I was . notified
performers with customers, Mazzei of Sahis actions and: cancellation
and Kelly . have appealed to the by Johnny Jones,:southern rep of
State Board of Equalization, L. A. >, the William. Morris office who
County Sheriff, arid L. A: Police i phoned irie and said. Sahl has can-.
Department, for inore cooperation [ celled his southern dates because
in the crackdown. Mazzei said that [ he feels-, that his; material is too
the clampdown is for the good of ! controversial/ arid Would not go lit
the comihuriity as well as protec¬ Memphis or the south;” ;
tion fpr the performers.
No other attractions \vas booked
for. the. date. Front .St. TbeatrY
250-seatef. in the King. Cotton
Hotel, is currently playing -‘Caine
Mutiny”.: with
"Mr:- Roberts”
skedded: for week of Oct,; 3.

Sahl’s Socks at
Cues HjsBowoutThere

COAST THEATRE TOUR

Samriiy . Davis Jr. is embarking
on a hardticket theatre tour start¬ Coroner Absolves Dayton
ing Oct. .25. He’s been set for the
In Conn. Auto Fatality:
Huntington Hartford Theatre. Hol¬
lywood, for three week's .ant? fol¬
Bridgeport, Sept. 20V .
lows with the Geary Theatre; Sari
Comedian Danny Dayton was ab¬
Francisco, for week of Nov. 15...
solved ini.the auto death, of a fourOn the bill with him will be Bob . . year-old : girl, , who yvas struck. byMelvin and a line of boys and girls; j Dayton’s car . last month, by a
! Corpner Isadore L. Cotier;
j According to evidence presented
i it Was found that Dayton was \vith•I hi the legal, speed limit, and had
made every effort to avoid hitting
the child who darted out on the
Amusement shales on the N. Y. load.
Stock Exchange as of the end of
August had a total market value
Dan Dailey to Pigalle
of $1,479,261,190, the Exchange dis¬
closed this week:
London, Sept. 20.
Amusements placed 18th on the , Dap Dailey follows; Shirley Baslist of all industries in terfns of sey into the Pigalie as headliner
trading worth, being ahead of real oh Oct. 10, arid the engagement
estate, ship building & operating, I will irurt for 30 days. On the sairie
services., and leather. Petroleum & : bill: will be the Continental jug¬
natural gas, as per usual, led the gler. Ugo Garrido. /
list, with market value of
Impresario A1 Burnett is eyeing
$35,193,283,486.
i Betty Hutton for dates.

Amus. Shares Worth
$1,479,261,190 on NYSE

♦
The niteries, which exist chiefly
on.banquet arid catering business;
are now going in for names after
years of getting by with club date
talent or little better. This increase
in talent budgets is not the result
of an accident, but the careful
planning of the talent .agencies
which have become aware of the
possibilities of that vast market.
Ini the New York area, it’s, esti¬
mated that there are about. 8,000
seats in the niteries that cater
chiefly to. banquet and catering
business..
. The wedge in some of the spots
has been thin enough, but the percenteir ies feel that a start has been
made and that this type of cafe
will also join the ranks of niteries
which afeinpt to buy important
acts from them. Except; for special
Occasions when spots Were sold out
completely with high-budgeted af¬
fairs, most of the spots have stu¬
diously avoided expensive bills.
However, the; agencies point out
that such bookings as Cab Callo¬
way at the Golden Slipper, Glen
Cove, L. I.; Larry Storch at Carl
Hoppl’s, Baldwin; Jack Carter at
the Town & Country Club, Brook¬
lyn; and Domenico Modugno at the
Bouelvard, JRego Park, L, J., con¬
stitute a sufficient start to have
other similar operations punch up.
their sales potential with more im¬
portant acts.
All these cafes., incidentally,
must also compete for- organization
(Continued on page 68)

Old Miss. Riverboat
Draws N.O, Touritst
New Orleans, Sept. 20.
The River Queen, last of the
stern wheel packet boats that car¬
ried passengers and freight on the
Mississippi River and .which ap¬
peared in
number of pix, is the
city’s newest historical, tourist aY
traction.1 The foul-deck, 237-foot
vessel is permanently berthed at
the Esplanade Ave. wharf and has
a river inuseum, melodrama thea¬
tre, lounge and restaurant.
The vessel is. equipped, and. dec¬
orated in the. fashion of the 1880s,
Robert E. 'Wall,, former executive
assistant to Mayor. deLesseps S.
Morrison of New Orleans, is di¬
rector, of the River Queen,

Chicago, Sept. 20.
Shuttered most of the summer
and still dark, the Chez Paree may
count itself out altogether shortly.

A decision is imminent. Previous
word from the management of
Dave Halper and Don Medlevine
said the 28-year-oJd flagship would
relight this Friday (23), after the
original Sept. 7 preem was can¬
celled for lack of a suitable top
headliner. Spot is still without an
opener.
It has been just that—shortage
of potent names—that prompted
club to hiatus in the first place, and
which has been its prime headache
In recent, seasons. Medlevine’s re¬
turn last week empty-handed from
a Coast pacting expedition height¬
ened the nitery’s future as highly
uncertain.
Complicating the Chez’s woes
are its tax arrearages. Few months
ago. Internal Revenue slaped it
with another lien—third within a
year—this one for over $25,000.
Diminuendo of. the Chez puts
into sharper, focus the general hard
times condition facing .the big
rooms—aside from the special sit¬
uation of the resort and casino cen¬
tres with their tax angles, etc. Fold
of the Chez would knock the key¬
stone room under the midwest nit- r
ery structure and end a nightc ub
epoch, that began in 1932 when
Sophie Tucker opened the room.
(She, by the way, made her last
Chi stand—last fall—at the Palmer
House Empire Room.)
Chez was founded and Operated
for many years by Joe Jacobson
and Mike Fritzel (latter since de¬
ceased), who pulled out some years
ago’ to incept Fritfel’s restaurant
at the edge of Chi’s Loop district.
Chezwas taken over by a four-men
ownership, since dwindled to the
Halper-Medlevine tandem. Spot
has only one firm booking so far
this season—a November date for
Tony Martin and Comics Ford &
Reynolds.

Atlantic City, Sept. 20.
A great many people watched
“Ice Capades” as John H. Harris
broke in his 1961 version on the
big Convention Hall ice rink last
month, but too many of them got
in without paying. So complained
Harris, owner cf the show, an an¬
nual here, to the City Commission.
Harris said that many gained ad¬
mission through a turnstile report¬
ed as/faulty, and . some even uti¬
lized the big hall’s freight eleva¬
tors to get a free seat. A. C. scions
said that the ticket-sellers were
hired by Harris, but the ticket-tak¬
ers and guards were on the Con¬
vention Hall payroll. Frank McCue, acting manager of the big
hall, was in on the conference.
Harris made his complaint to
City Solicitor Murray Fredericks
N, Y. Federal Judge Gregory F. before the show closed on Labor
Noonan levied, a $10,000 fine on Day. Fredericks said that the mat¬
Claude C. Philippe, former ban¬ ter was discussed with the idea of
St. Paul, Sept. 20.
quet manager and veepee of . the tightening up specifications for
Despite
. continuous rain its openWaldorf-Astoria,
viho
pleaded Harris’ benefit ini a new ‘contract
guilty to one of five counts for in- after 1961. The present contract j in8 two days, necessitating the callcoriie tax evasion. In making this has a year to go. Harris has broken \ inS off of grandstand shows, and
plea, the hotelier’s attorney, former his . shows here for 21 years, war; extreme heat *md humidity the
balance of the time, the 10-day
Federal Judge Simon H.. Rifkind, years excepted.
Minnesota State Fair for the sixth
stated he Was doing this “to avoid
consecutive year drew more-than
the rigours and embarrassment of
1,000.000 patrons through the
a long trial to many friends, forgates.
rijer associates, arid , members of his
Attendance totaled 3,078,408 to
staff at. the Waldorf-Astoria” where
make the 1960 exposition the third
he had been 28 years. Philippe is
(
l
argest
in size of draw in its 99Toronto, Sept. 20.
now advisor to Zeckeiidorf Hotels
_.t _
,,
; year history. This was exceeded
Corp. and veepee and g.m. of the . with Jack Greenwald creating • onjy jn 1958, when a record was
Cqmiriodore. Hotel, a “Z” link.
his first UP-Tempo revue here, jset with 1,193,661,. and last year
The veteran caterer who readily the King Edward Sheraton adopts j when the figure was 1,129,738.
admits “about $1,000,000 in gra¬ a show policy Oct, 17 in the redec- 1
tuities’- navigate through the of¬ orated Pickwick Room done in
fice of an operation as extensive English pub style.
Director of the Toronto setup
as. is the Waldorf’s banquet busi¬
ness, says he distributed these is Alan Lund, who staged the eve¬
mandatory: 15% service charges, ning grandstand show this year at
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
and other tips and fees,, to his; the Canadian National Exhibition
The Los Angeles frx.ecutive board
here. He‘il be assisted by Natalie
aides on all levels.
Fact that perhaps they may have Butko, dancer and assistant chore¬ of the American Guild of Varkty
failed to declare their end of the. ographer at the CNE grandstand Artists has - censored Marie Mc¬
distribution figured in. Philippe'S show; Costumes are by Susan Mess* Donald for her impromptu guest
decision to plead guilty without who does similar chores for the appearance at the Cloister last
conceding that: the amount claimed Canadian Opera Assn. here. Apart month.
At that time Miss McDonald
from the line-girls, who will also
by the Government was correct!
Perhaps the toughest count worked into the sketches, nucleus quickly stepped in as a replace¬
ment
for a show headlined by comic
against Philippe was dismissed by of the cast includes Dor. Franiks.
Judge Thomas Murphy in May who heads his own shows in To-;Buddy Hackett. Latter walked off
ronto
for
the
Canadian
Broadcast-j
stage
after being annoyed by a
D^9~thit of alleged “kickbacks”
ing Corp., Frank Blanch and Mau-j heckler. Miss McDonald was een—and while the Government at ry
KflyC ■■
: sored
cnroH hiv>9iic0
ACTA’t bylaws
hvlawc nrn.
because AGVA’s
pro¬
tConti ued on page 68)
Greemvald has also produced hibit any of its members to work a
date
without
first
being
signed
con¬
his: “Up-Tempo” J' \vs in the
iMouht Royal Hotel and the Cafe tractually to do so.
Aridre .in Montreal, but this is the ,
first time he Jias come into^ To- ; Laine to Waldorf, N.Y.,
rorito. There will be two shows
Replacing Patti Page
Leonard Green; one. of the oper¬ nightly in .a room that seats about
Patti Page, who had been on tne
ator sof Basin St. East, N. Y., has 100.
verge of signing for'an Oct. 17
been named personal manager for
.
^
•
[date at the Empire Room of the
Betty Hutton, who. opened, at that
spot last Thursday (22). Eddie New Yorker Room Bows [Hotel Waldorf Astoria. N. Y.f has
Dukoff; previously handled Miss
The Golden Thread Room of iPu^ed out of that stand and will
Hutton’s management
the Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.,
.now Ho to the Copacabana in JanPresently, Miss Hutton; is not be¬ opens Friday (23» with a lineup juary. Miss Page played the Cops
ing booked by an agency. Her last which includes Milton Saunders I once previously some years ago.
office was William Morris from Orch, Ada Cavallo and the Bob: Miss Pago’s spot at the Empire
1 Room is being taken-by Frankie
which she parted sornetime “ ago. Kasha Trio.
Hotel is also formally preeming ! Lame in his first date in that room,
Green, who foririerly operated
Mercury Artists Bureau, N. Y„ also its.new. grand ballroom Wedne.-day Laine is going into the Waldorf
is personal manager for; clown Em¬ <28) \vith a celeb I n'up h':. -fi by v. :h a f'lor 1 group and four
met Kelly.
N.Y. Mayor Robert F. Wagner.
i guitars behind him.

On 4 Other Years

MINN. FAIR TOPS
MILLION ATTENDANCE

Edward
Adopts Revue Policy

Marie McDonald Finds
AGVA Cold to Ad Lib D?te

F tty Hutton Takes On
Green As Personal Mgr.
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AGVASeeks to Void Dick Jones’ Suit
On Landram-Gritfin Technicality
The American Guild of Variety
Artists is now taking the stance
that it comes under the purview of
the Landrum-Griffin bill, thus re¬
versing its traditional legal posi¬
tion that it doesn’t come tinder
Federal labor legislation including
the Taft-Hartley Act. The! new
position is the result of a suit hied
in Philadelphia by Dick Jones, one¬
time eastern regional director of
the union, ar(d others on the Philly
executive .board who claim’; they
were Illegally ousted by the union

and seek the restoration of the
board.
AGVA contends that the Jones
suit, hied in Philadelphia’s Com¬
mon Pleas. Court (a state tribunal)
is not the proper place to hear this
particular case since the complaint
comes under Title One, Two and
Three of the Landrum-Griffin Act.
They are therefore seeking to void
the suit on the claim that the mat¬
ter comes under the jurisdiction
of the Federal Court.
The traditional AGVA position

that It doesn't com#yonder either
Taft-Hartley dr Landrum-Griffin
etems from previous U. S. Supreme
Court decisions stemming from the
Keith-Albee era that the entertain¬
ment business is essentially intra¬
state in character and its interstate
aspects are merely .incidental.
AGVA. is also seeking to void the
suit oh the ground that it was not
properly served. Jones’ .counsel
Samuel Rappaport Jr., contends
that the service is valid under
Pennsylvania law Inasmuch as a
legitimate employee of the union
accepted the paper.
AGVA attorney Harold Berg will
be in Philadelphia next Tues. (27)
to take , depositions in the case.
AGVA's motion to dismiss will be
heard in October and, if denied, a
December trial is probable.

The Biggest Figure in
The lee Skating World!
"Although all of Mr. Harris* skating artists
proved popular Ronnie Robertson an out¬
standing Olympic veteran who has been with
the show for 4 successive years, brought the
house down with his whirling-dervish accom¬
plishments. Mr. Robertson's spinsr high style
ond grace omened the beholders."
LOUIS CALTA, New York T!m»«

fa
"Ronnie Robertson whose dervish like gyra¬
tions have a show stopping effect. He is
properly spotted at the end of both halves of
the show."
IRWIN ICIRBY, The Billboard
*

"Ronnie Robertson, in our book the greatest
of all Olympic Champions; is out of this world
when he turns on the fireworks to Verdi
gems."
ROBERT COLEMAN, Naw York Mirror

w* m

"... which brings us to Miv Robertson, whom
we shall dismiss with but a word. The most
spectacular skater of all time."
ED WALLACE. New York World Telegram & Sun
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Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York

Chicago.

Dick .Haymes and Fran Jeffries
Eddie ' Elkort, General Artists
Corp. topper in . foreign bookings, set for Mister Kelly’s* Oct 10-30.
planes to Brazil with Paul Anka Same spot also booked Hfcrb
who'll play several dates in South Shriner to open Nov. 20 for three
America.; .Julie London also, took frames . . . Rose Hardaway is on
off for Brazil for a series of tele¬ the Buddy Hackett bill current at
vision dates and a stand next Week the Trade Winds .
MCAer
at the Golden Room of the Copa- Charles Warpelt exited for Indian¬
cabana Palace, Rio de. Janeiro.. . apolis, his wife’s hometown,. and
Hal March has re-signed with the possibly an indie percentery; oper¬
William Morris Agency... Herb ation there
Enrico inked for
Schriner is resuming nitery dates. the Colony Club, Omaha, 'Nov. i0He’s signed for Mr.. Kelly’s,. Chi¬ 19 . /. Andy Williams into Holiday
cago^ Nov. 21 for three weeks.
House, Milwaukee, Nov. 7, and
Adam Wade goes into the Freddie’s, Minneapolis, Nov. 25
Roundtable, Nov. 7. . .Betty Grable
. Holiday House also plucked
pacted for the Deauville, Miami Phyllis Differ to open Dec. 5.
Beach, Jan. 9.: Allen & Rossi on
Roberta Sherwood, and Allen
the bill with her. . .Joe Candullo Drake open at the Trade Winds
to the Tropicana lounge. Las Vegas Jan. 12 for two . . .; Margaret .Whit¬
.. 'Alex & Dita Aldott pacted for ing, and Dave Barry; into Mister
a string of nitery dates by Dick Kelly’s Jan; 2-22 , . . Mime Shai K.
Henry which winds up at the Town Orhir set for a Gate of Horn play¬
Casino; Buffalo, Oct. 31.. .Domingo back Nov. 1, for six weeks
. ,.
Blanco of the Flamboyan, San Freddie’s, Minneapolis^ tapped
Juan, on' a talent shipping trip in Myron Cohen and Johnny Janis to
New York.
start Oct. 10; Alan King and Peggy
Jane Froman’s date, at the Plaza Lord, Nov. 11; and Vic Damone for
Hotel finalized for Nov. 9 for five, Jan. 6 . . Dance duo of Nicki &
weeks... Marguerite Piazza booked Noel to the. Chi Chi . Club, Palm
for the Shoreham, Washington, Springs. Nov. 23 for a fortnight. i.
Oct 4.. .Lobaio Argentine Ballet Jack Marshall booked' for ; King’s
pacted for the Chateau Madrid Club, Dallas, Nov. 14-25 . . /PompSept. 24.. .Varel & Bailly to the off Thedy Family works the ‘‘Music
Port St. Jean, Quebec, Nov. 9... Hall” teleshow Oct. 30 . . . Thrush
Martha Raye goes into Sciolla’s, Linda Merrill set for the Rancho
Philadelphia with the Mello Larks, don Carlos, Winnipeg, Sept.. 19,
Oct. 3:. . Norton & Patricia sighed and the Colony Club, Omaha. Nov.
■ for the Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, 25 . . i Patty Clark plays Rancho
Oct. 10.
don Carlos Sepf. 26
Johnny
j Gretchen Wyler Inked for the Gilbert to Eddys’, Kansas' City,
•International, Sept. 28. . . . Allan Oct. 14 for two.:
: Dale headlined the Wagner Col-i
, lege, Staten Island, Folklore Pag! eant, Sunday (18).
. . Dorothy .
Dallas
•Myles now at the Hotel Henry
Hudson. Voyager Room. . . . Soocha
Annie Russell, the comedienne,
Renay a returnee at the Chardas signed for a two-week stand at the
on the bill with Lia Della. . ..
Gaslight Club to be followed by
Shura Deyorihe the new pianist David Allen
. . Louie Prima 6
at the Playbill Restaurant of the Keeiy Smith will make' their Dallas
Hotel Manhattan.
. . Smoothies debut at the Memorial Coliseum on
current at the Elmwood Casino, Oct; 29. Mrs. J. Davis Nichols,
Windsor, Ont., on a 10-day bill, .
head of the Dallas Theatre Guild,
Ford & Reynolds booked for the signed the vocalists, along with
hew show at the Latin Quarter, Sam Butera & the Witnesses. They
Oct. 12.
will also fill a one-night engage¬
" Allan Drake set for the Frolics, ment in Houston on Oct. 28.
Revere Beach, Mass., Nov. 20 and
Nelson Eddy & Gale Sherwood ,
the The Trade Wind, Chicago, Jan. will appear in a free show in; the
12.
. Milton Berle booked for Cotton Bowl Oct. 10 as part of the
the Latin Casino, near Camden, 1960 State Fair “Shower of Stairs/*
N. J;, April 10 for two weeks... . .
Little, Dane & iMason move to the
Living Room, Jan 91 ... Peggy Lee
•pacted for Basin St. East, Jan. 12.
... Fran Warren to the Monticello, Framingham, Mass., Oct. 3.
^gfffk ^ NEW

BOSTON’S

"Through no error, Ronnie Robertson was
billed as a star. This slim lad wound up the
first act in a segment of operatic works with
a rousing dance of blades.that won prolonged
applause from a capacity house."
JAMES DAVIS, Daily News

rw%w\

"He Is easily the most exciting skater any¬
where."
JOHN McCLAIN, New York Journal-Arnerlcefi

"Top Honors go to Mr. Robertson. Ronnie
Robertson flashes away with show stopping
honors."

mnm/T hotel

Hollywood
Elsa LanchesterV one-woman
show plays UCLA’s RoyCe Hall,
Oct. 2. Ray Henderson and Don
Dollarhide will accompany her on
twin 88’s . . . Clyde McCoy’s Dixie¬
land Band opens five week engage^
ment at Marlneland tomorrow (22)
. Diane Booth, former Les
Brown and Bob Crosby band chirp,
opens , at two-weeker at Dino’s this
week ... Connie Francis pacted by
the Las Vegas Sahara for three
years . . Fabian and Duane Eddy
kick off a 30-day tour Oct I, In
Milwaukee .
. The Pacific Jazz
Festival in Honolulu, Oct. 7, 8. has
lined Up George Shearing’s Quin¬
tet, Hi-Lo’s, Cal TJader Quintet
and Mavis Rivers ... Judy Garland,
will do concerts in Paris, Oct. 5, 7.

JUDITH CRIST, New York Herald Tribuna

P

HOTEL AVERY, With
private bath and TV
In all rooms, will
maka yoiiMrfsit to
Boston a mamorablB
on*. Located in thB
haart offtha ahoppiag and aetea
talnmant district Children andar 14
FREE, Parking faelliUaa. Baosiblf
priced too!
tW|HhsMefl* St*

“THE COMEDIAN’1
London

RONNIE
ROBERTSON
Currently STARRING with 21st Edition
Of ICE CAPADES

Chan 'Canasta, mind . reader, is
due at the Dorchester floor show
on Monday (26) . , . with Canasta
will be Los Zafiros, making their
U.K. debut from Spain .. . Jimmy
Jacobs takes oyer production of
the Gargoyle’* new show, skedded
for Oct. 8 . . . Monty Jackson of
the New Bagatelle has taken over
the Marguerite from Nov. i, the
Bagatelle lease having expired .. .
Doubling at the Society and* the
Stork Room is U.S. singer Bobbie
Parker.

SIS Yr.—*lnple ItsiiM tl
FORIION 1ATI

BILLY GLASON

ZOO W. 54th at.

New York City 19

co. s-iaia

thanks to all AGVAMembers for
your vote to Re-Elect me. Your vote

NOW BOOKING FOR

helped to make me top man in

SUMMER 1961
RICHARD HAAG, Bui. Mgr.
RONNIE ROBERTSON
ENTERPRISES
907 Emerald Bay,
Lagasa Beach, Calif.

My Sincere Thanks To:—

NEW YORK CRITICS AND AUDIENCES

the field.

RAJAH RABOID

Formidable Songbird says Frank Farrell. “Scored magnificently ... Tamed the noisy Copa dinner audience and tied ftup in pink ribbons for Joe E. Lewis . ; . She’s a larking doll.” Lee Mortimer: “Trude Adams tears the house down.” Earl Wilson:
“One of our most gifted performers. Her triumph is the greatest at the Copa since Eddie Fisher’s debut.” Louis Sobol: “A highly
original style met with enthusiastic favor.” Variety: “Podell has a solid booking in Trude Adams, an authoritative and person¬
able songstress .... gives them elan ... and she sells to the hilt.” Trude Adams: “Thank you Joe E. Lewis and Jules Podell—
and Phil Silvers and Ed Sullivan.

Phil Farrell: Norman Martin: Gary Wagner : WILLIAM MORRIS.

PSRitfi

VAUDEVILLE

Joey Adams Reelected AGVA Prexy
In Near Sweep for Bright Supporters
Joey Adams was elected presi¬
dent of the American Guild of Va¬
riety Artists for a second straight
term, defeating former prexy
Penny Singleton by a vote of 1,971
to 1.060. Adams and most of the
slate was supported by national
administrative secretary Jackie
Bright in this election which had
virtually all the administration
candidates getting the nod over
the opposition.
For the post of first vlcepresldent. Johnny Woods defeated Paul
Valentine, 1.507 to 1,188; Joe
Campo defeated Russell Swann by
1,511 to 1,327 for second vicepresldent; Candy Candida got the nod
for third veepee* with 876 votes de¬
feating a Buddy Walker, runner up
with 510 votes and Nick Lucas, Pat
Patton, Dick Martin, Billy Lee and
Joaquin Garay. Sally Winthrop
was reelected recording secretary
with 1,391 votes defeating Linda
Compton and Peter Chan. Joe
Smith ran unopposed for the post
of treasurer and nabbed 2,220
votes.
In the balloting for national
board members, there was only
one setback for the administration,
Rajah Raboid of Miami Beach get¬
ting the post of one of the eight
delegates-at-large with 1,205 votes.
Other elected delegates-at-large
•re Peter Chan, Bobby Faye,
Jackie Heller, Sid Marion, Senator
Murphy, Joe Smith and Sally Win¬
throp.
Elected as national board mem¬
ber from Buffalo was Paul Benson
with 981 votes defeating Eddie
pale Sr. and Renee Mathews.
From Detroit, A1 Tucker won over
Blaze Fury, Tommy Timlin, and
Red Ace. Miss Fury and Tommy
Timlin are married. In Kansas
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Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

JnOrCUry 8S tltC VltD
Arthur Treffeisen Has joined
awarded the^annual
.Clayton MerCury Artists Corp. as an execu-'
KIZ III) |A OMRl
Foundation Memorial Award for tiye veepee, Hem be fat charge of
UUt V-F W W
his humanitarian efforts at a ban- n
1 dpVplnmnent films and
City, Harry Otto defeated Daye
Ifei *«*>«•• Treffeiien had been Witt . Extent to which the foretgi
Dawn and Charles Rankin; Dick day (19) by the Variety Post of the Qereraj Artists Corp.
business of the.various talent agenMartin ran unopposed from Prov¬ American^Legion. Presentation was
Frank Musciello, Merc’s prexy, cies has grown is seen by the faci
idence as did Vince Silk from-San
Francisco. In Philadelphia, Joe
that Gin-ral Artis<sVCorPf
Campo defeated Harry Lewis by attending included Paul D^Amato. fne Se ?n Miatti Be^ and is |«0,000 in Bookings lined pp St
a margin of 1,609 to 754, and operator of the 500 Club, Atlantic siating a new subsid in Pittsburgh South America during the forth*
Johnny Gibson with 1,198 votes City. Joe DiMaggio also attended j fqr
{or next
neJit week...
week..
coming year, Veepee Eddie Elkort
defeated Karl Wallenda as repre¬ the event:
j
_
in charge of the foreign depart¬
sentative from Sarasota.
Work of the Clayton Memorial n « n
•
CL I *
ment, states that the work avail¬
Elections, completed last Friday Foundation was described by Jack dCiIY ljflllCIDS uu3KlD§ .
(16) were again held under auspi¬ Drucker, chairman of the group.
abilities on that continent have in¬
. J
T
.. . .
...
ces of \the Honest Ballot Assn. He said It was now seeking to line
L00S6 In till 10 UU1S6
creased considerably with televi¬
Under present constitutional pro¬ up
an
“r volunteers to contribute to■.»»
O_ l
•, l I
sion stations in many cities, acting
visions. national balloting obtains. eye bank, which would constitute
Ilf Rnya At Ann Pill J
A member may vote for board the next phase of the Clayton Memtt MUCIIl J
members from all cities.
orial Foundation.
Foundation.
Chicago, Sept. 20.
To a great extent, Elkort says,
orial
21
F. C. Schangi Columbia Artists
Belly dancing, formerly confined
confi:
the disks pave the way for the
Management prexy, and veepee to Chi’s “Greek Ghetto’' spots, has South American bookings by introHumphrey Doulens were in Phila- j busted out to the malnstem nitery during new performers to thal
delphia. on Monday to discuss a ; circuit here:
area;
However, Elkort says, a
concert, tour by Durante, some! Vogue started less than a year top-selling platter is no. longei
dates to be as soloist with a sym- ago with' opening of the Kismet, enough. Since the buyers are priphony orchestra:.
[and .has since expanded to anew marily television stations /which
: ■ ' ''
Grecian dinery called Eros (occu- promote dates iii the cities in
Serge Obolensky makes a sort Jft /ITT—-——."
i f\ f , .
pying site of the whilom Ciro’s which the station is located, an act
of sentimental finale to the St. Re¬
A |||2ll2YCrestaurant). With Kismet as the has to have proven successful in
gis Hotel, of which he was only AIyV
T
iT
1/vl
vlv
weathervane
operation, the ancient video, cafe arid theatres:
briefly the president until sold last
^ f
'
i
ier& ''*!?' SGu^I t0 ?VatCHhi?f
Elkort left for Brazil and Argenweek to the Mexlco.-City-based Bal¬
nJl-A,.
A
-thanks
chiefly
at this date, to tlna SatUrday (17j) to accompany
sa Hotels (Cesar Balsa president);
-thi
n* 4h. Paul Anka on a trip there. He’ll be
with a quarter-of-a-century cele¬
A/VllUJf nyilyll
Boniface Carl Shermangone about 10 days. Elkort also
bration tomorrow (Thun.) of the
w
n
Kismet
went down about a month ago with
Maisonette. He opened , this room
as the Maisonette Russa, when his
III Dlintt ROW to6 bibhcal times and the bump-and- -^pBcti^dlteffS O^p^ainS
brother-in-law, the lata Vincent
,grind variation purveyed by Westa! Hu!
Astor, had Col. Obolensky as man¬
.
I ern-style .exotics. Main problem, formation, of unita for BA eon.
aging director of the posh St. Re¬
Attorneys for the ' American J Sherman reports, is the scarcity of J
of
• •
■ •
®°a
gis. With the war years the Russe Guild of Variety Artists agreed last [ authentic exponents of the abpart was dropped and the Maison¬ week not to “harass” Gene Detroy,! dohiinal display.
, ^
^
ette has continued as a highlight of the Marquis Chimps, who is } He claims only about two dozen RAT ROMAIlvE
of the fall-winter social season in seeking an injunction to prevent • genuine imports are circulating in ; j ^ mu%w
Manhattan. Obolensky will recruit the union from attaching his; salary [ this country—which, from the tal- OUB wUlHtt
—
as many of the yesteryear Russian in lieu , of a claimed debt to the} ent viewpoint, is a good thing be- »n.|ia|,>iuiftf
knife-dancers et. al., for the event, j Dunes. Hotel, Las Vegas. Union’s; cause there are only four or five
, .
*
to supplement theincumbent Fer¬ attorneys had asked for a post- j.spots on the north American conDifftrenf"
nanda Montel, who headlines.
pbnemerit of the hearing on the j tinent featuring authentic belly
.
.Obolensky returns to the Hotel temporary injunction pending arr dancing. Other locations, besides
Drake, another Zeckendorf Hotel rival of further documents. De- Kismet, include the Casino Royale,
hopFir
(a Webb & Knapp subsid). He is troy’s attorney stipulated that he Washington, D. C„ arid clubs ini
tlwb^idfa
vicechairman of the board of WAK would: agree provided' there were Detroit, Boston and Montreal.
and was president of the St- Regis no further molestations of Detroy
■ ■' . .. :-.■.
subsidiary corporation with his son,' until adjudicatiori of the case was AIITDrr IrVDA fI AftfC
you*
Ivan, executive veepee. Both had made. AGVA attorneys accepted yUbDuv bATU vLUvIViJ
•
financial investments in the hotel
hn.Mgr.
when taken over from the Astor
Detroy is seeking to enjoin the
KIN «RAYSON
Foundation, to whom the late own¬ union from attaching any monies
^
on
.•
er willed it. Supposedly, some fi¬ earned by him to* liquidate a
'k. =*=-=—===
nancing from the British branch claimed obligation to the Dunes ,,
of the Astor family figured in the Hotel: Detroy says there
777 VINB STRBKT
•no.:*1®?
IN thb
THB hub
HUB
Obolensky-Zeckendorf deal, as a debt to thA Inn Disnntp arncp record during its 10-day run, end^
in
OF HOLLYWOOD
means to keep “the St. Regis par¬ when Detroy asked^o be le? out ing Sept. 11. with 438,073 going
HOLLYWOOD
tially in the family” after Vincent of the last week bf an eiehtweek through
the
turnstile...
Good
Brochure Sent
Astor’s death.'
Pierre Bultinck, managing direc¬ which he signed a contract for a ‘ rain Friday
&L?£*SgWm||h
tor- of the St. Regis, will remain snbsequent date. He said the re- ^ »f ,thf
nlSw thl
W ^
THF
on in a similar post with the Balsa placement act reported for work
M
acquisition of the “operation con¬ while he was at -the hotel, to re- old-attepdance,
7T\/|-»B H
trol.” This is under a 200-year hearse with the production. He was
leaseback (multiple-options) from therefore surprised when told by w/th v,Dancinf ^A^nJhrTtch"
'
^
Tirw
the Kratter Realty Corp., owners the Coast AGVA office that he was ety+ sH°w produced by ^.D^ritch
MOTOR
HOTEL.
MOTOR HOTEL
of the “fee” (ground).,
being held liable ior the week at Latte^
*>!!! Rnno tn hit King-tiz* swimming pool! Quetn-tlu
Operation control does not limit SI 250 and an arbitration would expected... failing by 6,000 to lilt. bedtI TV, Hi-Fi, Radio in ovrry room!
ana an arDitration_ wouid
^ - k of th previous year’s
Air. sound conditioning! Suit* with
Balsa Hotels to continuing the 19- 51’ZOU
be held on the Coast office ojr display
'
p
^
Kitchi* Faetiitifi
AAA Approvtd.
story, 600-room hostelry, erected
in 1904. It could conceivably be
Irwiri: -Mazzel, western regional
Th^i
. hubmt Mr iSAaELLS tuwncb. mol
converted into an office building director of AGVA. processed the :^ere h®id d®¥31 \ ft* 5 ill?1 in
or other use, although Cesar Bal¬ arbitration for the Dunes and imum’ thf budKV^L"g^i„ ' *u"
sa, the 38-year-old hotelier who Detroy Was. put on the unfair list.
next y,®ar _^/?en t;b1e
OLASONS ru^mwiwi
has five key inns, in Acapulco and Detroy claiins that he was being J^hib will mark its SOth^annl
PROFESSIONAL
four in Mexico City (a fifth slated harassed by AGVA because he Expo’s :man^et Emery. ?J«cher
COMEDY MATERIAL
to open next year), has stated that supported Penny Singleton for ^as been with this outfit for 40
management and operation will be president against the administra- years,
for oH Theatricals
*We S«rvtM *tia Stare”
undisturbed. He takes over Nov. 1. tiorirbacked Joey Adams. Detroy
; _ ,
'
Elf TenpatairY Special — All
Understood the Patino (Bolivian claims that his manager is also
Puloo s Rdato DatO
SS 04* Fllas far 911, >lu« fi.N roataea
tin) family is Balsa's backer In the being molested by AGVA for bookHouston, Tex., Sept. 20.
faralsiu 9140 ta.> 39 far 94a
expanding hotel operations.
Ing him while on the unfair list.
Johnny Puleo A his Harmonica
O 9 Parody Boaks, AaF: Bk. ... 919 a
. '~
——
Gang have been signed for the
a 4 Blaakeirt Boakfl* Par Bk. .. 9U a
e Minstrel Bviflat .......... 921 o
TJ I A«>i« DflAikAfiSnir
1961 Houston Fat Stock Show &
Now A Maatar thoCa reman la*ICQ LCW1S flCOpCDlug
Rodeo, to be held here in the Sam
„
_
tt par fapy
■
.
L
|\p n ^ Houston Coliseum from FeK 22
oboreiiam) U.t.r KOOin through March 5.
•IU.Y CtASON
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Of Rare & Ancient Art

Obolensky in Farewell
To St Ifegis Via Party
For Maisonette’s 25th
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QUEBEC EXPO CLOCKS .
PEAK 438,073 AT GATE Lf

LINDA MERRILL
“Dynamic Singing. Personality'1

Currently

RANCHO DON CARLOS
Winnipeg—'Tire Sept. 27
Per. Mgt. SKIP HAYNES
1*3 N. Wabash, Chicago 1, III.

WANTED—Comic Partner
To Join Established Singer
(A Le Martin and Lewis)
Contaal ROBSENNETT
Box 1239, VARIBTY
194 W. 4ifn St., Now York M, N. Y.

r l«\YtKlU

SHEP FIELDS
and hit

—Rippling Rhythm Orch.
Now Available
FOR LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS
f|:;;:::::::n,iWaFor DATES and Further information CONTACT SnU^im
SHEP FIELDS

JERRY LEVY

SHAMROCK HILTON HOTIL ;
Houston/ Toms
MOhawk 4-9307

Clrcla a-9431

■a
Th* Amaxfnf Stare

Of

"WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND"

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
CURRENTLY

HAROLD 1S CLUB
Roao, Navada

Mgl.t MCA

Washington, Sept. 20;,

Ted Lewis opens tt« Blua Room fjijjj1- 1# p*rtom#nC®,
season for the Shoreham Hotel rodeotonight (Tues.) with a two-week
engagement. Bookings through
Dec. 31 are mostly in one week
segments, and there are two holes
as of now, Oct. 11-15 and Nov. 1-5.
The policy will be continued of
closing Sundays and Mondays, with
one show nightly exeept for two on
Saturday: Bob Cross orch caiTies
into its third year.
Signed are Marguerite Pianp,
0<*t. 4-8; DeCa8tro Sister^ Oct 1822; Joe E. Lewis, Oct. 25-29; Marty
Allen: A Steve Rossi, Nov, fl-I9|
jon A Sondra Steele, Nov, 22-Dee.
J; Guy Marks; Deo. Q-iTi Juno
Taylor Dancei’S, Dee. 29-81, Allen
A Rossi and the two Steeles are
repeates from last season and both booked for two weeks.

0

(Lot a Rial Praresstanal Train Yeu>;
furrantlv taaorid Waak
MvTnC ROOM. Now York

baza
D|CK

AUNT

WESTON*” MARTHA
Comody VghtrUoqvhm

Mathis* $37,500, S. F*

•orraatiy

Sari Frarioisco, Sept. 20.
Johnny Mathis show, at the
1,550-seat Geary- grossed $97,500
in eight performances,
House was sealed to $5.50 top,
$0 top weekend nights.

HOTEL THUNDERBIRD
Los Vofas, Nav.
Par*. Mgl.t CIOROI SOARES
4201 It Jor#a Nay.
Da. 4-II02

SAMARA
“A BLOCKBUSTER OF AM

RAY ANTHONY AND HIS BEAUTIFUL ‘BOOK
ENDS’

RATED

ANOTHER

GREAT!

FOUR

WEEKS

HELD OVER
AT

FOR

.'1

HARRAH’S

San Francisco Chronicle

the
Cloister

•RAY ANTHONY JOINS THE
SINATRAS AND MARTINS IN THE
ENTERTAINMENT BIG LEAGUES.”
Jimmy Starr (Los Angeles)

CURRENTLY-harrah'S rf.no
TRIUMPHANT RETURN TO - SAHARA
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

FRED BENSON

HOTEL. LAS VEGAS. SEPTEMBER 20TH.

'■■Sv
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NIGHT CLtn REVIEWS

Wednesday, September 21, I960

Walilerf-Astoria, X. Y.

last year and Impact of their parPigalle^ laadaa
Beaton aa her inuslcal director.
Hotel Pierre, N. V.
Rosemary Clooney with Buddy ticular brand of playing and singMiss Bassey made a Very healthy . . “Merry Widow,* produced' by
London, Sept. 14.
Cole; Emil Coleman and Theo,in8 is apparent judging from raShirley Bassey, Mary Allen A -impact oh her audience with her Stanley Melba; with Jimmy Car¬
Fahidi orchs; $4 cover.
!;
| action of the opening crowd. Rou- Steve Rossi, Jo, Jac A Joni, Pigalle personality-plus.
roll, Ronnie Cunningham, Larry
-|
I tining this time around is better Lovelies (10), Woolf Phillips and
She is preceded by an attractive
Premiereing the new season of j with material pretty evenly divided Tony Scott’s (Orchs; minimum, lineup . of girls and two speciality Douglas, Wilbur Evans,. Victoria
Skerry;
Franz LeJutr operetta (Sad¬
the Waldorf’s Empire. Room : and j between the thrashing of Sondra $6.75.
acts. Jo, Jac and Joni are irresisti¬ lers. Wells version by Christopher
her first-time in this location. Rose-' and the pianoisms; of Jon Steele,
bly funny mimes and crazy musi¬ Hassel) adapted by Melba and
mary Clooney delivered with au-j Latter shows to best advantage . Britain’s top sexy singer, Shirley cians followed by Marty Allen &
Dolores Pallet; directed by Missthority, personality and profession- j with hi3 “Slaughter on 10th Aver
Bassey, sheathed in: an elegant, Steve Rossi, from the Perry Como Pallet; lighting, Leslie Wheel; mu¬
al sleekness. Erring perhaps by; nue” about midway through set.
show. This act, rather reminiscent sical director; Jimmy Carroll; or¬
closefitting
gown,
and
backed
by
not doing five minutes more—one j The handsomely endowed chirper
of the type of entertainment of¬ chestra con ductor and arrange¬
or two numbers-—she left em him- is e£fectlve during a medley from Woolf Phillips’ orchestra, heads fered in the old days by Jerry ments Lee Huibert; opened Sept.
gry ( usually
a wise show biz ocflitHa
edo) ; ..Sound
of Mllsic.. and
Jat
wbeii Ilia HCH
■ n„nf J.J
*•»«««« wj. luuaii.
auu laici WUCU . the
rigdlie cabaret
UdUdlCl show
M1UW and
auu ucvyia
UCOll Martin,
AViai Hit, IS:
VC11UU5 | 1.3,. ’60 at Cotillion Room Hotel
Lewis & Dean
Is - Uoverlong
new Pigalle
but her —-* **
more gene?osUy of repertoire
“?
showed hereeif once agii.i t. * * but^jOOr^ Jbme; uaef^r yoefa. Pierre, N.Y.
ore generosuy oi reperioirei
collection of musicomedy faves. , „
j
Allen’s impersonations are swift
Entering
in "hot
flowing
capgshe Gabbine betweeh number' leaves I baI1 °* . .
accomplishedand
though perhaps oyerv-HH
HWcdif
Vft., Sfnntht Gabbin& between numbers leaves]
_» a.
, —----»•* --aiamey
ivieiDa who
wno Clicked
ciicxea with
wiin
Stanley Melba
I’m^pregnant ^gai^ —making ref ! * litde> be desired and could be! Putte^over -of songs, ^ut most of ly. American for British audiences, his salutes to name sOngsmitiis
erencH to their five children (“old- sharPened without losing any of i her,songs have to do with sex and, while Rossi’s singing has consider- j-An Evening With—. as: an
erence to their five children ( old tlu#. infrtrmalit„.. A
ln-thisinstance,;Miss Bassey tends , able charm Keynote pf;the act Is/ economic exigency to get afcouhd
est one is 5 years”) and. from;then 9*.
A.
their
on supports her ooening song by j ff‘ Plf“e/ dlCk- Mr' ,,aPP,ness to., fling.,the s.a. at her , audience; mostly carefree, comedy, but Rossi the competitive bidding for names
instead of letting it'.exude provoca-: scored' excellently with his aria which 'priced the Cotillion Room’s
coming up roses with a socko jsong- j
00 longtalent budget out of business, apalog in the click Clooney manner.! Paul Notar’s combo gives usual tiveiy. As a result, there, is a lack from “Pagjiacei.”
Pacing is good, shifting from good support and splits customer] of variation in her program and ; Woolf Phillips’ orchestra and pears to have done, it again With
rhythm to ballad to pop to stand-J dancing sessions with bouse 88’er some of her: numbers prove dis-] Tony Scoffs Latin combo provide another nitery innovation—miniaard to her trademarked “Comje On- Johnny Gallant. Maitre d’ Alex appointing: She would be wise to' good, varied dansapation and the ture operetta and musicomedies.'
A My House” and finaleing j1 with i moves over from the Maritime Bar control heir boundless energy and, new Pigalle show looks a success “Merry Widow.” kicked off the new
policy, to be followed by “Vaga¬
Rich,
“Mickey Mouse Song.” a salute to; to take charge of the Cafe for up- realize that belting a song is not in its short season.
bond King,” “Girl Crazy,” “Good
her (and Jose Ferrer’s) kindergar-j coming season. The Steeles are ip always as effective as caressing it.
News” and “Pal Joey.”
On opening night: she got away
den quintet.
j until Oct. 4.
Newt.
K«Mys% K. r.
This is the musictentshow ..idea
If she lacks anything It blight:
•—-;to a good start with “Get Happy,”
to a cover charge and with a hang¬
Kansas City. Sept; 16.
and followed it with ‘‘They Can’t
be seme special new song or in pop '
Crmeendo. L. A.
The. booze&legit mating,
Somethin’ Smith & Redheads over.
of completely new genre. However,
Take That Away From Me.”
she registers with her standards to.
Hollywood.
_
Sept. 14.' Kidding
„ the audience that; she was (3>, Billy Williams Orch; $1.50-$2 heretofore limited to the Louis
Sherry bar in the Met, may b«
the hilt. Good assist comes from! Count Basie orch (16> with Joe. nervous, which may or may not cover.
sneaking into the Gotham scene
Buddy Cole, special pianist-arrang-, Williams; $2.50 cover; two-drink have been the case, she then went
er-conductor (“on loan from Bing, minimum.
| into a sentimental song from, the
There Is always strong interest via the backdoor of a nitery floorCrosby for these four weeks”), 7He j
| new West End hit musical. in the booking of Somethin' Smith show. Actually, of course, these
In turn is given the usual expert! There can be no doubt that busi-I “Oliver!” This was “As Long As 8c the Redheads into Eddys’, and miniature legit iriusfeals, all i
backstopping by the Emil Cole- ness at the Crescendo will be good j He Needs Me” which rates rather | this fortnight measurer up to all modern dress and sauis costuming,
manites. New relief band is Theo ; the rest of the month since Count I more gentle aiid sentimental treat- ! expectations. Three take over for are most sketchily strung together
Fanidi.
| Basie’s orchestra will be headlining I ment than that accorded it by Miss ; 45 minutes in their accustomed by a fragmentary “book.” but it’s
Business good; ditto the rsame; the bill, with soloist Joe Williams. Bassey. The result was. harsh and; manner, offer some staple oldies sufficient unto the purpose thereof.
Most of the principals—they're
veteran stalwarts of the Empire; The Count provides exactly the; strident.
.
1 and a flock of new works and gen¬
Room, seasoned In handling the kind of fare that, pleases in this | She was ort surer ground with erally make it a jolly evening in billed alphabetically, a wise pr
regulars and transients which the town and in this room in particular ■ her “theme” song, “Burn My the Eddy establishment. A sort of fessionai exigency—are no strvigWaldorf attracts, under the capable —jazz that’s, inventive enough to j Candle At Both Ends,” “ ‘S’Won* rapport operates between the ers to the Cotillion: Room through
maitred*
ardont fans
^ne and
ind sufficiently j derful” and.
*nA «ic
maitre
d* Louis Saccardi.
Saccardi Incident-. satisfy ardent
“As Vnr
For v™.
You, nnmon
Romeo,1” threesome and the, deluxe Eddy the past two years of: “Evenixigs
ally,, banquet manager Clyde Har- melodic and traditional to stir the: and gave a slick rendering of room to make it like old home With” the sundry composers—Her¬
bert. Rodgers, Porter, Berlin et al.
ris whips up some real good gro-! general public. Singer Williams. I “Birth of the Blues.” “Love For week.
f
ceries especially, considering the Df course, blends well with the Sale.” “Every Time I Say GoodIn the way -of new numbers they Victoria Sherry makes her debut
in
the title, role.
mass production. Slated to fol-: Basie style and sound.
• bye” and an pver-Vehement version kick
Y with “Fm Alabamiiny
low Miss Clooney Is Frankie Laine, j Gene Norman has booked Louis of that gentle nostalgic song,“The Bound” and include a special bit,
Cast’s ihusioomedy ajud operetta
Abel,
j Armstrong and comedienne Doro-‘ Party-s Over” and she wound ub “Manhattan Playboys,” a parody credits; under hardtops, open-air
-j thy Loudon to follow. Basie when by “Funny Yalentine.” to complete of; ^ Carolina in the Mprnin’ ” and and. canvas auspices, are very proSftllfr-HUtviT f Prilaf ‘ he closes Sept. 29.
Glen,
l her 11-song program. With Colin “Casey Jones.” There's much kid¬ fessfOnal, ais The Playbill program
ding of music , and situations while indicates. This “legit” theatre, de¬
Dallas. Sept. 16. :.
they give out with the songs, regis-j vice gives the new venture an
Roberta Sherwood, Don Lanning,
tering with .their recorded versions added cachet., and, incidentallv,
(with Ernest DeLorenzo, Sonny
of
“My Baby Just Cares for Me,” opens the niteries as a new audi¬
Spencer, Eddie Graham). Earl
“The Simple Life” and “It’s a Sin ence target for theatre program ad- :
Humphreys Orch (10); $2-$2.50
To
Tell a Lie.” Each also has a vertisers.
cover.
1
chance to swing but solo. Smith on:
The Lehar melodies, of course,
hot
banjo. Bill Fontaine at the
perennials and “Merry Widow”
harmony work and solo stepouts,
Songstress Roberta Sherwood LOUIS NYE
got the new Empire Room off to a Comedy
with girl a standout in alternat¬ piano and Major Short on string is an inspired teeoff. Jimmy Carhefty stc’rt last Tli^rr-^h*’ (151. The 25 Mins,
ing hier thrilling and lowdown belt¬ bass. Act is in its fourth stand roll asks, the audience to imagine
supper club reopened after,* 10- hungry i, San Francisco
ing. plus her dancing and acting here, an indication of its popular¬ ’the Cotillion Room is Maxim's”,
and then unfolds the nbw familiar
week closing for complete iredecFresh from tv. Louis Nye is ability. Threesome works hard, and ity.
and sometimes naive plot about the
Stays through Sept. 22. ;
orating.
hitting the nightclub circuit with had no difficulty in scoring'imme¬
the
scheming barpn (Evans) and
Quin.
Miss Sherwood uses minimum a routine which is still rather ten- diately with the customers. Ar¬
romantic Count Danilo (Douglas i.
makeup and a plain black cocktail tative but may shake down as he rangements are. by Warren KnoCarroll
steps off the podium, where
dress in doing her w.k. repertoire, breaks it in.
bel. Not mentioned. to the patrons
“Love Is Many Splendored.” “AvaHe edmes on singing “Marta” that songsters haVe had two com¬ biingrl 1, San Fraadseo he has been conducting the dance
band,
into
the “plot” action* and
San Francisco. Sept. .13:.
Ion” “I Remember You.” “You (which is very funny to all those mand performances before Presi¬
Louis Nye. Limeliters (3), Otga Lee Huibert takes, over conducting.
Make Me Feel So Young” and some who remember Arthur Tracy, the dent Eisenhower and have also
foot shuffling with “Take Me Along” s Street Singer), talks a bit about played some of the lash niteries Sbragia, Richie Crabtree Trio; $3: The Melba-Dolores Pallet adapta¬
tion is fluid arid keeps the entire
and “Hallelujah.” Overlong show of • himself, tells how he broke, into in the U. S.
On voice calibre, admission.
proceedings to Under an hour. Miss
65 minutes includes “Lazy River” radio (as a dog-bark specialist); looks and wardrobe, IDebby and
Pallet’s staging is expert, as ar
with; her trademarked cymbal Puts on a lovely German accent the Diplomats” are ok^%
Louis Nye is a new act and is all
the performarices. There, is an'
banging, and then comes the re- and does a couple of bits in this,
tMcStay.
reviewed as such in that category. easy tongue-in-cheek approach to
quests and she obliges with an- cb*ef of which is. a child’s music
After this show’s opening night, the “plot” which makes it com¬
other block of tunes.
I lesson. Next comes a subway jam
Nye went on second and the Lime- pletely palatable for all concerned
A must in her songfest is "You’re ar,d an Army sergeant’s lecture. BARBARA STREISAND
liters followed him in the top slot. —customers and cast.
Nobody ’til Somebody Loves You,” j which is derivative from Bob New- Songs
Limeliters consist of Lou Gott¬
Modus operandi of royalty is a.
an offhand bow to columnist Walter ] hart, and, after a couple of very 20 Mins.
lieb, bass. Alex Hassilev, banjo, arid $250-a-week package. deal (TanisWinchel, who discovered her in sb°rt bits,. he winds up with an Bm Soir, N. Y. .
Miami.
This time around she. Italian uncle monolog reminiscent
Cameo-faced chantdosie Barbara Glenn Yarbrough, guitar. They all Witmaik); costuming is minimal,
brings on her eldest teenage son,: °I some of Shelly Berman’s family Streisand, making her cabaret bow sing well; Yarbrough has an ex¬ being in the “modern”. motif;
Don Lanning. Handsome baritone! Pieces, without Berman’s explosive in this sophisticated Greenwich Vil¬ ceptionally fine, sweet, light tenor shows change monthly. ’ Abet.
Is a comer, neatly pi ing “I’m Gon- humor.
lage cellar, has a; warm and sharp voice. They have a fine, egghead
na Steal You Away,” “John Henry”
Nye Is obviously an amusing and s^jet of pipes- in the musicomedy comic , in Gottlieb, who used to do
comedy7 single. And they have Shamrack
and “Slow Boat to China.” Lad, Perceptive actor, but he is nbt yet style and: brjngs off a book of
ith “GirJ
. Houston, Sept. 14.
ends his stint with
- of My ’a fullblown comedian. He hasn’t standards With better than average about the. strongest material. of any
of the “folknik” groups,, thanks in
Dreams” and, joined by mom, the yet developed enough style (and projection. . But she’s missing
Carol Channing,: Paul Neighbors
pair belts the oldie in a fine duet. ’ material) to stun an audience into good bet with material that isn’t up part, at least to Gottlieb, who owns Orch (10) ; no cover ; of minimum.
Lanning has easy stage presence w hoops of laughter with wild para- to her obvious comedic talents. a doctorate in musicology from the
U. of California.
and shows considerable promise., dexes. He may. and soon, but he
Miss Channing opens the fall
After a shaky start, she warms
Group comes on with. “There’s a season at the Intemation Club’s
Miss. Sherwood has her pianist, ar-^ still has considerable work to do. the audience to a beg-^off close,
ranger and conductor. Ernest De-i
Ste/.
and the response ‘ primarily to Meeting Here Tonight,:”'then: do a Continental. Room at.the Shamrock
The
Lorenzo, this trip abetted by gui-;
-:
1—
seemingly unconscious; mannerisms riotously funny nuriiber about 1 Hilton to sellout business.
tarlst Sonny Spencer and t;drum-iDEBBY & THE DIPLOMATS
and gestures that are touchingly city boy. transplanted to the sub¬ singing comedienne has about the
urbs.
\vho
walks;
into
the
wrong
same
show
she
did
on
last
appear¬
mer Eddie Graham, and the trio Songs
funny. On sight. Miss Streisand is
makes it smooth sailing.
i;
j 20 Mins.
a looker, but with a whimsical air tract home. They follow with a ance. here nearly two years ago,
New house band, headed |by vo- Club Oasis, Toronto
which is heightened by a . black- light, pretty song about French highlighting her standard begoiff
calist Earl Humphreys, provides ’ Since recent resignation of Al sack gown and, piled-high hairdo. monks, featuring Hassilev, knock “Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best
top showbacking and packs the Hunt, quartet of ’Debby and the More, sophisticated . items in the out “When I. First Came to This Friend,!’ the whistling “Cecilia Sis¬
floofi for terp turns.
; Diplomats’ has become the har- catalog w'ould contrast nicely with Land” (featuring Yarbrough) and son,” arid the ffapperish “Yahoo
punch over “If I Had a Hammer” Step,”
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom is due mony trio of Debby Kelley flanked thd sweet ballad style.
Bill.
(this is preceded by. Gottlieb’s fuh-:
Sept. 29 for. two weeks.
Bark"by Howard
'
' Berhalter
- arid- Bert
This , season she has added some
ny account of the flop records made offbeat numbers, doing “Cup of
Hanson,
of
the song before thie Kirigstons Tea,” “Darned Fine Funeral,”
STYLERS
(3)
Curvaceous blond in blue metal¬
Itfcz Carlton^ Montreal lic gown and two boys in dinner Songs
recorded it successfully). Gottlieb “Teenie Weenie Nest.” “Love Is a
Montreal, Spet. 15.
next is featured in: “Havri Sorne Sickness,!’ arid her beatnik babe
jackets open cold in “Best Things 2* Mins.
Sondra A Jon Steele, Johnny in Life are Free» ^4 then, run Chaudiere, Ottawa
Madeira. MrDear.” arid group winds bit. “Switch Blade Bess,” She also
Gallant, Paul Notar Trio; $l.o0-$2.
gamut of voice control, com-.
up
half-hour stint with “Travelin’ does familiar parodies of Soph!
The Stylets, three young men
cover]plete with fingersnapping and. with plenty showmanship savvy On.”
Tuclcer and Marlene Dietrich.
rru
’IT
*
J
; ! handclapping, to a swing style of and nice pipes, have a slick chant
Limeliters have sharpened and
Comedienne’s show runs 70
TSe Montreal season opened of-,..old Man River .. a bouncy ..Down stanza that collects mitting for heightened both their music and
minutes, mainly because of her 10ftdjdly when the Ritz Cafe ;of this ;by the Riverside." a medley from each item. Backed by okay arrange¬ comedy in 13 months since they minute curtain speech. Paul Neighs
topflight hostrfry teed off their,..jiy Fair Lady" and a frenzied ments, threesome deals a varied broke in act at the hungry i and bors orch. supplies top accompani¬
12th. year with Sondra & Jon; Steele' finish of "Shake. Rattle and Roll.” routine that covers modern and appear to be at the point where, ment. The Gene Pringle Quartet
toP Sa°t•
. : Interpolated is Miss Kelley’s big barbershop, latter bits getting most with one hit record, they could be¬ alternates and plays the Interna¬
Although decor of room remains nUmberf
“Sweet
Oldfashioned attention. One of the . barbershop come a top headline act.
tional Club Lounge..
basically the same, a new gold,; Girl,” which shows off her hi-kick; items is done sans band backing for
Olga Sbragia provides a clutch
Booker Gene Whalen has lined
scarlet and white entrance plus | dancing ability and pirouettes to real minstrelsy effect. Another of pleasant enough Italian songs
up
an imposing list of shows, with
new* lighting and canopy for the1 fine effect. (She is the daughter mitt-producing chbre; gives a rock as a curtain-raiser arid Richie Crab¬
the next five to play here being
musicians does much to enhance! of The Waltons—Jules and Joanne ‘n’ roll handling to oldie “Clemen¬ tree on piano, Eddie Durait on gui¬ Nelson
Eddy & Gale Sherwood,
overall appearance. And the songs ]—who, since the general demise tine.”
tar and Dean Riley on bass, furnish Ken Murray St Marie Wilson, Red ;
of the Steeles maintain a sophisti- ’ of vaudeville, have been running a
Session is nicely staged aind good between-acts jasz. Show clocks Buttons, Marguerite Piazza, and.
cated atmosphere.
| dance school in Chicago).
dressed arid is solid for ty, radio-,, at 80 minutes and will run through Roberta Sherwood. Miss Channing
Duo teed off room at same time« Both boys lend lustiness to their disks and niteries;
Conn,
Oct. 9.
Stef,
exits Sept. 21.
Skip.

j
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manship. Bobby Kroll’s fine arrl Basin St* East, N. Y.
banjoi talent display along with
Beverly Hills, Ciney
rangement of “September Song".] Betty HUtton with the Don Wit- the vocal offerings.
: Cincinnati; Sept. 10.
Singer tends to go somewhat
makes
a
sockoshowcase
for
song\
liains
Singers
/5)
Sy
Oliver
Orch
Georgia Gibbs, Mare Antoine &
heavy, on the coiriedfc stuff, but
Jackie Curtiss, Moro-Landis Dan¬ stress and she moves from this j. ( 15),. Charlie Shavers Quartet; $3
the
personality offers big assist
evergreen
into
a
French
-group'
-;—
cers W, Charlie Hines, Gardner
in getting to tablers.
Femme
Benedict Orch. (10), Jimmy Wilber with ease and . polish.
develops
a
cordial
feeling
with
Betty
Hutton
represents
a
Lucille
& Eddie Roberts, no
Trio, Larry Vincent; $3;$4 miniringsiders during session without change of direction for the Im- riewcbmers in .this area, continue
mui
$1-$L50 cover.
resorting to anything as/obvious as
to score with their meritalist fou■**
st-.East * m tines—with she asking the ques¬
CJeorgia Gibbs, back, for her
eighth date after a four-year lapse,, she maintains this friendly atmos- i moment. The spot has been mak- tions from behind a blindfold on
throughout.
For present; ing It big with jazz figures, and stage, arid he walking - through
supplies a relaxing, change: of pace phere
four-week engagement. Miss Della! now comes a headliner who repre- aUdience. The act-ls tops for its
. for this, pi usher y's regulars followpianist 1I sents
show biz.
in* rmicin* tu/'h frarn*»r« hv TCpn ; ^hiesa besides her OW
pianiSl
scuis - a different
umci cm wing
wilIS of
ui -^iiuvv
ui*. kind, and fits the room perfectly.
MurATand IVlXn M Her nibs Serge Garanf. has added guitarist She’s essentially an entertainer
Freddy Morgan mixes comedy
^c^UortedMbv^^newscomers An-;^on-v Rdmandini who is particular- working through the medium' of with banjo to capably hold the
lone & CurtiSs voune ?shigii?g ! * effective.during her Spanish and •song-: and Comedy, arid a highly opener spot. He’s backed by
: iomics&and the location^ d^plnd^ I ^alian numbers^ . This combination talented performer at that. Miss Jimmy Allen on trumpet, Cindy
Wp MrirnT flndiQ line in an * Plus Deriny Vaughan’s capable ag- ; Hutton’s last appearance in New | O’Hara ori vocals, arid a sax, drums

If

enis22TS-1 **
*hdcomposition,
**■*-*». “Hey,
srstyums
his... own
Mr.
by
BenC‘
Behwe? ' .hows, the Vaughan! short. run at thi IllJated Cafe, de Banjo,” for top endorsement, and
does a classic rendition for banjo
The mite: chii-p with mighty orch apiits dance ijterjudcs with ^Pari?..ecQuple of years ago.
Mhs Hutton in coming to Basin on ^Melody in. 17* For visual gag
pipes, fetching in a blue Knee
Bennets cpinbo,
l««t
St. East rerireserits a change of stuff, he. works well with Allen
length gown, registers hit parade
^
TTpace
for both parties: but it seems and Miss O’Hara in an impresh
returns during a half-hour varied
Cloister^ Hollywood
a welcome one . at that: She gets a of Prima-Smith. The femme, a
repertoire: Kicks off with “Today
Hollywood Sept 16
generally , hipper;. audience here. looker, goes it alone at the niike
I Love Everybody/’ Which had
Earl Grant, Troian Boyer, Geri ■ and^he^^
feme- for a couple of numbers for so-so
...
niS?errl"gSW^Sv
oov^. itie-o ; eentaUve^ of mp«g^neraH«d reaction.
Don Conn,' who’s becomirig a
chorusing “Bailing the Jack'^and |
.
} entertainment.
regular
for
the;
house band chores,
shouting for more after the Gibbs] Booking of Earl Grant, along TT
K little doubt that Miss capably backs the
headliner and
golden diskers. Kiss of Fire" arid with holdover . hypnotist Traian button made ^a. generally favorable serves
as emcee. Full show makes
“Rockabye My Baby/’ arid begofL j Boyer, makes for a surefire show {nipression although mechanics of. for an hour-plus of good enterAntone & Curtiss, striving in the-.- that should pay dividends'for the • r a<’t still have to be oiled at tainfnent.
Bill. runs
through
modern trend of male team fun-i Cloister Grant’s act is primarily several spots. She shows herself Oct; 12.:
Long.
sters. encountered difficulty in get- / the same he projected at another :° /?* a Per*f ct,oh,?t- yet ?t t?mes
ting through at their Beverly Hills j boite some . months back, and ^ntatioris at- mechanical failures
Imperial* Atlanta
bow. Personable and neat in dark understandably so. Yob don’t alter : cau>e *?fr
forsake her turn and
dress, the young men display vocal a winning fbrmula!
, go for the spontarieous laugh. Miss
Atlanta, Sept. 12.
talent arid a bent for comedy, ah:
Although. Grant’s opener (14):-Hutton was not in top physical
. “Pointblqhk 60” with Buddy Wil¬
though off base with present mate- was somewhat long (75 mins.), it; fP5x?. a.S-h®*£poke of liams, Jd Adams, Beverly Austin,
rial.
.[wasn’t too noticeable: nor did..the Piiiiiiag the lights af *4 in the morn- Tea:ie. Waterman, Sue Wilson,
Antone, as straightfi, sells, at patrons mind. Instead they re-! *ng
°ne of the soots conked David Heath, ' Jerry Kirkland,
swinging arrangement of “Sorren- suonded with continuous applause. jher. ?n Jhe eye'„A*.her makeup Johiiny Bachemin; Freddie Azar’s
to" arid his partrier does a neat .Whether slboling it on the Hampf1E‘ a sni;all shiner ..was evi- Bmtqnes (5); $5 minimum.
}6b with carbons of Eckstine. Tony;! ibnd-88 or belting it uo in stand-'
A °?ds.f”d
Maftin/Pearl Bailey arid Belafonte,! up style. Grant is plenty effec-v1*.slikelythat she H .be in complete
Chick Hedrick’s Domino Lounge
while doing hypribsis clowning in ; tive. He peppers the audience with j control of the situation.
patrons,, accustomed to customary
Lord FauntlerOy giddap, Standout! pop arid ballads that: are Enhanced i Yet her skill : as a singer, and night . club fare of an emcee, a
..bit is the Curtiss, takeoff of a/bv his younger brother. Bill, on a Comedienne comes through on singer and/or an aero terp team,
drunken pilot,
[the skins. Latter shows off’ his many occasions. Her act shows plus , an exotic, are little prepared
Intermission/ dance.ririusic is by ability with Some particularly : tong rehearsal and care. In depict- for the. revue-type show brought
the Jimmy Wilber Trio. Larry rhythmic-bullet , like stick action ing the tunes of the hand eta. she in by Johnny Bachemin, who has
Vincent rules .at the cocktail piano/ 'on “Malagueria."
^ imnarts a sense df reverence to a: produced similar shows In Dallas
Dorothy Shay & Her Kinfolks, ar-r The Decca recording artist does golden age in; show, business. Her and other, spots throughout the
rive Sept. 23.
Koll
some of his disk hits, “Old Man : “Salute to the Blues" similarly country.
' River,’’ “The End,’’ -■Fever” and ! show*: an. adulation for some of the
Bachemi
is a pianistdancerCelebrity Room. Philly “House : of Bamboo.” Also to his i pCeat; tunes of a former day, , and singer who does all of them well.
,
He
does
a
good
job of selling a
credit
are
the
exotic
,
bird
calls
:
Rives
a
healthv.
nod
to
comcdv
Philadelphia. Sept. 14.
Jackie
Kannon.
Arthur
Lee he key-notes while playing .‘'Ebb with her lampoon of the well. :. song, hut he really shines when it
Simpkins, Jack Curtis. Buster Bur- Tide.”
stacked girls.
comes to dancing. His fast and
veil Line (6), Al SmalVs.Orch 15);Boyer, who put Las Vegas in a
. .She also scores with a reprice, of . furious stepping is a surefire show
$5 minimum. ..
,r trance with a^ successful/rriti at the : tunes associated./.with., her. Some ; stonper. _
•'
; Dunes Hotel, is a:good ebritrast. tbv of thfiii.. iri answer to', requests ! Show, colorfully-, costumed: gets
The new nitery season in. Phijly tlie. musical .Grant,;'The.,handsiome.. from the floor; h^d to be. im^ro- ■
to .a fast start with company
teed off \v|th an old - favorite. Ar- silver-haired hypnotist spellbounds vised bv the hand. Ztluch of .her r doirig a ^song-and-dance routine to
thur' Lee Simpkins' who got his petrons viat volunteers Vho soon language..iricidentaliy,: means, cer- i “Blg p.” Thrush Jo Adams sings
start , here with a pheriomenallv- ..find themselves in- slumberland. tain unladylike thlhgs for the hip- “Wonderful" and Is followed bv
long, run at the old Walton Roof. ; Boyer adriiits that only those co-; sters.
Texie Watermari, Sue Wilson and
riiDes grow
erow mellower and operating will be
ut ; Under his
Tenor’s pipes
be unuiiier
his j] .
.ftjWfereriee.-«f
»*'
S°n?
Ills head-tpries richer, with each' spoljsuccessive visit. Partial to-classi-., His .act, maintains gpbit ialeresi! ThWbgheut show ; *U members
id excitement via the -sleeping i
‘
. ™2wi2
!■ bf^ bast wander on and off with a
cal., serin-classic arid reiigibso lilts, i and._exciterri^rit
of laugh-getting cracks.
Simpkins has savvy to .break up ‘beauties" that obey his orthodox.;. nrf>Q5 trouried in -d'urine her act J
concert '
«««»««...
♦,—
.‘
focking
Dixie *

Gardner

i
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Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
Jacqueline Francois (with Pierre
Chaub), plus Mel Zelnick, Jimmy
Knepper, Murray (Doc) Solomon;
Ted Straeter and Mark Monte
orchs; $4 cover.

The niteries, which invented the
cover charge, have swung th«
other way to minimum charges,
and the hotels’ pendulum has
veered to the couvert. Both Rosemary Clooney at the Waldorf and
the imported Jacqueline Francois
at the coincidentally reopened-forthe-new-season Persian Room of
the Hotel Plaza, have $4 cover
charges. That’s a surefire way to
defray all talent costs plus, while
generating traffic into the hostelry
which long has been the keynote
of entertainment appurtenances
for all hostelries.
This Is the Gallic gal’s third re¬
turn so she must be doing business
but the French diskery singer—
best known for her wax works—
could do even better if she parlez’d
un petit more Anglais. Or at least
in her songalog.
She is trying to extend it some,
but it’s not enough. She can han¬
dle it noiv; in former sessions Miss
Francois was almost as notably
self-conscious as a Yank tourist is
in France when breaking-in his
restaurant French. A pro song¬
stress who has a flair for memo¬
rizing lyrics and fitting them with
proper histrionic nuances should
|rirve little difficulty sharing with
her Yank customers at least the
essence of the song themes. Fer¬
nanda Montel at the St. Regis is
a good example of having achieved
that.
Miss Francois tries for the
Franco-American rapport in an¬
other way—“Lady Is A Tramp,**
“I Love Paris,” “Lullaby of Birdland,” “Tenderly” Iri French ver¬
sions. But the outfronters already
know these; It’s the new repertoire
(arid a good one it is) that appeals
to the sophisticated ear, providing
they dig it.
Result Is that, paradoxical as it
may seem, what arrests the Ameri¬
can ear more is her zirigy quartet
of special musicians; it becomes
virtually a recital, from Pierre
Chaub. her musical director at
the Steinway, who is augmented
by Mel Zelnick at the drums:
Jimmv Kneoper, trombone; and
Doc Solomon on string bass. Their •
appeal is almost in the “music
room" idiom, and weTl nigh threat¬
ens to eclipse the appeal of thefr
star which of course is a needloss self-handicap.
Miss Francois also could help
her Yank appeal on another front
;—sartorially—along with the more
; variegated songalog, plus a stepr
ping-up on the general animation.
I Otherwise the Persian Room re¬
gains its same staple flavor, with
its veteran staff, albeit under a
rnt-w maitre d’hotel, John Fossatl,
' no new' face to the regulars, having
| been at the Plaza In former years,
thence the Hotel Roosevelt (with
j Neal Lang) and latterly the Play¬
bill room of the Hotel Manhattan.
This is bossman Lang’s first fall
season since taking over the Plaza.
The Persian Room’s accent on
chirpers appears to be native in
the future book, viz., Gogi Grant,
Jane Froman, Connie Towers,
Diahann Carroll, Eartha Kitt and
Jane Morgan, save for the Robert
Iglesias Ballet Dec. 14 which will
be tlie Xmas-New Year’s holiday
attraction.
Per ■ usual, too, Tod Straeter**
dansapators and Mark Monte’s
Continentals are undeniably ap¬
pealing for the society terptunestering.
Abel.

Irta^rn, -Tos^-'gd'bV'nsS te'S by two cliairs stands on her
'“Vr;®":?
falsettoto best effect in a nostalgic
_ .. . a
,
^
Ualiiable assistarice In the vocali4as^ft,da,lCv®
YYjth,acro,batl,c.s’
tb “You’re
fhe Top.”
and get
Neapolitan
mediey.
• v„..<h,
.
- a- big
v,
...
. . /hand, arid Miss Adams returns to
items. “Mecsage, of Bernadette”
Part
of
the
Hutton
retinue
Is
the
SCOrie
with
a
number
called “Black
and the dorie-to-death “Eli Eli” slow
Sv Oliver/band, She pays for this [ Coffee” and. “All of Me/’
[flow
.act already top. heavy
BonSoir.X.
large outfit, which has an instrriBachemin, in closing spot: does
with operatic arid foreign language,
Jimihie Daniels/ Barbara St ret-;’mentation of five, reeds, seven a full 20 minutes of piano banging,
numbers,
sand, Phyliss. Diller, Tony St.Eddie, .brass and three rhythm/ Oliver is warbling and hoofing and. winds up
ICa,inoJ1’ Avh?\210k^d, IP Peter Camels, Three Flames; $5 one of the more renowed arrangers drinning wet with perspiration.
&^
minimum.
: in the business. With the new out-.
Show runs one hour and 15 min¬
«!I?':i!-SK
TM
1
- fit. he has a solid, fullblown sound
and Bachemin revamped it
for barbs; gnd bus In addition to;
Except for singer Barbara Strei- reminiccerit of the big band era. utes
after first night.
Luce.
‘•saPd‘ *se«/Nl'V.Acts); the lineup at but with the more sophisticated
Red China—he adds a fourth, qock.. Greenwich Village’s: darkest arid . musicianship of this dav. Many of
Olhpr Room. Frisco
b rolI*^h ^ takeoff of an Elyis ; plushiest. cellar is solid with. .rev; the tunes in his regular set are of
San Francisco. Sept. 15.
type ,^Th|Ch 5ermits
gamey turning favorites, who had the. cus- that rneriod; but both the tunes and
Sylvia Syms, Eddie Duran Trio;
eoqg titles and verse. Cannon gets tomers baked up into the street at music remain modern, timely arid
biggest yqcks in Itsy Bitsy Biki i” 1:30 a.m. Saturday U7),
as potent as ever
$3 ?nin.
turn, wldeh emplpysr.dark-haii:ed.. ‘ Disk pantomimists Tony & i ‘ Charlie Shavers harked hv ba^s :
—cutie Miriam Judah as a: briefly-. Eddie, who ve been playing tli bct rangc and ha^ thc flair for : This is riow the swankiest nightclad stra'ghtwomaii.
club for .marly a decade, render S",
a wide trem/ *Pot in ‘own.
housed In the
New line-of-Buster. Burnell girls, tablesiders just about senseless
rhungry I) an Intimate; exclusive
Jose.
prances through two routines.' a desecration of record' upon rec^ coniedy interpolations.
! and expensive supper club which
Sfeuben'fi. Boston.
piped along by Jack Curtis, local, ord. It’s a long turn that doesn’t
; wfa.s opened, this summer with Mafloor, show vet;, to the impeeable.. build, because, the boff plateau. is
Boston, Sept. 15.
Harolds nub, Reno
bel Mercer and is now featuring
backing of the Al Small, orch.
/climatic from the start arid holds
Heller & Helene <3). *Vic CharReno, Sept. 1.4.
Miss Syms/ one of the best singers
Gagh,
! up all the way through.
Chain of
_
Rusty Draper, Lucille and Eddie : to work this circuit. Mae Barries \ les, Terry Ritchie. Don Dennis,
■Tony Bruno Orch ‘5); $2.50 mintr ■
•
... riiufderOusly ludicrous burlesques Roberts, Freddy Morgan 8t Idiots, \ comes in Oct. 10.
Sylvia Syms,- greatly Improved
ffneen EllZaDOfll* 31oni'l begins with duo’s takeoff on tracks Don Conn Orch (5); no mijiimum
show-wise since her last appear¬
Montreal, Sept. 14.
from current television blurbs, or coref.
Vivienne Della Chiesa (with. Devastation continues from there
—ance iri this town some four years ! First of the season’s entry for
Serge Garrani & Tony Rpmawdini),! through opera; -singers Yma Su-|-; Harolds
Club intimate. Furi ago, is now a major leaguer in the Z freres Max and Joe Schneider iri/'
Denny Vaughan Orch (11), Louis . mjac .and Rosemary • Clooney arid Roorii is proving to be tailorniade supper. ‘ club, bitter-sweet songs i their theatrical nitery downstairs
• Rmnnet
'S9.
rrmpr
‘I AtfrpH TTifrhnrk’c •“Phvr>hn ” niiv-c fn-r "Rnctu Hranpr hie Diiitar srfd melieu.
She can milk, the last sad ’ in the heart of the Hub, finds no
I employ every cqrnball sight gag. his varied catalog. In this four- gasp out of “These Foolish change iri standard format. With a
;Vivienrie Della. Chiesa has the in. the. book, tut their timing is. so ; weeker. Draper could easily be? Things,” “My Ship” and the rest of , dance team in the closing spot, it’s
. distinction of being one of the.few ; deft arid the w-it so sharp that rio- conie established with the local the ShbWtune faves as well as any¬ : a loosely thrown together ?show.
performers ever to repeat within /body has time to miiid;
I salpori set. He’s personable, the body. And in addition, when she ; With a goodly crowd bn hand,. Don
the year in the handsome confines : On the night caught, comedienne ../format-, includes aud participatiori, lends her jazz-oriented special tal- : Dennis, singing emcee, and room
of the iSalle BonaventUre -in-, -tiiis-; Phylis§ .filler .had- to pifck up the/arid/he works with a homespun ent^^o such things as “When Or? ! fave, comes off way ahead with
Hiltori-pperated inn.
j fractuted aud where Tony & Eddie/ease that matches to good :effect chidsl Bloom in. the Moonlight” j some, solid piping
with solo guitar hacking from I Heller & Helen, In the top spot,
And this attractive, blonde thrush - laid them , out, which, she managed i His. selection of titles.
'.repays' the managements’ chpice/iri = icel.V with her
hpr .familiar
familiar grotesque i! v,.-u„
What4. ‘ there’s lacking in other. Eddie^ Duran, she is something nab encores with their slick rouj tines. Redheaded femme looker
spades as she Wows near-capacity moncilogue. She’s a pastniaster of;areas/ he. makes up for w;ith .d^lse.
crowd evety night with a hefty 45- the punch-bver-punch. line that uberance and a savvy presentation/] The dramatic gift that she has I and dark haired partner catch
roinute songfest that cover all sends the imagination to far out. Keeping it uptempo for most of] supplies, the particular magic ne¬ crowd fancy with fancy terping
tastes, arid ranges: from a simple places/
the full, turn, he opens with. cessary to transfer even the most and knock off fantastic cha eha cha
ballad to a ‘fanciful arrangement
House singer Jimmy Dariielg i “SUriny Side of the Street/’ then improbable of lyrics’into a reality for closer. Vic Charles is stand¬
of an Italian.love, song with oper¬ pjp.eris and : scores solidly with a/essays . such. as “St. Jaines In- of the moirieht that sums up the out with his puppets. He runs the
atic; overtones.'
catalog of show tunes. Piano riian - firmary/’. “Bill Bailey,” ’‘Begin the whble charm of this school of sing¬ gamut froiq a sad faced clown with A multilingual performer,, Miss Peter Daniels arid Three Flames Begtiine,” and "Freight Train.” ing. . Duran’s trjo backs her in pantomime effects to torso twist¬
Della Chiesa uses her: fine voice fill the interims with pleasant:back-: Working .part-time from, a stool, firstclass fashion with sympathy ing femme and breakaway skeleton
pacing his stint nicely.
Guy.
>ith taste and a hep sense of show- ground jazz stylings.
Bill./ jhe ’ins good hand with guitar-and and delicacy.
fia/e.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 21

NEW YORK CITY
Helen Wood
Anthony Darrlo
Rockeiles
i'orps de Ballet'
a. Paige Sym. Ore

MUSIC HALL
Leslie L'^jjams
Dick Tower*
O A B Derringer

AUSTRALIA
Rita Moreno & Ann
Ev elyn Rose
Llk 4c Maor
Marie Claire
Peter Crago
Patricia Smith
Eileen O’Connor /
Jimmy Vaughan
ADELAIDE !
Royal
Nat Jackley
Sonny Willis
Sammy Curtis
Seth Gee
Jackie Dennis
Trio Hoganas
Montego A Partner
Wasta A Rena !
Dahl
Flat Tops
Hi FI's
Dancing Fountains
Williams A Shand
Faula Langlands;

MELBOURNE
Tivoli
June Bronhill
Deidree Thu.low
Howell Glyrme
Raymond Nilsson
John Larsen
Kevin Hills
Robert Eddie
Bruce William*
John Godfrey
Ilelmka De
Tarozinska
Thes Phillips
Renee Osbourne
Douglas Siuehberry
Ronald Austrom
SYDNEY
Tivoli
Lee Davis
Barney Grant
Edith Dahl
Coquettes
Les Dandinis

BRITAIN
Hector Ross
John Citroen
John Rutland
Victor Lucas
Peter Thornton ;
June Sylvaine
j:
BRIGHTON !
Hlppodromo
Adam Faith
J 4c P Sbarratt'i
John Barry 7
Larry Grayson
Honeys
|Don Arrol
!:
Johnny Worth
LEEDS
Empire
Fred Emney
Joe Ritchie
Joan Emney
Jack Raynea
Milton Sills
Sheila Kennedy
Helen Hurst
Diana Hay
LONDON
Palladium
Cliff Richard
Shadows
Russ Conway
.loan Regan
11
Edmund Hockrldg*
David Kossof
Szonys
Billy Dainty
Des O’Connor
Ron Parry
S Romanos

BLACKPOOL
Opera House
Tommy Steel#
Alma Cogan
Eddie Calvert
Wise Guys
Sid Mill ward
Wallv Stewart
Nitwits
Harbeis 4c Dale
llathurins
May Warden
Freddie Frinton
Cliff Adams Singer*
Malcolm Goddard
Dancers
Palace
Harry Secombe
Ruby Murray
Harry -Worth
Bob Williams
Amazing Marvyn
Roy
Skylons
Max Russell
Palace Dancing
Lovelies
Winter Garden
Boh Monkhouse
Peters Sisters
Jerry Desmonde
Rob Murray
Kazbek & Zari
Trotter Brothers
Trio Vitalites
Candlelight
Lovelies
Michael Adrian

NEW YORK CITY
M. Monte’s Con¬
Birdland
tinentals .
Buddy Rich AllHotot Taft .
Stars
Vincent Lopez Ore
Horace Silver 5
Hotel St. Regig
Afro-Jazziacs
Fernanda Mont el!;
Basin St. East
Milt Shaw Ore
Betty Hutton
Don Williams Sngrs Walter Kay Ore
International
Sv Oliver Ore
Eddie
Gazson
Charlie Shavers 9
Andrea Jaffa
Blue Ansel
Ralph
Lowe
Shelley Berman
Mary
Ryhal
Noel Harrison
Phil Black
Barbara Gilbert
Mike Durso Ore
Jimmy Lyon 3
Avila Ore
Bon Soir
Latin Guarter,
Tony A Eddie
“Holiday in Japan.”
Phyllis Dilier
Jo Lombardi Ore
3 Flames
B Harl owe Ore
Jimmie Daniels
Living Room.
Camelot
Cab Calloway
Vic Damone
Karen Chandler
Earl Hale
Bobby Cole 3
Page Cavanaugh
No. 1 Fifth Ay*.
Dick Stabile Ora
Harry Noble
Chardas
Tied Silver
Soocha Renay
Elly Eden .
Lia Della
Roundtable
Tibor Rakossy
Red Nichols
Dick Marta
Cootie Williams
Bill Yedla
Jean DuKamp
Ilemer Horvath
Sahbra
Chateau Madrid
Arie Lavie
Fernanda Romero
Rena A Zahava
Hanna Ahroni
Yeffeth
Yemen
Los Guarachcroa
. Singers
JAM Imperla
Leo Auid
Ralph Font Ore
Viennese-Lantern
Panchito Ore
Co pa cabana
Monica Boyar
Ernest Schoen
ii
Joe E. Levi is
Harold Sandler Ora
Trude Adams
Paul Mann
Johnny D’Arc
Jerry Troppi
i1
Bonnie Marie
Paul Shelley Ore
Village Barn;
Frank Marti Ore
George Hopkins j.
Embers
Carol Ritz
i
S A J Jenkins
Dorothy Donegan
Piute Pete
Lee Evans 3
Hotel Astor
Bill Cimler
Lou Harold Ore
Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Pierre
Village Gate]:
“Mori-v "Widow’’
Geoffrev Holder;,
Jimmy Carroll
Nino Simone
Ronnie Cunningham
Village Vanguard
Chris Connor |;
Larry Dougias
Wilbur Evans
Ronnie Ball 3 !i
Waldorf-Astoria
Victoria Sherry
Stanley Melba Ore
Rosemary Clooney
Joe Ricardel Ore
Sidney Kaftsimir j
Hotel Plaza
Violinaires
!.
Jacqueline Francois Fmile Coleman .Ore
■' Ted Straeter Ore
Theo Fanidi Ore

CHICAGO
Slue Angel
Mighty Panther
"Calypso Voodoo”
Marliza A Lationgo
Tina Monte?
Camille Yarbrough
Jamaica Slim
King George
Tino Perez Ore
Conrad Hilton
“Persian Paradise”
Shirley Winter
Bill Christopher
Frederick A Gin*
Max Patton
Boa Urban
Byrd A Jaftine
Oay Claridge Ore
BooleTar-De-*rs <S)
Beulevar-Dons id)
Drake
Myrea Cohea

■

:
i
i

Jimmy Blade Ore
Gate of Horn
Bob Gibson
London House
Eddie Condon B::
Audrey Morris 3
Eddie Higgins !;
Mister Kelly's
June Christy
Lenny Maxwell IMarly Rubinstein 2
Marx A Frige .
Palmer H»un
Sid Caesar
Raul Reed
i
Johnny Haymerk
Marion Colby
Baye A Roman >
Ben Arden Ore:.
Trade Winds;
Don Rickies
k
Noreen Parker [!
Joe Pftrnello

LOS ANGELES
Crescendo
Band Box
Count Basle Ore
Billy Gray Rev
”My Fairfax Lady” Joe - Williams
Evelyn Sharpe
. Dlno'ft
Joan Dixon "
Bert Gordon
Jack Elton
Parris Sisters
Mildred A Jimmy
Steve La Fever
Mulcahy
Encore
Randy Sparks
Ben Bluets
Russ Haddock
Ben Blue
Interlude
Sunny Sands
Bobby Short
Cully Richards
Irwin Corey
Jules Savoy.
Moulin Rouge
Ilona Adams
Olivette MUler’3
Joari Kayne
.’’Highlights of Har¬
Joan Elliot
lem” (All-Negro
Richard Cannon
Musical 60)
lvau Lane Ore (5)
Slate Bros.
Ciro’s
Jack Douglas
The Crosby Roys
Reiko
Cloister
Gus Bivona Trio
ttetler Hotoi
Sarah Vaughan.
Traian Boyer
“Playmates of ’60”
Geri Galian
Skinnay Ennis Ore
Cecoanut Grove
Yo Littlo Club
Gordon and Sheila Janie McFadden
MacRae
Kenny Miller.

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Billy Eckstine
Tony Martin
Treniers
Guy Marks
Kathy Ryan
Dunn Arden Dncrs
Dick Rice Ora
Carlton Hayes Ore
Riviera
Michael Kent
Red Buttons
Dave ’ Apollon
Mills Bros.
Milt Herlh.
Billy Williams Rev
Henri Rose 3
Jack Cathcart Ora
Novelords
Dale Jones
Sahara
Dunos
Dan Dailey ;
Frankie Vaughan.
Pamela Dennis
Connie Francis
Novelites
Ray Anthony Rev
Deedy A Bill
Bill Reddie Ore
Louis Basil Ore.
E! cortex
Sands
Joe Sahte 4
Sammy Davis Jr.
Don Corey
Bob Melvin
Ike Carpenter
Morrey King
Don Friend
Bobby Cole Tri
\
Joe Cappo
Gate Nelson
1
Topnotchers
Copa Girls
Flamingo
Ray Bolger
Antonio Morelli Ore
Dorothy Louden
Jan. August
Muriel Landers
JShownoat
Linda Green
Harry Ranch
Johnny Cash
Harry James
Barry Ashton Dncrs Merle Travis
N. Brandwynne Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Fremont Hotel
Faith Dane
Jets
Sparky. Kaye
Sarellites
Red Marshall
Bob A Sylvia
Danny Jacobs
Joe King
Dick Weston
Golden Nupqe*
Charlie
Teagarden
Lee A Faye May¬
Don Santora
nard
Sons of Gotd’n Wat Geo. Redman Ora
Stardust
Hacienda
I.ldo De Pari*
Four Tunes
Johnny Olenn
“Ca C’est L’Amour*"
Roberta Linn .
Keynotes
Hawaiian Revue
Mint
Thwnderbird
Merry Mars
“Follies on Ice"
Harry Babbitt
Toni A Jan, Arden
Ginnv Jackson
Chaz Chase
Kav Martin
At Jahns Ore
Hoyt Henry Ore
Fred A Marcy
Nevada Club
Millionaires
Smokev Stover
. "Troplcana.
Edi Domingo
Folies Hergere
Anita De Castro
Jerry Colonna
Royal Tahitians
Ralph Young
Johnny Paul
Maria Lopez/"
Los Latinos
Janine Caire .
New Frontier
Colette Neidiger
Larrv Alpert
Frank Moore 4
N". Brandwvnne Ore Channine Pollock
“Oriental Holiday** Shecky Greene

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Americana
Ross Trio
Pupi Campo Ore
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Wilson
Sue Lawton
Steve Hunter
Carillon
“Folies Francaise”
Harry Mimmo
Elisa Jayne
Darrvl Stewart
Jacques' Donnet Ore
Deauville.
Henry . Levine Ora
Gwen Bari A Co.
Sacasas Ore
Eden Roc
Mai Malkin Ore
• ackie Heller
Rasrha Rodell
Luis Yarona Ore

Damlto Jo
EvergladasRoof
Underwater Ballet
‘Stars of Tomorrow’
Don McGrane Ore
Fontalnbteau.
Extravaganza Latina
Freddy. Calo Ore
Len Dawson. Ore
Murray -Franklin's
Paul Grey
Kav Karol
Dick Havilland
Frankie Hyers
Ca roily
Eddie Bernard
Murray Franklin
Singapore
Snuffy Miller
Floreaee Mayo
Lisa Wood
Jack Mayo
Hal Rader Ore

RENO-TAHOE
Cooper" Sis
Bell Boys
Nob Hill 4
Joy A Boys
Edmond Sis
Apollos
Pat Cooper
Harold's Club
Holiday
Rusty Diaper
De Castro Si
Freddie Morgan
Gene Rains
LAE Roberts
Joyce Aimee
Harrah's (Tahoe)
Charles Gould
Liberate
W'itder Bros.
Ballet Trianos
Anden’s Poodles
Don Peterson .
Tayloi Dancers
Dick Shawn
Mary Kaye Trio
Gigolos
Belasco 4
Jack Melick. Ora
Skeets Mon ton
• Riverside
Leighton Noble Ore ; Ice Atfama
Harrah's (Reno)
i McCuskers
Tonv Pastor
i R A D Plank
Wade Ray
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore.

SAN FRANCISCO
Blackhawk
Cal Tjader
Faclc's
Duke Ellington Fairmont h .tel
Carmen Cava.liero
E. Heckscher Ore
Gay 90'S
Ray K: Goman
Be A Ray Goman
Reba /Brown
Hangover
Eddie Liggins
Earl Hines Ora
Hungry I
Louis Nye "
Limeliters
Sylvia - Syms
Olga Sbragia
Jazz Workshop
John Coltratie

Moulin Rous#
Patti White
Oscar Cartier
Donna Kaye
Susan Stephens
Maynard Meyer Ore
On the Levee
Kid Ory Ore
-Purple'Onion
Smothers Bros.
June . Ericson
Charles Pieros-.
MS Club
Ben Wrigley
Larry Grayson
.Marge Cameron
Max A Che'rie
ireorge Zork
Barry Ashton
Roy Rainer. Ora

Washington—Nine -spots plug¬
ging FM radio have been distrib¬
uted by the National Assn. of
Broadcasters to its FM members.
They range in length-from 10 to.SO
seconds.
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AA DICKERS RELEASE
ON 2 FOREIGN PIX
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Allied Artists is dickering fur
distribution of two out-of-country
Illuslons
films: ‘‘Time .Bomb,*’ a; Franco(VIENNESE ICE-SHOW CQ.)
I.talian
production,
and. “The
Passau,
Germany, Sept. 5.
Bloody Brood,’' lensed in Canada:
A viusicalon-ice in three parts
Curt Jurgens stars in. “Bomb,” l Tlie Magician, The Magic Violin
directed by Yves . CiampI and in nd Love-L’amour-Liebe). Writteii
which Myiene Demongeot costars. and directed by Will Peiter: Music
“Brood” is a Key Productions en¬ by / Robert Stolz: choreography,
try, produced and directed by JulEdit* Petiet. mth Ingrid Wendl,
vJlir ^fvWo
t ^i and Jack Betts. - fld LeenmnSf
Puzinger, Eva.PawUk, Fer-.
Falk,
Barbara Lord
Helmut Loefke,
^
, Manuel del Toro, Jeanne and Die1!;

lows a familiar pattern . With .24.
bjack-cbrsetted. curvaceous grls re*
ciinhig;:.on pink silk couches, with
the ensuing dance ending with th»
couches turning into, evening
gowns.
Eva Pawlik,
the French
femme fatale, has an interesting
solo.
Si
. monkey is the symbol
of being drunk in Vienna after
too rirany glasses of wine, this show
Max field, 3 Luparescos, Tilo Gilt-, presents ,an ice-skating chimpanzee,
He does pirouettes; .
zeit, Herbert Bobck, Herman Ricd- •’Jacky.”
_ ^
.
_ __1 erer, Wolfgang Schmidt, Juergen jumps over fences and other tricks.
The grand finale has the entii
*= Cont*
,r^m
? = .Inze nd ‘'Jacky ” Ice ..ballet * (26.
evening. Entry to
. cafe is girls^, (12 men ) ^ orchestra (26.) company in blue and white, evening
through a fairly elaborate museum conducted by Rudi Ribl; costumes, crinolines; and full dress to enchant
of. bullfighting. The more stylish Gerdago and Ella Bei; sets, Felix the auditors \yitii a beutifu! grand
cabarets charge around $4 for the Smetana: technical supervisi n, Viehria waltz.
The 1 and ris Axel Paulsons, th
first drink: Replehishmehts an e Josef Wurm. World preniiere at
cheaper but not aggressively Passau;
Germ
iNibehingen Rittberger jump, pirouettes.; butterflies.
circles, moons, ihrees, .
pushed;
.Hall) $1.80.top.
(On tourr Nuremberg, Liege; eignts, forward arid backward shq\
the local English.
, Interestingly,
_Antwerp,
Berlin Sport Palace» Den the high standard of ice-skating
language sheet, The Maltorcan
Amsterdam. Vjema: cits technique done in this-ne\v- edition.
News, asterisks .those rooriis and Sport Hall arid .- others, then
Will Petter’s Scripting; producing
bars where English is understood jig g n booked until July 1962K arid directing is. well-nigli perfect
by the performer or maitre. And
His style for ice show's has won
yet.
English.. __
is in no sense
domi-, This
ls .. ,he
. „inth ,nnual
„r*-t
ohn h..ui.u
JLJI13 is
tuc .iiimu
anuudi Will
win him recognition all over Europe.
J eho1 or,nh Petter-Robert Stolz musical on-ice. In casting and directing his ow
company. Peiter ' probably
nShihU. l,o00 unregi*-.
uhreT' :
» <°P jtPfodUCtiOn
of its Kind
sul, d«?,
plust probably
vpj-nnp
is an excellent
ex- surpassed.
tered Britons. Nobody kn6»? boo- j |,m®le J
work; Seldmn d£s
Mrs; Edith Pettier, the choreo¬
many AmerteansJiye on the lslwd, oni iee such a happy blending of grapher, readily show's that sh*
It is thought to bo less than 1,000. ! feusic choreography; staging and
_knows how', to handle a company
Actually much JJajorcan . tounst lighting effects, wardrobe and 01 ^uch beauties.
literature is printed tn Gerntan, |
iU ,n one sh<j^,
1 Rudi Bibl. directing tlie preheaDutch tourists, who usually also..
_
. tra, did a good job. Felix Smetana,
speak English, are piqued to be
^ ls
St°lz responsible , for the Sets, cornbiried
score which
mistaken: for Germans by the lin.!score
whlch . distingmshes this his. sense for beauty to fit-the mood.
quisticallyi-confUsed ; local Waiters..] from the others. The music
Robert Stolz, conducting the
the intricate technique
The British wave hit Majorca;;1 matches
..
finale,, received a tremen¬
icworld champ fancyiska(ers. second
after the;
. The Americani “re-1..®1dous ovation from the packed
house.
Maas.
W^'lStif&SSv IhSe
1 ^uSmeh^Stoir £$&
T«boiS,,te{tin",i coStonerf1
help homesick Britons follow the
*
Id p
d>
nags, greyhounds and football pools 01 Ine JUKeD0Xof the homeland/
Some of the melodies are so
The weekly certifies those Cafes. e?s>’ on ^'e- ear they .may well
and bars' which are -suitable for fieconie popular. Stolz .here again
spinsters,alone or in clusters, i emerges as master of orchestra
Majorca gets a conspicuous traffic effects. Everything that, happens
of lone gals Mho ate warned off °.n
r!pK is mirrored to.perfecsome shady hideaways, though riot tiori in the; score. .
..
.
as unsavory as some of the main- ' Show opens with Manuel del
land joints in Barcelona.
‘
as “magician.” The 26 treSufficiently commonplace is the ®ien,dous flower pots turn suddentableau of an Aitieriban girl con- Iy mto gorgeously gowned girls
ferring about -the tab while her
Emmy Puzinger as ‘ Little Fon
native escort has discreetly ab- f„d Ternard Leemans as the
seated himself in the men’s room.
are °f11e ?E the-highlights
One soigne gadaboiit from Wash-: of this show in their hunting haHet,:
ington .was heard boasting at the
d .bj -t.!ie,.c!|or.us‘
. ,
bar of the Fenix tjiat she had vet .. ^lagic Vipli
story, scored via
to pav the check bri anv of her lts plot and the opera-like, music,
dates
J
P shows a Hungarian girl, Ingrid
Because of the,craggy shoreli
:
with
G-^sy'
Leemans.
How7:
of the. bay arid of Callernayot bewav back
to
yond most tourists hit salt water her
? er-fiance
she arid
findstrue
herreal lover
(Hel¬
.via hotel swiriim in g pools.. These mut Loefke). Emmy Puzinger*
as
are tire daytime social centres
enlivened with Spanish, or other
milC’A two a*» _jli_ •' ■
j xnd§ic * violin. Hot 6, Stolz. bds jn-

BamiiaetCafes
i.

Continued from p>.;e 61 ;

and party business with, the Inter¬
national; on Broadway, which, ha*
a lineup for the season which in¬
cludes Sophie Tucker Arid th#
Rilz Bros. ;
. Hitherto; the spots hitting it big
wit h banquets, have been avoid¬
ing .expensiye «cts, on the .basis
that they sold their reservations
on price; and menu exclusive"y.
The show was something throvqj
in extra and was invariably pur^
chased from club date agents.
However, as competition has been,
increasing, some operators haya
found it more expedient to book
ahead with bigger shows as bait.
The talent agericies have long nur¬
tured that viewpoint, arid riowr its**
starting to ;pay off.
Ben Maksik. operator .of the
Towti & Country/ has been doing
excellently since/ he went on . th«
catering kick. However, he has
?5CS ,1a l-'iVed a haunting Gypsr love theme, long; found that his selling job was
modified bikinis, It is not true that! The Rcry nulhben
nthe; considerablv easier. When he had
i a strong show. BetW'een the Jack
fh?mSenC u”«?tn‘Sm
.©“'i' show sewtai tMtS.
so Ma-. The American couple Jeanne Carter layout, the. “Jewel Box Re¬
femme, imoersonator
Z-*•'mel- ,• 'from Pittsburgh. Penna.) and vue.”
vTi',,
ent<:rfa>n- j Dick (from Dunbaftoh. N.H.) Max. group, and the I^arn,' Steele Ne¬
mept. Nat ve cabbies jokingly t)e/ ,Heid do their: hair-raising stuiits gro revue. Maksik will. have trie
aS^-V
-i*nd Spins, coupled with top ice bulk of the talent requirements ,
^tl0rs
co"- ! technique. They are excellent
lined up. -Before going on tho
-AMWigh' j ..Herbert Bobek, as a clown. Banquet standard, Maksik bought
^,a,"°rr 'nrrl* run fll5h ! draws gasps with his backward some of the top naines in the/busi-,
i
T4 S?da
m ' salto
mortaie.
Another funny ness, but that-was a comparatively
some decent cafes foi l?e,
';scene/-Bitllfight.n is also executed short-lived, policy.
touch of the good old days.
• by Bobek, Zariyr, dangerous. stunts
Proprietor of the English weekly by Hermann Rjederer score.. Eva
ls*f A?®?6?1
^ .y-ears-.an •; Pawli-k is at her. best In a Gypsy
officer in the British infantry: He ’ Solo.
followed the staridard bit of firat
The three Luparescos. appearing
coming as; a tourist, then dream- ,
“The Fire Department” as :garig- 55S Continued from pace 41 SSi.
rip a^ business scheme to stay. Isters and Paris policemen* measure that time took an appeal it laterbt
^ fivc-mpnth wait; * •••; Up to the rep of being the best abandoned It.
Madrid to get the necessary gov- ; iGe comedians iri Europe. As femme
The Government also dismissed
ernment permit to publish. There : impersonators in a Can-Cisin nurri- three out of-the fpur counts (1953*
was. a previous English publication . her, they reach a peak of hilarity: 54-55) arid proceeded on the 1952.
before tlie ^Civjl War, the Palma -, NeW'comer Tilo. Gutzeit received claim of a $41.570!l4 difference iri
Post, edited by. David A. Monro, a warm reception,
income and a claimed $25,471.43;
once of the Manhattan ad-tradeIngrid Wehdl arid Helmut Loef- tax thereori. The fine of $10,000 at
paner Tide.
.
ke;. the love interest of the story, yesterday’s (Mori.) session; is., with¬
Bartrum., editorialized on Page both show* histrionic talents. The
One;, against “A Big Swindle” at [ first , act finale shows a Hungarian out conceding the validity of this
the bullfights.. These are . so ex-j pre-war wedding among , rich land- claim, which will- have to be satis¬
pensive the natives seldom .attend, owners and peasants. This first fied by Philippe in .part or- in fulL
It seems that the bull impresario ract; finale is inspiring in its opu-r . The Government claimed $50.*
969.35 difference in income for
bulls; the tourists and expatriates > lence and color.
that, they will, see certain stars
Before the second story starts 1953 (and g tax of $32,587.84 there¬
1954,
income . difference
which turn out to be booked else¬ (Mr. X. in search of Love-L’Ampur- on);
where on the important day/ with Liebe ), played by Manuel del Toro, claimed Was $37,048.66, arid tax.
claimed,
4.22,407:65;
and the figures
the upped .ticket scale. Another Eurovision is complimented by a
for 1955 respectively w7ere $14.island scoop w7as the expected., ar¬ ballet with flags of all nations.
947.31
(income
difference)
and
rival of Errol Flynn’s widow, Mr. X. finds , true love in a Vienna
Patricia Wymore. to board the girl. Manuel- del Toro dancing a $8,239.50 (tax).
The
Monday
session
from
2
p.m.
actor’s yacht, still a symbol of calypso shows fine ice technique.
high living as it rides at anchor. Dashing Helmut Loefke does an until 4:20 witnessed.-what Judge
Meantime; this has been the excellent number on hot music- Rifkind called ^‘the most vindictiro
island’s finest season. When it box to keep the audience spell¬ I sumriiing tip by the Goyernmenf;”
tapers off at the end of October it; bound. In the scene, “Love in but the presiding judge settled tlie
will have run near^capacity. Most America,” Emmy Puzinger, as ease, for the $10,000 fine and the
of the big .places operate year- vampire -and Fernand Leemans, as elimination of . any drawn-out: trial
round. There is an upsurge at the lover, perform ,a startling which could have involved riot only
Philippe’s aides but, it was hinted,
Christinas time, then :a lull until acrobatic-act.
The scene “Love in ‘Paris” £61- “other persoriaiittes.”
Easter.

Philippe Fined
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The Jewish NeW Year holiday Is. upsetting the performance
schedule of a "A Country Scandal” at the Greenwich. Me.ws Theatre, N. Y. The .off^Bfoadway showcase is located in a building
Shared by the'Village Presbyterian Church and the .Brotherhood
(Synagogue and the latter does not . permit performances when re-,
Bgious services are in progress elsewhere in the building.
.Because of the Synagogue's stand there are no Friday night
performances, when Jewish Sabbath eve services are held; This
week; performances tonight (Wed), and tomorrow night (Thurs.)
;are also being suspended because of-the New Year (Rosh Hashonah);observance the two nights.
The two regular performances last Saturday night • < 17) had. to
be advanced from 7 p’.mi and 10:30 p.m; to 6 p.m. and 9 "pun./
the cast and audience would be out prior to midnight, when preNew Yearpenitential services began.. Converselyv the Saturday
night performances next Oct. Twill be delayed i util 8. p.m. and.
10:43 p;m. because of the until-Sundriwn Observance of Yom Kippur that day: "
'
....

.*•

,

Ashland, Ore;, Sept.; 20.
The. recently-concluded 20th sea'
son . of the ; Oregon; Shakespeare
Festival herb was the most suc-i
cessful in the history of the opera¬
tion. A. total attendance of 42,978'
for the festival’s ; 41-night run;
represented 91.7% of capacity. The
turnout also reflected a 17% in¬
crease oyer the prior attendance
record of 36,593. set in 1959.
The program, for the. semester,
which ended Sept. 3, comprised
four regular Shakespearean pro¬
ductions; plus two performances of
John Webster’s- -‘The Duchess of
Mal.fi.'” The. Webster presentation
marked the inauguration of a new
policy whereby works of Shaken
speare’s contemporaries are to be
included among, the festival offer¬
ings."
. The Shakespeare entries , were
‘ITaming; of the Shrew.” “Julius
Caesar,”
"The:
Tempest’’
and
"Richard II:” Each of the five pro:
.Auctions sold out at least once with
’• the total number of sellout per¬
formances hitting a; record 19., The
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London, Sept. 20.
Although it’s expected that “The
Princess” will lose around $290,000,
producer Ted Kneeland figures
that the "valuable property lias
Pre-production capital. is being been saved.” There are negotiations
sought for a planned Broadway for a film version of the balletpresentation of Clyde Ware’s “Only revue, and in addition the pro¬
the Good,” which was tried out ducer believes that he has demon¬
earlier this year at the Palm Tree strated that the unfavorable re¬
Playhouse, Sarasota. Ray Marsh, views did not reflect public taste;.who directed the Florida produc¬
"Princess,” which opened Aug.
tion, has the play under option.
23 at the Strand Theatre, cost
A letter sent out by Michael $238,000 to produce. After the
Niles, New. York attorney for the critical roasting, Kneeland admit¬
venture,, offers $2,000 pre-produc¬ ted the public without charge for
tion capital, backers a 1% interest a week, to test audience reaction'
i>.
in the project, plus the return of to the unconventional ballet-musi¬
their investment as soon as the cal, issuing questionnaires for the
production coin has been raised patrons to fill out. The expense
and prior to the start bf actual pro¬ for that week was about $12,000,
and it’s figured that there will be
ductiori.
The venture Is to be financed at an operating deficit of around
$42,000 for the balance of tlie
$160,000:
engagement, which is scheduled
through Oct. 1.
On the basis of replies to the
m
t, ri
j j £
,/m includes another four Shakespearquestionnaire, the general audi*
lO 1)6
lor 01 eari works/"A Midsummer Night’s
ence response to the show has been
Luzerne, N.Y.,. Sept. 20;
; Dream,” “All’s .Well That Ends
enthusiastic. Of the approximately
The Lake Luzerne Playhouse. Well,” "Henry. IV, Part I” arid
10,000 people who attended during
403-seat strawhat which, played its /"Hamlet.” There’ll also be. three
the admission-free week, 4,404
first season of. legit- stock this sum-performances - of Ben Jphnson’s
filled out questionnaires. .
mer;. will be expanded ..for next . "The Alchemist.” .
The breakdown of replies was
year ,.bv ,the . construction of
' ■'
—•' /
Backers of "Tall Story” gat a roughly as follows: 3.956 “loved
restaurant and cocktail lounge on’
delayed payoff .last January, eight the show,” 320 had mixed feelings
the roof of - an adjacent structure, .•
months after the comedy ended a and 128 didn't like it, including
erlbbkirig a . waterfall.. The pro- j
14-wCek• Broadway ruri. The profit\one young woman who wi
wrote. “I
ducer is- George Patrick, a former ’
distribution at that tiriie was $29,-1 don’t like ballet. I; only ca
came bennn
nf w-hich
whirfi fhp
ranco Iho
coalc ‘woi-o
frp* ” The
film actor, \vhose mother owns the
000, of
the investors’ sharp.
share ;■ cause
the seats‘
were free
was $13,050.
tabulations of the poll is displayed
property. :
In previous years thelheatre has
- The backers of the Emmett outside the theatre.
operated on a .weekend film pplicy
Rogers-Robert AVeiner production
Kneeland explained to Variety,
as Burt’s. Motion Picture Theatre.
had previously been repaid their “I was not attacking the critics,
$125:000 stake. However, no profit but I think it would be a revolu¬
It \vili revert, to the same setup
divvy had been made since the tionary experiment if paying audi¬
during the off-season. This com¬
. show's net as of a closing audit ences in the first week of any new
munity, situated on Lake Luzerne,
______
__
The
entertainment
far
at j was only $4;795. The management production were to be asked their
in the resort area about 10 miles
west of Glen Falls arid 20 miles . Greenwichy-Village coffeeshops. is i-held
off
distributing
that opinions, and the results to be
north of Saratoga,.has a permenarit! so diversified' that one has even j amount, to await last January's made public along with the reviews
been making a career out of classi¬ final, payment from Warner Bros, of the professional critic'. I'm
population of about. 900.
cal conceits. Another spot is’ going of $24,434 on its purchase of the glad I was forced to make the ex¬
in for the presentation of plays, film rights.
periment, because it has taught me
with the first;. Noel H, Bustard’s
The. filrii income, plus the undis¬ a lot. We’ve sliced the first act by
"The Footprint,”
scheduled ' to tributed profit and miscellaneous about 10 ririinutes and made other
preeni tomorrow night (Tburs.).
stock royalties of $1,681 brought changes in response to the views
The longhair program ..has been • the profit ori the Venture as of a of the critics and the public.1
a feature at the Cafe Figaro in j jan. 15 accounting to $30,910. A
Bleeckei: St., N.Y., which presented ; tax reserve of $1,200 reduced the
; the 10th in a series, of -chamber j pet to $29;710, with the manage•THp
Fighting
roe k”
music presentations last Sunday | ment‘ retaining $710 for future
Dlucked ciean bn its flop Brbadwav a/terbO°n 118); The program, per- I distribution.
productiori last seasomThe $125^- • for™ed by a string trio, consisted
of the $29,000 distributed. 16%

s
on
Predict 2-Year Run; B’way Interest
London. Sent, ..2*"
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|Seek iPre-Production B.R.
Fop
Good’ Venture

Str^hat at Luzett^, N.Y,
Expanded

York's Theatre, is heading for a
fast payoff, probably within a
month. It played to a capacity
take .of over $9,000 in its opening
week. has an advance of more than
,$4,000 in the kitty and the mail¬
order advance doubled Within the
first week: :
The play opened to a mixed re¬
ception by the London critics,
though author Noel Coward pre¬
dicted when he left London for
Switzerland last week, it Would
run Tor two years. Most bf the
aiiie-’silters praised the star per¬
formances. but objected to the
Sentimental nostalgic aspects of.
the plot.
Thecoiriedy-drama, presented bv.
Fred Sadoff’s FES/ t Plays \ -Ltd.,
was. brought in at a cost of just
below $17,000- It earned, a profit
of $7,000 on its four-week tour,
which included a fortnight in
Dublin.
.
.
Several New York managements
are reportedly dickering for tire
Broadway rights. Two of them are;
due in London this week to see
the play, and. others are expected
to conie over within the next
month or two. A question, would
be whether. the Broadway presen¬
tation would have the . original
London cast after the show has
ended its West End 'run, or wheth-*.
ef a company of comparable stav.
tvire should be recruited in . New
Bioorngarden
presentation .went ^1- 2-,nR
«S?^rt0S and Russ®1 Crouse who adapted
Yrork.
"Toys in the Attic” earned an
down the drain, plus airadditional™ •
n Be^' the comedy from Howard Nemeid by
hv; the
the riianagement.
management
i
Trio in G Major, Opus:9, Irby’s novel, "The Homecoming overall operating profit of $5,422
$442 paid
.
.
;Ganie.” The $26,Q0O. balance was during the eight weeks from last
The production w as .capitalized ;iS<V1v
-j
n !'
Fl®aro entertainment, hpw- ; split equally between the nlanage- July 4-Aug. 27. The weekly gross
at $125,000 (with provision.......
for 20%
overcall, not exercised^ The cost
noJ(eh.^;ith
j ment and the backers, giving the during that traditionally sluggish
of producing the LuCfenne Hill
. P°
DePt-v vihich has . latter a return of about 10^% ou summer period ranged from $18,adaptatibri of Jean Anouilh’s )
the . owner, Charles, T. .theii* investment. it:s figured the 494 for an operating loss of $613
comedv-drama was $134 817
A Ziegler, with asummonsfor giving - profit on the venture will be in- to $23,898 for an operating profit
$1:020' operating profit; on a twb- ;
[creased' slightly, by additional -in- of $1,345. The other six weeks were
The planned off-Broad\yay pro¬
a cabaret license.. Ziegler beat
come , from stock presentations of all profitable.
duction this season by Theatre w^e k'; pre-Broadivky tryout
As of an Aug. 27 audit, the finan¬
the play, in which Hans Conreid,
1961 of Richard Hepburn's "The.
condition
of the
Kermit
Mar.c:
Connelly and Marian Winters cial
Sudden End of Anne Cinquefoil’’ to
Bioorngarden production of Lillian
costarred on Broadway;
IS budgeted at $13,000. The produc¬
The picture version of the play, Heilman's drama, show’ in its 29th
tion, firm, "because of the few
costarfing Anthony Perkins and week at the Hudson Theatre, N. Y.,
investors necessary,” is. using a
WJ. a'toho1: Jape Fondai was released earlier with Jason Robards Jr., Maureen
joint-venture, form instead . of the > Tlie Rex Harrisi)h;starrer; had a ,
Stapleton :and Irene Dorth as cothis year.
substantial theatre party; idvanM,
usual limited partnership setup.
stars, was as follows:
A^hich *
fieur^d brirharilv resbon^ the charge In Lo^cr .Man*
However, the management says
Investment. $125,000 (repaid).
siW?^
<Thurs.V
that under the joint-venture ar¬
DKofit on nine of the ill He s. also stated that hes prepared
Profit, $100,241 (includes film
rangement all conditions required
income
of $108,000 with another
A*
by limited partnerships, ate rec¬ vveeks&it ran at the AN.TA Theat|re.‘..i
$36,000 from the picture sale due
N.Y. Operating losSes: were r(1Feotpnnt,
if s
ognized arid losses are deductible,
in
1961).
from, taxes. Arty profits are also to corded “he last fortnight M IK.'
Net profit, $77,343 (after the de¬
Framingham, Mass., Sept. 20.
^e??e^?3'sVat
be split 60% to the backers and run, tvhch Theatre party business
duction of $20,048 for Miss HellJs.C aV
Strawhat musical theatre came
40% to the management, instead is .figured to have eased,6ff. The! is*
man as her 20% share of the
show
also
registered
an
operating
;
»
‘arti^finSttheA
^auefio’,,2
to an abrupt end here Monday of
of the usual 50-50 sharing deal.
profits and $2,850 for N.Y. State
last week (20) when. Hurricane
The , capital ization
covers . esti¬ loss on a partial ;.week of'previews
unincorporated business lax).
Donna wrecked the huge 3,000mated productiori costs of $1.1,030 prior to its official opening at. the
Distributed profit,'$42,000 (split
Seat tent:
That blew away the equally between the management
(including bonds) and a reserve of ANTA,
.The financial data , on the. ven¬
holdover week of "South Pacific,” and the baekers, with the former
$1,970.
starring. Howard Keel.
All subsidiary rights, including ture Is revealed- in accounting
giving 5% to director Arthur
Estimating the damage at $50,film, television and stock, will be covering the production costs, outPenn).
Backers of last season’s unsuc¬ 000,, theatre officials said it would
retained by the company after 100 of-town run arid Broadway stand..
Sinking fund, $15,000.
The
New
York,
operating
profit.
cessful
Broadway
presentation
of
be
impossible
to
repair1
the
tent,
performances, with the standard
Bonds and deposits, $14,283.
split of 60% to the author and atter the deduction of coin dropped ' "Silent Night:. Lonely Night” were and. closed the theatre flown until
Balance available for future dis40% to the production prevailing. on losing weeks, vyas $27,482. Ad-; repaid over 65% of their $85,000 next season
Part of the parking ]
taC $6,060.'
If less than 100 performances are vertising, printing arid .photo , - f investment in Playwrights Co:, pro- lot was washed aw’ay m the: torren¬
played, the rights will be retained penses of $7,582 and closing ex- , diiction. The Robert Anderson tial rai
■/rnnf’mioH
(Continued
«n
on
page
nocra
*7ci
78)
drama,
'which
had
a
16-week
run,at
Money for the cancelled week of
by the production on a sliding scale
the Morosco Theatre, N: Y., repre¬ "South Pacific” will be refunded.
arrangement. The .author’s royalty
sented a loss of $29,105.
Plans now call for putting a perma¬
Is to be 5% of the gross and the
The planned off-Broadway re¬
An audit, covering, the show’s nent roof on the theatre next sea¬
director is to. get a $500 fee’ arid
vival this season of Eugene Lyons
final three weeks on Broadway, son,.
not more than 2% of the gross.
and Charles Malamuth’s adapta¬
[ lists a $2,527 operating loss fori the
The office expense is to be $50.
tion of Aralentine Katayev’s “Squar¬
"An Evening With Mike Nicholsi Per,iod, plus closing expenses of
weekly and the management is to
ing the Circle” is budgeted at
get a $50 weekly fee.
and Elaine May” established a l $1A0?; The deficit prior to the actv-..
*
i-ii * i $12,000. The capitalization for the
The production firin, in which hbuse; recrod of $21,286 at the I punting wa? $25,743, Income of
. Cecil Reddick, Dick Mendelsohn
Richard Barr, :H. B. Lutz and Westport '(Conn.) Country Play- < 5570. from the sale of: scenery arid
Chicago, Sept:. 20.
j and Harvey L. BiJker production
Harry. Joe Brown. Jr. ate partnered, house last week; The show, which j pr2Ps reduced the loss to S29;105.
Linda Darnell was- the top box^ [covers production costs of $7,952
The; repayment to the backers
began operating as Theatre .1960 Alexander H: Cohen vvi.ll present as !
and is currently represented off-.. his next Nine .©’Clock Theatre at- S:^’a* '$55,500* leaving a $395 balance office draw at Drury Lane Theatre; 'including bonds) and a reserve of
..
....
- .
Broadway by the click dbuble-bill, traction at the Golden Theatre, | fpr future, distribution^^^The pro- here
this , summer,,
hitting . the sea-1 $4,048.
which costarred Henry ! son’s tallest gross in final week of ’
“Squaring the Circle.” a comedy
“Krapp’s Last Tape” and "Zoo N.. y;, beginning Oct. 8,-is current-f
Iy- in the initial , week of a fort- i Fonda and Barbara Bel Geddes, “Monique;” ending Labor Day. $he of domestic mixups in Moscow unStory.”
.night’s stand at the. Paper Mill cost $60,045 to open in New York. .grossed $10,921 at the 540-seater. i der.the bureaucracy of the Soviet
The'actress has returned to Los‘first Five Year Plan, had a 108. Ed Kenney will leave. the tour¬ Playhouse, Miiiburri. N." J. .
ing "Flower Drum Song” after it’s
A series of previews, starting
Ralph Rapson will he the. archi¬ Angeles, where she is readying a j performance run on Broadway in
current Frisco engagement. John Oct. 3, will precede the official tect for the Tyrone Guthrie Thea¬ nightclub act to break in at Fram- 1935-36 and had an Equity Library
ington. Mass., in October.
i Theatre revival in 1944-45.
opening at the Golden.
Lee will replace him,.
tre iri^ Minneapolis.

Profit on 125G

On License Rap
For Music Fare

SoS“tnStseS° ihehSt

-4^ * W w*

Toys’ Got $5,422 Profit
Daring July and August;
Net Is $100,241 To Date

Barr-Lutz-Brown Seek
$13,000 for "Sudden End’;
Off-B’way joint Venture

Hurricane Donna Razes
Tent

‘SILENT NIGHT’ DEFICIT
$29,105 ON 85G ANTE

Figure $12,000 Budget
For Off-B’way'Squaring*

Nichols and May $21,286,
House Record, Westport

Linda DarneH’s $10,921
ISeSt at. lirury, m Lfil

Kermit

PSesaoEfft
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Til* Wall
I formance of the Philadelphia tryPhil?delphia, Sept. 20.
I out expressed preference for the
& BiUy Rose • prior television presentation. But

Bioom°arden

E&r&S

! "liatever the
“g'
comparisons, the legit production
w^ich ]ast week Opened Philly’S
?v^ne“yMirchei1f uJoMPbe<Bnioff'.' David’, season is a confusing, unsatisfying

Hersev. Staged bv Morton DaCosta; settjngs and lighting. Howard Bay; costumes.
Opatoshu. Marian Seldes. Muni Seroff.
Robert Drivas. Leila Martin. Truman
Gaige
J-traes Rav, Sol Fneder. Leon
Stevens. Roger C. Carmel. Michael Ebert.
Marketa Kimbrell. Opened Sept. iff. SO
at the Forrest Theatre. Pniladetphla. !
Pavel Menkes .Roger C. Carmel
Fishei Shpunt
.. Joseph BuJoff

■ sj.qW
j
' . ’

;

‘
i
,

{ 3 niaht ran three
lne opening nigni. ran inree
hours, including two intermissions.
the rustomarv rewriting
WHetner lllC customary rewuuug

whether

tightening, more pointed Stag-

ing and smoother performance can
_ improve the play Sufficiently fpr
i Broadway seems questionable, even
1 allowing for the local tuneup
Cleric
.Joseph Bernard engagement and another two weeks
Rachel Apt
.Yvonne Mitchell - 7 ”7 *
- ~
Marian Saldet in Boston.
S.vmka
Bersort
.. Michael Ebert;
Although film and tv star Japk
MordcCai Apt ...
Pan Apt .
’ Lemmon is obviously a boxoffice
David Apt .
.Robert
Drives
a^cet
his performance opening
Stefan Ma/ur ....
Rulka Mazur ...
* Truman^Gajge i night was no better than uneven,
Pan Logan ......
Marketa
Kimbreii
!
and
at
times frankly inadequate.
Pani Ko-an
....
Regina Kogan
LonohIfTtABuir ■ He underplayed the first act, then
German Sergeant
James
Stevenson.!
switched
to high-pitched, off-key
Man and Wi.e
.
„ w
Alberta Neisgn t emotion and, as the impassioned
KSSJ?
i.,o„ i:t*sl?ve1",! prosecuting attorney, finished with
~
Don Dougherty j a forensic-style appeal to the Jury.
,RoCRSta3°Swa« i Presumably in the original French
, .Norbert Horowitz : novel there was a sardonic note to
German Officer
Woman in Selection
..Hineysoi*Frfeder the
character of the crusading
Sol nim
Men-and Women oF the Ghetto. Jpe 1 prosecutor who obtains a murder
A,fa*a*
conviction of the wastrel youth he
A1 Xerb' Ken”lh “f'j knows is innocent, but in “Face
“The Wall" is based upon one °f a Hero’’ ^le audience impact is
of the more shocking events of ( u“{avo.rab
"World War II. the Nazis' savagely ;
Albert Dekker is .noteworthy: as
efficient extermination of the help- ! th® disillusioned s her i f f and
less people in the Warsaw Ghetto. I George Gnzzard is believ^le os
The diabolic slaughter of 500,000, the venomous and then groveling
humans as callously as if they were j defendan.. Janies^Donald^impresses
in jL/i itetUf Lf * 3s fl dislov&l 3ssisx3T1l prosecutor*
German Private ........ James Nielsen
Katz
MuJue5se^ff
HaUnto^Aot .Claudette N^vins

sell out because of the defendant’s
Th°Pnlavahaa h^en^'artlDtlrt'from ! ? Bets>' B,air does "hat she can to
T?
hi,tr<?n make the talkative but puzzling
Jom Hvnpj s bestseller, but in
,
f
Tennessee Williams chartransition it has been forced .£0 ■ acter comprehensible, while' Ellen
bow to theatre limitations. Tfie ;Holl , is g00d a, the prosecutor’s
three years of Nazi occupation un-! sccret
,s is Sandy Dennis as a
til the final ho ocaust is toldI in, pathetic su-lbidei
terms of a small tenement. The
Alexander Mackendrick’s staging
cat and mouse game of the con-, is spotty and the Ben Edwards
querors, the hopes and futile qe- t setting is a complicated, somewhat
vices of their trapped victims are: cumbersome arrangement of sevshown m terms, of a dozen prin-! eraj ieVcls, With an elevator seccipals. There are no heroes per . tion.
Waters,
ee. not even a protagonist, and the
.
overall effect seems to he more j A
w,
that of a pageant
; On€« l pOH a Mat(rC8§
As director. Morton Da Costa j
Chicago, Sept. 2.
ha«? wnvpn hi? taripslrv nf Tni<;prv !
S. Hurok, in association with National
r.tfu 21 ”
5Slph®e«ii* The\tre. presentation of two-act
v.lth recognizable characters and j U7 numbers I musical comedy; book by
familiar situations. The people are l
Thompson. Marshall Barer and Dean
.
.
...
I Fuller: music by Mary Rodgers; lyrics byappealing. but with the exception I Marshall Barer.. Staged by Jack Sydow;
Joe
Layton;
musical num¬
of George C. Scott as a lone wplf choreography.
■
*
' *
bers. David Neuman: sets and costumes
ne’er-do-well, none is especially by WiUinm & Jean Eakart; lighting,
memorable. Scott is an interest¬ Tharon Musser; musical conductor. Car¬
men Coppola; music director. Hal Hast¬
ing figure of a self-contained, half- ings: dance music arrangements. Roger
amused, resourceful gent who sees Adams; orchestrations. Her shy Kay, Ar¬
thur Beck. CarroU Burley. Stars Dody.
cleanly what is transpiring and Goodman.
Buster Keaton: features Harold
finds ways to circumvent it. He Lang, Fritzie Burr, Cy Young, Irene
Dean. Chet Sommers, John Baylis,. Willy
escapes into the Polish city when Switkes, Mrs. Buster Keaton. Opened
the Nazis close in. but in a sacri¬ Sept. 1. '60. at Erlanger Theatre. Chicago;
top.
ficial gesture at the end, returns to S5.95S6.50
Minstrel
. John Baylis
the rubble to help a handfull j;of Prince.
. Ed Kerrigan
Princess ..
..
Pat Dalsey
comrades and his sweetheart es¬ Queen . .
Renee Slade
cape from the Gestapo and their Wizard ..
. Willy Switkes
Princess
No.
12
.
....
Barbara
Quaney
yelping police dogs.
Lady Rowen i ;. ..
.... Jean Palmerton
Although his role is pretty much Lady Merrill . .. ..... Bobby Franklin
Prince
Dauntless
.
..
Cy
Young
of a cliche. Joseph Buloff punches
Queen .
.. .Fritzle Burr
across each laugh as the comedy Lady Lucille
...... Carol Arthur
Lady
Larken
>..
.
Irene
Dean
peddler. Yvonne Mitchell’s placing
Sir Studley .....
..... Peter Holmes
of the role of the schoolteacher is King ...:..
-- Buster Keaton
Jester
..
.......
Harold
Lang
handicapped by the fact that It’s
Sir Harry .
. Chet Sommers
merely a short-order assignment Princess Winnifred....Dody Goodman
Sir
Harold
...........
A1
Fiorella
of Joan of Arc.
Lady Pepperell.. Sheila Kaye
Da Costa spends nearly all of the Sir Luce . ....7.Tony Starmin
play introducing his little neigh¬ Lady Mubelle ....... Mrs. Busier Keaton
Nlkhtlngale Samarkand:... .Carol Arthur
borhood. There should have be-en Lady Dorothy ..... ... MyTna Galle
Tommy Thornton
more excitement worked up fas Sir Nicholas.
Sir Joseph ............... Richard. Lyle
they decide to take on the German Lord Howard
Ed Kerrigan
John Diaz.
army with their fingernails. How¬ Lady Jerane..
Lord Casper .;
.. Kevin Kelly
ard Bay’s multiple three-level Set Sir. Serta
Joe McGrath
Is trimly geared to the well popu¬ Sir Paul
Max Shaof

lated stage.

GagTii

Face of a Hero
Philadelphia, Sept. 151
Lester Osterman presentation of drama
In prolog and three acts, by Robert: L.
Joseph, based on the Pierre Boolle novel,
*‘La Face.” Staged by Alexander Mackendrick: settings and lighting, Ben Ed¬
wards; costumes, Ann. Roth. Stars Jack
Lemmon, Albert Dekker. James Donald,
George Grizzard; features Betsy Blair,
Russell Collins. Ellen Holly, Roy Poole.
Frank Conroy. Opened Sept. 14, *80. at
the Walnut Street Theatre, Philadelphia.
R iptaael Knox ..Roy Poole
Philip Milliard .
Frank Conroy
Otto Litchfield ..Guy Sore!
Rhoda Grant .Mary Farrell
Victor Bishop
....Russell Collins
Simon De Grange ........James Donald
Elizabeth Falk . .Ellen Holly
Perry Cates .Edward Asner
Leo Fuller .Albert Dekker
David Poole . .Jack Lemmon
Gordon .Carlton Colyer
Harold Rutland. Jr.George Grizzard
Mlllieent Bishop .Sandy Dennis
Catherine Poole .
Betsy Blair
Rosamound Kiljie .....Kip McArdle
Jonathan Spring.Edwin Sherin
Paul Morrell
.
Jack Bittner
Cleaning Woman .Lynn Hamilton
Judge .Joseph Palma

Although Robert L. Joseph: Is
•upposed to have written this
adaptation of Pierre Boule’s novel
primarily for the stage, some of
those who attended the first per-

If it were a question of only the
physical production, the national
company of “Once Upon a Mat¬
tress” should be enormously suc¬
cessful in its tour. It’s as handsome
a show as any that has crossed the
Hudson since “My Fair Lady,” and
there’s no evidence that S.. Hurok
has skimped for the road.
For all the festooning with Mary
Rodgers’ bright musical score, Joe
Layton’s euphoric dance numbers,
and the iabciful decor and cos¬
tumes devised by. William and
Jean Eckart, however, the hook
seems too trivial to generate
excited word-of-mouth from hinter¬
land audiences.
The old princess and the pea
fairy tale, despite the -‘adult”
satirical retelling, is just too flimsy
a framework for a full-blown thus-,
ical. Considering that the premise
was really only sufficient for. a
sketch in a chic, revue, cdllabora-.
tors Jay Thompson, Marshall
Barer and Dean' Fuller have padded
it cut admirably.
But as the disappointing second
(Continued on page 78)
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Carl Sandburg

Wednesday, September 21, 196®

fit Petite Dateha
(The Little Datoha)

Armahd Deutsch presentation of pro¬
Paris, Sept. 9.
gram of dramatic readings .and songs
Rene Dupuy presentation cT three-act
based
Carl Sandburg. <
—■— on
-- the
--- works of .a—-comedy,
by Georges Soria, adapted from
adapted and ^aged by: Narmaa Corwyi. |
Russian play. "Another Man's Child"
Sura . Bette Davis, Leif
fe»- by V. Chkvarkine, with musical score
ture* Carl AlJen;-Open€d Sept.. 14.^0. aj 1 jj.ranged by Paul; Misraki from Russian
Henry . Miller s Theatre, N.Y.; $8.90 top ;
songs,. lyrics by Andre Harnez.
week nights and Sundays, *7:.5p Friday . staged
by Rene Dupuy; set, Pierre
and Saturday
z-_........... nights
v.. and
-a opening: .
Reneault. Opened Sept. 8, ’60, at the
Theatre Daunou, Paris.
-. ..- Olivier Hussenot
New York playgoers may now Father
Marise Paillet
learn what the rest of the country ;
;_.... i....... Daniele
Lehrun
Michael Roux
has known for some: time—that Constant! ...
...........•:. .Gib Groesac
Carl Sandburg is not only a. -bfe.-:.; p^ygmev'] .... .V... ... Andre Thorens
........ Guy Micbel
loved poet but a moving writer for : Simon
.. Jean D'Yd
the theatre. “The World of . Carl i Knowltchl..;
..... - Rosine Favey.
....• Sylvia Davidson.
Sandburg,” which opened
last Raya
.

1900. As a product ef Cocteau’s
brilliant; steely pen. It is Incon¬
gruous and preposterous.
Taking’over the Marais role, of
the dreamy poet, Gerard Bairajr
gives a very clumsy account nf
himself, poor in both delivery and
stage presence, accepting the
spurfousness of the text. Guy Trejan, however, has good moments
as the wicked prefect of police and.
the other players suffice.-The sets
by Andre Beaurepaire are lush and
lavish, and the author has directed;
Curt.

(“UAigle a Deux Tetes ” adapt¬
ed by 'Ronald Duncan, u>as.., pro¬
.
duced ijri London in 1946, until Ei¬
pleasant little
leen ilerlie scoring her first major

Wednesday 'night (14) at Henry j
Miller’s Theatre for What is dis-1
“Datcba”. is a
creetly billed as a limited engage- show, half farce, half minor musir
ment, offers an uneven, at times cal. Acted light-heartedly and with
enthrallin'* show
. sufficient charm and. playfulness
As” adapted and staged by Nor- ;■ Jf. **’? intimate: theatre next to
mail Corwin,fiette-®avis,';*J*Vy * BaJ* rt masr haTe a re‘
Lett Erickson and guitarist-singer- ■ spec1 aMe run
.

West End success as the queen.
The same version Was presented at
the Plymouth. Theatre, ,N. Y., »n.
the spring of 1947; with Tallulah
Bankhead as star. It played only 29,
performances. ' Duncan, apparently
actor Clark Allen, the program oi
ft tn. mistaking the accented "a” in th
title for an unaccented *?' ,” erro¬
reafonfwenBroadwav“'7un.
neously titled the play “The Eagle
Has Two Heads," instead of, th
the hew impetus of selected quotes : |[Jg Bufsia ’’that^thf Author
from the New York reviews, the phj.^n?
^ nnplSibco * “Two-Headed Eagle."—Ed. y
Armand, Pa'-,)s^k Pr®du^dn^'ould
tll^ln,be .ab.le. to tour .^IfpfinitpTv in danger of becoming a capitalist,
and local civic group indefinitely. sQ f;jst ^ its royalties pile up.
Of course, one: element, possibly
“Batcha” is a sort of Paris boulea vital elenient of the opening per- 'yard . play to. begin with, and its
formance won’t be available f^r central theme is the same as that
subsequent audiences, Thats the 0f "The Doors Slam,” the piece
presence of the white-haired Sand- that preceded it at the Daunou.
burg himself to take, a curtain The slight, fanciful plot involves
call In. acknowledgement of the - situations that arise when a popuqvation and.remain, for a brief, fas|-: iar young girl pretends she -.is
cinating talk (in which he etrone- pregnant, to test the sincerity of a
ously referred, to the theatre as quartet of admirers and. the paowned by the Shuberts, instead of Hence of her parents.
Gilbert Milier).
\
There, is a gay, picturesque. set
Presumably .the sho\v as pre- of the woodland cottage, and Paiil
sented on Brogdway is essentially Misraki has arranged an attractive
the same as seen elsewhere during score of sprightly folk melodies,
its long preliminary tour:, although Daniele Lebrun, a trim, pert, pe¬
lt seems questionable that Gary , tite blonde, scores as the sought^
Merrill or his brief successor,' after heroine and there is nice
Barry Sullivan, could have been work by Michel Roux as the stuas expressive a costar for . Miss dent who wins, her, Marise Paillet
Davis as .Erickson proves, tn be. At ilate of the Comedie-Francalse) as
any rate, the show reVeals the long, her mother, Olivier Hussenot as
painstaking, preparation, of
its her father, Andre Thorens as the
months on tour; It’s an impressive- moustached heavy and Gib, Grossac
ly smooth performance.
,
jas the comic Caucasian.
In general, the material follows
“Datcha” is an Off-Broadway pbsa natural progression of Sand- sibility.
Curt.
burg’s writing about • birth and

The Seagull
London, Sept. 2.
Old Vic Co. presentation of a thre»act. (foilr scenes) play by Anton.. Chekov,;'
translated, by: J, P. Davis: Staged by John i
Fernald; decor, Paul Mayo;- costumes.
Beatrice Dawson;, incidental music com-:,
posed by Ronald Settle, played by John)
Lambert. Opened Sept: 1, *60, at the Old
Vic, L0ndqn; 3L$8 tqp.
Medvedyenko .......... ......: Derek Smith
Masha .....
Georxine Anderson
Konstantin Treplyev._.:Tom Courtenay.
Cyril-Luckham
Peter Sorin
......Charles'West
Yakov
.. Ann' Bell
Nina Zarechnaya . .i...:
..... Sylvia Coleridge
Polina' ...
Dr. Dorh: - *....... ...... Ralph Michael
Gerald Jame#
Sha'mrayev:......
..... Judith Anderson.
Irina Arkadi
.
. Tony Britton.Boris - Trixor
Cook .
........ David Lloyd Meredith
Housemai
. ..... Rosemarie -Dunham

After -a'... week's tryout at the
Edinburgh Festival, “The Seagull”
has opened the Old Vic’s London
season. Chekov’S masterly tragiccomedy, .depending as it does so
much on the interweaving, of indU
vidual performances into a whole,
is a challenge for a new team of
players, but the present Old, Vic.
cast rises creditably to the exact¬
ing demands of this haunting play
of atmosphere and feeling.
On the first night the pace of
childhood, through maturity to
L’Aigle a Heux Tetes
John Fernald’s production occa¬
death, but adds its so-called com¬
(Double Eagle)
sionally
lagged and some of the
edy-relief bits of jokes, and winds
Paris, Sept. 8.
up. with Ihe . familiar material . Revival of three-act drama by-Jean humor is in need of fining down.
Cocteau.
Staged,
by
.the
author.assisted
To
play
deliberately for yocks in
about
the author’s
epic
subject, by. Francois Maistre; scenery; Andre
,,
,
_,
_vi.Abraham. Lincoln. There S an un- j Beaurepaire; costumes. MlreiUe Leydet; Chekhov instead of letting them
happen
seemingly
naturally is to
comfortable aura Of adulation in ; recorded music^and sound effects. Fred
defeat the playwright’s artistic
some of the inti oductory and . ex¬ Sept. 7, ’60. at the
blending
of
tears
and
smiles.
planatory portions of the script, as Felix de VUlenstein:... :'l. .Yves Vincent
Edith de Berg .v........ . . Nadine Baxile
if Sandburg’s writing mightn’t Queen
“The Seagull” offers a wealth
----Pdwlge Feuillere
stand on its own, but had to be Stanislas
. Gerard Barray of acting opportunities and, in the
Frans Padaly main;
these are eagerly taken.
pre-soid to the audience: Also, Tony
Count de Foehn
Guy Trejan
the piecemeal nature of the pro-r
Judith Anderson, making her first
London
appearance since 1937,
gram mitigates a cumulative emoIn his preface to the published
tionak'effect.
version, the enfant terrible of brings great panache.to the foie of
The show Improves .as it ._pfb-. French letters (recently turned'70 Irina Arkadin, the possessive,
gresses. however, and when it j and elected a member of the Acad- flamboyant; fading actress. Never¬
gets into, th mid-portion of the [emy) confesses that he ivinted to theless it is in the slight vulgarity,
second , half, rises to; a sobering'concoct the sort, of vehicle in the flashy superficiality, of the
level with Erickson’s eloquent which Sarah Bernhardt,. Rejane, actress that she scores particularly;
reading of “The Unknown: War,” j de Max and Mounet-Sully used to not yet has. the relationship her
climaxed shortly after by Miss!show off before the 1914-18 war. tween the mother and the tortured
Davis, powreful performance of 'He has tried, in ’Inlef, to write a son blended enough to bring pity.
Ann Sell, making her first Lon¬
the searing ballad of , a rebellious, “Tosca” or “Fedora,” but the redon appearance in the difficult
scornful Negro, woman; “Elizabeth ! suit is subrSardou.
role
of Nina after only a year in
Umpstead.”
| The present revival opens Edstock, gives a . promising showing,
Like the evening aS a whole, wige Feuillere’s season at the both
as the naive, starry-eyed coun¬
Miss Davis, gets better as she: goes Sarah Bernhardt, Where she will try girl and . the disillusiohed un¬
along. Although her delivery tends also do adaptations, iff Maugham's happy young actress whose life
to be sing-song, with her familiar “Constant Wife” and Corneille’s crumbles in tragedy. She is a young
mannerism of ending selections “Rodogiine.” As the znelainchoiy actress of sensibility, worth watch¬
with an up-reading, she’s an un¬ sovereign of a rococo Graustark,:
deniably potent stage personality. modeled in character and dress ingTom Courtenay, making his pro¬
Erickson gives his best perform¬ after Empress Elizabeth of Aus¬ fessional debut, has not yet the
ance on Broadway to date.. He has tria, the lady-like Feuillere con¬ strength and; experience to tackle
tributes
a
virtual
onerwoman
tourdramatic impact; good comedy
the'parf-of Konstantin to its full.
touch and subtlety: Allen adds de^force. The wheels come off. the Weight, blit he makes a very good
change of pace - with his guitar, vehicle early In the evening, but stab, and his final scene with Nina,
ballad singing and occasional read^ the star has the histrionic ability.] before committing suicide, is well
to walk the rest of the distance
ings;
controlled:
grace and dignity.
Corwin’s selection of the Sand¬ with
Other parts are in capable hands.
“L’Aigle a Deux Tetes” (“The
burg material is shrewd and taste¬ Eagle Has Two Heads”), -Jean Tony Britton, as Trigordin, the nov*
ful, and his staging, has the rare Cocteau’s had its world premiere elist. brings out the Insecurity,
quality, of. being Imperceptible, here in 1946 when Jacques . Heber- .caddishness, sensitivity, sincerity,
although of course he groupings, tot staged it elaborately at his weakness and makes him a charac¬
occasional movement and the shifty playhouse with the popular \Ed- ter of Interest. Ralph Michael,ing, varied lighting represent art¬ wige Feuillere and Jean Marais Cyril Luckman, Georgina Ander¬
ful jtheatre. The use of micro¬ costarring.
son and Sylvia. Coleridge: all con¬
phones seems intrusive, however;
Appearing just; .after the dark, tribute skillfully to a satisfying
The performance Is staged against dank War years abd still in ah era. evening.:
a background of dark drapes, with of lingerihg austerity, it was ac¬
Paul Mayo’s sets are well con¬
four ecru-Colored screens, and the. cepted as a rich feast ef “good ceived and. have the right' atmos¬
three players seated on swivel theatre,” though the trumpery phere of languorous gloom. The
chairs at lectenfs.
script was no more than an occuse Beatrice .Dawson costumes ara
Rich.
A| iisual; the announced limited for an actor’s and designer's Arid handsome; and apt.
engagement probably means that day.
“The World of Carl Sandburg” run
The musty romance of the wid¬
Thornton WIMer'a "“The Skin of
will be limited by the length of owed. young queen of a mythical Our Teeth,** Tepunme WffiiaimS*
time that business, remains, prof¬ kingdom in the Ballons — eirca “The Glass Menagerie,** and Wilitable. Although it’s at the Miller 1890 — and a revolutioiiary poet iiam Gibson’s “The /Miracle
theatre on an interim basis, with who. breaks into iier boudoir wdh Worker” have been chosen ^^by the
“Under the Yum Yuni Tree” due the intention of assassinating her State Department" and ANTA for:
there Nov. 16, another house could but falls in tove with her instead, overseas presentation next spring.
presumably bb obtained if business: might have served as the libretto Lavnace tanglier will be in
should warrant.
Hobe. , of a Viennese .operetta around charge of the non-prof it venture.
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So They Say
“I can do only, tilings that interest me, that stimulate a real
response. As soon as money beeomes the only reason for doing
something, it becomes dreary and time-wasting.’—British actress
'leaa' Plowright, star of the scheduled Broadway production of “A.
Taste of Honey,” as quoted in an, unsigned interview in the N. Y.
World-Telegram.
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Lines For fee Losers I
fcy TOM WEATHERLY sJ
Here’s to the ones who didn’t wiii
That transitory fame,.
The accolade of marquee, lights—
Spelling put a name.
Wherever you may be, dear hearts,
In hamlet, town or city,;.
Feel never, a pang of bitter loss—
, Nor. either .of self-pity.
You luckily missed a rugged road,
Beset, by brutaL whippings;
And at the end, the winner’s
crowns
A wreath of faded clippings.

Not Even Joe Cook’s 4H»waiians Were as PuzzHng
Ae the International Traffic in a London Hotel

Pari
Editor, Variety :
I read the story in Variety
about the Chinese Opera going
from- Cuba to Vancouver by way
of Zurich. I also read a letter
from a guy In, Hollywood who said
that, in his opinion, their routing
’-I’m never going to be able to compete.with the really big stars,
wais ;a little langwinded; it would
so I’m not really a star. If I have to have something said about me,
have been easier to go by way of
rather than that I’m a star. I’d ..like it said that if I’m in a play
Bermuda. I also read the piece
there must.be something of quality about, it. Ijust don’t look like
in the ;.N.. Y. Times saying they
a star should 16ok.”-rActqr-diredtor Hume Croriyn, as quoted by
traveled direct, that is, via boat to
Harold Stern in the Ft. Wayne JournalrGazette..
Montreal and train from there on.
And finally I read your, letter ask¬
“I think that if you give the;-audience the; feeling that you’re
A Thiipfcer Carnival
ing me what, in my opinion, really
having genuine fun. with it, then they’ll have fun with it; too:”—
(ANTA- THEATRE, N Y.)
happened;
You came to the right
Julienne Marie, title actress-singer in “Gypsy,” as quoted by John
Although it’s v taken
James fellow. I will make it all crystal
Watson in the N. Y. Jdurnal-American.
Thurber a long time to get onstage, clear to you.
he's not wasting the opportunity.
I am writing this while seated in
“I really like the theatre; There’s nothing like .going on the road
Having joined the cast of “A the lobby of the Hotel Savoy in
to find out;; . YoU never get too old to jget an education. ! dis¬
Thiirber Carnival,” at the ANTA London. This is not capricious. It
covered that just playing in a different type building was. an edu¬
Theatre, -N.- Y., he’s adding a was. in-this very spot that George
cation. I enjoyed it. It was a fabulous experience.”—Film and legitdivertingly casual portrait Of him¬ Jessel arid I met Anna May Wong
actress. Bette Davis, as quoted by Lee Silver in the N. YJ Dailyself in the sketefi, “File and For¬ for the first time. This was in
News..'
get,” about a helpless author en¬ 1927 and Geotgie arid I immediate¬
tangled in correspondence' with ly decided 4o* start studying the
“I’m interested in a live, company doing live scripts. I’m not
publishing company dunderheads. Chinese situation, with very good
Interested in a director’s theatre; The director’s 'theatre.;- I think,
Before writing “Carnival,’of results. At least, Georgie Says
has had: it.”—British director, Joan LIttlewobd, in -New York to
course, Thurber collaborated with that this was a historically notable
stage “The Hostage,” as quoted by Stuart . W* Little in the N. Y.
Elliott Nugent, in the memorable encounter, though I never met
Herald Tribune.
comedy hit of about 20 years ago, the lady again. Come to think of
“The Male; Animal.”
it,. I rieVer met Jessel again. What
“Since I took• to water instead of liquor. I’ve lost. 28 pounds
. As an actor, the huriiori.st doesn’t ever happened, to him?
and il teeth. The loss of weight-, is seif-explanatpry. The teeth
strain
himself. Sincehes blind, the
were always aching, but when.;! was on a jag I didn’t notice it.
To show you what a small world
65-year-old author :is led onstage, it is, Molly Picon and her hus¬
When I went dry. they Had. to come out.”—Irish playwright Bren¬
and then seats himself in a large band Yankel just walked through
dan Behan; author of “The Hostage,” as quoted in an unsigned As¬
armchair; to dictate a . series of the lobby. I once saw them in a
sociated Press interview .from Dublin, published- in the N Y.„
v
increasingly exasperated letters to. vaudeville show at Loew’s 86th St.
Jburnai-American..
numbskull publishing executives. arid—get this—who else d& you
His obvious amateurishness as a think was ori the bill? Long Tack
“I have opi ions and I am not too diffident to express lliein. I
performer doesn’t prevent him Sam!
was trained as a singCr and then, too, a singer and an actor do. the
from
getting tlie laughs,: and may
same things: It’s basically a matter of .bellows and. pipes.”—Irish
Tom Curtiss Is here stopping at
even add -a-- realistic note to the
director Tyrone Gnthri , as; quoted by Henderson Cleaves i.i th
situation.
In his rather diffident the hotel. He is here to write a
N. Y. . World:Telegram..
review
of Art Buchwald’s new
mariner, the writer has theatrical
show and I’m sure he will write a
magnetism..
“There alway will be a few gifted writers like, our (Lillian)
sirriple unprejudiced notice. The
All .in all, “A Thurber Carni- fact that, they both work for the
Heilman, fArthur) Miile.r and; (Tennessee) Williams who- will use
excellent language to set forth accurate, fascinating characteriza¬ .val” holds up \vell. Tom Ewell same paper has nothing to do with
top-billed it and. the Greeks have, a word for
tions of interesting individuals they have known and understood;. j having withdraw n •
star and Eddie, Mayehcff having it: Onassis. And if you think this
This will make. worthwhile plays. There, will be an audience ffor
them. How. 1; don’t know . But the theatre never dies/’^Broad w ay’ i exited as his successor, the male is a slight digression,from the sub¬
producer Kermit Bloomgarden, as quoted by drama critic Frank ! comedy iebd assi ments are now ject we are discussing, so all right,
j shared by the remaining cast nierii- change -Greek’ to ‘Chinese'’—you
Aston in the N, Y. World-Telegram.
; bers, mostly costar Paul Ford and know, like the fellow says. ‘I don’t
“There is npthing. so common in the theatre as dissatisfaction. j feat ured comedian John McGiver, get it, what did he say?’ arid the fel¬
.with Peter Turgeon ..doing the low replies, T. don’t know, it’s all
Tennessee Williams’ dark poems of evil Sre denounced, as un¬
sketch. “The Night the Bed Fell Chinese to me.’
healthy;: but plays tending toward; sweetness ..and light are scorhed
on Father.”
as naive. Dramas, with a social point of. -..yi. w are sheered at as
So' this Chinese Opera. In the
‘messages,’ but those without one are dismissed as pidof that the ;.
. In general; the effect is agree¬ first place it’s not an opera, it’s a.
Stagb is unaware of the world around it. Works in the conventional
able:. Perhaps Ford, 'with the new vaudeville show and a good; one.
realistic form are looked on as old-fashioned, while those-striving
assigrirnents added to the sribstari- They call themselves opera be¬
foF new methods of approach are thought of fis self-conscious odd¬
tial material he already had, tends cause no one alive can remember
ities, A ‘Gypsy’ is called too cold and hard, but a ‘Sound of Music’
to wear out his' welcome by tie What, the word vaudeville irieans.
is mocked for being sentimental arid saccharine:”.—Richard Watts [ end of the. .evening. But he’s es-. When they opened in Paris four or
Jr;, critic for the N, Y. Post, in a recent column.
I sentially right for Thurber ma¬ ■five years ago it Was their first
terial, since he has. an amusingly showing iri. Europe and they got
‘Tve often had feelings of inferiority, but.I have never in all
deadpan mariner and even, looks ;a a great press: Which Was right.
my life felt Superior to anyone-^except to those .who w
mean,
bit like one of the characters in Theri 403 American agents and
or nasty or .bfutaL”--Playwright Tennessee Williams,
quoted
a Thurber drawing.
managers got out their contract
by Donald Freeman in the San. Diego. Uni
Peggy Cass has a very funny way pads and route hooks, but the fel¬
with a comedy line, and if she: lows in Washington who had out
“In. America, there is a religion about morality To liye iri si
now-; seems a trifle shrill it’s; prob¬ the visas, said,. “Wait a minute,
: publicity is quite wrong. Even in Hollywood, it's ^objectionable
ably inevitable, since Thurber’s boys, let’s examine this chopsuey
' to have official, liaisons with women wthout; marriage. Errol- Flynn,
feminine characters all tend to be' and see. if-it isn’t, really chowmein.”
had a'special dispensation, -but all. others had to mar.ry —r- and.
not only deadlier but also con- What they meant was that.the U. S.
divorce, of course—to. satisfy Louella Parsons.
sideralbv more raucous than the does not officially recognize Com¬
“Arnerican .tv glorifies niarried -couples:. I don’t think T Love.
males. ,McGiver’s: blank-faced de¬ munist China, , so they cannot let
Lucy’ \voiild have been such a success if Lucy and Desi hadn’t
livery is excellent . for the .show, citizns of that country in. So that
been mafried. Now they’re breaking up,, and .the country is in
arid Turgeon is an asset, although ended all the lies about how much
mourning. In France, if a couple that has; been together for a long,
he’s hot able to do much.more than this show cPuld gross in Toledo:
long time breaks up, there is general rejoicing.”—French legitEweil did with the interminable arid they have continued to play
film actor Claude Dauphi , as quoted by Art Buckwald in the N.Y.,
wherever they could find dates,
“Night, the Bed Fell.”
Herald Tribune.
Patricia. Bright, successor to or without visas.
Six or seven. Kriendlers just
Alice Ghostly, brings a delicious
came In and said to say hello.
“I’ni a monopolist at heart. My idea of the perfect season is a
touch of bright idiocy to several Peggy
Wood just came by and
Merrick hit in every: Broadway house ^ and a few' on tour:”—
femme
..roles,
Joan
Anderson
-is
a
Broadway producer David Merriclq as qdoted by Phil. Santora-. i
waved vaguely like as if she was
nifty looker (who has a divertingly; .wondering
If we had met some¬
the N. Y. Daiiy News.
difficult time trying to keep a
straight face during some of the where, David Merrick just took an
“On the whole, I’ve been lucky, but play investing is. only for:
laugh-prOVokirig sketches); arid Don option on six more shows. Sol
people with rocks iri.their heads. It’s certainly no place for money
Hiirok is over in the corner sign¬
Elliott’s swing group adds a. pleas¬ ing contracts. Irv Kupcinet is in
you need, arid the returns are getting smaller every year.”—Broad¬
ant musical toilch.
Hobe.
way producer and pressagent Arthur Cantor, as: quoted by Frances
the next chair explaining the Chi¬
cago White. Sox to somebody—
iterridge iri the N. Y. Postv
which seems like, a kind of com¬
plicated thing to be doing. I’m
Broadway
Off-Broadway Shows
telling you all this because I don’t
(figures denote opening dates).
“Beekei”: Lucia Victor, produc¬ want you to think I’m a fellow With
Balcony, Circle in Square (3-3-69V'
a.
one-track mind. So flow I’ll get
tion
stage
rnariager.
. Connection, Living Th'tie (Rep) (7*15-59).
“Gameiot”: Frariz Allers, cori- back to the Chinamen.
Country Scandal, Mews (5*5-60),
Fantosticks, Sullivan: St. (5-3-60).
ductPr.
. :
London does not feel the same
Albany, Sept. 20.
KrOpp'i * Zoo, Provmcetown (1-14-60).
‘Tm With .You”: Eugene Loring, way about international politics as
La Rondo, Marquee (5-9-60)..
Free Theatre for Institutional¬
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan So. (5-25-59). choreographer;
Washington. So the Chinese came
ized arid Needy Children, Inc;, has
Mari B Superman, Jan-Hua (8-16-60). 1
“Invitation to a March”: Herriian to. London and got great notices
Mary Sunshine, Orpheuni <ll-18-59>.
been chartered.
a non-profit
Bernstein; general manager; Mil- and. did great business about four
Sian of Jenatr, Players (9-8-60). =■
Theatre Chance, Living (Rep) (6-22-60). ton Baron, company manager: Reg¬
membership enterprise. As indi¬
years ago, and once again some
Threepenny Opera, tie Ly.s (9-20-55).
cated by its title, the group’s in¬
inald.
Derienhqlz,
pressagent; American jnanagers tried to break
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
tention. is tp “organize, operate .Dance of Death, Key (9-13-60).
James
Gelb,
production
stage
man¬
the doors down and once again
Hcre Come Clowns,. Actor’s (9-19-60).
and iriaintain without charge, a
ager; Michael Gleason, assistant Washington said no. Then, a week
Repertory, Gate (9-25-60).
theatre for children who, - because
Delightful Season, Gramecy (9-28-60).
or
so after they opened, somebody
stage
manager.
Greenwich Village, l/Sher. Sq. (9-28-60).
of financial. limitations of! their
I “Little Moon of Alban”: Richard in the British government got mad
Deep, Are Roots, Si., Mark’s .(10-2-60).
parents or custodians, or because
When We Dead Awaken; 4th St; (10-3-607. .!■ Skinner,, company manager. .;
at. somebody in the Pekin govern¬
Valmouth, York (10-6-60).
of confinement in hospitals or in¬
Darwin's Theories, Mad. Aye: (10-12-60). ■\... “Period of Adjustment”: Patricia ment, so these Chinese acrobats—
stitutions, would otherwise; be un¬
Kittiwake Island, Martinique (10-12-60). Zipprodt, costumes./.
excuse me; I mean opera artists—
Drums Under, Cherry .Lane .(10-13-60).
able to attend the theatre.”
“Take Me . Along”: Charles got a case of hurt pride and they
Shoemaker,.. Peddler, E. 74 (10-14-60).
Directors of the corporation,
Behind Wall, Jan Hus (10-31-60).
Blackwell, general: manager, (suc¬ packed up and left. Overnight.
Stoops to .Conquer, Phoenix (11-1-60).
headquartered in New York, are • Mousetrap,'
ceeding Lucia Victor).; Frank Dud¬ Arid the Adelphi Theatre in Lon¬
Maidm&n (11-5-60).
Dorothy Fullerton, Edward Sun¬
Tree in Brooklyn, Barbiicn <11-28-60)..
ley, stage manager (succeeding don was left high arid dry, and had
"• Closed! •
shine, Priscilla Bowdle, Richard
to make refunds, and apologies,
Between Two Thieves, Yor
-1160); Charles. Blackwell); James Gr.esOrion and Lois Ballenger.
sont assistant rtage manager.
and explanations. And for a few
dosed last1 Sunday. US). ..
“I may sound immodest, but I’m a singing, actor or acting sing*
, Or, but both are important to me. And I think I’m selling only -half
of my talents I do either to the exclusion, of anything else.”—Sing¬
er-actor John Raitt, as quoted by Allen M. Widem, theatre editor
of the Hartford Times.

PLAN GRATIS THEATRE
FOR NEEDY CHILDREN

W’eeks, Instead of a hit. they had
an empty theatre. And Washington
said, “See.”
Then there was another Chinese
show, direct from Formosa, ano
they claimed they were just as
good as this first bunch from Pekin
and a lot of people agreed, but tht
critics—them rats!—and the pay¬
ees (what do they know?) did not
agree, so they went back to
Formosa.
Jerry Whyte is in the dining
room riffit now (where else would
he be, except at tab!e eating?) and
I will check up some of these
things with him, because he is an
expert on Chinese things because
he staged the London version of
“Flower Drum Song.” Dick Watts
was here a week ago and he knows
a lot about Chinese, too, but he
ran out of town before I could get
here, the coward. I just saw An¬
thony Quinn and his wife and
maybe I should talk to him about
it, too, because he once lived in
Mexico and this Chinese Opera
troupe played Mexico before going "
to Cuba a few months ago. But no,
on seeond thought, they didn’t.
They were booked in Mexico, but
at the last hainute the Mexican gov¬
ernment said no dice and Fidel.
Castro picked up their check in¬
stead,
Earl Wilson just canie in and I
asked him if he could give me
some pearls about this situation
and he says that the only things he
knows about Chinese problems is
that he once met Lee Mortimer’s
wife. Phil Giersdorf is stopping
here, so I asked him and he says
he will talk to Zanuck about it, who
is due here next week and—but I,
stopped him at this point, because
why should you give Zanuck and
Phil a free plug for their next
movie? Let them buy an ad.
Roger Stevens just signed six
more London plays and Sol Hurok
just signed a half dozen new con¬
tracts and I dug out of my files a
good picture of Warner Oland
dressed up like Charlie Chan. This
guy Oland, remember him? lie
was a rabbi in “The Jazz
Singer” and he was actually a
Swede and I don’t know how come
you dragged him into this thing? I
wish Wolfe Gilbert were around
town, there was once a song called
“SO Long, How Long You Gonna
Be Gone” Which, as near as I can
remember, was the only song hit
w’ritten more than a hundred
years ago which Wolfie Gilbert did
not write, so he could probably
help us out.
Well, I think that is all I can tell
you about this subject and I am
sure it is all clear to you now. As
soon as I hang up 1’vc got to run
over and cancel my seats to
“Suzie Wong.” 1 can’t imagine
why, but I’ve suddenly got a head¬
ache and need some rest.
'Wolfe Kaufman.

Touring Shows
(Sept. 18-Oct. 2)
Andursonvill* Tri«|—Center. Norfolk,'
Va. (28-39); Memorial Aud., Greensboro,
N.C: (I).
Best Man (2d Co.)—Alcazar. S. F. (19-1).
Camolot (tryout)—O’Keefe, Tononto (1).
Dostry Ridas Again—Philharmonic, L.A.
(26-1).
Duel of Angels—Blackstonc. Chi (19-1);
Faeo. of
a
HaYes
(tryout)—Walnut,
PhUly (19-1).
FIdrollo (M Co.)—Shubert. Chi (19 1).
Flower Drum Song—Curran, S. F. >1924); Aud., Denver (27-1).
Invitation to a March (tryout)—Hart¬
man, Col. (21-24); Cass, Det. <26-1).
Irma
La
Douct
(tryour)—National,
Wash. (19-24. moves to N. Y.>.
Laughs and Other Events- (tryout)—
Glebe Collegiate Aud., Ottawa <23-24);
Royal Alexandra, Toronto (26-1).
Lauretta (tryout)—Shubert, N. H. <24-1).
Marcel Marceau Compagnie do Mime—
Shubert, Det. (26-1).
Molarity of One—Shubert. Det. '.19-24);
Erlanger. Chi (26-1).
. Music Man (2d Co.)-Aud., St. Paid <1
24); Orpheum. Madison 126-1).
My- Fair Lady ‘2d Co.)— BushneU Aud.,
Hartford (19-24); Her Majesty's, Montreal
(26-1).
Onco Upon a Mattress (UuroV)—Erlanger, Chi (19-24»; Geary. S. F. (28-1).
Pleasure
of
His
Company—Stanley,
Utica
(19-20);
Paramount.
Springfield.
Mass. (21); Olympia. New-1 Bedford. Mass.
(22); Vet. Memorial, Providence <23-24);
Capitol, Wheeling. W. Va. (26); Ohio
Mansfield, O. (27-23): Morris Municipal
Aud., South Bend (29); Pabst, Milwaukee
(30-1).
Raisin In the Sun—Wilbur, Boston
(19-1).
Show Boat—Philharmonic Aud., L.A.
(19-24): Curran. S.F. (26-1).
Tasto
of
Honey
(tryout)—Shubert,
Cincy (22-1).
. ^
Tenderloin
(tryout)—Shubert,
Boston
(19-1).
Urtstnkablo
Molly
Brown
(tryout)—
Shubert, Phjlly (26-1).
Wall (tryout)—Forrest. Phi:ly (18-1).
World of Suzio Wong—Nixon, Pitt.
U9-1).
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. Different Scores for "Connection |

Donald Albery Arrives #
To See New B’way Shows

Off-Broadway Reviews

, Danc«vof Death
London* Sept: 20.
Bo wan- Si Voyager Productions
West End producer and/ theatre (InJohn
association with Richard H. Roffman
Freddie Redd's Composition for Off-B’w&y, Waxed owner
Donald Albery planed .last Assoc.) . and presentation of three-act
drama
by
August Strindberg. Staged ;by
Sunday (18) to Newr York for a
By Blue -Note, Not Used for Coast Presentation
John Bowman: settings. William Shari:
three-week.stay to gander the new’ costumes. Blanch; lighting, Richard Valen-.'
tine.
Opened
Sept.. 13. '60, at the Key
Broadway , plays, and also to take
N;
$3.50 tog;a look at some of the out-of-town Theatre,
.. Abe Vigoda
The jazz score written for the
Edgar.
Jennie Davis
tryouts..
Alice
original off-Broadway production
....... .Alice Scudder
Jenny ....:
During
Jils
visit,
three
of
the
of “The Connection” is not being
.......Alan Stevenson
Curt
Dorothy Blanch
plays which Tie presented in Lon¬ Old Woman
used in the recently-opened Hol¬
_Judith Valentine
Judith.
don will bow in on Broadway. They Allan
lywood edition of the Jack Gelber
...Joe.Daly
.
The League of N.Y: Theatres
Xander Chello
drama.
The score for the long- 'and Local 802 of the American. are “A Taste of Honey;” “The, Lieutenant
5
run repertory entry at the Living Federation of Musicians signed a Hostage” and “li-ma la Doiice;”
A considerably abbreviated ver¬
Theatre, N.Y.. was written by new tliree-year contract last wreek,
sion of Strindberg’s “Dance of.
Freddie Redd and recorded by which includes a six-year pension
Death” was presented last Tues¬
Blue Note Records. The score for plan similar to that negotiated last
day (13) at the Key Theatre. Suf¬
the Coast presentation was written ;June between the League and
fering mainly from John Bowman’s
by Dextor Gordon.
Actors Equity. It hasn’t yet. been
arbitrary condensation and unin¬
It’s understood that Redd, who j settled, however, whether the theaspired direction, the drama of
plays piano in the off-Broadway itre owners will contribute to the
marital disharmony in Seandinavia
production, did not negotiate a con¬ Ipcnsion fund along with the produring the 1900‘s gets nowhere.
tract for the use of his music and jducers. as in the case of-the Equity
Atlantic City. Sept. 20.
At the, outset. Strindberg estab¬
that he only recently succeeded in Ipcnsion. setup.
Sortie .4,000 Studebaker dealers lishes the mutual hatred between
getting a performance royalty from ! According to a League official,
a ruthless army captain, and his
here
last
week..to
view
the
.firm’s
the management.
Howrever, in itbe new agreement will add about
wife, arid for the remaining two
view’ of the identification of Redd’s l$500 to the weekly pit orchestra 1981 line .watched it presented
and orie-half hours he examines
score with the show', particularly | cost, which is split between the more vividly by a technique known
various*'Mncidents growing from
in relation to the Blue Note Re¬ producer and theatre owner. Un¬ as the Living Screen: The system
this situation. The result Is a can¬
cording. it’s possible there may be der the terms of the new pact, of interweaving stage and screen,
did
portrait of the venom In the
some legal implications in the use which is retroactive to Labor Day, action was developed by Ralph
relationship and the surrounding
of new music for the production the minimum wage for pit musi¬ Alswang. Broadway producer rind
lives.
••''!.
currently at the LeGrand Comedy cians climbs from $155.50 to $170 stage designer.
Were It not for careless cutting
Theatre, Hollyw’ood.
A cast of fivej with, four dancers
weekly. In non-musical. contracted
and Unimaginative staging by pro-,
Incidentally, Coast scorer Gor- fhouses. which employ at least four and . four singers* and Zachary
ducer-director John Bowman, the
don also plays sax in the Le Grand standby musicians, the minimum Scott acting as narrator, put on a
play might have been an explosive
presentation,'which wras produced salary has been upped from $109.35 show produced by Gordpn Crowe
event. What emerges, however, is
and
backed
by
a
full
orchestra
feaby Albert Ruddy and directed by to $119.50. Rehearsal
ncucdi9di pay
pd.v has
uas also
aisu j
“ ---a series of unrelated incidents
Brian Hutton. A London edition been increased from $117.25 to! turing the 1961 Studebaker line;
which lose impact.
j The Living Serpen provided an
of the drama is planned for next $140;
Abe; Vigoda provides art effec¬
February
by
Peter
Daubney.
The producers have also agreed! assist in showing the selling points
tive portrait of the tyrannical hus¬
Michael White. Seymour Hacker to limit layoff periods, outside of j of the car. The show was presented
band and Jenny Davis gives a
and Myron Weinberg.
temporary closings during the; two
afternoons
*
Convention
somewhat static performance as
-ith! approxi¬
traditionally slack summer period, Hall’s big ballroom,
the venomous wife. Allan Steven¬
to two weeks in one year or an mately 2,000 viewing it each after-: son is acceptable as a catalyst; al¬
noon.
&
.
accumulative four weeks In two
though; he rarely giets beneath the.
years. For longer periods, musi¬
The new technique .made pos¬ surface of the role. Judith Valen¬
BROADWAY
cians are to get full salary. Exist¬ sible a dissolve from screen io
“Advise and Consent”! Henry ing contracts with stars, calling for stage in an almost perfect match. tine is a bit too exuberant as the
daughter. ,but provides the only re¬
Jones. Otto Kruger.
j,_
__ off, will
.....__
more time
be recognized After songs and dances by the cast,
lief in the. otherwise solemn .pro¬
“All the Way Home”: Arthur;: by the union. Another condition the new' car. was assembled on the
duction.. Joe Daly tries too hard.
Hill.
fl of the pact is that a i% contribu- screen , in furl color. The screen
. William Shari’s sets are sparse
“Difficult
Woman”:
Butterfly/ tion to a welfare plap is to begin was then raised, part way andi there
and practical and Richard Valen-.
McQueen.
j| the second year of the contract.
was the same- automobile. As the tine’s lighting Is adequate. Blanch’s,
“49th Cousi
Bernie West, Eli;
The pension plan formula, with actors in a sales sketch asked ques¬
costumes are both effective and
Mintz.
;! the same sliding scale as applied tions, the different parts of the
attractiv
“Little Moon of Alban”: John t0 Equity, calls for a contribution vehicle were flashed on: the re¬
Justin, Helena Carroll.
j of lcc of the musicians’ payroll maining portion of .(he screen.
The Sign of .fonah
“Nine Millionth Star”: Oneal the first year, 2Tb the next two
Stage action was not interrupted
Donald. H.' C.^ldm-n presentation of
J^ra.
, years and
the. remaining three
for the interweaving of stage and .two:act. drAma by Gi—nter Rutenborti.
adapted bv George White. Staged, bv
“Rape of the Belt”: Pat Nye.| years of the six-year pact.
screen action. Use -of full lighting Brian Shaw: lighting; Joseph H. Salvers;
Avis Scott.
—:-——rather than follow lighting enabled ■ wardrobe. Elizabeth Pigi».. Opened Sept.
“Taffy”: Ronald Nicholas, James
8. '60. at the Players Theatre. N.Y;: $3.03
actors and a dancing chorus to per¬ top.
Eari
Jones.
Marlene
Warfield,; Cagneys and Bellamys
’ •
.. Gn.v Sotbern,
form iitjfront of the screen or drop Judge
David: Ford
Jonah
..
kee Thornton.
\\
Sail On Tramp Steamer without casting shadows,
k Daniel Fihkelst»ii\
Mr. Trick-. . ... .
...... «MI Whitting
“The Hostage”: Melvin Stewart/’
Ralph Bellamy planed to the |
Transfilm-Caravel used the new Gabriel
__ Harvey. Soli
. . ...... Mel Arrighi.
“Wildcat”: Swen Swenson.
1 Coast last Friday (16) for a tape • process for a first time in presenl- Michael
... Melvin B»-ez
...;.
OFF-BROOADWAY
i : appearance on the Barbara Stan- ing the motor line; The device is Raphael
Average. Man
. ...i.. George Axler
“A
Country
Scandal”:
Anne wick tv show. He .will be back this licensed to Transfilm-Caravel for Queen.of the Sout
. .Lorraine Serabian
Jones
Whiteside
‘succeeding
Roberta, mid-week to join his wife and the . industrial use, and the show caught Average Woman :. _TharloMe
... Grape Chapman
Stage Manager
Rovce*.
! James Cagneys for a tramp steam-{ here will also be presented.in^ChiOrleans
and’ San
Fran¬
“Deep are the Roots”: Loretta!. er cruise to the Mediterranean, cago. New'
”
'
”
A powerful drama of man’s In¬
Lcversee.
i ! sailing Friday (23). The actor says cisco through September..
humanity to man unfolded last
“Delightful Season”: Nick Todd., the party will probaliiy leave the
Transfilm-Caravel spokesman say. Thursday (8> at the Players Thea*
“Drums Under the Window'”; ship at Venice, and stay there until that the use qfLiving. Screen com¬ tre. The author. Guenter RutenDorothy Patten.
he or Cagney gets an assignment mercially is not . the extent of its born. former pastor of a . small
“Greenwich
Village.
U.S.A.": back In the U.S.
possibilities. It will also be, used parish near-Beilin, has written a
Jack Betts.. Saralou Cooper, Judy
Bellamy was to have appeared. as an., entertainment medium/;<as play that probes the human con¬
Guvll. Ken Urnston.
in a West End version of “Sunrise Alswang plans a. musical,! “The science to determine responsibil¬
“Here Come the Clowns”: R;. at
Campobelio” this fall, but Emperor’s New Clothes,”, adapted ity for horror of war,
.
Victor Brown. Michael Dunn, Lou Warner Bros, advanced the release by Dean Fuller and' Marshall
“The Sign of Jonah” is set In
Napoleon. Hal Kram.
date of the film version from next Barer, to be done , early .In the new post-war Germany, with the audi¬
“Leave It to Jane”: Andy Thomas April to this fall, so the London, year either In New York or Chi¬ ence, supposedly in a theatre there.
(succeeding Angelo Mango).
production was cancelled.
cago.
Walk.
There is no specific time, and the
“Man for All Seasons”: Paul
characters are citizens of Babylon,
Scofield.
Nineveh, Berlin arid Coventn.-.
“My Son and I1’ (Yiddish); Mae;
Jonah is both the Biblical Jonah
S°hoenfeld.
of the whale' ‘.and a submarine
“When We Dead Awaken”: J. D;
captain of World . War; II.
Cannon. Inga Swenson :succeeding
They, gather on the stage.
Viveoa Lindfors).
j:
much the. same fashion as those in
“Valmouth”:
Anne
Fran cine.
Gwen Verdon Is in. the hospital Beverly Hills (Cal!) Playhouse (for^ a Pirandello play, some emerging
Alfred Toigo, Nan Courtney. Elly
for Joint Diseases, N. Y., for foot merly the Bliss-Hayden/ on a from the audience itself, to be
Stone. John Fostini, Ralston Hill, j:
surgeryseven-year deal as ari experimental examined on Judginent Day. A
Leo Stern has joined Bernard undertaking; using some . 43 work- judge and three archangels pre¬
Simon as press rep for “The 49th shoppers he’s been: training since side, \vith Jonah as the prosecut¬
Cousin.” “A Country Scandal”, and last October. The tv director will ing attorney.
As the . drama progresses, the
“The Idiot.”
try to*, set up a subscription list,
London. Sept. 20. /
The title of David Merrick’s and plans, to put. on first play- in characters "attempt -to shift the.
responsibility' from one to the
mid-October^
Ketti Fririgs has bowed out as next until it emerges that every¬
It Sailor” wilt transfer Nov. 14.h:mSI JLi cKStii
Cf* *2 2**
one .’ to blame for the furances
from the Strand to replace it.
.
! • MlfhaeI Shuttle^ casting. direc adapter of her 1941 film. “Hold
I tor for producer David Merrick, Back the Dawn,” which she. was ait Dachau and Babylon, and. the
John Osborne's new play. “Lu¬
will make his playwTighting debut to convert into a legit -msical. bombing runs on London, arid Ber¬
ther.” will be staged at the Rovail
• this season off-Broadway when Arnold Schuljmain is considering lin. Ultimately, with no one in¬
Court Theatre early m 1961.
; j„dy
Rutherford
presents,
W ^''project
dividually to blame, it’s Concluded
“The Last Joke.” by Enid Bag drama. “Call Me By My Rightful1
■
that. God is responsible.
Alan Schneider planed Sept. 11
nold. starring John Gielgud, Ralph Name/'
Brian Shaw has directed the
' to London for talks with BennXV.
Richardson
and
Anna Massey,.
Leon
the staff
L.cun Major
.uojui will join
jum me
sian of
ot . ¥ „„„
_
■: George White .adaptation with d>>
op^ns S.^nt. 24 at the Phoenix.
_
_ Shakesperean
___
the _
Stratford (Ont.)
th i nariiic. if sometimes hysterical,
The first new play to be staged Festival next summer as nersonal.i
personal, BeI1’ ^'ull stage for Broadway.
effectiveness.
The
lighting
by
at the Metma;d opens Oct. 6. It*s iassistant
to
artistic
director I
Bob Burlan-d returned Sept. 1 to. Joseph Salyers is stark and in¬
a comedy by Gerald Frow, the thea-, Michael Langham.
| New York after stage-managing the.' tense on the multi-level bare
ti e’s pressagent, and is called “Ml*. I
Onoe Baiko VII, Kabukl actor national tour of “The World of : stage.
Burke, M.P.” It’s about a chiin-; dancer, has arrived'In New York I Suzie Wong.”
David Ford, as the Intense Jo¬
pai.zee who becomes prime mi - to become guest director for the I
Jennie Fields, daughter of pub-[ nah, and Guy Sothern,
the
istev.
opening sessions of the Institute , lieist; William Fields, enrolled-last j judge, keep the pace moving. Also
Siobhan McKenna will appear in for Advanced Studies in the Thea- | weiek in the Bishop Memorial ‘ effective are Charlotte Jones as
a limited run of “The Playboy of tre Arts. He will stage “Naru- Scfl00^f pursing of the Pittsfield the
sometimes-comic
average
the Western World,” opening Oct. kami.” a * translation of a Kabuki..(Mass.) General Hospital, following woman, George Axler as the river3.1 a the Piccadilly Theatre. The plav.
i her graduation last June, from the age man, Bill Whitting as the mer¬
plan is to take the show to BroaclJoseph
Anthony
will
direct St. Agnes School, Albany,
chant and Lorraine Serabian as
“Rhinoceros,” Robert Lewis having :
Anne Jeffreys, John Raitt and the Queen.
Harvey Solin, Mel
The brokers have made a deal w ithdrawn from the assignment. * Tom. TuIIy will costar in roadshow Arrighi, and Melvin Brez provide
with Donald Albery for tickets Anthony is also staging “Under j company of -‘‘D'estry^Rides: Agairt/V- enthusiastic
performances
as
opening. Sept. 26 for a six-week archangels.
v;orth $280,000 for Lionel Bari’s, the Yum Yunv Tree/
musical, “Oliver.”
1 Robert Gist is taking over the!
(Continued on page 78)
“The Sign of Jonah” was written

Theatre League-Tooter$
Sign New 3-Year Pact

New Technique Blends
Live and Screen Action
For.Studebaker Dealers

Cast Placements

-----

London Bits

shortly after. World War II. amf
performed briefly at the Union
Seminary three, years ago. It re*
mains as topical, With a level of
poetic intensity and .Intellectual
appeal for a/limited audience.

: Top Secret
Everyman's. Theatre:: presentation of
three-act drama; produced; staged ana
written by Ida Lublenskl Ehrlich; Opejied
Sept. 5. 60. at the Barbizoir Plaza Thea»
tre, N.Y:; $4 top, opening night, admit*,
sion' free thereafter.
Mrs. Lejter.
Zolya Talma
CVnthia Bowles. ..—....
illian Spence#
Clyde. Bart ...
: Mac Whitney.
Eric Heller ;.
- John. Clark.
Dr; Lorvat...:
.... WUl Albert
Dr. Gelster ..
. Bjorn Koefoed
Amy Bart ....
. . Frances Baird
Elaine Hoven
. .v."..:. ... Peggy Elimmer
Fritz StoihpeL
.. Al Ward
Secretary.
Walter.. Sharp

“Top Secret” is the sort of
fiasco that comes along only once
every three or four seasons; a pro¬
duction so: amazingly inept that it
has to be seen ■ to be .believed.
While, there ..are always shows
which will bore a patron out of
his seat after the first act, this Ida
Lublenski Ehrlich ■ drama; generates
a kind of compulsive. Incredulous
wonder. And although It starts oit
a high note of theatrical chaos, this
confusion actually; becomes worse.
The. author, who also produced
and directed, her own script, must,
be held responsible, even for the
two actors who, on Opening night,
collided skull-on downstage, and
almost stopped the show. Also for
the performance of another, actor
whose lines went , out of his head
early in the evening, and he subse¬
quently did; nothing more than
Weakly echo the loud, clear, anticeptic voice of the prompter.
For the record, the plot involves
a colorless New York matron, visit¬
ing in Rotterdam in 1941* who if
picked, for extermination by the
local Gestapo chief. ’
Anby.
(Closed Sept. 11, after eight
performances)J -

Tambourines to Glory
.Westport, Conn., Sept. 6.
Henry T.: Weinstein Sc Laurence'. F>Id«'
man presentation of Theatre Giiild & JocL
Schehker production of drama by Lan^r
ston Hughes, with special music, by Job*
Huntley; l.vrLcs by. -Hughes. 'Staged by
Herbert .Machiz:: assistant. Frank Perryl
choral direction.. Eva' Jessye; settings; and
lighUng. W'illiam Ritman; costumes, Johu
Boyt. Stars Hazel SfPtt; featuresiGeorgik
Burke; Clara Ward. Nipsey Russell. Olga.
James. Opened. Sept, 5. '60. at tha Coun¬
try Playhouse, Westport. .Conn.
. '•«•«—**Georgia Burka
Essie
... . John Greenwood
Agent ......
Garwood Perkins'
Helper
Hazel Scot!
Laura . . . _
Sam Fletcher
C.. J.: Moore -.1
. . /. ,_ Eva Jessy*
Choir Mistress V.,
rother John Sellers
Brother Bud.
Policeman
.. ....... .
Buddy Lomax ,.. .........; Nipsey. Russell
Birdie Lee ...:... ..
Clara Ward
Gloria . Dawn .......; Anna . Eiiglist*
Mi ister of Music ... . . Sammy Price
W'ai.tcr ;.. ,: ........... Hugh E. Porter
GloriettasBarbara Lamont; Edna Ricks.
Marietta Johnson .......:,.
Olga' James
Mattie Mornineside ...... .Beulah Bryant :
CliickenCrow-For-Day ..... Joseph At ties
Deaconess Hobbs. ;--. .- Theresa Merritt
Deacon Slag
. i ; Hugh E. Porter
Edward King .
Deacon Long . •
W’indus
.: -., v> .;-.,. ... Paul Jackson
, Mareda Gaither Niirses -Mir
Warden
Al Fana
Children. .Lester Attics. Norman Merritt

.1SJ3

The multi-talented Hazel Scott
takes a fling at legit In this new
play by Langston Hughes, but th»
drama is not up to the pnergy she
gives; it; Trim arid alluring, Misi
Scott , plays a Harleiri Evangelist
i
piece almost of the vintage of
David BelriscoV
The star is sparkling and positive
in her chafactefization* and gives
the sumriier season a special Im¬
portance, w’ith, fine assistance of
Georgia Burke . arid Clara. WardMiss Burke plays another evangel^
ist. rio more scrupulous than tli
leading character, while the in¬
credible .Miss Wrird bangs out th?
drums in their band with a gusto
that gets the audience Into the act.
“Tambourines to Glory” offers
the familiar story about a compell¬
ing personrility who shops for re¬
ligious greenbacks in the emotional
life of. Harlem.
She is less suc¬
cessful in her romantic entangle¬
ments than her tabernacle aid 1
hard put upon .by her dilletanto
lover.
. The. show is laced .with lively
music, beautifully sung spirituals
and marching sprigs, and the cen¬
tral presence of the becoming
Miss Scott. The poetic, author has
w ritten touching; honest arid- ap¬
propriate lyrics for the special ma-.
terial. *
;. Eva * Jessve lends the iriusicat
portions authenticity by .personally
leading the Choir. Herbert Machiz
has staged the play With verve.
DouL
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Danish Ballet Big 25G
For 2 Performances, K.C.

Business was big for most road
Shows last week., “Flower. Drum
gong” set another hew house rec¬
ord in its. seventh week at the Cur¬
ran Theatre, San Francisco, and
“Tenderloin” also scored a; record
take1 in its getaway tryout stanza
at the Shubert Theatre; Neyt
Haven.
“Face of a Hero” got off to a nice
start in the. first five performances
of its Philadelphia break-in stand
and; “Raisin in the Sun,” launch¬
ing its post-Broadway tour in Bos:
ton, played to virtual capacity
business. Hub attendance, how¬
ever, ; was clipped Monday night
(12) because of Hurricane Donriai
“Pleasure of His Company” also
began tourini last week with an
okay take for four performances;
in Rochester.
Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations .for buiof town shows are the same as for
Broadway,. except that hyphenated.
T with show, classification, indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show..
Also, prices on touring shoves in¬
clude 1<Fg Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, but as on Broadway
grosses are net: '
exclusive of
taxes. Engagemehis are for single
week unless Otherwise, noted.

BOSTON
Raisin in the Sun, Wilbur (D-RS).
(1st \vk> »$4.95-$5.50* 1,241; $33,699) iClaudia. McNeil).
Opened tour here Sept. 12 to
unanimous approval i Adams,
Globe; Doyle. American;. Hughes,
Herald; Maloney. Traveler; Maddocks. Monitor; Norton, Record).
Over $33,000 with Theatre Guild;American Theatre Society sub¬
scription.
World of Susie Wong, Shubert
(D-RS) <1st Wk) ($5-$6; 1.717; $46,000). Previous w;eek, unreported: . .
Opened here Sept. 12 to nega¬
tive notices (Dewar, Traveler;
Doyle, American; Kelly. Globe;
Rogers, Monitor; Norton, Record;
Wolffers, Herald).
Over $32,700 with. twofers.
CHICAGO
Duel of Angels, Biackstone (DRS) list wk) ($5:50-55.95; 1,447;
$45,000) .(Vivien Leigh). Previous
Week, $26,800,
siXTperfprman.ee
split.
Opened here Sept. 12 to unani¬
mous approval (Cassidy, Tribune;
Dettmer, American; Harris, Daily
News; Keen; Sun-Times).
Over $32,600 with TG-ATS sub¬
scription.
Fiorello, Shubert JMC-RS) .(2d
wk) i$5.95-$6.60; 2,100; $71,1151
.Previous week, $46,400 far., seven
performances with TG-ATS sub¬
scription and parties.
Oyer $59,300 with TG-ATS sub¬
scription. \
Once Upon a Mattress, Erlanger
(MC-RS) (3d wk) i$5.95^$6.60;
1,380; $48,500) (Dody Goodman,
Buster Keaton). Previous week,
$28,700.
Over $36,500.
DETROIT
Majority of One, Shubert (.C-RS)
wk) i$4.50-$6.60; 1,700; $42,000) 'Gertrude Berg, Cedric Hardrvvicke). Previous week. $24,000
with TG-ATS. subscription.
Over $31,900 with TG-ATS sub¬
scription.

42d

LOS ANGELES
Show: Boat, Philharmonic (MD¬
BS) (5th wk) ($5.75-$6.50; 2.670;
$79,800) (Andy Devine, Julie Wil¬
son. Eddie Foy jr.V. Previous week,
$78,300 with Civic Light Opera
Assn, subscription.
Almost $77,200 with CLO’A. sub¬
scription.
.. Taste ef Honey, Biltmore (D-T)
(2d wk) ($5.40-$5.95; 1.636; $53,000)
(Joan Plowright, Angela Lansbury).
Previbus week, $12,500 for seven
performances.
Nearly $20,200.
NEW HAVEN
Tenderloin,
Shubert. (MC-T)
($650; 1,650; $63,000) (Maurice
Evans).
Opened pre-Broadway' tryout
here Sept. 12 in two negative re¬
views (Johnson, Journal-Courier;
Leeney,. Register).
House record at$63,379 for

LKCntMATK
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B’way&appy; TroreBo SRO Again,
Take Me $51,290, "Best Man $39,200,

Kansas City, Sept. 20.:
The Royal Danish Ballet, a vir¬
tual sellout at the 2,572-seat Music
Hall here last Thursdayy Friday
(15-16), grossed about. $25,000 on
the two-performance stand. The
boxoffice was scaled to a record $8
1/iVi top. Ticket prices. had previously
gone as high as $6 . for “My Fair
eight perforriiances and
. pre¬ Lady.”
Broadway rebounded last week
Tenth Man, Booth (D) (45th wkj
view Sept. 10;
The terp troupe, was brought In. as grosses soared for virtually all 361 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $32,000).
shows.
Receipts
probably
would
Previous
week, $23,200.
by Ruth Seufert Attractions.
PHILADELPHIA
have- gone even higher if Monday
Nearly $26,300.
night (12) hadn’t-been dampened
Face Of a Hero, Walnut; (D.-T) •
'hurber Carnival, ANTA (R)
(1st wk) ($4.80-$5.40; 1.340; $35,by Hurricane Donna, “Fiorello”
000) (Jack Lemmon). Began prewas back in the capacity lineu ^2d wk; 16 p) |$6.90-$7.50; 1,189;
$49,178)
(Paul Ford. Peggy Cass).
Broadway tryout here last Wednes¬
with “Bye Bye Birdie” and “Sound
Previous week, $26,000.
day (14).
of Music.”
Over
$27,100.
Over $18,300 for first five, per¬
The Arts of the Theatre Fouu , The early Wednesday
...... .. night curformances.
Toys In the Attic, Hudson <D)
dation, Inc:;., has. named Herbert; tain went up for the second time
Bbland and Louis , C. Adelman, \ last week with managerial reaction (29th wk; 224 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.069;
ROCHESTER
$39,600)
(Jason Robards Jr.. Mau¬
both New York residents, as win- I’sP^t- Most., concede that it’s still
Pleasure of His Company, Audi¬ ners of its seventh playwrighting j too. early for a. definite evaluation reen Stapleton, Irene Worth). Pre¬
torium (C-RS) (Joan Bennett, Don¬ contest, in memory of . the late [of tire move to. A 7:30 p.m. starting vious week, $23,600.
ald Cook). Began bus-arid-truck, literary agent, Phyllis Andersqn,! tiriie.
Over $27,400.
four, here last Thursday (15).
competition involved 122 con- I Window sales have generally
West Side Story, Story, Winter
Almost $14,700 for four per¬ The
testants.
The
Boland
and
Adelman
]
been
below
normal
-for
the
early
Garden
<MD) (20th wk; 153 p)
formances with Broadway Thea¬ plays are titled respectively, “Bat- ‘ Wednesday eve performances and
($8.05;
1,404; $64,200). Previous
tre League subscription.
tie Dream" and “Dressed in Clean ' there’s also been a drop in business week, $44,500 with twofers.
Clothes.” .
; at some of the restaurants catering
Over $42,500 with twofers.
SAN FRANCISCO
The selection of the winning; to theatregoers. In some cases,
Best Man, Alcazar (CD-RS) (1st
World of Carl Sandburg, Miller’s
advance
sales
have
wk) <$4.95-$5.50; 1,147; $37,000) plays was decided by five judges, j however,
(DR) (1st wk; 5 p> t$5.75-$7.50;
(Leo Ames, William Gargan. Gene of whom, Herman Shumlin and jij|cked up.
j 940; $33,536) (Bette Davis, Leif
Gassner. are permanent; The ] “Vintage.#50,” one; of last week’s |Erickson)'*
Raymond). Previous week, $20,800, John
other three were Lee Strassberg, . two openings, was the first casualty 1
Hartford. Los Angeles.
Opened last Wednesday (14) to
Opened here Sept.. 12 to three Robert Whitehead, arid George ; of the season. It folded la^t Satur- three affirmative reviews (Kerr,
endorsements (Hodel, News-Gall Savage. The Foundation award of day (17). after, ei^ht performances. Herald Tribune; McClain. Journal
000 to each winriing playwright
F^tiinatex for last Wreek
Bulletin; Knickerbocker, Chroni¬ $2
American; Taubman. Times), two
over a 12-month spread: starting
Estimates for i,ast week
cle; Einstei , Examiner).
Keys: C (Comedy}, D (Drama), yes-no (Chapman, News; Watts,
Almost $20,000 with TG-ATS with last Thursday (15). The Foun¬ CD (Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue), Post) and two negative (Aston,
dation has no claims or option on
“bonus” subscription.
World Telegram; Coleman, Mirror).
MC (Musical-Comedy), AID (Musi¬
the scripts.
Over $14,300 for first five per*
Flower Drum Song, Curran »MCPrior winners... Include Joseph cal-Drama), VO (Opera),. OP (Op¬ formances.
RS) (7th wk) ($6.25-$6.90; 1,758; Hayes, . Arnold Schulman . and eretta).
$64,500). Previous week, S62.00O. Janet Stevenson.i Edward F.. Kook,
Other parenthetic designations
•Miscellaneous
House, record, $64,453 without head of Century Lighting, is presi¬ refer, respectively, to weeks played,
H.M.S. Pinafore, Phoenix *OP)
CLQA subscription.
number of performances through
dent of:the Foundation/
(2d wk; 15 p) ($4.95-$5.50; 1.130;
last Saturday, top prices (where
$35,000). Previous week, $25,700
ST. PAUL
two prices are given, the higher is
for
seven performances.
Music Man,. Auditorium (MCfor Friday-Saturday nights and the
Almost $26,200.
RS) (1st wk). previous Week, $35;lower for w.eeknights), number of
000 for seven performances, Audi¬
Marcel Marceau Compagnie ds
seats, capacity gross and stars.
torium, Calgary.
Price includes 10% Federal arid Mime, City Center 'Rep) (2d wk;
Nearly $62,500 with TG-ATS
Whitney Balliett has succeeded 5% City tax, but grosses are net; 16 p). ($3.95; 3.090: $80,000). Pre¬
vious week, $52,600,
siibscriptiori.
Donald Malcolm as off-Brioadway i.e:, exclusive of taxes.
Over $62,500.
critic for the New Yorker maga¬
(CD) /24th
WASHINGTON
zine; He took over the assignment i , Best. Man, Morosco non. cai
Opening This Week
Irma La Douce, National (MC-' last week, reviewing the Marcel ';^
(^90 ^7'50’T 999V^’
T) ‘2d wk) ($5.50-$6.60; 1,677; Marceau coriipany at the N. Y. City ; 000) (Melvyn Douglas. .Lee Tracy,
Hostage, Cort (CD) ($6.90-$7.30;
$48;900) (Elizabeth Seal, Keith Center and “H.M.S. Pinafore” at Frank Lovejoy). Previous week, 1,155; $40,000). Leonurd S. Field
$35,300;
Mitchell). Previbus. week, $22,900 the Phoeriix Theatre.
& Carloine Burke Swann presenta¬
Over $39,200.
for ; four performances with TGBalliett,. who also does a jazz
tion, by- arrangement with Donald
ATS subscription.
record column for the New York¬
Bye Bye Birdie, Beck (MC) (22d Albery and Oscar Lewehstein Ltd.,
Over . $48,100 with TG-ATS sub¬ er, has been with the mag about, wk; 168 p) ($8.60: 1,280; $57,518). of the London Theatre Workshop
nine-and-arhalf years. He’s been, Previous week, $57,800.
scription,
production of a piay by Brendan
summer replacement film reviewer
Behan. Opened last night (Tues.).
Over $57,700.
for the weekly this year and last.
WILMINGTON
Closed Last Week
Fiorello, Broadhurst (A1C) (42tl
. My Fair Lady, Playhouse (MC- The change in the off-Broadway
Vintage ’60, Atkinson (R) (1st
RS) (Diane Todd. Michael Evans). setup gives the New Yorker two wk; 332 p) ($8:35-$9.40; 1,214; $58,wk; 8 p) ($7.50; 999; $41,200).
Previous week, $74,400, Communi-. new. drama critics this season, with194). Previous _<veek, $56,400.
Nearly $58,500.
former film reviewer John McCarty Auditorium, Hershey, Pa.
Around $13,500 for first eight
Over $59,800 with TG-ATS sub¬ ten now covering the Broadway
Five Finger Exercise, Music Box performances. Closed last Saturday
openings.
(D) 141st Wk; 321 p) ($6.90-$7.50; (17) at an estimated loss of its en¬
It’s understood that Malcolm, 1,107; $140,107) (Jessica Tandy, Ro¬ tire $165,000 investment.
who handled the off-Broadway as¬ land Culver). Previous week, $14,signment for the last two seasons, 700 witli twofers.
will continue, with the magazine,
Carl Sandburg, Miller's (0-1*60).
Almost $15,200 with twofers,
Hast age. Cort (9-20-60).
concentrating primarily on book
Farewell, Eugenia,.:Hayes (9-27-60).
BROADWAY
Gypsy, Imperial (MC) (63d wk;
review's.
' Irma La Deuce, • Plymouth. <9-29-60)..
“Catstick,” drama by Jack Bare499 p) ($a.60-$9:40; 1,427; $64,500)
Taste of Honey, Lyceum' (10-4-60).
Socket, St. James <10-MQ).
(Ethel Merman). Previous W’eek, field; Elaine Perry, producer-di¬
Nichols S May, Golden <10-8-60).
rector.
$44,300.
Laughs- ft Events, Barrymore (10-10-60).
Wall, Rose (10-11-80):
“Devil’s Advocate,” drama by
Oyer $51,500.
Tanderleih, 46th St. (10-17-60).
Face of a Hero, O’NelU (10-20-60).
Lii Plume de Ma Tante, Royale Morris L. West; Dore Schary dr
White Alice, Alvin. (10-24-60),
Devad
Company, producers;
(R) (92d wk; 731 p) ($8.05; 1,050; Schary, adapter-director.
49th Cousin, Ambassador (10-29-60).
. Mirineapoii , Sept. 20.
For early
invitation March, Music Box (10-26.-60).
L. I. Gelfand, newspaperman $44,500) (Robert Dhery), Previous March.
Lauretta, Beck (10-27-60):
Rape of Balt, ANTA (11-2-60).
and railroad, executive, has been week, $32,100.
“Difficult Woman,” by Conrad
Unslnkablo Molly, Wint. Gard. (11-3-60).
Nearly
$35,700.
administrator for the
Period of Adiustmont, Hayes; (11-10-60). ri am e.d
Nole Roxo; Malcolm Stuart Boylan,
Camelot, Majestic (wk. 11-14-80).:
Tyrone Guthrie Theatre, the local
MiracUi Worker, Playhouse (D) adapter; Dick Freitas, composer;
Uhder Yum Yum Tree, Miller's (11-16-60).
repertory project planned for next (47th wk; 372 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 994; George* Mysels ' & Morty Neff,
-Advise and Consent, Cort (11-17-60).
AH Way Heme,. Belasco <wk. 11-30-60). year.$36,500) (Anne Bancroft, Patty lyrics; Nik Fatula, producer. For
Li le. Moon, Longacre (12-1^60).
.
With $900,000 still, to be col¬ Duke). Previous week, $32,600.
Critic's Choice, Barrymore <12-14-60).
next season.Wildcat, Alvin (12-19-60).
lected for the operation to begin,
Almost $35,300.
“Emperor Jones,” musical adap¬
Do Ro Mb St. James (12-29-60).
a fund-raising drive is now under
Hero, ANTA (1-S61).
Music Man; Majestic (MC) (143d tation of Eugene O’Neill drama;
way., A citizens committee headed
book and lyrics, Louis Gruenberg;
wSTi,136
pJ
($8.05;
1,626;
$71,000).
by John Cowles Jr.; - part owner
LONDON SHOWS
Norman J. Seaman & Marvin Z.
and executive editor, of the local Previous week, $36,000;
(Figures denote opening dates)
Goldstein, producers. For next
Nearly $40,400.
Star and the Tribune, is conduct¬
Amdrout Prawn, SaviUs - (12-9-59).
season.
Art of Living; Criterion (8-18-60).
ing the campaign.
My Fair Lady, Hellihger (MC)
'Free Thinkers,” comedy by
Brid** of March, St, Martin's (7-13-60).
(235th wk;
(zaotn
wx; 1,871
I,*#!. p)
P* ($8.05;
'Jpo.uo, 1,551; jT
Cniaplelasc- TheatrP Guild
Candida, Wyndhara’s (B-13-60). .
.Caretaker, Duchess <4-27-60).
Peking Theatre $38,200,
it Dore Schary, producers; Schary,
Fings Ain't, Garrick (2-11-60).
Charles). Previous week, $50,800.
Flower Drum Song,. Palace. (3-24-60).
dlrectoi. For December 1961.
Second Week in Toronto Almost $54,400.
Gazebo, Savoy *3-20-60). .
“Happiest Girl in the World.”
- Happy Haven; Royal Court (9-14-60).
Toronto, Sept. 20.
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Sound of Musie, Lunt-Fontanne
Italian Straw Hat, Lyric Od. (9-15-60):
The Peking Theatre grossed (MD) (41st wk; 324 p) ($9.60; 1,407; musical by E. Y. Harburg, musie
and
lyrics; Fred Saidy & Henry
Life of Galilee, Mermaid (6-16-60).
$38,200 last Week in its second $75,000) (Mary Martin). Previous
Maierfty of One, Phoenix (3-9-60).
Meyers, book; Lee Guber, pro¬
.stanza at the 1,525-seat Royal Alex¬ week, $75,900.
Man for All Seasons, Globe (7-1-60).
ducer;
Cyril Ritchard, director.
Most Happy .Fella, Coliseum (4-21-60X'
andra Theatre here. The potential
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Over $75,900.
For late March.
capacity take was $42,000.
My Fair Lady; Drury Lane (4-30-58),
“Only
You,” musical by Tom
Oliver, New (6-30-60).
Take Me Along, Shubert (MC)
The previous week’s gross was
Passage , to India, Comedy (4-20-60).
(44th wk; 344 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,- Murray, book; Buck Ram, music
$33,600.
Pieces ef Eight, Apollo <9-23-59).
and
lyrics;
Martin J. Machat, pro¬
Princess;. Strand (8-23-60).
453; $64,000) (Jacke Gleason, Wal¬
Repertory,. Lyric Opera (8-22-60).
. Al Jones, house manager of the ter Pidgeon, Eileen Herlie). Pre¬ ducer. For late fall, 1961.
Repertory, Old Vie (9-3-59).
Yellow
Leaf,”
drama by John
Rose Marie, Victoria Pal. (8-22-60).
Alvin Theatre, N. Y., is hack on vious week, $41,300.
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60)..
Almost $51,200 with Gleason put Boruff; -David Z. Berman, produc¬
the job after a tW'o-month Euro¬
Simple Spymen, WhitehaU (3-19-58).
er;
Chuck
Olsen,
director. For
Sparrers Sing; Thtre Royal E. (8-24-60X pean vacation.
for the two Saturday performances.
Suzle Wong, Prince .Wales (11-17-59). ■
this season.
.. Stars In Eyes,. Palladium (6-3-60).
“After Fm Gone,” comedy by
Tiger ft Horse, Queen'e (8-24-60).
Visit, Royalty (9-23-60).
Norman Barasch-Carroll Moore;
Waiting In Wings, Duke York's (9-7-60).
Courtney Burr, producer. For late
- Watch It, Sailor, Aldwych (2-24-60).
West Side Story, Majesty's 12-12 58).
Nov.
Zoo Story, Arts <8-25-60).
“I Made My Bed," musical ver¬
Peter Witt, agent for Eli Wallach. points out that the actor, cur¬
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Once Upon Mattress, Adelphi (9-20-60). rently making the film, “The Misfits,” is under contract to appear on sion of Rube Goldberg’s comedy
Horse* Midstream, Vaude, (9-22-60). :
novel,
planned by Robert Fryer
Broadway this winter in the Eugene IonOsco drama, “The Rhinoceros.”
Last Joke, Phoenix: (9-28-60).
Mr.: Johnson, Lyric Opera (9-29-60).
Contrary to a report in a recent issue, the actor has no commitment and Lawrence Carr.
Playboy W. World, Piccadilly <10-13-60).
“Lonely
Passion
of Judith
to appear in the scheduled production of “Thracian Horses,” and
CLOSED
Follow That Girl;. Vaudeville <3-17-60). rieitlier.he nor his agent has read the script iff even been approached Hearne” by Brian Moore (from his
Talking Jerusalem, Royal Ct. (7-27-60X
(Continued
on
page
78)
about it by the management.
When lii Rente, Adelphi 02-2*59).
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Variety

. ► »t ♦ t» •♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦
»t»« ♦♦♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦»♦ flashy
man,
45;
gold-digging [ments,, very Thursday at 6 p.m.,
' ►
_
.
f femme, 35; operatic woman, 5Q; above -address.
!
A Of
fc IVTjfpl
IYTIj'IIT’C
* • Irish man, 48; portly, humorous.
“Macbeth”
<D).
Producers,
■
Z\
I I
■ ». mw ^
; man, 48;
gossipy woman; 38; Michael Lindsey-Hogg, Carjos Sal' ‘
*-L 1 X--F
J. v-*—• ▼▼ k-A
character man, 60; small char- gado (Trudaipe: Productions, 625
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦!♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦4 444 acter man, absent-minded, intense; Park Ave., N. Y.). Poles of Duncan
„ fT
.
^
,
J
.
~
sports writers;
Character man, and Ross are available. Mail photos
Following are available p arts in upcoming Broadway, ^ off-Broad- dl.Unk. two-patrolmen; bartender; and resumes c/o above address.
way. and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele ;gt ^ dootman; messenger boy;
“ShadOw-Boxer” (D). Producers,
vision shows. All information ha$ been obtamed diTect^ ^y
city policemen; bum; cab driver; Kenneth J. Stei /& Daniel R.
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re- fight.fans; pedestrians; thugs. Mail Cohen (c/o Shadow-Boxer Co;, 54
checked as of noon yesterday fTues.).
photos and resumes to. Busby W. 39th St.,
,TR 9-3658):
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi- Berkeley,
£nrkoW, /o
/n. ahnVP
Available
ttvo: Negro
Available baits:
parts: fiv.o
Negro- men.
men.
above address.
tions to the list udll be made only\ when information is secured from
Pro- late 20’s,, one a light-heavyweight
The intern 4 t« service refers "‘f
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to; ducers. Chandler W arren & vyu
. .
. _
- >
manaa„%
^ntarathon. This | information i, P«WlsH,d without
^
<125 .H^e,Dr;ve.

ducer,

New

Enterprises

(434

B.

59th St;, N.Y,; EL 5-0855).
“Greenwich
Village,
U.S.A.”
(R):
Producer, Allen: Hodshiro;
;

(400 E, 59th St:, N. Y^ PL 9-8518).
“Man arid Superman” (C). Pro¬
ducers, Aubrey-Archer. Produc¬
tions (James Forster Sc Peggy
Shields, 12 Seaman Ave., N. Y.).

“WTien We Dead Awaken” (D).
Producer, David Ross c/o Fourth
Street Theatre (83 E. 4th St.,.N.Y/
AL 4-7954*.

TOURING
. “Andersonville Trial” (D). Pro¬
auctions announced for inter this season, but for which, the- tnanaqe-^Madl "olvoto^ and ' “SaUaring The Circle1’ (Ck Pro- ducers; Guber, Ford Si Gross (25
merits, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- man Upes. ... Mail photos aqa .
Cecil Reddick Dick Men- W. 54th St., .N;Y.; CO 5-7034',
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, j!D> Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, resumes c/o abpve. address.
. J delsohn & Harvev L. Bilker (6255
./‘Majority of One” (C>. Producer,
(MD> Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic
“13 Daughters” (MCi. Producer/; Broadway, Riverdale 71, N. Y* Theatre GuUd (27 W; 53d. St., N.Y.;
Reading.
Jack:H. Silverman (152: W. 42d St., I Ki
8-52651;
director.
Reddick. CO 5-6170).
——.
-i
+---:------ N. Y.; OX 5-3783). Available parts; Available parts: ingenue, cute,
i
_
.
Avers Charles Bowden & H Rid®e- girls» 17-30,. Hawaiian types; men babyish; ingenue, warm, feminine;
I
1st*frit
IPv Rnnnrk ir im vv
of various ages, mainly 20 S-30-S. 1 three men* 20’s, one over six feet
1
LtCgU,
VV - ?o s iin Avlh?
and English types. Notall, athletic; one character man;:
!
.ilV’lJLi 45-55*‘woman 50? girl ca*tinS until leads are set, but now.; a few male, and femme Walk-ons.
uomnwiv
30 and 10 reDorters Mail nhotns accepting photos and, resumes Mail photos and resumes;
/o
BROADWAY
and^“ sum J afcS^ad^
through agents only, c o Carl .Saw*. I above address.
“Another Valley” (D). Producer,
Albert McCleery (CBS Workshop,
“A Clean Kill” (D>. Producer. 3 ^
® *
yer. above address.
.
—^.
527
W. 57th St., N.Y;; JU 6-6000).
Clifford Hayman (230 W. 54th St., Davjd Merrick (246^W A^th^^’
<‘Two <lueens ®? Lov? and
.
S™CK
N Y-JU 2-4095) Accepting photos
' A,lHu;^cBeauty”(DV* Producer, Jay Julien
Charles Playhouse. Producers. Available parts; character man,
w- i.t ju z-'iuyo*.
«■
N. V; LO 3-7520),
Auditions nr-~w aath
N v • pt 7-^50) Frank Sugrue & R. J. Calvin (76 50 s; ..woman,. 50’s; girL 20’s; bov,
«nd resumes, through agents only, today tWed.l. Equity girl singers Available^^pharU: ^ir'. '2Tf woman; Warrentom St. Boston. Mass.; DE 14, rough, outdoors, tj’pe; man,
of British performers, c/o above at lff^a.m.: tomorrow (Thurs.), open 45 attractive* policewoman; 35; 8-9393).
Several parts available 27; man, 50’s; man; 30’s, blunt,
address.
Available parts: three; lingers.- girls at 10 ami. boys at)W(;man> 38^ sexy. Mail photos and for scheduled productions of ‘‘A; outspoken. Mail photos and res¬
umes c/o Nat Greenblatt, above
character
men;
twa
charact
^*1 ^"speciluylnferesfed addres?^ 'C/°
S*W*rt’
address.
“Camera Three”
(educational^^^VeopU- <C). Prodrama tic series). Producer, CBS
ducers, Joel Spector-& Buff Cobb,
“Gypsy” (MC). Producer, David. /030 w 54th St N Y* Cl 6-8538)
—1<524 W. 57th St;, N; Y.; JU 6-6000);
(147 W.
TOURING
\V. 57th St.. N-Y.;
N.Y.; PL 7-2691).;
7-269H.; Merrick.(?40
ftierncKMZ40 W.
w. 44th SU
St.r N,Yf;
N.Y.; | Mailable marts* man. ^
26 &
handCasting director, Paula Hiridtin.
Available parts; naive. femme, 21; LO 3-7520), Part available for boy ! some enthusiastic Ivy Leaguer;
“Fiorello”
(MC).
Producers, Accepting photos and resumes of
male, 30-35; middleaged. femme/ singer-dancer, 7-11, under 54 inches : g-j '21 striking brunette, quick, Knill & Tahse (1860 Broadway, general male and female dramatic
eyecutive male. 50-60: callous male, tall. Accepting photos and resumes, \ |ler’t. ^an
30° zany collegiate N. Y.; JU 2-7650). Part available talent/-c/o aboveaddress: No duplir
30-35. Mail photos and resumes,; c o
Michael
Shurtleff,
above ! type ’small' man^ 38. slight, dissi- tor middleaged character man. cates.
c o above address.
address.
I pated* man, 40. short, stout,’ ladies must
sing.
Mail photos
and . Formula
Seven
Productions,
“All ’the
Way
Home”
(DV
“La Plume de Ma Tante” (MCi, ' man; ’ man, 28, pompous, petty; resumes. Room 1108, abov
ad- Producer, B. Lorrell (1615 Broad¬
Producer, Fred Coe (234 % 44th Producer, David Merrick (246 W. j girl,’25, sharp features, shrewish; dress.
way, N. Y.: CO 5-8649). Parts avail¬
St., N. Y.; OX 5-9262). Part avail- 44th St., N.Y,; LO 3-7520). Part j nian* 66. New England philosopher
‘‘Once Upon a Mattress' (MC). able for actresses, femme 'models,
able for bov, 7, plump, whiny, un- available for dancer-comedienne. I type; man. 60, brawny, gruff; man. Producer, National Phoenix The- dancers! for work in commercials.
attractivc.
Send photos and res- must do point work, Send photos 50, tall, thin, distinguished; boy, atre (322 E. 50th St.. N, Y.;; OR Mail photos and . resumes,. 7
ume to Gene Lasko, above address; and resumes, c/o Michael ShUrt- 19, obnoxious, smark aleck; mOn, 4-7160*: casting director, Frances above address.
“A Se'ason in Heir (D), Produc- leffi above address.
46, paurieby balding; genial; sev-. j Ann Hersey. Auditions tomorrow
“Lamp Unto My Feet!’ (religi¬
er Daniel Hineek (32 W. 72d St.;,
"Little Moon \of Alban” (D>. Pro- era! women, 40.-60. woman’s club.-j'-Thurs;) for dancers for bus-and- ous-dramatic
series): Producer/
N.’Y.; TR 7-9792). Part available ducer, Mildred \Freed Alberg (c/o types. Mail photos and. resumes, trusn tour, men, p teet iu )nches CBS (524 W. 57th St., N. Y * JU
for dvnamic boy. 17-19. Mail pho~ Milberg Productions,- 200 W. 57th <*/o.
above address, preferably: *aIlv at.11IP n?i0an(iJ?gir!.s’ b ■ ®et 4 6-6000); casting director, Paula
ios and resumes, c/o producer! St., N, Y.; JU 2-8151). Parts avail through agents.
Hindli
Accepting , photos and re-r
above address. Readings will be able for seven men, 30’s, British
“Wildcat” (MC). P'r.b-d.u-c.e rs,.
sumes, of general, male and female
by appointment only.
soldiers, all speaking roles. Mail Michael Kidd^ 8c N. Richard Nash®h„dule
1
dramatic talent,, /o above address.
“Assignment In Judea” (D>. P10^SXhS,^tC
1 a 5°^ ®r0adway'
4,6852),
“Miracle Worker” (D). Producer, No duplicates.
ducer, Eddie Dowling (c/o Lambs
,VFm-n. 1J1¥E-48t^
^
Available part: romantic Ingenue. Fred Coe <234 W 44th St, N Y *
“Naked City” (dramatic, series).
Club. 128 W. 44th St.. N. Y.; JU
” (MC. Pro- ,22: must sing. Mai^ photos jmd 0x M262t Ava lrtle
Producer,
Herbert . B, . Leopard.
2-1515,: associate producer. Eriq fi”era,:.ith lronrad THihaulf'“tiV ras,vl!nes t0 Arthur Rubin, c/o above 10i dsaf mute. Patty Duke'part; 1 Screen Gems! 711 Fifth Ave.;
woman. 30:s::
character man. 40’s:
N. Y.; PL 1-4432). Accepting pho¬
W. Gates. Available parts: woman, I james
Theatro
Bid?
24fi
W
44*h* \address.
a'
SS"
30:s;
40’s;
James Theatre Bldg., 246 W, 44th
30’s; girl. 17-18. attractive; man,
Theatre
246 ^ 4Gh.
.
man. 20’s; character man, 30:40: tos and resumes of general male
40-50; man 2d-30.
All are fea.
^ leading man 30*
OFF BROABWAY
Greek; man, 30-40; girl,, 10-11* Ne-: and female dramatic talent by mail
OFF-BROADWAY
tured roles
Apply though agenU
^Q
, 30
OFF-BROAD
W A1
/ ^ b0y, 8-10; Negro girl, 8*10; only, c '($ above address. Appointr
only, c o above address.
comedienne, 30 Accepting photos
“A Sonff of Sixpence” (C). Pro-;, Negro woman. 30’s; character wom- mehts will be made for inter\'iews.
“Carnival”
(formerly
“Carrot and resumes above address
ducer, Arthur Hadley (c/o Lambs an, 30’s.
Mail photos and resuTop”>
iMC).
Producer
David
“Love and Death” (D) Producers Club, 130 W. 44th St., N. Y.; mes, c/o. Porter Van Zant, PlayMerrick
*246
W.
44th
St;, Mutual Theatrical Corp & H & H JU 2-1515)., Available parts: lead- house Theatre (137 W. 48th St.,
parts: title role, girl singer-dancer, I td (c/o Jeff G. Britton 129 W ing man, 45; man, 50, Falstaffian, N. Y.).
18-22; male lead. 25-38; men, 30-39,
St., N. Y.; JU 6-0877) Avail-^'must, sing;^ clergymahi 50; Ingenue.
“Pleasure of His Company” (C).
handsome, jaunty, singer-dancer; abie parts-woman ’60Ts* three Afro- chanfcter womsin, -45'-; Mail .photos Producers, Guber, Ford & Gross .
“Pity flfre. Not” (D).. Producer,
man, 40-50, character comedian, veero daneer-mu<?iHanV rhvthmin" and resumes, c/6 John McCabe. (25 W. 54th St., N.Y.; CO 5-7034).
sing and dance; girl, 20-30,.. attrac- Mail photos and resumes' c'0 above above address.
Only applicants. Part available for girl, 25, yiva- Gayle-Swimmer-Anthonv Produc¬
tive
commedienne.
must
sing; address.
J '*
with strohg Shakespearian back- cious. Mail photos and resumes, tions (333 W,, 86th St. N. Y.;
TR: 3-8800).
Parts available for
puppeteers to perform full act;
“Nine Millionth Star” (D) Pro- ground will.be considered.
- c/o above address,
illusionist:
three-man
acrobatic ducers< Michael Charnee & *Gebf“CaU Me By My Rightful Name” ^ “Sound of Music”t (MD). Pro- two. beautiful girls, 17-20,. one!
team, also acti IV831615'. mU5tt frey F. Rudaw (340 E. 66th St.,! tD)l Producer!. Judy Rutherford fu^er^’ Rogers & Hammerstem. European and, the other .American.
handle Indian clubs and spin n. y,; RE 4-14781. Available parts: i fc/o Circle-In-The-Square Theatre, ^e aR,d00Hay^?rd & Richard Halli- Mail photos and resumes, c/o Tonv
plates
Mail photos and resumes, two men.
lanky southerners;
Bleeker St.,
Ave., N.Y.). All Anthony (420 E. 64th St , N. Y.
uicu, 35-40. idUAy
auuiatriliad ii 159 mccivci
oi., N. Y:; AL 4-2150). .dej*
. . <488
_ Madison
._j
Apt 3A West)!
c o above address.
three men. 25-35, husky, two worn-1.Available Parts: t^acter. wom^, |
“The Kingdom” (D). Producer^
“Come Spring” (C). Producei s, I en. 20-30, attravtive; girl, 14; bov, 50’s; man, early 30’s; man, 50’s, ^
c/2„Sryi ar<i1Ti11Vr?’
Creative
Mart Films (507 5th Ave.,
Charles Bowden & H. Ridgeley|i5; boy. 16; man, 45, must play fair complextion. Mail photos and!
tT.,,ccrap’.,dK_
Bullock Jr.
Jr. (137
(137 W.
W. 48th
48th St.,
St.. N.
N. Yl;
Yl: violin.
viniin' m,;
cpc^c ^./n
Random
available at
at bookBullock
Mail photos and resumes, resumes
c/o above address!
SnrfJf1 House,
' ^vaila^le
D00K'- N. Y.,. OX 7-5895); Parts available:
male,
28;
femme, .20 fair; Poly¬
KO-0'?T6o3?i‘ AVaISPaarS 2 c/o above address.
“Captain Jinks of the llorse
1 “Worldof SuzierWong” (D) Pronesian girl, 20; male and female
white* ^whfte °eirl ^1^* ^lfite girl fp,'0pCenHThere
A Russian” Marines” (C). Producer, Scotti ducer, David Merrick (246 W.‘ 44th
supporting roles. Mail photos and
23- two Jhara? er men 40? one Mnrt/S, fe8, nort°Td^Hfy c?' D?Arcy (112 W. ;72d St.! N.Y.: EN St. N. YJ; casting director. Michael
as, two cnaLacier men,
s, one Morton Segal (120 E. 56th St.; 2-4800). Available parts; plump. Shurtleff Acceutine nhotos and resumes, c/o above address., SAG
Negro
and
one
" hite, ^>eg10
Y.; PL 2-4190). Accepting photos bubbly Character woman;. slender, resumes of oriental actors arid membership required.
* Yn addition to the available pan,.listed, the tabulation includes pro- several character men and vamcn,

£",n1a9t wlU be made for

Television

Films

sumes, c'o above address.
Drama (untitled, formerly “Gen- Ker^V^^^gih st^N^-^A
ai Seegar’’).
Seegar’L
79lh st < NY'*,BU
N.Y,, BU 8'
8eral
era!
Seegar’). Producers Shirley
!' ..E,;9tl
2664i. Available parts: sexy, buxom
.A«^m?nle
young UOttldll,
woman, 25; t\VO
two Cll31TdCt6F
character
_ 1 it i-awn ■
JOUn§
45-50: distinguished, elegant
eleeant
men, 45-50;
man. 35. Accepting photos and resumes c 'o above address
“Shifting Heart” (D). Producers
Charles Bowden & H. Ridffelev
Bullock Jr. (137 W. 48th St CO
5-2630'. Available parts: leading
man. 55: woman, 50; girl, 32* boy
21. all Italian types; leading’man’
35;
two character men, 40; charM W YORK CITY
acter woman, 40, all ’ Australian
characters.
Accepting photon and
Rc>idrnre of the Stars.
resumes, above address.
Ycrv large Rooms
“Sound of Music” (MD).'Producers. Richard Rodgers & Oscar
MaTk-in Closets
Hammerstein 2d (488 Madisoii
Serving Pantries
Ave.. N. Y.); casting director, Eddie
Air-< v»n<liti*>nmg • IV
Blum. Auditions for possible future
replacements for girls, 7-16, and
Daily rates from
V'rl a ATri,ith^rhaiAe?cV01^S7
$10 for one,$ir> for twu
Jdlcc * and

_ -I, I, ^ ^

Hotel Salisbury
Mwltfntlotfl
ia Nid-Hanhattan

Parhu*'suites from $20
Ke-mlrnre rates quoted

“The Count of Ten” (MC). Pro-

123 West 57th Street,
Hew York 19, N. Y.» Circle 6-1300

!

or, call your local
"Ask Mr. Foster Travel
Service.
Coast to Coast.

1 !
: |^

raw rH?nS^
(C/fiS«B!th
S™
Ave N.
JU 5-1144). Available
parts,, man. 2p, tall,^good-looking;
woman, .22-28, sophisticated, attractive; intense man, 30; femme
blues singer, 26; suave man, 38;
likable
character
man
40-55;

Industrial

extras.. Mail phbtos
and extras..Mail
photos and iesuprnr.DC4T
adir^
meS,
SHOWS IIS REHEARS AL.
mes, c/o above adlress.
Script
available at Samuel French • Inc.
avaUable
IiS ;
BROADWAY
/ok* nr
Cf \t v 4
A
?
(25 W.
Motorama Show. Producers; Cy
(25
W. 45th
45th St.
St. N.
N. Y.).'
Y.).'
“Advise
^
"Advise and Consent’!
Consent” (DT.
(D). Pre¬
Pro¬
“Dead
End”
(D).
Producer. duCers, Robert Fryer & Lawrence Feuer & Ernest Martin (150 E..
Equity Library Theatre (226 ,W. Carr (234 W. 44th St./ N. Y.;. LA 4- 52d St., N. Y.; EL 5-7655). Audi¬
tions
tomorrow
(ThUrS);
open
47th St, N. Y.; PL 7-1710).
All 2844).
Parts. available.
Auditions today
“Becket” (D);7 Producer, David danCers, Friday (23), at the i,unt‘(Wed. Vat 6-iO p:m;, at ELT Re-Merrick (246 W., 44th St., N. Y.; Fontanne Theatre (205 W. 46th St.,
N. Y.
open singers, Sept. 27, at
hearsal Hall) (133 Second Ave., LO 3-7520).
N; Y.), All applicants must bring
“Camelot”
(MC).
Producers, the Broadway Theatre (Broadway,
Equity membership cards.
Alan Jay Lerner Sc Frederick at 53d St„ N. Y ); girls at 10 a m.
“Epitaph for George Dillon” (D). Loewe (120 E. 56th St, N: Y,; and boys at 2 p.m. for all .calls.
Producers, Edward Hastings. Rich- PL 3-6773)r
ard Lipsett & George Morrison
“49th Codsln” (D).. Producers,
(220 W. 10th St., N. Y.; CH 2-7706). Theatre Guild (27 W. 53d St;
All parts available except Ruth N, Y.; CO'5-6170) & Dore Schary^
and George Dillon. Mail photos and
“Invitation to a March” (O. Proresumes, c/o Morrison, above ad-, ducers. Theatre Guild (27 W." 53d
Radio City. Music Hall.. (1260r
dress. Script available at Drama St., N.Y., CO-5-6170) & Lelaiid
Book Shop (51 W. 52d St. N! Y.); , Hayward.
Sixth Ave.. N.Y.; Cf 6-4600). Audi¬
“Kittiwake Island” (MC). Pro“Period of Adjustment” (O. Pro- tions for girl dancers, including
ducer, Joseph Beruh (c/o Sheridan ducer: Cheryl Crawford (49 W. 45th ballet, Friday (23), at 1:30 p.m.,
:50th Street stage entrance.
Square Theatr
Seventh Ave. & St:. N.Y.; JU 2-3466). ;
Fourth St„ N.Y.; SH 2-9609). Audi“Unslnkable Molly Brown” (MC).
tions for male !and femme singers Producers, Theatre Guild . (27 W. I
$8,000 PLUSH STUDIO THEATRE
anTd^cers ^. SSay St I 53d St" N.T* c6 S-eTO i DoVel
. Carpeted auditorium with adldlnlrig
pa.-.ilweaddres:
.
Schary.
danca floor and fully: equipped bar X .
“Leave It To Jane” (MC). Pro^‘Wildcat” (MC>. Producers,
rest, kitchen. Ideal for private thea¬
ducerS|^ Joseph Berhu &• Peter Michael Kidd & N. Richard Nash
tre parties, showcase, social entertain*,
ment, off B'way show, = rehearsal or
Kent (c/o Sheridan Square Thea- (1501. Broadway, N.Y.; CH 4-6852).
dance
studio:.
tre. Seventh Ave. & Fourth St.,
N.Y.; CH 2r9609k . Auditions for
OFF-BROADWAY
CLYDE CQRE, GR
SP 7-9321
male and femme singers as replace“Delightful Season” (MC). Pro*

_ _
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'Once Upon a Mattress’
Fresh and Funny Musical
By GLENNA SYSE
Chicago Sun Times,
Friday, September; 2.
If you can imagine1 a fairy tale
about a Red Riding Hood who ate
the wolf or a pumpkin that
turnedr into a. one-horse shay,
you’re going to have a grand time
at •‘Once Upon a Mattress.” Hans
Christian Andersen is probably
turning over in his grave, but
Copenhagen is a long way away
and why worry.
' There are any number of pleas¬
ing qualities about this musical
comedy, with its individualistic
music by Richard Rodgers’ daugh¬
ter Mary, its lyrics by .Marshall
Barer; and its book by Barer, Jay
Thompson and Dean Fuller.
Perhaps the most; pleasing ior
le was the chance to once again
gaze on the grim facade of Buster
Keaton. At Hinsdale two summers
ago in “Merton of the Movies,”
he was the funniest thing that
ever happened to summer theatre
here! As his fans well know; he
doesn’t need any dialog with that,
deadpan and in this production,
as the henpecked, mute king with
an eye for the damsels, he has all
of six or seven lines to deliver.
But those charades tjjarticularly
the one in which he; mimes the
story of the birds and the bees)
need no captions and he certainly
proves that he was right, when he.
once said that “a pratfall is a
beautiful thing.”
Keaton, then. is. no surprise hit.;
But , body Goodman is. Her al¬
ligator voice and her shrewd,
timing with a punch line make
her portrayal of the princess
- Fred ia sort of Cinderella in. ga¬
loshes) a neat victory in clown¬
ing.
Not to be ignored are Fritzi
Burr as the shrewish, yammering
queen and C.v Young as the
gay kv Prince Dauntless. The two
do a lot to make this show a suc¬
cess.
, And then there’s dancer Harold
Lang whose perpetual-small boy
grih and bounce are always winring.
Perhaps, the most engaging
thing about this show, which
opened Thursday night at the Er¬
langer for a three-week run, Is
the way it looks. William and
Jean Eckart are the people re¬
sponsible for the decor and cos¬
tumes, although I’m . convinced,
Mr. Mum must have had some¬
thing to do with it
If you want to know what
“Once Upon a Mattress” is all
about—well, there’s a queen, a
king and a prince who needs a.
princess. And there are 20 .mat¬
tresses and one pea and they all
lived happily ever after.

NATIONAL PHOENIX
HIES AGAIN
“Mattress” Is the second road
hit mounted by The National
Phoenix Theatre. Last season they
a si ou ri de d, some doubting
Thomases With a 32-week coastto-coast tour of Schiller’s “Mary
Stuart.” The Eva Le GallienneSigrie Hasso vehicle, directed by
Tyrone Guthrie, wound up . with
the Outer Circle Award for the
.year’s best touring production and
TV presentation oyer “The Play
bf the Week.”
Active management of Na¬
tional Phoenix is in the hands of
Michael Dewell and Frances Anri
Hersey, who are currently at
Work on a; second touring com¬
pany of “Mattress.” Important
star casting in three roles will be
announced. this week.
,,,. T. Edward Hambleton and
Norri . Houghton, with Dewell
and Mrt. Hersey. serve as NPT’s
Board of Directors. Their . next
plan for the road—a touring
repertory, theatre.

.

It may be—tho at the moment
I seriously doubt it— that just as
funny tilings have happened in
recelit theater as Miss Goodman’s
struggle to sleep in spite of that
pea.

In 'Once Upon
A Mattress’
By WES BENSON
Gary Post-Tribune,
Friday, September 2.
The “open season” on theatre¬
goers officially, started. In Chi¬
cago, last night at the. Erlanger
Theatre with a musical bang that
left an eager audience siriiling
arid ready to face the season
ahead. ”
"Once Upon a Mattress,” a
musical comedy starring Miss
Dody! Goodman and Buster Kea¬
ton. Is no. immature fairy, or
bawdy tale
the name might
imply—It’s
... simple riot of
laughter, and spritely frielodies.
Based on the well known chil¬
dren’s story of the princess and
the pea by Hans Christian Ander¬
sen. this rollicking show bubbles
and glides through witty dia¬
logue, side-splitting situations and
charming music at a rapid and
admirable pace.
The hook and lyrics by Jay
Thompson, Marshall Barer and
Dean Fuller is full bf surprises
Which bypass the usual cliches
and claptrap which besieges the
theatre enthusiast.
Miss Mary .Rodgers, daughter
of Richard Rodgers, has come up
with some promising music which
lightens the heart and spirit.
Acting and staging laurels are
divided three waysr-Miss Good¬
man, the Princess Winnifred (nick^
named Fred), swims the. moat et
al in a smash tagly funny perform¬
ance- Buster Keaton, the mute
king, comes up With his old tricks
of superb pantomime, and Chet
Sommers, the romantic and sometimes stuffy Sir Harry, deserves
attention and watching in the
future.
Perhaps Miss. Goodman can’t
sing very well (actually she’s
rather crow-voiced) but her
limber happy-go-lucky approach
is certainly snickeringly funny,
and often she: contributes mo¬
ments of complete uproar.
Her antics in the bedroom with
the 20 mattresses—arid I remind;
you that this is strictly entertain¬
ment for. anyone of any age—pro¬
voked rib-aching laughter.
It is always enjoyable' to sit
and watch Keaton perform. He is
an artist to whom my hat wiil be
eterrially tipped. As the kirig,
who is humorously henpecked, he
trips around performing' more
downright wonderful tomfoolery
than I’ve seen In many a inoori.

Here's Some Medieval Spoofery
I KMC q |Y Pf|| Hat's as Gay as an Air Grad'd Picnic

..As Claudia Cassidy would have
it, the Chicago season opened
“blissfully” with ? the. National
Phoenix Theatre production of!
“Orice Upon a Mattress.” The road
tuner, booked by S. Hurok, is
headed for a cross-country trek
of major cities after Its 3V^-week.
stand in the loop.
Next stop is San Francisco,
where a 4-week engagement will i
be presented under the local
aegis of Dana Attractions, a
fledgling firm just getting started
in the Gate City after a history
of sliccessf u 1 sponsorship in
Princeton. Last year Dana set. a
box-office record at the McCar¬
ter Theatre there with the Na¬
tional Phoenix production of i
“Mary Stuart.”
]
In Los Angeles, “Mattress” will
play, four weeks at the Biltmore
under the,, sponsorship of James
Doolittle and the Greek Theatre
Assbciaiibn, Next stop is Denver,
where Blanche Witherspoon has
already sold out the first two
evenings of a 5-day engagement.
St. Paul, St. Louis arid Detroit
follow in that order.
in the spring, “Mattress” -will
play the following cities: Cin¬
cinnati, Louisville; Columbus,
Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Washing¬
ton, Philadelphi , and ~ Boston.
The attraction has Theatre Guild
subscription in several of the
dates.
For Hurok, the musical is a de¬
parture frpin the usual long-hair,
attractions. But once mbre the
Impressario seems to have picked
i a winner.

r

Chicago Tribune,
Friday, September 2.
Ebmetimes by the grace of fate
and air conditioning the season
opens blissfully In the frosty
freshness bf an Erlanger theatre
with something .as felicitous as
“Once Upon a Mattress,” a light¬
hearted bit of medieval spoofery
involving such beguiling folk as
Dody Goodman, Buster Keaton,
Cy Young, and Harold Lang.
The story is the long lost Ros¬
etta stone deciphering what really
happened in the case of the priricess who couldn’t sleep because
she Could feel a pea thru 20
downy mattresses. As the princess
is Miss Goodman, looking un¬
accountably fetching in nightcap
and nightgown over long red
flannels, you can hardly afford
not to find out.

Mr. Keaton is Mr. Keaton, and
how we could do without him this
long is more than I can: reason¬
ably understand. As a kind of
It may be—tho at the moment
mute girl chaser in the Harpo
tradition, he is uniquely Keaton. T seriously doubt jt=—that just as
funny things have happened in
recent theatre Xs Miss Goodman's
struggle to sleep in spite of that
pea and the royal nightingale let

‘Once Upon A
Mattress' Better
Than Its Title

down in a cage for the occasion.
She has been danced into a daze,
blithered by a hypnotic mirror,
and drugged with opium—all at
the behest of Mama Queen, who
has ways of rigging the princess
tests for the hand of her son,
Prince Dauntless, a daft lad with
promise and Mr. Keaton as Papa
King. Miss Goodman is eager.
She Mill do almost anything to
please, including weight lifting,
and Dauntless is mad about her.
But a princess she is, right royal,
and on. that pea she cannot
sleep. Her failure rocks a throne
and when it stops rocking the
crown is on the right head.
This bedroom scene with a dif¬
ference is the peak of the eve¬
ning, but only in the sense that
the show swirls up to it and then
subsides in good order. For the
book by all those people listed
elsewhere is done with percep¬
tion and grace, and music by
Richard Rodgers’ daughter is
pleasant to hear, and the lyrics
have freshness and deft points of
reference in reminiscence. They
even treat the birds and the bees
with unexpected charm, for what
Mr. Young sings is as apt as Mr.
Keaton's fatherly mime.
I missed the original Phoenix
production under George Ab¬
bott’s direction, but this one
staged by Jack Sydow has not
gone astray. It has unpretentious
good looks, a flowing ease of mo¬
tion, and plenty of experts on
hand, including Fritzi Burr’s ter¬
magant queen, a bit on the Rosa¬
lind Russell side; Jphn Beylis*
sweet-voiced minstrel,' and Willy
Switkes’ wizard, who can’t quite
forget his great days in show

Charming Musical
Comedy

By Van ALLEN BRADLEY
Chicago Daily News,
Friday. September 2.
A tip to the wise: Forget the
salacious soiiriding title of “Once
Upon a Mattress,” the musical
comedy starririg Dody Goodman
and Buster Keaton that opened
at the Erlanger Thursday evening.
It would be unfortunate indeed
If a wrong notion of what this
effervescent production is all
about should deprive you of its
mirthful enchantments. 7
For here is a.charming and
first-class piece, of show, business:
a nimble, fetching adaptation of
the Haris Christian Andersen
fairy., taie about the princess who
wins the: test of royalty and gets
to marry the prince by beirig
. . . Which brings me last but able to feel a tiny pea. beneath a
happily to Mr. Lang, who it no pile of mattresses.
one cite arid never could be. As
the dancing jester In yellow mot¬
ley he la one of the gayest things
in a happy show*

SYDOW’S KODOES—
TOOR DIR. GETS RAVES
Standout feature of the Na¬
tional Phoenix. Theatre produc¬
tion of “Mattress” is the fastpaced -direction of Jack Sydow.
Every Chicago critic singled out
his work as tops. Sydow, who has
been an actor and is an adaptor-;
playwright, looms as a triple¬
threat man in the Moss Hart
tradition. .Y.
A few seasons back, his stage
version of “The Brothers Kara¬
mazov,” co-authored with Boris
Tumarin, was a highlight OffBroadway; next week , the Gate
Theatre will hotise their latest
adaptatiori, “The Idiot.”
Sydow! Was the original director
of “Mattress” when it preemed as
a summer tryout at Tamiment,
where he. was staff stager. On the
Gotharii production he served as
George Abbott’s assistant.
With the Goodman-Keaton.Lang compariy off to a fast start
in the loop, Sydow has plunged
into the fourth production of the
iriusical—he’s directing the Busand-Truck edition, opening Octo¬
ber 21st in Providence.

By CLAUDIA CASSIDY

*.

■*

Miss Goodman,: whose Vaguely
goofy antics have delighted mil¬
lions on television, is superbly
cast as Priricess Winnifred the
Woebegone, the swampland beau¬
ty who swims the moat and res¬
cues Prince Dauntless the Drab
(Cy Young) from the clutches of
his mama; the Queen (Fritzi
Burr). ,
Co-starred with her In the si¬
lent role of Sextimus the King
Is the 05-year-old Mr. Keaton,
the great stone face of the
movies. Superbly deadpan as
usual, he enlivens the evening h.v
chasing the ladies-in-waiting and
helping the youngsters outwit the
jabbering Queen.
In their supporting roles, both
Mr. Young and Miss Burr rate a
share of theapplause—he for an
appallingly wonderful, blend of
pathos and Idiocy as the womanstarved prince, she for a brusque¬
ly. amusing characterization of
possessive motherhood at its
worst.
Among the other members of
the highly professional company
of singers arid dancers. Harold
Lang Is outstanding as the Jester,
the Dancing Fool of the court.
♦

*

But then no love scenes in this
one compete with those Miss
Goodman plays with Mr. Young.
This is the real thing, for keeps,
and probably for a lifetime of
fun. Myself, I had no idea from
those glimpses on the Paar show
that Miss Goodman is as funny a
girl as you will find walking
around in red pigtails, prbvrag
with what she does to her mouth
that curves are not as gay as a
straight line. Mr. Yourig is that
most disarming of heroes, the
dolt who isn’t.

*■

Finallyl the versatile score It¬
self deserves a special notice,
since its tuneful riess Is the magic
cord that holds the ingenious
structure of this musical together.

1

Mr. Keaton is Mr. Keaton, and
how we could do without him
this long Is more than I can rea¬
sonably understand. As a kind -of
mute girl chaser in the Harpo
tradition,-he is uniquely Keaton
. . Which brings me last hut
happily to Mr. Lang, who is no
one else and never conld he. As
the dancing jester In yellow mot¬
ley he is one of the gayest things
In a happy show.
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Literati
Inquirer’s Peale Stand
Walter H. Annenberg, in the
Philadelphia Inquirer, explained
the whyfore of the paper’s cancella¬
tion of the Rev. Dr. Norman Vin¬
cent Peale’s syndicated column. The
newspaper regarded the weekly
article “us nonsectarian feature,
strongly inspirational to. men and
women of alt faiths.” stated the
publisher’s announcement. "To our
regret. Dr. Peaie has impaired this
public image and distorted the non¬
sectarian character of his writings
by his approach” «referring to the
widely publicized group of Prot¬
estant ministers and laymen ques¬
tioning whether a Roman Catho¬
lic President would be able to sep¬
arate church and stale in the per¬
formance of his duties'.

crow, the Cowardly Lion, the Tin
Woodman et. al.. despite the first
i book’s
overwhelming popularity.
It was four years—and 10:000 read¬
er letters—later before Baum wrote
:the second of eight Oz books! It
was the author’s lifelong ambition,
Thurber says, to be the Fairy Tale
[teller of America—the American
! Grimm or Haris Christian Arider' sen.
But his “American Fairy
Tales” were coldly received, and he
finally resigned himself to the ever
popular fantasy Land of Oz.
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Book Stocks
(As of Sept, 20/. 1960, closings)
Allyn & Bacon (OC) i.•;.. 22. .
American Book (ASK . .; 4534.
Book of Month (NY).,.. 1.9*3
Cond.e Nast- <NY;>.
;9*i
Crowell-Collier (NY' .... 33
Grolier VO’C».... , . (bid) 323i
Harc.’t, Brace (OC). ..(bid) 241
Hcarst (.OC).
1213-:
Holt. R&W (NY).;
Macfadden (AS'..! ..... 9-*
Macmillan (OC'... ...;v 45
McCall'(NY).. ...
29* 2 .
McGraw-Hill (NY(, . :c.. 84
Prentice-Hall 'AS)
31
Random* House 10.C (bid 1, 29v V
H, W. Sams iM>.!. .(bid) 40i•
Time, Inc. (OC).... .(bid) 63
Western Pub'■‘■ML-/.ibid'
World Pub i-M>.. .. (bid) 12r>$

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
►♦♦»♦»»»By Frank Scully

. Eye Irritation, Calif.
.-•One. of the blows Which partisans of piife art have; always, hoped
would be mortal to their .enemies is the. charge that the other fellow
was dealing in propaganda.
Actually, anything that presents sortie .facts of life from, which can
be drawn cbncitisions favorable; to one group or another is propaganda.
I don’t know Whether Eddie Bernays Would agree, with this.. He did a/
book entitled “Propaganda” in 1928; but; ’ those days’propaganda was
considered a rare form of word-rackete.cring. Today you can’t see the
truth for the slanted stories.
And because this , is so, certain races Which have;, had to take iai
belting through the centuries should learn the techniques of painless
propaganda and use them more often to theii* , wn end..
What stirred me to this conclusion was the discovery in an old trunk
Ed Fisher’s Play
of .pounds of yellowing propaganda, most of it revolving around.the.
Cartoonist Ed Fisher whose
.story of Jim Europe. Many:, had contributed to this dossier, including
"First Folio” last fall was his first
OC—Over-the-C6imtcr;
Le General Gpuraud. Barclay Warbiirton Sr., Colonel William Hayward,.
book, and whose first novel, this
N.Y.—N’.Y: Stock Exchange..;
Major Arthur W. Little, Walter Damfosch,. Winthrop Ames, E! H.
fall is titled “Wine. Women, and
AS—American
Stock Ex.
’Sot-hern. Irene Castle and. most of. all, Xoble Lee Sissle,
Woad: A Tale of Decadent Rome”
M—Midwest:
If -memory serves, and it had better; all this material Was' deposited
t Macmillan) will also have his first
by Noble .Sissle on my bed in the Clinique Belevedere, Nice, in Feb.
play produced this year! probably.;
Chi’s First Femme Columnist
1930,
He had hoped I could do something With it and in doing so yank
in December.
atitle/.by the bye twit’s those someMaggie Daly, fashion show im¬
It’s a musical comedy adaptation ' times non-se.qiiitor brief anecdotes one more thorri from the crown of the Negro race.
presario and sometime Chicago tv of WW&W which Allan & Elaine in lieu of chapter-headings. Two
As I look over the material, 30 years later, I wish I hadn’t been; too
personality, has been signed by Rich plan for off-Broadwav stag-| examples: jai “Aphorisms:. Good¬ sick at the time; the bandmaster made his large deposit. and that I
Chicago’s American to succeed the ing.
publicity is better thon. no publi¬ wasn’t too old now to tackle the . problems of another mart’s race.
late Nate Cross at his longtime
city at all. (b). A; watciied husband What I would like, to do is find any heirs of Jim; Europe or Noble
‘Town Tattler” pillar. She is thej!
I boils.” No. 2: “About lo years ago Sissle. Failing that I’d like to give the material. to NAACPI Perhapi
first female gossiper on a Chi daily.
WiHnn An
r£ff ™1
wrote, a P-ay and asked Murdock they could convince Harry Belafonte, Sidney Poitier or Sammy Davis
Wilton
D.
Cole
chairman
of
PpnihPHniv,(/nnmo
The new columnist, incidentally.!, p. „
~
Periiberton; to. come up and. lbbk it Jr. to transform this mass of material.into a. great;propaganda, picture.
Which recenti. ovefr
Murdock drove. out to ConFor the story' of Jim Europe has all the elements that one associates
I, the mother of film actress Brigid|iI £
3*“£*£S;
purchased
majority interest in th
Bazlen. who has a featured part ini;
“hpln necticut P11 a Saturday ,
ing, with great lives: It has even-tiling the Lincoln story had—including a
tragic, fast finish. ‘
the u coming film, “King °ij; named ^chairman of Macriiillan* slllkhX held sadil
Jim Europe: started In dire poverty in an area of the land whero
Kings.”
—
Cole
Negroes could be Servants but not . equals, for he Was ;b6i*n in Mobile^
S3.000.000 News Distrib Suit
'iC-Cs exec, committee, ahd Ray- :
closed aflei-a''run of Tpmiles.” Alabama, (get this! on Feb. 22, -1882.
Get Thee to a Sluinmery
American News Co.. Union News,
mond C.
C Hagel
brighter bookl-i about
*vs." mond
Hagel. C-C’s
C-C’s exec'veebeeexec veepeev!-! Pne.of the
r»i»VA.From there, he moved toWashington.learned to play a fiddle and
Pacific News. Manhattan News, were made Macmillan directors at
e N ■ actors, authors
Abel..
then
took
his
string
box
lo the. saloon circuit arid underworld dives of
Greater Boston Distributors Inc. firm’s annual meeting.
ana ai-°"ransNew York. Between Baron Wilkins’ joint on West 37th. Street, above
and Henry Garfinkie, president of: Former
Macmillan
chairman,
which
Williams
and
Walker
lived , and Marshall's Cafe On West 53r.d
the first two corporations, have Georce P Brett Jr rnntiniips
Marquano s Estate
been named defendants in a $3.-j a director while his son Bruce Y ' Author John P,. Marquand’s $1.- Street, Europe managed to stave off starvation playing a mandolin and
000.000 restraint of trade suit by ! Brett, continues as president Rel -110°0°estate, .according to his will piano (violins were out) in places where the idle rich Went slumming.
Periodical Distributors Inc Action;' elected directors were J B Beni1* Salem.1 Mass., went in. bulk ' While a piano player at the Marshall bistro he. met Rodman Wanain N. Y. Federal Court, also seeks; nett Jr.. L. C. Deightori arid Faulk- lo
Christina Marquand Welch,, maker. :whb^ Was so.fetched by Europe’s personality and. skill, he Inyited
a permanent injunction and places, ner Lewis. Macmillan, veepees- and of Easton- an(1 John P. Mar-.to play at a three-day celebration of Wananyaker^s birthday. After
actual loss at $1,000,000 since June L.- M. Blanche, partner of Hem- ^nd Jri. of . Edgartown. Mass.,. Hhat for ^years Europe played for^eveijy celebratmn,:of..the \Vai^malner
24 1957
, phill. Noyes & Co and Malcolm I children of his first marriage... jlamilyLjncUiding the debut of Mane Louise Wanamaker, where, h®
That date is targeted as the time Ruddock, partner of Cadwalader,
Only public bequest w;as all his ; led 3 75-piece orchestra.
when Garfinkle "entered into a, Wiekersham & Taft,
, literary cpiTespondence to, Har-j But his first great public performance was,in 1.911 when his Clef
Club put on a concert in Carnegie Hall. It was 10, years after he Had
conspiracy” with Pacific and Man*
-;—
vard. liis ahna mater. Author died j opened
in the. sawdust and spittoon, circuit, and the orche-stCa he put
hattan News to impede Periodical’s?'
Another ‘Motion Pictures*
last July 160 at 86.
into
Carnegie Hall included 20 piaiios. 60 guitars. 14 cellos. 20 basses
access to the retail stands of the
“Motion Pic tures” by AL R. Ful■=■—
and one man on the pipe organ, whose, job it was to play the deepest
Union News Co.
j: ton «L\-of Okla. Press.- So!i. Is an
New'Beachcomber’Mag
bass tones—altogether 2Q0 ,musicians. Half of these musicians When,
Periodical, which was the whole* acafler™c a-s ;ssment .of the devel-. Beachcomber, new', bi-monthlv !.they started With. Jim Europe couldn't read a note and he had to play
sale distributor of Select Magazines ^p,n.ent of ',,n*s
an associate slick^ is aimed at the^Americans !; each
e
part, till they got it by ear.
Inc-, handling Time, Life. Reader’^ J’-nglKsh prof ;pt Purdue: Author aHd Canadians who. annually trek. I By 1916 he had society bands scattered all ov town; For four yeart
Digest.
McCalls
and
others;
'V.11 j4”
-°
tropics. It \villfocuson the he led the orchestra which kept. step, with Vomon and Irene Castle,
charges, that the LaGuardia-Air-' * , /; • ' '•
^
s bj.ect islands of the. Caribbean, Bermuda, Sirs. Castlp is the authority for saying that Jim Europe created the
port stands denied access to space.* • '
the Bahamas, Mexico, . Central music which made their foxtrot-the craze it became/ At first it was
and as result Select’s strings Of
however. adds; little to. America, Venezuela andColombia. ‘ chlled. the ■fishwa.lk:''hut foxes seemed:^ more.popular than fish in those"
magazines were "coerced by the outstanding .histories already in
Ultramar Ltd,* Chicago., via days, so the name was switched to tlveir typeVof trot.,
defendants to cancel its agreement Print, and even the illustrations Martin Livergood, is publisher;
Then suddenly. Veinon Castle became art RAF pilot, disappeared
with Periodical and to assign dis- reflect choices made familiar by George Wjiswell, managing editor, into the blue and flew b.iit '.of all- ‘.steps, involved: 'in life; oil'this earth,
iribuiion to Pacific.”
I; Raid Rotha and other writer-[The next thing Harlem knew Jim Europe had enlisted in the 15th
The Long Island Railroad news- editors.
Rodo.
Nathan’s SatevPposf Debiit
.[.New': York Infantry, a National Guard outfit which had colored troops'
stands figured in the second al—:—
Paul SI Nathan, Publisher’s and white1 officers, many of the latter being socialites like Col, William
legation, with result that PeriodiMWA Seminar
Weekly columnist. ex-Paramount • Hayward, Major Arthur W.. Little. Major G. Frankli Sheils, Captain
cal allegedly could not compete' ^..^rac.^a^ 14-session course In story dept, staffer and onetime :Hami
‘Hamilton Fish Jr. and ‘Major- David;' L’Esnerance.
with Garfinkle’s affiiated Manhat- , anting the mystery
Society Bands to Cattle' Cars
short Variety strawhat reviewer, has >Jim enlisted as a private blit he had some. Cadet -Corps, trai ing In
tan News Co.
!s.or'r anc^ hne ci.ime will be given sold his first- short stnrv ••Davpv.” ■!.
J*11"
Another Good Blum Book
“Daniel Blum's Theatre World.!
..
.
.
..
Hj*
0i,c.w mm-u- uuumtr,-- •
.
Vol. 16" 'Chilton; So) performs im-1 beginning Sept. 26 and ending Jan. m Hearts’” reached Broadway in E*'ance
was soon discovered that troops in. the rest areas, had
usual service for the theatre this
.
1957
"*
^
’{.not.much to entertain them, and v.;ere in fact bored, ^tiff. It was due
year. Its pix and credits make one i .Jt VI.J1 be a two-hour workshop
TT ‘ . ,
.
^
to this boredom that Winthrop Ames' and Others cooked up some
of the worst seasons on Broadwav w.*t-* instruction and criticism , rie •
1° rexyord • Davey. pntertai ment which reached its.finest flower iu Elsie Janis’S shows,
appear in retrospect much better - ”*VPn bv members of the. organ iza- Into fRher a . musmal book . or, but Ames and E. H. Sot hern told General/Pershing of hearing a Negro
than it was* and one’ realizes at a tion- aI1 Professional writers or screenplay after SEP. publication, band, the old 15th of New York/which now had become the 369. U. S.
single sitting how many topflight = edit rs’
NeW ‘CldCae^ Scene’
aPd thi* band:
badDit; K. .
.
.. ,
„ onil
show' biz nampc w-ppp rnmipriwi
—-o L
„-f.Vn,c?50 P*he
W’alter Damrosch was asked,by Pershing to^examine personally 200
with the Darade of flon<? that rhar-l
Kv,e Cricht 11 Recalls
.r,iEob^rt ^ dev. head of a small1 0r more bandmasters in the American Expeditionary Forces. He found
aeterizeft th» ^Q-*Rn «'«»»•'
"l.
Crich. Jii is an old pro writ- Chi ad agency beanpg his name, bni.v 20 qualified and of these Lieut. Jim Europe who.was in command.
Tn format tnniA r»cAmKip«
5
man* an edit o*. iMerviewei*; is publisher of a nevv bimonthly, of a machine gun platoon, was the best. And that’s, how Jim was. yanked
In foimat tome resembles other ? biographer -Marx Bros., Rise Stev- ‘Chicago Scene’.; which is-slated to out of combat into his-first love:
aH?Uf‘SaH,nd
ens.- ,the Dr.exel Biddles);and pl?,y make its-bow Oct. 15;.Mag is aimed
They were sent down to Aix-les-Bains; to jazz,up the sick and jaded.
.. " j P* re(^Ps lor, rf‘ wright ("ilappicst Mil’iDnaue/’ at faniilics “who enjoy something When they arrived they were met by a smaibmilitary band composed..
. ?v 6 ^» d;amatlzat!*>» of the lasl-nanied). different on: an evening otib”
of French war wounded. These men tried to play th<? Star Spangled
Dort Setmbnr in<fffatb/ahliPjnrS'r
haS Cl0>s;d . Palbs 'p1b tb,
Partnered, wdth, Wiley .‘in the Banner but. nobody recognized it.
Fff1 r
. 6 cnrR- famous and iio.«u;ous, worked wit.i venture are Ernest Stei:n, treasurer
When Jim. Europfe found that the music the crippled French hand
tor of the splendid theatre collec-; lilerateurs. j:nd played and drunk of the Edward H. Weiss a°ency had been playing was the Star Spangled Banner he responded with
two continents In “Total
‘Total Re-,
Re-. and
„nvi Richard Seid. former editorial iha
m/pca;ii->;co. (his
is.-e. band
K^rwi had
tiori >h
cidomonv arid stirred that village as
tion at the Museum of the City of on two_cont:nents
the Marseillaise
50 sidemen)
1
I«. 4. Blums: customary awards to
to'coil
(Doublediy; $3.9o.» he name- director of Publishers
T>.rhiici/'•'
-.ua_.._ of
:i- Napolebn,
«-*—
Develop- it hadn’t been
Tnoyed since the! best days
AH the top
“promising personalities” are il¬ drops only because the names were Jent' "
odHb Anobah
- brass of the French Army, including ore-armed General GoUraud,
nP?u]>
en0ugh' . al‘ Ultimately wrote letters of praise of . Jim; Europe’s baind.
lustrated with photos of Carol Bur¬ newsworthy to him. His anecdotes
are
not
contrived;
these
are
things
^
2
1*
owners
are
in
nett. Jane Fonda, Warren Beatty,
This band returned to New York on Lincoln’s birthday! 1919; with
^ the ad trade, the magazine will
Anita Gillette. George Maharis. that happened. Thar most of them carry no advertising.
Lieut. J. R. Europe at the head of it. .and there never was any march¬
Donald Madden. Patty Duke, John were by, with or of famous men
ing music that could match' it before or since.
McMartin. Eileen Brennan, Elisa and women is pleasant coincidence
Just Plain Jim
2 H’wood Paperbacks
Loti. Dick Van Dyke' and Lauri because, as a working stiff of a
Mustered put of service. Jim’s band Was booked to make Its first
“Hollywood Law’} or” by Milton
newsaperman, he’s the last who
Peters.
civilian appearance at the Manhattan Opera. House. That was on the
M.
Golden,
and
“Naked
in
Hoily
deny that names don’t
Four acquisitions in Blum’s thea¬ would
make for news Especially - when" wood” by Gwen Day!:.. are tw o pa- !>ve of St. Patrick s Day. 1919. Pat Casey, who. was arranging the bOok^
tre doll collection are shown, arid he’s writin* this sort of al fre^cn : Pe, back originals ISOc each), pub- 1 *n8 of the band, asked Europe how he wanted his name billed: Pat
there is the usual biographical sec¬ rifemoii
fiebCOtlished by. the New American Li- suggested “Lieut: James Reese Europe,”
tion of well-known and unknown
This is not an orthodox autobio*. : bW under the Si
t imprint.
j Jim thought it would be better if he were billed just plain . “Jim
theatre personalties. Necrology re¬ These are fragmentary opinions and *, Eirst_ tome consists of, cas'e his- Europe:
“And give Noble Sissle equal 'billing as we. have been through all
minds reader of sad subtractions anecdota about places and people form?-.from-files of one ef Hofll ,from stage scene. Book worthily that r=
range from
Hollywood to —~
wood s top legalites. known esW jthis together in peace and war.
.
dwaw from Wariiine-nn to cially for representation of the
Europe’s Jazz Band was such a success at the Manhattan Opera
joins Blum’s valuable series.
away, ironi
, • Serge
. .
Tr.bih,fH]l.; his
his .j:
House that
that they
they were
immediately- 1 ... . London**-'*
A U1' Washington,
TYd:>‘,luSl0“ to
lo . late"
Rubihstein:
^ •_- ir House
were immediatelyybooked
for fen weeks of one-night
Rodo/
Perhaps most trenchant Is Crich-'hwaient. position in the Franchot i stands through the east arid as far west as Chicago;
ton’s
sentimentally
sad
but
not
j-Tone-Barbsira.payton-Tom.
'
Neal
[
After
playing
the
Boston
Opera
house
they
were
booked
for
a
return
Paperback *Oz’ First Color Art
Fawcett World Library brings morbid reprise of the elements that I triangle;-.and as^; a former Galifor-[date this time in Boston’s Mechanic’s Hall because of its greater
out in September a 35c paperback led to the death of three great i bia a5senr)bI-vrnan from the1 57th l capacity. There was a downpour of rain and for the .first time Europe’s
American publishing
publishing institutionsinstitutions_i District (Hollywood), whP did much [band w’as playing to some empty seats.
edition of the L. Frank Baum kid American
The next morning Europe Was to be honored in the Boston Common:
classic, “Wizard of Oz,” with orig¬ Collier's, Woman’s Hoipe Compan¬ in his brief legislative career to as¬
inal. drawings in color from the ion and the American magazine. sure trust funds for lovie mop¬ by Calvin Coolidge, the Governor, of Massachusetts. Afterward. Jim was
1908 edition by W. W. Denslqw. He should know*.. He worked on pets; and who, with Gov. Fierro, of to place a wreath on the monument of Robert Gould Shaw, the Colonel
;- of the 54th Massachusett’s Volunteers, a famous Negro regiment he
It’s believed to be the first color £rt them. He names hames and spares Chihuahua/ developied the “
commanded in the Civil War.
for the lowpriced paperback field. nobody. As the jacket says, “a famous Mexican divorce law.”
There was a dwarf-like drummer in Europe’s band, named Herbert
Volume carries an intro by James reckless gathering (of) rash judg¬
Insider^ maty reaidily recognize
Thurber. which cites the author’s ments . .
the clients Golden protects with Wright who had a terrible temper: On this performance he walked off
stage,
after the second number..'-Sissle,..was ordered to locate him; H®
reluctance to continue the Oz ad¬
There’s, another, refreshing note' substitute names In his annals, but
ventures of Dorothy, the Seaie- to this “Total Recoil” (a beaut of.1
(Continued on page 78>
(Continued on pago 78).
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Literati

and a member of its -executive
committee. Blossom has been a
director since 1944, president since'
1957, and editor of American mag
for 27. years, before it discontinued
publication.

Broadway producer . Matt Conely about plans for his play,
“Emanuel.”
Eugene Ionesco will arrive Nov.
1 from Paris for pre-production
conferences
his play, “Rhi¬
noceros.”
Donald Ewer, a featured actor in
. a current Toronto stock revival of
“Epitaph for George Dillon,” was
seriously inj urpd lit a motor crash
there last Tuesday (13).
. Albert Quinton, a member of the
N. Y. Shakespeare Festival Co.,
during its recently-ended summer
season, has. been selected to re¬
ceive the I960: Ian Keith Memo¬
rial aw ard of $i;000; cash and an
Ian Keith Knight statuette. The
award was established, by actor
Gebrge C. Scott.

‘Fighting Cock*
ssss. Continued from pif N ssa

; Continued from page 78 ;
perises of $3,662 reduced that fig¬
ure to $16,238.
'average readers are likely to find the awards, a Mike Berger collec¬
the going somewhat annoying when tion has been established at the
Harrison was in on a $3,000
they are denied identification with school.
weekly guarantee against 10% of
principals, except in Rubinstein
the. gross until- recovery of th#‘
Dutchman’s ‘The Dance’
and Tone cases.
Mouthpiece
Continued from page 7Q —
production expenses, and there¬
closes his memoirs with an unusual j; “The Dance” by Joost A. M.
after his share of the gross, was to
Once I/pon a Mattress
tribute to Tdm Neal, who emerges Meerloo (Chilton; $4.95) is a textclimb to 1212%. The; show’s di¬
as the tag-time hero of this book. and-picture history of terping from act attests, there Is a limit to how
rector, Peter Brook, got ;.a $5,000
Plenty of color and Tinseltown early ritual dancing to rock ’n* roll, fur a travesty on Momism can be
fee,; plus 3% of ihfe gross. Both
savvy figures iir Golden's writing, ballet, and ballroom techniques; stretched, and how much humor
Harrison, and Brook were; each to
which should together with sexy Author is a Dutch medico who was can be wrung from .20th century
get an additional 5% cut of any
cover of the volume, help it to sell. chief of Holland’s psychological anachronisms in a, medieval court.
profits as a; running expense;
Miss Davis, a lyricist, formerly of warfare during World War II. and. Only the music and dance numbers
The agreement with the author,
Hollywood, but now doing grad-: who now teaches at Columhuia U. save the second act from, disaster.
although not on. the .form of a.
If the original. New York; edition
uate” work at Stanford U.. submits and New School for. Social Re¬
Dramatists Guild minimum basis
was as charming as reported, it
a knowledgable tale of Smogland, search.
contract, stipulated a - minimum
basing her central characters on
Book was handsomely printed In must be the fault of the casting
Guild author royalty of 5%; of the
typical
filmtown
personalities. the Netherlands, and comprises that the touring. version comps off
first $5,000' gross, 71-2% of the next
Current status of tv, which has tasteful handbook of dance art.
less effectively. The road company
$2,000 and 10% of the balance until
transformed some of the old. Hol¬
is blessed with comedy virtuosi,
Rodo,
the recovery of production costs or
. Continued from page.73’;
lywood into a ghosttown, gives the
and while their separate perform¬
until the play ran 20 weeks in New
story a slightly dated aspect. Yarn
ances’ are delightful, the total ef¬ .1956 . hovel); Arthur Cantor,, proCHATTER
_
York.
Thereafter,, the royalty was
should make a good film or tv
Maurice Zolotow’s Marilyn Mon¬ fort has somewhat the effect of an ducer; For immediate production; 1 to be a straight 10% arid the difpresentation.
Rodo.
roe biog tfiarcourt, Bracer, due this animated cartoon-. There are win¬
“Love
and
Like,’*
by
Herbert
.
feienee
between the minimum
ning moments; but the production
Barney Oldfield’s Scholarship . week, and already serialized in is not. graced overall with that Gold; Miltrin Perlman, producer, ' royalty, originally paid and a
digest
form
in
McCall’s,
has
been
, “Mary, Mary.” comedy by Jean.j^ rQyalty w^,to
Not generally known, that Col.
brittle virtue.
' Keri". Ro»er L Stevens nrodiicpr paid only if the, play ran 40 weeks
Barney Oldfield, now a career press Isold to W. II. Allen (Britain). GalliBuster Keaton, - typecast as. the j «<pmc„n
•»
h,ti ‘[and then only when the weekly
officer with the Air Force, ex- mard (France' and negotiations are
mute
king,
remains
Buster
Keaton
'■ P.0IS°?L T^ee*i- drama
Hugh • g,:0sg topped $23,000
Lincoln (Neb. i Variety corre¬ current for Italy, Germany and from beeinnine to ehd which' in Brooke;
producer,
> The
■
•■■
.
. v
, ■ Harry. Horner,
■
’ **
.
i
production
has
a regular
spondent, and author, has been Japan; Allen will bring it out irom oeginnmg id. ena, wnicn in ;
one
respect
is
a
treat/
He
gives
a
end
of
this
year;
French
version
quietly sponsoring iwith his wife*
share i» subsidiary rights,
delectable cameo perforimmce. next vear
the Kinman Oldfield Scholarship next spring.
' producer- Eof i except that it does not participate
Fund at the University of Ne¬
Holiday mag’s promotion stunt Similarly, Dody Goodman, who
‘ „ .
,
^ t , i:iri publication, lamateiir or. foreign
drama by Sertolt language rights or in any performbraska. When the total of $20,000 is “Quotes from Holiday,” booklet plays a sort of . medieval Annie . Simmone,
is readied it will pay a sophomore of bright excerpts, distributing it Oakley and is responsible for most Brecht; Ben Hecht. adapter; Harry mg; rights in the play outside ihe.
of the laughs. in the show, never Hor
$1,000 for the last two years he is to advertisers and ad agencies.
producer.
L\S- arid Canada; The production’s .
quite gives in to .the role - at the
in school. Fund is named for their
OFF-BROADWAY
participation in filrii; and allied
Richard L. Williams hai .joined
parents; Vada Kinman is Mrs. Old¬ Hillman Periodicals as v.p. in expense of her familiar television
“Darwin’s Theories,”-by Darwin television rights is to be 30% in-.
personality, Harold. Lang’s por¬ Venneri/ iusic and lyrics; Alan stead of 40% and applies only if
field.
charge of editorial operations. He
Col. Oldfield earmarked ail in¬ was assistant v.p, and editorial trayal of : the Jester is another Alda. Opening Oct. 12 at the Madi- the' rights are disposed of within
cameo,
brilliant in dance but not son Avenue Plavhouse, N; Y '
come from his book. “Never A director of Deli's special projects
five years of the close of the run
Shot In Anger,” to the fund; ditto division and previously v/ith Life quite ih tune, with the fantasy.
"Deep Are the B«e‘ts." drama by 6f )Kfpiay “ «h.? U.S^and Canada.
In
featured,
comedy, parts, Cy
As is: standard for Bldqmgarden,
the fees from “To Tell The Truth.” and Time where he was Associate
Arnold
d’Usseau
and
James
GoW;
Young arid Fritzi Burr maintain a
_i there
t
Groucho Marx and kindred tv editor.
was a weekly producer’s tea
,
.. ,,
. satisfying level of caricature, asj Lynn-.Michaels' & Bernice Barkaft.-^.^V'^^h^In "addition* To
6hows.
Drury D. Sharp, 71, fiction vrnU j- docs - Willy' Switkes as the dodder-.i producers:. Bert Conway, director.; •-k.p.tTv'
Affine charge.
eharop.
eekly office
er, died Aug. 2p in Albuquerque, j irio W:.zard.,Best of the singing and ! Opening Oct. 2 at the St, Mark;
Handel’s Seminar
Benjamin -K. Handel, magazine His magazine writings included straight dramatic performances I Playhouse, N, Y.
MARRIAGES
Beneath, the Skin,” drama
editor of the N. Y. Daily News, many science-fiction and western arp by. John Baylis as th.e^iinstrei |
and Irene Dean, as the lady in the -by. W.
will instruct a 15-week course in yarns.
II; Auden'and- Christoph^)
R«WM »««N. Y. Herald Tribune, columnist love interest.
picture editing which starts SeptJ
1 sherwood:* Louis Guss. producer. ,OT“n- Se!>l- 18. Hollywood. She,..
Film Daily, staffer; he’s With
Jack ;Sydpw\ • following George For March 1961.
2ft at the Washington Sq. branch! Art Buellwald is coming over solo
,
...
.
.Daily Variety;from Paris to cover the elections. ALbbtt's staging of the original,
of New York U.
“Kittiwake Island.” by Arnold
^%Vn.-*-M,,n
shape.
Course, which will be held WedT Ilis wife. Ann, may join him for ' has whipped it Into slick Lcs.
the
final
week
or
so.
but
lie’ll
be
w
;
^
?
r,CS;
A]c^
W;,kV.:iold. Mask. Sept. 17. He'i
nesday evenings, is planned to help
too
much
on
the
jump
duringthe
•-JiiiSr ’: J iph Be™.h- Pr
head of the General Artists Corp.
those in the communications field
queer; Lawrence Carra, director;.. mFblicitv debt
make more effective use of photon- major portion of his U. S. journal¬
Joseph Stecko. director. Opening ;;:P"Dt tll%acpI^ ..
...
; ,
graphs. Among topics for discus^ istic excursion.
Oct. 12 at the Martinique Theatre,' . ^Wedes Boiger to Micha|l
The X. Y. Post suspended Jackie
sion ..are picture-story planning;
y
Garvey, Gorey. Ireland, Sept. 8.
Continued from page .72.;
cropping and enlarging, caption Robinson’s colunv for the dura¬
! Bride’s a harpist;, he’s a producer
,
•
Peter Grant,” by Elliot Arluck,
tion of the campaign, in order to
writing, etc.
Radio Eireann..
maintain neutrality.
Veepee of si;.nd at. Philharmonic Auditorium. : book and lyrics; Ted; Harris, mush; .', Noirin. Neary to Toin Cox, Dub*?
Chock Full o’ Nuts Corp. also has j U9-s AR^]5S’ aR4 then at the Cur- Louis Guss. producer. For this !
Langner’s Books
season
lih. Sept,. 8.. Bride’s.a warbler; h6’A
i—- of absence
-I ran.-San Francisco.
Lawrence Langner’s next-year j taken a payless leave
• ’
,
!a former radio announcer,
Gig. Youhg arrived in New York .
book for Putnam will be “Bernard ; from the company, for which he last
ThursdRv
(15)
for
the.
forth-1
,
*s%'e"
Were
Hanged,”
;.
Shirley ;Cook.;tb’William Pulling,
Shaw and The Lunatic.”
j is in charge of labor relations', for coming rehearsals of “Under, the-ran— by ^eon -Andreyev’; Louis Liverpool.
Eng. Sept.. 3. Bride’s, a
His newest. “The Plav’s The ■ the same reason;'Former Brooklyn Yum-Yum Tree.”
j Gu«s. producer; Kenneth. Crossen- ; clidrographer and dancer.
Thing.” is just off the Putnam Dodgers star is for Nixori-Lodge.
Kenneth Green’s drama, “Be- adaPtcr.
| ^amela Bowden to . Derrick Ed^
Moss Hart’s “personal” at Wool- hind the Wall,” will open at the
press, officially scheduled for Sept
“V Piece of Noon,” drama bv , >vi;(;ds; London. Sept.'. 12; Bride’s
30 publication. Mrs. Carlton C,ole worth’s 34lh St. (Manhattan) for off-Broadway Jan’Hus Theatre on ; Paul Claudel; Howard Hart, adaptT a/ concert singer; he’s racing
the teeoff autographing sales of Oct; 31. under the.auspices of Am- ’.er: Mary Jordan 8c Sam Silverberg. Waiver.
agented the new Putnam deal.
the 75c. New American Library non Kabatchnik.
; producers. For November. '
• j Susan n e Danvers-Walker t o
paperback of his “Act One" best¬
’Words On Paper’
British playwright James; For- • “Christopher Columbus/’ by Mi- ‘-Michael Downing, London, Sept,
Roy H. Copperud, whose "Edi¬ seller, resulted in 876 copies -sold syih arrived in New York last ! cliel deGhClderode.- Federated' Pro-110; Br»de designs sleeves for Lp
His Wednesday (14) to confer with off- l ductions.
torial Workshop” appears in Editor last Wednesday forenoon.
ions; nrhdiicer
' . disks; he’s;.a^ tv-sound engineer.^■ rr
producer,.
& Publisher, has put a very practi¬ wife. Kittj; Carlisle, was inveighed
Roberta Keith, to Tom Hasson,
cal manual of prose style “for pro¬ to collaborate an many cosignaturSept, 1.7, New York. Both are. mem¬
fessional writers, reporters, au¬ ipgs.
bers of tiie Broadway production of
thors, editors and teachers” into , a
“West Side Story,”
Stanley Green’s “The; World of
book titled “Words On Paper” Musical Comedy” is due Oct. 19 off
Jean Gihsburg tb Chairies Ticho,
(Hawthorn: $4.95>. There Is an in¬ the Ziff-Davis press. Deems Tay¬
Sept.. 10, in Chicago. He’s a film
;.Continued, from page 76'.;
tro by Erwin D. Canham, editor !of lor wrote the foreword.
director at. Fred Niles StudioA
the Christian Science Monitor.
Roland Gammon, religoiis writer, found Wright in a dressing room, lying, on a bench, his tunic off; Asked
Newman to William
There is an excellent glossary iof lecturer and v.p. of Peed, Gammon if he were sick he said, he wasn’t,.
| _ v.tck?
Told .it Was. time for him to get back for his drumming, bit; he sat [ ^^rson, London, Sept. 17. . BridA
usage which is not a mere para¬ & Company, p.r. consultants, has
phrase of words; it is utilitarian an article on “World Crisis and sulking and in a nasfy mood. He said his partner made, all the mistakes : is ?n a9tr?s.s. .^
■
!. Beverley. Acock to Roy Curtis,
and commonsense instruction bn World Religion” in the September but he got all the blame.
During the intermission Europe was talking/babkstage-.to his Four .’ Wres.tcliffTon-Sea, . Eng., Sept. 14.
style and the like.
Universalist Leader. His bestselling
By coincidence “Words On Pa-’ volume oh the major religions, Harmony kings and Roland; Hayes when Wright tore into the room; I He is an actor,
per” parallels the new Variety “Truth Is One,” will be issued in threw his drum in the. corner arid advanced toward Europe with his
BIRTHS
Style Sheet currently being pre¬ a French edition in Paris this fall. fists closed..
"I’ll kill you,” he screamed.
Charles Lynch, Ottawa, chief of
pared for its. staffers. There are
Mr. arid Airs. Tom. Trenklq*
With this he flashed a knife and Europe backed toward the wall; and- daughter. Sept. S,. NeW YorlL
differences, especially on telescop- Southam News Service, reelected
ings and certain spellings, but Cbp- president of the Canadian War Cor¬ raised a chair between himself and Wright who was crouched .likie a Mother, is actress Hertha Shea;
perud anticipates contemporaneous respondents Assn,, C. A.. Day and wildcat about to . spring on its victim,
.Somehow Wright got around the chair arid stabbed Europe high in father’s a legit pressagent, .
publications engaging in their own Pat Ussher, both with Canadian
Mr. and Mrs. Monte Kay, daugh¬
Press in Toronto, respectively the back of the neck, Then Wright fell and others grabbed him.
flavor and style.
Abeit.
Sissle on getting , the: news rushed to. Europe’s room arid found Jim ter,; Sept; 8; New York. Mother is
treasurer and secretary.
siriger Diahann Carroll; father is
tugging
at
his
high
military
collar.
By
the
time:
he
had
got
the
collar
Z Meyer Berger Awards
Richard Gwyn of Thomson News¬
. .
unfastened and taken his white stock-tie from around his neck, blood al talent rep. . .
Industrialist Louis Schweitzer papers bureau in the parliamentary was
M^ and Mrs,. Mark Richman,
spurting from a small rwound.
%
has made endowment of $20,000 to press
gallery
in
Ottawa,
appointed
daughter.
Sept,
10.
New;
York.
/n.,;
:
nu
An aiiiMUiauuc
ambulance was.
naj; rushed
iuoucu to.
tu, Mechanic’s
mcuiana 3 nan
Hall auu
arid me
the • back
uatn. door;];
uuui;
the Columbia U. Graduate School Ottawa edltor of Maclean-Hunter ;
dowrn to let in the stretcher; Europe was still: in command of Father is ah actor,
of Journalism for annual news¬ business publications to- succeed■
Mr. and Mrs; Jack Shaindlin,
senses and told Felix Weir, his assistant conductor,, to carry on
paper awards honoring the late Don Peacock, now with the Otta¬
Otta- the second half of theait
son. Sept. .5, New York. - Father is
program as if nothing:had happened.
N. Y. Times reporter and column¬ wa bureau of The Financial Post j A quick examination at the hospital showed that Europe’s condition a film arid tv riiusical director.
ist Meyer <Mikei Berger.
Wilson E. Albee, ex-mbnaging was .serious and his life might be saved Only by an operation. He was
.Mr. , and Mrs. Leslie . ; Linder,
Called the Mike Berger Awards, editor and chief editorial writer of in the Boston City Hospital emergency; room.
. „ daughter, Loudon, Sept. 3. Mother
the first two cash prizes of $500 the San; Jose (Cal.) Mercury, died
The news spread fast .that the great jazz king had been stabbed by is actress Dorotily Alison; he’s an
each may be made early next year Sept. 7 at San Jose. Ha was 70. his drummer-boy during an Intermission. Wright handcuffed, was Agent;
to metropolitan New York report¬ Wife survives.
Mr; ; arid Mrs. Tino . Valdl,
brought in to the .emergency room. Detectives asked Europe it this
ers who have distinguished them¬
William R. Hall, Sunday editpr w:as the boy who stabbed hlrii,
daughter, London, Sept 3. Father
selves in the Berger traditiori of of. San Francisco Examiner, has.:
“Yes, that’s Herbert, but please don’t lock him up. He’s a good boy. is a singer.
fine reporting. Editors are bieing been named promotion manager of He just got a little excited tonight.”
Mr., -ands Mrs. Walter .Jokel,
,■
invited to submit entries by {Oct. the Hearst. daily;
He succeeds
After the concert Europe’s band rushed to the Boston City Hospital. daughter, London. Sept;' 3. Mother
10,
Gray Creveling, promotion man¬ There they were told their bandleader’s condition was critical and only is actress. Carol Ann Ford; father
Berger was a Times reporter for ager since 1940, who left the paper one thing cb.uld Possibly save;him. That was some blood transfusions. is theatrical manager.
80 years, a Pulitzer Prizewinner to go into public relations.
Mr; arid. Mrs, John Justin,
All offered to give blood. The orderly rushed up the stairs; to the
and one of the best known news¬
London*
Sept.
11,
Sumner N. Blossom is new vice- operating room. He was gone only five minutes but to those left behind daughter,
papermen of his time.
i
chairman of the Crowell-Collier it seemed like hours.
Mother is actress Barbara Murray;
Winners will be selected by a board, with Raymond G. Hagel suc¬
Ultimately they , heard; steps in the hall and saw doctors, internes, father, is an actor/
Mr, ;and Mrs/ Richard O’Brien,
Jury including Frank S. Adams, ceeding him as president, and Wil¬ nurses and a chaplain coming toward/them. They were headed by the
'daughter, New York, Sept. 10. Fa¬
Berger’s last editor; Robert Bird, ton D. Cole, chairman, continuing young orderly who had asked for voiunteers for blood transfusions;
N. Y. Herald Tribune reporter* and r.s chief executive officer. Hagel
He shook his head and whispered , to the band, “Lieutenant Europe ther is with the Dorothy EOss pub¬
licity office.
Mrs. Meyer Berger. Along with has been executive veepee of C-C is dead.”
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over a 25-year span rose to branch
and, later, district manager; In in¬
dependent, . as general sales man¬
ager. At the time of his death he
was executive assistant to the v.p.
of Trav-LerRadio Corp., Chicago.
A brother, Herman Gorelick,
man» a police reporter for. the Har¬ owns Bealart Pictures,-St. LoUis
lem Home News arid as a freelance indie. Other survivors include his
writer.
wife,-daughter/, four sisters, and.
. Then, . with his first . produced three other brothers.
play, “The Firebrand/' a comedy
about Benvenuto Cellini, which
JAMES DUNCAN WEBB
opened on Broadway in 1924, he
James Duncan Webb, .51, presi¬
focused on. playwrighting: The dent of C. J; LaRoche & Co., Inc.,
play had a successful, run and in an advertising agency, died Sept
1934 was filmed as “The Affairs 15 in Greenwich, Cohn., after a
of Cellini.” ' A musical legit ver¬ brief illness^
sion called. “The Firebrand of
He began his career with Domi¬
Florence,” with music by the late nick fc Dominick, a brokerage
Kurt Weill iand lyrics by Ira firm. He later became advertising
Gershwin, was produced in 1945, manager of the American Disiillblit' Was not successful:
iing Company: He joined Young &
His next play, “Children of < Rubicam, in 1943 and four years
‘ later was made veepee and account
supervisor: in 1951 he joined the
LaRoche company as executive
veepee and the following year was
named president.
His wife, two daughters, mother
and - a sister survive.

OBITUARIES
BENJAMIN B. KAHANE
Benjamin B. Kahane, 68, vicepresident of Columbia Pictures,
and president of the Motion Pic¬
ture Academy of Arts & Sciences
(Oscars), died of a heart attack
Sept.. 18 at Las Vegas while holi¬
daying with his wife.
Kahane was .admitted to the
Illinois bar. ih 1912 and his firm
was counsel for the Western
Vaudeville Managers Assri. Later
in New York he helped organize
the Orpheum Circuit, the west^ofChicago bigtime vaudeville tour
aligned with B;. F. KCith. He Was
general counsel, secretary-treas¬

Tom Driscoll. Huso started bis
theatre csrear at the. age of 18 In
a Portland vaudeville act -from
where, he went to Broadway: He
played in road companies until his
retirement in 1923.
Surviving are his wife and two
daughters.
KATE G. WARRINER
Kate G.. Warriner, 46, actress
and voice teacher, died Sept. 15 in
Boston, Mass., after a long ill¬
ness.
. During her career she appeared
in. numerous plays including
“Mother Lode,” “Mary of Scot¬
land,” “The Children’s Hour,”
“Glory to All,” “Victoria Regina,”
“The Merchant of Venice” and
“The- Philadelphia Story.”
Her brother, and two sisters sur¬
vive.
TONI BARI
.■ Tony Bari, 46, nitery and disk
singer, died Sept. 15 of. cancer, in
New York. He had been ill. for
some time. One of his latst dates
in New York was at the Gondolier.
Bari came to major attention in
New York during a run at the now
defunct Havana Madrid. He toured
nightclubs both in this country and
ih the. Caribbean area, and record¬
ed on variousTabels:
.. Survived by parents; four broth¬
ers and two sisters.

office for tight years. Xarlierte
his career he had owned a radio
station In Sioux Falls, S.D., and
before World War II was with the
station WRC, Washington, D.C.
Wife, daughter and son survive.
DAVID H. WINNIE
David H. Winnie, 67, longtime
trapeze performer, died recently
in Charlotte, N.C., when he slipped
before some 1,500 spectators at the
Eaton County 4-H Club .Fair. He
[was climbing down a 45-foot tower
with his.daughter, Patricia, to take
a bow. He fell On his daughter who
was seriously injured.
Another daughter also survives.
PAUL A. STANHOPE
Paul A. Stanhope Sr., 73, vet
makeup man, died in Hollywood
Sept. 9. He entered motion pix in
1920 after a career in the legit
theatre, and had headed makeup
departments at Hal Roach, Selznick and other studios before
turning to freelancing five years
ago.
Son and sister survive.

JOHN DE LACY VAN EPPS
John De Lacy Van Epps, 81,
former vaudeville performer and
silent films director, died Sept. 15
in Teaneck, N. J. He was assistant
director for Pearl White in the
“Perils of Pauline,” silent film
series. In Vaude, he Was a pianist
D1NO GALVANI
and comedian.
Dino Galvani, 69, stage and
His wife and son survive.
radio actor, died Sept. 14 in Lon¬
don. He was born in Milan, and
founder of Variety and Doily Variety
ROBERT COSGROVE
came to England in 1921 to play at
Robert Crosgrove, 60, a former
the Court Theatre. He made several actor who was employed at Colum¬
West End appearances, but made bia Pictures for the past 10 years,
MAY 19, 1873 —SEPT, 22,1933
his reputation mainly on radio.
died of a heart attack at the Will
Early in his radio career he had Rogers Memorial Hospital, Sara¬
made a success in the Cafe Colette nac Lake. He had gone in for
QUEENIE VASSAR
Queenie Vassar, 89,. musical series. He’s recalled primarily as treatment of tuberculosis a short
comedy performer, of the ’90s, died Signor So-So in the ITMA series. time ago.
Survived by a son..
in Hollywood, Sept.. 11 following
Survived by sister and brother.
surgery.: She was the widow of
PAUL J. WEATHERWAX
actor Joseph Cawthorn. Originally
I
Richard
B. Lynch, 57, veteran
Paul J. - Weatherwax, 60, vet film
brought to the U,S. from her
native Glasgow in. 1884 by pro¬ editor and two-time Academy Columbus, O. Dispatch newspaper¬
man
and
musician,
died Sept. 7 of
ducer Tony Pastor, Miss Vassar i Award winner, died of a heart atappeared in shows which included I tack Sept. 13 in Hollywood. He had a heart attack while at work. He
was
the
first
Negro
on the editor¬
VA Trip to Chinatown,” “The ibeen. associated with various
Country Fair;" “Belie of. New | studios, 20th-Fox and UI among ial staff of the paper in 50 years.
At
one
time
he
was
a pianist for
Darkness,”
opened
in
1930
Under
York,” .“The Toreador,” and “Sis¬ ■them; and copped Oscars for
urer and later a veep of Orpheum.
In 1926 when Keith-AlbeerOr- his own direction, but soon closed: ter Mary.” She. was also seen in | “Naked City” and “Around the WFMJ, Youngstown, O. His wife,
j
two
daughters
and
a
son
survive.
pheum was formed by merger he it was. revived two. seasons ago for such films, as “The Primrose Path' World in 80 Days.” At the. time of
a successful run at the off-Broad• again was attorney and veepee:
Dino
Borhioli,
60,
Italian
oper¬
way
theatre.
Circle
in
the
Square.
Thereafter Kahane was a party
IN MEMORJAM
atic tenor who toured the U.S.
His first, contact with films was
to the negotiations involving David
land
Britain
in
Italian
operas
after
in
1919
when
he
Worked
for
Sam¬
Sarnoff of RCA, the late M. H,
: World War I, died Sept. 12 inAylesworth of NBC, and the Rocke¬ uel Goldvvyn. Among his screen
|
Florence,
Italy.
He
made
his
Me t¬
credits
were
“Merrily
We
Go
to
fellers Which bore fruit as the
SeCtcmlwr 27, 1947
ropolitan Opera debut in 1935 as
Radio City Music Hall. By 1932 he Hell,” “Not So Dumb,” “The Buc¬
We'll always miss you. .
[ Rudolfo in Puccini’s “La Boheme.”
was in Hollywood as president of caneer;” “Exile -Express,” “Rio,”
THE STAFF OF WARNER’S MUSIC COS.
RKQ Studios. He signed Ginger “They Met 1 Bombay,” “To Be
0
Rogers and Katherine Hepburn; or Not to .Be,” and “A Royal Scan¬
Thomas Garrison Puddy, 47, a
among other talents, and the John dal." His other plays include “Sun¬ and “None But the Lonely Heart-” his. death he w;as cutting Columbia theatre manager of College Sta¬
Ford classic of the Irish troubles, rise in My Pocket,” “Thb Last
Pictures’ “Raisin in the. Sun.”
tion, Texas, died Sept. 14 in the
Survived by a son.
“The Informer/’ was made during Mask,” “I Am laughing,” “The
Wife survives.
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital,
Last Love of Don Juan” and “A
the Kahane RKO tenure.
MIKE FITZGERALD
Saranac Lake, N.Y. Wife and tw
After the exit in 1934 of Pandro Night at Madame TusSaud’s,”
Michael (Mike) Fitzgerald,, man¬
FABIOLA A. S. SAMAYOA
daughters survive.
S. Berman,' Kahane served as pro¬ which is scheduled to tour this ager of radio station CKAR, Hunts¬
Fabiola Araceli Sarti Smayoa,
duction head as well as RKO prez. season prior to its. Broadway ville, Oht:, died of a heart attack 32, Guatemalan citizen and part of
Robert C. McKew, 67, retired
He initiated a system of unit pro- preem. At one time he was a press there Aug. 31. He was an announcer team Fabiola & Rene who did a film executive, died Sept. 14 ih
in the early days of “Studio One.” mental and telepathic act, died Dublin. Retired last year after 50.
Born in St: Catharines, Orit.,; Sept. 9 in Mexico City as result of years in films, 31 of them as Irish
Fitzgerald worked. On radio sta¬ a self-inflicted gunshot wound.
In Loving Memory
manager of Rank Film Distributors.
tions in that area and later joined
He allegedly shot and killed
CBO, Ottawa: He also was a dee jay partner Procopio Rene Delgado
Eugene Schnyder, 72, manager
on: CFRB and CHUM, both Toronto. . Villalba, 24, for unknown reasons
More recently he had been free¬ five days before act was to have of the accounts payable depart¬
ment at Allied Artists home office,
September 20, 1958
lancing.
debuted in Mexico City.
died Sept. 6 in Astoria, L.I. His
Surviving, ark his wife, son and
wife, son and daughter survive.
daughter.
WYLMA BURKE
ducerst Resigning in 1936. to join agent and served as Arthur Hop-?
: Wylma Burke, 39, vaude per¬
Kenneth H. Keenan, 46, leader
FRANK STEFFY
Columbia Pictures he eventually kins’ drumbeater.
former, died recently of a cerebral
His. son, brother, two sisters ahd
was Harry Cohn’s .top executive.
Frank Steffy, 75, managing di¬ hemorrhage, in Geneva, Ill. She of the Kenny Keeman Quartet,
Toledo
dance band, died Sept. 7,
a
stepdaughter
survive.
rector ahd house manager of had performed with the WGN
From the 1930’s until his death
Minnesota Amusement Co, (United Opera in Chicago in the 1930s and His wife, daughter, parents and
Kahane1 was active in industry - af¬
granddaughter
survive.
later
she
worked
clubs
as
a
singer
Paramount tire u it) Minneapolis
ALFONSO O. TIRADA
fairs, notably in the Academy and
Dr. Alfonso Ortiz: Tirada, 67, theatres for 24. years from 1932 .to and musician. With her husband.
as Hollywood’s; spokesman when
Charles Walton, 63, Leeds
President Roosevelt set Up the Mexican tenor, and one of the first
branch manager for Rink Film
National. Recovery Act: Busy,: too, to internationalize the music of his
Distributors, died in Leeds, Eng.,
IN LOVING REMEMBRANCE
in Community' Chest* and Jewish native land, died of a heart ailment
Sept. 9. He had been with R.F.D,
Welfare Fund work, he was a fervid Sept: 12 in Mexico City, He won
for 25 years.
Opponent of Communistic infiltrar fame in toUring foreign countries
Sept. 18, 1958.
tion in the studios. His prestige in where fie was Often labeled “The
J. Rudolph Peterson, violinist
Lyric Ambassador of Aztec Song.”
the last decade was exceptional.
Rett in Reece
and onetime Minneapolis Sym¬
Tirada
began
his
career
in
1922
phony Orchestra member, died
. Beside his widow his survivors
SUE oad TOM PHILLIPS
in'
Massenet’s
“Manon.”
He
was
Sept. 8 in Minneapolis. His wife
include a daughter, . Mrs. Chester
survives.
Bonbff, a son, Benjamin Jr., three active Until 13 years , ago when he
grandchildren, and two nontheatri- retired because of a heart coiidi- i 1956, when ho retired, died Sept. 5 Bill Burke, she performed in a
j in San Pedro, Cal.
cocktail trio known as Two Bees &
Dr. Joseph W. Clokey, 70, com¬
cal brothers in . Chicago., Rabbi tion,
Steffy. had come to Minneapolis a Queen.
poser of more than 300 choral
Edgar Magnin officiated at Wil- - Apart from , operatic roles in
“Pagliacci,”
“Madame
Butterfly;”
Husband
survives.
from
New
York,
where
he
held
works,
symphonies and operas,
ahire Temple on Tuesday (20) noon. etc., singer gave concerts of con¬
similar positions with several, thea¬
died Sept. 14 in Los Angeles.
temporary Mexicap songs. He tres; He moved to California last
LESLIE
A.
HENRY
J. CHEEVER COWDIN
waxed a total of 400 records during year..,
Leslie A. Henry, 77, prominent
Isaac Davies, 82, cinema pioneer,
J. Cheever Cowdi , 71, former his careen
A sister and two. brothers sur- figure on the California sports died recently in Manchester. Eng.
chairman and major stockholder of
A composer and singer; he also
scene and father of actors Bill He was Yorkshire manager of the
Universal Pictures, died in New was a skilled surgeon.
Henry and : Tom Brown Henry, old. Ideal Films Co.
York of a heart attack Sept. 16.
Surviving are his wife, daughter
HARRY PENBROOK
died of a: heart attack Sept. 11 in
Story in picture section.:
and two sons.
Harry Penbrook, 73. one of the Long Beach; He was instrumental
Leo Weiner, 75; leading Hun¬
oldest Aim ieiy*ras in point of act¬ in bringing the 1932 Olympics to garian composer and Kossuth
EDWIN JUSTUS MAYER
SAM GORELICK
ing, died in Hollywood Sept. 14. L.A;, and was spohsor of such prize-winner, died Sept. 14 in
Edwin Justus Mayer, 63, play¬
Sam Goreiick, 59, vet film (dis¬ He was active from 19Q8 to 1953. athletes . who. turned actors as Vienna.
wright and screenwriter, . died. tribution exec in Chicago, died . Son survives.
Johnny Weissmuller.
Sept. 11 in New York, after a brief there Sept. 10. He had headed the
Wife also survives.
Father, 82, of stage and screen
illness.
Chi RKO office and had also repped
H. AUGUSTUS HUSE
producer-director Elia Kazan died
.He began his .writing career the J. Arthur Rank organization
JAMES E. SWEET
H.-Augustus Huse, 85, who made
Sept. 17 at his home In Rye, N.Y.
when he was 25 years old by pub¬ in that city.
James E. Sweet, 51, account exec
2,000 appearances in Mark Twain’s
lishing his autobiography,/ “A
After starting as an office boy play; ypuddin* Head Wilson,” died for CBS Radio Network Sales,
Brother, of Thomas H. <Toro)
Preface to Life.’’ Before this fie ■ with Paramount in Chicago, he; in Bath, Me., Sept. 15. He played [ died Sept 10 in Evanston,. Ill. He Lewis; v.p. of C. J. La Roche ad
worked as a Wall Street customer’s ! went to the'RKO office, there and the longrun in the character of [had been with the CBS Chicago agency, died Sept. 6 in Troy, N.Y.
JULES BUFFANO
Jules Buffano, 62, . composer and
musical director-pianist for Jirnmy
Durante for 18 years, died of a
stroke Sept. 12 in Hollywood. He
had beert - stricken two weeks
earlier, shortly after a rehearsal
with Durante. .
Musical director of Metro’s first
big fibnusical “Broadway Melody,
Buffano authored such hits as
‘Thanks for the Buggy Ride” and
“Christmas Comes But Once a
Year.”
Daughter survives.
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DON BERNARD

BEN (JACOBS) LERNER

"DID YOU CATCH E.G. ON CHANNEL 10?"
Jhe play was "The Shrike1’ and, as always, S.OVMdrshall gave^q:$TunnTrig performance.
What you might not expect is the fact that the progcam was Jeleaash live; in England, oh
the Independent Network. When it comes to tVprogramming, whatyoULmight not expect1
is frequently seen on GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND
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JULES VERNE AS HISOWN HERO
N.Y. Nitery Biz» Sparked by Federal
Tax Slice, Booming Like Wartime Era
By HY HOLLINGER
4
A general upbeat in the nitery
business in New York is being
r -i* I ,i *
. Old gag among producers and
Use of closed-circuit television,' f i • ■ , ..
ascribed
to the lowering of the
directors to effect that the only
linking political dinners through¬
20% cabaret tax to 10%. The
l
»r I
ni •
great writer , is, a dead writer
out the country, has become an ac¬ i
current
boom,
which started late
llailffhrpr BC lAKVil IWlBV seems particularly apropos in case
cepted method in recent years to ■ VdUgUW
ttb luiiyu
o£ the laU Jules Verne (1828August and is now going full blast,
“bail out” the two major political
is
not
only
filling
most of the rep¬
Hollywood.
Sept.
27.;
Tokyo, Sept. 27.
1905), who seems likely to outparties. Since 1954. the year closedTed HUsing,, after a prolonged resentative rooms and hotels, but
Laura (Mimi) Mac Arthur, daugh- distance the Bible as asingle source
circuit tv was used for the. first ter of U.S. Ambassador' Douglas for big money motion pictures'.
absence due to . illness, returned has provided employment to more
time by politicians, the medium has Mac Arthur 2d. is appearing as a
Because 20th-Fox’s “Journey to again to the radio scene yesterday cafe performers than a year ago.
raised more than $20,000,000 for disk jockey on a program called The Center of The Earth,” released (Mon.) with a 15-min\ite onceThe prevailing feeling is that
party coffers.
“Midnight Junction” oh J.OQR, late . last year, has' already taken weekly stanza on KFI here. It’s the 10% reduction is doing its
The Republican National Com¬ Tokyo.
work;
and bonifaces now feel that
called
‘Ted
Husing
Remi
isces.”
in almost $5,000,000 in domestic
mittee', which, according to Chair¬
Husing has Tom Harmon, Leo elimination of the tax altogether
Miss MacArthur, who speaks in rentals and seems likely to hit at
man Thruston Morton,
con¬ Japanese* tapes her shows in ad- ieast $6,000,000, t h r e e Verne Durpcher, Joe Louis, Frank Leahy would spark more employment of
fronted “with a most difficult, Vance for 15-minutes airtime-night- y/orks released since 1954 have ac? among the Sports personalities list¬ performers and musicians but
financial, problem,”
relying, ly, beginning at 12:40: a m- She will counted for total of rentals ap- ed for appearances on the ; KFI would also cause the opening of
heavily
tomorrow’s (Thurs.) continue
Cpntinue tne
the sunt
stint lor
for a montn.
month.
proximately
proximatelv $35,000,000 fn the show. He’s f.also set to Interview more cabarets throughout the
“1960 Campaign Dinners,’* an event
—'
’•; • • '—;—“■——
home territory. Using the 50-50 George Jessel, Pat O’Brien and countrythat will be seen ap’d heard simul¬
At present, indications are that
•
rule:of-thiimb, world gross on the Joe E. Brown.
taneously in 36 cities throughput •|
the
cafe
industry
is hitting
three should hit about $70,000,000,
September peaks. For example,
the country.
|Vr|l||ln
or even more, since the Verne maJoe
E.
Lewis
is
the
usual
Septem¬
Theatre
Network
Television,
terial is particularly big overseas,
ber and October headliner at the
Which pioneered the use of closedw;' * |
In addition to “Journey,” the
Copacabana, N. Y. The Latin
circuit. for political fund-raising, is
A iiJiamaa m Aiilil
pix are United Artists’ “Around
Quarter has the fill-in Japanese
producing and providing the net¬
show prior to the opening of its
work facilities for the dinners.
Afwwviiyv
000) and Buena Vista’s “20.000
own
production. The jazz rooms
Some 3Q.000 people at $100 a plate
II* HO HP ■■•lit
Leagues .Under The Sea” ($8,000,are offering a list of headliner
are expected to hear and see Presi¬
calibre
which is comparable with
dent Eisenhower (from Chicago)
Hlt I A" fS Million r Filmmakers obviously are not
that of other years. New York
making his first political speech
f
v ■Miduvy miss:ng this lesson. American Inbusiness
hasn’t been stronger with
of the. 1960 campaign. Vice Presi¬
Kennedy and Nixon, With con^asuc^Ten^l^for,e
the exception of the war years.
dent Richard M.. Nixon (from. Bos¬
certed
help/of
threetv
networks,
.
^
unTil
However,
there aie some dark
ton), Ambassador Henry Cabot earned on Monday (26) probably ‘•Master
of The
The World,
World.” jnd
and Is
Is
Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
Master of
spots around the country. Chicago,
(Continued: on page 78)
A suit against 28 disk jockeys
the largest audience in television
(Continued on page 78)
(Continued on page 78)
and 11. distributors to stop payola
history. The average audience for '
■■
? ;
_
was filed in Common Pleas Court
the 9:30^10:30 p.m: meeting of the
m a
here.
by
district
attorney
Victor
H.
two Presidential candidates was.K A J A\ 1/
lfll' I
Blanc, who asked for a preliminary
estimated ..at between 72,000.000 M l fill Y tllCo 1111 1
.injunction against, the group.
and 75.000,000 viewers by a spokes■
*
! The 11 distribs and 12 of the
iah for American Research Bufwnt in .
•
reau, which based the Count on the
I 11 || Aftf If n innlrt dee jays had agreed. to the injunc¬
returns from.
ight nation£ f 1 Vu
lVv |ttlu tion being issued before the suit
was filed; Assistant d.a. Jerome
al rating service.
•
W
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Balka turned over the consent de¬
, By adding to this total the numW
a
If Sir Laurence Olivier can hoof ber of people who only tuned in
Tokyo. Sept. 27KlQPlfllCT rfAnlA crees' and then conferred with' ti
in “The Entertainer,” Jose Ferrer i
Judge David Ullman. The 16 jocks
Doubts expressed last year by
for
awhile
and
then
tuned
out,
a
Ulllvlllldl
1
1
UlIC
can sing opera; in Pudcini-s “Gian- j figure of more like 100.00O;0Q0,
who refused to sign the decree Japan exhibitors on prospects hern
ni Schicchi,” as he proceeded to i
for UA’s “On the Beach” were fur¬
(Continued on page 76)
Trustees nf
of the Academy of TeieTCIedemonstrate last Saturday evening Americans, are believed by ARB
ther erased as the anti-nuclear
(241 at the Brooklyn Academy of to have watched Kennedy “debate’' vision . Arts & Sciences, in Scottsbomb film went into ^general re¬
Music. But of Olivier’s hoofing, as Nixop,...Latter figure is based bn' dale, Ariz:, rejected a recommeiidalease
in this city.
of Ferrer’s operaties. it is neces¬ speculation, since at deadline yes- tion by writer Rod Serling to form
Film, which has already placed
sary, in a professional journal, to j terday (Tues.). ARB had not worked a committee to investigate alleged
as one of top earning imports of
(Continued on page ,78)
78)
video blacklisting;
,
(Cohtinued
..direct the tribute to the cleverness.!
the year, set house record at Shin•'' —r-T—----. •'
.
... The meeting of AT AS officials
of the simulation rather than the!
juku Tokyu with. 6.129 Sunday ad¬
I
•
n
.
C
L
Pi'll
from
all.
points
in
the
country
substance of the art. In $hort both i
missions. For first five days of
decided, that while there are still
legitimate veterans are wonder¬ James uea& CCuOeS utlii)
playing' in . Tokyu seven-theatre
ma
. ' iif
mi , n
evidences of blacklisting, it was
Hollywood, Sept. 27.
fully adept fakers.
chain, film drew boff 68,295
Restricted . to a “few advertising
Wives of Cameramen’s Local
The one^act opera is Ferrer’s an¬
.n - f
. agencies” and that if ATAS were : 659 .have started a telephone cam- patrons.
swer to the current dearth of film
Kehel WlHlflllt faiKP t6 reopen the issue it might do ; paign in California, New York, Il¬
”
(Continued on page 78)
tidier VVIIUUUI UtUdC more harm than good to people linois and Massachusetts against
. Mexico City, Sept. 27.
who once were, blit no longer are* Ava, Gardner pix, including her
-While; the. Film Bureau, remains on blacklists,
current fifstrun release, Metro's
ihum, there’s some doubt as to exTwo other major decisions at the “The Angel ; Wore Red.” Miss
tension of exhibition permit' for ..meeting, headed by president Gardner has been living in Madrid,
“Person to Person” last Friday
“Rebbl Without a Cause,” starring Harry S. Ackerman, were (T) to working iii various lands.
(23) pulled a scheduled interview,
.. Albany, Sept. 27, "1 the late Janries Dean., Mexican ex- sponsor an International' Television
Action is part of the lensers’ made earlier on tape,, with actor
Sylvester j. Albano, justice of: hibitiori peri it on this, valid for Festival, in the spring of ’61 in campaign to stop overseas produc-: Roddy McDowell because it was
the peace in Coeymans and owner J 48 months, has expired and distrib- N; Y,....and (2) to up tne numbpf. tion of films Which they, claim! allegedly felt that the actor had
of Albanp’s Drive-in at Rayena, has; utprs have tp solic.it the Bureau for of Emmy awards next year from should have been ; made in the , laid in one plug too many for the
21 to 24.
been elected first Vicepresident of a new permit.
U. S. According to IA prexy Rich-; place where he’d purchased his
Second International fest. In ’62, ard Walsh, it’s hot possible “at j home furniture. Substituted was
the N. Y. State Magistrates’ Assn. 1 In recent months, much criticism.
He was installed (22) at the an- '• has been' hurled at film, not so will .be held in Los Angeles, ATAS this time’’ to get widespread sup- j another tape with Gallic performer
hual convention in Grossirigef’s by ; much for content as use^tjf.title in- has requested spokesmen from, port among the projectionists for] Line Renaud.
Edward A. Scott, police justice of identifying, “mixed up” youth.jeach of the three American tv the cameramen’s campaign.
Under the new Federal law regu¬
Pelham Manor and judge of the i Various organizations h a v e asked j webs to address the first fest and
With the exception of Chicago,! lating plugola, it was felt that ths
television production, “The Verdict! authorities to withdraw exhibition j the industry org is also laying attacks thus far have been con-. McDowell segment might lay CBS
Is Yours.” Albano has been a J.P.! permit because of adverse nation1-''! plans to: get-, the next President of centrated on the cast and west open to a slap from the FCC, and
14 years. He also conducts a bar-j wide publicity given tp: reaT life ..thP 4J. S, to address the body on coasts. Picket lines are now in, web’s program practices depart¬
bershop in Ravena.
I
(Continued on page 78)
j
(Continued on page 78)
process of being organized.
[ ment yanked tbs segment

Ambassador MdCArtOUr 8
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Ted Husing’s AM Comeback

Hullv DA Fires
The Wom 11186 :Days" woo,Payola Suit Vs.
Jockeys, Distribs

Jose Ferrer As
An'Opera Singer!

Japanese Accept
Nuclear'On Beach’

Blacklist Probe

James Dean Echoes SliO;
Mexico May Hot
Not Renew
‘Rebel Without Cause’

Range of talents:
Exhib, Justice, Barber

Hen-Party Phone Drive
Versus Ara Gardner
As ‘Runaway’ Heroine

Too Many Plugs, ? to P’
Yanks McDowell Segment
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MISCELLANY

European Niteries Boomns as Jets
Make 12-Mo. Tourist Season: Fraday
The effects of jet planes, not j:et,4—“impact on travel and entertain-

?u%euftor«st.Itthl M pianV X
eliminate seasons, according to
Rene Fradav. who along with
Pierre Louis Guerin, is now in the
U. S. for production of the Lido
Show which opens Oct. 12 at the
Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas.
'kReduced fares in the offseason
■—b£ all mainr airlines as well as
the comparatively short trip, is
causing more travel to the Continent than ever before, says Fraday.
An increased influx is expected in
the fall, and possihlv in the winter.
Thus a permanent body of tourists
from America is expected to be in
Paris. The short term travelers
will give Continental amusement

After a hectic week covering the,United Nations and Soviet. Premier
■Khrushchev^ NBC Newsnmn Ric Ballad hit a, liill in the rieibs and sat
down to a typewriter to record some impressions of the week’s events.
The result was the following verse which'was called to the attention
of Dave Garroway, who read it on his “Today” show, Friday >(23), over
NBC-TV Network;.
" '

1 ■--—*

! WONDER AS TO VIDEO I
VALUE
OF ‘ROUGHIES’
w
aw w *•*«■*«#

ROMEO AND JULIET- REVISITED
An ode by. Nikita Khrushchev
(as told to R. A, Ballad)

Future television residuals are
a consideration in many a theatrical ; production currently being
' made. But what about the string
of blue not pictures?
Hardly seems likely that films
drawing beefs because of sex and
violence will ever find their way
to the intimacy of the home
screens.
----—"
■§
17 J P i II

(In the spirit, if not the style, of W.: Shakespeare)

SWING and SWAY with

[Vl6rCUry~r0rU llGt ulOrG
ni
IflI163£6
fFrom
1*0111 lDfl
Mileage
Ind’l1 5IlOWS
Shows
■
** _
_
hSd€rbefore. business tbat lit never Via 90-Minute Pic Feature

SAMMY KAYE

*

Currently
Roosevelt Hotel. New Vork City
Broadcasting C B S.
Exclusively DECCA RECORDS

Personal Mgt.: David Krengel
1619 Broadway, New York 19

According to Fraday, the Lido in
Industrial shows, the fastest
Paris is benefitting by increased j growing field In show biz, is reachattendance at its Paris cafe as a ing out into .new orbits. Hitherto,
result of the Las Vegas company, .the major function of these diswhich will open its third edition at plays was to inform dealers of new
the Stardust Hotel. Fraday says‘products, educate them into the
that those who have seen the show ; methods of selling, acquaint them
in Vegas and go to Paris later, will: with sales pitches, and should the
(Continued on page 78)
[session manage to entertain that
_
[was a plus; With the new filmed
'presentation for the edification of

Threat of Hotel
Strike Plagues
Phiffly Theatres

It’s More Angles Than Royal,
Family
When
Crosbys [ground
n*n 1
i iv i y *P

Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
A threatened strike of hotel em¬
ployees poses an acute worry for
Philly theatre’owners and the man¬
agements of Broadway shows, cur- .
rently in town or booked soon.
Next Friday (30) midnight is- the
deadline for a walkout of 13 mai jor local hotels by 4,500 members
"T»e Lincoln-Mercury Division I of Local 568, Hotel, Motel & Club
Th^UdiJ' (22)
>rn that
thttPrvo2hv
the Ford
Thursday
Crosby YYOUld 4o£ a*
4» • Motor
4 . eo.i has turned
^ _ i Employees, AFLrCIO..
be. at the series and would be ac-,to film this year to make lts maJor
Contract negotiations with the
^
pitch to its dealers and distribucompamed
_
...tj,. onman ■ Philadelphia Hotel Assn, are “hope„ . , - - by his wife. Katherine,
r»u;i;„ tors. T,.
It s a handsome wide-screen
-lessly deadlocked,” according to
LMsay and Den^s. Sy ht
‘ union president Larry Stolz. Ho¬
self had earlier revealed his com- about 9° minutes that embodies tels affected are the Adelphia;
ing when he cancelled a 1961 St. |
(Continued on page 78)
Bellevue-Stratford,
B e rij a m in
Patrick’s Day tape session in Dub- |
--Franklin, Drake, Essex, John Bar; PIT
M Aft DfID EYEPC
lin to be here for the series.
Eli RJV
tram, Penn Sherwood, Ritz Towers, t
Jack Berger, public relations ;; NLJVI
rlLIU AP-tUD
AU-tUP EACl/J
LAEt J
St. James, Sheraton, Sylvan ia,
man for the Firates, said that
PUTT IV TA 11ACA
A£>l EVDA ; Walnut Park Plaza and Warwick,
Crosby would probably sing the
LfllLLI
LfllLLI 1U
1U 1“04XAlU
1“04XAlU j Two current pre Broadway try¬
National Anthem before the first
di. outs, ‘‘Face of a Hero” and “The
If the feelings of the ad.pub di_
gfn?.e' TaCknew*eller,ri
Jackle Heller Vth^r
who \Y
will1 be
gfn?.e'
1)6 rectors
rectors 0£
of the
the major
major film
film com
com papa- • Wall,” are due to exit town. next
at the Town House during, the se- ni ■ nrpvail ™ *iahnrat* ind.,*- | Saturday (1), but “The Unsinkable
!i«hn3!!53
Finridf Vi®
nies Prevail> any alaborate in.dusnes. Phoned from Florida to s*> t
participation in the 1964 N. Y. [ Molly Brown.” which opened last
he would be available for the anFair will be eschewed. ; night (Mon.), is here for five weeks.,
(Continued on page 78)
Specifically, the ad-pub execs want
want;, “Laurette” is due to arrive next
-=—
no special building at the Fair and Monday. (3), as is the about-to-tour
Crown Prince of Japan
^expensive operation of any Broadway hit, “Five Finger Exer; cise:”
Pins Order on Johnston This was decided by the ad-pub ji An extra complication, from a .
Washington, Sect.
Washington.
Sept. 27
27.
directors committee of the Motion legit viewpoint, is the fact that
Eric Johnston, prexy of the Mo- Picture Assn, of America at a New .'this \is bullish period for convene.
tion Picture Export Assn., tomor-I York meeting last week. However, . tions, whibh presumably represent
row *Wed.> receives the First Class ! Ira Tulipan of Columbia suggested j considerable bo^offiee trade.
Order of The Sacred Treasure that a tieup with a Fair exhibitor
from the Crown Prince of Japan such as Eastman Kodak might have
at ceremonies at the Japanese Em- j possibilities.
bassy.
j A committee comprising Tulipan,
Order, one of Japan’s highest de-; Universal’S Phil
Gerard
and
corations, is being given the MPEA j MPAA’s Taylor Mills was named
chief for contributions to Japan- i to further study the situation and
ese-American friendship.
I develop recommendations.

pumps enthusiasm for a
growing America and it cites a
c .
rset of palatable statistics to make
J V„.’ dealers realize that the automotive
■World8
5 Vhiih
market has far from exhausted itJi,
not many sno\vf
.hoi *oiz
jSfLS&J
Picture
tvas
has put
ncti\iti&s ! self.
•
» ^j
oc\ given
-t two showhere in dither of which he knows mgs Monday .26) at Loews State.

I ittsburgh Pirates 1 own

George Jessel’s New Book:
Might-Have-Been Slants
On Deceased Celebrities

Subscription Order Form
Enclosed find check for
Please send VARIETY for

□ One Year
□ Two Years
Q Three Years

Ben Hecht is doing the foreword
jto George Jessel’s new book for •
Holt, “Elegy In Manhattan.” which
'deals posthumously with over 100
'(personalities from all (walks of life,
and how they might have pleaded
their cause or altered the courses
of their lives if they had it to do
all. over again. In. the “Spoon
River Anthology” manner—Jessel
frankly utilizes the Edgar; Lee
Masters pattern—thus 'Mike Todd
observes, “That’s what I get for
stepping out of character; instead
of renting a plane if I had bought
(Continued on page 78)

But hark! What shout from yonder picket breaks?
’Tis a boo?
Then the booer is a boor and bore.
War criminal on your sheltered shore*
'Sheltered by Ike of Gettysburg
Whom yet I love, despite his flaw.1
Heed not thei placards, newsmen . . .
Loving newsmen
Ragged, wretched, rumsoaked reporters
Of life beneath the Wall Street yoke.
Come!
Come close beneath my balcony.
This airy prison where I caper, prance and prowl
While I prove the bear can smile as well as growl.
Come closer, newsmen!
Nosy newsmen.
Ply me now with questions sweet
But deep, and full of guile
As all untrusting lovers do
Who long to know if love is true.
Come!
Press your suit.
But. not to suit your press . .
Those bloated swine who. bribe the scribe
With gold and credit line
To prate the party line
And mock the very sweat which marks
Your ink-stained brows .
Proud mark of Marx!
Play, sweet newsmen,
play this scene with me.
.Immortalize this balcony.
Then come with me to pastures sweet and green.
We’ll do the Bard’s midsummer dream
In Glen Cove’s wooded delb
And in the days which lie ahead
We’ll play the. Tempest
(Staged in Red)
With I, a pudgy Ariel . . .
And you, Mirandas, who will tell
And write of. brave new worlds
Which have such men
But prithee, newsmen . . ,
Vulgar newsmen!
Note you now my modest plea
That in your earnest jove for me
You not ignore that hairy ham
That poor Caribbean Caliban
Nonentity, but friend of man
Who sits in dreary penury
Plucking fowl and spinning dreams
Courageous foe of shaving. cream9.
Now go ....
.
Go tell, the world my words are friie.
And should the pink slip come to you»
(PINK! Ah, that’s a jest!)
.
Then do as Mitchell and Martin do.
Roam the land. Coo like a dov
And paint on rocks
“Lenin is Love.”
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Tom .Weatherly si—If

j 'Twas once a cowpath, so they; say,
: This garish stem called Old Broad¬
way;
And In its time, no doubt, was trod
By many a homespun, rustic clod.

J

Long since the shady lane gave
!
way .
! To concrete mix.and cheap display; *
. And never agai
iil a .mocking.|
!
bird
t
j Derisively scold, the lowing heriLi
; But though the scene is. rearranged,
: The human figures haven’tchahged,
| The strollers now, bjT hook or
crooks—
1 Still maintain that, country look.
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British Producers Want to See
Some Profit Earlier In the Audit

Predicament of Small Burg Showman
Detailed by Colorado Operator

•.—■—-—•
..—>—'—
»
London, Sept. 20.
By T. BID WELL McCORMICK
By VINCENT CANBY
Federation of British Film Mak¬
Denver, Sept. 27.
Perspective Note
ers, one of the two producer organ¬ Genet’s World'* Fair Tie . Though it may come as a surprise
The small town theatre today is
izations here, is renewing its at¬
Washington,. Sept. 27.
Albany, Sept. 27.
to some of their employers, many
only
living
on
its
depreciation, ac¬
More Russians saw Ameri¬
tempts to get agreement to the
Ira H. Genet, 57, president
of the screen’s “new faces1’ also
cording to George McCormick,
principle that picture-makers, who
can motion pictures during the
of the Queens St. Realty Corp.
have minds of their own; a fact not
owner,
of
the
Skyline
indoor and
have to. borrow money to get a set¬
and the Queens Chamber of
always evident hi Hie machine- . first six months of 1960 than
Sunset drive In theatres In Canon
up.shall have some returns at the
during the last 43 years com¬
Commerce, and former writer,
made publicity. campaigns used to
City,
Colo,
(no
relation
to this
bined, according to George V,
''•same time as some of the lenders.
producer and director for War¬
launch the average budding per¬
Variety reporter).
; Allen, U.S. Information Agen¬
ner Bros: is. one of three
As of nbw,: the. producer has to
sonality.
“Long
ago
we
ceased
to
make
a
cy director.
members appointed to the
Wait for any cash comeback till the
. To a reporter who has individual¬
profit and unless means are found
In his report to Congress
Temporary State. Commission
suppliers both' of front money
ly
interviewed
many
of
.
these
em¬
to
meet
the
growing
competition
of
on USIA activities during the
(usually a hank Which' discounts a .on the 1964 World’s Fair, by
bryonic stars in recent months, a
opening half of this year, AI- i big city longruns, we’ll just have to
Assembly Speaker Joseph F.
distrfb guarantee) and of end
composite portrait is manifest:; a
len said: “Out of the 102 mo- I close down here also—we have
Carlino, Of Nassau County.. .
money (often, in part anyway, the
pretty and/or handsome face,
tion . picture houses operating j already closed our Rialto in nearby
Senate majority leader Wal¬
Goveriiineht body National Film
coupled with a fearful ambition to
Florence, Colo.”, says McCormick,
in Moscow on June 30, there
ter j. Mahoney, of Buffalo,
Finance Corp. have been repaid,
succeed and gnawing sense of . in¬
who like his father before him has
Were 45 showing American
will
name
three
Commission
together .with interest; Now NFFC
security;
plus
some
very
definite,
operated theatres in the adjoining
films under an exchange
members later:
has indicated that it Is not averse
ideas 'on what’s wrong, with the
Colorado town£ for many years.
agreement
worked
out
last
to the notion of a producer getting
star buildup systeni as practiced
“We’ve had our ups and downs
year. The houses were packed
something back simultaneously with
(when practiced at all) by the ma¬
in the past,” says McCormick, “de¬
with
people,
and
the
reaction
itsel and has. »in* fact, operated
jor companies-today. '
pression,
strikes in industry but,
was highly favorable at the
'such a scheme in cahoots with As¬
The 7-Year Narcotlo
moment when official Soviet, never before this kind of shortage
sociated British Picture Corpora¬
of
product.
propaganda
attacks
against
the
The biggest bugaboo to many
tion. In addition there has been a
“Not that there isn’t product
U.S. yere at their worst.”
actors, still seems to be the old
cordial response from at least one
aplenty right now, but just try and
[ seven-year contract; with options
major banking concern.
get it. Of course, I understand
to be picked up at sixth-month in¬
It isn't expected that, In the
that the “distributors must get their
tervals by the employer. As. de¬
event of getting Wdder support, for ;
money out of their pictures as
scribed by Warren Berlinger, who
the principle, every producer will
quickly as possible and that we In
has just finished Columbia’s “The
want to take advantage. But there
small towns like Canon and
Wackiest Ship in the Army” on a
is will be, established should any¬
Florence cannot pay the prices or
free
lance
basis,
the
seven-year
one Want to operate thataway.
compete in potential grosses with
•For the first time In several contract is a■ sort of candy-coated
the big cities, but to have to wait
mfmths film stocks for the most narcotic: you know you shouldn’t
eight
months to a year or more for
part dropped in value last week. take it to begin with, but you do;
the larger towns to play off their
and
then
you’re
devastated
when
Reversal of a 'long-continuing up¬
extended
runs is not only dis¬
it’s taken away from you. Several
heartening, but ruinous.”
ward trend was concurrent with a years ago, Berlinger wanted yery
To
remain
quietly passive while
major decline In the overall mar¬ much to recreate his Broadway
Paramount is underway with a the special attractions are played
ket which saw prices go down to “Roomful , of Roses’* role in 20th- policy of “doctoring*’ its new pic¬ in neighboring big cities and ad¬
Fox’s “Teenage Rebel” film ver¬
the lowest level in two years.
sion.; So he. signed the long-termer tures on the basis of strictly- vertised on radio, press and tv be¬
. Issues on the New York Stock : “at no money,” made two pictures iinhearlded sneak showings in the fore one’s own eyes, and to see the
By JOHN G. HOUSER
Exchange have been, slumping for for 20th and then had his option east. Reaction of Par professionals cream of the theatre going publia
being syphoned off by auto trips
Hollywood, Sept 27.
dropped.
[ and general audience non-pros Is and bus excursions to Denver and
Sam Katzman. who went to 20th- the past month. Films became part
Official reason was that 20th had
(Continued on page 26)
Fox four months ago bit a verbal of the downbeat; whereas In past no immediate: work for him, but determining what changes, if any,
agreement with the late Buddy they were capable of resisting the the idea lingered that perhaps , he should be made in the as-yet un¬
Adler to produce“Wizard of Bagh- overall trend:
was no good, he should get out of released productions.
dad,” has now been signed to a
Analysis said the big fall in the the business,, etc;; etc. Then a.
“Tryouts” have been, held for
three-picture contract by new pro¬
market was due to uncertainties year later 20th. hired him to do “Cinderfella,” “Breath of Scandal,”
duction chief, Robert GpldStei
his “Blue Denim” stage role on
First of the three pix to roll about the international situation screen. That’s the Irony—and lack “Savage Innocents” and “Under 10
These showings have
will be ‘‘Gentlemen Pirates,” and to unsure economic conditions of continuity which dogs every ac¬ Flags.”
scripted, by Mel Levy, set to roll domestically. Films’ wide was not tor’s career, because, no matter taken place in Loew’s neighbor¬
early in .November. An untitled a reflection of lessened interest In how successful, he’s only as. good hood theatres in the New York
metropolitan area, other spots In
.original.--about; Mississippi gamblers theatricals, they said; but was sim¬ as his last assignment;
Washington, Sept. 27.
with screenplay by Jesse Lasky ply a technical, or psychological, . A pretty young actress, who has Nyack And New Rochelle and in
Par’s own homeoffice projection
Dividends paid by film com¬
reaction
to
overall
big
board
dip.
Jr. and Pat Silver follows in late
appeared in three films, in the
panies during the first eight
Among :the losses were: Colum¬ last of which she was singled out room.
November and ‘‘Cypress Gardens,”
The auditioning of the new pix months of this year are running
original: by Lou Mbrheim is slated bia, $2.37^4; Disney, $2.62*6; Metro, for exceptional critical praise, told
so far has resulted in re-shooting j $865,000 ahead of the like period
for December and will be shot en¬ $1.12; LOew’s, 50c; Paramount,
(Continued on page 26)
of
the opening scene in “Cinder¬ of 1959, according to the Com¬
tirely on location in Florida. $2.12V£; 20th-Fox, $2.37^; War- i
fella,” starring Jerry Lewis. Orig¬ merce Dept.
Katzman early ^this Week regis¬ ners, $125; and Universal, $1.50.
They amount ''to $15,375,000,
inal
had a youngster playing Lewis
tered title ‘‘Merlin the Magician”
The slip of picture issues was
as a child. 1 Part is now played by against $14,510,000 the year be¬
with. MPA A title registration and hot regarded as too disturbing to
Lewis
himself.
fore.
August figures were up, too
additionally has a fourth project Wall Street, observers. Said one;
“10 Flags” was partially reedited —$1,706,000 this year, compared
for next year as a follow-up to his “These stocks are selling at strong
to
$1,311,000.
following
projection
room
viewing.
auccessful ‘‘Rock Around the prices and a little loss here and
Commerce doesn’t give the break¬
Clock” pic lie produced for Colum¬ there can. well be afforded:”
down
by
companies
anymore but
bia in 1956. Pic cost $300,000 arid
said the Increase was due to Re¬
has grossed more than $4,000,000;
public
Corp.
paying
in
August this
Hits Exhibs
Judge Saul Streit in N.Y. Su¬
year and not last/and because two
In confirming ..the new deal.
preme Court granted a permanent
new
companies
disbursed
divi¬
Kalzman let loose a torrent of
injunction restraining. Bernard K.
dends, General Drive In Corp. and
opinion arient the. picture business !
Hoffer and Exodtis Motion Picture
Movielab Film Laboratories.
Corp. from using "Exodus" as the
and ‘‘some sound advice for the |
title for an . Italian picture pro¬
TOA delegates and members Who
. Hollywood, Sept. 27.
duced in .1949 under the name of
should get off the floor and start
Exploratory talks which may
Hollywood, Sept. 27.
“II Gride Dell Terra” and released lead to the purchase, of California
swinging to get the public into
Authorized, number, of Electro- in the United States as “The Earth Studios, one of the oldest in Hol¬
(Continued on page 30)
, Vision Corp.'s no-par-value com¬ Cries Qut:” On Aug. 26. Justice lywood,
for $2,000,000, were con-,
mon. stock will be increased from Henry Epstein granted a temporary ducted last week between owner
3.000,000 tp 5,000,000 shares, by injunction against the use of the Phil Krasne and Phil Rapp, writervote of stockholders at annual title......
producer who reportedly has finan¬
meeting held. here.
Suit for ihe injunction had been, cing from a Texas syndicate.
Regina, Sept. 27.
However; according to prexy Ed¬ filed by United Artists . and the
Saskatchewan’s Socialistic gov¬
Studio, formerly occupied by
win F. Zabel, ‘‘there are no plans producing company. Qtto Prem¬ Edwin Carewe and Harry Sherman, ernment, in power 16 years, is co¬
presently to issue the newly au¬ inger’s Carlyle-Alpiiia SfA. “Exo¬ was taken over later by Enterprise operating at cost with' a British
thorized shares. Additional shares dus” is the title of Preminger’s re¬ Productions. For the past five subsid of 20th-Fox which starts
Hollywood, Sept 27/:
have been made available in the
Hard on Theatre Owners of event they are heeded to accom¬ cently completed film version of- years. It has been mainly a tv shooting a Royal Canadian Mount¬
production center.
Leon Uris’ bestselling novel.
ed Police picture hereabouts soon,
America’s attack on Hollywood plish future ‘’acquisitions.”
starring Robert Ryan and Torontoproducers last week for failure to
Theatre chain is now investigat¬
born Met singer Teresa Stratas.
keep nation’s theatres filled with ing a number Of promising ac¬
Provincially-owned bus company
product, 20th.-F.6x announced its quisitions, Zabel noted.
will,! at ..cost, take' 600 Indians from
biggest production splurge in
Stockholders . also
re-elected
their
homes to the shooting spot;
years. Disclosure of a program of firm’s board of directors, including
all lodges there will be winterized
. 20 films carrying an outlay of more Zabel, Robert L. Lippert, Sanford
and
above-ground
water lines in¬
I.
Drucker,
J.
H.
MacIntyre
and
than^$30,000,000 to start within the
sulated in case of an early winter.
next'90 days, was hicely timed as Martin Stone.;
Cypress Hills provincial park staff
Lineup is four more films than
theatremen Were in midst of their
London, Sept. 27. i and Spain, and is-a stockholder in will be provided at cost and meals
served sans profit.
13th annual convention here.
Schary’s ‘Advocate’ Set
Maurice Foster, a director, of - Italian' outfit which operates with
Producer Herman Weber ar¬
20th has started since Jan. 1 and
backing of Film Finances.
; Maybe Guinness Film Finances. Ltd., a. company I theSince
four more than it launched during, With
its formation in February ranged all this (subject to legisla¬
ture’s
approval, later granted) per¬
which
specializes
in
completion.;
Hollywood, Sept. 27.
first nine months of last year., In¬
1950, it has given completion
deed, if all 20 pix poised reach, the . Warner Bros, will release Dore guarantees to producers, planes guarantees for over 300 pix, in¬ sonally with Premier T. C. “Tom¬
my”
Douglas.
Many think he will
starting gate before Dec. 31 it will Schary’s ‘‘The Devil's Advocate” out for New York on Oct. 14 for. cluding many made by U.S. majors
give 20th a tptai of 36 productions which latter has been scripting for meetings with major producers and in Europe such as United Artists, be next national leader of the CCF
(Co-operative
Commonwealth
Fed¬
for calendar 1960, five more than, his indie company.
distributors: He will stay in Man¬ 201h-Fox, Paramount, Columbia,
-last.year.
. Alec Guinness Is interested Ih hattan until the end of the. month. Continental, D.C.A., Metro, Repub¬ eration), which easily won a recent
election
here
and
a
few
weeks
ago
In his disclosure of company’s playing one of the eight roles, ac¬
The company, which has been in lic and R.K.O. Radio. It has also
plans, production chief. Robert cording to Schary. Stage version of existence for more than 10 years, in provided guarantees for most of .threatened British Columbia’*
Goldstein revealed that newly add- the Morris L.. West novel starts , London, has recently set up its own the top British production compa¬ Credit government. Its federal rep¬
resentation is small but InfluentlaL
(Continued on page 30)
rehearsals Jan. 3 on Broadway. , organizations In: France, Germany nies.

Amusements Feel

Sam Katzman On

Paramount Docs
Read ’Em & Edit
At Eastern Sneaks

I960 Dividends
Up by $865,000

EkctroVision Shares:
2,000,000 More Voted,
Bat Not Now Issuing

Hoffer Can’t Use
‘Exodus as Tide Phil Rapp, Texas-Backed,

Seeks Ownership of Old
Cal Studios for $2-MiI

Saskatchewan Socialist
Backing for Moondes’
Film With Bob Ryan

'Em
Up For TOA to Read
After ‘Shortage' Blasts

Maurice Foster, Completion Guarantor,
Due for Film Huddles m Gotham
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Producers, Exhibs, Stars, Agents,—
All Hollywood As Ad Experts
The issuance of a call for a sym-; admen, are taking a hard look at
posium on industry .advertising the value of newspapers, particu¬
larly whether the cost of the news¬
practices by the publicity-adveFtis- paper space is justified by the re¬
lng. committee of the Motion Pic¬ sults. The value of other media is
ture Assn, of America stemmed. • being studied. New copy and art
of course, from the joint blast of approaches are being, weighed.
the Screen Producers Guild and j But, say the admen, the experimen¬
Theatre Owners of America. Fol-; tation has been stymied to a large
lowing a meeting of the two groups :1degree by those in power who con¬
to
huddle
over their
in Los Angeles prior to. the recent tinue
TOA convention, a statement was.:shoulders.
issued terming the film industry’s |
advertising as “sterile," “anti-1
quated” and the worst in American
business.
Although the MPAA pub-ad
group held its temper and decided
to pursue a “statesmanlike atti¬
tude" in meeting the severe attack,
members of the committee are in¬
wardly burning at the remarks.
Ottawa^ Sept. 27..
They feel—and a number of mem¬ ;; Not only million-pop. Toronto,
bers have supplied evidence to ( but 55,000-pop. industrial Brant¬
back up their contentions-1—that the ■;ford, Ont, less than 100 miles
very groups which
easily rapped!,away will vote on Sunday filhos
the industry’s advertising are the!;Oec. 5. City Council OK’d referen¬
'ones most responsible for the pres-. idum, 7-3, after Alderman John
ent-day conditions. It has been (iCastle Said theatre managers would
charged that producers and exhib- j;find it easier to schedule a five1
itors have been the stumbling! iday work week in a seven-nay. than
six-day period.
\
blocks which have prevented the
If approved, Sunday screenings
introduction of new advertising
ideas.
1Would, commence not before 1:30
p.m., with no feature starling later
Too Many Smarties
The main problem, it’s con- ;than 10 p.m. Lord’s Day Act will
tended, is the presence of too many jhave to be amended, before a local
cooks. Everyone connected with the bylaw can permit Sunday shows—r
industry, and especially producers ; allowed only in Quebec province
far.
and exhibitors, considers himSelf j so
j; Sunday sports, though, are al¬
an untrained advertising expert.! ready legal under it—in afternoon
Since many of these exhibitors and; only—subject to local approval,
producers have the power to sug¬ which will also be sought in a.Dec.
gest and demand, either through j 5 referendum. That’s election day
buying power ability or a favor¬ in most Ontario cities.
able picture-making record, they
enforce their opinions. Moreover,
performers and directors, depend¬
ing on the power of their Holly¬
Hollywood, Sept. 27.
wood talent agencies and their own
Universal has handed Sy Bart¬
boxoffice value, also get into the
a new contract to supplant his
act Not to be forgotten, too, are ; lett
old one, after studio execs saw,
many executives of the film com- i
panies, not excluding sales man-' advance footage on his currentlyshooting
production, “The 6th
agers and presidents, who also re-' Man,” starring
Tony Curtis. Pres¬
gard themselves as authorities in ent pact is extended two years un¬
the advertising field.
der new deal.
The contention of the admen is I Bartlett will make “The Execu¬
that none of them would dare to tioners” and “The Winged Horse,”
tell an actor how to act, a director1 both to star Gregory Peek and
how to direct, a . producer howr to made under their mutual Melville
produce, an exhibitor how to ex¬ Productions banner, under the
hibit, or a sales manager how to original arrangement.
sell, but each of these individuals j
are always ready to instruct the ’
advertising man how to advertise.
By the time the adman has syn¬
—
thesized all the diverse suggestions
and has had his ad campaign sec¬
ond-guessed ad infinitum, the re¬
sult is often the hodgepodge the
By HAZEL GUILD
detractors say it is.
Wiesbaden, Sept. 27.
Change Resisted?
•
: “Brutality” is still the top com¬
One adman has contended that ; plaint that the West German Selfit is useless for those in his posi-l Censorship Board aims at United
tion to attempt a new'idea because: States films.
no matter what revolutionary sug¬
The cerisors still find that too
gestion he may come up with, the much blood and guts are on the
industry continues to follow basic; screens, while the Americans have
concepts of advertising. These con- : not come up with the sexy scenes
sist of action, violence and sex. [ that have to be sliced out of other
Judging from the ads employed j foreign films,
for a number of recent pictures, ; “We have very little trouble with
including a number regarded above 1 spx scenes in American films. What
the ordinary, an adman is safe if j does concern us riiuch more is the
he follows the traditional tenets. I sadistic brutality depicted in some
However, if he deviates and the j movies,” according to Hermann
picture fails at the boxoffice. he j Kempf, an official of the Self-Cenis the one that is forced to shoulder | sprship Board.
the responsibility, although the j During, the past five years Amer¬
same entry might have flopped, ican film-makers have cut down
with a prosaic campaign.
j oil the violence somewhat, but
For the most part, the film com- ; there are still plenty of battle and
pany admen regard as ludicrous ex-; fight scenes that have tb be cut,
hibitor efforts to downbeat the ad j he said, with special emphasis ,on
campaigns- If an exhibitor is asked the gory westerns and war pictures
for an opinion, said an adman, the that the U.S. movie-makers turn
only thing he. can suggest is more out.
violence, more action, and more. The Germans are stillanxious
sex.
i to avoid Rims that show brutal
and Kempf explained that
No one seems to be quite sure soldiers,
Murphy’s “To Hell and
just what will come out of the sug- : Audie
Back” has been kept off the. Ger¬
gested symposium. Cynics believe; man screen because, “The filify
that it will result in the usual glorified militarism and portrayed
amount of lengthy talk that has false heroism. We are opposed to
characterized other industry con-; exaggerated heroics and killing for
claves arid that nothing concrete; killing’s sake.
will com'e out of it.
[ , “Our guide Is judging films is
However, there are indications ' whether a scene «fits into the action
that changes in the advertising ap- 1 or whether it was inserted to crem¬
proach are taking place. Just as ate a sensation.”
Hollywood underwent a complete j On the other hand, a realistic
upheavel and the distribution set¬ German feature “Die Bruecke”
up is showing signs of being mod¬ (The Bridge) portrayed the chil¬
ernized, so are there omens that dren who were pulled into Hitler’s
the ad practices are being altered army during its final brutal
and; that new avenues of approach riionths. One scene presented the
are being sought. The, industry's agonizing screams of an American

Ontario Votes On
Sunday Pix Due

U Repacts Bartlett

U. S. Films

Baltimore, Sept. 26.
A device to sell motion picture theatre admission tickets With,
vending machines has been developed by Universal General Reg¬
ister Corp., a division of Universal Controls. The machine, known
as Vendaticket, was unveiled at Universal Controls annual stock¬
holders meeting here last week..
v
The machine, according to the company, makes possible the
sale of theatre tickets without the presence of an operator: It’s
said to combine the functions of an electronic currency identifier,
automatic ticket issuer, and an electro-mechanical change maker
In one integrated mechanism.

MONEY FOR CAMPAIGN
IMPARTIALY HANDLED
All employes of the principal,
motion picture companies are being
invited to contribute personal funds
to the political parties of their
choice. Each company is setting up
its own machinery for the collec¬
tions . and the president of each
will supervise.
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture. Assn, of America,
said this week all contributions will
be private and will go directly to
the party designated,;
Johnston discussed, the program
in New York yesterday tTues.) with
Sen. John. F. Kennedy arid is
scheduled to talk about it later
this week, also in Gotham, with
Vice President Richard M. Nixon
Stated Johnston:“The effort is
nonpartisan. Every one should con-r
tribute,
matter what the
amount,, to assist’ ..the' party lie
favors. In this way we underwrite
the processes, of freedom. Citizen¬
ship should require. active par¬
ticipation from us ail.”
Johnston boasted that the . film.
Industry has been first many’ tirties
In serving the public interest and
it again will be first in its. voting
record and financial support of the
parties.
This get-outrthe-vOte tend the
money) pitch is being subscribed
to by Allied Artists, Columbia;
Metro, Paramo u ri t, 20th-Fox,
United Artists, Universal, Walt
Disney and Warners, off of whom
are MPAA members.
Ad-pub committee of the. Motion
Picture Assn, of America, headed,
by Martin Davis, of Paramount,
has been called upon to set up a
special cOriimittee to prepare a
campaign kit and otherwise devise
means of advising ail industry per¬
sonnel about the political party
contributions.
Alfred D. Getp. formerly, asso¬
ciated with the. Donahue & Coe .
and Monroe Greenthal ad agencies,,
has been named coordinator of the
campaign.

Brutal, Not Sexy
GI machine-gunned in the stoiriach,
but Geririan cerisors lcept it in.
“We discussed taking that Scene
out a long tirrie but then decided
that it fit into the message bf the
film. Besides there , was rio blood
visible,” Kempf said.
The Germans have changed
their censorship decisions over the
last, few years, and have just al¬
lowed in some, films that were
formerly banned for .being too an¬
ti-German, Kemp said. For in¬
stance, “Stalag 17” and Mrs. Mini¬
ver,” both war films slanted against
the Germans, have recently come
in.
' ■■'• ■•v. '
Tod, the Germans, have taken a
new tack in urging people to see
documentaries concerning. . Nazi
crirnes during World War IL The
Swedish
documentary
“Meiri
Kampf” is an example.
:• “We want the children to see
what actually happened, under the
Nazis. This is a phase that is. ijot
sufficiently discussed by parents
arid teachers,” Kempf said. 7
While at the. end of the war
everyone was apparently tired of
seeing war films, there has been a
rise of interest—in the. audiencein military stories again. Those
which do not portray brutal killing,
which are, riot favorable to the
National Socialists,, which do not
glorify war, but which are realistic,
are likely to meet with the censors’
approval.
The
cerisorship
controller
cited several German films, “Cap¬
tain'from Koepenick,-’-“The Devil’s
General,” “Children, Mothers and
a General”, as German-made films
which tell the truth about war,
which were okayed' by the: German
censors, and which have likewise
had a favorable response in the
States;

Sam Bronston in Manhattan Visit
‘King of Kings’ Distrib Strategy Now Pends—-‘El Cid’
May Go to Allied Artists
A Pat for Geryasi -

I

Sanluel Bronston, producer of
'•King of Kings,” has arrived in
; New York following coihpletibn of
{ principal photography of the Bib¬
lical epic at the Seville and Cha-.
martin studios in Madrid. Some 23
added days = of shooting were in¬
terjected by director Nicholas Ray
in li
with suggestions made by
Metro's Sol. Siegel during a visit
to Madrid in late August when the
Broijstoriies and the Metroites
staged their final meeting of the
riiinds. Richard Johnson, a Metro
hewedmerpersonality; was written
. into the script and added scenes,
for Hurd. Hatfield (Pontius Pilate)
arid others included: < Frank Thring,
Pilate in "Ben-Hur,” is Herod in
!“Rey de Reyes.”)
Bronston " on his present trip
will be conferring With Merto con¬
Columbia has set for licensing cerning distribution and exploitato television a group of 21 foreign tion strategy. The contract finally
pictures made since 1955. These hammered out between him and
are films turned opt by producers Metro by their respective attorneys
abroad with releasing rights held runs to some 150 pages, believed
by Col.
one of the most detailed playoff
. Jay H. Cipes, active the past deals ever negotiated. It gives
few years in assembling and dub¬ Bronston unusual, assurances that
bing imported features for tv, has his experience with WB on “John
been named by Col as exclusive Paul Jones” cannot happen at
agent in unloading the 2;i. It’s ap¬ Metro’ '
*EI Cid* Angles- .
parent that. the package will be
marketed independent of Col’s . Mearitiirie . there . remairis the
Screen Gems tv division.
problems .of casting the; supporting
pgrts for Bronston’s next release,
“Ei Cid,” based ori Spain’s warriorsaviour of the 11th Century, to be
played by Charlton Heston. Ques¬
tion of which company will handle
“El Cid” for the domestic-U.. S.
market may be settled in favor of
Allied Artists. Bronston is believed
*‘The Magnificent Seven," the disposed to see a faster playoff
United. Artists’ release based on •and payoff on “El Cid” via AA than
the Japanese film, “The Seven i either United Artists or - iParaSamurai,” is scheduled to open in imount; -which have been mensome 1,090 situations throughput
the south and southwest beginning { “El Cid” has some off-norm
Oct. 12.
: angles in that the Spanish and
Initial wave of the area-by-area Italian, commitments preMate the
saturation penetration will blanket ■ Arnetican deal,' Theme is believed
the Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, New j to make the picture peculiarly atOrleans, Miami, and 'Jacksonville = tractive to the Latin lands gerierareas. Area saturation bookings i ally. That would extend to the
will follow in the midwest, west. • .several hundreds of situations in
New England arid eastern sectors {the U. S. itself: which caiter to
j Mexican, . Puerto Ricari, Filipino
in November.
other Espanol-oriented filmThe picture, produced by the 1 and
Mirisch Co. in association with Yul: goers.
Anthony Mann is to direct “El
Brynner’s Alpha Productions, stars
Brynner, Eli Wallach, Steve ,Mc, Cid” in the Seville-Cordo country,
mostly ori location, startirig in late
Queen, and Horst' Biichholz.
. October;
; Qeorge F. \PeteY Lewis, 41, ohe
of Bronston’s NY. attorneys died
L. A. toN. Y.
Tries:. (27) morning at Lenox Hitt
Edward Andrews
Hospital. He came dovm ill after'
Irv Atkins
returning from Madrid earlier.
Victor Bergeron
Kirk Douglas
Hillard Elkins
U. S. to Europe
Lou Frizzell
Ralph Bellamy
Art Gilmore
Earl Grant
Pat Bernstei
Joan Harvey
James Cagriey
A1 Daff
George Jessel
Martin Jurow
Basil, Langton
Joseph E. Levine .
. Charles Luftig
Gordon Mason
Lido de Paris No. 2 Show
Danriy Melnick
Joan'Littlewood
Alex North
Moura Lympany
Bill Mark !
Budd Rogers
David Rose
Bill. Morton
Fred Ruegg
Marshall Schacker
Barbara Rush
Vincent Sherrriari
. Red Skelton
Plato Skouras ,
Eric Stacey
Naricy Wickwire
George Stevens Jr.
; M°*nique Van Vooren
N. Y. to L. A.
Stanley Adams
Europe to U; S.
Barney Balaban
James Claizell
Rudolf Birig
Norman Corwin
Samuel Bronston
Robert Fenn
Herman Finkelstein
Derek Glynne
George Hoffman
Billie Haller
Mike Merrick
Irving. Haller
Otto Preminger
PriUl Raibourn
Harold. Myers
enry Sherek
George Weltner
Victor Wray
ichael Wager
Frank Gervasi, who has re¬
igned as Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn.’s director of Medi¬
terranean area, to become
European operations veep of
Fairbanks Mores, was praised ,
in farewell by MPEA prexy
Eric Johnston for service to
the film industry.
In wishing Gervasi well,
Johnston said exec had been
“particularly effective in ne¬
gotiations resulting in present
Italian agreement.”

Columbia Peddles
21 Post-’55 Fix J

Re-Done From Japanese,
‘Magnificent Seven’ Due
Into 1,000 Situations

j

E
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‘EVERSHARPEN’ TECHNICOLOR
Boston Joe Levines 1962 Scheme:
$2,500,000 Pic Ballyhoo Campaign
Then 1>500 Day-Date Openings

ITeefe Ended Tues. (27)
r. Stock Exchange
•Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly. Tues.
in 100s' High
Low Close
28%
27
.4234 233' ABC Vending 163
327 a
373'2
37%
3534
41% 2534 Am Br-Par Th 2.1724%
273g.
1056
2214
42^4 2314 Ampex
383i
393'
45% 36% CBS
397 a
108
213'
20
185
223s
25J4 ,14% Col Pix
33
3538 17% Decca ..
34%
31%
335
275a
257S
26
- .88
4914 26i' Disney
1173;
1113.'
Eastman Kdk.366
1361' 94
.110%
63'
6%
614 EMI ....... 386
834
67 a
13%
15
13%
■•23.7 8 1312 Glen Aldeii.. 331
157'
15
Loew’s Thea,. 129
14
143-4
19
3232
3412
32%
401-8 2214 MCA Inc. ... 47
3534
40
35
37%
247 s Metro GM .. 285
3374
34
6676 127 a NAFI Corp.. . 376
36*2
6.3'
6%
6%
13
6% Nat. Thea-... 88
587
55%
.673' 39% Paramount
90
533 a
22 is
3814 2034 Philco
2034
327
20
26134 16334 Polaroid
224%
378 •24132. 22134
55? 4
52
783s 5234 RCA
1009
52%
874
7% Republic. .... 61
87s
9%
1134
42% 23% Stanley War,; 51
24%
24
25%
2834
29
283-4
9
307 a 2614 Storer
39%
ZOth-Fox
188393 a
433a 30
38%
31
32% 23% United Artists: 108
297'
27%
483 v 2814 Univ. Pix
44
45 >3
44
8
483'
503*
52V4 37-% Warner Bros.. 33
4834
111%
408
12034
112 V4
129% 89% Zenith
American Stock Exchange
; 5% ’
6%
4% Allied Artists 28
5%
5?4
4%
7%. 3% Buckeye Corp..309.
4%
4-;
1034
10%
10
113a
8
Cap. City Bdc. 72
6
6
53a
6%
3% Cinerama .Inc. 572.
1036
io%
IO14
1434 10% Desilu Prods. 35
55/
6
534
7% :4%, Fllmways
85
13'
1
1
2%
1
Guild Films., 100
3%
87.
334 Nat’l Telefilm 23
334
334
9%
9%
107 s
67a . Technicolor
742
1034
1134
14%
834 Teleprompter 39
• 11%
IDA
2%
2%
4%
2
Tele Indus.
7
2%
12i'
12%.
I334
8% TransLux
33
11 % '
Over-the-Counler Securities;
Bid
Ask
234.
. 2
America Corp.
.....----380
:
.340
Gen Aniline ft FA :..........,
.134
Gold Medal Studios
1%.
1%
King Bros. .
3%
33
Magna Theatre.
1
134
Medallion Pictures .. .
16?
Metropolitan Broadcasting
1634
1334
Movielab
.. —...
. 12%
2. r
334
Scranton Corp.
2
Hi,
Sterling Television
7
734
U. A. Theatres
12%:
13%
Wbmetco Enterprises
1986
High Low

N.

Net
Change
for wk.
—27/a
+i%
—234
+ %
— 36
+ 134
—134
—2
— 34
— • 3;’
•— AS
—134
— %
-^-1
—.34,
—1%
-—134
—6%
2%.
— %
.— % .
— 34
. — 34
+:%
—1
—134
—3 V7
— 36
— %

+ 34.
+■ %
36
r+ 36
34’
'—■■34
— .36
—. •%•
— 36
.:+. 3i--

—

36:

—30
4 >.*.

34
— 34
+ 34
—rl34
'34
>..
+ 34

• --

♦ Week Ended Mori. (26).
f Ex-dividend.
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner ft Srnith, Inc.)
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By WALT CHRISTIE
Honolulu, Sept. 27:
As far as Japanese films are con¬
cerned. the debate' on subtitles vs;,
dubbing had its inception.in Hawaii
lany years ago.
■ It was Noborn Furuyai, now man¬
ager of the Nippon theatre here,
who urged using English subtitles
ith Japanese after the postwar in¬
flow of imports. started. He fblind
so many younger moviegoers sim¬
ply didn’t understand, their par¬
ents* and grandparents’ old-country
language..
.And .dubbing, at least in .one
sense of the word,, dates, back to
Silent screen'years in Hawaii, when
th Japanese fans could listen to
the liberal; interpretations of. a
“ben^hi."
man who stood along¬
side the screen and delivered
running commentary.
He riot only translated, the titles

Ooldwyn Case Pends
San Francisco, Sept. 21.
Federal Judge George B.
Harris is holed up this week
reading arid studying perti¬
nent documents in Sam Goldwyn’s multi-million-dollar an¬
titrust suit against, the. major
producers and. the Fox circuit.
Judge Harris, who inherit¬
ed case after death of Federal
Judge Edward P. Murphy . a
year :ago December, said he
expected to be able to hand
down a decision In the latter
part of October. Suit was filed
In May, 1950.

but sang, laughed, cried or coughed
as the situation on screen de¬
manded.
Two of the early-day “benshi” are
still active in show biz. Takeshi.
Chikuma is . manager of the Toyo
theatre and Shiro Armiura is man^
ager of the Kapahulu theatre.

Eversharp. Inc. has moved in
strongly in the management Opera¬
tions, of Technicolor Inc. The lat¬
■ Joseph X. Levine, the Boston
ter’s board approved a deal selling
Barnum who has succeeded a num¬
125,000 shares of the company's.)
‘Psycho’ in Britain
ber of times in making the en¬
common stock to Eversharp at $6
a share. At the same time, an ad¬
trenched film companies sit up and
London, Sept. 27.
take notice, may rock the boat
‘‘Psycho," which had its ini¬
ditional 50,000 shares were sold to
tial preem at the Plaza at the
again if a schema he’s currently
Wall Streeter David Baird at the
hatching materializes.
beginning, of August, returns
same price. Baird is well known
to Par’s showcase for a second
in amusement industry circles, hav¬
Having specialized in highly suc¬
run, beginning Oct.. 6.
ing been connected with a .number
cessful saturation bookings involv¬
The Hitchcock film. Which
of deals involving film companies.
ing as many as 600 simultaneous
has just completed its London
dates utilizing as many prints, th*
The $1,400,000 proceeds from
general release, grossed over
Embassy Pictures topper is mulling
the sale of the stock will be utilized
$360,000 in 106. situations. li
an extension of this technique—a
by Techni mainly as working capi¬
is currently on a record, break¬
1,500-theatre opening throughout
tal for the expansion of . the com¬
ing spree in key provincial
the country on the same day. This
pany’s
consumer
photographic
. cities:
step, of course, would involve the
products division.
use of .1,500 prints, with the prints
At the same time,, the board
costing about $600 each.
agreed to. engage the services of
Eversharp as management con¬
As planned by Levine, the target
sultants for the consumer photo
date would be backed by a 14-day
division. For its services, agree¬
bally drive that would cost $2,500,ment was: made to grant Eversharp
000, with $1,500,000 being ear¬
on option to purchase 250,000 ad¬
marked for newspapers and maga¬
ditional Techni shares at. $8 a
zines and $1,000,000 for radio and
share. If Eversharp exercises it
[television. The latter, Levine addoption, the company will have more
Although other film companies ; ed, would Include tv specials specifthan 350,000 of the 2,000,000 shares have cut back on national maga¬ ically beamed at the picture.
outstanding;
Four officers or
Guarantees
zine advertising on the theory that
board, members of Eversharp are
In order to proceed with such
already serving on the Techni the payoff is on the local level,
board and are ‘said to hold ap¬ Universal continues.to remain the a gigantic undertaking — which
staunch advocate of the big-circu¬ Levine says he has “on Ine boards”
proximately 115,000 shares.
Eversharpfs "options Will be ex¬ lation national publications. On for 1962 — the Embassy chieftain
ercisable when, improvements are “Midnight Lace,” for example, tf said he would seek guarantees
made in the earnings, of the con¬ is prepared, to spend more money against the gross from exhibitors.
sumer division, which is expected than it has in, the past five years. For example, a theatre that nor¬
U’s pub-ad veepee David A. Lip- mally grosses $6,000 a week would
to show a loss of more than a.
$i.000.000 for i960 after deprecia¬ ton is a firm believer of pre-selling be asked to put up $3,000. Levine
tion and write-offs of pre-produc¬ in national media, particularly on has explored the idea with a num¬
tion expenses. Option to Ever¬ the type of woman’-s appeal pic¬ ber of theatremen, but so far bo
sharp becomes excersable in in¬ tures that U has been making: has found the reaction mixed.
Levine, of course, says he’ll re¬
stallments. the first on March 30,. Since five successive pictures have
1962, on 62,500 shares if the con¬ paid off for Universal—“Imitation quire the “right" picture—“a good
color
spectacle suitable for kids and
sumer division shows a net profit of Life," “This Earth Is Mine,’’
for 1961, an additional 62.500 if “Pillow Talk,” “Operation Petti¬ adults." He believes that once he’s
ready
to show theatremen what he
net profits before taxes that year coat” and “Portrait in Black,” all
utilizing hefty national magazine is prepared to do, he’ll receive their
reach $600,000 or more.
support
and the guarantees.
Additional installments become space—it's . only natural that the
The Embassy prez conceives this
excersisable in subsequent years— company should employ this ap¬
mass
nationwide
saturation tech¬
62,500 shares on March 1, 1963 if proach again. In each case, U tail¬
the consumer division earnings ors the ads to appeal to the readers nique as an antidote to pay-tv if
any
coast-to-coast
toll
system would
of
each
particular
publication.
The
reach $300,000; 62,500 on March 1,
1964..jf earnihgs reach $900,000; 62,- main pitch, however, is aimed at emerge. “This technique,” he said,
“could
bring
in
as
much
money in
women.
500 shares' on- March 1, 1965, if
“Everyone agrees,” says Lipton, one day as it is claimed that pay-tv
earnings reach $1,250,000.
can
score.
If
it’s
successful,
a pro¬
According to Techni prexy John “that, we are dealing with a selec¬
R. Clark Jr.,: “the option terms as-. tive market, and it stands to reason ducer would think twice before go¬
ing
on
pay-tv.
If
he
chooses
paysure the maximum incentive to that people, in Order to be selec¬
Eversharp’ to bring about a sub¬ tive, must know about a picture tv, the picture is dead after the first
showing.
By
showing
it
first
in
stantial improvement iii earnings in advance, of local adverising and
of the Technicolor consumer photo¬ be stimulated by an interest in the theatres, tv remains a possibility.”
picture’s content.”
graphic products division.’’
The consumer division will con¬ : For “Midnight Lace,” starring
tinue to use the facilities and Doris Day and Rex Harrison, Uni¬
trade name of Technicolor. . It’s versal is using 20 national mags
been an open secret that Techni- in the U- S. and. Canada, including
has been having difficulty crack¬ Life, Look, McCall’s^ Good House¬
Trans-Lux 85th St. Theatres, lat¬
ing the amateur :film processing: keeping, 12 fanbooks, and Star
field. Large-part of the blame was Weekly, McLean’s and Liberty in est addition to the east side firstplaced on the company’s inability Canada. The picture bows at the run houses, closed Sunday (25> to
iii the marketing of. its services, Radio City Music Hall in mid-Oc¬ prepare for its reopening on. Oct.
particularly in the N. Y. area; It’s tober and will be followed by 12 with Stanley Kramer’s “Inherit
said to .have fared better in the openings throughout the country the Wind.” Theatre will play th#
picture day-and-date with the Asstarting Nov. 2.
LA; territory.
tor on Broadway.
The 16-day closing will provide
the time to refurbish the house, in¬
cluding a new lobby and lounge.

Loyal Pal: Upton

CLOSE TRANS-LUX 85TH
PENDING FIRST-RUN

Frustration Before No Excuse Now;
Tell Ad-Pub Galaxy To Think-Think
The ad^pub directors of the mar
jor film companies, as organized
under the umbrella of the Motion
Picture. Assn, of America, have
been asked to “go to work.” This
nieans along the lines of collective
endeavors in behalf of the entire
industry. They said yes.
The bid was made by Martin
Davis, Paramount ad-pub director,
and Chairman of the MPAA group/
No mention was made; reportedly,
about all previous ad-pub under¬
takings Which sometimes saw exer¬
tion of effort but little actually ac¬
complished with the exception of
support of the Academy Awards
shows on television.
No . Memories, Pleas*
And there was no’, comment (at
a closed meeting) about so many
previous sessions where specific
projects were bandied about with,
again, little or no action taken or
top echelon support assured. (This
has been m source of honest frus¬

tration for several of the ad-pub
chieftains Who took seriously such
matters as a business building cam¬
paign for the industry but later
were, tp find insufficient intra-in-!
dustry cooperation:)
. Key matter now before the pro¬
motional fraternity is that of the
content of current niotion pictures
and advertising of same.. This in¬
volves the Production Code and
its corollary Advertising Code. It
goes hand in hand with the “adult”
screen material , now current and
the sometimes rejection of ads for
samp in the nation’s press.
Seek Sympathy
Davis recommended, and this
was Accepted, the idea of several
of the ad-pub officials of the film
industry to sit doWn with editors,
publishers And broadcasters from
time to time to discuss the work¬
ings of both the Production and
Ad Codes. To put it in its Simplest
terms, the fourth estater from, lay;

Illi
, visiting or passing through
New York, Will be asked to lunch
with a few of the promotional,
whizbangs.
Latter will talk about not only
their, own situations, but also the
problems which the newspaperman
is facing. Some sort of mutual ad¬
vantage Will be sought for. .
This is to be a continuing, active
thing/ It’s to replace, said Davis,
the practice of industry individuals
making, prlyately-stated (for public
consumption) raps at fourth estate
“censors.”
Paramount’s man. also sent out
an Invitation to the Screen Produc¬
ers Guild and Theatre Owners of
America to join with the MPAA
group in what would ba an un¬
precedented joint airing of views
of picture advertising in 'general.
It’s on this subject, too, that the
industry components have been far
apart—and always lacking, any
kind of effort toward eollecttve en¬
terprise.

DOROTHY MALONE PETITIONS
Los Angeles, Sept. 27.
Dorothy Malone has asked decla¬
ratory relief on an oral agreement
assertedly entered into with Uni¬
versal over her billing in “The Day
of the Gun,” in a suit filed in
Superior Court. Actress charges
studio agreed to giving her 100%
billing with the male stars, Kirk
Douglas and Rock Hudson, but was
given only 75%.
She also asked an injunction to
restrain studio from releasing film
sans the agreed billing.

‘HurV 2d $1,000,000
London, Sept. 27.
“Ben-Hur,” in its 41st week
at the Empire, is now well on
the Way towards its second
million dollar take. It topped
the sterling equivalent of
$1,000,000 some months ago.
Within the last month, the
Metro opus was launched hi
Dublin and Birmingham, end
last week (19) opened in

Glasgow.

Jsariety
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tention. Except for a blurred
SantaClaM
tolerance bit, it's a gem.
(COLORSCOPE)
Story is. the familiar yarn about
gang
pressure
on
a
solid
cititon
Okay
Christmas
entry for tha
Dbappdntiir screen transla¬
one-armed Major Powell, although
-tSHgSZ
who is the key witness to a murder,
moppet trade.
tion of the Journal of Major
the
terrorizing
of
his
fairiily
etc:
the
character
itself
astonishingly
ton-Porier
hovel,
designed
John Wesley Powell. Easy, ap¬
It’s liberally laced with dope, sex,
K. Gordon Murray presentatioii of Wal.
does not come into sharp focus.
Strictly for the j^ive trade;
pealing. way to learn some,
Calderon.-production. Stars Joseph
motorcycles, sports cars, switch¬ ter
Elias lloreno. Directed by Reno Cardona.
fifth-trade American history, \\
James Drury is quietly forceful
\'
. :
. . ,
,
. . 20tlr Fox release of APr production blades and. the likeNarration by Ken Smith* Eastman Color,
but dramatically second-grade. !;■ as Powell
s brother, the veteran of (Harry Spaulding). Star* Martin West,
Filmed at - Cburubuso, Mexico; Musical
But
scripters
Alfred
Brenner
and
. director; Anthony Diaz Conde. -Previewed
Not one of Disney’s better b.o.
imnricnnmpnt
in Anaersonvme
Andersonville Carol Christensen; with Jack Lambert,
imprisonment
in
steven Peck, Roy Barcroft. Lorna Thayer,
Michaels have lined put In N. Y.. Sept. 23, 'DO. Running tine, il
bets.
whose venom so remarkably van- Ken Curtis. John Eldridgo. Directeid by jSidney
MINS,
ichpc
Thp coven others
Andrew V.. McLaglen; screenplay. Harry som> characters and dialog which
ishes.
me seven miners, all
au of
or Spaulding> based
Jean stratton-Pbrter the fine young cast, under Karl¬
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Appropriately- titled
"Santa
Whom perform admirably, although novel; camera <De Luxe Color), Floyd sori’s stimulation, make shockingly
Buena Vista release of Walt Disney
Claus” emerges as a fair entry for
production. Star* Brian Keith. Jonn neai;. uw
Henry Va^:R^vi^ed irt N.Y..Sept^ 15. effective.
James Diury; with R. G. Armstrong. Ben €raHy underdeveloped, are R. G. '60v Running time. 14 MINS.
the juvenile trade during tho
Jeffrey Hunter and Pat Crowley, Christmas season. The MexicanDa^d°Stollery. Stan Tories. David Frank’ Armstrong, Ben Johnson, L. Q. Freckles i.-.... Martin West
ham. Pat Hogan. Ray Walker. Jack Big; Jones, Dan Sheridan, David Stol- 'Chn* - , ..r
Carol Chrwtensen a handsome pair, convincingly por¬ made film, narrated and dubbed
tray a wellrheeled, suburbanite into English, is somewhat overlong
SBWVSB& &.Le,u,|«SS: lery, Stan Jones and David Frankplay. Lawrence Edward Watkin. based ham. Additional support IS fash- McLean :.........•=.......v-,jBawroft couple with two children. Hunter, at 94 minutes and contains a num¬
ioned ably by Pat Hogan.Boy Bar,
;;;. ^°S?«^S|hs as a realtor, stops in an L.A slum ber of dull stretches, but it is not
Palmer. Cotton Warburton: art directors; croft,
Dawn Little Sky, Ray. Mr. Cooper ............. . -John Eldridge district tavern to telephone and without appeal for St. Nick-believ¬
sees four young hoodlums sur¬ ing youngsters.
Carroll Clark, Hllyard Brown: music. wai^pr anfi
Jack Bichead.- AI~--—~
Sen*1 assistant ’ director. Russ Haverick. though he is no doubt at least parNot for the first time Hollywood round arid knife a boy. Naturally,
Here is the traditional Vuletide
Reviewed, at Academy Award Theatre. tiaUy respQnsible for the reward-. visits
the Gene Stratton-Porter j he calls police then discovers that gentleman with white beard, red
wauarnDbin
' Brian Keith ing tenor of the performances and Liniberlost country (Indiana) in of all the witnesses to the crime, . ensemble, hearty laugh, twinkling
Major John Wesley Poweii.... John Beal the energetic nature of the pro- CineihaScppe and DeLiixe color, he’s the only one. who’ll talk. (Hun- eyes, and/love for children. The
oraamciHowl£td'
R.‘
duction effort (along with associate and the territory, well covered in j ter is due for future fame in Jesus Eastman color entry opens in. far
George Bradley .."’.*.*.*1.*.... Ben Johnson producer James Algar in the case previous: "Freckles’1 films, again Christ role "King of Kings,”
off space where Santa maintains
Billy Hawkins.- L. Q. ■J*’"** of the latter), director William proves
an especially photogenic completed in Spain.—Ed.).
his home and toy factory. Aided by
Dennis Hopper is a chilling men¬ youngsters of all nationalities, ‘
Andre^v^Haii ! *
Dav?d stoiierj Beaudine appears to have failed locale for an amiable, mildly diseneca Howland.■ - ....
to sense arid delete or sidestep verting drama . designed strictly for ace as the passionately vengeful eluding Chinese Russian, Santa i
Sdun Ch?efm“.n
.. a.'.ld Fat Hogan some of the corny and/or hammy the juve trade. Film also is an an- young killer and Susan Harrisbn, busy putting the finishing touches
McSpadden ..aspects inherent in the script.
■ swer to those industry critic^ who as his girl, gives an absorbing to the gifts he is prepared to dis¬
think .Hollywood
Jim ^ktr
. JRo? Barcroft
Tube.
Hollywood has abandoned study in exceeding far-oiitness—a tribute. The youngsters of -many
Indian Woman .. Down Little sky
.
...
the family, audience to tv. Picture stunning
performance.
Johnny nations are extremely appealing.
ihe
i
^
is okay for
fqr the Saturday-Sunday Nash limns a believable, sensitive Each group is dressed in native
Un Goapo
Guapo Bel 900
"Ten Who Dared” is lower case
in
.matinee crowds, but will find pretpret¬ young tough and Joby Baker scores costumes and sings the songs of
Disney. Worthwhile as it is from
(A Bravo of the 1900’s)
ty slim pickings elsewhere;
with a frightening mixture of be¬ each country. Santa’s factory is
elsewhere^
(ARGENTINE) ..
a purely academic standpoint, the
(ARGENTINE)
and guiling hipness and mindless mal¬ Well eqiiipped with modern gad¬
. Produced by Harry Spalding,
Spalding.and
Buenos Aires, Sept. 13.
ice, as a dope addict, Corey Allen
directed
by
Andrew
Y;
McLaglen,
picture Ik doubly disappointing id
A„,rt
^ aBdtfon^o jgives solid support as fifth mem¬ gets,. including. an: earscope, tele*
Angel release of a Nektor Gaffet'troprb-:
talker, cosmic telescope, master
dramatic terms-a surprisingly un* JfcUjj.
SSS !!s prodSn v“ie", A5n* ber of the youth gang.
eye, and drCams.cope. And Santa
distinguished attempt to illustrate
S^SSriSSS?- «"•».a couple of new youn|ifaces . Script doesn’t attempt to., ex¬ : has the help of Marliri the magithe perils encountered hy Major Garcia Buhr. Alfredo Aicon, Lidia Lamai* who add a measure of freshness plain motivations of individual | cian who provides, him with powJohn Wesley Powell and nine boat*&£**£&
to «lm: Martih West jit the title members of the gang, but the very ders to keep children asleep, a
iwr enoiiocef.tiiv Tmviwatin^ stamponi; editor. Jorge Garate. Ereeined role, and pretty Carol Christensen mystery this leaves in viewers’ j golden key that opens everything^
men m successfully navigating ,rt a i*nefit for the Anti-Polio Assn., at ; ■f^p girl i,p u.00e and wins amidst minds adds to the sense of terror-^- i and a flower that makes him inthrpgk email rrnft rinun the treach- the Gran Rex. Gatunont and 8 neighbor- as the gill he WOOS ana Vins amiOSl
three smau crait aown tne xreacn bood tbeatres. Running time. m mins,
only the slightest of complications. unrestrained by any recognizable | visible.
erous Colorado River for the first
-It’s this lack of any reil corn- values and hyped on dope, the gang 1 Santa’s mission to earth is frus¬
time in 1869—a feat recorded in
This ls another evocation of the plications, and thus excitement, could do anything. And they slug trated by a disciple from Hades,
Powell’s journal, upon which the Buenos Aires of 60 years ago, when ^fjich dogs Harry Spalding s a cop to get the witness’ address, garbed in a bright red devil’s out¬
film is based. The promise of natiohal characteristics were more screenplay and majf even result in bully the realtor with their, car, fit. The devil’s representative is
American history a la Disney will clearly defined. The charm of thatf SOItie, kiddie pa’trbris becoming a rough up his wife, attempt to kid¬ I charged. with the .task, of luring
be a considerable drawing card; era is over, exploited in parts, with mite restless. Story telis of an earn- nap; his son, etc. Karlson keeps it 1; children into mischief. A poor litbut youngsters may not find it ex- self - conscious reproduction of es^ 20-year-Old orphan. West, who moving so fast that there’s no time j■ tie girl is tempted to steal a doll.
citing and fast-moving enough for street cries and local colon
had lost one hand as a child, and to w onder at small lapses in plot ]I Three boys, are persuaded to
their tastes, and more mature par
Samuel Eichelbaum’s play, first how he finds a home for himself logic (why, at "some points, people hafraiss St. Nick. But Santa finally
trons are likely to detect a number staged several decades ago, has.misr in the. Limberlost country. Kid is. don’t scream or call the police etc.), jj outwits the devil’s advocater—proof serious, disturbing flaws and placed, unquestioning, instinctive, hired by Roy- Barcroft; rough. InOnly important flaw Is an. un¬ . vides love, for a poor little rich boy
contrivances. The Buena Vista re- loyalty as its theme. The picture diyidualistic owner .of a logging necessary scene in which refer¬ and a doll, for the poor little poor
lease is no boxoffice shoo-in.
j is standout and a top grosser main- company to guard a 2,000:acre ences are made to Nash’s race. girlJudging from the conflicts def ly because of the forceful acting timber lease against lumber Negro. It’s been established earlier
The Story is somewhat rambling
that the Negro’s the only decent l and, repetitious and might have
pected — principally personality of Alfred Alcon as Ecumenico Lo- thieves.
clashes among the men, with mail pez, the '‘bravo.” He conveys all
Principal viilian is a French-; one in the gang, so adding the !I been more effective if the footage
vs. nature decidedly secondary-!- the courage. Sense of honor and accented lumber man, Steven realtor’s racial prejudices into the had been cut. Nevertheless, chil¬
the journal seems to be a rather queer chivalry, despite his savage- Peck, who challenges Barcroffs conflict then promptly resolving dren more attuned to the leisurely,
lacklustre piece of literature.
j; ry, which were characteristic of; right to the timber arid continues them—all in a few final minutes— pace of fairy tales than to westerns
Perhaps in an effort to spike the the Gaucho.
jto take what he wants out of the is dramatically unsound. It barely and private eyes might find it dimaterial w ith all the emotional
Lidia Lamaison, too stagily made :Li(nherlost; trying; at the same mars the windup, however. Frank ij verting.. It’s mainly for the moppet
sparks he could muster, Lawrence up, hut steeped in her part, plays time.r to keep, the young hero out Siivera, as a hardened detective, ' trade.
Edward Watkins has burdened “Nativtdad” the Bravo’s staunch of the fray: There is. however, a is among the supporting actors who 1 Joseph Elias Moreno gives a
his adaptation with a number of old Mother, a character almost but shoiydow’n in: which West is forced add importantly to the film’s tone,. Ij good performance as Santa Claus.
Harold E. Wellman’s Cinema^-1
artificially theatrical elaborations. 0f Shakespeare. Arturo Garcia i Jo shoot it out with Peek and (thus,
dubbing job Is acceptable for
Scope photography Is one of the !,j: The
A major character clash betw-een Buhr, as a political boss is more)I15" illidie?ted^.''becomes a man;
the film and some of the voices
•■■major- assets, especially in employed
a deranged ex-Union Army mad convincing, while Diiilio Marzio
Though film generates very lit-/ 'film’s■.
are especially fine.
and an ex-Confederate is. resolved and Elida Gay Palmer, as erring tie suspense, there is a kind rif ap^ the excitinig chase sequences, and Technical aspects are. firstrrate.
in unrealistically sudden and highly lovers, do w hat they can in stilted- pealing naivete about it. particu- Charles Wolcott’s latter-day rock The film is the winner of the
cornball fashion when the two join ly unreal roles.
larly in the. depiction of a viilian- I music score , is an important plus, .Golden Gate Award for the best
j Technical quality is consistently
in a folksy duet of a rebel song
ThAreentine entrv at who Is. down deep, a good and. high-and often superior; there was family film at the 1959 San Fran¬
cisco International Film Festival.
just after engaging in mortal coi - Santa Margarita^de\ilure, winning. "bWe soul; Under McLaglen^s di;. a fine unit on this one.
Glen.
HoiL
'
.
.
‘ the best direction prize. It was also ruction this simplicity is. reflected
A sequence or two involving a a SUCCesfuI entry at the Argentine 1" Jhe Performances which arc
Meine Xlehte lot d«s
canine member of the party a^jwo Hondo Festival. Where it won wholesome .and attractive but
Et .MoHrlr de Plalsir
contrived and predictable. There is a number of awards.. It has distinct *11,CJ
* g!ve much indication
nlcht
(And Die of Pleasure)
of what the actors may be capable.
a tendency to mislead the spec- possibilities for other markets.
(My Niece Doesn’t Do That) .
(FRENCH-ITALIANt
Best things ini the film are the ViV
tator near the end when three
(AUSTRIAN)
Nid.
TECHKIRAMA-COLOR)
tas of rolling,. rocky timberlands.
members of the expedition decide
_
Vienna, Sept. 17.
Paris. Sept. 26*
ciught so beautifully by Floyd
to finish the journey by land -and
Sascha Film r«lea<ce of Herbert. Gruber . Paramount release of EGE-Documenlo
Cinemascope - DeLuxe production. Stars Conny Froboess: fear Films production. Stars Mel Ferrer. Aik
seem to be successful until a narVfeux de la Vieilfr Crosby’s •
lures. Fred Bertelmann and P<iter Week: nette Vadim* Elsa Mai tinelli; . features
color
camerawork.:
Anby.
native tag informs, the audience
(The Old Chaps)
in cast. Marpit Nuenke. Walter Gross, Serge Marquand* Marc Allegret. Directed
Rex Gildo. Gerti Gordon. Jtick Finev, by Roger Vadim. Screenplay. Claude
that eventually they perished (off(FRENCH)
Susanne Enpelhardt, Else Fambausek. Brule, Roger VaUland. Claude Martin.
screen). In fact save for one pr
pari Sept „
Elisabeth Stiepl. C. W. Fernbsch. Raoul Vadim, from novel by Sheridan Le Fa nut
Key
Wii
aess
'
Retrer, Ljuba Welitsch. Directed by F. J. camera (Technicolor). Claude’Renoir; edi¬
two rugged fistflghts, a conscious
Clnedis release of Cite-CInetel-FidcsGottlieb. Screenplay by Janne Furch, tor* victoria. Mercanlon. At Colisee. Pari
(C’SCOPE)
effort to avoid any violence or Terra Film, production. Stars Jean Gabin,
Marie Osten-Sackeh. Theo Mr. Werner; Running time. 87 MINS;
camera; Sepp Ketterer; settings, Fritz
shock appears to have been made. 8£"
.; Mel Ferrer
Fast-moving, suspenseful crime
Juptber-Jonstorff -and Alexander Saw- ^opojd°r
as if prompted by recent public rected Jbx GiHes GrangieT. Screenplay,
.. Annette Vadim
szynski; music, Charly Niessen. Gerhard Carmilla
meller
with
attractive
young
iirtrnfir avpi* cnoh
thin^c
Miclicl Atidurd* Grshficr
Froboess. At’Flieger Kino. Vienna* pre¬ 9e®r*** :.-Elsa Martinelll
uproar Over SUCn inings. oUC/l from the noiey by Fallet; camera, Louis
Marc .Allegret
cast. Very exploitable^ except
miere Sept. 2, *60. Running time, 90 MINS. Judge
avoidance is fine up to a point— Page; editor. Paul Cayatle. At Paris,
Guiseppe .. *.......... .. Serge Marquand
in Dixie because of racial .
the point where steering clear of *aris' R“nnin* tin™e' ?° mins.
Amusing comedy with good b.o;
point.
Paramount has an arty, elegant
physical turmoil results in a sort Bapu^r ./.'.V.V.*.'.V.‘.V.' ie^FreS
potential for the German language vampire: tale in this Frerich-Italo
of fishy-washy negative approach. Blaise ...
Noei-Noei
..
,
..
Catherine..
Mona Goy*
Goya
therlne...:. -;. Mona_
; Holly wood. Sept. 22.
market, where Conny Froboess Is ; film of Roger Vadim it has picked
niffipinr
as
the
Droduction
Louise
....
'vetie
F^ievant
Difficult as the production [Louise .'**:*■. vetie Etievsnf I Metro release’of a Kathryn Hereford a surefire draw,
! up for. world release. Though pie
ineu® .
■. Tane
Tane Barry
Barry ! and Pahdro S. Berman (Avon) Production.
undertaking looks to have been, j Mariett«
.••••••
Story concerns inside doings of has reportedly been pushed back
*-— f
i Features Jeffrey ’ Hunter, Pat Crowley^
the pictorial aspect fails to comThroo
. „ French
Three top
film character Dennis Hopper. Joby Baker, Susan Harri- a disk company, operated by ex- on the Paramount U.S. calendar,
pensate for other shortcomings.
V?- cnatac™r son. Johnny Nash, Corey Allen; With
Actually the ioumev is rather uri- ac5°rs Dave a romp in this episodic Frarilc Silveia. Bruce Gordon, Terry singer Fred Bertelmann. His niece j local, company reps claim it was
Actually, xne journey jsrdinei un
tale of a trio Of dfteruritled irasci- Burnham. Dennis Holmes. Directed by- Conny disguises in a contest. Wins because, of too much product and
exciting even in the photographic hle
l!,, - PhU Kafison. Screenplay by Alfred Brensense Art directors Carroll Clark pie old men who decide to leave ner and Sidney. Michaels, based on noveL of course. Peter Week is put on had nothing to do with censor and
uilirorM Brown
n-mln obviously
«>v,-iniiciTT
and p„or
go into
an old Harold
by Frank Kane: camera (CinemaScooekj her trail as detective, they • fall in code worries on some lesbian hints
and Hllyard
have their
... . village
.
TT
hv ““
E. W'ellman: editor. Ferris Webchosen some remarkably pic- I0Uts pome. However they cause rter; music. Charles Wolcott: art direc- love and all ends well. Meanwhile, in it.
1_„_1„ i
Pra-J *Panvnn s0 BlUCh trouble that they have to tors. George Wr. Davis. Malcolm Brown;i there are many amusing scenes
Not very scary; this is . primarily
turesque locales m Grand Lanyon .
h
nverartinfF sound. Franklin Milton: assistant direcmostly thanks to' the actress as an art entry with general chances
ahd Arches National Monument,
w l
tor. Donald C. Klune Previeued at the
opposites, Bertelmann and. niainly lower case. But there is a
but the scenery generally Cbmes
thls looms
Sept’
'60. Running time. «i her
Week, fail to impress; Bertelmann. plus aspect in its fine color lenising.
up a boring brown on the film-pa
Tpan p i
Vp"1'
t?
Fred-Morrow .. Jeffrey Hunter
color monotony that cameraman
Jefn Gabm and Pierre Fresnay Ann Morrow
Pat Rowley also a recording artist cannot act.
Vadim, Who made the . Brigitte
Gordon Avil can do nothing to overdo their characters while Noel^"jSb "S5K5 Opera star Luba Welitsch wbs also Bardot starrer, "And God Created
Woman,” takes the usual vampire
avoid. In filming the action se- Noel manages to get some Wry wit Ruby .I.;..........., Susan Harrison miscast.
Charly Niessen and Gerhard Ffo- legends and bring them up to date
quences. notably over the river aod^tinimg into his. Film is a series
V-Jcdrey Xuen
rapids, he has, however, done a of set scenes m which each oldster Det. Rafaey Torno'!
! Frank siivera boess contributed eight songs, all with a psychological explanation.
splendid job. And editors Norman has his bit to do. They play little Arthur .Robbins ......... BrucoGordon of them routine. "Jamaica’Ms per¬ However, he coyly intimates that
Palmer and Cotton Warburton tricks on people, gripe about the Phil Morrow .. Dennis.Hoknes haps best.
they are probably so.
Considering the forced casting
hate knit together the fruits of n®w generation and are a gener- — —.
The descendants of a famed Ger¬
these painstaking photographic la- fl y senile lot who do raise soma . Market realities will cause Pari- the direction of F. J, Gottlieb, is manic family, who are cousins, live,
bors with great skill. Oliver Wal- ^aughs under Gilles Grangier’s dro S. Berman and Kathryn Here- efficient at taking advantages of in the old ancestral home. The. man
lace’s score accompanies the party easy, sympahteuc direction.
ford’s hard-hitting, fast-moving; the implicit humor, but lacks in¬ Is to marry,, hut his cousin is in .
down the river with some fine.
Technical credits are par. This; exciting, little, film to be beamed vention; Pic is neatly photographed love with him. A doctor talks , of
the myths of. vampirism connected
sweeping strains.
appears primarily for special situ- at the youth audience, but highly. by Sepp Ketterer.
For an inexpensive film, settings With the family, and at a party this
The acting is excellent. Brian ations, and lacks the more trail* talented, cast, plausible script and
girl stumbles on the grave of the
Keith steals the picture, emerging scending qualities to make it more Phil Karlsori’s uncompromisingly and technical credits are okay.
Maas, ji
(Continued on
26)
a wonderfully robust and comic universal.
Mosk.
realistic direction justify adult at¬

Ten Who Bared
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figure as an astrologically-guided I
plainsman fond of teasing rattle-
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Variety

TWe"Wor>b of

$UZiE"wqj«5
starring

^

WILLIAMandHOLDEN
NANCY KWAN
TECHNICOLOR®

G*I*
BLUES
starring

ELVIS PRESLEY
and
JULIET PROWSE
m TECHNICOLOR*

a

DINO DE LAURENTIIS
production

Under

a

PERLBER6-SEAT0N
production

The
Counterfeit

starring

VAN HEFLIN
CHARLES and
LAUGHTON
MYLENE DEMONGEOT

starring

WILLIAMandHOLDEN
LILLI PALMER
m TECHNICOLOR*

‘31®

a

PENNEBAKER
production
\1/- 'V vr

a

One-Eyed
Jacks

JERRY LEWIS
production

CinderFella

LI
'i Sv

starring

starring

;A:

'•'•'JZ

MARLON BRANDO
and
KARL MALDEN

JERRY LEWIS
ED WYNN

m TECHNICOLOR®
VISTAVISION®

and

ANNA MARIA
ALBERGHETTI
TECHNICOLOR®

a

HAL WALLIS
production

All In
A Night's

Work
starring

A

DEAN MARTIN

MALENO MALENOTTI

and

production

THE fAVACE
INNOCENTS
starring

ANTHONY QUINN
and YOKO TANI
in TECHNICOLOR®
TECHNIRAMA®

SHIRLEY MacLAINE
in TECHNICOLOR®
a

PERLBERG-SEATON
production

the Pleasure
of h's company
starring

FRED ASTAIRE
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
LILLI PALMER
andTAB HUNTER
' n'-

1

TECHNICOLOR®

r :*■ ■V-.X ~^l£pfflM|
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PfaUETY

IN PRODUCTIONS
a
a

HAL WALLIS
production

JUROW-SHEPHERD
production

sinner
starring

starring

AUDREY HEPBURN
GEORGE PEPPARD
and

LAURENCE
HARVEY
and
GERALDINE

/

PANAVI3ION®

TECHNICOLOR5

a

SHAVELSpN-ROSE
production

a

HOWARD HAWKS
production

starring

starring

DANNY KAYE

JOHN WAYNE

/

in TECHNICOLOR?

m TECHNICOLOR®
PANAVISION®

/
/

a

JERRY LEWIS
production

LADIES'
MAN
starring

JERRY LEWIS
HELEN TRAUBEL
and

a

STEVE PARKER
production

My
Geisha
starring

SHIRLEY MacLAINE
m TECHNICOLOR®

...ALL FROM

/•
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Jack Warner s Ideal Marriage

PICTURES

National Boxoffee Survey

U

H[f (JH|[f [^[(J’S

Biz Spotty; ‘Beii-Hur* Champ, ‘PsycHo* 2d, ‘Ocean*
3d, -Loye* 4th, ‘High Time* 5th, ‘Can-Can* 6th
.. Hollywood, Sept. 27:.
jack- L. Warner has flatly
Spelled: out. what some heads of
major film studios which also, make
vlcipix have been;; acknowledging

By HY HOLLINGER
while VHell to Eternity” (AA) is
Earnings for Loew’s Theatres for
finishing ninth. Latter is un¬
changed from last week, “Crowded the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1960
Sky,” fWBi. eighth last round, is are expected to be 20^c to 25Gj
privately,
setting
an • . industry
loth: Rounding out the Top 12 are ahead of last year, or abofc^ $2.60*?,•■•;niileslhhe' with .the oral statement:
“House, of Usaer” (AI) and “All 000, equal to approximately 95c to
“The. prrlod of pioneering
the Fine Young Cannibals” (M-G). $1 per share, according to Laur¬
qnduneasj adjustment is endrd:. Television today. is an
■. Runner-tip pix comprise “Elm*':' ence A. Tiseh, chairman of tho
equal "-partner witiihithe vi
Gantry” (UA), '“Th -Time .Ma¬ board and chief executive officer.
Tisch declared in an interview
ti n picture indusir .”
chine” (M-G) and “Carry on Monday (26) that the increased
Nurse” (Gov'. “Strangers When earnings would come mainly fiom
.But Warner Bros, studio chief
We Meet” (Col), “From the Ter¬ I the company’s radio station,
i is still very high on theatrical
race” (20th) and. “Sons and Lov¬ j WMGM, New York, and its real
films’ future. Having recently re¬
ers” (20 th D all long ,on the list, [estate activities. He added, how¬
turned from a long trek to Europe,
are: garnering^ smaller- takes at the ever, that*, there was a slight inhe observes: “At homeand. abroad .!
end of, extended runs.
there is increased enthusiasm . for !
creabe in theatre business.
filmSi Not only are. motion-pictures
Among the promising newcom¬
Despite the upbeat results,
drawing larger audiences but they i
ers ire “Dark at the Top of the Tisch, who with his brother Pres¬
are the subject, of greater interest
Stairs” (WB>, which is firm in its ton R., controls approximately 25' b
■and nmre d^scu:ssiori.,■,:,
1
bow at New York’s Radio City I of the outstanding shares of
Music Half,* and “Song Without j Loew’s, declined to pred cl when
Productions like “The Nun’s,
End” (Col); smash in Washington. ; dividend payments would be reSlbiy'1’ and "Bon-liur” do far more |
“Sword and the Dragon” (Valiant) j sumed.
th’ .earn millions of dollars.hei.j. The so-called Marcus . -Plan,
points out. “They make millions |! whereby exhibitors in a given area
-is. sharp in Denver.
I Although Tisch’s activities have
Of friends for- fihn ' entertainment. jol. with the distributors m a
“Night Fighters” (UA), slow in j been focused on steering Loew’s
It is pictures of tins quality which
Providence and. Philly, is dull in j into the hotel and motel business,
joint
promotional
effort,
is
no
dif¬
stimulate the pictufe-going habit.”
Frisco and mild.'in Minneapolis. j he made it clear that the company
“Sex Kittens Go. to College” (AA) is in the theatre business “to s:ay.”
Tlie Warner Bros.’ pfexy further ferent than an - ordinary saturation
is pleasing in Cincinnati.
sees the rise of telefilmaking by booking. That is, unless there’s a
“We may sell a theatre or convert
“Past and Sexy” (Col), is thin one into a hotel here and there.”
lajors a great, factor toward. en¬ Ben Marcus to go with it.
in Los Angeles; but fast in Boston. he declared, “but actually we a-e
This was th e conclusion reached
couraging the fiira bk generally:
“Breakout” (Cont) is fair in Balti¬ in the market to buy or lease new
While he did not specifically so by film company rd-pub officials
theatres.” He pointed out that ti e
state, it is Obvious Warner: sees,!| who met under,- the aegis of the
more.
company was near closing rierls
the closely meshed production Of Motion Picture Assn, in New York
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
(Continued on page 79)
fpr property on the east side to
last week. Marcus is the Milwaukee
Pages 14-15).
build two new theatres to replrce
circuit operator who initiated the
the Loew’s Lexington and the
joint operation last year and who
Loew’s 72d St., which are being
met with success largely because
TO TROUPE NANCY. KWAN
razed for a hotel and a luxury
of his own personal supervision Of
apartrnent house respectively. One
the test. Said one ad-pub director:
of theatres would be in the area of
‘‘Without a Marcus .there can be no Par Plaits Swing of Sticks For
Stark’s Heroine
the E. 5B’s to replace the LexlngMarcus Plan.”
Hollywood, Sept, 27, ! ton and the other in the E. 70’s.
.. It \yas brought piit at the meet¬
Valentine Davies, first veep of
Favor 600-Seaters
Paramount is in process of lining Academy of Motion Picture? Arts
American
Broadcasting - Para¬ ing also that theatremen in Pitts¬
The theatres, according to Tisch,
tour of about 25 cities for & Sciences, steps up to presidency,
mount Theatres • earnings in. the burgh, who are supposed to follow, up
would
be
600-seaters, with one part
the Marcus pattern with. “Jungle Nancy Kwan go bally-high “World
third quarter (July-September) Cat” next month, turned down sev¬ of Suzie Wong,” in which she stars. succeeding the late Ben Kahane of an office building structure. He
who died at 68 on Sept. 18. Wen¬
likely will be . well ahead, of the eral film companies, which had of¬ Producer Ray Stark also may do dell Corey, 2d vp, replaces Davies, said he expected that one of the
houses would be ready for opera¬
corresponding period Of last year, fered one or more' films for the some promotional roadwork, under under Academy bylaws, with Board tion within nine months; the other
present; plans.
of Governors to elect his successor. within 18 months. In addition, the
Leonard H. Goldenson, president,. iporop marketing.
It’s
for
certain
that
Miss
Kwan
MPAA group nonetheless, voted
Davies takes over top spot of Loew’s chieftain indicated, that the
told the Boston Society of Security
will hit .the sticks, calling on fhe
Analysts this week. This, will con¬ to give the plan a test in Pitts¬ press and radio-television stations, industry organization via a bylaw company was surveying sites
burgh. Jonas Rpsenfeldr Columbia
section which stipulates: “In the throughout the country and had a
tinue tiie t'-nd shown to date this !j exec
, in charge of ad-pub, said he although her specific itinerary is absence or disability of the presi¬ real estate man “on the road”
•year, he said:
j
• felt that any consolidated exploita-. unset. This is to he. part of an ex¬
studying the possibilities in various
He rep dried, that television activ-fj tion effort on the part of exhibitors tensive campaign being plotted by. dent, the first vice-president shall territories. He noted that the com¬
take his place and perform his
Ities of the corporation are.mainly jj.should be encouraged. He added it Par.;"
pany was particularly interested in
duties,
succeeded
by
tile
second
■responsible rnd continued growth 1' would be advisable to. establish a
Also part of.the exploitation ap¬
sites at new shopping center.;.
of the American Broadcasting web set of standards concerning the proach will be “red carpet” pre¬ vice-president.”
Meanwhile, Loew’s is continuing
This
marks'
the
first
time
that
oan.be expected 'Hq. added .that ;j specific obligations of both: exhibs views in 35 to 38 cities for the
its diversification program in Hie
with an u*'i;oat. movement of the ;: and -distribs. in. terms of. support press, exhibitors: and \i.p.’s in this Clause has been exercised, due hotel and motel field. In addition
to
unprecedented
succession
of
of¬
econ my and a continuation ; of' .they give regional promotion:
each area.
to the Americana of New York and
ficers.
ABC’s, advances, the network
the Americana East, two holt's
Continued cn page 78)
planned for construction in
Gotham at a combined cost of $75.000,000, the company will a^o
erect; two motor hotels on 8 li
Avenue. The site of the old Loew’s
Columbia Theatre in Washington
will also be improved with a motor
Detroit, Sept. 27.
hotel and Tisch envisions the pos¬
.'■’United Detroit Theatres, top
sibility of a chain of Loew’s
By JAY LEWIS
chain'in th:' Detroit area, will, re¬
slon said, has some good theatres,
motels. Also on the. planning
to $1.00 in the balcony. New
novate the-Pr adway-Capitpl Thea¬
particularly
the
chain
owned
by
board, according to Tisch, er
four-wallers
could
be
financed,
.
Washington, Sept-. 27;
tre arid convert it into a deluxe ; The .West
20th Centur\;-Fox, but: the unhotels in two midwest cities to re¬
in Johnston’s estimate, by the
Coast
of
Africa,
with
rpadsh.ow house to. be renamed the.
place Loew’s downtown theatres.
extra showings and an admis¬
vast natural resources and huge : developed; natural riches — and
Grand. .Circus Theatre: This i$ the:., its
Eye on Air Media
sion system with low prices for
offers, a- “stupendous therefore the prospects for. boom¬
second, major first-run' theatre re- '- population,
Tisch revealed that Loew’s was
the front rows and higher in
opportunity” -for development of a ing economies an j burgeoning pop¬
modled by the. chain this ,
.,;■• new American film market, ac¬ ulations—are in the West Coast
also interested in diversification
back..
Earlier It .renovated the Maidison
Recent decrees in Senegal and in other fields, including the
cording to Motion Picture Assn, . hations. -He mentioned Guinea, the
Theatre to .prepare for. the ■ road- . chief
Gameroons, Ghana, Nigeria, the Soudan; requiring construction of acquisition of radio and television
Eric Johnston.
Slio.w. Opening of “Cati Can.”
Ivory ; Coast, the French and enclosed theatres only were hailed 'stations, but he stressed that yie
jphriston,
just
back
from
a
30,. In. disclosing, the Broadway- [
Belgian. Congos, among others.
by exhibitors, Johnston said, be¬ . prices being demanded for acquisiC; iiol'plan?jWoodrow Ri Praught,.! 000-mile, five-week tour across: the
Africans Love Medium
cause. it enabled them to build Vtions were so high in today’s marproxy Of UDT. 'an AB-PT affiliate, Virgin b.o. potential [in the fastJohnston vwas impressed with with no fear of having their audi¬ j ket that the company, at the mo¬
stated that the project is .an ex- ■; groW'iiig nations along its Western
ences
lost- to the low-overhead ment, considered it more feasible
shores:
He'said
he
will
prepare,
rec¬
the enthusiasm of the Africans for
•pression. of his company’s “bound-: |
ozoners With cheaper admission to develop its own diversification
..less confidence in the future of our 1 ommendations Within -a week to films. He said lie saw queues form- prices.
activities.
U:S:
film
execs
outlining
;
a
pro¬
j
ing.
at
6
p.m:
for'9
p.m:,
shows,
and
industry, as it involves attractions i
The Loew’s topper said the fi¬
| American films are “holding
of- top qui'Iity presented in.desir-! gram of action for the area. De¬ [One chain operating in Senegal, [their, own” at present, Johnston nancing. of the various projects
velopment
of
the
.new
market,,
he
French
Soudan
and
Guihea,
with
a
able facilii Os., commensurate with ;
provided
no problem. All the
! said, with Walt Disney fantasies
th public’s demand for modern j Said, is aU the; more important be¬ total. populace of about 11,000.000, being particular favorities. Gaudy hotels, he said, would be com¬
comfort and pleasant surround-: cause- of the rapid inroads televi¬ racked up a .$15,000,000: gi oss last j Indian productions are very pop- pletely financed with mortgage
sion is making in Europe;.
year.
lugs/’- '
money from insurance companies,
Theatres Shabby
In support of his belief that b o. j ular. The Soviets, have not entered pension funds, and other sources.
Seating capacity of: the theatre,
■ the market to any extent. In
Whici? how. exceeds 3,200, will be'
Johnston declared that one of cculd be “infinitely larger,” John¬ I Senegal only two. Soviet films were
Tiseh indicated that there was
reduced t about 1,600,. with every his. prime recommendations will ston said that the city of Ibadan • exhibited last year.
“nothing definite” about Loew’s
seat in the new plan offering a de¬ be construction of' good, -but not in Nigeria. with a population, of
entering the production field.
Asked aboKt . possible ob¬
sirable point Of yanatage in rela¬ eiaborate, four-walled theatres about 1,000,000 had only.four thea¬
Loew’s desire to enter the filmstacles; U:S. distributors might
tion to the giant screen* Praught' (most: now are crude open air af¬ tres—all open-air.
making. field was revealed last
encounter, Johnston expressed
Said, He Said 70mm equipment fairs) with . air conditioning. Also,
Construction of . enclosed thea¬
week at the Theatre Owners of
little concern. However, three
would be installed. Completion of he said centers of distribution must tres, would be a. big boon to ex¬
America convention by Maurice
nations—Ghana, Guineaf and
the project is set for the start of be developed in Africa itself — hibitors in that it would; enable up
Silverman of the anti-trust division
the Union of South Africa *—
the new year. “This hfove has been London and Paris being the main to four showings daily. The openof the Dept, of Justice who re¬
have. set up censorship boards
tinder study for some time,” somrebs of supply now.
air thbatres typically are com¬
ported. that Loew’s had asked his
with varying purposes in mind.
Praught said, “as we; have watched ,
Although television is
big prised of a “pit” with crude
department for permission to do
The Ghanese censorship chief,
development of the roadshow end factor now, a British tv system benches and v dirt floor arid a
so He indicated that some method
for instance, wants only “con¬
of bur business, and as it has be¬ introduced in Nigeria is doing well balcony covered with a tin roof for
structive’* films which will . might be found to give Loew’s the
come ; apparent that there is grow¬ and if ty once gets going else¬ the more prosperous:
' help the; people in the task of 1 greerilight.
ing demand for an additional, de¬ where, mo'dqirn-type:..film theatres,
. Admission prices usually
“We don’t want to go into pro¬
.. buldihg up the nation—rather
luxe outlet for hard-ticket attrac¬ may. never. get off the grourch
range from 10. to 15c iri the
duction just to produce pictures,**
th n pix that provide diver¬
tions iii dow town Detroit.”
The East Coast of Africa* John(Continued on page 26)
“pit” and sometimes from $.75
sion alone.

18 Weeks in Ft. Wayne

Spottiness. marks the nation’s,
boxoffice complexion this week.
Where strong product, is available,
as in Detroit,, the wickets are hum¬
ming. On. the oilier hand a product
shortage, in Los Angeles is result¬
ing in,dull biz. Some keys: report
improved takes With the advent
of cooler fall weather. But for the
ihost; part the top grosseirs. remain
the extended run. pix which have
proved their worth.
-'Winner Of the b.o. sweepstakes
again is “Ben-Hiir” (M-G). The
blockbusting spectacle continues
its patron pull even as it goes be¬
yond. 44-weeks in. some sites. Fol¬
lowing considerably behind in sec¬
ond place is “Psycho” (Pari,: 'an¬
other marathon Ion grunn er,
“Ocean’s 11” (WB) is third, same
as last week. .
: “Let's Make Love” (20th) is tak¬
ing fourth position, unchanged
from last week. “High Time,’- also
from 20th, has spurted up to nab
fifth. The Bing Crosby starrer’s
performance has yairied from fair
to sock, but its overall total in keys
covered by Variety has been rela¬
tively substantial.'..
“Can-Can” (20thj is winding up
sixth, same as. last week, “All the
Young Men” (Col'. .fifth last frame
has tapered off to seventh. “It
Started, in Naples” (Par) is eighth

Fort Wayne, Ind., Sept. 27.
... Metro’s. “Ben-Hur” ended an.
18-week stay at the Clyde
Theatre, Fort- Wayne, Ind.,
breaking ail former long-run
records in that cits'. The pre¬
vious long-run record was held
by. “Around the World in 80
Days,”
.Several films, first of which
“The MoOrt Is Blue,” have run
for ID weeks in this city.

Theairemaa Goldenson’s
Hearttbrob Is Video;
Third Quarter Perky

VAL DAVIES SUCCEEDS
KAHANE AT ACADEMY

BiiAf-cap, Detroit,
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PICTURE GROSSES

ToungMen Loud $9,500, Pitt; ‘Sky 1 Fancy $6,500, Time’ 7G
OK 9G Despite Pirates Competish jssxssSt^Ma.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 27. ’♦ ■ ■ . ' —1—---<■
Friday (23) was soft again for the'
y
p». . p
first-run houses with the Pirates'
nfff vltY IlFOSSCS
on night tv in a game that could
■
____
have decided the pennant. It was
_
brutal on the nabes as they had
AAA
the double impact of the game and
Week .. ......$2,379,900
the opening of the high school foot(Based on 24 cities and 252
fall season. On Saturday both the
theatres, chiefly first runs, inPenn and Stanley racked up good
eluding N, Y.)
grosses with sneaks. The new!
Last Year __..$1,988,200
entries, “Crowded Sky" at the
(Based on 22 cities and 221
Stanley, “September Storm" in
theatres.)
Stereovision at the Fulton, and ^
“All Young Men" at Harris all ^ ^
^ ^
_

*' "mites tor This Week
(^311 Smash
Fulton iShea) <1.365: $1-$1.50)—
“September Storm" (20th). Good
IftftA AAA m
$6,000. Last week, “Carousel"'
IT/IIIIIUI
I A Ant A
(20th> 'reissue). $6,500.
11||
Harris 'Associated) (2.100: $1' 7
7
$1.50>—“All Young Men" 'Col'.
Toronto. Sept.. 27Excellent $9,500. Last week, “Time
Among newcomers, “Ocean’s 11”
Machine" <M-G), $8,200.
: ! is socko on a. five-a-day policy at
Fenn 'UATO <3,300; $1-$1.50)—^ the Imperial, Canada’s largest
“Psycho ’ 'Par> '6th wk). Still hoff! theatre and showcase of Famous
$10,000 with help Sat. from ‘Alii: payers. “Nights of Lucretia BorFine
Young Cannibals” (M-G). Last
Une Ypung
Last; gja» js yjjg at combo of nine FP and
week, $12,800.
Taylor houses. Biz is solid around
Squirrel Hill <SW) <834; $1.25
city, with little change at the b.o.
“School for Scoundrels” (Cont); cn holdovers.
<2d \vk>. Wow $3,700. Last week*]
Estimates for This Week
$4,500.
:
Stanley <SW> <3.700; $1-$1.50)—I Beach, Century, College, Down-.
“Crowded Skv” iWB> Okay $9,000t town. Glendale, Midtown, Oakwilh help of “Dark at Top of wood* Prince of Wales, Runnymede
Stairs" <WBi on Sat. night. Last <FP-Taylor) <1,288; 1,338; 1,49.9; 1,week. “Ocean’s 11" (WB) (3d wk^ 995; 1,089; 1,138; 1,200; 1.385;:
$ days). $14,000.
!' 50-90.)—“Nights of. Lucretia BorWarn’er <SW) (1,513; $I.50-$2.75t Sj*" (Col) and “Enemy General”
—“Ben-Hur" <M-G) <36rh wk), rCoD- In nine-theatre tiein, fine
Magnificent $15,000. Ditto last 533.000. Last week, “Nude in
veck>
{White Car (IFD), for five-house
_
.combo, with 6.138 capacity, $17,' 000.
D C Lwfilv*
Loud
I Carlton 'Rank) (2.318; $i-$1.50)
l/.L. L.VCIJT, 1U11C LUUU
!_‘.Doctor in Lbve.M20th) (3d wk).

17CSKi'S™,
19JG, ‘Song’ Sock 176
-Washington, Sept. 27. !; ] Hyland (Rank) (1.057: $l-$i.50)—
Hot initialers are perking firsts “From Terrace" ' (20th) (9th wk>.
run trade this stanza. “High Time';’ Holding at lusty $7,000. Last week,
at the Capital looms a wow $18,00() ditto.
opener. “Hell to Eternity" at two] imperial (FP) <3,343; $1-$1.251—
Stanley Warner, houses shapes fop “Ocean's 11” iWBl Smash $30,000
a loud $19,500. “Song Without Last Week, “Let's- Make Love"
End" is rated a sock $17,000 ini- . i20th) (3d wk), $9,000.
tinier at the Trans-Lux “Magda;- f international (Taylor) (557; SiItna at the P<aza a so loofe rich $1.25)—“Hiroshima Mon Amour"
in its opening session. "Psycho; .Zenith) <3d-wk). Still brisk $5,500.
continues hefty among the hold- Last, week, same.
overs.
©\ers.
| Loew’s 'Loew) (2.745; $1-$1.25)—
Estimates for This
Week
ThisAYeek
ji “Bel<« Are Ringing" <M-G) «5th
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW)
„ ^ba?nnf '^eiy?n0 ,ta?r
Hearty $7,500 for five days.
(1.490: 1.000: 90-$1.49‘—“Hell
90-51.49 •— Hell to Last week, $10,500. '
Eternity" «AA>.
'AA). Loud $19,500. Last
Eternity"
Tivoli 'FP) <935: $i.50-$2.50) —
week, “13 Ghosts" <Col>,
<Col), $8,000.
“Can-Can" <20th) (26th wk». Heavy
Apex *K-B) '940:
<940: 90-S1.10) — $7,000. Last-week, ditto,
“Next to No Time” 'Indie)
<Indiei <2d
'2d wk).
Towne 1 Taylor) '693: $1-S1.50'>—^
Fair $3,500. Last week. $4,900. i! “School for Scoundrels" <Cont)
% Capitol -Loew) (3.426; S1-S1.4S) i6th wk). Lusty pickup to $6,000.
•—“High Time” <20th>. Sock S18,- Last week, big $5,500.
€00.
Last week, “Lei's Make
University «FP)- i 1.363;. $1.50< Continued on page 28)
•! $2.75 >—“Ben-Hur" < M-G i '41st.wk).
-:: Still ,faney $9,000. Last week,

Omaha, Sept. 27. .
Bit Is! perking slightly at down¬
town first-runs, with, thousands of
out-of-staters coming in for the
.. :
~—v■■ f
Denver, Sept. 27,
Ak-Sar-Ben Bodeo, featuring the
n
|
m
’ Two of the three newcomers art
Glenn Randall “Ben-Hur Chariots”
Broadway
brosses
doing fine this frame. “High
from that film. “Hur," incideritally,;
i/iuauTTaj Vtvoovo
doing fine this frame. “High
Is leading the pack in its 32nd
?
and the Dragon” at the Denver ar#
stanza. “It Started in Naples,”
Estimated^Total Gross -.
both hitting an above average take.
aided by
strong campaign by
This Week .... ... .$502,100
However, the “College CohfldenOmaha manager. Carl Hoffman,,
(Based on 26.theatres)
tiai”-“Chartroose Caboose” Combo
which tied In with: a. downtown
Last Year .. ,c. ....-$438,300
jg only mild, at the: .Paramount,
fashion show, is hep. “High Time”
(Based on 24 theatres)
.“Ben-Hur” is . still steady in itt
is disappointing at the Orpheum.
...
■= 24th; stanza at the Denham while
Estimates for This Week
* n
f\/i
“Carry on Nurse” remains healthy
Cooper (Cooper) (693: $1>55I
miA
I
raol
Xl
in a l9th;frahie at the Esquire on
$2.20)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (32d wk).
1 UllV Ul vdl OIL
regular admission scale.
Booming to $7,500. Las: week, $6,Estimates for This Week
200.
T| . - . (If
i 1*n
Aladdin ;(Fox). (900; $1.45)—
Omaha (Tristates) <2,066; 75-$l)
KAlf • Hlim HI, “Sons and Lovers" (20th) <2d wk);
—“It Started In Naples” (Par). Big
1 U1 lay lllvll UU Okay $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
$6,500: Last week, “Sons and I
. Center (Fox) <1,270; $l-r$1.45)r-^
Lovers’* (20th); $3,000.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 27, . “High Time” (20th). Sturdy $13,Orpheum; (Tristates) (2,877; 75Biz is on the upbeat despite, the 500. Last week, “Let’s Make Love’*
$l)r--“High Time” (20th). NSH
$7,000. Last week* “Crowded Sky” j transient name attractions and (20th) (3d wk), $9,000.
(WB), $7,000.
1 long playing holdovers.
“High
Denham (Indie)- (800; $1.25State (Cooper) (743: $1)—“Angel! Time" looms as strong new entry $2.50) — “Ben-Hur" (M-G) (2:4th
Wore Red" (M-G). Light $3,000. at the Orpheum. “Psycho" moves Wk); Steady $10,500. Last week.
Last week. “All Fine Young Canrii-] into a seventh big week at the $10,500.
| Broadway. “Ben-Hur" stays for a
bals" (M-G) (2d wk), $2,500,
Denver fFox) (2.432; $1-$1.25)—►
solid 36th inning at the Music Box. ’Sword and the Dragon" iyaliant)
‘■Can-Can" holds for-a 12th and and “12 Hours to Kill"; <20th),
possibly final sesh at the Hollyr sharp $13,500. Last week. “House
wood.
ot Usher” (2d wk) 4 days only),
Estimates for This Week
$5,500.
Broadway (Parker.) (1.890; Sl¬
Esquire. (Fox) (600; $D—“Carry
] $1.50)—“Psycho” (Par) (7th wk). Qii Nurse" (Gov) (19th wk. Warm
Alu.UuU 111 llllU Solid $4,500. Last week, $7,400. $2,900. Lait week,
week, $4,000.
*
:£?* ^^e^*^Teen)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,690; $1.25Boston, Sept. 27.
;~uA11Jne '0lAng Me,” m
$1.45)—“Psycho” (Par) <6th wk).
. There’s better action at the bo:
®n^eRG®”era\ (Gol). '“■■Nice $10,500. Last.week, $14,000.
this week although legit competish wk!Tau $b,0UU. Last Week, ' Paramount
(Indie) (2.100;,
(2,100;, 9090Paramount (Indie)
is severe w ith, three houses lighted. Wuu.
$1.25
W‘College Confidential"
$1.25)-^“College
Confidential" (U)
<U)
Jewish holidays caused drop in
Eveigrcem ^ (900, and “Chartroose
“chartroose Caboose" (U).
(tJ).
picture attendance, but after end- S)^^Q-$3)
Can-Can . (20th^) (12th Mild $8,500, Last w'eek,
week, "Crowded
ing Friday night (23) weekend biz wk). Fast $6,000, Last week. $5,800. sky.» (wb);'$13,500.
spurted
WU Young Men-, U
Mus^Bex flemnek
To^e ,Indie) (600; $l-$i:45)hot. _at the Memonal
. Fast $3)— Ben-Hur |M-Q)' I36tli_ «k). “Strangers
..stranger8 Wheh
when We
tVe M
Meet" (Col)
and Sexv" smartWt the Orpheum Hot $13,500. Last week, $13,300.
^(6th wk.').- Good $3,009.
and “Hell to Eternity" is hitting
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1.536; Sihard at the Paramount. . “Key Wit-1 $1.49)—“High Time" (20th) and
nes^" is nice at the Paramount. i “The 39 Steps" ^(20th). Loud'Vi
: Estimates for Th'i$ Week
[$8,000: Last, week, “One Foot in
Astor (B&Q) (1.270; $1.75)—| Hell" (20th) and "Murder Inc.”
“Strangers When WJe Meet” (Col) ; (20th), $6,000.
(6th wk). Oke $6,500. Last week, [ Paramount: (Port-Par) '3,400; $1- ;
$7,500..
$l,49)^Johnny Mathis Show’ and
JbZ.lMHI. OhV W6<IK 4il
Beacon Hill— (Sack) (678; $1,50)—r Victor Borge Stage: Shows. Last
F y
r.,1.. * - _
“Come Dance With Me” (Union) \\eek; “Private Property” .^Indie)
tJaitimore, Sept.. 27;
14th wk). Good $7;000. Last v;eek, and “A Question of Infidelity” (InWeekend trade was up a bit .this
$8,000,
.
die). $4,400.
stanza and exhibs are. happier th
---they've been for a while;,"Nature',

Ills WB^Hss’Kt JH6

‘Eternity’ Rousing
$18,000 in Hub

Cannibals’ Tasfy $8,600,
Baits; ‘Breakout’ Light
$2,000, ‘Sky’ Weak 4G

Stk.5^ThTeh22n?we“cd, ‘LOVE’ LUSTY $11,500,

-a 7z% T ,h#

Monday .26) :was oke $7,000. Last
do«ble at: the ■: Century, is
week, $8,000.
riNfV*
| hPldmg mcely in third week there.
Capri (Sack) (900; $1.25r$1.50)-VIlH/Ij pfil wUV JU ‘‘AI1 the Fine Young Cannibals” is
“From Terrace" '20th) . (llth wk).
Cincinnati, Sept. 27i
lively in first week at the HippoGood $5,000.- Last week, sanie..
Cincy film biz remains robust drome: “It Started in Naples" is
Exeter (India) iL376; 75-$l.25)^— this framer “Let’s Make Love.” pleasing in fifth at the Charles.
“School for Scoundrels" j Cont). looming solid at the flagship AlEstimates for This Wecfk
• 7th wk);; Sixth week ended Fri- bee. fronts new^ entries. “Crowded
Aiii;ora ,RannnDorty
qn.
day (23) was good $7,000. Last Sky” rates a good opener at the
nS’
week. $7,800.
Palace. In okay trend at Tw in i
J^
Gary 'Sack). (1.277; $1.50)^- Driye-In are “Sex Kittens Go to :;|’tlon2 $6,000 after same in ninth
“Started in Napies" (Par) (5th wk). College” and “Last Woman On ,™Nice S8.00Q. Last week, $10,000.
Earth" w ith “Female and Flesh”. | Century (Friichtman) (3.20Q; 50Kenmore (Indie) <700; $1.25-$1.50 and “Wieked Go to Hell" on back. $1.25)—“Natuie'S Paradise" <Indie)
—“Cariv On NurSe” (Gov) (I8ih to back screens. “Psycho”'holds and. “Female and Flesh" <Indie)
wk-firial).
Ending ainazing
amazing run sturdy i
ninth week.
week,
<3d„wkb Good $6,000 after $7,500
with hefty $7,800.
Last W
eek,
Estimates for This IVeek
in second.
Week,
Week
“Song Without End" (Col.) <<T.Albee
Albee 'RKO) <3.100:
(3.100: ^O-SLfiO)^
90-SL50)-- ! charles (Fruchtman) -500; 50$6,400. ‘‘Song
opens. tomorrow;
Wednesday (28).
(28).. ‘‘Let’s
Make Love
Love" ;i20tli).
Solid
opens^
tomorrow, WednesdayLet s^ Mgke
20th). Sohd^^i:$1.50W)Starte(l
in Naples” 'Par)
Sa™P'»wnMachine..
(Loew) ^45:.
ujiicn mail ^o,jwu,
(M.Gl SI-SI.25)
,3d wk,. Metropolitan -NET.
'NET) •'4.357:
70^ SUMO
$11-500. Last, week. “Ocean's
11” ^ wk,. :-j;ice S3.000 ;after $3,200
4:357: ^
Ocean s U
Sl.iO'—“Let’ Make Love" i<20th>
|WB) (4th wk). $8,000.
20thi j !WB)
iin fourth
Tapering for five days to okay $1.10)—“Let
ir-nntin«AW-«n;
9«vCapitol- (SW-Cinei-amar C1.400;
L ULLt, MinmL
S6.Q00. Last week, $10,000:
(Continued on
28)
^Continued
on page
page 28)
$i.25-$2.75) — “Ben-Hur"
<M-G)
Cinema (Schaber) (460: 90-$1.50)
Louisville, Sept. 27. j-r-^-128th wk). Strong $12,500. Last —“End of Innocence" (Kings) (2d
Mainsteni trade is keeping to a »t
«v#
|
9 W 11 (t»<lA AAA
week, . me.
j wk). Oke $2,300 after $2,6Q0 i
good level this week, “House of ■
l^iir WQYu I IHt * \kV
Jt/ll
Esquire Art. fShor) f5O0:'$1.25)—i first.
i
Uslur" is showing considerable llCW 1 IA 1 C15ll/V|?« UllJ
iflli VMVjVUV)
“Carry On Nurse" 'Gov) (7th wk). | Five Vvest-(Schwabor) (460; 90wicket activity at the Rialto<> “Time j
Sweet $2,500. Last week, $2,700. , $1.50) —' “Breakbut’’ < Cont). Faif
Machine" and “Day They Robbed
(r?t«
j ri
4 aa (V
r
_
_
A .1 0/^ 1 Grand (RKO) '1:400: Sl-$1.5pi—;'$2,000. Followed “Subterraneans’*
the Rank of England" at United
I 1ITIO HQCT f ill.
1
.'Par) <9th wk). Potent (M-G) (3d Wk), $2,600.
Artists is strong, juve trade an
1 llliC I dol
J AlinCT
V11112; llicil 1 ai 1LU $7,500. Last week. $8,000.
n, ■ *v o oAn
Sunday matinee a big boost to the
D
[ Guild ( Vance) <300; 81.25)^“rm 1
i^nPPV^
overall take. “Psycho" in fourth
Detroit, Sept. 27.
--“Psycho" (Par) '9 th wk). Smash ; All Right, Jack” (Col) >2d Wk). rVs,vn.A-Y^nnAAC?”ni*
frame at the Kentucky is still
Another great week is in pios- $18,000. Last week, $19,000.
j Tall $2,500. Last week. $3,000,
bals- MrGb Pleasing$8,C/Jp.Fpjstrong.
pect for the downtowners with . Madison (UD) .'1.408; $1.50-$3)—l Hyde Park Art 'Shor) (500;
^^St^"geLs lVhen ^Ieet
“Can-Can" i20th) < 17th wk).;Good ! $1.25)—“Quiet Flows Don" (Indie), j'Gol) (4th. wk),.. $4,500.
Estimates far This Week
, i st™"i nw wrottact
_
_
. .
v
with tiealthy holdovers. “Crowded $9,000. Last week, $9,500.
i Poor $700. Last, week, "Your Past I. Little (Rappapbrt) '300: 5O-$1.50)
Broadway-Capitol: (UD) (3.500; Is Showing" t.In.die) (4th wk), .—“Man inUocked Hat" tSCA) (re»o?»own fA.yerm
Sky” looks sock at the Michigan.
*7“°' ~ *
't9^ . “High Time” shapes big at the $1.25-SI.49) — “Kidnapped" (BV) $1,100.
peat) (3d wk). Wanh. $2,300 after
wk1. Easing slightly to $5,000. Last; pox. “Kidnapped" is average at the and “Sign of Zprrq" !BV). Average
Keith’s (Shor) (1.500: 90-$l:2.5)— $2,500 in previous week.
week, fair $5,500.
; Broadw'ay-Capitol.
$10;000.
Last week; “Fast: arid “All the Young Men” (Col) (2d wk). 4 Mavfair (Fruchtman) i75n- ti 4Q.
Kentucky '.Switow) (900; .75-[’ Meanwhile,
“Psycho"
stays Sexy" (Col) and “Nights of Lur Okay $6,500 after. $10,000 preeih.
50) — “Can Can” i20iii/ ' nfith
$1.25'—“Psycho” <Par) '4th wk). [smash at the Palms in its ninth cretia Borgia" (Col), $12:500,; .
7 Palace. (RKO) .2,600; $1-$1.25)- ^^ X”
Dandy $8,000, after last Week's' week. “Ben-Hur” dropped some
Adams (Balabari) (1,700; $1:25- “Crowded Sky" (WB). Good-$9,000.
W°°
* strong $19,000.
j but still is healthy in its 32d week $1.50)—“All Young Men" (Col) (2d Last week, “All Fine Young Canni- ^previous week.
*
-New 'Fruchtman) (1;600; 50Marv Anderson 'People’s) <900* •
the’ United Artists. “Windjani- Wk): Sturdy $12,000. Last week, bals" (M-G), $8,500.
Twin Drive-In (Shor) (I.200 ears ^E25WGrowded Sky" (WB). Slow
75-S1 ’—“Crowded> Sky" .WB) '2d j mef sai'ls briskly in its 27th week $16,500.
United Artists (UAV (1,667; $1.25V each side; flOc)—West side: “Sex $4,000.
Previous week, "Let'*
wk-. Medium £4.000 after last; at the Music Hall. “Can-Can" is
week's good $5 000.
good in 17th week at the Madison. $3)—“Ben-Hur”. (MTQ) (32d wk). Kittens Go to College" (AA> and Make Love" i20tli) (3d wk), $3,500.
i*
„
’ .
. /«Estimates for This Week
Good $13,000. Last week, $13,481. “Last Woman on Earth" (Indie),
Playhouse (Sclnvaber) . (460; 90Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc;) Pleasing $7.000., Same last week $1,501—“School For Scoundrels"
«,*?M#-,iF0Urth «Av,e,n1Ue'..<30.1a:
Fok iFox-Detroit) .5,000; J1,25f.1? '
AU°USeTJ £ ,Us 'e*j
A1' S1.49)—"High Time” i20th) and (1.208,'f' $1.55-$2.65) — "Windjam- for “Why Must I Die" (AI) and. (Cont) (6th w:k). Nice $2,400 after
Ed^r Al ei Hoe story tonjl -Ski Troop Attack" (Indie).. Great mer" (NT) (27th wk). Strong $15^- “Noose for a Gunman" OJA). East $2,700 in fifth.
t,trill hunters and juves, fine $8.- sio
onn
Last
"Rotemarv”
$19,000.
Last: week
week; “Ro«emary"
Last week, $15,500.
side: “Female and Flesh" (Indie)
stanton (Fmrhtroan) p riori,
500. Last week," “Let’s Make Love” (FAW) and “Virgin Island" (FAW). 000.
Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) and “Wicked Go to Hell" (Indie).
^
fi ” ’
(20thi '2d wk). Medium $7,000.
Disappointing $8,500.
(1.000;: $1.49-$1.65)—“Come Dance So-so $6,000. Last week, “Last f“JS
United Artists (UA) (3,000; 75r
to $4,500; after $5,000
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000; With Me" Undie) (5th wk), Oke Days of Pompeii” (UA) and "Boy
$U—“Time Machine" (M-G) and $1.25-$1.49)—“Crowded Sky” (WB) $3,660. Last week, $4,000.
and Pirates" (UAL $5,500.
in lourtn.
“Day They Robbed Bank of Erig- and “Kiss for Killer’-’ (Tndie).
Mercury (UM) (1,470; $1-$1.49)-^
Talley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1.50Town (Rappaport) (1,125; $1.49land" (M-G). Moderate $6,000. Socko $20,000. Last week, “Ocean's “From the Terrace" ^20th) '7th $2.50) — “Can-Can" (20th) (14th $2.50) ^“Ben-Hur" >M-G) (2flth
Last week. “Angql Wort Red” 11" <WB) $15,QG0 in fifth Aveek,
wk). Oke $10,000:
Last week, wk). Fairish $6,000. Ditto la5.t wk). Holding at $7,900 after $8,000
(M-G). .Brisk $7,500.
Palms (UD) (24961; $1.25-$i:49) $10,087.
j week.
last iveek.

‘USHER’ NEAT S8 500

i

1’VHIF*‘MAfHINF’ fid

I Sill
‘Sky’Tall
$20,iIHHI
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DOWN TO A WALK

f
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TaimtumSoftlG/Hur 22G, 44th
Los Angeles. Sept: 27.
First-runs are still taking it on
the chin this frame. But some
openers, doing only fair in regular
situations, are hitting a good stride
in multiple day-date bookings. “It.
Started in Naples” is eyeing; a
light $18,000 in a trio of houses.
“High Time” is a fairish $17,600
in three sites, but is leading ih
multiples.
‘Fast and Sexy” is heading, for a
thin $15,200 in four theatre.', “Man
With- Green Carnation" is a soft
$7,000 at the Hollywood Para¬
mount.: indicating a lack of prod¬
uct, three units are playing reis¬
sues, “Sitting Bii|l”-‘Tndian Fight¬
er” combo is gandering a good
$8,500 at the Orpheum >nd Holly¬
wood.
Few. of the regular holdovers are
dbing biz. “Ben-Hur” is down to a
likely $22,000 in its 44th week at
the Egyptian.
Estimates for This Week .
Hollywood Paramount (Elect) (1,408; $l-$2t—“Man With Green
Carnation”
(WB).
Soft $7;.000.
Last week, “AH Fine young Canni¬
bals” (M-G) (5th wk. 9 days),
$6,900.
.
: .
Warrens, Hawaii. Wiltern; Bald¬
win (B&B-G&S-SW-Elect) (1,757;
1,106; 2,344; 1.800; 90-$I.50)—“Fast
and Sexy” (Col) and. “Nights ofLucretia Borgia”. (Col). Thin $15.200.
Last week, Warrens with
Vogue. “All Voting Men” (Col),
“Enemy General” <ColJ (2d wk,
Warrens; 1st wk. Vogue), $8,000;
Hawaii with Los Angeles. “Hell to
Eternity” (AA) (1st wk. Hawaii; 3d.
wk; Los Angeles), “10,000 Bed¬
rooms” (M-G) (reissue) . (Hawaii),
“Seven Guns to Mesa” (AA) (Los
Angeles) (1st wk)„ $8,000; Wiltern.
(Continued on page 28)

I ‘Eternity’Lofty $10,000;
Prov.; ‘Hell’ Hotsy 8'/jG

‘Usher’ Stout $10,500 In
K.C.; ‘Lovers’ Lively 8€,
‘Dance’ Torrid $5,000
Kansas. Cith Sept. 27. .
Newcomers here are “Sons and.
Lovers” doing well at the Plaza
and -‘House of Usher’** strong in
the Uptown-Granada combo.. Both ;
will hold. Brigitte Bardot starrer,
“Come Dance With Me,” is sock at
the Kimo and a long run Is likely.
On other fronts biz '
figured
normal for the season, not the
strongest of the year.?
Estimates for This Week
Brookside (NT) (800; $1.50-$2)—
“Can-Can” (20th) (15th wk). Great
$4,500. as “last few days” ad stirs
biz- Last week, oke $2,000.
Capri. (Durwood) (1.260; $i.5Q$2.50) :— “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (35th
wk>; Steadv $10,600, holds. Last
/eCk. $11,000.
Fairway (NT) (700: $i)—“Carry
on Nurse” (Gov) (12th wk). Nice
$1,500 may stay. Last week, same,
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$L25)
—“Come Dance With Me” (Kings¬
ley). Around $5,000, tops for the
house and reached by Very few
pictures here. Last week “Cranes
Are Flying” (WB) (3d wk). Satis¬
factory $1,200.
Midland (Loew) (3.300; 75-$l) —
“All Young Men” (Col) and “Enemy
General” (Col) (2d wk). Modest
$4,500. Last week, surprised a bit
at $7,500;
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-$D—
“All Fine Young Cannibals” (M-G)
(2d wk). Medium $4,500. Last'
week? $7,500.
; Plan (NT) (1,900; $1.25)—“Sons
and. Lovers” (20th); Pleasant $8,000, holds. Last week, “From the
Terrace’’ (20th) (5th wk). Oke $5,-

000.

Boxy (Diirwood)
(050; $129$1:50)—“Ocean’s 11” (WB) > (5th
wk). Nifty $6,500, stays. Lint week,
$7,500.
Uptown, Granada (NT) (2,043;
1,217; 85-$I) — “House of Usher”
(AI). Good $10,500, may hold.
Last week, “Let’s Make Love”
(20th) (3d wk). Fairish $4,500.

Chi Perks; ‘Sky* Lofty $15,580, Table’
Smooth 9G, 'Rosemary’ Trim $9JO,
‘Eternity Hot 2S%G, 2d, ‘Hags 15^G

Providence, Sept. 27.
RKO Albee’s “Hell To Eter¬
nity” and Majestic’s ‘‘One Foot In
Hell” are providing, the punch this
week. Strand is healthy with “It
Started In Naples” as is Elm¬
wood’s 14th Of “Ben-Hur.” . Loew’s
State trails with “The Night. Fight¬
ers'.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-90)—
“Hell To Eternity". (AA)
and
“Operation
Amsterdam”
(20th).
Healthy $10,000. Last week, “Why
Must I Die” (AI) and’ “Escape
From Terror” (AI), mild $5,500. '
Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $1.50$2.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (14th
wk). Good $7,000. 13th sesh was
very nice $7,500;
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-90)—
“One Foot In Hell” (20th) and
“Operation. Amsterdam”
(20th);;
Neat $8,500. Last week; “Crowded
Sky” (WB) and “Dial M For Mur¬
der” (reissue), mild $5,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-90)-^“Night Fighters” (UA) and “Cage
of Evil” (UA): Slow $5.DQ0. Last
week, ‘"Angel Wore Red” (M-G)
and “Rawhide, Trail” (AA)'r slow
$6,000.
Strand (National Realty) (2;2O0;
65-90)—“It Started In Naples”
(Par). Happy $7,000.

Cleveland, Sept. 27.
Holdovers, are outdrawing new¬
comers,, but all. look okay. “Last
Days of Pompeii” is only fair at
the. Palace despite heavy bally.
“Tiriie Machine” is good at the
Slate. Among the longrunners,
‘‘Ocean’s 11” is hot in its fifth
Allen round. “Psycho” likewise is
hep in eighth frame at the Still¬
man.
Estimates for This Week <
Allen (SW) ($1-$1.50)—“Ocean’s
II” (WB) (5th wk). Hot $11,500.
Last week, $16,000.
Continental Art (Art Theatre
Guild) (950; $1.25) ?— “Holiday
Island.” (Indie) (2d wk). Satisfying
$2:000. Last week, $2,700.
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(950; $1.25)—“Sons and Lovers”
(20th) (4thJwk). Fine $2,700. Last
week, $3,800.
Hippodrome (E as t ern Hipp)
(3,700; 50-$L25)—“All the Young
(Continued. on page 28)

Fresh Fix Perk Mpls;
‘Lore’Potent $14,000,
‘Eternity’ Sockeroo 12G
Minneapolis, Sept. 27.
Most newcomers for any one
Week in some time—fouir— are in¬
vading the loop and giving it a
stronger breath of life. Three of
the fresh entries, “Elmer Gantry,”
“Hell to Eternity”, and “Let’s Make
Love,” loom of. considerable boxoffice consequence: The tourth,
“The Night Fighters^ is weak. On
the holdover front there are the
hard-tiOket ‘‘Ben Hur” and “Thfc
Is Cinerama^ in their 31st and fifth
weeks, respectively; the 12th for
“The Apartment, the sixth: Tor
“Ocean’s 11” and “Sons and
Lovers” azid the second for “CanCan’s” second ran.

Estimates For This Week
Academy (Mann) <947; $1.75$2.65)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (31st wk).
Fine $11,000. Last week, same.
Century (Cinerama; Ine.) (1450;
$1.75-$2.65)—“This Is Cinerama”
(Cinerama)
(reissue)
(5th wk).
Good $11,000. Last week, $11,300.
(Continued on page 28)

Two-day Jewish holiday, Thursr
day and Friday, With all New York
City public, schools closed for first
time, had the effect of stemming
the b.O. decline that usually takes
place this time of the year. In
geheral, however? business was not
socko for a period that contained a
Indianapolis, $ept. 27.
four-day weekend.
“Let’s Make Love” opened well
“Dark at Top of Stairs” got off
at
Keith’s
to
spark otherwise quiet
to good start at Radio City Music
Hall with firm $165,000 for the week here. Other, starters, “The
Crowded
Sky”,
at Circle and “The
opening round. “All the Pine
Young Cannibals” is expected to Subterraneans,” at Loew’s, are
clicking
moderately.
“Ben-Hur,”
tally an okay $26,000 for opening
Criterion round despite, the poor at Lyric, has. bounced back in 29th
reviews; The initial follow-up Week stanza after falling off last week.
Estimates for This Week
of “High Time” at. the Warner is
Circle (Cockrill-DoUe) (2,800; 90seen
reaching
a
below-hopes
$1.25)—“The Crowded Sky” (WB)
$19;Q00.
Lbngrunners, some of Which are Oke $7,000. Last week, “It Started
nearing the end of their engage¬ in Naples” (Par), $7,500.
Keith’s (Cockrill-Dolle) (UOO;
ments, managed to maintain a
steady pace. “Apartment?’ in 15th 90-$1.25) — “Let’s Make Love”
(20th).
Very good $10,000. Last
Astor and Plaza -^ssions. was still
impressive $31,00u. With $20,000 on week, “Ocean’s 11” (WB) (5th wk),
$5,000.
Broadway and $11,000 on the east
side. Ditto “Started in Naples,” in
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; ?5-$D—
fourth week
at Victoria
and “Subterraneans” (M-G) and “Key
Murray Hill, Pic scored total of Witness” (Indie). Oke $6,000. Last
$30,500. With $21,000 at Victoria Week, “Rosemary” (FAW)
and
and $9,500 at: Murray Hill. “Ocean’s' “Virgin Island” (FAW), $5,000.
11” was good: $25,000 for seventh
Lyric (CockrlU-Dolle) (850; $1.25Capitol round? Hard ticket ‘‘Ben- $2.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (29th
Hur” maintained its: momentum wk).
Fine $7,500.
Last week,
with. $44,500 for 44th week?
6 000
Both Broadway houses and arties
are bringing new pix. “Sunrise at
Campjobello” opens reserved-seat
run at Palace today (Wed.), New
pix opened at Paris and 68th St.
Playhouse? In addition. Sutton,
Baronet, Normandie, 5th AVe. Playr
houSe are bringing in new entries.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.076; $1.25r
Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
$2.50)—“Apartment” (UA) (16th
Biz Is offish this frame. ‘‘Angel
wk). The 15th session concluded
Wore Red” is quiet at the Fox,
last night (Tues.) With impressive
“Under id Flags” is slow at the
$20,000. Last Week, $21,000. Con¬
Randolph, but “Let’s Make Love”
tinues until Oct, 12 when “Inherit
is sweet at; the Stanley. Holdovers
the Wind” (UA> moves in.
are. spotty. “Psycho” is neat in a
Capitol (Loew). (3,662; 95-$2)—
14th round at the Arcadia. “Poily“Ocean’s U”*(WB) (8th wk). The
anna” is slim in a 12th Trans-Lux
seventh round Wound up last night
stanza.
(Tues.); ;with good $25,000 after
Estimates for this Week
previous week’s $26,000. “Hell to
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—
Etern^y” (A A) Opens Oct.-12.
“Psycho” (Par) (14th wk). Neat
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; 90-$2.40V
$7,500. Last week, $9,000.
—“All the Fine Young Cannibals”
Boyd (SW) (1,502; $1.40-$2.75)—
<M*G)
(2d* wk). The opening
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (44th wk). Good
stanza . concluding tomorrow
$15,000. Last week, $16,000.
(Thurs.) looks likely to. hit okay
Fox (MUgram) (2,000; 90-$1.80)—
$26,000. The final eight days of
“Angel Wore Red” (M-G). Mild
12th round of “Strangers When We
$13,000. Last week, “Hell to Eter¬
Meet” finished with $13,000.
nity” (AA) (4th wk), $9,000.
DeMille (Reade) (1.658; $1.50Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 99$2.75)—“Psycho” (Par) (15th wk). $1.80)—“Started in Naples” (Par)
The 14th week ended today (Wed.) | (4th wk).= Trim $8,500. Last week,
With fair '$8,500. Last Week, $9,000. $13,000.*
“Spartacus” <U) opens Hardticket
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2run on Oct. 6.
$2.75)—“Can-Can” (20th) (22d wk).
Palace (RKO) (1,642; (90-$2)—
Nice $7,000. Last week. $7,500.
“Sunrise at Campobello” (WB).
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 94Starts reserved-seat engagement. $1.80)—“Under Ten Flags” (Par).
In ahead, “PortraitJn Black” (U) Quiet $14,000. Last week, “From
finished six. days of ninth, round Terrace” <20th) (6th wk), $7,000.
with mild $6,500.
(Continued on page 28)
Forum . (Moss) (813; 90-51.80)—
“AU Yohng Men” (Col) (5th wk).
The fourth Inning: winding up to¬
morrow (Thurs.) is seen reaching
good $18,000. Last week, $19,000.
Continues.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1$2)—“Let’s Make Love” (20th) (4th.
wk). The third stanza finishing
San Frandsco, Sept 27.
today (Wed.) is .likely to tally okay
First-runs have a spotty texture
$28,0001 Last week, $35,000. Com- this frame. “House of Usher” is
tinties.
potent, “High Time” is good and
Radio City Maaie HaU (Rocke¬
“Mary Magdalene” Is nice. But
feller) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Dark at
“All the Fine Young Cannibals” is
Top of the Stairs” (WB) (2d wit).
weak in second stanza. “Psycho”
The opening stanza concluding to¬
day (Wed.) is seen scoring a firm is still hot in its seventh Golden
$165,000. In ahead. “Song With¬ Gate round.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25out End,” $127,000 for sixth week.
Rlvoli (UAT) <1,545: 80-52.50)— $L50)—“Psycho” (Par) (7th wk).
“Can-Can’’ (20th) (30th wk). The Excellent $12,500. Last week, $17,500.
(Continued on page 28)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1,25-51.50)—
—“High Time’v (20th) and “Young
Jesse James” (20th).
Sprightly
$12,500 on six days. Last , week,
Film gross “estimates as re- .
“Let’s Make. Love” (20th) and
ported herewith from the vari¬
“Five Bold Women” (20th) (4th
ous key cities, are net; i.e.;
wk), $8,000 for six days.
without usual tax. Distrib¬
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; $1^5utors share on net take; when
$1.50)—“Fine Young Cannibals”
playing percentage, lienee the
(M-G) and “Platinum High School”
estimated figures are net in¬
(WB) (2d wk). Slow $7,000. Last
come.
'
The parenthetic admission - week; $12,000.
prices; however, as indicated,
I Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25include U.
amusement tax.
I
(Continued oh page 28) '

-Love’ Luscious $10,000,
Indpls.; ‘Sky’ Bright 7G

$,

.

‘Angel’ Quiet13G,
PhiBy; ‘Love 23G

TJsber’ Slick $19,000 In
v Frisco; Tme’ Boll 121G,
‘CaaflibaIs’Slow7G,2d

Estimates Are Net

I

Chicago, Sept. 27.
First-runs continue to show good
form this round, with several hold¬
overs helping. Lead newcomer is
Roosevelt's “Crowded Sky,” gar¬
nering a good $15,500 preemer.
Esquire’s “Captain’s Table” looks
for moderate $9,000 and “Rose¬
mary” is headed for brisk $9,200
Loop firster. Carnegie’s “Between
Time and Eternity” shapes okay
with $3,100 opener. New Monro*
tandem, “Five Bold "Women” plus
“Prime Time,” is figured for ok*
$5,500.
Second week of State-Lake’s
“Hell to Eternity” is good, and
“Under Ten Flags” is bringing
okay ditto round coin at the Orien¬
tal. “Strangers When We Meet”
looks good ih United Artists fifth,
with “Elmer Gantry” rated lively
in sixth Woods lap.
Surf’s “Man im Cocked Hat”
second looks rosy, and “Three¬
penny Opera” should collect robust
ditto round coin at the. World.
“Ocean’s 11” is hep in seventh
Chicago Theatre stanza.
On hardticket, “Can-Can” hoisted
good 23d Palace sprint, and “BenHur” collared a stellar 40th fram*
at the Todd.
Estimates for This Week
- Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1.50)—
“Between Time and Eternity” (U).
Okay $3,100. Last week “Street of
Shame” (Indie) (3d wk), $3,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80)
—“Ocean’s 11" (WB) (7th wk).
Splashy £19,000. Last week, over
$24,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.25-$1.80) — “Captain’s Table”
(20th). Moderate $9,000. Last week
“Started in Naples” (Par) (7th wk),
8 000
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.80>—
“Rosemary” (FAW). Brisk $9,200.
Last week.’“Jungle Cat” (BV) (5th
wk). $6,400.
Monroe (Jovan) (1.000; 65-90)—
“Five Bold Women” (indie) and
“Prime Time” (Essanjay). Okay
$5,500. Last week, “Duel in Suit”
(Continued on page 28)

$ ,
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Young Men’Hep $11,000
In Sluggish Buff; ‘Angel’
Frosty 62G, Usher’ 10G
Buffalo, Sept. 27.
Biz is sluggish this round. How¬
ever, “All the Young Men” is good
at the Century and “The Subter¬
raneans” is nice at the Cinema.
Less favorable are “Angel Wore
Red,” frosty at the Buffalo, and
“Why Must I Die,” weak at the
Lafayette. “House of Usher” .is
soft at the Paramount. Holdovers
are strong.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$l)—
“Angel Wore Red” (M-G) and
“Noose for a Gunman” <UA).
Frosty $6,500. Last week, “Tim*
Machine” (M-G) and “Day They
Robbed Bank of England”'(M-G)
(2d wk), $6,000.
Center (ABPT) (3,000; 70-$1.25)
—^‘Ocean’s Eleven” (WB)
(5th
wk). Trim $10,000. Last week,
topped $12,000.
Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$D—
“All the Young Men” (Col) and
“The Enemy General” (Col). Good
$11,000. Last week, “One Foot in
Hell” (20th) and “Operation Am¬
sterdam” (20th). Over $6;000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$l>—
“Why Must I Die” (AI) and “Wild
Youth” (Indie) (5 days). Weak
$5,000. Last week, ^Thunder in
Carolina” (Howco) and “48 Hours
to Live” (Indie).^$7,000.
Paramount (A^PT) (3,000; 70-$l)
—“House of Usher” (AI) and “Bat¬
tle of Bloqd Island” (AI). Soft
$10,000. Last week. ’tThe Crowded
Sky" (WB) and “Young Jesse
James” (WB), $11,000.
Teck (Loew) (1,200; $1.75-$2.75)
-“Ben-Hur” (M-G). (28th wk).
Steady $6,000. Last Week, same.
Cinema (Martins) (450;* 70-$l)—
‘The’Subterraneans’ (MG). Nice
$2,500. Last week, “Coihe Dane*
With Me” (Indie) (3d wk), $2,000.
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two Lane Mexican Hardtoos Open
Will Gold Chain Build More?—^Not Saying—
Theatre Population Down Since Earthquake

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
49 St.

stroot, Piccadilly

Viema’s Heavy Festival, 1961
Garrcll Baker Inked

Vienna, Sept. 27,
Elaborate bookings are in progress to make the 1061 early sum*
mer Vienna Festival truly standout Here are the commitments SO
far ahead:.
Guest Orchestras
London Symphony Orchestra
Orchester des Westdeutschen Rundfunks
Sudwest-Funk-Orchester
Lamoureux-Orchester (France)
Rias-Orchester
Moskauer Symphoniker
Munich Rundfunkorcbester
Vienna Orchester
Wr. Philharmoniker
Wr, Symphoniker
Ensembles
Schatispielhaus, Zurich
Dusseldorfer Schauspielhaus; Germany
Schillerth.eater, Berli
Old Vic, England
■
Ensemble Helen Hayes (U. S. A.—^Theatre Guild)
Schauspielhaus,. [Hamburg
Ensemble aus Frankr.eich (Theatre de VAtelier)
Conductors
Igor Markewitch
Karl Bolim
Dimitri Mitropoulqs
Pierre Boulez
Pierre Monteux.
MiltiadesL Caridis
Eugen Ormandy
Ferenc Frlcsay
Hans Rosbaud
Herbert von Karajan
Carl Sehuricht.
Josef Keilberth
Georg Solti
Josef Krips
Leopoldi Stokowski .
Rafael Kubelik

Tokyo, Sept. 20.
Climaxing a longtime casting
problem; Carroll Baker has been
set to star in Metro’s “Bridge to
the Sun,“ scheduled for 40 days of
Mexico City, Sept. 27.
J
location shooting in.the classic eityGold Chain exhibition circuit
cf Kyoto during NoyemberrDecemlias inaugurated two new film
bbr/ Pictui-e will" be based on thehouses, the International Theatre
London, Sept. 27.
autobiographical novel by Gwen!
in this capital and Las Americas in
Another outfit has been set .up Terasaki, a girl from Tennessee;
Guadalajara. Both houses are
modern as to audience comfort, IIn the U.K. to run bowling, alleys. who was married to a Japanese
visibility, projection, sound and IRank Organization and the Associ¬ diplomat during World War II,
giant screen installations.
1 «ated British Cinemas circuit ere al¬
Miss Baker will play. Mrs. TeraSeating capacity of the Interna- iready operating alleys, while the saki. The role pf Terasaki has riot
tlonal is 4,200, making it the larg- ttopper of Hancock. Bowling Corp.- yet been cast. The blonde actress;
est situation in Latin America. The iof Dallas, Jack Hancock, has been took the “Bridge , to the Sun” as^
Guadalajara theatre has' 3,425 1here looking around. The latest sigriment after a number of stars
seats.
tto enter the field is operating in turned the part down, fearing pos¬
Gabriel Alarcon, head of chain, 1Wales.
sible adverse public reaction from;
Invited 2,000 for inaugural of the
He’s Walter Flack, managing di- appearing in a romantic situation
International, with segments of •| irector of a real estate company, opposite an Oriental..
business, political and society ; \who has opened an office in New-'
Disclosing that Anthony Ferkiiis
worlds represented as well as stars. Jj port,
i
Monmouthshire. South Wales
once been considered for the
Mexican industry personnel, and iifor
f a company called Walter Flack had
male lead, director Etienne Perier
representatives of foreign picture 11Parker & Wright. It’s eyeing South said, “I want a. real Japanese.”
interests.
n
l Wales towns with a population of
He said he has some prospects
Clemente
Locoeo,
exhibition ; (60.000 or over to find sites.
in mind for the role of Terasaki,
exec from Argentina, impressed by j
but admitted that its casting will;
decor of the International, said .
be difficult: “i want ah .actor who
that Mexico has “the most elegant ; j
speaks perfect Englishwith an ac-.
movie houses of America.” Robert
cent,” Perier offered.
J. Corkery, Motion Picture Exhilp. In addition to the Kyoto loca¬
itors Assn, vice president, con¬
tions, tile production will shoot
gratulated Alarcon on new houses,
eight days of exteriors in Washing¬
expressed hope that building pro¬
gram, long marking time, will noW
ton. D.C.; and three weeks in Paris,
Paris, Sept. 27.
Edinburgh^ Sept. 27.
step up again.
I
Distribution and exhibitor rela-. studios. Producer Jacques Bar is
New writers are to be: encour¬
Alarcon was noncommital about , |tionships are still strained here. ! skedded to join Perier here shortly aged by the International Edin¬
further Gold Chain plans for new ’ jExhibs, cut off from furthfr Film i before proceeding together to burgh Festival. A scheme of com¬
Mexico City, Sept.. 27.
theatre construction,.however. Sth- jAid early this year, reacted strong¬ 1 Hollywood; Also -here for a month missioning plays from w.k. writers
tistics released by the National jly and finally took steps of their of spadework, is production man- and others in the legit-writing field , Rodriguez Brothers. Jose and
Roberto, are definitely abandon¬
Chamber of t he Film Industry re- ;I cown by turning in incomplete re- . ager Jacques Juran Ville.
will also be launched by the Fes¬
• Continued on page 24)
j! ports
j
and getting a unilateral | Baiei.. once
.possible co-pro- tival Society in time for the 1961 ing film production; for adult.audi¬
ences in favor of the kiddie trade.
f change in terms via a small percent ; ducer of the Venture, will probably -Festival.
Jose, in explai ing: switch; said
!!ttage hike to make up for Aid loss: 1 be enlisted fbf castingvarid logistical
One play set for next year is
j This was done at the expense of- “ ssistance. Perier’s main problem “Sappho,” by Laurence Durrell, that in all his more than two deCades
of producing he has never
| small distribs by two biggies, Pathe . of the moment is finding, studio whose books are among the world’s
and Gaumont. and even had gov- [ space in Kyoto. His shooting sched- bestsellers. Festival Society has ob¬ turned out a film that could not
{be
enjoyed
by the entire family.
! ernmental
aquiescence
though !ule .coincides with Japan’s peak tained rights of the first perform¬
As a director, however, he has
; theoretically it was against the production period, when the filrn- ance in English.
[
completed
a
few that were classi¬
: recent film decrees.
eries are grihding put footage for
The Coveiit Garden Opera Com¬ fied as “B”
"C,” of for adults
Zurich, Sept. 27. j Exhibs are to get losses made up New Year, holiday releases.
pany wili pay its first visit to the- only fare.
U.S. tenor James McCracken, 1 as
3 Aid is slowly cut out and tax : -Perier said that he will tighten Festival, presenting four operas,
However; in summing up finan¬
cuts
give
them
more
income.
But
formerly with the N.Y. Met scored . c
the Charles Kaufman script, which j{one an entirely new work. Georg cial rewards. Jose Rodriguez has
a personal hit in Zurich bow las j1 ttheatremen felt they could not spreads the story ov^r the years Solti, new musical director, will concluded that there’s much more
and put pressure on distribs. 1933-45; “I will begin'in 1936 With baton.. Leopold Stokowski is to
“Othello” which opened the 1960-1i wait
x
[profit in making pictures for
Cl season at Stadttheatre under its vwhich resulted in Gaumont and the same events,” he. .noted. .‘Trrt I[conduct, the London Symphony youngsters,: He pointed out that,
new topper ex-Met stage director IPathe giving in and allowing this • r.ot going to change history, just I«Orch, also making its Festival brother Roberto first hit the'Bohan-,
Smaller distribs feel ! tighten up the. story.” He added debut...
Herbert Graf. Both Graf’s staging hkickback.'
za, with his “Toni Thumb” and
and the Yank tenor’s performance *they have ho out since Gaumont that lie’s, going, to try to av id the
“Little Red-. Riding Hood” films,
. and Pathe also own. theatres. The '“absurd mistake? and artificiality
won critical raves of rare tin- •a
with these followed bv, a whole
animity. Since McCracken is set;to 1latter two can. make up distrib : often made in pictures on foreign
series of'new* adventures for these
losses
on
their
exh.ib
takes.
sing in all performances |of *
i locations.”
fairy tale characters; even coupling ■,
Other distribs have to go along
“Othello” here, production’s lxo.
of them in new films.
French film amortization is i Perier said that their participaclick seems a certainty. Tenor has !• for
*
i lion in “Bridge .to the .Sun” is a
Latest kiddie pic by. Jose RodrK
been pacted by Graf for four Iprimarily on its home grounds and •result of he and Bar haying, made a
guez is titled “The Treasure of
these
theatre
chains
are
necessary
months to Zurich and. for the re- J
J
film
-for
Metro
last
year,
“Murder
the
Little Indian." and this is how
mainder of cifrrent season, by Her- ®outlets. U.S. majors also feel.they ; at 45 RPM,” aTnodest-budgeted
Tokyo, Sept. 20.
in editing and sound processing.
bert von Karajan to Vienna State Jhave been taken advantage of since .entry which’ was a good rhoneyAs
an
outgrowth
of
the
recent
Odd
note, of this; film is. that It
Opera. At the Stadttheatre here [he 1they too have to bear the brunt ' maker.
merger of Towa Films and Chuo has been financed by earnings of
will do, beside Italian-language cof this new setup.
j
Eiga,
its
qW
distribution
sub¬
Rodriguez’s
two. children^ Titina
Producers also take a loss if dis¬ i One. of their advantages, he said,!
Othello, Bacchus in Richard
sidiary. Tolio is displaying an in- and Marta, and other, child actors
Strauss “Ariadne auf Naxos.” I in *tribs change the percentage terms is that he and Bar can produce a i treased interest in coproductioRs. playing leads. Money * came from
German, plus Samson in Saint- but
1 . are <o far accepting it.. It, is film less expensively than Holly- !j The merger gives it added strength personal appearances, radio and
Saens’ “Samson and Delilah” ; in €estimated that $400,000 has been wood studios: “It's, a different all- i in. distribution of foreign films, j television engagements, and re¬
original French next spring.
*given back to exhib coffers the a’ound outlook on how /to- make ji including coproductions.
.; cordings.
Zurich cast of “Othello” com- *last six month. However, the gov-, : pictures.” he ; asserted. “We go ji Toho recently pacted with Allied
With public interest in the film
prises another Yank tenor, Robert eernment has promised tax relief to •about. 10-15 per cent; faster, But-! Artists to coproduce Pearl Buck's. fairy tales high, and source . mate¬
Thomas, as Cassio. Formerly with cexhibs and it may be straightened : the cut in expenses is much , “The Big Wave,” now under way rial inexhaustible, both Rodriguez
out
soon.
greater.
There
is
less
Waste,”
;
the San Francisco 'Opera, he was c
! on island of Kyushu., with all- brothers have said that /they Will
a’so brought to Zurich this season7 ;
Jjpanese cast under director Tad concentrate bn these productions
by Graf, along with a host of other,
Danielewski. Deal gives Toho 75rc in the future. If is paying off at the
youthful U.S. singers, including
cf film's receipts from japan, Okin-; boxoffice. I
Negro coloratura Reri Grist, conav\a, Korea and Taiwan in exchange
tialto Sandra Warfield and Mo¬
for services of special effects ace
hawk-originated soprano Virginia
Eiji Tsuburaya and four stars...
. Lucerne. Sept.. 20.
Gordoni. All hope to gain experi¬
Coproduction, possibilities cur¬
The annual four-week International Music Festival of Lucerne,
ence here per possibility to sing
rently being negotiated by Toho
Switzerland, i23d year) is characterized^by four factors: fa) it has
many roles in original lingo.
include “Akiko” with Italy’s Dino
a relatively low gross potential; tb) it has no. governmental deficitde Laurentiis, “GunritsU” with
guarantee;., (c) its rate of free press or other complimentary, seats
German and French interests and
is enormously high; and (d) R succeeds in attracting; year by year,
“Adventures of Stein Dodge” with
London, Sept. 27.
the world’s top longhair names, thus, building a reputation as a'
Columbi
as well, as proposals
London’s fourth annual film fes^
major European music festival and definitely Switzerland’s top
from Hong Kong and India,
livai,
which
will
run at . the Na¬
longhair event qf the year.
In earlier years, company co- tional Film Theatre frorii Oct. 20
Tel Aviv, Sept. 20.
Total number of tickets available is 37,000 and average capacity
p r o d u c e d “Madamb Butterfly” to Nov. 3, will, as in previous yearsr
A Freneh-Israeli coproduction is
is JKFr. with many of the big symphony concerts SRQ.. Tariffs for
with Italy, “Hakujaden” with Ilorig be non-competitive and feature thii .
scheduled to roll in Israel Octl; 15
the latter range from £1.60 to £7; whilst smaller chamber musie
Kong and a trio of low-budgeted cream of available product from
events are usually scaled at £4.20 top. Seating capacity of the
with Herve Bromberger directing
efforts with American companies. the major European festivals!
and Emanuella Riva cast.in the top
concert hall at Kunsthaus, built 1933-34, is 2.000:
“Tokyo File 121,” “Destiny” and
Among the pix already selected,
role. Tagged “Sun on the Horizbn,”
Free tickets, including press seats, issued this year amounted to:
"Geisha Girl.”
are five shown- at: Cannes, three
it's the story of a French-born J’ew3.800, or 10-32Co of total number of tickets. Money-wise, this rep¬
from Berlin, and brie each from
llh girl who comes to Israel after
resents^ not less than 40ce of total receipts, i.e. SWiss Francs 80,San Sebastian; Locarno and last
shocking experiences in Nazi000 < £*18,600). Total, coin racked up by the festival, incidehtaHy,
year’s Moscow event. Films screen¬
occupied France.
amounts to approximately SFrs. 200^000 (£46;5Q0)—which is a
ed at Venice arid Edinburgh,, ill
Jointly financing the venture are
relatively low gross considering prohibitive, artists’ fees, organiza¬
be; chosen, within the next few
tion, publicity, rent of concert hall arid other outlets, etc,.
Les Abides of Paris and Zohardays.
Arc Films, an Israeli company.
Lucerne Festival’s budget is officially undisclosed, but believed
Tokyo, Sept. 20.
Among those already firmly, se¬
Abides is putting up $140,000-and
to be way over £120,000. Compared with Bayreuth or Salzburg,
. The revamped program of Sho- lected are the two Russian Cannes
Z o h a r is contribbing $46,000
this is. of course, still reasonable. The former two, however, .have
chiku, one of Japan’s six majors entries. “Ballad of a Soldier” and
►party in Israeli currency)^ Addi¬
governmental deficit guarantees, whilst Lucerne only receives a
and iii murky financial waters “The Lady With a Little Dog,”
tional backing ’ w ill come from
small sub^dy from the canton (state) and . a slightly larger one
early this year, appears to be suc¬ Luis Bunuel’s “The Young One”
Geva, another Israeli outfit, which
from the city rwhich help to reduce the inevitable deficit. Compared
cessful; After being unable to de¬ and “L’Avventura.”
The three:
will provide $36,000 in the shape
to similar events, though. Lucerne’s deficit is probably less disas^
cline a . dividend for the first time Berlin choices are7 Torre-Nilsson’i
of film processing and other serv¬
trous due to, careful planning.and tight budgeting. Financial, assist
in 14 years, promoting the resig-. -Fin de Fiesta,” Michael . Cacbyices.
!
from private sponsors, the so-called “Friends of the Music Festi- . nation of prez Shlro kido, the film- annis’ “Our Last
ring,” and the
val,’’ also helps.
Bromberger lias turned out such
ery underwent a overhauling tinder French Silver Bear winner “Les
films as “The Eagle Has Two
The Lucerne Tourist Office, headed by Othmar Fries, which is
a new regime.
Jeux de L’Amour:”
Heads” and “Lea Fruits Savages.”
organizing the festival, has a total annual subsidy of £25,60(k of
From June, Shochiku has pro¬
“Romeo, Juliet, and Darkness,”
Miss Riva appeared in “Hiroshima,
which a \certain percentage is Being used exclusively for the long¬
duced an, average of 4.3 films, a the Czech- pic directed by Jir!
Mon Amour.'* The Israeli Council
hair fest'\v_hich has emerged , a top. tourist attraction and is luring
month, all in color. Starting, this Weisis which won -me Grand Prix
for the encouragement of the Film
an ever-increasing number of Swiss and foreign visitors to this
month, the company is. increasing at San .Sebastian, and- Satyajit
Industry has okayed the picture
idyllically situated lake spot..
production to an average of 6.3 Ray’s “Jalsaghar” whj^h won at
and may possibly lend support [later
Festival is handled by a staff of 25, of which seven are in charge
features monthly, including two Moscow, are among other festival
if this is foptuj jqecespai’y. i
of advanceMs|al€yst
entries.
in black and white. 2 i V t
j ti

BRITAIN’S BOWLING BUG
BITES ANOTHER FIRM

i ;
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. Distribs in Middle As
French Exhibs Squirm
From Lack of Film Aid

EDINBURGH ’61 FEST
TO EYE NEW WRITERS

Wre for Kiddies,’

Herbert Graf Zurich Opera Js
Regime Enlivened by U.S. j'
Talent, Notably McCracken {[

Coproductions Get New
Interest From Toho As
Its Distrib Wing Gains

\l% of Lucerne Ducats to Press

4th London FOm Festival
To Screen Top Product
From Cannes, Berlin, Etc.

JOINT FRENCH ISRAELI
PIC TO ROLL IN OCT.

REVAMPED SH0CH1KU;
HIKES PRODUCTION

INIEBNATISm

'VARISTY'*' LONDON OFPICi

y t». QnwHfc
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Filra Prods. Assns. To
Sift Too Many Tests

Paris Bow; Strindbergs Taster’ OK
Paris, Sept 27. First Yarik Iegitef to fait the
boards here this season, is Larraine
Hansberry.’s “A Raisin In the Sun”
(Un Raisin Au Soleil), in ari adap¬
tation of Emmanuel Robles, at the
London, Sept. 20.
Comedie-Caumartin.
In part for the convenience of
Reviews were mainly, positive,
though there were some indecisive American producers shooting in,
ones. Play may have a fair run with Britain, the British Film Producers
word-of-mouth possibly building it Assn., is changing the name, of its
for a better than average career Film Casting Assn. Ltd, to: Central
but without the earmarks of hit Casting Ltd. It’s felt, that “Central
Casting” will, for one thing, have a
status.
morefamilirir and homey ring.
The influential rion-partisan Le
Film Casting Assn, was estab¬
Monde felt it might hot go with lished by the- BFPA. in 1946 for
the French theatre public who suppljdng crowd extras. There has,
usually want more front legit than on occasion been some confusion
quite perfect imitations of life or in employers’ minds between it and
generous fables. Though the critic the Film Artistes Assn.,: which is
thought the revolt of the Negro another reason behind the current
people is just, he opined it still naineswitch.
lacks something which everyday
Also BFPA feels that the hither¬
words cannot give to lift it above to monicker has suggested an ex¬
the ordinary and make a theatrical clusive interest in casting for fea¬
father, than, a literary impact
ture pix, whereas in fact the outfit
Le Figaro’s Nod.
also services .tv, vidpix, etc.
The conservative Le Figaro,
probably the most important as far
as biz goes, felt' this tale of the
tribulations of an American. Negro
family gives excellent insight into,
their feelings and motivations and
emerges similar to an experimental
course in sociology and psychology;
Top selling France-Soir opined
Miss Harisberry trejated the racial
Basle, Sept. 20. ,
problem that still gnaws at Ameri¬ . The 1960-61 season. at Basle’s
cans with knowing force arid ten¬ two theatres, Stadttheatre (ofiera,
derness. It rated the direction of operetta, ballet arid legit) and
Guy Lazin, the sets, pf Yves Faii- smallseater Komoedie (legit),; looms
cheur and the thesping of Toto Bis- as particularly versatile. Lineup
sriinte, George Aminel, Darling includes not less than 37 legit
Legitimus, Doudou Babet and Ba- projects (though hardly all will be
chir Toure as of top grade Stature. realized till next June), nine
. So “Raisin” looks on the nervous operas, six operettas, four ballets
side, but could make, it since it is and 17 foreign guest stints, mostly
in a small theatre With a low ver- legit.
head. lt depends on Word-to-mouth ’ Stadttheatre teed off w ith Bizet’s
arid , sell; This all-Negro play is. vet “Carmen,” Donizetti’s : “E1 i s i r
Yank - legit producer Gilbert Mil¬ d’Amore” and a new play, Cesaire’s
“And the Dogs Were Silent,” with
ler’s first. production in’ Paris.;
music, by Herbert Fries. Other
Dullish One-Acter
straight plays include GermanAuguste Strindberg’s “Easter” language preem of Paddy Chayef(Paques) got good reviews; at the: sky’s “Tenth Man,” Robert Aud¬
Theatre De Poche in an adaptation ■! rey's “Shadows of... the Heroes,”
of C. J; Bjustrom and C. A- Cic- William Saroyan's “Lily Dafon,”
ciorie. But its fragile, tale of a mad 1 Bert Brecht’s “Puntiia arid his
girl .who escapes from an asylum Servant,” Synge’s “Playboy of the
to see her tortured family appears Western World” and Samuel Beck¬
slated mainly for buffs; It is pre¬ ett’s “Krapp’s Last Tape,” amongceded by a one-acter of Sean O’Ca¬ others. Opera and operetta rep¬
sey, “Night Tale,” which, lacks the ertory: Will consist of, revivals or
healthy extravagance to make it new productions of works by Wag¬
taking.
ner, Verdi, .Tchaikovsky, Smetana,
Frederic Knott’s “Dial M For Haydn, Moussorgsky, " j.ohanh
Murder,” called “Crime Parfait” Strauss^ Offenbach, Franz Lehar,
(Perfect t Crime) in its translation Karl Milloecker and. others..
by Roger Feral, has ' been brought . Stadtthea^re’s special forte. Its
in for a stopgap appearance at the ballet troupe directed by Wazlaw
Palais Royal. It. looks to do okay Orlikowsky, will present Benja¬
biz for itri month stay. Play was min Britten’s “Prince of the Pago¬
originally a hit here four years ago das,” Ravel’s “Daphnis arid Chloe*”
and its suspense tactics have an in¬ jjlus extended runs oftwo highly
ternational pull;
successful Tchaikovsky ballets,
“Swan Lake” and “Nutcracker.”
Irene Shorik has been signed as.
new primaballerina. A guest stint;
of The World’s Ballet also figures
prominently on the program.
* Komoedie has more than dou¬
bled its number -of visitors since.
(Continued on page 24)
London, Sept; 27.
Trouble was airborne last week,
.. but a British unit wasn’t When
Trans-Canada
Airlines
advised
ight . of 12 production personnel
Stockholm, Sept. 20.
due to embark at London Airport
Ingmar Bergman is wrapping up
for Toronto that they wouldn't be his new film, “See Through a.Glass,
granted work permits on. arrival. Darkly” arid plans to stage his
Remaining four meta promptly sid¬ first play at the Royal Dramatic
Theatre in mid-October. The di¬
ed with their companions and re¬ rector, who hasn’t worked in the
fused to take their seats in the theatre for 18 months, asserts that
he' won’t make another picture for
plane.
The dozen workers were skedded a year or more. “I want to devote
to sky for Canada for shooting on myself to the theatre,” he said. “It
a semi-documentary feature, “Royal gives irie nourishment.”
Bergman Was slated to , direct
Canadian Mounted Police,” for 20th
Fox distribution. Local 20th-Fox Eugene O-Neill’s. “More Stately
officials were baffled by the air¬ Mansir .” However, the schedule
line move towards the eight, and has been changed as the director
could only assume that the com¬ says he wants to “sneak” into the
pany was operating on some last- Dramatic Theatre without a lot of
minute information from the Cana¬ commotion. Meantime, the O’Neill
play has been postponed until
dian authorities.
after New Year’s and Bergman as:
The four who could have flown, yet hasn’t, decided upon his legit
with assurances that the permit assignment.
.
/
situation was okay, were a lighting
“See Through a Glass” concerns
cameraman,. production manager, a woman who loses her mind. Berg¬
stills cameraman (a Canadian na¬ man recently completed three
tional) and an accountant.
weeks of exteriors for the film on
Position Was being left to the the island of Gotland in th Baltic.
Canadian .end pf the production Harriet Anderson portrays the
venture to clarify, and London was woman Who goes insane. Story
hoping for an eventual “all-clear” shows how the fates of her father,
call from on-the-spot producer Her¬ husband and brother are reflected
man Webber.
through her.* ’ “
v»

Leaves British Film Unit
Victims of Plane Snafu

Film* Molls a Legiter

London, Sept. 27,
International film fests, and the
plethora thereof, will be on the
agenda of the Oct. 27-28 adminis¬
trative council, meeting in London
of the International Federation of
Film Producers Assns. One idea to
be considered will be that some
festivals should be held every
alternate year instead of annually,
to ease present pressure.
Arthur Watkins, president of the
British Film Producers Assn., Will
take the chair for the first time in
his capacity of prexy of the inter¬
national body.

French Censors
Paris, Sept. 27.
The local press has: given ex¬
tensive space to the recently cen¬
sored film, “Le Petit Soldat” (The
Little Soldier), of Jean-Luc God¬
ard, which Was forbidden either
local or foreign showing by the
governmental Censor Board and
Minister of Infoririation Louis Terrenoire.
Film deals with the touchy Al¬
gerian problem. The growing
tough blue pencilling here led to
the ban with the complete shelv¬
ing, at least till further notice, of
this production by “new waver”
Godard.
Godard, a film critic who made
the hit; “Breathless” with Jean
Seberg, asserts he!s bewildered by
the ban arid claims he was making
a Gaullist film in objectively look¬
ing at both sides of the matter.
He has also condemned the censors
and says they seem to think that
films are still in their nickelodeon
phase and are not to be used to
make people think, reflect, revise
their, opinions and, in general, be¬
come a part .of the world of ideas.
Godard iriaintaihs his pic is not
a .film on the Algerian war but
takes place in Switzerland, where
a French deserter is set upon by
both Algerian: reps and extreme
rightist unofficial French reps. He
points out that he shows both
sides and castigates both actions..
His man is . a deserter. only, he
contends, because of opportunism
and because it is. necessary for the
plot since a man In his delicate
position can be manipulated by
both sides.
;-.- He says he is.willing to cut some
lines of dialog which censors.took
exception to like “The FLN (Algrian rebels) will win the war be¬
cause they are fighting for an ideal
and the French are fighting with¬
out one.”
Meanwhile, pros and Cons are
springing up in press and film cir¬
cles and focusing attention onthe:
growing strictness of film Censor¬
ship here under, the Fifth Repub(Continued on page 24)

HONGKONG FILM HOPES
CENTRE ON FRISCO FEST
Hongkong, Sept. 20.
Hongkong will take part in the.
International Film Festival open¬
ing in Srin Francisco Oct. 19-Nov.
1.' A Mandarin film titled “En¬
chanting Shadow” has been entered
under the Shaw Bros, banner.
The picture also showed at
Cannes. Film stars Betty Loh Tih
and was directed by Li Han-hsiang,
a two-time winner of the best di¬
rector’s award in the Asian Film
Festival. The picture will be shown
in San Francisco in the Mandarin
dialect with. English sub-titles.
Submission
of
“Enchanting
Shadow” to Yank notice confirms
an earlier story of the determina¬
tion of the Hongkong Chinese film
industry, hard pressed for new
markets due to. shrinkage of mar¬
kets in Southeast Asia, to show
their wares to western; markets.
Another Shaw film, “The King¬
dom rind the Beauty," winner of
the “Best Picture” award in the
1959 Asian Film Festival is being
prepped for release this year in
India and Australia. It Is now
showing in Japan.
... It was originally intended to en¬
ter this film at the Frisco fete but
.the Shaw, enterprise, not sure
whether the eerie Chinese music in
the film would go over 'well, with
American aiidierices, decided other¬
wise.

"Stranger^ Stout $14000, ‘Song* Sweet
12G, 2d, 'Ocean* Fast 19G, 3d, love* 13G
London, Sept. 20.
West End first-runs are retain¬
ing the golden look that has per¬
sisted for months past, and not
even the first sign of sunshine
made any appreciable dent in the
Tokyo, Sept. 20.
returns. Two newcomers got off
Allied Artists-Toho coproduction to a- fine start. “It Happened In
of Pearl Buck’s “The Big Wave,” Naples” grossed a resounding $14,now - rolling In Kyushu, will lens 800 in its first four days at the
diving girls in their working Plaza, and* was heading for t
clothes—bare to the waist and not smash $23,000 or more for the full
much left to the imagination on round. At the Odeon, Leicester
their lower quarters.
Sqaure, “Strangers When We
AS protection against censorship Meet” looked to finish its first
for ■ TJ:S.. release, director Tad week at. over $14,000, after a fine
Danielewski will 'shoot these se¬ $9,000 in the weekend.
quences twice, once with divers un¬
Holdovers are also maintaining
draped and once with covered their healthy look. “Song Without
bosoms.
End” finished its second sesh at
Shapely Reiko Higa, a onetime the Columbia with a fine $12,000;
Yokohama model, has been signed “Ocean’s Eleven’* was almost $19,to play a fiery diving girl, called :000 in its third Warner week, and
“Ama ” A torrid love scene has “Let’s Make Love” grossed a solid
been Written into the script for! $13,000 in its third sesh at the
her: She was previously seen in 7 Carlton.
“Joe Butterfly" (U-I). Miss Higa
Estimates for Last Week
joins Sessue Hayrikawa and Toei
Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1.20actress. Kyoko Takahashi in the all$1.75) — “There Was a Crooked
Japanese cast.
Man” (UA) (3d wk). Fair $4,700,
better than previous week. “Too
Hot To Handle” (WP) opens Sat.

‘Wave’ Won’t Bare Girl
Divers in Ui. Version

WB/Logan Mull
Hard-Tix 'Fanny

London: Sept. 27.
“Even If Mr. Khrushchev never
allows me to make another ffilm
at lerist I’m glad that I’ve made
Tanriy’;
So cracked Joshua Lo¬
gan, who breezed into London to
talk for 90 disarming minutes
about his latest picture, which he
has just Wound Up in Marseilles.
Problem confronting Logan and
his Warner Bros; associates is
whether “Fanny” will run for over
three hours writh an intermission
or be trimmed to two hours. Logan
favors the: longer version with'the
pic being a hard-ticket, special per¬
formance deal rather than go into
a run-of-mill. program with news
reel arid shorts.
“One thing I’m chary about,”
Logan said, “is having the film
shown fn France at all. They’re
pretty rugged individualists in
Marseilles.
They couldn’t under¬
stand why a bunch of Americans
dared to come to Marseilles to film
a French, subject with a German
in one of the leading roles. The
shopkeepers around the harbor
were constantly casting and recast¬
ing the film..
.. “Leslie Caron was sniffed at be¬
cause she is only a dancer in their
view... They wereift happy at all
about German Horst B.uchholz rep¬
resenting a Frenchman.
They
weren’t even satisfied with French¬
man Maurice Chevalier till they
saw that he was playing a charac¬
ter part, With nary a suspicion of
a protruding lower lip, roving eye
or straw boater.
“But when they saw us using
a helicopter to photograph their
town they accepted us as profes¬
sionals,” Logan admitted.
“Of
course, I don’t blame them. If
bunch of Frenchmen arrived to
(Continued on page 24)

Lotsa Reservations For
Milan Film Trade Fair
Milan, Sept. 20.
The Milan Film Trade Fair
(MIFED), at which worldwide new
product will be shown to buyers
from all countries, is heading for
a success, according to early fig¬
ures released here. These indi¬
cate that to date, number of buy¬
ers and sellers reserving space and
projection time for the Oct. 10-20
affair already tops total at .first
meeting this spring, when 170 com¬
pany reps (102 of them foreignbased) atterided .the MIFED from
some 28 different countries:
Volume of business at the spring
event revolved around 306 feature
films and 205 documentaries, which
kept MIFED’s eight projection
rooms busy for some 460 hours.
Event had to be extended a day to
meet demand during the April ses¬
sion. Newest requests have come
.from Argentina, - Brazil, Ceylon,
Pakistan and Hungary,.mostly from
buyers and dfetrfbs?1 * 4

.
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Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.75^—
Let’s Make Love” (20) (4th wk).
Likely $10,600. Over $13,100 . pre¬
vious week. Stays one more round
with “High Time” (20th) follow¬
ing Sept. 29.
Casino (Indie) (1,155; $1.20$2.10) — “South Seas Adventure’*
(Robin) (46th wk). Fancy $19,200.
Columbia (Col) (740; $1.05$2.50)—“Song Without End” (Col)
(2d wk). Stout $12,000. Fine $10,300 in opening week-of five days.
Dominion (CMA) (1,712; $1.05$2.20) — “South Pacific” (20th)
(127th wk). Great $23,000.
Empire (M-G) (1,700; $1.05-.$2.80)
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (39th ,wk). Ca¬
pacity $31,000 for 13 performances.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,375; 50-$1.75) — “Three Moves
to Freedom” (Rank) (3d wk). “Pic¬
cadilly Third Stop” (Rank) 3d wk).
Moderate $4,500. Poor $5,200 pre¬
vious week* “Surprise Package’*
(Col) opens Sept. 22.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 70*
$1.75)—“The Fugitive Kind” (UA)
(3d wk). Hefty $10,000. Over $11,000 previous week.
Metropole (CMA) (1,410; $1.05| $2.20) — “Can-Can” (20th) (25th
wk). Solid $10,800.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 70-$1.15)—“Strangers When
We Meet” (Col) (1st wk). Heading
for stout $14,000.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
(2,200; $70-$1.75—“Anna of Brook¬
lyn” (Col) (2d wk). “All The Young
Men” (Col) (2d wk). Fair $7,000.
Just under $8,400 previous week.
‘The Time Machine” (M-G) preems
Sept. 29.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$2.10)—“It
Happened in Naples” (Par) (1st
wk). Fancy $23,000 likely after
smash $14,000 in first four days.
Rialto (20th) (592; 70-$1.20) —
(Continued on page 24)

Urges Govt to Repeal
‘Ancient’Sunday Laws
London, Sept. 27.
An appeal to the government for
legislation to abolish “the ancient
and anomalous” Sunday Observ¬
ance laws under which picture
theatres may not open on Sundays,
except by permission of the local
authority, and then only by paying
a variable levy to charily, was
made by Brian Manning presiding
at the annual stockholders meeting
held by the Shipman & King Cir¬
cuit,
The company made a profit of
:around $340,000 in the last year,
and the chairman reported that
earnings for the first five months
of the current year are better than
those for the corresponding period.
Manning stated that despite the
general decline in admissions, it
was becoming increasingly evident
that major pix attract the public
in large numbers, and the directors
hope that the recent abolition of
admission tax will prove an in¬
centive to maintaining higli stan¬
dards* bf* pwducttdri.* 4 u1
~
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Laurence Harvey In “A Distant Trumpet,” Paiil: Horgan novel, withJack Clayton to direct, Alan LeMay to script
. Merry Anders with
Jim Davis in Zenith’s “Aces Up” for United Artists release.. * . Irving
H. Levin, who produced “Hell to Eternity,” purchased “Magellan,”
screen; treatment by.N.Y. writer George Soriney, for his Atlantic Pic¬
tures banner and goes to Europe next month to pitch to Phil Karlson
and Jeffrey Hunter to handle director-star assignment. respectively,
which they also did for “Eternity”
Metro switched. "Thy Will Be Done,” aiitobiog of Episcopalian rector
Arthur Wilson, from John Houseman to. Paul Gregory’s production
S?ate . ./ Warner Bros, will shoot “The Music Mari” and “Gypsy” in
both 35m and 70m .
. Rafer Johnson, Olympics decathlon chairip,
inked by 20th-Fox to term pact and. cast in George Sherman production,
‘■Journey into Danger” . ; . Phil Karlson withdrew frorri. directing Rich¬
ard Widmark indie for U, “The Secret Ways,” after a script hassle . . .
Howard St. John snagged role in Richard Zanuck’s “Sanctuary” for
20th release . . . Martin and Robert Caplan, Miami Beach exhib-producers, will produce “The Fabulous Hoosier,” biopic of Florida, booster
Carl Graham Fisher, at reported $2,200,000 budget.
Amidst the recent hurricane wreckage at Morehead, NJC., a theatre
riiarquee remained • upright, still advertisirig “One Foot= in Hell.-

Maurice Chevalier's autobiography. “With Love,” hits the stands, in
N.Y. next Thursday (6). Husbandfwife writer team of Eileen and Rob-?
ert Mason Foffock, who reap the “as told to” credit on the book,
planed back to New York from, London Sunday (25) after an exten¬
sive European tour garnering copy for Reader’s Digest articles. ’Twas
on a previous such trip that they let Chevalier and tied up the autobiog deal.
|
Ad in Newsday lists following'! double bill at Westbury Drive-In in
Long Island: “Murder Inc.” and1 HDinosaurus.” Insert in copy notes
that children under 12 are admitted free . „ * Cinerama bowed yester¬
day (Tues.) at Charles Regan’s Indiana Theatre in Indianapolis. Thea¬
tre, which was refurbished at a cost of $150,000, will have an exclusive
run in the state. B, G, Kranze, Cinerama Iric. v.p., was on hand for
the opening ... Si Seadler, Metro’s eastern ad manager, will give a
dissertation on film company vice presidentsywhen he introduces Unit¬
ed Artists v.p. Max Youngstein at the Cinema Lodge luncheon tomor¬
row (Thurs.) at the Hotel Astor honoring Youngstein.
Decca-Universal prexy Milton; R. Rackmil faces the New York So¬
ciety of Security Analysts at a luncheon Oct. 3 . . . The controversy
whether “to dub or not to dub” jforeign films, popped by .N, Y. Times
film critic Bosley Crowther whcir surprised everybody by coming out
for dubbing, has spread to Canada. Gerald Pratley, in the Toronto
ALLIED ARTISTS
Star, joins the anti-dubbing camp, taking issue with the pro comments
of Canadian exhibitor-distributor( N. A. Taylor. Pratley maintains that
Starts, ThisYear........... 5
“the voice is such an important part of acting, reflecting the emo¬
This Date, last Year ..... .. . 7
tional and dramatic expression bf the actor during the moment he is
creating the role, that it becomes impossible for another person to
"the are wave"
speak for him ig another tongue.” Pratley, also a Canadian Broad¬ (Shooting
in Japan) .
Prod.—Pearl S. Buck
casting Co. critic, contends “there never will be any justification for
Dir —Tad Danielewiki
the dubbing into English of distinguished foreign films”. . . Kirk Doug¬
Sessue Hayakawa
las, star and executive producer! of “Spartacus,” in town for bally ac¬
(Started Sept. 15)
tivity in connection with the film’s premiere at the DeMille Theatre
Oct. 6 . . . Columbia prexy Abe Schneider and. Stanley Warner exec
AMERICAN INT’L
v.p. Sam Rosea named division co-chairman of the film industry for
the 1960 N. Y. youth service campaign of B’nai B’rith. Eric Johnston,
Starts, This Year ,. .
.... .5
Motion Picture Assn, of America topper, named co-chairman of the.
This Date, last Year . ...,. . 3
special gifts committee . . . Publicist Sheldon Roskin, on location in
Nevada for the past three months with United Artists’ “The Misfits,” 'MASTER OF THE WORLD"
International Picta.)
writes that his Blue Cross policy is no good out there. He’s due back (American
Prod.—Jamea H. Nicholson ' •
in Gotham in two weeks “with desert laryngitis caused by alkali , dust,
Exec. Prod.—Jamuel Z. Arkoff
.
Dir.—William
Witney ..
chronic heat prostration, sun fever, sagebrush poisoning and a case
Vincent Price. Charles Bronson, Henry
of mustang measles”., . . Larry Tajiri, Denver Post amusement editor
Hull, Mary Webster. David Frank-:
ham.
Vitto
Scotti. Wally Caihpd.
and film and stage critic, in N. Y. glommmg the Broadway scene . . .
Richmond. HarriEbn
DeMille Theatre usherettes will;wear specially-designed costume togas
(Started Sept.'-9)
for the engagement of “Spartacus-” Theatre is “auditioning” girls for
the roles . . . Howard Atlee signed to do special publicity work on
COLUMBIA
Max J. R.osenberg’s “Girl of the Night,” which Warner Bros, will
Starts, This Year.......... 70
release.
Alan Ladd acquired “Gold Cup.” original yarn by Bill Spillane re¬
This Date, last Year.... ..20
volving around jockey involved in $100,000 race at Hollywood Park,
GUNS OF NAVARONI"
for production under his Jaguar banner and to star son David . . . "THE
(Highroad ProdaJ
Warner Bros, will release “The (Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,” starring (Shooting In London)!
Prod.—Carl Foreman.
Vivien Leigh and directed by Jose Quintero . . . 20th-Fox assigned
Asboc. Frodr—Cecil Ford. Leon Becker
Henry Weinstrain to produce “Watcher in the Shadows,” to roll in
Dir.—J. Lee Thomptoh .
Gregory. Feck. David Niven. Anthony
England next Spring . . . William Alland signed with Columbia Pic¬
Quinn.
Stanley . Baker,
Anthony
tures to produce program of exploitation pix, including pair of scifi
Quayle.. James Darren. Gla Mr
Irene Pappaa, Albert Lieven, Walter
yarns, “Kra!” and “Dimension Four’*. . , Columbia filed protest with
Gotell. Percy Herbert. Alan CuihMPAA' against Metro’s registration of “Winning the West” as too
bertson. Michael Trubahaw, Jamea
Robertson Justice
similar to its own “Winning of {the "West,” Gene Autry 1953 starrer.
(Started Feb.. 8) '
At the age of 103, William Walden of Winnipeg made his first plane "MYSTERIOUS ISLAND"
trip last week to appear in “Whiskey Gap,” a National Film Board of (American Film Prods.)'
in. Spain)
Canada film being produced in southern Alberta. He has never worn (Shooting
_
_Schneer
Pro.—Charlea
H. Si
Dir.—Cyril Enfield
glasses, though he Watches tv, smokes a pipe but has given up alcohol.
Michael Craig. Joan Greenwood. Michael
A fur trapper most of his life, he was also for five years a police scout.
Callan, Gary Merrill. Beth Rogan,
A1 Daff, former executive v.p. of Universal and now executive pro¬
Herbert Lom, Dan Jackson, Percy
Herbert, Nigel'Green
ducer of Lloyd Young & Associates, left for London in connection
(Started June 20)
with business dealings with Young’s upcoming production, “Amritsar,” THE GREENAGE SUMMER"
to be filmed in England and India . . . Denver continues to be the (P.K.L. Picta.).
in France)
most popular testing ground for important blockbuster , entries. Lat¬ (Shooting
Prqd.—Victor Sevilla
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert
est picture to be “sneaked” there was Paramount’s “One-Eyed Jacks.”
Kenneth
Moore, . Danielle
arrieUx,
with Marlon Brando as star and director. Previously “Ben-Hur” and
Susannah Yorke
(Started Aug. >29) .
“The Alamo” were previewed there . . . Henry T. Weinstein, formerly
of W’NTA’s Play of the Week. and now a 20th-FoX producer, weds THE DEVIL AT ,4 O'CLOCK"
(Shooting in Hawaii)
Irna Neumann on Sunday *2» (at N.Y.’s Temple Emanuel . . . Metro, (LeRoy-Kohlmar
Prods.)
Prod.—Fred Kohlmar
statisticians report that 10.00Q.000 people have attended “Ben-Hur”
Dir.-^-Mervyn LeRoy ■
showings in the U.St and Canada. At Loew’s State, N.Y;; the paid
Spencer Tracy; Frank Sinatra; Kerwin
Mathews, Jean. Pierre Aumont, Bar¬
admissions have passed the 1.000,000 mark . , . Embassy Pictures
bara Luna, Gregoire. Aslan. Alexander
prexy Joseph E, Levine to Rome over the weekend to confer with
Scourby. Bennie Hamilton
(Started Sept. 22)
Italo producers . . . Carmen Dillon, only woman art director in.films,
has been retained by George Glass and Walter Seltzer for “The
Naked Edge.” the United Artists release which starts next month at
WALT DISNEY
ABPC Studios near London . . Metro has set 30 special engagements
Starts, This Year....
2
of “Butterfield 8” for the Thanksgiving period.
This Date, last Year...
5
Writer-director Joe Mankiewicz leaves, this week for Alexandria,
Egypt, to soak up atmosphere for "Justine,” the script he’s adapt¬
AND BLUEJBANS"
ing from Lawrence Burrell's Alexandrian tetralogy. He'll be direct-: 'PETTICOATS
Prod.—Walt Dlaney
ing it for producer Walter Wanger and 20th-Fox release . . S. Fred¬
Assoc. Prod.—George Golitzin
Dir.—David Swift
erick Gronich, MPEA’s director for Europe, goes to Israel next month
Hayley tMiUs, Maureen O'Hara. Brian
to negotiate a new film pact. No difficulties are expected. Current
. Keith,' Jpanlia Barnes, Una Merkel
(Started July 19)
pact actually expired in July and has been extended since then on
a month-to-month basis ... Trans-Lux Distributing’s “Nude in A
W'hite Car” is scheduled to open here on the Loew's circuit. Opening
METRO
sequence, featuring the situation described by title, has been reStarts, This Year . . ........ . 5
edited in rather unique fashion. A couple of the shots showing the
This
Date,
last Year . .. ...14
“nude,” have been blown up and reprinted, so as to eliminate some
of the flesh which could be seen in the longer shots. Picture now has
RING bF FIRE"
an A-III (morally unobjectionable for adults) rating from the Legion (Andrew & Virginia Stone Prods.)*
of Decency ... Sir Lawrence Olivier will be all over the Main Stem (Shooting in Oregon)
Pro.-Dir.—Andrew Stone
during the first week of October. His "The Entertainer” opens at : David
.Janssen, Joyce . Taylor, Frank
Gorshin, Jimmy Johnson, Joel Marston
the Sutton Oct. 2; his legit play, “Beckett," opens at the St. James
(Started Sept. 7)
Oct. 5, and the following night, his “Spartacus” opens at the DeMille;
Ed Svigals, veep of Trans-Lux Distributing, is on art extended Sales
trip to the West Coast . . . Negotiations between New York labs arid,
PARAMOUNT
the Screen Actors Guild for a new dubbing contract are said to be.
Starts, This Year. . .. . .... .11
continuing, but nobody is giving out any details of the direction the
This Date, last Year.
.20
talks are taking . . . Roulette Records star Jimmy Rodgers has been
signed for the lead role in 20th-Fox’s remake of “The Little Shepherd
' CbUNTERFEIT TRAITOR"
of Kingdom Come” . . . George Margolin, prexy of Continental Mo¬ "THE
(Perlberg-Seaton Prods.)
(Shooting in Hamburg, Ger
tion Pictures Corp.. back here from a biz trip to Europe.
Prod—WiUlam Perfberg
Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox veepee, was in Chicago for two days last
Dir.—George Seaton
week <22-23) to set plans with regional ad-pub men for the Dec. 1
William Holden, Lilli Palmer, Hugh
Griffith
world preem of “Esther and The King,” opening simultaneously in
(Started June 7)
key cities in the U.S. and Israel . . Trans-Lux execs Dick Brandt and
Tom Rodgeys were hosts yesterday <Tues.l at an open house cocktail
20th CENTURY-FOX
party to preview the newly remodeled Trans-Lux 85th .Street CinemaCafe. House, which closed Sunday night «25), will reopen Oct. 12 with
Starts, This Year.
22
“Inherit The Wind,” day-dating with the Astor on Broadway ..
This Date, last Year
18
Martin Andrews, formerly jwith Paramount Newsreel and Hearst
Metrotone News, has joined, jlnstitute of Visual Com mu icr.fipns as a 'SANCTUARY"
v.liter-producer . . . 20th’s “From The Terrace” took in $67,232 last (Darryl F. Zanuck -Prod.)
ProcL—Richard Zanuck.
Tuesday <20i on the first day of its circuit break in New York' City.
Dir.—Toriy . Richardson
Sydney Boehm, exiting 20th-Fox writer-producer deal, bought Keith
Lee Remick. Y\t-s Montand, Odetta,
Bradford Dillman. Heta Shaw, Harry
Wheeler’s novel. "Peaceable Laiv’e." for $186,000—$62,000 down, bal
Townes, Wyatt Cooper
ance out of pic’s net—for indie production ... Warner Bros., cast
(Started July 28)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year',■. ,r.... . .9
This. Date, last Year...... .9

INDEPENDENT
Starts, This Year....... .. .37
This Date, last Year .,.... . 45
"THE ANSWER"
(Glenwood-Neve ■ Prods.)
Prod.rDir;—Newton Arnold
Co-Prod;—Michael, du Pont
Paul Lukather,. Joan Harvey, . James
Stapleton, Ted Otis, Larry Haddon,
. Michael Rye, Irish McCalla
- (Started Sept. 13)
"AIMEZ-VOUS BRAHMS?"
(Shooting In France)
Prod.-Dir.—Anatole Lltvak ..
Ingrid Berman,: Yves .Montand,. Tony
-Perkins
(Started Sept.
)

Hollywood Production Pulse

. ...—
..; ?..

Gel An Earful in 1st
Nat’l Meet Since ’39

'FLAMING STAR"
Prod.—David Welsbart
Dir.—Don Siegel
Elvis Presley. -Dolores Del Rio. Steve
Forrest.
John
Mclntire,
Rudolph
Acosta, Barbara Steele, Douglas Dick,
Ann Seymour. Richard Jaeckel, Tom
Reese, Carl Swenson
(Started Aug. 16)
'MISTY"
Prod.—Robert Radnlts
Dir.—Jamea B. Clark
David Ladd. Arthur O'Connell, Anne
Seymour, Pam Smith
(Started Aug. 22)
"TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY'*
Prod.—Everett Chambers
Dir.—Paul Guilfoyle
Diane Baker. Lee Philips, Wallace Ford,
Jack Ging, Arable Duncan
(Started Sept. 12)
"CLEOPATRA"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Walter Wanger
. Dir.—Rouben Mamoulian
Bllubeth Taylor. Stephen Boyd. Peter
Finch
(Started Sept. .15)
"ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNT!
Prod.—Herman Webber
Dir.—Burt Kennedy
Robert Ryan, Theresa Status, torin
Thatcher B. Metcalf. John Dehner,
^lichael Pate, John Sutton
(Started Sept. 23)
THS QUIIN'* GUARD"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Michael Powell
Raymond Massey;. Robert. Stevens,. Dan¬
iel Massey
(Started AUg. 15)

UNITED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year,.........17
This Date, last Year, i.... .12
"THE MISFITS"
(Seven Arts for UA)
(Shooting at Reno)
Prod.—Frank E. Taylor
Dir.—John Hiiaton
Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe. Mont¬
gomery CHft, Thelma Ritter. Ell, Wallach, Kevin McCarthy, Estell Winwood, James Barton
(Started July 18)
"SOMETHING WILD"
<£™m*‘he¥« Prods^for UA)
(Shooting in N.YWf
Prod.—George. Justin
Dir.—Jack Gartein
Carroll Baker. Ralph Meeker, Mildred
Dunnock. Charrlea Watts
(Started July 25)
'‘WEST SIDE STORY" ,
(Mirisch Picts Seven Arts for UAL.
Prod-—Robert Wise
Dir.—Robert Wise,. Jerome Robbins
Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer, -Russ
Tamblyn, Rita Moreno. Geor
Chakiris
(Started Aug. 8)
"THE HOODLUM PRIEST"
(Murray-Wood Prod, for UA)
(Shooting in St. Louis)
Prods.—Don Murray, Walter Wood'
Dir.—Irvin Kershner
Don Murray. Larry Gates. Cindi Wood.
Logan Ramsey. Keir Dullea, Don
Joslyn
(Started Aug. 23)
"FOLLOW THAT MAN*
(Epiney Prods, for UA)
(Shooting in. London)
Prod.—Charles Leeds
Dir:r-Jerome. Epstein
Sydney Chaplin, Dawn Addams
(Started Aug. 29)

FOR DEAF VIA GOVT.

"ACES UP" .
(Shooting in Canada)
(Zenith Picta. fpr UA)
Prod,—Robert E. Kent
Dir.—Edward L. Cahn
.Jim Davis. Merry Anders
(Started Sept. 20)..

UNIVERSAL
Starts, ThisYear.......... TO
This Date, last Year .. ..... .5
"THE SECRET WAY8"
(Heath Prod.)
(Shooting in Vienna) .
Prod*—Richard Widmark
Assoc. Prod!—Euan. Lloyd
Dir,—Phil Karlson
Richard Widmark. Sonja Zieimann, Wal¬
ter Rilla, Charles Regnier, Howard
Vernon,
Sehita
Berger,
Helmuth
. Janatsch
(Started Aug.
"THE iTH MAN" .
Prod.—Sy Bartlett
. Dir.—Delbert Mann
Tony Curtis, James Frahclscus,-Miriam
Colon,
Gregory . Walcott.
Vivian
Nathan, Bruce Bennett, Paul Coml
(Started Aug. 15)
"COME SEPTEMBER"
(Seven Piets.-UI Prod.)
(Shooting in Italy) ..
• Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Robert Mulligan
Rock Hudson. Gina Lollobriglda/ Sandra
Dee, Bobby .Darin. Walter. Slezak.
Michael Eden; Ruhald Howard
(Started. Sept. .7)
"BACK STREET"
(Ross Hunter-Carrollton Prod;)
Prod.—Ross Hunter
Dir.—David Miller
.
Susan Hayward, John. Gavin, Vera
VirGini*- Jlrov

Toronto, Sept, 27.
Talks on upcoming ' film prod¬
uct and sudTadditionai and diver¬
sified .entertainment activities by
Famous Players (Canadian) as
free arid pay-see tv, bowling and
concessions were heard. by over- 200
trans-Canada managers and part¬
ners in a four-day convention (1215) at the Park. Plaza,- Toronto,.
Apart from Famous Players re¬
gional gatherings this was the=
first national convention held since;
739.
With J, J. Fitzgibbon, prexy of
FP-Can chairing, reps of the largest chain in Canada heard spokes¬
men talk of their forthcoming
films. These included such New
York visitors as Abe Montague,
veepee of Coluriibia Pictures, plus
Rube Jackter, sales irianager, arid
Bob Ferguson, advertising mana¬
ger; Sid Deneau, Canadian supervi¬
sor for: Paramoimt; Glen Norris,
sales manager. 20th-Fox; Charles
Boasberg, sales manager, Warner
Bros., arid Bob Mochrie, Metro
sales V;p.
'/
Speakers on Canadian distribution included Peter! Meyers, man¬
aging director,. 2Qth-Fox; Gordon
Lightstorie, veepee - g.m^ Para¬
mount; : Jack Bernstein, general
sales manager, Allied Artists; Hattori Taylor,. g.m., Eriipire-Universal, speaking for Disney productions; Louis Rosenfeld, prexy,
Columbia Pictures of Canada..
Delegates were also addressed
by Lewis A. Novins,. prexy of In^
ternational Telemeter arid veepee
of Paramount; later were taken on
an inspection; tour of the FP-Cari
Teleriieter setup in a Tororito sub¬
urb, plus a demonstration.
District managers'' also saw a
screening of bowling alley eco¬
nomies arid seating Rapacities.
Jack Fitzgibbon of Theatre Con, fectioris Ltd. and Lloydl Pearson
of General Sourid and \ Theatre
Co.. Ltd., (both FP-Can subsidi¬
aries) also spoke. James R.. Nairn,
FP-Can director of exploitation and
publicity, outlined future aims;
>Va9 also in charge of all. coriven^
tion ; arrangements, iricluding an
FP-Can barbeque; roundup at Nat
Taylor's ranch.

»

Dallas. Sept. 27.
The Dallas deaf are heing. invited.
to;, special showings of Hollywood
productions with subtitles, like thb
old. silent film being;:shown at the
Western Heights Church of Christ.
First film shown was “It Cam#
From Beneath the Sea,” a Cplumbis release which had. sound for
members of families of the deaf,
Ralph Churchill, attorney arid
teacher: for the; deaf, announced
.that the film was the first of many
to come under a new U.S. Govern¬
ment organization for the educa¬
tion and entertainment of the han¬
dicapped:
According to Churchill: Who ar¬
ranged the local; showing, the films
regular Hollywood releases, are
leased by the Government and the
subtitles added. A film library of
about 50 new and old movies has
already been established in Wash¬
ington, DC.
The films have been. available
for about a month with Dallas
being one of the first cities to take
advantage of the proje'et. ' Plans
call for the showing of one film a
month for the next six months for
the city’s deaf and their families.
Series will include “The Littlest
Outlaw” arid “Treasure of Sierra
Madre.”
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Censor Declines Comment in Atlanta;
Previous Challenges There Failed

ESS Continued from paged aoES

1950, from 40,000 to 90,000 last
season. Extremely limited capacity
of 3j2 will be. raised to 600 as thea¬
tre is being torn down next April
and rebuilt on the same site, but
on a larger scale. New house Is
due to re-open in December 1§61.
From April till , end of Komoedie
Will play at an interim outlet. New
building
project
amounts
to
$465,000.
As a pre-seasonal; venture, Ko¬
moedie staged an open-air produc¬
tion of Shakespeare’s. “Merry
Wives- of Windsor,” .whilst season
officially opened Sept. 3 with ini¬
tial Swiss^ performance of Bert
Brecht’s “Caucasian Chalk Circle!”
Other legit items include Jean;
Genet’s “Balcony,” Jean-Paul Sar¬
tre’s “Hermits. of Altona,” Fried¬
rich Duerrenmatt’s “Frank V’\ahd
“Evening Hour in Late Autumn,”
two Jean Anouilh plays as well as
first production of three Federico.
Garcia Lorca oneeacters. and stage
adaptation of a Gottfried Keller
story, “Der Itaridvogt von. Greifene.”
Guest stints at both Basle houses
include, at Komoedie, Jerpmfe Kil¬
ty’s “Dear Liar” with Elisabeth;!
Bergner arid O. E. Hasse in the
Cornell-Aherne roles, Robinson
Jeffers’ “Medea” with Hilde Krahl
and Paul Hartman arid.. at Stadttheatre. Garson . Kanin’s “Born
Yesterday.” with Hildegarde Neff.
French road company, Galas Karsenty, will present, among others,
Eugene. Ionesco’s "Rhinoceros” (the
Jean-Louis Barrault Paris produc¬
tion), British meller “Not in the
Book” -by Arthur Watkyn, Jean
Anouilh’s "Fighting Cock” and
Felicieri Marceau’s “Good’ Soup;”
both recent Brpadn;ay flops!; but
longrun hits in Paris.

Atlanta, Sept. 27. +
Battle lines are being drawn for
another legal fight against A.tlanr
fa's often-attacked motion picture
censorship ordinance.
Independent Film Importers and
Washington, Sept. 27!
Distributors of America (IFIDAi
K-B Theatres, independent chain
finally have made good on their
long standing threat to make At¬ owning seven film houses in the
lanta a battleground in their fight Washington area, three of them
against censorship of their product. screening first run motion pictures,
I FID A has raised a special “war has purchased the lease of the
fund” to finance their fight anid Hiser Theatre in suburban Betheshas retained services of well known da, Md., from proprietor John H.
Atlanta lav/ firm, Heyman, Abram Hiser.
K-B, under direction of Marvin
and Young, in their all-out attempt
to overthrow Censorship ordinance, J. Goldman and Fred Burka, takes
over th.e subsequent run house Oct.
it was revealed Wednesday (21 >.
Mrs. Christine Smith Gilliam, 1, when it will be closed for reno¬
motion picture censor of the City vation and redecoration. It will be
of Atlanta for past 15 years, whose renamed the Btfronet.
only knowledge of IFIDA’s plans
has been gained via the trade press,
said that due to the “highly tech¬
nical and legal aspects of the case”
she was unprepared to comment. |
“I have received no official no¬
tice of any such action,” lady cen¬
sor added, “although I have read
of the plans.”
Mrs. Gilliam, wife of Alderman!
Ed Gilliam, who is chairman of At¬
lanta Police Committee, pointed
out that Atlanta “has had a board
of film censors for a long time.”
Times Film is negotiating for
Her predecessor, the late Mr!s. “ah extension” its contract for di-frAlonzo Richardson, held the post tribution of the Austrian opepa
for more than 22 years.
film, “Don Juan,” pic cited in the
R. P. Brandt, member of the distrib’s suit against the City of
Board of Governors of IFIDA, is Chicago's film licensing ordinance.
ssed this statement:
Case is scheduled to be argued
"For some years our organization before the U. S. Supreme Court:
has been concerned over the highly week of Oct. 17When Times filed Its brief with
arbitrary methods and capricious
decisions of the Atlanta Censorship the Supreme Court two weeks ago,
Board. Because of these decisions, it was announced that the distrib’s
some 30 or 40 motion pictures con¬ rights to the pic had lapsed. Point
trolled by our membership—a num¬ was regarded as an important one
ber of which have Production Code by some industry lawyers who
Seals and approval of the Legion speculated on whether or not the
Continued from page 1 5=9
of Decency—have been prevented High Court would rule on the mat-*
from exhibiting in Atlanta motion ter since the property involved is film ‘Huckleberry Finn’ in the mid¬
picture theatres.”
j not now under control of the dis-/ west We’d probably not take them
_Itrib.
Times counsel Felix Bilgrey very seriously.”
Morris Abram, of the legal
firm,
said the~ case"would require prior .denies that this can have any,bearLogan was unabashed when ac¬
study, but probably would be filed ing on the case, since company had
in “the next week or two." He j the rights to the film at time the cused of extravagance in not! hav¬
added that any film selected in a ; suit was filed. He says jn effect that ing settled, the length of the film
..
*" ‘a distrih can’t be expected to sue before. its.completion, “It's a seytest case would
be of “high artistic
only on those pictures for which eral-miHibn-dollar.. project;” herald
standards and quality.”
“arid it’s worth jettisoning some
Certainly we oppose offensive :or he has the permanent rights.
Nevertheless, Times is in current footage, if cutting is going to. help
obscene display of any sort,” the
the
finished project, I don’t want
Atlanta barrister said, “whether ion negotiations to retain rights to the to cut because it will mean Ipslrig
the screen or in the newspapers, picture for another five or seven- some splendid comedy from.smaller
but obscenity is a matter of court year period. It’s reported that ne¬ performers.
decision, we hold, and not a matter gotiations were started before the
"Arid it might affect the per¬
earlier contract. lapsed and thus.,
of individual fiat.”
formances of Chevalier arid BuchThree films which Mrs. Gilliam when successfully concluded, will holz. CheValier insists that . this
turned down were “Room At the be actually an extension of the old starts a newr .career for him. though,
Top,” “The Case of Dr. Laurent” contract. Wein Films Is producer, it’s a bit odd, I. think! for an artist
and “Naked Amazon.”
He ex¬ with Munio Podhorzer acting as |.of his age to start talking about a
plained that latter two have Pro¬ producers rep in New York.
career’,”
duction Code seals.
Logan is taking the film back to
“Room at the Top,” an English
the States for final work. His next
product made by Romulus Films,
project is Moss Hart-s “Act One.”
Ltd., and released by Continental
Distributors, Inc., was projected
into limelight, in this area wheri it
was given six nominations for
Academy Awards and won |an
Oscar for Simone Signoret as “Best
Hollywood, Sept. 27.
Continued from: pace'33 ssss
Actress.”
Picture subsequently
New*
interest
in
Hollywood
lie. “Soldat” producer Georges De
enjoyed
lengthy runs
- 7
...
. in suburban
.. ..
tshould be rekindled in millions of Beauregard; along With directortheatres outs.de Atlanta cttytotfs;the publie and ne«, friends .made
and nearby towns. Mr* Git! ajis;f
Uon Icture produ(.tion, dis. Godard, has charged that the gov¬
ernmental decision is strictly on
?hrSCiSaLr^L™n.n, „£?£?.. 5“ ' tribution. and exhibition when the political grounds and in flagrant
that, in her judgment, dialogue wa_ . Hollywood Motion Picture and
Contradiction of recent statements
*k
i,,„a Koran Un »Television Museum is completed, by ministerial film reps arid indus¬
^ !film 'Pioneer Sol Lesser told The- try biggies.!
L?urentd” °tofoCe bUS^S
th
' atre Owners of America delegates
Beauregard will fight the . ban
Court’ action has been taken ! at their convention here last week, and intends to appeal to the Cul¬
three times in the past 14 years! on !
“It will. be.the most extensive ture Ministry,, headed by Andre
the censorship ordinance, which is year-round public relations and MalrauxT,. However, the Info Min¬
aimed at preventing “the display! of j merchandising .event in the history istry is concerned with censorship
obscene or licentious pictures; or | of motion, pictures,” he said,
arid Culture with other pic mat¬
other pictures that may. adversely ]
Lessor-, chairman of the HMP& ters. He is. willing :to present a
affect the peace, health, morals and TM Commission appointed by the new version. In three months with
good-order of the city.”
Los Angeles County Board of a new title in; which all refererics
In 1946, City of Atlanta won it he Supervisors to create the institu- to ' the Algerian war would be ex¬
right to ban "Scarlett Street" when tion, declared the museum as pro- punged;

K-B CHAIN ACQUIRES
USER, BETHESDA, MD.

Seek Renewal Of
Von Juan’Rights
As Lawsuit Hedge

WB-Logan

Hollywood Museum-to-Be
Described as Surefire
Ballyhoo for Film Biz

‘Soldat’Prod.

P

the Georgia Supreme Court j re- i jectecl will have ‘‘live” attractions
fused to rule on the constitution-;demonstrating all the processes of
ality of the ordinance.
jfilmaking, including actual shoot-

-;—!! t

Suburban ‘Windjammer

j "More than 4,000.000 tourists visPhiladelphia, Sept. 27.
1 ited Southern Californi during
“Windjammer” hits the suburbs j the last 12 months, and virtually
here Oct. 12 at the Keswick Thea- J every one of them wanted to see
tre, Glenside. Owner Mel Koff i how motion pictures are made,” he
will shut down the house for one said. “Because the studies, naturday to install the Cinemlracle ally, are unable to accommodate
equipment.
'jthem, many went away disapOutlying theatre will followithe (Pointed.
The museum, with its
midtown procedure and kick j! off ; practical sourtdstage, will make it
with a benefit gala. Opener is i possible for the public to see actual
sponsored by the Montgomery! filming, as well as behind the
County Chapter of the Pennsyl-1 scenes processes.”
vania Assn, for Retarded Chil-1
Museum, therefore, will be a
dren. Production marks the first ] natural for a fresh new approach
introduction of a road show*, hard to Hollywood and new worldwide
ticket policy in the local suburban .interest in topic of films, accordarea.
!
‘ing to Lesser.
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West End
S5-' Continued from page 61 mm

One Foot In Hell” (20th) 3d wk).
Neat $5,800.:
Hits (M-G) (432; 70-$1.75)—“Doc¬
tor In Love”. (Rank) opened yes-?
terday (Mon.) (4). In ahead, “Den¬
tist iin the Chair” (Renown) (2d
wk). Fair. $3.000..
Studio Oiie (Indie) (556; ,50$i.20)—"Pollyanna” (Disney).. (7th
wk). Steady $4,300.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 70-$1.75 —
“Ocean’s Eleven” (WP) (4th wk).
Likely $18,000. or more! Over $19,000 previous sesh; Opening round
hit rilltime theatre, record for gross
[and admissions at over $26,300.

Hollywood Churches of Christ Rep Modifies Hit
Charge That Films Poison U.S. Image Overseas
George Helmrich, chief of the
Hollywood bureau of the National
Council of Churches of Christ,
seems to have done it agai
Exec,
who got into hot water last year
with a stateriient to the effect that
sex and violence were running
rampant In American films, Thurs¬
day (22) was quoted in a dispatch
from Hollywood saying that Amer¬
ican films are “the principal source
of resentment against the United.
States and the most fruitful source
of misinterpretation of American
life”
Thursday afternoon, the New
York office of the NCCC’s Broad¬
casting & Film Commission “sent
Out the following, statement by its
West Coast executive, Mr. George
Helmrich:
“ T have never implied that all
American films are guilty of deal¬
ing in an overemphasis on sex and
violence for the sake bf sex and
violence so as to give a false and
damaging picture of Ariierican life
and our standards of value.
“‘Over the years there have
been many picturesWhich have
itiade variable contributions to so¬
ciety, both here and abroad.’ ”
Interesting to . reporters was
fact that this statement from
the NCCC’s Broadcasting and
Film Commission was brought
around in envelopes of the
Motion
Picture Assn, of
America.
Heimrich’s statement—the one
Issued in New York—^went on to
commend such pictures as ‘Diary
of Anne Frank,” “The Ten Com¬
mandments,” “The Nun’s Stoiy,”
“Ben-Hur” and five others.
Whereas his Hollywood state¬
ment suggested that Hollywood
had not learned to respect the
"new freedom” granted by recent
Supreme Court decisions and that
the industry continues to live “in
an ivory tower or an ivory; sewer,",
his issued-from-New York. sfafement winds up rather mildiy, sub¬
stituting “too many” for the..■■allembracing “all”:
“There have been over the past
years too many motion pictures
being produced in Hollywood
which overemphasize sex and vio¬
lence for the sake of sex arid vio¬
lence. As a result, leading author-;
ities not only in this country but
overseas have constantly called to
the attention, of Hollywood the
damage being done to the rininds
arid morale and living habits of
viewers. Furthermore, these pic¬
tures create an image of America
overseas that is damaging.”
Investigation in N. Y. following
the release of the two statements
revealed that the Heimrich quotes
re “new freedom” and “ivory
sewer,” to which the MPAA toook
violent exception, had actually,
been quotes from other iridustry
people^hich Heimrich recalled to:
make his .own points stronger.

merce, if this sort of thing goes
on.”
The neutral observer iriay. be
allowed to guess that this sort of
thing , will go on. For, as stated
earlier, the top riioney-makers are
either the epics or the “adult”
entries.

JOURNAUSTS EXCLUDED
FROM CHURCH SESSION
Film and radio-tv execs will be
among the partfeipahts. in a special
two-day foruiri today (Wed.) and
tomorrow (Thurs.) in New. York,
sponsored by the Broadcasting &
Film Commission , of the National
Council, of The Churches of Christ.
The meeting, Which is closed to
the press; is described as ‘‘thefirst
semi-annual program planning con¬
ference” of the B & F. commissiori,
and, as far as tjtie film people are
concerned, is a follow-up to the
meeting held in Hollywood early in
the Slimmer between NCCC execs
and film company heads. Sitting
in on the meeting; and giving their
views for the. pie industry, will,
be Paul N/ Lazarus Jr., Columbia
veep, arid Kenneth Clark, Taylor
Mills and Margaret Twyirian for
the Motion. Pieture Assn, of Amer¬
ica.
Purpose of. the meeting is not
to set policy but to provide, an
formal arid, off-the-record forum,
for an exchange of ideas between
the Protestant churchineri and the
film and broadcasting people.

Drive-In Closed While
Seeking New Owner
Stratford, Tex., Sept. 27:
The planned sale of the Elk
Drive-In Theatre did not come off
as scheduled. The ozoner; reniaini
in the hands of a Dalhart, Tex.,
lawyer who obtained it for his
clients on a judgment, against Lar¬
ry Semen and Alvin Hacker, for¬
mer owners.
Has been closed for several
weeks.

Wellman Reactivates
Youngstown, O.^. Sept. ,27.
Peter M. Wellman, who oper¬
ated several theatres-in the Great¬
er. Youngstown area, before h«
leased them to the Associated The¬
atres of 'Cleveland in 1950, has
taken, ov^r the Newport Theatre
on the South Side, which he is
managing, personally. The New¬
port was a key theatre in the old
Wellman chain, which . . included
four, drive-iri theatres, four neigh¬
borhood houses in' Youngstown,
and the New Mock, and Wellman
in nearby. Girard. Associated The¬
atres will continue, to operate, the
drive-in theatres.
Wellman has not been active;
since selling the two Girard houses
to Albert Garfield in June, 1959.
A son. Mike, operates the Hickory
Drive-In Theatre in nearby . Shar¬
on, Pa.

Worry Chorus Swells
Banner-line story in Variety
two weeks ago detailed how many Pan Readies ‘Spartacus9
Hollywood, Sept! 27.
of the current theatrical boxoffice
The RKO Pantages will shut ¬
winners are so distinguishable
fi'om commercial television pro¬ down Oct. 3 to undergo a $125,000
gramming:. Big production values facelift for: the; extended engage¬
on . the widescreen and, of par¬ ment of “Spartacus!” Bryna pro-,
ticular significance, the striking ductibn for Universal release.
Pic opens Oct: 19 with a. charity
trend toward the.type of cinematic
material that’s simply too harsh (or pregm sponsored by the Wonien’s
use your own word) for the family- Guild of Cedars of Lebanon Hospi¬
tal. New look calls for house to
intimate .living. room.
Bosley Crowther took hi? turn at slice its present seatirig capacity
batV in the Sunday (25) Tirnes. of 2,8i2 down to 1,506.
Critic was particularly annoyed
with ‘‘Dark at the Top of the
Stairs.” Opening of this Warner
release at Radio. City Music Hall
actually Was the peg for his piece = Continued from page 27
which was sub-headed. “A Blast at
veal this capital has ».^t 122 houses
Mercenary Sordidness in Films.”
as compared with 138 five years
This one and others such as ago. The 1958 July earthquake
“Suddenly Last Summer ” “From shuttered 16 houses as unsafe and
the Terrace” and “Strangers Wheii only two new ones have been in¬
We Meet,” said Crowther, have be¬ augurated: in all this time—the
trayed a concentrated predilection Latino and the International.
on the part of major producers
Inaugural picture at the Inter¬
with the abnormal arid crass national was the Mexican-SpSnish
aspects of sex.”
coproduction “Sonatas” starring
Crowther footnotes: “With all; Maria Felix, Francisco Rabal arid
due understanding of the wish of' Aurora Batista, directed by Span¬
the hoys to make a buck, we can! iard J. A. Bardem with photo¬
orily see ultimate disaster for the ■ graphy by Gabriel Figueroa in
quality and prestige of films and, ^ Mexico and Cecilib Paniagua in
as a consequence, for their com-1 Spain.:

Mex. Hardlops

USMETy
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New York City DeMILLE Theatre

October 6

Chicago

McVlCKERS Theatre

October 13

Los Angeles

RKO PANTAG ES

October 19

Boston

ASTOR Theatre

October 27

Philadelphia

GOLDMAN Theatre

November 2

Detroit

MADISON Theatre

November 3

Pittsburgh

NIXON Theatre

December 22

Cleveland

PALACE Theatre

December 22

Cincinnati

RKO GRAND Theatre

December 22

Atlanta

ROXY Theatre

December 22

St. Louis

ESQUIRE Theatre

December 22

Houston

DELMAN Theatre

December 22

Toronto

LOEW’S UPTOWN

December 22

../'

26
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mysterious stripper well enough,
while Sheldon Lawrence as the
rival club owner and Christopher
Lee as Genn’s treacherous righthand man also provide useful sup¬
; Continued from page J ;
; Continued from page t;
port. Some of the nightclub girls
Vt Mourir de Plaisir
Jecting a likable personality and provide neat cameos, particularly the same. story with a variation— philosopher at 23 with. 16 years ex¬
'
Rwnminp-nos- scoring heavily in his two.disguises, Barbara Windsor as the cute Pony her optioris have been picked up, perience, on the stage, tv arid film*,
’Tail whose : death , brings about so far. However, although she; behind liim: “I realize that nobody
Gehnls downfall;
has. worked hard and successfully is ever secure,, but it’s. a . cinch that
to kill the fiancee,
,
atienlions of the amorous Admiral., The
• , nightclub settings
~ are flam- to create the impression of a almost, any profession offers mor#
There is a long femme clinch as Connor neV€r-forces his laughs but boyantand overdone. Some of the “serious” actress, and appeared security .than acting.. Sixteen years
the girl gels blood on her lip. from t„tats his various appearances as /Production numbers come over only in “A” pictures, the studio Working in a hank and I’d be sure
a pricked finger and the vampire character studies. Noel Purcell is | reasonably well -on the screen last month assigned hier. the femirie of some kind of income. But if
goes for it. Lesbos Intimal.onS are .
hearly form as the irascible ! though- it-i?' .doubtful If they could lead in one of those Roman spec¬ you’re an actor, you may bin
staged (even allowing for ex¬
ex¬ tacles in which she would. have through at any time because of the
evident and the further underlined ^dmirai and Er:c Barker and > be staeed
in a dream sequence before: the ‘Lpslie philips as the ship’s of- pense) in. the average stripteasery. little to do except lift up her toga way your face is shaped or.how tall
v.mipire tries for her blood.
ficers, responsible for nudging the Dialog veers from dull to vulgar and flee from the barbarians. “The you arb, or because you grow into
But since her love for her . pi0t along, keep well in character and there are . many loose .ends in studio says I need the exposure,” another age category, and every
ecu sin is the main motivation, th .and mainly get. the laughs by play- an endeaver to provide authentic she explained, “but I don’t thirik year a thousand more people come
Rich.
that kind of exposure would help along to coriipetb with, you on ah
bsbian aspects may not offer anyi jng straight. Sidney James, guest- atmosphere.
me.” She refused to do the film equal footing.”
untoward censorship troubles;, The ! starring as a chief petty officer,
and,: is now on suspension.
dream symbols are also arty enough I enlivens his scenes as always and
Actor, -whose wife, Betty Lou
to be open to various interps. I there is a standout cameo by Spike
Thus comes to «i tempdrary Keirri (another “new face”): expects
While the classic horror mold is j Sullivan and Eric Sykes as a
standstill the career of an actress tlieir first child in December,
who at all other times has been points out the difficulty in mainfollowed, the film relies more on couple of gabby electricians/
■ Continued' from page 3
the model of cooperation with the tairiirig some sort of stable life
carefully laid out pictorial comOn the distaff side Hattie
positions and shots than in creating I Jacques as a hefty woman scientist other distant places is more than studio (says one publicist admir¬ under the circumstances. “While;
suspense moods.
i puts over her usual genial person- the small town exhibitorcan hear, ingly: “If we asked her, she‘d sign you’ve, got to hang on to the drive
autographs on the bottorii of the to succeed,” he says, ‘.’you ve al¬
Annette Vadim Is an impassive i aiity but Joan Sims, for once play- according to McCormick.
actress whose cherubic, placid fing a straight role instead of a ( “Every day bur neighbors,
.
who Hudson River in a diving bell’’).
ways got to fnaintain interests,
Point wiiich these youngsters financial and emotional, outside of.
looks make it hard to take her for‘comedy character, nevertheless ; were former patrons, ask us]. ‘When,
a vampire. Moreover, the film’s . brings charm and humor to the j arb you going to get .“Ben-fiur” or and others sbem to be making— the business or you lose all per¬
vic'llalioH between a horror opus j roie of Barker’s sister. Jaunty “Psycho” or. some other hit film though indireetty-^- is that while spective.” He thinks he and. hi*
and a tongue-in-cheek parody take j music by Bruce Montgomery early that has been playing a long, time the industry has again recognized wife are succeeding in this. They
the edge off the shock aspects Mel [ sets the breezy tone of the pic arid in the big city. Arid. . likewise, the need for building new talent live in Hollywood in an apartment
Ferrer ad Elsa Martinelli are ac- {an other technical credits get the everyday we talk to our people —after a couple of years’ hiatus they can afford (no swimming
ct-ptable in the ill-defined roles of,’ 0kay. This gay piece of escapist who. have been drawn, to other when contract lists dropped to an pool) and they are saving a lot of :
the lovers.
!•
i nonsense should certainly keep up places by the extensive advertising all-time low-^ company toppers the money; they are earning.
Vadim has given this venture • the reputation of the Peter Rogers’ and promotion given to the big haven’t updated their . methods of; Security, however, isn’t going to
visual appeal. A hard sell of the ; team and the Anglo-Amalgairiated city engagementof such attrac¬ handling the young players. Back his head.
tions, with the result being that, in the. days when Hollywood made , Several weeks ago he was pre*
adult horror angles could jhiake.l stable from which they operate,
this a possible regular entry i
R,vh
:as, if and when we are able to show four to five hundred films ariniially, sented .with the possible alterna¬
the big ones, the cream, arid along stars were more easily manufac¬ tive of faking the continuing lead
abroad. But it needs careful placing
with, it the profit,, has been tured. Today the process requires in a tv series, with, a sizable income
for best results. General prospects
Too
Hot
to
Handle
skimmed off and the iriterest in it more care, patience and perhaps guaranteed for 39 weeks, or a good
look spottv. Pic was originally
(BRITISH—COLOR)
has waned as- some riew spectacle even taste.
called “Blood and Roses.” which
There’s a further irony in the part in a projected Broadway^how
is being given the hypo by the dismay be its Yank monicker. Mosk.
Bjow Your Horn’’). He Wai
case of the actress cited above:. (“Come.
Seamy meller set in Soho’s
tributors.-’
leaning towards the latter (-’Maybe
studio
toppers
which
clip joint stripperies. Jayne
It isn’t that the people in his : . The.
., same
,
, .
..
.
no actor should be .5ecufe”). .‘
Wateli Your Stern
Mansfield’s name, may help
small towns. are very much differ-;
t*e«4,ed exposure a year
pf lh
ge.ttirig(BRITISH)
this dubious entertainment at
ent from those ini the larger cities aE° spent a good deal of time and , Has he ever
hj : thought
? ir_x_.
or that his theatre is anv less at- ! money on another young actress, i put of the business? No. As long a*
the wicket.
Lighthearted
with
smooth
tractive or moderri according to <*st her in thestar part of a pres- [he has one more job
in mg up,
performances. Made by [theLondon. Sept. 21.
MeCortaiS. but that^thete Sare |
Picture,; and lh<;n.
of
AVarner-Pathe release of a. Wigmore fewer npnnle and the housec are i forgot about her. Though her film ! of course, when he wonders. One
click “Carry On” team.
Films production. Stars Jayne Mansfield, of course smaller
x
’ j was not a b.o; success, actress con^- ! .such . was months ago when, ht
Leo Genn. Carl Boehm. Producer. Selim
London, Sept J. 14.
Cattan.
Directed
by Terence- Youne. |
It . ^
.
-J™™*, .. . .
• , ceivably
i^ivauir could
wuiu have
note gone
suite ori
uii to
iv |i cMled
——o-j
hi?. •agencyrUVimam- Morris)-

New Faces Wear Frowns

Film Reviews

FIS IB “-f - asswfe

»

Colorado Exhib

Anglo-Am«.lsamated
presentation
of
Peter Ro«ers’ production. Stars Kenneth
Connor. Eric Barker. Leslie Phillips, -loan
S-ms. Noel rurcell, Hattie Jacques, Guest
st :r. Sidnev James. Features Spike M»u>fan. Eric Sykes. Producer. Peter Borers.
£>o-ecior. Get aid Thomas. Screenplay by
Alan Hackney & Vivian A. Cox. from
E-.rle Couttie s play. *\Somethine About a
Sailor”: c::r-.era. Ted Scaife: editor. Jf-hn
Shirlei;
Bruce Montgomery. PreTiewed at Studio O-e. London. Sept. 14,
*60. Running time. 08 MINS.
Kenneth iConnor
C S Blissworth
Eric Barker
Cap!'-in Foster
Leslie Phillips
Lt. Cmdr. Fanshawe.
Joan S'ms
Ann Foster
Noel Purcell
S r Humuhrev Pettigrew
Hattie Jacques
A sal ha Potier
.. Spike Sullivan
Dockyard Matey ...
. Eric Sykes
Dockvard Matey ....
... Sidney James
C.P.O. Mundy
Ed Deyereauv
Commandei Phillips
David Lodge
6ecuritv Sergeant
'ictor Maddern
vJst Sailor
Ro)bin Bay
Flag Lieutenant
.George Street
2nd Security Guard
Peter; Howetl
Admiral’s Secretary
Michael Brennan
1st Security Guard.
. Archi Taylor
Coxswain
Richard JBennett
Officer of the Day
Leila Williams
Wren Driver
Rory MacDermot
S*d Securhv Guar
Eric Corrie
Engineer Officer

Screenplay. Herbert Kretzmer from

an j

Previewed at studio _o_ne. Sept. 20, *60.
Running time, 160 MINS.
Midnight Franklin

SMSS!*
Lilliane Decker

v ' Carl

It

is

the. expressed .opinion

°i -other roles which mifiht not onlv I and was told he had been assigned

|McCormick that Ihe distributor i xhaVe b<.„emted from her initial]to a new man.: The „eW man cam.
aepiivmg the smallei towns of top buildup but would also have given 'oli the phoiie and Berlinger anyeafalfto’releaw"^! ^t

i

i^.

hCT ad'veI°p

|

a screen in<mnced himself. When the;;agent

asked: “Who are you?” despite fact

Boehm i the exhibitor is. being hurt,
that the actor had. brought in a
Unfair Blame
Danik Patisson: they are hurting theriiselves
__
number of commissions in
Nov.-k .. Christopher Lfee
Still another act res Who . had.. goodly
...
Kai
Cynthia
— . Firscher i weil, notwithstanding reports of
the previous 12-montli, JBerlinger
inspector West
^ Patrick Holt : high earriings for the top films. He a soriiewhat similar experience to U
“somewhat upMr. Arpels
.....
sheidon!^Lawrence1: expresses the belief that, after a ; that, cited above, though she has I set;“
:
i Diamonds Dinelli ..
| Pony TaU
Barbara WMndsor ^reasbriable time, to allow for full [ made one picture (a- low-budget1
r Moeller.
.Tom^Bowman I publiglty penetration.; if . enough job) since her highly promoted star .. Despite, what; many people think,
■ Flash Gordon
ian Fleming prints were made available to: give. : debut, realistically points out that he says, actors, particularly, new.
; Pawnbroker .
i Terry .
faces, are people arid if they be¬
Katha^ne
Keeton 1 the smaller cities a. crack at the {her big film was not a good film
| Melody .
have strangely, it’s either because
— Susan Denny ! show while-the run was hot, that I to start with, arid then adds that
{ Varjorie...
they have been driven to it by the
.Maureen .
’'
Elizabeth1,
wuson
overall
distributor’s
share
jperhaps
no
actress-^-Cven
an
estab; .lackv
. shrri Khan .vvould. in tlie. end be even, greater lished actress—could have suc- strange demands; of the profession
j Jungle .
or maybe in a desperate attempt
- Piano Player -as
more,
patrons
w'puld
see
the
picneeded
in
her
role.
Nevertheless,
Mich
* Tourist. Guido
iUnro
amt,!
aJniiccinn prices,
nricoc .!j she
shp is
is blamed,
hlampH for
fhr tho
arid in
in to establish an individual. personal¬
Larry
“fayior I ture and
at highcr admission
the Ann
flop, and
Mouth
ity which might, eventually, catch
. Hostess
.
June Eivin |
Most,
of
the.,
actual^
selilng
of
a
;
her
early
twenties
has
intimations
, D'nelli's. Driver
on with .the public.
‘.°Harry Lane big picture is done by the distribu- | that her career is over.
Muscles

hinhor

A distribution exec, ivho was In
Tuesday Weld, anyone?
oil this particular star-buildup
fizzle, defends both the case, for
“exposure”
many pictures to;
establish any performer, and. the
practice of putting newcomers into,
key roles of: certain big properties 222S Continued from page 11
and then dropping the newcomer
•* ***** ’’*'■**
-” "
if ,
, .
*3
act cinyiig
me .naoxij
ufltR- ;
uic puuuv uiiuugu »*:•**•
iitnyuiiwi
Trsch said. /‘The only reason w;e
The laughs come steadily apd tms grounds of Soho’s striptease .iaints. i organizations, , church groups and i hke a hot potato if debut is un would take.the step is to get more
is a safe booking for all types^of i Harry Lee is credited wTith the the,like. A certain aimourit of this 'successful. The former procedure, pictures on: the market. In any
audience. On the surface, this original idea, but the w'prd; “origi- teffort penetrates down to the small! he said, has.
j- paid
^ off most recently ;- case, we wouldn’t^do the actual
could be regarded as another
nap
flattering.
Herbert Kretz--—.town.. and many,
¥
— -r —
-—r—.—-^ say. five or per-| wJth °--J—
Sandra T'-Dee, and though' heJ>■ producing;/W>>-would.--iriereIy; proi“Carry On,” but there is a sponger mer’s screenplay is hardly inspired haps ten percent of ..the potential didn’t have the figures, he was ! -vide
:J- the
*■*“ financing.”
"
- He
— stressed
story line, characters are.developed , and eVgn that talented director, ycustomers of the local theatre, have [willing^ to bet that , she had made that the company had explpred the
n'ore roundly and director Gerald (*rerence Young seems d'spirited the opportunity to. or make the‘more films,last year than aiiy: other situation with the Dept, of Justice
Thomas does not rely on at string j With the matter on hand. Good {.special effort to see the film in the : ctress iii her category “and today to see what could, be done “if the
of largely disconnected
; and i color lensing by Otto Heller is [larger city—this, of . course, is i she i? a film star:” As far as the company were so inclined some
sruations. But the same formula ,at>oUt the most commendable aspect i largely velvet, for the first ruri, but; visdoiri of putting unknowns Into day” to enter the production field.
of lighthearted, breezy comedy is . 0f a disappointing pic.
—
[what, abriut the. 90-95% who can t ■ tar roles is concerned, he pointed It was explained that, the feeler to
used to very funny effect.
! Yarn concerns the rivalry and . take the time and experise to at-;.Put that this had paid off hand: the Dept, of Justice had actually
Screenplay by Alan Hackriey and mutual double crossing of . two tend the. big city showing?
somely for no less than Audrey beeri made before Loew’s, actively
Hepburn t “Roman Holiday”), Judy began its hotel arid motel program.
Yivian A. Cox produces some sound'striptease club owners. It ends in I
Too Little. Too Late
situations and dialog, and while ; both clubs being .wrecked and one } A. large part of this revenue is Holliday (“Born Yesterday”) and
However. Tisch- said that if the
occasionally corny, also coriies up ’ of the clubowners going to jail foi'; lost forever, not onjy lpst to the Joanne Woodward (“Three, Faces (company decided to finance pro¬
with some felicitous, jokes . and/his part in fixing a meeting be-j small town exhibitor, but to the of Eve”), all of which Were Oscar duction it had the necessary coin
wirsecracks.
racivS. The
ine yarn
jam tuuicuin
concerns aa' tween uue
one m
of the
me under-aige
unaer-age Slripstrip- [distributor
TJiau-iuuiur as
as well,,
vi-eii, because,
ucttiubc, when
wnen winners.
to do so from earriings; He said
-tnct
an Acoustic
Arniistlc !j npi-s
Lie rich
-ri/h Vionlraitop
secret test nn
on an
pers and
and his
backer, i which the film,
film ic
is .finally
finally -efinum
shown in
in tho
the
Says this exec: “You can make the company , was mulling a pos^
Toipedo which, when fired^ upsets ; results in the death of the girl. ! smaller town, the admission is mistakes with the big, one-shot sihle deal: with ari American pro¬
arrangements by doubling in its ’ Also on hand is a French journal- 1 generally less, the films sometimes i buildup, but you usually tell ducer to make six: picture abroad.
tracks: missing the target raft andist who is writing a piece: about v.orn and scratchy, the initial whether. you have a legitimate “Even if we can only finance twdblowing up the firing ship. An the sleazy side of London nightlife.: enthusiasm gerierated by t h e personality to build, even if
three pictures a year arid other
Admiralty boffin is detailed to.
The chief letdown is the offcolor ; multi-miliiori dollar campaign has flops. There have been almost as companies match this, it could,
modify the torpedo, the plan gets ] thesping of. Miss Mansfield as Mid--lost its fire and there is another riiany hits as misses, arid one hit mean perhaps 20 or 30 mere, pic¬
dcstroved. aa copy mislaid
ccsiroyeu,
inioiaiu and
fuiw the
u.v night Franklin,
Xiaimuii,. star
^tcu of
vi the
uie PinkJr I IT It big one catching the public’s eye. . by a Hepburn or Holliday or Wood¬ tures a yeai-: It would make a big
~ • * ’ officers
---,
destroyer's
manage] to bluff | Flamingo, nightclub,' who also eyes i ‘‘In these .fast.;.changing times, ward makes up for three or four difference/’ he pointed out.
the Admiral with the plans of the j Leo Genii, a clubowner who likes when fast transportation arid other misses.” Idea is that the
In studying the theatre, business
ship’s refrigeration plant. But it is to play a lone hand. Her acting is frozen foods and super iriarkets entire business of making films is since he took a commanding posi¬
essential that the Admiral! should tepid and, at times, frankly ludi¬ bring far away foods and delicacies a gamble and there’s no sure way tion in the Lbew’s situation, Tisch
to the small towns the same] as the of making a. hit film or creating a seid that a flagrant condition h*
r.ot meet the boffin until the right crous.
plan is at hand. This involves an
A fair example of the Mansfield cities, when the people can have star “or there wouldn’t' be any had observed ivas ‘‘featherbed^
electrically minded seaman being superstructure is displayed. She the same new cars and the same problem today.*'
dirig.” He noted that Loew’s is re^.
disguised, first as a \ Scottish also sings a couple of undistin- styles' in clothes, furniture and
While none of the yourigsters quired to maintain two projection¬
. scientist and then as a woman. The ugished numbers adequately, but luggage, when television is bring¬ this reporter has talked to has yet ists in a booth, but if4 the company
film is a jigsaw puzzle of mistaken in a far from pulse stirring fash¬ ing right into, their very, homes, mariaged to come up with a pro¬ leased or sold a theatre to another
Identity, misunderstandings, bluffs ion. Genn, a good actor, seems instantaneously, the same programs gram which might facilitate star- operator, the latter would be able
and counter bluffs and, j; moving puzzled at finding -himself in the and shows the residents of the big building (they are fatalists all: “If to run the booth with only one
fast, the various complications keep film at all, and though he gives cities see, there is no logical rea- you’re going to make it, you’re go¬ man. In addition, he pointed to the
the cheerfulness bubbling almost his best he cannot make the charr so ,” McCdrrnick says, “for the ing to make it”), each has revealed, necessity of maintaining .stage¬
incessantly right up to a protracted acter-of Johnny Solo .more than
small town, exhibitor, not to be sometimes unconsciously, the pres¬ hands in theatres with. a straight
but acceptable climax.
pasteboard figure.
[able to offer, his patrons the same sures he lives under which even¬ picture policy. He estimated that it .
Carl Boehm is straightforward i quality and timeliness in enter- tually make the pro actor a being is costing the company about $2,Act’ng is on a firstclass farcical
annually becau se of
comedy level, with Kenneth Con- as the journalist, Danik Patisson, itainment as they get, in. other apart, from “real people.”
featherbedding.
Says Warren Berlinger,
not as the unfortunate seaman pro- a demure French actress, play* a • fields.”
--—
Jayne Mansfield made a 6.000.mile journey to make this British
J
4u : meller, ]but the trip hardly seems
The team responsible for the worth jt. it will need all her mar-

tor anyway, through advance huildup before and during production.
- extensive magazine and newspaper
. ecverage . just prior to and during
] release and finally point of sale

*
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Wednesday, September 28, I960

H

international
telefilm
and documentary
market

a remarkable success of the
Results of the "first Spring Cinemeeting"*
|4H films shown, among which 206 fulllength and 205 long and short documen¬
tary films
28 Countries participating Qualified business operators from 5 Con¬
tinents - Very active business deals - In¬
ternational exchange and co - production
agreements,
Film producers and dealers in the film- branch are cor¬
dially Invited to the "2nd Cinemeeting" organized by the
International Milan Trade Fair from

October 10 th to 20 th, I960
Address any request to *7

MIFED - Fiera di Milano
Largo Domodossola 1 - Milano (Italy)
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"This Earth Is Mine” (U.I) (reis-l
WAdUINCTON
l^ues). Dull $2,500 on eight days. |
VYAjnimj l Oil
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50V IliCo"tii"xue/lilX)n'
,
—"Marie-October” (Lop) (2d wk).> L°ye (20th). (4th wk), $10,500 for
Slow $1,000. Last week, $1,900, j last six days.
Seattle, Sept. 27.
State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50)— *
Of the new. entries, “High Time**
($1.80)—“Started in Naples” (Par) “Beyond Time Barrier” (AI) and
V UAi £nftW' is trim at the Fifth Avenue but
}.(5th wk). The fourth round finish- “Date With Death” (Fav) (2d Wk). Nice $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
I MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)— “Crowded Sky” . is mild, at tha
CT IA A <111 M
1 or' inS tomorrow (Thurs.) is likely to Slim $2,000.
Music Hall, Holdovers are strong*,
M. LUU; NAlLtd lou' score solid $9,500 after $12,000 for
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)' “I’"1
JT^t'Avpik ditto* with “Ben-Hur” great in a 34th
c? t
n'i
1 previous session. Stays.
fhv ' frame at the Blue Mouse. “All the
st- Louis, Sept. 27
F
ri (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- —“Sons, and Lovers” (20th 1 (2d ..0k.e ^59?*nL9a.si on
°nt3rio (K-BMl^O^
New lures ""major marquees; $
_ „Th „ ih Has Tw0 wk). Rich $8,000. Last week,
Young Men,” in second Coliseum
$8 8OO
j “It Started in Naples (Par) <5th stanza, is good. “Psycho” is sock irt
^rt»d in i Eegs” (Janus). Opened Monday
El Rey .FWC) <86u
Fair *5-M0- Last 'VCek' a sixth Paramount canter.
k=1u»?> d.t th2dpn? rnnifmiins! '26>-In ahead, fourth-final week of
“The Apartment” (UA) and “Some ,75^u.
Palace (Loew) (2.390; 90-$i.25l— I
Estimates for This Week
strong
" in 1
.«***>• *6'- Like It Hot*’ (UA) (reissue) (2d
Blue Mouse (Hamrick (739; $1.50are “Ben-Hur” in an 18th week at , Plaza (LoperO (525; $1.50-$21— wk). Perky- $3,300. Last Week,. “Time Machine’’ (M-G) (2d wk).
Fair $8 500 after $12,500 opener^ . j $3)—“Ben-Huf7’ (M-G) (34th wk).
Loew’s Mid-City, “Elmer Gantry”
$3,400.
Playhouse (T-L) (458; $I-$L80) ] Great $9,00Q,. ast week, $10,000.
in a third at Loew’s State, “Psy- ‘ Apartment” (UA) (16th wk). The
Beverly -(Elect). (1.150;.(dth$i-$2)—{
. afifti. at lip Qt i ni,u flnrf 15th session finished last night
wirt- .^‘‘Subterraneans” (M-G) (2d .wk). I
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,“Subterraneans” (M-G) (4th WK). siow $2v9d0- Last week. $4,300.
(Tues.)
with
fine
$11,000
or
near.
870; $1-$L50) — “All the Young
From Terrace in-a fourth at the _
' .
Mild $3,200. Last week, $3;300.
Men” (Col) and “Enemy General”
Plaza (T-L) (458; $1-$1;80) Pageant, art spot, after moveover, La|‘
P 95 $180) —
from rousing run at the Am** ;.**!»
“Milena”" (Magna), Boff $10.-: (20th) (2d wk). Good $7,000. Last
$10,0b0.
— Lets Make
Love” t<20th)
- ■ -Last week. “Fbr
. +nnnn
-*••• (5th
, . 000.
Members week,
saao1’
A ,
. „r . 1
\ (12th-final wk). The 11th round
Fifth . Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
week’ Only” (Union) '< 10th
$2,600 (2,500;
Estimates for This Week H : concluded Sunday (25) with tidy if. nnn ?* y $9'°00' M
$l-$ 1.50)—“High
Time”
■ T,
1
„ OOP .o Tor final eight day’s!
-Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; ,60- «8}000. “The Entertainer” (Gorit) •
Warner Beverly (SW). (1,330; $2- j Town (King) (goO; $1-$1.49)— (20th) and “Walk Tall” (20th).
Tirn1eM
; opens Monday (3) after a benefit $2.40) — “Strangers When We' *Tsvcho» (Par) otli wk). Strong Trim $8,000. Last week, “Let’s
$10,500. Last, week. Let & Make ; performance Sunday night.
Make. Love” (20th) and “Young
Love (20th) (3d wk), $8,000. ■
j -jrans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540: $1- Meet” (Col) <10th_wk). Firm $4,000. $io;doo. Last week, ditto.
Jesse James” (20th), $4,600. on
j Trans^-Lux (TrL) (600; $1.25-$2)
^ApoHo Art (Grace) (700; 90-■’ $1.50)_“Let’s Make Love” (20th) Last week, $5,000.
third week.
Music Hall (Ros) (720; $1:85- _ “Song Without End” (Col),
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1t
%TOsh™^M°« ^mouy i (4th wk). The third week winding
Indie) Fine $2,000. Last week, • up tdday (WecW looks to, reach $2.25)—“I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) | Smash $17,000. Last week, “Stran- $1.50)—“Oceans 11” (WB) (m.o.).
When We Meet” (Col) (12th Okay $3,500 on six :days.) Last
•School for Scoundrels
(Indie) smooth $12,000. Last week, $15,- (10th wk). Busy $4,900. Last week,
(3d wk), $1,500.
;
i 000. Continues.
?4’900^
!wk)„ $4,200.
week, “All the Young . Cannibals”
Crest (Elect) <750; $1.25-$2)^Uptown (SWV (1,300; $l:49-$2.75> (M-G). $4,600. .
„
h
> e World (Perfecto) (390: 90-$1.80)
<1,800, 90-$l.25)
All Fine 1 oung j—“Nature’s Paradise” (Indie) (9 th Carry Oh, Nurse” (Gov) (29th —“Can-Can” (20th) (18th wk). Nice
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2.200; $1“alsT (M-G) J2d wk) Okay ^k) The eighth week fi ishing to- wk). Lush $4,000. Last week, $6,000. Last week, same.
$1.50)^—“Crowded Sky” (WB). Mild
fm.GO0 Last week, $15,000
r
: morrow (Thurs.) Is anticipated to $3,800,
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1.49^$2.75) $5,000/ Last week, “Oceans 11”
Carthay (FWC) (1,138: $1:75- .— “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (28th wk). (WB) .(5th wk). $6,300.
c^F°fXri A*thUw
®0; S2“9?)—^
1 tally fast $7,500 after $8,500 the
Started in Naples’ (Par) and;pre^ious r0und. Continues.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2600; $U
$3.50) rr- “CanfCan” (20th) (29th ! Solid $12,000. Last week, ditto,
•Three
Murderesses’
(Indie). ^ 68thSt> Piayhouse.Lee Brecher) wk). Tepid $6,000, Last week;1
$1.50):—“Expresso Bongo” (Conti
Pleasant $18,000.
Last week, 1 (370; $1>25-$2) — “The Captain’s $5,900.
(2d. wic), Fair $3,500 on five days.
SAN
FRANCISCO
“Thunder m Carolina” <Howco> • Table’? (20th). Opened Monday
Last week, $4,800.
Warner Hollywood (Cinerama
and “Half Pint ’.(Indie), $12 000 F(2e). ,n ahead, ‘..Oscar Wilde”
(Continued from page 15)
Paramount (Fox-Exergreen) <3Inc.) (1,389; $1.20-$2;65t—“Search
Loews Mid-City (Loew) (1,160;; «ta\v) $3 *\no for Mth-final week for
$1.50)—“House Of Usher” (AI) and 000; $l-$1.5p)—“Psycho” (Par) (6th
Paradise”
(Cine)
siarted
34th
$1.50-$2.50) — “Ben-Hur” tM-G);WAW)’ $d’5UU l0r Mtn 1,nal *eeK’
wk (25) after $11,300 last week. , “How'
. To Make A Monster” (AI). \vk>. Great $11,500. Last week,
(18th wk). Fancy $13,000. L^ast
Last week, $13,800,
Egyptian (UATC) (1392; $1.25- Boomi“? $19,000.
week, same.
!.
MINNEAPOLIS
$3.40) -r— “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (44th “ Crowded Sky” (WB) and “Mu¬
Loew's State (Loew) (3,600; <60tiny” (Par), $12,500.
Wk).
Moderate
$
22
,
000
.
Last
week,
(Continued
from
page
15)
90)—“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (3d wk).
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.50)
Fair $10,000. Last week, $13,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1.000; . 85-$ 1) $23,200. :
—“Mary Magdalene” i Indie) and
Pageant (Arthur) (1.000; 60-90)— —“Night Fighters” (UA). Mild
“T-Bird
Gang” (Indie); Dandy $11,“From Terrace” (20th) (4th wk). $3,500. Last week, “Angel Wore
CHICAGO
500. Last week* -‘Oceah’s 11” (WB)
Slow $3,'500. Last week, $4,0001.
Red” «M-G), $2,300.
(Continued, from page 15)
(
7th Wk). $8,000.
.Portland. Me., Sepit. 27.
St. Louis (Arthur) <3,800; 60^90)
Lyric (Par) (1.000; $l-$i.25)—/ (UA) (reissue) and “Svengali”
Orpheum (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,-.
Late film shows Will be tabu ex¬
—“Psycho” (Par) (5th wk). Good “Hell to Eternity” (AA), Upped ad¬ (M-G) (1st .wk); near $6,000.
456; $1.75-$2.62)—“This Is Cine¬ cept on weekends for students of
$12,000. Last week, $15,000.
.
Oriental
(Indie)
(3.400;
90-$1.80)
missions for this one. Big $12,000.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90), Last week, “Crowded Sky” (WB), —“Under 10 Flags” (Par) (2dWk). rama” (Cinerama) (reissue). (13th seriior and junior high schools, in
wk) Slipping to $14,000. Last Portland’s Deering district under
—“Carry on Nurse” (Indie) (18th' $8,000.
Okay $15,500. Last week $34,000. f week, $16,000.
Mai ’ first code for teen-age be¬
wk). Trim $1,000. Last week,
Palace (Indie) (1,434; $l,50-$3.50)
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2.800; $1United Artists - (No. Coast) (1.- havior;
•ame.
-r-“Can-Caii”
(20th)
(23d
wk):
Fair
$1.25)—“Elmer Gantry” (UA). Big
151;
$1.25-SI
.50)—“Night
Fighters”
The new guide, was distributed
$13,500. Last week, “Ocean's 11” $14,800. Last week $15,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1:400: 90-$l.80) (UA) and “Undersea Girl” (UA). in the area following months of
(WB)
(5th
wk),
$8,500
at
$1-$1.50.
Dull
$7,000.
Last
week:
“Heli
To
study
which resulted' from a 1959
NEW YORK
— ‘Crowded Sky” (WB). Good $15.RKO Pan4RKO) (1,800; $1-$1.50) 500. Last week, “All Young Men” Eteinity” <AA) and “Hot Shots” Parent Teacher Association, report
(Continued from page 15) I
charging
“shocking!’ moral/conduct,
AA)
(3d
wk),
$8,000.
“
—“Ocean’s
11”
(WB)
(m.o).
Sixth
(Col) (5th wk), $12,500.
,
. :
-./A- ■
oc
29th week finished last night
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90-1 Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $125- by soriie young people in the area.
(Tues.) with okay $20,000 after week downtown. Fine $8,500, Last
week,
“House
of
Usher!’
(AIC)
(3d
$1.80)—“Hell to Eternity” (AA) (2d .$150)— ‘School For Scoundrels
The code lays down ground rules
$21,000 for previous round. “The
wk), $5,000 at 85-$ 1.25.
wk). Good $22,500. Last Aveek, ! <Cont) (2d wk). Good $4,000. Last for auto driving, drinking, dress,
Alamo” (UA) opens Oct. 26. /
scholarship, religion, curfew, chap¬
I w^eek. $4,200/
St. Louis Park (Field) (1,000; $43,000
State (Loew) <1,900; $1.50-$3.50>
Surf (.H&E Balaban) (685; $1.80) j Vogue (S.F. Theatres) 064: eroning arid moral behavior.
—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (45th wk). The $1.50-$2)—“Can-Can” (20th) (2d!
-“Man in Cocked Hat” (Show) (2d $1.50>—“Savage Eye” ..(King) Od
The curfew
set for 9:30 p.m.,
44th canto ending today (Wed.) run) (2d wk). Hefty $10,000. Last
wk). Noisy $6,000. Last week, $8,-l wk). Okay $2,500. Last week, $2,- school nights; 11 p.m, or midnight,
looks to score sturdy $44,500 jfor week, $11,000.
V
.800.
10 shows after $45,000 for the pre¬
State (Par) i2,200f $D$1.25l— 700. '
weekends, and 1 a.m, on special
Todd (Todd) (1.089; $1.75-$3.50) I Coronet (United California) (1,- occasions: such as formal dariceS:
vious week. Continues indef. ,
“Let’s Make Love” (20th). Wallop¬
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) ing $14,000 on upped admissions. -“Ben-Hur” iM-:G) (40th wk). Nice ! 250; . $1.80-$3.50) ■— “Ben-Hur”
j (M-G) (40th wk). Strong $22,000—“Started in Naples” (Par) (5th Last week, “From the Terrace” $18,500, Last week, $21,500:
United Artists^(B&K) (1.700: 9.0- Last week, $23t000:
wk). The fourth round concluding (20th) (4th wk>, $6,500.
Carters Sees Themselves
Alexandria (United California^
tomorrow (Thurs.) is estimated to -Suburban World (Mann) (800; $1.80)-^*Strangers When We Meet”
Graduate to Bigtiirie
hit fine $21,000. Last week, $22,000. $1.25)—“Sons and .Lovers” (20th) (Col) (5th wk). Busy $13,000, Last fi-eio* $2 20-$2/75^ — “Can-Can”
Warner (SW) H.416; $1.50-$3;50) (6th wk). Winding up good run. week. $17,000.
; (20th) (18th wk)/ Slack $9,500.
Atlanta, Sept. 27.
—“High Time” (20th) (3d wk). The Okay $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
Woods (Essaness) U.200; 90- Last week, $10,000.
Three 20th-Fox films, “Crack iri
first followup round windingr up
Uptown (Field) (1,000; $1.25)— $1,80)—‘‘Elmer Gantiy” (UA) (6fh | presidio (Hardv-ParsonsV (774; The'Mirror,”. “When Comedy Was
Friday (30) is seen reaching below- “Psycho” (Par) (2d run) (2d wk).
^jf4?500* Last week, ; $i.25-$l.50)—"Marie Octobre” (In- King,” and. the current attraction,
hopes $19,000. Opening round tal¬ Neat $3,000. Last week, $4,000.
“Sons and Lovers.” have' pushed
(Teitell -606: 9d-S1.5pi
lied $25,000.
the local Fine Arts Cinema, owned
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.45)—
and operated by John and Ruth
First-Run Arties
“The Apartment” (UA) (12th wk). “Threepenny Opera” (Brandon)1
Carter, into bigtime exhibition
Baronet (Reade) <430; $1.25-$2) Going into fourth month.. Great (2d wk). Good $5,000. Last week,
CLEVELAND
$7,400.
—“Psycho” (Par) (lSth-final wk). $6,000. Last week, $6,000.
here. \
(Continued from page 15)
Located in. the silkstocking BuckThe concluding round ending'to¬
Men” (Col) (2d wk). Nice $13,500. head district of Atlanta; the 350day looks like fair $5,500. Last
BOSTON
seat house cracked its -own hour's
week, $6,000. “It Happened in
Last week, $20,000.
LOS
ANGELES
(Continued from page 14)
Broad Daylight” iCont) opens to¬
Ohio (Loew’s) *2**700; $l-$2.75)^-r record (set by Columbia’s “Mouse
(Continued from page 15)
(5th wk-finap: Offish $7,000. Last
morrow (Thurs.).
"Ben-Hur” (M-G) (35th wk). Ex¬ That Roared”) with “Crack”, which,
in six weeks, pulled in more than
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) Baldwin with Pantages, Hillstreet, week, same. “Dark at Top of cellent $8,500. Last week, $8,000.
Carters , also did will with
—“Hiroshima, Mon Amour” (Zen¬ “Angel Wore Red” (M-G), “Five Stairs” . (WB1 opens tomorrow,
Palace (Silk & Holpern) (3,750; $18;000..
a four-week run of “Comedy” arid
ith) (20th wk). The 19th week fin¬ Bold Women” (Cit) (Wiltern, Pan¬ Wednesday (28).
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10) $1-$1.50)—“Last Days of Pompeii” its “Sons” opening day gross of
ished Sunday (25) with smooth tages, Hillstreet), “Crowded Sky”
“All Young Men” (Col) and “12 (UA). Fair $8,500. Last week, $1,056 was largest iii history of the
$9,000 after $9,500 the previous (WB) (moveover) (Baldwin) (1st
Hours to Kiir* (20th)., Big $24,000. “Crowded Sky” (WB), $7,400.
theatre. Latter film is expected to
stanza. Continues.
wk), $19,300.
State (Loew) (2,700; 85-$l.25)— go for a six-week run.
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20Hillstreet, Iris, Fox Wilshire Last week, “Ocean’s 11’ «WB) and;
$1.75)—“Sons and Lovers” (20th> (Metropolitan-FWC) (2,752; 825; “Young Jesse James” (20th) (6th “Time Machine” (M-G). Good $i2,500. Last Week', “Angel Wore Red”
(9th wk). The eighth frame ended 1,990; 90-$1.50)—“It Started in wk), $13,000.
COLUMBIA TRAILERIZINO
New Fenway (Indie) (1.350; $1.25- .M-G), $5,000.
Monday (26) with tidy $6,000. Last Naples” (Par) and “Prisoner of the
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; $1week, $7,000. Continues.
Columbia, having decided to pr<v
Volga” (Par). Light $18,000. Last $1.50)—“Hiroshima Mon Amour”
Fifth Ave« Cinema (R&B) 250; week. Iris, “Psycho” (Par) (6th wk), (Zenith) (4th wk), Good $5,000, $1.50)—“Psycho” (Par) (8th wk). duce and distribute its own trailers
$1.25-$1.80) — “Green Carnation” $3,100. Fox Wilshire with Orphe¬ Last Week, ditto.
Stout $10,000 and stays. Last week, in. a break with National Screen
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50) $11,000.
(Indie) (m.o.) (5th-final wk). The um, Hollywood, Loyola, “Night
Service, has moved ahead of sched¬
fourth round finished Sunday ; (25) Fighters” (UA), “Crowded Sky’’ —“Fast and Seicy” (Col) and
ule in this new.. service, according
with okay $2,800. Last week, (WB> (moveover), “Defiant Ones” "Nights of LUcretia Boirgia” (Col).
to the company. .
Last
week,
$3,300. “The World of Apu") (Har¬ (UA) (reissue) (Orpheum) (1st wk), Fast. $11,000.
PHILADELPHIA
By Oct. 15 the Col branches will
“Crowded
Sky”
(WB)
and
“Dial
rison) opens Oct. 4.
have received both trailers and ac¬
(Continued .from p^ge 15)
$16,000.
for ,Murder” (Indie), $10,000.
Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25cessories for all releases through
Los Angeles, Vogue, Loyola M Paramount
Stanley
(SW)
(2,500;
99-$1.80)—
(NET) (2.357; 70$1.80)—“Jungle Cat” (BV) (7th(2,019; 810; 1,298; 90-$1.50) $1.10)—“Hell to Eternity” (AA) “Let’s Make Love” (20th). Sweet the end of this year.
final w’k.). The sixth canto icon- (FWC)
. That Col was well prepared for
eluded yesterday (Tues.) with; fair —“High Time” (20th) and “13 and Raymie” (AA). Hotsy $18,000 $23,000. Last week; “Oceans 11” the shift away from NSS seems re¬
$4,200 after $5,200 for the previous Fighting Men” (20th). Fairish $17,- hypoed by U'g p.r. campaign. Last (WB) (7th wk), $12,000.
flected in the fact that all of the
600.
week, “Pay or Die” (AA) and “Hyp¬ / Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$i;80)— .company's exchanges already havo
round. “Royal Ballet” (Lopert)
Orpheum, Hollywood (Metropoli¬ notic Eye” (AA), $12,000.
“House of Usher” (AI) (2d Wk); gotten - trailer arid accessory ma¬
opens Oct. 4.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) tan-FWC) (2,213; 756; 90-$1.50)—
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 60-$1.10)— Dropped to $8,500. Last week, terial for the November releases*
(52P, $1.25-$2)—“Carry On Nurse” “Sitting Bull” (UA) and “Indian “Key Witness” (M-G) arid “Kill Me $16,000.
including “Let No Man Write My
(Gov) (4th wk). The third session Fighter” (UA) (reissues). Good Tomorrow” (Indie). Good $8,000.
TranarLux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) Epitaph,” “Surprise Package” and
winding up tomorrow is estimated $8,500.
Last week, “Enemy General” (Col) —“Pollyanna” (BV) (12th Wk). “Hell Is a City,” and -the. promoPix (Prin) J756; 90-$1.50)^“0n and “As Sea Rages” (Col), $8,000. Slim $3,000. Last Week, $3,500.
to tallz fine $13,500 or near. lLast
tionals fbr the December produc¬
Waterfront” (Col) and “Wild One”
week, $15,000.
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $i.50-$3)—
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.80)— tions are near readiness.
(Col)
(reissues). Oke $4,600. Last Ben-Hur” (M-G) (45th wk). Big “Night Fighters” (UA) (3d wk).
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) —
Meanwhile, NSS is continuing to
“I’m All Right, Jack” (Col) (23d week, With State, "Beyond Time $17,000 again. ..Last week,; sariie. Slow $4,500. Last Week, $5,500.
make special trailers for Col pic¬
wk). The 22d week finished Sunday Barrier” (AD, “Date With Death”
State:- (T-L)) (730; 75-$1.25) —
World (R&B-Pathe) (499; 99- tures, which are devoid of iriy Col
(25) with fine $9,500. Last week, (Fav) (moveover) (1st wk), $8,900. ‘Naked Holiday” (Indie) arid “Love $1.80) — “Ahd Quiet Flows tlje copyrighted matter. These clips
$10,500. Continues.
Pantages (RKO) (2.815; 90-$l,50) ■in City” (Indie) (4th wk).v Potky Don” (UA) (3d wk). Oke $2,70Q. mainly are made up of cartoonMur*7 Bn1 (R&B) * 1565; 95- —Tmitation of Life” (UD and $4,000. Last week, $5,100.
drawn plugs.
Last week, $4,000.

TIME’ SNAPPY $8,000,
SEATTLE;‘SKY’MILD 5G

‘TIME’SO-SO $10,500,

Teen Curfew Cuts Film
Houses in Portland, Me.
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MW®
JOHN WAYNE • RICHARD WIDMARK • LAURENCE HARVEY

and

CIMARRON
GLENN FORD • MARIA SCHELL

ANNE BAXTER

A FEW OF THE OTHER GORDON McLENDON CAMPAIGNS:
Samson and Delilah
From Here to Eternity
Bridges at Toko-Ri
The Country Girl
Never So Few
House of Usher
Pork Chop Hill
The Glenn Miller Story
On the Waterfront

Hell to Eternity
Hound of the Baskervilles
Man On A String
The Gene Krupa Story
Tom Sawyer
A Night To Remember
Why Must I Die
Shane
The Wild One

A Woman Like Satan

so

Pfctmfr

TOU.VISION

Football Probationers
Banned for Tollvision
Along With Money TV

Producers W!
Speaking for himself and jriot
prexy of the Cinematograph Ex¬
hibit 0!s A^sn., Alfred Davis sr.hl
in New Yoik Thursday 22' that
he thought it quite unlikoljy thr:*
British exhibs would take a;!
cial stand against tollvision as ada¬
mant as that taken by their U.

j;

counterparts.
There are too many exhibitor
who are inte 'ested in findi( g out
how pay-see might help them and,
if it‘s inevitable, they want, to he
in cn the ground floor, Davis said.
The British exhibition topper..who
had arrived the day before1, for a
six-week visit here, will also) touch
Toronto to take a gander i.at the
Telemeter experiment in Etqhicoko
and Hollywood. CEA, along wi’h
-ether
“interested parties,;’’
has
been asked by the government'5:
Pilkingtcn Committee, which
studying all phases of freej.lv and
pay tv potentialities in the UK.,
to give its views on a futur r, which
might embrace tollvision, |
•Although admissions have been
dropping drastically in Britain in
recent years, and theatres r.inoMy
marginal' have been dosing at a
rapid rate, “we in Britairi don’t
take quite the same o.Tidjal atti¬
tude towards television :s you do
here,’’ Davis said. ‘Tor 1 re thing.,
v.e ne a veriieaffv
i- l.' “’ted
hulu-Mv so th-~t the h* .•■•>?! i-xm’.-ir*> •Kerfc ami As-o«
d r.d’Dh:
j. e a’ > pror511 errs
-My
*1
tv
’’
Divided I:)'.;
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Dobs Anil-Toll Petitions Tathetic;

Pitssbiirgii, Sept. 27. ,
■Tollvision- took ".its
lacq along-j
St. Paul, Sept. 27.
fid coin men-lal Aidm. on an equal
I
His. newspaper bosses, the Bid¬
hasis v ith .'the Naiimvfi Collegiate.
NGViNS* UPPED STATUS
ders, are among the principal stockth'k.tic' Assa,' Wednesday (21)
when -the ruling ibpdv of college Telemeter. Chief Now: Veep of holders, of WCCO-TV <CBS af¬
was ‘hat much more diflic i:
filiate i which probably would be
sport; Putifled the U: of Pittsburgh
Paramount Parent Corp..;
h : :i!y made film to pay off!
__
...
hurt, by pay. television,. But that
•that it could, not carry a closed fir-A'kid to comment-on' a sudge'^
eu.t. showing of. the Pitt-Qklahbma
Louis A.. Norths, president' of . f^ri t :stop. Evening pispatch s
• :«.n {hot pm haps too'm:my fxhjL.
gaf
because tb
' oners-were, on Paramount’s. International .. TeleM4- Clepper from speffing in hi?,
tors v.''re refu>h;l to fi.ve th.t fact'
probation for recruit I uabuses.
.meter dhrisipn, has been elected a-; Py f°‘f'0*1]*?**
theatre’s
k.
the i:Im. industry- has to
; C'arlt'm' Chesnev;. wh
formerly vicepresicleut of the parent .eoi'po- | .°’-'by petitions against toll ty.
. nt'o arid that, the good old. dayshandled-.'sport s at NBC.. is r.o.\y ac- ration. Oth
parent
v
p,’
are.Clepper;
.
calls
'the
petitions.
iff ui<v a-cVeriuos c re gone forever.
tive: in "selling colleges-sport con¬ Paul Raibourn; Y. Frank Freeman, “ridiculous” 'and
bit .pathetic.”
Dnv-*-- agreed. adding that it is a!s>
st s that a ;e not ,ou. the coi mer- Jack Karp, • George Weltner aiid He calls the. opposition to the paydifficult to piirsuade a man’ v.h
■ ai lanes; Frank Carver, director Randy Wood.
, tv in contradiction of the XT.?, free
had been in one buxines, ad ln‘s
of athletics at Pitt;,bought' the Ok¬
Npvins joined .Par in 1946 as ^rierpri^e system and avers that
life to give it up without a' buttle.
lahoma gam' from Chesnevfor assistant, to the president. . Previ-• Vhe movies don t need to stoop to
He a Do suggested that the Haii!e
showing:, to students in the' school's ously he w as Assistant Attorney *lH’h tactics . and. that, good ones
is worthwhile, since one .. ich had
Field House.. Al't°r mihlicizing the General
'. Massachusetts.
He .-V.e nothing-.to fear-from it;
resulted in the lifting of the seat
gatrie. .Carver decided to check later. became secretary of the com- j
“Ridictiloiis. aiid a bit patheti
tax last year, an act which gave a
j with .the NCAA to see. if-the ban J pany and chairman of the Tele- ; ime these petiiipns placed in movie
new-, if. not necessarily permanent,
‘on Oklahoma’s tv participation ex¬ ■meter Magnetics subsidiary; in theatre lobbies,” wrote Clepper;
lease on life to many British the¬
it ended to tollvision. •:On■»Wednes¬ addition to. helming International1,‘ “The petitions are, against pay-tv
atres.
day. the. NCAA ruled there wa"no Telemeter...
i end. the public is -asked to sign
1
For this rts son." he said; British
difference.
i them. Then they’ll be sent to cdhexhibition is studying the pay t.v
I gi; ssmeii.
!
'.-As a—esult. Carvgr cancelled and
medium as perhaps, a potential
I
“in thie first place, pay tv would .
n.-set instead of .flatly labelling it- the school took a small loss on
:• minor .preparations. Money was re¬
._ be a business like any other: and
an enemy of the people.
funded to poop!
wh
bought
tickets.
Minneapolis, Sept. 27.
j . “In the second place, the movies
j No attempt-.w-as. made to sell the
1 game to the downtown commercial
“Can-Can” (-20th), which wasn’t (dcri’t; need to stoop to such tactics,
( theatres 'and. a spot- check showed' so boxOffice hot here as a down- rCOOD; niovies have nothing to fear
j that none: ofl thorn was . interested. tow n fir tiun hard-ticket attraction jf™ni tv, pay or free,, just as GOOD;
Bill Moclair. manager of the Penn, at S2 C5 top. is doing big currently; movies and GOOD legitimate thea-.
Chicago; Sept. 27.
said that.-closed circuit ty is im- in a noii-haid ticket second-run up- M* and GOOD tv have nothing; to
Pieter E. van Beck, asst, to the
Mble in his 3.300 scat house-tqwn-at $150 admission.
fear from each other, because.ther
president of Zenith Radio Corp.
. is a place for all* of them.”
v.hen the. attraction rates only
At the neigbbOrho.od Harold Field
since 1951. has been elected Trexy
Clepper conduced by telling’
dollar adrmssi.
charge, -the t.drt Oni equip; d Ht. Louis Park,, a j
of Tceo Inc.. Zenith's subscriptim
why Ralph Bellamy. Actors Equity
that was-to.he.'c.harged at- the Field
r-.(jn‘.li alter it Ihushed-downtown.
t.v a-m. S. I,'Marks.' who had re¬
resident,
believes that -pay-tv'
House. lie said ,tiv
the co?>t pf:thc first week. <»f i'Dsc
d. exclu¬
igned as prez of Tyco, will serve
onenin
tli
retting .the sive ai-t-a enigay.-hiorit is- grossed'"a .ould- remedy y,hat's • v.rpng \ith
as t: e ;-ma r.
...\meiica .theatre: today.
h'-hie compi’--'tvlm on
.1u-h; 'mhiu
np’pto-y.nud’ ’"?-l2.000.
.’ :c and r!..e tyf• • • cmiVVederul.'ta.•*
1949 to cn-j:
'.d"irl. -wfe'
; •nti-i,e"\er.
dd S.diirly if

‘CAN-CAN’AT $1.50
BEbTS HARD _D|BCAT;^£S^^i^''ittl^v?’t*

VAN BEEK PRESIDENT
OF ZENITH’S TECO INC.

aERGVIMVIEWSOE

«■/•) C

’I ho

sfsIVi

... r.
; - or
t..e r'lm
:.!roi: a
-h has
hcairica. films off tv
And F;':X , a joint cfi'f* t :
ruction, di-tribuiion am.l exhibi¬
tion, hr - t.ci n a success so far. --ah'
Davis, dc-u-ue tk.e sale (d‘ som 5"'
films by producers Daniel Angel
and John and James Y/cnlf to tv
intei*fc>ts. As a result of that srle.
those producei-.s have bt .n so suc¬
cessfully
boycotted
th«;t
they
ha\en't been able to make any
subsequent theatrical features, ac¬
cording to the exhib .leatlcr. No
distributor would give them a re¬
lease, he said, and without a re¬
lease. no bank will put j: up the
money.
.
He added parenthetically that he
didn't think the boycott was ruin¬
ing th?* c.-*eers of the producer.-,
since each has other inte‘ests and.
in fact becan.se of thei boycott
<which has made theatrical film
scarce to tv', the Woolfs 2nd Angel
were able to get better prices- for
their wares than if the market had
been glutted with competing prod¬
uct.
Also unset. D„\is reported, is
FIDO’s official attitude j:towards
pay tv. Since organization was
formed for the expressed purpose
of protecting the exhibitor ftom
the competition of films oyer a free
medium, he is not sure tii;at a pay
tv exhibition .vouid be regarded
in the same light, particularly if
exhibitors are the ones behind it.
He thought it most likely;.that pay
tv would simply be regarded as
an extension of the theatrical re¬
lease.
Major problem in the iU:K.. the
CEA chief suggested, is the prod¬
uct shortage, which would be even
worse without the Eady Plan; He
declined comment -on thO* feasibil¬
ity of an Eady Plan here, pointing
^ out that the situation in (Britain i" much different since, because of
the smaller domestic
urkef, i.

| New York Theatre
I— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—,
Rock«M)«r Cuttr • Ci S4600

THE DARK AT THE
TOP OF THE STAIRS

|:

dSfJ-ll’mALiANY;

,1.-:
f-y to Bi>5
V,vlriam A., SciiMy
ciis:rn..
:f the Ilfihprs*
ild
t-i».mr:! ■' on Mo;fi. n i’ vJ
Hi 20th"slrfiri arc •’• V-ii • ires i.- v.
::e <■ : five priests f.W
*0 .the Bett m. of tSea.” ;,:: I
i::--.;.
vuiy
lor
i!u\
victlie Chariceiy ; fencing, v t.h
‘•lie;
prnfhicfiou."-' but
*•
ln re. For ‘Tariff’an” !i inber iff otky ■ Chiholic .< h rvy
\ lated 1 ho 111 it": e\- men.. :bro;'her . :Ul ■ s.emiriari.'Ms.
V’t Hr.,.fiure,. -.:«•} M.rciI Vi v. ‘ iY v i fi
Chieivma policy only the prevfi w. of -‘I’cr-ILur’’ at the R.itz
ruduce. .and 0. >-cv» fro.n.a scru-m ik;
pun—the other occasion Wednesday hi: ht. 21 •.
voniirmed.Va: .:yv
rsrt -t'eu.d t-.
it'es. and the
hi.vd-.g fijen “WimVj nim.er"—a;>d
The turnout was particularly
f'lay
bv.
-Jfi-gcr
Mtlver.
He
a
I-a
vivmmi ig'."
in-taiii d Todd-AO 7<hh equipment "welcome to. -Stanley Warner
1 in:'
David O;. 'fimick' has
at
a
foO.OOri
cost.
And
the
picture,
circuit,,
whose
y,nd w-as didared
vated “Tender l ;.'. the- NigliV* and
-Catholics for six
that John Frankenhei ler. w ill, di¬ which isn’t being released 35m yet, “off bounds’’
rect .the. Jen ifer .■JoncciChristo- lari only eight weeks, to very di - mbriths. as the result of playing'
WB; “Baby Doll,'’ several years
. appointing grosses.
...pher Plummer starrer.'
ago.
Gt iUin-.ied from page S -■ -- ;*
Biggest pi on tlie-three-month'i'
" Bishop. Scully issued that direc¬
theatres during the middle of the 20th program is “Cleopatra.” EiizaREACTIVATE PORTLAND; ORE.
tive, which dealt a heavy. blow to
..bet.h. Taylor-Stephen Boyd-Peter
weik.’’
..——
;
the
Strand’s gros-'es. The Troy i
! Finch, starrer, which Walter Warn..
The vet filni producer explained
P’-oduces , nd Rouben Mamou- Metro Freviotsly Switched Service : Troy,, also ;>i SW . house; was Is
Tii . Seattle Branch
hit..
that practically all tli at res are do¬ lian dircr-ts. Pic will-be IciDed In
Moiisigndr Hart transmitted- tii
ing. well on. Friday- arid Saturday, London arid1 Eg) pt. in Todd-AO,
“we'.re in a weekend business now,”
Metro’s Portland. Oregon ex¬ invitation for “Ben-Hur” to priest
Other \:pix are “Journey Int
and it's the family going- "to t|i
.of which of the Diocese, as well as ip Sis¬
Danger.”'
Juli ttePro\v.se-Ken change. the t-unctio
liew early d u.r i n g theMonday Scott-, tuar.t Wliitman-Stanley' Ba- w ere diminished in July.-' 1958. has ters—for a private screening Sa¬
through
Thursday, period
hat ke^Raymond Ma^sey-Signe Hasso been returned to service as £ -fulK turday afternoon (24).
The priests: reaction to the Memakes the difference.
-. .
w hich . (reoige Sherman fledgecl branch. Tlie activities pre¬
viously transferred to: the.. Seattle trp.xoad-sJibwer w?as excellent;
“Theatre managers tod;.,
arc. produces and' directs: :
Clergymen .of the Protestant and
exchange
will
be
resumed,
by
the
not given any incentive to interest
“Aladison .Avenue,” -Dana-AnJewish faiths received mailed in¬
Portland office.
packed .houses." Katzman said, arid •dreWStHope Lange-Dana Wv
vitations to; a third preview, for
Louis
Amacher
.
is
the
Portland
added “they- are underpaid for Tom Poston ..starrer which JBr
branch manager, lie and his staff members oL the. area press, tele-'
wliat is expected of them and the\ Huniberstone directs:; .
and radio, Tuesday night
have n
say in what to book or
"Live Wire:’’ with--Hope- Lange, will 'now: perform all normal ex-1 V1S1
(27'.
A "black tie” premiere is
how' to advertDe and exploit the Julie Newriiar and Gary ..Crosby cliange' operations. The office had
scheduled for Wednesday (28b
Frankie' Vahgiian'In
ifie
never
been
closed
and.
Metro
repix they get. It’s in the neighbor- joinging Frankie
Vaughan in pie
'
iiied a manager, a salesman, and
Brodnoy
isoods the .theatre manager is get¬ to -be produced, by Oscar
booker there in the interim period.
and directed by Daykt Batter;
ting the -big ‘let-down’.”
GORD WHITE'S ULCERS
“Lion of, Sparta;” Richard-' EganKatzman made, a point which, he
said, “bucks;-the current trend but Ina Batin starrer which Rudy Mate
Code . Administrator in
Ad
is sound and realistic. I believe will direct for rodneer George St.
Englewood Hospital:
the trend to hard ticket releases is George:
Aibany.,
Sept.
27.
“Gigot.” Jackie Gleason starrer
another of Hollywood’s fig m.i«A reshuffling' iii. Stanley Warner
to
be
producer
hv
Bill
Smith
arid
; Gordoi White, wh .-administer*
lakes. We live in a SI.50- industry
Theatres organization brought .the -1IC. imu-uiMin: iUUL- mithe ad\ e.rtising,1 code, for the $Tband when a ou start making cnlv ..directed by Frank .Tashli ;
“Warm
Bodies.” ,- a.t
Boone- promotion,of Alfred G. Swett from jair .pic,ul;e \ssn ofr America,
An
is
pictures which can
seen for
.. En<,ie,:-.0QfL:,\T j , Hospital
S3.50 and S4.40 per-, you are buck¬ ' Haek.eit:Margofi\ibore starrer to be part-time district manager, ancf
directed bv Norman TanrogStrand house man.sge.r to full.-time ! at t‘1L tnMeyOQ(t N- J J
ing economic flutist;.,
hit-ii sho\
suffering from ulcers.
duced by O-i'car Br.odu -;
dislrtrt manager: the transfer of
the av; rage person in till coun¬
Si ;ce White iias Jiod a tough.
. “Snow "White and tlie Three Frank Kelly from the Delaware
try cams less than 55.000 per yea .
Stooges;”
Carol "Hems
.Three '^’t house) to tlie Strand as man- ‘ time- in rc(;ent years with the ads
How can the little wage earner-g0‘
: Stooges starrer. which W’alter Lang -agei.
'
’ submitted by tlie fil :. companies,
to movies? By this trend we ar.
r \yill direct for producer Charles
Also, the dispatch of Ted Moi-; the pub-ad committee of the MPA A
eliminating approximately 'toTc of (Wick:
sides from assistant at the Strand -thought., it only fitting to pass .the
our potential business. 'We’re now
(
“Solo,” Dick ,--Powell's Robert lo manager .of-tii'e-.Delaware.; the ; following
resolution:
“We wlib
trying to sell luxury item to rnidi Wagner starrer:
switch of Charles Mueller from as- gave you.the ulcers sincerely hope
dlc-class and are fovgetting tlie
“Returri fo Peyton Plrice;. which sistaiit at the Ritz to the same post you'll soon be; well again.” The
foundation of bur business,”
Jose Ferrer vvh'l.l'direct .fort
at. the Strand.
i resolution, sent to Mljiiite, was
Kiitzman also bcEeve.s tlie '60’s diic'er Jerry Wald:
Mr.-. Marcia McLean, \yho had signed by all meinbers of the com¬
wii.l >«>i‘ a return to the double-bill
“Wild ’
-'tlie CQunlr.y,” Elvis served as night office assistant in mittee. It was accompanied . by a
with
” and “B” features, “give Presley
Philip the Strand for three years—-in ad- composite picture of the commitr
starrer
.which
’em their money's worth.:' He said Dunne will direct for Wald;
i dition to a day-time job as bookei-; tee, drawn by Si Seadler, showing
lie has gone to theatres and found
“St. F.rtmcrs of. Assisi,’1 Triton ; office manager for United, Artists the pub-ad inen with bowed head
people grumblingwhen they came Productions pic which Michael !—was sent to the Ritz as Joe Stoand . halo.. .
out. “they soak us to go to a show, Curtiz . will direct for producer vvelTs aide;
starting at 8:00 p.m. and lets out Plato Skouras:.
. John J. BrousSeau, former man¬
at 9:30. we should lvav
stayed
“Jules Verne Story.” with Jack ager of the Delaware, is now func¬
home and seen tv.”
tioning as group sales director for
Arnold set to direct for Skouras;
Katzman concluded with the ad¬
Schedule was .set following con¬ the circuit in this section; ‘ His pres¬
Witling and Able Young Man, With
monition, ^‘the motion
picture fabs between Goldstein and 20th ent assignment, is “BemHur.”
Salts-' Exporitnco Socks Poiitipn In
business must deal in a saleable prexy. Spyros Skouras. Twelve of
Charles A. Smakwitz has general
Metioiir Picture .Reid,
Kl 3-0360.
product of entertainment at a. the films will be under Goldstein’s supervision -of. Albany, Troy , and
. BOX V-T2S5. VARIETY; INC,,
price the public can afford and not guidance, the remaining to come Utica, part of the zone manager¬
154 West 44fti Sta N-Y- M» N Y.
priee itself out. of the market.”
from indie .producers.
ship in Newark, NJJ.
; i ‘:
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Our Pilots, Mr. Hillard, are another of the
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UNSOLICITED IN-FLIGHT LETTER FROM MR. H. HILLARD,

► reasons why American Airlines is first choice
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of experienced travelers. There are 1,750 of
them; many are 15 and 20-year veterans—
multi-million-mile Captains. Each follows
a rigid apprenticeship with continuing com¬
pany and government examinations. They

are the elite AMtHICAllA/HUMIS
of the Jet Age. Americas Leading Airline
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RADIO-TELEVISION

FCCs Ford Sees All-Channel Set
As Best Way to Expand TV System

TV Network Premieres
(Sept 28-0cL 8)

An all-channel television re-*
ceiver, according to JFCC Chair¬
man Frederick W. Ford, is the key
to an “expanded television system/’
Before 600 members of the Radio
& Television Executives Society

Bill Grumbles Quits RKO
To Helm Memphis Indie

■Memphis* Sept. 27.
William (Bill) Grumbles, long¬
last Wednesday *21) in N. Y., he time Memphis radio exec, has re¬
hinted Congress might reintrodutje signed ,his post as veepee of RKO
a bill next session to require that General, to take over the spot as
. .
, . . ■ 4arct,to; prexy of Mercury Broadcasting
all tv sets transported inn. ta*e: Co., here. The new company-was
commerce for sale to consumers formed to purchase WHHM, Mernbe equipped to receive UIIF as phis fulltime indie here which is.
*,M as VJIF tv channels.
: i »<"» «®ne<l by a group headed by
1
,
..
: Tom Shipp, local beer distrib.
Kill, introduced originally duy- j
GrumbleSj who served as West
ing the last Congressional sessio . Coast and Memphis veepee for Perry Coriio Show'—Oct. 5, I960
by Rhode Island Sen. ^onn u-^as‘ jRKO radio and tv, exits his top Shirley Temple Show—Oct. 8, 1960
tore, would simplify the problems ■ fpQt Avith tlie Ton} 0?Neil station Current
Movie: . John -Wayne’s
ALAMO
cl UIIF and VHF competition now j group to clear the wav for the
before the Commission, Ford said.: forniation of his new radio com- National Road Show' presentation,
commencing October -24, i960.
"I would much prefer; no legislg- i pany jn December of 1958, Grum1
Management
tion of this type if the same result ( b]es was assigned to RKO’s headcan be accomplished voluntarily* • qliarters staff and placed in charge MDB .ENTERPRISES, Phila., Pa;
'
Direction
tlie FCC topper added, “but as of 0f west Coast Stations KHJ-AM
GENERAL ART!ST CORP.
this time there is no indication & TV in Los Angeles and KFRC
that this can or will be done.”
in San Francisco as well as AVHBQWhile the FCC is investigating. AM & TV here,
flther suggestions to solve the prob- ■
Mercury Broadcasting is paying
leu’s Pmitin® the expansion of tele- in excess of $250,000 for the purvUion coverage. Ford clearly fa-. chase of WHHM. Sale is now^bevured an all-channel set as the most; fore FCC. for final approval. Paul
immediate solut.ort. He mentioned, j Crowder of the Paul Chapman
hoaever that when Congress re- office handled the sale lor the
i-nnvencs hi January, the FCC may, Mercury group,
Milwaukee, Sept. 27.
have
“alternative
possibilities j
A kid brother to the “Great De¬
"readv for presentation.”
bates.” namely a Wisconsin guber¬
Two other solutions to expanding .
natorial verbal shoot-out,Was aired
cr.verage mentioned by Ford have
by WTMJ-AM-TV-FM last; week in
been under consideration ior conpriirie evening time, and fed also to
riclerabla time: AIl-UHF allocation
several' other stations in the. state'.
and further demlermixture of mar¬
Debate between incumbent Gov.
kets while retaining the 82-channel
Gaylord Nelson -Deni.) and Repub¬
system. La.er, in a press confer¬
lican candidate Philip G. Kuehn.
ence. the TCC chairman noted the
was staged by the Milwaukee Pub¬
cliificuUv of effecting these pro¬
lic Affairs Forum on Sept. 19 at
posals as compared with the expe¬
j special, dinner- meeting,. The Mildient cf an all-channel receiver.
.
■ , on
•
j
*
/;waukee Journal: stations had sewn
Ford noted that an all-channel set
^ fp^.c'ja* 9,-mmutg, veision of jup exclusive coverage rights.
the oia
Old \
ictorj^at
-^ea >- ues
lies win
Will j-| • Hpu'rlong
Unitrlnno nrndl'mi
for to
*n mass production would cost tne
victory
at £>ea
program lvac
was fed
‘•.substantially the same” as the be sponsored Dec. 29 in prune j
0f]ier; Wisconsin, tv station;
sets which presently possess only NBC-TV time by I re .ter &
* wbaY-TV,. Green Bay, to 10 AM
the VHF band.
/ : ^e’.For }"hicn.oea.s; piimar-- stations .'arid ' to .the v ine-station
Ford meanwhile advocated con- i*y in enJ^ai1nip^
state: FM. network. It’s Understood
tinuation
rnents to

1

FRANKIE AVALON

Lotsa Local TV

P&Gs 90-Min.
‘Victory at Sea’
Buy on KBC-TV

measure to’'experiment ^ with' the j P^te brand by the American Den- | the Forum,
use ol UHF channels for televising jtal Assn.
|. Format
ms that of , a standard
information to the police and otWri'„P.ref]tl£;e °**ie .stanza, plus
i debate, with each candidate alcilv officials and to laymen, like, fact l]13* a -0-minute show will -lowed, a total of 26 minutes for.a
do; tors, in critical professional! £ive
more time to amplny ; speech, and a rebuttal,Time con-’
johs
i; j the -^A angle in its blurbs were j sumed by' applause
counted
Ford said he dots not beliejrc * Pven as the chief reasons for the into-the q& as.
that the question of option time pm chase. With SO-minute fuo-j
other Wisconsin. .AM stations
will be raised again before the ( Siams. sponsors often deviate froi t permitted to carry the Milwaukee
FCC lie carefully noted that he; one-minute pitches and-instead do j -Journal broadcast
through the
in favor
commercials,;--^-.
Avrre. WATW.
Ashland;
did not vote in
favor of
of cutting
cutting ^ver
. 5t lon?er
-.
,
,
...
nmo nr-riod hv .-some as long t.s two-mmutesapiece. WDLB, Marshfield; WEAQ, Eau
rh-TSSf “SrUh.
is rMitin. a lOO-jr.iju.U Claire.;
WOBT,
Rhinelander;
tub the minority which favored
(Continued on page 56)
{liniir.ation
of net-aork option umc l ing
. » F&G about
ahc„Vsfi5‘nnn
far the
iho tm.
,
$65,000 for
pro-

0

tnThtyi«alieo Dept., feels option'^”- P>“*
„ ^vtn,
time is illesal, and Ford. said he, ««

for 9P
Ifl'J

PCP Changes fey topic
With. the 7th: CBS Radio Affili¬
ates; Assn, convening in the midit
stead to make it appcM- he was j.£Crjes “Victory at Seaover NBC.
of. the. United. Nations . session in
rcting on a quasi-mandate from r
.
_
N. Y:, CBS decided to provide the
the Federal legal eagles.
ji r
f 1?r
?r ,
.
assembled, radio toppers with some,
Ford added at one point his own ;
WOIKvO VOlStS
firsthand info and slated CBS Mos¬
cb^ervation that network option 1
0
cow correspondent Marvin Kalb to
time “Is not essential to the opera¬
share, co-billiiig with CBS prexy
tion of the networks” and that the
Washington, Sept, 27.
Dr. Frank Stanton on the speaker',$
half-hour reduction enacted two
League ef Women Voters fears platform toitay (fVed.).
weeks ago would have a neglifelc
As. to the principal business of
effect on piogramming. “There that “presidential four-star attrac-.
are many incentives the networks tions” such as the televized. de- 1 tlie meetings—adoption of the new
could offer (stations) to clear tim ," bates between the nominees may^modifications, in^^ the Progr m COnhe said. He would specify only one divert attention from vital Con-Isolidation Plan—approval is a foresuch incentive—increasing station gressional and state campaigns. . j gone conclusion, si; . it \v$s. tfab
League prez Mrs. Robert J. Phil- ; affiliates themselves Who proposed
compensation for carrying network
lrps said the ‘Great Debates” .'the change. Nevertheless, interest,
feeds in station time.
w.iich got underway" Monday <26)1 a.nd-registration, is extremely high
♦are one. of the most effective-ways, at; the WaldorUAstori. , with
to encou^ge citizens interests in j0f the network rate card represent-

Fears Effects cf ‘Debate’

Tap John Hayes
As Johnson Aide

p0T31„1fcs', ^

n

,

,

fed as of yesterday", opening day,

more empharis on local a S state I
candidates
“Often”
si^
stations will receive Gold Mike
“they and their campaigns are ob- a'vards for f.° i’^a.r^ *°f affiliation,
soured in the liaht of the prasi-;™ose.accept.:ng-the axvargsortlbe
(lcntial four-star attractions."
; Chal les Cl utehfield of tVBT Chnr•" '
■
! lotte, . N. C.; Lowell MacMillan,
/iijn i>
,•
. ¥>• :
{ W1IF.C, Rochester; N. Y.j Cecil
tDd
DIZ
Sansbury, WHPK, Harrisburg, Pa.;

Washington, Sept. 27.
John S. Hayes, prexy of CBS
Radio Affiliates and prez of jthe
Washington Post Broadcast Divi¬
“Video Village.” the hew CBS-.:
Rrv
sion •« WTOP-AM-FM-TV, Washing¬ TV daytimer, picked up pieces of !P ! ^
ton; WJXT-TV, Jacksonville, Fla.)* business from two sponsors this , t.onv ai)d Thprton Cian, CSRB, To-.
\as been ‘named coordinator! of week. American Home Products ! rop”>*
.
-bree directors will- be named
Aidic-television for the Vice Presi¬ hought a wecklv quarter-hour of I
dential
campaign
of Democrat the 10:30 a.m.. strip, and Reming-[ durinS a .meeting of the affiliates’
ton-Rand took an alternate week j h°ard,^^ and three other directors
Lyndon B. Johnson.
_ joined
„_ J. Leonard
_quarter-hour.
I already hapied Will take office:
Hayes has
Reinsch, on leave from the Cox j
On another CBS daytime front, •Frank Jarman, WDNC, Durham,
broadcasting stations, as director Quaker Oats took an alternater j
C.; F. G. :So\vell, WLAC, N^shor radio-tv for the Democratic > week quarter in he 3 p.m. “Mil- jville; and F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP,.
National Committee.
1 lionaire” reruns^.
' Hopkinsville, Ky.

Rayume
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WEDNESDAY* SEPT. 28
Hong Kong, (film), Action-Adventure, ABC, 7:30-8:30 p.m. Par-:
tlcipating.
THURSDAY, SEPT. 29
The Witness (tape). Drama, CBS, 7:30-8:30 p.m. R J. Reynolds
via William Esty, Helene. Curtis via McCann-Erieksdn and Esquire
Eloot Polish .and Schick via Mogul, Williams & Saylor,
Guestward Ho (film), Situation Comedy,-ABC, 7:30-8 p.m. RaV
stori Purina via Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli and Seven-Up via J.
Walter Thompson.
My Three Sons (film). Situation Comedy,, ABC, 8:30-9 p.ni; Chev¬
rolet via Campbeli-Ewald.
Outlaws (film), Western; NBC, 7:30-8:30 p.m. Paiiicipating,
FRIDAY, SEPT. 30
Westerner (film). Western, NBC' 8:30-9 p.m. Sinidniz via DariCr
er-Fitzgerald-Sample. Warner-Lambert, via Lambert & Feasley.
Beechnut-Life Saver via Young & Rubicam and Mogen David vi
E. H. Weiss.
Flintstones (film>r Animated Comedy, ABC, 8:30-0 p.m. Miles.
Labs via Wade and R. J. Reynolds via William Estv.
Michael Shayne (film), Mystgry, NBC, 10-11, ip.m. : 0.1 dsmobile.
via D. P. Brother, Pittsburgh Glass via BBDO, du Pont via BBDO,
Beechnut-Life Saver via Young & Rubicam;
SUNDAY, OCT. 2
The Islanders (film), Action-ALdVehture, ABC, 9.:30-i0:30. p.ih.
Participating.
Candid Camera (tape-film), Comedy-Interview, 10-10:30 p.m,
Bristol Myers via Young & Rubicam and Lever Bros, via J, Waiter
'‘Thompson.
..... Walter Winchell Show (tape), Interview-Commentary, ABC;
10:30-11 p.m. Hazel Bishop via Raymond Spectdr.
MONDAY, OCT. 3
Surfside 6 (film), Action-Adventure, ABC, 8:30-9:30 p.m, •Partici¬
pating.
Andy Griffith Show (film). Situation Comedy, CBS, 9:30-10 p.m.
General Foods via Benton & Bowles.
Peter. Gunn < film). Mystery-Ad venture, ABC,. (shifts from NBC),
10:30-11 p:m. Bristol Myers via Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Sherifield and R. j. Reynolds via William Esty.
TUESDAY, OCT. 4
Stagecoach West 1 film). Western, ABC, 9-10 pjn. Participating.
WEDNESDAY; OCT. 5
My Sister Eileen (film); Situation Comedy. CBS. fUR.SO p i Col¬
gate via.Ted Bates and Pillsbury via Carripbcll-Mtlhun.
THVRSDAY, OCT. 6
Angel (film), Sitiiatidn Comedy. CBS. 9-9:20 p.m. General Foods
and S: C.. Johnson v: Benton: & Bowles.
FRIDAY, OCT. 7
Route 66 film\ Action-Aciveritur .-CBS, 8:30.-.9:30 p m.\Chevrolet
via D. P. Brother, Philip Morris via Leo Burnett arch •■Sterling Drug \
via D.aneer-Fitzgerald-Sanip;‘
Mr. Garlund (filmU Action-Adventure, CBS, 9:30-10 pin. Liggett
& Myers, via .Dahcer-F-itzgeralff-^a'mple’ and. .Plymouth.,. via 'N. W..
Ayer.
The. Law arid Mr. Jones (film), Drama, AEG, 1C.30-11 p.
Proc¬
ter & .Gamble Via Compton.

SPECIALS
Fred'Astaire (tape, color), NEC, Wedhesday,. Sept. 28. .10-1 j p.m.
Chrysler via Leo Burnett:
Bell Telephone Hour (tape, color), NBC, Frida., -..opt. 30, S-10
p.m. AT&T via N. W. Ayer.
Du Pont Show of the Month live), CBS,. Friday, Sopt, 30. 8:3010 p.m/ Du Pont via BBDO...
Love in America (tapeV.CBS/Sunday, Oct._ 2, 9-10 p.ni. General
Electric via BBDO.
Bob Hope Show (live), NEC, Monday, Oct. 3,: 8:30 9:30 p.m...Buick
via McCarin-ErickSon.
■
Rivak The Barbarian (film; color), NBC, Tiiesdi; Ck 4, 10-11
.p.m; No sponsors ye:.
. .
Bing Crosby Show (tape.-.colof)ABC,; Wednesday, Oct; 5, lOMl
p.m. Oldsmoble via D. P. Bixilher.
Victor Barge Show itapeU ABC, Thursday, Oct. 6, 9.30-10:30 p.m.
Pontiac via McManus, John & Adams.
Eleanor RooseveiVs Diamond Jubilee Pins One
NBC,
Friday, Oct. 7, 9-10 p.m. Cailccr Foundation.
Phil Silvers and. Polly. Bergen (tape), CBS, Saturday; Oct. .8,
8:30-9:30 p.m. Cariing Brewing via Lang. Fisher .& Stashoxver.
(Lists 0/ nehedrk premieres include only, programs new to tele¬
vision and. the lew inst hccs of programs 'changing neLcorks for
the s60-'61 scflsoh.

Sait lake TV’ers In
Switch ea Election
Hookups With Dailies
Sait Lake City, Sept. 27.
Election . ^overage by. Salt Lake
City television stations during the
Utah primaries was marked by an
odd' switch which saw KSL-TV,
owned by th
Latter-Day Saints
Church,, .turning down; its former
election affiliation with the Deseret
News, likewise wned by the LDS
Church, and using Salt Lake City
Tribune facilities instead. Reason
given—unofficially—-“The News is
too slow.”
KUVT, partially: owned by the
Tribune, continued to use Tribune
tallies, sharing city room facilities
with KSL-TV, However KCPX,
which formerly used the Tribune,
arid in 1956 set up its owii state¬
wide coverage, turned to the Des¬
eret News for results. KCPX-TV
live cameras were iristalled in
Deseret News city room, with pro¬
gram director. Dari Rainger doing
atmosphere and hews director Roy
Gihsori handling studio tote-board;.
Unfortunately making prophets
(Gontimied en page 54);
,

:NBC. Radio is in; the black for ,
all of 1960, after having operate*!
in the red every year's since the
| early ’50‘s \ylien network radi
then gave way to network: tv i
popularity. The■ .network, moreover
reported that net sales of better
than. :$1,25Q,000 in the past three
weeks placed if in a profit-making
position as far .ahead as the first,
quarter of 1961.
. Key advantage of the new sales
status of NBC Radio is how it af¬
fects the radio affils. Network ac¬
cording to a; reliable estimate, will
have paid somewhere oyer:$2,00.6,-,.
000 in compensation to its affilia¬
ted stations by the time I960 has
ended. By the end of the first quar¬
ter of ’61, the. overall compensa¬
tion should go rip about 25(Tb, bring¬
ing the take, for NBC stations to
from $630>0b0 to $65,000 for the
Jan.-March period.
NBC Radio has about 200 -affils..

TV-FILMS
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Syndication Reviews

With Residuals on lst-Run Syndic^
Product in Subsequent Go-Rounds

THE BROTHERS BRANNAGAN
(Tune in for Murder)
, .
With Steve Dunn, Mark Roberts,
Rebecca Welles, Paul Bryer,
Edith Porter, Vic Morrow, Bob.
Taylor,. Nora Hayden, others
Producer! Wilbur Stark
Director: Anton Leader
Writer: A1 €. Ward
Disiributor: CBS Films
30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
RHEINGOLD BEER
WCBS-TV (film)

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Everyone talks about, residuals,
in the half-hour vidfilm field. To’
the talent,'they look like a bonanza.1
Oliver A. Unger, National Tele¬
To the producers, reruns mean re- film Associates prexy, has left for
coupement and perhaps a profit. an extensive look-see of Europe.
To the syndicator, it means volume
While abroad, he will meet with
and hoped-for black ink on a
NTA reps in various countries. In
series.
(Foote, Cone & Belding}
England,
he will confer with BBC
A good, private eye staple meller
.But what are some of the eco¬
is offered in “Brothers Brannagan.”
nomics facts governing residuals: execs and commercial British
To its advantage, the opener, and
today? Initially, the economic life* broadcasters. BBC is partnered
presumably the series, appears up
of syndie first-runners should be* with NTA on "Third Man,” sold
nationally to Budweiser in U. S.
FABIAN
to date in private-eye fashions—
examined.
Perry Como Show—October 5* 1960 a bit of humor, lush swimming
Good deal of syndie half-hour for spot bookings.
Current Movie:- 20th Century Fox,- pools and pretty dolls.
vidfilm product has a production
HIGH TIME.
;
Distributor, CBS Films, won't
nut of from $30,000 to $35,000 per
Forthcoming Movie: 20th Century;
win any quality awards with this
episode. Assuming the lower end
NORTH TO ALASKA .
of the scale, a vidfilm series the
Currently: National toiuvl nrghters one, but the preem episode had a
first time around in order to break;
Commencing October 2, i960-,.. Mil¬ lot of the commercial gimmicks
favored in today’s market.. Whole
waukee* Wisconsin
even should gross $1,900,000. The
outing was buoyed by pro writing,'
Management
$1,900,000 represents distribution
MOB ENTERPRISES, rhtla., Fa. fast editing arid good production
charges of 3313% taken off the topi;
Direction
values..
print and ad costs of $100,000 and
GENERAL ARTIST CORP.
Chicago, Sfpt 27.
Leads Steven Dunn (dark suit)
the production costs of over
and Mark Roberts (light suit), the
Sperry & Hutchinson, the Green
$1,100,000. How many syndie firstBrothers Brannagan of the series
runners break even the initial time Stamp people, have purchased, a
who operated a private eye mill in
around? Few indeed, at least thisjf
Phoenix, Ariz., registered okay.
past season. All the others never half hour on each of the four sta¬
Other distinguishing characterise
made that $l,900,0(Jo, the more tions in this market for a docu¬
successful shows coming closer to mentary they’ve produced on Chi¬
tics of Roberts, the partner. in the
light suit, was that he liked gals,
that symbolically magic figure than cago’s commercial heart, the Loop.
quoted poetry from a handy riote^
the others.
j
But get this: thereil he no com¬
book,.and was more boyish.
That situation makes all investor
Pro script of. A1 C.; Ward had
eyes turn to residuals for hope, re- mercials, not even a plug'for S&H.
one unexplained flaw. Why the
The only mention of the com¬
coupement and profits. What art
murderous armored car heisters
tliS realities of the residual market mercial enterprise underwriting
never killed private-rcye Roberts
to*day? In a word, precarious.
the four showings will be in the
in making their getaway was
A real hot syndie property put
First group of 40 posti’48 War¬
on the residual market can earn credits, as “made possible by.” ner Bros, pix is being released this never explained. Things like that
shouldn’t be foisted on. the u wary
another $20,000 to $25,000 per And even then, it Will be repre¬
episode. Such properties are few sented by the corporate name, week by Seven Arts Associated, viewer!
Sperry
&
Hutchinson,
rather
than
Director Antbn Leader had the
under the aegis of sales topper
^and far between. The good prop¬
good sense to cut fast in spots,
erty may bring in another $10,000 the trade name, S&H, which lay Bob Rich.
people
would
be
more
likely
to
heightening
interest.
Rebecca
to $12,000. Other properties canrt
Among titles are “Hondo,” John Welles, as the trapped girl, was
be given aw'ay while still others recognize. Fact is, S&H this,time
wants
to
promote
the
merchants
Wayne/Geraldine
Page;
“High
and,
competent.
Paul
Bryar,.
.as the
earn as little as $2,000 per episode
in the Loop (specifically those on the Mighty,” Wayne, Claire Trevor; polite lieutenant, would project
for that extra residual ride.
State
St.)
and
not
its
own
trading
better
if
he
had
more
authority
in
“Prince and the Showgirl.” Mari- \
The
iiic
above
nuuv c
liguica
figures relate
iciaic
to jj
.....
, his personality. Heavies. Vic Moiv
syndie first-runners put into the j■
n ^s*
Ij'n
Monroe,
Sir
Laurence
Olivier;
j
row
and
gob
Taylor,
were
as
hard
Why would a company shell out
rerun field. If the syndie firstrunners had the residual field all upwards of $30,000 to buy four Star Is Born,” Judy Garland J as nails—and menacing, too. 6thto themselves it would be roses. exposures of a television show for James Mason; “Rebel Without a \ ers in the Supporting cast were
But crowding the first-runners, someone else’s benefit? Here’s the Cause,” James Deah. Natalie Wood; j
a
•
. _ : „
, -■■<( Credit sheet gave sole producer
more and more each year, are the background:
and Strangers on a Tra; , Farley ‘‘credits to Wilbur Stark although
off-network properties.
It s the
A few months ago, the Wei- Grainger.:
; Jerry Layton was also listed as
unusual syndie property that can jboldt’s department store chain
Rich helms a. sales staff of eight • producer on the screen credit
compete dollar-for-dollar with the bought out Mandel Bros., one - of
men,
headquartered
in
N.Y.,
Chi-:
i crawl, i Since inception of series
network property in the residual the larger State St. stores. The
^
-" - - ' team of Stark and Layton has
field.
deal found the other State Street¬ cago, Dallas and. Holly wood. Next broken up.) Rheingold. Beer is the
package
probably
will
be
released
Also, how do you estimate the ers less than neighboxly for the
''alternate week sponsor for. the
timing?
A good rerun syndie reason that Weiboldfs is S&H's in 6 months. All told Seven Arts skein on WCBS-TV. Addition of
property of intrinsic commercial department store affiliation in the acquired 122 WB pix for licensing “Brannagan” gives the N. Y. GBSvalue may be ruined if that Windy City, and the Loop mer¬ to tv stations. ’
Prices to stations for the post- TV flagship station: crime shows
property is released at a time when chants are strongly opposed to dis¬
from 7 to 9:30 Saturday nights and
there's a slew of off-network series counting with stamps. They feel .if 48 WB pix undoubtedly will be westerns
for the duration of that
high.
How much so remains to be
in the field. Many a syndie prop- | wHl lower the prestige of the street
evenings
network option time
criy floundered pitted against. a land, further, woulci unbalance com- ironed out in negotiations through¬ period which extends to 10:30 p.m.
out
the
country.
Eliot
Hyman’s
“Honeymooners,” a Four Star eh-I petition. Most of all, they disapHoro.
try. etc. Some syndie properties prove of giving away merchandise Seven Arts guarantees WB $100,per pic, under the deal. With
make it even in a crowded fields: as premiums which consumers
profit sharing provisions after a BLUE ANGELS
but again in the past year, they ; would otherwise buy.
have been the relatively few.
The situation became alarming certain point. That’s tall- coin com¬ With Dennis' Cross, Mike Galloway,
Warner Jones, Don Grodon, Vir¬
for State St. when it was learned pared to the old . Hyman deal for
pre-’48 WB library. Broken
ginia Lewis, others
that Weiboldt’s was going to give the
down on a per pic b&sis, the pre-’48 Prod.-Dir.: Sam Gallu
over a large part of its main, floor library
of over 700, pix brought Writer: Dale Wasserman
to a snazzy redemption centre for WB about
$25,000 per pic.
Distributed by: California National
S&H stamps. That would make
Productions
Green Stamps veir conspicuous
30 Mins.. Mon., 7 p.m.
indeed in the Loop.
Participating
In other cities, groups of mer¬
WABC-TV, N.Y.
chants have been known to band
Hollywood. Sept. 27.
First of this syndicated, half-hour
together
to gang up on the store
Actor Ernest Borgnine will nar¬
Show biz publicist Jerry Franken series, “The Blue Angels,” was im¬
rate a special episode of "Blue that broke the stamp barrier. Not has formed his own . advertising pressive.— a quasi- documentary
wanting
that
to
happen
here,
S&II
Angels,” the half-hour flying ad¬
and public relations firm, Jerry about a quartet of Navy precis!, n
for the^ 30-minute film (pro
venture series out of Califorilia ..popped
..
.
jet flyers who are training for air
National Productions. It'll be a ! duced by Fred Niles Productioris Franken Co., headquartering here. shows. There really is a team of
documental y accounting of the j here) and is giving it saturation Firm will be affiliated in N* Y.
Blue Angels, to set the record
famous Navy flight demonstration | exposure as a. sort of conciliatory with William F. Treadwell Inc.
straight, and it was apparently
team, which is being fictionalized \ gesture.
they who did all the close drill
Clients
being
serviced
by
Frank¬
/•in the main by CNP for thei’tvl To prove how uncommercial en include Programs for Televi¬ flying seen in the episode carried
syndication market.
j they want to be in the film, S&H
sion, RPF Enterprises; Stars In¬ by WABC-TV, N. Y.
Because 1961 marks the 50th has rationed the Weiboldt store to ternational; Richard H._ Ullnian;
There was talk of “diamond
anniversary of Naval aviation!: in j one brief shot. Carson Pirie, Scott Del Wood Associates and Omar rolls” and “seeing the lead plane,”
this country, the CNP series has j & Co., a competitor, gets a good Music.
and it simultaneously created for
come in for something of a pro¬ deal more footage. Film stresses
Franken recently resigned as ad- the untrained Viewer the feelings
motional bonanza. The real "An¬ the importance of the downtown promo-publicity head for National of authenticity and confusion: The
gels” have already performed pub¬ area to a city and glorifies the Theatres and Television. Prior to story itself was about a personal
lic demonstrations, timed just prior Loop as a. place for shopping. It that, .he was director of publicity, conflict, dating back some years,
to* launching the tv film series: in cost almost $25,000 to produce and for
Television
Programs
of between a new member of the
markets such as Philadelphia.
(Continued on page 54)
America.
team and a veteran'Blue AngeL It
They’ll perform soon in Atlanta at
was resolved when the new man
dedication ceremonies for ;the
proved himself worthy of his new
Naval Reserve installation there.
buddies by fancy flying that saved
• ** 9 <|
It so happens this “personal ap¬
the life of his commander, who
pearance also takes place just prior
was near crashing in the ocean.
to the date “Angels” starts on
It would have been a most obvious
WAGA-TV there.
story had . it not been for the
Since David Stone commenced operating in N. Y. as the buyei*
A Navy training film by Grum¬
for the Australian Broadcasting Commission, there’s been an up¬
skilled writing of Dale Wasserman,
man Aircraft has been made avail¬
beat In ABC purchases of American programming.
who put some human words into
able as promotion material toiany
Series bought include “Robert Herridge Theatre,”. “Twilight
the mouth of his. Angels. Whether
“Angel”-carrying tv stations. Film,
Zone,” “Silents Please,” “Ray Bolger Show,” "Route 66,” “De¬
California National Productions
with Robert Taylor narrating, will
cember Bride,” “Manhunt,” “Crusade in the Pacific,” “Mike
and Sam Gallu, the producer of
be reinforced by special Navy
Shane,” “Felix the Cat” and most recently "bh, Those Bells,”
this series, will have enough mate¬
Airforce exhibits.
and CBS Olympic Games coverage.
rial to run it out for 39 weeks,
ABC. now has one station operating In each of the: six capital
This activity is In addition to
without resorting to low flying tv
cities in Australia and during the next lour or five years will add
the regular promotions by some
action-adventure cliches, is in
up to.
stations, in country areas.
of the series’ regional sponsors.
doubt; how far, after all, can a>ny

Unger’s O’seas 0.0.

S&H Telefilm
For Chi Stores

Into TV Release

video program go in making pre¬
cision flying a constant source, of
excitement? Four Angel leads,
beaded by Dennis Cress, as the
commander, looked. like pilots,
clean-cut and manly.
Camerawork was tricky, to the
point of being intrusive.
Art.
EXCLUSIVE!
(The Man Who Changed Faces) . .
With Kieron Moore, Andre Morell,
Jon Farrell, Martiiie Alexis,
Nigel Stock, Gerald Heinz, Ger¬
ald Anderson, others
Producer: Bernard Luber
Director: Edward Sutherland
Writer: Guy Morgan
Distributor: ABC Films
30 Mins.; Tues., 7:30 p.m.
LANOLIN PLUS
WCBS-TV, N.Y. (film)
(Erwin Wasey, Rutktauff & Ryan)

Why this series has been on the
shelf so long is mystifying. Preerii
episode was a taut, suspenseful
drama about the Norwegian under¬
ground and the 30 minutes clicked
away as. absorbingly as any of the
better actioners.
ABC Films has had this series,
based on' the experience of mem¬
bers of the Overseas. Press Club,
for years. It tried to peddle It to.
the networks, then, with 13 epi¬
sodes in the. can,, a summer sale
was sought. All to no avail.
Series finally had to take the
syndie. route and it’s a gain for
local, programming.:
Opener, titled “The Man Who
Changed Faces,” was based on a
story of Bob Considi
Tale dealt
with a Norwegian underground
leader who took the .harrowing job
of impersonating a Nazi- occupa¬
tion officer., in bis home town.
Kieron Moore, playing the dual
role, did lan excellent job.
Guy Morgan’s teleplay etched in
characterizations and plot lines
forcibly. There were over-simplifi¬
cations, but they Were excuseable.
A lot took place within the space
of a halfVan-hour. Nevermind the
nuances, the broad outlines rang
true. Director Edward Sutherland
helped make the script crackle.
Andrew Morell, Marline Alexis,
Nigel Stock, Gerald Heihr and
others playing members of the
underground were very good. Jon
Parrel portrayed Bob Corisidine,.
role virtually confined to a narra¬
tion. .
Picking up the. tab bn ‘ an alter-,
nate week basis: on WCBS-TV is
Lanolin Plus.
Horo.

000

Lotsa Ballyhoo
For CNP ‘Angels’

Franken’s Indie Setup

Chicago. Sept: 27,
National Lutheran Council’s new
public- service kiddie series, “Light
Time,” .has starting dates so far on
39 tV stations, with more than .60
other outlets tentatively commit¬
ted Show, employing puppets and
Chi tv performer Jinrr gtewart, is
aimed at the 8-12 age' group and
combines, according to an' NLC
spokesman, “ Christian message
with wholesomd entertainment.”
It!s being offered to stations
gratis, for oncC-a-week slotting, on
an exclusive market basis. Among
the takers , are Stations, in Canada,
Australia, Puerto Rico.and Alaska.
^ Each of the 15ririinute episodes
examines: a specific cultural or
moral problem In the realm of
juvenile experience, such as hoh-.
esty; group pressures, and ridicule.
Council producer Betty Barth says
the programs are intended to
'heighten awareness of God” and.
hopefully to “motivate the child
viewer to attend Sunday school.”
Shows are written and filmed at
Fred Niles Productions in Chicago.
To date 15 installments are: in the
Can and 19 others in various stages
of production.

Fedderson’s
, Hollywood, Sept. 27i
Don Fedderson takes on his first
action- adventure tele-series -With.
“Trampship,” being readied for
piloting in November. Original
idea was created by Jack Lord,
who sold rights to Fedderson.
Neville Brand will star in halfhour Version,, which, may he ex¬
panded to one hour. Milton Merlin
will be associate producer.
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inN.Y.
On Top Pix In Bundle of 275
Post-48s; Sets 6-Run Tenns

. Warner Bros, has reportedly -issued a request to several hundred,
niajor colleges and universities for copies of their 1960 football
programs, in Which are contained pictures and sometimes short
bios on the undergraduate musclemen of the gridiron. Purpose- of
this maneuver is to find likely prospects to appear future editons
Of Warner telefilm programs.
' While , the film company doesn’t seem to have difficulty finding
young female leads for its various tv film ventures, the payoff into
programming is in finding rugged-looking male possibilities. Th
idea of addressing the problem to institutions with football players
has a precedent: Warners took Ty Hardin, of “Cheyenne,” out of
Texas Christairi. Frank Gifford, Giant gridder-and-actor, :who for
a time .was a Warner-Tv package.
The football programs, it’5 would appear, are merely going , to
serve as another kind of players guide. .Kick that one airound for
awhile.

Willy-they love me in January
the way they loved me., in June?
The query could well be the theme
# Screen Gems has circulated a list
song pf the syndie biz today.
of 275 post-*48 Columbia Pictures
There^S a lot of optimistic talk
Who,
Indeed?
features for sale in the N.Y. mar¬
in the air, now swelled by the Fed¬
ket.
Under its selling plan, price
Who better knows the ins
eral Communications Commission’s
tags on the pix range from over
and outs of travel expenses
move to cut network option time.
$100,000
for the top few to around
than
a
syndication
sales
man¬
A few key execs, however, are play¬
ager? Phil Williams, once syn¬
$5,000 for those at the bottom of
ing it cautious, refraining from
the list.
dication
sales
manager
of
joining the: optimistic hullabaloo.
United Artists Television and
Total asking price for ali 275 pix
Their attitude is wait-and-see..
ABC Films, has joined a com¬
is oyer $7,500,000. That averages
Even the most pessimistic arnong
pany specializing in the serv¬
out
to over $27,272 per pic.
them acknowledge that whatever
icing of travel expenses of
Selling plan for N.Y., as dis¬
the real results of the FCC move,
other companies.;
closed by station sources, breaks
the ruling can* only help to create
Outfit is Traveletter, a 66up.the entire list on a per pic basis,
a more favorable climate for local
year-old service, which head¬
each pic being offered for six runs.
programming. Syndicators consider
quarters. in Greenwich, Conn.
Plan
Is apparently similar to the
themselves; the prime suppliers of
Williams has joined as direcmethod followed by MCA TV in its
local shows, an opinion backed up . tor of sales.
Washington, Sept. 27. marketing of the Paramount Picby the schedule of; virtually any
1 tures. The high for the Par pix in
Syndicators, will take .it on the
Timet Have Changed station.
the N.Y. market, according to the
It’s freely acknowledged that the
chin again this year at the annual
MCA TV pricC schedule submitted
There was a time in syndica¬
June through- September period
convention of the National Assn,
to stations, had been around $60,tion when buyouts, mergers,
this year for: the most, part, was a
of Broadcasters next May. For the
000 for a multiple run. Par pix
consolidations,
etc.,.
werecomparatively, good selling period.
upcoming' May 7^11 Washington
were bought by WCBS-TV, N. Y.
based on the net work of parPerhaps not as good as previous
conclave, syndication program sup¬
tieular
syndie
outfits.
One
of.
lush years, but at least the com¬
Columbia pix in the list run as
pliers again, will be prohibited from
' the' sizeable, outfits in opera¬
recent as 1958. Some of the big
mercial, product sold. It was a tight,
any exhibitor displays.
tion is now said to be on the
titles include “AH the King’s Men/*
competitive market, but productive
’ Decision to continue the NAB
market.
’49; “Born Yesterday,” ’50; “Caine
of sales for the relatively favored
policy of the past couple of years
But what’s the major lure?
Mutiny,” *54; “Me and the Colonel,”
few..
waia made by the NAB’s convention
A reported $5,000,000 loss
'58; “Death of A Salesman,” *51;
The
troughs
are.
forgotten,
the
committee. Policy, long regarded,
which could be utilized as a
“Solid Gold Cadillac.” *56; “The
“wait-and-see” execs caution.' if
as prejudicial; by syndicators,
carryover for tax purposes.
Triangle Station . group is seek¬ Last Hurrah.” ’58; “The Harder
there’s
another
January-June
pe¬
limits exhibitors to associate mem¬
riod, in. ’61 as there was in *60, ing to restrain Seven Arts Asso¬ They Fall,” *56; “The Brave Bulls”
bers of NAB who manufacture,
a number of ther syndie houses, ciated Corp., from licensing pro¬ and-“Pfft.”
technical broadcasting. equipment.
it’s felt, will be. forced to shutter. posed, post-40 Warner Bros, or
According to SG, the sales offer
Hospitality suits, conducted by the
It’s the most, natural thing in the other pictures for tv exhibition in to date has been confined to the
remaining syndicators who attend
world: to forget troubles when the five Triangle markets. Papers N.Y. market. SG-' exec said the
. NAB conventions, still are okay
things are looking up, as they are Were filed with Justice Streit In company plans to go slowly in the
“in accordance with the availabili¬
currently.
sale of the pix. He wouldn’t go be¬
N.Y. Supreme Court.
ty of facilities.’’
Traditionally, syndie biz has been
In the suit, Triangle asserts that yond that, as to company plans. He
In protest against NAB. conven¬
more active in the June-Septeinber in 1957 when it purchased about did state, though, that the pix may
tion policy, some syndicators have
period. With stations gearing up 750 WB pix from Associated be pulled back if SG terms are not
dropped their membership in the
their schedules for the new season Artists Productions, an option was met.
■Industry organization. Contending
and local and regional advertisers secured for exclusive rights in Tri¬
There apparently is a good deal
that local station progipm suppliers
around in greater numbers for syn¬ angle markets to all post-’48 WB of jockeying between buyer and
are being treated as “second-class
Ziv-UArs off-network entries, dic buys. The January-June period, product at $4,000 per feature sub¬ seller. A station exec, in response
Citizens” by the NAB. Other syndi¬ “Space” and “Challenge,” have in
contrast, has been more sparse. ject to certain escalation clauses. to a query, opined the prices are
cators have conducted hospitality copped over 31 ^markets in their
In the so-called normal years, syn¬
Triangle brief states that at the so high that “we haven’t added the
suites, despite the NAB regulations. initial spurt in the rerun .field,
dicators would space their releases time this contract was negotiated total cost” of the 275 pix on the
But even participating Syndicators
Economee, ZiV-UA’s rerun divi¬ accordingly. But now, with the ex¬
Iii the past two years have limited sion, sold both “Space” and “Chal¬ ception of Ziv-UA, most of the with Eliot Hyman, AAP Inc. was list.
MCA TV, in marketing the Par
their hospitality suite, efforts:
lenge” to WPIX, N. Y.; KABC, Los syndicators are down to releasing the* distributing agent for Asso¬
Angeles; WHDH, Cleveland; two or three first-rtinners a year. ciated Artists Productions Corp. library on a per pic basis the way
and in October, *58, AAP changed it did and is doing, was the only
KVAR, Phoenix; WALA, Mobile;
That brings up another' problem. its name to P.R.M. Inc. with Hyman major features-to-tv distributor
KOZ, Denver; WSIX, Nashville;
-the January-June period an as a. controlling stockholder and which was not named in the anti¬
KARK, Little Rock; KFSD, San Wfth
unknown
quantity, should, syndica¬ exec of P.R.M. to the present time. trust suit brought by the Govern¬
Diego; KTSM, El Paso; and WBRE,
tor*
release
.new first-run proper¬
Wilkes Barre. '
According to the Triangle sta¬ ment. The suit, now pending in the
Other recent Economee sales In¬ ties at that time?; The problem is tions* suit, this option agreement courts, charged feature-to-tv dis¬
being
vweighed
by more, than one with Hyman is still binding.. Com¬ tributors with “block-booking,”
clude ‘Highway Patrol,” WNHC,
New Haven;
WJBK,
Detroit; syndication house. What to do? plaint maintains, that Seven Arts forcing the sale of unwanted pic¬
KFSD, San Diego; KGHL, Billings. Answers must be secured shortly Associated was formed by Hyman tures to stations via mandatory
Hollywood, Sept; 27.
Mont.; “Science Fiction Theatre,” for * production go-ahead signals for the purpose of acquiring U.S. tie-in package deals.
distribution rights to the post-*49
Martin N.: Leeds has resigned as WJW, Cleveland; and KGHL, must be given.
In favor of going ahead—despite pix.; Complaint goes on to charge
exec v p. and director of Desilu Billings, Monti; and. “Mr. District
Productions.
Prexy Desi Arnaz Attorney,” KSTP, Minneapolis; the uncertainties of the market¬ that the new corporation’s offer of
er# these factors. Most syndie these films at a substantially
said that; he and Leeds had reached and WTTG, Washington,
WX1X, Milwaukee, bought a houses. have pruned their sales higher price ($15,000 per feature',
••'.an “amicable settlement” of Leeds*
force if it’s to remain with a com¬ plus 15% for color) violates the
package
sale
of
properties,
includ¬
employment contract.
ing “Dr.
Christian/* “Boston pany needs product to sell, ilrst- option agreement with the Triangle
Termination of Leeds* contract Blackie/’. i “Harbor
Command,”; runners, it’s contended, showcase stations.
resulted .from differences between “West Point," “Men of Annapolis,’* the entire catalog of. product. With¬
Triangle has declared its willing¬
him and Arnez over certain operat¬ and “Meet Corliss Archer.”
out first-runners, there’s a dilution ness to exercise its option for its
. -Former
heavyweight
champ
ing policies of the company. Leeds
of the company’s image.
five
stations, WFIL, Philadelphia;
has run the business and sales as¬
Opposing arguments mainly run WNBF, Binghamton, N.Y.; WLYH, Rocky Marciano signed to star in
his
first
regular
tv
series,
“Main
pect of the operation, while Arnaz
along the lines of “let’s concen¬ Lebanon, Pa.; and WFBG, Altoonahas functioned primarily in the
trate on residual selling In lull Johnstown, Pa.; WNHC, New Event,” to be distributed by Pro¬
grams
for
Television,
Inc.
(PTI).
.creative end,
periods and prune the. sales de¬ Haven, Conn.; and KFRE, Fresno,
“Main Event” will present ex¬
Leeds. has been Identified with
partment even more if necessary.” Calif. “Through all the changes of
San Francisco, Sept. 27.
cerpts from major fights by Madison
Tip-off on how each of the bouses?
the studio since it moved into yid-:
Jack Warner Jr., who tops his. will go will be evident within the corporate names,” suit alleges, Square Garden from '‘$0 to th*
pix as a major operation. Earlier,
“Hyman has emerged with the present. Future star bouts also
he'd been with CBS-TV’s business own indie feature, and vidfilm pro¬ next couple of months.
rights to the pi>st-’49 Warner Bros, will be incorporated. Marciano
duction company, plans to do a
As to the new FCC move cutting
affairs department In Hollywood. series
centered around the activi¬ network option time from three features.”
will do the commentary and inter¬
Leeds wakalso one of the. prime ties of the Civil Air Patrol.
view personalities interested in
organizers of the Alliance of Tele¬ . Writing of scripts is now in pro¬ hours to two-and-a-half hours in
sports.
First episode will feature
dally broadcast periods, many execs
vision Film Producers.
gress and casting and production I feel that the ruling won’t have too
Marciano’s last fight, against
plans will be announced shortly. much impact when January rolls
Archie Moore in *55. Guest inter¬
Warner’s plans were disclosed in around. Most everyone, though, in
view on the opener will be with
Jerry Lewis.
conjunction with the national con¬
“Grassroot Voter—1960,” series
vention of the Air Force Assn, syndication welcomes the FCC
Future guests will be selected
move.
If
affil
stations
actually
elect
produced lor National Educational from such tstars as Tallulah Bankhere.
to whittle down network time, as Television, has gained the widest
head,
Bob Hope, Dean Martin,
Hollywood, Sept. 27.
the FCC allows them, and if the circulation of any NET program.
Jackie Gleason, Jack Dempsey,
networks, themselves, begin to va¬
KTTV became the first station
Series is one hour, shows, keyed Gene Tunney and Sugar Ray Rob¬
cate current network option time
In the country to acquire the new
Kurt. Blumberg, formerly man¬ prime periods, it could be a shot to national issues, has been offered inson and others with whom ne¬
“Mister Magoo” cartoon series of
to commercial station* in cities gotiations are proceeding.
104 shows. Station will program ager of operations for United | in the arm to syndication.
where there are no educational tv
Television, has joined Rob¬
PTI Will advance in excess of
the “Magoo** library In early eve¬ Artists
outlets. To date, series has been $500,000 for the production of the
ert
Lawrence
Productions
$s
y.p.
ning time period, Monday through in charge of sales.
picked Up by WNTA-TV, Newark- scries, Leonard Loewinthan, prexy
Friday, starting this fall.
N.Y., KHJ, Los Angeles, KYW. stated, Michael M. Sillerman, exec
Robert Lawrence. Productions,
In addition to "Magoo,** Televi¬ owned by General Tire & Rubber,
v.p. for PTI, in charge of sales, an¬
Latest sponsors to sign for sec? Cleveland'; and WJZ, Baltimore.
sion. Personalities, - the packager, is one of the leading, commercial ond year production on Ziv-UA’t
Each pgpgram in the vidtape se¬ nounced that he has lined up re¬
has another cartoon series, “Dick film production outfits. Blumberg “Lock-Up” include R. J. Reynolds, ries defines an issue and then gional advertisers for, gross billing*
Tracy.*' The “Tracy** cartoons, each reports to Robert Lawrence, prexy. Italian Swiss Colony Wine and switches to groups discussing the totaling in excess of $600,000.
five-minutes In length, will total Prior to joining UATV, Blumberg Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn..
problem In two cities particularly
Everett Rosenthal, evec v.p. for
208 episodes and will be released bad been sales add coordinator
Tobacco firm took the show for concerned with that Issue; for ex¬ production of PTI, will be exec
in January. Television Personalities v.p. at Television Programs of KRON, San Francisco, with winery ample, Chicago and Atlanta on chril producer. Jack Rieger, formerly
prexy . is Henry G.Saperstein. America and- before' that had been as cosponsor,
Pioneer Hi-Bred rights, Raleigh and Uneoln on ag¬ in charge of filming the fights at
Alvin Unger was recently hired is an assistant tb Bud Rifkin, sales took skein for KELO* Sioux Falls; riculture. Each segment was pro¬ Madison Square Garden and other
v.p. in charge of syndicated tales. v.p. atZlv.
SJ>.
duced by an edbeittewa station. ixrenasrjpll b* producer.
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Triangles Option

Martin Leeds

PTI lak Event’

JACK WARNER JR. SETS
SERIES ON AIR FORCE

NETS'GRASSROOTS’IN
TOP COM! BOOKINGS

KTTV Snags Hagoo’ First;
Saperstein’s Tracy’ Series

to Lawrence

Hi lock-Up’ Renewals
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HOWDY DOODY
CHEYENNE
PROSPECTS OF MANKIND
CHET HUNTLEY REPORTING
(Britain—Ally or Neutral)
With Chet Huntley, John Chan¬ With Boh Smith, Bob Nicholson; (The Shadow Catcher)
others'
With Will Hhtchlns, Peter Breck,
With Eleanor Roosevelt, Hugh
cellor, Edwin Newman, Irving
Dean Fredricks, Don Haggerty,
Gaitskell, Lord Bertrand Russell,
R. Levine, William Boyle, others Producer: E. Roger Muir
Director: Bob Hultgren
Nina Shipman, Jason. Robarda
Lord Robert Boothby, Robert Producer: Reuven Frank
Writers: William Gilbert, Jack . Sr.* others
MacKenzie
Director: George Murray
Weinstock
Producer: Burt Dunne
Exec producer: Henry Morgen- 30 Mins., Sun.; Sept. 25, 5:30 P.m.
Director: Leslie Goodwins
thaii 3d
KEMPER INSURANCE, AMERI¬ 60 Mins ; Sat. (25), 16 a.in.
Writer: Warren Douglas
Producer-director: Paul Noble
CAN
PHOTOCOPY
EQUIP¬ NABISCO
NBC-TV, from N. Y. (tape)
60 Mins., Mon., Sept. 26, 7:30 p.m.
MENT
Producer-writer: Diana Tead MiPARTICIPATING
NBC-TV, from N.Y;
chaelis
(McCann-Eriekson)
(
66 Mins., Sun.!' 9 p.m.
(Clinton Frank," Irving. J: Rosen“Howdy Doody” kissed the world ABC-TV (film)
WNEW-TV, N.Y.
bloom).
This sturdy western entry is back
of tv gopdbye last Saturday (25)
WNEW-TV’s kickoff “Prospects
NBC newsman Chet Huntley has in a special one-hourlong program, on ABC-TV for its sixth seaspn.
^ ™las. clear that, producer E.. But it’ll be echoing the death rat¬
of Mankind” show was right in returned to his Sunday half hopr ;
Muir, host Bob Smith and
tune with the big news that seems with a new format. The documen- Roger
their gang of tv old timers were tle of two other prairie hours,
the’ CTstTVhef?ag*hip“p?«mpS jt0 be breakil* every hour at the | tary film wrapup of a,single news not giving up, just suspending op^ “Bronco” and “Sugarfoot,” since
the stars of those, formerly alter¬
prime time once a month for a io- UN’s 15th General Assembly meet event or feature has been replaced erations for awhile; It may be a nating shows, will be sharing hero¬
cal documentary,
'
sntary, but
this time out jin N. Y. With the neutralist bloc at! by?a rundown, on late, news events long while, unless NBC-TV, which ics in the Dakota territory with;
owns the 13-year-old. kidvid stanza,
decided to utiliz
utilize the weekly for- j the UN taking on a new importance ‘ It remains an absorbing half hour;}
. . , decides that tlie replacement, ■‘Cheyenne’s” top hand, Clint Walk¬
Dreemctian :
. . .
..
•
' ’ . . :
. . .
..
mat for thej SCDtember
September preemption.
er as Cheyenne Bodie,
It was all to the good, for the in the battle between the Soviets a brisk, and informative presenta-j sbari Lewis and. her puppets,
. Opener had Tom “Sugarfoot”
weekly edition, seen Sunday after¬ and the West, the topic, “Britain- tion of . the top of the news, with aren’t up to Smith , and his.
{cature depth »dded here and
Howdy” had, as: the saying goes, [Brewster (Will Hutchins) quelling
noons, hasn't had the kind of ex¬ Ally or Neutral," was of vital It
a
long
and
illustrious,
career.
The
!
a
uprising, Solving , four
posure it deserves. Produced as a portauee.
there.
i"
puhaffairs entry by WCBS-TV and
It was a well-balanced discus- ; AT
«« c.in^v’c nnono,. iretirement lastweekend was grace-i murders, gunning down two heavthe New York City Board of Edu¬ sion group assembled for the. par-1 Mam topic on Sunday s openerful. but pointed. Smith, who serves •les and saving the scalp of an uni
as a, roundup of
inion from *as Buffalo Bob and as the voice i Prairie wary dolly from the east,
cation, it’s one of the sprightlier ley. Arguing Britain’s position in; was
local tv entries in any shape or j candid terms were Hugh Gaitskell,! abroad on tlie United Nations ses- j of Howdy, pointed out that this - Needless to say. It was too much to
form, let alone pubafairs, and it! head, of Britain's Labor Party, au- sihn with NBCs corresDoiidehts ].'Onetime champion \yas the possess-(' expect from any ; man* and too.
showed itsel to advantage in the i thor-philosopher Lord Bertrand ....
ror of 18 “longterm” sponsors, and . m,ic^
^Pect from more viewer*
expanded form.
I Russell, Lord Robbrt Boothby, Con. = slUm£ m Panel and Pem* ^ueried [ he mentioned a few: Minute Maid, i#*aji Nielsen will admit. It Wag
For the salute, host Jim Morske, serv.ative member
the House Qf: by Huntley from New York, “Small; R0yal, Purex, Marx Toys, Colgate, enough to make adults laugh and
who usually specializes on a phase , Lords, and radio-tv commentator! World” style. Vidtaped in London ( Hostess Cakes, Milky Way, Camp- j kids cry and the latter must have
of the theatre in each weekly seg- iRobert MacKenzie. Mrs, Eleanor'for the seg were John Chancellor, bell Soups, Blue Bonnet, OValtine the channeLknpb hand which they
ment. expanded
his theme
Roosevelt, the
hostess, icit
left the
Edwin Newman ! and “my real .buddy” Wonderbread. | do ®t 7:30, presumably to keep this
~
, ,. toian;
;
ivuuacvcu.
Lite iiuaicoa.
uic -Mocedw^-bdreau
j (The last “Howdy” sponsor, Na- j Dakota show op the road.
% the most part, to their
sical stage since 1866.
With
I*'!1 own verbal devices which were al- , Par*s» irving R. Levine, Rome; Pnd j bis^ decided it was time for. a.| Show, gets its steam from the
Martha Wright, Robert Roun;^eWilliam
Bfivlp
T-Ondmi.
-Their ; iohnnpp: henro Miss T p\vis 1
Tract Wiit'rHirilc ant a fnt'-nt .nno.1.
ville, Barbara Cook, EarlWrightHowdy ! froim his role as. a combo shuffling
*n with her own ideas oh comments were somewhat hard to |. Smith reviewed the
son ’ John Bubbles and Gretdien 1 d*d
and he
Wyier, backed by the Merrill Sta- the subject, the points were well- grasp due to an echo, but the can- j Doody” scrapbook, and
he had
had a lump and superman. Nina Shipton Singers and Alfredo Antonini;taken and served^ to develop the did observationsofEufQpean.Eng- |
m°re tha.1* just sponsorsto, be ! man's incredible part as a femme
• T_.
- jiP_rou4
|])1UUU
Ul. In
All ’48
TU and
OliU again
dgaill in
*IL- ■■■52,. j mag photographer
out to mug the
oroh
Un the
^
pr0U(i 0f;
‘
‘
orch. heading
heading Ud
the talent end
end. !I American point of view.
= ._•
_»U!
and Russian reactions to the ^. How*dy polled
over 1000
1.000,000
“savage natiyeg
natives in their .natural
It all came out as~*^uneful ^nd
Suirtup was that Brital was an Iish a"d
Ued ovej.
.OOO votes ( ‘‘sayage
natural
“ '
"■
.
^
w
nostalgic hour. (
\
■
'ally of U. S. but there were some ^ew York affair
were^revealing.
; for President; -lie had
a key to the ;habitat cpu.ldnt hisguise
a_ vigortalent.
Peter
Breick
was
an oily
The nostalgia \as matte all fhe j
heavy as professional as - they
jnore effective by the show’s |
, Jason Robards St., and Dean
7guests, Otto Harb^ph, Blossom j
Seeley, Dorothy Fields and Arthur 9) np.pmnh«iV in \tato nf the Aw was news abroad, but less than in | pUppets,wfrom the noisy Mr. Bius- Fredricksv (former star of "Steve
speaking
S c h w a r t z. Harbawi’s remem¬ Of nnrlpar ueanons \i u s noiirV the D S ; except in Russia, Khrush- ; ter, right down to Flubadub and ■ Canyon”) as English
brances of Rombergr^Friml, and chnuid he against * the sn^pari nf chev was figured as having 0vei> : Sandra the witch. And Clarabe 11,! Sioux were- wooden Indians
Kern were interesting memorabilia, nuclear weapons to the countries Played bis hand ip. his attack on , the silent clown finally spoke; \ through no fault 6f their own.
Also, Wrenching up his. jaws, perhaps; Even by standards of pater makeand his recitation of his “Smoke Within vato rnntrnvprsial tnnics f UN chief Hammarskjold.
Gets in Your Eyes” lyric (followed air •hut' nnini’nns that were worth the English and French took a dim ; aided by more than acting tech- j believe, if was a vacciiating.mellerail, out op.mons inai. were worm
of thg tj.S. restrictions oh i nique, Clarabell said softly, “Good- to-ludicrous Warren Dou
by Miss Wright’s musical reridi- air’irig
Douglas script
^,
^
,, Khrushchev’s
activities, seeing
Brodie (Clint
(Cli
tion> was effective and mo\ingj:
i
^ *
. x.-_
„ ,.
—-.
— .. - it bye, kids.
■ . Moment
. .• ■ , was
. ,. more poigr
., | Cheyenne
-Walker)
Miss Seeley was fun, with a I The show, filmed in England, as a soviet sort of gesture. And it i JlillIU
1Wi ,*uuus
m■■m
e kid-!
wu-; will
win be
oe back for the next two
tup^ epiebinant for
adults .iu«i
than for
the
throwback to her first days i [the ^ave eacu speaker proper full-face, was said that the Italians, who are lets, who, changing every couple ; sodes; and Bronco Lane (Ty Hartheatre. a quickie bit at keeping eamera play but more than a half- fQhd of ; comedy, definitely
of years from one crop of five- ^jn) will be number three out of
the beat and a remembrance; of hour passed before the speakers . something comic in Castro’s con-: year-olds to ahother,. have nP; real . the Warner Bros Star stahlp fnp
some of the Winter Garden dbys. ..were identified with a name-tag ; tinued needling of Uncle Sam..;
j concept of how long and well this hour.
Bill
Miss Fields, too, was warm in ;her on the screen. This should have: show \vas rounded out \Vihi films. ‘‘Howdy” served them aU*
j.
* , ■
reminiscenes, how’ever brief, of jher happened earlier since the .guests ! of the New York arrival of Indi"
Eddy Keane was the first “How- WANTED—DEAD QR ALIVE
theatrcal family, and her anecdote are not top familiar to U.S. vie\vers, Nehru and late activities of oth , dy” writer. A. 22-year-Old, ‘fresh With Steve McQueen, Paul Burke,
of how “I Can’t Give You Anything \ Series gets a once-a-morith airr . important figures in the UN drama, | out of the Navyin ’47. Keane gave) James Coburn, others.
But Love” was written. Bubbles; tng aj,d if the quality and pertin- 'and a fascinating film tpur of'[.the program its original impetus. \' Producer: Ed Adamson
followed with hrs rendiUoh of it, 1 gnCg of the opening show are- stiS- '"Leopoldville, graphically pointing! For, five years, five days a week, ! Director: Harry Harris jr.
out of the original -Blackbirds. btained the viewing prospects for up the decay and dangerous ennui . he reached way down into his j Writers: Adamson, Normaii Katkov
And Schwartz, though his turn ^vas “Prospects” are extremely good, [ that has. settled on the Congo's j ample grab bag: and found hew • 30 Mins., Wed., 8:30 p.m.
Jess personal, was nonetheless ef¬
Gros.
Jiinaj6r city.
Bill.
1 *■--- - ----ways to entertain and fascinate [ BROWN & WILLIAMSON,
KIM*
fective with explanation of [ the
children. Kind of worn out, some- j BLRLY-CLARK
birth of the “little revues” and! his
body said, Keane left and became ; CBS-1V (film)
pianistics on a couple of his num¬
a stockbroker, a job at which he’s
.(Ted Bates, Foote, Con
bers.
i;
reportedly just as successful. Team
<£r Belding j
The great virtue of the show’s
of William Gilbert and Jack 'Wein¬
format was its simplicity Land
Steve. McQueen continues to
stock, who took over for him, fol¬
>♦♦♦♦
therefore its concentration on the
be
the
most
potent ingredient
lowed in the proper Peanut Gal¬
music itself.
Wrightson and
‘Wanted-LDead or Aliye.,,
( smoke eaters who man the ancient lery tradition. Bob Nicholson, who
Shirley Temple Show
Rounseville were stalwarts; Miss
While
the
Harry
Harris Jr, direc¬
The second outing of the Shirley pumper and the guy with the hose was around almost from the begin¬ tion was competenf and the Harry
Wright was a little strained; on
ning of “Howdy,” Was around at
the operetta pieces but fine one the Temple series on NBC-TV was (and, for that mater, the gas-jet the end; too. Although he once J. Wilde camerawork was excel*
straight pops; Miss Cook was \v*arm concerned with one of the more flames that flicker Tamely behind was Clarabell, the prank-laden lent, there was no help from hip
with her ballad treatments. Miss familiar tales of juvenile derring- the Windows of recreated build¬ clown, he played other parts later, script during the Thursday; (22)
Wyler’s takeoff on Ray Bolger, and do. Rudyard Kipling’s “Kim” hais ings) have all wearied from daily
telecast, when the half-hour; filmed
“Once in Love with Amy” was; top¬ s been standard in the juvenile clas- run throughs; anyhow. It’s as casu¬ on, ending as proprietor of the western made its first appearance
DoodyviUe General Store! Inciden¬
a bit oif fire-fight. improvable
_
_
flight, but they could have. done ! sic field for many years. It has., ally
in a week-night time period.
tally,
the
very
first
Clarabell
was
better by her in the choice iof a [had several movie renditions, and ing as ever dreamed up for draMcQueen is a stylized actor, who
Bob Keeshan, better known within
number for a flapper showjeare. ■ in its tele adaptation seemed au .mafic presentation;
Bubbles^ “Love” and Charleston 1 excellent choice for the orbit with
Demonstration was preceeded by the industry and to the current kid. delivered his lines monotonously,
but
his uninflected style suggested
turn were topflight. Alfredoj An-! which Miss Temple Is concerned, j an. off-hand and rambling iiiter- crop as Captain Kangaroo.
The DoodyviUe gang sang their the kind of threatening and intense
tonini orch provided solid support \The current edition was a well - view of a New York fire.chief <F6rnature
of the scavenging bounty
for the most part, though thje ar- I constructed affair being a heroiGlv • rest making exhibit rounds: with a way off camera: “It’s time to say
rangements could have been a lit- proportioned tale in moppet di-; short wave rig on . his back), who goodbye, goodbye until some other hunter who is the “Wanted’ pro*
tagenist:
Script of the initialer
tie more varied.
Chfin.
mension. The hour-long yarn told discussed the old equipment and day, when we may be with you
was dull, a rehash that was also
Art.
'-'
the familiar story of the lad who .current rules for fire safety (Chief again-”
unbelievable.
Bounty
hunter
FOOTBALL REVIEW
became a spy for the British and told kids to. advise parents against
McQueen saved the life of a former
With Furman Bisher, Jesse Outlar, saved ihdia for the Empire. The smoking in bed, since smoking is THE DEPUTY
army lieutenant who had been
Harry Mehre, Jack Williams
i youngster, played by Tony Haig the major caiise of New York’s (The Deadly Breed)
hunted down and tried by some of
Producer: Dick Williams
I was a likeable and capable youth, 11,000 fires a week). \
With Henry Fonda, Allen Case,. his former enlisted men in t
36 Mins!: Sunday, 12:30 p.m.
»first seen breaking out of an Eng- . . Other exhibits yiev/ed and disSusan: Oliver, Lyle Bettger, plainly idiotic kangagroo court. He
ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITU-'lish school and upon discovering cussed were, a Mississippi sternothers
.
was not acquited; McQueen savied
TION
j.
; his parentage, helped the Britishj wheeler, which, made a landing and Exec Producer: William Frye
him at gunpoint. Other actors. In¬
WSB-TV, Atlanta
!
; learn the details of a spy plot.
' departure, and a narrow guage rail- Producer: Michael Kraike
cluding Paul Burke, ; as the ex-bf*
Atlanta Newspapers, Inc.,'owns j The Kiplingesque prose had- road;:, which host Forrest boarded Director: Virgel. Vogel
ficer, and James Coburn,' as the
and operates a.m. Constitution and jbeen burnished for modern day j at the wind to journey to next Sat- Writer: Clark E. Reynolds
most vindicative of. his former
p.m. Journal. Both, papers have ! consumption, and in the terms of uray’s locale* San Francisco. In all 30 Mine.; Sat., 9 p.m.
army associates, had Tittle to do.
strong sports staffs and when, foot,- Itbe st°ry, none would think it un- cases, some scripting, or at least KELLOGG, GENERAL CIGAR
McQueen did. it all with, a strongly
’ ” season
■
■■
ball
rolls
around• [these sporting of the British to have elementary preparation, c o u Id NBC-TV (film)
individualized' actingjob.
writers follow the fortunes of used a mere lad in a man’s assign-. tighten and enliven Forrest’s nar¬ (Leo. Burnett, Young & Ftubicanil
While the program new leadiii,
rative.
Southeastern Conference Football |nlent.
“Aquanauts,” may not; prove to be
Henry
Fonda
can
wprk
wonders.
Michael Rennie played Capt;
Direction by Grant Johnson
teams no matter where they1 hap¬
Creighton in a heroic vein while showed to best advantage in good The strength of his ' personality; as strong as McQueen’s old Satur¬
pen to play.
day leadin, “Perry. Mason,” there
Atlanta, itself, home of Georgia Joseph Wiseman and Arnold Moss camera work on the Riverboat and the range of his thesping qualities, is still , reason to presume that
Teen’s Yellow Jackets (their 45,- were broadly involved in the plot railroad settings, but was limp un¬ lifts this oater series! many notches; “Waiited—Dead or Alive.” will'
Opener
wasn’t,
anything
special,
Jose.
000-seat stadium is called [Grant with acting to match.
der, the undramatic circumstances
have an audience.
Art.
Field and is a hotbed of partisan
of the opening seg on the Chi blaze. but due to Fonda it had class;
Children’s Theatre
MCA’s Revue and NBC-TV ap¬
football fans).
1 ||
Commercials for Drake’s Bakery
WNBC-TV’s Saturday morning and ;i Ronzonni Italian foods were parently are well aware of the scripted by Clark E. Reynolds, waa
This program assembles |i four
staffers who covered games the (8:30-9:30) “Children’s Theatre” integrated into locations and han¬ need for . Fonda’s presence. For an. off-beat, far-fetched yani. It
the second season, he will. be fea¬ was light on action, keyed ihore to
day before for reports on what opened a five-week Freedomland dled nicely by Forrest.
they saw, discussion of upsets, color-vidtape stand Sept. 24, with
Besides San Francisco this com- tured in 13 episodes, compared to. sentiment, with psychological over¬
analysis of team prospects and such host Ray Forrest taking kid viewers ing Saturday (1), show will vidiape six last season. He also will appear tones. That it didn’t fall, apart was
on a tour of the various exhibits of Fort Cavailry, America’s Farmlands iii what is termed key scenes in. due. to the good craftsmanship of
allied matters.
scripter Reynolds.
Furman Bisher, ex-president of 19th century America.
and the Civil Waif exhibit. Bill Os- the remainder of the series.
Opener was mainly taken up with terhous is producer.
Football Writers Assn., is Atlanta
■ As his partner, Allen Case was
Bill.
Susan Oliver was pretty and ef¬
Journal sports ed; jesse Outlar has |)the amusement park’s layout of
okay, but . the preem episode didn’t fective as the partner in a confi¬
same job on the Constitution; the Chicago -fire of Oct. 8, 1871,
give him much material. Case, dence game.; Lyle Bettger portrayed
{ Additional TV Reviews
Harry Mehre, ex-grid coach at U. and a desultory blaze it was ac¬
alone, without the presence . of her haddie-daddy well. Supporting
of Georgia and Ole Miss, is( Jour¬ cording to Freedomland’s recrea¬
Pages 42 and 44]
Fonda, would have a tough go of it. cast was okay, too. Virgil Vogel’#
nal’s football analyst.
Luce.
tion. asT viewed here.f Maybe the;
.... Opener, “The. Deadly Breed,’* direction was smooth!.
Horo.
BROADWAY, I LOVE YOU
With .Jim Morske, host; Martha
Wright, Barbara Cook, Robert
Rounsevllle, Earl Wrightson,
John Bubbles, Gretchen Wyler,
Otto Harbaeh, Blossom Seeley,
Dorothy Fields, Arthur Schwartz,
Merill Staton Singers, 'Alfredo
Antonin! orch
Producer: Ned Cramer
Director: Neil Finn
60 Mins., Thurs. (22), 7:30 p.m.
'
WCBS-TV, N.Y. (tape)
WCBS-TV got a chance to show¬
case its weekly “The American Mu¬
sical Theatre” In prime time Via
this one-shot salute to the Broad-
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DAN RAVEN
THE PLAY OF THE WEEK
^EXPEDITION!
With Skip Homeier, Dan Barton,
(Hie Froxen Continent)
(Henry IV, Part I)
:
others;. Bobby Darin, guest
‘ With Col. Jotm D. Craig, host
With Donald Davis. Stephen Joyce.
Erio B4rry, Donald Madden, Producers: Lewi* Reed; Tony
producer: V. Fee Thomas
tVriter-Coproducer: P. T. Furs*
J. D. Cannon, Nan Martin, Al¬
Barrett
bert _ Quinton, Franklin Cover, Director: Joseph M*. Newman
It Mias., Toes., 7 p.m.
Writers:
Barrett arid! Reed (based
Robert
Blackburn*
..
John
Frld,
RALSTON PURINA
oii a story by Tony Wilson)
Elliot Sullivan. Ted Van GrietABC-TV (film)
+ The occasion was momentous,
huysen,
Dran
Seitz,
others
60
Mins..
Fri. (23), 7:30 p.m.
{Guild, Bascom St Bonfigll)
historic; the result was dis¬
*
Travelogs have come a long way Exec Producer; Worthington (Tony) PARTICIPATING
DOW HOUR OF GREAT MYS¬ even
appointing.
NBC-TV
(film)
-Miner
since the early theatrical oner
TERIES
That about sums up the first of
From its initial offering “Dan (The Datchet Diamonds)
reelers. The everything-is-hunky- Producer: Jack Kiiney
Raven,” the new hourlong .film With Rex Harrison, Tammy Grimes, four socalled ’’debates” or “discus¬
dory-in-tarttalizirig-Tanganyika ap¬ Director: Miner
series at the beginning of the'NBC-.
proach has given: way to the 'frank, Writer: Shakespeare
Robert Flemyng, Alice Ghostley, sions”—take your choice, though
TV schedule every Friday night,
hairdhitting form now popular. on 120 Mins.; Mon.,-Sat„ 8:30 p.
Reginald Denny, Melville Cooper, discussions is far more apt—be¬
tween
Presidential
candidates
Sun., 7:30 p.m.
appears to have: little chance
television - a. metamorphosis that
Hedley Rainie, others
Richard M. Nixon and John F.
against the established commercial Producer: Robert Saudek
reaches a new, and satisfying, crea¬ PARTICIPATING
Kennedy.
opposition, “Rawhide,” on CBS-TV. Director: Gower Champion
tive plateau in : Insight Incorpo¬ WNTA-TV (tape)
Dramas of substance returned to However, before, the network and Adaptation: Walter Kerr (from
The historic aspect finds televi¬
rated's (no trial and error here!)
sion and radio for the first time
'‘Expeditioni” series, now firmly tv Monday (26) night when “The Screen Gems, which coprodUce
Richard Marsh novel)
combining, their facilities to bring
entrenched at ABC, where it will Play of The Week” opened its this detective series, worfy about 60 Mins., Tues. (20), 10 p.m.
the two candidates in this critical
appear the first two out of every Second season on Newark-N.Y. in¬ the competiiion, they ought first NBC TV, from N. Y. (tape)
election year directly info virtually
three Tuesdays as a network entry, die WNTA - TV. Shakespeare’s to smooth. <• t the many ruffled
(MgcManus, John & Adams)
the third week as a local presenta¬ “Henry IY Part I,” was the preem “Raven” feathers. Two rawhides
“The Datchet Diamonds” was no every American livingroom in an
tion of . the .web’s affiliates - a outing for. this two-hour show¬ at 7:30 on Friday nights is too great mystery.-In fact, it was not a open discussion of the issues and
rather unique, and potentially case. That the play proved an un¬ many
mystery and it was not the .spoof of their philosophies.' It allows for
satisfying period piece was disap¬
gratifying,; arrangement.
It was a bright idea to build a mystery its makers intended it to the first time a point-by-point slugby the two political leaders,
pointing,
but.
it’s
good
to
have
detective. program arouhd night be; because a parody should classi¬ fest
Although the pictorial quality of.
giving viewers a chance to make
life along Hollywood’s colorful cally contain some element of the their choices of the basis of effec¬
these excursions is by the very "The Play of Tlie Week” back.
thing
being
parodied.
But
it
was
nature of the risk element; some¬ . Eric Berry was engaging, funny Sunset Strip and to use the niteries
tive argument.
what inferior to the . color fea- at times and so very huriian, as as the means of introducing sing¬ comedy', and good comedy, thanks
From the Industry’s standpoint,
ture.ttes common to theatre screens; iFalstaff. Donald DaVis had author- ing arid comedic talents, playing, to.the light,-even.delicate perform*
it allows the networks and sta¬
the substance of these, tv-inspired jity as the King. There were mo- themselves as integral units in this ances of the. cast.
tions
to devote themselves to pub:
There
was
nothing
new
or
espe¬
Singer.
explorations more than compen¬ jmertts of pleasure in the perform- action-adventure hour.
sated for mere physical : short¬ iarice, when Shakespeare’s lines Bobby ,Darin was the first guest. cially Worthwhile to be found in y°t
another
accounting
of
Victoriau
sung
.and
Soared.
But
overall,
the
The plot was actually expected tp
comings. As in “The Frozen Con¬
DISCUSSION
tinent," first of a lineup that In¬ vidversiori of the Stuart Vaughan convince the audience that Darin, manners, but there was still some-,] NIXON-KENNEDY
With Howard K. Smith, Sander
sight promises will include such Phoenix.Theatre, productibn, lacked using this own name throughput, thing humorous about the cliches
Vanocur,
Stuart
Novins,
Robert
journeys as one into the African conviction. The. drama never might be guilty of committing a of the- stuffy, stupid but brave Eng¬
Fleming, Chafes Warren
bush, one underwater to the oldest seemed to get beyond the. stage, murder. - That Darin was estab¬ lish gentleman, if he happened to Producer-director: Don Hewitt
known shipwreck, and one, to visit engulfing the viewer. with the for¬ lished
. the prime (and only) be played by Rex Harrison. Tammy 60 Mins., Mon. (26), 9:30 pjn.
stone age tribes in’. New' - Guinea* tunes of the lives portrayed.
suspect on the flimsiest, of evi¬ Grimes, (who knows how to deliver SUSTAINING
the focus seems to be on, people
The first act was too talky. It dence was not really important, lines that sound terribly English ABC, CBS, NBC AM&TV, Mutual*
doing exciting things in iiriusiial was a strain tp follow the emerg¬ but it was important that the lack despite the fact she’s about as Eng¬
from Chicago
places - a concept of proven com¬ ing plot, many, of the . lines bogged of excitement was basically dUe to lish, as potato knishes), and Harri¬
mercial value in local tv circles, down by arttiqUinariari references. the fact that no Star* using his son made a delightful pair.
and capable of equal appeal on a Characters had tob. much,of a look- real name, could end up dead or ' Robert Flemyng was a suave mas¬ lie service in the truest sense of the
atipnal basis.
alike quality. Stephen Joyce as guilty in ai scripted crime program. ter criminal, and Hedley Rainie word, to become a vital instrument
The first “Expedition!.” was art Prince Hal cut a handsome figure, At tthis point, the idea of using and David Hurst were slippery, but in the democratic process, without
informative examination of the at¬ but he portrayed a young prince stars as themselves become a [not very menacing. The particular fear of reprisal or hindrance by
antics of these criminals and the virtue of the suspended (and hope¬
tempt of 39 adventurers to estab¬ reveling in hi-jinks and low come- dubious gimmick.
lish a scientific station at the bot¬ dy, prior to his reformation. What
But there were items worse: than dull-witted bravery of Harrison’s fully, permanently so) Sec. 315, the
tom of the world; (Antarctica), came across, though, was acting in one; dubious gimmick since some gentleman titilated the funny bone, “equal time” provision, which saw
earned its . exclamation p o i n t. his hi:jink period, as opposed to brain-trusting at the top' presum¬ but not the scalp. This was where every legitimate effort for this
Among those whose efforts made living arid enjoying his low come¬ ably could salvage the format arid director Gower Champion made his type of service made impossible by
the televised jaunt as agreeable as dy role..
create the proper , atmosphere in mistake. The choreographer-turned- the legitimized demands of the
director captured the deliciousness
it- was were producer V. Fae
Donald Madden., portraying the which to use niiery talent in the of the humor, but, for some reason, lunatic fringe.
Thomas, writer P, -T. Furst. music same major Hotspur character .in action-adventure series.
During
Most of all, the occasion loomed
and soundman . Bob Ernst, ..and the vidybrsion as. he did bp. the the premiere (23), the: other weak¬ let the humor overwhelm the es¬ historically because for the first
especially
phbfpgrapherrnarrator stage, projected impetuosity, and nesses were in the scripting, fhe sential purposes of any mystery, time in. years, it offered the op¬
Capt! Finn Ron . who led the ex¬ with verve on the screen: .But his producing and editing, and iri the rhich is to create an illusion of portunity for the resumption of a
suspense.
pedition:. Col. John IX Craig is host high emotional key on the screen, acting of the. principal.;
great American tradition, the de¬
N. Y. Herald Tribune drama crit¬
of the series; Being, as introduced, seemed to swallow his lines and
The'script by Tony Baryett and ic, Walter Kerr, a regular member bate, the verbal slugfest between
“famous. deep sea . diver, author rob him" of dimensions.
Lewis Reed- (who also alternate as of the Robert Saudek production two divergent viewpoints which
artd explorer," he seems to have:
lent both color and excitement to
Then there were -Shakespeare’s producers tinder executive pro¬
the proper, qualifications for the hi-jiriks, some, of which really, set ducer; William Sackheim), was team. Was carefree in adapting this the electoral process and at the
job. Not everyone may enjoy the play off as a period piece:. To¬ slow, dealt in too mucli forced novel by Richard Marsh, so he must same time clarified both the air
“Expedition!." but those who thrive day, much of the Bard’s low come¬ cleverness in dialog and not enough assume partial responsibility for and the Issues.
on. vicarious-visits to placeswhere dy is hbkey. Yet, in; all due: .rer cleverness of any kind in the plot¬ both the success and failure of “The
With this kind of staging, how
there are more , penguins than peo¬ speet. even the hokey bits at times ting. For all of .it. Darin could Datchet Diamonds,” which was could the discussions miss? Well,
ple Will. Sponsor Ralston-Purina are worth going with, when they, Iiave been convicted and executed meant to be the first of the 1960- the first one, at least, did. Messrs.
196l “Dow Hour of Great Myster¬ Kennedy & Nixon fell victim to
supplies the cracker-jack. Tube;
"li wrap streaks of. humanity in for murdering some lush, because ies.”
Aft.
that! chronic disability of television
the real killer, who played prac¬
life.
itself, play-it-safe-ism.
They
tically
no
part
whatsoever
Until
Berry’s
Falstaff
was
a
gem.
Ber¬
HERE’S HOLLYWOOD
sparred, true enough, but with kid
THE FORD SHOW
the
very
end
of
the
60
minutes,
WBb Dean Miller, Joanne Jordan, ry delivering Falstaff’s views on
With Tennessee Ernie Ford, Top gloves and an after-you-AlphOnse
didn’t
actually
take
the
onus
off;
honor
was
a
masterpiece.
Berry;
others
approach that made the use of the
Twenty Singing Group
seemed to live his role and. with prime suspect Darin. Without any Exec.
Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
word debate ludicrous and. even
Producer; Cliffie Stone
artistry conveyed that sense of motivation, the real thug .exploded, Director: Selwin Touber
Director: Gene Law
strained the meaning of discussion.
and
the
noise
he
made
was
enough
aliveness on thes screen.:
30 Mins., Mori.-Fri., 4:30 p.m,
Writers: Howard Leads, -Norman The lines w-ere both familiar, the
PARTICIPATING
Worthington (Tony) Miner, exec for Det. Lt. Dari Raven to haul him
deliveries lacking in both excite¬
Paul
instead of the singer. It is
SBC-TV (tape)
producer of ‘.’The Play of. The off
questionable that a riian who 30 Mins.. Thurs., Sept. 22, 10 p.m. ment and color, and the prestige
of the candidates dropped consid¬
. NBC’s new daytime strip. “Here’s Week” series,-also directed the ini¬ screamed only that he. hated Bobby.1 FORD MOTOR CO.
He Darin had really provided suf¬ NBC-TV, from H’wood
erably. The candidates were so
Hollywood," features daily inter-; tial . Shakespearean offering.
lacking in fire, that they also
views with film- capital celebs by staged an effective battle scene at ficient evidence to convice a jury
(J. Walter Thompson)
seemed
to lack conviction in what
cohosts Dean Miller, best known the finale, .using ,thercbmeras crea¬ he was guilty of murder.
Doing what comes naturally has
they were saying.
for his five year.stint as Matt Hen-, tively. That he was not able to
ensconced
Ernie
Ford
in
the
affeeHoriieier is young to play a de¬
shaw of the. ‘‘December jBride” se¬ cut through some of the complicat¬
Format and staging of the hour,
ries, and tv thesp Joanne Jordan. ed plot lines arid lay the drama. has a rugged look; but had trouble 1 along for fourryears
years 1and it doesnt produced T>y Don Hewitt for the
Show, masterminded by tele pro-., bare may be tile fault of the play making some of his lines sound as take a Carroll Righter gazing at combined webs, didn’t help- matters
the
stars
to
foresee
another hum¬ much. Howard K. Smith, who
ducer Jess Oppenheimer and mag. itself.:
Supporting playrirs all were pros. if they came from a mature man. dinger season for the oT pea picker acted as host, and the candidates
writer Peer Oppenheimer, should
It Was .heartening : to see the True, he did/ have many bad ..lirieg, from Tennessee. Call it corn or were seated on a bare stage, with
draw avid following: among teen
brit others have proved on tv that
chicks and house fraus who dig wealth of commercials riding with bad. lines can be glossed Over by what you will but he has buttered lecterns off on either “side of each
the fan mags: Production is slick, the offering, “Play of -. The Week” strong actors!; Weighing the scales up. the multi^millions with a.brand speaker. Talking from the seat it¬
this
season
has
such
plays
as
“The
self was disallowed. Then, with
patter is breezy and segues, from
slightly, in his favbr, Homeier was of comedy thpt seems to have an their backs to the camera in the
enduring quality. He tries to be
star to star keep the pace with Dybbuk,” . ’’The Iceman Cometh/’ forced . unnecessarily to . , find
V“Waiting
for
Godot*Upcoming.:
If
foreground,
sat four tv newsmen.
nobody but old Ern and that they
road scenes shot enroute between
After short introductory speeches
looks like even the misses will; of¬ eral. variations on “Aw, C’riion, like.
*
interview locations.
Bobby,”; whenever gueststar Darin,
by
both
men,
the riews correspon¬
fer sonie excitement.
Horo.
It was a. good pick off for which
Initialer had interview!? with
in . the script, acted truculent.
the headirian. can share the credit dents threw questions at each of
Italian star Rossano Brazzl and THE GROUCHO SHOW
Cuts were-, slow, and, in terms with, his guest, George Go.bel, and them, with the other able to com-,
family, vidtaped at home, arid With Groucho Mark, George Fen- of costly brime. tiirie hour telefilm,
ment on the respondent’s answer.
his writers, Howard Leeds and
chirp Connie Francis arid escort at
neman, guests
unprofessional.
The foot drag¬ Norman Paul, who gave them some Finally, there was a short sumup
a miniature golf: links.
Producer: .John Guedel
ging rind awkwardness in lieu of dandies. The music of Harry Gel- by each of the candidates.
Topic was domestic issues, and
Q, and A, by Miss Jordan and Directors: Robert Dwan, Bemie crisp and effective scene shifts was ler’s
“Top 20” singing group was
Miller was of the stuff that upbeats
certainly inexcusable fbr a show of far and away the best of any very little controversy or excite¬
Smith
ment was aroused by either
the femme , fan heart Brazzl Was 30 Mins;, Thurs., 10 p.iu.
its length, and cost!
straight comedy • show.
One of| speaker. Kennedy tied domestic
asked ho\v he liked American girls TONI, P. LORILLARD
Billy May prepared an original- Ford's bbst gags was “Nixon and issues into the international scene
(“they’re well dressed, clean, have NBC-TV, from H’wood
background score in the jazz ver¬ Kennedy, have been around on tv iQ an awkward manner and then
a very nice, good smell”); how he
(Lennen & Newell, North)
nacular and Darirta^ang a song more tiriies than the re-runs of proceeded to challenge the Eisen¬
liked American cooking; who
Although the. brass behind and a half..
Art.
Amos.’n’ Andy.”
hower record. Nixon, In rebuttal,
makes, the better "vife, an Ameri¬ “YoU Bet Your Life” decided to
For a time it looked like Ford replied sweetly as to common goals
can or European girl, and. so pit rewrite, fhe title to “The Groucho
was trying to emulate Bob Hope
Miss Francis was queried exten-r Show” for its lith year ofl tv, they voted, wife that she shaved her with a politically ^tinged monolog. but different philosophies in
ively on the. advantages and dis¬ fortunately have kept to the basics, husband \Vhile he soaked himself The sketch with Gobel of a politi¬ achieving them, and then spouted
the. same comparative statistics in
advantages of going steady;
of the format that has served so in the tub’:.; it was perfect, fodder cal. debate circa 1968 and spon¬ regard to gross national product,
Both, interviewers handled the well through the years, It still falls for Matx and he played it to the sored, no less, didn’t come off as school construction, etc., that he’s
hilt
fbr
lotsa
laughs
arid
kept
it
chaff brightly, and. with the savvy into the comedy-quiz groove and
the. whopper the studio audience been quoting since the convention.
to fandom of the celebs on the re¬ with Groucho Marx at the helm, clean all the way. Other guest was reaction indicated. But there was None of it was new, and none of itceiving end, it should-be iio prob¬ the Toni and P. Lorillard people a guy whose hobby was analysing always, the geetar to accompany very interesting.
lem sustaining the light in future have a good-buy. for the. season; . character through facial character-, two of the. best singing comics (not
The newsmen didn’t help much,
shows. A final seg has Miss Jordan . Marx* of course,. cpiitiriues, as istics: This, too* gave Marx plenty' to exclude Danny Thomas) and It asking the same old questions that
arid Miller parked In the converti¬ the show’s mainstay. With barbs, of rboiri to swing in his nifties.
have
been in the air since Ken¬
was a turn that never missed. Ford
ble; in which they’ve been zooming sallies and- leers- he leads the par¬
The ’-Magic Word” is still part mid the Top 20 closed with a hymn, nedy’s nomination, devoting a great
around Los Angeles* answering ticipants through a merry romp of the show, so are the: routine one of the shqws’ features that deal of time to the Congressional
queries mailed ; in by viewers. that overshadows the actual .quiz¬ questions. and so is announcer leavened the earlier hilarities.
session this summer on which Ken¬
Where they managed to hustle two zing part: of the program.
George Fenrieman,. who has de¬
For the sponsor, Ford, it's the nedy has already been -quoted, and
Viewer letters for the first outing,
On the opening, show (22) one of veloped a perfect attitude tp com- perfect image. Next Thursday the otherwise failing to arouse, pro¬
voke or needle either of the particperhaps a good question for the guests was a blonde lobkeL| JdgmeriL
Jnndoving - may¬ new models will be showing.
answering later this week. Bill.
from Finland who was such a de hem.
Grot.
(Continued on page 54)
Helm, i
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GULF TO NBC: ‘FIRE AT WILL’
>

German Indie TV Gets Underway Jan. 1
As Hassle Holds Up 2d Govt Web

After a promising start weekend before last, when, its new pro¬
grams showed lots of rating muscle, NBC-TV’s. new ; SaturdaySunday program lineup has settled back into an also-ran Arbitron
groove behind champion1 CBS-TV,
By HAZEL GUILD
CBS' “Perry Mason'' .and “Checkmate," the. two hourlong pro- .
By ART WOODSTONE
grams running consecutively from. 7:30 to 9:30 p.ih. Saturdays,
Frankfurt, Sept. 27.
Noblesse Oblige
eased in ahead of both NBC-TV and ABC-TV. On; the 7-city ArWith the fight still going on in
Gulf Oil will spend as much as
San Francisco, Sept. 27.
bitron report “Mason" got 23.1 and 25.3 in its two half-hours,
the West German government
$3,000,000 for NBC News programs
KQED,
Frisco’s
ETV
chan¬
while the NBC hour in opposition, “Bonanza" ran 15.9 and 17.7
about who’s going to operate the
during the next several months.
nel, took an unprecedented
“Checkmate” got 20.7 arid 24:1 in its two half-hours between
second television channel "cre¬
Final, amount will depend, it is
step last night (Mon.). For the
8:30 and 9:30, as NBC's “Tall Mari" pulled 14.1 and the succeeding
ated” on paper by West German
understood; on the number of hard
hour In which the Kennedy“Deputy" got 13.3. “Leave it to Beaver’’ and 'the first half of Law¬
Chancellor
Konrad
Adenauer
hews * stories veepee Bill McAnNixon debate appeared on the
rence Welk on ABC-TV got 13,8 arid 11.1, respectively,
and
called “Deutsches Femsehea
drew’s news department considers
air via commercial outlets,
Sunday, CBS' Ed Sullivan took 8 .to 9 p.m. in a walkaway. The
G.M.B.H.,” the Independent tele¬
worthy of airing.
KQED ran this announcement
seven-city report gave him 22,1 and 25.8 in his consecutive halfr .
vision outfit called “Freies FernseGulf toppers in Pittsburgh, deal¬
on its screen:
hours;: “National yelvet” and “The Tab Hunter Show,” which con¬
hen” is going right ahead with its
ing. directly with NBC brass, have
“Special intermission. We
stitute the NBC competition for Sullivan, hit 12.8 and 12.4, down
plans to put its own second net¬
shaken hands on an unusual sliding
invite you to watch the Nixonsubstantially from their premiere week. The second half of “Mave¬
work on the air starting with a
arrangement Which, of necessity,
Kennedy Debate on Channel*
rick" got 17.2; and‘‘Lawman” at 8:30 got 16,2.
giant
Jan. 1, 1961, production.
leaves in the hands of the network
4, 5 and 7."
However, a different story seems to occur bn Sundays if the
Six American television officials
newsmen the decision as to how
. ARB national report is used instead of; the seveii-market report!
along
with CBS Television sta¬
the sponsor will, spend his money.
On the nationals, “Maverick” at 8 pulls a 24.4,. which beats the
tions prexy Merle Jones arrived
first half of Sullivan, who had a 20. The differential may: in part
The purchase comes on top of
in.Frankfurt
last week and worked
several other success stories for
be due. to ARB's, practice of taking into account in its . national
out an agreement to aid with the
ratings the dissimilarity of the station lineups for each program
NBC News. One of the others Is
production
of
the second television
firm business for the new tv sea¬
on each network.
channel, which has a German cap¬
At 7 p;m. Sunday, the second half of “Walt Disney Presents,”
son of an estimated $12,147,000 not
italization
of
about $12,000,000.
which last weekend assumed this Slot for the first time, lost to the
counting what Gulf will evetually
Freies Fernsehen has just con¬
spend.
first half, of Shirley Temple on NBC-TV. The NBC stanza, on the
tracted
for
a
large
section of land
seven-city, got 13. .to Di.sneyls 9. CBS with football Wasn’t listed
Significance, of the Gulf arrange¬
by Eschborn, near here, to build
at that hour.
ment is not, however, the money
17,000
cubic
meters
of studios
Now. to add to the confusion, there are the Trendex' overnight
it brings NBC. Texaco is ready to
where they will produce their daily
reports; which, on .Sunday,;gave ;tlie n0\v Disney slotting .the 6:30sign a new yearlong contract for
news
show.
to-7:3Q pTm. edge over .the other webs. ABC’s stanza’s first half got
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 27.
the 15-minute Huntley-Brinkley
“Deutsches Fernsehen,” which
12:5 to CBS’ football mark of 10.6 and NBC’s “People Are Funny"
Needs of local, spot non-network
newscast that will bring the net¬
at 8. At 7 p.m. Disney pulled 14.3, CBS’ football 'got 10.8 and
work about $6,500,000, more than time buying are not being served Adenauer set up two months ago
NB.C’s Shirley Temple got 9,1.
; twice what Gulf will spend. Big by. today’s rating practices. Dr. Syd¬ with a flick of his pen, is still in
hews is; that a major sponsor, for ney Roslow, director of Pulse, de¬ the debate stage among the vari¬
the first time in the history of clared at a meeting of the Omaha ous states of West Germany, who
Resent the second channel which
NBC, is willing to pay for news Advertising Club.
Dr; Roslow referred to both tv will cut into the interests of tha
programs as they break.
CBS News has sold tv hews pro¬ arid radio and specifically the sole channel now in existence*
grams without a script, but not present rating practice, of measur¬ whose time Is split among the dif¬
ing specific programs on a quarter-, ferent states. And there has been
hour scale. “I believe the present no actual planning of program¬
ratings scale research Is due for a ming.
KTTV'g
Setup
riauch needed overhaul. You might
So*, the experts feel, either
-T-—
First ' Pulse report ever taken-» . .;t-'-■ - .
even say it is time we scrapped the Deutsches Fernsehen will con¬
Socony-Mobiloil and KTTV,
©n the mushrooming Spanishratings,”
he
declared.
tract
with Freies Fernsehen to put
•We
Ain’t
Mad’
the
L.A.
indie,
serve
as
a
proto¬
language radio audience in New
In his address. Dr. Roslow zeroed. the shows out, or there might be
type for the deal made by
York, figured at near 1,000,000,
. Westinghouse. Broadcasting
three
channels eventually—with
his
attention
,
on
the
kind
of
re-:
Gulf
and
NBC-TV.
finds Fortune Pope’s WHOM far
Corp:, which ended all of its
search which he felt is most needed the West German government op¬
Socony has an arrangement
ahead of its. three substantial com¬
network radio affiliations, some
erating
its new one, Freies Fern¬
from
the
“cooperative-syndicated
with
KTTV
to
sponsor
all
hard
petitors in terms. of its. share of
years ago with the pronounce¬
point of view to service buyer and sehen operating independently,
news remotes (fires, robberies,
thri. predominantly Puerto Rican
ment that.radio had gone inde¬
and
the
various states continuing
seller
alike.”.
Research
problems
accidents
and
other
spot
listeners.
pendent and Webs were no
associated with national networking with their sole channel.
yarns) covered by the fastlonger useful to the chain,
Results aren’t surprising. In view
were
not
explored.
j
The
first
13 weeks for operation
stepping
tv
indie.
had
to
ask
its
former
web;
of the fact that the indie is one of
Instead of quarter-hour program of Freies Fernsehen have already
NBC. for a fayor last week.
the oldest foreign-language special¬
been
planned,
some of the produc¬
ratings,
Dr.
Roslow
proposed
mea¬
Westinghouse
Wanted
toi
ists in. Gotham, has been broad¬
without substituting some general sures of “frequency, reach and tions are finished, and the rest
carry the Kenftedy-Nixon meet¬
casting Spanish-language substan¬
idea of the .topic. As NBC has dis¬ quality." The local spot tv adver¬ are underway.
ings
on
its
radio
stations.
tially since .1947 (in switchover
covered moreover, it has been vir¬ tiser not buying network adjacen¬
Chuckling . slightly at . the
Chief editor of the new group.
from Italian) and presently is the
tually impossible until now to con¬ cies would .like to know “the aver-1 Dr. Konrad Kraemer, says that the
irony, NBC said that it is let¬
only fulltime Spariish-Ianguager on
vince
any advertiser to buy topical age rating at any moment of time” Freies Fernsehen shows will con¬
ting Westinghouse go ahead
..the scene, with a 5 a.tri. to mid¬
news programming well in ad¬ in a long period, such as- three sist generally of short programs, as
with the political pickups,
night all-Latino schedule.
vance;. unless the program hap¬ hours. “Let us assume five spots contrasted with the television
which, are not available direct¬
What is surprising is the margin
pened to be ft national political distributed across a three-hour
ly
to
local
stations.
(Continued on page 56)
by which the outlet leads its com¬
convention or a‘ national election. period is of a certain size . . . Then
petition. . In' the . 5 a.m. to noon
With the compact from Gulf, it the five spots may be multiplied by
period,; where WHOM and WADO.
the
size
factor
to
yield
the
mea¬
becomes apparent that NEC has
(the. Bartel! station, ex-WOV) com¬
achieved much the same prestige sure of frequency of impressions."
pete. head.on * Spanish, WHOM
The second rireasure of reach was
position as rival CBS News—that
pulls a 55% share vs. 14% for
of being able to sell programs Illustrated by Pulse’s cumulative
WADO, At noori to 6 p;pi., where
audience
measurements, geared to
mostly on the strength of . a depart¬
WBNX is in Spanish fulltime,, the
mental reputation. (It is unknown find the total audience in different
boxscore: is WHOM. 59%, WBNX,
time
spans.
Qualitative research
Whether Huntley or Brinkley—who
9% and WADO . ( which Cuts off its
at the recent conventions did so “will define the audience in terms
Spanish broadcasts at 3>, 8%. At
of the characteristics the advertiser
much
to
enhance
the
NBC
rep—
Robert Herridge has been set to
6 p.m. to midnight;, only fulltime
needs to know for his market,"
will be part of the Giilf deal.)
Competitor in. Spanish is WWRL,
In his attack against present pro¬ guest-produce two “CBS Television
NBC was willing to comment cn
(Continued on page 54)
gram
rating
practices
on
the
local
Workshop”
segments this fall, and
ABC-TV, to compete with Jack the Gulf; deal, but other reliable level, Dr, Roslow said “Let us con¬ CBS-TV eastern program veep
sources steadily maintained it’s, sider the seller of broadcast time
Paar . NBC-TV, . is thinking of been consummated.
—the station. What can be hoped Mike Dann is negotiating with Bob
filling 11 p.i
to midnight, Mon¬
The sale was made during a trip
Banner and Gordon Duff to un¬
(Continued on page 54)
days through Fridays, with reruns to Pittsburgh by NBC prexy Bob
dertake guest-producer stints as
of hourlbng Wafner Bros, telefilms. Kintner, who was. accompanied for
well. Albert McCIeery, of course,
the presentation last week by spe¬
If the web' goes through with the cial program sales chief Ed
continues as regular “Workshop"
plan, it -won’t begin until some¬ Friendly, McAndrew’s No. 2 man
producer.
time during the ’61-’62 season.
Julian Goodman, and Ed Byron,
Two Herridge shuws will be
Cincinnati, Sept. 27.
•Warners,, which makes many
i Continued on page 56)
Washington, Sept. 27,
afred Nov. 20 and Dec. 18. First
Shaping for. operations in larger, hourlong telefilm programs in the
Radio session of the first Nation¬ will be “The Sound of Words and
markets, Taft Broadcasting Co., action-adventure vein for ABC-TV.
al Assn, of Broadcasters Fall Con¬
-headquartered here has sold its still
doesn’t have enough rerun
ference will feature discussion of Music,” with Robert Shearer as
WBIR TV-AM-FM stations in Knox¬ material to program five nights a
the new NAB Radio Code program, director. Second will be an adapta¬
ville, Tenn., to WMRC, Inc., Green¬ week, unless both parties are will¬
engineering efficiency and radio tion of Leonid Andreyev’s “The
ville, S. C:, for $3,250,000.
ing, to use repeats of old “Mavr.
Seven That Were Hanged.”
public relations.
I
Purchaser operates WFBC-TV erick.” “Cheyennes," “77 Sunset
The session, to be held In At¬
and radio stations in Greenville Strips," etc: while new episodes of
lanta Oct. 14, will also be high¬
and WORD radio in Spartanburg, these series are still, running in
lighted by a talk by C. L. “Chet”
SC:
prime time on the same web. There
Thomas, v e e p e e of KXOX, St.
London, Sept. 27.
Sale of the Knoxville holdings, are few Warner, skeins that failed,
A block of 584,000 non-voting Louis.
said Hulbert Taft Jr., president,: but one is “The Alaskans," which shares in Tyne Tees. Television is
The Radio Code discussion,
provides his company with “lever¬ could go into rerun immediately. going on the market this week. The dubbed “Self-Regulation Equals
Frederick Heider, a staff pro¬
age needed for acquisition of prop¬
The. network Is moving ahead stock which has a p$1r yaiue of 28c, Self-Interest,” will be handled by ducer for 10 years with ABC-TV, is
erties” in bigger markets.
slowly: on this across-the-board ; being offered at $3.65. The issue John F. Meagher, NAB vicepresl- leaving Oct. 15 to produce some of
WBIR: radio operated in Knox^ spread opposite Paar. Few details was advertised . yesterday (Mon.) dent for radio, together with Elmo the “Bell Telephone Hour” pro¬
ville for many years ; and opened exist, since both Warners and ABC arid application. lists vvili open and Ellis, WSB, Altanta, Vince Wasil- grams on NBC-TV. Bell exec pro¬
its tv station in August, 1957. Taft must wa(t until at least rhid-seasqri close on Thursday (29).
ewski, NAB v.p. .for government, ducer Barry Wood has him lined
company;.acquired 100% ownership to see how the current rash of tv
The company which has been op¬ and Frank Gaither, WSB, Atlanta. up for the Oct. 28 and Ncv. 11 edi¬
last year..
film product fares in .first run.
erating as a commercial tv pro¬
A. Prose Walker, NAB manager tions.
Taft vide© arid radio stations are
Also, the plan was hatched prior grammer :• in the . Newcastle area of engineering, will report on pnr
Heider’s big ABC mark was
In Cincinnati : and Columbus, O., to the FCC rule cuttirig back net¬ since January last year, made a ress ..of the National Stereophonic made as head of the now defunct
Lexington, Ky., and Birmingham, work option time by a half-hour profit of about $270,000 in the Radio Comitttee’s efforts, While “Voice of Firestone.” His last ABCAla
a night, which- seemingly would year ended last April. An interim NAB p.r. chief John Couric will TV assignment, before switching ta
Clifford B. Marshall of Black¬ make it that much harder for a divvy of 40% is forecast for next review current activities in the his Bell contract deal, was as pro¬
burn & ;C6:V was station broker, in. network to get affils to: go along January; aihd a final distribution of public activities iii the public re¬ ducer of “Music for a.Rummer
the WBIR transfer.
i with, latenight: programming.
i . 70% in July.
lations field.
'Night,” which went off last week.

'Overhaul Local

WB Hour Reruns
As ABCs Threat
To Paar in W

Herridge, Others
On ‘Workshop

NARRATES FALL
RADIO CONFERENCES

Heider Exiting ABC-TV
For NBC ‘BeA’ Series
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SEASON SHAPE UP?
Although it’s too earlyior firm predictions, there already are some straws
in the wind. A look at the first big week of the season may give you a
hint of things to come. It was a week of new shows on Networks Y and Z

,..5k hours of them: Aquanauts, Checkmate, Tab Hunter, Tall Man,
National Velvet, The Thriller and Shirley Temple, all lending their sup¬
port to the schedules. Despite this, and with no premieres, ABC-TV came
up with a clear victory in half-hour firsts for the week. A quick glance
at the chart shows that ABC won on four nights and tied on Sunday. As
for those losing nights, let’s wait for our own premieres. We have a
few hot ones coming up, including Hong Kong on Wednesdays at 7:30
and The Roaring 20’s on Saturdays at 7:30. In the next five or six weeks,
when the dust settles and the regular viewing habits are being formed,
we’ll be watching the ratings, with you. Particularly in the competitive
markets—which are the true proving ground for audience acceptance.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
THIS IS YOUR LIES
I SEE CHICAGO
LARAMIE
HT GARDNER SHOW
With Marilyn Gardner, Betty Hut¬ With John Smith, Robert Fuller, With Merv Griffin,June Havoc, With Ralph Edwards, Bob Warren, With Fahey Flynn.Irv Kupdneft,
Celeste Holm, Darrin McGavin. : . announcer
Julie London, Claude Akins,
Frank Reynolds, John Harrington, Evangelina Callas, Love B.
Julanne . Wright, Kay Laridy. Producer: Alex Gruenberg
Eddy Waller, others
; ton* Joe Diehl, mol. Angle;. Joey
Woods
Vince
Morrow,
Schenectady Director: Dick Gottlieb
Exec Producer: Richard Lewis
Bishop,,■George Raft, others
Producer: Bob Eberle
Light Opera Company, State Tax 30 Mins., Sun., 10:30 p jn._
Producers:. John Champion, Win¬
Director: Tom Reynolds
Exec Producer:. Charles Hinds
Coriuinissioner Joseph H. Mur¬ BLOCK DRUG CO.
ston Miller
60 Mins.: Sat.. 12 Midnight
Directors: Bill Robbins, Phil Bonphy, Congressman Samuel S. NBC-TV, from H’wood
Director: Lesley Selander
WOR-TV, N.Y. (tape)
delli, Barry McKinley
Stratton, George Reading, Ernie
(Grey)
Writers: Hal Fisher, Bob- Allison*
N.Y. Herald Tribune columnist. Writer; Jerry Adelraan
Tetrarilt, others
.
Hinds
Hy Gardner, introduced by his 60 Mins.; Tues., 7:30 p.m,.
NBC-TV apparently believes 'lit
Producer::' Robert Boggs
partner-wife. Marilyn, as “origina¬ PARTICIPATING
the motto, “Where there’s ‘Life’ 60 Mins., Wed. (21), 9 p.m.
Directors: Leonard Sarneckl, Hal there?s hope.” That’s evident in the ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE
tor of the unrehearsed talk [show, NBC-TV (film)
Grene
The defection of Hoagy Car¬
now in its seventh year," opened
network’s shift of Its established WBBM-TV, Chicago (film & tape)
well on its new Channel 9 j(RKO michael from the regular cast this 150 Minutes* Friday (23), 8:30 p.m. audience-puller, “This Is. Your
(N, W. Ayer)
General* outlet in Manhattan i'after season has left “Lairanrie” bereft WRGB-TV# Schenectady
Life” into; the-10:30-1.1 p.m, Sun¬ : Like those satellites that failed,,
several seasons on Metropolitan’s of its single offbeat feature," and
The area’s first spectacular in day slot opposite CBS-TV’s. powerr the documentary “I See Chicago”
Channel 5> with what was patently ! the series started its second term prime evening time, “Happy Birth¬ house, “What’s My Line?” In mak¬ was just about to orbit when, some¬
an unrehearsed and seemingly un- I last week in totally ..undistin¬ day” marked the. first anniversary ing the move, NBC is now battling thing went wrong arid sent it spin¬
■predictable emotional scene involv¬ guished fashion. However, .there’s of “Gear Up In Schenectady For the CBS “Line”-news-“Late Show” ning down. The first two segments
ing Betty Hutton and her band- j probably no cause for alarm. As a Tomorrow" (job-creating project), parley on an almost-equal. time
leader-discoverer, Vincent Lopez. strictly conventional saddle-soaper, with program hitting an uneven basis instead of trying* to; take the meshed beautifully, but the sput¬
It became somewhat of a profes¬ it should hold up well enough in. level of message and entertain¬ play away from the competition by tering began in. the third, and by
sional crying jag, apparently! doing its early evening slot where it . can ment. Merv Griffi , of NBC’s beginning a feature film at 10:30 the; final (seventh) segment it had
all fallen apart. In the autopsy, the
a kiss-and-make-up ton camera) corral a juve audience and besides, “Play; Your Hunch,” emceed the pim.
flaw seems/to be that the footage
after an announced schism of sev¬ those grownup fans who favor the ambitious, if? not entirely success¬
was shot first and the “I See”
“Life,”
which
moved
into
the
eral years.
old-fashioned. oats. The only adult ful, videocasL
new’ time period for the start of its theme dreamed, up as ari afterf
Under Gardner's forthright prod¬ thing about “Laramie” is that the
With
the
best
of
public
service
ninth
consecutive
season
last
Sun¬
ding, another, more serious, side of heroes kiss the girls at the finish, intentions, it is possible that the day night (25), is followed by 10 thought. ;
This hoiirlorig orie-shot for Illi¬
the quondam “America’s NoJ 1 jit¬ and not their horses.
Coriimittee and General iriinutes of news and then a feature nois Bell 'Telephone was probably
It's amazing how* serviceable GUTS
terbug” asserted itself, bringing
Electric (owner of WRGB) would
for a five-minute jump on the brie of the: most expensive programs
• out her basic insecurity, marital those old western plots and hack¬ have been, wiser to cut the show pic
disappointments, p r o f e s s i|o n a 1 neyed heroics can be. The first to either 30 to, 60 minutes. A more “Late Show’,” Whether this change ever put together for local exr
savvy instilled since she found episode was riddled with ’em, and compact presentation riiight well in'programming will pay off for posure. It was conceived; more than
herself a star, at 15, of Billy Rose’s it played as a slick and swift hour. have “sold” , the theme iriore effec¬ NBC remains to ■ be seen. In any a year ago, when the sponsor was
terms of four such
Casa Manana, on Broadway; “I There was never any question howr tively, and framed the more solid event, the Ralph Edwards show thinking - /
never had a chance to ‘grow tip’ ”), the story would, turn out, arid yet portions of the^ entertainment more qualifies as a good competitive bet specs on a sort of “Wide Wide. Chi¬
and her frank dim view' of the1 there’s a certain pleasure in watch¬ compellingly. tighter organization, for “Line” although the panel cago’’ peg. Dissatisfied with the
agency and sponsorial impresarios ing it happen according to formula. sharper direction, quicker camera- show', has obviously become a Sun¬ pilot that was made several months
day night habit for many viewers. later. Bell shelved the idea for: a
that dominate commercial televi¬
There was the dangerous-seem¬
The sugary, biographies and soap seasoii and then had WBBM-TV
sion. She insisterf'on naming Gen¬ ing gambling lady who’s really a shifting* closer atteiitiori. to sound
eral Foods and Benton & Bowles, goodie, and three bad brothers out and sound balance, would have Opera dramatics of the show, which go back into > production;.
been
both
desirable
and
helpful.
Edwards
treated, owns and emcees,
by name, in connection with the to get the marshall wjn» put them
Shiotir purported to look at the
The .first . 35 minutes were par¬ have human interest appeal and as
fiasco attendant to her video; spec behind bars, the ex-marshall who’s
metropolis: through the
Lopez’s penchant for numerology helpless because , he’s hurt.-his. ticularly slow and OverJocalized. such rate as strong, femme fare. midwest"
eyes
pf ficticious individuals in dif¬
—he does a periodic column for the shooting hand, and one hero who: Griffin, who apparently had not “Line” is also considered, to have
Her-Trib's TV Mag, of which jGard- wants to help and one who doesn’t. been on the scene long enough, a big distaff audience and on. that fering occupatioris, a . device which,
ner is editor—asserted itself jin his There were numerous heroics over tended to' speak as though the pro¬ basis there might be some conflict; allowed vignetes of , the city awak¬
forecast that “this w as to be Betty’s the lady in distress, including the gram were aimed only at Schenec- among the women as to which of ening; the open air,market oil Max¬
well St., the steel mills, the night¬
-biggest year.” whereupon she re¬ inevitable saloon fight and the old tadiaiis (a name he mispronounced). the shows to watch.
life arteries, the cultural emporia,
called “never having enough to runaway horses bit. And finally It was not until Newsman George
This season's getaway “Life” bio the . motorized police, and, ill-ad- ,
eat”; that Lopez “bought rne my there was the showdown in the Reading* in an interview’ with Re¬ was vdevoted to a mother, whose
first steak—all to myself”; arid her street; with the. good guys nailing publican Congressional Candidate sacrifices on. behalf of her children visedly, the Crusade of Mercy.
penchant, to this day. for steak their men. More than a formula, it Si Wright of Oneonta, suggested combined with her successful
Best episodes were (he first two
four times a day, some days, in¬ was practically a ritual.
the: problem of creating jobs was campaign for the erection of a arid the one of the. police task
cluding breakfast.
Guest star Julie London en¬ “riot local but regional,” that the church in the Ohio town where she force at work. The steel mills, seg¬
Gardner referred to a Look mag hanced the outing with her good proper, perspective was put on the lives, warranted the recognition ment seemed to come from an inr
Interview wherein the comedienne looks, but Claude Akins gave a show’s theme. After all, WRGB given her. But, the manner in dustrial film, and neither it nor
recalled her childhood in a: drab weak performance as the pathetic included, viewers . some.. 125 miles which the program recapitulated Paul Angle’s lecture on. th6 Cultur¬
nighborhood and remarked that it marshall. John Smith and Robert or more distant, in three or four her deeds and accomplishments was al bigness of Chicago were legiti¬
was fortunate she had a profes¬ Fuller wore strapping cowboy states.
strictly for the “Life Can Be Beauti¬ mate vignettes. Irv Kupciriet’s
sional outlet to let her riseiabove heroes with plenty of sex appeal.
When Congressman. Samuel S. ful” addicts. The woman, who rounds of his nightclub beat had
it. Miss Hutton’s ambition tp start
Lei.
Stratton,
cariie
on,
an
hour
after
his
emigrated to the U.S. from Greece its rewards but was marred by the
a “Show Business Farm” for unrival, he spoke of the new-jobs and didn’t learn to read or write obviously staged-for-televisiori. iriderpriviledged kids was also dis¬
till
the age of 40, was Ohio’s terviews with George Raft and Joey
situation
as
one
pertaining
to
the
cussed with Gardner observing CELEBRITY GOLF
Bishop.
*
“that would make a real good mag¬ With Harry Von Zell, Bob Hope, Northeast, all the way down to “Mother of America for 1958.”
Jess*
The show possibly tried to
West
Virginia.
Stratton
introduced
azine story or even a book.’’
Sam Snead
achieve too much in an hour. Grado
It was in this segment, as; coun¬ Exec. Producer: . Norman Black¬ somewhat of a. political note, by
it “A” fot;-' Ambitiousness. Les.
referring to the “depressed, areas”
terpoint to Miss Hutton’s colloqui¬
burn
bill which he had cosponsored and GEORGIA FOOTBALL HIGH¬
alisms <“that doesn’t bug. me”; Director: Norman McLeod
LIGHTS
which
the
president
had
vetoed.
“make the scene.” etc.) that j a new’ Writer: Victor McLeod
Stratton also, read a telegram.from With Wallace Britts. Ed Thllenins I960 TV FASHON HERALD
Betty Hutton image emerged. 30 Mins., Sun., Sept, 25. 5 p.m.
With Julie Dane, Diane Strock,
Democratic Presidential Candidate Producer-Writer: Thilenius
(This w'as in sharp contrast Ito the KEMPER INSURANCE
Producer: Sidney Pike
John F. Kennedy eongratulatirig 60 Mins., Sunday, I p®.
madcap behaviorism on Jack Paar’s NBC-TV (film)
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Director: Robert Kinkead
the
GUTS
committee
and
pledging
show’ earlier in this week, to which
Writer: Jess Cain.
(Clinton Frank Inc.)
WAGA-TV,
Atlanta.
his- continued support. Stratton
Gardner also made reference).
The Sunday intellectual ghetto registered like the. professional
60
Mins;, 8 p.m. Sat. (17)
While*
U
of
Georgia
is
located
In
Miss Hutton conceded her bound¬ of tv is a vanishing slum. It’s rap¬
BOSTON
SUNDAY HERALD
telepasteir that he is having used Athens, It is just a scant 75 miles
less energy had caused Bob Hope’s
idly
being
razed
for
the
gridiron,
WHDH-TV,
Boston (color)
from
Atlanta,
so
city
is
overflow¬
both
tv
and
radi
throughout
his
caps to be knocked off in alj Para¬
the
diamond,
the
gym
and
the
Latest
in Hub. tint channel’s
ing with football fans who follow,
political career.
mount filming scene, hut balked on
(WHDH-TV) series, of high style
fortunes
of
school's
gridiron
Bull¬
recalling a Keenan Wynn episode links. Latest project, NBC’s "Celeb¬
(To keep the political balance,
spectaculars,, which have made it
—“you’d be off the air, Hv, but rity Golf,” cut its inaugural rib¬ Reading quipped,, as Stratton dogs:
bons on a New York tele afternoon ,
I’ll tell you after the.show'.’?*
Wallace Butts is head coach of the* outstanding color tv fashion
signed Off,.“Thank. Mr. Nixon, too,”
that
featured
four
pro
'football
When the curtain is down, and
Ernie T0trau.lt, who scoreboarded Bulldogs1 and Ed Thilenius broad¬ statibri around, was hour-lpng “TV
she is alone with her thoughts— telecasts, the Yankees heating the job openings in interviews. with casts their games on a statewide Fashion Herald,’.’, cliriiaxing a full
period—-“when the musicians and Red Sox for the American League Schenectady businessmen arid fac¬ radio network. Their mission Sun¬ week Of special daytime halfhours
the stagehands have gone,” She ob¬ pennant and a kids’ studio dance tory owners read a congratulatory day (18) In televising official films presenting latest in wearables for
served, “it’s something else again.” party on Channel 13 that was a telegram to GUTS from U. S. Sen¬ of game played In Birmingham was milady:
Three years’ experierice in. both
She plans calling her autobiog¬ wrestling match of sorts..
saddened because Coach Bear
If the opener was, lost -in the ator. Kenneth Keating.
tv fashion shows arid extensiv .
raphy, “Baekstage—You Can
The. professionals naturally out¬ Bryant’s U. of ^Alabama Crimson colorcasting paid off haridfloniely,
Have!”
“When they’ve all cut welter of events elsewhere, the
Tiders
Shellacked
Georgia
21
to
6
with brisk-paced, wellrmounted,
out,” she concluded, “it’s thie lone- celeb ingredient should gain audi¬ shone the . local talent. A mixed the day before.
ence as the season develops. “Ce¬ iehsome from Schenectady Light
somest business in the world.”
production . . that
To add to Georgia Alumni dis¬ glowirigl.y-hued
Love B. Woods, lessee-manager lebrity Golf” is a kind of mock Opera Company came through
presented 20 top models in a total
of Harlem’s Theresa Hotel, to sporting event, anyway, since the nicely. Local songstress, Fulvia comfort was the fact that contest of 120, stunning outfits. ."
which the Castroites converted element of competition is removed. Brun, chose to jazz up a standard was NCAA’s Game of the Week
Bob Kinkead drew the assign¬
after checking into a midtovyn hos¬ Nobody would be move surprised ballad that,. cOupled with camera seen on a national tv hookup. Such ment of being the first to make full
telry, revealed little other than than the producers if one of the 'close-up's, must have caused viewer a sorrow for loyal Georgians.
use of JVVHDH-TV’s -exterisive
Butts was philosophical about production facilities for a; major
that the Cubans had been in. neg¬ show’ biz talents pitted against top wincing:
otiation for rooms preceding the pro Sam Snead ever, lucked out
The two most absorbing. Inter¬ defeat, admitting that Georgia staff show. Kirikeald staged the opus "
was;
outcoadhed from the start: huge 80 by 50 foot studio, rising
Shelbourne check-in.
with a win in the nine-hole match views w ere videotapes with Darrin
Mr. Love was a “p-eace, it’s won¬ play, it’s a distant cousin of the McGavin and June Havoc—made Thiienius spent most of his time four ;RCA color cameras. With. di¬
derful” guest. He couldn’t j be led pro match play films viewed else¬ while they -were guesting lat area trying to. console Butts.
rection one of the key factors in
Thilenius did the narration and, so complivated an undertaking,
on by Gardner’s “chickerii-pluck- where.
strawhats. Ajq unidentifiea young
ing” and alleged cooking irt: rooms
Initialer had comedian Bob Hope nian, presumably Tom McDun- Butts contributed a bit of fill-in* Kinkead rates kudos for a flawless
talk
as
the:
action
unfolded
on
the
at the Shelburne; but he admitted in a dead serious and futile chase riough, of WRGB summer staff,,
performance: '
a daily cash settlement af the 2 of the Texas hotshot (Snead birdr quizzed McGavin. Attractive Sun- screen. A change of pace was . of¬
Also flawless was ori-air perform¬
p.m. checkout time and conceded led him three holes in a row). rile Jennings, introduced June fered at quarters arid halftiirie with; ance by top Boston model, Julie
that, since the Castro party has While Hope is no duffer, the dis¬ Havoc; also Celeste Holm, who introduction •«*£- players of the Dairie. ; who doubles regularly as
week,
shapely
majorettes
and
cheer
established credit, he would not be parity of golf talent was a joke, spoke briefly but feelingly of her
WHDH-TVr’s fashion hostess and
Luce.
so technical and would eyen ac¬ and Hope quipped about it in work with the United Nations leaders.
commentator, including fronting!
cept checks. It was drawn out of standard fashion during the post Refugee Committee. AIL three ex¬
for station’s year bid Fasliibri=Firsts"
him that Fidel had put a curb on mortem, which is the best seg of changes wer
:
*
line with the offered ft comedy segment. Strik¬ production.
indiscriminate check-signing in the show. Snead was a fair quip- GUTS effort..
ingly dressed* she portrayed a
Jess Cai , ex-N.Y. video and vidthe public diningrooms ancl bars. ster himself. At the wind,, he in¬
It would have added consider¬ scattered-brain applicant for a key- film actor, :.now half of WHDHT
Mrs. Evangelina Callas, Imofher structed the comedian on how to ably to the show to have taken puricher’s position (one of the Radio’s, early airiv. funnyjnen and
of Maria, who has not spoken to drop a six-foot putt; When Hope cognizance of Miss Havoc’s and “openings” tabbed on program). music team, made a successful
her for 10 years (“in 1950, when I surprised himself ahd the gallery McGaviii’s tales,' and: spliced them, Griffin did. riot identify hli better- switch to straight scripting. In; ad¬
was 51, my daughter wrote me she
into the. Schenectady project,
half until, the conclusion;
dition to writing the show* CTain.
could send me no money arid sug¬ by dropping the put, Snead said
Griffin’s better moments came Handsome Vinca Morrow crooned spelled Miss Dane from time-tor
gested I get a job”), essentially simply, “happens every time!”
during
the
latter
part
of
the
pro¬
smoothly,
in
two
spots.
Kay
Lantime
with narration of imaginative
Golf action clipped and. packed
shilled for her just-published book.
Gardner, now that he’s ; on the Into the format with, commercials gram, when he sang., and played dy, once of WRGB’s “Hospitality and artful bridges that set the pro¬
House”
and
former
Arthur
God¬
duction’s
underlying theme, of ele¬
competently
arid
wove
in.
a
bit
and
all
is
occasionally,
abortive
and
RKO-General outlet, seemingly is
His frey Talent Scout aspirant (she gance.
adhering to the same surefire 60- confusing. Aside from editing from “Play Your Hunch.”
quips
-mildly
amused
at
times;
subbed
for
Jeanette
Davis
on
the1
Producer
Sid Pike wrapped it all
cuts,
however,
Norman
McLeod’s
minute formula of topically news¬
slightly ques¬ Godfrey show), struck her finest up in an engaging bundle, with,
worthy names—Mrs. Callas and direction .of the match at Lakeside others sounded
fashion
and
production .coordina¬
tionable
taste.
An
exchange
with
vocal
pitch
during
the
show’s
lat¬
Golf
Club,
Hollywood,
was
mostly
Love—and the bulwark in-depth
tion by Taylbr-Walker Associates,
Schenectady Mayor, Malcolm Ellis, ter half.
expert and even.
interview’.
sets
by
Henri
Lion arid .technical
highlighted
Griffin’s
first
stanza;
State
Tax
Commissioner,
Joseph
Veteran
of
the
dulcet
tones
Gardner personally handles most
of the commercials when Marilyn Harry Von Zell did a fine savvy Admittedly, Griffin undertook a A. Murphy, and Deputy Commerce prOductibri crews totalling . nearly
40
personsi
.probably
the largest
Commissioner*
.Ronald
Peterson,
long;
difficult
assigriment
with
a
job
on
the
commentary
arid
was
a
(Mrs. Gardner) doesn’t; both are
could havo beat Used more im¬ group ever involved, in any single
most polished intercedarit during minimurii of rehearsal:
generous with the hard-sell.
Guy.
Joco» .... Hub video production.
Julanne Wright (Mrs. Griffin), portantly.
the wrapup seg.
Bill. .
jAbel.
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*1 IN SPONSM SALES
FOR A NEW
SYNDICATION SERIES!
4

TWO FACES VEST
Starring

CHARLES BATEMAN
in the DUAL Role
of the Brothers January

Record sales to top sponsors and advertisers across the countiy—
that's the big news about syndication’s newest and most exciting
success story-TWO FACES WEST.
This new action-charged frontier series will debut on 146 stations
by mid-October with a record number of regional and local adver¬
tisers already signed.
Included are such multi-market sponsors as:
Drewiy’s Beer, LaBatt’s Beer, Jax Beer, Coors Beer, Utica Club Beer,
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco, Ford, P&R Macaroni, Standard Oil of Texas,
Miles of California, KroOger Stores and D-X Sunray Gas.
How about TWO FACES WEST for your market? There are still a few
choice availabilities open!
Call us today
for full details...

6
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

SOME ENCHANTED EVENINGS
iVfth Edmund Hockridge, Dennis
Letis, Shirley Eaton, Helena
Scott, Nicolette Roeg, Irving
Davies. Inia Wiata. John Hewer,
Peter Gilmore, Prince Littler,
Wolf Mankowitz, Cyril iDrnadel
erch, Cliff Adams Singers
Director: Peter Croft
Writer: David Croft
55 Mins., Wed., 8:30 p.m. ji
Associated-Rediffusion from Lon¬
don
Associated-Rediffusion’s i' tribute
to Oscar Hammerstein 2dj turned
out to be “a quick rundown of a
fantastic credit list.” to quote inter¬
locutor Wolf Mankowitz. Not much
was said that was new or revealing
fllurnt the man and his qualities,
either by Prince Littler who de¬
livered an obviously teleprompted
foreword in his capacity of Drury
Lane Theatre topper, or by Manko¬
witz who nevertheless did touch on
Hammerstein’s sentimentality and
the requirements that make a good
lyric writer. Total output, age. the
composers collaborated with (Rod¬
gers was the only cleffer men¬
tioned)—these, at random, were
omissions. There were plenty more.
As a program. It could of course
scarcely miss in the music; depart¬
ment. But as so often withi British
spectaculars, there was a good deal
of trying to inject novelty for
novelty’s sake. Hardly anyone could
sing without there being ! dancers
in the background, often pointlessly. And aren’t the ;original
orchestrations
to
the
Rodgers
showtunes good enough?It was
not necessary to convey the major <
content, of course, numbers picked
from shows ranging from “Sunny”
to ‘‘The King and I.” some of the
staging inevitably failing to do
justice to the original (•‘Oklahoma"
being a prime example'. Highlights
just had to be a couple of clips
from the films of ‘‘South Pacific”
and ‘‘The King and I.”
All the artists worked with a
will, even if individuals didn’t al¬
ways get the right kind of number.
As an instance, Shirley Eaton who
has a pleasant but not overstrong
voice, was required to render the
zippy, forte "June Is Bustin’ Out
A11 Over.” while the dancers-did a.
kind of Spanish fandango/ If any¬
one were to be singled jout for
honors, it would be Helepa Scott
from the London cast of ‘‘The Most
Happy Fella.” Final verdict: dis¬
appointing. but okay for some solid,
ratings.
Erni.
FALSTAFF
With Geraint Evans. Ilva JJgabue,
Oralia Dominguez, Sesto Bruscantini,
Juan
Oncina; Anna
Maria
Rota, Mariella Adani,
Hughes Cuenod, Marco jStefanoni, Mario Carlin, Harold. Wil¬
liams. Glyndebourne chorus bal¬
let, and orch
Producers:
Peter Ebert, Noble
Wilson
Composer: Verdi
Musical Director: Vittorio |Gul
145 Mins.r Thurs., 9 p.m. |
BBC-TV, from London
!;
One of the high spots of: the an¬
nual opera festival at Glynde¬
bourne, Sussex. Verdi's “Falstaff”
was relayed complete, with a 15minute interval, from the operahouse. It made an artistic event of
the first order, and some; of the
enjoyment must have spilled over
to non-addicts who. stayed with it.
Justly acclaimed as a stage pro¬
duction, there was little fault to
find with the singing, or i the im¬
maculate Royal Philharmonic Orch
under Vittorio Gui. Welsh bari¬
tone Geraint Evans gave one of
the great modern portrayals as the
paunchy Falstaff, and the perform¬
ance stood up well to the searching
tv eye. As the scheming women
who engineered his downfall. Ilva
Ligabue and Oralia Dominguez
were superb. And the dulcet pair
of young lovers w'ere haunt ingly
created by Juan Oncina and Mari¬
ella Adani.
The production, which went out
on Eurovision, was content to re¬
cord stage events, including a shot
of the orchestra in action and audi¬
ence reactions. This was the right
decision, for there’s no I; denying
that operatic conventions don’t suit
the intimacy of tv and it's better
not to shirk the fact. Peter Ebert,
who had re-staged father Carl’s
production for Glyndebourne, was
ia partnership with Noble Wilson

J&suElfr
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blackened the East and blithely entirely through any fault of the erice.
Not all “It's A Square
whitened the West, like characters producers, the motion didn’t real¬ World” . clicked, but mbit of it
in anoldf ashioned melodrama, that, ly jell in the event The original evoked hearty yocks. Thegagster
it damaged its own case. Without filiri made in 1944 by a Tine di¬ used just about all his resources
making any plea for the Russians rector; . Humphrey Jennings, had and whether he was: indulging in
here, they surely had reason for a poetry and emotionalism that an argumerit with a deputation .of
bombarding Berlin in 1945; but the Inevitably made the' subsequent cartoon, characters protesting at
program painted them as ruthless mundane comments of not particu¬ the employment of live actors, in¬
bloodlusters who hammered a piti¬ larly articulate characters fall flat. terlinking alleged remote broad¬
ful, defenseless populace without
Elaine Grand conducted the casts .On football, chess/and showcause. No reference-was there: as to actual interviews sympathetically, juiriping' giving battle to a tactical¬
Germany’s own -atrocities, and the ■ but elicited from miner Goronwy ly-minded worn* in a windowbox or.
wDuidbe herrenvolk were depicted ■! arid farmer Alan, for instance, both ribbing: a wellknpwn ad on the
sympathetically as . shivering, in¬ of whom figured, as quietly heroic commercial channel by parodying
nocent refugees.
contributors to the war effort in it as . art award-winning^ Japanese
Right from 1943 on, in fact, so the original pib; nothing much film; he used them all to admirable
THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW
the program led viewers to believe, more than, that mining, arid Tim¬ effect.
With Carol Burnett. Milt Kamen: Russia has been the West’s grim ing had had a better deal these : Correctly, Bentine played his
. the Monn-Keys, Kenny Baker
enemy.. This 'historical inaccuracy, last few years. Nobody shone with stuff absolutely straight. His col¬
Director: Eric Fawcett
for a start, illustrates the deter¬ enthusiasm or tolled with, regret laborators in this spree followed
30 Mins., Fri., 8:55 p.m. .
mined slanting that marred the for the world today. Not -one-/in-. suit, with Benny Lee singing a
Granada TV,, from... Manchester
survey throughout. And due to the ! terviewee even mentioned the H number from BBC-TV’s “Riverside
This middling half-hour was al¬ apparent blind hate that .governed [’bomb. Only young Timothy., now Studios” up to the waist in water
most a repeat dose of a recent Gra¬ the program,, some events were not .; an upright; lad, said anything till attacked; by a shark /(they car¬
nada “Variety Show,” thus proving ; sufficiently clarified for the lay- 1 really substantial, that he was of¬ ried, the shark by on a stretcher,
next'scene); and with Dick Emery,
thrift If nothing, else. Three of the ; m ; Not . made explicit, for. ex¬ fended by the color bar.
All the same* the program was Clive /Dunn, and .Others serving a
four acts, Carol Burnett and. Milt ample. was what caused the breach
Kamen, from the U,S. and the i between the occupying powers arresting stuff, as it had to be fast meal ori.ari express-plus boat
Monn-Keys. from Norway, were all; that led to the famous airlift. k
when the Jennings 'film- took up train that pulled up in Dover Har¬
Visually there was some telling its greater part. Throughout, Rich¬ bor (“Back a ’bit.” instructed Beridoing the same stuff again.
|
Carol Burnett, an amiably gawky ; stuff, expertly edited, and the ard Attenborough acted as sincere, tiner peering through a periscope).
comedienne, kicked off with some blame for any failure must be sympathetic interlinker, himself Production Was. fast, sure and pol¬
Erni.
agreeable take-offs of singers. Ex¬ placed squarely at the dbor of capturing that emotionalism that ished..
ample: the girl who went French Henry Fairlie .who wrote and nar¬ the
post-picture
conversations
rated.
His
(filmed)
.interviews
with
with a beret and practically killed
lacked and raising unanswered, the
herself smoking a cigarette^ during refugees
appeared
c a refu 11 y kind of question that ought to have
her number. Burnett’s a girl with selected .to prove a preconceived been followed up: “Is coinfort and
nifty ideas, blit without the needle- point, his questioning of Willi irioney all that the Timothys, born
sharp wit to make them lempr- Brandt allowed the West Berlin i in those terrible wartime days and
Sunday Night at. (he Palladium
r to dodge unpleasant issues..
young men, really, need?”
able.
Chief innovation of this “Sun-,
v uhirhing up,, it’s difficult to see
Milt Kamen prattled acceptably,
Oita.
day
Night at-the Palladium,” from.
and would be fine if he could find liow the. program could have been
ATV, was the launchirig of a new
a. shape for his act. The Monn- shown at any time, other than one
SOMEONE WHO CARES
enicee.
Bruce Forsyth, who’s car¬
Keys did what used to be called-j such as the present when EastWith Jess Conrad, Vivienne Mar¬ ried the phuriiiriy chore for the last
a novelty number; they harmonied' West relations are at a stretchpoint,
tin, Joyce Blair, Lionel Blair three seasons, has left for. a show
with out the risk of being classified
well, but pulled too many faces.
. orch under Alan Yates
Of his own, scheduled for. Novem¬
Miss Burnett and Kamen wound as liable to evoke, a note of pro¬
Producer: Douglas Moodie
ber. His job-filler, Don Arrol. ac¬
up the show: with a sketch about test.
Writers: Peter Myers, Ronald Casa: quitted 'himself smartly. Radiating
Maybe the moral came out all
a couple going off on their honey?
50 Mins.; Tues., 7:55 p.m.
less of a. split-irielon grin and rather
moon, raising a few yocks and hiore right, that the West must stand by
BBC-TV from London
more of a professional gagster,
eyebrows, Eric Fawcett was the the Berliners, or lose the faith and
Arrol was brisk and. friendly.
The
,
schmaltz
rarely
.
conies
trust , of the whole of rioii-Comcompetent director.
Otta.
More warmth and personality may
munist Europe, but the means used schmaltzier than in this play with
emerge when, the surroundings be¬
to achieve this end hardly repre¬ iriusic by revue writers Peter My¬
NO WREATH FOR THE GEN¬ sented an example of. balanced, ers and Ronald Cass. The plot had come more familiar.
Kay Starr filled the top spot,
a
shy
teenage
mouse
admiring
a
ERAL
democratic investigation at its
deserved a friendly reception, and
With William Franklyn, Lana Mor¬ best.
Erni. ■ rock ’n’ roll singer from afar,
meeting him and discovering that got. it. She took -off with “C est
ris, Rona Anderson, Moray Wat¬
puV passion
into
he was “.
ordinary guy,” relin¬ Magnifique,”
son, James Villiers, Patrick Car¬
quishing him on resizing , that his “Lonesome Road” and verve into
gill, Lloyd Lamhle, Rowena, FACE TO FACE
her
jatest
waxing,
“Just
for
a
Gregory, Molly Urquhart, Mau¬ With Gilbert Harding, John Free- fame made too many demands oh
his freedom, and re-accepting him Thrill.” Time: allowed an encore,
rice Hcdley, Norman MitchelL.
. man
.
and
she
.
scored,
with
“Wheel
of
gladly when he turned up declar¬
Producer: Julian Amyes
Producer: Hugh. Burnett
ing he couldn't live without her. Fortune.” An able act, which she
Writer: Donald Wilson
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:45 p.m.
What made this all the more, filled with vitality.
30 Mins.; Mon., 8:45 p.m.
BBC-TV, from London
The other singing, eohtribution
BBC-TV, from London
Making its comeback to the fall squirmy was the cliche-ridden
came from Ipcai sepia, artist. Entile.
This initial segment of a six- schedules was the most searching dialog.
Ford.
With: twanging . backing
Yet,
inasmuch
as
such.
dialog
part series was an object-lessOri in interview program on: British net¬
from his instruiriental group, the
the skill with which scribe Donald works.
And
this
time
John sprang naturally from the lips, of
Checkmates, Ford wended his way
the
characters,
while
the
naive
Wilson started up a number of Freeman, permanent
inquisitor,
through- “What is the Price of Hap¬
mysteries. All of them w ere such did his probe so thoroughly that narrative had a certain unassuming
piness?”, “Them There Eyes.” and
teasers that they seenied bound his subject, tv panelist and wise¬ charm, the feeling persisted that
“Buzz
Goes
the : Bumblebee.”
to carry over; a high viewership; acre Gilbert Harding, almost broke with smoother and rather more at¬
Trouble Was that the arrangements
tentive production this would have
eager to see how they sort them¬ down.
ironed,
them
all
out so that, no one
selves out.
Harding is a man of intelligence;: emerged as a really engaging fairy¬ cpuld tell the difference/:. Ford
Another asset of the. skein is; wit, and taste , put .to trivial; enter-? tale with some pungent comments
was'
certainly
polished;
but he’d
that it’s subject is the topical one taining. This was Freerrian’s start¬ on the lot of teenage idols.
As it Was,/ the piece didn't en-j rubbed away the individuality. ::
of military memoirs.
A general ing-point. and he elicited Harding’s
Comedy
was
provided
by
Marty
had just completed his. disclosing frustration and his :desire to do tirely miss. Those comments were ‘
Alien & Steven Rossi.
It would
the secret background to a. War¬ something more .worthwhile.
He there, especially in the lyrics to '
have:
raised
more
yocks
if
they’d,
time exploit that failed. First a also drew out- the. subject’s.loneli¬ the generally pleasant and tuneful;
taken the. trouble to. study the mar¬
burglar snitched the telling chap¬ ness, the reasons for his occasional numbers that , were cleverly inte¬
ket. An. imitation of Tony Ben-.
ter, then the General’s secretary outbursts of public, ill-temper, and grated into the story flow. Addi- ;
netta say. lost put because- Ben-'
'Lana Morris' acted dubious. The sketched iii his curious, but fa¬ tionally Vivienne Marliri as the
nett’s style is not familiar in these
mouse
gave
a
touching
perform-j
General next went off to visit a miliar, history as, schoolteacher,
parts.
frend. was followed by a mysteri¬ policeman; and BBC employee in ance in appropriate vein, while |
The show was bounced into be¬
Joyce
Blair
as
her
pal.
and
Lionel.;
ous gent, and didn’t turn up at his the monitoring service.
ing- by the: Three Hones, a niinble
destination. In the meantime, the
Trying to judge Hard i n g Vs Blair as the singer’s manager cori-; juggling att. “Beat the Clock” was
tributed
competently.
Jess
Cori;
manuscript had been sent for awareness of death. Freeman asked
a test for Arrol, and he couldn’t
screening on security grounds to him whether he’d ever been at the rad wasn’t too impressive in th
fill all the silences. Albert Locke’s;
the War Office, and was handed bedside of ;k dying person.. This hero rOle, largely because the dub¬
production was as able as ever.
over to a scientist for his okay.
visibly upset the interviewee, and bing of some of his songs was ir¬
Otta.
Erni.
Questions were raised all round, proved also that Freeman’s .depth ritatingly obvious.
and if Wilson can come tip with sounding, can sometimes strike an
some pretty cogent answers, -‘No embarrassing note.
IT’S A SQUARE WORLD
Wreath for the General” seems set
Hugh Burnett’s direction relied, With Michael Bentine, Dick Emery,
for a click. The acting, particularly as before, on telling cioseup and
Cliye Dunn, Benny Lee, Frank
by Maurice Uedley. Lana Morris, sometimes /cruel profile. Freeman
Thornton, Bruce Lacey, The
Roria Anderson, James Villiers, was largely unseen, and his inter¬
Square Seven
London, Sept. 27.
and Patrick Cargill, was suitably view was carefully planned to tear Producer: G. B. Lupine
Granada TV Network, same ’as;
tantalizing, and Julian. Amyes pro¬ strips off his subject to relentless 30 Mins., Fri,, 9 p.m.
another commercial Hveb, Associvided a fine tension.
Otta.
stages.
Otta.
BBC- TV from. London
atea-Rediffusion, and the BBC-TV;
Comedian Michael Bentine Is is widening the scope of its schools
hailed as something of a wow by programs this. fall. Outfit /.reports
THE BERLIN STORY
TIMOTHY’S SECOND DIARY
devotees of the any cult* but hith¬ that, more than 250 grammar
With Henry Fairlie, Willi Brandt, With Richard Attenborough, Tim¬
erto; attempts to establish him ip schools in.the north of England are
others
othy Jenkins, Betty Jenkins, Alan wider popularity have flopped. now equipped to watch its educa¬
Producer: Caryl Doncaster
Bloom, Peter Roper, Goronwy That’s not necessarily because he tional ..series.
Director: Graham Watts
Evans, others .
hasn't got what it takes The com- . “Discoveryscience skein \vhich
Writer: Henry Fairlie
Producer:: Tirii Hewat
merical web ABC-TV had a gallant figured, in last yearGranada
60 Mins., Wed., 9:35 p.m.
Director: Wilfred Fielding
go, but the network wouldn’t take schedule, .is to continue with ex¬
Associated-Rediffusion from Lon¬ 60 Mins., Wed.,. 9:35 p.m.
a chance and his programs were perts such as the Astronomer Roy¬
don
Granada TV from Manchester.
seen only in the Midlands and the: al featured in the 11 lectures. New
Granada TV cafne up with a North at a late hour. Now BBC-TV, series is ‘-Inquiry,” with speakers,
Not even the most cold-wariconscious Britisher could have realized smashero.o of an idea to mark the however, has taken the plunge and such as the Lord of the Treasury,
that the temperature was so low. 21st anniversary of the start of is showing him off countryside' in the vice-chancellor of Leeds Uni¬
Associated-Rediffusion’s attempt to World War II:. to re-screen the a skein of six shows, having been versity arid the deputy director of
answer the question “Why is Berlin classic Crown Film Unit documen¬ convinced by this one-shot, “It’s A BBC-TV covering aspects of cur-,
the flashpoint of East-West rela¬ tary “A. Diary, for Timothy,” then Square World”.that Bentine is defi¬ rent affairs—in these three eases
tions” caine straight out of the ice¬ interview the participants to see nitely. riot just caviair for the gen¬ Parliament; universities and tele¬
box, and A-R froze its fingers if the postwar world has, shaped eral*
vision, Both “Inquiry” and “Dis¬
..-»i
somewhat in the extracting. .
up to the hopes and visions attrib¬
Bentine Is one of/the funniest covery” will also be picked up by
For the program so viciously uted to them. Unhappily, and not funnymen around for any audl- TWW Ltd,:
for this presentation. The result
was an example of its kind.* There
were losses, of course. Osbert Lan¬
caster’s witty sets‘and costumes
wrere made for color, and the qual¬
ity of the sound was sometimes
flat and boxy. Otherwise, it was a
model
productlort—and,
though
sung, in Italian, the story-line
wasn’t difficult to follow for those
remembered their school .Shaken
speare. Between the acts, Peter
Ebert himself neatly summarized
the action to follow'.
Otta..

ITS EDUC’L SCHEDULE

Wednesday, September 28,

*1 IN SPONSOR RENEWALS
FOR A 2nd YEAR
SYNDICATION SERIES!

'MANHUNT'
Starring

MCIWJMY
mHOKMcWY

This fall MANHUNT will start its second year of first-run telecasting on over 160.
stations^-with a growing list of top regional and local advertisers. Including: R. li

Reynolds, Ford, Jax Beer, Ralston Purina, L & M Cigarettes, Drewry’s Beer, Miles of
California, Kroeger Stores, Genessee Beer, Jacob Schmidt Beer, American Tobacco,
Stag Beer and Amoco Gas,
Reason? In market after market where MANHUNT'S fast-paced police-action drama
was played, the time period ratings soared impressively. Take Mobile where the
rating jumped from last year’s 24,3 to 35.8...Pittsburgh: from 114 to 22.5...
Fresno: from 15.7 to 24.3...Las Vegas: from 26.2 to 29.9..ICharleston: from 25.5
to 31.5...Columbia, S. C.: from 34.0 to 46.4...San Francisco: from 16.4 to 23.5
...South Bend: from i4.8 to 31.8.1.San Antonio: from 13.2 to 24.8.?.Davton: from
21,4 to 31.5...etc., etc., etc.*
For details about the few choice market availabilities still remaining, call
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DETROIT
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.

STATIONS; WJBK, WWJ, WXYZr CKLW.

Esther Williams (Mod. 10:00-11:00).. .WWJ
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)
....WJBK
Spike Jones (Mon. 9:30-10:00).WJBK'
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WJBK
Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30).WXYZ
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WXYZI’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00).. WJBK
U.S. Steel Hour (Wed. 10:00-11:00).. WJBK
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00),
WXYZ
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WXYZ

40.8
35.1
30.5
2V 3
28.9
28.7
24.7
246
24.6
24.0

1. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00).... CKLW... . Screen Gems
1. Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30)................WJBK.Ziv-UA
2. Manhunt (Fri. 10:30)..............WJBK.... Screen Gem*
3. Divorce Court (Tues.7:00k......... WJBK... .Inter-State
4. This Is AUte (Thurs. 6:30),.. . ,GKLW , .,NTA
5.
5.
6.
7.

20.7
20,7
16.0
15.0
14.0

58.0
49.5
41.0
40.2
;4i.5

Panic,(Mon. 9:30)-WWJ..... UPS
1.2.0
Not For Hire. (Sum 10:30)...
WWJ -.. CNP
12.0
Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:30'.... CKLW.... Screen Gem* 11.7
Sweet Success (Mon. 7:00)..:.
-:WWJ.....ITC
11.0

19.0
29:2
40.3
41.7

CLEVELAND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
9.

STATIONS; KYW. WEWS, WJW.

Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:3Q) *. ...WEWS
Esther Williams (Mon. 10:00-11:00).. KYW
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00). ..; .WEWS
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)...WJW
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)..KYW
U.S. Steel Hour (Wed. 10:00-11:00)... WJW
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 930-10:00)..-WJW
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)..KYW
Alcoa Presents (Tues. 10:00-10:30)... WEWS
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WJW

37.5
‘36:7
30.3
29 0
26.6
24.2
.23 0
22.7
22.7
22.0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.

U.S. Marshal (Fri. 10:30).
Grand Jury (Sat. 10:30)....._
Phil Silvers (Thurs. 10:30k......
Ten 4 (Tues. 10:30), .....
Lock-Up (Sun. 10:30) ..,.:......
Mike Hammer (Tues; 10:30> .». k..
Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00);.

10.

Esther Williams (Mon. 10:00-11:00).
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)...
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30*.
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30). 1.
Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30^ ..
Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00).
Fve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00).
Rawhide (Fri. 7:30-8:30).

WCKT
WTVJ
WTVJ
WTVJ
WTVJ
WTVJ
WPST
WTVJ
WTVJ
WTVJ

43.5
4.5
39.3
36.0
33.7
32.9
31.0
293
29.0
28 0

'4
4
5
6. Trackdown (Thurs. 7:00).
6
7.
7 Death Valley Days (Sat. 6:

8.
8 Lock-Up (Fri. 9:30), -,:.,

Esther Williams (Mon. 10:00-ll:00k . WHC
Gunanoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30);...._WTOP
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:0d-i0:00).WMAL
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)...WTOP
Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30).WMAL
Have Gnn, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. WTOP
What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00). .WTOP
U.S. Steel Hour (Wed. 10:00-11:00).. .WTOP
Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).WRC
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).c.WRC

Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30^8:30).KRON
Father Knows Best (Mon,8:30-9:00)..KPIX
Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30410:00)... ...KPIX
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).KPIX
Summer On Ice (Thurs. 9:30-10:30). .KGO
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)..... KGO
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).KGO
Cheyenne (Mon. 7:30-8:30).KGO
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:06-9:30)-..KPIX
What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00k. .KPIX

3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00).,_
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).
The Rebel (Sun. 9:00-9:3p>. ----Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).
Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30).
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).,Garry Moore (Tues. lQ:00-ll;Q0kFather Knows BesV (Mon. 8:30-9:00). .
I’ve Got A Semi (Wed. 9:30-10:00) . .
Welk’s Dancing Party (Sat'9:00-10)..

Project 20
Dial 999 .. :.
Man Without A Gun .
Mike Hammer . i..,,
Bold Venture . .:_
Ten 4 .............
f City'. Camera .......
(News: Cronkite. ....
228 U.S. Steel Hour . . .. .
29.7 Grand Jury
.....
23.3 Lock-Up

10:0
9.7
9.7

37.5 1. Woody Woodpecker (Wed. 7:00).-WTTG :... Screen Gems 16.4
29.3
2. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00).. ..WTTG.... Screen Gemtl5.7
29.2 :3.-Honeymooners (Tues. 7:00)..
.... WRC.. ....CBS
11.7
27.4 4: Quick Draw McGraw (<Mon. 7:00).. . .WTTG.Screen Gems 10.7
25.2
5. Sea 'Hunt (Sat. 7:00* .......-/ ; .WMAL,.Ziv-UA
10.4
24.7
6. Copter Patrol (Fri. 7:00).. . WTOP
CBS
8.7
23.7
6. Phil Silvers (Fri. 7:00).>....i.. ,WRC.CBS
8.7
23.2
6. Three Stooges (Mon.-Fri. 6:30),.... .WTTG.... Screen Gems 8:7
21.3
20.0
7. Bozo The Clown (Mon.-Fri. 5:00).... WRC......Jayark Films 8.2

1. San Francisco Beat (Sat. 7:00)...... .-KPIX..... CBS
2. Divorce Court (Sat. 6:00)_........KRON.... KTTV

24 A
19.7
18 2
4. Manhunt (Tues. 6:30),...KRON.... Screen Gems 15.6
5. The Honeymooners (Mon. 6:30). ......KRON,... CBS
12.9
5. Tombstone Territory. (Mon. 7:00k... KGO.... Ziv-UA
12.9
6,CannopbalI (Mon. 7:00k . .. . . . . ....KTVU.... ITC
12.6
7. You Asked For It (Thurs. 7:00)-- .KTVU.. .Cr’sby/Br’wn 12.3
8 Rescue 8 (Wed. 6:30).... ... :KRON-Screen Gems. 11.0:
9. Huckleberry Hound (Wed, 6:30).... .KIVU ....Screen Gems 9.6

3. Death Valley Days (Sat. 10:30).......KPIX.... .U.S. Borax

.

.5. Lock-Up (Sat: 7:00)....
6. Tombstone Territory (Mon. 7:00)..

WSPD. ...Ziv-UA
.WSPD.

.

7 Grand Jury (Thurs. 7:30),......;....WSPD.
3. Death Valley Days
■

ft

. MTA

15:3
9.7
14.0
100
9.7
140
9.3
8.7
24.7
16.4
ITT

15 3
4.0
190
14 7
23.3
17.0
13.0
19.0
11.4
23.3

SURVEY OATES: AUGUST 4-10, I960.

' 55.3
52.9
42.0
43.3
42.1
33.8
33.8
29.7

Rescue 8 ......-.....WTOP
N.Y. Confidential
...WTOP
Cannonball
..;.. WTOP
San Francisco Beat ..... WTOP
Vikings .
. :'l...... .WRC
Phtr Silvers .
.WRC
Copter. Patrol__WTOP
f 6:30 News SpotliteWTOP
| News: Cronkite . . .. ...WTOP
42.7 Milt Grant .
..........WTTG:

666
57.6
59.3
*60.2
46.9
31.2
30.4
39.2
38.1
33.2

15.1
14.0
12.9
12.9
12.5
1L4
10:7

53.5
39.2
31.6
28.0
35,3
342
42.1

IO.7"

33.3

5.3
6.7
7.3
5.3
5,7
8.7
8.7
7.5
77
3.1

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7. M0.
Meet Your Giants ... .KRON
Championship Bowling . LKTVU
Best ot MGM ......... KGO
Early Show
. KPIX
Woody Woodpecker ....KTVU
Cannonball ..... : . . .. ..KTVU
Tombstone Territory ... KGO
Lock-Up
......KRON
Huckleberry Hound .....KTVU
Rescue d
. . .. . KRON

STATIONS: WTOL, WSPD.

WTOL. ., Screen Gems
WSPD. . . Screen Gems
WSPD. ..MCA
WTOL. /:.cbs
WfcFD. k. Ziv-UA
WTOL;
Ziv-UA
WSPD,,.... U.A.A.

, KYW
..WEWS
..WEWS
..WEWS
..WEWS
..KYW
.WJW
. . WJW
..WJW
..WJW
;.KYW

Hollywood Spec. .
. . . WCKT
Interpol Calling . . . . .. . WPST
Woody Woodpecker . ., .WCKT
Vikings . . .. k.WCKT
Shotgun Slade .....: k.. WTVJ
Trackdown -. . ki. ...WTVJ
Manhunt .
.. ...WCKT
Huckleberry Hound : .. WCKT
Movie 7 .........— ...WCKT
77 Sunset Strip ...;. .. . WPST

STATIONS: WTVU, KRON, KPIX. KGO.
30.0
29.8
29.3
28.8
28.2
27.7
26.5
26,2
26.1
25.8

8.7
10.4
10.7
11:0
6.0
12.7
30,4
20T
7:0
5.4

SURVEY PATES: AUGUST 4-10. I960.

54.6
78.2
50.7
54.7
40.0
47.1
33.6
43.0
34.0
33.4

STATIONS: WRC, WTJG, WMAL, WTOP.

TOLEDO
1.
2.

44.0
50.2
36.1
362
281
25.9
41.2

.WTVJ..... Ziv-UA
240
.WTVJ..,...NTA
24.0
-WTVJ.., MCA
233
<WTVJ..... .Ziv-UA
21.7
;WCKT.. .. Kellogg
19.0
.WCKT., ,. Screen Gems; 19.0
.WTVJ..... Screen Gems 14.7
WTVJ.....CBS
17.3r
.WTVJ...,, .U.S. Borax
17.0
WTVJ ..... .Ziv-UA
167

1
1
2
3

SAN FRANCISCO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

20.4
16.4
15.4
14.0
11.7
10.0
10.0

Michigan Outdoors ._WWJ
Starlite Theatre
.......CKLW
Black Saddle ...........WXYZ
Million $ Movi ........ CKLW
•'(News; -Sports'
) Huntley-Brinkley ......WWJ
Spike Jones k.. t:...■.. WJBK
What's My Line
.WJBK
News
WJBK
San Fran. Beat
WJBK

SURVEY OATES: AUGUST 4-10, I960.

STATIONS: WTVJ, WCKT. WPSTV

WASHINGTON
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

.. . WEWS,. .NTA
...WJW... . NTA
... ;KYW... . CBS
. Ziv-UA
.. KYW. . . Ziv-UA
...WEWS.. .MCA
...KYW... ■ >U.S. Borax

6. Coronado 9 (Wed. 10:30k....... .. .KYW-• • -...MCA
•k'.WEWS.. . .Ziv-UA
7. Dial 999 (Sat. 10:30)..
7. Bold Venture (Sun. 10:30)...... . . . WEWS.. .. Ziv-UA

MIAMI
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SURVEY DAtES: AUGUST 4- Id, I960.

4.6
7.6
53
3J
5.3
12.6
12.9
79
9.6
1L0

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1 -7, IWi

Deadline (Mon.-Fri.)
.
Big Show
WTOL
15.4
Sid Caesar . . .
WTOL
15.4
Mijor League Baseball .:
Watch With Ward
....
Landmark Jubilee ..,,..
(Big,Show :.... WTOL
11.7
1 Gray Ghost .. ^...... WTOL
43
JTOitch With Ward .... WToJ^nt
, LjCBS News-D. Edwards . WTQL^15T

,

■WT£M#*?&■**,

(hunt

* •'.0 O

NOWFORT.V.
ANOTHER OF THE GREAT
WARNER BROTHERS
“FILMS OF THE 50V’
FROM SEVEN ARTS

48
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BABIO-TELEVISION

At JWT as Strouse Seeks TV Aide
-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts
By BILL GREELEY

Wednesday, Sepfember 28, 1960

formerly with BBDO & Benton Sc
Bowles.
:
New Bln Sloan's Liniment and(
Balm to Lambert Sc Feasley.
Minneapolis-Honeywell, IhterriaContinued from page 38
tional Division; to; BBDO. Account
wrfs with Gotham-Vladimir, Chi¬ wife of KPIX general manager Lou Simon, broke her foot... Included
among the three new directors of ETY’s KQED is Robert Lurie, son
cago.
of Frisco , capitalist Louis Lurie, Other new directors are Mrs. Allen E.
Charles and Lowell.. M.Clucas . .
"Brother Buzz,” a Ralph Chess#

must be appropriate to the linguis¬
tic and cultural circumstances in
. Briefs: Radio Advertising Bureau
which they are to be applied."
Travelers-Y&R on Record
and Higbeers department store in
Travelers Insurance, via Young Cleveland will extend their joint
Sc Rubicam, is issuing a disk with
study of radio's retail ad pull for.,
voices of presidential candidates
back to the time of Benjamin Har¬ another six months . . . Mori Bas¬
sett, formerly exec veepee and a
rison.
partner in Forjoe,: has joined
Recorded voices are from the col¬ Broadcast Time Sale» as . exec veer
lection of Travelers prexy J. Doyle
pee. ..;
William B. Peavey has
DeWitt. On record are the voices been named West Coast manager
of William Jennings Bryan, Wil¬ for Adam Young Television with
liam. Howard Taft, Coolidge, Teddy
HQ ih the San Francisco office.
Roosevelt, FDR and the present,
He was a senior account exe^for
candidates Nixon and. Kennedy.
Blair Tv.
<
Record was cut in connection
Spotlight: Rom a n Products is
with Traveler’s sponsorship of launching . /saturation tele cam¬
"The Right Man," CBS-TV cam¬
paign via Smith-Greenland for
paign special scheduled for Oct.
Frozen Roman Pizza; Roman Ravi¬
24. Y&R says no commercial. use oli and other frozen Italian foods.
is being made of the disk, but it Opening phase will be a sevenwill be distributed for educational week flight of spots in-New York
purposes.
and Philadelphia.
Changes: Douglas R. Hathaway,
director, of media and with the
agency since 1937, retires from
J. M. Mathes. Alvin R. Kracht,
formerly associate director of me¬
International Advertising Film
dia, takes over and is named a vee- Festival organizers in London ad¬
pee.
vise agencies'and others that next
John F. White Jr. and Ed A; year’s fest will be held June 12
Leary join Grant as account sup^ through 16,. again at Cannes. Clos¬
ervisors. White was with McCann- ing date for the receipt; of entry
Erickson as administrative man- /forms is being advanced, tin April
ager. Leary was creative and mer-. 30, the category for widescreen
chandising director of Perrin-Paus, i techniques is being reintroduced,
Chicago.
I and entry. fees for pi.< are being
A. E. (Gene) Staley III; former-j increased : . Advertisers here are
ly with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, | starting to use Rank Audio Plastics
joins Arthur Myerhoff Assoc:’s as p hifi slim disks\V-4ight, paper-thin
marketing director next month.
.; platters free as ad and sales mateRandy Grochoske. formerly with ■ rial
. BBDO cooperates with
Y&R; joins Guild, Bascom & Bon- i Latham Ebods, British subsidiary
figli, San Francisco, as tv art di¬ of the U. S. General M1I..&
rector. Harold Balk, formerly with scheme to introduce "Betty Crock¬
Gumbinner, joins GB&B’s *New. er" home baking mixes to the U.K.
York office as an account exec:
. . . The Hotel Corporation of
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather’s asso¬ America appoints Roger Pryer
ciate, assoc, art director A. M. Creative Advertising as agency, for
Wavpotich has been elected a its luxury-class hotel Carlton Tow¬
veepee.
account men at OB&M er, skedded to open in .London In
are Robert Savage, formerly of December ,. ., Dorlaiid Advertising;
P&G; James Fisher, formerly with handles U.K. advertising for MinMcCann - Erickson;
and
John [nesota Mining and Manulacturing
Thomas (as a senior account exec), I Co. from. Nov. 1.

There are persistent tirade re¬
ports that the recent _ changes in
top management at J.| Walter.
Thompson agency will be followed
by major changes in thej: tv pro¬
gramming department.
Word is that tv topper Dan Sey¬
mour will be upped to a policy post
while continuing to supervise tv
activities of the agency. i BUt his
upper-echelon duties will, require
hiring of an operational [head of
the VNT tv dept.
ji
It’s known that JWT’s new' chair¬
man, Norman H. Strouse (who
took over for retiring Stanley
Resor), has been quietly shopping
the Madison Ave. market for a
program VIP, with the scuttlebut
indicating the choice is anybody’s
guess at this point. Seymour would
of course continue with a lot of
tive side.
Strouse’s search has
been a limited one thus jfar and
there’s a good chance that he may
decide to promote from within, as
against hiring from the outside.
Agency's loss of two major ac¬
counts this year (Gulf and Ameri¬
can Home Products) has been a
prime unsettler, but Thompson
also has had some tv program
problems. Lever Bros, is reported¬
ly upset by the joggling it's taken
on the nighttime web program
lineup (a situation that involves
the soap firm’s other agencies as
well as Thompson: Foote, Cone &
Balding; Ogilvy, Benson & Mather;
and Kenyon & Eckhardt). When
"Father Knows Best’’ quit produc¬
tion, JWT failed to find a replace¬
ment suitable to both client and
CBS-TV, thereby losing a valuable’
Monday night time slot (“Bringing
Up Buddy" went in by web edict
with Lever declining alternate
buy.)
ii
Then there was the spring hassle
on Lever’s bankrolling pf the
weekly Jack Benny show after last
season’s buy of the web’s ; BennyGobel spread, with CBS this year
double-contracting on the jSunday j
time ordered by Lever. (Lever also
encountered
a
Saturday
night
shakeup on CBS with the demise:
of "Mr. Lucky” [OB&M1, winding
up with an alternate third;of web
choice "Checkmate.")
^
Otherwise, in a rough program- I
Appointment of John W. Gallivan as. publisher of the Salt Lake Trib¬
ming year, JWT had the ill-starred
"Ford Startime.’* ranking disap¬ une one week , after the death of 72-yeair-old John F. Fitzpatrick may
pointment in a disappointing year mean a "new look” at television coverage at the .intermountain west’s
of specials. And. as a programming largest daily. Tribune, with 100,000 daily and 180,000 Sunday circu¬
onlooker elsewhere put it; there lation, lists tv and radio programs carefully, and runs a Weeklong
can be no joy at Kraft over Perry listing in its Sunday magazine. However, while rival Deseret News has
Como’s longterm ("they’ve got him a well-read column by critic Howard Pearson, Tribune, has only run
forever") contract, what with *the a boiled-down version of New York Times criticism, leaving local cov¬
disappointing showing by Como in erage to Pearson.
However, Tribune has long had a sizeable fiscal interest Iti televi¬
the Wednesday night Kraft jspot on
sion, and at one time owned a piece of KALL radio. Tribune’s chief
NBC-TV.
tv interest is the 35% of KUTV owned by Kearns-Tribune Corp. In
Numbers Game for Real
addition, Kearns-Tribune, (the Kearns family firm which owns news¬
Current lull before the Nielsens
paper, real estate, mines, natural gas wells) also has some interest in
may have most of Madison Ave.’s
television relay and antenna systems in Elko, Nev„ parts of Idai^o and
program dopesters on the verge of
Montana.. Gallivan, named publisher this weekend, Was Kearnst-Tribthe vapors, but it’s strictly ja game une business manager and served as .liaison with KUTVs president
at Cuningham & Walsh.
and principal owfier, Abe Glassmari, publisher, of the Ogden Standard
Agency staffers James Ducey Examiner. Gallivan, officially; secretary-treasurer of KUTV, has long
and Frank Martin are conducting been regarded as the most progressive member of Tribune’s top eche¬
C&W’s second annual "Rate the lon, vis-a-vis television and radio. Rumors concerning a Tribiihe tele¬
TV Shows" contest with prizes of vision column are already about, with Bob Halliday of . paperis Sunday
$100, $35 and $15 to contestants staff likely to get nod.
who come closest to picking top
five raters among the 36 web shows |
A new closed-circuit experimental electrical engineering course
preeming this fall. Rating! source ! began last week at U. of Wisconsin, in Madison, Two classes will refor winners will be the Nielsen !ceive the closed-cireuit course in Milwaukee: One class meets on. camppocket-piece of Nov. 2.
| us at U. of Wisconson-Milwaukec. the second at the Oak Creek plant
Entrants a»*e contributin'* $6:of Ac Spark plug Division of General Motors, while the third meets
each to the pool, payable at a^buck jon 5*^?^
of Wisconsin in Madison:
.
:
;
a week
*
Utilizing the facilities installed, by Wisconsin Telephone Co.; and U.
p* .
ff
.
jof Wisconsin radio station WHA, all students vviirhave opportunity of
rsycnes Mere ana inere
j questipnjng professors relative* to class lectures.
Course,, affording
Harry Henry , managin0 director (^ree credits, is slanted to beginning graduate students and advanced
of McCann-Erickson’s London re¬ graduate students. Students pay the regular course fee.....
search branch. Marplan Ltd., says.
Kurt F. Wendtt dean of U. of Wisconsin .College of Engineering,
"It has now come to very widely indicated this initial closed-circuit class instruction , might , greatly af¬
recognized in Europe that, in doing fect future utilization of tv for instruction, of technical courses, as well
multi-country studies, if you want as directly on job locations in Wisconsi
v
comparable answers you may have
to ask very dissimilar questions.
Seven broadcasters have been named to the FM Radio Committee
This applies even in relation to of National Assn, of Broadcasters. Chairman will be Everett. Li Dil¬
cl early-observable facts; it applies lard, WASH-FM, Washington. Other members:
with far greater force in the field
Raymond S. Green, WFLN-FM, Philadelphia;: Michael R. Hanna,
of psychological market investiga¬ WHCU-FM, Ithaca, N. Y.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM, Decatur, Ill.;
tion.”
Richard Mason, WPTF-FM, Raleigh; N. C.; Fred RabeU, KITY, San
Statement was made at a talk Diego; and Harold Tanner, WLDM-FM, Detroit.
this week before a "consumer ses¬
sion" of the Sixth Annual Confer¬
Canada’s most ambitious educational tv teaching project to date
ence of the Advertising Research tees Nov. 5 on CBC’s Toronto channel. It’s a series of 48 half-hour
Foundation in New York. 1!
lectures in. elementary Russian grammar and conversation, given by
"Although the same basic ap¬ two Russian-born members of Dept, of Slavic studies, U, of Toronto,
proach to psychological research which is co-sponsoring series with CBC. They’re Prof; Maya Jenkins
is valid throughout the whole of and George Haijan. Course should produce ability to; use 80^1,000
the western world, said Henry, Russian words in simple reading or conversation. For U. of Tbronto
''the actual research instruments students, it’s a credit for Bachelor of Arts degree, and will combine
used in any particular country with tutorial , studies and reading;

London Agencies

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

puppet segment, moved over Into KTVU’s orbit . . . WBKB’a Sterling
C. Quinlan due in Frisbo Thursday (29)—bnd, meanwhile, KGO-TV
sales manager Russ Coughlaii takes off for a seriesS of Chicago and
Manhattan presentations.
|

IN LONDON . . .

r!

Nancy Wlckwire in from America to cast-lead BBC-'tV’s version of
Eugene Q’Neill’s "Moon For: The Misbegotteh.” sledded for Oct. 27
airing , . Minister of Education, Sir David Eccles, suggested last week
that adult educatioh tv programs be aired Saturday mornings . . .
Odhaiiis Press, major publishing, house, foritis Odhams Press (Radio
and Television) , as a preparatory move should commercial sound radi
come in . . . Shirley Bassey now definite for Sunday’s (2) Palladiunt
Show on Associated Television i . , Eartha Kitt tops the bill , in BBC’s
Light Program steam show ‘‘London Lights” Oct. 12 ./>. .“Parade,”
Alan Melville’s upcoming 13-week show biz Skein for BBC-TV which
starts Oct 5, will be the first ..series for, orchestra director Harry Rar
binowifz since tie joined the television service . . . Associated-Rediffusion presents nn eight-part serialization of A: J. Cronin’s "The Cita¬
del” after "The Mystery of. Edwin Drbod,” starting tonight (28), ends
its; eight-week run . •. . Third series of six "Spy-Catcher” stories starts
on BBC-TV Tuesday (4) .
. Manufacturers’ sales of tv sets in July
were at 115,000 down from. July, 1959, by 40% . . ."Cry From The.
Depths"’ play by David Turner which won a Cheitenham Festival con¬
test, is to be aired, by BBC-TV.

IN BOSTON
Joe Levine, news and film director WHDH-TV, has added Tony Lupo,
fdrmer WCCMr Lawrence,, Mass, radio news director/ to his expanded
tv news staff, which noW includes: Phil Cogswell, Jim Harriiigtbn, Bob
Ruttenbergr, news editors and reporters; John. Davin, Joel Goldberg,
Jack Cryan, photpgs . . .. Matt Connolly; Jr., promoted from film ed
to. director-producer at WHDH-TV; film shipped .Dick Molinari upped
to replace Connolly as filmed. With Bill Burke moving in from mail
room to replace Molinari . . . WBZ Radio’s Carl deSuze back from trip
to Congo and presenting his films and talkalbng, “Africa: Giant at the.
Door,” at John Hancock Hall Thursday (29> . . , Sherm Feller, vet Hub
dirk jock, back On the air at Nelson Noble’s WILD
WJAR fadip.
Providence, appoints Stan Lipp, former program; director- of WNBH,
New Bedford, as program director , . . Ed Pearle, WBZ press director,
back from California where he visited L.A. and Westiiighouse in San
Francisco . . Nate Freedman, former newsman at WHIL, Medford, to
WBZ as mobile news reporter.
<

iiV PHILADELPHIA
In sweeping changes in WIP’s news room, vet: writers Sam Ettinger
and Alex Rosen, are out arid newscaster Paul Sullivan has quit... Accord¬
ing to Hahrey Glascock, general manager,.the moves are in line with
the streamlining policy, of "the owners. Metropolitan Broadcasting,
which require newsmen be able to handle the mike as well as copy.
Taylor Grant exited station also , because of his* increased schedule of
network news.. Much of Grant’s broadcasting will originate: from WFLN,
local FM outlet .
. The Board of Education is ;skeddirig an early
morning session for "illiterates” . . . Temple U/s Owls, night, games
to be broadcast by WFIL, with Ed Romance.doing the play-by-play
. . . WFIL-TV staffers Bill Rassell, Pete Twaddle; and Ernie Lane work¬
ing as a technical crew at the Ogontz Playhouse during the. run, of
"Wish Me Mazel-Tov.” , . George Lord to moderate "Crinie. in Phila¬
delphia” on WCAU (2) .... . Russ Hall/ WCAU personality, will do all
pre-game football kick-off . and post-game scoreboards progranis for
the Penn and Eagles football games.

IN ST. LOUIS
>To provide greater spot news coverage. KTVI has signed , an agree¬
ment with: Mississippi Valley Helicopters, Inc.; , for a standby alert;
service
* . KMOX-TV will telecast the six regular-season away^fromhome games of the now St. Louis Football Cardinals, with Jack Drees
and Terry Brennan as the anriouneing team
. . Jack; Buck, sports di¬
rector for KMOX Radio, signed by ABC to handle the play-by-play
telecasts for the newly-formed American Football League. ■>
Boyd
Fellows new program manager of KETC, educational tv station , . ;
King Richard, KWK deejay, now emceeing Friday night dance hops
at Club Imperial..... . WlL deejays plugging their Shows in special tv
comedy commercials on. KPLR.

IN DETROIT
Vet WJBK-TV personality Sagebrush Shorty , heads for California,
with Don Hunt, ibilled as "B’wana Don,” replacing him on the .early
morning "Felix the Cat” , show .
Cosriietologist Rose. Laird arid
WXYZ-TV’s Rita Bell will combine for a five-minute Monday at 10:10
a.m. show, "Your Skin Is You” bri WXYZ-TV . . . Bill Michaels, veepee
and general manager of WJBKrTV, wi(s chairman of the National
Assn, pf Broadcasters’ Videotape Usage Committee’s meeting in Wash-:
ington early this week to study the establishment of production and
playback standards for videotape .
. WWJ-^TV. ' adding a sebond
exercise show. “The DCbbie Drake Show". at 1 p.m. eyery Saturday
and. Sunday. It will continue the "Ed Allen Show’J across-the-board
from 9:30 to 9;55 a.m. . . .. WXYZ-TV will introduce its “Play of the
Week” sho\v at 11 p.m. Saturday (1) with Anton Chekhov’s' "The Cherry;
Orchard.” an NT A production starring Helen Hayes.. Susan Strasburg;
E. G. Marshall, and John Abbott .
. "Lock Up/’ starring MacDoriald.
Carey; begins its second year in the 7 piri>.,. Tuesday-spot oil WWJ-TV

IN PITTSBURGH
WTAE threw its annual shindig at the station..
Thursday (22V for
the ad agencies and the press: One studio: was converted into a cave
with girls dressed iri leopard skin romping airoiind to promote , the
upcoming "Fiintstones.” In another room. a^peakeasy roorri was built
to remirid the guests of the new "Roaring Twenties.” It Was a lavish
affair with iriost of the community’s dignitaries and the station tab
was around. $15,000 . / . ."Beat the Experts," quiz show that was just
catching on here, failed to firid a sponsor, and WHC dropped it . .
The magic combination of KDKA-TV arid the Variety Club brought in
another $100,000 to Variety Club charities in a telethori over the past
weekend . . . While here for the telethon; Raymond BuiT told Win Fan—
ning, the Post Gazette tv writer, that he is. doing everything iri his
power to get William Talman back on the "Perry Mason,li series ...
David Crantz has been named the new promotion head at WTAE,
succeeding Gregory Van Camp , ... Ed Young will produce and Tom
Borden will direct the United Furid telecast for WTAE which will
feed the show to KDKA-TV jupd WIIC.. . . The show, on Oct. 3, will
be from the stage of the Pepn -Theatre and stars -tentatively set . are
Fearl Bailey, Jane Fromani Lenny Brace, the Treniera, Beverly James*.
Teresa Brewer and twro acts, not yat named, from the Lawrenee Welk
show.
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This yeanasre than ever
New York (Mtencesaz? watching
every night on •WPIX-1I,:
the pte^geind^^
Adverimrs i^e filing witli

m^tecomm^eialsin this
%etworfc athao^ere'i
No other station ^royidea thb
kind of sdling opportunity
in New York - Prime Time Semites
in somixfiy goodiockingprogrmns.
M SQUAD
AIR POWER
MAN AND THE CHAIXENQE
MIKE HAMMER¬
MEN INTO SPACE

Jt.

HIGH ROAD
HOW TQ MARRY A MlLEIONAmS
SAN- FRANCISCO BEAT'
THIS MAN. DAWSON
TARGET

ETn*j

NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
DECOY
MEET McGRAW
INVISIBLE man

r>.;

STATE TROOPER
YOU ARE THERE
TRACKDOWN
SILENT SERVICE
YOU ASKED FOR IT
MR. ADAMS AND EVE
THE HONEYMQONeRS

m

SHOTGUN SLADE
NAVY LOG
BOLD VENTURE
JEFF’S COLLIE
WHIS2LYBIRDS
THE CALIFORNIANS
BOLD JOURNEY
AND MANY MORE

?ii

w-

ipAi/y nr#

m

11
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pmen-MA FEATURE CHART
weekly feature chart, based on ratirfgs furnished by American Research feature period and share of audience, .since these factors reflect the effectiveness.
Bureau, covers one market. Each week the 10 top rated features for the one market of the feature and audience composition, \e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. <would. hardly
will be listed.
have any children viewers, but. its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in. time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a.multi
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
strippedbasis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week [a total ratingfor the'
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding . total nuinber. of. showings for the week is given; the total rating hot taking into acCount
features as their stars. release. year, original production company and the present.. the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled smiches in titles the listed features
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention, should be paid*
for the particularly rated theatrical, filmed show are as accurate as could be
to such factors as the timel and day, the high and low ratings for the measured 7ascertained.
Variety’s

SALT LAKE CITY
TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS

STATIONS: KUTV.TV, KCPX, KSL
AVERAGE
RATING
HIGH

SURVEY DATES: MAY 3-9, I960.

AVERAGE

RTG

AV.

TIME SLOT

1st Rim

Kennieott Theatre
Fri. May 6
9:00-11:00 p.m.
KUTV-TV

17.7

1st Run

First Security Theatre
Mon, May 9
9:30-11:15 p.m.
KUTV-TV

16.9

20.0

8.7

44.6

.KSL . ...153
News: News; Weather;
Sports .... ... . KCPX _ ..,20.0
Mike Hammer,,
....... . KCPX ; .
...10.0

3. “DR. CYCLOPS”—
Albert Decker, Jancie
Logan, Thomas Colev;
Paramount; 1940; MCA

1st Run

Academy Theatre
Thurs. May 5
9:30-11:15 p:m.
KUTV-TV

15.4

233

8.7

40.0

JVE Squad..
........ ..KCPX
News: News; Weather;
Sports ...
....
.......... ..KCPX
Adv. In Gardening..
..KCPX

4. “BRIDE CAME CO.D.”—
James Cagney,
Bette Davis:
Warner Bros.; 1941; UAA

Repeat

Academy Theatr
Tues. May 3
9:30-1115 p.m..
KUTV-TV

13.9

233

9.3

35.9

Garry . Moore..
..KSL . ...-22.0
News: News; Weather
...224
Sports
_...... ..KCPX
6,7
Pioneer
_
.KCPX

5. “MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE"—
Bob Hope,
Joan Caulfield;
Paramount; 1946; MCA

1st Run

Paramount Theatre
Sun. May 8
9:30-11:00 pjn.
KSL-TV

9.5

18.0

6:7

28.2

Sea Hunt..., . 7:............. .KUTV
News; Weather; Sports ....'. ..KCPX
Masterpiece Theatre—
Philadelphia Story {Repeat) ..KCPX

8. “ADVENTURE”—

1st Run

Weekend Theatre
Sat. May 7
10:30-12:00 p.m.
KCPX-TV

7.1

9.3

60

38,4

KSL
News; Sports
;.
Sat. Theatre—Five Graves
To. Cairo.
...... .. KSL
: Mystery Mansion—Tile
Invisible Ray 'Repeat) ,.;.,..KUTV

..10.7

1. “THE ACCUSED’’—
Loretta Young, Robert
Cummings. Wen-Jell Corey:
Paramount; 1948; MCA
“AND NOW TOMORROW”—
I.oretta Young, Alan Ladd,
Susan Hayward. Barry Sullivan;
ParamountJ.944; MCA

Clark Gable,
Greer Garson;
MGM; 1945; MGM-TV
7. “PROUDLY WE HAIL”—
Claudette Colbert. Paulctt
Goddard, Veronica Lake;
Paramount: 1943: MCA

1st Run

«. “FIVE GRAVES TO CAIRO”—
Franehot Tone.
Anne Baxter;
Paramount; 1943; MCA

18.0

LOW
17.3

SHARE

STATION

RUN

35.8

TOP COMPETITION
Royal Wedding .7
-;.... ./KCPX
. News: News; Weather;
Sports .- -----/.... ..KCPX
Border Patrol...... .KCPX

....2,1:4
<... .. ,26:®
... . ,10.4

.... ... . 26.0
...26.0
5.0

....
....

...193
...14.®
5.7

6,0
5.2

Channel 2 Presents
Wed. May 4
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KUTV-TV

6.5

8.7

‘4.0

38.9

Coronado 9
.....--- ..KCPX
Jack Paar Show:.......__ ..KCPX

__ ...10J
7.5

Sat. Theatre
Sat. May 7
10:45-12:00 p.m.
KSL-TV

5.0

'6.0

4:7

299

Weekend Theatre—
“Adventure” (1st Run) .... . . KCPX

6.7

9. “SCARLET STREET”——
Edward G. Robinson. Joan
Bennett. Dan Duryea;
Universal; 1945;. Screen Gems

Repeat

Two On the Isle
Fri. May 6
11:00-12:45 a m.
KUTV-TV

•4-3.

8.0

1.3

37.7

Jack Paar Show

10. “THE INVISIBLE RAY”—
Boris Karloff;
Universal; 1936; Screen Gems

Repeat

Mystery Mansion
Sat. May 7
11:00-12:45 a.m.
KUTV-TV

43

6.0

0.7

33.1

Weekend Theatre—
“Adventure” (1st Run)

DETROIT

STATIONS:; WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ. CKLW.

.KCPX

.5.7

......... KCPX

6.2

SURVEY DATES: MAY. 3-9,

I960.

1

1. “CLOAK AND DAGGER”/—
C ary Cooper,
I.iili Palmer;
RKO; 1946

Bill Kennedy Showtime
Sun. May 8
1:00-3:30 p.m.
CKLW-TV

11.3,

“FOI'R MOTHERS”—
ITisciila Lane,
Je:frev L\nu;
Warner Bros.; 1941; UAA

Million. $ Movie
Sun. May 8
3:30-5:30 p.m.
CKLW-TV

10.1

10,7

9.3

•Nightwatch Theatre
Sat. May 7
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WJBK-TV

8.6

15.3

6.0

Staijjight. Theatre
Sat: May 7
10:30-12:15 a.m.
CKLW-TV

7.5

Nightwatch Theatre
Tues. May 3
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WJBK-TV

772

14.0

5.3

50.7

Weatlier; Sports...,__ .WWJ
Jack Paar Show ............ .WWJ

Early Show
Wed. May 4.
5:Q0r6:30 p.m.
WJBK-TV

7.2

8.0

6.7

30.8

American. Bandstand,...
WXYZ
George Pierrot...... • • • • >. • . WWJ
Jim Bowie
.
WWJ

Million S Movie
Mon. May 9
7:00-8:30 p.m.
CKLW-TV

6,7

6.7

6.7

11.8

Tombstone Territory,........, WXYZ .. ,.22:7
Cheyenne .,,...,
.WXYZ ...... ..29:2

3. “THEY LIVED BY NIGHT”—
Farley Granger. J. C. Flippen,
Kaihv O’Donnell;
RKO; 1949; C&C Films

Repeat

4. “THIRTY SECONDS OVER
TOKYO”—
Van Johnson.
Robert Walker:
MGM; 1944: MGM-TV
5. “SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS”—
John Wayne.
Betty Fields;
Paramount; 194L; MCA

ist Run

5. “WAKE ISLAND”—
Brian Donlevy.
Robert Preston;
Paramount: 1942; MCA

Repeat

6. “EAST OF THE RIVER”—/
John Garfield,
Brenda Marshail;
Warner Bros.; 1940; UAA:

,
1

12.0

8:7

10.7

6.0

52.3

Hollywood Showcase—
“She W’ore a Yellow
Ribbon” iRiepeat).......... . WJBK

5.7

50.8

Sunday Mat!
...
.WWJ
Tournament of Champions..... WWJ
Matty's. Fufiday Funnies.
... . WXYZ

2.0
4.9
9.7

38.9

Starlight Theatre—“Thirty
Seconds Over Toyko”....... .CKLW
Sat! Nile Movie.............. .WWJ

8.0
4:0

18.7

Sea Hunt.
/WJBK
Saturday News, Final:
Weather; Sports ..,...,,...:• WJBK
Nightwatch Theatre—“They.
Lived By'Night” (Repeat).. .WJBK

...... ..35.3
. ..14.3
98
....... : .19:3
5.1

7,7
7.0
7.4

7. “CHICAGO DEADLINE”—
Alan Ladd.
Qonna Reed;
Paramount; 1949; MCA

Repeat

Nightwatch Theatre
Wed. May. 4
11:15-1:15 a m.
WJBK-TV

58

7.3

2.7

38.7

Weather; Sports;.. ............. WWJ
Jack Paar,Show.
■WWJ

8. “SHE WORE A YELLOW
RIBBON”—
John Wayne, John Agar,
Joanne Dru, Van Johnson;
RKO; 1949; C&C Films

Repeat

Hollywood Showcase
Sun. May 8
1:00-3.45 p.m.
WJBK-TV

5.7

6.7

2.0

27.0

Bill, Kennedy Showtime—^
“Cloak & Dagger” ....... . CKLW ...... . .11.3
Million $ Movie—.
“Four Mothers’’.............CKLW.. .. 10.7

5.5

6.0

53

11.0

1 WJBK ...... .v 16.7
Royal; Wedding;......«... 4. .... WWJ . /.«4. ..17.7
Masquerade Party......«.,
.WWJ --.16.9

9. “TORPEDO ALLEY”—
Mark Stevens,
Dorothy Malone;
RKO; 1953; M&A Alexander

Million $ Movi
. Fri. May 6
7:30-9:00 p.m.
CKLW-TV

.,14.7
6.3
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BBC May Be Non-ComX But Jingle
Of Coin Keys Waldman’s New Unit
i , Slates prior to the beginning of the
present business drive, and snee
London, Sept. 27.‘s ]
then other program sales have
TiBC-TV has Rone commercial.: been made including “Face, to
Not in the sense that it is accept¬
Face” to WNTA-TV N.Y., and “The
ing advertising or that it is chan?-,
Age of Kings” drama series to
in? the forru.it of its programs.!
WNEW-TV, also N.Y. The corpo¬
It simply has realized the com¬ ration is continuing to trade sub¬
mercial value of the material in its
stantially .with NET, which was
vaults,
!
formerly the main U.S. outlet for
Until April of this year, over-' BBC .programs.
seas sales of BBC programs was: a .
Under the new setup, the BBC
some w h a t haphazard operation
intends lo intensify its coproduc¬
undertaken by the corporation’s;
tion plans, both electronically and
External Services. On April 1 last, I
on film. The first electronic series,
the corporation announced thej
based on George Simenon’s “In¬
formation of BBC-TV Promotions,
spector Maigret,” is already in ac¬
which, in a standard commercial
tive production, arid the first five
operation, would have been ! a
hour-long episodes have been com¬
wholly-owned subsidiary company.
pleted. The skein will run to a
This division, which is under the
minimum of 26 and may possibly
command of Roland Waldman with
go to 39 segments. By virtue of the
the title of general manager, is re¬
economics of electronic produc¬
sponsible for all BBC commercial
tion - the costs are about 25% of
and business operations, partic¬
those for the film - such series are
ularly buying and selling of pro¬
not dependent on U.S. sales to re¬
grams and the organization of co¬
turn a profit. Indeed, they can
production.
return their Investment with a
Under Waldman are five, de¬ comparatively few foreign sales.
partmental heads: Greeve Dei¬
Coproduction on film, however,
st ruther. who returned from four
will, for the time being at any rate,
years in New York last week to
be undertaken by the BBC in col¬
head the sales
division, with
laboration .with American coiripaSandy Callum as his assistant;
n:es. One deal is now in an advance
Gordon Smith, responsible for pur¬
stale of negotiation and is expectel
chasing; John Grove in charge'll of
to be closed within the next month!
business: and Peter Tyrrell, the
This is with a leading U.S. organ¬
transcription manager. The fifth
ization and involves 39 pix, all of
departmental head will be respon¬
which will be made in Britain. Adsible for coproduction and will jibe
i ditionally. the BBC is. associated
the equivalent of executive pro¬
I with ABC (of America) in the
ducer. This appointment w ilt j be
Churchill series for which it his
made as and when required a|nd
provided a substantial amount of
will not. unlike the others, be* a
I material.
permanent arrangement.
Another major facet of the BBC’s
In the year before the advent; of !
BBC-TY Promotions when sailes promotion activities will be linked
were handled by External Services, to its electronic facilities, which it
500 BBC origination programs wiere claims to be the best in the W'orld.
sold overseas. Business has im¬ Its converters can operate to any
proved 120% in the first quarter : standard and Its kinescopes have
of the new operation, and that was already been accepted .iri the
berore the division was fully staffed United States as having superior
and was truly underway. Indeed! it i quality. A special feature of Waldwill not be at full throttle until man's department is the provision
j of facilities to the United States. It
limit the end of this year.
ji
The first quarter's returns sfiow ! provided them, earlier in the year,
that deals were made In 20 foreign with the “Perry Como Show-’
markets including the Ur.S., I which w’as produced in London,
Canada, Japan, Australia, New and earlier this month with two
Zealand, Rhodesia, Italy, Germany Eleanor Roosevelt “Prospects of
and several Scandinavian terri¬ Mankind” programs. Normal BBC
tories, and among the programs ; policy is for these facilities to be
sold were ‘Spy Catcher,”; a made available for programs which
counterespionage thriller senes, ! are considered suitable for trans¬
“Hancock’s Half Hour.” “Whq'ck- mission over its ow;n web.
With the amount of material on
O’” and “Command in Battle,” The j
latter has been bought in the U.S. : hand and which will constantly be
Two BBC vidpic series, “The throw'n into the hopper, Waldman
Third Man” and “R.C.M.F.,” were Reckons that his new op ration will
already on view in the United become the largest of its kind in
By HAROLD MYERS
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tile "world. Unlike the American
networks, which produce only a
fractional part of their own pro¬
gramming, BBC-TV, is responsible
for producing 90%. of its show's.
Existing BBC. offices throughout
the world will be reinforced by
special sales staffs and, w'here
necessary,.'distribution agents; will:
be appointed to handle selected
territories. The first such agency
has been appointed in Japari.

TAM’s Top 10 in Britain
(Week Ending Sept. 18)
Homes
Vieiriof
Producer
Contractor
(000's)
1. No Hiding Place ..
... AR ..,..,...6,534
2; The Arthur Haynes Show
............ ATV ;..... . .6,031
Take Your Pick r.\....;...-.........V.. .AR
».6,031
4. Television Playhouse (The New Man) ;.. AR .
.5,931
Emergency—Ward 10 (Friday Sept. 16). .ATV! ........5,931
6. Val Parnell’s Sunday Palladium Show . ATV .. .. . . .5,830
,7. Armchair Theatre
(A Heart and a
Diamond) .;....;.. ABC v.... . . .5,529
8. Knight Errant Limited : .......; !... GRANADA - • 5,428 '
The Larkins __
...v..!. .v.C'.,. .ATV
.5,428
10. 77 Sunset Strip
.5.383

Renew United
Front’ Talks

* No originating program contractor can be stioWn since the con-,
tent of this program differed in each transmission area:

Blast FCC ‘Rush’ to Wipe Unused

For. the second time in less than
tw'o months, leaders of several di¬
verse television unioris sat down to
talk about a united labor front!
The

bosses

IBEW

arid

of

IATSE,

Directors

AFTRA,
Cruiid

of

America met last week in N. Y.
with NABET hosting.

j

All of the five unions have Industry negotiations due within the
next six months. IBEW, NABET. j
and AFTRA (along with probable
co-negotiator SAG) have riiajor
pacts to dicker with the networks..
AFTRA’s is in the late fall. IBEW
and NABET meet the webs some¬
time before February.
^IA was.repped by Richard Walsh,
international president, W a 1 sh
could not attend the meeting held
under AFTRA auspices. last July
in Washington, D. C.. because his
union was having a convention at
the same time. But he was present
for the luncheon meeting at the
Hotel Taft, along with host, .George
Smith, who is his NABET counter¬
part; AFTRA. exec secretary Don¬
ald Conaway; IBEW radio-tv direc¬
tor A1 Hardy, and. DC A exec secre¬
tary. Nicky Burnett.
“All parties preserit.” Said a
NABET
spokesman,
“indicated
their desire to work together and
present a united labor front in
their future dealings wth the broadr
cast industry arid iri legislative, mat¬
ters affecting employment in the
• industry.”

J

St.
Louis — Alex
Runcimari,
soeialogist. and tv newsman, has
joined KMQX-TV as a producer on
special public affairs projects and
the station’s “Eye on St. Louis”
show'. Runciman was producer and
narrator of “Television Journal,”
a series coveting varied subjects
on KNXT-TV, CBS-owned Los An-,
geles outlet.

Washington, Sept. 27.
Holders of idle UHF television
permits had their day before Fed¬
eral Communications Commission
in their fight tn hold onto their
permits unit! the UHF-versus-VHF
allocations problem is solved.
FCC set aside 10 hours last Fri¬
day (23) to hear arguments from
31 permit holders as; to why their
rights should not be cancelled in
view of their failure to build sta¬
tions. The 31 were: among a group
of 54 permitees gi ve n I notice last
March to start building or. get- off
the "air. The remaining 23 surren¬
dered their permits.
Arguments tossed at the Com¬
mission pointed up the dilemmas;
posed by. FCC’s failure to settle
the allocations problem, or evgn
give the industry a strong indica¬
tion of which path*will be taken;
Benito Gaguine, speaking for
Star Broadcasting Co., holder of
a permit for WCBF-TV; and other
stations, frankly told the Commlsr
siori that his clients would not be¬
gin construction of their station
within six .months if today’s situa¬
tion remained the same. He said
he would advise them that it would
be foolhardy financially to build a
station before the FCC. makes up
its mind on the allocations ques¬
tion.
\Gaguine outspokenly asked the
Commission what was the “un¬
seemly rush” about getting .the
idle perririttees off the books. He
argued that it could not be they
were getting in the Way of others
building stations in the UHF band
: since permits were up fory grabs
virtually everywhere. He suggested
that FCCTs move against ythem
arose out of some tidy desire to

have a “clean slate” in the UHF
field when the allocations probleiri Is ultimately resolved.
Herbert Mayer, president of Ajax
Enterprises, holder of permits for
WXEL in Boston and WPHD in
Philadelphia, dechlred that he was
a staunch believer in UHF and
the only solution for FCC is an
all-UHF policy.; An: early veteran
in the UHF field,; he said he be¬
lieved it would have been, against
the public interest for him to con¬
struct the stations and. ask the pub¬
lic to get converters to. receive him
when the future of UHF remained
in doubt..
He urged the; Commission to
consider a freeze on construction
of all tv stations until the ultimata
decision is made .on. allocations.

NBC’s 1st N.Y.-to-London
Cabiefilm Transmission
. NBC News made the first direct
transmission of cabiefilm between
N.Y. and London, where BBC re¬
ceived it. Network fed 30 seconds
of tv filrii (showing Khrushchev at
the UN) over transatlantic tele¬
phone cable.
Cabiefilm, on a previous occa¬
sion, was transmitted between
London and Montreal, but tlie di¬
rect N.YJ-to-London ferid was duo
to the installation of Cabiefilm
equipment in NBC’s N.Y. studios
early last week. Equiprnent. built
by BBC and owned by NBC, was
moved from Montreal after legal
clearances Were obtained: It took
50 miriutesr to transmit the 30 sec¬
onds film;
Bypassing Montreal
saves NBC about an hour in trarismission;.

PJSittEff
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A CHAMPAGNE TOAST TO
CP 0

^o

HT OTTO

. GLEN V
miller)

/tommy\
l DORSEY

9*0
( GUY
(LOMBARDO)

o

Jk

<41

Q // PAUL \
• WHITEMAN]

V_0

O o

Ooo

A MUSICAL "SPECIAL”
*

Presented By

" and the

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC MAKERS
FOr many months Lawrence t^elk has planned this “MUSICAL SPECIAL/*
andassignedhis staff of arrangers to duplicate the exact sounds of these Great
American Dance Bands of the exciting 30*4 and 40’s. We believe this dramatic
and nostalgic “SPECIAL** will be one of the most memorable musical pro*
grams yet presented on television, dnd mvite you to enjoy it to the fulL
ALL THESE GREAT BANDS ARE

RUSS )
L MORGAN

SCHEDULED FOR A MUSICAL SALUTE:

l

V-

JIMMY
DORSEY i

L KAY 3
Ikayser

/
'THE
U
LAWRENCE WELK \
SHOW"
Sponsored bn alternate
weeks by
DODGE- arid the ,
B. WILLIAMS CO.

f

}

[

Vl.

i

BENNY \
GOODMAN]

‘OoGABBE, LUTZ, HELLER ALOEB
Personal Managen to '
Lawrence Wdk

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
CAB CALX0WAY
FRANKIE CARLE
BOB CROSBY
JIMMY DORSEY
TOMMY DORSEY *
DUKE ELLINGTON
JAN GARBER
BENNY GOODMAN
GLEN GRAY
WOODY HERMAN
HARRY JAMES
SPIKE JONES

KAYKAYSER
HAL KEMP
WAYNE KING
TED LEWIS
GUY LOMBARDO
FREDDIE MARTIN
CLYDE McCOY
GLEN MILLER
RUSS MORGAN
ARTIE SHAW
ORIN TUCKER
TED WEEMS
PAUL WHITEMAN

* SATURDAY, OCT. 8
ABC-TV NETWORK
9:00-10:00 P.M.IE.T.)
6:00-7:00 P.M.(P.T.)
DON FEDDERSON PRODUCTIONS
Television Consultants to
Lawrence Welle

I] CIS y H * ’AT?

Pulse’s Roslow On Ratings
; Continued from page 39 i
for under present ratings research?
In radio, he has a despondent look.
With tune-in down around 15-20
and under—and with the addition
of out-of-home audience, with 1020 or more stations to share this
tune-in, his ratings at best can’t
even approach the ‘itsy bitsy yellow
polka dot bikini.’ Local tv fails to
yield the high audiences of the
early days and now, with higher
costs.
Only among the popular
network tv programs are the high
ratings found. Howr can the broad¬
caster induce the advertiser to buy
radio in times other than rush
hours, in the night time period?
How can broadcaster induce the
advertiser to buy daytime tele¬
vision, late night television?
“And what about the buyer of
time? Is he buying fixed position
today beyond that association with
strong network programs?
Does
the quarter hour rating truly tell
him how effective his advertising
message may be? With the trend

away from fixed position time buy¬
ing, with the advantages inherent
in frequency and totality of im¬
pressions, how can the time buyer
justify hisj purchase of broadcast
time only on ratings?”
“Our plin from this point on Is
to propose research for our clients
emphasizing, average ratings by
broad periods, and several qualita¬
tive factors describing the audience '•l irnAif
delivered during these periods,” he
concluded.
,l,lWi'

S&H Telefilm
sss- Continued from page 34 a—s
except for Bess MeyerSon, who
does the lead-in and lead-out, em¬
ploys only Chicago talent. *
Film will be shown on suc¬
cessive Sundays, Oct. 2 and 9. For
the first date, S&H has purchased
the 3:30 p.m. period on WNBQ
and the half hour immediately fol¬
lowing WGN-TV’s White Sox tele¬
cast. Following week WBKB will
show it at 1 p.m., just before ABCTV's pro football game. WBBMTV has yet to set a time slot.
Following the initial paid ex^
posure, S&H will donate the film
to the . stations as a public service

Debate’ a Dud

M0 ■.

St., New York
PL 2-17(4

ipants into some semblance of real
controversy.
Opener dealt with domestic is¬
sues, which of course permits less
fireworks than the foreign affairs
field and the question of national
But
wiiat happened to civil rights, for
one thing, with Nixon neither chal¬
lenging Kennedy on the southern
Democratic question nor even rais¬
ing the issue in the remotest form,
and Kennedy restricting his ob¬
servations to how unfortunate and
limited are the opportunities for
minority races.
Perhaps the next three discus¬
sions will be more productive. The
opportunity was there. The Lincoln-Douglas debates, argued be¬
fore a comparative handful, are

Salt Lake TV’ers
; Continued from page 32 ;

of KSL-TV brass, Deseret News
IBM machine broke down about
[ midway in the tallying rush, leaving KCPX-TV. to pick from wire
J service.

Victory in Frisco
KRON Antitruster

Continued from page 37

EMMETT
KELLY
Mft.i LEONARD GREEN
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POfSIETT
remembered after more than a
hundred years.
The KenriedyNlxon discussion, historic in its
implications and held before mil¬
lions of Americans; Will probably
be forgotten in just a few days.
Chan.

* '

nBMU.lW|U .

San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Sept.
Sept. 27.
27.
temNBC has won at least a
a*
p.m:ar^^rt
Frisco Chronicles KRON in thh networks^ attempt
buy KTVIJ. Frisco-Oak_ ‘
T .
n Tt
.
. Federal Ju^ge Geo^e^B. Harris
last . week ruled that KRON s anti2
£al1 Vf* KTVU sale to
NBC Would have to be postponed
Untu the FCC hap decided whether
or not to okay the proposed purc"aSe;
After the FCC acts, said the
judge* Chronicle Publishing Co.
can “apply for an injunction to
preserve the asserted status quo.”
Judge’s two-paragraph, opinion
followed two days of oral argument
in August
between NBC
and
KRON
lawyers.
NBC
attorney
James Michael argued suit couldn’t
be considered until FCC acted because it would be impossible for
KRON to be damaged until after
the sale had gone through.
Judge gave KRON a little leew ay
in his opinion, saying KRON could
apply for status quo injunction before FCC rulinfi if NBC started to
knock off contracts on its own
volition. KRON, an NBC affiliate
since 1949, is expected to lose its
lucrative affiliation When itsvtwoyear contract with the network expires next June 30*
—- .■■■..

°\eS

Hartford resldeatii have bean treated to Hit

■aataal right of half of tho top Roar fo Broadcast Homo, pew homo
for WTIC AM-FM-TV, being hoisted aloft from tho gromd. Throo
othor floon, already comptotod. oro Immediately beneath and ready
for IlfHag while additional roof and floor sections await lifting on
right. Revolutionary bidding process Is known as "lift slab construeHon."
Adyf.

HEP
REP

ViDkJ
*
Chicago Sent 27
.
Liuca^o, Sept. 27.
Pillsbury has been doing somo

Meanwhile, KSL-TV and KUTV
moved out ahead with fulsome resuits flowing from Tribune’s battery of reporters, editors and
IBM’s.
:
KSL
nn paK
nnr.
KSL radio,
radio, whirh
which relied
relied on

Iate Pr°gram buying, with both
CBS and NBC the beneficiaries,
Flour company picked up alternate
weeks of “My Sister Eileen,” via
Campbell-Mithun, starting Oct. 12,
giving CBS the greater
greater share
snare of
qi

Mormon newspaper. KALL.
KITIR
k\tak and tcatth? oil
tohk theh UlHes trtm^ribune“
TV industry Is claiming cons'iderable post-election credit for win
by William A. Bar locker, youthful
turkey raiser who swept Demcratic
gubernatorial
nomination.
Barlocker with 70.380 votes to opponent Ira Huggins -30,136, had
pumped much of his campaign
spending into tv, making heavy use
of films showing visits to depressed
Utah mining areas. Expectation is
that George D. Clyde, incumbent
GOP governor seeking reelection,
will make very heavy use of tv as
result of Barlpcker sweep.

";.lrd„0f
alternate thirds . of the vShirlCy
.Shirley.
Temple series. NBC buys were
temple
made via. Leo 'Burnett
Burnett arid
gjjf^
and- totaled
totaled

^;

$400’000'
•"
r-—
Houston^-Willard
Paige; local
local
Honston-^-Willard Paige,
personality, has joined the staff
of KHUL-FM as continuity director and producer of “Nieht and
Day,” the station’s midnight to 6
a m.' show, Paige started his radid career at the microphones of
education station KUHF-FM here,
*"

yAtorS
!
!
—
WllfIM
ft \
I
ffllUlfl
_- r„nHnn.lt
_ ,a __0
m tCr
" " •
•
which grabs a 19 vs. WIlOM’s 63%
share.
W
Pulse survey, covering the 17imfllilHnW
county New York area, was orB
dered by WHOM and WADO. both
m
which accepted Pulse bids for
Mgt. William Morris Agency
the. report. With the Spanish-langnage market in Gotham becoming
, *
an increasingly important factor in 3ZEZZISSZZSISSSISISSSE5
agency media planning, study has ■■■..
■ .
■■
...
been long awaited by the ad.il
I
agencies. Extent to which the marBROADWAY
ket looms importantly is indicated
by the fact that 90% of WHOM’s
45tK-4bHi Street
current business is national, not
New York
local.
rff I !61C rnmnncita Wool
Switchover from Italian to SpanAIR CONDITIONED
I \#V Uol9 tUUl||U91lC fVCCIV
ish at WHOM (as well as WOV2nd arid 3rd R't noth approx.
rA1>
I
1
. WADO) has tended to be gradual,
3,400 sq. ft.
as first-generation Italians have

ror rrOgramLOg Analyses

Washington, Sept. 27.
Following is the composite week
to. be used by broadcasters whose
licenses expire next year in compiling program log analyses for
their renewal applications to Fed-

£ied out and the wave of Puerto
Kiean immigration has swelled,
Fope interest in the Spanish mar*cet. *s accentuated by his purchase
Jfst .y^ar 01 La Prensa
oldest
Spamsh-Language daily In Gothanfi.
eral Communications Commission: Fope. of course, owns the venSunday—Aug. 30, 1959; Monday erable Italian daily, II Progresso.
Oct. 19, 1959; Tuesday—Dec. 1,
K. William Hudson has been
1959;. Wednesday—Feb. 10, I960;
program
manager
for
Thursday—^April 21, 1960; Friday named
WKJG, Fort Wayne, succeeding
—June 17, I960; and Saturday—
Paul Dawson, who resigned to be¬
Sept. 10, 1960.
come ‘manager of the Dental Corp.
of
America,
Washington,
D:C.
Hudson had been producer-direc¬
tor with KWJG-TV.

Eigen Back to Chi

TOP FLOOR OOING UP!

Pillsbury’s Late
llDij.
Dll VS
NBC, CBS Buys

St. Louis, Sept. 27.
>
Vet gabbier Jack' Eigen has
tossed aside a highly. lucrative job
because ho and his family like
Chicago more than they dig St,
Louis, even though St. Louis has
been taking to Eigen’s controver¬
sial and sock interviews, aired
here nightly over WIL from the
Steeplechase; cocktail lounge since
June 20.
Eigen handed notice last week to
Harold Koplar, prexy of the ChasePark Plaza Hotels and KPLR-TV,
and to John Box, general manager
of WIL, that he’ll do .ills last tv
show for Koplar on Oct. 7 and his
last radio show from the Steeple^
chase on Oct. 8.
In his notice to the bosses, Eigen
pointed out that he is leaving only
because of the fact that as a daddy
he should bo with his wife and
youngster, and they live '
the
Windy City.
Eigen came here June 20. Prior
to this stint he held forth for
eight and a half years pn NBC in
Chicago from the Chez Paree and
before that for four years from the
lounge of the Copacabana in New
York.

$12,000 per onpnm each

ROBERT JOSEPH CO.
Incorporated
1133 Ireadway. N. Y.

OR 5-6420

A. GUY VISK
Writing Cntnrprif B
"Creator! of Special Comedy
Material"
124 Old Homartud Rd.; Warwick, R. L
(Tkt Mirthplaca of Show. BIx)

MEMO
Film Companies
Recording Companies,
Networks, etc.

FROM:

SEASONED YOUNG AD
EXECUTIVE WHO'S AVAILABLE

Th»y say thitro't a thortag* of (iraqtiv* young •xacuriva tal(nl i
advortiting and promotion ... . and htro I am.i oporating an pdvortis*
Ing agoncy that I built from tho post. Frankly jurt gatting a littla
tirod of tolling clients' products that. I don't like in tho agency rat race.
Can't resist the yen to trade it-all for. spocialixarion in something I da
li
. . . and can do wall. Six years oxporianco in ovory phase of .
agency work and as ad-promotion managar for largo advartisar.
Strong creative copy and art: background with depth in promotional
planning, ihorchandising. and administration. Collago grod Investigat¬
ing positions that rocognixo. old fashioned thinking., refer Now./York
or tho West Coast and a responsible spot in ad department of - fir
that's going places in morion p«ctura«, rocordi
radio-tv; or related.
Industries. All posirion has to effor is at lobst. present earnings,
forest and a hint of future—i'll add the rest. If there's such a spot i
your firm, plsiaso. drop mo a note outlining some details and I'll bo i
touch on receipt.
BOX V-1249, VARIETY, 154 W. 46fH ST., NEW YORK 36, N.

TVAR...a new breed of
reps. Small list of big
stations. Big staff of
Spot Specialists. Deep
Research. Videotape
Service. A new right
arm for agencies...
TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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MR. JOHN SPENCER WILLS’ REVIEW AFTER FIVE
YEARS OF INDEPENDENT TELEVISION

WIDENING OF THE COMPANY’S INTERESTS
The Fifth Annual. General
Meeting of Associated-Redifu• sion Limited was held on 22nd
September in London. England,
Mr John Spencer Wills, the
Chairman, presiding.
In moving the adoption of the:
Report; and Accounts for tli
year ended 30th April, I960; the
Chairman said:—

vourably with the best produced
by any other country. -

Associated-Rediffusion
Theatrical Productions.

Revenue and Costs

There was a satisfactory In¬
crease in our television . adver¬
tisement < reveiuie during tin*
year of the order of
per.
Through, this /Company we
cent. Our operating costs how¬
have taken an interest in the
ever, Increased toy some 12*£
London' theatre by the acqui¬
The improved final
sition of the licence of . St, Mar- . per .cent.
tin’s Theatre. In the sphere of ’result which We have been able
to achieve has. been assisted by
television we have achieved no
increased revenues from our
Today happens to be. the fifth' : little, success in the presenta¬
ancillary and subsidiary activianniversary of the date, on which
tion of good drama and. wg hope
Qur operating costs are
We first went on the air—a date
we may. be equally successful , tiesi
continuing to rise*.which;under¬
which was full of anxiety to all
in this venture Into the live
lines what I have already said
of us in the Company. After the . theatre,
about the need to build Xip. a.
early years of heavy losses,, it
TV Publications
strong financial porition.
gives me the greatest possible
pleasure to submit such satis¬
On 10th February, 1959, the
The main asset, of this Com¬
factory Accounts to you. The Di¬
Board issued . a statement to
pany is, as you know,. the TV
rectors’ Report and .Accounts
shareholders in the following
TIMES but additional publish¬
are, I think, self-explanatory,
terms:
ing interests have ..been taken
but there are two points to
over and the Company now’ pub¬
The Board are of opinion
which I should like to, draw spe¬
lishes the established and well-'
that the profit of the Com¬
cial attention. The first is the . known children’s journals. TV
pany for the year “ending 30 th .
transfer of £1,500,000 to Gen¬ COMIC
and
TV
EXPRESS
April, 1959. should be. not less
eral Reserve, In my address last
WEEKLY, and a new children’s
than £ 7.000,000.
They ; also
year I. emphasised the import¬
journal, for the. very young,
see no reason"lo suppose that,
ance. of financial strength In
which
has
recently
bepn
in the. absence of unforeseen
view of the special nature of
launched under the title TV
circumstances; the profit for !
our main business as an inde¬
LAND; Present indications are
the year ending 30th April, j
pendent television programme
that the acquisition of these ad¬
1960, should be. any lower.
j
contractor, a businesss which
ditional interests will prove in¬
The receipts for the above
carries with it. in fair weather,
creasingly profitable.
two
years
will
include
sub¬
-and in foul, the obligation to
The TV TIMES weekly net i
stantial sums received under
provide a service to the public
sales, figure, again shows a sub- .
an agreement in respect of
—and a very high cost service
stantial
increase over the . year, ^
programmes supplied by Asat that —- irrespective of the
The new Anglia edition has
spciated-RediffuSipn
to
an¬
amount of our income; it is,
done well and the Southern edi¬
other contractor. This agree¬
therefore, essential that ade¬
tion figures have increased com
ment is terminable on 29th
quate reserves be built up. The
siderably now that the .edition
July, I960, and, if it is ter¬
second is the widening of the
minated, the receipts of Asso¬
Group’s activities by the acqui¬ Covers the independent Televi¬
sion. Authority’s
South-East
ciate d-Red iff u si op under that
sition of the :new interests re^
particular agreement Will dis¬
ferred to in the Directors’ Re¬ .England area as well, as the
appear. What the effect (if
port; to these I Will refer sepa-. Southern area. Advertisement
rates have been raised to take
any) of that, disappearance
:rately.
into account the increased cir¬
would be on the profits of As¬
culation. The size of the paper
sociated - .Rediffusion Would
Wembley Stadium
has been increased to 48 pages
depend
on
many
circum¬
, The Company has now ac¬
and. In view of the resultant ad¬
stances, including the growth
quired the whole of the De- . ditional production . costs, the
of the business and the then
ferred Share capital and over
price of the paper (which has
current networking arranger
93 per cent, of the Preference
been 4'd. since its inception five
ments not only with the con¬
Share capital of; Wembley Sta¬
years ago.) is being increased to
tractor referred to but also .
dium Limited. This very inter¬
5d. as from the beginning of
With other contractors.”
esting acquisition gives us an
.next month;
That agreement was terminat¬
important interest in different,
ed on the 29th July. 1960. In the
fields of public entertainment
Keith ProWse Music
continued absence of unforeseen
in the area we serve.. Your Di-.
circumstance*,
it Is anticipated
PublishingCompany
rectors were delighted that Sir
that the loss of receipts under
Bracewell Smith, under whose
and the Peter Maurice
that agreement will have been
leadership for some .years past
Music Company
made good from other soiirces
the Company had done so well,
and that the profit 'of the Com¬
accepted their invitation to act
Although . our music publisnr
pany for the year ending 30th
as Chairman of the Board. It is
Ing - activities are comparatively
April, ; 1961. wilL be not less
our intention to continue to. op¬ : small at the moment. I am glad
than £7.000,000.
erate the Company In the man*:
to be able to tell you that these
ner which has givern national,
companies have made an in¬
Advertisement Rates
and even international, fame to
creased contribution to our
the Stadium and the Empire
profits.; '
In view of the continued and
Pool, We would like to promote,;
substantial, growth in our. audi¬
Wembley Studios
or assist in the .promotion of,
ences, ..some increases in bur
still further activities, of a sport¬
advertisement rates will be
The only other principal sub¬
ing or entertainment character,
brought
into force in 1961. The
sidiary which t have not yet
for Which there is plenty of
hew rates will be subject to a
mentioned is Wembley Film
accommodation.
reduction of one-sixth during
Studio Limited, whichi: owns our
the Summer months so that ad¬
main studios at Wembley.
We
Independent Film
vertisers wili .be able to buy
acquired this Company from the
Distributors
Twentieth Century Fox Film. time during the Summer of 1961
at our present rates, and many
Company Limited at the begin¬
At the beginning .Of this year
ning of 1955 and have since ; of our advertisers who have
the Company acquired Inde¬
taken
advantage of 'our contract
spent a great deal of money in
pendent: Film Distributors L’lndiscount arrangements will not
building and equipping the stu¬
ited which, as the name implies,
be affected by the new rates for
is a filn> distribution - Company.
dios there! Our hew Studio 5 is
a considerable time.. On the is¬
The Company's assets include
now in operation and I had the
sue of our new Rate Card we
films "which it distributes for.
pleasure of formally declaring it
announced that we would, up
open on 9th June,. I mentioned
exhibition both, in the cinema
to the end of this year, except
and on television. Through, this
last year that the foundation
new. contracts under these con¬
acquisition; a large number of
stone .had been laid for us in
tract
discount
arrangements,,
British post-war films; \vhilst re¬
May, 1959, by Sir Ivone .Kirk¬
covering expenditure up to-the
maining available for cinema
patrick, the Chairman of the In¬
end of 1962, thus giving the ad¬
dependent Television Authority.
exhibition, will. be : show n: on
vantage of two years' rate sta¬
Our . thanks are due to the con¬
the; nation’s television screens
bility, in addition to the special
on both the Independent Televi¬
tractors,. sub-contractors, equip¬
discount, to advertisers who
sion and; B.B.C. services. They
ment . manufacturers, technical
avail themselves of this import¬
will be seen by much larger
consultants and all others con¬
ant concession:
audiences than .could possibly
cerned for their efforts in mak¬
be reached through cinema ex¬
. The power of television as an
ing possible the completion *of
a project of such magnitude and
advertising medium is beyond
hibition alone. It seems to us to
be right that such outstanding
complexity in little more than a
doubt, but it i$ sometimes said
productions of the British, film
year. It Is the largest Television
that it is suitable only for ad¬
Industry as for example, -’Rich¬ . studio In the world and has been
vertisers with very large appro¬
fitted with the finest and most
ard III,” “Moulih Rouge” and
priations. That this Is not so is
“African Queen” should be seen
up to date equipment, the over¬
evidenced toy numerous success
all cost being approximately one
stories in cases where compara¬
by the largest possible audi¬
ences. Apart from the pleasure
million pounds. We hope and
tively small expenditure has
been involved. If the medium is
which they will give to the
believe; that . it W'ill contribute
Viewers, it surely . caimot be
substantially to the future en¬
properly used
and bur staff
other than good for the British
are well qualified and eager to
joyment of millions of television
film industry itself that the. pub-,
advise advertisers about this—
viewers throughout the country
some outstanding results can be
lie should be reminded that
and* indeed, throughout the
world.
British films can compare fa¬
achieved -quite economically.-.
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During this year our policy in
relation to the acceptance of ad¬
vertisements has been the sub¬
ject of much discussion, and the
Independent Television-Author¬
ity has decided thaty whilst the
present average of six- minutes
advertising time per hour will
hot be changed, a maximum of
seven minutes advertising in any
one hour will come into force
later this year. In addition, the
programme
companies
them¬
selves. are introducing changes
In the presentation of advertise¬
ments which we think will make
for .still greater effectiveness of
television advertising.

Audience Research
tVe have Intensified our audi¬
ence research activities during
the year: Our first major spe¬
cial ised , research project, com¬
pleted.in 1958: was an “attitude
study” of the London area audi¬
ence, and we havie followed th;s
with further surveys into audi¬
ence attitudes, viewing ;hah*ts
a^d purchasing habits With the.
. obiec*« of assistine In the most
suitable
planning
of.
pro¬
grammes and heloing advertis¬
ers to make the most effective
use of their expenditure. At the
moment we are encaged on the
first sociological and psycholog¬
ical stiidv of the London area
audience: This is the largest and
most comprehensive
ever
to be carried out in this field and
ft
heinu conducted under the
advice pf leading academic au¬
thorities. Apart from its value to
the Company, it should also
prnve to he a di«tinntive con¬
tribution to social science.

Pregrammes
Oi»r primary function as a
'television programme cont**ae.ter it-.t^e prG’’?rien of tetevi^on
programmes. Whilst no member
of: the Hoard, or the' MEnaue. ment is in dancer of feeling anv
cause for .comnlarency. we think
w • can rea^nnablv claim that
v*e are carrying but tins' func¬
tion vith an increasing meas¬
ure of suce^ss.
In the fields of drama and.
children's Programme* w» have
continued to make.-.the largest
contribution of live television to
the n^ioral network, and our
live drama productions have
achieved higher average ratings
than tho«e r* any other comD?nv, Irr the field A* Hgh( enter¬
tainment; . :our
“Hinnodrome”
series reached the network Top
Ten more often than anv other
weekday one-hour variety pro¬
gramme.
In our special feature pro¬
grammes. Which haVe (been de¬
scribed in the Sunday Times as
“Associated - Rediffusion’s ad¬
mirable adventures in adult
education,” we have provided
historical fact arid informed
comment on riiajor problems of
bur age in an absorbing form.
Programmes
like
“Tyranny,”
the story ..of'.. Hitler, “Israel
Rises.” a nation In the making,
“Battle Ground,” the Spanish
Civil War. “The Unwanted.” the
refugee problem, “Global War”
and others have all beeri seen
and appreciated by vast audi¬
ences. With these and our regu¬
lar series of shorter feature pro¬
grammes we are developing a
new form of visual journalism,
by the use of which we think
the medium of television can
make a substantial contribution
to the' public good.
Our weekly current affairs
programme, “This Week,” cov¬
ering happenings . in almost
every part of. the world, is now
In its fifth year of production.
Except for ■ the last General
Election period, . It has had an
uninterrupted run since it was
first broadcast at the beginning
of 1956; . it continues to attract
major audiences and has been
included in j the network Top
•Ten on a nuinber of occasions.
Our schools broadcasts. Which
now include programmes for
primary.
schools,
secondary
schools and grammar schools,
are toeing taken by over one
thousand schools in most parts
of the: couritry. An interesting
new. series just, commenced is a
French language series.
Whilst
referring
to
our
schools programmes, I want to
say how sorry we are that it has
recently become necessary for
Sir Sydney Caine, on being ap¬
pointed a member of the Inde¬
pendent Television Authority,
to resign from the chairman¬
ship bf our Educational Advis¬
ory Council, and to express our
thanks to him for bis valued
services In that office since he
took it over from Sir John Wol-

feriden In September, 1958. Wo
are grateful to the, other mem*
bers of the Council for their
help in this- very important
part of our wbrk.
One other programme item of
special interest was our produc¬
tion of Benjamin Britten’s Op¬
era, “Turn of the Screw.” broad¬
cast last Christmas.
This was
noteworthy In that It was the
first full-length opera broadcast
on
independent
Television;
there uas been some contro¬
versy about the suitability of
opera for television, but this
programme, although of minor¬
ity appeal, was an undoubted
success.

International Division
During the year we have es¬
tablished an International Divi¬
sion of the Company to deal
with our sales of programmes
overseas. Our revenue from
this source has so far been com¬
paratively small but there is
a growing potential here and
we hope to be able to take ad¬
vantage of it. The advent of
videotape recording, which we
were first to install in this coun¬
try, makes the recording of
programmes much more effi¬
cient and less costly than in the
past; and we now have the
equipment to record program¬
mes to American and European
television standards as well as
to British standards. To make
the best Use of all the oppor¬
tunities overseas we do need
the realistic cooperation of the
writers’ and artistes’ unions on
the question of fees for over¬
seas use; given that, we believe
we can extend our activities
considerably in this direction
to the mutual advantage of the
writers and artistes and of our¬
selves.

Support for Arts and
• Sciences
We have continued to give
substantial financial support to
the arts and sciences. Grants
h#ve been made to organisa¬
tions in the fields of music, bal¬
let and opera, including the
training schools, and to reper¬
tory theatres and scientific in¬
stitutions.
The
total . grants
made by the Company over the
past two years amount to some
£55,000.

Pilkingtoo Committee of
Inquiry
As was generally expected,
the Government has now ap¬
pointed a Committee of Inquiry
into the future of sound and
television broadcasting and they
have been given the following
terms of reference:—
“Tq consider the future of
broadcasting services in the
United Kingdom, the dissemi¬
nation by wire of broadcast¬
ing and other programmes,
and the possibility of tele¬
vision for public showing; to
advise on the services which
should in future be provided
in the United Kingdom by
the B.B.C. and the I.T.A.; to
recommend
whether
addi¬
tional services should be pro¬
vided by any . other organisa¬
tion; and to propose what
financial and other conditions
should apply to the conduct
of all these services.”
Sir Harry Pilkington is Chair¬
man of a Committee of thirteen
men and women with many and
varied interests. Although the
terms of reference are brief,
the task of the Committee is
almost certain to be long, and
arduous. Your Company is to be
given an opportunity to submit
views and evidence, I do not
propose now to anticipate what,
those views may be.
*t

Thanks to Management
and Staff
It is my privilege again to
express your thanks to our
Management and
staff.
The
service they have given has in
my view, been better than ever
before. Among the major tasks
in which our operational staff
played a most important part
were the very successful Inde¬
pendent Television broadcasts
of the last General Election and
the Wedding of Her Royal High¬
ness Princess Margaret. It is
the aim of the Management and
staff, as it Is of your Board, con¬
tinually to improve the stand¬
ard of our service to the public
and I think that this aim is,
through their devoted and en¬
thusiastic work, being achieved.
The Report and Accounts

were unanimously adopted.
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‘RaraarY Record Run

Gulfs fire at
; Continued from page 39 j

Longevity . of kiddie pro¬
gramming is illustrated by
“Ramar of the Jungle.” WPIX,
N.Y.,. bought the property
many ..years ago on a five-year
deal. Series ran and then wa»
put on the shelf for a three*
and-arhalf year period.
Indie now is dusting off the
property for
new crop of
: kids arid slotting if this season
In its kiddie strip at 5- p.m.
“Ramar,” one of the key prop¬
erties of TPA, now is- owned
by ITC.

Aossies in Major Baynp
Of CBS Pubaffairs Segs

33 SSSSS
Major portion of CBS news and
WIGM, Medford; WHBL, Sheboy¬ pub-affairj programs to be pro*
gan; WIBA, Madison; WHBYi Ap¬
pleton; WKBH, La Crosse and duced In ’60-’61 season has been
s==s' Continued from pace

who was hired recently, to: concen¬ almost unnoticed. .It is not yet
trate on the sale of news* stanzas,. common knowledge that General.
WBEL, Beloit.
Mills, which deals essentially in
Reportedly, Byron made the initial
entertainment vehicles, will spend
contact with Gulf toppers.
$1,100,000 this season for a daily
KYW-TV’s Series
The $12,147,000 in billings (time five-minute news strip, beginning
Cleveland, Sept, 27.
Ray Scherer will
and program) for NBC News dur¬ at 12:53 p.m.
While the two major political
ing the ’60-’61 season is not over¬ probably do the newscasts five days
parties are doing their utmost to
whelming.
CBS has made much a week, directly after “It Could Be
stamp out the wor.d “debate” in
more in the same area. But. it is You.”
connection with the face-to-face
a marked advance from the depart¬
Apart from the Gulf and General
meetings of Nixon and Kennedy on
ment’s take last season- before Mills deals and the pending reT
three-weh tv and Mutual Broad¬
about
scientific
developments
of
Huntley. Brinkley and others of newal by Texas Co., NBC has con-,
casting, Ohio politicians are squar¬
the NBC news team turned the tracts for various news and public the space missiles.
ing off in the traditional style:
conventions into a major critical affairs stanzas, with Purex, Timex,
The new programs will be much
Westinghouse outlet KYWVTV
and audience victory for jthe web. Procter & Gamble (see separate
lighter than those presented on launched a Sunday series this week
_
One estimate of last season's take story), Longines-Wittnauer, U.S.
the state-run television Channel ! (25); which will feature five-, deis about $7,000,000, at best.
Steel and Savings & Loan Assn?
One,
about three-fifths of I b?tes between northern Ohio asIn light of the Gulf deal, an¬
Time Is paying a reported $600,- ,,
....
pirants to Federal office. Last Sunother NBC News sale slipped by 000 for half of six one-hour pro¬ the time Mill be used for plays and; day.$ Bal(.hour toe-to-toer was begrams by NBC news executive pro¬ feature films, quizzes and musicals, tween U. S. Congressman Robert
Cook, Dem incumbent from the
ducer Irving Gitlin, to be called and two-fifths for news, informa“White Papers.”
Lorigihes has tion and documentaries, with less . llth district, and GOP opponent
$752,000 worth of eight programs emphasis ; on “culture-’ and more bavid Dennison. Four more Sunknown as “The Campaign & The On. “entertainment.”
1 day debates will feature CongressCandidates." U.S. Steel is spend¬
Brokers and Financial
Freies Fernsehen plans to . op- men and opponents from other dtsing about $200,000 for'one edition erate about 25 hours a week at the tricts. AH shows will get rebroad¬
of “Project 20” and Savings & beginning, with five hours on Sat- cast on KYW Radio Sunday nights.
Consultants
Loan about $260,000 for a second Urdaiy and Sundays/ and; three
edition.
Big boost is $2,500,000 hours the other days!
from Purex for seven Gitlin day¬
WLOL, Mpls., Offer
Of every hour 54 minutes wrill
time specials and for two “Proj¬ be used for the program arid six,
Minneapolis, Sept. 27.
ect 20” programs.
Following the national television
minutes for advertising. Officials
The “Project 20s” don’t officially expect that about 10% of their networks’ lead as far as the presi¬
•
come under the aegis of NBC News, costs will be financed by the ads, dential candidates are concerned.
but they are public affairs specials, with spots being placed only at j local radio station WLOL has Pf50 East 58th Street
and the belief within NBC is that, the beginning and end of the half j fered free prime air time to DeraoNew York 22, N. Y.
sale of the „ “20s” was made in- hour shows. Time will cost be-' tratlc Farmer Labor, candidate for
finitely easier by NBC News new’ tween 15.000 and 20,000 marks re-election. Gov, O. A. Freeman,
ELdorado 5-0405
prestige status. In all, five “20s”f .about $3,750 to $5,000) for a.min-, and his Republican Opponent, Elare planned this season, and five ute, arid they expect to have no mer L. Andersen, for a series of
are sold. Compared to last, year, trouble finding buyers since .the • three or four debates between
when NBC openly complained that first television channel, which pro- them.
In making the offer, N. L. Bent'"/selling these programs was like vides only six minutes of commer- I
•
son, WLOL president, urged the
& i swimming the -channel, it is- a defi- cials per day. Is about 3009'
p
HOTEL WESTOVER
candidates to accept “in the public
& ! mte improvement. Very few Were subscribed.
Freies Fernsehen has made ar- interest.” He pointed out that
|§ i sold In the ’59-’60 season,
|
253 W. 72, N. Y.; C.
ill j
Not counted In the total $12,147,- rangements for 29 stations to carry j > ?uch a ser*?s of debates over the
4 forge rooms on 24fh floor with
its
shows, so that at the start of its ®.ir» 8*y.en prime listening days and
H j 000 is the money accruing to Elecexceptionally largo privato tor|, tion Night coverage by NBC, which broadcasting; about - 62% of the 1
race and felly equipped krtchen.
county
will be able to receive its W8
educate Minnesota
“ several weeks ago was five-sixths • ■
'V
I as
oc fn
fnr governor
to tho
the pandinfliPR
candidates for
This ctrlking selte is Ideal for
sold out and reportedly will be show. There are now about 4/180,themselves and the. issues facing
cleb,
fraternal
organization,
000
television
sets
in
the
land,
none
.
SRO by next week, if a few poten*
them.
yet converted/to re¬
theatrical offices, dance studio,
tial sponsors make up their minds of them
ceive the second program, but it’s
photography studio, etc.
to buy in.
expected that conversions to
-j
$400 per Month
ceive the second channel will soon
Brokers Prottctmd
be made, when final decisions are I
announced re the beaming.'
I
men? 2-9600
Continued from page 33
Freies Fernsehen now has 140
Continued from page 39
ivii.
V**.
that NBC now finds itself in—
fulltime employees, working
J; channel
cnannei now
now operating
operating that
inai conluh- | getting it into fulF operation, with ,
1 (exceptCin the ^rea^df

bought by the Australian Broad*
casting Commission for its national
network.
Included in the package will be
programs presented on “CBS Re*
ports,” “Tomorrow;” “Eyewitness
to History,” and “Twentieth Cen¬
tury” as well as special programs
produced by CBS news and pub*
affairs department. Deal was nego¬
tiated by Charles Moses, general
manager of. ABC, and-Merle S.
Jones, CBS Films proxy.

HOWARD E. STARK

Television Stations
Radio Stations

PENTHOUSE*

Image’ or ‘Anglo’

German TV

!

-on JEWELRY. & FURS
SILVERWARE • STAMPS • CAMERAS, Etc.
Immediate Cash! No Red Tapet
Cold Storag* ao Promises
All Articles Iniund

IvASKEES,™
New York's Lsediof Pawnbroker

» 41

W. 57th St (Private Ent thru Bldg.)

WANTED:
BRIGHT YOUNG TV MAN
Fast rising advertising agency needs
twentyish young man, college edu¬
cated, some television experience at
an agency, network, or client. Must
have some knowledge of media, re¬
search, and account work. Fast, effi¬
cient, aggressive—love the medium.
Moderate starting salary; great oppor¬
tunity for rapid advancemont.
Write Box V-1251, e'o VARIETY,
154 W. 44th St., New York 34

' ^^rters

in

downtown

Frank-,

13

P^^^pt^n^^ea^o^

! hour shows. Longest shows so far furt.
from which it seems only, now be¬
' set are only 30 minutes:
ginning to recover via a lot more
The Jan. 1 opening, of course,
care fostered on the programming
ih highlighted with festivities. The
itself.
British quizmaster, John P. Wynn, [
At CBS-TV, this is the year of
who speaks German, will present ‘
the image,’ with special imagea new quiz show. Curd Jurgens, j
Joe Flynn has been signed to makers all over the Joint,'at the
film and stage star, is set for an ; piay the lead Tole of Rube Gold- corporate level. In the -news divi¬
appearafice, and so is actor Viktor ( berg’s assistant in Trans-Lux’s five- sion, even image-makers-at-large;
de Kowa. Stefan Andres has writ-minute show. “Rube Goldberg In- And the current line at the net¬
, ten a new play for the opening,1 ventions” . . . Jack/McCarthy takes . work,
_ when the web’s hew night; and the magician Kalanag, who is over as emcee of WPIX’s, N-Y.,.ltime schedule is discussed, seems
a regular staff member of Freies ■, vpopeye” show. He replaces Alien to be, “but look at our public af; Fernsehen, will entertain.
[Swift - ..... Film produced by the-fairs lineup.”. The web’s pubGerman master of ceremonies Jewish Chautauqua Society, “Count ] affairs
schedule
admirable,
; Peter von Zahn has done a series : Your Blessings” will, be telecast; pointing towards an alltime high
! called
“Pictures
of
the
New by WPIX Sunday (2).
[in quantity, and hopefully, quality.
! World,” about his recent trip, to ‘
Peter A. Griffith wins veepee i But If it’s to be used as a dodge in
! Airierica.
! stripes at Transfilm-Caravel. He’s [evading the question of regular
The Freies Fernsehen . people ; been with the blurbery a year as ! programming, then troubleV ahead.
i have also contracted for 13 half- ! a producer and account exec* and
Even at ABC, where the web has
[hour television shows made in has been most recently involved in had the honesty to make no bones
[America, to be shown under the ’ production of the Zest and Prell about being In the mass entertain¬
j title
“Stormers
of
Heavens,” i tele cbmihercials.
ment; business—and accent on the
mass—there are-signs, like the
web’s, current emphasis on “our
varied program schedule:”
The
web has been satisfied to let the
programs speak—and very success¬
fully—for themselves. But now, a
‘look ma, wff’re balanced” attitude
seems to be taking hold.

j

UN Tough
S3 Continued from pagg 33. ss
window in the 2d floor delegates’
lounge, to put the Cuban leader in
range of a camera prepared to
catch his picture through a win¬
dow, from a position on the floor
above. That was okay, because the
camera was legal. But when the
broadcaster for CBS Whipped out
a wireless .microphone, a fast-mov-1
ing UN guard, reportedly reacting!
as though Schorr had a gun instead
of a mike, fouled up this piece of
CBS enterprise. It seemed that the
^uard, later supported by UN press
rep Mike Hayward, was prompted
by a UN rule against use of any
’’electronic device” Within the con¬
fines of the delegate lounge.
Matters have since quieted, be¬
cause if there is one consistent
pursuit in the United Nations, it is
the pursuit of protocoL

TODAY!

hi;si

i>osr
Buyers who know, the
best are snapping it up...
Pacific Gas & Elec«
trie Go. (through Bat¬
ten; Barton, Durstine &;
Osborn) signed theseries,
for San Franeisco, Bak«,
ersfield, Chico-Redding,
SanLuis Obispo, Saliiias^.
Monterey, Eureka anc(
Fresno.astute station
groups like Trianglo
bought for all of their
markets including Phila?
delphia> New Havens
Hartford, Alt do na *
Johnstown, etc.7 and
Crosley Broadcast*
ing for Gincinnati, Co¬
lumbus and Atlanta *. •
and the list of ayaijabte
markets shrinks every
day!
Wire today id secure the
“best” series-BEST OF
THE POST-for your
marl
independent;
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
I • N Y. 22 • PL S-2IOO

OFFICES FOR RENT
57 ST., Corner 7Hi AYE., New York
HEADQUARTERS FOR TALENT
Choice; 11 fl., 3 ikposurei, 1401
*q. ft., central air cond., 5 large pvt.
ofci., furnitura available, reaa.
PL 7-4412

ON fVIRy CHANNIl

BROOKS
COSTUMES
a Wm>

»♦., h.y.c.-t«l n. r-jaea

a

\XMl'Bff

September 28^ i960

SI NCE TELEVISION ITSELF!
s now to get a
of the new 5-mihute
by the world’s wackiest i
Rube (who else?) Goldberg.
One look at the pilot film how available
for audition and you’ll know why this dizzy series
Will dazzle, delight—and hell!

National advertisers and their agencies dan spend
the most valuable five minutes of a lifetime
catching this preview (custom-shown
at your convenience).
130 of these episodes, each
with a new invention, and
starring Joe Flynn and Dave
Willock with the animated
artistry of Rube Goldberg,
will be available for
TV advertisers in 1961.

OWE

WILLOCK
Sensation of this
year’s Emmy Awards
TV Spectacular.

Featured comic on
scores of top-ranking
TV shows.

INVENTIONS”

TV ADVERTISER (A) READS AD IN PAPER AND JUMPS UP AND DOWN WITH GLEE, JACKINS UP OOG(B)—DOS GRABS
BONE (C\ OPENING CAGE (D) AND RELEASING MOTHS(E) WHICH EAT LARGE WOOLEN SOCK (F)^- LOSS OF WEIGHT IN SOCK
CAUSES LIGHTED CANDLE (G) TO SET FIRE TO WIG SHOWING NEW BEEHIVE HAIRDO

(H)-—FIREMAN (j), SEEING

FLAMES.

RUNS ON TREAOMILL (J) WHICH SETS PROJECTION MACHINE (K) IN MOTION SHOWING PILOT OP RUBE GOLDBERGS NEW TV SHOW)

Audition Screenings by appointment:
GaU or Wire: Richard Carlton, Vice President, in Charge of Sale*

625 Madison Avenue, New York 22. N. Y,
Phone: PLaza 1-3110
Chicago - Los Angeles
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Paul Evans (G u ar a n it e e d); f "LOVE MUSI<£ FROM TRISTAN
“HUSHABYE LITTLE GUITAR” & ISOLDE” (Editone*) is a big and
(Pambill-Lvle*) has a twangy sound 1 lush orch slicing with some dramaand a likable vocal that has -a step- 1 tic Keyboard work to win it earn¬
out
possibility. “BLIND !■ BOY”; mercial approval. “MY LOVE”
(Pambill-Lvle*) is a sentimental (Witmark*) is a flavorsome instruballad with limited possibilities.
j mental showcasing more of George
Joe Reisman Orch (Roulette):! Greeley's potent piano styling.
“MELODIE DAMOUR” iRayvehn f
The Clebanoff Strings (Mercury):
Is a rich and colorful instrumental j “TIIE GREEN LEAVES OF SUMinterp^etation
of a tund that | MER” (Feist*) gets a rich Instruclicked^several seasons ago. | mental production that adds variety
“BRASILIA” (E. B. Marks") cuts ‘ to the flock of disk entries being
up a neat Latino pace that the . racked up by this tune from “The
programmers will go for. !■
i Alamo” pic. “WHERE THE HOT
The Easy Riders (Kapp); “THE WIND BLOWS” (Levine-McHugh*)
GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER" ‘ is a pic title song with an. interest(Feist* * is one of the key songs ing melodic line nicely, developed
...... et. 8 th—ABC-TV Network
from “The Alamo” pic and (its folk • in this orch treatment,
flavor is excellently suited to the t
Gary Paxton (Lute);: “THE WAY
group’s style for good spimiing re-, I SEE IT” (Fairway, Kavelin, Mav“Great Dance Bands on Parade”
sults. “BALLAD OF THE ALAMO” : erickt) works up a blues idea in a
A Tribute to America’s Great Bands
(Feist*) is in the popular ~ohg saga ■ slow vocal niartner that builds in¬
From 1930-50!
groove and will do a lot to help.tcrest.
“YOU’RE RUININ’ MY
promote the film.
GLADNESS” (Kavelin, Maverick!)
Karen Chandler (Carlton): I gets its blues message across with
“IRMA LA DOUCE” (Chappell*) a snappy beat that’s good for juke
has a strong French melodic line play.
and thrush’s vocalizing makes it
Earl Bostio (King): “JUST IN
an attractive slice. “THAT’S A TIME” (Stratford*) gets a. solid
“Leonard Bernstein1.’ by David
PLENTY” (George Simon*) plays (beat here making it a good coin- Even (Chilton; $3.50), Is a biogra¬
phy of the celebrated composerconductor aimed at young readers.
However, anyone interested in the
man and his’ .work will find the
book pleasant reading.
Ewen has authored a veritable
RAY CONNIFF ORCH. ...MIDNIGHT LACE—PART I
library of tomes on uisic and his
(Columbia)
..
Midnight Lace—Part II
writing has both grace and author¬
Ray Conniff’s “Midnight Lace” (Arwinf) is weaved into a sockp.
ity. The . Bernstein story provides
instrumental slice by the intriguing buildup of the varied melodic
the American musical world with
themes and a standout harmonica solo by Eddy Mansbn. The theme
one of its best Horatio Alger sub¬
from the upcoming Dofis Day-Rex Hartison starrer gets a twojects; a boy who declined $100-asided workover.
week salary to enter the family
+
business When he graduated, from
JONI JAMES.i*....... BE MY LOVE Harvard, and who almost starved
before he became one Of the fore¬
(MGM)___U
_... ... ..... Tall A Tree
most, musicians of his time. Bern¬
Joni James' “Be My Love” (Robbins*) is the. Mario Lanza click,
stein is also typical of his times,
turned out in a strong Romantic vocal to take it.to the top Again.
and this portrait reveals a vivid
“Tall A Tree” (Blue:Jayf) plants cl warm ballad idea with a tender ' contemporary at.home in his worldvocal and a big orch support.
his baton as popular in the’ Soviet,
for instance, as in America; a man
as
fond of Broadway, as of Bee¬
OLIVER COOL.1..... -.OLIVER COOL
thoven (serving each With dazzling
(Roulette) .• • ■ ... .:. ...... .1 Love Girls
proficiency); a “snappy, dresser on
Oliver Cool’s "Oliver jCool” (Planetary*) is. a hot novelty item
and off” (to borrow, the old show
wiih solid commercial lvalues for all spinning outlets. “I Love
biz expression); a person whose
Girls” (Vanlee*) is a cute lilter with a punchy vocal treatment
eager mind graps and dispenses
that will win lotsa play:
(often on tv) extraordinary knowl¬
edge in many fields; a wise teach¬
THE COPYCATS .. . 1;..
. CHIEF SITTLV BULL er; a loying husband and father
(he is married to actress Felicia
(Prince).>..... .The Abominable Snow-Man
MontealegreV
The Copycats' “Chief Sittin? Bull” (Criterion*) is the answer
This delightful study also con¬
song to the clicko “Mr.j Custer” and is sure to go as far because
tains a list of Bernstein’s writings
of its catch-on novelty approach. “The Abominable Snoio-Man”
and recordings.
Rodo.
(Criterion*) is another'novelty side that the jeaners will pick up

Lawrence Welk “Special”

OF LEONARD BERNSTEIN

Best Bets

for laughs.
*

*

THE CRESTS
ISN’T IT AMAZING
(Coed) ..• -. ...
Molly Mae
The Crests' “Isn't It Amazing” (Winnetonf) has a breezy beat
and a brisk vocal attack to take it right into the payoff brackets.
“Molly Mae” (Winnetonf ) has a pleasant ballad quality that will
stir up some spinning appreciation.

Up Wilkins, Butler
In Col Finance Dept.

William G. Wilkins has been .set
as director of finance and Raymond
Butler Was named controller for
*
*
Columbia Records last week.
Wilkins had .been the diskery’s
DUANE EDDY........ .PETER GUNN
controller since .1945 and Butler,
(Jamie) .....
Along The Navajo Trail
who joined the label in *46, has
Duane Eddy’s “Peter Gunn” (Northridge*) shoots up d rhythmic . held various positions in the fi¬
nance department..
storm in this instrumental slicing and it’s sure to take off again.
“Along The Navajo Trail” (Leeds*) is fashioned into a highly
spinnable side via Eddy’s slick guitar work.
; *

*

Living Strings: “Play Music for by coming tip with a blending of
Romance”-”Play Music of the Sea” progressive arid pop values.
-“Play Musio in the Night’* (RCA , Los Admiradores: “Bongos//
Camden). RCA Camden, Which is Flutes/Guitars”.
( Com brand).
the lowprice subsld of the Victor Enoch Light has developed a touch
label, Is moving into the lush in¬ for sound on disks that has en¬
strumental field with a solid pack¬ tranced the stereo market. In his
age series. The three kickoff sets, latest production, he’s - taken an¬
imports from Europe, are topnotch other group of standard songs and
mood music entries that the late- given them a “sound; production”
hour jockeys will find excellent that emphasizes bongos* flutes- and:
programming fodder and that Will guitars, as is aptly advertised in
serve home turntables for easy and the title. It’s as persuasive as his
comfortable listening. The reper¬ previous “Persuasive’’ series.
toire for each set is culled from
. Roy Hamilton: “Soft / • Warm”
the standard catalog and is dished (Epic), Roy Hamilton tones down
but with a full-blown orch dress¬ for this package/but he’s just as'
ing. The tin-foil cover with a color effective as when he. gives that
photo.to highlight the mood give it power-packed vocal treatment with
an attractive and important sales which, he’s been identified.
His
plus.
renditions here are warm and win¬
Carmen Dragon - Orch: “Bless ning; lie handles this relaxed, but
This House” (Capitol). Religiosqs still captivating mood, in iai man¬
in a symphonic dresing is the pitch ner-that will get the tasty program¬
here and it works out into an ex¬ mers on his side. Marion Evans is
citing and impressive disk, Car¬ right-in: the groove with his orch
men Dragon leads the CapitoL direction.
Louis Nye: “Heigh-Ho Madison
Symphony Orchestra through 10
The target
religosongs that take bn added im¬ Ave.!” (Riverside).
here
is adsville so if should go over
portance in the big orch treatment:
Dragon has plotted his bcoring to < well, w’ith the martini men,. Mel
fit the mood and message: of each Mitchell devised the material for
separate item and they come; this spoof arid there are some
funny spots, but Madison Ave, is
across with impact;
too short a street for both sides, of
•. Norman Luboff Choir: “Songs of
an LP even . With- a fuilny pro as
the Cowboy” (Columbia>. This is an
Louis Nye as guide. •
adult disk-western. For the most
The Drifters: “Cireatest Hits*
part, the repertoire eschews the (Atlantic). Already established in
popular prairie songs and delves the pop: singles market; the Drift¬
into unfamiliar material, which ers have compiled their: big ones
gives the set added interest. Luboff. for; an LP fling.
It’s strictly a
gives them all a zestful, delivery teenage ; item but there are enough
and even .when he makes a Stab at Drifters’ devotees around to make
an occasional perennial; like “The it an. okay seller. The disk includes
Last .Roundup,” it sounds fresh “There. Goes My; Baby,” “Dance
and bright.
With Me;” “True Love. True Love*
Joyce Grenfell: 4T r e s e n t ing “This Magic Moment” and. “Lone¬
Joyce
Grenfell”
(Elektra).
Al¬ ly Winds.”.; .
though there’s been a big buying
John Raltt: “Songs The Kids
swing to comedy on disks, it’s been Brought Home From Camp” (War¬
strictly a stag affair with the ner Bros!). The; , robust, voice of
comediennes virtually shut out -of.] John Raitt is employed; Unusually
the boon.
Joyce Grenfell won’t but effectively in; this platter that
change the status quo but she has seems pegged for kiddies but which
come up with a platter perform¬ the parents will enjoy if they
ance that will be of especial appeal W'ant to participate in a together¬
to those who’ve gone over to her ness turntable program. . The tune
side because of the British film im¬ are familiar rounds* game songs
ports in which she’s appeared and and novelties that everyone can
a one-woman show in which she have fun with if they’re In, the
appeared on Broadway in 1955.. right: mood.
. Barbara - Russell: “Swing With
It’s a special audience but there’s
There’s a
probably enough of ’em to make Me” (United Artists).
this disk venture pay off. The sa¬ jazz feel in Barbara, Russell’s work :
tirical monologs and songs of her .that’s coiWincing and captivating.
own invention and they’re sure, to She/doesn’t go overboard, though,
please the Anglophiles. George and her restraint and understand¬
Bauer gives her a neat keyboard ing of pop lyric values are especi¬
ally noticeable on stich as “Oh You
assist.
Crazy Moon” and /‘This Could Be
Sarah Vaughan: '‘Close to
The Start of Something:”
She
You” (Mercury). Although Sarah
also . does- well ,/ with “Misty**
Vaughan switched to the Roulette
“Something Happens To Me” and
label earlier this year, her old “Round
Midnight,”
which
are.
stamping ground, Mercury Rec¬ standouts, in an all-around solid
ords, apparently still has a vault-1 catalog. Don Costa’s arrangements
full of potent Sides. This is evident: and conducting help her all the
in this new disk wldch features the way.
Gros;
thrush in an intimate vocal mood.
It’s romantic land effective and the I
arrangements and conducting by
Belford Hendripks and Fred Nor¬
man round out the. overall mood

+

STAN ROBINSON. ......... CAN SHE GIVE YOU FEVER
(Amy) ..
.* ...... ... Rhinoceros
Stan Robinson’s “Can She Give You Fever” (C Shavif) nins at
a wild pace, rhythmically and vocally, that the. jean crowd will turn
into a spinning winner;. “Rhinoceros” (Gilt) roars with* a vocal
drive that gives it a takeoff potential, too.
with a zingy beat and- a vocal grabber for juke-dancing. “720 IN
growl that’s quite peppy. ,
THE BOOKS” (Robbins*) is paced
Ray Campi (Colpix)r “HEAR for dancing with a beat that’s hard
WHAT I WANNA HEAR” (Rockt) to resist.
has a melodic drive and, a strong
The Shooters (Trails* World):
vocal treatment to send it up on “SHE’S ALL RIGHT” (Kavelint)
the spinning circuit. “FRENCH is a raiicus noisemaker that the kids
FRIES” (Rockt) sizzles: with a around the jukes will probably
punchy beat and a vocal to match take tc> for a while. “TUFF
for okay results.
i
ENUFFjp (Kavelint), rocks with a
Robin Wilson (Monument): “THE drive WSt will' get the jean set
NERVOUS AUCTIONEER” (Tar¬ J stepp* at a lively pace.
get!) sells a fast-paced beat via a
June Webb (Hickory): “TAKE
power-packed, vocal that’ll get
(TO MY LOVE)’*
enough spinning attention to make ME HOME
(Acuff-Rosef)
has a.swingy country
it popular. “CLOSE TO ME” (Tar¬
get) is a rocking ballad that’s flair that could pull it through in
built along familiar lines but the some areas. “(I WAS JUST
teenagers may take to the vocalist. MEANT) TO BE LONELY” (AcuffBob Crosby & Bobcats (Dot): Roset) is an alfalfa-hinged ballad
“THEME FROM THE DARK AT that may have some impact on the
THE TOP OF THE STAIRS” country spinners.
Jay North (Kem): “THE ANIMAL
(Witmark*) comes from the cur¬
rent Warner Bros, release and the FAIR” (House of James*) has a
orch gives It a bright instrumental bright moppet/flavor but its mar¬
reading that will attract spinning ket is with the sub-teeners only;
attention. “NIGHT THEME” “LITTLE BOYlBLUES” (House of
(Laurat) is a moody instrumental James*) Is a kiddie blues item that
slice, okay forpccasionM spinning has small spinning values.
shots.
George Greeley (Warner Bros.): ♦ASCAP. tBML

Columbia! Records is launching a “Sound of Genius’* window display
contest With- a Chevrolet, Corvair as grand prize as a special promo-tion for its Mastenvorks releases , . Capitol Records has tied in with
the Rolls-Royce Co. to promote * '-Angel LP, “The Best Of Peter
Sellers.” Album’s cover photo shows Sellers cleaning a Rolls
. Les¬
lie Uggams, now appearing at N. Y.’s Radio City Music Hall, is fea¬
turing two songs from her CoIunibia LP, “The Eyes of God”. . . River¬
side Records sending out a-special Madison Ave. kit (attache case, gin,,
bufferin, ovaltine,. toothpaste, etc.) to promote Louis Nye’s LP spoof
of adsville . . . Frank DeVoI. Columbia’s pop artists & repertoire chief,
readying a Sigmund-Romberg album with Earl. Wrightson. and Lois
Hunt
Atco Records featuring a Bobby Darin deluxer, including
two new songs written by Darin) in this month’s release . . . A couple
of sides from. Kapp Records’ Medallion albums have been taken oiit
for release as singles. They are the Medallion Strings Workover of
“The Green Leaves of Summer” and “Spellbound.”
With nitery comic Bob Newhart’s initial LP still hotsy oil the charts,
Warner Bros. Records plans to release his. second album in October,
timing it for the yearend gift-buying spree. Sequel is. titled “Button
Down Mind Strikes Back” and was etched during Newhart’s recenteight-week stand at Frisco’s hungry i.
Peggy Lee is waxing a special Capitol LP from which all proceeds
go to the “Meals for Millions” charity, , . Don Ralke set to cut a per¬
cussionist album at Warners comprised of his. own'material . . . 88er
George Rosner will cut an album, live from his stand at Frascati’s*
BevHills eatery, for Lionel Hampton’s Glad Records . . . Balll TerTi
teams ujy again with guitarist Laurindo Almeida on a sequel to their
Gap album, “Duet With A Spanish Guitar” . . . Fabian signed the
Fabulous Four, vocal group, to accompany him on a 28-city tour and
backstop him on several Chancellor waxings .. . Bob Grabeau will cut
three alburns for Everest . . . Maureen O’Hara will cut an album of
Irish ballads for Columbia during her N.Y. trek for a co-star role on
“The Scarlet Pimpernel” which is initialer of NBC’s “Family Classics”
series.

HARRY TOBIAS MARKS

Hollywood, Sept. 27.
This year marks tye 50th anni of
Harry Tobias as a songwriter (39
years in ASCAP) and on Dec, 23,
it’s. the 37th anniversary of his
and Sophie’s wedding.
There are eight songsnlithing
Tobiases, Charles and Henry com¬
pleting the prolific triubivirate of
brothers. - In addition, Fred and
Jerry Tobias, sons of, Edna .and.
Charles, are ASCAPefs.
Ditto,
Mrs. Edna/Tobias arid Mrs. Sophie
Tobias, arid also Elliott. Tobias, late
son of Sophie and Harry.

After a yelaris fling at the disk
end
of
the
business Howard
(Buddy) Robbins is returning to
the music publishing scene. He’s
rejoined Jule Styrie^s Stratford Mu¬
sic operation as general, manager.
Robbins left Stratford, last year
to take over as a veepee. in Bob ;
Thiele's Hanover-Signature record
firms/ His first chores for Strat¬
ford will be on the Jule StyneAdolph Green-Betty Coniden score
for “Do Re Mi,” the David Mer¬
rick musical production starring
Phil. Silvers.
Upcoming is I the:
score for “Subways Are For Sleeps
ing” by the same cleffing team;
Stratford is affiliated with Chap¬
pell which acts as selling agent on

a 50-50 deaL
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TALL COIN IN ‘CORN’ FIELD
Monterey Salvages Jazz Fete Idea
By BILL STEIF
4
Monterey, Calif., Sept. 27.
The third annual Monterey Jazz:
Festival, which wound up midnight.
Sunday (25), apparently reversed
jazz fest trends in two respects:
. London, Sept. 27.;
1) Attendance and gross were
Electrical & Musical Industries,
both up more, than 10% over 1959;
the
company,
which . controls six
2) There wasn’t a sign of riot, or
disk labels including Capitol Rec¬
even, disorderliness.
ords,
made
a.
trading profit of
Total Attendance for the five
shows, including one on Friday around $19^500,000 for the year
ended
last
.June;,.
That’s an im¬
night and two performances on
Saturday and Sunday, ran 25,000, provement of over $470,000 on the
previous
year.
The
net, after fax,
up 5,000 from 1959. Gross was
. $84,105, excluding $5,000 to $10,- depreciation, etc., is more than
000 still expected from concessions. $6,700,000.
As
result of the improved
It was up $12,000 over 1959.
Fear of riots weighed on minds trading, dividend, has been, hiked
of general manager Jimmy Lyons from 13 V3% to 17%%. Apart
and
other fest officials,
who from its diskeries, the company is
thought prior talk would hurt box- k major producer of tv receivers
office. But talk didn’t hurt a: bit, and has various’subsidiaries manu¬
consumer
electrical
: and Monterey police chief Charles facturing
Simpson had force of 40 to 50 on goods,
hand to handle the routine easily
and quietly. Sample of efficiency
occurred Sunday afternoon after
group of Frisco beatniks tried to
establish a pad near arena’s main
entrance-, Simpson simply sent, in
cops to squat among beatniks,
later explained, “we communicated
arid they got the message.”
Artistically,
big winners ap¬
peared to be the Saturday and
Sunday afternoon
shows,
with
John Coltrane. Dinette Coleman,
Gunther .Schuller, Jon Hendricks
Columbia Records has revised its
and Miriam Makeba hitting peaks, thinking on “Irma La Douce” and
and Duke Ellington’s Saturday will cut an original cast version of
night show, with: Cannonball Ad- the U. S. production after all. Ori-.
derly and Jimmy Rushing taking
girial plans had been to. release the
special, bows.
original cast set . cut by Philips,
Fest’s musical director, John
Col’s overseas affiliate, of the Eng¬
Lewis, rate kudos for balanced lish production.
programming, plucking best jazz¬
Switch in plans stems from the
men from all over U1S.
Col brass decision that the; Ameri¬
Sunday <25) night show’s peaks can company is stronger than the
were a set of lyricized Ellington
British, although the stars. Eliza¬
tunes by the Lambert-Ross trio,
beth Seal, Keith Mitchell and Clive
several Coleman and Scott Lafaro
;Revill are the same. Col also thinks
.solos and . a spectacular Modern
it can come up with a better sound
Jazz Quartet set which Included
and that a. new session hefe will
“Ralph’s New Blues” 'dedicated to
afford an opportunity to come lip
jazz columnist Ralph Gleason).
with a stereo version.
MJQ ; also did fine work with
Musical, which, opens on Broad¬
trombonist J J. Johnson, especially
tomorrow (Thurs.), was written
in uptempo “Paper Moon:” Louis way
by Marguerite Momiet (music)
Armstrong followed with his band
and Julian More-David Henekin:d wound up show in series of his
Monty Norman (lyrics). Chappell
standards.
is publishing the score. .
(Continued oh page 61)
With the American original cast

EMI Profit Climbs
To $19^500,000 in Year

Irma La Douce’
Gets 3d Cast Set

ASCAP Applies Deere*
Option to Put Resignees
On Current Perf. Basis
Under a clarification of the. re-,
cent consent order, the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
publishers has put all resigning
members on a 100% “current per¬
formance” payoff, basis.. This means
that payments to resigning, mem¬
bers for Works remaining in the
ASCAP- repertory on .an exclusive
basis will be based solely on their
performance during the latest pre-:
ceding survey yearl
Under the consent order, all
members have the option of choos¬
ing between a “current perform” basis or a more complicated
payoff which takes into considera¬
tion their seniority, the durability
of their songs and a sustained fiveyear performance average in addi¬
tion fa current performances. No
writer remaining with the Society
has, as; yet, selected the 190% per¬
formance payoff system.
With respect tb resigning riienv
bers, the decree stated that the
Society, at its option, could deny
this, class of writers the right to
receive payment on any basis other
than a current performance basis
provided that the rule was applied
to all resigning members. alike.
The Society’s writer's’ and publish¬
ers’ classification committee moved
to take up the option last week.

set upcoming, “Irma La Douce”
will how have three original cast
versions; The aforementioned Eng¬
lish, company set and the original
French version. Musical is also cur¬
rently running in London and
Paris.

FROM BARE FEET Capitol Broadens Bway Angeling
With 150G Backing of Nat Cole Show
y

Capitol Records is adding a new
facet to legit angeling by disk com¬
panies. The record firm is putting
iip $150,000 to bankroll the Nat
marketing avenue for advertisers.
King Cole musical^ “I’m With
According to a survey taken by the
You,” which marks the first. time
Charles Bernard Co,, a station r Irving Caesar’s musical setting that a diskery has backed a show
to the “Pledge of Allegiance” has for one of the artists.
representation f\rm, and PuIse^Inc.,
been put into the public domain at
Heretofore, such record firms at
a national research firm, the in¬ his own. request; through a recent RCA Victor, Columbia and even
come . characteristics of the c&w joint resolution: of Congress. In Capitol, have invested in shows
listening market revealed that in
1955, Caesar,
writer, publisher primarily to nab the original cast
the 11,000 homes of the 18 mar¬
and ASCAP director, has assigned album rights.! Lloyd W. Dunn,
kets surveyed 66% fell into the
to Rep. Louis C. Rabaut; of Michi¬ Cap’s veepee jn charge of artists
$3,000 to $7,500 per year class,
gan all his rights to the “Pledge” & repertoire who negotiated the
9% fell between $7,500 and $10,which he had written at Rabaut’s deal, sees this new bankrolling
000 a year and 3%% exceeded
step as being a custom-made show¬
request
$10,000 annually.
The Congressional Resolution au¬ case for one of its important artists
At a meeting of 150 representa¬
and a move that other major com¬
tives of ad Agencies and radio sta¬ thorizes and directs the prepara¬ panies are sure to follow.
tions in N.Y.'s Savoy-Hilton Ho¬ tion of band, vocal and orchestral
Cap, of course, will put out the
tel last week, Dr. Sidney Roslow, arrangements of the work suitable
original cast album of “I’m With
director of Pulse, said that despite for non-professional performances.
You,” which will be its third origi¬
the apparent major influence1 of
nal caster of the season. The other
country music on current pops, it
two are “Tenderloin” and “The
was heretofore not possible to ac¬
Unslnkable Molly Brown.” Cap has
curately describe 1) the extent of
a $264,000 investment in “Molly
the market, or 2) the characterise
Brown” which brings its legit
tics , of-the purely country musicbankrolling activity so far this
listening segment. Unlike the for¬
season up to $414,000.
eign language market or the Ne¬
"I’m With You,” which will be
gro market, he said, where the ob-;
produced by Paul Gregory, is be¬
jectiVe criteria are reasonably in¬
ing
referred to as. “practically a
disputable, the country-favoring:
one-man show.” Other cast mem¬
home has never been character®
ber
will be thrush Barbara Mc¬
ized. The study sought to establish
Nair. She’s a Hanover-Signature
other common features of homes in
RCA Camden, Victor’s lowprice disker who’s been given the greenwhich c&w music is the main pref¬
subsid, is making a concentrated light to do the Capitol album. Bill
erence*.. .•
pitch into the lush instrumental Colleran will direct, Eugene LorThe survey . showed: 1) Nearly
field with a series of imports Ing is doing the choreography and
one-fifth . (18.2%) of the c&w
that’ll be; marketed here under ,Ralph Carmichael is handling ths
homes. listened rather exclusively
; the Living Strings tag: The new orchestrations.
to this type of. music. 2) 43% of series will kick off itfith three LPs,
The book, music and lyrics have
c&W homes also listened to jsome ‘.‘Living Strings Play Music For
been written by Dotty Wayne and
other type of music. 3)\ 6.2% had
i Romance,” “Living Strings . Play
Ray
Rasch.
The young cleffing
broadly based tastes, listening to Music In The Night” and “Living
duo did the score for Cole’s re¬
and liking a wide variety of fare. Strings Play .Music of the Sea.”
I
cently
released
“Wild Is Love”
The greatest penetration of c&w
According to Ray Clark. Cam-1 disk package. The “Love” score
families was found, not unexpect¬ !
i
den’s
planning
and
merchandising
:
j
was
originally
intended
for Cole’s
edly in' Nashville, which showed
manager, ; the label is cutting its J legit musical showcase but it wTas
55% of the deep-dyed votaries
number of releases for the year so decided that it was more suited, for
(Continued on page 62)
that it can invest more riioney into a record production than the stage
the recording and packaging of the and Wayne and Rasch knocked out
Living1 Strings series. The instru- new material for the “I’m With
, mentals are culled from standard You” presentation.
repertoire and are played by orchs
Show begins its pre-Broadway
that vary from 30 to over 50 in¬ tour in Denver Oct. 17 and will
struments.
wind its road trek in Boston Jan.
. Different
arranger-conductors 28. The Broadway bow is sched¬
were used for each Living Strings uled for Feb. 1. Capitol plans to
set.
Hill Bpiven handled “Ro¬ have the original cast album on
Washington, Sept. 27:
mance,” Bob Sharpies did “Night” the market soon after the Broad¬
Federal Trade Commission hac and Johnny Douglas was on “Sea.” way opening.
okayed, consent orders barring two . The packages are earmarked for
record distributors from clipping Camden’s October release but will
payola to disk jockeys. The con¬ be a major selling point for the
sent orders, w:hieh don’t constitute diskery’s Christmas selling push.
admissions of guilt, were agreed to Clark says that Camden’s plans for
1961 will probably include more
by: .
Robert Field, ; doing business as Living Strings LPs arid that there’s
a
possibility that the Living Strings
Pacific Record Distributors, L.A.,
and Fiesta Record Co:, New York, will also come up with instrumen¬
Philadelphia, Sept. 27.
tal
treatments of the new Broad¬
along with one of its execs, Jose
Ella Fitzgerald broke the jinx
way show scores.
Morand.
that
has
clipped
jazz concerts hero
The albums are packaged in sil¬
ver-foil and contain a special Liv¬ in recent weeks. The singer ap¬
ing Strings logo; as well as four- peared at the Academy of Music
color art work. In addition to a Saturday night <24 >, under the
hefty ad campaign, Camden is sponsorship of Irving Granz, and
shipping , 2,400 copies to disk the 3,000-seat concert hall went
Charles Schicke Is back in the jockeys land another 400 special SRO to the tune of $11,000.
Promoters saw.a tarn in the tide
Epic orbit. He’s rejoining the la¬ LPs to dealers for . home audition¬
bel as national field sales man¬ ing before the Camden, salesman locally for pop music programs.
Beginning with the Quaker City
ager after a little more than a comes around.
Jazz Festival, a three-day failure
year , as general sales manager for
in Phillies’ ballpark late in August,
Everest:Records.;
.
the pickings have been meager for
The national field sales man¬
ager’s slot is a newly created post
the impresarios.
at Epic and is another step in firm’s
The first indoor jazz show of
overall expansion of sales. Opera¬
1 the year, starring Maynard Fergu¬
tions.
Schicke. will report to A1
Henry Brief has joined, the Rec¬ son’s orch and Carmen McRae,
Shulman, Epic’s general manager, ord7 industry Assn, of America as; was cancelled by its sponsor, radio
and he’ll be responsible for the general manager. It’s a new post. station WHAT-FM, the night be¬
diskery’s entire field force head¬ . The RIAA is prexied by George fore the scheduled performance
quartered in Chicago and L.A. R. Marek, veepee-general manager j (19) at Town Hall.
A rock ’n'
He’ll also coordinate distributor of RCA Victor, with John W: Grif¬■: roll package with a dozen record¬
activities and handle dealer 'rela¬ fin as exec secretary.
ing names drew a scant 2.300 in
tion «5.
Brief comes: to the RIAA from two shows at the Arena, with a po¬
Schicke joined Epic In 1954 and Home Furnishings Daily where he tential capacity of 15,000.
The
served as national sales manager was tv, radio and hi-fi editor.
shows netted $5,000.
until ’59 when he moyed over, to
Everest.

Country & western music7 radio
programming;Is shaping as a potent

Congress Renders Unto
Caesar a P.D. Tledge’

Camden Tunes Up
Package Bid Via
New‘String LPs

Ella Breaks Philly Jinx
Ys. Jazz Shows With Sock
11G Gross for One-Niter

DANNY DAVIS JOINS
JOY AS A&R CHIEF Schicke Back at Epic
•: Danny Davis has moved into the
Joy Records setup as artists • •;&
As Field Mgr. Chief
repertoire chief. Davis is
vet
trumpeter-arranger.
Joy will continue to use frees,
lance arrangers with whom Davis
will work on specific artist’s dates.
The first release under his aegis
will be the new Mindy Carson
coupling of “You’re: the End” and
“A, L.ittle Love (Will Go a Lbng.
Way).” Monty Kelly did the ar^
rangemerits for Miss Carson’s date.

Sholes to Coast
Steve Sholes, head of pop artists
& repertoire at RCA Victor, left
for the Coast last week to: attend
the Monterey Jazz Festival with
Chet Atkins, Nashville a&r direc¬
tor, and Dick Peirce, Coast record¬
ing Chief.

The a&r execs were joined at
the. fest by Ben Rosner, who han¬
dles radio arid tv relations for
the. diskery, and Miriam Makeba,
South African singer whose first
U.S, lpn'gplay . platter is currently
BOB WEST'S MERC POST
on Victor release. While on the
Chicago, Sept; 27.
Coast, Sholes scheduled meetings
-Bob West appointed southeast¬ with the Coast a&r staff arid At¬
ern
, basing in Atlanta, for kins went on to San Franisco for
Mercury Records, effective Oct. 10. a personal appearance in his other
role of guitarist.
He. replaces Allan. Wolk.

HENRY BRIEF JOINS
RIAA AS GEN. MGR.

Benny’s Baton Bit
Indianapolis, Sept., 27.
Jack Benny will play benefit
concert with the Indianapolis Sym¬
phony under baton . of Izler
Solomon at the Circle Theatre
Novi 1. House, seating 2 500, will
be scaled to raise $30,000 to start
an orch. endownment fund.
- Event will be part of symphony’s
30th anniversary celebration in
1 November.

Epicinto i-Track Tape
Market Via 10 P’kges1 I

Glover to Roulette

Henry Glover has joined Rou, alette Records’ artists & repertoire
Epic Records is moving into the j
.[department. He’ll concentrate on
four-track tape field. . Diskery has |
earmarked 10 selections for its Oc-!':: the singles line with special em. phasis on rhythm & blues.
tober kickoff.
. .....
For the past nine years, Glover
. Some of the artists featured on
d been with King Records’ a&r
the tapes. will be Lester Lanin.
partment. He had also been a
Chuck Sagle, Leon Fleisher, theJ
imipeter-arranger for such bands
Cleveland Symph and the ConcertgebouW' Orchestra of Amsterdam.. > as Lucky. Millinder and Tiny BradThe pop tapes will sell for $6.95i j shaw. Roulette's pop a&r depart¬
> arid the classical for $7.95.
iment is headed by Joe Reistnan.

MUSIC
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(Tune Index at Performance & Sales)
\THis weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and music
programming by the major independent radio stotionsm

TMb
Wk.

last No. Wkt.
Wk. On Chart

LABEL

TITIE, ARTIST

Thi»
Wk.

1

2

7

MY HEART HAS MIND OF ITS OWN
Connie Francis
MGM

34

2

\

10

THE TWIST
Chubby Checker #••••••« .Parkway

35

3

5

4

MR. CUSTER
Larry Verne...... .... Era

36

. Wk«.
37
41
42

LABIl

TITLE, ARTIST

Wk.
4
17
5

Thtt; Lait No. Wkt.
wk. Wk. On Chqfit

TITLE, ARTIST

LABEL

67

—

, 1 TOGETHERNESS
Frankie Avalon ....*•>• Chancellor

ONLY THE LONELY
Roy Qrbison ...... •..... Monument

68

*-

i

TWISTING. U.S.A.
Danny & Juniors; •.. •. »> •

NICE 'N' EASY
Frank SinaVra ....

69

64

4

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
Chiffons

38

4

KOMMOTlON
Duane Eddy ...••...•.•• • • Jam?

LUCILLE
Everly Bros.

WB

• •. Capitol

Swan
Big Deal

37

43

7

1 LOVE YOU THE SAME OLD WAY
Paul Anka
. .ABC-P.r

70

38

24

8

HELLO YOUNQ LOVERS
Paul Anka
. ., ABC-Par

71

53

12

ALL MY LOVE
Jackie Wilson ,......... Brunswick

CHAIN GANG
Sam Cooke ... .. Victor

39

21

9

TA TA
Clyde McPhdtter.........,. Mercury

72

76

4

KOOKIE LITTLE PARADISE
Jo Ann Campbell........d ABC Par

VOLARE

40

44

3

YES SIR THAT'S MY BABY
Ricky Nelson
.... . . Imperial

73

40

6

THE LOVING TOUCH
Mark Dinning^..........•.. MGM

41

45. II

HOT ROD LINCOLN
Charlie Ryan ......... ... .4 Star

74

52

4

SHORTNIN' BREAD
Paul Chapli ........ •. •> • Harper

A MILLION TO ONE
Jimmy Charles. >. Promo

42

46

7

LET'S HAVE A PARTY
Wanda Jackson ....... . .. Capitol

73

1

SOMEBODY TO LOVE
Bobby Darin ............... Atca

THEME FROM THE APARTMENT
Ferrante/Teicher
UA

43

31

10

WRECK OF JOHN B.
Jimmie Rodgers ........ . .Roulette

76

94

5

KOOKIE LI1TLE PARADISE
Tree Swingers ...
Guyden

7

PINEAPPLE PRINCESS
Annette

44

49

2

DON'T BE CRUEL
Bill Black
..

77

92

2

IS YOU OR IS YOU AIN'T
Buster Brown

15

4

SO SAD
Everly Bros.

78

87

3

BRONTOSAURUS STOMP
Piltdewn Men ............ Capitol

13

9

8

14

12

10

15

13

8

4

4

II

WALK. DON'T RUN
Ventures

5

3

II

IT'S NOW OR NEVER
Elvis Presley

6

6

7

7

7

10

8

8

8

KIDDIO
Brook Benton

9

10

5

10

II

10

11

14

12

16

17

17

16

7
8

. . Dolton
Victor

. .Cameo
Mercury

Vista

Fir

45

51

5

RUN. SAMSON. RUN
Neil Sedaka

NEVER ON SUNDAY
Don Costa .... .... UA

46

69

4

YOU TALK TOO MUCH
Joe Jones .............

79

83

2

MY DEAREST DARLING
Etta James
....... Argo

DREAMIN*
Johnny Burnette.......... . Liberty

47

55

5

DIAMONDS & PEARLS
Paradons . ...... ... • • Milestone

80

54;

6

I'M FALLING TOO
Skeeter Davis ......... . . . .Victor

YOGI

48

48

10

OVER THE RAINBOW
Baysiders

81

67

9

MY LOVE
Cole-Kenton

ROCKING GOOSE
Johnny ft Hurricanes.....,. .Big Top.

82

88

5

SERGEANT PRESTON YUKON
Ray Stevens .........., .. • • NRQ

MY LOVE FOR YOU
Johnny Mathis

83

85

5

SINCE I MET YOU BABY
Bobby Vee v....... . ..... Liberty
WALKIN' TO NEW ORLEANS
Fats Domino
Imperial

AVB

... Shell

DEVIL OR ANGEL
Bobby Vee..

Liberty

49

39

YOU MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME
Neil Sedaka........Victor

50

34 ,..4

.

5

Victor

Everest

Columbia

•

Capitol

18

27

3

SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME
Drifters ... Atlantic

51

57

2

1 WANT TO BE WANTED
Brenda Lee ..... ..... i •. .... Decca

84

56

14

19

18

16

MISSION BELL
Donnie Brooks .. ....Era

52

58

8

MALAGUENA
Connie Francis ..... :..

85

—

1

NORTH TO ALASKA
Johnny Horton ....«. •. • Columbi

53

6b

i,i

A WOMAN, ^ FRIEND. A LOVER
Jackie Wilson
Brunswick

1

SUMMER'S GONE
Paul Anka ............... ABC Par

54

61

17

I'M SORRY
Brenda Lee ...... ......

20

20

4

THREE NIGHTS A WEEK
Fats Domino

21

19

5

MOVE TWO MOUNTAINS
Marv Johnson .. .

Imperial
....

UA

22

30

7

THE SAME ONE
Brook BentOn-....... Mercury

23

32

4

1 WALK THE LINE
Jaye P. Morgan.

24

33

5

25

23

13

1

MGM

55

71

2

COME BACK
Jimhiy Clanton

56

74

2

BLUE ANGEL
Roy Orbison

MGM
86
87

-'

1

GHOST OF BILLY MALLOO
Dorsey Burnette
....

88

—■

5

BLUE VELVET
Stgtues ................. Liberty

1

JUST A LITTLE
Brendg Lee ..........,.... Decca
GIRL WITH STORY IN HER EYES
Safaris
Eldo
NO
Dodre: Stevens .
.
.... d.. .Dot
WAIT
Jimmy Clantdn .............. Ace

Decca

........
89
Monument
90

95

2

91

59

13

92

62

3

YOU'RE LOOKING GOOD
Dee Clark .. .Vee Jay

57

80

2

BEACHCOMBER
Bobby Darin ......... ♦. .....v Ate©

ITSY BUSY BIKINI
Brian Hyland ...........

58

84

4.

MY SHOES KEEP WALKING BACK
Guy Mitchell ..Columbia

59

89

2

SHIMMY LIKE KATE
Olympics

IN MY CORNER OF THE WORLD
Anita Bryant
Carlton

60

90

2

A FOOL IN LOVE
Ike ft Tina Turner .......

94

75

7

61

91

9

IT ONLY HAPPENED YESTERDAY
Jack Scott
Top Rank

95

72

13

62

79

16

IMAGE OF A GIRL
Safaris
.. .... Eldo

96

70

9

77

13

BIG BOY PETE
Olympics

97

68

4

98

66

14

...

Kapp

...........,..

Coral

n

7

27

28

II

28

4-7

8

HONEST 1 DO
Innocents

29

2Y

3

LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING
Bob Luman

30

25

9

OVER THE RAINBOW
Dimensions ... Mohawk

63

FINGER POPPIN* TIME
Hank Ballard ............> •.. King

64

HOT ROD LINCOLN
Johnny Bond..

65

99

2

FIVE BROTHERS
Marty Robbins: ......... Columbia

99

65

6

66

73

18

PLEASE HELP ME. I'M FALUN'
Hank Lockli
Victor

TOO 63

6

26

31

32
33

26
35
36

14
8
4

ANY MORE
Teresa Brewer

Indigo
WB

50

3

Republic

I'M NOT AFRAID
Ricky Nelson .... Imperial

AND NOW
Della Reese ............

Arvee

Arvee
• Victor

93

1

Era

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
Shirelles .........,..... , Sceptor
BRIGADE OF BROKEN HEARTS
Paul Evdns >
•... Guaranteed
! SHOT MR. LEE
Bobettejs
.. . Triple X
GEE BUT I'M LONESOME
Ron Holden
Donna
IF 1 CAN'T HAVE YOU
Etta & Harvey............. Chess
FEEL SO FINE
Johnny Preston ......;. *. Mercury
WE GO TOGETHER
Jan & Deiail.. .. ... ... . i.....Dor
CANDY SWEET
'Pat. Baane ... .>..

.. ...

-Dot
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half-hour set,, teemed still 1c be
groping its way to real ensemble
work; though, individuals showed
style and drive, especially sax man
Gene Quill In Mulligan’s own “iff
Carrots.”
Vet Composer’s Decision to Write Words for Remake

Monterey Jazz Fete Clicks
; Continued from pace 59 ;
The Sunday afternoon show*
with 4,100 on hand and $10,000
gross, was a big crowd-pleasei;.
It Opened with half-dozen chil¬
dren, backs to audience, sitting on¬
stage around Jon Hendricks, while
>:o.upe.d at stage rear Were folksinger
.Odetta,
South
African
singer Miriam Makeba, gospel
singer Hanna Dean, saxophonist
Pony Poindecter, blues singers
Jimmy Witjherspqori and Big Mil¬
ler, Ike Isaacs Trio and a gospelsinging quartet, called Andrews
Sisters.
Hendricks’
idea,
carried
out
beautifully, was to tell ‘‘History o£
the Blues,” With illustrations, and
that’s precisely what lie did. for
90 minutes. Each artist offered
numerous illustrations, winding up
With .Big Miller preaching vestpocket sermon io crowd'and audi¬
ence .responding by standing and
clapping tii
to “House of the
Lord:”
The Saturday night show, got
tremendous reception from, fes¬
tival’s biggest audience, more than
7,000 for gross of $28,580.
It was, in many respects, tribute
to the genius of Ellington, who was
commissioned to write a new work/
a four-parter entitled “Suite Thurs¬
day”, based on the John . Steinbeck
novel, for this fest.
Ellington worid-prerhiered this
suite in first set, and it proved
bouncy, infectious music close to
his best productions.
Cannonball Adderly quintet fol¬
lowed with set in which waltz-like
“Blue Daniel” and the great “Dis
Here.” featuring long, fine solos
by Cannonball and Brother Nat,
were standouts.

L a m b e r tTHendricks-Ros.s trio
next proved smash, with scat num¬
ber in which Hendricks imitated
half dozen bassists correctly.
Then Jimmy Rushing waddled
onstage and, with Duke’s band
swinging in support, wowed crowd
With clutch of old favorites. This
was night peak, and crowd refused
to let Rushing offstage until he
begged off with more blues.
It wasn’t until the Saturday (241

: afternoon show,, with about .3,800
Previ
playing with Bed
j persons on hand, that the festival Mitchell’s fine bass and... Frank
[.'went into orbit and really reached Capp’s drums, did nice, if unexcit¬
■ festival, quality.
ing, work and it wasn’t until his
!
Here careful programming—and set’s last two numbers that Previn
a programming concept—paid off began swinging.
Miss Humes probably was the
abundantly.
The theme of the
afternoon was “New Music,” and standout of the first evening, start¬
the whole show was preceded by a ing routinely on nice renditions of
little talk by Gunther Schuller, a pair of ’30’s numbers, and then
cdmppserr'cQhductdf who acted ac going into some superior blues¬
commentator throughout the after¬ shouting, .
noon.
:

John Coltrarie’s Quartet started
things off with three long'numbers,
climaxed by a gorgeous, fragment¬
ed version of “My Favorite Things”
—fhis “Sound of Music”, pops .tune
Monterey, Sept. 27.
acquired depth and tremendous
Fest
orderliness
was almost
drive as Coltrane wailed his tenor
frightening—no sign of riot or even
over his xhytHm group.
any
minor
disturbances.
Neverthe¬
Schuller next presented two 6f
his
wn compositions., “Abstrac¬ less, Monterery police had 40 to 50
cops
on
hand
nightly.
One
reason
tions” and ‘‘Conversations,” with
. for fest calm could be the case
small orchestras.
v with which cars Were parked at
Final set of the affei noon coi
| $5,000-aiito lot. adjacent to 221£prised five numbers by Coleman’s
j acre
Monterey
Fair
Grounds,
quartet—Coleman, Don Cherry on
Autos could and did. whip i
and
his "pocket” trumpet, Earl Black; out with no strain
. another
well on drums and Coleman’s new
possible reason may have been that
bassist, Sebtt LaFarp.
fest general manager Jimmy Lyons
Schuller, in Introducing Col - kept music going at all times once
man, explained his music is “a: night shows got underway—idea
logical, extension of jazz . . . (With; was to prevent large knots of peo¬
continuous, unabated variation . . . ple from accumulating at inter¬
full of surprises, and contrasts.’’
missions, and easiest way to ac¬
Coleman then proceeded to dem- complish this wras to have nq in¬
onstx ate exactly what Schuller termissions.
meant with a virtuoso performance.
Odd situation’developed in fest's
Opening ' concert, Friday 123)-:
local press relations. Word went
night, was in some respects some¬ out from Monterey Herald’s man¬
thing of a dud..
aging editor, Ed Kennedy, that fest
On paper, the program soundbd —which, of course1, is a. local pro¬
terrific—Gerry Mulligan’s new 13- motion—Was getting too much
member band, the Andre Previn. space in the daily ... . one result
Trio, oldtime blues singer Helen Was that advance ticket sales in
Humes making a comeback and, of Monterery-Carmel-Pacific Grove
course, the festival’s; singi g em¬ area were down from previous
cees, the. Lambert-Hendricks-Ross years, but sales in othem North¬
Trio.
ern California areas, especially
Sortie 5.000 persons turned out Frisco and Sacrariientb, wrere up,
: for the opener, a crowd up 30% Frisco press gave fest big play and
1 from, last year, and gross, on tins one daily, afternoon NeWs-Call
, stanza of the festival was estimated Bulletin, put out special page day
at nearly $20,000, almost double of Test’s opening ... evening show
the opening night take of a year tickets were scaled to $6.50, after¬
, ago.
noons to $3.50, up slightly from
But Mulligan’s band, In its first previous years

j

Qf ‘State Fair’ Is Not the First Effort
Richard Rodgers’ decision to try show, incidentally, a fifth song,
writing his ’own lyrics, for the "Love Me By Parcel Post.” had a
lyric by his brother, Mortimer
third remake .<2Qth-Fox) of “State (now Dr.) Ro'dgers.
Fair,” is actually not a first for
To complete the historical foot¬
him. He wrote the wrords to. the notes, Rodgers & (Lorenz) Hart’s
first published song was “Any Old
revival of “Babes in Arms” (new
Place With You” 'copyrighted Dec.
book by George Oppenheimer); 19, 1919), sung by Alan Hale and.
and musieomedy historian Stanley Eve Lynn in “A Lonely Romeo,’'
Green, who was at the same boys’ starring Lew Fields; song was add¬
ed to the score of the slipw. And
camp which had, at various times,
while Rodgers and Oscar HammerDick Rodgers, Frank Locsser and. stein 2d date their bigtime and
Charles.(“Bye Bye Birdie”) Strouse, smashing collaboration from ‘Okla¬
recalls that Richard C. (for Charles) homa!’’ (1943). their very first song
Rodgers
dong ; since, dropped) was' “Room For One More,” sung
wrote “Campfire Days” in .1916 in the 1920 Columbia Varsity
when he 'Rodgers) was 14. It was Show. “Fly With Me,” which other¬
published in the Camp Wigwam wise had an all-Rodgers & Hart
(Harrison, Maine) Song Book.
score. *
In 1917 Rodgers also wrote , the
Lew. Fields 'Weber &), father of
words to “When They Rub Noses librettists - playwrights Dorothy,
In Alaska,” (“if your sw’eetie Herbert and Joe Fields, starred in
should pirove fickle, you can love 1924 in “The Melody,Man” and its
her for a nickel”), and “I’m A two song interpolations. “I’d Like
Vampire,”
for
“One
Minute, To Poison Ivy” and “Moonlight
Please,” presented by the Akron Mama,” were collectively bylined
Club a Manhattan social group, “Herbert Richard Lorenz,” a com¬
for benefit of the N.Y. Sun Tobacco bo credit for'Herb Fields, E| k
Fund (these were the World War Rodgers, and Larry tLorenz) Hart,
I years) at the Hotel Plaza grand so its’ assumed Rodgers there had
ballroom Dec. 29, 1917. Dot Ben¬ no lyric collaboration, merely do¬
der now the agent, directed: some ing the melody.
other lyrics were also credited to
Ralph Engelsman, to which Rod¬
gers did the tunes, In 1919 (aged
17), he self-published four songs—
“Twinkling Eyes.” “Asiastic An¬
gles,” “Love Is Not In Vain” and
Hollywood, Sept, 27.
“Bntterfly Love” for his second
Marty Melcher, prexy of Arwi
musical production, titled. “Up¬
Productions,
has set up Mart Rec¬
stage and Down,” also presented
by the Akron Club, for benefit of ords as a new recording subsid
the Infants Relief Society. March and allocated $200,000 for devel¬
8, 1919 and the Waldorf-Astoria’s opment of new talent, later to ap¬
grand ballroom Were the date and pear in Arwin pix. Joe Lubin, Arwin exec Vp, will head up labeL
scene of this production.
Initial Mart waxing wdll be "Th«
Presumably too good to .scrap, it
wras retitled “Twinkling Eyes” and Street Fighter” b/w “The Deep
presented at the 44th St.’ Theatre Blue Sea,” sliced by Ronnie Learon Broadway, but still a semi- §on. Hilton Shane and Bob Bacon
pro offering, this time under aus¬ join Mart to assist Lubin. Outfit
pices of the Brooklyn YMHA and will be repped in the east by Bob
for a new beneficiary, the Soldiers Crystal and in Europe by Lesliw
& Sailors Welfare Fund. In this Conn.

Melcher Sets Up Mart
Label; 200G for Talent

A star is born
Kitty Ford delivers

YOU
CONRAD
0-77035)

THIS TOP RANK COMBINATION SPELLS HJTSVIILK
GET A PIECE OF THE ACTION NOW!

from the Broadway Smash
"Bye Bye Birdi ”

b/w
BLUE DIAMOND RING

Jack Scett breaks
ail records with his
latest smash...

DOROTHY
Just released and
already zooming. ..
Daraiky CGliins*

UNLOCK
' THOSE
CHAINS
(RA-2074)
k unkXkmf ules aR
•ytr the count
fc/W

m BE YOURS
YOU’Lt BE MINE

PATSY

PRESTON
In a finger snappin’
bongo bustin’ debut
on TOP RANK,
ProstM Epps la
headed for the top
with

BONGOLA
;<RA-2007>
b/w

BLUE BONGO

61

(RA-2075)
b/w

live Me That Old Time
Religion.

AND
ON

PTsaEff

62

Artist-DiskDeals

On The Upbeat
New York:
Jimmy McHugh Music planning*
to open foreign offices throughoutt
Europe
Mike Shepherd joined
United Record Corp. Newark, to*■
head thie special promotion de¬
partment for the pressing plant
^
firm .
Lois Van Duyne, produc¬
’
tion ^director for the Warwick Rec^ords-United Telefilm Records com¬
bine, married Antonia Patrizio1
Suppa {Count Aldobrandini) Sun¬\
day (255 in Toronto . . r. Maestro1
Paul Lavalle on a musical goodwill
tour in celebration of Cities Serv¬
ice Oil Co.’s 50th anni
.Jaye P.
Morgan, MGM disker, jguests on
Tennessee Ernie Ford’s NBC-TV
show tomorrow (Thurs.);. . . Rou¬
lette Records moved to jits Broad¬
way & 50th St. offices last week.
Marlene Marcus will head the
production department and assist
in the sales division of HanoverSignature Records . . . jMadelelne.
Gottlieb joined Dave Lipsky’s pub¬
licity office . . . N.Y. Post colum¬
nist Earl Wilson readying a Satur¬
day Evening Post profile on ABCParamount disker Pan! Anka . . ,
Guitarist Duane Eddy booked for
six one-nighters through Pennsyl¬
vania, North Carolina and Virginia
Nov. 1 through Nov. 6 . . . Fabian

ThJllTfOFTHE
The-|||| f WEEK

TOMMY
EDWARDS
BLUE
HEARTACHES

MANY A
WONDERFUL
E
FAMOUS MUSIC COKFQKATION

SONGS
Enoueh for • musical. I am so confi¬
dant tfcay will hit, I wUI sail ttiam on
farms with moderate down payment.
II yew come and see yew will he
pleasantly awrprlsad.

QUINTETTE

|

Sept. 20>Oct. 2—JAZZ GALLERY, New York

«

Oct. 3 - Oct. 8—METtOFOU, Now York

| Oct. 12- Oct. It—JUDGE'S CHAMEERS, E. St. Louis. Ill,
|

Oct. 17 - Oct. 30—THE CLOISTERS, Chicago

«

WARNER BROS. RECORDS

3

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY

Mil Sunsat Slvd.
. H'wgoU 44, Calif.
OLympla MI40

San Francisco, Sept, 27.:
; Johnny Cordon!! dance band won
AFM Local 6’s Frisco area contest
last week. in the AFM’s best new
band competition.:
Cordoni’s 12-piece orch \dll com¬
pete in regiohal finals at Frisco
next mont? ^

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Sold Out (T-1352)__
SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
Edge of Shelley Berman (MGV-15Q13)

NOTICE OF SALE

DAVE GARDNER (Victor)
Kick Thy Own Self (LPM/LSP 2239)

A.B.C. MUSIC CORP.
BOGAT MUSIC CORP.
BOURNE, INC.

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Elvis Is Back (LPM 2231)
CAN-CAN (Capitol)
Soundtrack (LOC 1032)

TERRY SNYDER (Command)
Persuasive Percussion (RS 800-50)

, ,

, ;

SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003)
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Theme from a Summer Place (DLP 3276)
RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
Young at Heart (CL 1489)

j

-

>r
J •
>.
$
>
]l
j*;
■J.
*
];
j*

A taBy tT tba Terais. at Bala tsnthtf «ltb
Rnaneial atateaaata acd atbar! ' Infornatlaa
caaceroina tha Canpanlcs nay ba prasured
tram, the uhdersi ed- Executors if tho ad¬
dress Indicated below.

__

DAVE GARDNER (Victor)
Rejoice Dear Hearts (LPM 2083)

The Court. baa fixed aa assresate upset
price fer all af the Paresis at $2.100.000....:

PLATTERS (Mercury)
Encores of Golden Hits (MG 20472)
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Look for a Star (DLP 3322)

Dated: New Yerk,
Auoust 15, (M0>
MARY ELIZABETH KEEDICK
MARY M. BOURNE
JOSEPH TRACHTMAN
o/o HON. JOSEPH A. COX
Surrojata’a Court .'
Hall of Records
81 -Chatnban Street
New York T. N t.

wiiaia
BEN-HUR (MGM)
Soundtrack (1 E l)
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Sentimental Sing with Mitch (CL 1457)
BOBBY DARIN (AtCO)
Bobby Darin at the Copa (LP 122)
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
Sings Spanish & Latin Favorites (E 3853)
GEORGE SHEARING (Capitol)
White Satin (T 1334)

CLIMBING TO THE TOP

BILL DANA (Signature)
My Name Jose Jimlnes (SM 1013)

THEME
FROM THE
APARTMEHT

WOODY WOODBURY (StereodditiesV
Laughing Room (MW 2)
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
Mr. Lucky (LPM 2198)
LOS ADMIRADORES (Command)
Bongos (R 809)_.
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
Italian Favorites (E 3791)
ELLA FITZGERALD (Verve)
Ella in Berlin (MGV 4041)
EVERLY BROTHERS (Cadence)
It’s Everly Time (W 1381)
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Belafonte ait Carnegie Hall (LOC 6006)
RAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
In! Person (8039)
MARTY ROBBINS (Columbia)
More Gunfighter Ballad* (CL 1481)
MANTOVANI (London)
Songs to Remember (LL 3149)
RAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
Genius of Ray Charles (1312)
_
BELLS ARE RINGING (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 1435)
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
Show time (CL 1470)

MUS^WKnc
ANNIVERSARY

Sbo& Wot

TJTR V

WKTQ, Charlotte; Coleman Finkel,
exec-veepet of Executive Commu¬
nications Inc.; Norman (Bud) Mess*
ner of WCBG,. Chambersburg, Pa.;
Continued from page rsy.^aB Louis Hayman, owner of WSHE,
dominating thatL- market. Nearly Raleigh, Dr. Sidney Roslow and
Charles Bernard.
_
one-third of Augusta (Ga.) were in
the country-oriented.: class and
Denver’s total market is onefourth cdtw making it: the nurnber
three most-penetrated market; of
the study.
Cities in the survey were At?'
lanta, Baltimore, Augusta (Ga.),
Charlotte (N.. C-), Denver, Dallas-.
Ft. Worth, Houston; Kansas City
(Mo.), Long Beach-L. A., Memphis,
Miami, Nashville, Orlando, Phoe?
niXi TuCSon, San Bernardino, Salt
Lake
City,
Utlca-Rome-Remsen
(N. Y.):On the speaker’s dais during the
N. Y. meet were: Leroy Gloger of
KRCT, Houston; Kurt Meer of
KCUL, DaUss-Ft. Worth;
Carl
Brenner *.■ of WBMD, Baltimore;
Olin Tice of CBS who also^owns

CHEAT MEAT

taCT
l “effeat MtiUOY mou

:

NOTICE 18 HEREBY GIVEN t t purMBRl
f* an order ll tho Apoelatu OIWjIoa
the
Su»r«m# Cuurt, Firkt Judlklil DoMrfnaiit, all
•f th« IkimI ti4 •attteahaB . iharn of tt«fc
sf A.B.C. Music Ccr|«r*tiM. Bosh Muilf
CcrporttioD and Bourac. Inc.,
ill ba ccld
In separata Parcels,' , cr ar-a-iioljl. .at pakllc
auetica in the 8urre*ate’s Cerrt, New Yerk
County, Rcaai 510, Hall at Rtcerds. Chataber? and Lafayetta Straata, Na» York: N. Y..
ta Octabar 14, IM0 at 2J» t’clwk la tte
'afterneaa,

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1032)

‘Corn’ Field

$

. JOI SLASBR, Pro*.

Frisco AFM Winner

PAUL ANKA ABC-Par)
Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323)

-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-*

' t45 Flfth Avo.
IM Nr Wabash Avg.
*7 Unwhi Rd.
Now York 32, N.Y.
Chicago, III.
Miami Soaalt, PI*
PLaxa I-4AM
CRntral
JlfHraan Mitt

SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia)
Original Cast (KOL 5450)
_
BRENDA LEE (Decca)
Brenda! Lee (DL 4039)__
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Johnny’s Mood (CL 1526) __

Minneapolis, Sept, 27.
\
When the Minneapolis Sym¬
phony opens its 58th season Nov.
4. it’ll feature a “new look.” In
addition to its new conductor,
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski of Po¬
land, there’ll be a new associate
conductor, Frank Miller, and three
other new faces in key positions.
Something brand new will be
the performance of a piece for jazz
quartet and orchestra, headlining
the Modem Jazz Quartet. Soloists
who will be making their first ap¬
pearance with the orch include
tenor Richard Tucker, violinists
Johanna Martzy and Christian
Ferras and pianists Gary Graffman, Samson Francois and Malcolni Frager. Guest conductors
who will appear for the first time
are Colin Davis, Peter Maag and
Walter Hendl.

Columbia! Arena Twins
The Arena Twin* have been
signed to, Columbia Records by
Ernest Altschuler, pop: records pro¬
ducer. Their first single (“Notify
The F.B.I.” and “Oh, What A
Shame”) will he released this week.
The boys are managed by Julian
Stearns.
Top Rank: A1 Hibbler
A1 Hibbler, a longtime Decca
disker. will how record for the Top
Rank label. The new affiliation re¬
unites Hibbler with Paul Cohen;
onetime artists & repertoire: man
at Decca now a&r’ing for Top Rank.

,

FRANK: SINATRA (Capitol)
Nice ’n* Easy 'W 1417)

Earl Hines will depart the Hang¬
over Club, where he’s been: a fixture since 1955, to take his band
on tour early in October. Show fea¬
turing Jimmy Rushing is due to
take over Oct. 7 .. . Ahmad Jamal
quartet’s due at the Blackhawk
Sept. 30 for 10 days, following
Teddy Wilson. Howard Ramsey’s
Hollywood group, which includes
Frank Rosolino and Bob Cooper, Is
scheduled into the, club Oct. 11
gnd they’ll be replaced Oct. 25 by I
the Shorty Rogers crew ... Ornette i
Coleman quartet goes into the. Jazz
Workshop and Workshop’s Art
Auerbach has signed James Moody
fo** an Oct. 25 opening . . > Boule
Noire opening with Benny Barth *
trio.

I

*

BOB NEWHART (WB)
Button Down Mind (W 1379)

San Francisco

1 CHICO HAMILTON

C

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
String Along (T 1407)__

ai
Mpls. Symph’s ‘New Look’; j
To Play MJQ Jazz Work;

RCA VICTOR

Tkofrigor 7-2200. bfc 1014

Chicago
Three Suns and 88er A1 Morgan
latest Associated Booking Corp. ac¬
quisitions . . . Les McCann combo
into the Sutherland Hotel. Oct.'26
. . . Dave Brubeck in for taping to¬
night (Wed.» of “Playboy’s Pent¬
house” tv syndicatioiier . . . Chico
Hamilton down for the Judge’s
Chambers, St. Louis, Oct. 12-16,
and set to play the Chi Cloister
Oct. 17 for two stanzas .. .. . Roy
Hamilton inked with the Lake
Meadows restaurant, here for an
Oct. 12 preem. Room also booked
Gloria Lynne, and the Earl. May
Trio to start Dec. 7.

Philadelphia

K 12916

Slags on

(A National Survey of Key Outlet*)
This Last No. wfcs.
wk. wk. on chart

BullmObse Jackson, formerly in ■
the rhythm & blues sector lately
doing odd jobs In local bistros and
clubs, making a comeback on the ’
Warwick Label .. . .. Larry Cohen ;
giving up teaching history in!
junior high to become regional I
promotion man for United Artists }.
. .. . Ahmad Jamal planning to cut I
down-his road work and opening a ;
night club in Chicago where he :
will feature himself six months a !
year ... Mayo’s Showplace launch-1
ing a show policy, with Joe Valiho f
current to be . followed by Boh
p’Fano,- Bob Manning and Joan
King . . . Toni Harper to be fea¬
tured in the Contemporary Music
Guild concert under the direction
of Jimmy DePreist, at Irvine Audi- ,
torium, Oct. 16 . . . Tony DeSantis,
skedded to be a halfback in Temple
University’s grid squad this fali,
gave up his atheltic scholarship to
become road manager for: Fabian I
and Frankie Avalon.
j

Sings

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS

signed the Fabulous Four, singing
quartet, for his upcoming 28-city
tour.
•--

1
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VAUGHN
and HIS ORCH.
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SUNDOWNERS”
#14133
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HICK FAIRS GET HIP AND SLICK
Name Shortage, Tax Arrears Point
To KO of Chi’s Famed Chez Paree
By JACK PITMAN
Philadelphia, Sept. 27. '
* j:
..
...... rr
,
The function of the oldfashioned
Local showmen are wondering \
Chicago, Sept. 27.
Definitely Iffy
Avoirdupois,
Will
I
ravel
agricultural fair is rapidly changChez Paree, flagship of the mid¬
whether quality of the attractions,
PressagCnts Eddie , jaffe and
ing. The
Thp rural exhibits, once
onqe run.
run for
Las Vegas, Sept. 27.
west
nitery
structure
since 1932f
the fact that the youngsters'
Sam Gutwirth are now staging
the. entertainment of farmers ip the
Marquee at the Sands over
apparently, is down for the count ■
allowances aren’t what they used
cases, now enen¬
a “Miss Buxom America” conarea; are ini
in many
many'cases,
the weekend read: “Sammy
—kayoed by a variety of indigo
test presently slated for As- • croaching suburbia, and entertain¬
entertain*
Davis Jr. arid maybe Dean.
to be caused a pair of b.o. phenom¬
ink factors.
ment. patterns as well as the esseriessen¬
;buty Park . (N.J.) Convention .
merit,
.Martin.”
ena here. During the ..past week
Nitery went dark list June when
under¬
Hallin October. It’s open to
tial function , of the fair is underJack Entratter, Sands prexy,
the city had contrasting boxoffice
it couldn’t pact headliners to rally
going
a
revpliitiori
that
iriakes
the
. girls over 150 lbs. revpliitiori.
makes
explains that-Martin was visit¬
returns: at the Arena which, may
biz over the hot weather stretch. It
One bf the prizes is aw\eek;
., oldfashioned fanner’s outing as
ing
for
a
few
days,
poined
have implications on
national
had planned to relight earlier this
at Setori Inn, a reducing; spa
outdated as the oldtirne. general
Davis pristage the first night,
scale.
month but failed, and at press lima
in Lakewood, N.J.
store.
and might repeat at any per¬
.Philadelphia, normally regarded
the room was in dusty disrepair,
According to Louis W. Davis, di¬
formance while, he’s in town.
as a good rock. ’n’ roll town,. gave.
its phones disconnected.
rector of the Long Island Fair,
He’s expected to sub for Davis;
“The Biggest Show of 1961V with
held annually at Westbury, oii the
There was no direct foldo an¬
this weekend because of the
a cast headed by Bobby Rydell,
grounds of: the Roosevelt Raceway,
nouncement from co-owners Dav#
ehtertairier’s observance of the
an extremely small $5,000 for, two.,
from Oct, 8-16,; the fair is .one., form
Medlevine—but no denials, either,
Yom Kippur (Day of Atoneshows oh Saturday (17). But The
of show business that is changing
to the street yak, reflected in press
nient). holy day.
Coldstream Guards in one show
most rapidly: The fair shows, that
obits via the gossip columns, That
on Tuesday (20) -returned a Sell¬
used to pull in farmers, and ex¬
the Chez was no more.
out $15,000.
hibitors,, iibw draw on sophisti¬
Burdened With Debts
cated urban and-suburban centers.
Bydeliv Who has a record (“Vo-'
They now cater tb a different clien¬
lare’j in the Top Ten and is also
No. secret is- the cabaret’s heavy
tele, and as such had td revise the
on the hit-list ' a lower position:
debt, including a hefty five-figura
type of exhibits, the’ brand of -en¬
federal tax arrearage. Additionally,
was putting on .a display in his
tertainment bought for the grand¬
home town. Accounting, for his poor
the. club lost some rental income
Louisville;. Sept, 27,
stand shows and. the method of
biz, it’s argued that rock ’n’ roll, is
when the sales division of Ansco,
Kenteky State Fair ended Hs ’3
lTfSt. he pomted
on the downbeat, but that has been
film supplier and processor, va¬
heard for several years. The show, mne day run. Satnrday (17i AVith out. h®s become'a community proy
cated its space in the north section
ect pn Which businessmen and iripromoted by Irving Feld, had been rain holding dpwn. attepaance.
of the building some months back.
Special .events disappomted.par- dustrialists work on. a voluntary
given a lot of advance plugging.
Omen of an uncertain future ap¬
Lculariy the three-day “Piano Feswith lIie fair; directors. Lopeared a year ago when the Chez,
On. the other, hand, the Cold¬ tival,” which , featured 50 . amateur cated in an area that, has now been
its Fairbanks Court Bldg. Corp.,
student^^
andltarrii^
Scate(i
1,1
a"
ai*ea:Th^has
now
been
Chicago,
Sept.
28.
via
stream Guards taking what is or¬ riiano
piano students, and starring Libe. ^ . .._,
c:;
dinarily an pffhight' (Tues.V not race
161 payees
(Continued
With the Chez Paree apparently posted the “for sale” notice on th#
race. Only 9
9,161
piyees, saw
raw the
t Continued ori
on page 64)
only sold out the Arena; but turned show
fair paying
paying the
the ,
...
'• -in permanent eclipse <see separate three-story structure
‘
show arid
arid with
with the
the. fair
many away. It's a traditional mili¬ Liberace
f_J
E™*
siory) a? er s0?‘e 28 years as mid*
Meanwhi]Iq trade buzz has HalLiberace; troupe a $20,000 guarguar-: r
* C»4fA .E™
tary band, imported by S. Hurok an
antee
tee on the show,, the.
the, fair will be. IHIt.
IBCL JUUB
tftatff JdlT
I dll JIMlWh
jROWS
west nitery Kingpin,
kingpin, the trade per ana
and weaievine
Medlevme munn
mulling a numfor a swing around the .county, in red on this feature.
IT
a
I.
among them
Fair will
tr
O CP' ti
I
■■17it
game now is figuring what’s to hap- her of alternate moves, an
and Which has little or no juvenile show .a
a $20,000 loss after all ekex- /
UO
U0 JOll
ODU UVeF
UYer LaSl
Last YeS.IT
Year
Pen with the attractions which a reported shift to Las Vegas.
\
For
appeal.
penses. are paid,. according to fail:
regularly played, the spot.
another, the partners are seen
penses,
l iT
...,
Local showmen haven’t yet made' controller C. F,
F. Atkinson:
UfiSlHie Attendance
AtteiWllCe DIR
Dill
whateffect
i catching up with the times
per a
UeSDlte
Collateral poser is what
effect jcatehmg
tin
up their niinds as to the possibility
out
w j* \j the foldo w
ill^ have, if any, on^^ sur- m°re intimate* cafe operation
as
Japanese Spectacular, an outr
y,
^
will
ope
event'Jri
the Stadiuiti, played
plaj’ed
enterprise they
Jri .the
Indianapolis. Sept: 27.
jj yiving Windy City clubs.
part of a motel enterp
that the record singer ..format has door event
run its course, in this town, any¬ four of its skedded six shows "the
Total gross for three Coliseum j.j . Qenerally
Generally agreed by the per- would
the ,. -Total
wdu;d erect.
e^ect- But again, no comway, or. whether there are deeper : first °threC . days. Attendance
,3960 Indiana
Indiaria State Fah%
Adendance -to-'shows
to- shows at .3960
Fair,;! eenteries
centeries is that lhere’II
lhere’11 be little ni<iUts from either party,
nnH admission
arimiccinn $5,453..
AW Aiig,.
31-SeDt,..9,
9j was
\vas iiD
S36.000_It
comesSuaStn<!
as no revelali
factors involved; Feeling by some 'falp'rl
taled 4
4.755. and
Aug. .31-Sept,
up$36,000
? probleni switching Chez staples to ,.It4?101ine,
re'Le^11?/? t<J,S1#
is that there is a downward dent ! Fair’s guarantee for (lie show's over 1959, although, fair gate. ad-| bther rooms. "It’s already happened 1 ■
th.at 'v,hat sloufihed the Chez
in the economy, and the young¬ promoters w;as $8,000 and lias other missions were off about ,$35:000, ! jn several
was its dilemma as an economic
sters aren’t getting as tali allow¬ i expenses to pav..
. ’fair officials,- reported here,--• The'i
t
and social anarchronism^accent"
ances as they used to.
|:. This year’s, disappointing attend- 1 .1880, take was ;$119;377, in-.: five.iCOn^^
th« ge".eral V*lous state of
Should, this be the. case, then ance bodes major,changes in the. days. for. shows featuring Pat • th^ small room7 imiVt yrer^nflv th®. JeguIatlon. dubs, some of
many types, of shows appealing to plans for future fairs in Louisville. Boone, Lennon .-Sisters, Duke E1‘ i Alider Kellv^s) ^hile Snnlii> Tnrk which remain m contention only
the yourtger crowd, and possibly
clkked^'at'tt^l^ilnier H^use'
^
ban9"e‘
the" collegians, are in deep trouble. aiu^H^Ciyde’R^ves^vrtl^the’clos^ Dkifielahd^ j'e^ Br6Wri|' 'Snnessee |
20G W*ek,y
Weekly Nut
.
AVhatever factors are involved, the
impression in som
quarters is
Counting kitchen and service
that the boxoffice is becoming
personnel, and including electri¬
more and. more the domain of the poimcaltoyorit*.
cians, stagehands, band and line.
clan,,
)ine.
—r—r-. to-summers worst-heat waye. lotal Qu;ci;jy *o mind
it cost the Chez, by sound estielders at least in these parts.
u
..
n
A*
receipts
for:
seven
fair
attractions
iinnu.
mates
nearlv
$20
non
a
wppIc
in«t
Whether Philadelphia
is the
bellwether of . similar stuation.
■
-v
.
•
f
compared-to
.$604,72
m
1952.,
;.
.rps(^r
ai®
apt.
to
tantalize
Kellys
that
characterizprf
thp
1Q40«
around the country, remains to
VeiM*
Ford packed.the Coliseum at the ' boniface Oscar^ Marienthal,.though withheld and with fewer power■be seeii. But the gate of these two
neanngs UO ID »egas
state Fait Wth 28.191 per- :
considcraaons are remote house attractions to eo aronhd the
attractions . has given local show¬
Las Vegas, Sept, 27V., sons for four shows to break the i f1*0”1 ^e dicker stage yet. In other hiceerv eventuallv becan to find
men food for thought,
A preliminary hearirig: for. Sands State Fair record despite tempera-instances—e.g„ Red Skelton, Tony it
} raoid prlin^P
Itlnl ' nruvir Tool, I-ntiiottoin fko' Qne
titTii unci I ATartin . "Rvdip' flnrmp—lilrPlihnnri IIS Star m rapiu eCIip^C.
Hotel
prexy Jack. Entratter on a ] tuies in
the 90s. Gross was $75,606.
[Martin, Eydie Gorme—likelihood
Short of a total overhaul, what
manslaughter, charge, continued the Ford and his troune received GOCr '
that house booker Merriel Abmost needed .in recent years was
week after Justice of the Peace of the gross, or $45,363. He Was bdtt will cast a covetous eye on A » it
a plenitude of potent names. Only
Oscar Bryan heard several persons guaranteed $25,000 for the four them for the Empire Room. Miss
r
a handful — notably Red Skelton,
testify during an all-day session shows; Anita Bryant, Carlton re- Gorme, in .'fact; played the big s
•
Sammy Davis Jr„ and Louis Prima
Friday i23).
,
cording artist, was the only, woriian swarikery prior to; going into the „ Xp(f,
&
Keely Smith—were, available to
The 21st edition of “Ice Capades”
Chez over a year .ago.
Entratter was charged \vilh-. In- in. the show..
which completed its run at Madi¬
'What’s pivotal iri terms of these it. Others which had been sure
[ voluntary maiislaughter as a re-..
Earlier in the w;eek, some; 12;1()3
minters, no longer were, and some
son Square Garden, N.Y., last
j suit of
Of the death of
of. New York
York persons paid $30,120 to heaj
heat Boone n^es, to be sure, is the fact the of thes ’ shifted to other rooms in
Wednesday^ <21) hit its highest.Gar¬ electronics
manufacturer,
David in two shows. This compared with Empire Room can stand the coin {w"
“ ° oiner rooms jn
den gross in history with a huge Orriront, 50 who was a passenger his last visit, two years ago, when demand with much less strain than
*
, 1trir|orl .
inoo ..
$600,000. Some of this is due to the .
in!'Entratter.’s.,car. which was’en Bbpnc ' in
three
performances the small indies.
Indeed, wvith MS'pr ^e ,m“nee
fact that this years run; 22 days,
route to/Lake Mead Aug. 27.
played to 27.094 persons who paid demise of the Chez Miss Abbott is ^ japoKon who soma
VLi
was longer than any other “Ca"■
a total of $68,202. Boone received seen emerging with possibly the ^
r*?r f
, some Years ag,°
pades”. .engagement at the- Garden,
Sevmour iVInrfk
$20,000 under a contract that called [dominant hand to play in the f°ld
^,1° a
but generally, business was higher. oeymour MOITIS^
^
for that sum or 60% of gross re- town’s talent-tapping. “
“* «f Y1^aIrp<lr;ionM®dlleYJay
Last year’s, take was $560,000.
Schme s Ad^Ptlb DlVu ceipts, whichever was higher.
Withal, the two Rush St.
?^a?.5 ! ^
al g, ed ^it}I
The final night of the show was
Gloversville N Y Serif 27
'
:
- .. ■.!.
tinieries-Kelly’s and the^^^ Trade broadcaster
Gordon
McLendon)
closed to the public haying been
bought put by American Tel! & Tel.
for its employees. The show was
i city for the Schine Theatre Circuit:
DE ATTV AUED'■■Cl t\P b mT eqga po- IDsignincance in
closed on Labor Day evening.
dases; Against that, however,
has -been trarisferrea to the NewD£A 11VI UvCll uLVUi
“Ice Capades” started its run
is Kelly’s growing rep as the
The Ringling
Ringling Bros.,
Bros, and
and Barrium
Barn
“smart” room in towri.
Aug. 31 with a near sellout, but York offices is head of. thip Schine . The
Bailey Circus
Circus has
has filed
filed a
a $250.i
$21
biz was not too forte before Labor Enterprise? hotel division s adver- &.
t Bailey
Overall, no marked rearranger
Day, However, sales perked up to using, publicity and promotion de- 000 suit in N.Y. Supreme Co
partrnent. Seymour
sellout proportions after the holi¬
day despite a jot of bad weather. since *195*1'^s: management comprising Walter being that all operators figure U
Harold D. Cohen resigned last
Layout moved on to Cleveland after atri^adVeriisfni^and*rnihHrthSefr an>
deT-y^ benefit from the added talent avail- week from the Ashley-Steiner
atre advertisriig and publicity,
Co hns and Randolph Calhoun. able d*e.to the Chez’s misfortune. Agency to set up his own firm for
the Garden' run,
4, Schipe Enterprises, which made Actipn asks damages and seeks to In any case, those who should representation and management
Jhe botel by about har the latter .putfit Trom^ using the kriow claim the other, important Of talent as well as production
1946 by. purchasing .the Roney Plaza trade name. The Greatest Show considerations ‘ will continue to staffs and will package various
iri Miami, and which later operated a3^ wus
shows. He had been with AshleyCflFcJs rin
^ Jiairn . or
dL any
aJy shape the riitery
nitery futures here.
ihe Boca Raton Club at Boca Ra-; -similar
Ihe
sjmilar name.
riamei Suit also, wants the
—_—.— ---Steiner for four years and prior to
Cincinnati, Sept. 27.
ton, Fla-, now owns six hotels court to restram. the defendant
that was the director of business
Bob Hope to S.M.U.
affairs for the American BroadBeverly Hills, Greater Cincy’s across the country and three mo* nvp? a
pnint?naU tho11 ofrfS>fd
is in the works),
over aglobe
works).
a globe depicting the earth.
casting Co.
ace nitery .on the Kentucky side tor inns- (a- fourth
■ ■...
•
Action charges unlawful approDallas, Sept. 27. .
of the Ohio River, will shutter
_ , ,
.priation
..
priation of the slogan, which the
Bob Hope plays a return date
Cohen started in the agency
after the New Year’s Eve twoBelofonle Singers'Tour
plaintiffs say they have used since Oct..1 at Southefn Methodist U.’s business in the contract departframer for extensive remodeling:
Belafohte Folk Singers started 1945. Complaint also asserts that coliseum. He’ll be backed ori the ment of the William Morris Agency
Reopening is tentatively pegged a 65-stop tour Friday (23) at De- since 1959, the'Beatty circus has show by The Brothers Four. Re- following his graduation from Ccrfor late March. .
ti-oit culminstih«j in a
used the name without authoriza- served seats go at $2-$2.50.
nell Law School where he was
Current talent
includes
the iWn w 11 v v t
..
1 al lion and continued use would cause
Comedian played this spot last managing editor of the Law ReMorpn-LandiS ..Dancers, in their 1 own iiau, iy. X-, Jan. 14.
'‘irreparable’’. damage to Ringling spring to a sellout crowd, day and view.
second year,, and Gardner Bene¬
Group will tour under .direction and confuse the public into the be-, date with Red Skelton at State Fair-—dict’s orch. the Jimmy Wilber trip of Robferi DeCormier, with staging lief that the Beatty show is Bing- Music Hall.
Both drew, heftyRed Buttons signed for the Conand singing pianist Larry Viricent.' by David Thtihar.r
*a^g’fc .if
.i

Due at Ky. Fair;

Eye Chez Paree
Talent Regulars

Entratter
ntratter Car Crash

plus ^5-^

td open thd d°o«: with the sPend-

Hpanna« fln in

ICE CAPADES’ ’ 600G
RECORD IN N.Y. STAND

BEATTY OVER SLOGAN some

HAROLD COHEN EXITS
A-S FOR OWN AGENCY

Cincy’s Beverly Hills
Sets Remodeling Hiatus

64
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VAUDEVILLE

Brit Vandert Ask Torn
InCultureExchangeArt

Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York;
Mata & Hari arrived! in New
York following a South African
tour . . . Dorothy Loudon;:repeating
at the Blue Angel for seven weeks
starting Oct. 10 . . . Larry Wilder
due at the Elegante, Brooklyn, Oct.
12 for one week .
. Jerry Vale
on a last minute booking at the
Town Casino, Buffalo
Joe E,
Lewis pacted for the ShamroekHiltcn, Houston. May 25;. . . Joey
Bishop set for the Palmer House,
Chicago. April 1 . . . Pianist Fredrlc Vonn started at the Henry Hud¬
son Hotel
. . Dick Allan opened
a management officei:.
Jimmy Durante to play! the Flamhoyan, San Juan, Jani. 20 » .
Myron Cohen booked for the
Vapors. Hot Springs. Oct. 24 .
Betty Madigan set for the Shorehnm, Dec. 20 ... Four Lads entered
into the Copacabana; NoV. 10 . . .
Evelyn Knight inked j: for the
Radisson, Minneapolis, Dec. 27 . . Lucille & Eddie Roberts jmove into
the Mint. Las Vegas, Jan. 24 ... .
Sian Rubin & Tigertown Five,
signed to the William Morris Ag¬
ency, to do a concert tour next sea¬
son.

Chicago
Buddy Lester to Eddys*, K.C.,
Oct. 28 for two . . . Joanie Som¬
mers, current at the Chj Cloister,
down for Freddie’s Cafe, Minne¬
apolis, Feb.-2-11 . . . Evelyn Knight
set for Hotel Radisson’s Flame
Room, same city, opening Dec. 27
. . . Johnny Desmond booked for
the Roostertail, Detroit;: Nov. 28
.. . Myron Cohen inked for the Va¬
pors, Hot Springs, Oct. 24.
Ford & Reynolds, work Angelo’s,
Omaha, Dec. 9-17 . . . Singer Fred¬
die Stewart into Huddle Embers,
Indianapolis, Nov. 14 for a fort¬
night. Frank D'Rone to same spot
Dec. 12 .. Earl Grant signed with
Rancho don Carlos. Winnipeg. Oct.
6 . . . Johnny Puleo and Harmonica
Gang set for the Southern Club,
Hot Springs, March 6. and the Holi¬
day House, Milwaukee, March 17.
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Murray Muntz’s Knight Finance Co., Toronto, has disclosed plans
Isle of Man, Eng., Sept. 27.
for a $3,000,000 luxury resort hotel in the Caledon: Hills, west of To¬
British, vaude and light enter¬ ronto, with a $1,000,000 “childFen’s heaven” modelled ori Disneyland
tainment, should be included in but with .Canadian themes: Hotel itself will use name entertainers in,
cultural exchanges abroad,, thris: its nightclub and dining rooiri. The 140-acre development is now being
raising its status to that of vaude financed.
in other countries. This plea was
made by the: British Variety Art¬
Candy Barr, onetime nitery stripper serving a 15-year prison term
istes* Federation at the annual in Huntsville, Tex., for possessing marijuana, has been assigned to sew
British Trades Union Congress pants for male prisoners. She also plays the drums in the prison band
here:
and sings in the women’s choir. Offstage she’s Mr. Jack (Juanita)
R..W. Swinson, Federation’s geri- Sahakian.
era! secretary, said drama, ballet,
4
film festivals and music were all
covered by such exchanges, but
vaude productions were riot. He
referred to visits to the U.K. by the
Moscow State Variety and the State
Circus; and said the Russians.would ( hrist «pher*s Wonders
Omaha
welcome visit from British vari- : ' Milbourne Christopher, Nancy
Laura Beth Leacox handling Vo- - ety and circus, acts. A re presen ta- ; Haskins, Bob FischerIra Sanders,
Hollywood; $ept. 27.
calist chores for Lee Williams orch ! tive of the Russian Ministry in ! Di net Paolii Produced by Brantz
Mort Sahl, on Oct,. 11, will open
. . . Tuesday Musical Club signed j London! said cultural exchanges ! M. Bryan Jr:; opened Sept 26 at
a
30-city
tour
of one-niters ' for
with
British,
vaude
units
would
be
'Maidman
Theatre,.
N.
Y.,
$4.60.
top.
pianist Van Clibiim for a March 21 j
—‘-concert at the City Aud Music ‘•most welcome in the USSR.” Rich- j
which: he is guaranteed, in ag¬
ard
(Mr,
Pastry)
Hearne,
English
|
Milbourrie
Christopher
is
one
of
Hall. Others on regular series at J
gregate, slightly more than $100,Joslyn Art Museum are Roberta; comedy actor, is beirig paged to the better magicos in the profes000. Only one gig is on a flat fee,
Peters, Oct. 4; Richard Lewis, Nov. I visitthe Soviet; Union with a con-|ion -and one who has .trie<j. {or
party next summer;
. •. ■.
.
r . opener, in an auditorium on UniV;
20; John Browning, Dec: 9; Henry (
I some years, to elevate the level of
Szeryng; Jam 11; and Chicago Lit- j
of Minnesota campus. Figure
his calling. In recent times, the art
tie Symphony; Feb. 22 . . . Rise
$4,000; All other engagements are
of magic has merely been an ex¬
Stevens and Dallas Symphony have
for a specified guarantee against
signed for Omaha Orch’s concert
hibit for club dates and living
percentage.
series this winter.
rooms, thus the vast literature, the
j
Lowest
guarantee
is $2,500,
rich tradition rind the enormous
i against 60%.: Most dates are for
gerald follows Carmen Cavallaro
into the Fairmont Oct. 13 for six
weeks: Mills Bros, open there Nov.
24, Kirby Stone Four Dec. 15 arid
Crosby Bros, are reported to be
just about set for early January
. . . Duke Ellington orch opehed
Mike duPont’s Neve Monday (26),
will be followed Oct. 11 by Lam-:
bert-Hendricks-Ross, Oct. 18 by
Lionel Hampton orch, Oct. 25 by
Red Norvo Quintet, Nov. 8 by Ray !
Anthony orch and Nov. 22 by Sa¬
rah Vaughan.

-—:-: :

•

-—

Mort Sail Launching
30-City Tour at $100,000
Guarantee; Will Play South

Lew Grade Execs

Reno

DeCastro Sisters follo\y Reno
date at the Holiday with Tfashirigton, D.C., b'ooking on Oct:" 18 .
Lancers to Tahoe Harrah’s on Oct.
14
for
four-weeker .
Dick
Shawn to Coconut Grove on Oct.
12
. . Ford & Hines signed by
Riverside for two frames., bowing
Oct. 27 . . . Wilder Bros; in for
lounge date at Mapes . . . Johnny
Mathis inked for early ’61 date at
Tahoe Harrah’s .. . Kings IV billed
for Nov. 24 date at. Riverside . .
Gaylords signed to open at Wagon
Wheel, Tahoe, on Dec. 2 for one
month.

•S&SM
section of. the craft

has become all
but wasted. The time is ripe for a
revitalization of this craft, , as
;w Grade has resigned from = Christopher has recognized.. In rethe board of the. Grade Organiza-j cent years he has tried twice with
London, Sept.. 27.

*
! under the name _of LewLeslie
!
Grade Ltd.
!
j
He had not been active in the
|
operation of the agency for. the
: past five years, since the formation
’ of Associated Television, .the com-;
; inercial tv. programming co.mpariy ;
, of which he is assistant managing ;
director.
He retains his original ‘
financial interest iri the agency,,!
however.
'

poo

*3,
igalhst 55% .lid many. too.
i .
,,
■
4
]are ln college towns, although not
j on campus property. Such bookings are in Lansing and Ann Ar.^ich; Berkeley, Princeton. In
some instances the. comic will play

menV 7firmamerit His^ second—at-! --e®-es-’ s~*ch as The Paranriount,
Portland; Ore,, and the. Orpherim,
tempt opened Monday (26) at the
Seattle:
The New York erigageMaidman Theatre, N. Y.
inent is at Town Hall Oct. 22.:
. Christopher is. a personable, amiTour touches here Nov. 4 with a
able gent recognized as one of the
one-niter at Santa. Monica Civic
top piactitioriers. Yet, despite his Auditorium, and following night
viftubsitv4 opening night witnessed
at Pasadena Civic. Trek winds Nov.
less disciplined assistants who got
12 with stand :at Masonic Temple,.
in each other’s , way; the noisy and
Saa Francisco. On election night,
fumbling backstage crews further
Nov. 8, Sahl will not Work. his.
helped ruin illusion, dispel charm booker, William Morris agency,
and spoil the best laid plans of an realizing it .will be tough to . lure
London
expert prestidigitator:. It. is little
ticket buyers.
All EMI labels are now being is-1
wonder
therefore
Christopher’s
Sahl and his riiariageiy Milt Ebsued iri stereo, with the addition
abracadabra went awry in his
bins,
deny report that. the:, comic
this month of releases Oh Prirlo-j
maiden try at the IVTaidmam Per¬
; Continued from page: 63 ;
phone and MGM
. Actor David
haps: the most gauche item of the will mot ;pl£iy southern cities on
grounds
his material is “too con¬
Kossoff debuts as a vocalist on an
built up; the L.L ex*ib had had to evening was. the way an eager_
San Francisco
Oriole EP, ‘'Songs from the Mu- change the focal point of its appeal beaver stagehand raised, the cui*- troversial.”
Ahmad Jamal opens Friday (30) ! sical ‘Oliver’ ”... Agreement beand its function to meet jtlie ever- tain, for a, second bow, only to
at the Blackhawk . . . Ella Fitz- ! tween the Musicians’ Union and
changing picture in this field, - reveal how a cabinet trick was
commercial tv companies ups rates he pointed out:
j
executed. It was distressing to see
[ for arrangers; composers and.copy- i
Today,, he said, the .L.L Fair’s I the magic of this show dissipated
ists . . . Trend towards disking ra¬ entertainment
roster , comprises by inep.tness of others,
Presenting—
dio shows continues, with Fontana j names from niteries arid the disk r
Christopher has a wav with gab,
releasing today (28)' a longplay1 field.
Included will be Jackie handles his lines well, and is adept
America's Dynamic
‘The Cream of ‘Take It from:| Miles. Morey Amsterdam, Buddy at tricks both large and small; He
Here”’. Label coincidentally pushes Hackett. Marty Guilty, Phil Foster,; does especially well in the ..mindYouthful Song Stylist
out ‘‘Hits From The Gang Shows” Harvey Stone and others, .r
: reading sections oi'. In iatterday
Appearing in
Bandleader Eric Robinson 1
In the field of exhibits, the fair parlance, extra-sensory perception,
does a deejay stint for BBC, start¬ will, have major missile display, Some of his major levitation tricks
ing “Records For You” on the which will include the first show-i ajs0 COme off well.
Light Program Oct. 5 . . . Martini ing of the Minute Man. as well as I
However, in an audieriee of
Oct. t-74-t
& Rossi Ltd. promotes a Royal Fes¬
adults many of the tricks and even
ter
tival Hall concert Oct. 3 featuring covered ..nose, cone of the Discov¬ the
modus
operandi
appeared
erer
XriL
The:
Atomic
Energy
E. K. FERNANDEZ
the London Symphony Orch con-.!
familiar. An evenirig of magic,
Commission Is. also cooperating
ducted by Alexander Gibson.
w hen it comes down to It, becomes
Comedian Charlie Chester wings ! with, exhibits.
• an exhibit of the performer’s pol¬
Davis pointed out that the orig¬
to Cyprus tomorrow (29): for af
ish, charm, wit and nearly every¬
inal
function
of
the
fair.,
in
which
month's tour for the forces there (
thing. but deception. However, It
and in Malta, Gibraltar and North • farmers brought their crops to be takes firm execution to reach that
sold,
has
all
but
disappeared.
The
Africa . . . Peter Reeves arid Bryan
stage, and because of faulty assist¬
modern farmer today .sells .many
Blackburn opened at the Colony
ance, was rarely given opportunity
Formerly Featured
on Monday (26) . . . Ike Hatch back crops in a frozen: state, his wife to rise to that level.
doesn’t have to make jellies to aug¬
at the Panama Club ,• . . “Life Be-,
with the
Of course, in an audience of chil¬
ment the farnily .income, some
gins in Mayfair” is the new floor- j
crops are dehydrated, arid sorne dren, which becomes one field in
show revue at Wiristori’s
. ; Mi- j
stored for later use. The farmer which the magico is , put- at its
chael Napper now flack at. “The has little to sell at. these fairs to- severest test, .a performer can at.
Talk of the Town” niterie . . . The day,, but wants to iriform the pub- *ain the added element of enchantWatch for Release on
Pigalle is installing a new air con¬ lic of: the progress and problems ment and elders can be transported
ditioning plant. It’s skedded for of farm life.
| to that plane along with theYoung-r
January.
On the other hand, the communi- ?te^s- The first night had exceedties 'in w’hich fairs are held, have ‘ irigly few moppets to add tp the
Exclusive Booking
their own stories to tell, he said, j ev?ninSMany rise the fair to invite indus-’T
Christopher has a wide catalog
try to come in, and . help make the of tricks and props. He did revivals
Memphis, Sept. 27.
area a more self-sustaining com-1 of some of the escape tricks made
Memphis’
annual
Mid-South hiunity; The fair has become a show- especially famous by Houdi *; and
Write—Wire—Phona
OLASON'S
Fair, which tees off here for nine case of marippwer, natural resour- ] he revived a memory of La FolPROFESSIONAL
days beginning Friday (28) has ces, coriritryside, culture.. At the | lette. the quick change artist,
NEW YORK.CITY
inked Ricky Nelson for the final same time, the fair has to appeal! There was the sawing a woman
COMEDY MATERIAL
234 Wsit 48th St.
for all Tkoatrledls
two days (Sept. 30-Oct. 1). Charlie more to those who raise babies in- {in three parts, and making the
Plosa 7-1786
Circle 6-8800
"W» S*rvlct th* Stars"
Spivak orch will also be on tap to stead of cattle because of the ex- midsection disappear. Of bourse,
Big Temporary Spoelal or All
back up the Nelson crew.
pansiori of urban arid suburban ■ he did srinall card; handkerchief
PH1LADELPHI
35
Gag
Files
for *15/ Plus $1.00 Posre«e
areas.
land
rope
tricks
that
give
the
Dale Robertson, tv star of “Wells
T001 Chestnut St.
Foreign: $1.50 te., 35; for tfO
The successful fair is a riiixture ' magico opporturiity to give an
Fargo,” will do two shows daily
O 3.Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $10 o
WAInuf 2-4677
account
of
himself.
during the entire fair with the of many appeals frorri the 'midway j engaging
o 4 Blackout Books/ Per Bk. . .. $35 o
6 Minstrel Budget __... . .;*J5.#World’s Championship Rodeo bri¬ to baby contests to highly iriefus- Christopher came well equipped,
How to Master the Ceremonies
trlal exhibits. Next year, he said, brit failed to reckon with the stage¬
gade.
$3 per Copy
the theme of the L.I. Fair will hands—a powerful union—and of
No C.O.D'e
"Always Open"
change from the space age to com¬ his. quartet of sorcerer’s appren¬
BILLY GLASON
Currently Third Woek
200 W. 54th St./ N.Y.C., 19 CO S-1316
munication and transportation.
tices. only Bob Fischer seems to
(WE TEACH BMCEEINO arid COMEDY)
Extent of the cooperation given be almost ready for solo pperaLIVING ROOM, New York
(Let a Real Professional Train You)
by the community to the LJ. Fair tions.
Jose.
Is seen, in the fact: that the Roose-1
yelt
Raceway
contributes
the!
ground for the event ; at. no rental:
arid businessmen and industrials |
put out a newspaper for the fair
"Exclrmnent In Donee"
on a voluntary basis.
With the
rapidly
expanding metropolitan
Currently EMPIRE ROOM. PALMER HOUSE* Chicago
area. In which the event is located,
the L.t. Fair expects a record-top¬
Thank you* WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
ILL MITTLBR, U19 Broadway/ Now York
ping year*;

Hick Fairs

JOAN

HAWAII

RED CAPS

RCA-VIctor Records

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY

Nelson at Memphis Fair

RAYE and ROMAN
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Hotels Best for Jobs m Far East

Portland, Ore., . Sept. 27.
Zolly Volchock, boss of North¬
west Releasing Corp.,'has been In¬
formed by the William' Morris
office that it. has cancelled the
This is one of those places with Sammy Davis Jr.; tour of the
Northwest
set foif Oct. 19-22. Da¬
poles 3II around the floor.
The
band of five men Is pretty had. vis’ forthcoming marriage Was rea¬
They, also have a “breakfast show’’ son WM gave for the pullout.
Sudden switch is proving a hard¬
Sundays.
The .place Seats about
150, and has a cover every night.
ship;.on NWR as theatres have been
Firpo’s is the. only restaurant I pacted and. announcements put out.
having a show. The others just [Paramount Theatre .. in Portland
have combos. . :The remarkable, [ and prpheum Theatre in Seattle.
thing, . is that this - place has no* :are riow trying to scratch for pics
hotel to, make up the deficit: to fill the gap. Volchock’s outfit
Without being in the hotel business,
also passed Up. the Irving Feld tour
the owner manages to pack people
because of conflicting, dates with
in with a two-act sho\v. No one in
Calcutta can understand it. The the Davis show.

food is good, which, is the. main
reason, and. for the drinkers, he
gives a good-sized shot of whiskey:
They, seat about 300 in; a. barn of
a place which.could seat 500,if they
moved the chairs and tables; only
a little closer together.. Cover of
5 rupees on weekdays and 'Sum?
days, no cover for the “breakfast
show/’ ori Sunday morning.
Delhi ~
Delhi has only one place- having;
a show.
There is prohibition in
Delhi.. You can drink in yoiir room,
but not in a public .place. You are
invited out, and your host may say,
“LeCs go to the Imperial for ice'ISO.
The Excelsior Hotel is the only • [crerim. and coffee, and catch the
place, that has a big show. How¬ i show.” This is deadly for. show
ever, the owner, although, it is I business,. Facing. a roomful of xeagainst martial law, expects all the | sentful faces does nothing for your
girls Jo. make
‘‘cpnsommation’’. I morale!
Bombay
(mix). ' For that and other reasons,
it is "getting , more and more diffi¬ I
Bombay doesn’t have too much
cult to get acts, to work there, as [more. . Here you have prohibition
word of the place gets back to the • of a different type-- You have to get
Middle East and Europe.: .Seats , a special permit to be. able to buy
about 150 people, and cover charge liquor. .. This costs 40 rupees ($8)
is flexible—up to 30 rupees per a -month, and entitles you to four
person sometimes. . The Taj and- bottles of .liquor, which is overthe Imperial hotels have just one .! priced to start put with, "When you
ifl who sings and ‘‘mixes.’’
j have yoiir permit, you cannot drink
..
Pakistan
:a bottle’of wine in ybur room, or
In Pakistan, there, is a six-day
;..ih the diningroom, you have to
week.
You, have to get a visa
[ drink only, in the “permit”
m.
which will take anywhere from one
day to a. maximum of t\v weeks. ; If you Wish . to have a coq au vin,
Salary is figured in sterling on a ! or a fondue1 with kirsch, you canmonthly basisl Room and board j not eat in : the di irigroom, you
is also included, and you are al¬ ' must eat. it in ..the “permit” room,
lowed transfer of your money at ! as,it has liquor in it!
bank rate to the U.S.
Evils of No-Drink
Calcutta
Naturally, with prohibition has
Calcutta has the same conditions:. icomb the Inevitable bootlegging
It may take a little ionger, to get.
and illegal selling of smuggled
your visa, that’s all. /
liquor. Many people now have a
The Grand Hotel Is orie. of the
servant problem. The bearers and
best places to Work, except for the
cooks feel, “Why. should I work
fact that you have to do two shows
for.$0. rupees a month, when I Can.
a night. iYou get awfully spoiled
make liquor or beer, and sell one
going through the Middle East and
Pakistani:
Their inside room, bottle for .60: rupees in one after¬
. called the Princes, is ideally laid noon?”
The places having shows in Bornout:. The tables are tiered .up. and
you can see from any seat in the hoy, -are the’ Ambassador Hotel.. Its
house.
Seats, about. 250 and the the smartest in Bonibay, and is run
cover charge is $1. The six-man by a v^ry sweet, and also , very
showvwisei
fellow. Jack
band plays grea* dance music and a [clever,
great show.: The outside garden j Voyantzis. He serves terrific food,
room, called Sherazade, has the [and such, is his. personality that
same show at popular prices; 20c [people come in to see him, not
cover during the. week and 40c on: ! only to eat or see show. The place
Saturdays. The band is also good . is quite small and intimate. It seats
there.
[ hot- more than 100 people. They
The Great Eastern is a. long, • never have more, than two acts.
narrow room where it is sort of ! They have an excellent four-piece
difficult to See. The prices, are combo. There is only one draw¬
the Same. Sunday mornings, they back;. they have posts, near the
have a “breakfast show” at. 12 dance floor. As owner says, “More
o’clock, otherwise it is only one columns in my place than at the
,shovv a night. They play two acts;
Acropolis!” I forgot to mention;
both. coming from England, gen¬
he’s a Greek.
erally a comedian and a stripper
The only other place that has a
(Indian love exotics!)* cover of $1
sho>v, - is .the Ritz Hotel, only one
during the week.
act/butthe drawback'there is that
Spences 'Hotel plays two acts.
the acts that work the Ritz have to
double across the street to the Air¬
lines Hotel, which is under the
same management. We had been
offered the. Ritz at tne same time
we were offered the Ambassador
but turned it down: The monsoon
season is no time to have a job
like that. We’d be swimming across,
International Comedian
not walking.
Currently: Performing
The only, other, places that some¬
times have shows ate La Bella arid
His One-Man Show at
the Venice Room, in the Astoria
Hotel, but ohly occasionally. Pro¬
hibition has really stopped night¬
clubs from opening, or restaurants
from enlarging; but it hasn’t
stopped people from drinking,: far
from it.

j

j

The BEACH HOTEL
Durban
South Africa

DICK

AUNT

WESTONAND MARTHA
Comedy Vehfrdoqvlem
CanrMtly

hotel thunderbird
U»
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K.0.S Northwest Tour

Yank Yauder’s Closeup on Type* of Boites in the
‘Loew’s Ganges’ Belt
By JANET GREY
Bangkok, Thailand:
The Metropole Hotel, Karachi, is
one of the largest hotels . in the
city, with 350 rooms. They play
three acts in-the Gri 11 Room. They
have
six-piece band >vhieh plays
terrific dance music, as Well as ex¬
cellent show . music.
The grill
seats about 200 with a cover
charge of 5 rupees <$1) on Satur¬
day night only..
The Beach Luxury Hotel is the
next largest, although it is the.
newest.
At the time we were
there they had ene act; who apr
peared three tjimes doing one
dance each time.
They have a
dance band of five men, who didn't
play -too well either for. the danc¬
ing ior the. fipbrshpw. They had
a cover charge during, the week
of. 5 rupees ($1) and $2 on Satur¬
day, part of which applies towards
your^ dinner.
Seating capacity is
300,
The Palace Hotel plays two acts,
two shows, .a, night, orie Very short
orte at 10:30 and the full show at
midnight. The five-piece, band is
just fair, and cover charge is 5:
rupees on Saturday; capacity about i

VAUDEVILLE

PfijSIETT

Ottawa; Major Cafe for 33 Years
Cleve/s Theatrical Grill

Cleveland, Sept. 27.
Fire completely destroyed Morris
Wexler’s Theatrical Grill last week,
but the owner is already planning
to build another deluxe niteryrestaurant as soon as possible on
the same site. The fire chief esti¬
mated the damage tentatively as
about $250,000. Wexler said his
loss came to more than $750,000:
Theatrical. Grill was one . of
Cleveland’s most profitable musical
room.' Ramsey Lewis jazz trio and
Elite Frankel’s trio were playing
the spot when it was hit by the
fire; Lewis’ band finished its en¬
gagement by playing at Jules Wein¬
berger’s nearby Hickory Grill with
Miss Frankel’s crew. Weinberger
made a deal with Wexler to take
Las Vegas, Sept: 27.
over contracts of. jazz bands pre¬
A group of Desert Inn execu¬
viously booked for the Theatrical
tives was denied its bid to pur¬
Grill:
chase 38%'.- of the ailing Riviera.
Hotel in. a ruling by both [state
gaming control agencies last Week.
Although seyen DI execs, headed
by: Moe Dalitz, offered to reduce
the investment from 38 to,30%,
the application was denied inianimously by the Gaming Control
Board in a vote ; at Carson City,
Centlivre: Brewing Corp., head¬
and backed up by the parent Gam¬ ed by Herb Siegel and which re¬
ing Commission:
cently acquired General grists
Riviera attorney Harvey Silbert Corp. for .a price said to be around
said the Board’s, denial is ‘‘illegal,” $2,000,600, is currently negotiating
arid hinted that further Court ac¬ for a three-way merger of the
tion would he taken after a meet¬ Montrose Chemical Co., and the
ing of the seven applicants.
Baldwin Rubber Co. into the Centliyre. setup. Surviving firm would
be called Baldw’in-Montrose Chem¬
ical Co.
Baldwin is a Centlivre
subsidiary:
Montrose as well as Baldwin are
on the. American Stock Exchange,
Sao Paulo, Sept. 27.
Paul Anka was given one of the while Centlivre is on the Midwest
biggest . receptions ever1 accorded Exchange.
Current deal is considering the
an American singer on his series,
of, theatre and television dates in issuance of convertible preferred
this city and in Rio de Janeiro. stock of the surviving firm in ex¬
In Sao. Paulo, the. streets in front change for common stocks of Bald¬
of the. hotel Othbn Palace.. were win and Montrose. In the case of
jammed throughout the . day, and Baldwin, exchange would be one
his concerts at thri Record Thea¬ for one, while in the case of Mont¬
tre, were sold out long in advance: rose; one share would be exchanged
He came to '[Brazil under auspices for 7/10 of the hew. convertible
of Paiilirio de Carvahlo, president preferred stock. Conversion priv¬
of Radio Records for which he ilege of the new preferred stock
gave two television performances. wili iriitially^he at the rate of 1.3
Ratings. Were among the highest common shares for the surviving
station, ever received, hitting 83 company for each share of pre¬
and 84. Anka's disks, issued here ferred.
Convertible preferred stock will
on the Pblvdor label, have been
have a call price and liquidation
a top seller for several years..
Eddie Elkort, head of the Gen¬ preference of $25 per share arid
eral Artists Corp. foreign dept.; a... cumulative dividend rate of $1.
planed dowri with Anka last week: As part of the plan, certain prin¬
Anka moved on to Buenos Aires cipal Montrose shareholders will
for a date yesterday (Mori.), and be obligated to sell approximate¬
for subsequent Stands ' .Montiv- ly 150,000 shares of the new pre¬
ferred stock at $21.50 per share
deo arid Santiago.
or at its market price, whichever
is lower on the date on which the
merger becomes effective. Excep¬
tion is that they will not be re¬
quired to sell if the market price
on effective date Is less than
Portland; Ore. Sept. 27.
$19,50.
The Johnny Mathis show racked
New company will also invite
up a lusty $16,500 in two evening tenders oh the new convertible
performances at the Paramount stock at from other shareholders
Theatre here Friday and Saturday at $21.50, and will purchase up to
(23-24). The 3,400-seater was scaled 50,000 shares. Montrose’s principal
at a $4. top. In addition to Mathis, shareholders and their families
the layout included the Hermes have agreed riot to participate in
Pan Dancers, Tehon’s “La Com- these tenders. The $21.50 price of
panie Des Marettes,” and Allyn the new stock is equal to a similar
Ferguson batoning the pit crew.
price per share of the Baldwin
Outing grabbed a nifty $15,800 Common, and about $15 of the
in two evening performances at the present Montrose common.
Queen Elizabeth Thearg in Van¬
couver earlier in the week (20-21).
Club Rancho's Tost Rap
Outfit moves on to Seattle, Edmon-;
Milwaukee, Sept. 27.
ton, Calgary,;. Denver, and then
James Rancher, operator of the
Manila: Tour here was under the Club Rancho here; was tagged with
Northwest [Releasing Corp. banner. a Federal tax lien for $32,723.
Victor Borge opens a ope-niter
This lien covered cabaret taxes
tour of the northwest at the Para- unpaid from the first quarter of
irioupt Theatre tomorrow (Wed.)l
.1957, through the. fourth quarter
of 1959.

On Riviera Deal

Centime Brewing Corp., .•
GAC Parent Firm, Preps
Merger With 2 More Cos.

ANKA BOFFO IN BRAZIL
THEATRE-VIDEO DATES

Grosses
Big $16,500 in Portland

Schiite Names Myzell
Entertainment Director
Los Angeles,. Sept. 27.
Elliott Myzell, general manager
of the Ambassador Hotel, has
taken over duties of Gus Lampe
as entertaininent director of the
hotel and Schine Enterprises, fol¬
lowing Lampe ankling post.Lampe,
with the Schine. hotels for the past
35 years except for brief hiatus
last year, reportedly “resigned”
to take a Vacation.
: Myzell also absorbed Lampe’s.
chores when he left last year for
a short association with Frank
Serines at Moulin Rouge and Ciro’s:

Ottawa, Sept. 27.
The Gatineau Club, 1.000-seater
which has been a major nitery in
the Ottawa area for more than 33
years, was destroyed hv fire early
Sunday morning (25). No estimate
of the loss has been made. No one
was seriuosly injured but ownerboniface Joe Saxe and five club
staffers escaped, with the flame9
at their heels, via second-story fire
escapes.
Flames originated in the dress¬
ing-room section, behind the band¬
stand, less than an hour after
the final show of the night closed
and minutes after the last of a ca¬
pacity Saturday night crowd had
left.
Firemen from Aylmer and Hull,
unable to check the flames that
swept like a blow-torch through
the wooden structure, prevented
extensive damage to the pro shop
and members’ lounge. Proper tag
of the establishment was the
Gatineau Golf & Country Club. It
was a golf elub by day, theatrerestaurant by night, located fiv»
miles west of Ottawa on the Que¬
bec side of the Ottawa river.
This was the second nitery lost
to this area in less than a month.
Three weeks ago, the Fairmount
Club shuttered after provincial gov¬
ernment authorities lifted its li¬
cense.
Only remaining nitery is
the Chaudiere Club, four miles
east of the Gatineau Club , on tha
Aylmer Road.
Besides complete loss of build¬
ing, furnishings, equipment, food
and liquor stocks, the blaze de¬
stroyed uniforms, instruments and
music library of the Russ Thomas
light-piece house band, as well as
three new sets of costumes intro¬
duced last Thursday (22) by the
five Craig Day Dancers. Terp line
costumes W'ere valued at more
than $3,000.
Formerly a farm, latter a golf
club, the Gatineau preemed as a
nitery in 1927 when the major
structure was added to the farm
house, today more than 150 yeara.
old;
Its three-foot-thick stone
walls and chimneys were the only
parts to stand after the morning’s
fire. The former farm home con¬
tained the club’s lounge and bar
downstairs, and offices upstairs.
Besides the Craig Day Dancers,
current fare had comic Allah
Drake, Melino & Hollis, and Jerry
Cooper.

‘Ice Capsules’ Unit Pulls
$225,000 in Pitt Stand
Pittsburgh, Sept. 27.
Everything seems to he doing
well at Forbes Field here, which
is the home of the league-leading
Pittsburgh Pirates.. The glamor
and excitement of this National
League Club has rubbed off on the
second company of “Ice Capades”
which played a week-stand there
ending Aug. 28.
The John H.
Harris
show scored
a
strong
$225,000 and clocked 90,000 admis¬
sions. ,
The first “Ice Capades” company
is current at Madison Square Gar¬
den, N. Y.
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1 He has. been known to rock huge Village Vaaguard9 X. Y. with "Tm nir« Wu YOU- her Hotel Roosevelt, X. O.
houses like the now defunct Roxy,
Las Vegas, Sept. 19;
Carmel Quinii^Chiquita O JobwChris Connor with Ronnie Ball bcst nuflab«r. Bae has a pixie comic
Red Buttons, Mills Bros, (3)* N.Y.,. and now he proves that he Trio, Rorinell Bright Trio; $4.50 quality about her (tage presence, son, Don Glosser Orch (10); 92.9t
but Lewi* lets, her make little use minimum, $4 Saturdays.
can
adapt
himself
tointimeries
Of
Wilda Taylor* Don. Chastain,
minimum.
of it as the act Is now formatted.
Riviera Dancers 0.6), Jack Cath- the Living Room size.;
Paul White, with Lewis for
What’s irhore CalloWay has. mel¬
tart Orch (15); produced by
It’s the first date for Carmel
Having had her fling: with s full¬
Sammy Lewis, $4 minimum.
lowed sufficiently to deliver bah blown band; backing last April at years, takes the comedy chore and Quinn in Seymour W«ss’ plush
lads - as well;; However,, his lead Basin Street East, Chris Connor does it well with a remarkably ex¬ rendezvous, but this red-haired
Red Buttons and The Mills items are still the tunes associated has returned to the intirnatp atmos¬ pressive face- White also teams bundle of talent and savvy pulls
Brothers -comprise the double-fea¬ with him, like “St. James Infirm¬ phere of this Greenwich Village with Peace for soft-shoe' dance hefty biz as well as applause.
ture Sammy Lewis is now present¬ ary” and “Minnie the Moocher.” cellar with the more familiar small; numbers.
Irish thrush gives one of the
Manor & Mignon execute origi¬ most shpwmanlike performances
ing here. It’s a good balance, w ith: He is a pro in every sense of the combo accompaniment. Ron n i e
Buttons uncorking mostly hew mar | word. He has changed only slightly Ball, Who knows just what she nal, terp joutines impressively, in¬ ever seen in spot. She delivers a
terlal with no lio-hos, and the vet ■ to make his. big voice fit Into these Wants arid needs, leads the backing cluding V an exciting paso doble. varied repertoire with expertly
Mills freres scoring with their , surroundings and lie scores handily trio with a beat arid a restraint Bob Cross orchestra does its usual controlled voice capable of ex¬
With his exhibits here.
Jose.
forte, nostalgia.
that give; Miss Connor’s vocal, ef¬ top quality job in its third year in treme variations in tone quality.
the room.
Carp.
Buttons has some clever topical
Her material is, for the most part,
forts a solid, showcasing.
gags. which put 'first-nighters in: a Harrah’s, I„ake Tahoe
intelligently selected and ranges
She whips up a plenty of jazz
ybckable mood from the opening
steam with a repertoire that runs Barclay Hotel, Toronto from the sweet “Scarlet Ribbons”
Lake Tahoe, Sept. 21,
line,, “you’re looking at the only
Toronto, Sept. 20. to the rollicking airs of “McGittiLiberace (with' Gordon. Robinson .the gamut from moody -ballad, to
.Red permitted to leave Marihat-. conducting),.
gan’s Ball” and "McNamara’s
Ballet Ttiahds (6), finger-snapping rhythm. It’s a set i Jane Morgan, The Aldotts <2), Band.”
tan;” He refers to the presidential j
that’s always interesting and never
race in. a song called “Let’s Have A Anden’s Poddies, . June Taylor lags. From the Opening “Day In . Paul Grosney Orch (9); ?2 adinisMiss Quinn exhibits a warm,
Dancers
(.0).
with
Peter.
Gladke,
sion.
Party of Our Own,” and chides tv.
friendly, quick-witted line of pat¬
DaV Out” through such nifties as
ter. between tunes as She ankles
execs with the statement, “My Leighton, Noble Orch (14); $4 “Alone. Together,” “Witchcraft.”
Jane
Morgan
is
packing
them
in
latest pilot w;as turned down by viiniiii
“In Other Words,” “I’ve Got You /for her fortnight’s engagement at about the ringside tables exchang¬
the netwotk^they said it was very
pleasantries with the cus¬
After a six-month hiatus in Eu¬ Under My Skin” to the closing ‘ the Barclay Hotel. Her new pianist ing
reminiscent of something that’s
tomers.
Liberace . is back on U. S. “Gypsy In My Soul,” Miss Connor is Bob Alberti, who has just fin¬
She has the advantage of win¬
never been done before.” In. his rope,
sets a pipirig pace. that, keeps the ished a similar chore with Johnny
shores
and
from
aud
response
crimning the aud from her vvalkon and
bowoff, Buttons accomplishes some¬
, manded in this reprise at Tahoe buff6 happy. Ball . helms at the [Mathis.
. .
. builds from there. Wins rapt at¬
thing extremely difficult for ;
keyboard with Eddie De Hass on
comedian—he makes flag, waving Harrah’s he was definitely missed. bass and Charlie Persip on drums; i In yellow cloak, which she doffs tention with tunes that includs
! to a blue evening gown, Miss Mor¬ “Just A Country Girl,” “Galway
sound entertaining.
'
,; And as in prior dates here; the
Herb, Donald, and Harry Mills, i show comes through with lofsa . The Rorinell Bright Trio, alter¬ gan’ opens cold with , her trade- Bay” and “Look To The Rainbow,**
exactly What tablers nates with some swingy renditions ! marked VFascination” and was on then belts out "Yellow Polka Dot
With guitarist Noriiian Brown, : Liberace
of standards arid new stuff. Group '■ for 55 minutes when caught, with Bikini.” and for quick change of
glide through 10 songs including came to hear and see;
“Glow Worm.” “Till. Theri.” “Paper I He retains both the flashy .style attracts attention, with its zesty ! repeated begoff encores from cus- pace takes page out of the Al JolDoli,”'“Lazy River," and with their ' and suiting, . and the trademarked workovers of such, familiar ma¬ i tomers who couldn’t get enough.
son “story” singing “Waitin’ For
Despite ai too loud mike on The Robert E. Lee,” “Swanee” and
w,k. "oral Instrumentals”, .present 'candelabra. For this turn, he’s terial as “I Can’t Get Started-’ and
“Basi
Street Blues.” AH- their brought along the class Ballet Tri- “People Will- Say We’re In Love.” opener, a difficulty whieh should "California Here I Come.”
Chiquita & Johnson tee off acts
efforts are rewarded
ith warm anas (three guys, three femnties) Bright’s ori; piano.. Robert Thomas be rectified in; this 450-chpacity
' who Show much skill' in the heel- is • on drums and Sam Gill hits the room, the . blond chanteuse is a su¬ with sock acrobatic turn. Chiquita
niitting. [
^
Gros.
perlative singer,. plus good looks amazes with her effortless splits,
. Wilda Taylor is highly effective : toe routines. And Anden’s Poodles bass.
arid wardrobe, who doesn’t need spins arid hand-to-hand balancing.
In a specialty terp number with ’ .offer the; diversity.
Her spine-tinglirig terps draw pro¬
the amplifier;.
the Riviera dancers (16) as is the jI The. headliner comes on replete
Beverly Hills, Cincy
Miss Morgan delivers her. “Bal¬ longed applause. Johnson makes
vocalizing of handsome Don Chas- .with cane and spats and much ver¬
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
lad of Lady Jane.” an Elizabethan everything look simple and easy
tai
Jack Cathcart’s orch (15) biage (in chatter and song) re the
Dorothy Shay & Her Kinfolks chant- then slips, assuredly into a with his sense of timing and aero
gives strong support tojthe: ^pack¬ [ tour of the Continent. For his work (Jo
Ann Miller, Curtis- Wheeler i. medley of "Paris” songs followed savvy. Team is one of best to play
age; set .for'four .frames. Duke. <1 at the 88, he essays such as “Foggy
Peter
Pit.. Moro-Landis Dancers
Day,”-‘Lover/* “September Song”
another lengthy medley of songs spot in sometime.
(8),
Charlie Hines, Gardner Bene¬ by
Both acts get fine support from
and other evergrberis to good and
Blinst rub's, Boston
dict Orch (10); Jimmy
loir that have won Academy Awards. Don Gla«ser and his musical crew.
interpolated are a bouncy “Srike
'Boston; Sept. 13. j full effect-;
Trio, Larry Vincent; $3-?4 ininiHis rhythms keep floor crowded
up
the
Band”
and
a
slow
tempo
of
Trianas
fill-in
during'Liberace’s
Sam Vine, Ann Henry. Harrison}
mum, $1:$1.50 cov$r.
“The Day. the Rains Came.” during the ankle-bending sessions.
Kosst ,‘2 », Michael Gaylord Orch costume chariges (and as per usual,
Liuz.
the.- suiting can’t by any standards . . Dorothy Shay; gone from these Throughout, the thrush exhibits a
(8>, $2,50 minimum.
be ignored) with Well executed arid diggings for nigh on six years, buoyarit voice that ranges from in¬
fast
paced:
Latino
offerings.
Appeal
timacy
to
shout
style,
with
an
un¬
Holiday
House,
Pit'
brings two ‘‘mountain country T.er
Sam Vine. one. of the most un¬
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
usual acts .’ show biz. makes a Is both visual and in the choreog; lations” for her. current, headline derstanding of the well-articulated
Joanne Wheatley with Hal Kanterrific entry into the.bigtime with 1 Anderi’s.' ppOdles (back, in this stint, in th Beverly Hills swank lyrics. Alberti, her accompanist,
.his astounding hvpno layout, in spot for the second time .iri. less Trianon Room. Supporting the also takes over direction of the ner, Jerry Bergen, Will Gaines,
Del Monaco Orch; no cover or
Which, he . is producer,- director, than, three months), take commands “Park -Aye. hillbilly’- in a pleas¬ orch for the singer's act.
The. Aldott. duo (Alex and Dita), minimum.
choreographer arid sceneshifter, Jo like a well-trained child, and work ing 75-iriinute fioorshow are Peter
with
great
precision
and
balance
class
-act
recently
over
from
play¬
Pit, young magician from Hollands
kick off the official opening of
This club comes up with such
Blinstrub’s big i 700-seater. fbr the. for an animal act. It rates the top and the location’s Mpro-Landis en¬ ing, the. European top spots, are on
semble with... baritone . Charlie for nine minutes of acrobatic ada¬ .consistently fine.shows with every
season. Stirring up plenty, of busi¬ endorsement given. ".
The six June Taylor. Dancers, Hines, plus the Gardner Benedict gio. for . clever lifts and spins that -act a show-stopper, but owner
ness excitement opening night, of
John Bertera needs a new. speaker
had no difficulty in scoring!
an unprecedented four-week stand, working with Peter .Gladke; look, combo for/backing.
system. When caught, the speakers
;McStpy..
after skedded opening of Monday and, terp in neat fashion., Leighton
Utilizing an. out-yOnder drawl;'
gave off periodic rasps and grunts,
Noble
backstops
coriiplete
show,
.iri
(131 was deferred by Hurricane
Miss Shay is a city -slicker u ith
but the four pros on the show
Lon
Donna, Vine is proving the hottest usual; firstrate manner.
crispy one-liner
and. charac er
3Jister Kelly's, i'tii.
overcame this handicap.
ticket in town. and. looks; to rack
.songs as well as a smart dresser,
Chicago, 'Sept,. 19.
Terper Will Gaines clicks With
up one of the biggest bonanzas in.
gorgeous iri. a beaded white gown
Palumbo's, Phally
June Christy (3t, Lenny Max- his sharp routine and clever jibes.
at opener. Surefire vocal items are
the -big. boil e’s history.
Philadelphia, Sept; 23,
we!l,
.Marx-Frigo.
Trio;
$2.50
cover.
Jerry
Bergen, in the true tradi¬
Fud. ’;
Vine comes on affably with; , Jimmy Diirante,' Sqriny . King, lier : trademark “Uncle
tion of all the great clowns, keeps
smooth patter about hypnotism, ' Eddie7 Jackson, Margo and Cef- “What .Happened to the Man I
June
•
Christy’s
third
booking
the
laughter
giving it a . bit of background. His; rena, Jde DeMarco, line{< 6); Earl Married,” ”Stout Hearted Men” here! certifies her pull-power evi¬ familiar turn. rolling with his
nionolog'Is.crisp and hicely paced, ’ penny's Orch (10); $6 minim m. .belted to chorusing', by .bandsmen, denced
In the star spot, Joanne Wheatby the capacity opener for
land the. autobiog. ‘‘Story of My
and he*£ not plagued by trouble of
her thre.e.:weeker. Capitol: chirper ley is right at the top ariiong the
getting volunteers, in fact he. has I/- Jimmy . Durante generates his Life.” “Kinfolks” team of Jo -Ann has no. trouble beguiling the cool femme chirpers. In a .new arrange¬
to brush off repeaters who want to ..own. special brand of excitement. /Miller arid Curtis Wheeler, in 12 school aficionados with her stand¬ ment cf ."Three Little Words,”
get into the. act again. Forty re¬ Hie . packs them in the 700-capacity ; minute$ . Of the 38-minute Shay ard -book; but other rounders she opens to ballad tempo on the
sponded to his callripening night. room at Palumbo’s apd the number i frolic, appear, in stylish hick attire, might find her too. impersonal for. verse and then picked it pp on
11, of them femmes/ Selecting 20. • of, tu.rnaways has prompted this l and use a - separate stand mike first-to-last focus. With her wri the chorus for a real rouser. She
including; six girls in a rapidfire ■:.cafe to sign the corhic for; a June ! when joined by the headlirief in sidemeri, . 88er Hal Seri-a and introduces many .new numbers but
patter and .warbling. Heaviest bassist Wyatt Ruther, she was most the best is "But Yours,” from
test;. Vine, went to work evoking, return engagement.
and hilarious amazement, at the
Durante is one .of those fortunate, i.rriitting. ' on “Cai-plina In The intriguing for inclusion^ of the so¬ “Take Me Along” which husband
control he manifests over his sub¬ /entertainers who .works to a pre¬ Morning,”' Buddy Freed; musical phisticated verse to “Bewitched, ! Hal Kanner has given a sock arjects. .
sold .audience, From . the moment director;, conducts from the 88.
Bothered” etc.
j rangement and provided with new
, Harrison $ Kogsl open the show. . lie coiries on,singing “I Could. Have . 5 Pit,. a likeable newcomer with
His second stand here affirms lyrics. Kanner accompanied on
i.th a. dramatic adagi , routine Dariced: All Night”,and than com¬ trace: of his native Dutch accent, glib coiriic Leririy. Maxwell’s- agiee- the piano with intermittent vocal
put together at the. Lido; Paris, in; plains “Why ■ shoiild'.I make that essays, passable chatter with, small ability in a room well-suited to his aid and theri comes off his stool
Which titie femme comes on in stun¬ song a bi'g hit?” it’s obvibus every¬ magic effects. Makes with small manner. But what flaws an other¬ to sing with her on her fir^t bow
ning; feather wrap; .unpeels to gold body’s with: him all the. way. The prop table, silk, cards .arid , regis¬ wise. hep turn are the mixed off and stayed with her to sing
leotard arid joins1 partners on act moves continually. With few ters with a dancing/ cane closer. images he projects. Either by word “But Yours.” They go off to strong
lighted shadow: box for series, of waste moments, and gathers mo¬
Lit.
Jane Morgari returns Oct,. 7:. tp Or action, he’s too often a je- applause.
airiazing . spins, bead, rieck-and- mentum as. it goes.. Everi though be followed Oct. 21 by Liberace. minder of some avant-garde con¬
shoulder lifts and stands. Red- * there' is little. that hasn’t been
' •' Koll,
temporaries,
He
whams
’em
Flame Room, Mpls.
haired femnie and darkhaired part¬ . heard before; his delivery of the.
though, when he shifts from the
Minneapolis, S^pt. 23.
ner precede wit!) some classic top lines -always seems; spontaneous.-. ;
jokes and coriimentary to rouVaughn Monroe, Francii Dear
lifts.. Ann Henry, in the next to I Gne incident at the.: erfonrianco
Shoreiiain, Wash.
tines—- the Austrian; warbler, bit Orch. (7 $2-$2.50 cover.
Closing: spoi ls a vivacious, swing: caught; illustrates ’ the star’s quick
Washington; Sept;. 21.
and./most potent, his dandy prison
ing sepian piper;
sort of femme > instinct for .’turnings what. might
Ted Lewis tilth Virginia Carrol yaude show impfesh.
Vaughn Monroe fans were pres¬
Sammy Davis Jr., with sock car¬ ’ have easily been a lull into a fast Loeir, Paul White-& Elroy Peace
Marx-Frigo threesome essays ent in goodly numbers for his
bons.- terping, and jazz arid blues. novelty bit. ‘ A clergyman with nd-.Manor &■ Mignon; Bob Cross slick between-show sets. Dick ; opening dinner show «22) in this
numbers. .
Hay rues & Fran Jeffries open plush Hotel Radisson supper club
sonite USO experience Was .infro- Orchi <14); $2 cover.
Oct. 10.
pit.
She wins with a. great takeoff on ducOd: from; the stage, and ..asked
and they received his efforts en¬
' Eartha Kitt., another . of Pearl for; .and got .a eiari-net. Durante j Ted Lewis, with a large followthusiastically. bringing him back
Rai 1 ey.: a rid winds up. with . ‘‘Louis promptly - brought out hoofer Joe. ? ing here accuiririlated through the
Gatineau., Ottawa
repeatedly after exits.
Armstrong. She whams put a great DeMarco, to. punctuate the tempo [years, is getting. the new season
Ottawa, Sept. 23.
This is Monroe's first local ap¬
“Sing. Ypu Sinners” and keeps as the priest . played . “Sweet j of .Allan Braloye’s sWarikery, the
Allan Drake, Melino & Hollis. pearance as a single and he seems
Mike; Gaylord's, ofch playing plenty Georgia Brown.” Then with Sonny • Shorehairi Hotel Blue Room, off to Jerry Cooper, Craig,Dny Dancers . a boff booking on the part of
of holes for her rhythm;
■ king, and'Eddie; Jackson assisting ;a fine start. Everybody’s happy, f5), Russ Thomas 'Orch (8); $2 boniface Guy Lombardo who pre¬
There can be no doubt that busi- : he stepped up the final chorus with j On this trip to town, Lewi* admission.
sents the Radisson shows. He
.riess at Blinstrub’s .will be good the ; vocals,.
stacks up as just what the doctor
; brought, new.-.material;, highlighted
rest of this month with Vine head¬ j Jackson as always stops the.show . by .^two sentimental , segments par¬ . Standup comics ar regular at would order for this kind of lavislf
ing; the bill. Rav Eberie comes in with his stylized version of “Bill ticularly fitting his talents and. age the Gatineau Club, but Allan and tony room.
26th arid Four Lads Oct- 3; Balance Bailey,” but Durante seems to rely bracket.. One is pegged. On “not Drake, here. for the first time iri
Although apologizing for a touch
.of. present show holds through more ripori.. the services of the so long ago” memories, and the seven years, brings a fresh bit of , of pleurisy, Monroe impressed as
Sunday (25).
Guy.
yourige'r King. Their bickering other a “this is your life/ Ted wit to the big room. Drake uses ■ in fine baritone vocal fettle and,
over King’s attempts to hog thie Lewis” production tie.ing in his topical ' Items to breathe life into j displaying his usual relaxed style,
Living Boom. X. Y.
spotlight allows the star to go associations with the greats, of stock gags here and "there, but the graciously reeled off surefire num¬
(FOLLOWUP)
through his customary boisterous vaudeville.
act is solidly knit m keep the ber after number. In addition to
Danny Siegel’s. Living Rponi, is aggravation!
. Most, of' the customers, of course, customers guffawing; throughout. , the perennials there were showmaintaining its pace by mixing
came
to
hear
him
sing
his.
stand¬
.
Acro-comedy pair of . Melino & ’ tunes and a coiqgdy contribution.
The girls afe lookers and longveteran, and younger performers. stemmed. Durarite’s. “Inka, Dinka- ards, “When You’re Smilin’/’ Hollis are pleasant iri slapstick | “The Railroad Passed Through th*
The bill, on Which Karen Chandler Dop” finale brings standing trib¬ “Jealous,” “Carolina, in the Mor- routine.
Heldover
are
Jerry : Middle of the House.” He inter¬
and the Buddy. Cole Trio remain, utes. The main event is preceded ni ’/’ etc. Biggest reception came Cooper, eniceeing, qhariting solo rupted the vocalizing briefly for •
now h#s Cab Calloway in the head¬ by a. Spanish dance tearii, Margo & for his “Me and My Shadow” song arid with the Craig Day Dancers whirl at the trombone and a ribline .slot. Calloway is a holdover Cervetta, who; mix heel stomping arid dance with Elroy Peace.
who Introduce three, new routines tickling recitation.
from thie Cotton Club era, but has with adagio lifts and. spins* the
Francis Dear’s orch backs up
Virginia Carrol Loew (grand¬ this week in gorgeous costumes.
Been able to adapt his. particular girl; taking; some rough diving daughter of Marcus Loew) has an Russ Thomas house band handles Monroe nicely and plays for guest
Rees.
•tyie to changing styles and mores. splits.
Qagh.
interesting «nd pleasing voice. shows And dancing tunes. Gorm. t dancing.
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I

Russell Markert production of
“Three Cheers" icith Leslie Uggams, Guerin & Brenda Derringer,
Helen Wood, Dick Towersl; Donna
Monroe, Mary Roche, Jordan Bow- ■
ers, John Lankston, Corps]de Bal¬
let
(Margaret
Sande
Ghoreographij*Rockettes
(Dancers by
Emilia Sherman), Symphony Or¬
chestra conducted by Raymond
Paige icith Anthony Dario and
Joseph Tejula. soloists. Sets, James
Stewart Morcom; costumes, Frank
Snenccr: special
lyrics, j Albert
Stillman. “The Dark at the Top of
the Stairsreviewed in Variety,
Sept. 14. ’60.
The Radio City Music Hall com¬
biner a rather unique combination,
using the get-out-and-votg theme
along with teenage performers. Al¬
though these teenagers are not
yet ready to use their franchise at
the polls, they get the ready ap¬
probation of the Rockefeller audi¬
ences. Leslie Uggams and the teen¬
age organ duo. Glenn &j. Brenda
Derringer, are unusual figures for
this house, and score heavily de¬
spite their youth.
Miss Uggams. in keeping with
the Jewish holidays, confines her
offerings to a pair of religiosos.
'‘The Eyes of God’’ and a!{ rousing
rendition of “Whole World in His
Hands.” Negro moppett combines
her youthful appeal with ja strong
beat for salubrious returns. The
Derringers, similarly put j a lot of
exuberance into their work. Their
beat is heavy and their accents are
on~melody. The pair errs in using
the same sections of the organs in
both selections, but compensate for
this with visual antics such as the
brief standun bit at the end. The
house likes them.
Other maior soloist jfs Helen
Wood, the balleteer who fronts the
Hall’s Corps de Ballet for some
striking
individual
woirk.
Her
choreography is imaginative and
sprightly. There is also a brief turn
by Harry Towers voicing the
ABC’s of election time, an A1 Still-!
man concoction. Acting as a quar¬
tet of emcees are Donna Monroe.
Mary Roche. Jordan Bowers and
John Lankston who maintain strict
neutrality in their major offering.
"What’s His Name for President.”
The Rockettes complete the pier
ture with a sprightly tei*p session
In which they kick up a good hand.
The gathering cf the Rocks and the
Corps de Ballet in the drill finale'
is probably one of the mbst monu¬
mental gatherings of cheesecake
on a New York stage. It’s a stirring
curtain.
The Music Hall Syihph. con¬
ducted hj: Raymond Paige, provides
the Hebrew prayer. “Kol Nidre,”
fn Max Bruch’s musical setting.
Soloists, in this religious bit are
tenor Anthonv Dario and cellist
Joseph Tekula. The stained glass
depictions add to the reverence of
the prayer and the season. Jose.
\

Robino. Paris
Paris, $ept. 17.
Annie
Cordy,
Jean.
Valton,
Denise[ Lebrun. Robert Jeantal.
Lolo & Lit a. Elvi & PUov, Lavodos
(2<. Farina: $1.25 top.;;
Bobino relights for the season
with the first house stint of bom¬
bastic songstress Annie Cordy in
four years. Though material Is not
up to par. and her mugging some¬
times descends to quaintness, she
has a good pair of [pipes and
enough comic sense to get yocks
as well as good listening out of her
stint. Two trombonists,; who join
In some numbers, and a combo
backing also help.
Afiss Cordy has to quash her cute
tendencies and channel! her drive
into better material. But when she
Is doing a flaoper or loyesick street
girl, she hits the right note of
parody and insight to show’ her old
form when her material was better
and her frenetic posturing more
telling.
J
Jean Valton patters some bright
jokes before an uncanny, session of
imitating noted show biz stars in
little playlets that have definite wit
and invention as well getting at¬
tention [ by
perfect ; mimicking.,
Denice Lebrun and-Robert Jeantal i
show’ enough singing promise to \
rate a Neur Act analysis. The form-'
er is a belter with solid dramatic
feel and the latter abig voiced
singer who has yet to find the
right style and songalog.
Among fillers and openers the
clownish duo of Lolo & Lita run

Imitating. .Miss Piaf is not the
' ansv . Denise Lebrun,: however,
is a young firmly, planted, intense
! looking dark: girl who gives out
.' with songs of desire arid want, with
' the dramatic twist of loss or gain,
that, makes, her a new'songstress
away with the applause and know- who might enierge a fineSpecialized
how. A jabbering woman con- siiiger in herown right without the
stantly berates a. little balding shadow or precedent of. Miss Piaf
chap, who is on shoes with semi either abetting or aiding her. She
ski attachments. He does solid sometimes forces ari emotion injuggling, risible bends and terping stCad of feeling it but shows awareand ends with making: up figures noss> sensitivity, a voice and stance
from balloons. Act has surpfire
niay turn, her into a needed
public appeal. Pair, just over from •■belter, here '
Mosk.
the U. S., looks in for mucho work
.
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NEW YORK CITY
MUSIC HALL
Leslie Uggams
Dick. Towers
G & B Derringer

Helen Wood
Anthony Dario
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet .
R. Paige Sym.. Ore

AUSTRALIA

Rita. Moreno, Ac Ann
MELBOURNE
Evelyn Rose
Tivoli
Ulk Ac Maor
June Bronhill:
Marie. Claiie
Deidiee Thuxlow
Peter Crago
Howell Glynne
ab^ad.
. i PAUL EVANS
Patricia" SmitH
Raymond Nilsson
Elvi & Pilon are also a solid act,. Son~
Eileen O’Connor
John Larsen
Jimmy Vaughan
Kevin Mills'
A man and woman, they do grace-1 *7 Clifts
BRISBANE
Robert Eddie
ful acrobatics, with both undering,A.
*r, Ottawa
. . Her Maiesty'*
.Bruce William*
Nat Jaekley
A Russian wolfhound bounds ef-(BodgersJ John Godfrey
SOnny Willis. .
Helinka De.
foitlessly among them. It is m .
g
chanters is Paul
Sammy Curti
Tarczinska
Seth Gee :
Thea Phillips
Jackie Dennis
Renee Osbourne
Douglas- Stuchberry Trio Hoganas
Montego & Partner..
Ronald Austrom
Wasta Ac .Rena
SYDNEY
Dahl
Tivoli
Flat Tops
Lee Davis
Farina is a situation comic whose
HI Fi’s
Barney Grant
Dancing
Fountains
takeoffs on a Hispano dancer and. J^.1? and.-school ■auditoriums, but Edith Dahl
Williams & Shand
a pleading lawyer do not have this onp has tweidisclicks in a row Coquettes
Paula Langland*
Les Dandini

i-S3S' ssf

^

enough awareness and insight to [Guaranteed label) and bpokmgs
give the bit the snap and comedic m.nUeries so hes well on the way
outlook it needs. But he has timing to a chan mg; career Evans uses
and needs material before be can a guitar alone and with orchestra
emerge a new comic bet here.
backing and offers.a pleasant
Bobino has sagely given this two- string of ..folk tunes.; He s . a handweek entrv a fine roster of. acts fdme boy with pleasing pipes and
appreciated by its mainly nabe ' brings the tablesitters m with him
clientele. Miss Cody is still a. solid : W ithout evident effort.
,
.
entertainer though she has to use., Stint is good fpr (iisk?, niteries;
more care in new material. Yvonhet television, radio.,
Gorm.
Jacquemont gives the gossipy inr
trbs the audience seems to want
and is comely enough fOr those
who
don’t
relish
the
spiels.
Maurice Boulais Orch f.9) do Okay
backing and intro, work.

BRITAIN

Drakit
Diana- Trask
Jimmy Blade Ore
. Gate. of Hern.
Bob. Gibson
-.' London House
-Eddie. Condon\ 6
Audrey Morris 3
Eddie Higgins
Mister Kelly'*
June Christy.

Lenny Maxwell.
Marty Rubinstein 3
Marx&Frigo
Palmer House
George Gbbel.
Ben Arden. Ora
"Trade Winds
Don. Rickies
Noreen Parker
Joe Parneilo 3

LOS ANGELES
Dlno's
Band Box.
Joanne Patrich
Billy Gray Rev
Jack. Eton .'
Lenny Kent
Stave’ La. Fever
Hetty Lester
Sonny Sands."
Encore '
. Ben Blue's
Randy. Sparks 3
Ben Blue
Ritss Haddock
Cully Richards
.
Interlude
Jules Savoy -..
Bobby Short
Ilona AdamsLenny Bnice
JoanKayne
..' Moulin Rouge.
Joan Elliot .
Richard Cannon
Olivette. Miller’s .
.’’Highlights of HarLvah Lane Ore (5)
' lem” (All-Negro
Giro's'
Musical 60)
The Crosby: Bros.
Cloister
Slate Bros.
Sarah Vaughan
Jack Douglas
Traian Boyer
Reiko
Gus Bivona. Trio
Geri Galian
.
. Cocoaniit Qrov#
y
Statlor Hotel
Gordon and Sheila /‘Playmates of ’60"
MacRae
Skinnay Ennis Ore
' Crescendo
Ye Little Club
Louis Armstrong
Sally Jones
Dorothy Loudon
Kenny. Miller

LEEDS
Erhpire
Geo. MitcheU'Mlh.
Stan Stennett .
Penny . Nicholls
LAS VEGAS
Qssiei Noble •
Desert Inn.
Treniers"
The. Jackpots.
Tony-Martin
Kathy. Ryan.
Mitchell Maids
Guy Marks
Dick, Rice -Ora
Larry Gordon's
Donn Arden Dncrs
- Riviera
TV-Dancers
Carlton Hayes Ore
Red Buttons
Joan Hinde
Michael Kent
Mills Bros::
Tony Mercer
Dave Apollon
BUIy Williams' Rev.
Dai Francis
Milt Herth
Jack Cathcart Ore
John. Boulter
Henri Rose. 3
Novelords
LONDON
Dale Jones
Sahara
. Dunes
Palladium
Dan Dailey
Frankie
..Vaughan
Richard A Shadows
Connie Francis.
Pamela Dennis.
Russ Conway
Ray Anthony Rev
-Novelites
Joan Regan
Deedy Sc Bill
Bill, Reddie. Oro
Edmund Hockridge
Louis Basil Orel
El. Cortot:
Coldstream Guards
David Kossof
Sands-..-,
Joe Sante 4:.
Szonys
Rand
Sammy Davis Jr.
Don . Corey
Billy Dainty
Bob Melvin
Ike
-Carpenter
And the Queen’s Own
Des O’Connor
Morrey King
Don Frlendy
Ron Fairy.
Bobby Cole.Tri
Joe Cappp:.
4 ainerou Highlanders
3. Romanos
Garr. Nelson :
Topnotchers
f.Madison Sq, Garden, N. Y.)
Flamtngd
Copa Girls
I Ray Boiger
Antonio Mor<eIli Ora
.The annual Hurok parade from
: Dorothy, Louden -'
Jan August
KENNY MILLER
: Muriel Xar ders '
England, this time comprises the
Songs
{Linda Green
Harry .Ranch
25 Mins.
t Harry. James
Regimental Band of the Cold¬
Johnny Cash
Barry Ashton Dncrs. Mer’e Travis
Ye Little Club, BevHills
stream Guards: and the Pipes,
■N. Brandwynne Ore
Silver Silppor
Hank Henry
Freimorit Hotel
Friends,
friends —and
more Drums
and
Dancers
of
the
Jets ..
"
Faith Dane
friends—sa’dined into Ye Little
NEW YORK CITY
SeleUites .
Sparky Kaye
Queen's
Own.
Camer
High¬
Club Tuesday (13) for. youthful
Bob A Sylvia
Hoijtl Taft
Red Marshall
. Birdland
Vincent Lopez Ora
Joe" King ..
Danny Jacobs
blonde Kenny Miller’s singing bow. landers. It's the .first time for Buddy Rich AllHotel St. Ragi*
Golden Nupoet
Dick Weston
Stars
The capacity crowd, primarily the these, groups in 'this coUn.lry, al- Horace
Fernanda Montel
Lee & Faye . May¬
Charlie. Teagardeh
Silver. 5r
Milt
Shaw
Ore
nard
Don
Santora
Afro-Jazziacs
younger set', must have garnered r iiougli Hurok '
past years has
Walter Kay Ore
Sons of Golden Wit Geo. Redman Ore
Basin St." East.
Marshall Edson mucho green stuff, ’ taken other crack marching outInter natlotial
? Hacienda
. Stardust
Betty Hutton .
Gretchen
Wyler
Four;.Tunes.
Lido.
De Pari# .
for even the Pepsi crowd has to. fits ' from the colorful
' ents Don Williams Sngrs
Johnny Olenn
Foster & Dean .
"Ca C’est L’Amour"
S.v Oliver Ore
vsheil out a two-drink minimuml of Britain,
Keynotes
Roberta Linn..
PhU Black
Charlie Shavers 5
:
.
Mint
Mike
Durso
Or#
Hawaiian Revue
But its .doubtful whether Miller’s
It:s: another great occasion for
Blue Angel
Merry, Macs
Avila Ore ,
Thunderbird
pals will stietqli lojalty to the^■| the Anglophiles, or practicallv ahy- Shelley BermanHarry Bab})!) t
Latin Quarter
‘‘Follies on Ice”
"Holiday in Japan” Gihnv Jackson
point of repealing the spending ; body else who subscribes! to the 1 Noel Harrison
Toni St Jaii Arden
Barbara Gilbert
Kay Martin \
Jo Lombardi Oro
Chaz Chase.
scene. Also, doubtful whether, he-Gershwin line, “I Love a Parade ” Jimmy Lyon 3
Hoyt Henry Ora
.B Harlow.e Ore
Al Jahns .Ore
would ditto in any but this. .Bey- ■This is military pageantry
at _
its
^Nevada-.Clot* .
. Living Room.
Fred Ac Marcy
.
Bon Soil*
Smokey .Stover! •
Cab Calloway
Hills boite.
1 * ' —' — - *
Millionaires::.
\ best! The display as presented tor j fhyUis& mS
Edi Domingo ’
Karen Chandler
.. Trdplcana
. Act itself* staged by Al two performances at the Madison 3 Flames
Bobby Cole 3
Anita. De Castro
Folles ..Befgere •
NO. 1 Fifth Av*.
Royal Tahitians
Jerry Coloqnh ;
Anthony who aiso fingered the 88 Square Garden; N.Y., on Saturday Jimmie. Daniels
Johnny; Paul "
Harry Noble
Ralph Young
Cametot
at opener^ is highly imaginative in evening < 24) and Sunday haatinee,
Los Latinos
I’j ed Silver...
Maria Lopez
Vic Damone
New. Frontier
E)iy Eden
spots. Unfortunately Miller, whose ‘ played before nearly full houses Earl Hale .
Janine" Calre
Larry AJpert.. .
Roundtable
.Colette Neidiger
turn orbits around the youngsters loaded dow’n with the idolators. Page Cavanaugh
N.
.Brartdwvririe
Ore
Red
Nichols
Frank
Moore 4
Dick Stabile Ora
"Oriental. Holiday" Channing. Polloc
Gootie WiUiams
in the entertainment field,, isn’t]
This is one of the biggest enter. Chardai
Billy Eokstine
Jean DuKathp
Shec.ky. Greene
enough of a heavyweight vocally to ] tainment airlifts in the concert Soocha Renay
Sahbra
Lia Della
put it across. ‘Tn-jokes.” personal, sphere.. It's a huge lindertaking Tibor
Arie Xavie
Raikossy. RENO-TAHOE
Rena & Zahava
references and pals’ napies re- that: encompasses a great, deal of Dick Marta
Golden
I Skeets Minton
Yeffeth Yemen
Bill Yedla
Miguelito Valdes
suited in enthusiastic mitt action lcxper.se, but it seems to be one of- Elemer
Tune. Jesters
Singers
Horvath
FoUr
.
Coins
'
Joy Ac Boys
Led
Auld
from opening night crowd.-.
., ! the- more, profitable, ventures in
Chateau Madrid
Apollos 1
Patty. Anderson.
Savoy Hilton
Anthony’s staging called for; this season's Hurok prospectus. Lobato Ballet
Harold's Club .
Holiday
Gunnar Hansen ..Ore Rusty Draper
Ralph' Font Or#
Miller to come on mike as a new’.s- .j The wonder of it all is the size Panchito Ore :
De. Castro. Sis
Chas. Holden Ore
Freddie Morgan .
Gene -Rains.
Ray Hartley
Copacabana
boy “extra-^ing” his opening- From of. the audiences. One can deduce
L St E Roberts
Joyce Aimee
U
pstai
rs
/
Downstairs.
Joe.
E;
Lewis
Harrah's.
(Tahoe)
:
here the young singer worked into that only Anglophiles attend, but Sandy Stewart
Charles Gould
Ceil Cabot
Liberate
a fairly good “Let Me Entertain !.at Saturday’s Garden show:, the Johnny D’Arc
Gordon Connell
Maps*
Ballet Trianoa
Gerry Matthews-.
Wilder Bros.
You,” “Just In Time” and a hand- j mere mention of ..Irish. (traditional Bonnie Marie
Anden's Poodles
Bill Henhant
Paul SheUey Ore
Don
-Peterson
Taylor.-Dancers
clapping spiritual, “Old Time Re- ' enemies[of the.English r troops got Frank Marti Ora
Mary L. Wilson
Dick.
Shawn
'
Mary. Kaye Tri
Pat Ruhl
' Embers
ligi'oh.” While his gestures are in [ the biggest vobal huzzah of the
Gigolos
. .
Arthur Ellen
Donegan
. Carl . Norman
J[ack. Melick Ore
George . Rock
tempo for each number he should evening. Then again, while. New Dorothy
William Roy
Roy Eldridge 3 Riverside
Leighton Noble Ore
bypass songs in the “Jezebel” i York, has a. sizable British^^ colony Joe Howard’s
. Viennese Lanterrt
Harrah's (Reno)
Kitty KaUen
Estrellita Salinas
flavor. In time, and with more sea- and a greater number of former Barbara Black
Tony Pastor
Gaylords.
Ruth Shepard
Owen 3
Wade Ray
Ed Fitzpatrick Ora
soning,. Miller may come up With tourists wlio have watched the Ace Smith
.Harold Sandler On
Paul Manrj
Hotel Astor.
a stiff enough punch to warrapt. changing/of the guards at Buck¬
SAN FRANCISCO
Lane Ore
Jerry TroppI
ingham Palace, but this shbw’ still Eddie
this type 'of act.
Kafa,
Hotel New Yorker
Village Barn
BUrithdwk-.
Moulin Rouga
taxes seating capaci'.'
in areas Ada Cavallo
George Hopkins
Ahmad. Jamal
Patti White
Carol Ritz
.
■' ..-•
Fack's
Oscar. Cartier.
wlveie the British aren’t as well Bab Kasha 3
ROBERT JEANTAL
S & J Jenkins
Milt Saunders. Or<i
Duke Ellington
Donna
Kaye. Vepresented. It; could be a pure
Songs
Hotel Pierre.
Piute Pete
Fairmont Hotel
Susan Stephens
Bill Cimler
.
love of pomp that brings such ‘‘Merry Widow”
Carmen Cavallero
Maypard Meyer Oro
20 Mins.
Lou Harold Ore
E; Ueckscher Ore
Jimmy Carroll
huge,
returns.'
Bobino. Paris
On the. Love*
Ronnie Cunningham
Village Gate
Gay 90's
Kid . Ory Ore..
Geoffrey Holder.
Ray K. Goman
Robert Jeantal recently Won a
The red-COated and shako splen¬ Larry Douglas.
"
Purple QnlOnWilbur Evans
Village Vanguard
Be & Ray "Goman
singing contest among young hope¬ dor of the Coldstream band' and Victoria Sherry
Smoth.ers. Bros.
Chris . Connor
Reba Brown
June Ericson
splash, of color and Stanley Melba Ore" Ronnie. Ball 3
fuls here. He is personable but the tartaned......
Hangover
Mel Young
Waldorf-Astoria
Joe
Ricardel
Ore
Eddie
I.iggins,
still has too many personal tics, the skill of bagpipes of the CamHotel Plaza
Rosemary Clooney
Earl Hines Ora
345 CIUB
iike lolling his head too much... ci on .Highlanders .nearly brought Jacqueline Francois Sidney Kassimir '
Hungry I :
Ben Wrigley;
Violinalres
Louis Nye.
which will probably disappear with the audience- to its collective feet, Ted Straeter Ore
Larry Grayson
Eniile Coleman Ore.
M. Monte’s ConLiriieHters ;
Marge Cameron
some roadwork. He has a big; The marching formations, regal
tinentalsTheo Fanidi . Ore - Sylvia Syms
Max & Cherip
voice but forces It a bit. and has /carriage and sense of history carOlga Sbragia,
v.eorge Zork
Jazz Workshop.
Barry Ashton
a penchant for mushy material.! tied in the bearing of this aggregaJohn Coltrane
:Roy Palmer Ore
CHICAGO
More poise, a channeling bU his; lion .is truly stirring:
lu# Anger
‘Persian Paradise”
voice into better material, and;
Musically, the Bri shers. dis- Mighty. Panther
Shirley Winter
Bill Christopher.
greater ease, may turn him into an 1 play ..the same fine sense of. dig- "Calypso Voodoo”
‘NEW HORIZONS' EXECS
MarUza & Lationgo
Frederick Ac Gina
eventual staple here.
cipiine: as they do in the march- Tina Montez
Max Patkin
HollywoadV Sept. 27.
As yet he does not show’ the1 ing. They perform, as expected, Camille Yarbrough. Ron Urban
Ii yin P. Mazzei, western regional
Jamaica Slim
Byrd Ac Janine
songs, insight and spark that, augur j excellently and at times, siirpris- King George
Gay Claridge Ore
director of the American Guild of
star material, but he could be an I ingly. Imagine treating one of its Tino Perez Ore
Boulevar-Dears (5)
Variety1 Artists/ and John Trane hiConrad Hilton
Boulevar-Dons (a)
okay regular in the male singing former.colonies to a round[of songs
BLACKPOOL
Opera House
Tommy Steele
Alma Cogan
Eddie Calvert
Wise Guys
Sid Millward
WaUy. Stewart
Nitwits
Harbers Sc Dale
Mathurins .
May Warden
Freddie Frinton
Clift Adams Singers
Malcolm Goddard
Dancers.
Palace
Harry SecOmbe
Ruby Murray
Harry Worth
Bob Williams
Amazing Marvyn
Roy
Sky Ions
Max Russell
Palace Dancing
. Lovelies

Cabaret Bills

corps here which-have not gotten which
include
“Saints
Come
much new’ blood of late. He is on [ Marching in/’ <4St; Louis Blues/
Philips disks.
“Stardust” and ‘‘Stars & Stripes
Mask.
Forever.” There were even some
DENISE LEBRUN
fairly good hot trumpet-licks dur¬
Songs
ing “Saints.” Under the baton of
20 Mins.
Lt: Col. Douglas A.. Pope, ARCM,
PSM, the Queen’s Owti unbent
Bobino, Paris
Due to Edith Plaf’s lingering more than, somewhat for these
illness there has been • search on renditions./
to find new, dramatic singers. But
The: Dancers from the Cameron
these don’t grow on the vine and Highlanders also bring the house

down. Their executions, of the .tra¬
ditional Scot dances nearly exude
the scent of the heather.
The present tour of these two
outfits not only does much to build
a dollar surplus for the mother
country, but helps promote! tour¬
ism for Britain.
These outfits
march like West Pointers and play
like virtuosos. It’s a combination
that excites boxofiice.
Jose*
I

teila, prexy of Local 47, American
Federation of Musicians, have been
named co-chairmen for “New Hori¬
zons of i960."
The free admission show fea¬
tures the newest. ptoducts and
services developed in So. Cali¬
fornia and will be staged at the
Shrine Exposition Hall, Oct. 12-i8.
Both Mazzei and Tranichitella will
bring in various musical; and show
biz acts, all to be paid each union’s
minimum scale.

Wednesday, September 28, i960
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Paris Season Starts Early With
By TOM WEATHERLY 5
So many lads I knew are gone.
So swiftly life: is-theft,..
I’m, half afraid to look around
Tp $ee; how. few are. left.

‘Advise Fdm Deal Could Cover
Legit Nut But Not 80G Overcalls

f The. potential income from the
Paris, Sept.20. 4pre-prodhetion sale of the film
The Paris legit season is off to
rights to the Pulitzer Prizewinning
an early start.; Local policy is
It Seems like only nights age.
bestseller,
“Advise and Consent ,**
generally for. houses to reopen. af-.
Those laughing lads and I,
more than covers the basic $150,000
ter summer holidays with revivals
Were, making air the gayer spots
capitalization
of the upcoming
or continued runs of lastrseason
From, dusk to dawning sky.
The scheduled Producers Thea¬ Broadway production of the Loring
Ottawa, Sept,. 27.
hits, • while new,: shows are prepared
Mandel
dramatization
of Alan
tre
presentation
of
“Hero,”
the
and rehearsed/ This year,
___„
...
.however.
“Double Image,’’ the Ted .Allah- But now they heed .no fillip cup
musical version of the 1944 Para¬ Drury’s novel. ' The picture deal
many theatres are unshuttering Roger. MaeDo'ugall. play, produced
For riiisslng earthly goals;
provides for a maximum payment
hew .entries. ,
in. London two . years ago, may be And. rhay. they have eternal peace:— mount film, ’‘Hail the Conquering
Her ,” is budgeted at $300,000, of $450,000, of which the produc¬
Edwige Feuiilere has opened her hone on Broadway next season .by.
Those sweet and gentle souls.
with provision for 20% overcall. tion would get $162,000 as its 4096
repertory season at Sarah Bern- David Merrick. . A French edition,
Producers Theatre acquired the share, less 10?r commissions.
hardt with new production of Jean . adapted, by Gabriel Arout: (nom .de
The Robert Fryer and Lawrence
rights to the property from the
Cocteau’s “L’Aigle a Deux Tefes,’* ; plume), ha.s been, running in Paris
Carr deal for the production of the
Music Corp. of America subsidiary,
which.-she. played originally at the for. Over a year under, the title,
play provides for a 20°b involun¬
Emka,
Ltd.,
which
had
previously
Hebertotin 1946. She followS .it .‘‘Gog et Magog;”
tary overcall, plus a voluntary over¬
acquired all rights in the basic call not to exceed $30,000. Thus,
with Pol Quentin adaptation, of
Merrick hasn’t signed contracts
material from Paramount.
■:Somerset -Maugham's “Constant; for the- playr. originally, about a
the. capitalization, with the addi¬
The book for the tuner has been tion of the involuntary arid volun¬
Wife” (acted by Ethel Barrymore “twin”- invented by a murderer but
.adapted by Laurence Gelbart. The tary overicall, could_go as high as
:4n •New\York;.jii *1.926 .and •Tbvived- now reportedly involving a dual
by . Katharine Ccirrieli. in 1952 L' persohaJity.. The script Will pi;obmusic arid lyrics are by Mark $230,000.
“Cohst.ahce” and Corneille’s Cleb- abiy be retitled, possibly as “‘Alter
Charlap and. Norman Gimhel, rer
The profit-sharing setup on the
patra tragedy, “Rodqgune,” Sched- and Ego.’*
spectively. Bob Fosse Will chore¬ venture calls for the backers to get
uled for December.
:
' —^———
ograph and stage musical, which is 40Cc and the management 60r&.
An adaptation of the 1934 Soviet !
Leo Kerz's upcoming Broadway to open Jan. 5 at the ANTA Thea- This split would be altered in the
comedy, “Another Man's Child,” i
prpductibn
of “Rhinoceros”
' * ire, N. Y. Robert Linden will be event of a voluntary overcall The
change would reduce the manage¬
by'.rV. Chkvarkine,. has relighted .
budgeted at $110,000, with provi- ' associated with the presentation,
ment’s slice of the profits and in¬
the Dauriou.. The. French version
sibn for 15?c ..overcall.
The Eu-1
crease the. hackers’ cut if all the.
is
called
“La . Petite; Datcha”..
gene Ionesco drama, originally pre- 1
investors were to contribute their
(“Little Datcha'*) arid has i capi
sented in Paris and. subsequently ‘
prorrata share. If only some inves¬
able company arid added songs and
adapted by Derek Prouse for Lon¬
tors contribute io a voluntary overdances: Gilbert. Miller’s first pro¬
don, is scheduled to open Jan, 5 i
call, their individual cut of the
duction iri. Paris is a. French ver¬
at an undesignated Broadway thea¬
profits would be increased and that
sion . of the 'N.Y-. Drariia Critics’
tre.
of the other backers and manage¬
Prize -play, "A Raisin, in the' Sun.”
The author royalty bn. the.’Main
ments decreased.
at; the . Caurhartin;: The drama of
Stem, presentation
of Prouse's
As for the film deal, the rights
Negro life iri Chicago has been
Another forriter Greenwich Vil-| adaptation will be the. basic Drawere purchased by Otto Preminger
translated by Emmanuel Robles lage. nitery. site - is being.''traits- 'imatists . Guild minimum .of'5^ of
through United Artists.
The ar¬
and iri-the Sidney Poitier role: has formed.’- into -an ©ff-Broad way-' thea- •• the first $5i000.. .gross. V&c.'ol the
rangement Calls for a $200,000
'Eachir Toui-e. Who scored last year : tre: ?Lynn Michaels . arid Harry next $2:000 arid iO^ bf /the balj
down
payment,
plus
staggered
payin Jean Genet’s “The Blacks”
.Baum, ,of the downtoW
castside ance,
Ionesco and Prouse will
a. 60-40
uu-iu basis.
ua^i) Kerz
J1CJi is to .
Janies and William Goldman are ; ments up to a maximum of S450,Due before October 2i;e a new St. Marks Playhouse, are. expand- share on a
gbt
lrr
of
thb
gro^s
as
compensa*
breaking
into
the
ranks
of
new
(000
on
weeks
the
show
earns
an
..comedv
by
Marcel ' Achard, ingtheiriegit.. activities to . the
hi services as producer/i.Broadway
playwrights
with, a
(Continued on page 72)
'■LTdiote (“Tile Idiot’’L at the An- Harlequin Cafe Playhouse, Which tibri for ...
■
- .
......
'. th'ey’re*'-" managing'* '.with- Philip in addition to sharing equally in : splash. .The collaborator-brothers,
(Continued on page 71).
.j Mesitbr;.
the profits with the backers.
, currently scnpt-doctonng an. out-:
,
.
.
.: The: Harlequin, a 199-seater..
A .solicitation
to prospective. ,qf-ta\vn tryout, have had a play ot <
DnDflDS ADOlflCr
I located- oh ’West" 8th Street, be-. backers reveals that Robert Lewis, j theirs optioned for Broadway pro-!
*
• tween 5tli. Avenue, and 6th Avenue, : who: was ' to have . directed the ’ duction this season and. a. musical.
! bn the site occupied for some tiiri
Broadway production, W;ould have, for which they wrote the book, beby the- Moroccan Village; which “received a '$5.00.0 fee, plus 3rZ of ipg considered, for Mam Stem
j specialized ‘n female impersoria- the gross and 712r7'. of the net. prpsentatibri next year.
■ tors. Following: the demise .of the 1 profits,, to be treated as. an ex-1
The Goldmans are now working.
The Broadway show trains and
Moroccan Village, the spot; con- perise-and ;'deducted prior to the .on the
George
Abbott-Jerome planes pioneered in 1952 by Nor¬
Broadway producer David‘Mer- tinued a riitery policv as the Dt.an- . regular distribution. of net profits, i Weid.man book for the musical, man Nadel, drama and music critic
rick has b.cch switching, his press-' hui and rnost i;ecemiy as the Quad? - Advances at the time of the solici- . “Tenderloin,” trying out in Eoston. of the Columbus Citizen mow the
agents again - Last spring w heri rille
:
j ration included SI.000 to LpW;is and- The Ne\v .Dramatists Comitiee had Columbus
Citizen-Journal)/ are
originally assigned them, through still going strong. A record total
he was represented, on the Main
( Continued on. page 72)
-A room adjoining the! Haricquin
i a Ford Foundation grant, to travel of 265 theatregoers from the Co¬
Stem by. three musicals and a re-. ,-theatre;, 'has'- been equipped as a
i \viih the production as observers, j lumbus area has been assembled
, Merrick shuffled "■assignments- . coritinental cafe./ where coffee and
Their own play, slated for pres- i for the. latest of the Broadwayr
foo.d is servrd. The theatre, .•which
"sp- that ,each of the shows had
eritation this season, is “Blood. I bound hops, sponsored by the Citi¬
w p.a., presumably, to freshen ' is withbut.a Jegit tenant at.preserit,
Sweat and Stanley Poole.” It's to : zen-Journal.
is-booking
folk
singers
-and
musithe, ballyhoo..
be produced by Roger L. Stevens, i
for weekend performances.
The group, which will be
■Three, of those four entries are
nil;ts^cak ’’-A £an1*1Py Affair,. 1 cor{e(j fcy Xadcl and the paper’s
Sheridan
Square, . Where*
still running in.New. York. hut;only One
with a score by John Kander, is a : public
service
editor,
Richard
: “Greenwich Village, U.S.A,” dperis.
one is being represented bv the
prospect for Production next sea- |Xl.3l.ey> is due 0ct. 9 by plane for
..first 'legit.
Wiiiiamstow n. Mass.. Sept. 27.
son by Leland .Haywaid.
| a week's stay jn Nee- York. The
A gross Of $40,815 was registered
last .spri
Seyriiour. Krawi.tz, WhP sho\vcase. \vas previously the site
.4,
-a,
'show’s on the group’s Broadway
by the Willia.mstown Suminer The¬
at that thnq:vy^ mpvcd over from. of Cafe SocietvDowntow
schedule include “Sound of Music.”
atre on. its .eightwveek season, AI AN PRVCE-JONES IS
..to
La;;Plume. de Ma ,
One Sjieridan Square, a cabaret/iLrill rniLL JUHEJ 10
| ..Miracie worker ” “Best Man” and
Ymite,
is still piessagen.fing the styled operation (coffee instead of; which ended Sept. 3, The boxoffice

Musical’Hero’
At 300G (20% Overcall)

Merrick Weighs London
Image’ for Next Season

2

Columbus Plane Safari
To Gandar B’way Shows

B’way P.A. Assignments
Fcr Ballyhoo Refresher1

Wiiiiamstown Strawhat . J
Gross Up 15% over ’59,
Bat Maybe Net Enough

French revue: However, Gypsy: ;
which had gone to Haiwcy Sabin-;
EOTlv -1?- now represented by __the
publicity team of Frank'.Goodman,
and. Ben. Washer.
'
The p;
chores for the. third

THEATRE ARTS CRITlC Horell° for some and Bye Bse

ailcohol), opened last Aug. 15 with “
a. folk music program. The Sheridan; Square,’Playhouse,' located a
sliort distance from One Sheridan.;
Square,"alsoies the site, of a
former nitery; /the Village Grove .

^H^pta^i/s^mest^^e
! Birdie’ for others. Besides four
attendance climbed 4Ch over last
British drama critic Alan Pryce-(legit offerings, the group will also
rear, to 62^ of capaeitW.
1 Jones appear to be: following in j take in the Radio City Music Hall
" Of the eight plays presented the th.e footsteps :of another English • presentation.
lowest grosser;. ( $3,622 ) was ’ the i legit reviewer, Kenneth Tynan, j
Among
optional
events,
for
final entry, “The Visit.’’ Which cp^ Pryce-Jones, a noted British au- whiclr a* number have already
holdover
^Iphs^.-Nut Cliib-. Th^-.Playhouse-h^is'-been.- starred.’’ E.'- .Q. iia'rshall and Van tihor, filled in .as critic for the signed, is a visit to the Internaliona're?now; being handled bv the. Bill tenanted for over a year by th • Martin: Although the, overall take - London Observer when Tvnan, the al nitery. The group will he berthed
•Doll '’office, which '‘too'k' wet ?from. ..revival of “Leave It.to Jane.”
I this year (the sixth consecutive regular reviewer; took a two-year at the Edison Hotel, N. Y., and
Sain Friedman. Who-, had. been W.ith.’
l season) topped 1959; it was aboutleave of absence to cover the ’ will fly back to Columbus the afthe tu. * Sirice the spring. Doll.:
| 6?r less than the figiirri anticipated • Broadvyay openings. for the New ^.teinoon of Oct. 14. Nadel will not
Who Wv 'pressagent for Merrick’s:
■ arid may :rrot.have been enough to ! Yorker, magazine.
plane back with them, but will
first new Bioachyoy entry of. this
. compensate for rising costs and !
Tynan returned to his Observer , fly to Toronto to catch the tryout
seasoh, “Vintage ’60,’’ which foldod
th
employment of. a more pro-;, post at the. erid of last season and of “Camelot” at the new O’Keefe
. after a wieek’S run: is . also working
Alexander
H;
Cohrip's
Nine fess.ional company. The exact finan- . noWr Pryce-Jones, who is in the Centre. .
on; two of tlie four other shows the .'O’clock
.
Theatre production iof cial statu? of tlm operation will be ; U, S. on an assignment for the !
While in N. Y., Nadel will o. o.
producer lias scheduled for- Main
•
P j“An.
Evening. With Mike Nichols:..'determined later on w hen all;hills Ford. Foundation, has the Bfoad* the liew plays,_ which he’ll report
Stem bows by ihe end. of this year.P ;. arid Elaine May,’’due to. open Oct. 'hay ’been tabulated.
: way ‘beat as drania
'
critic for “
Thea- ! bn for the Citizen-Journal and
. .Of the new quartet, Doll is ban-; g at the Golden Theatre, N,Y.;
Meaniviiile. Nikos Psacharopou1: tre Arts magazine'. Pryce-Jones’ ! which he'll, discuss on his upcomdling “Taste of Honey,” which 1 getting .a freeride in three-sheets Ios, executive director of the thea-! first reviews will appear in the inglect'uretour.thusfarcomprisopens next Tuesday (4) pt the. Lx-, to be .posted a .week previously. , tre has^ returned (o^ his. post as ! November edition of the monthly irig about 15 dates from Stamford
ccu.m Theatre,.:N. Y., arid *Do Re ; The posters ace hinged on a co-op ! assistant professor, of play direct-:
publication, He began covering to Baltimore in the east to Los
...
Mi,” slated to bpiy Dec. 26 at tlie j “Nine O’Clock Curtain—Dine, at ihg at; the Yale School of Drama. I Broadway iand off-Broadway shows Angeles and Santa Barbara in the
St,. Janies Theatre, N. Y. The re- } Leisure” message and include;, ad- Tom Brennan, associate director of for the mag earlier this month.
west,
■m
a ming t(vo entries are “Irma La i vertisemerits: for six New. Ymik : the stock, operation, is scheduled to I
mairiing
Jack BalCh did the reviewing for!
Douce,”, which
Goodman
and j. restaurants,
■ j stage an. off:Broadway production Theatre Arts part of last season, f j*
it •
ni
i
j
and
The eateries are the .Colony, AI-1- ;
Washer . are
representing,
“A. -Piece of Noon” hext. Novem- , and the assignment was subse-! ICOidDcl UlllV« UuOWDO&t
'•Becket,” w'hic.h James Proctor is , gonqiiin,
.
. Le<)rie’s, La Fonda del j her.
quently handled On a fill-in basis
Guest directors Frank Pacelli by the mag’s editpr, Bruce Bohley.
publicizing,. ‘Trriia” opens tomor¬ Sol, Playbill and Sardi's ' East.
row riight.iThurs/) at the Plymouth Each spot is charged pro-rata and and William Francisco are now. in
Evansville, Ind., Sept. 27.
consequently;
the
three,
sheets
inNew
York; where; Pacelli has. re•Theatre^ N, Y., and '.‘Becket” bows
With the-college reop.ening im¬
.next Wednesday 15). at the St, duding; printing, posting arid ex-, sumed liis staging duties at NBC*
hibition
are.
costing
the
production
Francisco
recently
resigned
.
a$
minent,
the Indiana Univ. showboat
James Theatre as an interim book¬
nothing.
The average Broadway : head of the Yale Dramatic Assn:,
ing.
'
’
An informal poetry, and prose
hs summer run Sept. 3 at
show normally spends between : being succeeded by. Lee Starnes. .. reading series, “Classics to the :^ulsvI,]le. wltIJ. Naming ^ of thd
$500 and $750. ; weekly for such i
r
—^-—
Contemporaries,”
was launched Shrew. An estimated 20,000 percoverage:
last week at the Donnell Library fons attended the_68 shows on the
Coheri has purchased a half-page
Center, N. Y., by Leslie, Barrett! boat during its first Ohio River
weekly in the. Playbill, the official
and Diana' Barth, accompanied by: pilgrimage under college ownerBroadway legit program, to cross¬
Staats Cotsworth arid Edith At- fhiP* T.he ^ason started June 7.
plug the tieup.
water as guest participators.
Previous summers, the showboat
The Equity Library Th eatre Will
The Casa ; Mariana Theatre, Ft:
Guests with Barrett and Miss! housed campus groups representopen its 1960-61 season Oct. il
Worth,
established
a
summer
rec¬
Barth
last
Monday
might
(26)
were
|
}ng
^ljam and^ other Ohio colleges,
with a. production of ' Thornton
ord this year with a $400,000 gross Alexander Scourby and Geraldine jbut ^ was so^
Indiana Univ.
Wilder's “The Skin of Our Teeth,”
last year.
for
the
15-week,
seven-play
season.
William
H.
.Putch
has
.
dropped
Brooks.
Tapes
of
the
programs
at the. Lenox.Hill Playhouse, N». Y.
. This
summer,
the
showboat
The'showcase presentations will his: options on Robert Lane's - “Di¬ .. Michael Pollock,;'producer-direc¬ are to he broadcast over WBAI-FM
chugged as far south as Mt.
be performed Tuesdays through vide by Two,” “Three on a Match” tor' of the three-year-old theatre, iri New York.
is planning, to extend the schedule
Vernon, giving two 19th century
Fridays at 8:40 p.m. with Saturday and “Satan’s Playmates,”
Gower Champion has arrived melodramas and the Shakespearian
He presented the first- two at his to year-round operation beginning
performances at 3 and 8:40 p.m.,
and will close with a Sunday mati- Totem Polei Playhouse, Fayette¬ with, a season, of straight plays, this, from the Coast to audition singers comedy. “In Old Kentucky” was
ville, Pa.
.v
ness at 3 p m.
winter*
and dancers for .“Carnival^ - *. given Aug. 16.through Aug.. 27.

Ends Ohio River Season

Poetry, Prose Readings
At Donnell Library, N. Y.

‘Skin of Our Teeth’ Will
Launch Season for ELT

Ft. Worth’:
To Operate Year-Around

Bill Putch Drops 3

Pfi&iWJff

LKCITtMATfi

7*

Shows to of Town
and Mitchell Gregg as
(Insinkaliie Molly Brown1 DaJmes a
France's nobility.
Theafr.
i“*8S*0lWW|* 'W 't>»drtd up
tion of two-act <18 numbers' musifcai com-, Oliver Smith’s terrific sets with an
• arra>' of ewTOMtlv* p«toi e«sbv Schary: #,hort"*raTrtiVa T*prev Geimarn:

tUttlCS

and PcggV Cl3rk S lighting

settings. Oliver Smi»h: liKhting^ Pes?y js a feature. Peter Genriaro has
SSJ SS^&Ji?Z^rSn’SiSSi-i hMKlfed, the choj-epsraphy well,:
ami musical direction. Herbert Greene: There are 110 Set ballet OT specialty
t1^^*V?S«5SwVu^m!K dances.', but several, fast cherus
Crimes,
Karv®
Prc-moll.
Omcron numbers.
SX
The Theatre Build.and Schary
S roIa.^Jt.-'cia Kellv. Rod Roeersi Opened have a fine prospect in ‘The; LT1Scnt. •»■' ”‘0. at the "Shubert /Theatre., sinkable Mdllv Brown.’.’ Waters^
T*h»Jad.:*In ’ia.
__
t
• iU ..
... Marvin Gnodis ■
—*—--■
—
Mifv Tobin
Ti«n'.T.ii (iriiacj '
Nada. Powand
Laurel 4
■V/.i’tndcd S'’*l;cr
Rill Stair

11

New .Haven. Sept. 27.

T'h','i
r -.' “n ..u
St imi.e'"'! >t n
5
f u,,.;:n.

S>%'*1 mil S'art- !
Alan Pakula presentation of three-art
Norman Fjr.-Wuks drama
by Stanlev . Young, from the
pr'irrbomii’* biography - by
Marguerite
Courtney.
Norman prp.Hor:«-Vs Staged b'* Jose Quintero; settings. Peter
Alev Sevens'.
, Larkin; lighting. - _Tharbn
Tharon Alusser: cos-‘
u:*
Jflr Pmn'o tumes. Patricia Zipprodt: hair styles. !gOO(l llttle-biothoi bit.
Y.onrtv H;ii-st i Ronald rie Mann; incidental music. Elmer ;
William Pitkin’S , settings Of ..twtf

rhrtetmM
Pin’o
rroinvu-s

JT&hT*r*S
B’hv Faier

J.lmrv -LeasHill?**

Myei
Si-vrir1*
Mrs. V«-Gb>n»
V i*v=!‘?aor van
Prof.

I'ardella

rown‘

/

S Long Island: beach, houses,are. efKimbrough. Bibi OsterwaM; Nancy . Alar- .fcctivelv simnlb. The-.-lighting by
ggnj. Rp^aB||b
[ Paul Morrison and some iujaainabert Theatre. New Haven:- $4.30 top.

.

j tive

niUSlC by

Stephen

SonallQim

m
T!ap Hostage
[ reference- ' ^including a few - clumI.eoriard S. Field & Caroline’ Burke ! sily ,inserted-for HiS*.: GohsiimptionV

_
.... Ciinlob Kiiilbrou;. 'i-*add; flavor to th'e 'action.-'"Lucinda
Harvei Presneu
.Marsuenui Taylor
. ... .loan Racket.
ronto !. —Ta>-or
' ■ • Judy^Holliday
for Miss Fonda
i,ISsK
EVcl Powers
Laurette .. .
...
.
,. . Ballard^;ebstumes
.
.
p-iul Flovd : Elizabeth Coonev ..
ibi Osterwaid I an(j
Sherwood are fetching, tation’of London Theatre Workshop pr - /smaIl.. boys scrawl .
lley walls.
Marvin Goodis i •)• Hartley Manners
.
....
f^johS’butMiss
Heckart’s
be jeweled I'of
it>is ;furniy,:and in its
Meisi-r ; ,-erry „....
Geoffrey
-.
.
..
„Johnson
u
.
.
.
. ,
0
. Behan. Staped by Joan Littlewpod;. SeL

.lane'Peyton
aind the goWns
g0\vns for MiSS
.Tack Han-old , Jane
Peyton .......
........ ....
... Naiuy’Marcband
Nancy Marchand -pants and
MlSS W’in-;
Win-;,
Acturs
Jane Barry.
de Ala.r.n,
Ma.nn, V
. .
ChristooHer Hewett J Actors
-- Jane
Barry, Von,old
vonaid tie
.
_ ova'iirfintt^rih<r
I
Givyda Donhowe. \V.l)nni
Willnni Goodwin,
Goodwin
D.*.1> Malone \
Givyda.
ters aie ynijaueung
s
.Tune Card
Ellen Alahoon. Jacqueline Michaels
Laurents, as director as w ell as

RSJTm^S"* ."SnSS
c.iir,te'- E»h;>notoi>s'..Wanda Saxon
J.MV’b-rc-hros
. Maryin Gnndis
r.rinrl U ichess Alarie.
Patricia KeUv
C iunt Ferarti
Michael Davis
p,,rhpsc of Rm-H^me BartoDt N>wn«ar
D'ik1* of Builinga
poo Vialov
iwiev
. Bob
P. »ror> of Auld
Barnew* Johnston
M»*!ct*lm Broderick
I.vnre Osborne
Atrs. W'-^-lini’ton
*
orman
Fredericks
Mr. WaiWTn<»ii.n
' Ali*'Hael Davis
Toting V- ailer .. -:Diile Malone
Maltre
’ .
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terous burden: of the action with
fine humor. Miss Sherwood, as an
Army general’s widow who Wants
her daughter to have ail the happiness money can buy* also scores
New York. City Genter, via its publicity shop, Dbrfmart Associates,
tellingly '
third-act; mother- hag notified reviewers that there were only rear or side locations for
daughter scene with Miss Fonda.
the opera season opener tomorrow night. (Thurs:), When “Orfeo” and
Miss Winters, although
top- “The Prisoner’’ will be presented. The. management is copping a pica
starred as a live-life-to-the-hilt for sympathy on the grounds of having a sellout to. a charity (namely,
child of nature, lias a role that' itself). Since the house is notoriously handicapped by limited sight
never conies alive. Roaring exple- j lines and faulty accoustics, the side locations tend to go begging. . The
tive.s seem ’un?uited to her wbndev- decision of City Center, which badly needs goodwill and support . from
fully soft, voice; and trite, ne-key tlie press, raised - eyebrows that the premiere would get this kigd of
lines give hoi* little chance to de- brushoff.
velop - th ■.warm., human person*
———
Laurents must have had. in mind, j
“Thomas Becket” will be given in Vienna at the same time that
Richard Derr, as the : father of ! Manhattan will see it. Stage: .director will, be Leopoul Lind,tberg and
the*.--heroine’s illegitimate sop* i^.i Oskar W erner will play, the' lead, ••at.;,,Vienna’^--*Bu;i‘gtheater.V The- 'next
stuck with an interminable rehash j forthcoming “premiere” will be ..O’Neill’s “Moon, for the Misbegotten’*,
scene w ith her. It’s an uneven role, j staged, by Gunther Rennert, same one who will .stage; “Nabucco” at
Miss; Fohda; Jaiites .MacAr.thiir-.andx the Met.operai Oct, 24:: “Harvey” find. “Death d.f a Salesman’-’ with the
Tom Hatcher give competent per-| very popular actor Heinz’Rueihiria:
will also have new productions
formances. ih limited , parts,, and ‘ arciund .Christmas time:
Jeffrey Rowland adds little

Pat

tine and lishting. Frederick Fox; tos- -- -- ...- --»nines. Margaret Bury>. supervised by -relish of earthV cnioVmeht:
1
Frederick Fox. Opened, Sept. 20. *60: at^
V
the--Corf Theatre. N.Y.; S7.S0 top Friday infectious and even ie\yardlllg.

?or;
.Bob^SirS • author, has a touch job on
0.00 wt-einiights
It-S t:-c sort ot show, that* will
-T»hn GTbert- --- -- - .. Patrick 0‘Neai ;..hands-Jn botlt categdries, Murij.
;pat
,v.°.’*..
Makweii s.brw .offend a number of proper pl:t .
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_:_^^
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Johnson. William Goodwin
.
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K
\oung Director
James Olson BiaiftgnS and.lNOOr KVOfilS Old: ilrtpecn
Leila Greenwood
UtS at every performance. But. if
.
j ' ;
Toronto. Sept. 2^. .>v’*’*“r''likely to. amuse and pleasandy*
W'hat "L-ailreUc”
“Laurette" needs
nace; jI juartin.
,Mariia Tabs*- presentation o^-WO'-Part . RFi^Rifa " r .
needs is
is yace;
. Dudley Stitton | Scandalize.. Others,
arousing '
The 'C,‘“
Stanley Young
• one-man. revue, stars. Stanlev
‘
" dramatizftioh
J
“■
o._ ,... Hollowas. J]r- Mullet'.pAvbrey Mijms:
dinner!able : conversation:
f ATnr^nprito -Cnnrtnpv'q hhnk i- : Staged ahd-ch.oreogrjp*hed by .Toni tTiar_ Jia rgU eijife^L 0111
^ b1jl*_ rrioiii;.-settings*, and. lighting. ^Idhn Robert »wtoncT Wbd thorehy
the thing.to
British Soldier.---. becoming
..
w
_
episodic, and the necessary speed Lloyd;^ pianistSi Richmond ,Gale^ and Ar- Teresa
...
—.... Celia s$ikei4 isee,. So the jdirt.ving-up for Broadhold segments toeether- inter- ■' .thur*-Siegel;*- guitarist,. Jerry- Sil-.ernian. TRA Officer
Victpr Spmettr •
noia v^meins togeintr
I Opened Sept, 26. m at the Royal Alexan- Volunteer
_.... Michael Forrest I >vdJ may . succeed .in sparking atestingiy has not been achieved.
; dra Theat
Toronto:
Russi
”
lance.
Kate
The premiere impression is that
_
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Finch. Marian Haraldson. Patricia Kelly.
■
The players, including:tlie leads
T.\ one Osboum. Nada Rowland. AVanda the script falls short of its pot™: , Bcpakms »■ ta» one-map £!0« ■J-.vmi
Doris
ixon. Michael Davi« N’mMac.
Warren G’Conrjeii rfyom the London' production under
■m-n Fredericks. Marvin Goods. Wnodv tialitics. Certainly the career of ^f0!e
^lhoa^--a,'*
w
.
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i*.'
.--’Miss;
Li(tIew*ood‘s freewheeling di-;
Hurst. Barnev Johnston. Tom I.arson. Laurette Tavlof. the vortett.of this Stanley Ho loway keeps the auciD de Malone- Louis Polacek.
■ • - •
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i
L1ondon
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1
r^11^ iandland also doing his dance ]
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: ra^ta.® denizens.,of the rtindow*
NmeUe Rnp-n. Ted
Adkins. Steihng tali°n now on oxuibit. ^
^
. # ; trpp;, ' Though* pot alloivod to do '^ .Willinni Saroysn find EugcnB , rjiiKij
dl^’p ■*TIia iiw'fofmannp 'fi
Cb-k. Bob Da'ev. Vito Durante. Den
Finn- >n*. Joe Pronto. Mark jiRoss, Bill nrndiirtinri
n'mnr^en^nel in" ‘ his ‘VMy. Faif Lady” bits, The star r Ionesco. Brendan Behan’s exhuber- j as unevek a/tlie Writing, ivith what
. S* ’i r. A’ex S'evens. Tcrrv Violino.
SiD‘h
win
hi
the
abili'tv
<ol.nrobe
•
ha4
first-nighters
here
listening
'
antl.v
.untidj,
irie\erent
!
appears
to .be considerable extern-.
Musical numbers: r‘I Ain’t Down Ye*.”
■ t
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rp, ^
rapily to. his. lively, songs, and re-; comedy, previously R StibstanLial jporaneous acting. Th
haracters
**BelIv Vo. »o the Bar. Bovs.”, ‘-‘Colorado. ? "
Mv Home.” ‘‘I’ve ATeadv Smarted In.”
ca^onal1
flashes0
of”
merit
are
not.,
citations,
although'^
his
cockney
'
i
jjj1
5v?
LQndQn,
opened
I
meahder;
about,
' teri’.upt
and
‘Til N-ver Say No to You,” “Mv Own
’.1
1
j qent may npt suit New Yorkers.
[:3t -*|le Goit Theatre, ii.Y,, an.fi^Jharahgu
>qh -other, address t’e
r.rass Bed.” “Read the Label on the
Do*tie.” *• Beautiful People or D«nver."
Miri«atin«»
against
sustained
in-1
The
show
includes
31
shortpOUfd
conceivably
have
a
compar|aiI(jiehce.
break
into
sonss.
for
•Tlanpv Birthday. Mrs. J. il. Brown.”
“Bob Jouv.” -Chi.k-a-Pen.”':;‘‘\re \ou toS!SarP ;,h— sh^lvails:
«!'■.such classic, yvn.um.able Succ«?.
.
which' the author has supplied
5;mvJ *u
*‘Kpep-3-*Hoppin.”
T ?'«qv>U^
by himself as ‘:Battle of Trafalgar,’'
Nbthinj like, the play’s , derisive goofy words to standard tunes, and;
Jehnnv Brown.” ‘'Dolce Far .'iente,” “Up players carry props, on and off in hhw s;-ini” At Waterloo” ahdrtw
. zest for life and headlong generally create an .impression of’
Where the Joke’s Coin* On.”!:
. semi-darkness. That can be elimi-!: <->Ia Sam..
At W aterloo ana tw

* :‘ pf the ‘'Albeit and The Lion” bits. Y vitality have been seen on Broad-i determined pandempniurii '
nated with further plavipg as the
. i The. rest, is a potpourri of short: vvay
years. If “The Hostage” j
Amoh-T the nritablo nlbverc
A superior score bv Meredith novel system of multiple
...
turn
songs and/
recitations
-hat keep FHcks in New York, it could
be a/i MaWpirkhaw
Willson, an unexpectedly forceful, tables i^worked.out. The sets, inei- [._--H.
ortfKllc.0ctl>.
...
Maxweil Shawr as the lodging hbus
during short. tounng dem; (possibly with vary- proprietor and authbr’s mouth¬
often off-beat book by Ru-naid dentnllv. are lavish and uniquely ;*. ’r^1 *.-■
McStciy.
Morris,
gorgeous
scenic
backPnnrP]V(>d. perfoimance.
ing-local censorship problemsV and piece; Avis Biinnage as .his spirited
sceptc
Dacs.- COnceived;
irnght even be the basis Tor a.|distress: Glynn Edwards as
grounds by Oliver South and a.
The dialog runs from, simple
Throepraiiy Oppra
•wildiy unorthodox picture (with j <Jemeri.tedly pro-Irish ex-Britisher,
magnetic and vibrant performance
to tenselv dramatic scenes,
hv Tammy Grimes, combine to and the latter must .....
even greater revisions).
{ Aubrey Morris as a bo.wler-wearirig
be emphasized, i
. Sari Francisco, SCpt, 21.,
i"irioc frni-n n-'deitrian
' . -.Actor’? Workshop presentation (By armake
“The
Dm-inkable
Molly •fThe author, already something ' English undercover: man. Patience
1-. \ tnes II om p^ae rlian l,0
! rangement^-with -jCarmen Capalbu.&: St;<nBrown” a bright pr spect for .Crossing.
,i.iev Chase' of tnurini; production of niusi- of an ln.ternationai figure because ./Collier as: a psalm-singing : social
Tlio tIiIa rrlp ic n ttrniv^ e’-iltl- oal drania: tilth hook .by Bert .Brechti
Broadway.
1,|: of lils wildly drunken escapades in /worker of .doubtful 'morals; Alfred
qlinw that can be , Tile title role IS a Stron.,^ enai atlj-Wetl int0 English by Marc lnzsteuv:
It i't not
io: London last , year" (including sev-:. Lynch as the British soldier1 and
s1.10''. ltl?1 Cran D* lenge for Judv Holliday. She hasn.t i rr.is:c by Kurt WeiU. Btasctl bv Capalbo;
taken for gran’ed. Plenty
of work
...
fornrl
th«
heort
nf
this
chat*■
.
sf.^neryi
-costumes
and
li^htiiic.
■
William
touna in. neatr or inis c-uu.. ?;.,ilk!n nivl^cai^^ direction:- s-iinuet--Mat-. eral invasions of the theatre where Celia -Salkeld as ia devout .country;
remains to be done in sharpening., actor, hut her inttial performance ibvsk''on best rat ions, '-weiii. Fenuies the- show was playing, to heckle girl. Ay ho fall s in love witli hi) l '
c.iiting and rearrangement
But. proems optimistic po.^ibiimj-.
the cast and audience*, has re~Th )««nr .r,1i(,c. .irn aW;+=.
MclSrJ:r AVitrier. Fredwio Oowns. Lrtciie
rar- • ,,.r
-a-KI^K l; * ln.- ivSSer-1 OiCS are Anita Dangler
the ingredients are all;: here and
Jack Gwilnms work m the Hart- sons. Gr?se .i.ve —vvh tnw. -RkbaTit -Ver- j Vf'*4A • b-coihg an overnight e.oleb- ag a. jmosti-o witli'' -lesbian- tendc
under Dore Schary‘s i directorial lev
Onencd'Bent,
rity in Ntnv YOt’k. With hlS..Strictly/Icins Lq.
GV-ennwnhd a?
Manners
part is
smooth.: ney. Jqs'ip; EJic.. Leii I esspr. _.u
. ,
.13.' '601 at the Mavines* Theatre. San
-u„»...*„«s„u*iKS^- * _- *ViCS>*
.Giteenwooa. as..
hand the new tuner [should- be
^jn ; non-alcoholic but uninhibited
n'inton Kimbrough has a' good :
’
brostie,. vvith... /niilar. inclinati
ready after, its five weeks here, third act scene as Lauretle’s son. /stree»:si:i«oiise Andrews teryiews. He’s a lively personality
.
Dudley, v tton as an arrant homo,
probably before.
!
!.?defhni)oS%vTis on the local scene, and “The Hosr Melvin Stewart as/his: Negro priz
and Patrick O’Neal is co'nvinnpg
'
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:stoiie Parsons tage” is a stimulating item of.-ien-' fighter . . theart, ;Yictor Spipefti
about Willson’s superior score,
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‘
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and it did not disappoi 1, although
Unle,
’
find the key to .tivi^ i roiiy ro.u'hMiri
J:*» *Vil/,ei;
Like-so many of his countrymen, Michael Forrest .as a. dimvyit v.oitmthe show might stand another time
production.
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could ••
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pV,Tr Afnoiii Beiia j. is essentially . a serioiis: teci\ Metro/ Welle/
a
up idly '
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tter film than play .--Bob iv aiv
...; .ciy-is Pnoti . uritor under the,,-brash, strident, amiable .Russian sailor/ and, Kath-.
only represented by “Colorado. My
possibii'
B• j Walt '*fJT^atv, - - -: • • •
" DonaW^JEison'^f'’^Pb-''F't-ly'. ribald clowning of-; his leen. O'Ccnnbr, James A. Reach''""
Home” and “Chiek-a-Pen.” both
Brow.
. Richard v.crney j I; . Thus, w’hile ‘‘The HostagC’U ancV Yitar'reh'.O’Cbhneirih .bit'parts,
sung by I’.arve Presnelljthe r onionBetty
° HMenriGoodman :
localed. in'a Dublin; brothel,, and j /Frederick Fox’s setting and lights.
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j action
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Columbus'; Sept.-22..
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Chaver* .
tered .London
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:/'iiav<!LmilN9rm^n »are obviously-' iritended -to shock-■.(ereii
Lbnd
rigihal, and,. Marsongs are robust, rois'eiing he-man | Theatre Guild presentation of thro* art
der. Smith
. . ,_
t « in tl.A ' comedy- by Arthur T;-uirents Staged by Lucy Brown . . V..".-.//Grace
'whUni?y/and
outrage
the
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piib?-.;garct/Bury’s
costumes,
are cbiorKUinoei.s SUCh as Belli Lp to tlie ; l.-<i,ronts: settines. William"'Pitkin:' lishf- Constables
Matson,; Mike F r
: lie.
gerrrt of enioti
emoti
..TJnli'w.
Iie, there’s a germ
; even i fully ta^erecL.
Hbbe.
Bar, Bovs,” “I Ain’t Started Yet.
inj». Paul Morrison:' costumed Lucinda Curista'oles ...
“V.nn
\
TTalinin'’
'miH:
“1-oadviile
Ballard:
incidental
musir-.
Stephen.Sohdidealism,
in
the
.
vyriting.iveep a lloppm
uP.CV i-caavuie . h?jrtl S!li.s Shei^v Winters: feature*
“Threepenny ppera” is, bv
Johnnv.”
I Eilc«n Heckart, Madcleme Sherwood. something of a pre-sold presenta¬
The slight story of a simple, unTolripcf
nn’bir.fl- away
awav liom
from Will-'
Jan«*
Fonda,.
MacLONDON SHOWS
cbinprehendihg Britisher who ; is
ian.U‘S nO.lURrt
win , Richard
Anliur Derr.
Opened.
Sent.
21. James,
at the tion, by virtue of “Mack.the Knife.”
(Ficjurv denote dponinq-' dates')
held as a hostage for the life/bf a
son. the happy surprise of the eve-, n..,tni:rn Theatie. Cotumbu*.
audience readily identifies
Amorous Prawn. Saville llZ-H-Sfl).
JMadeleme Sberwood The
ning was the warmly/sympathetic ; p!*y,.
condemned
Irish
Republican
Army
..Jeffrei’ Rowland with the-shw when, as: the curtain
Art cf Living, Critisrion (8-18-60).
libretto by Richard Morris, which [ [^i^Grn^an . '
.. Eileen. Herkart goes up/ the cockney strectsinger terrorist in Belfast, and who is
Brides, of March; St. Martin’s (7-1S-60).
Tom llptcber
Candida; WTyndham*s (6-13-60).
is not hased on anv bdolc but uses ■ schuvitF Gro«an
tlie innocent victim of war’s stu¬
Caretaker, .Duchess (4-27-60).. .
..; . Jane F.oiida .(Tige Andrews) skulks about sing¬
the figure of Mr>‘. Brown as its .•■5SaJ?bPm”ki V
Janies MaoAitlnir ing the ballad which every pops pidity, ' , presented in. terms of
Finss Ain't, Garrick (2-11-60):
.. Shelley Winters
Flower Drum Song, Palace (3-24-60).
pro?, gonist. The sh.OVVj Opens, with- 1 Camilla .TablonskI;
unrestrained farce,; blit, with an
GasebO, Savoy VJ^-eO). ■
Richard Derr voice,/ from Louis Armstrong to
out overture, with a realistic scene .Tlltl:er
underlying note of pathos. And.
Happy Haven, Royal Court (9-14-60L
of a tossing lifeboat from the sink-j
T1Q„. Bobby Darin, has been- blaring at though the youth: is sehselessly
Horses Midstream,' Vatide. (9-22-60),
Irma-La Douce,; Lvrie (7-17-58)
Jng Titanic, with tlie1 indefatigua-!
^>n present _vidence, the. new tlie Amei.ican public for a Iialf- killed at the end, he rises, at the
Life
of Galileo,:Mermaid (6-16-60).
bio Molly taking charge f ivillAhe ; Arthur Lauyents play “IpvitaHqn dcCade.
Maiority of. One, Phoenix (3.-9-60).
curtain to join the other charac¬
The rest- of the performance
help of guns* and helping row. to a Maich 1,-, going to diaw icMan for. AH Se-sons, Globe (7-1-60)/
ters in singing the. author’s defiant
Most
.Happy Felld, Coliseum (4-21-60).
conics,
as
something
,
of
a
shock,
Acniallv. Mrs. Browii was much ^’ets ’ from a good many theatreMousetrap, Ambassadors (1L25-52 .
salute to life.
clder and a widow, but here she Goers. The comedy is wifty in spots, however, unless the spectator has
Mv Fait Lady, Drury .Lane (4-30-58).
“The
Hostage”
is
almost,
com¬
Oliver,
New (6-30-60),
i
some
.familiarity.
With
.
John
Gay’s
is a voting wife- rushing back to generally well acted, but weakest
Once Upon Mattress, Adelphi (9-20-60).
be reconciled with j her wealthv m its baste premise, a defect which ■ “Beggar’s, Opera,” ori .which it is pletely formless, and also crude,
Passage to India, Comedy. (4-20-60).
garrulous,
occasionally
tiresome
based,
and
with
the
wrork
and
con-:
Pieces
of
Eight; Aoolto (9-23-59)..
mir-'r-husband
1 an-v amount of pre-Broadway surPrincess, Strand (8-23-60).
‘There is onlv one1’ criticism of . S^vv will be hard to put to repair. cepts of Bert Brecht. For “Three¬ and frequently vulgar, if not down¬
Repertory. Old Vic (9-3-59).
right
levyd
and.sacreligio.us>
On
the
penny'’
is
sivage
satire,
and
as
the
Rose
Marie,..Victoria
Pal; (8-22-60).
Miss Grimes’ tull-blopded and en- i _ The opening night/audience in
Ross, Baymarket (5-12^0)..
Her i Columbus reacted well to the play’s j Hogarty-Gay vievv of England had basis of .personal observation,: it
c.ge.ic portrayal of Molly.
Her
Sample Spvmen, Whitehall (3-19 58).
seems considerably dirtier than the
iolej
bright
lines
and
stayed
around
for
considerable
validity
in
its
time,.
Sparrers
Sing;
Th’tre
Royal
E. (8-24-60X
lines aren’t always intelligible,
Sukie Wong. Priucc Wales (U-17-5B). :
either in her prose scenes or her a generous round of curtain calls, so the Brecht/view, qf England (and original London version, as though
Stars in Eyes, Palladium 76-3-60)..
deliverv
of
Willson’s
striking, But “Invitation” doesn’t offer much by extension^ the Western World) the author (probably with the con-:
Tiger &. Horse; Queen's (8-24-60).
Visit; Royalty (6-23-60). *
iM’ics. On the M'holeJ: however, for [ to take hoiue. The impression is probably had" some -validity ait the currency of British stager Joan
Waiting in Wings, nuke York's (9-7-80L
a young woman who has no great ‘ that Jane Fonda; as the soon-to-be- time of the Weimar Republic. Littlewobd) had tried to make the
Watch It,. Sailor, Aldwych (2-34-60).
most
of
the
more
lenient
censor¬
West. Side Story. Majesty's 12-12 58).
voice, the actress scores a major bride, has little choice among the Whether that view is still valid is
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
conflicting philosophies of three a politically debatable question. ship situation in New York for boxtriumph in the juicy;’role.
La at Joke, Phoenix (9-28^0).
office-boosting^
sensation
purposes:
Mt*. Johnson, Lyric Opera (9-3040).
Presnell,* in addition to his able oddly-assorted mamas played -by “Threepenny” at least raises it,
..Naked Island, Arts (9-29-60).
vocalizing, is a personably mascu¬ the Eileen Heckart, Shelle.v Win¬ which makes it a rarity.bit today’s
Behan has the sort of traditional
Mr. Burke M.P., Mermaid (HL6-60).
Ami Anothar Thing, Fortune (10-8-60).
line lead. Notable contributing per¬ ters and Madeleine Sherwood.
musical stage.
Irish, gift, of gab that can lapse.,
Playboy W. World, PiccadUlv 00-12*60).
Miss Heckart, playing a new-rich
formances are given hy Edith
One fact is sure. “Threepenny,” into the curse of gabbiness.: He's
Platphov,' Royal Court (10-1340).
Meiser as a sneoty Denver social¬ caricature addicted to skinny pants as staged by Carmen Capalbo, is packed “The Hostage” with jdees
CLOSED*
Italian Strew Hat, Lyric Op. (MHOt
ite.
Cameron
Prud’homme
as and blue hair, has some of the. an enormously satisfjdng entertain- on whatever subjects occurred to
Reportory, Lyric . Opera (8-23-60)IContihued on page 72)
Molly's- bibulous papa and Mony show's best lines, carrying a boishim, with a number of topical
Zoo Story, Arts (8:25-60)-
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London Bits

So They Say

London, Sept. 27. ..
Lillian Heilman’s ‘‘Toys In The
Oueri
ft MatftrPSS j ferheme and Willis Hall, from the
|Attic*’ is. booked for Nov, 9 at. the
' London. Sept. 21.
j'former's novel, is set in a small
Piccadilly, with Wendy, Hiller*
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l-opiodto-ed by Oondte Viyiitn: wm-ry'. why tile VOUng lad is SUcll a DiUliOGScar Leweiistei board;
room' in it for dramas- of darkness and. light, for. pi vs. with a ‘mc\.
;nd t-osii-mos.
;1 1 i
•osiumrs. Will-am
william and
?n<i .Jc:n
.»c-tn K/kan:
r/san, ihrin-.l
Itobei! I.owc-: o:chosovohos- -tPgJCfl
-tOg.Ct 1 Util.
lli.l.
d iPivfr.jnn. Uobc'i!
Brian.Rix gave -..every member of ijnf.doc;l
age’;'and those, of escape .and sheer frivolity; for/dramatists' who
ms: Hf-v-,hv
Mnv.iv k.iv
K.»v and Ari.hur Beck;
I’iniicy uses everv' theatrical
the irudience a..?* ss.bf champagne ;rations:'
use the old-fashioned, form and those'endeavoring, to find';ncw ones,
-frick to keep the title
.trick
titlri part alive,
at the "Sept. 12 .performance . of
for• ijHisical-- comedies--'that.''are ..primitive' or sophisticated^ cynical
■a. Rohm-.
Robin-. Hunter,-;
Hunter,. Bin Newman,
\>\y-»on. interesting and even svmpalheiic.
sympalheitc.
/•‘Simple Spymeh.'’ to celebrate his O’Shea,
cr romantic:”^Richard- Watts Jr:, dram
ritie for t.lie .N.-Y. Post;
IGtii year as actor-inanager at, th*.
:JS?SS.^KSt5
If JuST
.«« .'"“»■»>« Pcrta-man.TS
in a recent.coluri"
Adeiphi Theatr^; Lond.un;; S3,f.o top.
bv Ethel Guiles as a conventionally
Whitehall Theatre..
. Feter cn-ant comic stage granumother, Georgo
Anthony .Quay le arid Celia John¬ xrins.rei
. .-“if a manuscriptis good, it .can hardly ririss'beirig.'pji.f-ph.-^Sbme^
son Will Cp-star in ‘‘Chin-Chin” for Princess'"'"' V".'* *’ * ieide^Lce' A*' t-’ooper as the blunt; bullying
one will /find it and there always will be. a coiiimerpial .producer
Valerie' iioiim.-m-i father and Mona Washbourrie as
I’etcr Daubeuey. Willis Hall has oueen;
-to.give it-.his best A commercial producer is a dope like me, stupid
the British; translation of this first ; Srm2s::-' :'12"'• -Uic understamUng mothar.
in many ways but hot..d mb:enough fo;try.fo pick a play merely,
Barbara Lewis
The three girls 111 the hefO S life
■ play by French author Roger Bil- bfidy Koyieon.
on its chance of making a pile: He .hunts'until he finds a. piece he
Lady Mevmr ........— Louise purncii are contrasting types. Anri Beach
letdoux.
‘
can believe in deeply.-Then, he does his.utmost, for it. Doing that.,
j Thelma Ruby is safe and respectable, Juliet
Meyer Levin's “Complusi . ” wril Que*>n
he lias a.50-50 chance.of surviving. I would sa'y.'a man in birr bii,.'
. ..'Rita Oarnercm Cook'' a loud-mouthed floozie and
open the hew season of plays at Lady Lucille
ness who hets on--a\ 50-50 -tl’ irig;'.- i-sycdm'ihei:piai-.”-:57Brpadw. . pi’ ..
^ ‘ p'oterTAan Jennifer Jayne‘gentle yet passionCroydon's Pembroke Theatri?:in- sirdsiudlcKyn
duce.r. Kerniit Bloomgarden; as.quoted by drama critic Frank .Aston
King ....
.Milo O'Shea, ate.
Trevor Bannister’ is good
the-Rqund:
I
in the N.- Y. World-Telegram:;
.'.".'."BiiLN^wmmi1
enough in a smallish part as one
Sir-Hariy
Prince's Winnifred
, .. Jane Connell ! of F'inney*s workmates.
Lynn Kennington 1
as staapr Lindsav Anderson an“Get the'kids to get rid of their excess energies .133'- ringing., to-" '.
i S;
w”MSr®Sw
As
IWa» Anderson »pget her arid you won't have the necessity for gangs arid rod gh-.stuff.’f
Sir Hr.roid
johm Gordon pears to have had slack rein on
And you'll find- that-they/have^ fuh.>-^Si'nger-actqr. John -Raitt, a's.^-*.
Ilc?..
*h« , proceedings.
Alan Tagg's
quoted by Allen\M, Wideni/theatre editor of. the Hartford Times.
j Lady Mabelle
Louise Purnell Single set SUltS the production, adof.Samaikand
Meg Waiter mirably. and the lighting by Peter
■ Editor,: Variety:
.!• Sir Nicholas .Michael Collins
‘‘What has happened. ofT-Broadway is hot an. accidentT^it's
...
Ken Field Tneobald is okay.
Myro-.
Hollywood:’ j sir Edmund
Lady GWynneth
Gillian Cobbold
_
■trend which .1 think ultimately .will lerid. to further dissatisfaction
When I last, saw Broadway fleet- i Lord Howard
Ronald Wayne'.
.
_
with the New York theatre and to a decentralization, of the thea.Kaye Sargent
llie HftDDV HftVPIl
ingly during , my quadrennial visit Lady Beth y.
Hollriiann
t
o
,
tr ' Just -as a few years ago it was-like, goiiig to. Nome; Alaska; to' '
io Manhaltanv. I intended to inflict l,ady-Ermyntrude.Valerie
Lord Casper . .
. Keith Lee
London. Sept. 15.
do a play, oh Christopher Street, iri 15. or 'Id' years—or perhaps
Sam Baron
English
Stage
Co.
presentation .of
a melancJioly. indictment against Sir.Steven
Paul
Michael Ashlin drama in two acts by John Arden. Frn.even sooner—the idea ,of going to: Chicago, to produce.a play will
that area universally, glamorized., R*r
Sir Mountmont
-Jan Colet .tnros Peter Bowlen. Directed bv William
he . accepted. I; think people are going, to feel .that if they can’t
as a major part of slioiv business.,, Lady Dorcas
Merle Lt-e .Ga«-kil!; decor and masks. Michael A< k-:_
land: music. Dudlev Moore. Opened Sept.
work. off-Bro-adWay, .they" ^till 'm-ust•-•wpi-'k:. somewhere,. Th Vrib-w.
or, "show 'bi.,^ as someone, jdh
young kids; are. going ;to eprrie.. along.. arid. say. ‘The. hell. with, this,,
duliious that; Britain.
'&.**« ^
^
.VABLEtY; coined it.. Mind ,.yo.ur I . It seem
Let's go to. Pod.unk, and. start a theatre,’' 1.t hink that's our oniy
its
pantomime
tradition. Dr. Copperthwaiie.Peter
intended:' nothing .completely nos¬ Avlfh
.... Peter Bovlr*
.. v S'jsan Em.
el
hope.’’-T-Producer-d ired or Carmen Canalbo.
unsigned inf '*
should accept ‘‘Once Upon a Mat- >}«• f’hincus ..
Em el
talgic. noi; bath. . "
.
ftm.T.cl
Robert*
u-n-e ' Aner;* .
i -• i
. j
^Tl‘‘5'- Letoiizcl .RaiT.cl RoDcrty
view :’ 'Geiitieriten's •Quarterly, lriagazi
. IImve\-er-..;i moveTy \\is!iod..t-r>; sk tress, despite, tiie. lavish produc. . vr?'oriiniuiv
.. B;jr' v Iuchi'in
.
Se:»>y
..
a'rij lie. not too.young to reriiomber,1 tio'n. ;arid: Jerome 'Whyte’s polished . m*;- Hardiadw
‘•One of iiiy main- Faults is tiuh. i rim. ahway.A cluipSy, .M-iv
lllay.
.
Hie 'Br 'adwti. cf my rdolesccncc.-■ direction. The show is neither go/id !
1 have liked very niiich were, ft'pt• liked.:vor.* much!-by tlipraud'
L«i;d :.i;.>or
t'riio. is not'required to. fiic'«r..'back-'^ panlbmlmo nor. .good rnUsic::l con
Tlitv "v ere riot ’-.^tc^e^-ful. .commercially^Jacob;.Ben-Ami. jHnr
t the pages cl ';i:cnio:w iii Orik r to s cdy, but if it iioTcIs on until' ti*
'"'Y' ^nuk. HrpR.-od
eurron-tlv friii red in"‘T'i." *
:/h Mari/' as quoted M* John S: IVa'!- oitui’e
:;..liv>:)/C. of C at-scciitm r end of .ihe year.rn.:v garner som'
'•/ •- c^iws,
Y.
yof _hoa.dWi:y. iron- Timis
qaat-c of the Christ mas . t rade,
V.^.':0M,<'n<;r,/s
aid;
.>. ''
' blocks it
A f/.lenlcct ,c‘r.*'t work* herd to
ritV;*’'ain- fer
J.:■
"I can’t:■pc.s.-j’.Hy s ay awry
I
'.ve Pckcs i<t iv.y I'.om.u in.. 1 - trh. ’•. and M .cr‘.>.y‘ .r;^--.{uv:
' ;m;;
..)v-:i)-y crin v.ilh t.:c:•y;on;t-'lie-. ’ •• 11..
oeok i
i e o <nd 1
h
. v
m KcAitrhri:is -Xiicii-ison tale on
m
“A -lot of people think- I’m a mean; tough man, but someone ft
to be the boss.. The way I figure it. I’m the supervisor of a play-,
ground arid I have to keep, the kids in linri^-^Brbadw’ay producer
David Merrick, rik-^Uo'tedvby.-PhU Sahiora ip .'.the' N. Y, Daily l.T
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r is 1-

(1 is too : I’-v.

full proaiicuon. and.me
.r4,v-l’ :’vo “ir-V- 1 \v.n' pa;t>f
ff
2v
amounthr.>;>i:i .• ;;i hidden meanings
tliv
v-•
amount
!-:-d. with, every
keep
“The II.'u-pv Haven.”.which make
keep
.
tif.lV.O f'UUOU.
i-a-mdf ri a did ions pr ^peit. even an ex••‘-.ou-es cf 11.
•'.art have hie: iimi'v?.
persme? tel theatre.
'j-rcriitgt'd’ior
and
' iarThere.a:
''‘erai prolonged, dull !' The title refers to an old peoiaii/purpo.-.e.
patches,'despite .the exp'erily f'uji'n'v : pie's Ivome. at which the principal
It v; (•uld .be superfluous to mori- •performance of Jaii
Con II «*s !is ’try! g to perfect a formula lor.iion, ll:
abimdance cf ..rideleri'as. the gangling Ffiricev AVi .‘hired, fan elixir of life. His aim is to. use
.dvii.Ious- - retail sh' w.s. . and: other brought in. frem over the swamps ; the inmates as guinea pigs, but they
traps "that monopolize the facade as a pateritigl, bride for the prince. ! rebel against rejuvenation, and
i of tills niain street.' less than a few She raises repeated laughs with!turn the tables by injecting him
J *cant yards, ifpm' vour headquardiverting antics, ranging from with his own potion,
; ters; It .is fortunate that the pro-, facial contortions to weight-liftina.
-There is probably a significant
.pfi’eiors-’.-cf'' Churchiirs.; . Other notable^■■talent lias less op- .message in all this, and perhaps
Sliariley’s. and /the Knickerbock ■ jibrtunity. Max Wall is virtually , • -“iiificanee in having all the char‘bar are r.rightiully ;to he/ iourid on-, wasted as the. court. jesterr Thelma ‘ aeters masked, but the effect i
the topmost-pedestal in‘that -VaU ’ Rubympiaj s the' garrulous .queen .slramge. unreal and unconvincing,
halla. exclusively reserved for great" with vitality; arid as. the silent king Only the doctor enthusiastically
; artists;:’- miiqrig. th
immortals-, ho Milo O'Shea does air obvious take- played by Peter Bowles, has any
, man is inore blessed than, a. dis: .off of Hai po Marx. Bill Kerr as the chance to establish his personality,
I’penser''of .excellent food arid.drink. wizard. Robin Hu -ter as the. prince as he is the only character to apDo you. kriow any-establishment,, and Bill NcAvrnairii as Si * Harry . *er unmasked until his rejuvenaon or oil Broadway currently, oper-;’ have ’limited material.
ion.
atiiig .'which c;ouJd maich. the .stand--!- .. The production.is visually a4trac¬ ;
The other members of the cast
/aids of yesteryear? Wliere- may !■
tive. The costumes arid decor are have a lively air of conviction.
one dine.'■• ’ c.oriifort leisure i: bright and imaginative, arid Dcir- There is a sober look to Michael
/genteel sufiibundings; far lrom the i dre Vivian, has/ reproduced the ' Ackland’s,
decor.
though
his
! niadding crowd, and yet: o.n Broad- 1
dance and. musical numbers with masks are surprisingly expressive,
■ way? "If" you really know of aiiy
gusto. The pit orchestra, batoned William GaskilJ. with the. unen| place, that , meets ihy requirements.by Robert Lowe, provides lively viable assignment as stager, has
please let me; know; I’m enclosing
accompaniment:
Myro.
carried out the chore with syma •self.-ad.df'essecl
ail. , special,
:—a--;r
patliy and authority.
Myro.
delivery .envelope in' the ,, hope , I
Billy J>iar
.
..
T"
.
deceive, the iriformaiio’n before, my
j next, visit:
.:
London. Sept. 14.
A "a,k
<1,,‘ "a,<‘r
Oscar Levcnstein Plays Lid... presc-nfaDublin, Sept. 2i).
I .. Front; the .Hotel A.dor frontage,'
lion Cf three act drama by. Keith W'aierDublin Globe Theatre presentation of
11-pushed"my way.’to the n xt block. ’ house and Willis Hall, adapted from, the drama in three acts, bv Hugh Leonard,
; I. paused, at the rapnurricrit erected : novel by Waterhouse. Features Albert i Staged by Godfrey Quigley )jnd Jim 1'itzFinnoy; Mona WashboUrne. Directed bv Perald; sett>np, Robert Heade. Stars .\<r/through
the
efforts, of
some I.inrisay: Anderson; dec-or, Alan Tapg;; man Rodway, Godfrey Quitjlev, Davi
' thoughtful citizens as a fitting testi-, light-in?. Peter. Theobald. Opened Sept: Kelly. Pauline Delaney. Opened Sept. 1»,
13. *«0. at the Cambridge Theatre, Lort- ’60, at the Ebl«na Theatre. Dublin.
j nioidal to George M. Cohan, the chin:
S2.65 top. ,.
| Pven “ Titizon” Kane
Norman Rodw.iy
| greaf sorig-and-dance man. die "iris ; F! or "nee RooMiroy
Ethel Gri ie* His Wif i
Genevieve L.Yons
; Aii**- Broadway. lie epitomised the ’ GeoiTrev Fisher ...... George A. Cooper Barney .. Godfrey Quigley
.
Da\Jd Kt Jly
AJ'Ve
Fisher
.Mona
W’ashboui-ne
Tom-..
I Broadway that j regarded with K:.Iv Fisrirr .
Robert Somerset
Albert F.nney • J- J- - ...
j'afTeclipri. If :today /-pu quest) n his Arthur Crabtree'.:Trevor . Bannister Dick .. . Adrian . Cronm
.i.. ..... Ann Bemh . Nina .. .. Pauline Delaney
Ipyalty. .1 femirid: you• d his im- Barbara
R’ta
..................... Juliet Cooke!.'perishable paean, “Give: My RerJennifer Jayne
n,i
■Jenn,,er Javne
The leading -character of “A.
gar.ds To . Broadway.” -Cphan.1 of :
••

Kt‘W‘ i'omjnf iSic tl 'kOivisN
.
:i-t Prbdi’ciions, Kurt-'Hal'c■ *'"Pavla
FVt.it ..p! cKf-nlatitin cf Uvrec/act'■. diuibn by
' ‘iulip Lai-: .-.. Staged byMai k Schoenbei
tcUirigs. Bovd Dumn-ie:. lighting. .>u]es
Fishei:; costumes; Site. >>pect<>i-.-.Opr-iicd
Sept.. .If). ‘UP:- at';me . Actor's Flayii se,
N.Y.; .
top.
I,ew Cooper . .
.... Walter Strauss
Fay Farr el .....:., Minii Harris
inti Clan'vy .
...Robert-.Mandair.'
Jim'Marble
..-R. .Victor Brown
Fieddie Ballaniiii
.. . . . Hal.Krain
Ma\ Pc.bst
Alan •Bergihaim
lW.Her
........... Chailes Matthews:
Ma'jor Armstrong :Michael 'Dann
John Dickinso •'
Donald Gantry
Ma. Speedv
Harry Carlson
Coiiiiie K>an
Roberta Rover
Jo Anne
\ a'lnr-r
Kora Clancy
Jr^
Anne. Va'llit-r
"Loti. Na'pfclei.n
Val Gurney
Juno llafe
Cert .Marble ...

1
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.<iiTirig 'hits liemriit cxer
;".inaiiy fine in on; cuts of .poe;!
emblion:.!. 'draiua.
As su'vl..
' itcresfirig fare:.

Peris Season
.toine';.
Andre. Roussin com¬
edy, “Les. ,G 1 or.;cuses,J’ double-bill¬
ed with :an Andre. Rpussin: cu'rtai.
■■■ Woman Who Tells the
Truth, at the vMad.elei ., and. Jac¬

Philip 'Barry's “Here Come the ques. AudibertiV' “La Logeuse.”
Clowns’*- has been strikingly,', re¬ ; X“The Landlady’’), at the Oe'uv
vived at the Aetof.'s Playhouse.' The
..Al.s'
Cocteau’s- adaptation, of
passionate drama of the uriri cysal “Dear Li
with Pierre Bf
struggle 'between' good - and: evil seur as Sir ' and Maria Casares as
which baffled Broadway audiences Airs. Pal C.ampbeir, at tile Atheriee;
22"years: ago emerges today ;as ..a . Arthur Leaser's , musical; Comedy,
somewhat
over-workecl
allegory, “Impasse de. Ia Fidelite” tarring
that' is nonetheless dynamically Pataciiou:' at*, the.- Ambassadeurs;•treated.’
■'
arid: “Le Mobile” by '.Alexandre
As
perl’Cirnied
under. Mark Riyemaie, a t the Fontaine;'.
Schoeriberg's crisp -and.
iriled
Jean-Louis
Barrault..reopened
direction: the production is a para¬ the. Theatre de France Sept 8. with
dox;. WhOe a. collection of social revival of Paul Claudel s “Christomisfits, including a iesbiaii.. homer, phe. Cclomb’’ With “The -.Cherry
sexual, dwarf alcoholic, arid adrit- ..Orchard” becoming. - part- of the
tcress; ;are put through' their eino- ; repertory Sept. 15. -His first .new
tibrial paces poAverfully by a crafty
roducUon of the season wili. be
’audeville iliusionist. the play it- • “Julius Caesar.” due Oct. 2L
elf becomes a long query into the. I
Other. prinounced •.September
possibility that- the. Devil may. . • openings ’nclude Loj’s Masson's
actually be the controlling .diety ‘‘Christobai. de Lugo,” at the Yioux
“La
Instead, of God. Although thoiight- Colonibier: . POM Arnold's
provokirig and; potently pfeserited, • Ligne de Sang.” at -Alliariee FranBarry's rendition, of this, theme is caise; Rene de' Obaldia.'s .‘‘Gen-.
hot specific -enough'., to. hold.'the. ; oiisie,” at the - Recamierl;.. Jean
•■Guittpn's'- “Les Assassins du Bord | course, lived to wi t ness the b isap- j
play together.
The resourcefulness of Albert W;ll,k ontheWater” is an intelli. Alan Bcrgiriarin is appropriately. . de. Mer,’-’ at /tlie- Arts. , and’ Pierre ; pearance pf his llerald Square and Finney./ a young actor who has S^t, fathcr-aominated young man
Sinister as the demonic, iilusioriist Ordiorini's “Anna d’Eboli,’’ ./at the tlie. wholesale, disintegration^^of his ! come to the fore recently, saves )'h4°. findus ^ outI^ for hls frust
42d Street,. I am. certain beyond i •‘Billy Liar” from earlv collapse, tra*1D?s by dominating a group of
and Robert: Mandap as the Job- Charles, de Rochefort;
like. idealist, whose.search for truth I .. October is.to see Henri de Mon- doubt that Cohan's pals at 42d blit jt ;is quest jpnabie .‘whether a. waterfront idlers. The la Her inaJ
' pugilist, an untalsets the action in.tri motion,,essays therlant's: new play, “Le - Cardinal Street :were a vastly superior, breed single perioririariee, however im-1
the "'difficult role .with conviction; i d’Espagiie” at the Cohiedie-Fran- compared Willi the steerers and prCssive. is enough to make this a fnt^d artist, an incipient homo, a
Who
have
displaced : paying .ve.nture for producer Oscar blt1eV Rtimbhcan, an unhappDy
Michael. Dunri; gives, a .sensitive caise. a new play “L'Etouffe-Chre: pitchmen
. ';o^lcr an<^ a woman who
port ray alas the dwarf and Donald • tien.” with a locale, in Nero's Rome., them. Oh, yes. one. more cliricher, Lewenstoiri. The play is not with-. iY‘arr
Gantry is cuttingly cynical asr tire by Felicien... Marceaii; author of anerit. Bfbadway’S: eclipse;, do yori out merit, but the adaptation i1lvesI.'vltl,u a inan mcrely because
pressagentv Roberts Royce is ef- : “The Good Soup.” at the Renais- think that it. still lends itself to', makes it an odd arid unsatisfac-s *be likes him.
! When the youths father remarfectiye as:
girl who loves the /sance. and. Philippe Heriat’s “Les any exaltation which could equal: torv mixture of moods.
Fimiev plavs a vouth who is an |lie<5* lle can GnJy revenge. himself
•truth-seeker; arid Jo , Anne. Vailief Joies de /la Famiile;.’ with Gabv the rirbod, and rhythm of! “Give. My.!
the
Cornedi
des Regards To , Broadway”? No; the inveterate liar, at best a day- l on everyone around him and rush
also- -scores, as Iiis hard-hearted; Morlay. . at
Champs-Elyse.es::
cpndiiions, the old landmarks and dreamer; He is also a thief, hhv-|a'vay to man'y an English girl he
wife;,'
Jean/ Anouilh's adaptatipri ci the people/ are no longer present f ing pilfered the pettv cash and ihas picked up. Years later, when
Boyd •Dumrose’s set
well-ex¬
‘‘Twelfth Night” will go into Yicux for the divine afflatus on the rifled the stamp account at his of-! be returns with his wife to attend
ecuted and Jdles Fisheris lighting
Coloni bier.; in .October, arid Jean 'Broadway ,.of-today.... Well* that’s my. flee/ He has occasional airs of j h.is father s fnneral. he finds that
is clear and .unobtrUsivei Sue SpecVilar/ will .stage Brecht’s “LTri’e- grips for .today.
grandeur, dreams of being a script- fbis spite is still alive, and he tries
tor's costumes are, stylish and at-, sistble Ascension d’Arturo UH’V
:'
James J. GeUer..
writerv aind.. contrives to be en-} *° Hnd out what has become of
tractive.
gaged simulfarieoulsy to two girls, j-^be group he tried to destroy,
; (performed bv- the Berliner Eriv Although time has uncovered senible at the Theatre des Nations
John. Greenleaf has joined the arid have a third waiting on the ! The play is well worked out by
:mudii . of the . obscurity in ‘‘Here festival, here last spring), at the Kermit Bloomgarden office in .the sidelines.
author Hugh Leonard, with the
Come the Clowns,” it remains a i.Palais de Chaillot.
iContinued on page
)
The play, adapted by Keith Waplay department.
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South Carolina Theatre
Holding Script Contest
Vet British Comedy Group Can’t Take Twice-Nightly
Shows—May IFinale With ‘Young in Heart*
London, Sept. 27.
The twilight of a British com¬
edy legend is in sight wi,th the de¬
cision of the Crazy Gang* to retire,
or at least they have contem¬
plated retirement several! times be¬
fore. Split up as a teai \.
The present plan, and nobody
can be quite sure about/ any deci¬
sion of the Crazy Gang, Js that the
next show, “The Young jin Heart,”
will be their last. It is to open
Nov. 28 at the New Theatre, Ox¬
ford. and move into their usual
London house, the Vietqjria Palace,
three weeks later.
The Gang has apparently made
its own decision and Jnobody is
quite explicit whether impresario
Jack Hylton, at present abroad,
knows about it. The plan to end
this boxoffice bonanza Apparently
comes from the fact that these
veterans find the strain [of doing a
“twice-nightly" show too heavy
physically.
Once-a-nigUt at the
Victoria Palace Is an uneconomical
proposition* It will end an era
which has brought big! money to
the Gang and to Hylton.
The Gang was formed., almost ac¬
cidentally, by the late George
Black at the London Palladium. It
split for a while and came together
again in 1947. Since then the Vari¬
ous Crav Gangs shows, that have
run at the Victoria Palace, and the
Gang became regular stars of the
Royal Variety shows, and are fa¬
vorites of the Royal Family.
Their comedy is a combination
of earthy, knockabout, vulgar, but
inoffensive
clowning ( that
has
bridged the gaps between vario s
ages and nationalities. , For tour¬
ists. seeing the Gang has become
a “must,” almost like a -visit to the
Tower of London.
The Gang consists of Bud Flan¬
agan (63 >, one time partner of
Ches Allen, now the Gang’s man¬
ager; Naughton and Gold, old-time
partners who are now injtheir early
70’s. Nervo and Knox^ well into
their 60’s, and “Monse^ver” Eddie
Gray, who made a comeback with
them a couple of shows !ago. There
Is a problem for Peter Glaze, who
for several years has been the un¬
derstudy of them all. never quite
knowing whose part li& would be
called on to play—especially dur¬
ing the racing season. /
It’s unlikely that any of the
Gang will :be lost entirely to show
business.
Though they haven't
really clicked in either films or tv
as a team, their new leisure may
give them a chance for individual
and double-act efforts.!

Unintended Shocker
In “Tenderloin,” the new.
musical comedy : staged by
George Abbott, a pivotal spend
involves, a faked photo of Maur
rice Evans as a crusading min¬
ister caught in a pose with a
nude woman; The sigh com¬
pany, which normally mounts
pictures
and.
houseboards,
made the 60-by-4O inch blow¬
up and framed it. Instead of
leaving the jumbo blowup
backstage for pickup for outof-town by the transfer com¬
pany, the delivery man. placed, ,
it in the lobby in full view of
passersby,
some
of whom
stopped in startled surprise.
Next morning Elliot Forman;
house manager, of the 46tli St.
Theatre, N. Y., where the mu¬
sical is to open Oct, IT, phoned
the show’s press department
and complained, “What are
you guys doing to us? We ex¬
pect to be closed up the day
after opening, not before.”

Duel’ Ends Tour OcL 15;
Sally Home Second Lead
“Duel of Angels’’
ili end its
tour Oct. 15 When Vivien Leigh’s
contract as star of the Roger L.
Stevens-S. Hurok presentation ex¬
pires. The Christopher Fry adapta¬
tion of Jean Giraudoux’s play will
close at the National Theatre,
Washington, where it begins a twoweek run Oct. 3, Mary Ure, who
costarred .with. Miss Leigh on
Broadway and during the. show’s
subsequent engagements- in Los
Angeles and San Francisco, with¬
drew from the production Sept; 3
at the conclusion, of the Frisco
stand. Sally Home has succeeded
her.
The drama Is currently at the
Blackstone Theatre, Chicago, until
Oct. 1.

‘Advise’ Film Deal
'

Continued from page 69 -----■ .

operating profit.
Because of a
special deal, however, the produc¬
tion does not get 40% of the first
$200,000 of the film revenue. The
setup is-such. though, that the pro¬
duction would get 40%. of the
maximum payment.
Of the $200,000 down payment,
60% goes to DruKill Co-, Inc.
(Drury's firm) with the remaining
40% split 3/7 to Mandel and 4/7
to the production. On that basis,
the production gets $45,714 of the
down payment, Mandel $34,286 and
DruKill $120,000.
The next $200,000 to be derived
(Sept. 25-Ocf. 9 >
front the film sale is to be retained
(Sept. 25-Oct. 9*—Italic
exclusively by Mandel and the pro¬
American Shakespeare Festival Co.—; duction, with the former getting
Colonial. Boston (26-3).
The pro¬
Andersonville Trial—Center. Norfolk. 3/7 and the latter 4/7.
Vs. 128-30:; Memorial, Greenshoro. N.C. duction’s share of that amount
(l»: Ameri.-an, Roanoke. VaL (3-4): Memoral Aud.. Spartanburg. S.C. (5>: City Aud., would be $i 14,286 and MandeTs
Ashe' *lle. N.C. (o>; Ovens; Aud., Chat- $85,714.
Thus, from $400,000 of
lotie. N.C. (7-8).
Best Man (2d Co.)—Alcazpr. S.F. (26-8). film income, the production gets
Camelat
(tryout)—O’Keefe.
Toronto $160,000 (40%). Mandel $120,000
<ie>.
•
1
Destry Rides Again—Philharmonic Aud., (30%•) and DruKill $120,000 (30%),
L.A. (26-8).
The production would also get
Duel of Angels—Blackstone, ChL (28-1);
40% of the remaining $50,000 of
National. Wash. (3-8).
Face of a Hero (tryout)—Walnut, Philly the
potential maximum income
<28-1); Wilbur, Boston (3-8>l
from the film sale, which would
Fiorello (2d Co.)—.Shubert: Chi (26-8>.
Five Fjnger Exercise—W’alnut. Philly hike its take to $180,000.
Com¬
(3-8).
Flower Drum Song—Aud.;. Denver (27-4); missions of .10% would reduce that
State Fair Music Hall, DaUas (7-8).
amount to $162,000.
49lh Cousin (tryout)—Playhouse, Wil¬
A royalty of 10% of the gross
mington (3-8>.
Invitation to a March Ktryout)—Cass, is to be -paid the authors, with 5%
Del. (28-8).
j;
Laughs and Other Events (tryout)— | going to DruKill and 5% to ManRoyal Alexandra. Toronto i(26-l>: McCar¬ 1 del.
The agreement covering the
ter. Princeton (3); Jr. If; S., Mamaroauthor payment also provides that
neck (4:.
i'
Laurette (tryoutv—Shubert. New Haven the royalty may be increased if a
(26-1 >; Forrest. Philly (3-8)'.'
play doctor is called in, Advance;
Marcel Marceau Compaghie de Mime—
Shubert. Det. (26-1); Blac kstone, Chi (3 8>, royalties of $5,000 have been paid
Majority off One—Erlanger. Chi <26-8:.
to DruKill and $1,500 to Mandel.
Music Man (2d Co.)—Orpheum. Madison
i Fryer and Carr are also to get a
(26 I>; KRNT. Des Moines ! (3-8>.
My Fair Lady (2d Co.)-4Her Majesty’s, management fee of 1%
of the
Montreal (26-8).
Once Upon a Mattress (Hurok'—Geary. ! gross.
S.F. (2S-8).
I
The partnership agreement . for
Pleasure
of
His
Company—Capitol.
Waeeling. W. Va. (26': Ohio. Mansfield, the Broadway production stipulates;
O- (27-28*: Morris Municipal Aud.. South that the producers will turn over
(2fl>: Pabst. Milwaukee. <30-1 >: 'Or¬ ] to the partnership all their com
pheum. Springfield, III. (3);. Loews. Evans¬
ville. Ind. (4); Tennessee.' Nashville (5>: [ tracts in connexion with the ven.Coffee Aud.. Florence. Ala
(6); High | ture. except for their rights in reSchool. Huntsville. Ala. (7*: Lanier High
j spect of the sequels to the! novel
School. Montgomery (8>.
Raisin in the Sun—Wilbur. Boston and
play.
The production, in
(25-1); Ford’s. Balto (3-8>. !
which Richard Kiley, Ed Begley,
Show Boat—Curran. S.F. (26-8).
Taste of Honey (tryout)—Shubert. Ciricy Otto Kruger, Chester Morris and
<25-1. moves to N.Y.).
Tenderloin
(tryout)—Shubert.
Boston Henry Jones costar, is being di¬
(26-8),
rected by Franklin Schaffner for
Unslnkable Molly Brown (tryout)—Shuan Oct. 10 break-in at the Shubert
faert. Philly (26-8).
Wall
(tryout)—Forrest. Philly
(23-1. Theatre, New Haven, It is sched¬
moves to N.Y.).
uled to open Nov. 17 at the Cort
World off Suite Wong—Nixon, Pitt.
Theatre, N.Y.
'
VS-lfe Hartman, Columbus (3-8>.

Touring Shows

The Town; Theatre, Columbia,
S. C., which has been in. operation
continuously since its inception iri
1919, is. conducting a national playwriting contest. - A $i,000 Town
Theatre Playwrights' Award, spon¬
sored by the State-Record Co.,
publisher of the State and Colum¬
bia Record newspapers, is being/
offered.for the.best■-full-length- play
submitted,..exclusive of plays previ¬
ously published or professionally
produced-.'
• V/The contest deadline is Nov. 15
and. the little theatre, which has
employed professional directors,
since its opening,; plans presenting !
the winning play next spring. The |
final-decision as. to the winner of ;
the contest will be made by Broad-1
Way arid television producer Fred j
Coe and legit-televlsion-film direc-1
■ tor-. Delbert Mann. Both Coe and
Mann wer6 directors -at the. Town
Theatre.

Shows Out of Town
Continued from page 70

Threepenny Opera

; Continued, from page 71;

A Walk On (he Water
action taking place in two time
periods simultaneously. Effective
lighting and a. darkly Indetermi¬
nate setting of the pier, .plus the
well timed staging of costar God¬
frey Quigley and Jim Fitzgerald,
are helpful.
Norman Rbdway gives an admir¬
able performance in the leading
role
and there
are good portrayals by Pauline
Delaney as the enigmatic woman,
Drian Cronin as the quiet soldier,
Robert Somerset as a former/rebel,
Quigley as the hopeless prize/;
fighter, David Kelly as the. esthete
and Genevieve Lyons as the youth’s,
peace-loving Wife.
■■'/'
“A Walk on the Water” is a wel¬
come exception to the general run
of Irish plays,
Mac.:

Mourn the Ivy Leaf
Dublin, Sept. 14.
Dublin Globe Theatre presentation of
drama in three acts, by G. P. Gallivan.
Staged by Godfrey Quigley; settings,. Rob¬
ert Heade. Stars Genevieve Lyons. John
Franklyn, James Nevlim Opened Sept.
13. *60. at the Eblana Theatre, Dublin.
Phyllis. .. ../..... Sheila McDonald
Mrs. O’Shea ........... Genevieve .Lyons
Capt. O’Shea .....;. John • Franklyn
Roy Grainger ..,v Herbert Moulton
Charles Parnell:-....,... James Neylin
Eileen -.. ... . .Katherine O’Doherty
Joe. Biggar
Norman Rodway
Tim .Healy .Robert Somerset
T.. P. O’Connor ........:.... David Kelly

ment for those with strong stom¬
achs.; and quick wits; It is also a
rarity as one of the first off-Broad¬
way successes (at the 299-seat
Theatre de Lys, N.Y.V to form the
basis for a national touring com¬
pany..
Seven of the off-Brpadway com¬
This, historical drama by G. P.
pany perform in this touring com¬
Gallivan dealls with the Irish
pany and are letter-perfect. Scott Parliamentarjr Party. and the fate¬
Merrill; the original Macheath. is
ful affair of Charles Stewart Par¬
stunning, and Andrews. Jo Wilder,
nell and Kitty O’Shea.. It could
Frederic . Downs, Richard Verney,
have interest outside Ireland/,
Josip Elic and Donald Elson all
The author presents Mrs.
do beautifully.
O’Shea/s husband as a cuckold Who
Estelle Parsons, .is an excellent blackmailed his wife to force Par¬
singer and actress, and handles nell to support his candidate for
the Mrs. Peachum role handsomely. Parliament at an Irish by-election.
Gratae Lee Whitriev, beside having That contributed to the: statesman’s
a fine singing voice; is a joy to ultimate downfall, and provides
watch. Her solo. “Barbara-So.ng’r i engrossing drama. Most/. of. the
(sung by; Polly Peachum in the : characters are well defined and
original German production, but played.
'shifted'.tqj Lucy Brown by adapter
Capt. O'Shea seems less of a cad
Marc Blitzstein) Is a show-stopper., than an amusing villain, as played
The one real flaw in Capalbo’s by John Franklyn. Janies Neylin’s
touring company is the casting of t Parnell is full Of strength and
Pirate Jenny. Anna Sten has the j singleness of purpose, blind to any¬
show’s top. billing; but her voice . thing blit liis belief in his own
is a bit weak,-she is impeded by a leadership:
Norman RodW;ay is standout as
rather noticeable accent and brings
no fire to the part of the -thrown-- a bitter north of Ireland rebel
oyer mistress, who betrays •.Mac- against Parnell’s leadership. Gene¬
vieve Lyons is pi/operly feminine
heath.
If the. material and the other f as Kitty O’Shea, although... she
players weren’t....quite So strong, v doesn’t seem, the type of woman
the failure of the Jenny Cole could { for whom a man like Parnell would
hurt this show dreadfully, Capalbo, | risk his political.career,
Godfrey Quigley’s.. staging Is
fortunately, doesn’t need to worry
about . the .material and. can rely sound, but carelessness about lines
and
bits of business mar the perr
on his seven veterans, plus good (
formance. The play is. offered as
performances from the rest of the j
a. feature. of . the Dublin Interna¬
east.. William Pitkin’s .sets; xos- j
tional Theatre Festival.
Mac,..
tumes/and lighting are skillful,, and
Samuel Matlovsky gets a.maximum
Tlie Song of the Anvil
effort from at small orchestra and
his harmonium. .
.
Dublin, Sept. 13..
Irish National Theatre presentation of
Iri the 640-seat Marines’ Theatre,
drama in three acts, bv Bryan MacMahon.
“Threepenny” looks like a. near- Staged by Ria Mooney; se/.iing. Thomas
sellout for its four-week San Fran¬ MacAnna;.incidental music,, Sean O’Riada;
choreography, Patricia Ryan. Stars Eddie
cisco /engagement,' arid may do as Golden. Philip O’Flynn, Peadar Lamb.
well next month when if. starts its Maire O’Donnell. T. P. McKenna. Opened
. 12,: at the- Abbey .(QUeen’s) ■ Thea¬
run (of. indefinite length' at the Sept.
tre. Dublin.
Eddie Golden
New Music Box. Los Angeles. Garrett Cowa Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald.Maire O’Donnell
Other jroad possibilities would Deborah
Ulick Madigan ....... -_ Peadar Lamb
seem to be. limited, because of the Darby ,Jer O’Shea .. . . Philip .O’Flynn
Schneider - - Cathleeh Barrington
nature of the material though that EI.enrose
Mick Twin ... Harry Brogan
song is a potent sales point;
Paddy Twin 1.
.Michael O’Br.ich
Kitsv Carty ......
Maire Keang;
•;
•;
Stef.
Father “O’Priest’* McHugh

II0G ‘Rhine’ Ante

T. P, McKenna
W’alter Cunningham .... Vincent Dowling
Dancers. ;Eithe Lydon, Lia, Foley,- Ray
McAnally.
Seamus
McCaffrey.
Paddy

Continued from page 69

$3,000 (nqri-returnable) to the au¬
thor.
Lewis withdrew^ as stager when
the production, originally sched¬
uled, to open in October and then
November. wrast postponed to Jan.
5. Joseph Anthony has succeeded
him as director of the . play, in
which Eli Wallach. Zero Mostel,
Morris Carnoysky, E. G. Marshall
arid Apne. Jackson are to appear.
David Hurst, who had. also; been
set for the. cast, has since switch
to the upcoming musical “Camelot” Wallach will essay the role
played by Laurence Olivier in the
London production, which closed
last July.
. Kerz has the right to present the
flay in the U.S. and Canada, and
after a riiri of at least 21 consecu¬
tive performances the Broadway
production will.be entitled to share
in 40% of the proceeds from radio
and television rights, second class
touring rights, stock, performances
and amateur performances in the
U.S,: and Canada. The production
will, also be entitled to share in
40% of the Income from Any film
sale arranged within • three years
of the< close of the New York run.

... If there’s still a market for: plays
full of the rich poetic speech and
staging, this is an entry. But as one
of the opening offerings of tlie
Dublin International Theatre Fesr
tivai, it is d.isappointirig; ..Brvan
MgcMahon has a poet’s delight in
words, arid in this drama of a coun¬
try .glen there is more lyrical
sound than action. .
The play is mostly a blend .of
atmosphere, folklore,
and
odd
characters, with a prevailingstrain
of symbolism.
Ria Mooney’s / direction, . in a .
colorful forge setting by Thomas
Mac Anna, has given an interesting
pattern to the play, visually en^
hanced by a folk darice and dis¬
tinctive incidental music by an
oi’chestra comprising tin whistie,
flute, fiddle, chanter, accordion
and bodhrari (a type of tambourine).
Eddie Golden is the anchor of
the piece as the blacksmith, and
Philip. O’Flynn is vividly melodra¬
matic as a witch-doctor. T. P. Me-.
Kenna is effective as a. retired
priest, and marriage-doding twins'
are amusingly portrayed by Harry
Brogan and Michael O’Brien.

Mati

The Voices of Doolin
Dubli , Sept. 16.
Cyril Cusack Productions .presentation
. of drama, in- three acts, by. W’alter Macken,.
Staged by Jim Fitzgerald; setting. Mollr
MacEwan. Stars Cyril Cusack. Opened
Sept. 15, *60, *t the Gaiety Theatre,
Dublin.
- .
t
Beesy .......... Maureen. O’Sullivan
Morgan ................. Jack Aronson
Rose
. Joan. O’Hara
Julia
itty Fitzgerald
Claire.
,...'......: .Nora Gray
Trumpet OIHara ......,.. John. McDarby
..Declan
__ Derek Young
Doolin
.Cyril Cusack

. ?,Xhe Voices of Doolin” is a mys¬
tical drariia, aboiit a dipsomaniao
who saves his family’s .business
and conquers his failing by super¬
natural help, and the loying sup¬
port. of his. 17ryear-old daughter
and a devoted old servant. It offers
a full, range of playing by Cyril
Cusack, w’ho moves frofn humor
to pathos.
Tlio play is . thin and drags, at
times, giving the audience time
to become aw?are of improbabilities.
But Cusack gives . a skillful per¬
formance, . and the character play¬
ing by Maureen O’Sullivan and
John McDarby is sound for light
relief. Jack Arorispii, who has. no|
been seen here for some years, has
returned from the U.S. a mature
player, but even he is unable to
give a modern twist to the melo¬
dramatic writing.. .
Molly MacEwen’s set Is a good
impression of a family business of¬
fice in rural Ireland, and Jim Fitz¬
gerald’s staging moves the charac¬
ters skillfully to give an impression
of. action.
Mac:

The Highest House On
the Mountain
Dublin, Sept. 15.
Orion
Productions . presentation . of
drania in two . acts, by John B. Keane.
Staged -by Barry Cassin: setting, Robert.
Heade. Stars Martin Dempsey. Pat Nolan.
Anna Manahan. Opened Sept. 14, - *60. at.
the. Gas. Co; Theatre, Dun .LaoghaJre,
Dublin. •
... Mickey Bannon .. .... . . Martin Dempsey
Sonny Bannon ... ...... -Pat Nolait
Sheila MoloneyJacqueline Rvan
Patrick Bannon ....... /..’Gerry Sullivan
Julie Bannon ............ Anna ManahaaConnie Bannon.
.— Gerry Alexander
Neighbors. . .Paddy McGowan, Tom Nolaa'

“The Highest House on the Moun¬
tain” is another of John/B/Keane>
melodramas about primitives in re¬
mote southwest Ireland.. It is his
best play to date.
The play involves a lonely, far¬
mer;/his dipsomaniac son and
prostitute
daughter-in/Iaw,
evil
other son and guilt-ridden brother.
Despite , .the stock quality of the
characters, the . author handles;
them AVell. and develops the story
logically as a primitive tragedy.
Barry Cassin’s staging minimizes
the ’melodrama and., t h e r e b y
strengthens, the play/
. The playing is uneven, . but.
f iere’s a brilliant performance frorn
Pat Nolan : as the farmer’s quiet
brother. Particularly good are his
scenes with Anna Manahan, whos©
portrait .of the. prostitute is excel¬
lent although she. seems. miscast.
Gerry Alexander gives ari accept¬
able characterization of the evil son.
Robert Heade’s setting of a farm¬
house livingrroom is. traditional.
“Highest House” is part of the Dub¬
lin International Drama Festival.;
Mac.

CBC Sets New Wage
Pattern Costing 50G
For Stage Employes
Ottiawa, Sept. 27;.
A w/age. settlement for Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. stage employes
that could cost CBC $500,000 a
year was Recommended in - Ottawa
by a federal conciliation board. It
includes an across-the-board: irir
crease Of 5% in basic wages for
CBC’s /1,400 . stage: workers, fol¬
lowed by at /second 4%increase
next/June i.
Inaddition, the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em¬
ployes and Moving Picture Machine
Operators of the United Stateii.
and Canada, and the CBC agreed:
on a lump-sum. retroactive maxi¬
mum payment of $200 to: each em¬
ploye, pro rated on the basis of
length of service in the bargaining
unit since June 1, 1959.
-. The board/was. set up. to handle
a dispute between CBC. and IATSE
and MPMO. It also recommended
5% additional wage increases for •
paint helpers, carpenter helper*
and assistant costume designers
plus smaller increases for ware¬
house laborers, carpenters, carpen¬
ter /crew leaders and sceriit artist
crew leaders.
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Sardis in September

lair Lad/ $97,200 m Hartford
Busihess. was: big last week for
virtually all road shows. The longrunning touring musicals, “Music
Man” ahd “My Fair Lady;” played
to wow business for a combined
gross of $183,500 and “Flower
Druni Song” registered another
house record in Sail Francisco:
Getting Off to a good start bn
their : tryout touts last Week were
“Invitation to March” in Columbus,
“The Wall” in Philadelphia and
“Laughs and Other Events” in
Ottawa.
Estimates for Last Week
. Parenthetic designations /Or outbf-toton shotcs are the same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T. with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude 10% Federal Tax and. local
tax, if any, but as oh Broadway
grosses:.are. net! i.e., exclusive of
taxes- Engagements are for single,
week unless otherwise noted.

formances Friday-Saturday (23-24)
of pre-Broadway tryout
PHILADELPHIA
Face of a Hero, Walnut (D-TV (2d
wk) . ($4,80-$5.40;. 1,340; $35,000)
(Jack Lemmon), Previous week,
$18,300 for, five . performances;
Opened here to three pans
.(Gaghan, News; Murdock, Inquirer;
Schier, Bulletin).

==By TOM WE ATHERLYs
September eves ars here once
: more,
The .strawhats all are closing;
And Sardi’s place is packed again—
With actors gaily posing.
They tabie-hop. around the rooms,
They cackle and they gabble;
While tourists get an extra kick—Hamming, with the rabble.
The. scene is one of joie de vivre.
No trace of fear is lurking;
And that indeed’s a damn good act:—
’Cause yery few are working.

Ballet Russe Cancels

Over $22,800.

Wall, Forrest (D-T) (1st wk)
($4.80-$5 40; 1,760; $45,000) (George
C.. Scott, Yvonne Mitchell).
Opened here Sept. 19 to two
raves. (Murdock, Inquirer; Schier,
Bulletin) and one qualified pan
(Gaghaii, News);
.
Over $36,700 with TG-ATS sub-,
scription.

PITTSBURGH
World of Susie Woiig, Nixon (DRS) (1st wk) ($5.90; 1,760; $48,000).
Previous week, $32,700 witli twofers, Shubert, Boston.
Opened here . Sept. 19 to one
BOST0N
so-so notice (Monahan; Press) and
Raisin in the Son, Wilbur (D-RS). one pan (Fanning, Post-Gazette).
(2d \vk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1.241, $33,699)
About $26,200 with twofers.
jClaudia McNeil). Previous week,
: $33,000- with "Theatre ..Guild-AmerSAN FRANCISCO
icari Theatre Society subscription.
Best Man, Alcazar (CD-RS) (2d
Around, $34,000. with TG-ATS wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,147; $37,000)
subscription.
Ames, William. Gargan, Gerie
Tenderloin;, Shubert i MC-T) <i st (Leon
Raymond). Previous week $19,000
wk). ($625-$7.50; 1,717; ■ $65,000). with
TG-ATS
“bonus” •subscrip¬
< Ma urice Evans).: Previous week,
$63379 for eight for performances tion..
About
$20,900.
and one. preview, Shubert, New
Haven.
Flower Drum Song, Curran (MC. Opened here Sept. 20 to three RS); (8th wk) ($6.25-$6.90; 1,758;
affirmative, notices (Doyle,. Ameri¬ $64,500). Previous week, $64,453.
can; Hughes, Herald;. Maloney,
House Record, $64349;
Traveler) and three negative <Dur-'
gin, Globe; Maddocks, Monitor;
ST. PAUL
Norton,. Record).
-Music Min, Auditorium (MCOvet $51,100 for seven perfor¬ RS) (2d wk) ($5.50-$6.50; 2,695;
mances with TG-ATS subscription. S86.330L Previous week .$62,500.
for six performances with TG-ATS
CHICAGO
subscription..
Duel of Angels, Blackstone (Dt
Over $86,300 with TG-ATS sub¬
RS) »2d wk) ($5.50:$5.95: 1,447; scription.
$45,000) (Vivien Leigh). Previous
week; $32,600 with TG-ATS. Sub¬
WASHINGTON
scription. ;
. Irma La Donee, National (MC-T)
Over $33,300 with TG-ATS sub¬ 13d wk) $5.50-$6.60; 1,677; $48,900)
scription.
(Elizabeth Seal, : Keith Mitchell).
Fiorello, Shubert (MC-RS) (3d Previous week, $48,100 with TGATS
subscription.
wk> ($5.95-$6.60; 2*100;; $71,115).
Almost $51,100
fth TG-ATS
Previous, week, $59,300 with TGsubscription.
ATS subscription.
Over $59,700 with TG-ATS sub¬
SPLIT WEEK
scription and parties.
Pleasure of His Company (C-RS)
Once Upon ° a Mattress. Erlanger (Joan Bennett, Donald Cook) (Pre¬
(MC-RS) (4th wk) $5.95-$6.60; vious week, $14;700 for four per¬
1;380; $48,500) (Dody Goodman; formances with Broadway Theatre
Buster Keaton), Previous week,: League subscription, - Auditorium,
$36,500.
Rochester..
Oyer $40,600.
Over $19,500 for six perfor¬
mances. with . BTL subscription;
.CINCINNATI
Stanley, . Utica,.... Moriday-Tuesday
Taste of Honey, Shubert (D-T) (19-20), two; Paramount, Spring(1st Wk) ($510; 2300; $30,000) field, Mass.. Wednesday (21). one;;
(Joan Plowwright, Angela Lans- Olympia, New Bedford, Mass.,
bury).
Previous week; $20,200, Thursday (22), one; Veterans Me¬
Biltmore, L6s Angeles.
morial, Providence, Friday-Satur¬
Almost $7,000 for four perfor- day (23-24), two.
. marices Thursday-Saturday (22-24)
with TG-ATS subscription.

Blame AGVA Pact Stall
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo has
cancelled the first nine weeks of
its 1960?61 road season, due to
start Oct. 24. (^incidentally, im¬
presario Serge Denham has rapped
the American: Guild of Musical
Artists for “outrageous procrastionation in bargaining.”
He asserts that between June 1
and Sept. 9 he could get no prac¬
tical action oh a. new contract be¬
cause office employes could7not or
would not sirinmon a board quorum,
and . the AGMA execs were in Eu¬
rope or otherwise unavailable.
Making the point that this situa¬
tion penalizes 40 dancers and 30
technicians, beside himself as op¬
erating showman, Denham is. con¬
tinuing negotiations With AGMA
in the hope of retrieving the sec¬
ond part of the tour. Ballet Russe
is essentially a touring troupe,
playing as many as 110 stands in a
typical season.. This was to have
been its 23d season.
AGMA’s main demand,, since
abandoned, called for 24 hours of
complete rest per week, with no
travel; rehearsal, or performance
during that. period. Denham claims
this proviso alone would have add¬
ed $100,000 to the operating budg¬
et* “Our economics are based upon
incessant mobility,” he explains.
The company laid off all sum¬
mer, so the failure to achieve a
new contract left no chance to
complete the business and artistic
details. Originally AGMA made,
sprrie 34 new demands. Of these, ai
basic salary hike of 30% was in¬
volved. plus a demand that the pefdieni travel allowance be increased
from $11 to: $15 arid that the air¬
plane grant -be 10c a mile instead
.of .5c;- ..
Denham also is battling: an
AGMA demand that publicity
photographs and costume fittings
must count and be paid as re¬
hearsal time. It has- traditionally
been cuffo. It is claimed that Bal¬
let Russe has given 7,000 U S. per¬
formances in its existence, but has
cancelled only once, because of
snow riear Seattle* The troupe car¬
ries 22 ballets* plays many one-two
riighr stands, and an Occasional
week.

Scheduled B’way Preems
Irifna La Douce, Plymouth fS-29450).
Tasta of Honoy, Lyceum (10-4-60).
Backef, St, James /1O-5-60).
Nichols A May, Golden (10-8-60).
Laughs O- Jvants, Barrymore (10-1060).
Wall, Rosa (10-11-60).
Tandarlofn, 46th St. (10-17-60)..
Fjeg of a Haro, O'Neill (10-20-60).
4»h Cousin, Amhasaadoh (10-2560).
Invitation March; Music Box (10-2660).
Lauratfa, Beck. (10-2760).
Rapa af Bolt, ANTA 01-2-60).
Unsinkabla Molly, Wint. Gard. (11-360).
Rorlotf of Adiustmant, Hayes (11-1060).
Camelat, Majestic (wk. 11-1460).
Under Yum Yum Tree, Miller's (11-1660).
Advise and Consent, Cort (11-1760).
All Way Hama, Belaaco 01-3060).
Little Moon, Lonfacre 02-160).
Critic's Chalet, Barrymore (12-1460).
Wildcat. Alvin 02-1560).
Da Re Ml. St. James 02-2660).
Hero,. ANTA 0-561)..

COLUMBUS
Invitation to a March, Hartman
Winters), Began
Henry T. Weinstein, producer
prerBroad'way tryout tour here last
Wednesday (21).
rind manager of the Westport
Nearly $23,500 for five perfor¬ (Conn.) Country playhouse, will be
mances with TG-ATS subscription. married next Sunday (2) to Irene
Neumann.
DETROIT
Qnoe Baiko, a Kabuki actor cur¬
Majority of One Shubert (C- rently giving a series of lectures
RS) (3d wk) ($4,50-$6 60; 1,700; at the Institute, of Advanced: Stu¬
$42,000) (Gertrude Berg; Cedric dies in the Theatre Arts, will make
Hardwicke). Previous, week, $31,- his only local appearance Oct. 9
.900 with TG-ATS subscription.
at the Barbizon Plaza Theatre, N.Y.
Off-Braadway Shows
Almost $24,500,
“The Tenth Man,” at the Booth,
(Figures denote openinq dates)
N-Y., . will omit its performance
Balcony, Cirde in Square (3-360). Connection, Livin* Th*tre (Rep) (7-15-50).
HARTFORD
next Friday night (30) and matinee
Country Seandal, Mews (5-560).
My Fair Lady, Bushnell Aud. Saturday (1). Two extra performr
Dance of Death, - Key (9-1360).
(MC-RS) (Diane- Todd. Michael ances were given last Sunday (25).
Fantastlcfca, SuIUvan St. (5-360).
Hare Came Clowns, Actor's (0-1960).
Evans). Previous week, $59,800
Edward Ludlum is staging a ieKrapp's A loo* Provincetown 0-1460).
with TG-ATS subscription; Play¬ vival of the Shimon Wincelberg
La Rondo. llarouee (5660).
Leave It to Jana, Sheridan Sq: (5-25-50).
house, Wilmington.
two-character drama, “Kataki,”
Mary Sunshlnt, Orpheum 01-18-59).
- Almost $97,200,
opening Oct. 10 at the Gallery
Rapartary, Gate (0-2560).
Sign of Jonah, Players (9660).
Theatre, Hollywood* with Jan Mer¬
Theatre Chance, living (Rep) (6-226®.
LOS ANGELES
lin starred. .
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55).
'
t SCHEDULED OPENING*
Show Boat, . Philharmonic Aud;
“En Avant, Coco,” a satire by
Delightful .Season, Gramecy (9-2860).
(MD-RS) (6th wk) ($5.75-$6,50; Judith -Johnson Sherwin of the
Oreonwlch Vitlaga, 1 Sher. Sq. (9-2860).
Deep Are Reqts, St. Mark's (10-360).
2,670; $79,800) (Andy Devine, Julie works of Samuel Beckett* Eugene
Whan We Dead Awaken, 4th St. (10-360).
Wilson. Eddie Foy Jr.);. Previous Ionesco, T. S. Eliot and Jeah-Panl
Don Juan In Hell, Jan Hus 00-360).
Valmeuth, York (10660).
week, $77,200 with Civic Light Op¬ Sartre, will be produced and
Kittlwske IsICnd, Martinique (10-1260).
era Assn, •subscription.
staged by Norman E. Kline at Dave
Drums Under, Cherry lane O0-13-60).
Nearly $78,000.
Gordon's off-Broadway Phase 2,
Aheomoker, Peddler, K. 74 (101460).
Darwin's
Thoorltv Mad. Ave. 00-1860).
opening next Tuesday (4).
Behind Wall;. Jan Hus (103160).
OTTAWA
Franckot Tone has withdrawn
Hedda Gabier, 4th St. (wk. 103160).
ftoeps to Cenquef, Phoenix (11060).
Laughs and Other Events, Glebe from David Ross* off-Broadway
Meuaatran, Matdman 01-560).
Collegiate Aud. (one-man show) revival of Ibsen's "When We Dead
Trn In Brooklyn, Barbican (11-28-00).
Xietgd^
($3.95; 1,220). (Stanley Holloway); Awaken,” and the production has
Man A tuporPisn. Jan Hug (8-1660);
Almost $6,100 for first two per¬ been postponed.
closed Sept. 17.
CD-T) (Shelley

'Attic’ $21*800, Tenth Han’ $19,400*
"Story’ $35^00, "Sandburg
Grosses dropped substantially
last week for. a riuiriber of Broad¬
way shows. The Jewish New Year
holiday Wednesday-Thursday (2122V is figured to have contributed
to the decline in business. That's
particularly evident in the case of
the jewJsh-angled, “Tenth Man,”
which was off nearly $7,000 from
the previous week’s take.
“Bye Bye Birdie” dropped out of
the capacity lineup, which was
limited to “Fiorello”. and “Sound
of Music.” The drop was moderate
for a few shows arid some of the
other entries, in contrast to the
general downhill pattern, registered
increased takes. Trade got off to a
slow start this week, with the tele¬
vision “debate” of the Presidential
candidates considered a major
stay-at-home factor Monday night
(26).
Estimates for Last Week

Thurber Carnival. ANTA <R) (3d
Wk; . 24
p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,185;
$49,178) (Paul Ford, Peggy Casa).
Previous week, $27,100.
Over $24,700 with twofers.
Toys in the Attic, Hudson <D)
(30th wk; 232 p) <$6 90-$7.50; 1,065;
$39,600)
(Jason
Robards,
Jr^
Maureen Stapleton, Irene Worth).
Previous week $27,400.
Nearly $21,800.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (21st wk; 161 p) ($8.05; 1,404;
$64,200). Previpus week, $42,500
with twofers. Moves Oct. 31 to tfto
Alvin Theatre.
Almost $35,200 with twofers.
World, of Carl Sandburg, Miller’s
(DR) (2d wk; 13 p) i$5.75-$7.50;
940; $33,536) (Betty Davis, Leif
Erickson). Previous week, $14,300
for first five performances.
Nearly $14,100.

Keys: C iComedy), D {Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy) , MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta), Rep
(Repertory), DR
(Drainatic Redding).
Other parenthetic designations
refer; respectively, Vo weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices (where
two prices are given, the higher is
for. Friday-Saty.rday nights and the
lower for week-nights), number of
seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5%. City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e,, exclusive of taxes.

Miscellaneous
lI.M.Si Pinafore, Phoenix (OP)
(3d wk;* 23 p) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,150;
$35,000). Previous week, $26,200.
Nearly $24,000. Limited engage¬
ment has been extended to Oct. 23.
Marcel Marceau Compagnle de
Mime, City Center (Rep) (3d wk;
24 p) ($3.95; 3,090; $80,000). Pre¬
vious week, $62,500. Exited to tour
last Sunday (25) following limited
three-week engagement.
Over $66,500.
Opening This Week
Farewell,
Farewell
Eugene.
Ilayes <C) $6.90-$7,50; 1.139; $43-,
529) (Margaret Rutherford, Mil¬
dred Dunnock).
Ronald Rawson presentation of
coiriedy by John Vari and Rodney
Ackland. Opened last night (Tues.).
Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC)
(S8.60; 999; $48^50) (Elizabeth
Seal, Keith Mitchell).
David Merrick, in association
with Donald Albery & H. M. Tennent Ltd. and by arrangement with
Henry Hall, presentation of musi¬
cal, with music by Marguerite
Monriot, English book and lyrics
by Julian Moore, David Heneker
and Monty Norman (original book
and lyrics by Alexandre Breffort).
Opens tomorrow night iThurs.),
Other Broadway Theatres
Alvin, Ambassador, Atkinson,
Barrymore,
Belasco,
Biltmore,
Broadway, 46th St., 54th St.,
Golden, Longacre, O’Neill, Rose,
St. James.

Best Man> Nforosco (CD) (25th
192 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; $41,000) (Melvyn Douglas, Lee Tracy,
Frank Love joy). Previous week,
$39^00.
Over $36,900.
Bye Bye Birdie, Beck (MC) (23d
wk; 176 p) ($8.60; L280; $57,518).
Previous week, $57,700.
Over $56,500.
Fiorello, Broadhuret (MC) (43d
wk; 340 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1.214;
$58,194). Previous week, $58,500.
Nearly $58,400*
Five Finger Exercise, Music Box
(D) (42d wk; 329 p) i$6.90-$7.50;
1,107; $40,107) (Jessica Tandy,
Roland (Culver). Previous week,
$15,200 with twofers. Exits to tour
next Saturday (1),
Almost $15,100 with twofers.
Gypsy, Imperial (MC) (64th wk;
503 p) ($6.60-$9.40; 1.427; $64,500)
(Ethel Merman). Previous week,
$51,500.
Nearly $51,900.
Hostage, Cort (CD) (1st wk; 7 p)
($6.90-$7.50; 1,155; $40,000).
Opened Sept. 20 to three favor¬
able reviews (Aston, World-Tele¬
gram; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watts,
Post), two yes^no (Gilbert, Mirror;
Taubmari, Times) and two unfavor¬
able (Chapman, News; McClain,
Journal-American).
Almost $24,400 for first seven
perfoririances.
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
(R) (93d wk; 739 p) ($8.05; 1,050;
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Previous
week, $35,700.
Nearly $35,200.
Miracle Worker, Playhouse (D)
(48th wk; 380 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 994;
$36,500) (Anne Bancroft, Patty
Duke). Previous week, $35,300.
Over $32,800.
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (144th
wk; 1,144 p) ($8.05; 1,626; .$71,000).
Previous week, $40,400.
Nearly $43,300.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(236th wk; 1,879 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Pamela
Charles). Previous week, $54,400.
Over $52,000.
Sound of Music, Lunt Fontanne
(MD) (42d wk; 332 p) ($9.60; 1,407;
$75,000) (Maty Martin). Previous
week, $75,900.
Nearly $75,900.
Take Me Along, Shubert (MC)
(45th wk; 352 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,453;
$64,000) (Jackie Gleason, Walter
Pidgeoh, Eileen Herlie). Previous
week, $51,200 with Gleason out for
the two Saturday performances.
Over $52,600.
Tenlh Man. Booth (D) (46th wk;
359 p) ($6J0-$730; 807; $32,000).
Previous week, $26,300.
l Nearly $19,400.
Wk;

Future Productions
BROADWAY
“Enemy Camp,” drama by
Jerome Weidman, from his own
novel; Michael Meyerberg, pro¬
ducer.
“Jennie,” musical with book by
Roger O. Hireon; lyrics, Arnold
Horwltt; music, Albert Hague;
from Robert Nathan’s novel, “Por¬
trait of Jennie”; David Newburge
6c Kenneth J. Porter, producers.
I’or Nov., 1961.
“Requiem for a Heavyweight.”
drama by Rod Sterling, adapted by
Sterling from his teleplaj)-/of the
same name; David Suddnd &
Ralph Nelson, producers. For Jan.
or Feb.
“Jolla, Jake and Uncle Joe*
comedy by Howard Teichmann,
adapted from the novel, “Over at
Uncle Joe’s,” by Oriana (Mrs.
Brooks) Atkinspn; Sherman Krellberg & John Shubert, producers.
For late December or early Janu¬
ary.
OFF-BROADWAY
“Hedda Gabier,” revival of the
Ibsen drama; David Ross, pro¬
ducer. For early November at the
4th St Theatre, N.Y.
“Call Me by My Rightful Name,”
drama by Michael Shurtleff; Judy
Rutherford, producer. For next
season.
“Donogoo,” drama by Jules Romain; James B. Gidney, translator;
Stella Holt, producer. For No¬
vember.
“Doable Entry,” musical by Jay
Thompson (consisting of the au¬
thor’s “The Bible Salesman” and
“The Oldest Trick In the World”);
Albert Lasher —■ Paul Lehman,
producers. ‘
“Red Eases for Me,” drama by
Sean CCAsey; Stella .Holt, pro¬
ducer. For next February.
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LEGITIMATE

PSriety
city .policemen; bum; cab driver;
fight: fans; pedestrians; thugs. Mail
photos and resumes to Busby
Berkeley, c/o above address.
“Thracian Horses'*' (D).
Pro¬
ducers, Chandler Warren & Wil¬
liam S. Boat (123 Riverside Drive,
N.Y.; TR 2-8671), Available parts:
several character men and women,
25-35; two young men,, leading
map
types.
Mail, photos and
resumes c/o above address.
“13 Daughters’* (MC). Producer,
Jack H. Silverman (152 W. 42d St.,
^ Y.;
^ OX
wa 5-37831.
j-uiouk a»<uwuic
a
N.
Available parts:

Wednesday, September 28, i960
for Scheduled productions of "A
Streetcar Named Desire,” "Wait¬
ing for Godot,’* and “Waltz of the
Toreadores.’* Mail photos and re¬
sumes, c/o above address.

527 W. 57th St., NX; JU 6-6000).
Available parts: character mail*
50’s; w'oriian, 50’s; girl; 20’s; boy»
14/ rough, outdoors ! type; man,
27; man, 50’s; nian, 30’s, blunt,
outspoken. Mail photos .and res¬
umes c/o Nat Greenblatt, above
address.
“Camera - Three”
(educationaldramatic series). Producer, CBS
(524 W. 57th .St, N. Y.; JU 6-6000);
casting director* Paula Hindlin.
Acceptirig photos. and: resumes of.
general male and female dramatic
talent, c/o above address. No dupli¬
cates.
Formula
Seven
Productions.
Producer. B! Lorrell. (1650 Broad¬
way, /N: Y.; CQ 5-8649). Parts avail¬
able for. actresses, feriime models,
dancers, for work in commercials.;
Mail photos arid resumes, cl
above address.

FT. WORTH
Casa Manana Theatre. Producer,
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-BroadMichael Pollock (c/o Casa Manana
toay, and touring shows/ as well as ballet, filths, industrial and tela
Theatre, .Fort
Worth;).. Several
vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by th?
parts available, for scheduled pres¬
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been reentations
of
“Mister . Roberts"
checked as of noon yesterday (1 'ues.).
“Two for the Seasaw” arid “The
The available roles Will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
Women;” Mail photos and resumes,
tions lo the list will be -made onl when information is secured from
c/o above address.
responsible parties. Th& intention is io service performers with leads
provided by the managementsOf the Shows involved rather than to j.
run a. wild goose marathon. This information is published without/»n ls’* 17 dU’ Hawaiian DPes, men
of various ages, mainly 20’s-30’s,
OUT OF TOWN
charge.
Hawaiian and English types. No
“Li’l Abner” (MC). Producer,
In addition to the available parrs listed, the tabulation includes pro¬ casting until leads are set, but now Carl Sawyer (c/o Meadowbrook
ductions announced fori later this season, but, for which, the m hage- accepting photos and resumes Dinner Theatre; Cedar Grove,
ments, as yet. aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬ through agents only, c/o Carl Saw¬ N. J.). Audition! for male arid
tions are as follows: (C» Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, yer, above address,
femme dancers who also sing Fri¬
(MD) Musical Drama, \(R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic
“Whole Darn Shooting. Match” day (30) . at 3:30-5 p.rii.. Variety
Reading.
^
Lamp Unto My Feet” (religLfC>. Pibducer, Anthony Parella Arts Studios (225 W. 46th St., H.Y.).
series):
Producer,
“Medium Rare” (R). Producer, ous-dramatic
(230 W. 54th St., N. Y.; Cl 6-8538).
illusionist;
three-man
acrobatic Available parts: mart. 26, hand¬ Robert Weirier (146 CPW, N. Y.; CBS (524 W. 57th St., N. Y.; JU
team, also act; jugglers, must some, enthusiastic, Ivy Leaguer; SU 7-1914), Part available for 6-6000); casting director, Paula
handle Indian clubs and spiri girl;'21, striking brunette, quick, blonde Ingenue. Phone above num¬ Hindli . Accepting photos and re¬
plates. Mail photos and resurnes,. alert; mart, 30,. zany collegiate ber for appointment. Also accept¬ sumes of general maie/and female
c/o above address.
type; small man, 38, slight, dissi¬ ing photos and resumes of charac¬ dramatic talent, c/o. above address;
t
BROADWAY
“Come Spring” (O. Producers, pated-man, 40,/short, stout, ladies ter comedians and comics, c/o No duplicates!
“A Clean Kill” (DU Producer,
-Naked City” (dramatic: series);/
Charles Bowden & H.: Ridgeley man; man,. 28, pompous, petty; above address.
Clifford Hayman (230 W. 54th St.,
girl, 25, sharp features, shrewish;
Producer, Herbert B. . Leonard/
N. Y.; JU 2-4095). Accepting photos Bullock Jr! (137 W. 48th St., N. Y.;
man, 66, New England philosopher
(Screen Gems, 711 Fifth Ave!,
and resumes, through agents only, CO 5-2630). Available, parts: two
TOURING
N. Y.; PL 1-4432).; Accepting phbof British performers. , c/o above boys, 12-13, one Negro and one type; mart, 60/brawny, gruff .man,
“Fiorello”
(MC).
Producers,
address.
Available parts: three white; white girl, 16; white girl. 50, tall, thin, distinguished; boy, Knill & Tahse (i860 Broadway, tqs and resumes of general male
23;
two
character
men,
40’s,
one
19,
obnoxious,
sinark
aleck;
man,
and feiriale dramkUo talent by mail.
character
men;
twoj character
Negro
and
one W'hite; Negro 46, paunchy balding, genial; sev¬ N. Y.;‘ JU 2-7650). Part, available Only, c/o above address. - Appoint¬
women; woman, 27.
for middleaged character man, ments will be made for interviews.
character
woman.
70’s,
grand¬
eral
women,
40-60,
woman's
club
“All The Best People” (CL Pro¬
singMail
photos and
and. re¬ types. Mail photos 'and resumes, must
ducers, Joel Spector &; Buff Cobb mother. Mail photos
ad¬
c/o,
above, address, preferably resumes. Room 1108, abov
(147 W. 57th St., N.Y.;iPL 7-2691 >. sumes, c/o above address.
dress.
i
Available parts: naive jfemme, 21;
Drama (untitled, formerly “Gen¬ through agents.
“Miracle Worker” (D). Producer,
male, 30-35; middleaged femme, eral Seegar”). Producers Shirljey
Fred
Coe
(234
W.
44th
St,,
N.
Y.;
eyecutive male. 50-60; callous male, Ayers, Charles Bowden & H. Ridge¬
OX 5-9262). Available parts: girl;
OFF-BRQADWAY
30-35. Mail photos and resumes, ley Bullock Jr. (137 W. 48th St,
10, deaf mute, Patty. Duke part;
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” (C).
N. Y.; CO 5-2630). Available parts;
c o above address.
'A Song of Sixpence” (C>. Pro¬
“A Season in Hell” (D). Produc¬ male lead, 45-55; woman, 50; girl: ducer, Arthur Hadley (c'o Lambs woman, 30’s; character inan, 30-40, Producer, Martin Jurbw (c/o Para¬
er, Daniel Hineck (32 W. 72d St., 30. and 10 reporters. Mail photos Club, 130 W- 44th St.. N. Y.; Greek; man, 30-40; girl, 10-1T; Ne¬ mount Pictures, 1501 Broadway,
gro boy, 8-10; Negro girl, 8-10; N.Y.; BR 9-8700). Parts available
N. Y.; TR 7-9792). Part available and resumes, above address,
JU 2-1513), Available parts: lead¬ Negro woman, 30’s.
Mail photos for male and femme extras. Photos,
for dynamic boy, 17-19. Mail pho¬ and off-beat types.
ing man, 45; man, 50, Falstafflan,
qnd resumes, /o Poter Van Zant, and resumes being accepted at
tos and resumes, c/o producer,
‘Gypsy” (MC). Producer, David must, sing; clergyman, 56; ingenue, Playhouse Theatre (137 W. 48th St.,
Central Casting (Robin 1110, at
above address. Readings will be Merrick (246 W. 44th St., N.Y.; character woman, 45. :Mail photos
N/Y.).
'./. 200 W. 57th St., NY ; CO 5-0756).
by appointment only, i;
LO 3-7529). Part available for boy and resumes, c/o John McCabe,
“Pleasure of His Company” (C). All . applicants must.: bring SAG
“Assignment In Judea” (D>. Pro¬ singer-dancer, 7-11, under 54 inches above address.
Only applicants
ducer, F.ddie Dowling ; (c/o Lambs tall; girl to. sing and play trumpet. with strong Shakespearian back¬ Producers, Guber, Ford Sc Gross ['membership cards.
i25 W. 54th St., N.Y.; CO 5-7034).
Club, 128 W. 44th St!, N. Y.; JU Accepting photos and resumes. ground will b6 considered.
“Mad. Dog Coll” (Dh - Producer,
Part available for girl, 25, viva¬ Ed Schriber (c/0 Princess Produc¬
2-1515'; associate producer, Eric
“Captain Jinks of the Horse
“La Plume de Ma Tante” <MC>.
cious. Mail photos and. resumes, tions, il W. 42d St.. NX:: LO 3*
W. Gates. Available parts: woman,
Producer, David Merrick (246 W. Marines^* (C). Producer, Scotti c/o above address.
30’s; girl, 17-18, attractive; man,
7560), . Parts available/ for iriale.
44th St.. N.Y.; LO. 3-7520). Part D’Arcy (112 W. 72d St.,; N.Y ; EN
40-50; man 25-30.
All are fea¬
“Sound Of .Music” (MD).
Pro/ and femme extras. .:Photos and.
available for dancer-comedienne, 2-4800). Available parts; plump,
resuriies being accepted at Central
tured roles. Apply though agents
ducers,
Rogers
&
Hammerstein,
must do point work. Send photos bubbly character woman; slender,
Casting (Room 1110, at 200 W. 57th
only, c/o above address.
sweet, character, man, Italian ac¬ Leland Hayward Sc Richard Halli“Carnival”
(formerly "Carrot and resumes, c/6 Michael Shurtday (488 Madison Ave., N.Y ). All St., NY.; CO 3-0756). All appli¬
cent; elderly matron type; three
leff, above address.
cants must bring SAG membership
parts
available.
Mail
photos
and
Top”)
(MC>.
Producer
David
“Love A La Carte** (MC). Pro¬ very bad ballerinas; several bits resumes, c/o Edward Blum, .above cards.
Merrick
(246
W. !. 44th
St.,
and extras. Mail photos and resu¬
address.
Script,
published
by
N. Y.; LO 3-752Q);.
Available ducers, Arthur Klein, in associa¬
“Pity Me Not** (D); Producer.
mes; c/o above adlress. Script
Random House, available at book- Gayle-Swimmer-Arithony
parts: title role, girl singer-dancer, tion with Conrad Thibault (St.
Produc¬
available at Samuel French Inc. stories.
18-22; male lead, 25-38; men, 30-30, James Theatre Bldg., 246 W. 44th
tions (333 W. 86th St., N. Y.j
(25
W;
45th
St.,
N.
Y.).:
handsome, jaunty, singer-dancer; St., N. Y; LO 5-6376). Available
“World of Suzlo Wong” (D)/Pro¬ TR 3-8800).
Parts available for
“Christopher Columbus” (MC):. ducer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th
man, 40-50, character comedian, parts: girl, 22; leading man, 30;
two beautiful girls, 17-20,
sing and dance; girl, 20-30,. attrac¬ second leading man, 30; character Producer, Federated Productions St, N. Y.); casting director, Michael European and the other American.
Parts Shurtleff. Accepting photos- and
tive ' commedienne, i must
sing: coiriedienne, 30. Accepting photos (157 W! 57th St:, N. Y.).
Mail photos and resumes, c/o Tony
and
resumes,
above
address.
available
for
several
male
and
one
puppeteers to perform full act;
resumes of oriental actors and Anthony (420 E. 64th St., N. Y.t
“Nine Millionth Star*’ (D). Pro feriime character actors with mu¬ actresses under 30 c/o casting di¬ Apt. 3A West).
sical
arid
dance:
backgrounds.
Mail
ducers, Michael Charnee & Geof¬
rector at above address.
frey F. Rudaw (340 E. 66th St., p.ibtos arid resumes, c/o above ad¬
N. Y.; RE 4-1478). Available parts:, dress.
‘‘Kittiwake Island” (MCI. Pro¬
two men, 35-40, lanky southerners;
SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
three men, 25-35, husky, two wom¬ ducer, Joseph Beruh (c/o Sheridan
BROADWAY
en, 20-30, attravtive; girl, 14; boy, Square Theatre, Severith Ave. &
“Advise and Consent” (D>. Pro¬
15; boy, 16. Mail photos and Fourth St,. N .Y.; CH 2-9609). Audi¬
ducers,
Robert
Fryer & Lawrence
tions for male and feriime singers
resumes, c/o above address.
“Once There Was A Russian’ and dancers every. Thursday at 6 Carr (234 W. 44th St., N. Y.; LA 42844).
(C). Producers, . Leonard Key & p.m./ above address.
Desirable space for
“Becket” CD). Producer, David
“Leave It To Jane” (MO. Pro¬
Morton Segal (120 E. 56th St.,
2 adjoining 199 seafTheaters
N. Y.; PL 2-4190). Acceptirig photos ducers, Joseph Berhu & Peter Merrick (246 W. 44th St., N: Y.;
Ten members only occepled |
and resumes of character men Kent (c/o Sheridan Square Thea¬ LO 3-7520).
in Washington Square area.
“49th Cousin” (DV. Producers,
and women by mall only, c/o above tre, Seventh Ave. Sc -Fourth St.,
New York City
Interview for admissi
N.Y:; CH 2-9609). Auditions for Theatre Guild (27 W. 53d St.,
address.
Approved pjans.
“Rhinoceros’* (D). Producer, Leo male and femme singers as replace¬ N. Y.; CO 5-6170) & Dore Schary,
ments,
every
Thursday
at.
6
p.rn.,
.. “Period of Adjustment” (C). Pro¬
Kerz U40 E. 79th St., N.Y.; BU 8. ; ' ' ducer, Cheryl Crawford (49 W. 45th
MR. MOSS. OR 4-6300
2664L Available parts: sexy, buxom above address.
1: '
!
young woman 25. Accepting pho¬ above. address.. Part available for St.. N.Y.; JU 2-3466).
“Rape of the Belt” (C). Produc¬
tos and resumes, c/o above, ad¬ men, 6 feet, 1 inch tall or over, 190
pounds or more; non-singing role. ers/Harriet Parsons, William Dean,
dress:
lil VIME STREET
“Shifting Heart” (D). Producers,; Call above number for appoint, Paul Vroom & Charles Hollerith
IN THE HUB
OF HOLLYWOOD
(c/o Yroom, Lunt-Fontanne The¬
Charles Bowden & H. Ridgeley merit.
'Shadow-Boxer** (D). Producers, atre. 205 W. 46th St. N. Y.; JU
Brochures Sent
Bullock Jr. (137 W. 48th St, CO
FAMOUS SUMMER THEATRE
Upon Request
5-2630>. Available parts: leading Kenneth J. Stein & Daniel R. 6-5555).
(Can Bt Uwd AU Y«ar
“Taffy” (D). Producers. George
man, 55; woman, 50; girl;.-32; boy/ Coheri (c/o Shadow-Boxer Co., 54
For Othar Purpos*.)
W.
39th
St.,
-NX;.
TR
9-3658).
21, all Italian types; leading man!
Hamlin Sc Malcolm Wells (1501
(Mtlny C*p*eltv 400
35; two character men, 40; char¬ Available parts: two Negro men, Broadway, N. Y.; PL 7-6960.
Fully KqOIppart—Idtal Location
late.
20‘s,
one
a
light-heavyweight
acter woman, 40, all Australian
“Wildcat” (MC). Pro d u e e r s,
Ownar Ratlrint
characters. Accepting photos and boxer; woman, 40rs, domineering; Michael Kidd & N. Richard Nash
For. . Information Write:
irian; 40’s; man, 60> fight manager. (1501 Broadway, N.Y.; CH 4-6852).
resumes, above address.
BOX V-lhl VARIETY,
1^4 W. 44th
N.Y. U,
“Sound of Music” (MD),. Proditc-: Mail photos and resunies, c/o above
OFF-BROADWAT
MOTOR HOTEL
ers, Richard Rodgers Sc Oscar address. Contact will1, be made for
King-size swimming pool.' Queen-size
“Drums tinder the Window” (D).
Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison appointment.
beds: TV. Hi-Fi. Radio in every room!
Ave., N. Y.); casting director, Eddie
“Squaring The . Circle” (C). Pro¬ Producer, Torquay Co. (c/o Cherry
Air. Sound Conditioning! Suites with
Blum. Auditions for possible, future ducers, Cecil Reddick, Dick Men¬ Lane Theatre, 38 Commerce St.,
Kitchen Facilities!
AAA Approved.
replacements for girls, 7-16, and delsohn Sc Harvey L. Bilker (6255 N. Y.; CH 2-3951).
Credit C«rd» i Honored
HUBERT an* ISABELLE TURNER. H*ri.
boys, 11-14 all with trained voices/ Broiad\vay,. Riverdale 71, N. Y.;
*‘Kittiwake Island” (MC). Pro¬
Wa want naw producars-ownar*. for.
Reddick.
characters. Mail photos, and KI. 8-5265);. director,
ducer, Joseph Berhu (c/o Sheridan
aitabllahad summar thaatra buslnass
Available «parts: Ingenue, cute,
resumes to above address. ..
-Oncerporatad),' vary aftractlva playSquare Playhouse, Seventh Ave. Sc
housa,
axcallant
raputatlon,
fully
babyish;
ingenue,
warm,
feminine;
“The Count of Ten’* (MC). Pro¬
Fourth St., N. Y.; CH 2-9609).
RENT STUDIO THEATRE
eguippad—Includa* production datalls;
ducer, Bsuby Berkeley (c/o Bob- three men, 20's, one over six feet
living, arrangamant*, audlanca lists,
“Shoemaker and the Peddler**
Equipped: lighfs—Sound—Piano
tall,
athletic;
,
one
character,
man;,
discount*,
contacts,
all
Information
row, Handman Sc Katz, 666 5th
(MP). Producer, Jullis Productions
Ideal for Intimdtf Production*
and books.
*9 mllas from N.Y.C. In
Ave . N. Y.; JU 6-1144), Available a few male and femme walk-ons. (c/o East :74th Street Theatre, 334
rasort araa.
Prlco $19,000.
Wrlta
Showcaso—Drama Cla*ie»—Acting
parts: man, 25/ tall, good-looking; Mail photos and resuthes, c/o E: 74th St., N. Y; LE 5-3557).
Box
V-1J53, VARI
Rehoarsals—Readings—Lacturo*
woman, 22-28, sophisticated, at¬ above address.
“Valmouth”
(MC). Producers,
154 W, 44th tt^ Now York 94, N. Y.
Music, Singing ft Dancing Recital*
Theatre 1961; Producer Richard
tractive; intense man, 30; femme
Gene Andrewslci, Barbara Grlner
CaH-SP 7-9321
blues singer, 26; suave man, 38; Barr (/o Cricket Theatre, 162 Sec¬ Sc Mort Segal (c/o York Playhouse,
ond Ave . N.Y., OR 4-3960). Accept¬
likable
character
man
40-55;
64th St. & First Ave., N. Y.; TR
flashy
man,
45;
gold-digging ing photos and resumes of male and 8-4130).
PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
femme, 35; operatic, woman, 50; femme singers for future projects
I'm Available I
Thaatrlcal and TV Make Up • All
by mail only, c/o above address.
Loading C osmotic Linas • Import ad
PRODUCTION GAL FRIDAY Irish , man, 48; portly, huinorous
ft Domastlc Parfumas • Dlstlnctlva
man, 48;
gossipy woman, 38;
Fountain Sarvlca.
Ablo to think, organize detail, assume*
character man, 60; small char¬
STOCK
FREE DILIVIRY
OPEN SUNDAYS
execute responsibility. Knowledge all
"Tha Drug Stora of tha Stars"
phasos theatre production. Some film.
Charles Playhouse.
Producers,
acter man, absent-minded, intense;
Free to trawol.
Typing, shorthand,
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
sports writers; . character man, Frank Sugrue Sc H. J. Calvin (76
driving.
Wrlto BOX 102, VARIETY,
1191 4th AVu Cor. 44 St^ NEW YORK
“Another Valley” (D). Producer,
154 W. 46th St., Now York 36, N. Y.
drunk; two patrolmen; bartender; Warrenton, St., Boston, Mass.; DE
TalaphoM FLaza 7-4429 :
Several parts available Albert McCleery (CBS Workshop,
stage doorman; messenger boy; | 8-9393).

VOICE and SPEECH
CLASS FOR ACTORS

i

OFF BROADWAY
THEATER
SITE FOR LEASE

RH 4-8726

FOR SALE or LEASE

THE.
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LITERATI

Wednesday, September 28, 1960

Book Stocks
(As of Sept. 27, 1960, closings)
Allyn & .Bacon (OC)
211t
American Book (AS)
45s i
Book of Moiith (NY)
195s
Conde Nast (NY)
. 9‘s
Crowell Collier (NY) ... 32
Grolier (OC) .(bid) 32U
Harc’t, Brace (OC)..(bid) 25-1
Hears! (OC) .. .
12* i
45'-J
Holt, R&W (NY)
Macfadden (AS)
9
Macriiillan (OC)
42
McCall (NY) : ...... .. 29
McGraw-Hill (NY)
Prentice-Hail (AS) ... . 31' -2
Ran’m House (OC) (bid)'30l-i
(bidv 40.
H. W. Sams (M)
(bid) 64
Time,, ind; (OC)
(bid) .59
Western Pub (M)
World Pub (M)
(bid) 13

GInette Spanier’s Memoir

I covered that more than 1,000,000
Paris-born, London-reared and! ebeap paperbacks were , printed
Paris-matured Ginette Spanier is! and distributed from Frisco last

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 1
• By Frank Scully +♦♦».

Eye Irritation^ Calif., Sept, 27.
Most amazing exception to. the simian cycles which have plagued
Hollywood through the.years have been the ultra high Class musicals
weii known >°
j STM
gro""
of Columbia. Their first one.! a story, of Chopin, hidden [under the
title “A Song to Remember,” made 15 years ago, made[money.
couture ^aitn T ?a li^e
^
But . oddly no one else stepped in to turn this, field into a cycle.
main Show folk, and the interna- •
end police, prodded by
There
poor old Frederic lay. until this year when the same coitipany
tionat set know her we 1, a* does thc News_Cali Bulletin expose,
brought out ;Franz Liszt under the equally' concealing title of, “Song
Noel Coward wholf». \nnk’* raidcd Publishers’ Fresno .headWithout
End”
vord for her ^ bnt A
Mink
quarters and also distributors in
This orie, too, seems destined to make a lot of money, having,
(Random House; $3.9o►
.n*a^ Frisco and Oakland, in quest of
grossed
$205,000
in its first week'at Radio City Music Hall.
mo;e will know her poignant s 0
evidence for conspiracy indictTube, thought it might have tougher going than the Chopin biofilm
atter reading the book.
; ments expected to be asked in Oakand would need harder selling. But that must be because Liszt's life
A born saleswoman andl in haut • ]i.an(i this ^eek: The indictments, if
suffered from such an excess of riches that it .would be skimping at
couture, not a bad diplomat—her . voted /will charger conspiracy to
best to get either His life or hts music into 145 mihutes..
namedropp'.ng of clients et al, is ■ evade the State’s pornography law.
Those Hungarian Rhapsodies!........ .
merely part and parcel of Iher trade
--—
OC.-MDver-the-Counter..
After all, he wroie 1,300 compositions—sonatas, etudes, masses,
relations—“It Isn’t All Mink” is .
Penguin’s 25th Anni'
N.Y.—N.Y.
Stock
Exchange
mazurkas
and.
rhapsodies.
15 in all,:which began as if. '
caithedral
revealing in another sense; It is one.|
penguin Boo6s ^ London,
AS—American Stock Ex,
and ended like well-rehearsed barroom braw ls. . He began; as a child
#1 tlie lew World
ar I
a u[dctl a(s0 publishes Pelican books,
M—Midwest
prodigy
in
Hungary,
was
the
biggest
draw
in
Europe
by
the
time he;
which gives a closeup of wartime
is celebrating its 25th anniversary.
was 22, discovered and pushed Richard Wagner to the point.\yhere he
Paris and
and *rencn
French me
life unaer
under ™
the started by (now Sir. Allen Lane on
Pans
«Liszt) pushed himself into the: background., and .his love-life: well
Nazis. Mine.
a $280 shoestring, it first offered
behind him and ranked as an abbe by the Catholic .Church, died in .an
t°r-hu>bana Paul-Limle Seidmann ^ titles including a Hemingway,
odor of sanctity at Bayreuth at the age of 75.
are Jewish and never fled dur.ine’ Maurois. Agatha Christie and ah
The day he died the news dispatches described him as “the fatherthe Occupation. Doing, wartime Eflc Linklaler book.
— —^ Conti ued from, page; 1.;
in-law of Wagner.” He once remarked. “Once Liszt helped Wagner,
worx
me French
rrenen m the
me hospi-,
nospt-,
stm
of firm
firm< Tanp nmv! ':
work tor
for the
ctill ficad
n of
.
-. .
Stmabo
head
tirm’ nLa"ep
! wiU he Summoned to’nppear before but who will help LisZt?” Well, it took 86 years to get the answer and
tals. they eventually made their ■ ge]ls
t 14of
000,000
paperbacks . Judge unman pet, 10.
it came from Willian Goetz .aiid Columbia Pictures. ...
way to Vichy trance (south) and a year
Just.how much the late Harry Cohn had to do w-ith this production.
it vsMhe author’s vignettes of the; *
'
_
The non-signers, some of whom
human side of the Frenchman’s
Norman Collins* Mag
I a« W Itoger in Philadelphia, wjtlr i don’,t know, but.he was an astonishing man for pne who was raised
life, under the Nazis, that makes
,
, . I nom-de-jockeys.in parenthesis, fol- on the Hallrpom Boys and the Racing Forum.
Had Cohn lived lie might; have, gone on. to try his hand .at immort¬
Norman Collins, deputy
chair-| lows; Leon Clverkas.
William C.
for the distinction of this book.
,
__
The Seidmanns. old-line Alsa^
Chatman Jr, (Bill Curtis.;, William alizing Thalberg. if only to point out to. MGM that they had missed a
trick
in not doing siich a . picture before him.
For Thalberg was.,
tians. had an unending contempt f £°uph‘a
/Franklin, Charles Geter (Rome
for the Germans, and j this book' ^p bl he
1 Jolm, Prince Charlie)^ Leon Fjsher Uu- Liszt’s greatest rival; his opposite in every way, . In fact. Thilberg, tlia
l.lian Graham*; Douglas Henderson pianist, was so much like, his namesake Thalberg, the producer, that
points up with vivid detail what
is surprising if they w*ere riot releafed.
it Was to be propaga'nized and
Tbe ihagazine, a leading literary ; IJocko HendeYsph)^ George John
proselyted by the conquerors—the review, ceased public^ion in 19o4. sop . Gertrud^ Katzman. Michael
Takes All Kinds
but
was
reborn
last
year.
I
Lawrence.
Harvey
Mi-1
lei;,Michael
“correct” and handsome young
Ernest1 Legouve, w'lio caught Liszt and Thalberg at an interval of a
Guerra (Bob Mitchell); Joseph Ni¬ quarter of an hour at a concert given for charity in Paris, described
Nazis first, then the soup-kitchens,;
Fan Mags Revamped
agara! Carson: Rennie, Emory San- Liszt as constantly tossing back his long hair.. his lips' quivering, his;
then the p.a. systems inAhe. publicj
Picture. Show, the last of Brit- " ders. Mitchell gliomas and T. V. nostrils palpitating, the Magyar and Tzigane in one.
squares for regimentation.
.—- of ain’s fan mags, has been revamped ...Whitfield. .
Thalberg was just the opposite. He had none of the marks on®
There have been any; umber
wartime memoirsbut" this is one of lo become more of a general in- |
Blanc explained .that, the signers usually associated with the actor , or showman. “He was the gentle^
the very few- human documents on ' terest magazine with far less- j of the decree have not admitted, to¬ man artist.” Legouve wrote.,“a perfect union; of talent arid:, propriety;
w-hat it meant for the Frenchman emphasis on film coverage1. Still: any illegaL activities, but agree to He seemed to have taken it for his rule to be the exact opposite of hi
whose pride did not permit him to retained, a.re a news and gossi - be bound by any ; court order en:- rival. He entered noiselessly; I might say almost without..displacing
flee. Despite the alarums of the P»£e. reviews, and star stills.
I joining treni ‘•without trial or ;idr the air. After a dignified greeting that seemed a trifle cold: In manner;
he seated himself.”
Nazi onslaught Mme, Epanier chose
Earlier in the year Picturegoer . judication of .any issue."
On that description alone It sounds as if Irving Thalberg could hay®
June 1939 to return to Paris, after Wiis also transionned and is mow j
Those. w'ho signed are granted
having reside 23 years in England; Published as Date, mag for teen- immunity from any action for pay- played the virtuoso himself;
Just
how far would . Franz Liszt have gone under the .rianrie of. Frank
three months later there was war agers- tllougn still giving bn?f 0ia given or taken before March 1,
- _ ..x._
_i;_
__ coverage to film and disk reviews i***
j.
Flour? That’s how has name translates. The Fi;®nch al\yay.< called,
I960.
The' d^a/s; complaint de¬
■—a year later France', was oceu
and personalities.
him.
“List.”
But. lie belonged in an era when impress.arips didn’t dare,
clares those named “deceived and
pied by the Nazis.
j
deluded the public by paving or fool with the names of talented people!.
Author was born in the heart of
They didn’t tamper riiuch with ;their private lives; either. Though
Bantam’s
H’wood
Tie-In
YP
accepting money to push certain
Paris’ 17th arrondisseirient, on the
Liszt hardly riiatched Paganiiii ( who had the morals of .. rabbit),
rue Ampere, near one ^nd of one :
Adding another tier to the exr'j recordings bn. the air or tv.”
most though Liszt was not too far behind. He had rirh away - ith.
of Paris’ prettiest parks, the Parc ecutive structure of the organiza^ J
The restraint action against the
Countess D’Agbult, the wi fe of a npbleirian,. and later lived: openly itli
Monceau. and while [her square tion;. Oscar Dystel, president' of: iincipals read: “Thee,defendants
.
handle is Jennie Yvonne Spanier Bantam Books Inc., signed Robert ' are perpdfually restrained
en- a; married, princess at Weimai’!
His tlirep children were Horn; out . of wedlock, though they, wer®,
it wasn’t long before slie was called
K- Walter as associate editor1 joined and prohibited from either
legitirnatized later. OneV Cosima. married Haris Von Bulow. Liszt’®
Ginette. Only her hiisband. and -to negotiate and finalize deals'with directly.
indirectly offering, giv¬ favorite pupil, and ditched him later to marry.Richard Wagner. She,"
Danny Kaye and the i.Garsoh Ka- fibn rpducers and writers on tie- ing, soliciting;, acceptng, receiving
too, lived on to die i® an odor of sanctity.
nins call her Jenny,- while Lena
• v*
i«m«s*^ any u.ui.irjr
or faking
money ui
or ,uu.n
other vam,
vailuMan of Hour
Horne calls her Muggsy, after
Tn^nnmwfnn \vinv!able considerations to select, exIt was Liszt who. gave asylum to Wagner;
revolutionist wli:o was
famed trumpeter Muggsj- Spanier. {»,
■
w
anted.-by
the
police
of
Dresden.
Liszt evCn threw a banquet for
There follows a warm, authentic
v ,
,...
graph records without the knowl¬
Wagrier,
who.irisulted
everybody
as
if
he
were
the
Oscar LeVarit of hi
biog which, even if stripped of her ( comp^n> s New; York oftices.
edge and consent of the employer
era.
'
highly successful career and the
of the person so selecting, expos¬
It
was
said
of
Liszt
that,
he
could
never
say
“No”
to Wagrier, or a
CHATTER
drama of the World War II, w-ould !
ing, broadcasting and playing said
pretty woman, but he could tell off a Czar who;dared to. talk while th®
....
Norman R6ss; Chicago radio-tv . records?
make compelling reading.
Which
greatest
pianist
iii
the
world-played!
It is. It’s also a tiptop ipic potential. co,mnentator. starts a thrice-weekly s
Follow-ing the filing of the suit
He was the foremost defender of the,dignity of an! artist. One tirii®
Abel. ,column in the Chicago Daily News Raymond Rosen & Co., RCA VicI !bls
c^e ]y .on national and tor distrib.. issued a :, statement he was the guest of the King, of Wurtemberg. The king’s daughters
wanted to hear Liszt in the. privacy of their own apartment.
II® .
‘ international affairs.
which summed up the distributors’
Compton Mackenzie's Plan
played for them.
.
Sir Compton Mackenzie, Scot an. Frank Be;ttger, quondam, profes- altitude: “We do not admit, any of
The next morning, enjoying a real Havana; Liszt Was interrupted by
.thor and film scripter. proposes Sll'nal baseball player and
the allegations of the general eom- a servant who placed 150 ducats in gold ori the table, and asked him to
that his 14.000-volume librai-v to go ^[uan,ce Asalesman- tells .his^wn. plamt filed by the district attorney sigh art accompanying receipt. Liszt..read: “Received, for. playing” .and,
to the U.S.A after his death With ;:oratV? , g0er stor-v
‘'Benjamin and the consent decree, expressly so .forth,
. [ 7
the books will go also furniture J'';'anklins Secret of Success and records that no such admission is
He repeated the words and in a condescending tone said: “For my
from his siudy, including his writ- W
Did,1ForJ^e;
niadeplaying I am to sign this document?” .
ing desk and chair, and collection tic^Hall will publish. Ills ;How
“However, In. the. interest of
He added he* guessed some clerk had written this scfa\yl!. .,
of pipes.
[
Raised Myself f rom Failure to eliminating' undesirable practices.
. When informed that the Director of the Court Treasury; Had w-rifteri
Author: now 77. sees the disposal .Success- in' Selling'’ was a smash in the industry., we are in. entire it; Liszt said. “Well, 'take ill
receipt and the money arid [toll tH®
of his library across; the Atlantic bestseller,
going
pvor
500.000 ^sympathy, with.the purpose of the; counsellor from me that neither king nor emperor can pay an artist for
as the only way in which he can copies! district attprney and willingly join his^ playing—only for his lost, time—^and that the counsellor:is a..Hlopk*:
guarantee it being kbpt whole. He
Actress Lisa Howard (wife of
the general repudiation of such head if he does not know that! For your trouble, niy. friend,: (giving
feels the U.K. already has too
executive Walter .Loweridahl) ! t’actices in the Philadelphia area him'five!d.ucat's-) take.this triflev”
many literary riches; and that, if has written her . first novel, “Ori “wh-ipH is-accomjplislied in" the
This was a part Liszt could play, magnificently. Til seryarit with¬
he were to give thes library to a Stage Miss- Douglas,” for Julian sent decree.”
drew with the. document and the ,money and returned later with a
British university or institution. Messner pub. Intro to the yarn.1
The. court action has been pend- large sealed letter, .wbiefi when opened read: “The undersigned officer
**lhey might take what they want about a rising actress, was done by , ihg for a half year due to the in- of the,Treasury .of the Court,' Commanded by His Majesty the. King,
encl then sell the rest in five-shill- Dore Schary,. Wrho provides a.word ! ability to.get. the distributors and begs Dr. Liszt to .accept as a small compensation; for his jok. time W'ith
ing bundles.”
ji
of advice to aspiring actresses.
the. disk jockeys to . testify against the princesses.the sum of 150 ducats.”
J
Sir Compton has [spent over 60
Leonardo Espinoza, newsman, one another, Blanc stated.
-The Pianist and. the Princess
years collecting. His library oc- and Enrique Lafourcade, novelist,
Liszt’s life with Princess Carolyjre Sayn-Wittgenstein, has . been told
Tom Clay Exits WQTE
cupies a.dozen rooms in his Edin- shared the Santiago (Chile)
mariy times. It seems Well established that when $he deserted her husDetroit. Sept. 27.
burgh home.
;Mn icipal Award for the best
barid she Was. deserting a pretty brutal burn and that it had been a
Disk‘Jockey Tom Clay, who ad¬
-r
; novel of I960 for their “Puerto
forced marriage and therefore: subject possibly to. annulment!^ Liszt
‘Filthy Books;’ Drive
' Engano” and “La Fiesta del Rey mitted accepting payola and. was had been assured it would be dissolved and had gone to Rome .hoping
Sun Francisco News-Call Bui- Acfb. respectively Enrique Bun- filed from. WJBK a. year, ago, has to marry Her after the dissblution, drily to have tHe petiti
denied..
letin. controlled editorially bv ster picked up the short story prize. left WQTE here as a result of Pope Pius IX forbade the nuptials,
Scripps-IIoward. began an all-out and Braulio Arenas the aw-ard for what station manager Richard
As the Vatican got . the story her enforced marriage to a heretic
Jones termed a “disagreement on
campaign against r"filthy books” : poetrj- Tb® ^Iu51Ilc.ipa}, 9a^.lea^..^or
might be subject to reviewing. Apparently, permission foe the. annul¬
last week
drama went to Alejandro Sieveking company policy.” Jones added that ment was: granted. Delighted, she told Liszt to reach. Rorrie bvv th®.
Obiect of the afternoon daily’s f°r his “Parecido a la Felicidad” “no payola was involved j we just evening of October 21.J1861. The marriage ceremony was to tak®!
couldn’t agree on the way to run a
drive w as a Fresno publishing 1 Akm to Happiness ).
place at the Church of [San Carlo the next day.
company which prints cheap <35Arthur H. (“Red”) Motley, presi- radio station.” Clay had worked
A dozen, versions of wbat happened in those 24/hours have never,
50c) paperbacks in f Frisco, cireum- dent and publisher of Parade at WQTE about three months. been reconciled, but it appears the Holy Father rescinded: his per¬
vents Federal postal authorities by named Warren J: Reynolds assist- After leaving. WJBK. he worked mission pending a reexamination; of the case: . Everything was ready
(hstributing
books
via
private ant publisher. He was formerly for, a ...while at WBRB in Mt. for the wedding, but this delay seemingly killed, the hopes of th®
trucking.
sales manager of Parade’s Chicago Clemens,
couple. _
...
'■
Newspaper played story big all office since 1954.
After all, Liszt ;was 50 years old by then. He accepted , the Inter¬
ruption as a sign from heaven and she did too;.: In fact:she- asked! him
w-eek under such headlines (inTed Berkman, ABC and OVerNo Authority He
to forget her and devote, his genius henceforth to the chiirch.
cluding bannerlines a number of' seas News correspondent in the
Four years later, while in another: part of the/world a beaten South
Denver author Robert Car¬
times) as “Reveal S, F. World Middle East during the 1940s> now;
ter Allen’s voluntary bank¬
Center of Smut Trade,!’ “Sex Book 1 a screenwright, commissioned to do
was accepting defeat from ;a whiskey-drinking .Northern general/Liszt
Sales Pay Big Profits,” “Mosk an authorized biography of CoL
assumed minor orders and became an abbe in Rome.
[
ruptcy in that city listed debts
(State attorney general) Pledges David (Mickey) Marcus who was
of $55,811 airid assets of $2,052.
The^ friendship of Liszt and the princess never was; dissolved. It li
Fight on Filthy Books” and “Why killed in combat in Israel, It’s begenerally, believed she was a great and gppd force in. his life., He was
He IS the .author of the book^
Laws Don’t Stop Filthy Books.”
ing authored with the collaiboraa lazyr careless man, she once confessed, but, as James Huneker pointed
“How to Build a Fortune and
News-Call Bulletin also dis- tion of the West Pointer’s widow.
Save 6n Taxes.**
out. 1.300 compositions is hardly erring oh tbs sidsi oi indolence.
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here, “La Damp Da Monttoraau,’*
after winding *l*dlei’ Man”
Jean Seberg readying her third
(HYD* Bark 4Mi/5/8)
Ernest Gold back from London
;. Patrice Munsel In for tv dates. French pic this season, “Lover For scoring of “Exodus.”
Five
Days,” which Philippe De
Alfred Hitchcock off to Europe
Dave Morris; Hie comedian who
will direct
for Continental openings of "Psy¬
died, last June at the age of 63, left Broca
..Starting Oct. T Metro’s “Ben- cho.”
over $70,000.
.
.
Hur” will be on a two-a-day basis,
Alfred Hitchcock in from the at a $2 top, at the over 3,000-seater
Wilfrid Hyde White, in from Lon¬
States for a short stopover before j Gaumont. Palace.
don for role in Par's “On the
heading for the Continent.
Alexandra Stewart, French-Ca- Double.”
Carl Foreman tossed an end of nadian actress, into Howard Hawks’
Jack Diamond, UI pub chief. In
shooting party for. “The Guns of “African, Story,” opposite John Vienna for promo confabs on “The
Navarone” at Shepperton last Wed. Wayne and French actor Geracd Secret Ways.”
(21). '
| Blaim
Maureen O’Hara to N. Y. Oct. 8
Janies R. Wallis, head of studio j Yves Montand will appear op¬
operation at the’ Associated British. I posite Sophia Loren in the French- | for rehearsals on NBC’s “The
lot at Elstree, sighed Alan Sieve- : Ita-lo film, “Madame Sans Gene,” Scarlet Pimpernel.”
Showman-industrialist Lou ChesHoward Leeds heads writing
wright as a fashion consultant and which Christian-Jaque will, direct
ler’s daughter, Rona Lynn, en¬
staff for ThalianS’ annual charity
costume designer.
gaged to Mel E. ..Harris, now with
later this season.
ball
revue Oct. 21 at Beverly Hil¬
’ Joseph G. Luslig named by the
the Hentz brokerage firm.
Greek actress. Malina Mercouri,
Hotel Corp: of America .to handle who won the acting kudos ai the ton.
PreSsagent Irving Zussman taken
By Guy Livingston
publicity for the. Carlton Tower Cannes Fest this year in Jules DasLawrence Bachmann, Metro’s
to the French Hospital—ulcers.
*423 Little Bldg.; DE 8-7560)
! production supervisor in Britain,
Although condition hot regarded
Arthur Blake current at Play-, Hotel which is tbi open on Sloane sin’s “Never on Sunday,” slated for I here for two weeks of studio conSt. in December.
as serious, he has had two trans¬
a French; film, “The Doll,” by
house Lounge..
jfabs.
Sidney and Cecil Bernstein do¬ Jacques Barathier,
fusions.
Larry Steele-s new revile at the
A German pfennig used as a! Show Bar, Monday' <3).
nated $2,800 to the Variety Club
Under the aegis of the Interna¬ ! Chuck Connors subs for Charl¬
slug instead of a 15c subway token |
for
the
purchase
of
a
mobile
film
Max and Joe Steuben, operators
tional Council of Music five lead¬ ton Heston, out of country for six
got tv actor John Moore, former; of Steuben’s nitery, preppingexo- unit which will provide free shows ing foreign classic prehs will give | months, as alternate member of
child star Dickie Moore; a $10 fine tic beanery in Copley Square area. for children in orphanages and Jios- concerts at the Champs-Elysees SAG board.
alter he pleaded guilty.
j
Mark Robson, Sidney Harmon
Monte Proser and Bernie Foyer pitals in. the Manchester area.
Theatre from Sept. 27 through
Famed
Boston
attorney
Joe; in for huddles, with nitery ops oh
The Queen and the Duke of .Edin¬ Oct. 26. The orchs are these of and Boris D. Kaplan joined Screen
Welch, quondam; tv and. film actor, ! their packaged musicals for night burgh are to attend the world
Producers Guild, bringing mem¬
Leningrad,
Madrid,
Israel,
Tokyo
suffered two heart attacks in the 1
i preem of “Man in the Moon,” star¬ and Monte-Carlo;
bership to 178.
clubs:
past two = weeks, He’s on the Hy- j
Mike Kaplan set as European
Ben Sack , opens “Sunrise . at ring Kenneth More, at the Qdeon,
annis (Mass.) Hospital’s “serious j Campobello” oh hard ticket for Leicester Square, Oct.; 31. It will
publicity director for two new PenCondition”, list.
ntbaker productions, “The Naked
March of Dimes benefit Wednes¬ be
charity gal®, with the coin
A fire in the Hotel. Pierre last!
Edge” and “Paris Blues.”
going to King George's Jubilee
day i.5)v
By James Gahagan
week halted WBAI-FM’s program j
Martin Murray arrived to dis¬
Mickey Alpert, now repping Las
(1902 E. Llnnwood AV; ED. 2-7655)
transmissions for 12 hours; Water!
Vegas Tropicana and Hub's, Manr
Jbhri Wayne, Richard -. Widmark
“Three Suns” at Johnny’s Round¬ cuss theatrical and/or tv distribu¬
seepage from the fire hoses, while I gep and Logan Airport Motel, in
tion of 28-minute travelog, “Israel
and
Laurence
Harvey
are
flying
Combatting the blaze in the Pierre’s
upto h.o. talent.
in from the U- S. to attend the
The Skylight Theatre, with Today,” narrated by Eddie Cantor.
tower, affected the station’s trans¬
Count.. Basie and Stan Kenton gala presentation of “The Alamo” radiant-heated
Motion Picture Permanent Char¬
coachyard
tent,
mitter..
.
bring their bands in for a. one at the Astoria Oct. 27. Preem, un¬ holding “The Mikado” indefinitely, ities launches 1961 drive Oct. 4
When Balsa Hotels, Mexico City
nighter at Donnelly Memorial der the auspices of the Variety
with
all-industry luncheon, Sidney
Joan
Bennett
and
Donald
Cook
syndicate, takes over operation of
Theatre Oct. 17.
Club, will be attended by Princess in “The. Pleasure of His Company,” P. Solow acting as campaign chair¬
.the. Hotel St: Regis, Col,. Serge
Bradford Roof opens .Oct, 10 Margaret and Antony Armstrong- i set for Pabst Theatre Sept. 30- man.
*
Obolensky will move his business
with Johnny Howard; Rita Harris Jones.
I Oct. 1;
hq back to the Hotel Drake, an¬
and Buddy Thomas . Line on two“The: Music Man,” with Harry
other Zeckendorf hostelry,. where • week stands With Harry Drake
Hickox In title role, iii sole Wis¬
he incidentally resides.
j
booking.
consin engagement Mon. (26)
{DElaware 7-4984)
The Dick Kolimars* (Dorothy I
Daisy Weichel cocktailed and
through Oct, 1, at Orpheum Thea¬
kilgallen) town house on East 68th ! dinnered HUb press for opening of
By Forest Duke
Count Basie and Stan Kenton
tre.; Madison.
Joan. Weldon is orchs co-billed or a Medinah Tem¬
St. is: next-door. to the Soviets’| Statler-Hilton Terrace Room with
(DUdley 4-4141)
costar.
.permanent UN hear*
arters man- *
ple gig Oct. 8.
Aku Akii restaurant introducing
the Show Toppers in ‘Salute to
sion,,so the Dorothy i* Dick teat f, Rodgers and Hart.”
Doris Day in toddy and tomor¬
Polynesian chuck wagon.
and Choir children, have had a !■
row (Thurs.) to bally her “Mid¬
Charles Playhouse, Hub’s “off- ..Al Burnett Of London’s Pigalle
closeup on all the Khrushchev and Broad\vay” outfit, opens its new, Club in town looking for acts.
night Lace” (U) pic.
kindred shenanigans perforce.
By Matty Brescia
Russell H. Brooks, former Wayne
season -Wednesday <5) with ‘‘A
Roy Gerber ’. (local MCA rep),
A Pro-Celebrity. Amateur Golf ! Streetcar Named : Desire;" Frank and wife Connie became parents (61 S. Second St.; MU 5-5107) King sideman, has opened his own
Tournament, benefiting the Fight Sugrue and Robert. Calvi . produc¬ of a daughter Sept. 21.
Harold Krelstein, Plough radio voice-instrument studio here.
..for Sight; which is launching its ing; Michael. Murray; directing..
La. Cantina, the cellar level of
Sammy Lewis inked Patti Page prexy, back after tour of four sta¬
l4th annual campaign. Will be held
the Italian Village dinery In the
Dick Richards brings in Joan and Rowan & Martin for a two- tions.
at the Vernon Hills Country Club, [ Baker for pi ing stint, in his Black framer starting Oct, 26 at the. . Marguerite Piazza (Mrs. Bill Loop, and a fave spa for opera
Tuckahoe. N. Y., Oct 9. Celebs set Angus. Upstairs Room Saturday (1), Riviera:
; .Condon in real life here) opens at headliners in town, notching its
so. far are Perry■ Como, Jack Car¬ joining Phillip. Herbert: and Donald
fifth anni:
George . Burns and Grade Allen Houston’s Shamrock Oct. 3.
ter, Jan Murray; Robert Preston, Van Wart at the 88, while Helen iii at the Sahara confering with
Fabi , along with Bill Black
Irving Mack, retired prez of
Ted Brown. Dennis James, and Manning handles the ivories in the Milton Prell and Stan Irwin about combo and others, set by Early Filmack, trailer and tele-blurb pro¬
Sammy Kaye.
Maxwell for Auditorium Oct. 21.
ducer, moving to Miami Beach with
Downstair^ Room.
future Burns bookings.
Playboy’s No. 2 key club, in
Bob Morris and/his crew to Pea¬ spouse Belle. He’ll still serve as
Major Riddle and Harold. Minsky
Miami, Will include pool and
negotiating with Jayne Mansfield body’s Skyway for two weeks with firm's board chairman.
cabana facilities; a New York spot
Dick Schory and his percussionto headline an upcoming Minsky Ghuck Cabot’s orch moving in
is scheduled for spring Bl; and
brass ensemble, which previously
revue at the Dunes: If deal jells. Oct. 3.
By John Quinn.
Hugh M;: Hefner, editor-publisher
Morris Chalfenfs “Holiday On etched the “Brave Bulls” score for
Jack
Cole
will
stage,
her
act.
Coldstream Guards next In on
of the magazine WOiich is sponsor¬
George Grief, Frankie Vaughan’s Ice”: inked here for Feb. 13-19 in Victor, did an Orchestra Hall con¬
the Ruth Seufert Celebrity series,
’61 under- banner of Charlie Mc- cert last night <TUes.) to capture
ing the oasis membership oasis, is
a
bne-nighter in the Music Hall manager, here for the British sing-:: Elravy attractions.
audiences “oles!” for atmospheric
auditioning a site in. L.A. as he
;er’s Dunes opening, huddling with
, Oct; 5.
;
Broadway Theatre League here mixing with the original tape.
plans to build there from the
Sammy
Davis
Jr,
at
the
’
Sands
Resident Theatre: initial fall pro:
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Keeshin,
off With ‘The Andersonville
ground up.
diiction to be “The Cold Wind and. about a possible Vaughah-Davis tees
Trial” with Brian Donlevy at the socially prominent relatives of
The United Jewish Appeal’s 27th
the Warm” opening Oct. 26 under starring pic.
Auditodium Oct. 14-15^
“Majority of One” author Leonard
nnual “Night of Stars” benefit
direction of Leonard Belove.
Spigelgass, tossed a midnight taffy’low, to be held Now 21 at MadiVictor Riesel set as speaker to
pull for him, the cast, producer
Square Garden. N. Y;, will be
open the winter dinner series of
Dore Schary, ppcss and certain
presented for' the first . time on a the Temple Brotherhood, Congre¬
By Bob Rees
circular revolving stage. . Abraham .
eminent first-nighters following
By Emil Zubryn
gation B’nai Jehudah.: He speaks (4009 Xerxes Ave. SoL; WA 6-6955)
Monday’s
(26) opening.
F. Wechsler.ls the newly-appointed Nov. I. H
.
(Aparrado
385,
Acapulco)
Mary Blihouse and the “Van¬
general Chairman of the project,
A semi-*documentary pic is being
Maria Felix may do a dramatic
Harry McClure, National Thea¬ guards” into to Torch Club:
shot
around
the near northside
having succeeded Sylvan Gotsljal, tres Wichita manager,1 winner of
play
with
preem
set
here
for
De¬
Rosalind Russell here for a.
nitery terrain. Intended fo scope
cember.
Who occupied the post for 10. years: the one-day golf tournament, of the Store’s fashion show appearance..
the
what-to-do-and-see
of the area.
. Politico-social note: the newest Kansas City Motion Picture Assn,
Mexican
comic
Cantinflas
asking
Harry Blons: Dixieland band
plush hotel in Havana, the Riviera at Hijlcrest Country .Club.
opened at Hotel St. Paul Gopher $4,000 per program for tv appear- Project is headed by Don Klugman,
(originally with Las Vegas capital |
ances in Mexico so far no takers. a Britannica Films script super,
Somethin* Smith and Redheads Grill.
and casino operation), has been take off following their, engage¬
Chula Prieto pacted by Hart and Marvin Gold, a copywriter for
“Once Upon a Mattress” set for .Productions
to do an American I Needham, Louis & Brorby ad
renamed the Theresa in honor 6f. ment at EddysVhere for the RadisSt. Paul Auditorium Nov. 29- film
in which she’ll interpret a J agency.
the. Harlem hostelry to which.Fidcl soii Flame. Room,. Minneapolis,,
Dec. 4:
French schoolgirl; picture to be.
Castro- repaired after, first check¬ opening there Sept, 30, their first
Mpirt
Sahl
broke
all
Freddie’s
made in Italy next year*
ing into the Shelburne Hotel in in the spot.
supper club records during, his re¬
Pedro
Armendariz,
veteran
midtown Manhattan; much closer
cent fortnight engagement.
screen actor, decorated with the
to the UN than the 125th St. & 7th I
By Hans Hoehn
Ralph Rapson, U. of Minnesota Virginia Lopez medal for his 25
Ave. inn,
,)
(760264) ,
architect
school
head,
named
archi¬
continuous years as a film, theatre
Mrs.. David Susskind; recovered
Sam Goldwyn’s “Porgy and
-- By A. Ghaffar
tect of the: new $1,300,000 non¬ and television performer.
yer ST1,000 in missing jewelry, and
Bess”
in
its
fourth
month at Delphi
<P
O.
Box
A6B6,
Karachi-2)
profit repertory theatre to be built
Katy Jurado and hubby . Ernest
.perfume oil. the L.A.-N.Y. plane
U,. S., information Service held here for director Tyrone Guthrie Borgnine said to be Hivesting in a Palast.
which brought. her. east. Two air¬
Heinz
Ruehmann
starts a fiveand
latter’s
associates>
hot dog and American sandwiches
line personnel members Were ar¬ a one-week film festival in Karachi
Ten-day Minnesota State Fair for restaurant in Cuernavaca. Place year commitment with Viennese
rested following the accidental loss last month,
Burgtheatre
in
November.
sixth
consecutive
year
drew
more
may
be
named
“Perros
Callentes,”
when the tv producer's Wife left a r Film Society has. been started .in
United Artists’ “Inherit the
cardboard box behind when she Lahore, under auspices of the thin 1,000,000 through the gates. which Is hot dogs in Spanish.
Wind” given the “particularly
disembarked.
Most of it were Pakistan Arts Council, to.. screen Attendance was 1,075,374, slightly
valuable” classification by W-Germbmentbs and gifts given -her on arties and hold seminars on filmic under that of last year, and 1958,
man film classification board.
due to rainy two, opening days and
the Coast, following a birthday: and art;
NF’s “Mein Kampf,” Swedishanniversary celebration.
By StojaH Bralovlc
A United Nation's Film Unit was extreme heat.
made
documentary on Adolph Hit¬
A “Pri
Ruppert” tuxedo is. in Pakistan recently - to shoot se¬
Han Diiriov, top Bulgarian tenor, ler, declared
particularly valuable
•the whyfore of the After Six For.-, quences for proposed dbcumenarrived in Split, Dalmatia, to sing by W-German film classification
mals’ tieup and fashion display at mentaries, dealing with, UN activi¬
in “Aida," the closing performance board.
a luncheon today (Wed.;), at the ties in Asia:
By Gene Moskowltz
of the Split musical summer plays.
Will Tremper (Petronius* wold
Ruppert Brewery, at which Jour(66 Ave. Breteuil-SUF. 59-20)
Nicholas; Reisini, head of Robin the title of his highly successful
Hollywood director. Edgar Ulirier
nal-American
fashion
.columnist due to arrive in Karachi this month
Adolphe Menjou in to visit birth¬ International, negotiating in Zag¬ magazine i Stern) series, “DeutchBert Bacharach will designate Dick; to direct “The Temple, of White place site. WiCh wife Verree Teas-! reb for a Yugoslav animated film Iand. Deine Sternchen” (Germany,
j to be shown in Cinerama in the Your Starlets) to Viennese pro¬
Van Dyke, star of “By Bye Birdie,” Elephant/’. Pakistan’s coproduc¬ dale.
..
Fernandei will play a duel role j U. S,
as “the best dressed. Broadway tion venture.
ducer Ernest Mueller.
star.” By coincidence the “BBB”
John Harris, Yank, film producer,
Film Workers Welfare Organiza¬ iii a comic French pater,“Dynamite
Joachim E. Berendt, head of
male-chorus will model the After tion has been formed in Lahore to Jack.”
and American actor Verner Raihof SWF (W-German network) jazz
Anglo director Clive Donne? in dickering.-^ with Triglav-Film on an dept., who recently returned from
improve conditions for film work¬
Six formal men’s attire,
Willie Kurtz, now the RKO ers and to aid unemployed and disr to direct a prestige documentary American - Yugoslav coproduction a four-month U.S. trip, returned
for Ford Motor Co.
Palace boxoffice treasurer, hand¬ abled workers;
slated‘to start by the end of the to the U.S. to attend the California
Current at Karachi niteries are
Alain Behiardin, owner of the year.
ling the “Sunrise At Campobello”
jazz festival at Monterey.
,<WB) hardticket sale, is at his new. Dr. Nemo & Eva, Diamond Sisters Crazy Horse Saloon, opened his
Orson Welles and Victor Mature
Guenter Geisler, Berlin film
post almost two years to the day and Yasmin from Turkey at Beach new boite, the Soho..
in Zagreb for a month to star in critic, to Washington to wort thera
following receipt of a letter firom Luxury Hotel; Rita Berna from
Novelist Alain Robbe-Grillet “The Tartars,” an Italian produc¬ for Peter von Zahn’s German tv
Ralph Bellamy when he starred in Greece at LeGourmet;. Lily & Loo, turning pic director for “The Dogs” tion which Richard Thorpe is di¬ production group. Geisler’a Jour¬
the stage original at- the Cort The-: and Pareis Black at Hotel Metro- which he also scripted:
recting. It’s being lensed by Dub- nalist-wife (Lore Ehlers) will alao
. /ktre. Kurtz was the treasurer then pole.
i work for the Zahn unit then.
'Mel Ferrer- due for another film ra\^i‘Film,

at the legit playhouse and it ii a
coincidence he’s now in the, theatre
fifstrurining.the
film version.
Molly and Qharlie (“21” Brands)
Having opened liis new Madison
Berns’ daughter, Abby Jane, en¬
Ave:
digs,
Freddie
Fields, ex-MCA
gaged to Stephen A, Solomon.
veepee, heads for the Coast endBill Treadwell's flackery. H. Y.’
October to set up Hollywood repre¬
rep for the just-opened Jerry j
sentation. Meantime, Phil Silvers’
Pranken p.r. org in Hollywood.*
i
sundry corporate enterprises (in¬
Madeleine Gottlieb, daughter of j cluding the one which has. a stake
GAG. veep Lester GotiliebV joined.; in
“Do-Re-Mi” the upcoming
David Lipsky’s publicity Office as j►David Merrick legit musical) has
ah associate.
’ j defected, from MCA and signed
MCA’s
Robert
Fenn,. Derek j with Fields who pledged'no “raid¬
- Glynne, an independent London j ing” arid, he added, “especially ;my
agent, and producer Henry Sherek I wire (Polly Bergen); . MCA does
in from London.
plenty all right for her.”
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^^——**^*^* (viewers at any given moment)
_
_
figure by sticking for tha moment
JOSO Forror
to 2.5 viewers per set. There were
nearly 30,000,000 sets in use.
Continued from page 1
By networks* the National Arbiparts'(or him. of whlcii he was
publicly complaining a Year ago.
He has packaged mmseu ano^ a hQu^

14 3

(CBS

prodUced
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develop¬
*■
—•—-—=-:-- on program and technical develop■
•
■. 1 • ■ '■
■
••
ments in
in video.
video.
. ,
ments
U*.*--.. rA.J
JUl6S lGrn0
Big addition to the Emmy
mGlCQ^rOrQ
awards categories is “Program of _ •:
_
ssisss/Continued
Continued from page 1;
1;
- the Year.” It was recommended ==; Continued
Continued from
from pagr
page. t
2 t< , , i;

Mercury-Ford

Jules Verna

preparations to
down
incS tho ma3oli S?™*
9? its
sales ;*Rapmaking Rreparatlons
W follow this t'™*
.»£
&*■**••*
«*>»»
up with the late French novelist's ju‘t this one broad category. InT1>8
c»n •» shojVn in
this “In The Year 2889.” Meanwhile, stead, it was added to the existing many cities simultaneously, which

excellent it^anoffheat novelty for
ttie concert platform trade. Havln.r broken in the new stunt—the
H?ht vord—with the ; Santa Fe
Opera during the summer, he was
tlie ooenin** "event of the fall seas.-,n of G' ido Salmaggi’s Brooklyn
Opera Company, the first of seven
st:c-essive Saturday nigiit offerings
at $3.50 top. or what is known as
mcat-and-spaghetti lyric-drama.

first edition of Kerinedy-Nixon tele- 20th-Fox has on its upcoming sked category list.
vision meetings, of which there ,sJourn
oj juieS Verne,” brised
The first fest, In general outwill be four in toto;)
v.
what is • described as “an or- l}ne’
make room for screening
Some politicians are inclined to ?n
i
v
•*_/; ThWmac ” t0p flow’s from the ivorld over,
believe, despite opinions voiced^ lginal scieenplay.by Jack. Thomas:
which , will be judged for both
to the-contrary, that there is more Same company also is planning '-artistic and. scientific achieveinterest implicit in the forthcorri- andtiicr “Verne-type” film in pro- ment:’’ Second^ there’ll be .a senes.
ing debate on foreign issues. First durer Irwin Allen’s ”Vovage to of speeches and papers on cultural
meeting was on domestic problems.
m
ThA
” not to and . .technical topics,..and finally
At io:30. directly after debate,■
nrrm.S/tvifh -Toni foreign delegates ^ will be given
“Presidential Countdown” on CBSthe chance to o.o American tv in

is: one of the reasons that IMiGA,
which lined up.the production, elements, took to this medium However, it’s readily admittedthat<3espite all the dramatic girtimicks
used- to present the end product,
the oar, spectacularly, the ihm
falls: way short of the living presentation.
Film,
unfortunately,
doesn’t give the. dealers that add;
ed touch of enthusiasm.

Ferrer
m ehia-piee'e. . peaked
ran and middle ages (A. D. 1299)
costume, halt-sings. half-^alks the
cynical farce about the; mourners
who wish the last will, and testa-

TV. with Dem veepee candidate,
Under Sea"
'
Lyndon Johnson as-guest, racked M^ues unaei ?ea.. .
up an ARB of 18.1 compared with
J^Qk
Milton Berle’s “Jackpot Bowling,'- matically film blockbusters py any
on NBC-TV, with 11.2. Ted Mack’s jyiea^sv Wari)eC Bro^ version oi

• However, it doe, impart, something else , which, is a.solidity of
background;. The film, spatters statistics throughout to show that
people earn more than in former,

ment altered. Opera or not < and “Original Amateur Hour’’on ABC- ^1.3 ^urn,?yMQ^QWK, t
t0
there is some lovely Puccini music) TV, also at 10:30 after , the big The- Moon
(19o8) broke no . recthe work must indeed! be played meeting, only got 6.3 on the Arbi- °™LS:
,k°1 i n.°l
broadly slapstick, even at the Met. tron national returns. Evidently, it Mirhael btrogott,
■
•Pl.a^.?a
Ferrer" makes the most
Ferrcr.
mosti;of
j; of the ho- was a night for politics.
lls,v-7?erJCaxrPr^vlf^e -aie
——————
DeMiIle in New lorlt early in tne
kum and the audience is sincerely ■—
diverted.
sumrper,. nasn t. yet gone, into nadiverted. His
His staging
staging leaves
leaves much
much
to be desired and a critic
Critic must
PIaaaJ P!*ah!I
OivaiiiI
tional release and so remains an
fcritic
----lr-UlOSea UIFCUII
unknown factor, though big abroad..
......._*
. c-Lj-ni,!
■ .
~
, ■> .
......._p- ' Whether or riot the Verne source
Caianni Schieelil
$»chiedlt
page 1
l ._
running , a little
&chieolll
■ c t
ed from pag8
■- --■ material is now running.a
iSS ^rtS*ST8.-rtSS!S: Lodge (from .Los Angeles)^Senatorthin.
Angeles)^Senator..thin, Ihere’s
there’s still;
stilt; one imporijint
importj.nt
St Med bv Jose Ferrer. Conductor, Earl Barry Goldwater (from Houston), thing to be said for It:
itss m the
Staged
it: it
Si&.’sS?*?f,nd Governor^Nelson Rocketeller
Rockefeller pnblic domai

Wore Anglos

linuccio*::::::. wnuam Lew*
Lewis night. The N. Ye
Y. outlet will he the
Mnr* ftlltfloe
Aiuyloc
Nefiaard'>.
MaiU°dfrGeriando i HoteI Astop- ,
Hl®ie
Nefiaard'> : V.V.V.:V.V MafU^fceriando
IflOie
Cherardt
..
Alex* Di Tuiiio l, Nathan L. T alpern,
prexy,
.•■
, continued ifrohi
from page
..
Ale^‘1
alperjfi, TNT prexy.
'
i^ie
9launched^ closed-circuit political .
Marco ... Rodney stenborg fund-raising in 19d4. Initially it them singing, too, if Bing
didnt
La Ciesca ..:.
F^ik was. used on a local and regional feel he could hitthe high, notes.’’
No^arj'311..".'.'.'.\*.*..."pi^chard Best level. On the basis of the results
The J. P. Harris Theatre had
Shoemaker ..
c^gjor|peK,no achieved by these local^telecasts,^^ Crosby’s new film,^ “High Time’’
L—■the GOP * summoned TNT in .Janu* scheduled,^ for a^ Sept. 21 opening
,
'j
, .
-ai!y» 193to stage^the Salute to on a locked booking. But inanager
ransack memory for an instance Eisenhower
closed-circuit dinner Torn* Cotsoumbis arid the. 20th- exof such grotesque greasepaint ap- hookup. It was the first public ap- change here “unbooked”. It and it
plication as here exhibited. ’The pearance of the. President after hrs now. is set for the week Crosby’s
English translation isj’ uncreditedr serious heart attack; The success in tow "• Cotsoumbis: . Is hopirig
sometimes unintelligible, as so of- of the closed-circuit meeting, w-hich Crosby Will visit the theatre to kick
ten with opera rendered Into Eng- raised $5,500,000, is said to have it off and. for. this possibility only,
lish. It ends with Ferrer directly given momentum to the Presidents the picture was given its new date,
addressing the audience to say decision to run again. The $5,500,At WTAE producer Ed Yoiinc is
that,
in the
the light
light of
of jthe
^he family
family’s
qro { putting together the-’Snnuai United
that^ in
s nnn
O00 was topped in Jariuary,. ii960;
avarice, the revised i will comes].-when
network^^for
he’ s
keeoin«
comes w hen the 83-city TNT network
for Fund telecastand
telecast and he
is keenins
nearer, rough justice l and he ac- the ;“Dinners writh Ike” raised $7,- his whole show flexible in the hope

lcctWes’ .
ATAS will shortly announce, a
*estlval committee.
As' for the Serlirig proposal on
investigation
of blacklisting,
a

group
Academy trustees, iri- years, leisure is .-greater.' teenage
C]uding producers Louis Edelman. markets are. expanding . -and the
and Gail Patrick Jackson, felt that [college crop will be the biggest in
the. subject didn’t fall within .the history: It goes 'into the. growth.
Academy’s
“proper
purview.’’ of .second, car needs, and the vac^
Apart from that, they felt any. uiim that caused'the acceptance of
formal action would open old the foreign cars, and American-,
woundj unneeccessarily;
unneeccessarily.
made compacts. Armed With thi
arsenal of facts, a dealer seems
better equipped to do his best for
_
. ' Ui. ; ■. ;
Lincoln-Mercurv.
£11100030
£111006311 HlftKIOO
HlftOIMS
Another factor that enters thi
r
nreseht film is the tiein with th«
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=s=5 continued from
= television series which started last
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both shows
truef of those
The same is also true
casOd the Paris edition
who have cased
and go to. the Stardust later. The
.

..

...

pears in a siriiilar role here. Thus;
MCA is making use of a complete^
entertainmerit‘packIy integrated entertainmerit
.package with the teleseries arid thi$.
celluloid opus..
Th" varn has its
rif
euterfairiment"^Wally Coxris an
arigel who, at the goading of the
deviL. goes . down to. earth. ;for a
personal survey of conditions and ,
... v. ■ dailffKt
f _
ayto dealer.
You take it front
^ere.
rr.h' fiitri;ncf ic
■_ f
L
«»r!Il?cArni
.SSf?
fha?' t in^in
rt
• „ uZ . iSk
:d^ler3_can
a Qne-stop -which

shows in the cities, which^ are some
5,000 miles apart thus get critical
comparisons frequently, and iripy
are vocal about it. However, Fra*
d
pointed out most compare
, ay ^
e
c compare
bolh layouts favorably;
Fraday piaid tribute to the. stagihg facilities af the Stardust as
probably the best in any nitery 'In'
the world. He says that they can
do anything at Le Lido that can be'
d°ne at the Stardust; but the Paris
Tn
spot has no storage facilities.. In
PrdPr to accomplish the quickorder
changes frequently : necessary, the iUxi^v

loigmtv
not guilty.pleads £or Jfverdict of 500’000’again in one ntght*

rontinental

mfpht

hav«*

The
actor does
does'not
Ue himself
himself _^se^cui^elevisipn as a po- is-the ABC affiliate here and Cros*
The actor
not jtake
litical fund-raising giriuriick has by is With ABC and all that jazz.
or his voice too seriously. Or does
tpmpritv is "nnt in tha bebn accepted for a number of but Young is hoping that someone
.
.
..r
.
rpashhs Thp
aathprindre
1 can
opera itseff but in tlie pro^s reasons.
The “famllv
‘‘family gathering”!
can.' nut
put thp
the ponvinepr
conrin^er nn
on flip
the star.
star
forepart,
an upexcu.it;
operatic euiicexi
concert "which
closed-circuit
makes to'-.c
join_rr>uthe- show^^ojoos
with his
luicudu, di(
wiueii ..
.
_
v. television,
r —»
1j
runs the gamut of Kossini.
"stars" of the tour sor«..'i
This would,.be
would be the neatneaU
Kossini, Doni- “ possible
Possible for the -'stars"

Jgf
butitwasneaU^ departmeritalized
rbt in order to move scenery, per- in the film.
Sonne! and freq i^ntly animals.
director Sidney Lanfield was
The new Stardust show is pfe^ ha7d
alTScete
hard put ..to
to 3.
make. all.
facets S
jell
n^nth^^amp6^
thp^rp^pn/NO
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_■ __t-t_ ^
0 into
tmu a
n harmonious
iidiiuuuiuus unit,
uuxi, but
uui it
it w;
was
months, same as the_present No ? don;e,
done; The cast
CaSt ;is
;is impressive f,
for
imnUn,

letti, Verdi and Puccini but as.
signs a solo from Mdzarfs "Marriage of Figaro" to Ferrer. He had
the grace or humility to mimic a
■mall prayer before beginning,
One was as much struck by the
magnificence of his stage presence

party to attend the'bread-breaking
;he
i
VnS
ceremonies no matter what part of
‘he group flguring that he
the country they may be In at the. rtaSi,|est who travels alone,
moment. It avoids interruption of
AII .|n
Qrosby .ha? made, no
regular campaign barnstorming and commitinents except that he .is
Permits party leaders serving as coming to town to see. his ow-rt ball
Government officials to attend the ciub playm
P)a> ,m me
the wpria
world series.
senes.

VooiOII.hnSr»hk^>n!:OWnWvl.at k1*
Vests^^fhowshop for one .year befpre being turned In for a. new
ipodeL
Stardust and Desert Inn operator Wilbur Clark and. publicity director for both hotels Gene Mur-

in tails as by the gift of his song,
The concert portion actually
shows off the singers.In his troupe
far better than does “Gianni

rallies without neglecting their
work in domestic and international
affairs. For example. Secretary of
State Christian Herter, although

Schicchi.”

This is notably true of occupied

at the United TSTaHnnc

• . ;
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— phy are in New York. They held
a luncheon for Le Lido cast at the .
. St. Moritz Hotel Friday. (23\ l es
girls planed out later in the day
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* IlUyii
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Maria di Gerlando.|a handsome can attend the dmners via the N.Y, onc
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with

the

WUHam Lewis®™;
““it'a’voids unnecessary travel for
who’s tall. Alone and in duet from political fence mending or foe the o'„ed^P th
“La Bolieme,” these-twfo pleased bolstering of enthusiasm for the ■
. . .
also fmpresed^the'ihotle^del‘ga^ fo^^tseverai"origitnationypoiht“ladh
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an industrial show with Cox, Arthur D'Connell. Mona Freeman,
peter Lorre, Julie London,. Sammy Tongee,-Allan Hewitt. Lufene
Tuttle anu others participating.
Jose,

-e new e^itlon'
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lor example; The possible lblrto
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downbeat of the Moulin Rouge,
Hollywood; are shadows on tht

Continued from, page 11 sss
would more than double its billing

viewers from Manhattan who were giving each city a sense of iiripor- varie8ated •>a.-grpup,.-aj thP follow*, withi the next five years.
liners that normally played these
drawn to the borough arts shrine tance. At the same time, the party’s 1:;5W?Although he heads, the nation’s spots now straying to othPr cafes.
OU^ cf ,cll^,oslty.* conscientiousnes3 leaders, from the President down, rvrs thp RlnnH Tim FiVkA nii^nnH most extensive theatre circuit,
The lar^e cafe as represented
the occasion was the presence of erinc for seoarate dinnenj
S
Silverman,: William Travers]is the apple of his eye. He puts it now competing with spots, such as
the pianist
If
it w'ere
gV . Brod/,e' John A: this way:
ianist Earl
Earl Wild
Wild as
as conducconducM«,t
were staBPd
staged on
Z rpeular
regular 4er°T.e’ -S
S^’vin?r<^Uot(,°°’iS
w4y: “Television has
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bee“ the Basin St.,East, Boundtable,
m^pTorth^tra#pSS

fttend would DeSyivC three' fSmmc^irl^
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well.- *
P
.not
inot buy tickets and most,
most people car^'I,
car r, Willie and Oscar II), Sam II.
H. provement^^
P^0Vernent shown this,
this year and
and major 'competition in the hotel
The house was not!
as it
it WQuld
at home to Jat,ck#the
watch - the^■; Harris.
Von Tilzer;
Tilzer, George
George this
this wriil.
wriil. continue
continue to
to be
be the
the case
case in
in r0oms, Mr. Kelly’s,' and' Others,
not a sellout, as
™id1nacat
IL iris. Harry Von
is when better-known breaduttpr works
wnrfes like
lit* “Rigoletto”
“Ritynipitn ”
and-butter
“Butterfly.” “Aida” land “Carmen”
are presented by Salmaggi. Nonetheless it was evident that the
audience had come to see, and was,
on the whole pleased with, fhis
Master Gianni, transformed from
“Charley’s Aunt” and “Cyrano.”

p£d entertainment ^re
ana entertainment.
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enieriainmenx. are furnished,
lurnisnea,
™
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Continued from page 1

‘Groat Debate’

“rebels without a cause” who ape
Dean as their idol
The. Film Bureau has not IndL
cated whether, or not it w-ill ban
the picture. There had been slight
disorders at recent showings in
nabe houses, but the milling
around of juvenile fans has . also
been noted in Rowings of Elvis
Presley films.
Distributors plan \to make usual
formal permt for exhibition and
are confident that this wiU be
granted..
Exhibition permits on
“East of Eden” arid “Giant” are
also approaching, expiration dates,
requiring of filing for new authorization for showings in Mexican
theatres.

i Continued from page 1 ;
up conclusive figures on the program’s unduplicated audience.
The ARB executive felt that the
normal count of 2.5 viewers per
tv set was in aU probability swelled
somewhat, with tv homes coffeeklatching for the meeting of the
major candidates. This enlargement
of the average foi viewer-per-set
would also have [helped toward
guaran teeing a total audience of
100,000,000.
j
However, working on the miniinal assumption, ARB arrived at its
fftOgOjOOO
average
audience

Clhan’ Gua EdV'^rds AlBryan its expected growth over the years
Eva Tanguay.
'
"
Tancuav. Bert Williams and
and-' ahpar V
.
George Walker, Sam and Lee aneacL
,
.
siiUbert, : Maude Adams; Charles
Whereas ABC used® to hold a
Frohman, David Belasco,-Jim Jef- weak third position, this net, ac'fries; W. C. Kelly, -Alice Brady; cording to Goldenson, ridw is first
Florenz Ziegfeld, Anna; Held, Wil- over CBS- and NBC in terms of
liam A. Brady, Janjes J. Corbett, y
.
Benny Leonard, Commodore Van- share of the audfenec.dkirrng prime
derbilt, “Betcha Million” Gates,
and others.
u m
.
,,
Herald Tribune may syndi-;
the serialization rights..
cate ,the
rights,
■
■ ■
..
•;—
■ ■ -
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the fest- theme, “Greater World
Uriderstaridirig Through international Television.”
tiorijal
Teleyisipii.”
During the meeting, Syd Eiges,
NBC'veepee. was appointed head:
of an. AT AS publications &; ediiprial board to “prepare a major
definitive book on the history, practices and future of American teleVision/’ plus a! quarterly Journal

while Hollywood's Moulin Rouge is
•••. .
...
bugged by the prosperity of the
small jazzeries arid avant garde
outlets.
To meet the challenge
of the newer spots, some large
rb°ms as the Copa are buying
ucauuiiets
me juuubcx
headliners gcai-eu
geared iu.
to the
youriger
set, while
While the
the Living
Living Room,
Room, N.
N. Y,
Y^,
rRqTnri NRC is finding
findin6 that the qidtime
pidtime per¬
pei>
° formers are aiding,
aiding busiriess greathave equal facilities, heclaimed.
Exec sees international tele in iy.
y* .
*
r * *u ; *
operation within five to 10 years
, However, the operators feel that
the greatest
and adds that ABC already hris ah the’
greatest boorri
boom is
is the
the result
result of
of
the ..tax.
reduction. . The
active Stake in this field via hiinor- tbe
tax. reduction.^The increase
increase
ity interests in: tv stations in Aus-:
Aus* comes av
aF a xime
time, wnen
when many neias
fields
traiiaf
tralia, Venezuela,
Venezuela, Ecuador,
Ecuador, LebLeb- are
arc in
J11. the midst of
°- a
a recession,
rv^ss+°p’
anon and five countries in Central vvbich
more hearteiihearten-;
^ybich is one of
of the
themore
ihg. facets of the upbeat,,
upbeat..
America—with more such global ing
investments to follow.
In some spots the Increase is
A reading of Goldensori’s corncom- stronger thari
than in others..,
others. . Thi#
The
merits gives the distinct lmpres- strongest
New York is bestrongest, hike in
in/New
sibn that the theatrical theatre ing registered at the Blue Angel
business Is a stepchild. He says where Shelley Berman is neadlinmerely that theatre business is ihg. The strength oftne business
somewhat behind last year, due.in there is being measured, by the
part to the Hollywood .production number of turnaways Rnd ther®
strike
which
affected releases have been plenty there during tni
mmnly during the second quarter.jru%
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OBITUARIES

CARL BRISSON

79

P%3tIETY

the Birmingham stock company
run by Sir Barry Jackson, and
worked with Robert Lorraine and
Fred; Terry. He appeared in many
plays and Aims, notably as Papa
Juan in “A: Hundred Years Old,”
and as. the Bishop in “The Banbury.
I figures in later year’s. She retired Nose” by Pieter Ustinov.
. GEORGE Fv LEWIS JR.
.. .
George F. (Pete) Lewis Jr., 4ly. 15 years ago.,
Messiter had. just returned to
A son, AVilliam C.f a Blade photo¬ Britain ."'after- two years of stage
of the: N. y: theatrical law partner¬
ship of Lewis & McDonald died grapher, three daughters,, two ' - and broadcasting work in South
Sept. 27 in New York, Cause, of ters. and a brother survive;
Africa. ;
death was spinal; meningitis which
SYDNEY SHIELDS
he developed after returning from
JOSEPH F. LAMB
Sydney Shields, 72, actress, died
Madrid, where he went to confer,
Joseph F. Lamb, 72, composer,
with his client, Samuel BronstOn, Sept. 19 in Qtieens- N.Y.
died Sept; 3 in Brooklyn, N;Y., after
She launched her career:
a. a brief Illness;. His s.origs include
on “King of . Kings’’ and “El Cid”
newspaper reporter and drama “Ragtiriie Nightingale,” “Top Liner
financi
critic. She made her first legit ap¬ Rag,” “The Alaskan Rag,” and “Ex/
Lewis who specialized
tax,
pearance When she was 20 years sellsior Rag,” among others. He
capital gains and fiscal matters
i old in “The Reckless Age/’ pro- recently made an LP recording
generally was also . secretary . of
• duced by Cecil B- DeMille. Her
Technicolor Inc. He was rated a legit credits include ‘‘What Money called “A Study in Classic Rag¬
time.”
pioneer intelligence in the area of
Can’t Buy,” “If,” “The Case of
His Wife, four sons, daughter and
overseas production economics.
i Lady
Camber” "The Fear Maiv a sister survive. :
His survivors include his widow, j kef,” “Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,”
rOther and a brother. Funeral j “New York Exchange.” “Red Dust,”
ROBERT H. COSGROVE
arrangements were not set at “Such Is. Life” and “White Flame.”
Robert H. Cosgrove, 59, died at
Variety presstime.
Body /’
at 1 She was for seven years a member
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital,
/Campbell’s, Manhattan:
of the Walker Whiteside company,
Saranac Lake, Sept/18. He Was on
appearing as Mr; Whiteside’s lead¬
leave from Columbia Picture Where
ing lady. She also appeared in he Was in the payroll department.
HARLOW AVILCOX
Harlow Wilcox, 60, announcer Tor silent films.
He had been an actor - and dancer.
ihe “Fibber McGee & Molly’*
Survived by a sister and a brother.
WILLIAM STEINWAY
di
program for 16 years/ died
William
Stein
way,/78,
chairman
Sept. 24 in Hollywood.
HARRY BAKER
He Was also, an NBC newscaster i of the board of Steinway & Sons,
Harry “Bud” Baker, 39, KBIG
newscaster in Hollywood, died
there Sept. 21 following a heart
seizure. He was participating in a
deejay’s kogrcalling .contest at the
Pomona. County Fair When stricken.
His wife survives.

WB’s Tele-Theatrical Tandem
; Continued from
vidpix and . theatricals providing
studios with a better cushioned
economy, a two-edged, weapon so
to speak, than they ever before
had.
For more than a year at the WB
studio, technicians and production
staffers have' been shuttling be¬
tween the two media. This enables
the studio to stagger production
schedules in a manner which
spreads employment and,. actually,
literally to perpetuate it for many
employes Over a. span of a year or
more. At one juncture last year,
although WB had only one theatri¬
cal project before eameras. on the
Burbank lot, so many telepix epi¬
sodes .were shoptirig all facilites
were at . work and studio employ¬
ment graph was high.
WB, of course, leads all other
majors in production of solidly
sponsored
telefilms^—either
stu¬
dio’s own shooting on lot via a
rental, deal. Warners has ten such
series, signed, sealed and deliv¬
ered for cash on the barrel-head
to ABC-TV. Series are “Maverick,”
“Hawaiian Eye,”
“Lawman,”
“Cheyenne,”
“Bronco.”
“Sugarfoot,” “77. Sunset Strip,” “Surfsi db Six.” “The Roaring 20’s” and
“Room for One More,”

page 11 ;

written, produced and directed by
Delriier Daves.
“Splendor in the Grass,” star¬
ring Natalie Wood, Pat Hingle, Au¬
drey Christie, Warren Beatty; pro¬
duced and directed by Elia Kazan.
“A Fever in the Blood,” starring
Efrem Zimbalist Jr., Angie Dick¬
inson, Jack Kelly, Don Ameche,
Ray Danton, Herbert Marshall,
Andra Martin, produced by Roy
Huggins, directed by Vincent Sher¬
man.
“Gold of the Seven Saints,” star¬
ring Clint Walker. Roger Moore,
Leticia Roman, Robert Middleton,
Chill W’ills. Gene Evans, produced
by Leonard Freeman, directed by
Gordon Douglas.

MARRIAGES
Glenda Blagg to Victor Jensen,
Brooklyn, N.Y., Sept. 17. Bride,
formerly with the Michael Todd
office, is secretary to Cinenriracle
Picture Corp/s Van Wolf,
Opna MacWhirter to Patrick
O’Reilly, Dublin, Sept. 10. Bride’s
publicist to Odeon ‘Ireland) cinema
group; he’s an accountant at Ard¬
more Studios. Bray.

Miss Pat "Wilson to Lew Lowery,
Houston, Sept. 9. Groom is an¬
nouncer on KTRH in that city;
However, WB has been shoring bride is with Entertainment Un¬
up a schedule, of theatrical prop¬ limited.
erties, over the past six wleeks
Bernadette D. Spallino to Bern¬
which now totals 15, largest num¬ ard Frank Ventura in Lewiston,
ber within studio’s gunsights, to¬ Me.. Sept. 10. He’s a musician for¬
gether;; in some years. List com¬ merly with Benny Goodman’s orch.
prises:
. »
Elaine Bishende to Vair Capper,
‘‘Letter from Peking,” based on Toronto, Sept. 17. She’s a concert
the Pearl Buck novel, to be direct¬ pianist; he’s a Toronto Symphony
ed; by Gordon Douglas.
sideman.
“A Majority of One,” legit by
Maureen McSJiane to Ed Sawicki,
Leonard Spigelgass, who also will Chicago, Sept. 10. Both are hi ths
Screenplay, starring Alec Guinness continuity dept, of WGN-TV there.
and Rosalind Russell; to be pro¬
Jean Terry to Terence Hillman,
duced and directed by Mervyn Le- London. $ept. 18. Bride's one of

Product. Lineup

Mrs; Corrlne Bernstein, Wife of
legit pressagent Karl Bernstein
and
rriother of company manager
September 26, 1958.
Ira. Bernstein, died Sept. 25 in New
York. She Was in her late 50’s arid
had suffered a series, of heart at¬
for many years before his retire¬ I piano makers, died Sept. 22 in New tacks in recerit months. Other sur¬
vivors include two grandchildren,
ment. Before joining NBC he was [York.
He joined the firm in 1899. and
With CBS,; where his most inipor !
•Manry Hamilton, 37 editorial re¬
fant assignment was the “Myrt ai,«x j had been board chairman since
1957. Prior to that he was a vice- search writer and KCBS- newsman,
Marge” program.
president and a director. He was San Francisco died- of a heart. at¬
manager Of European operations tack iri Bay City Sept.' 22. Former- Roy.
CHARLES R. CONDON
the singing Terry Sisters.
from 1909-39. He was largely re¬ lya producer for KCBS for seven
Charles R^ Condon, 66, vet fill
“May This House Be Safe From
Melissa Miliqevich to Robert
publicist and vCriter, died of a heart sponsible for developing Steinway years, he left to enter public 'rela¬
Tigers,” . Alexander King book Sadoff, Las Vegas, Sept. 7. He’s a
attack in Hollywood. Sept. 21. He sales organization in major, cities tions, and returried to station last
adapted for the screen by Charles former NBC producer in N. Y. and
was publicity director for Louis B. around the world and also was the April. Son, parents and sister sur¬
Lederer;
now runs Liberty Artist Service,
Mayer prior to formation of MGM company’s contact man with lead¬ vive.
“Claudeile
Inglish,”
Erskine manageriient firm, in L.V.
. and after the amalgamation held ing European concert artists.
Caldwell novel to be directed by
His wife and sister survive.
the same post at Metro.
Carolyn Hughes to Elliott KastCharles B. Swope, 45, a lawyer/
Gordon Douglas.
. Foi. many years a writer, he
ner, London, Sept. 21. Bride is an
for the. Radio Corp. of America;’
“The Crackerjack.Marine,”
turned out many “Rin Tin Tin”
JAMES R. O’NEIL
American tv actress; he’s a U. S.
died Sept. .24 in Phpenixvi.lle; Pa.;
el
.by
Ben
Masselink,
scripts for Warner Bros., and also.
James R. O’Neil, 60; a. Scenic along with his 12 year old son, as
theatre agent.
“Act One,” Moss Hart’s autobiog,
Was affiliated . with Columbia Pic¬ designer and former actor, died a result of. a fire which broke, out
Carol Wilkens to John Morgan,
scripted by. George Axelrod.
tures and other studios. Since Janu¬ Sept: .14 in .White Plains, N.Y.
in their home. His wife and an¬ . “The Music Mari,’’ in 70m. to Bellingham. Wash., Sept. 9. Bride
He began his. acting career/when other. son survive,.;.
ary; 1916, he had been public rela¬
be produced and. directed by Mor¬ is with traffic dept, of KOMO-TV,
tions rep for Los Angeles Depart¬ he . was nine years old. His last
Seattle.
ton DaCosla. .
Broadway appearance Was in the
ment of. Airports. :
Ruth Drew. 52, broadcaster, died
“Semi-Detached,” play by Pa¬
Judy Bailey to Val Gielgud, Lon¬
Surviving are bis Widows two 1933 production of “She Loves Me Sept. 20 in London. She wd:i fame tricia Joudry.
don, Sept. 17. Bride is an actress;
Not.”
More
recently,
however,
he
stepdaughters, tw
sisters andduring the war with her “Kitcheii.
“A Distant Truriipet,” Paul Hor- he is head of BBC-radio drama.
was scenic designer for NBC in
brother^
Front”, talks arid had since spe¬ gan novel to star Laurence Har¬
Elaine Useloff to .Jack Daniles,
NY., and for CBS in Hollywood.
cialized in household tips on BBC's vey, scripted, by/Alan LeMay, to New York, Sept. 18. Bride is with
He also was scenic designer for two
ARTHUR GREENBLATT
steam radio.
be directed by Jack: Clayton.
Young
& Rubicam's tv dept.; he’*
Warner,
Brothers
films;.
“Battle.
Arthur Greeriblatt, 60, Allied
“The . Devil - in Bucks County,” a ''-'ABC-TV account exec.
Artists Pictures homeoffice sales Cry” and “Blood Alley.” In I960,
Dij, Samuel Fine, 77, a retired j novel by Edmund Schiddel adapted
Genevieve (no surname given) to
dentist, died Sept. 23 iri Tucson,' by Jarnes Poe, to: be directed by Ted Mills, Sept. 24, New Canaan,
He was the father, of Sylvia Fine, Peter Glenville, starring Simone Conn. She’s the French comedi¬
enne-singer; he’s a tv producer:
lyricist and special material writer, Signoret.
“The: .Roman Spring of Mrs.
Adele O’Connor to Stanley
who is the wife of comedian Dariny
Stone;” by Tennessee Williams, Dorien, Sept. 23, London. He’s the
Kaye.
starring Vivien: Leigh, to be di¬ film producer; she’s the former
rected by Jose Quintero.
Lady Beatty.
Paul Ringenbach, 64. an. orches¬
. “Gypsy,” the Broadway hit, to
tra leader for mariy years, died bie produced in 70m.
Sept. 14 iri Hillside, N; J.; after a
‘A Noble; Profession/’ by Pierre
BIRTHS
executive, died Sept, i.8
New ! he was; one. of the scenic, designers brief illness. His wife, two daugh¬ Boulle.
Mr. and Mrs. Mort Crowley,
York, after a brief illness.'.
'-for..Freedom-land' amusement park: ters and a brother survive:.
“The Devil’s Advocate,” Morris
daughter. Sept. 14 in Chicago.
His wife survives.
He entered the film industry in
West’s novel.
Father is a deejay bn WLS there.
Frederick Robbins, 64, a thea¬
1922 as a salesman: for.Educational
“The. Deathmakers,”
novel
Mr. arid Mrs, Lawrence Roman,
trical agent and former baridleader, by Glen Sire.
Pictures and the following year
LEE DUNCAN
daughter, Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Lee Duncan, 67; film dog trainer died. Sept; 25 iri Stamford, Conn.,
was appointed branch manager:. In
10 Poised for Release
__r__
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whd: found Rin Tin Tin as ai shiv- after a brief illness. His Wife, /■ Warners further presently boasts Fathe is a playwright.
1934
he. opened) his own
exchange
Mr. and Mrs. Pepe Hern, daugh¬
in the N.Y. area. He later joined 1 ering puppy ill "a Geririan trench brother arid sister survive..
the.: largest array of films yri cans
ter, Hollyw'ood, Sept. 14. Father’!
Gaumont British as a salesman, I during World . War I, died of a
arid poised for national release it
an actor.
then moved up td branch manager,.'.heart attack Sept, 20 at his ranch
Theodore Celia, 63, composer, has had in some time:
Mr. and Mrs. Huw Thomas,
circuit $ales head and generaL sales : near Riverside, Cal.
conductor and harpist with the
“The Dark at. the Top of the
ianager.
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He then became branch manager5.000 Army war dogs during World for many, years, died Sept. 3 in Ep- Dorothy. McGuire.. Eve Arden, is the tv newscaster and emcee.
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produced
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Mr, and Mrs. Alan Gale, daughGERTRUDE BONDHILL
Father,: 73, of Doris Vinton, pub¬ Schary, directed by Vincent J. j
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j ter, Ramsgate, Eng. recently. Fa¬
Allied in .1954.
CJertrude, Bondhill,. .80, - onetime lic relations director for. the New Donehue.
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. “The Sins 6f Rachel Cade.” star¬ WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, program
sistant treasurer of the Toledo the cast of .the radio soaper.
Dallas—John: Matts, four times ring Arisie,Dickinson. Peter Finch. director.
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winner of the Texas News Award, Roger Moore, produced by Henry
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arid: past' prez .of the United Press Blarike, directed by Gordon Doug¬ son, Hollywood, Sept. 22. Father’s
an actor.
editor-publisher of the/, former
International Texas News BroacL las.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Demma,
ERIC MESSITER
News-Bee when she started her
casters. n.b\v heads the . expanded
“Parrish/* starring. Troy Dona¬
Eric Messiter, 68, actor, died news facilities of KVIL here. He hue, Claudette Colbert, Karl Mal¬ daughter. New York, Sept, 26.
. .cwspaper : career on the . rival
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is in the Variety compo*Blade. She
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Fm on tour now
Hope to he seeing all my
friends soon.
Ella
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